5.19(1)

Re: Fw: Assistance with BZP Scheduling Assessment

Cl

Suzanne Desjardins to: Jocelyn Kula

2009-06-08 03:04 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault, Brittany Sauve, Christine Gagnon

Why don't we all meet briefly, so that we are clear on the work to be done.
Please arrange a meeting with my assistant Christine Gagnon.
Thanks
Suzanne
Elizabeth -sorry about the mistake on your name
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2009-06-0802:36 PM

To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: Fw: Assistance with BZP Scheduling Assessmen©

Hi Suzanne
I am very sorry for the delay; Elizabeth went on leave
and has only just returned to the office, and well J guess, J got busy with other things.
If it is alright with you, I will ask Elizabeth to meet with Brittany and go through what we have donel the
gaps etc. Or would you like the four of us to meet first so you can get a sense of the work? Please advise
and I can arrange something for later this week.
Jocelyn
PS Please note that the Elisabeth that you copied on your email is not the Elizabeth Dussault who works
in PRAD. She is Elizabeth with a "z" and there is no initial in her email address.

Jocelyn Kula
Managerl Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Divisionl Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substancesl Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branchl Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canadal Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2009-06-0811 :39 AM

cc Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Fw: Assistance with BZP Scheduling Assessment

000001
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Hi Jocelyn,
We never did receive your package for BZP. Please let me know what we can do at this point.
Suzanne
----- Forwarded by Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2009-06-0811 :38 AM -----

Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA

2009-05-0804:17 PM

cc Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: Assistance with BZP Scheduling Assessment!)

OK Brittany is f
next week.So she will look after it when she gets back
Thanks
Suzanne
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2009-05-08 10:23 AM

To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: Assistance with BZP Scheduling Assessment!)

OK, great. I will get someone to put all the files together (Elizabeth is away for the next two weeks
and bring them up. Given that we are still flapping around
with the marihuana regs package, it may be Tuesday before I get to this. I am off on leave on Monday.
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager/ Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Divisionl Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de fa securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA

Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2009-05-08 10:04 AM

cc
Subject Re: Assistance with BZP Scheduling Assessment!)

Hi Jocelyn,
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Happy to support your initiative. Please send all the material to me. We will then decide whether we do it
ourself or we contract it out totally or partially, but either ways we should take the lead and be responsible
for the science part of it. What is your timeline ?
Suzanne

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2009-05-0706:53 PM

To "Suzanne Desjardins" <Suzanne_Desjardins@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
Subject Assistance with BZP Scheduling Assessment

Bonjour Suzanne,
I am following up on our conversation from some time ago, in which we discussed ODARS providing
PRAD with some assistance with our scheduling assessment of the piperazine derivatives- now scaled
back to cover only BZP and TFMPP.
I have not been in touch on this before because somehow, as is always the way, we have been working
flat out on a number of other urgencies. That said, I think Elizabeth's lAS is at a point where it could really
benefit from a good science-oriented review/overhaul and so I thought I would write now and see how you
are placed in terms of helping us out. While the pressure from MO has died down a bit on this, we are still
getting quite a few law enforcement and ministerial corresp enquiries about it that I would think it is only a
matter of time before we start getting questions about what is taking so long. In this regard, can you
advise if you have someone you can assign this to, or whether I should be thinking about involving a
contractor. We will obviously provide you with the draft lAS, our reference searches and associated
papers, and the HPFB risk assessment doc that we contributed to last fall (prepared to support the FDA
compliance actions they took).
Happy to meet and discuss further.
Jocelyn
Jocelyn Kula
Managerl Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Divisionl Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
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BZPITFMPP Research Information
Elizabeth Dussault to: Brittany Sauve

2009-06-12 03:07 PM

Cc: Jocelyn Kula, Suzanne Desjardins

Hi Brittany,
Per our meeting, here are the electronic versions of the lAS and the Risk Assessment.

DRAFT (NEW) lAS Piperazine Derivatives 2009 ED.wpd Final8ZP Risk Assessment (DeS comments) 2009-04-29.doc

As for the research, you'll find way below an email I received from the library in April 2008 with my search
criteria for BZP and the results of the search. The document just below here are the articles that I
requested from the library, which should be located in the folders I provided.

I:i

Article request for Library2008-05-07.wpd

The following is the criteria that I sent to the .library in Feb/Mar 2009 to dwindled down the 600 or so
search results that Kathy Vesterfelt had asked for previously (Unfortunately, I don't have an electronic
version of those results). The attached document below are the results of the search including the
articles that I requested from the library (highlighted).
The substance is TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine with CAS# 15532-75-9 with the
following search parameters:
•
abuse/misuse of TFMPP
•
dependence potential of TFMPP
•
pharmacological action of TFMPP

I:i

Library References for TFMPP March 2009 .wpd

There may be some other articles in the stack that I gave you that I found myself on PubMed, etc. that are
a bit more recent.
Thanks for your help again and don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
----- Forwarded by Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2009-06-12 11 :29 AM ----Joanne
Johnson/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2008-04-24 12:35 PM

cc
Subject Search results - BZP
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Hi Elizabeth,
I have completed your search request on" the abuse, dependence, adverse reactions, pharmacological
activity, and legitimate use of benzylpiperazine or bzp". The databases of Medline, EMBASE, Scopus,
Current Contents, Global Health (CAB Health) and PscyhlNFO were searched all available years to
present. There are 135 records in the attached file, "135.rtf' for you to review.

135.rt1

The search strategies used in the various databases are included here for your interest.

Search Strategies 8enzylpiperazine. wpd

If you have any questions on the above, please let me know.
Best regards,
Joanne
Joanne Johnson
Reference Librarian/ Bibliothecaire de reference
HECS Library / Bibliotheque SESC
269 Laurier Avenue West, 4th Floor /269 Laurier ouest, 4 ieme etage
Address Locator / Indice de I'adresse 4904E
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada
K1A OK9
Phone: (613) 954-3349
Fax:
(613) 941-8583
Joanne_Johnson@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Issue Analysis Summary
Office of Controlled Substances

Regulation of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethy lpheny l)piperazine (TFMPP)
CONTENTS:
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.

ISSUE
PURPOSE
CONTEXT
ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
CONSULTATIONS
CONSIDERATIONS
SELECTED STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
OUTCOME EVALUATION

ISSUE

The piperazines are a class of compounds containing a piperazine ring as part of their chemical
structure. Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also
used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
However, there are two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally for their
hallucinogenic and stimulant properties. These are: BZP (l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine) and
TFMPP (1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine).
Health Canada is not aware that either of these substances are being used commercially in the
production of any industrial or pharmaceutical products in Canada.
An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada and an increased
appearance on the rave and party scene across Canada have prompted the need to determine
whether these substances should be regulated as controlled substances under the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).

2.

PURPOSE

To assess these substances against the factors considered by the Office of Controlled Substances
(OCS) when deciding to add substances to one of the Schedules to the CDSA, and examine
possible options for the regulation of these substances.
000006
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3.

CONTEXT

3.1

Legislative Frameworks

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations
The Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) provides a legislative framework for the
control of substances that can alter mental processes and may produce harm to the health of an
individual or to society when diverted or misused. Except as authorized under regulation,
activities such as possession, possession for the purpose of trafficking, trafficking, importation,
exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and production of controlled substances
are prohibited under the CDSA.
The CDSA and its regulations seek to support the legal manufacture, trade and possession of
controlled substances for medical and scientific purposes while minimizing diversion for illicit
purposes. The CDSA also carries punishments for various offences and regulatory requirements
which allow for more restricted control and closer monitoring of drug use.
The substances regulated under the CDSA are grouped into eight schedules. Schedules I to V
lists controlled substances while Schedule VI lists precursor chemicals. Schedules VII and VIII
provides the threshold quantities for trafficking and possession offenses involving cannabis and
cannabis resin.
Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments described in Part I of the
CDSA. Offenses associated with Schedule IV are similar to those associated with substances in
Schedules I, II and III except that there is no offence for simple possession.
3.2

Background

BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used recreationally because of their increased
stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. The Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) have had a
substance of concern file on both BZP and TFMPP and has been monitoring the appearance of
these substances on the Canadian market since 2004.
Drug Analysis Services (DAS) first received seizure samples of BZP as early as 1999 and there
has been a steady increase since. Law enforcement agencies have also informed Health Canada
directly of an increase of pills containing these substances that are being seen in the rave and
party scene and are readily available for sale on the Internet and in specialty retail outlets (head
shops, sex shops, etc.) in Canada. Health Canada has also received correspondence from
Canada Border Services Agency regarding the legal status of BZP and TFMPP and requesting
2
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that Health Canada schedule BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA because of the increased
importation of these substances into Canada without any legitimate purpose.
Media interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004 but has remained steady since
July 2008 following the deaths of two individuals that were initially thought to be related to the
ingestion of pills containing BZP. The media expressed concerns that Health Canada had not
taken a more proactive stance in regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances because of
the health risks associated with these substances, and also raised questions regarding the easy
availability of these pills in public fora via sale on the Internet, in sex and drug paraphernalia
shops as well as at counter culture exhibitions, such as Sexapalooza.
In October 2007, the Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (Inspectorate) established a
customs target for finished products which was subsequently updated to include raw material in
July 2008. A number of enforcement actions were taken beginning in April 2008 targeting
PurePillz, Inc. who had been reported as selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and
TFMPP. In July 2008, Health Canada posted a health advisory, advising consumers to not use
unauthorized products being sold by PurePillz, Inc due to the serious health risks associated with
their products. A risk assessment was completed by the Inspectorate that identified the health
risks associated with BZP based products. The assessment, in conclusion, suggests that
consideration should be given to adding BZP to one of the Schedules to the CDSA.
BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. As indicated above, both substances meet the definition of a drug as defined
under the Food and Drugs Regulations and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN)
to be sold or marketed in Canada.

4.0

Assessment of BZP and TFMPP for Scheduling Purposes

The following factors are assessed when substances are being considered for scheduling under
the CDSA:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chemical and pharmacological similarity to other substances listed in the Schedules to
the CDSA;
Legitimate use;
International requirements and trends in control/scheduling;
Abuse liability and dependence potential;
Extent of actual abuse in Canada and elsewhere; and,
Risk to the health and safety of Canadians.

4.1

Chemical and Pharmacological Similarity to Other Drugs Listed in the Schedules to the
CDSA

4.1.1

Chemistry ofBZP [ODARS Input required]

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benylpiperazine, 1000008
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benzyl-diazacyclohexane and does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause burns. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin. BZP can be manufactured easily by
reacting piperazine mono hydrochloride with benzyl chloride which does not require a
sophisticated laboratory.

4.1.2

Chemistry of TFMPP [ODARS Input required]

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow colour liquid.

4.1.3

Pharmacology of BZP [ODARS Input Required]

BZP is known to be a central nervous system stimulant with effects comparable to amphetamine
although with a potency of about one-tenth that of amphetamine l .
The available scientific evidence obtained from studies in rats suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to amphetamine and that it acts by increasing the efflux
of dopamine and serotonin2• In doses around 20-100 mg, BZP produces euphoria, wakefulness,
improved vigilance.
Campbell et al. of Wellcome Research Laboratories assessed the abuse liability and
haemodynamic effects of BZP in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, balanced crossover study in
18 former amphetamine addicts. Both BZP and dexamphetamine were associated with increases
in systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate that were significantly different
from placebo. The authors concluded that BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity
similar to dexamphetamine 3 •
Pharmacodynamic studies in man were conducted comparing the effects of BZP and
amphetamine4 • The two compounds produced similar results on increasing heart rate and blood
pressure with similar stimulant activity also noted for both.
Animal pharmacological studies of BZP indicate a central serotoninomimetic action which

1 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: 1-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
2 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: l-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
3 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, et al. Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in former addicts. European Journal o/Clinical Pharmacology; 6(3): 170-6, 1973.
4 Bye C, Munro Faure AD, Peck A W, Young P A. A comparison of the effects (000009
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. European Journal of Clinical PharmacoloJ
A
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involves serotonin re-uptake inhibition and 5-HT1 receptor agonistic effects. 5 It is said that BZP
also triggers the release of dopamine and noradrenaline and inhibits their synaptic re-uptake.
Peripheral actions of BZP on alpha 2 adrenoreceptors mediate reflex tachycardia and
hypertension. 6,7,8

4.1.4. Pharmacology of TFMPP [ORS Input Required]

4.2

Legitimate Use

Piperazines are a class of compounds which are known to have many industrial and
pharmaceutical uses. For example, the parent compound piperazine has been widely used for
many years as an anti-worming drug in animals. BZP, however, has never been used for such a
purpose. 9
Throughout the 1970s, a compound with BZP as the active metabolite was investigated as a
potential anti -depressant in humans.1O Its clinical use was short lived because of the stimulant
side effects of the drug. 11
While BZP has no established or acknowledged medical value, TFMPP has widely been used as
a pharmacological probe drug for drug discrimination procedures in animals 12 because of its
serotonergic properties. The International Narcotic Control Board (INCB) World Drug Report
for 2007 also states that both these substances are available primarily for use in intermediates in
the manufacture of chemicals and pharmaceuticals and are used in neurochemical and psychiatric
research throughout the world 13 • Health Canada is unaware if BZP and TFMPP are being used
for such purposes in Canada.

5 Tekes K, Thfalusi L, 19yi B, Herman F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action ofEGYT475, a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacy; 39(2):203-11, 1987.
6 Magyar K, Fekete MIK, Tekes K, Torok TL. The action oftrelibet, a new antidepressive agent on
noradrenaline release from rabbit pulmonary artery. European Journal of Pharmacology 130(3)O(pp 219-227), 1986.
7 Szucks Z, Szentendrei T, Fekete M I. The effect ofEGYT-475 (Trelibet) and its metabolites on the
potassium-stimulated 3H-noradrenaline release from cortical slices of rat brain. Polish Journal of Pharmacology and
Pharmacy; Mar-Apr; 39(2): 185-93, 1987.
.
8 Hashimoto K, Maeda H, Goromaru T. Effects of benzylpiperazine derivatives on the neurotoxicity of3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine in rat brain. Brain Research 590(1-2)O(pp 341-344), 1992.
9 EU Council Decision: New drug BZP to be place under control across the EU (2008/03/03)
10 Munro-Faure, A.D., Peck, A.W., Pullin, C., Young, P.A. Detection ofdexamphetamine-like activity in
man. A comparison of several tests (1971) J Pharm. Chim. (Paris), 2, pp. 228-229.
11 Tekes K, Thfalusi L, 19yi B, Herman F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action ofEGYT475, a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacy 1987;39(2):203-11.
12 Staack, R.F. et aI., Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of the new designer drug TFMPP In vivo
studies in Wi star and Dark Agouti rats as well as in vitro studies in human liver microsomes, Biochemical
Pharmacology 67 (2004) p. 236
000010
13 !NCB 2008 World Drug Report, p. 39
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4.3

International Requirement and Trends in Control/Scheduling

4.3.1

International Control

Both BZP or TFMPP are currently not included under any of the three United Nations Drug
Control Conventions. That said the !NCB has requested that governments provide the World
Health Organization (WHO) and the !NCB with any information on the abuse of and trafficking
of piperazine derived compounds 14 , it also requested that the WHO should assess piperazine
derived compounds in order to determine whether to recommend that they be placed under
international control 15 •

4.3.2

European Union

The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europol and European Medicines Agency
completed a joint risk assessment ofBZP in May 2007. That assessment identified that BZP
should be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack of medical benefits and lack of evidence
that it is safe for human consumption16.
On March 3,2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as a new
psychoactive substance which is to be made subject to control measures and criminal provisions.
Member states were called upon to place BZP, within 1 year, under their respective drug control
regulations that fall in line with the obligations imposed by the 1971 United Nations Convention
on psychotropic substances 17.
In many EU Member States (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Finland, Croatia and Sweden) had already taken the decision to regulated BZP as a controlled
substances. Other jurisdictions regulate BZP differently and so would have to make changes in
line with the requirements of the 1971 United Nations Conventions. In the Netherlands for
example, BZP in pharmaceutical form is regulated as a medicinal product. I8 Similarly, Spain
considers BZP to be a substance which modifies physiological functions when administered to
humans as defined under applicable Spanish legislation. It is therefore subject to certain control
measures such as inspections, annual reporting to the Spanish Medicines Agency and is subj ect
to enforcement measures for non-compliance 19 • In the United Kingdom, vendors and retailers of

14

Report ofthe International Narcotics Control Board for 2007. Resolution 28, page 111.

Report of the International Narcotics Control Board for 2007. Resolution 45, page 114.
EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: 1-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
17 http://europa.eu/scadplus/leglen/lvb/133273.htm
18 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: 1-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387 IJHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
19 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: 1-benZ:000011
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessm
15

16
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BZP may face prosecution as the drug is classified as unlicensed under the Medicines Act 1968. 20
In France, BZP is classified as a narcotic further to the publication of an order in the "Journal
Officiel" on May 15,2008 21 • The decision follows a proposal by the Agence fran<;aise de securite
sanitaire des produits de sante", because of the toxicity, abuse potential associated with the
substance and its dependence-causing properties. Finally, the Irish government has recently
released a statement indicating that BZP will be regulated as a controlled substance because of its
potential for abuse and for causing significant harm to public health. 22
Although, the European Union has focused mainly on BZP, some member states have taken steps
to also regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance. Greece, Sweden, Croatia and Denmark have
all elected to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance.

4.3.3

New Zealand

The history ofBZP regulation in New Zealand is complex. An April 2004 assessment of "party
pills" (which included substances such as BZP, TFMPP and other piperazine derivatives) by the
New Zealand Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) concluded that there was
insufficient objective evidence showing that these substances were harmful; thus they
recommended that "party pills" containing these substances should remain legal. 23
In 2006, the EACD completed a further assessment of these substances and concluded that recent
studies had documented real harm, including potentially fatal seizures. They noted, however,
that there was still no information about the effects of long-term use of these substances on
humans.
In May 2007, the EACD again considered these substances in light of further scientific research
and evidence that was accumulated in studies conducted in New Zealand. The EACD focused its
attention on the increased availability of "party pills", which were being marketed and distributed
widely over the Internet, through counterculture retailers, and more recently in liquor outlets,
service stations and dairies. Other information considered included a number of reports showing
evidence linking "party pills" to adverse reactions when taken with prescription medicines, and a
number of scientific studies that showed that there were no known legitimate commercial uses
for these substances.
This growing evidence led to the tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse of Drugs Act and
list BZP, TFMPP and similar substances as scheduled substances on December 18, 2007. The
amendment was passed by parliament and come into force on April 1, 2008. In New Zealand, it
is illegal to possess and use, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP, TFMPP, pFPP,
MeOPP, mCPP and MBZP became. The bill provided an amnesty provision that allowed
individuals to possess no more than 100 tablets/pills or 5 grams of these substances until no later

psychoactive substances, 2005.
20 MHRA Press Release. Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are dangerous and illegal. Mar 2007.
21 http://afssaps.sante.frlhtm/10/filcoprs/080503.htm
22 News release from The Irish Times, May 16,2008
23 Alansari, M. and Hamilton, D., Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pil000012
report, The New Zealand Medical Journal, 05-May-06, Vol 119 No. 1233
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than September 30, 2008 when they would become illegaJ24.

4.3.4

Australia

BZP and TFMPP was added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of Drugs
and Poisons (SUSDP) in February 2006 25 . In its decision to include BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (NDPSC) considered
information from the "Vaults of Erowid" website which includes links to drug experience
websites and information about drugs from both anecdotal and peer reviewed sources. The
NDPSC also considered actions taken in other jurisdictions such as the tabling of a proposal to
amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act in New Zealand to include BZP and similar substances and the
addition of BZP to Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act in the United States. They also
considered submissions from stakeholders that indicated that these substances were not being
used for any legitimate domestic products in Australia. They also noted that these substances
were being misrepresented and marketed as a legal alternative to illicit drugs 26 .

4.3.5

United States of America

The use of BZP and TFMPP was first reported in California in late 1996 and it has since spread
across the U.S. Both substances were placed on an emergency scheduling notice on July 18,
2002, with the intent to deem it a Schedule I drug27 . This action was taken in response to local
U.S. Law Enforcement Agencies reporting a growing number of seizures ofBZP across the U.S.
The U.S. Department of Justice Office of Diversion Control also indicated that BZP has no
currently accepted medical use and is not safe for use even with medical supervision28 .
On March 18, 2004, BZP was officially listed in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act
because of an increase in its abuse. As of the same date, TFMPP is no longer controlled under
the CSA because of a recommendation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a
scientific evaluation from the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)29 indicating that the
controls imposed the CSA were not warranted for this substance.

4.4

Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential [ODARS Input required]

Animals studies have suggested that BZP has a dependence potential similar to amphetamine but
that such effects are not shared by TFMPp 30 ,31. One study carried out in New Zealand, showed
that only 2.8% of2010 persons who completed a survey on pills containing BZP and/or TFMPP,

24 http://www.ndp.govt.nzJmoh.nsf/indexcm!ndp-news-home
25 National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee, Record of Reasons of Meeting 46, February 21-23,
2006

26 Ibid 25
27 http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/sched_actions/2002/fr07182.htm
28 http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/sched_actions/2002/fr07182.htm
29 http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/rules/2004/fr0318.htm
Fantegrossi, W. et aI., Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus effects ofBZP and TFMPP in rhesus
monkeys, Drug and Alcohol Dependence, vol 77, pg. 161-168
31 Meririnne, E. et aI., Rewarding properties of BZP, a new drug of abuse, in ra1000013
,~,".,
Pharmacology and Toxicity, Vol 98, pg. 346-350.
30
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felt they needed help to reduce their use of the pills. Interestingly, the study also revealed that
the use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to individuals who attended raves. They
found that these pills were the fourth most widely used recreational drugs behind alcohol,
tobacco and cannabis.
Another study recently completed in New Zealand, with human subjects, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence ofBZP and TFMPP based pills using the DSM-IV
method. They found that only 6 of33 (18.2%) subjects showed psychological dependence and 6
of 35 (17.1 %) subj ects showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawals32 •

4.5

Extent of Actual Abuse in Canada and Elsewhere [ODARS Input required]

In Canada, the extent of actual abuse is relatively unknown as no studies or reports on the abuse
of these substances have been conducted. Health Canada is aware that these pills are on the
Canadian market and are popular in the rave and party scene as an alternative to ecstasy
(MDMA). Elsewhere in the world, adverse reactions have been reported with the some of the
most common symptoms being nausea, increased body temperature, increased blood pressure,
paranoia, alertness, and palpitations.
One study conducted in New Zealand revealed that 4 of 10 (40%) human subjects and 3 of7
(43%) subjects reported severe adverse events when BZP/TFMPP was taken with alcohol.
Adverse events in 7 of 17 subjects were reported when BZP/TFMPP was administered alone.
This study was prematurely ceased due to the nature, frequency and severity of adverse events
that occurred. The adverse events occurred with doses of BZP ITFMPP that were commonly
recommended by manufacturers and were the most common doses taken in the community.
Those who experience severe adverse events were administered 570ng/mL ofBZP and 43ng/mL
ofTFMPP compared with 593ng/mL ofBZP and 40ng/mL ofTFMPP administered to subjects
who experienced mild to no adverse events33 •
An earlier study reported the results of a prospective study performed at the Emergency
Department of Christchurch Hospital, New Zealand, in which all presentations associated with
party pill use from April 1, 2005 to September 1, 2005 were captured on a data collection form
There were 61 patients who presented to the Emergency Department on 80 occasions. Patients
with adverse effects took an average of 4.5 dosing units. Patients with mild to moderate toxicity
experienced symptoms such as insomnia, anxiety, nausea, vomiting, palpitations, dystonia, and
urinary retention. Some adverse reactions persisted for up to 24 hours after ingestion. Fifteen
toxic seizures were recorded. Two patients suffered life-threatening toxicity with status
epilepticus and severe respiratory and metabolic acidosis. Based on the study the authors
recommended that high risk user groups such as individuals with seizure disorders, psychiatric
illness, or coronary disease and those taking prescription sympthomimetics or anticholinergics
should avoid BZP-based party pills as there maybe a higher risk of toxicity. Coingestion with
MDMA or amphetamine was also considered to pose enhanced risks. The authors concluded
that BZP can cause unpredictable and serious toxicity in some individuals.

32

Thompson, Let aI., Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the "party pills"

BZP/TFMPP along and in combination with alcohol, Journal of Psychopharmacology, 2('o{\o{\oof4 1
33

Ibid 32
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Only a few deaths have been reported worldwide from the consumption of BZP ITFMPP
products and mostly in combination with other substances. The health risks associated with the
polydrug use of BZP, TFMPP and other drugs are much greater.

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

4.6

The health and safety of Canadians are at risk with the prevalence of BZP and TFMPP products
in Canada. These products have been marketed as a safe alternative to other illicit substances
such as MDMA. BZP and TFMPP are considered drugs and may pose significant risk to the
health and safety of Canadians.
[To be added - content on DAS lab samples, number of seizure reports and CBSA customs
information]
5.

ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

Although Health Canada only possesses anecdotal information about the health risks associated
with the usage of BZP and TFMPP there is scientific evidence suggesting that these substances
have the potential for abuse and the ability to cause harm to public health. Health Canada is
responsible for preventing and reducing the risks to the health and safety of Canadians. These
substances have no known legitimate therapeutic use in Canada and there are no known
legitimate industrial applications. Currently, BZP and TFMPP are marketed and sold for
recreational purposes and the import of these substances has also increased. In the absence of
any type of mechanism of control for these substances, the safety and well-being of Canadians
could be at risk.
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS [OCS - Still in development]

6.

Option 1 : Leave BZP and TFMPP as uncontrolled substances (status quo)

BZP and TFMPP are considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act and its
Regulations.
PROS:
a.

b.

CONS:
a.

The United Nations have not yet scheduled these substances under the current drug
control Conventions
There would be little interference from industry that specialize in recreational
products

The control of BZP and TFMPP would differ from that of the European Union but
also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia and000015
1U
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b.
c.
d.

Controls may not be consistent with the potential risks to the health and safety of
Canadians.
With the lack of import controls Canada may be become a dumping ground for these
substances
Lack of control may increase the production of these substances in clandestine
laboratories

Option 2 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III of the CDSA.

As indicated in Section 3, the offences for Schedule III substances under the CDSA are the same
as Schedule I substances, but the punishments are not as stringent. The majority of substances
listed under this Schedule are stimulants.
PROS:
a.

b.
c.
d.

CONS:
a.

b.

Tighter control measures for BZP and TFMPP as imposed by Schedule III would be
similar to control measure impose in other countries such as New Zealand.
Tight control on manufacture, distribution and import, will reduce the risk of BZP
and TFMPP being abused/misused and/or diverted
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA will address the concerns raised by
TPD is their risk assessment
BZP and TFMPP will be regulated in a similar way as other stimulants such as
amphetamines

Backlash may arise from industry specializing in recreational products as well as
from harm reduction advocates
The control of BZP and TFMPP will not be in line with the current international
drug control framework

Option 3 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV of the CDSA

The offences for Schedule IV substances are similar to those of Schedule I and III substances
except there is no offence for possession of Schedule IV substances and the maximum penalties
are less than those imposed by Schedules I and III. The majority of substances listed under this
Schedule are barbiturates, benzodiazepines and anabolic steroids.
PROS:
a.

b.

CONS:
a.

b.

Tight control on manufacture, distribution and import, will reduce the risk of BZP
and TFMPP being abused/misused and/or diverted
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA will address the concerns raised by
TPD is their risk assessment

Schedule IV substances do not have simple possession penalties and the potential of
an illicit market developing would be greater
The scheduling of BZP and TFMPP in Schedule IV would differ from the control
mechanisms in place in the US, New Zealand and Australia 000016
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c.

BZP and TFMPP are not pharmacologically similar to substances listed in Schedule
IV

BZP and TFMPP may be placed within one of the regulations situated under the CDSA should
there be found a pharmacological or industrial use for these substances. Possible regulations
under which BZP and TFMPP could be regulated are:
BOTSR
FDR-Part G
FDR-Part J

BOTSR
Sets out the circumstances in which licensed dealers, pharmacists, practitioners and hospitals
may conduct regulated activities including possession, obtaining, distribution, importing and
exporting, trafficking, possession for the purpose of trafficking, and production of
benzodiazepines and other targeted substances for legitimate therapeutic, industrial or scientific
purposes. Applies to certain Schedule IV substances, including benzodiazepines as well as to
flunitrazepam, scheduled under Schedule III to the CDSA.

FDR-PartG
Governs the activities of producers, distributors, importers, exporters, health care professionals,
and hospitals related to "controlled drugs" that have some therapeutic use such as stimulants,
sedatives, and anabolic steroids included in Schedule III and IV to the CDSA.

FDR-PartJ
Regulates the use of controlled substances with no recognized medical use. Substances listed in
the schedule to Part J of the FDR are defined as "restricted drugs" and include such substances
as LSD and mescaline, included in Schedule III to the CDSA. Restricted drugs can only be used
for scientific and research purposes.

7.

CONSULTATIONS

•
•
•
•

Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate
Therapeutic Products Directorate, HPFB
Canada Border Services Agency, Analytical and Forensic Services
Mr. Michael LeBelle, consultant to Health Canada for scientific issues related to controlled
substances/substances of concern
Drug Analysis Services, DSCS/HECS, Health Canada
Office of Research and Surveillance, DSCS/HECS, Health Canada

•
•
•

8.

CONSIDERATIONS

Identify any relevant issues that senior management should be aware of, including any
developments that have occurred since the policy development exercise ,,000017
12
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9.

SELECTED STRATEGY

It is the recommendation by the Office of Controlled Substances, that BZP and TFMPP be added
to Schedule III to the CDSA and regulated under Part J of the FDR.

10.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

Show how the proposed solution will be implemented in terms of timing, organizational and
personnel changes necessary, resource allocation, systems required, etc.
Indicate when and how the proposed solution will be evaluated and against what benchmarks

11.

OUTCOME EVALUATION PLAN

Describe the outcomes expected from the implementation of the proposed solution, the outcome
measures that will be used to measure those expected outcomes, how these data will be
collected, and when those data will be evaluated against the expected outcomes.
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1.0

Issue

Products containing 1-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine (also known as N -benzylpiperazine or BZP) and
other piperazine derivatives, e.g., 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP), have been
found by the Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (HPFBI) in Canada. These products,
sold on the Internet, in head shops and other independent retailers across the country, are
frequently promoted as "natural" or "legal"ecstasyl although they are chemical substances and
are not derived from natural sources.
As per Section 2 of the Food and Drugs Act, a drug is considered to include:
any substance or mixture of substances manufactured, sold or represented for use in
(a) the diagnosis, treatment, mitigation or prevention of a disease, disorder or
abnormal physical state, or its symptoms, in human beings or animals,
(b) restoring, correcting or modifying organic functions in human beings or
animals, or
(c) disinfection in premises in which food is manufactured, prepared or kept;

Any product claiming central nervous system activity would be considered a drug in Canada as
per (b) above, and must undergo premarket approval to demonstrate its safety and efficacy.
As BZP products have no known therapeutic use, and have not undergone the rigorous
evaluation processes required to assign market authorization for sale in Canada, they are
considered to be unapproved drugs in Canada.
The purpose of this document is to conduct a risk assessment of BZP, including a review of its
regulatory status in Canada and elsewhere, a description of its pharmacological characteristics
and identification of any risks to health its use may pose to Canadians.

2.0

Background

BZP is a derivative of piperazine, which was first introduced as an anti-parasitic agent in 1953 2 .
In the early 1970's, BZP was determined to be a central nervous system (CNS) stimulant with
similar properties to amphetamine3 . A BZP product (Trelibet) was investigated in the 1980's as a
new antidepressant but work on it was soon abandoned because of adverse effects associated

1 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: I-benzylpiperazine. In accordance with
Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances

Gee, Paul et aI., Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal based party pills in humans: a prospective study in
Christchurch, NZ, The New Zealand Medical Journal, voI.118 (1227), December 16,2005.

2

Campbell, H. et aI., Comparison of the Effects of Dexamphetamine and Benzylpiperazine in Former Addicts,
Proceedings of the British Pharmacological Society, January 4-7.

3

2
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with its use and the fact that it demonstrated moderate abuse potential4 . BZP is not known to
have any legitimate medical or industrial uses.
The use and/or abuse of BZP as a party/rave drug was first reported in the mid 1990's in the
United States. Since then, its use has spread internationally as an alternative to harder drugs,
such as ecstasy5.
Shipments of BZP (bulk powder and finished tablet form) entering Canada were first detected in
1999. Over the last six to eight months, shipments have entered Canada more frequently and in
larger quantities. For example, in March 2008, the Canada Border Services Agency Analytical
Toxicology Laboratory confirmed the presence ofBZP in a shipment of38,000 capsules. The
laboratory has also tested samples from shipments containing up to 414 kilograms of bulk
powder. In addition, the Health Canada Drug Analytical Service laboratories received samples
from 496 seizures later confirmed to contain BZP, up from 146 such seizures in 2007.
It is believed that the increase in shipments to Canada may in part be due to the banning of BZP
in New Zealand in December 2007 6 as it is now illegal to possess, use, sell, import, export,
supply or manufacture BZP in New Zealand.

3.0

Product Status in Canada

There are no approved medical uses or known industrial uses for BZP in Canada, and as such,
products containing BZP are considered to be unapproved new drugs in Canada.
BZP is not currently included in any of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and Substance Act
(CDSA). Health Canada's Office of Controlled Substances has maintained a substance of
concern file on BZP since 2003 and has recently initiated work on a scheduling assessment of
BZP and seven (7) other piperazine derivatives. The scheduling assessment will determine if
these substances should be regulated as controlled substances and therefore added to one of the
Schedules of the CDSA.
TPD has received DIN applications for products containing BZP. These applications were
rejected by the Bureau of Gastroenterology, Infection, and Viral Disease.

4.0

Status in Other Jurisdictions

Currently, BZP is not controlled under any of the three United Nations Drug Control
Conventions, however, the International Narcotics Control Board has recently requested the
World Health Organization Expert Committee on Drug Dependence to review piperazinederived compounds for possible scheduling under the 1971 Convention.
4 Tekes, K,. et aI., Studies on the biochemical mode of action ofEGTY-475, a new antidepressant, Polish Journal of
Pharmacology and Pharmacy 1987;39(2):203-11

5
6

Ibid #1
Australian Associated Press General News, March 31, 2008
3
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Several jurisdictions have elected to place controls on BZP due to its increase in use and due to
its abuse/misuse potential.

4.1

United States ofAmerica
The use ofBZP was first reported in California in late 1996 and its use has since spread
across the United States. A notice declaring BZP to be a controlled substance on an
emergency basis was published on July 18,2002, BZP was permanently added to
Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act was officially published on March 18, 2004 7•
This action was taken in response to local law enforcement agencies reporting a growing
number of seizures ofBZP across the country. The U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration also based their decision on the fact that BZP has no currently accepted
medical use and was not safe for use even with medical supervision.

4.2

Australia
In Australia, BZP was added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of
Drugs and Poisons (SUSDP) in February 2006. 8 In its decision to include BZP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (the Committee)
considered anecdotal information such as that from drug experience websites like the
"Vaults of Erowid", as well as peer reviewed sources such as an article discussing the
misuse ofBZP that was observed in New Zealand hospitals. 9 The Committee also
considered actions on the part of the New Zealand Ministry of Health, including the
tabling of a proposal to amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act in order to include BZP.

4.3

New Zealand
An initial assessment on BZP conducted in April 2004 by the New Zealand Expert
Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) concluded that there was insufficient objective
evidence to show that BZP was harmful; thus they recommended that party pills
containing BZP remain legal. 10

In 2006 however, the EACD made a further assessment ofBZP and concluded that recent
studies had documented real harm, including potentially fatal seizures. They noted,
however, that there was still no information about the effects of long-term use ofBZP.

7

Error! Main Document Only.

http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/sched_actions/2002/fr07182.htm
8 Error! Main Document Only.National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee, Record of Reasons of
Meeting 46, February 21-23,2006
9 Ibid # 8
10

Error! Main Document Only. http://www.ndp.govt.nzlmoh.nsflindexcmlndp-news-home
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In May 2007, the EACD reconsidered BZP in the light of further research and newly
available peer reviews of studies it had considered in 2006. Growing evidence led to the
tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act and list BZP as a scheduled
substance. On December 18, 2007, BZP was added to Part 1 of Schedule 3 of the Misuse
ofDrugs Act. II One of the key research studies considered reported that BZP had
amphetamine-like effects and was liable to abuse. 12 This same research concluded that
BZP should be placed under statutory control in a manner similar to amphetamine.
In its proposal to the Minister of Health, the EACD advised the Minister that BZP was
not being used in any legitimate domestic products or regular items of commerce in the
chemical industry, and that it was also inappropriate for BZP to be marketed as a dietary
supplement. There was concern over the increase in supply of BZP, which was marketed
and distributed independently over the internet, through counterculture retailers, and in
liquor outlets, service stations and dairies in NZ. The EACD also considered a mounting
body of evidence indicating that BZP could cause adverse reactions when taken with
prescription medicines.
On March 14, 2008, the Misuse ofDrugs Act was officially amended and it is now illegal
to possess, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP in New Zealand.

4.4

European Union
The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europol and the European
Medicines Agency completed a joint risk assessment ofBZP in May 2007. That
assessment identified that BZP should be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack
of medical benefits and lack of evidence that it is safe for human consumption 13 .
On March 3,2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as
a new psychoactive substance and stipulating that member states are to make BZP subject
to their respective psychotropic drug control regulations within one year. 14
While many member states (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Italy,
Lithuania, Finland, Croatia and Sweden) had already taken the decision to regulate

11

Error! Main Document Only. http://www.ndp.govt.nzImoh.nsflindexcmlndp-news-home

12 Error! Main Document Only. Campbell H, Cline W, Evans J, et al. Comparison of the effects of
dexamphetamine and l-benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 ;6: 170-6
13 Error! Main Document Only. EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: 1benzylpiperazine. In accordance with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk
assessment and control of new psychoactive substances, 2005.

14

Error! Main Document Only.http://europa.eulscadplus/leglenllvb/133273.htm
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BZP as a controlled substance, some jurisdictions regulate BZP in other ways. In the
Netherlands for example, BZP in pharmaceutical form is considered to be a medicinal
product and is therefore regulated as a medicine as opposed to a controlled substance. IS
In the United Kingdom, vendors and retailers ofBZP may face prosecution as the drug is
classified as unlicensed under the Medicines Act 1968. In France, BZP is classified as a
narcotic further to the publication of an order published in the "Journal Officiel" on May
15,2008 16 . The decision to regulate BZP as a narcotic was based on a proposal
developed by the "Agence franyaise de securite sanitaire des produits de sante"
(AFSSAPS), because of the toxicity, abuse potential associated with the substance and its
dependence-causing properties. Finally, the Irish Government has recently released a
statement indicating that BZP will be regulated as a controlled substance because of its
potential for abuse and for causing significant harm to public health. 17

5.0

Characterization of the Drug

5.1

Chemical Structure
Benzylpiperazine (BZP) is a synthetic N -monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also
known as I-benzylpiperazine, 1-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine, I-benzyl-l,4diazacyclohexane, or N-benzylpiperazine. It has no stereoisomers.
BZP is available as either a base or the hydrochloride salt. The base is a pale, slightly
yellowish-green liquid, which is corrosive and can cause burns. The hydrochloride salt is
a white solid, which is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
Like other arylpiperazines (e.g. mCPP), BZP is not chemically related to any of the more
common substances of misuse, but has a more distant connection with phencyclidine and
with I-phenylethylamine and its derivatives. I8
BZP is generally available as either tablets or capsules. Loose powders are also in use,
some of which could have been sourced from legitimate chemical suppliers. 19 Solutions
of BZP have also been reported.
BZP can be manufactured in basic chemical laboratory facilities by reacting piperazine
monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride, which is widely available. In addition,
piperazine monohydrochloride can be produced from piperazine dihydrochloride,

15 Error! Main Document Only. EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report ofa new psychoactive substance: 1benzylpiperazine. In accordance with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk
assessment and control of new psychoactive substances, 2005.

16
17

18
19

Error! Main Document Only. http://afssaps.sante.frlhtmll0/filcoprs/080503.htm
Error! Main Document Only.News release from The Irish Times, May 16,2008
Ibid # 15
Ibid # 15
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phosphate or citrate salts, which are available for purchase from retail chemical suppliers
without restriction in some countries. 20

5.2

Pharmacological Action
The available scientific evidence suggests that the pharmacological effects of BZP are
qualitatively similar to those of amphetamine.

In Vitro and In Vivo Neurotransmitter Release
Baumann et al. (2005) performed a study of the effect of BZP,TFMPP), and 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA or Ecstasy) on the neuronal release of 5-HT
(serotonin) and dopamine in rats using in vitro and in vivo approaches 21 . In
synaptosomal preparations pre-loaded with eH]MPp+ (dopamine transporter substrate),
BZP and MDMA resulted in a dose-dependent efflux of eH]MPp+ from the
synaptosomes, with ED50 values of 175±13 nM and 119±8 nM, respectively. The
dopamine uptake blocker, GBR12909 significantly antagonized these release reactions,
suggesting that dopamine transporter proteins are involved in the mechanism of action of
BZP and MDMA. TFMPP was inactive as a releaser of eH]MPp+ at concentrations up
to 10 11M.
In synaptosomal preparations pre loaded with eH]5-HT, MDMA and TFMPP resulted in
a dose-dependent efflux, but BZP was inactive up to 10 11M.
In an in vivo microdialysis test performed in rats, intravenous administration of BZP
produced statistically significant, dose-related elevations in dialysate levels of dopamine
and 5-HT. The effect of BZP on dopamine release was greater than the effect on 5-HT
release. Conversely, MDMA had more prominent effects on 5-HT release than on
dopamine release. BZP was less potent than MDMA (3 fold less potent as a dopamine
releaser and much less potent as a 5-HT releaser). TFMPP produced a significant increase
in 5-HT release, but had no effect on dopamine levels in the dialysate. When BZP and
TFMPP were administered in combination, there were additive effects on 5-HT release
and synergistic effects on dopamine release. Some rats developed seizures during
treatment with the BZP and TFMPP combination.
The BZP-treated rats displayed dose-dependent increases in ambulation and stereotypic
movements (e.g., sniffing, head-bobbing) that were statistically significant. The
locomotor changes observed were similar to those of amphetamines.

5.3

Therapeutic Use

Ibid # 15
Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
7
20
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There are currently no therapeutic uses approved for BZP in Canada.

5.4

Non-Therapeutic Use
Like MDMA (also known as ecstasy), BZP is used as a recreational drug at clubs and all
night dance parties (raves). BZP, often in combination with TFMPP, is promoted as an
alternative to MDMA and is targeted to the youth yopulation although use by shift
workers and truck drivers has also been reported. 2

6.0

Hazard Assessment

6.1

Pharmacokinetics
BZP appears to be metabolised by cytochrome P450 (the data suggest the involvement of
the CYP2D6 isoenzyme) and catechol-O-methyl-transferase (COMT). Metabolism may
therefore be affected by genetic polymorphism, which might result in an increased risk of
toxic effects for CYP2D6 poor metabolisers. Formal drug-drug interaction studies are
lacking, but metabolic interactions with CYP2D6 and COMT inhibitors would be
anticipated.

6.2

Toxicology studies
6.2.1

Human
Only a few direct studies have investigated the physiological properties of BZP in
humans. Much of the available information derives from clinical observation of
intoxicated patients or from post-mortem material. Many of these 'case reports'
involve polydrug use, which complicates interpretation.

6.2.2 Animal
There is an absence of standard safety pharmacology and toxicology data.
Pharmacology studies in laboratory animals have shown that BZP in combination
with 3-TFMPP can produce seizures at high doses in rats.

6.3

Psychotropic effects and mechanism of action
Studies in rats have shown that BZP elevates the levels of serotonin and dopamine in the
brain by affecting the synaptosomal transport of these neurotransmitters.

Johnstone AC, Lea RA, Brennan KA, Schenk S, Kennedy MA, Fitzmaurice PS. Benzylpiperazine: a drug of
abuse? J Psychopharmacol. 2007 Nov;21(8):888-94.

22
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6.4

Known Risks
6.4.1

Clinical Pharmacology
Bye et al. (1973) from Wellcome Research Laboratories have reported the results
of two clinical pharmacology studies, each performed in 12 healthy volunteers. 23
In one of these trials, BZP at doses of 50 mg and 100 mg and dexamphetamine at
doses of2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 mg resulted in statistically significant increases in heart
rate at 2, 4, and 6 hours post-dosing. Significant increases in systolic blood
pressure were also observed with 50 and 100 mg BZP and 2.5 and 7.5 mg
dexamphetamine. A significant increase in diastolic blood pressure was observed
only with 100 mg BZP. Any drugs that increase heart rate and blood pressure can
be expected to pose risks of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality when
administered to individuals with risk factors for cardiovascular disease.
A significant increase compared to placebo in the proportion of subjects
experiencing stimulant effects occurred only following the two highest doses of
either drug: dexamphetamine 7.5 mg and BZP 100 mg. The authors concluded
that BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine.
Campbell et al. (1973) of Well come Research Laboratories assessed the abuse
liability and haemodynamic effects of BZP in a double-blind, placebo-controlled,
balanced crossover study in 18 former amphetamine addicts. 24 Both BZP 100 mg
and dexamphetamine 10 mg were associated with increases in systolic blood
pressure (p<O.OOI), diastolic blood pressure (p<0.05), and pulse rate (p<0.001)
that were significantly different from placebo. The two active treatments were
not significantly different in terms of these haemodynamic changes.
BZP 100 mg was also associated with an increase in pupil size that was
significantly different from placebo (p<O.OO 1). Dexamphetamine did not share
this effect on pupillary dilatation.
The BZP content in party pill products typically ranges from 45 mg to 170 mg per
dose unit. The recommended doses of these products are similar to or greater than
the doses that produced stimulant effects and haemodynamic changes in these
clinical pharmacology studies. The BZP content of these party pills should

Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck A W, Young PA. A comparison of the effects of 1-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
24 Ibid #3
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therefore be expected to exert pharmacodynamic effects similar to those of
amphetamines.

6. 4. 2 Adverse Events
Reported adverse events include the following:

25 26 27 28 29 30

Central Nervous System: nervousness, insomnia, headache, anorexia, dizziness,
anxiety, strange thoughts, mood swings, confusion, irritability, tremors, agitation,
dystonia, seizures, paranoia, hallucinations, acute psychosis, anxiety attacks
Gastrointestinal: nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhoea
Cardiovascular: palpitations, abnormal heart rhythms, tachycardia, cardiac
arrhythmias, chest pain, angina, hypertension, collapse, QT prolongation
Others: sweating, hyperthermia, serotonin syndrome, allergic reactions, urinary
retention, organ failure (including multi-organ failure), dehydration,
hyponatraemia, severe respiratory and metabolic acidosis
Gee et al. have reported the results of a prospective study performed at the
Emergency Department of Christchurch Hospital, New Zealand, in which all
presentations associated with party pill use from 1 April 2005 to 1 September
2005 were captured on a data collection form. 31 There were 61 patients who
presented to the Emergency Department on 80 occasions. Patients with adverse
effects took an average of 4.5 dosing units. Patients with mild to moderate
toxicity experienced symptoms such as insomnia, anxiety, nausea, vomiting,
palpitations, dystonia, and urinary retention. Some adverse reactions persisted for
up to 24 hours after ingestion. Fifteen toxic seizures were recorded. Two patients
suffered life-threatening toxicity with status epilepticus and severe respiratory and
metabolic acidosis. Based on the study the authors recommended that high risk
user groups such as individuals with seizure disorders, psychiatric illness, or
coronary disease and those taking prescription sympthomimetics or
anticholinergics should avoid BZP-based party pills as there maybe a higher risk
Ibid #1
Ibid #2
27 Allen & Clarke. Report to the Ministry of Health: Proposal to classify BZP and related chemicals as Class C
drugs under MODA. April 2007.
28 MHRA Press Release. Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are dangerous and illegal. Mar 2007.
29 Gee P, Fountain lParty on? BZP party pills in New Zealand. N Z Med l 2007 Feb 16;120(l249):U2422.

25

26

Wood DM, Dargan PI, Button J, Holt DW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL. Collapse, reported seizure--and an
unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571):1490.

30

31

Ibid #2
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of toxicity. Coingestion with MDMA or amphetamine was also considered to
pose enhanced risks. The authors concluded that BZP can cause unpredictable
and serious toxicity in some individuals.
Austin & Monasterio reported on an acute psychotic episode following ingestion
of a TZP and TFMPP combination product. 32 This psychotic episode led to a
criminal act.
Alansari & Hamilton reported a case of acute nephrotoxicity following the
ingestion of 5 BZP-containing pills. 33
Balmelli et al. described the death of a young female in Switzerland that was
attributed to the combined use ofBZP and MDMA. 34
Wikstrom et al. reported the death of a young male in Sweden who had ingested
BZP. Post-mortem toxicology screens revealed BZP, MDMA,
methylenedioxyamphetamine, and tetracannabinol. 35
Elliott & Smith reported three deaths in the United Kingdom in which BZP was
found in post mortem samples. 36 Two deaths resulted from car accidents and the
other from falling through the roof of a building. In two cases, TFMPP was also
present. As these cases involved the concomitant presence of other drugs and/or
ethanol, the extent to which BZP was implicated in the deaths is difficult to
assess.
Thus far, the HPFB Marketed Health Products Directorate has not received any
adverse event reports for BZP-based products from Canadian sources.

7.0

Potential for Dependence, Addiction, and Abuse

7.1

Self-Administration Study in Rats

Austin H, Monasterio E.Acute psychosis following ingestion of 'Rapture'. Australas Psychiatry. 2004
Dec;12(4):406-8.

32

Alansari M, Hamilton D. Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pills: a New Zealand case report. N Z Med J.
2006 May 5;119(1233):U1959.

33

34 Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy and
benzylpiperazine] Dtsch Med Wochenschr. 2001 Jul13;126(28-29):809-11.

Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner J. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden. J Anal Toxicol.
2004 Jan-Feb;28(1 ):67-70.

35

Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and
quantitation of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol. 2008 Mar;32(2): 172-7.

36
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Brennan et al. performed two different self-administration tests in rats: one in animals
that had already been trained to self-administer cocaine (substitution procedure) and
another in drug-naive animals?7 In the substitution test, BZP at doses of 0.125 to 0.5
mg/kg/infusion was found to substitute for cocaine as demonstrated by preferential
selection of a lever that delivered intravenous injections of the active drug. In drug-naive
rats, statistically significant self-administration of BZP (0.5 mg/kg/infusion) was evident
on days 11 to 15 of the 15 day testing period. Of the 9 tested animals, 7 (78%) acquired
BZP self-administration. The latency to acquisition averaged 6 days. Pretreatment with
the dopamine receptor antagonist SCH23390 was demonstrated to attenuate selfadministration of BZP. The results of this study demonstrate that BZP is a stimulant with
abuse liability, as demonstrated by self-administration that is dependent on dopaminergic
mechanisms.

7.2

Self-Administration and Drug Discrimination Study in Monkeys
Fantegossi et al. performed a self administration experiment and a drug discrimination
experiment to test the abuse liability ofBZP in rhesus monkeys.38
For the self-administration test, a substitution procedure was used in which monkeys
(N=3) were trained to self-administer cocaine under baseline conditions. When
contingent saline was presented for self-administration, response rates and the number of
injections markedly declined. However, when presented with BZP at doses in the range
of 0.03 to 0.3 mg/kg/inj, response rates exceeded the vehicle control, indicating that BZP
substituted for cocaine. At doses of 0.1 to 0.3 mg/kg/inj, the response rates were similar
to those observed with the maintenance dose of cocaine. Following sessions in which
drug intake was high, animals exhibited signs of intoxication, including stereotyped
visual scanning around the room, involuntary head movements, jaw chattering, bizarre
body postures, and hyperactivity. Self-administration paradigms are considered to be the
most direct approach to assessing abuse liability and are recognized to be a sensitive
approach to assess the abuse liability of CNS stimulants.
In a drug discrimination test, animals were trained to demonstrate their ability to
discriminate between a training drug and vehicle by preferential choice of one of two
levers in an experimental chamber. In this case, the monkeys (N=3) were trained to
discriminate amphetamine (1.0 mg/kg) from saline. BZP, when administered 60 min
before the session, produced a dose-related increase in amphetamine-lever responding
that reached full substitution for amphetamine at a dose of30 mg/kg BZP. The ED50 for
BZP was 9.3 mg/kg (±2.7 S.E.M), which was somewhat less potent than amphetamine

37 Brennan KA, Lake B, Rely LS, Jones K, Gittings D, Colussi-Mas J, Fitzmaurice PS, Lea RA, Schenk S. Nbenzylpiperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behav Pharmacol. 2007 Dec; 18(8):785-90.
38 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JR, Woolverton WL, Coop A. Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus
effects of 1-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol Depend. 2005
Feb 14;77(2):161-8.
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(EDso 0.2 mg/kg). The effects ofBZP in amphetamine-trained monkeys strongly suggest
that BZP will produce amphetamine-like effects in humans.

7.3

Clinical Pharmacology Study ofAbuse Liability
Campbell et al. (1973) of Well come Research Laboratories assessed the abuse liability
and haemodynamic effects of BZP in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, balanced
crossover study in 18 former amphetamine addicts. 39 Three treatments were studied:
BZPI00 mg, dexamphetamine 10 mg, and a lactose placebo.
Patients were assessed using a psychiatric rating scale with excitation and depression
scores and a subject's and a physician's questionnaire for amphetamine-like effects.
Neither BZP nor dexamphetamine had any significant effect on the depression score.
However, both drugs were significantly different from placebo on the excitation score
(p<0.001), the physician's amphetamine score (p<O.OOI), and the subject's amphetamine
score (p<O.OOI). There were no statistically significant differences between the two
active treatments.
The results of this study demonstrate that BZP produced effects similar to
dexamphetamine in a group of patients who were former addicts. On the basis of these
findings, the Wellcome Foundation Ltd. decided against proceeding with further clinical
studies on BZP. However, the authors concluded with the following statement: "Supplies
of I-benzylpiperazine are, however, freely available from commercial chemical
companies and it is advisable in view of this work that it should be placed under statutory
control similar to those regulating the use of amphetamines. 4o"

7.4

Section 7 Summary
Like amphetamine, BZP increases the release of dopamine and 5-HT (serotonin) in rat
brain. Both studies in laboratory animals and clinical pharmacology studies in humans
have demonstrated that the pharmacological effects of BZP are qualitatively similar to
those of amphetamine. BZP fully mimics discriminative stimulus effects of amphetamine
in rats. BZP is self-administered by rats and monkeys, indicating reinforcing effects.
Subjective effects of BZP in drug-naive human volunteers and in volunteers with a
history of stimulant dependence were similar to those evoked by dexamphetamine. BZP
acts as a stimulant in humans and produces central nervous system effects, such as
euphoria, and cardiovascular effects, namely increases in heart rate and systolic blood
pressure.

39

Ibid #3
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In a group of former amphetamine addicts, BZP 100 mg produced effects that were
similar to those of dexamphetamine 10 mg. The BZP 100 mg dose tested in this study is
relevant to the doses being abused as party pills. Ingestion of these BZP-containing
products would, therefore, be expected to expose users to doses of BZP that have abuse
liability.

8.0

Risk Characterization

8.1

Potential for Abuse
BZP, abused primarily by youth and young adults, may be abused alone for its stimulant
effects or in combination with TFMPP in order to enhance its spectrum of effects. Raves
are a popular setting for the use of stimulantlhallucinogenic substances, and MDMA
(ecstasy) and related drugs such as BZP are some of the most popular drugs used. In
addition to the oral ingestion of powder, tablets and capsules, other routes of
administration ofBZP include smoking and snorting. 41 42
The abuse liability of BZP is considered to be moderate to high for the following reasons:

8.2

•

Chemistry and Manufacturing
o
easily synthesized from commercially available precursors

•

Non-Clinical Pharmacology
o
substitutes for cocaine in self-administration tests in both rats and
monkeys
o
engenders acquisition of BZP self-administration by drug-naive rats
o
substitutes for amphetamine in a drug discrimination test in monkeys

•

Clinical Pharmacology
o
produces stimulant effects similar to dexamphetamine in healthy
volunteers
o
produces stimulant effects similar to dexamphetamine in former
amphetamine addicts

Safety Concerns
BZP is also considered to pose significant potential safety issues:
•

Adverse Events

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), Department of Justice. Schedules of controlled substances; placement
of2,5-dimethoxy-4-(n)-propylthiophenethylamine and N-benzylpiperazine into Schedule I of the Controlled
Substances Act. Final rule. Fed Regist. 2004 Mar 18;69(53):12794-7.

41

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), Department of Justice. N-Benzylpiperazine. 2007.
http://www.deadiversion.usdoLgov/drugsconcernlbzptmp.htm (accessed on 2008-07-08)

42
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o

•

•
8.3

Central Nervous System: nervousness, insomnia, headache, anorexia,
dizziness, anxiety, strange thoughts, mood swings, euphoria, confusion,
irritability, tremors, agitation, dystonia, seizures, paranoia, hallucinations,
acute psychosis, agressive behaviour, anxiety attacks
o Gastrointestinal: nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhoea
o Cardiovascular: palpitations, abnormal heart rhythms, tachycardia, cardiac
arrhythmias, chest pain, angina, hypertension, collapse, QT prolongation
o Others: flushing, xerostomia, bruxism, sweating, hyperthermia, serotonin
syndrome, allergic reactions, urinary retention, urinary incontinence, organ
failure (including multi-organ failure), dehydration, hyponatraemia, severe
respiratory and metabolic acidosis, severe weight loss, necrotizing vasculitis,
thrombocytopenia purpura
hospitalizations resulting from abuse; and
fatalities in association with use of other substances

Public Health Concerns
The public health risks of BZP are expected to be similar to those of amphetamine. 43 The
abuse of these drugs has been associated with both acute and long-term public health and
safety problems, including accidents and crime. 44
Pharmacodynamic drug-drug interactions can be anticipated when BZP is ingested in
combination with drugs that have sympathomimetic, anticholinergic, or serotonergic
properties, including various prescription and non-prescription drugs and substances of
abuse. The possibility of metabolic drug-drug interactions with CYP2D6 inhibitors or
COMT inhibitors should be considered.

8.4

Precedence Abroad
In New Zealand, where BZP had legal status until recently, the following concerns have
been raised: 45
• serious adverse effects
narrow margin of safety
• potential for drug interactions with prescription medications
• risk of unsafe sex practices and date rape
• risk of hospitalization
• possibility that legal market will lead to increasing range of poorly understood
psychoactive compounds
• gateway effect whereby BZP users are more likely to use other recreational drugs
• risk of harm from driving while under the influence ofBZP
Similar concerns are applicable in Canada.

43
44

45

Ibid #44
Ibid # 34 & 38
Ibid #19
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8.5

Lack ofEvidence of Compliance with Good Manufacturing Practices
All drugs sold in Canada must be manufactured in facilities that meet the Good
Manufacturing Practices (GMP) requirements set out in Part C, Division 2 of the Food
and Drug Regulations, and thus hold a Health Canada Drug Establishment License.
Foreign sites that are used in the manufacture of drugs sold in Canada must also meet
GMP and be listed on the Canadian importer's Establishment License.
IfGMP requirements are not met or if it is unknown whether a facility meets GMP, the
quality of the products manufactured in that facility could be compromised and could
therefore pose a risk to the health and safety of Canadians.

9.0

Mitigation of Health Risk

9.1

Compliance and Enforcement Actions
In March 2008, the Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate became aware that the
company PurePillz was promoting products containing BZP alone and/or in combination
with 3-TFMPP in Canada.
The Inspectorate confirmed that the PurePillz drugs products did not receive a DIN from
Health Canada and that PurePillz had not been issued a Drug Establishment License. As a
result, in April of 2008, the Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate initiated
compliance and enforcement actions against PurePillz requesting the company to stop all
licensable activities including importing, manufacturing and sale of all unauthorized
PurePillz products. The Inspectorate then requested this risk assessment from the
Therapeutic Products Directorate (TPD), who requested assistance from the Office of
Controlled Substances (OCS).

9.2

Import Alerts/ Targets
A customs target was placed on BZP products in October of 2007. This target was later
updated in July 2008 to include bulk/raw material BZP and 3-TFMPP. In June 9, 2008
an additional import target was placed on all products manufactured/distributed by
PurePillz.

10.0

Summary and Conclusions:
(1)
BZP has a moderate to high potential for abuse.
(2)
BZP has no currently accepted medical uses in Canada.
(3)
Serious and life-threatening adverse events have been reported in association with
the abuse of BZP-containing products.
(4)
BZP lacks accepted evidence of safety.

11.0

Recommendations:
16

000034

In response to inherent risk associated with an unapproved drug in combination with the
identified risks to health and the potential for abuse, it is recommended that compliance and
enforcement actions be taken to remove BZP from the Canadian marketplace and to issue a
public advisory to Canadians in order to mitigate risks to health.
Consideration should also be given to adding BZP to one of the Schedules to the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act, thus regulating it as a controlled substance.
Approved by:

(Name), (Position), Tobacco and Drugs Directorate,
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch, Health Canada, (Date)

(Name), (Position), Therapeutic Products Directorate,
Health Products and Food Branch, Health Canada, (Date)
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Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1993076074

(2)

Schedules of controlled substances; placement of 2,5-dimethoxy-4-(n)propylthiophenethylamine and N-benzylpiperazine into Schedule I of the Controlled
Substances Act. Final rule. Federal register 2004;69(53):12794-7.
Abstract: This final rulemaking is issued by the Acting Deputy Administrator of the Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) to place 2,5-dimethoxy-4-(n)propylthiophenethylamine (2C-T-7) and N-benzylpiperazine (BZP) into Schedule I of the
Controlled Substances Act (CSA). This action by the DEA Acting Deputy Administrator is
based on a scheduling recommendation by the Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) and a DEA review indicating that 2C-T-7 and BZP meet the criteria for
placement in Schedule I of the CSA. This final rule will continue to impose the regulatory
controls and criminal sanctions of Schedule I substances on the manufacture,
distribution, and possession of 2C-T-7 and BZP
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 17
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(3) Aitchison LK, Hughes RN. Treatment of adolescent rats with 1-benzylpiperazine: a
preliminary study of subsequent behavioral effects. Neurotoxicology and Teratology
28(4)O(pp 453-458), 2006 Date of Publication: Jul 2006 2006;(4):453-8.
Abstract: Adolescent male and female rats were intraperitoneally injected with either
isotonic saline or 10 mg/kg/day 1-benzylpiperazine (BZP) from postnatal days 45 to 55.
Approximately 17 days later, assessments were made of their responsiveness to a novel
brightness change in a V-maze, their ambulation, rearing, defecation and social
interactions in an open field, and their dark to light emergence latencies and defecation in
an emergence apparatus. Compared with saline controls, rats that had been previously
treated with BZP entered the novel V-maze arm less often, spent less time in it and
entered both arms less often and spent less time in them, ambulated and reared less in
the open field, reared proportionately less often in the center squares and spent less time
in social interaction, and, in the emergence apparatus, emerged into the light more slowly
and also defecated less often in the darkened start box. Female but not male rats also
spent more time restraining their partner rat while socially interacting in the open field.
With few exceptions, the results were consistent with BZP treatment during adolescence
having led to heightened anxiety possibly because of interference with maturation of
anxiety-associated forebrain mechanisms operated by 5-HT. copyright 2006 Elsevier Inc.
All rig hts reserved. < 17>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2006430402
IN - (Aitchison, Hughes) Department of Psychology, University of Canterbury. Private
Bag 4800, Christchurch, New Zealand
(4) Aitchison LK, Hughes RN. Treatment of adolescent rats with 1-benzylpiperazine: A
preliminary study of subsequent behavioral effects. Neurotoxicology and
Teratology28(4):-Aug.
Abstract: Adolescent male and female rats were intraperitoneally injected with either
isotonic saline or 10 mg/kg/day 1-benzylpiperazine (BZP) from postnatal days 45 to 55.
Approximately 17 days later, assessments were made of their responsiveness to a novel
brightness change in a V-maze, their ambulation, rearing, defecation and social
interactions in an open field, and their dark to light emergence latencies and defecation in
an emergence apparatus. Compared with saline controls, rats that had been previously
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treated with BZP entered the novel V-maze arm less often, spent less time in it and
entered both arms less often and spent less time in them, ambulated and reared less in
the open field, reared proportionately less often in the center squares and spent less time
in social interaction, and, in the emergence apparatus, emerged into the light more slowly
and also defecated less often in the darkened start box. Female but not male rats also
spent more time restraining their partner rat while socially interacting in the open field.
With few exceptions, the results were consistent with BZP treatment during adolescence
having led to heightened anxiety possibly because of interference with maturation of
anxiety-associated forebrain mechanisms operated by 5-HT. (PsyclNFO Database
Record (c) 2007 APA, all rights reserved) Uournal abstract)Record 7 of 9 in PsyclNFO
2005
(5) AI-Soud YA, Qalalweh MNA, AI-Sa'doni HH, AI-Masoudi NA. New benzylpiperazine
derivatives bearing mono- And bis-dialkyl substituted 1,2,4-triazoles. Heteroatom
Chemistry 2005;16(1):2S-32.
Abstract: Cycloaddition of the 1-aza-2-azonia-allenes 3 with p-cyanobenzyl chlorides
afforded, after spontaneous rearrangement, the 1,5-dialkyl-3-[4-chloromethyl) phenyl]1H-[1,2,4]-triazoles 6. A series of 1,5-dialkyl-1 H-[1,2,4]-triazol-3-yl) benzyl-piperazines 7
and S were prepared from direct condensation of 6 with piperazine and Nmethylpiperazine, respectively. The structures of the newly synthesized products were
identified by 2D NMR spectroscopy. ® 2005 Wiley Periodicals, Inc
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 7
Export Date: 23 April 200S
Source: Scopus
(6) Alansari M, Hamilton DV. Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pills: A New Zealand
case report. New Zealand Medical Journal 119(1233), 2006 Date of Publication: 05 May
2006 <21> 2006;(1233).
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2006229115
IN - (Alansari, Hamilton) Waikato Hospital. Private Bag 3200, Hamilton, New Zealand.
(Hamilton) Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital. Norwich, United Kingdom
(7) Aldabbagh F, Dervan P, Phelan M, Gilligan K, Cunningham D, McArdle P, et al. Influence
of nitroxide structure on the 2,5-and 2,6-spirodicyclohexyl substituted cyclic nitroxidemediated free-radical polymerization of styrene. Journal of Polymer Science Part A
Polymer Chemistry 2003 Dec 15;41 (24):3S92-900.
Abstract: The 2,6-spirodicyclohexyl substituted nitroxide, cyclohexane-1-spiro-2'-(3',5'dioxo-4'-benzylpiperazine-1'-oxyl)-6'-spiro-1 "-cyclohexane (BODAl), was investigated as
a mediator for controlled/living free-radical polymerization of styrene. The values of the
number-average molecular weight increased linearly with conversion, but the
polydispersities were higher than for the corresponding 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyl-1oxy (TEMPO) and 2,5-bis(spirocyclohexyl)-3-benzylimidazolidin-4-one-1-oxyl (NOSSBn)
mediated systems at approximately 2.2 and 1.6 at 100 and 120 degreesC, respectively.
These results were reflected in the rate coefficients obtained by electron spin resonance
spectroscopy; at 120 degreesC, the values of the rate coefficients for polystyreneBODAl alkoxyamine dissociation (k(d)), combination of BODAl and propagating radicals
(k(c)), and the equilibrium constant (K) were 1.60 x 1O( -5) s(-1), 5.19 x 10(6) M-1 s( -1),
and 3.0S x 10(-12) M, respectively. The value of k(d) was approximately one and two
orders of magnitude lower, and that of K was approximately 20 and 7 times lower than for
the NOSSBn and TEMPO adducts. These results are explained in terms of X-ray crystal
structures of BODAl and NOSSBn; the six-membered ring of BODAl deviates
significantly from planarity as compared to the planar five-membered ring of NOSSBn and
possesses a benzyl substituent oriented away from the nitroxyl group leading to a
seemingly more exposed oxyl group, which resulted in a higher k(c) and a lower kd than
NOSSBn. (C) 2003 Wiley Periodicals, Inc
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Notes: PT: Journal
IS: 0887-624X
UD: 200401
(8) Ashton MJ, Ashford A, Loveless AH. Heterocyclic analogues of chlorcyclizine with potent
hypolipidemic activity. Journal of Medicinal Chemistry 27(10)O(pp 1245-1253), 1984 Date
of Publication: 1984 1984;(10):1245-53.
Abstract: A series of [alpha-(heterocyclyl)benzyl]piperazines was synthesized and their
effect of reducing serum cholesterol and triglyceride levels in the rat was evaluated. A
systematic exploration of the structure-activity relationship led to the synthesis of (R,S)(3,5-dimethylisoxazol-4-yl)[4-(1-methylethyl)phenyl](4-methylpiperaz in-1-yl)methane
dihydrochloride (M & B 31 426), which had potent activity in lowering serum lipid levels at
a daily oral dose of 2 mg/kg and was 100 times more potent than clofibrate. <70>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1984207179
IN - (Ashton, Ashford, Loveless) Research Laboratories, May & Baker Ltd., Dagenham,
Essex RM10 7XS United Kingdom
(9) Austin H, Monasterio E. Acute psychosis following ingestion of 'rapture'. Australasian
Psychiatry 12(4)O(pp 406-408), 2004 Date of Publication: Dec 20042004;(4):406-8.
Abstract: Objectives: To describe a brief psychotic episode associated with ingestion of a
dietary supplement containing piperazine. Methods: A case report was undertaken.
Results: A 20-year-old man developed a brief psychotic episode associated with
persecutory delusional beliefs and auditory and visual hallucinations, leading him to
commit the offence of arson. This episode occurred 12 h following the ingestion of
'Rapture' in addition to small quantities of cannabis and nitrous oxide, in a young man
with no prior psychiatric history. This episode resolved with the use of benzodiazepines
and 6 months later he has had no recurrence of psychiatric symptoms. Conclusions:
Given the reported mechanism of action of the 'herbal high' dietary supplements, it would
seem possible that they may be able to precipitate a psychotic episode in vulnerable
individuals. With the increasing use of these substances, it is important for clinicians to be
alert to this possibility. <35>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2005033230
IN - (Austin, Monasterio) Forensic Psychiatric Services, Hillmorton Hospital. Private Bag
4733, Christchurch, New Zealand
(10)

Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. Fatal brain oedema after
ingestion of ecstasy and benzylpiperazine. Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift
2001 ;126(28-29):809-11.
Abstract: History and admission findings: A 23-year-Old woman was hospitalized with
headache, malaise and somnolence 11 hours after ingestion of A2 (benzylpiperazine), 7
hours after ingestion of ecstasy (MDMA), and large volume of fluids. On admission she
had bradycardia (heart rate 48/min), hypertension (blood pressure 154/95 mm Hg), and
reduced consciousness with diminished tendon reflexes and non-reacting pupils
(Glasgow Coma Score 6). Investigations: Serum sodium was markedly decreased (115
mmol/l [normal 135-145]) with low plasma osmolality (246 mosm/kg [normal 280-300]).
Other laboratory findings were within normal limits. Treatment and course: The patient
had severe hypervolaemic hypotonic hyponatraemia. 40 minutes after admission she
seized twice and was intubated. Brain CT scan showed massive cerebral oedema with
beginning tonsillar herniation. Serum sodium concentration returned to normal within 38
hours, but the patient deteriorated neurologically with increasing tonsillar herniation
detected in a second brain CT scan. The patient died 57 hours after admission.
Conclusion: 13 cases of MDMA-associated severe hyponatraemia are reported. Intake of
fluids after MDMA ingestion may lead to potentially fatal hypervolaemic hypotonic
hyponatraemia with cerebral oedema. Symptoms appear about 8 hours (range 4-18) after
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MDMA ingestion. Even low doses of MDMA and fluids may lead to a serious outcome.
The only risk factor is female gender. Measurement of serum sodium and brain CT scan
is recommended in all patients with altered mental status after MDMA consumption
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 37
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus
(11)

Baraldi PG, Nunez MDC, Morelli A, Falzoni S, Di VF, Romagnoli R. Synthesis and
biological activity of N-arylpiperazine-modified analogues of KN-62, a potent antagonist of
the purinergic P2X<sub>7</sub> receptor. Journal of Medicinal Chemistry 46(8)O(pp
1318-1329),2003 Date of Publication: 10 Apr 20032003;(8):1318-29.
Abstract: The P2X <sub> 7 </sub> receptor is involved in several processes relevant to
inflammation (cytokine release, NO generation, killing of intracellular pathogens,
cytotoxicity); thus, it may be an appealing target for pharmacological intervention. The
characterization of native and recombinant P2X<sub>7</sub> receptor continues to be
hindered by the lack of specific and subtype-selective antagonists. However, a tyrosine
derivative named KN-62 exhibits selective P2X<sub>7</sub> receptor-blocking
properties. The present study was designed to evaluate the functional antagonistic
properties of a novel series of KN-62-related compounds characterized by the presence
of different phenylsubstituted piperazine moieties. Antagonistic activity of KN-62
derivatives was tested on HEK293 cells transduced with the human P2X<sub>7</sub>
receptor and monocyte-derived human macrophages, a cell type well-known for the high
level of expression of this receptor. The biological responses investigated were ATPdependent Ca<sup>2+</sup> influx across the plasma membrane, ethidium bromide
uptake, and secretion of the cytokine interleukin-1 beta. KN-62 was characterized by the
presence of a phenylpiperazine moiety, and the presence of a one-carbon linker between
the piperazine nitrogen and the phenyl ring (compound 61) increases the activity, while a
two-carbon linker (compound 62) decreases biological activity 10-fold. Also, the nature
and the position of substituents on the phenyl ring tethered to the piperazine seemed to
exert a fundamental influence on the biological activity. In the series of synthesized
compounds, the presence of a fluorine in the para position gives the most potent
compound (63), while the same atom in the ortho position reduces potency by 3-fold.
When the p-fluorine was replaced in the same position with other halogens, such as
chlorine (compound 64) or iodine (compound 65), the activity decreased dramatically. We
then tested the activity of the four most potent KN-62 derivatives on ATP-stimulated
secretion of IL-1 beta from monocyte-derived human macrophages, a key cell type in
inflammation and innate immunity. Interestingly, compound 68 and 71 caused a complete
inhibition of IL-1 beta release, while with KN-62, 63, and 85, there was a small residual
cytokine secretion even at concentrations exceeding 100 nM. None of the compounds
tested on IL-1 beta release had any effect on isolated CaMIl kinase activity up to 20 muM
(not shown). <47>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2003172802
IN - (Baraldi, Nunez, Romagnoli) Dipto. di Scienze Farmaceutiche, Universita di Ferrara.
Via Fossato di Mortara 17-19,44100 Ferrara, Italy. (Baraldi, Di Virgilio) Dipto. di Med.
Diagnostica e Sperim., Sezione di Patologia Generale, Universita di Ferrara. 44100
Ferrara, Italy. (Morelli, Falzoni, Di Virgilio) Interdisc. Ctr. Stud. Inflammation, Universita di
Ferrara. 44100 Ferrara, Italy

(12)

Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of
"legal X" piperazine analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Annals of
the New York Academy of Sciences 10250(pp 189-197), 2004 Date of Publication: 2004
2004; 189-97.
Abstract: 3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) is a popular illicit drug that
evokes transporter-mediated release of serotonin (5-HT) and dopamine (DA) from nerve
cells. Recently, drug users have ingested combinations of the piperazine analogs, 1-
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benzyl piperazine (BZP) and 1-(m-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP), in an
attempt to mimic the subjective effects of MDMA. In the present study, we compared
neurochemical effects of MDMA, BZP, and TFMPP in rat brain. The ability of MDMA,
BZP, and TFMPP to stimulate efflux of [<sup>3</sup>H]5-HT and
[<sup>3</sup>H]MPP<sup>+</sup> (a DA transporter substrate) was determined in vitro
using release assays in synaptosomes. The ability of these drugs to increase
extracellular 5-HT and DA in vivo was assessed using intracranial microdialysis in
nucleus accumbens. MDMA stimulated transporter-mediated release of 5-HT
(EC<sub>50</sub> 58 nM) and MPP<sup>+</sup> (EC<sub>50</sub> 119 nM).
BZP was a selective releaser of MPP<sup>+</sup> (EC<sub>50</sub> 175 nM),
whereas TFMPP was a selective releaser of 5-HT (EC<sub>50</sub> = 121 nM). MDMA
injections (1 and 3 mg/kg, i.v.) increased dialysate 5-HT and DA in a dose-related
manner, but actions on 5-HT were predominant. BZP (3 and 10 mg/kg, i.v.) elevated
dialysate DA and 5-HT, while TFMPP (3 and 10 mg/kg, i.v.) elevated only 5-HT. The
coadministration of BZP plus TFMPP (BZPITFMPP) produced marked elevations in
extracellular 5-HT and DA that mirrored the effects of MDMA. At the high dose of
BZPITFMPP (10 mg/kg, i.v.), the rise in dialysate DA exceeded the summed effects of
the drugs alone. Our results support the hypothesis that the BZPITFMPP combination
mimics the neurochemical mechanism of MDMA, providing a basis for recreational use of
these agents. Additionally, the findings suggest possible drug-drug synergism when
piperazine drugs are coadministered at high doses. <36>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2004532864
IN - (Baumann, Clark, Budzynski, Partilla, Rothman) Clinical Psychopharmacology
Section, IRP, Nationallnsititues of Health. Baltimore, MD 21224, United States. (Blough)
Chemistry and Life Sciences Group, RTI International. Research Triangle Park, NC
27709, United States. (Baumann) Clinical Psychopharmacology Section, IRP, NIDA.
5500 Nathan Shock Drive, Baltimore, MD 21224, United States
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Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Nsubstituted piperazines abused by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4Methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy'). Neuropsychopharmacology
30(3)O(pp 550-560), 2005 Date of Publication: Mar 2005 2005;(3):550-60.
Abstract: 3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy') is an illicit drug that
stimulates the release of serotonin (5-HT) and dopamine (DA) from neurons. Recent
evidence reveals that drug users are ingesting piperazine analogs, like 1benzylpiperazine (BZP, or 'A2I) and 1-(m-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP, or
'Molly'), to mimic psychoactive effects of MDMA. In the present study, we compared the
neurochemistry of MDMA, BZP, and TFMPP in rats. The effects of MDMA, BZP, and
TFMPP on transporter-mediated efflux of [ <sup>3</sup>H]5-HT and
[<sup>3</sup>H]MPP<sup>+</sup> (DA transporter substrate) were determined in
synaptosomes. The effects of drugs on extracellular levels of 5-HT and DA were
examined using in vivo microdialysis in conscious rats. MDMA evoked transportermediated release of [<sup>3</sup>H]5-HT and [ <sup>3</sup>H]MPP<sup>+</sup>.
BZP released [<sup>3</sup>H]MPP<sup>+</sup>, whereas TFMPP was a selective
releaser of [<sup>3</sup>H]5-HT. MDMA (1-3 mg/kg, i.v.) increased dialysate 5-HT and
DA in a dose-related fashion, with actions on 5-HT being predominant. BZP (3-10 mg/kg,
i.v.) elevated dialysate DA and 5-HT, while TFMPP (3-10 mg/kg, i.v.) elevated 5-HT.
Administration of BZP plus TFMPP at a 1: 1 ratio (BZP/TFMPP) produced parallel
increases in dialysate 5-HT and DA; a 3 mg/kg dose of BZP/TFMPP mirrored the effects
of MDMA. At a 10 mg/kg dose, BZP/TFMPP increased dialysate DA more than the
summed effects of each drug alone, and some rats developed seizures. Our results show
that BZPITFMPP and MDMA share the ability to evoke monoamine release, but
dangerous drug-drug synergism may occur when piperazines are coadministered at high
doses. <31>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
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UI-2005089645
IN - (Baumann, Clark, Budzynski, Partilla, Rothman) Clinical Psychopharmacology
Section, National Institute on Drug Abuse, National Institutes of Health. Baltimore, MD,
United States. (Blough) Chemistry and Life Sciences Group, Res. Triangle Inst.
International. Research Triangle Park, NC, United States. (Baumann) Clinical
Psychopharmacology Section, NIDA, NIH. 5500 Nathan Shock Drive, Baltimore, MD
21224, United States
(14)

Baziard-Mouysset G, Younes S, Labssita Y, Payard M, Caignard DH, Rettori MC, et al.
Synthesis and structure-activity relationships of novel2-amino alkyl chromones and
related derivatives as ? site-selective ligands. European Journal of Medicinal Chemistry
1998;33(5):339-47.
Abstract: Starting from a random screening showing that 2-[(4- benzylpiperazinyl)methyl]
chromone was a selective and potent sigma ligand, a series of analogues were
synthesized. Introduction of a substituent on the chromone moiety, replacement of
methylenes by carbonyl groups and benzyl by aryl groups decrease the affinity for sigma
sites. The result obtained after introduction of various substituents on the aromatic part of
the benzyl is strictly depending on the size and on the position of these substituents.
Stretching of the carbon chain between the phenyl and the piperazine does not strongly
modify the affinity. 2-[4-(4'-methoxy benzyl)1-piperazinyl methyl] chromone has been
tested in behavioral tests that permit to believe that such derivatives could be interesting
for the treatment of psychosis
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 3
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(15)

Berardi F, Colabufo NA, Giudice G, Perrone R, Tortorella V, Govoni S, et al. New sigma
and 5-HT(1A) receptor ligands: omega-(tetralin-1-yl)-n-alkylamine derivatives. Journal of
Medicinal Chemistry 39(1 )O(pp 176-182), 1996 Date of Publication: 1996 1996;(1): 17682.
Abstract: Two series of compounds that are structurally related to benzomorphans,
derived by structural modification of arylpiperazines with high 5-HT(1A) affinity and
moderate sigma affinity, were prepared in order to increase sigma affinity and selectivity.
All new compounds are N-substituted-omega-(1 ,2,3,4- tetrahydronaphthalen-1-yl)- oromega-(1 ,2-dihydronaphthalen-4-yl)-n-alkylamines with, in some cases, a methoxy group
on the tetralin moiety. They were tested in radioligand binding assays on sigma
([<sup>3</sup>H]DTG and [<sup>3</sup>H]-(+)-pentazocine), D- 2 dopaminergic, 5HT(1A) and 5-HT<sub>2</sub> serotonergic, and PCP (phencyclidine) receptors. A first
set of compounds bearing a 4-(1-substituted)piperazine moiety as terminal fragment on
the alkyl chain showed moderate to high 0 affinity (K(i) 5.3-139 nM), the most active
and selective being 1- cyclohexyl-4-[3-(5-methoxy-1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalen-1-yl)-npropyl]piperazine (14), with probable pronounced sigma<sub>2</sub> affinity (K(i) = 5.3
nM on [<sup>3</sup>H]DTG and K(i) = 71 nM on [<sup>3</sup>H]-(+)-pentazocine).
Moreover, compound 13, a 1-benzylpiperazine analogue of 14, preserved a dual high 5HT(1A) and 0 affinity (KG) = 3.6 nM on [<sup>3</sup>H]-5-HT and K(i) = 7.0 nM on
[<sup>3</sup>H]DTG). The second set of compounds includes some N-phenylalkyl
derivatives of 3-(5- methoxy-1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalen-1-yl)-n-propylamine that can
be considered to be open-chain derivatives of 4-substituted-1-arylpiperazines. Among
these compounds that had a lower activity toward 0 binding sites, a high 5-HT(1A) affinity
was found for the N-(3-phenylpropyl) derivative 21 (K(i) 4.4 nM) which demonstrated
very good selectivity. <56>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1996021645
IN - (Berardi, Colabufo, Giudice, Perrone, Tortorella, Govoni, Lucchi) Dipartimento
Farmaco-chimico, Universita di Bari. via Orabona, 4, 70126 Bari, Italy
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(16)

Bereket G, retir C, ahin C. Quantum chemical studies on the inhibition efficiencies of
some piperazine derivatives for the corrosion of steel in acidic medium. Journal of
Molecular Structure: THEOCHEM 2003;663:39-46.
Abstract: Computational calculations on some piperazine derivatives those behave as
corrosion inhibitor for steel in presence of KI in sulphuric acid of different normality in gas
and aqueous phases using semi-empirical methods (i.e. MINDO/3, MNDO, PM3 and
AM1) were carried out to search possible correlation between corrosion rates and
geometric structures, charges on nitrogen atoms, highest occupied molecular energy
level (EHOMO), lowest unoccupied molecular energy level (ELUMO), the differences
between highest occupied molecular orbital energies and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital energies (EHOMO - ELUMO) were carried out. The obtained correlations were
satisfactory. ® 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 10
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(17)

Billard T, Langlois BR, Blond G. Trifluoromethylation of nonenolizable carbonyl
compounds with a stable piperazino hemiaminal of trifluoroacetaldehyde. European
Journal of Organic Chemistry 2001 ;(8):1467-71.
Abstract: A new stable hemiaminal of fluoral (1) can easily be obtained from the methyl
hemiketal of fluoral and N-benzylpiperazine. This white crystalline compound can be
used under basic conditions as an efficient nucleophilic trifluoromethylating reagent
towards nonenolizable carbonyl compounds
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 23
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(18)

Bishop SC, McCord BR, Gratz SR, Loeliger JR, Witkowski MR. Simultaneous separation
of different types of amphetamine and piperazine designer drugs by capillary
electrophoresis with a chiral selector. Journal of Forensic Sciences 50(2)O(pp 326-335),
2005 Article Number: JFS2004239 Date of Publication: Mar 2005 2005;(2):326-35.
Abstract: The recent emergence of a new class of piperazine-type compounds has
brought about the need for laboratory screening methods for both seized drugs and
toxicological samples. These piperazine compounds, which include 1-benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-trifluoro-methylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP), exhibit comparable
physiological effects and can be substituted for the classic amphetamine-type drugs. We
have optimized a chiral capillary electrophoresis (CE) separation that detects a set of 6
piperazine and 4 chiral amphetamine compounds in under 23 min using a 200 mM
phosphate buffer at a pH = 2.8 with 20 mM hydroxypropyl-beta-cyclodextrin (HPbetaCD).
In addition to the above compounds, a series of "clandestine" BZP diHCI samples were
also analyzed using this method to assess the ruggedness of the procedure. The novel
CE separation was tailored to simultaneously detect these piperzine compounds in
addition to amphetamine-type drugs. Distinct migration time and UV-spectral data were
obtained for all compounds of interest. Copyright copyright 2005 by ASTM International.
<30>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2005116719
IN - (Bishop) Ohio University, Dept. of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 136 Clippinger
Laboratories. Athens, OH 45701, United States. (McCord) IntI. Forensic Research
Institute, Department of Chemistry, Florida International University. University Park,
Miami, FL 33199, United States. (Gratz, Loeliger, Witkowski) U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, Forensic Chemistry Center. 6751 Steger Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45237,
United States

(19)

Bogatcheva E, Hanrahan C, Nikonenko B, Samala R, Chen P, Gearhart J, et al.
Identification of new diamine scaffolds with activity against Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
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Journal of Medicinal Chemistry 49(11 )O(pp 3045-3048), 2006 Date of Publication: 01 Jun
2006 2006;(11 ):3045-8.
Abstract: A diverse 5000-compound library was synthesized from commercially available
diamines and screened for activity against Mycobacterium tuberculosis in vitro, revealing
143 hits with minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) equal to or less than 12.5 muM.
New prospective scaffolds with antitubercular activity derived from homopiperazine,
phenyl- and benzyl-substituted piperazines, 4-aminomethylpiperidine. 4aminophenylethylamine, and 4,4'- methylenebiscyclohexylamine were identified.
Compound SQ775 derived from homopiperazine and compound SQ786 derived from
benzylpiperazine had potent antimicrobial activity against M. tuberculosis in experimental
animals in vivo. copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. <20>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2006265024
IN - (Bogatcheva, Hanrahan, Nikonenko, Samala, Chen, Gearhart, Barbosa, Einck, Nacy,
Protopopova) Sequella, Inc .. 9610 Medical Center Drive, Rockville, MD 20850, United
States
(20)

Bohnert JA, Kern WV. Selected arylpiperazines are capable of reversing multidrug
resistance in Escherichia coli overexpressing RND efflux pumps. Antimicrobial Agents
and Chemotherapy 49(2)O(pp 849-852),2005 Date of Publication: Feb 2005
2005;(2):849-52.
Abstract: Several arylpiperazines capable of reversing multidrug resistance (MDR) in
Escherichia coli overexpressing acrAB and acrEF but not in pump-deficient mutant
strains were identified. 1-(1-Naphthylmethyl)-piperazine, one of the more active
compounds, enhanced susceptibility to fluoroquinolones and other agents and increased
the intracellular concentration of levofloxacin and ethidium bromide, suggesting efflux
pump inhibition as the mechanism of MDR reversal. <32>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2005057731
IN - (Bohnert, Kern) Ctr. Infect. Dis. and Travel Med., Department of Medicine, University
Hospital. Freiburg, Germany. (Kern) Med. Univ. Klin. und Poliklinik. D-79106 Freiburg,
Germany

(21)

Boksay IJE, Popendiker K, Weber RO, Soeder A. Synthesis and pharmacological activity
of befuraline (N-benzo[b]furan-2-ylcarbonyl-N'-benzylpiperazine), a new antidepressant
compound. Arzneimittel-Forschung/Drug Research 1979;29(2): 193-204.
Abstract: The methods of synthesis and the pharmacological evaluation of a new nontricyclic antidepressant drug, N-benzo[b]furan-2-ylcarbonyl-N'-benzylpiperazine
.
(befuraline), are reported. The chemical structure of befuraline is clearly different from
that of the tricyclic antidepressant drugs. While the gross behavior in animals remains
unaffected, the central nervous system depressed by reserpine, tetrabenazine or
perphenazine is activated by even small doses of this novel compound. Exploratory
activity is prolonged, and performance in operant behavior tests and in the conditioned
avoidance response is improved by befuraline, indicating increased alertness,
attentiveness and the capacity to react to environmental stimuli. High doses stimulate the
CNS, causing EEG desynchronization. Befuraline displays an aggression-inhibiting
activity; without having a sedative effect on the animals' normal behavior, it inhibits
fighting behavior. The central anticholinergic effect of befuraline is negligible. No
apomorphine or tryptamine potentiation is observed and hexobarbital anesthesia is not
influenced. The peripheral autonomic nervous system, with the exception of the nictitating
membrane in cats, is not affected by befuraline. It has a biphasic effect on the
norpinephrine induced contraction of isolated guinea pig seminal vesicle and of isolated
cat spleen slices. Although the mechanism of action is as yet not clear, it is assumed
that, in addition to a direct influence on the central adrenergic structures, the inhibition of
norepinephrine and serotonin uptake and the inhibition of phosphodiesterase are
responsible for the drug's effect. Befuraline has no undesirable effects on either the
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peripheral autonomic nervous system or the cardiovascular system, and it does not affect
the normal gross behavior of animals. Because these favorable therapeutic aspects are
coupled with low toxicity, befuraline may provide a new alternative in the treatment of
depression
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus
(22)

Brennan K, Johnstone A, Fitzmaurice P, Lea R, Schenk S. Chronic benzylpiperazine
(BZP) exposure produces behavioral sensitization and cross-sensitization to
methamphetamine (MA). Drug and Alcohol Dependence 88(2-3)O(pp 204-213),2007
Date of Publication: 11 May 2007 2007;(2-3):204-13.
Abstract: Background: Like other psychostimulant drugs, acute exposure to
benzylpiperazine (BZP) increases dopaminergic neurotransmission, producing
hyperactivity and stereotypy. The consequences of repeated BZP exposure have not
however been investigated. The effects of acute and repeated BZP and
methamphetamine (MA) exposure on locomotor activity and stereotypy were measured in
order to determine whether there was sensitization and cross-sensitization between
these two psychostimulant drugs. Methods: The effects of acute treatment with MA (0.0,
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mg/kg, intraperitoneal (IP)) or BZP (0.0, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0 and 40.0 mg/kg,
IP) on locomotor activity and stereotypy were determined. Effects of repeated exposure
were determined in other groups that received five daily injections of 2.0 mg/kg MA, 20.0
mg/kg BZP or vehicle. Following a 2-day withdrawal period, rats from each treatment
group received either a low dose MA (0.5 mg/kg) or BZP (10.0 mg/kg). Results: MA and
BZP produced dose-dependent hyperactivity and stereotypy. Repeated MA and BZP
resulted in a potentiated locomotor but not stereotypy response. Following the withdrawal
period, MA pretreated rats exhibited a sensitized locomotor and stereotypy response to
the low dose MA and a conditioned response to saline. BZP pretreated rats also
demonstrated a sensitized locomotor response to the low dose of BZP and MA.
Conclusions: The present findings indicate that repeated exposure to BZP results in
sensitization and cross-sensitization to MA. copyright 2006 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights
reserved. <14>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2007154879
IN - (Brennan, Johnstone, Fitzmaurice, Lea, Schenk) Institute of Environmental Science
and Research (ESR), School of Psychology, Victoria University of Wellington. P.O. Box
600, Wellington, New Zealand

(23)

Brennan KA, Lake B, Hely LS, Jones K, Gittings 0, Colussi-Mas J, et al. Nbenzyl piperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behavioural Pharmacology
18(8)O(pp 785-790),2007 Date of Publication: Dec 20072007;(8):785-90.
Abstract: The ability of benzylpiperazine (BZP) to substitute for cocaine and to initiate
self-administration in drug-naive subjects was assessed to determine whether BZP has
abuse liability. Further, the effects of a pretreatment with dopamine D1-like receptor
antagonist (SCH23390) were examined to elucidate the mechanisms associated with
BZP reward. First, the ability for BZP (0.125, 0.25 and 0.5 mg/kg/infusion) to substitute
for cocaine self-administration was assessed, and the acquisition of BZP (0.5
mg/kg/infusion) self-administration by drug-naive and untrained rats was determined
during a 15-day period. Subsequently, dose-effect curves for cocaine (0.06, 0.125, 0.25
or 0.5 mg/kg/infusion) and BZP self-administration (0.125, 0.25, 0.5 or 1.0
mg/kg/infusion) and the effect of SCH23390 (0.00 or 0.02 mg/kg) on BZP and cocaine
self-administration were examined. BZP substituted for cocaine, and drug-naive rats
rapidly acquired BZP self-administration. BZP self-administration was maintained by a
more restricted range of doses than was cocaine self-administration, and responding
maintained by BZP was sensitive to dopamine antagonism. The present findings indicate
that BZP self-administration, like cocaine self-administration, is readily acquired and
mediated by dopaminergic mechanisms. copyright 2007 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins,
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Inc. <6>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2007546509
IN - (Brennan, Fitzmaurice, Lea) Institute of Environmental Science and Research.
Wellington, New Zealand. (Brennan, Lake, Hely, Jones, Gittings, Colussi-Mas, Schenk)
School of Psychology, Victoria University of Wellington. Wellington, New Zealand.
(Brennan) School of Psychology, Victoria University of Wellington. PO Box 600,
Wellington, New Zealand
(24)

Buckle DR, Outred OJ, Smith H, Spicer BA. N-Benzylpiperazino derivatives of 3-nitro-4hydroxycoumarin with H<sub>1 </sub> antihistamine and mast cell stabilizing properties.
Journal of Medicinal Chemistry 27(11 )O(pp 1452-1457), 1984 Date of Publication: 1984
1984;(11):1452-7.
Abstract: In a small range finding study a number of N-benzylpiperazino derivatives of 3nitro-4-hydroxycoumarin have been shown to combine potent H<sub>1 </sub>antihistamine activity with that of mast cell stabilization as demonstrated by their activity
as antagonists of histamine on guinea pig ileum and by their inhibition of the release of
histamine in rat passive peritoneal anaphylaxis (PPA). The most potent compound, 1-[2hydroxy-3-[ (4-hydroxy-3-nitrocoumarin-7 -yl)oxy]propyl]-4-( 4-chloroben zyl) piperazine
had a pA<sub>2</sub> of 9.0 against histamine on guinea pig ileum and inhibited
histamine release in the rat PPA test with a potency similar to that of disodium
cromoglycate. <68>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1985000567
IN - (Buckle, Outred, Smith, Spicer) Beecham Pharmaceuticals, Research Division,
Biosciences Research Centre, Great Burgh, Epsom, Surrey KT18 5XQ United Kingdom

(25)

Butler RA, Sheridan JL. Highs and lows: Patterns of use, positive and negative effects of
benzylpiperazine-containing party pills (BZP-party pills) amongst young people in New
Zealand. Harm Reduction Journal 4, 2007 Article Number: 18 Date of Publication: 2007
2007.
Abstract: Background: This study aimed to investigate patterns and context of use of
BZP-party pills, function of use, and positive and negative effects experienced by a
sample of New Zealand young people who had used the products. Methods: A qualitative
study comprised of semi-structured interviews and group discussions. Results: The
sample included 58 young people aged 17-23 years who had used BZP-party pills in the
previous 12 months. Young people were using these substances in a range of settingsprimarily during weekend social occasions - particularly as part of the dance party culture.
They were mostly used for their stimulant properties and to enhance socialisation, and
were often taken in combination with other legal and illicit drugs. Young people had
suffered a range of physical and emotional negative effects, although none of these was
reported as being life-threatening or long-term. Many participants had reduced the
frequency with which they used BZP-party pills due to adverse effects. Potentially risky
behaviours identified included taking large doses, mixing BZP-party pills with alcohol and
other substances, and driving whilst under the influence of BZP-party pills. Conclusion:
Findings suggest that young people in this study were not suffering excessive or
dangerous adverse effects. However, potentially risky use of these products raises the
issue of the need for developing harm reduction interventions. copyright 2007 Butler and
Sheridan; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. <3>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2008012340
IN - (Butler, Sheridan) School of Pharmacy, University of Auckland. Private Bag 90219,
Auckland, New Zealand

(26)

Bye C, Munro Faure AD, Peck AW, Young PA. A comparison of the effects of 1
benzyl piperazine and dexamphetamine on human performance tests. European Journal
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of Clinical Pharmacology 1973;6(3): 163-9.
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 26
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus
(27)

Cakir B, Ulucay A, Dogruer DS, Isimer A, Sahin MF. Synthesis and antinociceptive
activity of some 3-substituted benzothiazolone derivatives. Farmaco 1999 Nov;54(1112):846-51.
Abstract: Thirteen 3-substituted benzothiazolone derivatives have been synthesized.
Their chemical structures have been elucidated by IR and NMR spectral data and by
elemental analyses. Among these compounds, 1-?3-[2(3H)-benzothiazolon-3yl[propanoyl]morpholine (5b); 1-?3-[2(3H)-benzothiazolon-3-yl[propanoyl]-4benzylpiperidine++ + (5c); 1-?3-[2(3H)-benzothiazolon-3-yl[-propanoyl]-4phenylpiperazine (5d); 3-[3-(4-benzylpiperidine-1-yl)propyl]-2(3H)-benzothiazolone (5k);
3-[3-(4-benzylpiperazine-1-yl)propyl]-2(3H)-benzothiazolone (51); 3-[3-(4phenylpiperazine-1-yl)propyl]-2(3H)-benzothiazolone (5m) have been found to be
significantly more active than the others
Notes: LA: English
AN: 10668188

(28)

Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW. Proceedings: Comparison of the
effects of dexamphetamine and 1-benzylpiperazine in former addicts. British Journal of
Pharmacology 1972;44(2).
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(29)

Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M. Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1
benzylpiperazine in former addicts. European Journal of Clinical Pharmacology
1973;6(3): 170-6.
Abstract: The subjective, behavioural and autonomic effects of dexamphetamine 10 mg,
1 benzylpiperazine 100 mg and lactose dummy were compared in a group of 18 former
amphetamine addicts. All subjects received the three preparations according to a
balanced design under double blind conditions. 1 Benzylpiperazine and dexamphetamine
produced indistinguishable subjective effects and both were liked. The effects of both
compounds differed significantly from the effects following the dummy preparation.
Increases in pulse rate and both systolic and diastolic blood pressure were similar
following the two active compounds, but 1 benzylpiperazine produced pupillary dilation
whereas no significant change in pupil size followed dummy or dexamphetamine. It was
concluded that 1 benzylpiperazine is a compound liable to abuse by an addict population,
and that this type of study might be of value in predicting abuse liability of other new
drugs
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 25
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(30)

Cesur H, Yazicilar TK, Bati B, Yilmaz VT. Synthesis, characterization, and spectral and
thermal studies of some divalent transition metal complexes of benzylpiperazine
dithiocarbamate. Synthesis and Reactivity in Inorganic and Metal Organic Chemistry
2001 ;31 (7): 1271-83.
Abstract: Potassium benzylpiperazine dithiocarbamate (KBPDTC) and its complexes with
Mn(II), Co(H), Ni(H), Cu(lI) and Zn(lI) have been synthesized and characterized. On the
basis of elemental analyses, magnetic moments and spectral data, the monoanionic
BPDTC ligand coordinates to the metal ions via both sulfur atoms of the -NCS2 group,
acting as a bidentate ligand. The Ni(H) complex has a square-planar coordination
geometry, while the other complexes are suggested to exhibit a square-pyramidal
coordination environment. The thermal reactivity of KBPDTC. H20 and its metal
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complexes has been studied by means of DTA and TG techniques. Thermoanalytical
data show that decomposition of the metal complexes of KBPDTC under nitrogen gives
the corresponding metal thiocyanates as stable solid intermediates
Notes: PT: Journal
IS: 0094-5714
UD: 200144
(31)

Clemens R, Clemens U. Open study on befuraline (DIV 154) in 64 depressive patients.
Arzneimittel-Forschung/Drug Research 1977;27(12):2416-21.
Abstract: The therapeutic efficacy of the new compound N-benzo(b)-furan-2-ylcarbonylN'-benzylpiperazine hydrochloride (befuraline) was evaluated in 64 patients presenting
various depressive syndromes. Improvement was found in 33 cases (=52%) under a
daily dose of 150 mg befuraline; 31 of these patients improved within the first 8 days of
treatment. Patients with endogenous depression responded favourably to the befuraline
therapy, 23 (=70%) of these (33) patients showing full recovery. Improvement was more
frequently observed in patients with mild depression than in severe cases. It seems
noteworthy that under befuraline treatment there was also a marked improvement in 21
cases in whom previous long-term therapy with other psychotropic drugs had remained
ineffective. Side effects consisted mainly of reversible psycho-organic troubles;
extrapyramidal disorders were not observed
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(32)

Clifford JM. Implications of comparative metabolism in behavioral reactions.
Pharmacology and Therapeutics 1979;5(1-3):475-9.
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(33)

Costantino L, Gandolfi F, Sorbi C, Franchini S, Prezzavento 0, Vittorio F, et al. Synthesis
and structure-activity relationships of 1-aralkyl-4- benzylpiperidine and 1-aralkyl-4benzyl piperazine derivatives as potent sigma ligands. Journal of Medicinal Chemistry
48(1 )O(pp 266-273), 2005 Date of Publication: 13 Jan 2005 2005;(1 ):266-73.
Abstract: In the attempt to define more accurately structure-affinity relationships for
sigma<sub>1 </sub> and sigma<sub>2</sub> ligands, we synthesized and tested on
sigma subtype receptors a series of aralkyl derivatives of 4-benzylpiperidine, in which the
effect of modifications on the aralkyl moiety was studied in a systematic way. The affinity
of the compounds here described varied to a great extent, with a
sigma<sub>2</sub>/sigma<sub>1 </sub> selectivity ranging from 0.1 to 9. Thus, to
confirm the ability of the piperazine derivative to bind to sigma<sub>1 </sub> receptors in
a different way than piperidines, we synthesized and tested a series of piperazine
compounds; the comparison of their affinity with that of the corresponding piperidines
strongly supports the possibility of a different binding mode. While the compounds here
described are on the whole selective for sigma vs serotonin 5-HT<sub>1A</sub> and
dopamine D<sub>2</sub> receptors, 9aa, 9ba and 9ab possess a remarkable affinity for
both sigma and 5-HT<sub>1A</sub> receptors, with K<sub>i</sub> in the nanomolar
range, and are selective with respect to D<sub>2</sub> receptors. They displayed also a
partial agonist profile in a human 5-HT<sub>1A</sub> [<sup>35</sup>S]GTPgammaS
binding assay, suggesting their potential use as atypical antipsychotic agents. <34>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2005034498
IN - (Costantino, Gandolfi, Sorbi, Franchini, Brasili) Dipto. di Scienze Farmaceutiche,
Univ. di Modena and Reggio Emilia. Via Campi 183, 41100 Modena, Italy. (Prezzavento,
Vittorio, Ronsisvalle) Dipto. di Scienze Farmaceutiche, Universita di Catania. Viale A.
Doria 6, 95125 Catania, Italy. (Leonardi, Poggesi) Recordati S.p.A., Divisione Ricerca e
Sviluppo. Via Civitali 1,20148, Milano, Italy. (Sorbi) Eurand S.p.A., Area Science Park.
Padriciano 99, 34012, Trieste, Italy
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(34)

Cuddy ML. Common drugs of abuse--Part II. The Journal of practical nursing
2004;54(1 ):5-8, 25.
Abstract: Drug abuse affects a significant number of individuals of all ages. Health care
practitioners must be knowledgeable about both the physiological effects of such drugs
and the impact of drug-seeking behavior on their patients
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 1
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(35)

Czarnecki R, Krupinska J, Sobanski H. Antiarrhythmic action of 3 N benzylpiperazine 2
hydroxypropyl theophylline in rats' cardiac arrhythmia. Acta Pharmaceutica Jugoslavica
1979;29(2):83-9.
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(36)

Dankwardt SM, Newman SR, Krstenansky JL. Solid phase synthesis of aryl and
benzylpiperazines and their application in combinatorial chemistry. Tetrahedron Letters
1995;36(28):4923-6.
Abstract: An S(N)Ar reaction on solid phase was demonstrated in the synthesis of a
piperazine library using a combinatorial approach
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 57
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(37)

De Boer D, Bosman IJ, gi E, Manzoni C, Benko? AA, Dos Reys LJAL, et al. Piperazinelike compounds: A new group of designer drugs-of-abuse on the European market.
Forensic Science International 2001; 121 (1-2):4 7-56.
Abstract: 1-Aryl-piperazine compounds are, depending on their substituents, selective for
certain serotonin receptors and together with their easy availability and their so-called
legal status, this group of psychoactive compounds are potential designer drugs-ofabuse. Internet in that respect is an important source of information and distribution
facilities. Because this development may have consequences for the interpretation of
future clinical and forensic toxicological case studies, some analytical aspects of 1benzyl-piperazine (BZP), 1-[4-methoxyphenyl]-piperazine (pMeOPP) and 1-[3trifluoromethylphenyl]-piperazine (TFMPP) were studied. BZP was not detected by the
AxSYM« FPIA technology designed to determine amphetamine-like compounds, but had
showed some cross reactivity with EMIT« d.a.u.«. The cross reactivities at 300 and
12,000 ng/ml (RS)-amphetamine equivalents were 0.4 and 1.3%, respectively. Although
BZP was not identified directly by the REMEDi? HS Drug Profiling System, it can be
detected by this HPLC/UV scanning system. Using GC/NPD without derivatisation, BZP,
pMeOPP and TFMPP can be analysed for and applying GC/MS without or with
acetylation or trifluoroacetylation, these compounds can be identified unambiguously.
The usefulness of GC/NPD and GC/MS in this respect was demonstrated by the
quantitative and qualitative analysis of the content of a capsule with the synthetic
stimulant A2, which proved to contain 86.4 mg of BZP. ® 2001 Elsevier Science Ireland
Ltd. All rights reserved
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 34
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(38)

Dogruer DS, Kupeli E, Yesilada E, Sahin MF. Synthesis of new 2-[1 (2H)-phthalazinon-2yl]-acetamide and 3-[1 (2H)-phthalazinon-2-yl]-propanamide derivatives as anti nociceptive
and anti-inflammatory agents. Archiv der Pharmazie 337(6)O(pp 303-310),2004 Date of
Publication: Jun 20042004;(6):303-10.
Abstract: As a consequence of our ongoing studies on heterocyclic compounds for new
anti nociceptive and anti-inflammatory agents bearing lactam functional group, new 2-
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[1 (2H)-phthalazinon-2-yl]acetamide and 3-[1 (2H)-phthalazinon-2-yl]- propanamide
derivatives have been synthesized. Among the compounds synthesized, compound 4e
was found the most active derivative in terms of antinociceptive and anti-inflammatory
activities, without gastric lesions and bleeding at the given dose. <37>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2004401036
IN - (Dogruer, Sahin) Dept. of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy, Gazi
University. Ankara, Turkey. (Kupeli, Yesilada, Sahin) Faculty of Pharmacy, Dept. of
Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Gazi University. 06330 Ankara, Turkey
(39)

Duflos M, Nourrisson M-R, Brelet J, Courant J, LeBaut G, Grimaud N, et al. N-Pyridinylindole-3-(alkyl)carboxamides and derivatives as potential systemic and topical
inflammation inhibitors. European Journal of Medicinal Chemistry 36(6)O(pp 545-553),
2001 Date of Publication: 01 Jun 2001 2001 ;(6):545-53.
Abstract: N-substituted-(indol-3-yl)carboxamides 10-15 and alkanamides 16-18 were
prepared starting from the corresponding acids and submitted to screening for evaluation
of their anti-inflammatory activity. None of the considered carboxamides exhibited
significant inhibitory effect in the carrageenin-induced rat paw oedema after oral
administration of 0.1 mM kg<sup>-1 </sup>; nevertheless introduction of an alkyl chain,
leading to alkanamides 16-18, induced moderate to high activity: 46-95% inhibition. The
efficacy of these compounds in the inhibition of topical inflammation was confirmed by
measuring reduction of ear thickness in the acute tetradecanoyl phorbol acetate (TPA)induced mouse ear swelling assay. Preliminary pharmacomodulation brought to the fore
that toxic effects induced, at 0.4 mM kg<sup>-1 </sup>, by N-(pyridin-4-yl)(indol-3yl)propanamide (17) could be attenuated or suppressed by 5-fluorination or introduction
of a methoxycarbonylborane moiety, leading to 18 and 21. copyright 2001 Editions
scientifiques et medicales Elsevier SAS. <49>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2001301266
IN - (Duflos, Nourrisson, Brelet, Courant, LeBaut) Department of Organic and Medicinal
Chemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy. 1 rue Gaston Veil, F-44035 Nantes Cedex, France.
(Grimaud, Petit) Department of Pharmacology and Pharmacokinetics, Faculty of
Pharmacy. 1 rue Gaston Veil, F-44035 Nantes Cedex, France

(40)

Dufresne RL, Weber SS, Becker RE. Bupropion hydrochloride. Drug Intelligence and
Clinical Pharmacy 18(12)O(pp 957-964),1984 Date of Publication: 1984 1984;(12):95764.
Abstract: Bupropion is a trimethylated monocyclic phynylaminoketone that is an effective
antidepressant in humans. It neither is sedating, anticholinergic, nor cardiotoxic. Its
mechanism of action may be related to dopamine, but remains uncertain at this time.
Clinical trials comparing bupropion 300-750 mg/d with placebo show it to be superior to
placebo in efficacy and as well tolerated. Bupropion, in controlled clinical trials, is as
effective as amitriptyline or imipramine, with fewer side effects. The only clinically
significant adverse reaction to bupropion in more than 1000 patients studied has been
seizure induction at a frequency comparable with that of imipramine. Bupropion appears
to be safe and effective in both adult and geriatric depressed patients. Although it
appears to be safer and equally efficacious when compared with currently used
antidepressants, it has not been tested by routine clinical use. <69>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1985025185
IN - (Dufresne, Weber, Becker) College of Pharmacy, University of Rhode Island,
Kingston, RI 02881 United States

(41)

Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the
detection and quantitation of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. Journal of Analytical
Toxicology 32(2)O(pp 172-177),2008 Date of Publication: Mar 20082008;(2):172-7.
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Abstract: Piperazines such as 1-benzylpiperazine (BZP), 1-(3-trifluromethylphenyl)
piperazine (3-TFMPP), and 1-(3-chlorophenyl)piperazine (3-CPP) have become recent
drugs of abuse. With stimulant effects comparable to amphetamines but with a lower
potency and differential global scheduling status, they have been sold as a supposed
legal alternative to "Ecstasy". A few non-fatal and fatal cases where BZP has been
detected have been published and typically involve other drugs. However, toxicity
involving BZP alone has also been reported. No case data currently exist for 3-TFMPP.
The toxicological situation is complicated by the existence of positional isomers of
TFMPP and CPP. This paper includes ultraviolet (UV) and liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry data for these isomers and indicates an advantage in using UV spectra to
distinguish the structures. Consequently, the presence of BZP and 3-TFMPP has been
confirmed in three fatalities (road traffic deaths and a fatal fall), with two cases involving
both drugs. These are the first reported cases of 3-TFMPP in postmortem fluid. In all
cases, other drugs and/or ethanol were found. BZP was found at concentrations of 0.71,
< 0.50, and 1.39 mg/L and 3-TFMPP was found at concentrations of 0.05 and 0.15 mg/L
in postmortem blood. Concentrations were also measured in urine. Although BZP and 3TFMPP were not the direct cause of death, the toxicological findings presented in this
paper may assist the interpretation of future cases involving these drugs where their
significance may be more apparent. <2>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2008122304
IN - (Elliott, Smith) Regional Laboratory for Toxicology, Sandwell and West Birmingham
Hospitals NHS Trust, City Hospital. Dudley Road, Birmingham B18 7QH, United Kingdom
(42)

Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A. Reinforcing and
discriminative stimulus effects of 1-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine
in rhesus monkeys. Drug and Alcohol Dependence 77(2)O(pp 161-168), 2005 Date of
Publication: 14 Feb 2005 2005;(2):161-8.
Abstract: 1-Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP)
are two designer drugs that are often sold in combination tablets via the internet. The
discriminative stimulus properties and reinforcing effects of these compounds have not
previously been assessed in laboratory primates. In this regard, the reinforcing effects of
BZP and TFMPP (alone, and in combination) were assessed via intravenous selfadministration in rhesus monkeys previously trained to self-administer cocaine, while the
discriminative stimulus effects of these compounds were determined in rhesus monkeys
trained to discriminate amphetamine (AMPH) from saline. BZP was an effective reinforcer
in self-administration tests, and appeared to induce long-lasting direct effects on behavior
following sessions where BZP intakes were large. Additionally, BZP occasioned AMPHappropriate responding in a dose-dependent manner, and produced full generalization in
all monkeys tested. In contrast, TFMPP was not self-administered by any subjects and
occasioned essentially no AMPH-appropriate responding at any dose tested. Noncontingent TFMPP administration had direct effects on behavior and abolished
subsequent cocaine-maintained responding. Similarly, self-administration of various
ratios of BZP:TFMPP combinations engendered less responding than did BZP alone. The
present results suggest that BZP has abuse liability of the amphetamine type, but that
such effects are not shared by TFMPP. copyright 2004 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights
reserved. <33>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2005041683
IN - (Fantegrossi, Winger, Woods) Department of Pharmacology, Univ. of Michigan
Medical School, 1301 MSRB III. Ann Arbor, MI 48109-0632, United States. (Woolverton)
Department of Psychiatry, Univ. of Mississippi Medical Center. 2500 N. State Street,
Jackson, MS 39216, United States. (Coop) Dept. of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Univ. of
Maryland School of Pharmacy. 20 N. Pine Street, Baltimore, MD 21201, United States
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(43)

Fardis M, Pyun H-J, Tario J, Jin H, Kim CU, Ruckman J, et al. Design, synthesis and
evaluation of a series of novel fumagillin analogues. Bioorganic and Medicinal Chemistry
11 (23)O(pp 5051-5058), 2003 Date of Publication: 17 Nov 2003 2003;(23):5051-8.
Abstract: A series of fumagillin analogues targeted at understanding tolerability of
MetAP2 toward substitution at C4 and C6 were synthesized. Initially, the C6 side chain
was maintained as cinnamoyl ester and C4 was modified. It was concluded that replacing
the natural C4 of fumagillin with a benzyl oxime at C4 resulted in moderate loss of activity
toward binding to MetAP2. Placement of a primary or secondary carbamate at C6 did not
improve the potency of compounds toward inhibition of MetAP2. However, the inhibitory
activity against MetAP2 was gained back by placing polar groups such as piperazinyl
carbamate at C6. Small alkyl substituents on the amine of piperazinyl carbamate were
well tolerated. copyright 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. <43>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2003445829
IN - (Fardis, Pyun, Tario, Jin, Kim) Department of Medicinal Chemistry, Gilead. 333
Lakeside Dr., Foster City, CA 94404, United States. (Ruckman) CBR International Corp ..
2905 Wilderness Place, Boulder, CO 80301, United States. (Lin, Green) Replidyne Inc..
1450 Infinite Dr., Louisville, CO 80027, United States. (Hicke) SomaLogic Inc .. 1775 38th
Street, Boulder, CO 80301, United States

(44) faro Lopez J, Okayama T, Hosohata K, Davis P, Porreca F, Yamamura HI, et al.
Exploring the structure-activity relationships of [1-(4-tert-butyl-3'-hydroxy)benzhydryl-4benzylpiperazine] (SL-3111), a high-affinity and selective delta-opioid receptor
non peptide agonist ligand. J Med Chern 1999 Dec 30;42(26):5359-68.
Abstract: SL-3111 [1-(4-tert-butyl-3'-hydroxy)benzhydryl-4-benzylpiperazine] is a de novo
designed, high-affinity and selective nonpeptide peptidomimetic agonist of the deltaopioid receptor. In a previous report we had described the unique biological
characteristics of this ligand and also a need for further structural evaluation.(6) To
pursue this, we have introduced a completely different heterocyclic template (2 and 3),
which, based on molecular modeling studies, may present the required structural features
to properly orient the pharmacophore groups. We also have made more subtle changes
to the original piperazine scaffold (5 and 11). The biological activities of these compounds
revealed an important participation of the scaffold in the ligand-receptor interaction. To
further explore functional diversity on the scaffold, we have maintained the original
piperazine ring and introduced four different functionalities at position 2 of the
heterocyclic ring (15a-d; a CH(2)-O-CH(2)-Ph; b Me; c CH(2)Ph; d CH(2)OH).
The biological activities observed for these compounds showed a very interesting trend in
terms of the steric effects of the groups introduced at this position. A decrease of almost
2000-fold in affinity and potency at the delta-receptor was observed for 15c compared
with 15b. This difference may be explained if we postulate that the bioactive conformation
of these peptidomimetics is close to the minimal energy conformations calculated in our
study. On the basis of these findings we have realized the importance of this position to
further explore and simplify the structure of future generations of peptidomimetic ligands
Notes: LA: English
AN: 10639279

=

(45)

=

=

=

Ferte J, Kuhnel J-M, Chapuis G, Rolland Y, Lewin G, Schwaller MA. Flavonoid-related
modulators of multidrug resistance: Synthesis, pharmacological activity, and structureactivity relationships. Journal of Medicinal Chemistry 42(3)O(pp 478-489), 1999 Date of
Publication: 1999 1999;(3):478-89.
Abstract: A series of 28 flavonoid derivatives containing a N-benzylpiperazine chain have
been synthesized and tested for their ability to modulate multidrug resistance (MDR) in
vitro. At 5 muM, most compounds potentiated doxorubicin cytotoxicity on resistant
K562/DOX cells. They were also able to increase the intracellular accumulation of JC-1, a
fluorescent molecule recently described as a probe of P-glycoprotein-mediated MDR.
This suggests that these compounds act, at least in part, by inhibiting P-glycoprotein
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activity. As in other studies, lipophilicity was shown to influence MDR- modulating activity
but was not the only determinant. Diverse di- and trimethoxy substitutions on N-benzyl
were examined and found to affect the activity differently. The most active compounds
had a 2,3,4- trimethoxybenzylpiperazine chain attached to either a flavone or a flavanone
moiety (13, 19, 33, and 37) and were found to be more potent than verapamil. <54>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1999066377
IN - (Ferte, Kuhnel, Schwaller) Lab. de Reconn. Molec. et Cellulaire, URA CNRS 1843,
Centre d'Etudes Pharmaceutiques. 5, rue J. B. Clement, 92296 Chatenay-Malabry Cedex,
France. (Chapuis, Lewin) Laboratoire de Pharmacognosie, URA CNRS 1843, Centre
d'Etudes Pharmaceutiques. 5, rue J.B. Clement, 92296 Chatenay-Malabry Cedex,
France. (Rolland) Laboratoires Servier. 22, rue Garnier, 92201 Neuilly-sur-Seine, France.
(Kuhnel) Lab. for Molecular Therapeutics, Mem. Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center. New
York, NY 10021, United States. (Chapuis) Technologie Servier. 27, rue Eugene Vignat,
45000 Orleans, France
(46)

Fletcher KA, Price Evans DA, Kelly JA. Urinary piperazine excretion in healthy
caucasians. Annals of Tropical Medicine and Parasitology 76(1)O(pp 77-82),1982 Date
of Publication: 1982 <71> 1982;(1 ):77-82.
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1982112784
IN - (Fletcher, Price Evans, Kelly) Dep. Trop. Med., Liverpool Sch. Trop. Med., Liverpool
L3 5QA United Kingdom

(47)

Foks H, Pancechowska-Ksepko D, Janowiec M, Zwolska Z, ugustynowicz-Kopec E.
Studies on pyrazine derivatives, XLIV: Synthesis and tuberculostatic activity of 4substituted 3,4,5,6-tetrahydro-2H-[1 ,2?]-bis-pyrazine derivatives. Phosphorus, Sulfur and
Silicon and the Related Elements 2005;180(11):2543-8.
Abstract: 2-chloro-3-cyanopyrazine was a substrate in the syntheses of some potentially
tuberculostatic pyrazine derivatives. This compound, upon action of secondary amines,
pyrazine derivatives 1-phenyl-, 1-piperonyl-, 1-(4-fluorophenyl)-, 1-(2-pyridil)-, and 1benzylpiperazine, gave the corresponding nitriles (1a-e). Compounds 1c, d, e were
changed into the amidoximes (2c, d, e) by hydroxylamine action. Derivatives 1a-e were
transformed into the corresponding thioamides (3a-e) when treated with ammonium
polysulphide. Tivo of these, thioamides, 3a and 3b, in the cyclization reactions with
ethylenediamine gave the imidazolines (4a, b) with phenacyl bromide - the thiazole
derivatives (5a, b). The compounds obtained were tested in vitro for their tuberculostatic
activity. The tuberculostatic activity of compound 5b was the highest: MIC 3.1-7.8 ?g/mL.
Copyright ® Taylor & Francis Inc
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(48)

Foks H, Janowiec M, Zwolska Z, Augustynowicz K. Synthesis and tuberculostatic activity
of some 2-piperazinmethylene derivatives 1,2,4-triazole-3-thiones. Phosphorus, Sulfur
and Silicon and the Related Elements 2005; 180(2):537-43.
Abstract: The Mannich reaction's products of 1,2,4-triazole-3-thiones, substituted in
position 4 (with ethyl, allyl, phenyl, Ph-4-Br) or 5 (with phenyl, Ph-4-0H, Ph-3,4,5(OMe)3, 2-phenyl) were obtained. Their amino-components were 1-phenylpiperazine, 1(4-fluorophenyl)-piperazine, 1-benzylpiperazine, 1-(2-pyridyl)-piperazine and 1-piperonylpiperazine. Tuberculostatic activity of the compounds obtained was tested in vitro and
their MIC values within 25-100 mcg/mL. Copyright ® Taylor & Francis Inc
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 1
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus
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(49)

Gadaginamath GS, Patil SA, Shyadligeri AS. Synthesis and antimicrobial activity of 1,3,4oxad iazolyl/2, 5-d imethyl pyrrolyl/1 ,2 ,4-triazolylmethoxybisbenzyl pi perazi ne-2, 5-d iones.
Indian Journal of Chemistry Section B, Organic including Medicinal(681-684):-6844.
Abstract: cis-3,6-Bis[4-(ethoxycarbonylmethoxy)benzyl]piperazine-2,5-dione was
prepared by condensing cis-3,6-bis(4-hydroxybenzyl)piperazine-2,5-dione with ethyl
chloroacetate. The diester on reacting with hydrazine hydrate gave the corresponding
dicarbohydrazide which was reacted separately with CS< sub>2</ sub> and ethanolic
KOH, acetonylacetone and phenylisothiocyanate followed by treatment with NaOH (10%)
to prod uce cis-3,6-bis[4-( 5-mercapto-1 ,3,4-oxadiazol-2-ylmethoxy)benzyl]-cis-3, 6-bis[4(2, 5-dimethylpyrrol-1-ylam inocarbonylmethoxy)-benzyl] and cis-3,6-bis[4-( 4-phenyl-5mercapto-1 ,2,4-triazol-3-ylmethoxy)benzyl] piperazine-2,5-diones, respectively. All the
new compounds were screened for their in vitro antibacterial and antifungal activities. All
compounds showed moderate antifungal activity against Candida albicans and
Aspergillus niger
Notes: LA: English
AN: 19971200338

(50)

Gee P, Richardson S, Woltersdorf W, Moore G. Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party
pills in humans: A prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. New Zealand Medical
Journal 118(1227), 2005 Date of Publication: 06 Dec 20052005;(1227).
Abstract: Aim: This study describes patterns of human toxicity related to the use of 1benzyl piperazine (BZP)-based 'herbal party pills'. Methods: From 1 April 2005 to 1
September 2005 all presentations associated with party pill use were captured on a
prospective data collection form. Results: There were 61 patients who presented on 90
occasions to the Emergency Department of Christchurch Hospital, New Zealand. Patients
with adverse effects took an average of 4.5 tablets/capsules. Patients with mild to
moderate toxicity experienced symptoms such as insomnia, anxiety, nausea, vomiting,
palpitations, dystonia, and urinary retention. Some adverse reactions persisted up to 24
hours after ingestion. Fifteen toxic seizures were recorded. Two patients suffered lifethreatening toxicity with status epilepticus and severe respiratory and metabolic acidosis.
Conclusions: Herbal party pills have been sold without regulation since 2000, and are
now widely used by young New Zealanders. The principal ingredient of these pills is 1benzylpiperazine (BZP). They appear to have a narrow safety in margin when used
recreationally by some humans, possibly because of intrinsic pharmacodynamic
properties, self-dosing variability, or genetic polymorphism. Those with seizure disorders
or coronary disease should avoid BZP as should those taking prescription
sympathomimetics or anticholinergics. Coingestion with MDMA or amphetamine should
also be cautioned against. The results of this study indicate that BZP can cause
unpredictable and serious toxicity in some individuals. Furthermore, the results of this
study should be carefully considered in any discussion on the legal status of piperazinebased party pills. copyright NZMA. <24>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2006011297
IN - (Gee) Emergency Department, Christchurch Hospital. Private Bag 4710,
Christchurch, New Zealand. (Richardson) Christchurch Hospital. Private Bag 4710,
Christchurch, New Zealand. (Woltersdorf) Canterbury Health Laboratories. Christchurch,
New Zealand. (Moore) Canterbury Health Laboratories, Canterbury District Health Board.
Christchurch, New Zealand

(51)

Gee P, Richardson S. Researching the toxicity of party pills. Nursing New Zealand
(Wellington, N Z: 1995) 2005;11(11):12-3.
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(52)

Gee P, Fountain JS. Party on? BZP party pills in New Zealand. New Zealand Medical
Journal 120(1249), 2007 Date of Publication: 16 Feb 2007 <16> 2007;(1249).
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Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2007118986
IN - (Gee) Christchurch Hospital. (Fountain) National Poisons Centre, University of
Otago. PO Box 913, Dunedin 9054, New Zealand
(53)

Gulcan HO, Kupeli E, Unlu S, Yesilada E, Sahin MF. 4-(5-Chloro-2(3H)-benzoxazolon-3yl) Butanoic Acid Derivatives: Synthesis, Antinociceptive and Anti-inflammatory
Properties. Archiv der Pharmazie 336(10)O(pp 477-482),2003 Date of Publication: Oct
2003 2003;(10):477-82.
Abstract: In this study, 4-(5-chloro-2(3H)-benzoxazolone-3-yl)butanoic acid and its ethyl
ester as well as its ten new amide derivatives have been synthesized. Their structures
have been elucidated by IR, <sup>1 </sup>H-NMR spectra and elemental analysis. The
compounds were screened for antinociceptive and anti-inflammatory activities. The
highest anti nociceptive and anti-inflammatory activities were exhibited by Compound 11
which has carboxylic acid structure. A various decrease in anti nociceptive and antiinflammatory activity was observed by amidation of the carboxylic acid moiety of this
compound. <42>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2003469464
IN - (Gulcan, Unlu, Sahin) Dept. of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy, Gazi
University. 06330, Etiler, Ankara, Turkey. (Kupeli, Yesilada) Department of
Pharmacognosy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Gazi University. 06330, Etiler, Ankara, Turkey

(54)

Gupta CM, Husain ST, Bhaduri AP, Khanna NM, Mukherjee SK. New potent blood sugar
lowering compound. Nature 1969;223(5205):524.
Abstract: HYPOGLYCAEMIC activity has not so far been reported in any 4-quinazolone
derivatives. We have found that 2-piperazino-3H,4-quinazolone monoacetate (I; 68/157)
is an effective blood sugar lowering agent (patent pending). This compound was
synthesized by heating 2-ethylthio-3H,4-quinazolone with N-benzylpiperazine followed by
debenzylation with H2 over Pd/C in glacial acetic acid. ® 1969 Nature Publishing Group
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(55)

Haroz R, Greenberg MI. Emerging drugs of abuse. Medical Clinics of North America
2005 Nov;89(6):1259-76,XI.
Abstract: The term "drugs of abuse" usually brings to mind traditional street drugs, such
as cocaine, heroin, marijuana, and methamphetamine. The drug scene, however, is
constantly evolving. As various law enforcement agencies pursue and dismantle
distribution and production organizations of the usual drugs of abuse, dealers and users
are turning to less known, more accessible, and often currently licit substances. The
widespread growth of the Internet with its vast distribution of information has increased
the accessibility of a host of substances and facilitated synthesis and production of
various substances by individuals. This article discusses several new and emerging
abused substances, including new synthetic variations, plants, and pharmaceuticals
diverted for abuse
Notes: PT: Journal
IS: 0025-7125
UD: 200548

(56)

Haroz R, Greenberg MI. New drugs of abuse in North America. Clinics in Laboratory
Medicine 26(1)O(pp 147-164), 2006 Date of Publication: Mar 20062006;(1):147-64.
Abstract: Several new and emerging substances are being diverted for abuse. Most of
these emerging abused substances do not cause traditional drug screens to turn positive.
The health effects of these substances have not yet been fully elucidated. Health care
providers should be aware of the existence of these new abused substances. copyright
2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. <23>
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Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2006147266
IN - (Haroz) Department of Emergency Medicine, Cooper Hospital University Medical
Center. Camden, NJ, United States. (Greenberg) Department of Emergency Medicine,
Drexel University College of Medicine, Medical College of Pennsylvania Hospital.
Philadelphia, PA, United States. (Haroz) Department of Emergency Medicine, Cooper
Hospital University Medical Center. One Cooper Plaza, Camden, NJ 08103, United
States
(57)

Hashimoto K, Maeda H, Goromaru T. Effects of benzylpiperazine derivatives on the
neurotoxicity of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine in rat brain. Brain Research 590(12)O(pp 341-344),1992 Date of Publication: 1992 1992;(1-2):341-4.
Abstract: The neurotoxicity of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) in rat brain
was attenuated significantly by coadministration of several benzylpiperazines (pnitrobenzylpiperazine, p-chlorobenzylpiperazine and 1-piperonylpiperazine), which were
weak inhibitors for [<sup>3</sup>H]6-nitroquipazine binding to the 5-hydroxytryptamine
(5-HT) transporter in rat brain. These results suggest that these benzylpiperazines may
inhibit the MDMA-induced neurotoxicity by a novel neuropharmacological effect other
than 5-HT uptake inhibition. <59>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1992300052
IN - (Hashimoto, Maeda, Goromaru) Neuroscience Branch, Addiction Research Center,
National Institute on Drug Abuse. P.O. Box 5180, Baltimore, MD 21224, Japan

(58)

Hashimoto K. Effects of benzylpiperazine derivatives on the acute effects of 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine in rat brain. Neuroscience Letters 152(1-2)O(pp 1720),1993 Date of Publication: 1993 1993;(1-2):17-20.
Abstract: The reduction of 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) in rat brain 3 h after administration
of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) was attenuated significantly by
coadministration of benzylpiperazine derivatives (p-nitrobenzylpiperazine, pchlorobenzylpiperazine and 1-piperonylpiperazine), which were weak inhibitors of
[<sup>3</sup>H]5-HT uptake into rat brain synaptosomes. However, the
coadministration of desipramine and imipramine which were more potent 5-HT uptake
inhibitors than these benzylpiperazines, did not attenuate the reduction of 5-HT by
MDMA. These results suggest that these benzylpiperazines might inhibit the acute effects
of MDMA by a novel neuropharmacological effect other than 5.;.HT uptake inhibition. <57>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1993149316
IN - (Hashimoto) Neuroimaging and Drug Action Section, Neuroscience Branch, NIDA
Addiction Research Center. P.O. Box 5180, Baltimore, MD 21224, United States

(59)

Hindmarch I, Cohen A. Psychomotor function and psychoactive drugs. British Journal of
Clinical Pharmacology 2004;58(7 SPEC. ISS.).
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 1
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(60)

Ishida T, Kudo K, Inoue H, Tsuji A, Kojima T, Ikeda N. Rapid screening for and
simultaneous semiquantitative analysis of thirty abused drugs in human urine samples
using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. Journal of Analytical Toxicology 2006
Sep; 30(7):468-77.
Notes: PT: Journal
IS: 0146-4760
UD: 200641
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(61)

Ishida T, Kudo K, Naka S, Toubou K, Noguchi T, Ikeda N. Rapid diagnosis of drug
intoxication using novel NAGINATA((TM)) gas chromatography/mass spectrometry
software. Rapid Communications in Mass Spectrometry 2007;21 (18):3129-38.
Abstract: In Japan, not only the classical stimulant, methamphetamine, but also a wide
variety of illicit drugs and designer drugs are abused by juveniles. It is, however, difficult
to screen these drugs in human urine due to the poor availability of high-quality
standards. Therefore, it is important to develop a screening method that does not require
the use of standard compounds. Furthermore, if we can obtain approximate drug
concentrations in biological fluids by the first screening procedure, the subsequent
treatment of the patient and forensic diagnosis can be carried out more rapidly and exact
quantitative analysis performed more efficiently. We have devised a rapid screening
method for the simultaneous semi-quantitative analysis of 30 abused drugs using gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) with a retention time locking technique.
Based on this method, an 'abused drugs database' was constructed including retention
time (RT), qualifier ion/target ion (QT) percentage and calibration curve (values of slope
and intercept) using the novel GC/MS software, NAGINATA (TM). We compared the
analytical results obtained by this method using the constructed database with those from
conventional methods in six forensic cases. The number of confirmed drugs and
concentrations obtained by the established method was comparable with that obtained by
conventional methods. We found a significant improvement in the time for data analysis,
and qualitative and quantitative information about each drug was obtained without using
standards. Therefore, this new screening procedure using NAGINATA (TM) has potential
for the rapid identification of poisoning and should be useful in clinical and forensic
toxicological analyses. Copyright (c) 2007 John Wiley and Sons, Ltd
Notes: PT: Journal
IS: 0951-4198
UD: 200744

(62) Johnson P. Pro-drugs and first-pass effects. Chemistry and Industry (London) NO 11 O(pp
443-447), 1980 Date of Publication: 1980 1980;(London):443-7.
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1980176666
IN - (Johnson) Smith Kline & French Res. Ltd, Welwyn Garden City AL7 1EY United
Kingdom
(63) Johnstone AC, Lea RA, Brennan KA, Schenk S, Kennedy MA, Fitzmaurice PS.
Benzylpiperazine: A drug of abuse? Journal of Psychopharmacology 21(8)O(pp 888-894),
2007 Date of Publication: Nov 2007 2007;(8):888-94.
Abstract: N-benzylpiperazine (BZP) is the active ingredient in recreational 'party' or
'p.e.p.' pills, which are used to provide a stimulant, euphoric effect akin to that of
methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, 'ecstasy'). BZP predominantly affects
dopamine neurotransmission in a similar fashion to known 'drugs of abuse', such as
methamphetamine and cocaine, which strongly suggests BZP has abuse liability. BZP is
illegal in many countries including the United States of America and Australia, yet it
remains legal in the United Kingdom, Canada and New Zealand. There has been little
research, to date, on the neurological consequences of high dose or chronic exposure of
BZP. Here we provide a comprehensive review of the information currently available on
BZP and suggest a need for further research into the mechanisms of action, long-term
effects and potentially addictive properties of BZP. copyright 2007 British Association for
Psychopharmacology. <7>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2007528527
IN - (Johnstone, Lea, Fitzmaurice) Envirogenomics Group, Institute of Environmental
Science and Research Ltd .. Porirua, New Zealand. (Johnstone, Kennedy) Department of
Pathology, Christchurch School of Medicine and Health Sciences, University of Otago.
Dunedin, New Zealand. (Brennan, Schenk) Department of Psychology, Victoria
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University of Wellington. Wellington, New Zealand. (Fitzmaurice) ESR Ltd., Mt. Albert
Science Centre. Hampstead Road, Mt Albert, Auckland, New Zealand
(64) Jones CN, Howard JL, McBennett ST. Stimulus properties of antidepressants in the rat.
Psychopharmacology 67(2)O(pp 111-118), 1980 Date of Publication: 1980 1980;(2): 111-

8.
Abstract: Various doses of bupropion HCI (Wellbatrin) (5, 10, and 20 mg/kg), a new
phenylaminoketone antidepressant, were employed as cues in a 2-lever operant
discrimination from saline control injections in rats on an FR10 schedule of food
reinforcement. Subjects reached and maintained a high level of discrimination in the 0 vs
20 mg/kg bupropion stimulus condition but not at the lower doses. In generalization
testing, the following compounds produced dose-related responding on the bupropion
lever: viloxazine, nomifensine, caffeine, d-amphetamine, cocaine, methylphenidate, and
benzyl piperazine. Drugs that failed to show dose-related generalization included
phenethylamine, thyrotropin-releasing hormone, imipramine, nortriptyline, amitriptyline,
desipramine, mianserin, chlordiazepoxide, diazepam, scopolamine, phenobarbital, and
morphine. With the important exception of viloxazine, the generalization profile of
bupropion seems to reflect its previously reported locomotor stimulant effects in the rat
rather than its antidepressant activity and suggests that species differences exist
between man and rat with regard to the pharmacologic activity of this new
antidepressant. <73>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1980104415
IN - (Jones, Howard, McBennett) Dept. Pharmacol., Wellcome Res. Lab., Research
Triangle Park, N.C. 27709 United States
(65)

King LA, Nutt D. Seizures in a night club. Lancet 370(9583)O(pp 220), 2007 Date of
Publication: 21 Jul 2007 <10> 2007;(9583):220.
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2007350896
IN - (King) 27 Ivar Gardens, Basingstoke, RG24 8YD, United Kingdom. (Nutt)
Psychopharmacology Unit, University of Bristol. Bristol, United Kingdom

(66)

kol T, Yildirim E, Erol K, Ito S, ahin MF. Synthesis and anti nociceptive activity of (5chloro-2(3H)-benzothiazolon-3- yl)propanamide derivatives. Archiv der Pharmazie
2004;337(9):475-81.
Abstract: Ten new (5-chloro-2(3H)-benzothiazolon-3-yl)propanamide derivatives have
been synthesized. The compounds were tested for anti nociceptive activity by tail clip, tail
flick, hot plate and writhing test by using aspirin and dipyrone as standards. Among these
compounds, 1-[3-(5-chloro-2(3H)-benzothiazolon-3-yl)- propanoyl]-4-(4chlorophenyl)piperazine (11 e) has been found to be significantly more active than the
other compounds synthesized as well as the standards in all tests
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 1
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(67)

Komarek J, Neumann FJ. The cardiovascular activity of a new antidepressant DIV 154 in
comparison with imipramine. Arzneimittel-Forschung/Drug Research 1977;27(11 ):206670.
Abstract: The cardiovascular dynamics and cardiac contractility in 7 dogs anaesthetized
with sodium pentobarbital were investigated by means of the thermodilution and catheter
method following administration of N-benzo[b]-furan-2-ylcarbonyl-N'-benzylpiperazine
hydrochloride (befuraline, DIV 154) (0.3, 1.0, 3.0 mg/kg Lv.) and imipramine (0.3; 1.0, 3.0
mg/kg Lv.). In addition the infusion of DIV 154 and of imipramine (0.3 mg/kg/min Lv., 6 h)
permitted investigation of the effect caused on the ECG. The following results were
obtained. The mean arterial blood pressure remained unaltered under the influence of
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DIV 154. However, imipramine, 3 mg/kg i. v. induced a marked decrease in blood
pressure which was coupled with a persistent reduction in the total peripheral resistance.
Although imipramine (1 mg/kg i.v.) elicited a pronounced chronotropic activity, DIV 154 (1
and 3 mg/kg i.v.) caused a heart rate increment of a mere few beats. The cardiac output
and stroke volume indices experienced an initial increase after the application of 0.3 and
1 mg/kg i.v. imipramine as was the case with DIV 154, thereafter a moderate continuous
diminution occurred which was more pronounced under the influence of imipramine. The
cardiac work was only slightly diminished by DIV 154 in the dosage range of 0.3 to 3
mg/kg i.v., whereas 3 mg/kg i.v. imipramine elicited a marked reduction in this parameter.
The left ventricular contractility was scarcely altered by 0.3-3 mg/kg DIV 154 i.v. in
comparison with imipramine (3 mg/kg i.v.). No change appeared in the ECG pattern
following the infusion of 0.3 mg/kg/min DIV 154 Lv. until a total dosage of 77.3 mg/kg was
attained in contrast to the observable morphological alterations in the ECG, which began
to appear following total dosages of 18-23 mg/kg imipramine Lv
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus
(68)

Liao S, faro-Lopez J, Shenderovich MD, Hosohata K, Lin J, Li X, et al. De novo design,
synthesis, and biological activities of high-affinity and selective non-peptide agonists of
the ?-opioid receptor. Journal of Medicinal Chemistry 1998;41(24):4767-76.
Abstract: On the basis of the structure-activity relationships of ?-opioid- selective peptide
ligands and on a model of the proposed bioactive conformation for a potent and selective,
conformationally constrained ?- opioid peptide ligand [(2S,3R)-TMT1]DPDPE, a series of
small organic peptide mimetic compounds targeted for the ?-opioid receptor have been
designed, synthesized, and evaluated in radiolabeled ligand binding assays and in vitro
bioassays. The new non-peptide ligands use piperazine as a template to present the
most important pharmacophore groups, including phenol and phenyl groups and a
hydrophobic moiety. This hydrophobic group was designed to mimic the hydrophobic
character of the D-Pen residues in DPDPE, which has been found to be extremely
important for increasing the binding affinity and selectivity of these non-peptide ligands
for the ?-opioid receptor over the ?-opioid receptor. Compound 6f (SL3111) showed 8 nM
binding affinity and over 2000-fold selectivity for the ?-opioid receptor over the ?-opioid
receptor. Both enantiomers of SL-3111 were separated, and the (-)-isomer was shown to
be the compound with the highest affinity for the ?-opioid receptor found in our study
(IC50 = 4.1 nM), with a selectivity very similar to that observed for the racemic
compound. The phenol hydroxyl group of SL-3111 turned out to be essential to maintain
high affinity for the ?-opioid receptor, which also was observed in the case of the ?opioid-selective peptide ligand DPDPE. Binding studies of SL-3111 and [pC]Phe4]DPDPE on the cloned wild-type and mutated human ?-opioid receptors
suggested that the new non-peptide ligand has a binding profile similar to that of DPDPE
but different from that of (+)-4-[((?R)-?(2S,5R)-4-allyl-2,5dimethyl-1- piperazinyl)-3methoxybenzyl]-N,N-diethylbenzamide (SNC-80), another?- opioid-selective non-peptide
ligand
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 38
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(69)

Lyon RA, Titeler M, McKenney JD, Magee PS, Glennon RA. Synthesis and evaluation of
phenyl- and benzoylpiperazines as potential serotonergic agents. Journal of Medicinal
Chemistry 1986;29(5):630-4.
Abstract: The binding of a series of phenylpiperazines (3) and benzoylpiperazines (4) to
central serotonin (5-HT) sites was investigated. Several derivatives of 3 displayed
nanomolar affinities for 5-HT1 sites, whereas derivatives of 4 were essentially inactive
both at 5-HT1 and 5-HT2 sites. 1-(2-Methoxyphenyl)piperazine (2-MPP, 3a) was found to
possess an affinity (Ki 35 nM) for 5-HT1 sites comparable to that of the recognized 5HT agonist 1-[3-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]piperazine (TFMPP) (Ki 20 nM); 3a also
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displayed a 100-fold selectivity for 5-HT1 sites (as compared to 8-fold for TFMPP). In
tests of stimulus generalization using rats trained to discriminate TFMPP (ED50 0.17
mg/kg) from saline, 3a was found to be nearly equipotent (ED50 = 0.22 mg/kg) with the
training drug. These results suggest that 3a may be a novel and more selective 5-HT1
agonist than TFMPP. ® 1986 American Chemical Society
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 16
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

=

(70)

Magyar K, Fekete MIK, Tekes K, Torok TL. The action of trelibet, a new antidepressive
agent onnoradrenaline release from rabbit pulmonary artery. European Journal of
Pharmacology 130(3)O(pp 219-227), 1986 Date of Publication: 1986 1986;(3):219-27.
Abstract: Trelibet, a new antidepressant, used at 10<sup>-7</sup>-1 0<sup>-4</sup> M
failed to affect the [<sup>3</sup>H]noradrenaline ([ <sup>3</sup>H]NA) release evoked
from the isolated main pulmonary artery of the rabbit low frequency (2 Hz) nerve
stimulation whether the neuronal uptake inhibitor cocaine (3x10<sup>-5</sup> M) was
present or not. Its metabolite (EGYT -2760) however, potentiated the nerve-evoked
release of [<sup>3</sup>H]NA. In the absence of cocaine both the resting and the
stimulation-evoked release of <sup>3</sup>H increased in response to EGYT-2760.
These effects were accompanied by muscle contraction. The EGYT-2760-potentiated
transmitter release was inhibited either by exogenously applied 1-noradrenaline
(10<sup>-6</sup> M) or clonidine (1 0<sup>-6</sup> M), preferential agonists of
presynaptic alpha<sub>2</sub>-adrenoceptors. The 1-noradrenaline-induced inhibition
of transmitter release potentiated by EGYT-2760 was antagonized by 3x10<sup>7</sup> M yohimbine, a preferential alpha<sub>2</sub>-adrenoceptor inhibitor. In the
absence of cocaine, Ca<sup>2+</sup> removal from the external medium failed to affect
the <sup>3</sup>H outflow-increasing effect of EGYT-2760 but abolished the nerveevoked release-potentiating action of this compound. It is concluded that the metabolite
of trelibet exerts a 'yohimbine-like' action, as well as a 'tyramine-like' effect in peripheral
sympathetic nerve fibres. <64>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1987025061
IN - (Magyar, Fekete, Tekes, Torok) Department of Pharmacodynamics, Semmelweis
University of Medicine, H-1089 Budapest Hungary

(71)

Malawska B, Kulig K, Ciechanowicz-Rutkowska M. Search for new anticonvulsant
compounds, part 2: Structure-activity relationship studies of new N-substituted amides of
alpha-piperazine-gamma- hydroxybutyric acid as active anticonvulsants. Archiv der
Pharmazie 330(4)O(pp 91-99),1997 Date of Publication: Apr 1997 1997;(4):91-9.
Abstract: In a care for new anticonvulsants, two series of compounds, viz. derivatives of
N-benzylamides of alpha-(4-phenylpiperazine)-gamma-hydroxybutyric acid (A) and
derivatives of N-benzylamides of alpha-(4-benzylpiperazine)-gamma- hydroxybutyric acid
(B), were investigated. These amides were obtained by aminolysis of 3-(4-phenyl-, or 4benzylpiperazine)-tetrahydrofuran-2-one with primary arylal-kylamines (i.e. 2phenylethylamine and 2,3,4-substituted derivatives of benzylamine). Preliminary
pharmacological tests, a maximal electroshock (MES) and a subcutaneous metrazole
(scMet), and a rotorod toxicity assay were employed. All compounds displayed
anticonvulsant activity at range of doses 100300 ms/kg in the MES screens. In order to
point to some structural features correlating with the MES anticonvulsant activity crystal
structure analysis followed by conformational analysis was carried out on two
representative compounds of series A and B. <55>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1997211602
IN - (Malawska, Kulig) Dept. of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Collegium Medicum
Jagiellonian Univ .. Medyczna 9,30-688 Krakow, Poland. (Ciechanowicz-Rutkowska)
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Reg. Lab. Physicochemical Anal. S., Jagiellonian University. Ingardena 3,30-060
Krakow, Poland
(72)

Malawska B, Kulig K, Spiewak A, Stables JP. Investigation into new anticonvulsant
derivatives of alpha-substituted N-benzylamides of gamma-hydroxy- and gammaacetoxybutyric acid. Part 5: Search for new anticonvulsant compounds. Bioorganic and
Medicinal Chemistry 12(3)O(pp 625-632), 2004 Date of Publication: 01 Feb 2004
2004;(3):625-32.
Abstract: A series of four N-benzylamides of gamma-hydroxybutyric acid (GHB), that
contain N-(4-phenylpiperazine)-, N-(4-benzylpiperazine)rings, N-benzylamino-, or N-(2phenylethylamine)-groups in the alpha-position of GHB were selected as model
compounds, for determining the structural elements responsible for their potential
anticonvulsant action. Based on the results of pharmacological, physicochemical, and
molecular modelling investigations, the pharmacophore model for anticonvulsant Nsubstituted amides of GHB was defined. In this model, the presence of the Nbenzylamide fragment is essential for activity. In addition, all of the amides contained
another hydrophobic unit (aryl ring) as a distal binding site and H-bond donor. In
consideration of these model parameters, a number of N-substituted amides of GHB,
containing a hydrophobic moiety such as: N-benzylamino or N-(4-chlorobenzylamino)
group in the alpha-position of GHB, and a lipophilic substituent in the amide portion, were
prepared. It has been shown that the anticonvulsant activities of the newly synthesized
compounds might partially be explained on the basis of their lipophilicity (calculated log P
values) and the presence of a hydroxyl group in the molecule. copyright 2003 Elsevier
Ltd. All rights reserved. <41 >
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2004038400
IN - (Malawska, Kulig, Spiewak) Dept. of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Med. Coil. of
Jagiellonian Univ .. Medyczna 9, 30-688 Krakow, Poland. (Stables) Epilepsy Branch, Natl.
Inst. Neurol. Disord. Stroke, National Institute of Health. Bethesda, MD 200892-9020,
United States

(73)

Malomvolgyi B, Tothfalusi L, Tekes K, Magyar K. Comparison of serotonin agonistic and
antagonistic activities of a new antidepressant agent trelibet (EGYT-475) and its
metabolite EGYT-2760 on isolated rat fundus. Acta Physiologica Hungarica 78(3)O(pp
201-209), 1991 Date of Publication: 1991 <60> 1991 ;(3):201-9.
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1992136916
IN - (Malomvolgyi, Tothfalusi, Tekes, Magyar) Semmelweis University of Medicine,
Department of Pharmacodynamics. Nagyvarad ter 4, 1445 Budapest, Hungary

(74)

Martinez A, Lanot C, Perez C, Castro A, Lopez Serrano P, Conde S. Lipase-catalysed
synthesis of new acetylcholinesterase inhibitors: N-benzylpiperidine aminoacid
derivatives. Bioorg Med Chem 2000 Apr;8(4):731-8.
Abstract: New acetylcholinesterase inhibitors were synthetized via a lipase-mediated
regioselective amidation using Candida antarctica lipase B as a biocatalyst in the key
step. The new compounds have two different structural fragments: a N-benzylpiperidine
moiety to anchor the enzyme active site and a dicarboxylic aminoacid to act as a
biological carrier. Some analogues of N-benzylpiperazine were also synthesised and
studied but they did not display AChE inhibitor activity. A preliminary structure activity
relationship study was performed employing some computational techniques as similarity
indices and electrostatic potential maps
Notes: LA: English
AN: 10819162

(75)

Maurer HH, Kraemer T, Springer D, Staack RF. Chemistry, Pharmacology, Toxicology,
and Hepatic Metabolism of Designer Drugs of the Amphetamine (Ecstasy), Piperazine,
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and Pyrrolidinophenone Types A Synopsis. Therapeutic Drug Monitoring 26(2)O(pp 127131),2004 Date of Publication: Apr 20042004;(2):127-31.
Abstract: Designer drugs of the amphetamine type (eg, MDMA, MDEA, MDA), of the new
benzyl or phenyl piperazine type (eg, BZP, MDBP, mCPP, TFMPP, MeOPP), or of the
pyrrolidinophenone type (eg, PPP, MOPPP, MDPPP, MPPP, MPHP) have gained
popularity and notoriety as rave drugs. These drugs produce feelings of euphoria and
energy and a desire to socialize. Although in the corresponding drug scene designer
drugs have the reputation of being safe, studies in rats and primates in combination with
human epidemiologic investigations indicate potential risks to humans. Thus, a variety of
adverse effects have been associated with the use/abuse of this class of drugs in
humans, including a life-threatening serotonin syndrome, hepatotoxicity, neurotoxicity,
and psychopathology. Metabolites were suspected to contribute to some of the toxic
effects. Therefore, knowledge of the metabolism is a prerequisite for toxicologic risk
assessment. The metabolic pathways, the involvement of cytochrome P450 isoenzymes
in the main pathways, and their roles in hepatic clearance are described for designer
drugs of different groups. In summary, polymorphically expressed CYP2D6 was the
major enzyme catalyzing the major metabolic steps of the studied piperazine- and
pyrrolidinophenone-derived designer drugs. However, it cannot be concluded at the
moment whether this genetic polymorphism is of clinical relevance. <38>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2004174687
IN - (Maurer, Kraemer, Springer, Staack) Dept. of Exp. and Clin. Toxicology, Inst.
Exp'/Clin. Pharmacol.lToxicol., University of Saarland. 0-66421 Homburg (Saar),
Germany. (Maurer) Dept. of Exp. and Clin. Toxicology, University of Saarland. 0-66421
Homburg (Saar), Germany
(76)

Mehanna AS, Jin YK. Design, synthesis, and biological testing of thiosalicylamides as a
novel class of calcium channel blockers. Bioorganic and Medicinal Chemistry 13(13)O(pp
4323-4331), 2005 Date of Publication: 01 Jul 2005 2005;(13):4323-31.
Abstract: The current research aimed to investigate the importance of the heterocyclic
ring system in the structure of the cardiovascular drug diltiazem for its calcium channel
blocking activity. The manuscript describes the design, synthesis, and biological testing
of a total of 10 S-(p-methoxybenzyl), N-substituted thiosalicylamides as a series of noncyclic compounds derived from diltiazem's structure. The new compounds maintained all
diltiazem pharmacophores except the thiazepine ring system. In vitro evaluation of the
new series for calcium channel blocking effects revealed moderate activities with
IC<sub>50</sub> values in the range of 4.8-56.0 muM. The data suggest that the ring
system is not essential for activity; however, its absence leads to a considerable drop of
activity relative to that of diltiazem (IC<sub>50</sub> 0.3 muM). Compounds of the
current series showed optimum activity when the aliphatic alkyl chain on the salicylamide
nitrogen is part of a piperidine or piperazine ring system substituted at the terminal
nitrogen with a benzyl group. copyright 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. <28>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2005251844
IN - (Mehanna, Jin) Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences. 179
Longwood Ave, Boston, MA 02115, United States. (Jin) Curxcel Corp., BTC. 1291
Cumberland Ave., W., Lafayette, IN 47906, United States

=

(77)

Meririnne E, Kajos M, Kankaanpaa A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of 1benzyl piperazine, a new drug of abuse, in rats. Basic and Clinical Pharmacology and
Toxicology 98(4)O(pp 346-350), 2006 Date of Publication: Apr 20062006;(4):346-50.
Abstract: 1-Benzylpiperazine (also known as 'Legal X', 'Legal E', or 'A2') is a
psychoactive compound increasingly encountered on the clandestine market. Previous
experimental data suggest that the compound possesses addictive properties. In the
present study, we used the conditioned place preference method in the rat to test
whether 1-benzylpiperazine possesses rewarding properties. Furthermore, the
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mechanisms of the 1-benzylpiperazine reward were investigated using selected
dopamine and serotonin receptor antagonists. 1-Benzylpiperazine (1.25, 5, and 20
mg/kg) induced dose-dependently place preference. This place preference was
attenuated by the antagonists SCH23390 (0.2 mg/kg; dopamine D1-like receptors) and
MDL72222 (1.0 mg/kg; serotonin3 receptors), but not by raclopride (0.8 mg/kg; dopamine
D2-like receptors) or ketanserin (2 mg/kg; preferentially serotonin2 receptors). Our results
show that 1-benzylpiperazine possesses rewarding properties in the rat, which suggests
the compound to be susceptible to human abuse. The brain dopaminergic and
serotonergic systems appear to be involved in the 1-benzylpiperazine reward. copyright
Basic & Clinical Pharmacology & Toxicology 2006. <22>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2006170724
IN - (Meririnne, Kajos, Kankaanpaa, Seppala) Drug Research Unit, Department of Mental
Health and Alcohol Research, National Public Health Institute. Mannerheimintie 166, FIN00300 Helsinki 30, Finland
(78)

Molyneaux CA, Krugliak M, Ginsburg H, Chibale K. Arylpiperazines displaying
preferential potency against chloroquine-resistant strains of the malaria parasite
Plasmodium falciparum. Biochemical Pharmacology 2005;71 (1-2):61-8.
Abstract: Arylpiperazines in which the terminal secondary amino group is unsubstituted
were found to display a mefloquine-type antimalarial behavior in being significantly more
potent against the chloroquine-resistant (W2 and FCR3) strains of Plasmodium
falciparum than against the chloroquine-sensitive (D1 0 and NF54) strains. Substitution of
the aforementioned amino group led to a dramatic drop in activity across all strains as
well as abolition of the preferential potency against resistant strains that was observed for
the unsubstituted counterparts. The data suggest that unsubstituted arylpiperazines are
not well-recognized by the chloroquine resistance mechanism and may imply that they
act mechanistically differently from chloroquine. On the other hand, 4-aminoquinolinebased heteroarylpiperazines in which the terminal secondary amino group is also
unsubstituted, were found to be equally active against the chloroquine-resistant and
chloroquine-sensitive strains, suggesting that chloroquine cross-resistance is not
observed with these two 4-aminoquinolines. In contrast, two 4-aminoquinoline-based
heteroarylpiperazines are positively recognized by the chloroquine resistance
mechanism. These studies provide structural features that determine the antimalarial
activity of arylpiperazines for further development, particularly against chloroquineresistant strains. ® 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 1
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(79)

Nagatani T, Yamamoto T, Sugihara T, Ueki S. The effect of agonists at the GABAbenzodiazepine-receptor-complex on the proconflict effect induced by beta-CCM and
pentetrazol in rats. Jpn J Pharmacol1988 Mar;46(3):267-74.
Abstract: The effect of anxiolytics, benzodiazepine (BZP), diazepam (DZP), non-BZP
zopiclone (ZOP) and phenobarbital (PBT), on the proconflict effect induced by methylbeta-carboline-3-carboxylate (beta-CCM) or by pentetrazol (PTZ) was investigated. The
proconflict effect of beta-CCM and PTZ was reduced by these anxiolytics and
aminooxyacetic acid (AOAA). In addition, isoniazid produced proconflict activity.
Therefore, it is suggested that anxiolytics facilitate the GABA-ergic function, causing the
inhibition of the proconflict effect. Although both propyl-beta-carboline-3-carboxylate
(beta-CCP) and R015-1788 did not produce proconflict activity, they reduced the
proconflict effect induced by beta-CCM but not by PTZ. These data clearly show that
beta-CCM exerts the proconflict effect through interaction with BZP receptor and that
there are behavioral similarities between beta-CCP and R015-1788. In this study, we
additionally observed the time latency until the rat began to drink the water. beta-CCM
and PTZ prolonged this latency in a dose-dependent manner. However, AOAA could not
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reduce the prolonged latency induced by beta-CCM and by PTZ, and anxiolytics and
beta-CCP could not reduce the prolonged latency induced by beta-CCM. The mechanism
of the prolongation of latency induced by beta-CCM and PTZ seems to be different from
that of the proconflict effect
Notes: LA: English
AN: 2837602
(80)

Nahas RI, Lever JR, Lever SZ. Synthesis and structure-activity relationships of N-(3phenylpropyl)-N'-benzylpiperazines: Potent ligands for sigma1 and sigma2 receptors.
Bioorg Med Chem 2008 Jan 15;16(2):755-61.
Abstract: Ten N-(3-phenylpropyl)-N'-benzylpiperazines having different substituents on
the benzyl moiety were synthesized and evaluated for sigma(1) and sigma(2) receptor
binding. The sigma(1) affinities were 0.37-2.80nM, sigma(2) affinities were 1.03-34.3nM,
and selectivities, as sigma(2)/sigma(1) affinity ratios, ranged from 1.4 to 52. Three
compounds tested in a phenytoin shift binding assay profiled as probable sigma(1)
antagonists. Quantitative structure-activity relationships depended on pi(x), MR or E(s)
and Hammett sigma values. The hydrophobicity term is negative for sigma(1) binding but
positive for sigma(2) binding, indicating a major difference between the pharmacophores
Notes: LA: English
AN: 18029187

(81)

Nolan S. Drug-free workplace programmes: New Zealand perspective. Forensic Science
International 174(2-3)O(pp 125-132),2008 Date of Publication: 30 Jan 20082008;(23):125-32.
Abstract: New Zealand (NZ) companies have been introducing Drug & Alcohol Free
Workplace Policies and Programmes, which include testing, since 1992. Most "safetycritical" industry sectors are now embracing drug and alcohol testing as part of
comprehensive programmes which also have a strong focus on education and
rehabilitation. Prison Inmate testing was also introduced in 1998. Lawful drug testing in
NZ should be conducted to the strict medico-legal requirements of the Australian/New
Zealand Standard, AS/NZS 4308:2001 "Procedures for the collection, detection and
quantitation of drugs of abuse in urine." This paper gives an overview of the NZ
experience, highlighting the mix of testing options employed, the industry sector trends,
the categories of drugs misused, the influence of significant Employment Court
Judgements, proposed changes to the AS/NZS 4308(2006), and current oral fluid
research projects. copyright 2007. <4>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2008011950
IN - (Nolan) Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR). Hampstead
Road, Mt. Albert, Auckland, New Zealand

(82)

Nonaka R, Nagai F, Ogata A, Satoh K. In vitro screening of psychoactive drugs
byGTPgammaS binding in rat brain membranes. Biological and Pharmaceutical Bulletin
30(12)O(pp 2328-2333),2007 Date of Publication: Dec 20072007;(12):2328-33.
Abstract: We constructed a reproducible, simple, and small-scale determination method
of the psychoactive drugs that acted directly on the monoamine receptor by measuring
the activation of [<sup>35</sup>S]guanosine-5'-O-(3-thio)- triphosphate binding to
guanine nUCleotide-binding proteins (G proteins). This method can simultaneously
measure the effects of three monoamines, namely dopamine (DA), serotonin (5-HT), and
norepinephrine (NE), in rat brain membranes using a 96-well microplate. Activation of
D<sub>1 </sub> and D<sub>2</sub> receptors in striatal membranes by DA as well as 5HT and NEalpha<sub>2</sub> receptors in cortical membranes could be measured. Of
12 tested phenethylamines, 2,5-dimethoxy-4-chlorophenethylamine (2C-C), 2,5dimethoxy-4- ethylphenethylamine (2C-E), and 2,5-dimethoxy-4-iodophenethylamine
(2C-I) stimulated G protein binding. The other phenethylamines did not affect G protein
binding. All 7 tryptamines tested stimulated G protein binding with the following rank
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order of potency; 5-methoxy-N,N-dimethyltryptamine (5-MeO-DMT»5-methoxy-N,Ndiallyltryptamine (5-MeO-DAL T»5-methoxy- alpha-methyltryptamine (5-MeOAMT)[greater-than or equal to]5-methoxy-N,N-methylisopropyltryptamine (5-MeOMIPT»5-methoxy-N,N-diisopropyltryptamine (5-MeO-DIPT»N,N- dipropyltryptamine
(DPT)&gelalpha-methyltryptamine (AMT). This assay system was able to designate
psychoactive drugs as prohibited substances in accordance with criteria set forth by the
Tokyo Metropolitan government. copyright 2007 Pharmaceutical Society of Japan. <5>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2007596081
IN - (Nonaka, Ogata, Satoh) Department of Environmental Health and Toxicology, Tokyo
Metropolitan Institute of Public Health. 3-24-1 Hyakunincho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 1690073, Japan. (Nagai) Pharmaceutical Safety Guide Section, Bureau of Social Welfare
and Public Health, Tokyo Metropolitan Government. 2-8-1 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 163-8001, Japan
(83)

Nordgren HK, Beck O. Multicomponent Screening for Drugsof Abuse: Direct Analysis of
Urine by LC-MS-MS. Therapeutic Drug Monitoring 26(1)O(pp 90-97),2004 Date of
Publication: Feb 2004 2004;(1 ):90-7.
Abstract: By allowing for direct injection of urine, liquid chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry (LC-MS-MS) with atmospheric-pressure chemical ionization has proven to
be useful for analysis of drugs of abuse in human urine. The purpose of this. study was to
evaluate this technique by direct screening for 23 different substances
(phenylethylamines, hypnotics, and N-benzylpiperazine) in urine samples. It was possible
to achieve lower detection limits compared with commercial immunochemical methods.
There was a linear response for all analytes with an intraday coefficient of variation of
about 16%, and the gradient elution gave a variability in relative retention time of about
1%. Positive results were confirmed by reanalysis including sample preparation by solidphase extraction. Among the 529 authentic urine samples analyzed, 35 samples were
screened positive for phenylethylamines, and 20 for hypnotics. Of these, 23 (66%)
samples were confirmed to be positive for phenylethylamines, and 11 (55%) for
hypnotics. This study demonstrates that LC-MS-MS is a valuable complement to
immunochemical screening analysis, especially for substances for which
immunochemical methods are not yet available or when an increased sensitivity is
needed. <39>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2004051812
IN - (Nordgren, Beck) Department of Medicine, Division of Clinical Pharmacology,
Karolinska lnstitutet. Stockholm, Sweden. (Nordgren) Department of Clinical
Pharmacology, Karolinska Hospital. S-171 76 Stockholm, Sweden

(84)

Nordgren HK, Holmgren P, Liljeberg P, Eriksson N, Beck O. Application of direct urine
LC-MS-MS analysis for screening of novel substances in drug abusers. Journal of
Analytical Toxicology 29(4)O(pp 234-239),2005 Date of Publication: May 2005
2005;(4):234-9.
Abstract: A newly developed liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MSMS) method was used to study 3000 human urine samples from 3 different populations
for 23 analytes covering phenylethylamines, benzylpiperazine, and non-benzodiazepine
hypnotics. Direct injection of urine and LC-MS-MS with rapid chromatography and
atmospheric pressure chemical ionization was used in the screening step. The cutoff
levels were chosen to be at the limit of detection for most analytes to identify as many
positive samples as possible. Typically one ion transition was monitored from the
pseudo-molecular ions in the multiple reaction monitoring mode. Of the 797 positive
screening findings, 518 (65%) were confirmed by a second LC-MS-MS analysis including
sOlid-phase extraction. Confirmed analytical findings included 22 cases positive for Nbenzyl piperazine, 88 for 3,4-methylenedioxy-N-methylamphetamine and metabolites, 4
for 1-phenyl-2-butylamine, 24 for zolpidem and metabolites, 118 for zopiclone and
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metabolites, and 1 for zaleplon. In conclusion, LC-MS-MS was found to be a robust
alternative for drugs of abuse screening, offering high sensitivity compared with
immunochemical screening methodology. <27>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2005269181
IN - (Nordgren, Beck) Department of Medicine, Division of Clinical Pharmacology,
Karolinska Institutet. Sweden. (Holmgren) National Board of Forensic Medicine,
Department of Forensic Chemistry, University Hospital. Linkoping, Sweden. (Liljeberg,
Eriksson) Department of Neuroscience, Karolinska Institutet and University Hospital.
Stockholm, Sweden. (Beck) Department of Clinical Pharmacology, Karolinska University
Hospital. S-171 76 Stockholm, Sweden
(85)

Nortey SO, Baxter EW, Codd EE, Zhang S-P, Reitz AB. Piperazinyl benzamidines:
Synthesis and affinity for the delta opioid receptor. Bioorganic and Medicinal Chemistry
Letters 11(13)O(pp 1741-1743), 2001 Date of Publication: 09 Jul2001 2001;(13):1741-3.
Abstract: Piperazinyl benzamidines were prepared and found to bind to the rat delta
(delta) opioid receptor. The most active compounds had a N,N-diethylcarboxamido group
and a N-benzyl piperazine. The most potent among these was N,N-diethyl-4-[4(phenyl methyl )-1-pi perazi nyl][2 - (trifluoromethyl) phenyl]im inomethyl] benzam ide (27) with
a 1.22 nM K<sub>i</sub> for the rat delta opioid receptor and ca. 1OOOx selectivity
relative to the mu opioid subtype. copyright 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. <51 >
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2001222269
IN - (Nortey, Baxter, Codd, Zhang, Reitz) Drug Discovery Division, R. W. Johnson
Pharmaceutical Research Institute, Welsh and McKean Roads, Spring House, PA 19477,
USA

(86)

Oberlander C, Euvrard C, Dumont C, Boissier JR. Circling behaviour induced by
dopamine releasers and/or uptake inhibitors during degeneration of the nigrostriatal
pathway. European Journal of Pharmacology 60(2-3)O(pp 163-170), 1979 Date of
Publication: 1979 1979;(2-3):163-70.
Abstract: A number of compounds which induce ipsilateral circling behavior in rats with
chronic unilateral 6-hydroxydopamine (6-0HDA) destruction of the nigrostriatal dopamine
(DA) pathway through their postulated DA-releasing and/or uptake-inhibiting properties,
have been tested 24 hr after a 6-0HDA lesion. Under these conditions, in contrast to
chronically lesioned animals, d- or I-amphetamine, d-methamphetamine and
benzylpiperazine induced contralateral turns while methylphenidate, pipradrol, pchloroamphetamine, mazindol, HR 370, nomifensine and benztropine still induced
ipsilateral turns. The monoamine oxidase inhibitor pargyline was inactive and the DA
receptor agonist apomorphine induced a mild contralateral circling response at high
doses only. The contralateral circling response to d-amphetamine was hardly
antagonized by a high dose of alpha-methyl-p-tyrosine (AMT), and was increased by
reserpine. Striatal DA levels were increased in the lesioned side and restored to normal
values after d-amphetamine, in contrast to methylphenidate. Ipsilateral turns recorded
with chroncially lesioned rats were strongly decreased by AMT except in the case of pchloroamphetamine, methylphenidate and pipradrol. The response of reserpinized rats
was decreased except with d-amphetamine and its N-methyl derivative. It was concluded
that drugs inducing contralateral turns during degeneration of the nigrostriatal DA
pathway predominantly release newly-synthetized DA independently of nerve impulse
flow whilst ipsilateral turns are either triggered by inhibiting of DA uptake or by the
release of the reserpine-sensitive pool of DA, both on the intact side. This last effect may
require a normal nerve impulse flow. This method thus provides the first direct behavioral
evidence of differences in the mode of action of drugs interfering presynaptically with DA.
<72>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1980092209
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IN - (Oberlander, Euvrard, Dumont, Boissier) Cent. Rech. Roussel-Uclaf, 93230
Romainville France
(87)

Ohtaka H, Tsukamoto G. Benzylpiperazine derivatives. V. Quantitative structure-activity
relationships of 1-benzyl-4-diphenylmethylpiperazine derivatives for cerebral vasodilating
activity. Chemical and Pharmaceutical Bulletin 35(10)O(pp 4117-4123), 1987 Date of
Publication: 1987 <62> 1987;(10):4117-23.
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1988078792
IN - (Ohtaka, Tsukamoto) Pharmaceuticals Research Center, Osaka 534 Japan

(88)

Ohtaka H, Kanazawa T, Ito K, Tsukamoto G. Synthesis and structure-activity
relationships of benzylpiperazine derivatives as potential cerebral vasodilators. Journal of
Pharmacobio-Dynamics 10(6)O(pp S147), 1987 Date of Publication: 1987 <66>
1987;(6):S147.
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1987196847
IN - (Ohtaka, Kanazawa, Ito, Tsukamoto) Pharmaceuticals Research Center, Kanebo
Ltd., Miyakojima-ku, Osaka 534 Japan

(89)

Ohtaka H, Miyake M, Kanazawa T, Ito K, Tsukamoto G. Benzylpiperazine derivatives. I.
Syntheses and biological activities of 1-(2,3,4-trimethoxybenzyl)piperazine derivatives.
Chem Pharm Bull (Tokyo) 1987 Jul;35(Tokyo1987 Jul35 7):2774-81.
Notes: LA: English
AN: 3677228

(90)

Ohtaka H, Fujimoto Y, Yoshida K, Kanazawa T, Ito K, Tsukamoto G. Benzylpiperazine
derivatives. II. Syntheses and cerebral vasodilating activities of 1-[(3-alkyl-3-hydroxy-3phenyl)propyl]-4-benzylpiperazine derivatives. Chem Pharm Bull (Tokyo) 1987
Jul;35(Tokyo1987 Jul35 7):2782-91.
Notes: LA: English
AN: 3677229

(91)

Ohtaka H, Yoshida K, Suzuki K, Shimohara K, Tajima S, Ito K. Benzylpiperazine
derivatives. VIII. Syntheses, antiulcer and cytoprotective activities of 1(aminocarbonylalkyl)-4-benzylpiperazine derivatives and related compounds. Chemical
and Pharmaceutical Bulletin 36(10)O(pp 3948-3954), 1988 Date of Publication: 1988
<61> 1988;(10):3948-54.
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1988266845
IN - (Ohtaka, Yoshida, Suzuki, Shimohara, Tajima, Ito) Pharmaceuticals Research
Center, Kanebo Ltd., Miyakojima-ku, Osaka 534 Japan

(92)

Ohtaka H, Yoshida K, Suzuki K, Shimohara K, Tajima S, Ito K. Benzylpiperazine
derivatives. X. Syntheses and structure-antiulcer activity relationship of 1-benzyl-4piperazineacetic acid esters. Chemical and Pharmaceutical Bulletin 1988;36(12):482533.
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(93)

Ohtaka H, Hori M, lemura R, Yumioka H. Benzylpiperazine derivatives. XI. Synthesis of
compounds related to the metabolites of 1-[bis(4-fluorophenyl)methyl]-4-(2,3,4trimethoxybenzyl)piperazine dihydrochloride (KB-2796). Chem Pharm Bull (Tokyo) 1989
Nov;37(Tokyo1989 Nov37 11):3122-4.
Abstract: The metabolites of 1-[bis(4-fluorophenyl)methyl]-4-(2,3,4trimethoxybenzyl)piperazine dihydrochloride (KB-2796, 1), a cerebral vasodilator, and
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related compounds were synthesized to confirm the proposed structures. The structures
of the metabolites (3-5) in rats were identified by means of synthesis of the authentic
compounds
Notes: LA: English
AN: 2632059
(94)

Olajos S, Sztaniszlav D. Gas chromatographic method for determination of a piperazine
derivative (Trelibet) and its metabolites in human plasma and urine. Journal of
Chromatography - Biomedical Applications 378(1 )O(pp 155-162), 1986 Date of
Publication: 1986 <67> 1986;(1):155-62.
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1986201041
IN - (Olajos, Sztaniszlav) Laboratory of Pharmacokinetics, National Institute for Nervous
and Mental Diseases, 1281 Budapest Hungary

(95)

Perrone R, Berardi F, Colabufo NA, Leopoldo M, Lograno MD, Tortorella V. 4-[?-(tetralin1-yl)alkyl]-1-benzylpiperazines and related compounds as 5-HT1A1D-2 ligands. Medicinal
Chemistry Research 1997;7(2):76-86.
Abstract: N-Benzylpiperazine and -piperidine derivatives of long-chain piperazine were
synthesized in order to obtain putative atypical antipsychotic agents with a dual 5HT1A1D-2 affinity and reduced, or without, ?1 adrenergic affinity. The 5-HT1A1D-21?1
receptor binding results show that only compound 30, 2-(2-methoxybenzyl)-4-[3-(5methoxy-1 ,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalen-2-yl)-n-propyl] piperazine, has an acceptable
binding affinity profile (pKi= 7.9, 7.1, 6.7, respectively)
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 4
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(96)

Peters FT, Schaefer S, Staack RF, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Screening for and validated
quantification of amphetamines and of amphetamine- and piperazine-derived designer
drugs in human blood plasma by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry. Journal of
Mass Spectrometry 38(6)O(pp 659-676), 2003 Date of Publication: 01 Jun 2003
2003;(6):659-76.
Abstract: The classical stimulants amphetamine, methamphetamine, ethylamphetamine
and the amphetamine-derived designer drugs MDA, MDMA (,ecstasy'), MDEA, BDB and
MBDB have been widely abused for a relatively long time. In recent years, a number of
newer deSigner drugs have entered the illicit drug market. 4-Methylthioamphetamine
(MTA), p-methoxyamphetamine (PMA) and p-methoxymethamphetamine (PMMA) are
also derived from amphetamine. Other deSigner drugs are derived from piperazine, such
as benzylpiperazine (BZP), methylenedioxybenzylpiperazine (MDBP),
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP), m-chlorophenylpiperazine (mCPP) and pmethoxyphenylpiperazine (MeOPP). A number of severe or even fatal intoxications
involving these newer substances, especially PMA, have been reported. This paper
describes a method for screening for and simultaneous quantification of the abovementioned compounds and the metabolites p-hydroxyamphetamine and phydroxymethamphetamine (pholedrine) in human blood plasma. The analytes were
analyzed by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry in the selected-ion monitoring mode
after mixed-mode SOlid-phase extraction (HeX) and derivatization with heptafluorobutyric
anhydride. The method was fully validated according to international guidelines. It was
linear from 5 to 1000 mug l<sup>-1</sup> for all analytes. Data for accuracy and
precision were within required limits with the exception of those for MDBP. The limit of
quantification was 5 mug l<sup>-1 </sup> for all analytes. The applicability of the assay
was proven by analYSis of authentic plasma samples and of a certified reference sample.
This procedure should also be suitable for confirmation of immunoassay results positive
for amphetamines and/or designer drugs of the ecstasy type. Copyright copyright 2003
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. <44>
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Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2003275197
IN - (Peters, Schaefer, Staack, Kraemer, Maurer) Dept. of Exp'/Clinical Toxicology, Inst.
Exp'/Clin. Pharmacol.lToxicol., University of Saarland. D-66421 Homburg Saar, Germany
(97)

Petride H, ghici C, Florea C, Petride A. Ru04-mediated oxidation of N-benzylated tertiary
amines. 3. Behavior of 1,4-dibenzylpiperazine and its oxygenated derivatives. Central
European Journal of Chemistry 2006;4(4):674-94.
Abstract: 1,4-Dibenzylpiperazine (1 ),-2-piperazinone (7),-2,6-piperazinedione (9), and 1benzoyl-4-benzylpiperazine (30) were oxidized by Ru04 (generated in situ) by attack at
their endocyclic and exocyclic (Le., benzylic) aminic N-?-C-H bonds to afford various
oxygenated derivatives, including acyclic diformamides, benzaldehyde, and benzoic acid.
The reaction outcome was complicated by (i) the hydrolysis of diformamides, occurred
during the work-up, and (ii) the reaction of benzaldehyde with the hydrolysis-derived
amines giving imidazolidines and/or Schiff bases. Benzoic acid resulted from
benzaldehyde only. Compounds 7,30, and 1-benzylpiperazine, but not 9, were
transiently formed during the oxidation of 1. In the same reaction conditions, 1,4-dibenzyl2,3-(or 2,5)-piperazinedione, 1,4-dibenzyl-2,3,6-piperazinetrione, 4-benzyol-1-benzyl-2piperazinone, and 1,4-dibenzoylpiperazine were inert. The proposed oxidation
mechanism involves the formation of endocyclic and exocyclic iminium cations, as well as
of cyclic enamines. The latter intermediates probably result by base-induced
deprotonation of the iminium cations, provided an N+-?-proton is available. In the case of
1, the cations were trapped with NaCN as the corresponding ?-aminonitriles. The
statistically corrected regioselectivity (endocyclic/exocyclic) of the Ru04-induced
oxidation reaction of 1, 7, and 30 was 1.2-1.3. ® Versita Warsaw and Springer-Verlag
Berlin Heidelberg 2006
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(98)

Pham TO, Berghofer P, Liu X, Greguric I, Dikic B, Ballantyne P, et al. Preparation and
biologic evaluation of a novel radioiodinated benzylpiperazine, <sup>123</sup>lMEL037, for malignant melanoma. Journal of Nuclear Medicine 48(8)O(pp 1348-1356),
2007 Date of Publication: Aug 2007 2007;(8):1348-56.
Abstract: Radiopharmaceuticals that can target the random metastatic dissemination of
melanoma tumors may present opportunities for imaging and staging the disease as well
as potential radiotherapeutic applications. A novel molecule, 2-(2-(4-(4-<sup>123</sup>liodobenzyl)piperazin-1-yl)-2-oxoethyl)isoindoline-1, 3-dione (MEL037), was synthesized,
labeled with <sup>123</sup>l, and evaluated for application in melanoma tumor
scintigraphy and radiotherapy. Methods: The tumor imaging potential of
<sup>123</sup>I-MEL037 was studied in vivo in C57BLl6J female mice bearing the
B16FO murine melanoma tumor and in BALB/c nude mice bearing the A375 human
amelanotic melanoma tumor by biodistribution, competition studies, and SPECT. Results:
<sup>123</sup>I-MEL037 exhibited high and rapid uptake in the B16FO melanoma
tumor at 1 h (13 %ID/g [percentage injected dose per gram]), increasing with time to
reach 25 %ID/g at 6 h. A significant uptake was also observed in the eyes (2 %ID, at 3-6
h after injection) of black mice. No uptake was observed in the tumor or in the eyes of
nude mice bearing the A375 tumor. Because of high uptake and long retention in the
tumor and rapid body clearance, the mean contrast ratios (MCR) of <sup>123</sup>lMEL037 were 30 and 60, at 24 and 48 h after injection, respectively. At 24 h after
injection of mice bearing the B16 melanoma, SPECT indicated that the radioactivity was
located predominately in the tumor followed by the eyes, whereas no specific localization
of the radioactivity was noted in mice bearing the A375 human amelanotic tumor. In
competition experiments, uptake of <sup>123</sup>I-MEL037 in brain, lung, heart, and
kidney - organs known to contain sigma-receptors - was not significantly different in
haloperidol-treated animals compared with control animals. Therefore, reduction of
uptake in tumor and eyes of the pigmented mice bearing the B16FO tumor suggested that
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the mechanism of tumor uptake was likely due to an interaction with melanin. Conclusion:
These findings suggested that <sup>123</sup>I-MEL037, which displays a rapid and
very high tumor uptake, appeared to be a promising imaging agent for detection of most
melanoma tumors with the potential for development as a therapeutic agent in melanoma
tumor proliferation. Copyright copyright 2007 by the Society of Nuclear Medicine, Inc. <9>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2007396201
IN - (Pham, Berghofer, Liu, Greguric, Dikic, Ballantyne, Mattner, Nguyen, Loc'h, Katsifis)
Radiopharmaceuticals Research Institute, Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation. Sydney, NSW, Australia. (Katsifis) Radiopharmaceuticals Research
Institute, Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation. PMB 1, Sydney,
NSW 2234, Australia
(99)

Popa-Burke I, Birkos S, Blackwell L, Cheatham L, Clark J, Dickson J, et al. Discovery of
highly selective inhibitors of p38alpha. Current Topics in Medicinal Chemistry 5(1 O)O(pp
941-951),2005 Date of Publication: 20052005;(10):941-51.
Abstract: The p38 MAP kinases are a family of serine/threonine protein kinases that play
a key role in cellular pathways leading tp pro-inflammatory responses. We have
developed and implemented a method for rapidly identifying and optimizing potent and
selective p38alpha inhibitors, which is amenable to other targets and target classes. A
diverse library of druggable, purified and quantitated molecules was assembled and
standardized enzymatic assays were performed in a microfluidic format that provided
very accurate and precise inhibition data allowing for development of SAR directly from
the primary HTS. All compounds were screened against a collection of more than 60
enzymes (kinases, proteases and phosphatases), allowing for removal of promiscuous
and non-selective inhibitors very early in the discovery process. Follow-up enzymological
studies included measurement of concentration of compound in buffer, yielding accurate
determination of K<sub>i</sub> and IC<sub>50</sub> values, as well as mechanism of
action. In addition, active compounds were screened against less desirable properties
such as inhibition of the enzyme activity by aggregation, irreversible binding, and timedependence. Screening of an 88,634-compound library through the above-described
process led to the rapid identification of multiple scaffolds (>5 active compounds per
scaffold) of potential drug leads for p38alpha that are highly selective against all other
enzymes tested, including the three other p38 isoforms. Potency and selectivity data
allowed prioritization of the identified scaffolds for optimization. Herein we present results
around our 3-thio-1 ,2,4-triazole lead series of p38alpha selective inhibitors, including
identification, SAR, synthesis, selectivity profile, enzymatic and cellular data in their
progression towards drug candidates. copyright 2005 Bentham Science Publishers Ltd.
<26>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2005504601
IN - (Popa-Burke, Birkos, Blackwell, Cheatham, Clark, Dickson Jr., Galasinski, Janzen,
Mendoza, Miller, Mohney, Steed, Hodge) Amphora Discovery Corporation. P.O. Box
12169, Research Triangle Park, NJ 27709, United States

(100)

Quintela 0, Sauvage FL, Charvier F, Gaulier JM, Lachatre G, Marquet P. Liquid
chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry for detection of low concentrations of 21
benzodiazepines, metabolites, and analogs in urine: method with forensic applications.
Clin Chern 2006 Jul;52(7):1346-55.
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Commonly used methods for detecting benzodiazepines
(BZPs) and BZP-like substances, such as zolpidem and zopiclone, may not detect low
concentrations of these drugs. We developed a liquid chromatographic-tandem mass
spectrometric method for identifying these drugs and their relevant metabolites.
METHODS: We extracted BZPs from urine by solid-phase extraction with a mixed-mode
phase (OASIS HLB cartridges). Chromatographic separation was performed with a
Waters XTerra MS C18 [150 x 2.1 mm (i.d.); bead size, 5 microm] reversed-phase
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column with deuterated analogs of the analytes as internal standards (IS). Detection was
performed with a triple-quadruple mass spectrometer that monitored 2 specific transitions
per compound in the electrospray, positive-ion selected-reaction monitoring mode. We
tested this technique on urine samples from 12 healthy volunteers and 1 forensic sample
obtained in a case of alleged drug-facilitated sexual assault. RESULTS: Chromatographic
separation was achieved within 18 min. The linear dynamic ranges extended from 0.02 or
0.1 microg/L (depending on the drug or metabolite) to 50 microg/L. Extraction recovery
(range) was 77%-110%. Limits of detection were < or 0.05 microg/L. No ion
suppression was seen except for alprazolam, for which baseline decreased by almost
20%. In the forensic urine sample, the method detected alprazolam (3.5 microg/L) and its
characteristic metabolite, alpha-hydroxyalprazolam (0.17 microg/L). CONCLUSION: This
method measured low concentrations of BZPs and BZP-like substances and might be
useful for analyses of urine in suspected drug-facilitated sexual assault cases
Notes: LA: English
AN: 16709625

=

(101)

Reitz AB, Baxter EW, Bennett DJ, Codd EE, Jordan AD, Malloy EA, et al. N-aryl-N'benzylpiperazines as potential antipsychotic agents. J Med Chem 1995 Oct
13;38(21):4211-22.
Abstract: N 1-(2-Alkoxyphenyl)piperazines additionally containing an N4-benzyl group
bearing alcohol, amide, imide, or hydantoin functionalities were prepared and evaluated
in the conditioned avoidance response (CAR) test predictive of clinical antipsychotic
activity and in in vitro receptor-binding assays. Certain of the compounds display high
affinity for the D2, 5-HT1A, and alpha 1-adrenergic receptors. Structures bearing acyclic
amide, lactam, and imide functionalities display good biological activity, with a preference
for the 1,3-disubstituted phenyl ring relative to the 1,4- and 1,2-congeners (7 vs 10 and
12). Every possible position of hydantoin attachment was investigated (e.g., substitution
at N1, N3, and C5). The hydantoin involving attachment to N1 (24) was found to have
good biological activity, whereas those hydantoins with attachment to N3 or C5 (22, 23,
and 25) were inactive. Several of the smaller acetylated derivatives (30 and 33) have fair
in vivo activity, which was lost in the case of the larger benzoyl analog 31. Uracil
congener 34 had modest affinity for the D2 receptor (65 nM) as well as excellent in vivo
activity. Benzylamino compounds display (viz. 27 and 35-38) moderate CAR activity but
have surprising receptor affinity, often greater than those of comparable structures
bearing a carbonyl (36 vs 7). Benzyl and benzhydryl alcohol compounds 40-48 are more
active than amino structures 27 and 35-38 and also exhibit excellent in vivo activity in the
CAR test with modest D2 and 5-HT1A receptor binding
Notes: LA: English
AN: 7473548

(102)

Rodriguez-Franco MI, Dorronsoro I, Perez C, Castro A, Martinez A. Synthesis and
acetylcholinesterase inhibition of new 1-(but-2-ynyl)pyrazoles containing a phenyl- or
benzyl-piperazine fragment. Medicinal Chemistry Research 11 (6)O(pp 333-344), 2002
Date of Publication: 2002 2002;(6):333-44.
Abstract: The synthesis of new 1-(but-2-ynyl)pyrazoles containing a phenyl- or benzylpiperazine fragment is described, together with their in vitro acetylcholinesterase
inhibition. Compounds derived from N-benzylpiperazine and pyrazoles bearing
hydrophobic substituents showed moderate enzyme inhibition, in the range micromolar
(5-50 muM). The superimposition of new compounds with the active conformation of
donepezil has showed structural features, that are useful for the future development of
new acetylcholinesterase inhibitors. <46>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2003232933
IN - (Rodriguez-Franco, Dorronsoro, Perez, Castro, Martinez) Inst. de Quim. Medica.
Juan de la Cierva 3, 28006-Madrid, Spain
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(103)

Rondu F, Le Bihan G, Wang X, Lamouri A, Touboul E, Dive G, et al. Design and
synthesis of imidazoline derivatives active on glucose homeostasis in a rat model of type
II diabetes. 1. Synthesis and biological activities of N-benzyl-N'-(arylalkyl)-2-(41,51-dihydro1IH-imidazol-21-yl)piperazines. J Med Chem 1997 Nov 7;40(23):3793-803.
Abstract: The physiopathology of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus is associated
with a dysfunction in the regulation of insulin secretion. The alpha 2-adrenoceptors have
been reported to be involved in this alteration, although alpha 2-antagonists containing an
imidazoline ring may stimulate insulin secretion independently of alpha 2-adrenoceptor
blockage. Recently, a new "imidazoline-binding site" involved in the control of K(+)-ATP
channels in the B cell has been proposed. In the course of searching for new antidiabetic
agents, 1-alkyl-2-(41 ,51-dihydro-1IH-imidazol-21-yl)-4-benzylpiperazines, 1-benzyl-2-(41,51dihydro-1IH-imidazol-21-yl)-4-alkylpiperazines, and 1-benzyl-2-(41,51-dihydro-1IH-imidazol21-yl)-4-benzylpiperazines have been designed and evaluated as potential adrenoceptor
antagonists. Pharmacological evaluation was performed in vivo using glucose tolerance
tests performed on a rat model of type II diabetes obtained by injection of a low dose (35
mg/kg) of streptozotocin (STZ). For some compounds, binding experiments were
performed on alpha 2 adrenoceptors and 11 and 12 imidazoline-binding sites. The
biological and physicochemical data have been combined with molecular modeling
studies to establish structure-activity relationships. The most active compound was 1(21,4I-dichlorobenzyl)-2-(41,51-dihydro-1IH-imidazol-21-yl)- 4-methylpiperazine (7f);
intraperitoneal administration (100 mumol/kg) of 7f strongly improved glucose tolerance
in STZ diabetic rats. This effect seemed at least partly mediated by a significant increase
of insulin secretion. Other compounds of the same family (7b, 16f, 23b) have also shown
potent activity. We found no correlation between in vivo antihyperglycemic properties and
in vitro affinities for alpha 2-adrenoceptors or 11, and 12 binding sites. These compounds
can be considered as antihyperglycemic agents potentially useful for treatment of type II
diabetes and are currently under complementary investigation
Notes: LA: English
AN: 9371245

(104)

Sari H, Can M, Macit M. Potentiometric and theoretical studies of stability constants of
glyoxime derivatives and their nickel, copper, cobalt and zinc complexes. Acta Chimica
Siovenica 2005;52(3):317-22.
Abstract: The dissociation constants of 1,2-bis(4-methylpiperazine)glyoxime (BMPGH2)
and 1,2-bis(4-benzylpiperazine)gly oxime (BBPGH2) were determined in 0.1 mol dm(-3)
NaCI and 0.001 mol dm(-3) HCI at 25 degrees C potentiometrically. pK(a) values of
BMPGH2 and BBPGH2 were obtained as 2.91,6.79,7.97,10.00 and 3.46,5.89,6.77,
9.76, respectively. The protonation order of nitrogen atoms in the BMPGH2 and BBPGH2
were determined using Semi-empirical AM1 method. In various pH conditions, the
different complexes formulated as MH6L2, MH5L2, MH4L2, MH3L2, MH2L2, MHL2,
ML2, MH-1 L2, and MH-2L2 were formed with titration of ligand and Cu, Co, Ni and Zn
ions
Notes: PT: Journal
IS: 1318-0207
UD: 200545

(105)

Schumacher A, Steinke P, Bohnert JA, Akova M, Jonas D, Kern WV. Effect of 1-(1naphthylmethyl)-piperazine, a novel putative efflux pump inhibitor, on antimicrobial drug
susceptibility in clinical isolates of Enterobacteriaceae other than Escherichia coli. Journal
of Antimicrobial Chemotherapy 2006;57(2):344-8.
Abstract: Objectives: 1-(1-Naphthylmethyl)-piperazine (NMP) has been shown to reverse
multidrug resistance (MDR) in Escherichia coli overexpressing RND type efflux pumps,
but there is no data on its activity in Enterobacteriaceae other than E. coli. Methods: The
antimicrobial susceptibilities of laboratory strains and 167 clinical isolates of
Enterobacteriaceae to a variety of antimicrobial agents were determined in the absence
and presence of NMP and, for comparison, of Phe-Arg-?-naphthylamide (PA?N), another
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putative efflux pump inhibitor (EPI). A 4-fold or greater reduction of the MIC after EPI
addition was considered significant. Results: NMP consistently reduced the MIC of
linezolid in Citrobacter freundii, Enterobacter aerogenes and Klebsiella pneumoniae
clinical isolates. Significant effects of NMP addition in >50% of tested isolates were also
seen for levofloxacin, tetracycline and chloramphenicol in E. aerogenes, and for
levofloxacin and tetracycline in K. pneumoniae, whereas no or minor effects were
observed in Serratia marcescens. MDR reversal by NMP was more likely in isolates with
decreased susceptibility to fluoroquinolones. In most fluoroquinolone-resistant strains the
activity was sufficient to render isolates drug-susceptible at clinically achievable
concentrations. The activity of PA?N was different from that of NMP, suggesting different
modes of action of the two putative EPls. Conclusion: NMP has moderate activity in
reversing MDR in many but not all members of the Enterobacteriaceae family including
clinical isolates. Its effects on resistance reversal depend on bacterial species and drug,
and are different from those seen with PA?N. ® The Author 2005. Published by Oxford
University Press on behalf of the British Society for Antimicrobial Chemotherapy. All
rights reserved
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 9
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus
(106)

Sippi W, Itje HD. Structure-based 3D-QSAR - Merging the accuracy of structure-based
alignments with the computational efficiency of ligand-based methods. Journal of
Molecular Structure: THEOCHEM 2000;503(1-2):31-50.
Abstract: One of the major challenges in computational approaches to drug design is the
accurate prediction of binding affinity of biomolecules. The strategies that can be applied
for this purpose fall into two major categories - the indirect ligand-based and the direct
receptor-based approach. In this contribution, we used a combination of both approaches
in order to improve the prediction accuracy for drug molecules. The combined approach
was tested on two sets of ligands for which the three-dimensional structure of the target
receptor was known - estrogen receptor ligands and acetylcholinesterase inhibitors. The
binding modes of the ligands under study were determined using an automated docking
program (AUTODOCK) and were compared with available X-ray structures of
corresponding protein-ligand complexes. The ligand alignments obtained from the
docking simulations were subsequently taken as the basis for a comparative field
analysis applying the GRID/GOLPE program. Using the interaction field derived with a
water probe and applying the smart region definition variable selection, highly predictive
models were obtained. The comparison of our models with interaction energy-based
models and with traditional CoMFA models obtained using a ligand-based alignment
indicates that the combination of structure- based and 3D-QSAR methods is able to
improve the prediction ability of the underlying model. (C) 2000 Elsevier Science B.V
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 19
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(107)

Soykan C, Eroll, rkmen H, amur Y. New poly(methacrylate)s containing benzylpiperazine
and methylpiperidine moieties. Journal of Polymer Research 2004;11(3):181-7.
Abstract: The synthesis of two new methacrylate esters containing 2-(4-benzyl piperazin1-yl)-2-oksoethyl and 2-(4-methylpiperidin-1-yl)-2-oksoethyl group are described. The
monomers produced from the reaction of corresponding 4-methylpiperidinechloroacetamide and 1-benzylpiperazinechloroacetamide with sodium methacrylate was
polymerized in DMSO solution at 65:C using AIBN as an initiator. The monomers and
their polymers were characterized by IR, 1H- and 13C-NMR spectroscopy. The glass
transition temperature of the polymers were investigated by DSC and the apparent
thermal decomposition activation energies (Ed) were calculated by Ozawa method using
the SETARAM Labsys TGA thermobalance. By using gel permeation chromatography,
weight average (M?w) and number average (M?n) molecular weights and polidispersity,
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indices of the polymers were determined
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus
(108)

Staack RF, Fritschi G, Maurer HH. Studies on the metabolism and toxicological detection
of the new designer drug N-benzylpiperazine in urine using gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry. Journal of Chromatography B: Analytical Technologies in the Biomedical
and Life Sciences 773(1 )O(pp 35-46), 2002 Date of Publication: 15 Jun 2002 2002;(1 ):3546.
Abstract: Studies are described on the metabolism and on the toxicological analysis of
the piperazine-like designer drug N-benzylpiperazine (BZP, scene name "A2") in rat and
human urine using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). The identified
metabolites indicated that BZP was hydroxylated at the aromatic ring and that the
piperazine moiety is metabolically degraded. Our systematic toxicological analysis (STA)
procedure using full-scan GC-MS after acid hydrolysis, liquid-liquid extraction and
microwave-assisted acetylation allowed the detection of the parent compound as well as
of the above mentioned metabolites in rat urine after single administration of a dose
calculated from the doses commonly taken by drug users. It has also proved to be
applicable in authentic clinical or forensic cases. However, it should be considered that
BZP is also a metabolite of the medicament piberaline. copyright 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved. <48>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2002176179
IN - (Staack, Fritschi, Maurer) Department Experimental Toxicology, Inst. Exp.lClin.
Pharmacol.lToxicol., University of Saarland. D-66421 Homburg (Saar), Germany

(109)

Staack RF, Maurer HH. Toxicological detection of the new designer drug 1-(4methoxyphenyl)piperazine and its metabolites in urine and differentiation from an intake
of structurally related medicaments using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry.
Journal of Chromatography B Analytical Technologies in the Biomedical and Life
Sciences 2003 Dec 25;798(2):333-42.
Abstract: Studies are described on the toxicological analysis of the piperazine-derived
designer drug 1-(4-methoxyphenyl)piperazine (MeOPP) in rat urine using gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). The authors' systematic toxicological
analysis (STA) procedure using full-scan GC-MS after acid hydrolysis, liquid-liquid
extraction and microwave-assisted acetylation allowed the detection of MeOPP and its
metabolites 1-(4-hydroxy phenyl)piperazine and 4-hydroxyaniline in rat urine after
administration of a single dose corresponding to doses commonly taken by drug users.
Therefore, this procedure should also be suitable for detection of a MeOPP intake in
human urine. However, the metabolites of MeOPP are not unique and can be produced
from other drugs. Therefore, differentiation of use of this designer drug from use of the
medicaments dropropizine, oxypertine or others, which are metabolized to the MeOPP
isomer 1-(2-methoxyphenyl)piperazine, is discussed. (C) 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights
reserved
Notes: PT: Journal
IS: 1570-0232
UD: 200405

(110)

Staack RF, Maurer HH. New designer drug 1-(3,4-methylenedioxybenzyl) piperazine
(MDBP): studies on its metabolism and toxicological detection in rat urine using gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry. Journal of Mass Spectrometry 2004 Mar;39(3):25561.
Abstract: Studies are described on the metabolism and toxicological analysis of the
piperazine-derived designer drug 1-(3,4-methylenedioxybenzyl)piperazine (MDBP) in rat
urine using gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS). The identified metabolites
indicated that MDBP was metabolized by demethylenation and subsequent methylation
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to N-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzyl)piperazine followed by partial glucuronidation or
sulfation. Additionally, degradation of the piperazine moiety to N(3,4methylenedioxybenzyl)ethylenediamine and 3,4-methylenedioxybenzylamine and Ndealkylation to piperazine were observed. The authors' systematic toxicological analysis
(STA) procedure using full-scan GC/MS after acid hydrolysis, liquid/liquid extraction and
microwave-assisted acetylation allowed the detection of MDBP and its above-mentioned
metabolites in rat urine after single administration of a dose calculated from the doses
commonly taken by drug users. Assuming similar metabolism, the described STA
procedure should be suitable for proof of an intake of MDBP by analysis of human urine.
Copyright (C) 2004 John Wiley Sons, Ltd
Notes: PT: Journal
IS: 1076-5174
UD: 200415
(111)

Staack RF, Theobald OS, Paul LD, Springer 0, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. In vivo
metabolism of the new designer drug 1-(4-methoxyphenyl)piperazine (MeOPP) in rat and
identification of the human cytochrome P450 enzymes responsible for the major
metabolic step. Xenobiotica 2004 Feb;34(2): 179-92.
Abstract: 1. The in vivo metabolism of 1-(4-methoxyphenyl)piperazine (MeOPP), a novel
designer drug, was studied in male Wistar rats. 2. MeOPP was mainly O-demethylated to
1-(4-hydroxyphenyl)piperazine (4-HO-PP) in addition to degradation of the piperazine
moiety. 3. O-demethylation, the major metabolic step, was studied with cDNA-expressed
human hepatic cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes in pooled human liver microsomes
(pHLM) and in single donor human liver microsomes with CYP2D6 poor metabolizer
genotype (PM HLM). 4. CYP2D6 catalysed O-demethylation with apparent K-m and Vmax values of 48.34 +/- 14.48 muM and 5.44 +/- 0.47 pmol min(-1) pmol(-1) CYP,
respectively. pHLM catalysed the monitored reaction with an apparent K-m 204.80 +/51.81 muM and V-max 127.50 +/-13.25 pmol min(-1) mg(-1) protein. 5. The CYP2D6specific chemical inhibitor quinidine (1 and 3 muM) significantly inhibited 4-HO-PP
formation by 71.9 +/- 4.8% and by 98.5% +/- 0.5%, respectively, in incubation mixtures
with pHLM and 200 muM MeOPP. 6. O-demethylation was significantly lower in PM HLM
compared with pHLM (70.6% +/- 7.2%). 7. These data suggest that polymorphically
expressed CYP2D6 is the enzyme mainly responsible for MeOPP O-demethylation
Notes: PT: Journal
IS: 0049-8254
UD: 200412

=

=

(112)

Staack RF, Maurer HH. Metabolism of designer drugs of abuse. Current Drug
Metabolism 6(3)O(pp 259-274), 2005 Date of Publication: Jun 20052005;(3):259-74.
Abstract: Abuse of designer drugs is widespread among young people, especially in the
so-called "dance club scene" or "rave scene", worldwide. Severe and even fatal
poisonings have been attributed to the consumption of such drugs of abuse. However, in
contrast to new medicaments, which are extensively studied in controlled clinical studies
concerning metabolism, including cytochrome P450 isoenzyme differentiation, and further
pharmacokinetics, designer drugs are consumed without any safety testing. This paper
reviews the metabolism of new designer drugs of abuse that have emerged on the black
market during the last years. Para-methoxyamphetamine (PMA), paramethoxymethamphetamine (PMMA) and 4-methylthioamphetamine (4-MTA), were taken
into consideration as new "classical" amphetamine-derived designer drugs. Furthermore,
N-benzylpiperazine (BZP), 1-(3, 4-methylenedioxybenzyl)piperazine (MDBP), 1-(3trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP), 1-(3-chlorophenyl)piperazine (mCPP) and 1(4-methoxyphenyl)piperazine (MeOPP) were taken into consideration as derivatives of
the class of piperazine-derived designer drugs, as well as alphapyrrolidinopropiophenone (PPP), 4'-methoxy-alpha-pyrrolidinopropiophenone (MOPPP),
3', 4'-methylenedioxy-alpha-pyrrolidinopropiophenone (MDPPP), 4'-methyl-alphapyrrol id inopropiophenone (M PPP), and 4'-methyl-alpha-pyrrolidinoexanophenone
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(MPHP) as derivatives of the class of alpha-pyrrolidinophenone-derived designer drugs.
Papers describing identification of in vivo or in vitro human or animal metabolites and
cytochrome P450 isoenzyme dependent metabolism have been considered and
summarized. copyright 2005 Bentham Science Publishers Ltd. <29>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2005243206
IN - (Staack, Maurer) Department of Experimental and Clinical Toxicology, Institute of
Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Saarland. D66421 Homburg Saar, Germany
(113)

Staack RF. Piperazine designer drugs of abuse. Lancet 369(9571)O(pp 1411-1413),
2007 Date of Publication: 28 Apr 2007 <13> 2007;(9571):1411-3.
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2007203132
IN - (Staack) Institute of Forensic Medicine, Department of Forensic Toxicology, Ludwig
Maximilians University. D-80337 Munich, Germany

(114)

Staack RF, Paul LD, Schmid D, Roider G, Rolf B. Proof of a 1-(3-chlorophenyl)piperazine
(mCPP) intake - Use as adulterant of cocaine resulting in drug-drug interactions? Journal
of Chromatography B Analytical Technologies in the Biomedical and Life Sciences 2007
Aug 15;855(2):127-33.
Abstract: Since 2005, increasing numbers of seizures of the designer drug of abuse 1-(3chlorophenyl)piperazine (mCPP) have been reported. This paper describes the
unequivocal proof of a mCPP intake. Differentiation from the intake of its precursor drugs
trazodone and nefazodone was performed by a systematic toxicological analysis (STA)
procedure using full-scan GC-MS after acid hydrolysis, liquid-liquid extraction and
microwave-assisted acetylation. The found mCPP/hydroxy-mCPP ratio indicated altered
metabolism of this cytochrome (CYP) 2D6 catalyzed reaction compared to published
studies using the same procedure. Although this might be ascribed to a poor metabolizer
(PM) phenotype, genotyping revealed no PM genotype but indications for an intermediate
metabolizer genotype. However, a PM phenotype could also be caused by drug-drug
interactions with CYP2D6 inhibitors or substrates such as the co-consumed cocaine and
diltiazem and/or diltiazem metabolites, respectively. In conclusion, the presented data
indicate a possible relevance of CYP2D6 polymorphism and/or drug interactions to
mCPP toxicokinetics, which is important for risk assessment of this new designer drug of
abuse, in particular if it is used as adulterant of CYP2D6 substrates such as cocaine. (C)
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
Notes: PT: Journal
IS: 1570-0232
UD: 200742

(115)

Sugimoto H, Yamanishi Y, Ogura H, limura Y, Yamatsu K. Discovery and development of
donepezil hydrochloride for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease. Yakugaku Zasshi
1999;119(2):101-13.
Abstract: The most consistent change of neurotransmitter in the brain of Alzheimer's
patients is the dramatic decrease of cholinergic innervation due to the loss of neurons in
the basal forebrain. The most widely studied acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (AChEls)
have been physostigmine and tacrine. Physostigmine has very short duration, and tacrine
has liability to hepatotoxicity. These are the defects of the inhibitors. Our objective was to
find a new type of AChEls that would overcome the disadvantages of physostigmine and
tacrine. Through a random screening, we incidentally found an N-benzylpiperazine
derivative which showed positive cholinergic behavior in rats. We replaced the Nbenzyl piperazine moiety with N-benzylpiperidine moiety and found a dramatic increase in
anti-AChE activity. Even after the replacement of an amide group with a ketone group the
activity was held. Furthermore, the cyclic-amide derivative showed enhanced inhibitory
activity. On the basis of these results, an indanone derivative was designed. Among
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these indanone derivatives, donepazil hydrochloride (E2020), brand name ARICEPT was
found to be the most balanced compound. The clinical stUdies of donepezil hydrochloride
demonstrated statistically significant effects on ADAS-cog (Alzheimer's Disease
Assessment Scale cognitive sub.) and CIBIC Plus (Clinician's Interview-Based
Impression of Change plus)
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 3
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus
(116)

Szoko E, Kalasz H, Kerecsen L, Magyar K. Studies on serum binding of some drugs.
Polish Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacy 39(2)O(pp 177-183), 1987 Date of
Publication: 1987 <63> 1987;(2):177-83.
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-1988054039
IN - (Szoko, Kalasz, Kerecsen, Magyar) Department of Pharmacodynamics, Semmelweis
University of Medicine, 1089 Budapest Hungary

(117)

Tekes K, thfalusi L, Igyi B, Herma?n F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of
action of EGYT-475, a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Pharmacology and
Pharmacy 1987;39(2):203-11.
Abstract: We studied the mode of action of N-benzyl-piperazine-picolinylfumarate (EGYT475) and of its metabolite N-benzyl-piperazine (EGYT-2760) in CFY rats. It was found
that EGYT-475 had no uptake-inhibitory effect but EGYT-2760 inhibited the high-affinity
uptake of 3H-noradrenaline, 3H-dopamine and especially that of 3H-serotonin both in
vitro and ex vivo. Neither of the two compounds changed the serotonin turnover. Only
EGYT-2760 evoked hyperthermia in rats at a high ambient temperature (28 degrees C).
This effect was abolished by cyproheptadine but not by amitriptyline. EGYT-2760
antagonized serotonin-induced contractions of the stomach fundus but it was inactive in
inhibiting the serotonin-induced platelet aggregation. Our results suggest that EGYT2760, an active metabolite of EGYT-475, has a central serotoninomimetic action which
involves 5-HT uptake-inhibition and 5-HT1 receptor agonistic effect
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 12
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus

(118)

Theron L, Jansen K, Miles J. Benzylpiperizine-based party pills' impact on the Auckland
City Hospital Emergency Department Overdose Database (2002-2004) compared with
ecstasy (MDMA or methylene dioxymethamphetamine), gamma hydroxybutyrate (GHB),
amphetamines, cocaine, and alcohol. New Zealand Medical Journal 120(1249), 2007
Date of Publication: 16 Feb 2007 2007;(1249).
Abstract: Aim: To examine the impact of 'party pills' (PP; herbal highs) on the Auckland
City Hospital Emergency Department Overdose Database 2002-2004, and to present
figures for five other substances in that database. Method: Auckland City Hospital's
Emergency Department's overdose database was reviewed for 2002, 2003, and 2004 for
'herbal ingestions' and 'party pills' (PP), ecstasy, methamphetamine, GHB, cocaine, and
alcohol. Adverse effects attributed to PP were examined. Results: In 2002, 1 patient
presented with PP ingestion; 4 presented in 2003 and 21 in 2004 respectively (p<0.001).
Of these 21 patients in 2004, 5 had allegedly ingested PP only and none required
medical admission. PP only contributed to 1.58% of the overdose database for 2004.
Conclusion: 'Party pills' appeared to have a minor impact on the overdose database at
Auckland City Hospital between 2002 and 2004. There was a significant decrease in
GHB presentations from 2003 to 2004 (p<0.001), but no significant fall in stimulant
overdose presentations. copyrightNZMA. < 15>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2007118988
IN - (Theron) Emergency Department, Auckland City Hospital. Park Road, Grafton,
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Auckland, New Zealand. (Jansen) Te Whetu Tawera/Auckland City Acute Mental Health
Unit. Park Road, Grafton, Auckland, New Zealand. (Jansen) Aucland City Hospital. Park
Road, Grafton, Auckland, New Zealand. (Miles) Liggins Institute. Park Road, Grafton,
Auckland, New Zealand
(119) Tsutsumi H, Katagi M, Miki A, Shima N, Kamata T, Nishikawa M, et al. Development of
simultaneous gas chromatography-mass spectrometric and liquid chromatographyelectrospray ionization mass spectrometric determination method for the new designer
drugs, N-benzylpiperazine (BZP), 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) and
their main metabolites in urine. J Chromatogr B Analyt Technol Biomed Life Sci 2005
May 25;819(2):315-22.
Abstract: To prove the intake of recently controlled designer drugs, N-benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP), a simple, sensitive and
reliable method which allows us to simultaneously detect BZP, TFMPP and their major
metabolite in human urine has been established by coupling gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) and high-performance liquid chromatography-electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS). GC-MS accompanied by trifluoroacetyl (TFA)
derivatization and LC-MS analyses were performed after the enzymatic hydrolysis and
the solid phase extraction with OASIS HLB, and BZP, TFMPP and their major
metabolites, 4'-hydroxy-BZP (p-OH-BZP), 3'-hydroxy-BZP (m-OH-BZP) and 4'-hydroxyTFMPP (p-OH-TFMPP), have found to be satisfactorily separated on a semi-micro SCX
column with acetonitrile-40 mM ammonium acetate buffer (pH 4) (75:25, v/v) as the
eluent. The detection limits produced by GC-MS were estimated to be from 50 ng/ml to 1
microg/ml in the scan mode, and from 200 to 500 ng/ml in the selected ion monitoring
(SIM) mode. Upon applying the LC-ESI-MS technique, the linear calibration curves were
obtained by using the SIM mode for all analytes in the concentration range from 10 ng/ml
to 10 microg/ml. The detection limits ranged from 5 to 40 ng/ml in the scan mode, and
from 0.2 to 1 ng/ml in the SIM mode. These results indicate the high reliability and
sensitivity of the present procedure, and this procedure will be applicable for proof of
intake of BZP and TFMPP in forensic toxicology
Notes: LA: English
AN: 15833296
(120) Tsutsumi H, Katagi M, Miki A, Shima N, Kamata T, Nakajima K, et al. Metabolism and the
urinary excretion profile of the recently scheduled designer drug N -benzyl piperazine
(BZP) in the rat. Journal of Analytical Toxicology 30(1 )O(pp 38-43), 2006 Date of
Publication: 2006 2006;(1 ):38-43.
Abstract: The metabolism of N-benzylpiperazine (BZP), a recently scheduled designer
drug, in the rat has been studied by analyzing its urinary metabolites. p-Hydroxy-BZP (pOH-BZP) was unequivocally identified as the main metabolite along with a minor
metabolite m-hydroxy-BZP (m-OH-BZP), using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
and high-performance liquid chromatography-electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
(LC-ESI MS). The time-course excretion profiles of BZP, p-OH-BZP, and m-OH-BZP in
the rats were investigated after a single intraperitoneal dosing of 5 mg/kg BZP, by using
an optimized analytical procedure that combines solid-phase extraction and LC-ESI MS
determination. The cumulative amounts excreted within the first 48 h were approximately
25% for p-OH-BZP and 2% for m-OH-BZP, whereas 6.7% dose of the parent drug BZP
was excreted unchanged within 36 h post-dosing. The concentration ratio of p-OH-BZP to
m-OH-BZP was 11.6 in the first 4 h, but it increased to 22.7 in 48 h with the elapsed time
post-dosing. Most of p-OH-BZP was excreted in urine within approximately 36 h postdosing, with approximately 50% appearing as the glucuronide conjugate. The present
results suggest that p-OH-BZP is the most relevant metabolite to be detected for the
proof of BZP intake in the forensic and clinical analysis of human urine. <18>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2006405680
IN - (Tsutsumi, Katagi, Miki, Shima, Kamata, Nakajima, Tsuchihashi) Forensic Science
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Laboratory, Osaka Prefectural Police Headquarters. 1-3-18, Hommachi, Chuo-ku, Osaka
541-0053, Japan. (Inoue, Kishi) National Research Institute of Police Science. 6-3-1,
Kashiwanoha, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-0882, Japan
(121) Vejdelek ZJ, Nemec J, Sedivy Z. 2 (Piperazinomethyl) 6,7,8,9 tetrahydro 5H
benzocycloheptenes. Collection of Czechoslovak Chemical Communications
1974;39(8):2276-86.
Notes: Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus
(122) Weselucha BA, Ciechanowicz RM. FT-Raman spectra and charge densities of new
anticonvulsant compounds. Journal of Molecular Structure 2001 Sep 26;596 Special Iss.
SI:215-9.
Abstract: Derivatives of N-substituted amides of alpha -piperazine-gamma hydroxybutyric acid display anticonvulsant activity. This study was performed on two
representative compounds: N-benzylamide of alpha-(4-phenylpiperazine)-gammahydroxybutyric acid (1) and N-benzylamide of alpha-(4-benzylpiperazine)-gamma hydroxybutyric acid (9). Comparison of the polycrystalline FT-Raman spectra, differing in
spite of the similarity of these molecules enables indication of three regions with
noteworthy differences in vibrations for C=O, O-H, and phenyl rings, which are thought to
form a pharmacophore. Visualization of the total charge density was found to be very
useful for an insight into the strength of the bonds within the carbonyl and hydroxyl
groups. (C) 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
Notes: PT: Journal
IS: 0022-2860
UD: 200146
(123) Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner J. A2 (N-Benzylpiperazine) a New Drug of Abuse in
Sweden. Journal of Analytical Toxicology 28(1 )O(pp 67-70), 2004 Date of Publication:
Jan 20042004;(1 ):67 -70.
Abstract: N-Benzylpiperazine was tested in the beginning of the 1970s as a possible
antidepressant drug. However, in both animal and human studies, it was shown to
possess amphetamine-like properties, and any further studies were stopped. In a forensic
autopsy case in 1999, we found a substance so far unknown to us in the chromatogram
of our method used for amphetamines. We could swiftly identify this compound as Nbenzylpiperazine because of information given to us by a newly formed network
comprising, among others, customs and the police. Since then, we have found Nbenzylpiperazine in several cases, among them 11 cases from a number of prisons. <40>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2004039674
IN - (Wikstrom, Holmgren, Ahlner) National Board of Forensic Medicine, Department of
Forensic Chemistry, University Hospital. S-581 85 Linkoping, Sweden
(124) Wilkins C, Girling M, Sweetsur P. The prevalence of use, dependency and harms of legal
'party pills' containing benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylmethylpiperazine
(TFMPP) in New Zealand. Journal of Substance Use 12(3)O(pp 213-224),2007 Date of
Publication: Jun 20072007;(3):213-24.
Abstract: Piperazine-based 'party pills' containing 1-benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(mtrifluorophenylmethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) have become increasingly popular in
New Zealand and many other countries. The aim of this study was to collect data on the
population prevalence and related harm from legal party pill use in New Zealand. A
national household sample of 2010 people aged 13-45 years old was collected using a
computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) facility. Twenty per cent of the sample
had tried legal party pills and 15% had used them in the previous year. Approximately
40% of males aged 18-24 years old had used legal party pills in the past year. While
most users reported fairly minor problems from use, such as insomnia (50% of last year
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users), some users reported potentially more serious physical problems, such as
'vomiting' (12%), 'inability to urinate' (10%), 'chest pains' (4%) and 'seizures' (0.8%).
Users also reported a range of psychological problems from use such as visual
hallucinations (9%), paranoia (8%) and depression (8%). Two per cent of last year users
were classified as dependent on legal party pills using a short dependency scale. The
extent of harms and incidences of more serious problems, suggest that stricter regulation
of the sale and use of legal party pills in New Zealand may be appropriate. <12>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2007293203
IN - (Wilkins, Girling, Sweetsur) Centre for Social and Health Outcomes Research and
Evaluation (SHORE), Massey University. Auckland, New Zealand
(125) Wood OM, Dargan PI, Button J, Holt OW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, et al. Collapse, reported
seizure - and an unexpected pill. Lancet British edition(1490).
Abstract An 18-year-old woman presented to an inner city London (UK) emergency
department in May 2006. She had been at a nightclub with friends and purchased tablets,
which she understood to be ecstasy or amfetamines, from a dealer. After ingesting 5
tablets, she collapsed in a nightclub and appeared to have a seizure lasting 10 minutes.
On arrival in the emergency department, she was agitated and had dilated pupils, sinus
tachycardia, and blood pressure of 150/51 mmHg. She was apyrexial (35.9 degrees C).
She had no significant past medical history and was on no regular medication. She was 1
of 7 patients to attend the department that night with a similar presentation. A serum
sample was obtained from her for analysis, in addition to treating her symptomatically
with intravenous benzodiazepines (4 mg lorazepam followed by 15 mg diazepam). After
12 h, she was asymptomatic and discharged with advice to avoid recreational drugs. 1benzyl piperazine (2.5 mg/litre) was detected in the serum sample by gas chromatography
with mass spectrometric detection. 1-benzylpiperazine is one of the piperazine family of
drugs, initially developed as veterinary anthelmintic agents in the 1950s. Its chemical
structure is similar to that of amfetamine
Notes: LA: English
AN: 20073096903
(126) Van L, Bertarelli OCG, Hayallah AM, Meyer H, Klotz K-N, Muller CE. A new synthesis of
sulfonamides by aminolysis of p-nitrophenylsulfonates yielding potent and selective
adenosine A<sub>2B</sub> receptor antagonists. Journal of Medicinal Chemistry
49(14)O(pp 4384-4391), 2006 Date of Publication: 13 Jul 2006 2006;(14):4384-91.
Abstract 1-Propyl- and 1,3-dimethyl-8-p-sulfophenylxanthine (PSB-1115 and SPT) were
used as starting compounds for the development of adenosine A<sub>2B</sub> receptor
antagonists with a sulfonamide structure. Since standard reactions for sulfonamide
formation failed or resulted in very low yields, we developed a new method for the
preparation of sulfonamides. p-Nitrophenoxide was used as a suitable leaving group with
well balanced stability-reactivity properties. A large variety of amines, including aniline,
benzylamine, phenethylamine, propylamine, butylamine, 2-hydroxyethylamine,
aminoacetic acid, and N-benzylpiperazine reacted with Nnitrophenoxysulfonylphenylxanthine derivatives yielding the desired sulfonamides in
satisfying to very good yields. The obtained sulfonamides were much more potent at
A<sub>2B</sub> receptors than the parent sulfonates. The most active compound of the
present series was 8-[4-(4-benzylpiperazide-1-sulfonyl)phenyl]-1-propylxanthine (11,
PSB-601) exhibiting a K<sub>i</sub> value of 3.6 nM for the human A<sub>2B</sub>
receptor combined with high selectivity versus the other human adenosine receptor
subtypes (575-fold versus A<sub>1 </sub>, 134-fold versus A<sub>2A</sub>, and> 278fold versus A<sub>3</sub». copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. <19>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2006331479
IN - (Yan, Bertarelli, Hayallah, Meyer, Muller) Pharmaceutical Institute, Pharmaceutical
Chemistry Poppelsdorf, University of Bonn. Kreuzbergweg 26, 0-53115 Bonn, Germany.
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(Hayallah) Faculty of Pharmacy, Assiut University. Egypt. (Klotz) Institute of
Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Wurzburg. D-97078 Wurzburg, Germany.
(Muller) Pharmazeutisches Institut, Pharmazeutische Chemie Poppelsdorf.
Kreuzbergweg 26, D-53115 Bonn, Germany
(127) Yarosh Hl, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects of Nsubstituted piperazines in the mouse. Pharmacology Biochemistry and Behavior
88(1)O(pp 18-27), 2007 Date of Publication: Nov 2007 2007;(1):18-27.
Abstract: Few studies have characterized the subjective effects of N-substituted
piperazines, but these drugs show potential for abuse in humans, and have often been
associated with MDMA ("ecstasy") in this regard. The aim of the present study was to test
the capacity of N-substituted piperazines to induce a head twitch response, alter
locomotor activity, and induce MDMA-like discriminative stimulus effects in mice. Various
doses of I-benzylpiperazine (BZP), 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP), 1-(3methoxybenzyl) piperazine (m-MeO-BZP) or meta-chlorophenyl piperazine (m-CPP)
were administered to mice to determine the effects on these behavioral endpoints. BZP,
but not its meta-methoxyl analogue, increased locomotor activity in a dose-dependent
manner; the phenylpiperazines and m-MeO-BZP only decreased locomotor activity.
TFMPP was the only compound active in the head twitch assay, eliciting a moderate
head twitch response which was comparable to that previously observed with the MDMA
enantiomers. BZP, TFMPP and m-CPP fully substituted in S(+)-MDMA-trained animals,
but did not elicit significant drug lever responding in mice trained to discriminate R(-)MDMA. m-MeO-BZP partially substituted for both training drugs. The present results
suggest that BZP has stimulant-like effects, and that TFMPP has hallucinogen-like
effects. Their structural analogues, however, do not share these behavioral profiles.
Further studies into the relationships between the N-substituted piperazines and MDMA
are warranted. copyright 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. <8>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2007443390
IN - (Yarosh, Katz, Fantegrossi) Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology Program, Emory
University. Atlanta, GA, United States. (Coop) Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences,
University of Maryland School of Pharmacy. Baltimore, MD, United States. (Fantegrossi)
Division of Neuroscience, Yerkes National Primate Research Center. Atlanta, GA, United
States
(128) Yoon KJ, Krull EJ, Morton Cl, Bornmann WG, lee RE, Potter PM, et al. Activation of a
camptothecin prodrug by specific carboxylesterases as predicted by quantitative
structure-activity relationship and molecular docking studies. Molecular cancer
therapeutics 2003;2(11): 1171-81.
Abstract: 7-Ethyl-1 0-[4-(1-piperidino)-1-piperidino]carbonyloxycamptothecin (irinotecan,
CPT-11) is a camptothecin prodrug that is metabolized by carboxylesterases (CE) to the
active metabolite 7-ethyl-1 O-hydroxycamptothecin (SN-38), a topoisomerase I inhibitor.
CPT-11 has shown encouraging antitumor activity against a broad spectrum of tumor
types in early clinical trials, but hematopoietic and gastrointestinal toxicity limit its
administration. To increase the therapeutic index of CPT-11 and to develop other prodrug
analogues for enzyme/prodrug gene therapy applications, our laboratories propose to
develop camptothecin prodrugs that will be activated by specific CEs. Specific analogues
might then be predicted to be activated, for example, predominantly by human liver
CE(hCE1), by human intestinal CE (hiCE), or in gene therapy approaches using a rabbit
liver CE (rCE). This study describes a molecular modeling approach to relate the
structure of rCE-activated camptothecin prodrugs with their biological activation.
Comparative molecular field analysis, comparative molecular similarity index analysis,
and docking studies were used to predict the biological activity of a 4-benzylpiperazine
derivative of CPT-11 [7-ethyl-1 0-[4-(1-benzyl)-1-piperazino]carbonyloxycamptothecin
(BP-CPT)] in U373MG glioma cell lines transfected with plasm ids encoding rCE or hiCE.
BP-CPT has been reported to be activated more efficiently than CPT-11 by a rat serum
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esterase activity; however, three-dimensional quantitative structure-activity relationship
studies predicted that rCE would activate BP-CPT less efficiently than CPT-11. This was
confirmed by both growth inhibition experiments and kinetic studies. The method is being
used to design camptothecin prodrugs predicted to be activated by specific CEs
Notes: Cited By (since 1996): 7
Export Date: 23 April 2008
Source: Scopus
(129)

Yoon KJP, Morton Cl, Potter PM, Danks MK, lee RE. Synthesis and evaluation of esters
and carbamates to identify critical functional groups for esterase-specific metabolism.
Bioorganic and Medicinal Chemistry 11 (15)O(pp 3237-3244), 2003 Date of Publication:
31 Jul2003 2003;(15):3237-44.
Abstract: In an effort to develop novel prodrugs for viral directed enzyme prodrug therapy
(VDEPT) approaches to chemotherapy, eleven esters and carbamates of o-nitrophenol,
p-nitrophenol, and beta-naphthol were synthesized and characterized as substrates for
rabbit (rCE) and human liver (hCE1) carboxylesterases. All of the esters of 0-, pnitrophenols, and beta-naphthols showed moderate hydrolysis by both rCE and hCE1.
Esters of beta-naphthols exhibited higher hydrolysis rates compared to esters of pnitrophenols by rCE. Of the carbamates, 4-benzyl-piperazine-1-carboxylic acid 2nitrophenol showed preferential hydrolysis by rCE compared to hCE1 with a
V<sub>max</sub> of 54.4 mumoles/min/mg, and a K<sub>m</sub> value of 1071 muM.
Substrate metabolism by a specific CE or inhibition of CEs by each compound depended
on several factors, including the types of functional groups and linking moieties. copyright
2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. <45>
Notes: DB - EMBASE
UI-2003270872
IN - (Yoon, Morton, Potter, Danks) Department of Molecular Pharmacology, St. Jude
Children's Res. Hospital. Memphis, TN, United States. (lee) Dept. of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, Univ. of TN Health Science Center. Memphis, TN, United States

(130)
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Protected B
Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances Scheduling (CSS) Working Group meeting
Wednesday, June 17th , 2009, 10:00-11 :30pm
123 Slater Street, Rm 305A
Present:
•

Suzanne Desjardins, Office of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

•

Bruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB (via phone)

•

Eric Ormsby, Office of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate,
HPFB (via phone)

•

Brittany Sauve, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB

•

Tanja Kalajdzic, Marketed
Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices
Division, Marketed Health Products
Directorate, Health Products and
Food Branch (HPFB)

•

Jocelyn Kula, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

Regrets:
•
•

Tiana Branch, Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTB, HECSB
Secretariat- Tiffany Thornton,
ODARS, CSTD, HECSB

1.
Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the group. In the absence of Tiffany, Brittany provided the secretariat
function.
2.
Approval of Agenda items
The "Process of Scheduling Assessment" was added as an additional item. The CSS WG
approved addition and the rest of the Agenda.
3.
Approval of ROD from May 13th
The ROD for the May 13 th meeting was approved by the CSS WG.
4.

Update on the status of activities
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Diane Allan, OCS' new Director and Cathy Sabiston support going to DMC with the scheduling
process shortly.
Cathy has already expressed her support of both the CSS WG and the formation of a CSS EAC.
CSS WG will be unable to proceed with confinning the scheduling process until it is clear
whether we will have an EAC. A memo to ADM, addresses the need for an EAC in the
scheduling process. OCS expects to meet with the ADM Paul at the end of July to discuss the
Scheduling Process and the EAC.
Actions:
>- Jocelyn to circulate deck and draft memo to ADM and CSS WG.

5.
Review revised draft of CDSA Scheduling Factors
Draft 3 doelLment entitled Factors considered when determining whether to add a substance to
one of the schedules of the CDSA reflects the proposed revisions that were discussed at the last
meeting and other CSS members' contributions.
Actions:
>- Jocelyn agreed to revise the introduction and to make small editorial changes. Tanja and
Brittany will send their changes to Jocelyn. Changes are detailed below.
Introduction
>- give examples of the different activities that the CDSA prohibits
>- differentiate between the Schedules on the CDSA and explain the considerations which
guide which Schedule a substance will be placed on
>- more fully explain the two step process of substances being placed in the CDSA then in
the Regulations
Proposed Description of each CDSA Scheduling Factor
• Factor 2: Chemical and/or phannacological similarity to other substances listed in the
Schedules to the CDSA
>- c. make "receptor-binding sites" as an example of pharmacodynamics ->
phannacodynamics (e.g. receptor-binding sites)
•

Factor 4: Potential for abuse and/or addiction liability of the substance
>- Addiction liability: replace "drug" with "substance"

•

Factor 5: Evidence of extent of actual abuse of the substance in Canada and internationally
>- Tanja to provide Jocelyn with examples of sources of data to detennine actual
abuse (e.g. prevalence, demand for treatment, mortality data, side-effects)
>- Brittany to provide an overall definition of abuse of any substance
>- The overall definition of abuse will be the first paragraph followed by the
definition of psychoactive pharmaceutical abuse
>- Last paragraph about substances without psychoactive properties (e.g. anabolic
steroids) will be omitted. The Committee agrees that a response of the reasons for
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

scheduling anabolic steroids should be prepared. For more information, Bruna
will send 3 journal articles discussing the issue of classifying anabolic steroids as
illicit substances based on their abuse potential/addiction. Jocelyn will send the
response to address a public inquiry about why anabolic steroids are scheduled on
the CDSA.

6.
Process of scheduling assessment
Currently 3 different substances (Salvia divinorum, BZP and TMPP, and
are being addressed for scheduling in OCS. These assessments had
commenced before the formation of the CSS WG. It is unclear at which point during the process
these should be brought to the WG.
it was agreed that it would be discussed at
As the S. divinorum assessment
the next meeting. Jocelyn expects to send Suzanne the draft assessment within the next two
weeks. Suzanne will distribute the document with the invitation to the next meeting. Suzanne
will extend an invitation to Robin MarIes from NHPD and will ask DG Duc Vu from postmarketing NHPD who should represent their office for this discussion on S. divinorum.
I

7.
Next steps
Next meeting will be held on Wednesday July 15th in Room A305 at 10-11 :30am - invitation
to be sent by Tiffany.
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5.19(1)

Re: BZP and TFMPP assessment proposal CJ
Suzanne Desjardins to: Brittany Sauve

2009-07-1509:02 AM

Hi Brittany,
Please make sure with Vlad that he understands this is not a contract but rather suggestions for his
proposal to us so that we can prepare a contract.
Thanks
Suzanne
Brittany Sauve/HC-SC/GC/CA

....,........,.,...
..~
... "
... u' ..
oil

"

··~~

Brittany
Sauve/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Vlad Kushnir·

2009-07-1508:58 AM

cc Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZP and TFMPP assessment proposalCJ

HiVlad,
Please see the attached contract with just a few minor changes (you will see we have changed office
names and directorates have merged).

SlP and TFMPP Assessment Proposal Letter VK ODARS Comts.doc

I am afraid that the largest hurdle we have here is the final date. I double checked with the Office of
Controlled Substances and this is the response that I received from the manager.
Not sure we are going to be able to wait that long. Just got a call from CBSA last week to say they had to
let another [amount] raw BZP go because the substance is not scheduled, and I am not sure ifyou saw
but there was another piece in the media last week...... .it is really up to you but my preference would be to
push for some happy medium as it is not like we are going to be able to schedule right after we get his
report..... .
JK

Jocelyn Kula
Manager/ Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division/ Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Now that being said, I am wondering if we can't complete the BZP portion of the contract first. So that
means that the order of the deliverables would be more like so ....
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BZP draft
BZP final
TFMPPP draft
TFMPP final

You will see that you have still will likely be gathering information for both simultaneously ... but we are
under the 'gun' now to do something about BZP. The only portion here will be the mention of its abuse
liability/ dependence potential with TFMPP. But we can also cross that bridge when we get there. I think
that the pharmacology, abuse liability and dependence potential of BZP are of highest importance.
I am in a meeting from 10-11 :30, but am free to discuss a plan of action. With this, I am hoping that we
can keep the original end date of September 11, if not even a little bit earlier.. .. say September 4th. That
would give you 3 weeks for the first portion with BZP, 5 days for our review and 5 days for you to correct
and provide the final. I think that this is totally doable.
Anyways, just let me know what you think .... so that we can hash out some new dates that work for
everyone and we can get this contract started.
Sincerely,
Brittany

Vlad Kushnir

~
~

Vlad Kushnir
To Brittany Sauve <brittany_sauve@hc-sc.gc.ca>

(.?.,..•..•.....
.. )... '.;.;.

2009-07-1303:04 PM

cc
Subject BZP and TFMPP assessment proposal

Hi Brittany,
Please accept the proposal letter for the BZP and TFMPP assessment contract. You will
notice that I have changed both the start date and the date of final report submission;
please let me know if this is satisfactory. I will wait to hear from you before I sign and fax
the proposal over to you.
Best regards and hope all is well,
Vlad[ attachment "BZP and TFMPP Assessment Proposal Letter VK.doc" deleted by Brittany
Sauve/HC-SC/GC/CA]
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Deleted: 13

~------------~

Suzanne Desjardins, Ph.D
Director
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Deleted:

Drug Strategy and

Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-4223
Fax: (613) 948-7977
email: suzannedesjardins@hc-sc.gc.ca

Dear Dr. Desjardins,

RE: BZP and TFMPP Assessment - Proposal Outline
I am writing this letter in confirmation that the stipulated contract requirements as
specified by Health Canada will be fulfilled in their entirety.
My role on the project~!tIJ-?~_~~J~lIows: (don't mention the SOW only because L ________________ ------technically. on short form contracts. they are not done. This was just so that you
understood what the project was about. People in administration will be confused why
you have mentioned one).

Deleted: as outlined in the
Statement of Work

1. Construct a scientific document focusing on the abuse liability and
dependence potential of 1-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine, also known as N8enzylpiperazine or 8ZP, as well as 1-(3-Trifluoromethylhenyl)piperazine
(TFMPP).
2. This document will build on knowledge from previous literature searches
completed by the Office of Controlled Substances and will incorporate
information from new publications, so as to provide an exhaustive and
comprehensive review of current scientific knowledge,._Jh~_~~~~~~r!t~iJL _________ ------provide complete information on the pharmacology of the above-mentioned
substances (Le. pharmacokinetics, receptor binding affinities,
biotransformation and elimination, pharmacodynamics of active metabolites,
human toxicology), as well as scientific evidence of abuse liability and
dependence potential from animal and human studies.
3. A draft of the document pertaining to information on BZP will be submitted to
Health Canada for review by August 24, with the understanding that this
timeline is based on a start date no later than August 3, 2009.
4. Another draft of the document pertaining to information on TFMPP will be
submitted to Health Canada for review by September 7,2009. Based on the
comments and feedback provided, an amended draft of the document
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Deleted: on the pharmacology
and abuse potential of the BZP
and TFMPP

5.19(1)

incorporating complete information on both substances will be submitted by
September 21,2009.
5. A final report will be submitted to Health Canada no later than October 5,
2009.

Please refer to the attached table for the estimated completion dates for each~~li~~r~~tE;._<-----{ Deleted: of the
(Just to be clear that the items listed above are not the deliverables. This just outlines
------{ Deleted: s
what you are going to be doing.)
~-----------'
I am very pleased and look forward to be working with Health Canada on this project. If
you require anything further please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

VI ad Kushnir, M.Sc.
15 Clarissa Lane
Hamilton, ON

L9A 1L 1
Tel (bus): (416) 535-8501 x. 6766
Tel (home):
Email:
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5.19(1)

Deliverables
Draft of the document on BZP
Draft of the document on
TFMPP
Draft of the document
pertaining to both substances
based on reviewers
comments
Submit final report
TOTAL

Estimated
completion
Date
24/08/2009
07/09/2009

Estimated
number
of hours

Ratel
hour

-

f---

-

f---

21/09/2009

Cost
3600
3150
1350

-

05/10/2009

f---

900

I

$9000
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Draft BZP assessment
Brittany Sauve to: Jocelyn Kula, Elizabeth Dussault

2009-08-21 03:33 PM

Cc: Suzanne Desjardins, Robert Hanson, Bruna_Brands

Hi everyone,
Here is the draft assessment of BZP's abuse liability and dependence potential. We have to have our
comments back to the contractor by end of day August 28th. To assemble all the changes into one
document, I would ask for your comments by end of day Thursday, August 27th. I know that this is a
quick turnaround, but this was also to ensure our internal deadlines. I have not had a chance to review
the document however, should we have serious concerns, we can always decide to meet to discuss.
Provided our comments are timely, the final version is expected September 7th.
Thanks!
Brittany

BlP Assessment Draft .doc
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August 21, 2009

N-benzylpiperazine (BZP) Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential
Assessment
Outstanding points that still need to be addressed

•
•
•

BZP has been shown to increase NE levels in cortical rat brain slices in vitro
(Szucks et aI., 1987).
Expand in the recommendation section how pharmacokinetic factors are
indicative of abuse liability.
Double-check if there are 'scientific' reports on BZP onset time of action.

Background

The compound l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine (also known as N-benzylpiperazine or
BZP) is a piperazine derivative, which has been initially developed by Well come
Research Laboratories in 1944 as a potential antithelmintic agent (1). Its use as an
antiparasitic agent however, has been quite limited due to its relative ineffectiveness, as
well as its ability to cause adverse effects in mammals such as seizures. In the early
1970's interest in BZP was again renewed when this compound was found to reverse the
sedative effects of tetrabenazene in rats and mice (Miller et aI., 1971 unpublished data
reported in (1), indicative of potential antidepressant activity. However, observations of
hyperactivity, involuntary head movements, and reduced reaction times in rats following
BZP administration indicated that the compound had effects similar to those of
dexamphetamine. Subsequent comparison studies between BZP and dexamphetamine in
humans revealed similar physiological and subjective effects between the two drugs
(1,2), leading the authors of one study to recommend that BZP be placed under the same
statutory control as amphetamines (1). In the 1980's, a BZP prodrug, EGYT-475 (Nbenzyl-piperazine-picolinyl fumerate), was also evaluated as a potential antidepressant
and eventually marketed in Europe as Trelibet®. However, clinical use was abandoned as
the stimulant-like properties of its metabolite and active component, BZP, made it
unsuitable for therapeutic purposes (3). Since the 1990's BZP has been increasingly
reported to be used recreationally, acting as the active ingredient in a number of designer
drugs or 'party pills'. Although BZP has been touted as an 'herbal' or 'natural' product or
in some instances marketed as a 'dietary supplement', it is in fact entirely synthetic, has
no dietary value, and is not known to have any legitimate medical or industrial uses.
Currently, piperazine derivatives such as BZP are also constituents of a number of
synthetic compounds that are used in the manufacturing of plastics, resins, pesticides,
antimicro bials, and industrial material.
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Pharmacology
Chemical Structure

Benzylpiperazine (BZP) is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative,
also known as I-benzylpiperazine, 1-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine, I-benzyl-l ,4diazacyclohexane, or N-benzylpiperazine. It has no stereoisomers and is available as
either a base or the hydrochloride salt. The base is a pale, slightly yellowish-green liquid,
which is corrosive and can cause burns. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid, which is
an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
Pharmacokinetics

The only study to examine the pharmacokinetics of BZP in humans has been
recently conducted by Antia U et al. (2009). It was revealed that in a sample size of 7
males, following the ingestion of a single oral dose of 200mg BZP the peak plasma
concentration (C max) was 262 ng/mL and it was reached 75 min (Tmax) post-dose (4). At
the end of a 24-hour blood sampling period, the BZP plasma concentrations had dropped
to 15 ng/mL. The clearance (reported as clearance/bioavailability) of BZP was 58.3 Lih.
The elimination half-life (tll2) was 5.5 hours.
The two hydroxylated metabolites, 3' -hydroxybenzylpiperazine (3-0H BZP) and
4' -hydroxybenzylpiperazine (4-0H BZP), were detected in plasma. The metabolite 3-0H
BZP reached a Cmax of 13 ng/mL at 75 min (Tmax) post-dose and 4-0H BZP reached a
Cmax of 7 ng/mL at 60 min post-dose (Tmax). Both metabolites were also detected in
plasma 24 hours after dose administration.
Biotransformation

The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined. The proposed
mechanism in rats and humans, as suggested mostly by the work of Staak and colleagues
(5) and Tsutsumi and colleagues (6), is that the BZP benzene ring is hydroxylated by a
cytochrome P450 isoform, producing the metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP. Until
recently, the CYP2D6 enzyme was a likely candidate, as it is important in the metabolism
of other piperazine designer drugs (7-9). However, research by Antia et al. (2009) has
shown that metabolism of BZP is significantly inhibited by inhibitors of CYP 2D6,
CYPIA2 and CYP3A4, therefore indicating that BZP is metabolized by these enzymes.
Interestingly,
it
was
also
shown
that
when
the
piperazine,
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP), was incubated together with BZP, the
metabapproximateolism of BZP was inhibited by nearly 60%, and in the presence of
BZP, the metabolism of TFMPP was inhibited by approximately 91 %. It was suggested
that such metabolic interactions between the two drugs can lead to elevated levels of both
and enhance their effects as well as increase the incidence of adverse events (10).
Following initial metabolism by the CYP isoezymes, the hydroxylated
metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP can be subsequently catalyzed by catechol-Omethyl-transferase (COMT) to produce 4'-hydroxy-3'-methoxy-BZP, and conjugated
into glucuronides and/or sulfates. It is suggested that both BZP and 4' -hydroxy-3'-
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methoxy-BZP can be degraded to piperazine, and BZP alone can be also degraded by
double N-dealkylation either to N-benzylethylenediamine or to benzylamine (5,6). Recent
research by Antia et al. (2009) however, has questioned this metabolic pathway, showing
that only hydroxylated metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP and conjugated
metabolites O-sulfate BZP and N-sulfate BZP could be detected and quantified in human
plasma and urine samples (4). Thus, this study further highlighted the need for
pharmacokinetic studies ofBZP with large and diverse subject populations.
Elimination

The' excretion of BZP and its metabolites has been examined in both animal and
human samples. Investigating the metabolism of BZP (5mg/kg intraparitoneal) in rats,
Tsutsumi et al. (2006) found that within the first 48 hour collection period, unaltered
parent BZP represented only 6.7% of the excreted metabolites, whereas 3-0H BZP and
4-0H BZP accounted for 2% and 25%, respectively (6). Similarly, Antia et al. (2009)
found that in human 24-hour urine samples approximately 6.0% of the total BZP dose
was excreted unconjugated, however, the metabolitiotes 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP were
only present in very low concentrations (0.11 % of the dose in total) (4). The total amount
of BZP and its metabolites excreted in the urine accounted for approximately 12.25% of
the dose administered, suggesting that BZP has low bioavailability, unless other routes of
excretion or strong tissue or protein binding accounted for the low recovery of the drug.
Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction

Baumann et al. (2005) examined the effects of BZP, TFMPP, and 3,4methylenedioxymethammphetamine (MDMA or Ecstasy) on serotonin (5-HTO and
dopamine (DA) neurotransmission in rats (11). In vitro analysis showed that in
synaptosomal preparations pre-loaded with [3 H]MPP+ (dopamine transporter substrate),
BZP induced a dose-dependent efflux of eH]MPp+ from the synaptosomes (EC 5o =
175nM), although TFMPP was inactive as a releaser of eH]MPp+ at concentrations up to
10~M. The dopamine uptake blocker, GBR 12909 significantly antagonized the release
of eH]MPp+, suggesting that the DA-transporter (DAT) is involved in the mechanism of
action of BZP. In synaptosomal preparations preloaded with eH]5-HT, TFMPP resulted
in a dose-dependent efflux of 5-HT, however, BZP had no effect on the release of eH]5HT in vitro from synaptosomes.
Through in vivo microdialysis methods, it was found that BZP administration
produced dose-related elevations in extracellular DA and 5-HT dialysate levels in the rat
nucleus accumbens, with effects on DA release greater than those on 5-HT release. This
inconsistency in in vitro and in vivo 5-HT release is comparable to those observed with
the administration of methamphetamine (12) and may thus indicate an in vivo interaction
between DA and 5-HT release. When BZP and TFMPP were co-administered, dramatic
increases in extracellular DA and 5-HT were observed. At the high dose of BZP/TFMPP
(10mg/kg, i.v.), there were synergistic effects on DA release and additive effects on 5-HT
release. Moreover, several rats receiving the high-dose combination developed shortlived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The fact that these drug-induced seizures occurred
after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for monoamine-
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releasing activity suggested that the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow
therapeutic window of safety.

At present there is no published research examining receptor binding affinities as
well as the pharmacology of active metabolites.
Human Toxicology

At present, a toxicological profile for BZP, including a dose-response relationship
and the median lethal dose (LD 50), has not yet been established. As BZP is often coingested with other 'party pills' or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that result
purely from BZP is sparse. Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study of
BZP toxicity have been reported, highlighting the possible symptoms that can arise from
BZP ingestion. The largest international cohort study to examine patients presenting to
the emergency department with symptoms ofBZP toxicity has reported that 30.3% of the
entire cohort of 178 BZP users ingested BZP alone (13). Of these individuals, 16.7%
reported confusion, 32.4% palpitation, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting,
and 29.6% seizures. Of particular importance is the finding that within this group of
individuals, increasing BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the
chances of having a seizure. Although the relationship between BZP intake and seizure
occurrence has been also reported elsewhere (11,12,14-17), this positive association was
observed when no other substance or ethanol were co-ingested. Interestingly, as seizures
were present in patients with both low (O.lSJlg/mL) and high (6.29Jlg/mL) plasma BZP
levels, it was suggested that BZP may act to unmask individuals who have a subclinical
propensity to seizures. Furthermore, genetic polymorphisms in the CYP4S0 system, as
well as differences in absorption, distribution, and elimination, could also contribute to
some individuals exhibiting dramatically different plasma BZP levels and hence more
severe symptoms. Those patients who co-ingested ethanol however, did not show a
significant correlation between the frequency of seizures and plasma levels, suggesting
that ethanol may reduce the proconvulsant effects of BZP.
Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more common than its use alone
(13,16,18,19), therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP mode of action are
in effect the result of drug-drug interactions. The following symptoms have been
reported when BZP is used in combination with other substances: insomnia, headaches,
nausea, tremors and shakes, dizziness, heart palpitations, shortness of breath, confusion,
vomiting, renal failure (20), short temper, anxiety, visual hallucinations, hyperventilation,
depression, inability to urinate, paranoia, sound hallucinations, blurred vision, loss of
appetite, feeling cold, sweating, increased libido, facial flushing, increased frequency of
urination, rapid breathing, agitation, decreased libido, uncontrolled movements, muscle
weakness, fever, diarrhea, pain, difficulty urinating, itchiness, chest pain, and collapse
(13,16,21,22). A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the
effects BZPITFMPP alone or in combination with alcohol, has shown that the
BZP/TFMPP combination taken either alone or with alcohol, resulted in such high
frequency, severity, and nature of adverse events so as to require the premature cessation
of the study (21). It was reported that the adverse events occurred with doses of
BZP/TFMPP recommended by the manufacturers (BZP 300mg, TFMPP 7Smg) and
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commonly taken in the community. A prospective study of 80 patients presenting to
emergency departments after BZP ingestion identified the majority of the abovementioned symptoms, noting that some had persisted for up to 24 hours after ingestion
(16). Moreover, it was reported that seizures occurred in 14 of the patients, taking place
on average 3.9 hours after reported ingestion, with a range between 30 minutes and 8
hours, and those who experienced seizures did not take more tablets than non-seizing
patients. Wood et al. (2008) reported on three cases presented to the emergency
department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type symptoms and features of
sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological screening revealed they
were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine samples (23).
The authors suggested that since dissociative-type symptoms are not typical of previous
reports of BZP toxicity, it is likely these symptoms were the cause of TFMPP taken in
combination with BZP.
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death
may be a likely consequence of ingesting BZP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol
(24-26). For instance, Balmelli et al. (2001) have reported on a particular case in
Switzerland of fatal brain edema after the ingestion of MDMA and BZP (26). Elliot et al.
(2008) however, reported on three cases where although the ingestion of BZP and other
substances was not the direct mechanism of death, across two of the cases BZP and
substances such as TFMPP, ketamine, ethanol, cocaine, amphetamine, and MDMA were
found in the femoral blood (25). The concentrations of BZP in the blood across the three
cases were as follows, less than 0.5mg/L, 0.71mg/L and 1.39mg/L, respectively.
Interestingly, these concentrations were consistent with concentrations published
elsewhere in non-fatal cases (0.02-6.29mg/L) (13,24), and were lower than in fatal cases
(1.7mg/L) (24). Overall, it is evident that the adverse effects resulting from BZP
ingestion, along with other drugs, can pose significant potential risks to users. However,
as many of the findings are related to polydrug use, interpretation of the findings specific
to BZP is difficult.

Evidence of Abuse Liability
Animal Studies

Evidence as to the abuse liability of a particular drug is most often derived from
conditioned place preference, self administration, and drug discrimination studies.
Examining the rewarding properties of BZP in the rat, Meririnne et al. (2006) found that
BZP induced a dose-dependent place preference, a phenomenon similar to other
psycho stimulants such as MDMA (27). When rats were pre-treated with a DA D1-like
receptor antagonist, SCH23390, and a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist, MDL72222, BZPinduced place preference was attenuated, indicating the involvement of DA D1-like and
5-HT3 receptors in the rewarding properties of BZP. However, a D2-like receptor
antagonist and a 5-HT2 receptor antagonist, did not affect-BZP-induced place preference
conditioning. The authors concluded that in light of the BZP-induced place preference,
which indicates that the drug possesses rewarding properties and thus abuse potential, it
is important to consider placing BZP under statutory control.
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Research looking into BZP self-administration has also shown that BZP has
potential for abuse. For instance, Brennan et al. (2007) found that drug-naIve and
untrained rats were able to acquire BZP self-administration with an acquisition profile
similar to that of cocaine and MDMA (28). Although there was a delay in the acquisition
of reliable responding when compared with self-administration by cocaine-trained rats,
BZP self-administration and significant preference for the drug lever was produced after
10 days of training. In a separate experiment when rats trained to self-administer cocaine
were substituted with BZP, responding did not diminish as with saline, but was
maintained for various doses of BZP. When the rewarding effects of BZP were further
investigated by pre-treating rats with the DA Dl-like antagonist, SCH23390, BZP selfadministration was attenuated, thus providing more support that the reinforcing effects of
BZP are DA Dl-receptor dependent.
Another animal study also examined the ability of BZP, TFMPP, or their
combination to maintain self-administration, but in rhesus monkeys previously trained to
self-administer cocaine (29). It was found that BZP was an effective reinforcer in all
three monkeys tested, maintaining i.v. self-administration at rates above those observed
for saline. When BZP and TFMPP were administered in combination, self-administration
was maintained but responding was less than that previously observed for BZP alone at
the same doses. BZP was also found to be an effective substitute for cocaine in selfadministration tests and generalized to amphetamine in a drug-discrimination task. As
these results supported previous drug-discrimination experiments indicating stimulantlike effects of BZP in rats (30), the authors suggested that BZP had abuse liability similar
to that of amphetamines.
Similarities between BZP and amphetamines have also been found in other lines
of animal research. Specifically, Baumann et al. (2005) demonstrated that BZP was able
to stimulate increases in rat nucleus ac cumb ens dialysate DA and 5-HT levels
comparable with those of methamphetamine (11), as well as induce dose-dependent
increases in ambulation, sniffing, and head-bobbing, similar to the effects of
amphetamines. Brennan et al. (2007) showed that acute treatment of both
methamphetamine and BZP (separately) were able to produce dose-dependent
hyperactivity and stereotypy behavioural responses and that repeated exposure to both
drugs resulted in increased locomotor but not stereotypy response (28). Moreover,
following a two-day withdrawal period, BZP pretreated rats demonstrated a sensitized
locomotor response to a low dose of both BZP and methamphetamine. The results
demonstrated that repeated exposure to BZP produced sensitization and crosssensitization to methamphetamine and it was suggested that BZP may in fact produce
neuroadaptations that are common to those produced by methamphetamine, as well as
increase susceptibility towards stimulant abuse. Lastly, Yarosh et al. (2007) had shown
that in mice BZP was able to increase locomotor activity in a dose-dependent manner
comparable that of S(+)-MDMA, but not R(-)-MDMA (31). In MDMA-like
discriminative stimulus tests, BZP also dose-dependently and fully substituted for S(+)MDMA, thus exhibiting stimulant-like effects.

Human Studies
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To date, only three clinical trials have examined aspects of BZP abuse liability. In
a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. (1973)
compared the sUbjective and autonomic effects of dexamphetamine and BZP within a
group of 18 patients with extensive multiple drug abuse experience (1). It was found that
both BZP 100 mg and dexamphetamine 10 mg were associated with significant increases
in systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate that were also
significantly different from placebo. The two active treatments were not significantly
different from each other in terms of these haemodynamic changes. BZP 100 mg was
also associated with increased papillary dilation that was significantly different from
placebo, however, dexamphetamine did not share this effect. Patients were also assessed
using a psychiatric rating scale with excitation and depression scores and a subject's and
a physician's questionnaire for amphetamine-like effects.
Neither BZP nor
dexamphetamine had any significant effect on the depression score, however, both drugs
were significantly different from placebo on the excitation score, the physician's
amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine score. There were no statistically
significant differences between the two active treatments. Furthermore, the fact that at
doses of 100mg of BZP and 10mg dexamphetamine subjects expressed similar liking for
the two drugs suggested that BZP had a 10-fold lower potency. On the basis of the
findings that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former
addicts, the Well come Foundation Ltd. decided against proceeding with further clinical
studies on BZP. However, the authors concluded with the following statement: "Supplies
of 1-benzylpiperazine are, however, freely available from commercial chemical
companies and it is advisable in view of this work that it should be placed under statutory
control similar to those regulating the use of amphetamines."
Another study from the Wellcome Research Laboratory has reported on two
clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers, examining
cardiovascular and performance outcomes from BZP and dexamphetamine administration
(2). It was found that both BZP at doses of 50 mg and 100 mg and dexamphetamine at
doses of 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 mg resulted in statistically significant increases in heart rate at
2, 4, and 6 hours post-dosing. Significant increases in systolic blood pressure were also
observed with 50 and 100 mg BZP and 2.5 and 7.5 mg dexamphetamine, whereas a
significant increase in diastolic blood pressure was observed only with 100 mg BZP.
Furthermore, both drugs produced significant improvements in an auditory vigilance test,
however, on performance tests of short duration such as tapping rate, hand steadiness and
arithmetic, there were no significant changes attributed to drug treatment. Subjective
stimulant-like effects were experienced by a proportion of subjects only following
administration of the two highest doses of either drug, dexamphetamine 7.5mg and BZP
100mg. The authors concluded that BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity
similar to dexamphetamine.
The only other clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of
BZP, rather measured a range of clinical outcomes such as driving performance and
physiological and psychological function of party pills containing both BZP 300mg and
TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with alcohol (21). The results showed
that BZP/TFMPP improved driving performance and measures of attention and vigilance
during acute testing periods of 3 and 3.5 hrs post drug intake, respectively. In accordance
with the two other studies, there were also statistically significant increases in pulse rate,
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systolic and diastolic blood pressure with BZP/TFMPP, a finding that was suggested to
occur via noradrenaline release causing sympathomimetic effects. Although the study
was prematurely ended due to a high rate of severe adverse events, the authors concluded
that party pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced
by improved driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty
getting to sleep.

Evidence of Dependence Potential

Animal Studies

Preclinical indices of a drug's dependence potential are very similar to those
indicative of abuse liability, involving behavioural animal models that examine the
reinforcing properties of the drug. These models include drug self-administration, drug
discrimination, and those assessing physical dependence through the manifestation of a
'withdrawal syndrome' following a cessation from a chronic dosing regimen (32).
The self-administration paradigm is the most widely used to investigate the
reinforcing properties of drugs, having great face validity and most often yielding similar
conclusions in human studies. A commonly used method for assessing selfadministration of a novel compound is to also substitute a dose of the test drug for a
reinforcing drug that is already maintaining self-administration at a reasonably high rate.
Brennan et aI. (2007) performed two different BZP self-administration tests in rats: one in
drug-naive animals and another in animals that had already been trained to selfadminister cocaine (substitution procedure) (28). It was found that drug-naIve rats
acquired BZP self-administration (0.5mg/kg/infusion) on days 11 to 15 of the 15 day
testing period (Brennan KA et aI., 2007 Behavioural Pharmacol). In the substitution test,
BZP at doses of 0.125 to 0.5 mg/kg/infusion was found to substitute for cocaine as
demonstrated by preferential selection of a lever that delivered intravenous injections of
the active drug. In drug-naive rats, statistically significant self-administration of BZP
(0.5 mg/kg/infusion) was evident on days 11 to 15 of the 15 day testing period.
Fantegrossi et aI. (2005) performed a self-administration experiment and a drug
discrimination experiment in rhesus monkeys, during which BZP was found to be an
effective reinforcer (29). For the self-administration test, a substitution procedure was
used in which monkeys (N=3) were trained to self-administer cocaine under baseline
conditions. When contingent saline was presented for self-administration, response rates
and the number of injections markedly declined. However, when presented with BZP at
doses in the range of 0.03 to 0.3 mg/kg/inj, response rates exceeded the vehicle control,
indicating that BZP substituted for cocaine. At doses of 0.1 to 0.3 mg/kg/inj, the
response rates were similar to those observed with the maintenance dose of cocaine.
Following sessions in which drug intake was high, animals exhibited signs of
intoxication, including stereotyped visual scanning around the room, involuntary head
movements, jaw chattering, bizarre body postures, and hyperactivity. In the drug
discrimination test, animals were trained to demonstrate their ability to discriminate
between a training drug and vehicle by preferential choice of one of two levers in an
experimental chamber. In this case, the monkeys (N=3) were trained to discriminate
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amphetamine (1.0 mg/kg) from saline. BZP, when administered 60 min before the
session, produced a dose-related increase in amphetamine-lever responding that reached
full substitution for amphetamine at a dose of 30 mg/kg BZP. The EDso for BZP was 9.3
mg/kg (±2.7 S.E.M), which was somewhat less potent than amphetamine (EDso 0.2
mg/kg). It was concluded that the effects of BZP in amphetamine-trained monkeys
strongly suggest that BZP will produce amphetamine-like effects in humans. Although
self-administration of drugs has been shown to covary with whether or not these drugs
share discriminative stimulus effects with a recognized drug of abuse in the same class,
this relationship does not assure that the effect that subserves trained discrimination is the
same effect that maintains self-administration (32). Furthermore, generalization with an
active substance known to cause dependence in itself is not necessarily indicative of
dependence potential.
A critical component of a drug's dependence potential is its ability to produce
physical dependence as observed through the manifestation of tolerance or a withdrawal
syndrome. Tolerance is defined as a decrease in response to an active substance dose with
continued use and may be revealed as a time dependent change in the dose response
relationship when physical systems have adapted during the course of chronic
administration. The occurrence of both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an
aspect of neuroadaptation, or change in homeostatic processes, that may contribute to the
development of dependence. To date however, studies investigating BZP-related physical
dependence have not yet been conducted. That is, assessments of withdrawal, crossdependence, and cross-tolerance studies are lacking.
Human Studies

In humans, dependence potential is estimated by examining several factors, such
as the drug's onset and duration of effects, subject-ratings of drug-liking and mood,
behavioural economic factors (choice of drug versus money), drug-withdrawal, and
tolerance effects. With the exception of one study which compared the effects of BZP
and dexamphetamine in former amphetamine addicts (1), human studies examining BZP
dependence potential are essentially non-existent. At present it is unclear whether users
develop tolerance to the effects of BZP with higher doses, as well as if there are any
withdrawal symptoms from long-term use. The fact that in some circumstances doses of
party pills (BZP/TFMPP combination) have been reported to be as high as 2500mg per an
occasion of use may be suggestive of possible tolerance-building effects, however, this is
merely a speculation (17).
Campbell et al. (1973) assessed the abuse liability and haemodynamic effects of
BZP in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, balanced crossover study in 18 former
amphetamine addicts (1). Three treatments were studied: BZP 100 mg, dexamphetamine
10 mg, and a lactose placebo. Patients were assessed using a psychiatric rating scale with
excitation and depression scores and a subject's and a physician's questionnaire for
amphetamine-like effects. Neither BZP nor dexamphetamine had any significant effect
on the depression score, however, both drugs were significantly different from placebo on
the excitation score, the physician's amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine
score. As there were no statistically significant differences between the two active
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treatments, demonstrating that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine, it was
recommended that BZP be placed under statutory control.
Examining differences between New Zealand's North and South Island
communities in harm experienced from BZPITFMPP party pills consumption, Wilkins et
al. (2009), had questioned households on several indices of substance dependence (22). It
was determined that individuals in the North part of the island rated harm to their energy
and vitality (20%), followed by harm to their health (13%) as resulting from their use of
party pills in the past 12 months. Individuals in the South part of the island however,
reported that the areas of their life most harmed by party pills were health (22%), energy
and vitality (18%) and financial problems (16%). Therefore, these results may indicate
that within an extended timeframe the use of party pills can cause serious distress in a
person's life. However the exact role of BZP without other drugs or alcohol is yet to be
determined. When asked about physical and psychological problems that resulted from
the use of party pills in the past 12 months, respondents in both communities noted
insomnia, tremors and shakes, nausea, dizziness, and heart palpitations as most
prominent, however it was unclear whether these symptoms were acute side-effects or
withdrawal symptoms, or withdrawal-related symptoms that have arisen from prolonged
party-pill use.
Finally, only one study has assessed individuals taking party pills as possibly
meeting criteria for substance dependence as determined by the DSM-IV (21). It was
determined that 6 of the 33 subjects studied (18.2%) showed psychological dependence
on party pills, whereas physical dependence, as determined by the presence of tolerance
or withdrawal symptoms, was present in 6 of35 subjects (17.1 %). As most participants in
the study reported taking party pills with alcohol some, most, or all of the time, it is
difficult to discern the proportion of individuals that would meet psychological or
physical dependence criteria only from the effects of BZP.

Recommendation

The following recommendation and final conclusion on the abuse liability and
dependence potential of BZP is based on numerous indicators which have been examined
on a tiered approach, from preclinical to clinical findings. It is concluded that BZP should
be considered to possess high liability for abuse for the following reasons. Preclinical
findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the elevation of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels, which is a common feature for psycho stimulants such
as amphetamines and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat
nucleus accumbens, an area of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and
associated with pleasurable feelings from drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts
via a mechanism of a highly reinforcing drug. In addition, animal studies have shown that
BZP produces place preference, is self-administered by both rats and monkeys,
substitutes for MDMA, is indistinguishable from dexamphetamine in a drug
discrimination task, and produces similar behavioural responses to methamphetamine.
Therefore, these studies have consistently found BZP to exhibit similar properties to
amphetamines and researchers have repeatedly suggested that it carries potential for
abuse. Although quite limited in number, clinical studies have also shown that BZP is
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liable for abuse, specifically demonstrating that BZP produces stimulant-like effects
similar to dexamphetamine in both healthy volunteers and former amphetamine addicts.
Pharmacokinetic factors such as a moderate onset of action and time to peak plasma, as
well as an elimination half life similar to that of MDMA, are also suggestive of potential
for abuse. While numerous adverse experiences have been associated with BZP intake
and may potentially limit the extent to which BZP is abused, the frequency of severe
adverse effects such as seizures is very limited and may be further subsided when BZP is
taken in combination with alcohol. Therefore, BZP-related negative side-effects may not
be sufficient to deter individuals from using the drug. Overall, there is sufficient evidence
to conclude that BZP is liable to abuse.
However, at present there is insufficient scientific data to conclude that BZP
produces psychological or physical dependence, therefore it is not possible to determine
whether BZP has dependence potential.
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N-benzylpiperazine (BZP) Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential
Assessment
Outstanding points that still need to be addressed
I

•
•
•

~

BZP has been shown to increase NE levels in cortical rat brain slices in vitro
(Szucks et aI., 1987).
Expand in the recommendation section how pharmacokinetic factors are
indicative of abuse liability.
Double-check if there are' scientific' reports on BZP onset time of action.

Background

The compound 1-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine (also known as N-benzylpiperazine or
BZP) is a piperazine derivative, which has been initially developed by Wellcome
Research Laboratories in 1944 as a potential antithelmintic agent (1). Its use as an
antiparasitic agent however, has been quite limited due to its relative ineffectiveness, as
well as its ability to cause adverse effects in mammals such as seizures. In the early
1970's interest in BZP was again renewed when this compound was found to reverse the
sedative effects of tetrabenazene in rats and mice (Miller et aI., 1971 unpublished data
reported in (1), indicative of potential antidepressant activity. However, observations of
hyperactivity, involuntary head movements, and reduced reaction times in rats following
BZP administration indicated that the compound had effects similar to those of
dexamphetamine. Subsequent comparison studies between BZP and dexamphetamine in
humans revealed similar physiological and subjective effects between the two drugs
(1,2), leading the authors of one study (m!t reference h~ato recommend that BZP be
placed under the same statutory control as amphetamines (1). In the 1980's, a BZP
prodrug, EGYT-475 ~-f>ehzyl-piperazine-picolinyl fume rate) , was also evaluated as a
potential antidepressant and eventually marketed in Europe as Trelibet®. However,
clinical use was abandoned as the stimulant-like properties of its metabolite and active
component, BZP, made it unsuitable for therapeutic purposes (3). Since the 1990's BZP
has ~increasingly 1?_~~.ll.reported tB-£!-.ti...beimr used recreationally, acting as the active
ingredient in a number of designer drugs or 'party pills'. Although BZP has been touted
as an 'herbal' or 'natural' product or in some instances marketed as a 'dietary
supplement', it is in fact entirely synthetic, has no dietary value, and is not known to have
any legitimate medical or industrial uses. Currently, piperazine derivatives such as BZP
are also constituents of a number of synthetic compounds that are used in the
manufacturing of plastics, resins, pesticides, antimicrobials, and industrial material.
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Pharmacology
Chemical Structure

Benzylpiperazine (BZP) is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative,
also known as l-benzylpiperazine, l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine, l-benzyl-l,4diazacyclohexane, or N-benzylpiperazine. It has no stereo isomers and is available as
either a base or the hydrochloride salt. The base is a pale, slightly yellowish-green liquid,
which is corrosive and can cause burns. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid, which is
an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
Pharmacokinetics

The only study to examine the pharmacokinetics of BZP in humans haG beeRwas
recently conducted by Antia U et al. (2009). It was revealed that in a sample size of 7
males, following the ingestion of a single oral dose of 200mg BZP the peak plasma
concentration (C max) was 262 ng/mL and it was reached 75 min (Tmax) post-dose (4). At
the end of a 24-hour l»o.ampling period, the BZP plasma concentrations had dropped
to 15 ng/mL. The clearance (reported as c1earancelbioavailability) of BZP was 58.3 Lih.
The elimination half-life (tll2) was 5.5 hours.
The two hydroxylated metabolites, 3' -hydroxybenzylpiperazine (3-0H BZP) and
4' -hydroxybenzylpiperazine (4-0H BZP), were detected in plasma. The metabolite 3-0H
BZP reached a Cmax of 13 ng/mL at 75 min (Tmax) post-dose and 4-0H BZP reached a
Cmax of 7 ng/mL at 60 min post-dose (T max). Both metabolites were also detected in
plasma 24 hours after dose administration.
Biotransformation

The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined. The proposed
mechanism in rats and humans, as suggested mostly by the work of Staak and colleagues
(5) and Tsutsumi and colleagues (6), is that the BZP benzene ring is hydroxylated by a
cytochrome P450 isoform, producing the metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP. Until
recently, the CYP2D6 enzyme was a:--th~. .Jikely candidate, as it is important in the
metabolism of other piperazine designer drugs (7-9). However, research by Antia et al.
(2009) has shown that metabolism of BZP is significantly inhibited by inhibitors of CYP
2D6, CYPlA2 and CYP3A4
. that BZP is metabolized
all three
~enzymes.

Following
metabolites 3-0H
methyl-transferase
into glucuronides

hy~xYiated·······~

initial metabolism by the CYP isoezymes, the
BZP and 4-0H BZP can be subsequently catalyzed by catechol-O(COMT) to produce 4'-hydroxy-3'-methoxy-BZP, and conjugated
and/or sulfates. It is suggested that both BZP and 4' -hydroxy-3'-

2
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methoxy-BZP can be degraded to piperazine, and BZP alone can be also degraded by
double N-dealkylation'ei~ to N-benzylethylenediamine or to benzylamine (5,6). Recent
research by Antia et al. (2009) however, has questioned this metabolic pathway, showing
that only hydroxylated metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP and conjugated
metabolites O-sulfate BZP and N-sulfate BZP could be detected and quantified in human
plasma and urine samples (4). Thus, this study further highlighted the need for
pharmacokinetic studies ofBZP with large and diverse subject populations.

Elimination
The excretion of BZP and its metabolites has been examined in both animal and
human samples. Investigating the metabolism of BZP (5mg/kg intraparitoneal) in rats,
Tsutsumi et al. (2006) found that within the first 48 hour collection period, unaltered
parent BZP represented only 6.7% of the excreted metabolites, whereas 3-0H BZP and
4-0H BZP accounted for 2% and 25%, respectively (6). Similarly, Antia et al. (2009)
found that in human 24-hour urine samples approximately 6.0% of the total .9nlL.BZP
dose was excreted unconjugated, however, the metabolitiBtes 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP
were only present in very low concentrations (0.11 % of the dose in total) (4). The total
amount of BZP and its metabolites excreted in the urine accounted for approximately
12.25% of the 2J)()mg dose administered, suggesting that BZP has low bioavailability,
unless other routes of excretion or strong tissue or protein binding accounted for the low
recovery of the drug.

Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction
Baumann et al. (~005)- examined the effects of BZP, TFMPP, and 3,4methylenedioxymethammphetamine (MDMA or Ecstasy) on serotonin (5-HTW and
dopamine (DA) neurotransmission in rats (11). In vitro analysis showed that in
synaptosomal preparations pre-loaded with eH]MPp+ (dopamine transporter substrate),
BZP induced a dose-dependent efflux of eH]MPp+ from the synaptosomes (ECso =
175nM), although TFMPP was inactive as a releaser of eH]MPp+ at concentrations up to
IOf..lM. The dopamine uptake blocker, GBR 12909 significantly antagonized the release
of eH]MPP+, suggesting that the DA-transporter (DAT) is involved in the mechanism of
action of BZP. In synaptosomal preparations preloaded with eH]5-HT, TFMPP resulted
in a dose-dependent efflux of 5-HT, however, BZP had no effect on the release of eH]5HT in vitro from synaptosomes.
Through in vivo microdialysis methods, it was found that BZP administration
produced dose-related elevations in extracellular DA and 5-HT dialysate levels in the rat
nucleus accumbens, with effects on DA release greater than those on 5-HT release. This
inconsistency in in vitro and in vivo 5-HT release is comparable to those observed with
the administration of methamphetamine (12) and may thus indicate an in vivo interaction
between DA and 5-HT release. When BZP and TFMPP were co-administered, dramatic
increases in extracellular DA and 5-HT were observed. At the high dose of BZP/TFMPP
(1 Omg/kK..i..~. .J. hi.~. . .Q.:r.. .GJ~.~h. .4mg? . J:'.J.§. .5P.t;.~.i.:fy, i. v.), there were synergistic effects on DA
release and additive effects on 5-HT release. Moreover, several rats receiving the highdose combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The fact that
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these drug-induced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the
threshold dose {in5:~htds,~_ dose here fin' rcierence) for monoamine-releasing activity
suggested that the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow therapeutic window of
safety.

At present there is no published research examining receptor binding affinities as
well as the pharmacology of active metabolites.
Human Toxicology

At present, a ttxi~gical profile for BZP, including a dose-response relationship
and the median lethal dose (LDso), has not yet been established. As BZP is often coingested with other 'party pills' or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that result
purely from BZP is sparse. Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study of
BZP toxicity have been reported, highlighting the possible symptoms that can arise from
BZP ingestion. The largest international cohort study to examine patients presenting to
the emergency department with symptoms ofBZP toxicity has reported that 30.3% of the
entire cohort of 178 BZP users ingested BZP alone (13). Of these individuals, 16.7%
reported confusion, 32.4% palpitation, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting,
and 29.6% seizures. Of particular importance is the finding that within this group of
individuals, increasing BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the
chances of having a seizure. Although the relationship between BZP intake and seizure
occurrence has been also reported elsewhere (11,12,14-17), this positive association was
observed when no other substance or ethanol were co-ingested. Interestingly, as seizures
were present in patients with both low (0.15~g1mL) and high (6.29~g1mL) plasma BZP
levels, it was suggested that BZP may act to unmask individuals who have a subclinical
propensity to seizures. Furthermore, genetic polymorphisms in the CYP450 system, as
well as differences in absorption, distribution, and elimination, could also contribute to
some individuals exhibiting dramatically different plasma BZP levels and hence more
severe symptoms. Those patients who co-ingested ethanol however, did not show a
significant correlation between the frequency of seizures and plasma levels, suggesting
that ethanol may reduce the proconvulsant effects of BZP.
Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more common than its use alone
(13,16,18,19), therefo;e ~e adverse events often attributed to BZP mode of action are
in effect the result of drug-drug interactions. The following symptoms have been
reported when BZP is used in combination with other substances: insomnia, headaches,
nausea, tremors and shakes, dizziness, heart palpitations, shortness of breath, confusion,
vomiting, renal failure (20), short temper, anxiety, visual/auditOly hallucinations,
hyperventilation, depression, inability to urinate, paranoia, ,mund hnllucinations, blurred
vision, loss of appetite, feeling cold, sweating, increased libido, facial flushing, increased
frequency of urination, rapid breathing, agitation, decreased libido, uncontrolled
movements, muscle weakness, fever, diarrhea, pain, {#ffiaH4y·"uflflftting, itchiness, chest
pain, and collapse (13,16,21,22). A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled
trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP alone or in combination with alcohot;···ha~···s-h{wvH
fH..rrt:..--t.-lie·-B-ZP+r·FMP..p.....~ination taken either alone or with alcohol. resulted in such
htg-h-frequen1BY, illlQ!;eyeritysey"~.r.Q. and nature of adverse events in all conditions, the fffi
4
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as--t:e--R~re the premattwe- cetlsation of the study was terminated (21). It waH reported
that··tlhe adverse events occurred with 0ral? doses ofBZP/TFMPP recommended by the
manufacturers (who arc the manuf~lcturers??) (BZP 300mg, TFMPP 75mg) and
commonly taken in the community. A prospective study of 80 patients presenting to
emergency departments after BZP ingestion identified the majority of the abovementioned symptoms, noting that some had persisted for up to 24 hours after ingestion
(16). Moreover, it was reported that seizures occurred in 14 of the patients, taking place
on average 3.9 hours after reported ingestion, with a range between 30 minutes and 8
hours, and those who experienced seizures did not take more tablets than non-seizing
patients. Wood et a1. (2008) reported on three cases presented to the emergency
department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type symptoms and features of
sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological screening revealed they
were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine samples (23).
The authors suggested that since dissociative-type symptoms are not typical of previous
reports of BZP toxicity, it is likely these symptoms were the cause of TFMPP taken in
combination with BZP.
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death
may be a likely consequence of ingesting BZP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol
(24-26). For instancd, l3!trnelli et a1. (2001) have reported on a particular case in
Switzerland of fatal brain edema after the ingestion ofMDMA and BZP (26). Elliot et a1.
(2008) however, reported on three cases where although the ingestion of BZP and other
substances was not the direct mechanism of death, across two of the cases BZP and
substances such as TFMPP, ketamine, ethanol, cocaine, amphetamine, and MDMA were
found in the femoral blood (25). The concentrations of BZP in the blood across the three
cases were as follows, less than 0.5mg/L, 0.71mg/L and 1.39mg/L, respectively.
Interestingly, these concentrations were consistent with concentrations published
elsewhere in non-fatal cases (0.02-6.29mg/L) (13,24), and were lower than in. .x.G.p.QIt.9.~.!
fatal cases_ (ca~e's' iU1urai but there is only one dose) (1.7mg/L) (24). Overall, it is
evident that the adverse effects resulting from BZP ingestion, along with other drugs, can
pose significant potential risks to users. However, as many of the findings are related to
polydrug use, interpretation of the findings specific to BZP is difficult.

Evidence of Abuse Liability

Animal Studies
Evidence as to the abuse liability of a particular drug is most often derived from
its pharmacologic'l} propclijes, conditioned place preference, self administration, and
drug discrimination anima I studies.
~lgY.?£'.~ll.m..t9.J)l{:lk~ m~~n here again ~Rl[~Fl:Y that the pharmacological action is in

:l..t.~S?ltp.~.r..1J..t..~~. .~lh.q.::;.G.J.1..0.~.!J..H.Y.:. :. .:. J.2/\. .rGIG.~~.Bg. .mJ.hG.. . N.!.\:.

Examining the rewarding properties of BZP in the rat, Meririnne et a1. (2006)
found that BZP induced a dose-dependent place preference, a phenomenon similar to

5
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other psychostimulants such as MDMA (27). When rats were pre-treated with a DA D 1like receptor antagonist, SCH23390, and a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist, MDL72222, BZPinduced place preference was attenuated, indicating the involvement ofDA Dl-like and
5-HT3 receptors in dIe ~arding properties of BZP. However, a D2-like receptor
antagonist and a 5-HT2 receptor antagonist, did not affect-BZP-induced place preference
conditioning. The authors concluded that in light of the BZP-induced place preference,
which indicates that the drug possesses rewarding properties and thus abuse potential, it
is important to consider placing BZP under statutory control.
Research looking into BZP self-administration has also shown that BZP has
potential for abuse. For instance, Brennan et al. (2007) found that drug-naive and
untrained rats were able to acquire BZP self-administration with an acquisition profile
similar to that of cocaine and MDMA (28). Although there was a delay in the acquisition
of reliable responding when compared with self-administration by cocaine-trained rats,
BZP self-administration and significant preference for the drug lever was produced after
10 days of training. In a separate experiment when rats trained to self-administer cocaine
were substituted with BZP, responding did not diminish as with saline, but was
maintained for various doses of BZP. When the rewarding effects of BZP were further
investigated by pre-treating rats with the DA Dl-like antagonist, SCH23390, BZP selfadministration was attenuated, thus providing more support that the reinforcing effects of
BZP are DA Dl-receptor dependent.
Another animal study also examined the ability of BZP, TFMPP, or their
combination to maintain self-administration, but in rhesus monkeys previously trained to
self-administer cocaine (29). It was found that BZP was an effective reinforcer in all
three monkeys tested, maintaining Lv. self-administration at rates above those observed
for saline. When BZP and TFMPP were administered in combination, self-administration
was maintained but responding was less than that previously observed for BZP alone at
the same doses. BZP I w~lso found to be an effective substitute for cocaine in selfadministration tests and generalized to amphetamine in a drug-discrimination task. As
these results supported previous drug-discrimination experiments indicating stimulantlike effects ofBZP in rats (30), the authors suggested that BZP had abuse liability similar
to that of amphetamines.
Similarities between BZP and amphetamines have also been found in other lines
of animal research. Specifically, Baumann et al. (2005) demonstrated that BZP was able
to stimulate increases in rat nucleus accumbens dialysate DA and 5-HT levels
comparable with those of methamphetamine (11), as well as induce dose-dependent
increases in ambulation, sniffing, and head-bobbing, similar to the effects of
amphetamines. Brennan et al. (2007) showed that acute treatment of both
methamphetamine and BZP (separately) were able to produce dose-dependent
hyperactivity and stereotypy behavioural responses and that repeated exposure to both
drugs resulted in increased locomotor but not stereotypy response (28). Moreover,
following a two-day withdrawal period, BZP pretreated rats demonstrated a sensitized
locomotor response to a low dose of both BZP and methamphetamine. The results
demonstrated that repeated exposure to BZP produced sensitization and crosssensitization to methamphetamine and it was suggested that BZP may in fact produce
neuroadaptations that are common to those produced by methamphetamine, as well as
increase susceptibility towards stimulant abuse. Lastly, Yarosh et al. (2007) had shown
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that in mice BZP was able to increase locomotor activity in a dose-dependent manner
comparable that of S(+)-MDMA, but not R(-)-MDMA (31). In MDMA-like
discriminative stimulus tests, BZP also dose-dependently and fully substituted for S(+ )MDMA, thus exhibiting stimulant-like effects.
;t.Y.IQ'y'~?:g . .fr.Q.!}} . .L!..G'p'G.n.(1..9..n.G.5:.:. P.Q!.~n.tj.~J.:: . .m.i.ght..\y.m.H. .!Q. .rt::.Q!~.qgLI?.'-1n1.Kmp..h.~
The self-administration paradigm is the most widely used to investigate the
reinforcing properties of drugs, having great face validity and most often yielding similar
conclusions in human studies. A commonly used method for assessing selfadministration of a novel compound is to also substitute a dose of the test drug for a
reinforcing drug that is already maintaining self-administration at a reasonably high rate
(ill1lli sub sti tlHiQ.!}jcs t ).
Brennan et aI. (2007) performed two different BZP self-administration tests in rats: one in
drug-naive animals 'J1~other in animals that had already been trained to selfadminister cocaine (drug substitution procedurete~) (28). It was found that drug-naIve
rats acquired BZP self-administration (0.5mg/kg/infusion) on days 11 to 15 of the 15 day
testing period (tQ.........G.~:.:.Brennan KA et aI., 2007 Behavioural Pharmacol). In the
substitution test, BZP at doses of 0.125 to 0.5 mg/kg/infusion was found to substitute for
cocaine as demonstrated by preferential selection of a lever that delivered intravenous
In drug naive raW, titatistically f,ignificant "elf
injections of the active drug.
adminintration of BZP (O.~ mgil;:ghnfusion) wm; eyident on day~1 11 to 15 of the 15 day
tes+in·g-·~

Fantegrossi et aI. (2005) performed a self-administration experiment and a drug
discrimination experiment in rhesus monkeys, during which BZP was found to be an
effective reinforcer (29). For the self-administration test, a substitution procedure was
used in which monkeys (N=3) were trained to self-administer cocaine under baseline
conditions. When contingent saline was presented for self-administration, response rates
and the number of injections markedly declined. However, when presented with BZP at
doses in the range of 0.03 to 0.3 mg/kg/inj, response rates exceeded the vehicle control,
indicating that BZP substituted for cocaine. At doses of 0.1 to 0.3 mg/kg/inj, the
response rates were similar to those observed with the maintenance dose of cocaine.
Following sessions in which drug intake was high, animals exhibited signs of
intoxication, including stereotyped visual scanning around the room, involuntary head
movements, jaw chattering, bizarre body postures, and hyperactivity. In the drug
discrimination test, animals were trained to demonstrate their ability to discriminate
between a training drug and vehicle by preferential choice of one of two levers in an
experimental chamber. In this case, the monkeys (N=3) were trained to discriminate
amphetamine (1.0 mg/k~rom saline. BZP, when administered 60 min before the
session, produced a dose-related increase in amphetamine-lever responding that reached
full substitution for amphetamine at a dose of 30 mg/kg BZP. The EDso for BZP was 9.3
mg/kg (±2.7 S.E.M), which was somewhat less potent than amphetamine (EDso 0.2
mg/kg). It was concluded that the effects of BZP in amphetamine-trained monkeys
strongly suggest that BZP will produce amphetamine-like effects in humans. Although
self-administration of drugs has been shown to covary with whether or not these drugs
share discriminative stimulus effects with a recognized drug of abuse in the same class,
this relationship does not assure that the effect that subserves trained discrimination is the
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same effect that maintains self-administration (32). Furthermore, generalization with an
active substance known to cause dependence in itself is not necessarily indicative of
dependence potential.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --.. . ·{~~!~~~~:::~~:~:i!:~~::(~:;:~:;:~:::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : J

Human Studies

To date, only three clinical trials have examined aspects of BZP abuse liability. In
a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. (1973)
compared the subjective and autonomic effects of dexamphetamine and BZP within a
group of 18 patients with extensive multiple drug abuse experience (1). It was found that
both QE!LBZP 100 mg and dexamphetamine 10 mg were associated with significant
increases in systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate that were also
significantly different from placebo. The two active treatments were not significantly
different from each other in terms of these haemodynamic changes. BZP 100 mg was
also associated with increased papillary dilation that was significantly different from
placebo, however, dexamphetamine did not share this effect. _Patients were also assessed
using a psychiatric rating scale with excitation and depression scores and a subject's and
Neither BZP nor
a physician's questjo~re for amphetamine-like effects.
dexamphetamine had any significant effect on the depression score, however, both drugs
were significantly different from placebo on the excitation score, the physician's
amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine score. There were no statistically
significant differences between the two active treatments. Furthermore, the fact that at
doses of 100mg of BZP and 10mg dexamphetamine subjects expressed similar liking for
the two drugs suggested that BZP had a 10-fold lower potency. On the basis of the
findings that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former
addicts, the Wellcome Foundation Ltd. decided against proceeding with further clinical
studies on BZP. However, the authors concluded with the following statement: "Supplies
of I-benzylpiperazine are, however, freely available from commercial chemical
companies and it is advisable in view of this work that it should be placed under statutory
control similar to those regulating the use of amphetamines."
Another study from the Wellcome Research Laboratory has reported on two
clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers, examining
cardiovascular and performance outcomes from BZP and dexamphetamine oral
administration (2). It was found that both BZP at doses of 50 mg and 100 mg and
dexamphetamine at doses of 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 mg resulted in statistically significant
increases in heart rate at 2, 4, and 6 hours post-dosing. Significant increases in systolic
blood pressure were also observed with 50 and 100 mg BZP and 2.5 and 7.5 mg
dexamphetamine, whereas a significant increase in diastolic blood pressure was observed
only with 100 mg BZP. Furthermore, both drugs produced significant improvements in
an auditory vigilance test, however, on performance tests of short duration such as
tapping rate, hand steadiness and arithmetic, there were no significant changes attributed
to drug treatment. Su11je~ stimulant-like effects were experienced by a proportion of
subjects only following administration o:f····the-··. t'tvoat the highest doses of either drug,
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dexamphetamine 7.5mg and BZP 100mg. The authors concluded that BZP was a
psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine.
The only other clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of
BZP, rather measured a range of clinical outcomes such as driving performance and
physiological and psyth~ical function of party pills containing both BZP 300mg and
TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with alcohol (21). The results showed
that BZP/TFMPP improved driving performance and measures of attention and vigilance
during acute testing periods of 3 and 3.5 hrs post drug intake, respectively. In accordance
with the two other studies, there were also statistically significant increases in pulse rate,
systolic and diastolic blood pressure with BZP/TFMPP, a finding that was suggested to
occur via noradrenaline release causing sympathomimetic effects. Although the study
was prematurely ended due to a high rate of severe adverse events, the authors concluded
that party pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced
by improved driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty
getting to sleep.

Evidence ofPhvsical Dependence Vatentinl

Animal ~.u:u!....!:Il:!m.~.l.!.l. . Studies
···························.p.r-i3Bhl:li-c·al-···-in-dices·····of..··a-····dfHg·'·~,.····dt.·pend€nee·····pHteHt-ial····a-re····v-i3-ry·····siluilar-····-te-···+he-s·e
ffit~-ef

abuGc liabil~olying behavioural animal models that examine tIre
properties of-the drug. "rhcf:le modelG include drug Gelf adminiotration. drug
dit 1criminatiol1, and thOtlC a,,:;c!:t:;ing physical dependence through the manifeGtation of a
'::-wttl::1(tr-awa+--SY·llilR3tHe-~-feU.ew.ffig a oem;atiOfl-from a ohro:1:110 dmling regimen (32).
:r.h·e...···s-e-l-f-adtn.i-flts-tration par-adigm----i:s the mont 'tyidely utled to investigate the
rei-Hft1-rc·ing··prftpe-rties·#)·f~gs·;····hav·i·ng· . gfeHt··.fi'we···v-alid·ity··and···fllEH;;t··often··yi·eJding···&i·milar
B-Bttelusiom; in human -s-tudicH. A commonly used metbod for aSdes.;ing Gelf
adminiAration of a nov'el compound L to abo tmbfltitutc a dOGe of the test drug for a
reinforcing drug Ihat it; already maintaining !lelf adminitltration at a rea:;onably high rate).
fketman--et--ah-+249+j-tJe-l:.ff»:rn.ed--t:we---different HZ}> nelf admin13tTation tests in rats: one in
drHg--·naiv-e····. .anl-rn·a-J·s···. ··ilRd·····-HHHthef-..-1:n·-·-aniuta-ls······that·····had--·a·lfeady·. . .bee·n····-trH·ined·"···ltt. .-s·elfadmini!,ter cocaine l:mhititution procedure) (~-It- W<H, fonnd that dmg naive ratn
acquired :AZP Belf admini:;tration (O.5mgllcg/infuGion) on day; 11 to 15 of the 15 day
tet,ting period (Brennan K.\ et aI.. 2007 Behavioural Pbannacol). In the t,ubstitution teot,
B-7.¥---af. . d-eses of 0.l25 .h-t·..-G-:-§......mgikghnfut;i<:m--wuu found to tlub8titute for eocaine...-as
de-m{mstr-ate-d···b:Y. . f}f~·f.eren{ia-l···-se·I~()tio-l1. . o.f··,a··lever-·-that. -de·liveretl-··i·nt-rtlv-enous. .in.jectlons···of
the-.. -ac-{1-v.e. . .drug.:. . . . .ln. . d-rug. .naive. . -ra-ts.,. . statistic-ally. .-s-igni.fi.e-ant. .-self.-adnli.ni.s-trat-ion. .{).f... g.Zp
«h-~~ eident on days II tolS of the 15 day tetlting period.
r'mHegrow;i et al. (2005) performed a nell' adminifHratioll experiment and a
drng-tlfs€.RffH.+t:atie+t:-e*1~inleHt--ift-fh.e.stt~·fHOfl:ke-yfr.;. .dttt:fng-whteft...gz.p..w-ag-found to be an
tm~~ve-·-ft~eff- . {29"k-..·Fef--thLL..St4f.. adtfHfl:ffitfat+EH-Hest-;.--a t..ubstituti 011 procedure v,"as
tls~\(l····i·ll····whi-Gh"·"·fno·nkey-s. ···(·Nc.c.3-}. . \vel:e . ···tFa·lHed·····k}····~elf"·adln·.Hi-stef··. c-E}€. aine····uHdef·. 'O'aseliHe
eonditiolb. \Vhen e·e·Htlngent "aline wat,-presented for "elf adminiGtration, response rates
and tbe Humber of lnjectiom~ markedly declined. HO'l'veyer, when presented with BZP at
~iHg
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4:t~:~-faHge-·-H.f-G-.+h1-te-4~g!H1:.h

regpOHf'e---Fatec exceeded the--vehicle control.

indi€·ati·ng··tha-t-·····BZP······su-hs+itu-te-d····for·····Gf)£a-in-e·,············At····do-s-es······of.···(Ll·····-t-o·····O·;·J·····nlg/k-gl-inj-~·····-the
re~;pome

rate:; '>'{ere t;imilar to thot;e ob"mTed v,:ith the maintenance dose of cocaine.
Ill?,"hich drug intake·WitS-- high. animals--exhibited "igns of
imoxical:ion, including stereotyped vl:;uaJ t;canning around the room. involuntary head
ffi&V-e-lfl:e-H:ts-,. . _·j-aw---€-haHering·;·-··hfz·arf-e-·-hody--ptrs{ffi'eS-,"--a:I-td'--frypet'a€:ti-vttY:--ffl- tile drug
f2e.l..I.ew.ffig~iOlU

d·j·sefi!ninHtion····+e-s·L·····aniH1:ill·s······\~i-e-fe·····-train-ed-····-to····-de·mons-t-nite·····-th<0tr····-ab·ili-ty···-to·····d·j·s-efi·JH·inate

oe-t·"veen····a····tra·ining-···{lrug····HHd···vehi-ele·····by-···pre.ferenti-al···-eho·i€·e····{l-f.··OH-e····o-f···two····-ltwer-s-····in-··aH
~\*f7€f".f.rn.t"'l*al chamber. .......J.tt.--t-hfs...-e-ase, the monkey:; (N=·J}-'Nere trained to discriminate
amphetamine (J.O mg/lcg) from t,a1ine. HZP, .,:vhen administered 60 min before the
frt:~SHtHH-;-17'Ff){tu€-etl-·-&-dt)-S€-r€'la~\7fI.-&e--.ffi...ftm·rh(;..fa±H:i ne lever re~lponding that reached
fH-lJ-f+Ul.:){:'l-t+tat:K:tR-:H*·-afH~tHffi.ffi.&at a dose 01'30 mg/kg HZ!>. The..gg~G for BZ}> was 9.3
lHg-.f..kg·····(+2·;-7···..s.·:·E·:·M};·,·W~t-····WHS·····SO·B:l~-\vhat····.Je·&~;·····p(}tent- . ··t·han·····aH:lJ::)hetanline·····{·Eg~·····O·;2
tH-gikg). ·.. Jt---was--t.~led that the effect; of BZP in amphetamine trained monkey.>
,;trongly ~;uggest that BZP Vim produce amphetamine like effects in hmnallB. Although
,;elf adl1li1l1:;tration of drug:; hew been dlOvm to covary with \vhether or not thEme drugu
st}aRLJ-i-st..'-f-imtna+i¥-e-Mtm-u·tus-efJectt; 'tvtth-a·-r-e€ognized drug of abuse-in the same cla~iS.
thi-s····fel-ati·~):I.ls:llip···d{:)t~N··-1}()t-··H·s~·Hre··th·at··th~···efl:ec·t··tl·la-t····subs-e:Fv-es-··-tfa-i'l·le-d-··di&C·fi-ll}lna·tion··-i&··t.ne
fmffi{·~....e.ffect

thut maintain,; ,;elf-aEi:mfflistration (32). Furthermore, generalization with an
ootive tJub"tance lmovm to CaUtiC dependence ill itself is not necessarily indicative of

dependence potential.
A critical component of a drug's dependtmc-e--potential--f&.-tt.s-·ability to produce
physical dependence as---·is observed through the manifestation of tolerance or a
withdrawal syndrome. Tolerance is defined as a decrease in response to an active
substance dose with continued use and may be revealed as a time dependent change in
the dose response relationship when physical systems have adapted during the course of
chronic administration. The occurrence of both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome
reveal an aspect of neuroadaptation, or change in homeostatic processes, that may
contribute to the development of dependence. To date however, studies investigating
BZP-related physical dependence in animals or humans have not yet been conducted.
That is, assessments of withdrawal, cross-dependence, and cross-tolerance studies are
lacking .
.J4t·ffJ-lan··-S,·udie:"i
·1·fl····h:umHns·~···d{~p-e~·ld-eHce····pHte·nli-a-l····is···-estiH}a·t{~d··by-··e*a-fniuiHg···s-e:veral····ta€·tHrs·;····such
a-s-4e---drug'L~ onJet and ·duration of etTecu, subject ratingG of drug liking and mood,
behavioural economi~ f~n; (choice of drugvenmn money), drug 'Nithdrawal, and

tHlt"'l'a-n:ee--e+f:et',ffi-;---W·ith-the--e·X:€-t'"I}{:teH of one t,tudy-w.J:H.e.h-cempared the effectn of BZP
examini ng BZ-ll
de-peH-d·eHce. .·p·ot-ent-ial···-an0···{~-S-S-e·I·Hl·al·ly·. non-e*i-s-tenC. ··At·. ·presenJ.·. it. ··I 11 llUma ns, it is unclear
whether users develop tolerance to the effects of BZP with higher doses, as well as if
there are any withdrawal symptoms from long-term use. The fact that in some
circumstances doses of party pills (BZP ITFMPP combination) have been reported to be
as high as 2500mg per an occasion of use may be suggestive of possible tolerancebuilding effects, however, this is merely a speculation (17).
Hoo-fie·:x·aHtf~-he tamimj-·-i·R--~t+)-rffi€f-. .amphetami ne -ittklict-s-(·--l-k human t;tudi es
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·-··--·. ·---···f:.a-Htf7~~·--t4-·al-tt·9-1.J.+~Hed--tf~se-ltah·i-H-t), and haemodYllamic
e:ne€-tF<·····Hf····B:Z.p.·····i·H·····il···-douhle-bhH~L·····p.J.a-eeoo···£H-ntFoUetL···halm:H:?ed· . ·£fHSOStW-er-····frtudy····-itl··-l·&

Fonner --amphetamine -~-s--t+t.

Three -treatmenU "vere ,:;tudied: BZP-l00 rug,

6~aru-plletamine

10 mg, And--&-l~~~lrrtientt; were Ansentled lwing a p3),chiatrie
rating f;cale v.-ith excltation and depres:,lon score:; and a t;ubject\; and a phYGician's

fJtK*'tiBttHatre. fet:-ampheh1-tni-ne-+ike effects. -N-ei-ther-B-Z-P-flof·-de_
~.i-gni.fi:t;'-ant- . ···etleel. ·. ·on. . . the·. ···depfetitiion······s€Hre-~······h(}weVeF~ . . . hHth . · . dfugs. . . ·wefe. ·. ·signifi€-antly
thfferent··.frO-Al··-p-laeebo. . on·. thc. ··exc·it:ation. ·sc·ore·;··. the····phys·.{)i·a:H·~·s····anlphetamine. ·. s{)o-f-e·,·. -and
fue.·--subj·eBK-iHH:J*let-atHffie-·*~-As--t-A:e-fe--'<Vere·-Af+-st-atitjtjcally nigni ficant differencen
bet\ycen the two active treatment::, demoH"trating that HZP produced Bimilar effeettj to
6t"S'('itmphef:aru-i*",-tt--was-""ft,"t'HilltHet.ttk't:l-t-l*tt--B-6P--I:){,"'-plaee~J--tttltk>.f--s-tatut()f)' c-eHffeh
("fHlS S'rUDY IS ALRr:AI)Y RF:POlrrr:D UNDl~R
ABUSE LIABILITY ... I HAVE
.\.!...-~.-------~~-------..-------.--~
.
~I AK[~N IT OUT I~J~TUiE.LXJ

Reports of addiction in users.
..............................Finally, only one study-has-assessed--indlvlcluals-iaidng-party-plils-as--po-ssIbly-meeting criteria for substance dependence as detennined by the DSM-IV (21). It was
detennined that 6 of the 33 subjects studied (18.2%) showed psychological dependence
on party pills, whereas physical dependence, as determined by the presence of tolerance
or withdrawal symptoJ1s~S present in 6 of35 subjects (17.1%). As most participants in
the study reported taking party pills with alcohol some, most, or all of the time, it is
difficult to discern the proportion of individuals that would meet psychological or
physical dependence criteria only from the effects ofBZP.

~
Formatted' Font" Bold
J
Reported harms in lJSt'rS
Examining differences bet~een --N~ew-·· Zealal1(Fs- -~North -.-and -Island --'~"~<-'-C';;;;;;;;i;d~~t~"Fi;;t"'ii~'~';"mo"'~~"'''''''-l
communities in hann experienced from BZPITFMPP party pills consumption, Wilkins et
al. (2009), had questioned households on several indices of substance dependence (22). It
was detennined that individuals in the North part of the island rated hann to their energy
and vitality (20%), followed by hann to their health (13%) as resulting from their use of
party pills in the past 12 months. Individuals in the South part of the island however,
reported that the areas of their life most hanned by party pills were health (22%), energy
and vitality (18%) and financial problems (16%). Therefore, these results may indicate
that within an extended timeframe the use of party pills can cause serious distress in a
person's life. However the exact role of BZP without other drugs or alcohol is yet to be
determined. When asked about physical and psychological problems that resulted from
the use of party pills in the past 12 months, respondents in both communities noted
insomnia, tremors and shakes, nausea, dizziness, and heart palpitations as most
prominent, however it was unclear whether these symptoms were acute side-effects or
withdrawal symptoms, or withdrawal-related symptoms that have arisen from prolonged
party-pill use.
Finally, only one t;tudy hat; atHiem;ed individuals taking party pilln as pmmibly
H·leetiHg--t!.fit-eFta·-"fu.F."~Hl(,-'-e-d·epe~---ffii-determineti by the DSIvl1V PI). It was
L

___

_

un

-

"h

South--•

det~·n·Hjn~d···th-at···{.l···,::)f···~te·~·-s-uhj-e·eh.···-s·tI:Hlied··..(l-R,··1-%tl···sho·wed···p-s·yeho-logi€a-l···depende·nee
[HI determit~y-the--pre:;ence of tolerance

fm---y+a-Rrpilh. where~pffial dependence.
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-{

(.:rf-w1·t:hdfav/al

f'ynlt~-·~nt

in A of:.;8.~effi+l-7.1(%).

i\S

mOtlt participanttl in

th~·····studY····f~pHft-ed····takiH-g····-pafty-···p-iU-s·····"vit-h····akohH}..···S01:H€\····-lnost-,····{)f··-·aU-···H·f.·-the····tifue·,····-it···.fS
~t·.....to

r-J1Y3ical

di3cern the proportion of individualG that \vould meet pGychological or
from the effects of BZP.

dependen€-e-~oHly

I ~
~·HHlUffid.a.tffi.n....Conciusions (I

think that this is overaU very well summarized!

Great work!)
Needs to be toned down a bit. \Ve have good evidence in animals but not conclusive in

h u~m1!1...c"-=-.Ma vbe...1JEl.k.:~ that <J..9al~
The following recommendation and final conclusion on the abuse liability and
dependence potential of BZP is based on numerous indicators which have been examined
on a tiered approach, from preclinical to clinical findings. It is concluded that BZP should
be considered to possess high-liability for abuse for the following reasons. Preclinical
findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the elevation of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels, which is a common feature for psycho stimulants such
as amphetamines and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat
nucleus accumbens, an area of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and
associated with pleasurable feelings from drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts
via a mechanism of a highly reinforcing drug. In addition, animal studies have shown
that BZP produces place preference, is self-administered by both rats and monkeys,
substitutes for MDMA, is indistinguishable from dexamphetamine in a drug
discrimination task, and produces similar behavioural responses to methamphetamine.
Therefore, these studies have consistently found BZP to exhibit similar properties to
amphetamines and researchers have repeatedly suggested that it carries potential for
abuse. Although quite limited in number, human clinical studies have also shown that
BZP pq. ~§..~.S.~.~:.~. . . ~lh.tJ. ~~.......lj.gJ?.iJ..i..t.yi!; liable for ablwc, specifically demonstrating that BZP
produces stimulant-like effects similar to dexamphetamine in both healthy volunteers and
former amphetamine addicts. Pharmacokinetic factors such as a moderate onset of action
and time to peak plasl1J.a,~well as an elimination half life similar to that of MDMA, are
also suggestive of potential for abuse. While numerous adverse experiences have been
associated with BZP intake and may. potentially limit the extent to which BZP is abused,
the frequency of severe adverse effects such as seizures is very limited and may be
further subsided when BZP is taken in combination with alcohol. Therefore, BZP-related
negative side-effects may not be sufficient to deter individuals from using the drug.
Overall, there is sufficient evidence to conclude that BZP is 1iable to abuGchas potential
for <m,use.

However, at present there is insufficient scientific data to conclude that BZP
produces p-s-yelte-l-egi€-a+-ef-physical dependence.:.,---tl:ler-t+fe.r-€-ft:.+s-not-po!.sible to determine
whetht:"!-r. B-ZP. ·has. dt:"!pende·Ht;e"pottAntial·
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N-benzylpiperazine (BZP) Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential
Assessment
Outstanding points that still need to be addressed

,

•
•
•

~

BZP has been shown to increase NE levels in cortical rat brain slices in vitro
(Szucks et aI., 1987).
Expand in the recommendation section how phannacokinetic factors are
indicative of abuse liability.
Double-check if there are 'scientific' reports on BZP onset time of action.

Background
The compound I-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine (also known as N-benzylpiperazine or
BZP) is a piperazine derivative, which has been initially developed by Wellcome
Research Laboratories in 1944 as a potential antithelmintic agent (1). Its use as an
antiparasitic agent however, has been quite limited due to its relative ineffectiveness, as
well as its ability to cause adverse effects in mammals such as seizures.
In the early 1970's interest in BZP was again renewed when this compound was found to
reverse the sedative effects of tetrabenazene in rats and mice (Miller et a1., 1971
unpublished data reported in (1), indicative of potential antidepressant activity. However,
observations of hyperactivity, involuntary head movements, and reduced reaction times
in rats following BZP administration indicated that the compound had effects similar to
those of dexamphetamine. Subsequent comparison studies between BZP and
dexamphetamine in humans revealed similar physiological and subjective effects
between the two drugs (1,2), leading the authors of one study to recommend that BZP be
placed under the samelstattftory control as amphetamines (1).
In the 1980's, a BZP prodrug, EGYT -475 (N-benzyl-piperazine-picolinyl fumerate), was
also evaluated as a potential antidepressant and eventually marketed in Europe as
Trelibet®. However, clinical use was abandoned as the stimulant-like properties of its
metabolite and active component, BZP, made it unsuitable for therapeutic purposes (3).
Since the 1990's BZP has been increasingly reported to be used recreationally and is
kno\vn to bc::-ae~ the active ingredient in a number of designer drugs or 'party pills'.

Although BZP has been touted as an 'herbal' or 'natural' product or in some instances
marketed as a 'dietary supplement', it is in fact entirely synthetic, has no dietary value,
and is not ~2;~~?t!~~t\~X~"~~xJ@.g~#m~~]m~~~9~~~q~c:9}~~~~~t.t~!!~~~lYJJ~~~~~~~j~~<--" --derivatives such as BZP are also constituents of a number of synthetic compounds that --<"
are used in the manufacturing of plastics, resins, pesticides, antimicrobials, and industrial
material.
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Pharmacology
Chemical Structure
Benzylpiperazine (BZP) is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative,
also known as I-benzylpiperazine, l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine, I-benzyl-I,4diazacyclohexane, or N-benzylpiperazine. It has no stereo isomers and is available as
either a base or the hydrochloride salt. The base is a pale, slightly yellowish-green liquid,
which is corrosive and can cause burns. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid, which is
an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
Pharmacokinetics
The only studr to examine the phannacokinetics of BZP in humans has been
recently conducted by An~ U et al. (2009). It was revealed that in a sample size of 7
males, MlHwtHg;-H-H:~ingestion of a single oral dose of 200mg BZP !es!!l~d i.11 a~ peak
plasma concentration (Crnax) .Qt~ 262 ng/mL~ and it 'sas reached £lL75 min (Tmax) postdose (4). At the end of a 24-hour blood sampling period, the BZP plasma concentrations
had dropped to 15 ng/mL. The clearance (reported as clearancelbioavailability) of BZP
was 58.3 L/h. The elimination half-life (tll2) was 5.5 hours.
The two hydroxylated metabolites, 3' -hydroxybenzylpiperazine (3-0H BZP) and
4' -hydroxybenzylpiperazine (4-0H BZP), were detected in plasma. The metabolite 3-0H
BZP reached a C max of 13 nglmL at 75 min (Trnax) post-dose and 4-0H BZP reached a
Crnax of 7 nglmL at 60 min post-dose (Tmax). Both metabolites were also detected in
plasma 24 hours after dose administration.!

Biotransformation
The exact metabolic pathway ofBZP has not yet been fully defmed. The proposed
mechanism in rats and humans, as suggested mostly by the work of Staak and colleagues
(5) and Tsutsumi and colleagues (6), is that the BZP benzene ring is hydroxylated by a
cytochrome P450 isofonn, producing the metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP. Until
recently, the CYP2D6 enzyme was a likely candidate, as it is important in the metabolism
of other piperazine designer drugs (7-9). However, research by Antia et al. (2009) has
shown that metabolism of BZP is significantly inhibited by inhibitors of CYP 2D6,
CYPIA2 and CYP3A4, therefore indicating that BZP is metabolized by these enzymes.
Interestingly,
it I ~
also
shown
that
when
the
piperazine,
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP), was incubated together with BZP, the
metabapproximateolism of BZP was inhibited by nearly 60%, and in the presence of
BZP, the metabolism of TFMPP was inhibited by approximately 91 %. It was suggested
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that such metab~lic in~er~ons bet~een the tw~ d~gs can lead to elevated levels lofboth
and enhance theIr effects as well as Increase the IncIdence of adverse events (l0). !
Following initial metabolism by the CYP isoezymes, the hydroxylated
metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP can be subsequently catalyzed by catechol-Omethyl-transferase (COMT) to produce 4' -hydroxy-3' -methoxy-BZP, and conjugated
into glucuronides and/or sulfates. It is suggested that both BZP and 4'-hydroxy-3'methoxy-BZP can be degraded to piperazine, and BZP alone can be also degraded by
double N-dealkylation either to N-benzylethylenediamine or to benzylamine (5,6). Recent
research by Antia et al. (2009) however, has questioned this metabolic pathway, showing
that only hydroxylated metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP and conjugated
metabolites O-sulfate BZP and N-sulfate BZP could be detected and quantified in human
plasma and urine samples (4). Thus, this study has further highlighted the need for
pharmacokinetic studies of BZP with large and diverse subject populations.
Elimination
The excretion of BZP and its metabolites has been examined in both animal and
human samples. Investigating the metabolism of BZP (5mg/kg intraparitoneal) in rats,
Tsutsumi et al. (2006) found that within the first 48 hour collection period, unaltered
parent BZP represented only 6.7% of the excreted metabolites, whereas 3-0H BZP and
4-0H BZP accounted for 2% and 25%, respectively (6). Similarly, Antia et al. (2009)
found that in human 24-hour urine samples approximately 6.0% of the total BZP dose
was excreted unconjugated, however, the metabolitiotes 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP were
only present in very 1<yN &lijcentrations (O.ll % of the dose in total) (4). The total amount
of BZP and its metabolites excreted in the urine accounted for approximately 12.25% of
the dose administered, suggesting that BZP has low bioavailability, unless other routes of
excretion or strong tissue or protein binding accounted for the low recovery of the drug.
Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction
Baumann et al. (2005) examined the effects of BZP, TFMPP, and 3,4methylenedioxymethammphetamine (MDMA or Ecstasy) on serotonin (5-HTO and
dopamine (DA) neurotransmission in rats (11). In vitro analysis showed that in
synaptosomal preparations pre-loaded with eH]MPp+ (dopamine transporter substrate),
BZP induced a dose-dependent efflux of eH]MPp+ from the synaptosomes (EC so =
l75nM), although TFMPP was inactive as a releaser of eH]MPp+ at concentrations up to
101lM. The dopamine uptake blocker, GBR 12909 significantly antagonized the release
of eH]MPp+, suggesting that the DA-transporter (DAT) is involved in the mechanism of
action of BZP. In synaptosomal preparations preloaded with eH]5-HT, TFMPP resulted
in a dose-dependent efflux of 5-HT, however, BZP had no effect on the release of eH]5HT in vitro from synaptosomes.
Through in vivo microdialysis methods, it was found that BZP administration
produced dose-related elevations in extracellular DA and 5-HT dialysate levels in the rat
nucleus accumbens, with effects on DA release greater than those on 5-HT release. This
inconsistency in in vitro and in vivo 5-HT release is comparable to those observed with
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the administration of methamphetamine (12) and may thus indicate an in vivo interaction
between DA and 5-HT release. When BZP and TFMPP were co-administered, dramatic
increases in extracellular DA and 5-HT were observed. At the high dose of BZPffFMPP
(10mg/kg, i.v.), there were synergistic effects on DA release and additive effects on 5-HT
release. Moreover, several rats receiving the high-dose combination developed shortlived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The fact that these drug-induced seizures occurred
after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for monoaminereleasing activity suggest:'!.i::>d that the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow
therapeutic window of safety.
I

~

At present there is no published research examining receptor binding affinities tffl
H,'elJ.··(:I';,,'··orjhe pharmacology of active metabolites.
Human Toxicology
At present, a toxicological profile for BZP, including a dose-response relationship
and the median lethal dose (LDso), has not yet been established. As BZP is often coingested with other 'party pills' or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that result
purely from BZP is sparse. Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study of
BZP toxicity have been reported, highlighting the possible symptoms that can arise from
BZP ingestion. The largest international cohort study to examine patients presenting to
the emergency department with symptoms ofBZP toxicity has reported that 30.3% of the
entire cohort of 178 BZP users ingested BZP alone (13). Of these individuals, 16.7%
reported confusion, 32.4% palpitation, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting,
and 29.6% seizures. Of particular importance is the finding that within this group of
individuals, increasing BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the
chances of having a seizure. Although the relationship between BZP intake and seizure
occurrence has been also reported elsewhere (11,12,14-17), this positive association was
observed when no other substance or ethanol were co-ingested. Interestingly, as seizures
were present in patients with both low (O.l5~glmL) and high (6.29~glmL) plasma BZP
levels, it was suggested that BZP may act to unmask individuals who have a subclinical
propensity to seizures. Furthermore, genetic polymorphisms in the CYP450 system, as
well as differences iflla~tion, distribution, and elimination, could also contribute to
some individuals exhibiting dramatically different plasma BZP levels and hence more
severe symptoms. Those patients who co-ingested ethanol however, did not show a
significant correlation between the frequency of seizures and plasma levels, suggesting
that ethanol may reduce the proconvulsant effects ofBZP.
Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more common than its use alone
(13,16,18,19), therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP mode of action are
in effect the result of drug-drug interactions. The following symptoms have been
reported when BZP is used in combination with other substances: insomnia, headaches,
nausea, tremors and shakes, dizziness, heart palpitations, shortness of breath, confusion,
vomiting, renal failure (20), short temper, anxiety, visual hallucinations, hyperventilation,
depression, inability to urinate, paranoia, sound hallucinations, blurred vision, loss of
appetite, feeling cold, sweating, increased libido, facial flushing, increased frequency of
urination, rapid breathing, agitation, decreased libido, uncontrolled movements, muscle
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weakness, fever, diarrhea, pain, difficulty urinating, itchiness, chest pain, and collapse
(13,16,21,22). A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the
effects BZPITFMPP alone or in combination with alcohol, has shown that the
BZP/TFMPP combination taken either alone or with alcohol, resulted in such high
frequency, severity, and nature of adverse events so as to require the premature cessation
of the study (21). It was reported that the adverse events occurred with doses of
BZP/TFMPP recommended by the manufacturers (BZP 300mg, TFMPP 75mg) and
commonly taken in the community. A prospective study of 80 patients presenting to
emergency departments after BZP ingestion identified the majority of the abovementioned symptoms, noting that some had persisted for up to 24 hours after ingestion
(16). Moreover, it was reported that seizures occurred in 14 of the patients, taking place
on average 3.9 hours after reported ingestion, with a range between 30 minutes and 8
hours, and those who experienced seizures did not take more tablets than non-seizing
patients. Wood et al. (2008) reported on three cases presented to the emergency
department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type symptoms and features of
sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological screening revealed they
were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine samples (23).
The authors suggested that since dissociative-type symptoms are not typical of previous
reports of BZP toxici!'y, ~s likely these symptoms were the cause of TFMPP taken in
combination with BZP.
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death
may be a likely consequence of ingesting BZP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol
(24-26). For instance, Balmelli et al. (2001) have reported on a particular case in
Switzerland of fatal brain edema after the ingestion of MDMA and BZP (26). Elliot et al.
(2008) however, reported on three cases where although the ingestion of BZP and other
substances was not the direct mechanism of death, across two of the cases BZP and
substances such as TFMPP, ketamine, ethanol, cocaine, amphetamine, and MDMA were
found in the femoral blood (25). The concentrations ofBZP in the blood across the three
cases were as follows, less than 0.5mg/L, 0.71mg/L and 1.39mg/L, respectively.
Interestingly, these concentrations were consistent with concentrations published
elsewhere in non-fatal cases (0.02-6.29mg/L) (13,24), and were lower than in fatal cases
(1.7mg/L) (24). Overall, it is evident that the adverse effects resulting from BZP
ingestion, along with other drugs, can pose significant potential risks to users. However,
as many of the findings are related to polydrug use, interpretation of the fmdings specific
to BZP is difficult.

Evidence of Abuse Liability

Animal Studies
Evidence as to the abuse liability of a particular drug is most often derived from
conditioned place prlf~ce, self administration, and drug discrimination studies.
Examining the rewarding properties of BZP in the rat, Meririnne et al. (2006) found that
BZP induced a dose-dependent place preference, a phenomenon similar to other
psychostimulants such as MDMA (27). When rats were pre-treated with a DA D1-like
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receptor antagonist, ~HiJ390, and a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist, MDL72222, BZPinduced place preference was attenuated, indicating the involvement of DA Dl-like and
5-HT3 receptors in the rewarding properties of BZP. However, a D2-like receptor
antagonist and a 5-HT2 receptor antagonist, did not affect-BZP-induced place preference
conditioning. The authors concluded that in light of the BZP-induced place preference,
which indicates that the drug possesses rewarding properties and thus abuse potential, it
is important to consider placing BZP under statutory control.
Research looking into BZP self-administration has also shown that BZP has
potential for abuse. For instance, Brennan et al. (2007) found that drug-naive and
untrained rats were able to acquire BZP self-administration with an acquisition profile
similar to that of cocaine and MDMA (28). Although there was a delay in the acquisition
of reliable responding when compared with self-administration by cocaine-trained rats,
BZP self-administration and significant preference for the drug lever was produced after
10 days of training. In a separate experiment when rats trained to self-administer cocaine
were substituted with BZP, responding did not diminish as with saline, but was
maintained for various doses of BZP. When the rewarding effects of BZP were further
investigated by pre-treating rats with the DA Dl-like antagonist, SCH23390, BZP selfadministration was attenuated, thus providing more support that the reinforcing effects of
BZP are DA Dl-receptor dependent.
Another animal study also examined the ability of BZP, TFMPP, or their
combination to maintain self-administration, but in rhesus monkeys previously trained to
self-administer cocaine (29). It was found that BZP was an effective reinforcer in all
three monkeys tested, maintaining i.v. self-administration at rates above those observed
for saline. When BZP and TFMPP were administered in combination, self-administration
was maintained but r~p5fMing was less than that previously observed for BZP alone at
the same doses. BZP was also found to be an effective substitute for cocaine in selfadministration tests and generalized to amphetamine in a drug-discrimination task. As
these results supported previous drug-discrimination experiments indicating stimulantlike effects ofBZP in rats (30), the authors suggested that BZP had abuse liability similar
to that of amphetamines.
Similarities between BZP and amphetamines have also been found in other lines
of animal research. Specifically, Baumann et al. (2005) demonstrated that BZP was able
to stimulate increases in rat nucleus accumbens dialysate DA and 5-HT levels
comparable with those of methamphetamine (11), as well as induce dose-dependent
increases in ambulation, sniffing, and head-bobbing, similar to the effects of
amphetamines. Brennan et al. (2007) showed that acute treatment of both
methamphetamine and BZP (separately) were able to produce dose-dependent
hyperactivity and stereotypy behavioural responses and that repeated exposure to both
drugs resulted in increased locomotor but not stereotypy response (28). Moreover,
following a two-day withdrawal period, BZP pretreated rats demonstrated a sensitized
locomotor response to a low dose of both BZP and methamphetamine. The results
demonstrated that repeated exposure to BZP produced sensitization and crosssensitization to methamphetamine and it was suggested that BZP may in fact produce
neuroadaptations that are common to those produced by methamphetamine, as well as
increase susceptibility towards stimulant abuse. Lastly, Yarosh et al. (2007) had shown
that in mice BZP was able to increase locomotor activity in a dose-dependent manner
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comparable that of S(+)-MDMA, but not R(-)-MDMA (31). In MDMA-like
discriminative stimulus tests, BZP also dose-dependently and fully substituted for S(+)MDMA, thus exhibiting stimulant-like effects.

Human Studies

To date, only three clinical trials have examined aspects ofBZP abuse liability. In
a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. (1973)
compared the subjective and autonomic effects of dexamphetamine and BZP within a
group of 18 patients vlit~tensive multiple drug abuse experience (1). It was found that
both BZP 100 mg and dexamphetamine 10 mg were associated with significant increases
in systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate that were also
significantly different from placebo. The two active treatments were not significantly
different from each other in terms of these haemodynamic changes. BZP 100 mg was
also associated with increased papillary dilation that was significantly different from
placebo, however, dexamphetamine did not share this effect. Patients were also assessed
using a psychiatric rating scale with excitation and depression scores and a subject's and
a physician's questionnaire for amphetamine-like effects.
Neither BZP nor
dexamphetamine had any significant effect on the depression score, however, both drugs
were significantly different from placebo on the excitation score, the physician's
amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine score. There were no statistically
significant differences between the two active treatments. Furthermore, the fact that at
doses of 100mg of BZP and 10mg dexamphetamine subjects expressed similar liking for
the two drugs suggested that BZP had a 10-fold lower potency. On the basis of the
findings that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former
addicts, the Wellcome Foundation Ltd. decided against proceeding with further clinical
studies on BZP. However, the authors concluded with the following statement: "Supplies
of I-benzylpiperazine are, however, freely available from commercial chemical
companies and it is advisable in view of this work that it should be placed under statutory
control similar to those regulating the use of amphetamines."
Another study from the Wellcome Research Laboratory has reported on two
clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers, examining
cardiovascular and performance outcomes from BZP and dexamphetamine administration
(2). It was found that~ofIriBZP at doses of 50 mg and 100 mg and dexamphetamine at
doses of 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 mg resulted in statistically significant increases in heart rate at
2, 4, and 6 hours post-dosing. Significant increases in systolic blood pressure were also
observed with 50 and 100 mg BZP and 2.5 and 7.5 mg dexamphetamine, whereas a
significant increase in diastolic blood pressure was observed only with 100 mg BZP.
Furthermore, both drugs produced significant improvements in an auditory vigilance test,
however, on performance tests of short duration such as tapping rate, hand steadiness and
arithmetic, there were no significant changes attributed to drug treatment. Subjective
stimulant-like effects were experienced by a proportion of subjects only following
administration of the two highest doses of either drug, dexamphetamine 7.5mg and BZP
100mg. The authors concluded that BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity
similar to dexamphetamine.
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The only other clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of
BZP, hutrather measured a range of clinical outcomes such as driving performance and
physiological and psychological function of party pills containing both BZP 300mg and
TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with alcohol (21). The results showed
that BZP /TFMPP improved driving performance and measures of attention and vigilance
during acute testing periods of 3 and 3.5 hrs post drug intake, respectively. In accordance
with the two other studies, there were also statistically significant increases in pulse rate,
systolic and diastolic blood pressure with BZP/TFMPP, a finding that was suggested to
occur via noradrenaline release causing sympathomimetic effects. Although the study
was prematurely ended due to a high rate of severe adverse events, the authors concluded
that party pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced
by improved driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty
getting to sleep.

Evidence of Dependence Potential
Animal Studies

Preclinical indices of a drug's dependence potential are very similar to those
indicative of abuse lja~, involving behavioural animal models that examine the
reinforcing properties of the drug. These models include drug self-administration, drug
discrimination, and those assessing physical dependence through the manifestation of a
'withdrawal syndrome' following a cessation from a chronic dosing regimen (32).
The self-administration paradigm is the most widely used to investigate the
reinforcing properties of drugs, having great face validity and most often yielding similar
conclusions in human studies. A commonly used method for assessing selfadministration of a novel compound is to also substitute a dose of the test drug for a
reinforcing drug that is already maintaining self-administration at a reasonably high rate.
Brennan et al. (2007) performed two different BZP self-administration tests in rats: one in
drug-naive animals and another in animals that had already been trained to selfadminister cocaine (substitution procedure) (28). It was found that drug-naive rats
acquired BZP self-administration (0.5mg/kg/infusion) on days 11 to 15 of the 15 day
testing period (Brennan KA et aI., 2007 Behavioural Pharmacol). In the substitution test,
BZP at doses of 0.125 to 0.5 mg/kg/infusion was found to substitute for cocaine as
demonstrated by preferential selection of a lever that delivered intravenous injections of
the active drug. In drug-naive rats, statistically significant self-administration of BZP
(0.5 mg/kg/infusion) was evident on days 11 to 15 of the 15 day testing period.
Fantegrossi et al. (2005) performed a self-administration experiment and a drug
discrimination experiment in rhesus monkeys, during which BZP was found to be an
effective reinforcer (29). For the self-administration test, a substitution procedure was
used in which monkeys (N=3) were trained to self-administer cocaine under baseline
conditions. When contingent saline was presented for self-administration, response rates
and the number of injections markedly declined. However, when presented with BZP at
doses in the range of j).~ 0.3 mg/kg/inj, response rates exceeded the vehicle control,
indicating that BZP substituted for cocaine. At doses of 0.1 to 0.3 mg/kg/inj, the
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response rates were similar to those observed with the maintenance dose of cocaine.
Following sessions in which drug intake was high, animals exhibited signs of
intoxication, including stereotyped visual scanning around the room, involuntary head
movements, jaw chafte~, bizarre body postures, and hyperactivity. In the drug
discrimination test, animals were trained to demonstrate their ability to discriminate
between a training drug and vehicle by preferential choice of one of two levers in an
experimental chamber. In this case, the monkeys (N=3) were trained to discriminate
amphetamine (1.0 mg/kg) from saline. BZP, when administered 60 min before the
session, produced a dose-related increase in amphetamine-lever responding that reached
full substitution for amphetamine at a dose of 30 mg/kg BZP. The ED50 for BZP was 9.3
mg/kg (±2.7 S.E.M), which was somewhat less potent than amphetamine (ED50 0.2
mg/kg). It was concluded that the effects of BZP in amphetamine-trained monkeys
strongly suggest that BZP will produce amphetamine-like effects in humans. Although
self-administration of drugs has been shown to covary with whether or not these drugs
share discriminative stimulus effects with a recognized drug of abuse in the same class,
this relationship does not assure that the effect that subserves trained discrimination is the
same effect that maintains self-administration (32). Furthermore, generalization with an
active substance known to cause dependence in itself is not necessarily indicative of
dependence potential.
A critical component of a drug's dependence potential is its ability to produce
physical dependence as observed through the manifestation of tolerance or a withdrawal
syndrome. Tolerance is defined as a decrease in response to an active substance dose with
continued use and may be revealed as a time dependent change in the dose response
relationship when physical systems have adapted during the course of chronic
administration. The occurrence of both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an
aspect of neuroadaptation, or change in homeostatic processes, that may contribute to the
development of dependence. To date however, studies investigating BZP-related physical
dependence have not' yet't5een conducted. That is, assessments of withdrawal, crossdependence, and cross-tolerance studies are lacking.
Human Studies

In humans, dependence potential is estimated by examining several factors, such
as the drug's onset and duration of effects, subject-ratings of drug-liking and mood,
behavioural economic factors (choice of drug versus money), drug-withdrawal, and
tolerance effects. With the exception of one study which compared the effects of BZP
and dexamphetamine in former amphetamine addicts (1), human studies examining BZP
dependence potential are essentially non-existent. At present it is unclear whether users
develop tolerance to the effects of BZP with higher doses, as well as if there are any
withdrawal symptoms from long-term use. The fact that in some circumstances doses of
party pills (BZP/TFMPP combination) have been reported to be as high as 2500mg per an
occasion of use may be suggestive of possible tolerance-building effects, however, this is
merely a speculation (17).
Campbell et al. (1973) assessed the abuse liability and haemodynamic effects of
BZP in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, balanced crossover study in 18 former
amphetamine addicts (1). Three treatments were studied: BZPI00 mg, dexamphetamine
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10 mg, and a lactose placebo. Patients were assessed using a psychiatric rating scale with
excitation and depression scores and a subject's and a physician's questionnaire for
amphetamine-like effects. Neither BZP nor dexamphetamine had any significant effect
on the depression score, however, both drugs were significantly different from placebo on
the excitation score, the physician's amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine
score. As there were no statistically significant differences between the two active
treatments, demonstrating that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine, it was
recommended that BZP be placed under statutory control.
Examining differences between New Zealand's North and South Island
communities in harm experienced from BZP/TFMPP party pills consumption, Wilkins et
al. (2009), had questioned households on several indices of substance dependence (22). It
was determined that individuals in the North part of the island rated harm to their energy
and vitality (20%), fo~o~ by harm to their health (13%) as resulting from their use of
party pills in the past 12 months. Individuals in the South part of the island however,
reported that the areas of their life most harmed by party pills were health (22%), energy
and vitality (18%) and financial problems (16%). Therefore, these results may indicate
that within an extended timeframe the use of party pills can cause serious distress in a
person's life. However the exact role of BZP without other drugs or alcohol is yet to be
determined. When asked about physical and psychological problems that resulted from
the use of party pills in the past 12 months, respondents in both communities noted
insomnia, tremors and shakes, nausea, dizziness, and heart palpitations as most
prominent, however it was unclear whether these symptoms were acute side-effects or
withdrawal symptoms, or withdrawal-related symptoms that have arisen from prolonged
party-pill use.
Finally, only one study has assessed individuals taking party pills as possibly
meeting criteria for substance dependence as determined by the DSM-IV (21). It was
determined that 6 of the 33 subjects studied (18.2%) showed psychological dependence
on party pills, whereas physical dependence, as determined by the presence of tolerance
or withdrawal symptoms, was present in 6 of35 subjects (17.1%). As most participants in
the study reported taking party pills with alcohol some, most, or all of the time, it is
difficult to discern the proportion of individuals that would meet psychological or
physical dependence criteria only from the effects of BZP.

Recommendation

The following' re~mendation and final conclusion on the abuse liability and
dependence potential of BZP is based on numerous indicators which have been examined
on a tiered approach,!r?Illpr~~I~~~~~~? clinical findings. It is concluded that BZP should
be considered to pq~~~~~.lj~g~, . I.i:~~~~i.f<?~~b~s~Jor..th~. roll()~~!l:g. r~(i.~<?~~.~~~~l~n.i.~~l.. < ... ·
findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the elevation of '" "
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels, which is a common feature for psychostimulants such
~~~~~~~____ --,I
as amphetamines and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat
nucleus accumbens, an area of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and
associated with pleasurable feelings from drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts
via a mechanism of a highly reinforcing drug. In addition, animal studies have shown that
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BZP produces place preference, is self-administered by both rats and monkeys,
substitutes for MDMA, is indistinguishable from dexamphetamine in a drug
discrimination task, and produces similar behavioural responses to methamphetamine.
Therefore, these studies have consistently found BZP to exhibit similar properties to
amphetamines and researchers have repeatedly suggested that it carries potential for
abuse. Although quite limited in number, clinical studies have also shown that BZP is
liable for abuse, specifically demonstrating that BZP produces stimulant-like effects
similar to dexamphetamine in both healthy volunteers and former amphetamine addicts.
Pharmacokinetic factors such as a moderate onset of action and time to peak plasma, as
well as an elimination half life similar to that of MDMA, are also suggestive of potential
for abuse. While numerous adverse experiences have been associated with BZP intake
and may potentially limit the extent to which BZP is abused, the frequency of severe
adverse effects such as seizures is very limited Jm9:W,'Y_~~~~!~'P:l:(",~:

1~!<~~,~,_q~~~~!i~t,;l:l~d!_:~~~9:ljgJ! JJ1:~~_e.f.9~~\~?:I.>. ~~~Ja.~~_~ _ J?~g~!i.Y..e. _ ~~4~~~_ffe._(;_t.s. _ !t.1.a.y_ J:!~~___ ;--be sufficient to deter individuals from using the drug. Overall, there is sufficient evidence \
to conclude that BZP is liable to abuse. i
\
However, at present there is iilsuftlc-{ent-sClentlf1c--clata--io-conCl-licle-thai-i3zP--",-, \ Forlmatteci:
produces psychological or physical dependence, therefore it is not possible to determine
"-whether BZP has dependence potential.
I

~
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N-benzylpiperazine (BZP) Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential
Assessment

Background

The compound 1-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine (also known as N-benzylpiperazine or
BZP) is a piperazine derivative, which has been initially developed by Well come
Research Laboratories in 1944 as a potential antithelmintic agent [1]. Its use as an
antiparasitic agent however, has been quite limited due to its relative ineffectiveness, as
well as its ability to cause adverse effects in mammals such as seizures.
In the early 1970's interest in BZP was again renewed when this compound was found to
reverse the sedative effects of tetrabenazene in rats and mice (Miller et aI., 1971
unpublished data reported in [1]), indicative of potential antidepressant activity.
However, observations of hyperactivity, involuntary head movements, and reduced
reaction times in rats following BZP administration indicated that the compound had
effects similar to those of dexamphetamine. Subsequent comparison studies between BZP
and dexamphetamine in humans revealed similar physiological and subjective effects
between the two drugs [1,2], leading the authors of one study [1] to recommend that BZP
be placed under the same statutory control as amphetamines.
In the 1980's, a BZP pro drug , EGYT-475 (N-benzyl-piperazine-picolinyl fumerate), was
also evaluated as a potential antidepressant and eventually marketed in Europe as
Trelibet®. However, clinical use was abandoned as the stimulant-like properties of its
metabolite and active component, BZP, made it unsuitable for therapeutic purposes [3].
Since the 1990's BZP has increasingly been reported as being used recreationally and is
known to be the active ingredient in a number of designer drugs or 'party pills' . Although
BZP has been touted as an 'herbal' or 'natural' product or in some instances marketed as
a 'dietary supplement', it is in fact entirely synthetic, has no dietary value, and is not
known to have any legitimate medical. Currently, piperazine derivatives such as BZP are
constituents of a number of synthetic compounds that are used in the manufacturing of
plastics, resins, pesticides, antimicrobials, and industrial material.

Pharmacology
Chemical Structure

Benzylpiperazine (BZP) is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative,
also known as I-benzylpiperazine, 1-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine, I-benzyl-l,4diazacyclohexane, or N-benzylpiperazine. It has no stereoisomers and is available as
either a base or the hydrochloride salt. The base is a pale, slightly yellowish-green liquid,
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which is corrosive and can cause burns. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid, which is
an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
Pharmacokinetics

The only study to examine the pharmacokinetics of BZP in humans was recently
conducted by Antia U et al. (2009). It was revealed that in a sample size of 7 males,
ingestion of a single oral dose of 200mg BZP resulted in a peak plasma concentration
(C max) of 262 ng/mL, reached at 75 min (Tmax) post-dose [4]. At the end of a 24-hour
blood sampling period, the BZP plasma concentrations had dropped to 15 ng/mL. The
clearance (reported as clearancelbioavailability) of BZP was 58.3 Lih. The elimination
half-life (tll2) was 5.5 hours.
The two hydroxylated metabolites, 3'-hydroxybenzylpiperazine (3-0H BZP) and
4' -hydroxybenzylpiperazine (4-0H BZP), were detected in plasma. The metabolite 3-0H
BZP reached a Cmax of 13 ng/mL at 75 min (Tmax) post-dose and 4-0H BZP reached a
Cmax of 7 ng/mL at 60 min post-dose (Tmax). Both metabolites were also detected in
plasma 24 hours after dose administration.
Biotransformation

The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined. The proposed
mechanism in rats and humans, as suggested mostly by the work of Staak and colleagues
[5] and Tsutsumi and colleagues [6], is that the BZP benzene ring is hydroxylated by a
cytochrome P450 isoform, producing the metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP. Until
recently, the CYP2D6 enzyme was the likely candidate, as it is important in the
metabolism of other piperazine designer drugs [7-9]. However, research by Antia et al.
(2009) has shown that metabolism of BZP is significantly inhibited by inhibitors of CYP
2D6, CYPIA2 and CYP3A4, indicating that BZP is metabolized by all three enzymes
[10].
Interestingly,
it was also
shown that when the
piperazine,
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP), was incubated together with BZP, the
metabolism of BZP was inhibited by nearly 60%, and in the presence of BZP, the
metabolism of TFMPP was inhibited by approximately 91 %. It was suggested that such
metabolic interactions between the two drugs can lead to elevated levels of both and
enhance their effects as well as increase the incidence of adverse events [10].
Following initial metabolism by the CYP isoezymes, the hydroxylated
metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP can be subsequently catalyzed by catechol-Omethyl-transferase (COMT) to produce 4'-hydroxy-3'-methoxy-BZP, and conjugated
into glucuronides and/or sulfates. It is suggested that both BZP and 4' -hydroxy-3'methoxy-BZP can be degraded to piperazine, and BZP alone can be also degraded by
double N-dealkylation either to N-benzylethylenediamine or to benzyl amine [5, 6].
Recent research by Antia et al. (2009) however, has questioned this metabolic pathway,
showing that only hydroxylated metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP and conjugated
metabolites O-sulfate BZP and N -sulfate BZP could be detected and quantified in human
plasma and urine samples [4]. Thus, this study has further highlighted the need for
pharmacokinetic studies ofBZP with large and diverse subject populations.
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The excretion of BZP and its metabolites has been examined in both animal and
human samples. Investigating the metabolism of BZP (5mg/kg intraparitoneal) in rats,
Tsutsumi et al. (2006) found that within the first 48 hour collection period, unaltered
parent BZP represented only 6.7% of the excreted metabolites, whereas 3-0H BZP and
4-0H BZP accounted for 2% and 25%, respectively [6]. Similarly, Antia et al. (2009)
found that in human 24-hour urine samples approximately 6.0% of the total oral BZP
dose was excreted unconjugated, however, the metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP
were only present in very low concentrations (0.11 % of the dose in total) [4]. The total
amount of BZP and its metabolites excreted in the urine accounted for approximately
12.25% of the 200mg dose administered, suggesting that BZP has low bioavailability,
unless other routes of excretion or strong tissue or protein binding accounted for the low
recovery of the drug.
Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction

BZP has been shown to have effects on both the peripheral and central nervous
systems. Its activity in the peripheral nervous system was first demonstrated by Magyar
et al. (1986), showing that BZP, the active metabolite of EGYT-475 (N-benzylpiperazine-picolinyl fumerate), potentiated in vitro release of eH]norepinephrine (NE)
from peripheral sympathetic nerve fibres of isolated main pulmonary artery of the rabbit
[11]. Similar effects were found in central nervous system tissue, with BZP exerting an
increase in basal levels of [3H]NE and K+ stimulated release of [3H]NE in cortical slices
of rat brain in vitro [12]. Moreover, BZP has been shown in vitro to inhibit the reuptake
of eH]NE (IC so = 2.8xl0-s mollL) in the hypothalamus, eH]DA (IC so = 1.3xl0-s mollL)
in the striatum, and eH]5-HT (IC so = 2.9xl0-6 mollL) in the hippocampus of chronically
treated rats [3, 13]. Further research examining the effects of BZP on the serotonergic
responses of rat stomach fundus has found BZP to display both 5-HT antagonistic and
partial agonistic properties [14].
Recently, Baumann et al. (2004, 2005) examined the effects of BZP, TFMPP, and
3,4-methylenedioxymethammphetamine (MDMA or Ecstasy) on serotonin (5-HT) and
dopamine (DA) neurotransmission in rats [15, 16]. In vitro analysis showed that in
synaptosomal preparations pre-loaded with eH]MPp+ (dopamine transporter substrate),
BZP induced a dose-dependent efflux of eH]MPp+ from the synaptosomes (EC so =
175nM), although TFMPP was inactive as a releaser of eH]MPp+ at concentrations up to
10JlM. The dopamine uptake blocker, GBR 12909 significantly antagonized the release
of eH]MPp+, suggesting that the DA-transporter (DAT) is involved in the mechanism of
action of BZP. In synaptosomal preparations preloaded with eH]5-HT, TFMPP resulted
in a dose-dependent efflux of 5-HT, however, BZP had no effect on the release of eH]5HT in vitro from synaptosomes.
Through in vivo microdialysis methods, it was found that BZP administration
produced dose-related elevations in extracellular DA and 5-HT dialysate levels in the rat
nucleus accumbens, with effects on DA release greater than those on 5-HT release. This
inconsistency in in vitro and in vivo 5-HT release is comparable to those observed with
the administration of methamphetamine [1 7] and may thus indicate an in vivo interaction
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between DA and 5-HT release. When BZP and TFMPP were co-administered, dramatic
increases in extracellular DA and 5-HT were observed. At the high dose of the
BZP/TFMPP combination (10mg/kg, i.v.), there were synergistic effects on DA release
and additive effects on 5-HT release. Moreover, several rats receiving the high-dose
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The fact that these
drug-induced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the
threshold dose (3mg/kg) for monoamine-releasing activity suggested that the
combination of the two drugs has a very narrow therapeutic window of safety.
At present there is no published research examining receptor binding affinities or
the pharmacology ofactive metabolites.
Human Toxicology

At present, a toxicological profile for BZP, including a dose-response relationship
and the median lethal dose (LDso), has not yet been established. As BZP is often coingested with other 'party pills' or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that result
purely from BZP is sparse. Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study of
BZP toxicity have been reported, highlighting the possible symptoms that can arise from
BZP ingestion. The largest international cohort study to examine patients presenting to
the emergency department with symptoms ofBZP toxicity has reported that 30.3% of the
entire cohort of 178 BZP users ingested BZP alone [18]. Of these individuals, 16.7%
reported confusion, 32.4% palpitation, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting,
and 29.6% seizures. Of particular importance is the finding that within this group of
individuals, increasing BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the
chances of having a seizure. Although the relationship between BZP intake and seizure
occurrence has been also reported elsewhere [16, 17, 19-22], this positive association was
observed when no other substance or ethanol were co-ingested. Interestingly, as seizures
were present in patients with both low (0.15J.!g/mL) and high (6.29J.!g/mL) plasma BZP
levels, it was suggested that BZP may act to unmask individuals who have a subclinical
propensity to seizures. Furthermore, genetic polymorphisms in the CYP450 system, as
well as differences in absorption, distribution, and elimination, could also contribute to
some individuals exhibiting dramatically different plasma BZP levels and hence more
severe symptoms. Those patients who co-ingested ethanol however, did not show a
significant correlation between the frequency of seizures and plasma levels, suggesting
that ethanol may reduce the proconvulsant effects of BZP.
Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more common than its use alone
[18,21,23,24], therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP mode of action are
in effect the result of drug-drug interactions. The following symptoms have been
reported when BZP is used in combination with other substances: insomnia, headaches,
nausea, tremors and shakes, dizziness, heart palpitations, shortness of breath, confusion,
vomiting, renal failure [25], short temper, anxiety, visual/auditory hallucinations,
hyperventilation, depression, inability to urinate, paranoia, blurred vision, loss of
appetite, feeling cold, sweating, increased libido, facial flushing, increased frequency of
urination, rapid breathing, agitation, decreased libido, uncontrolled movements, muscle
weakness, fever, diarrhea, pain, itchiness, chest pain, and collapse [18, 21, 26, 27]. A
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recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examInIng the effects
BZPITFMPP alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent, and severe
adverse events in the active BZP/TFMPP groups, that the study was terminated [26]. The
adverse events occurred with oral doses of BZP/TFMPP (BZP 300mg, TFMPP 74mg)
that are commonly taken in the New Zealand community. A prospective study of 80
patients presenting to emergency departments after BZP ingestion identified the majority
of the above-mentioned symptoms, noting that some had persisted for up to 24 hours
after ingestion [21]. Moreover, it was reported that seizures occurred in 14 of the patients,
taking place on average 3.9 hours after reported ingestion, with a range between 30
minutes and 8 hours, and those who experienced seizures did not take more tablets than
non-seizing patients. Wood et al. (2008) reported on three cases presented to the
emergency department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type symptoms
and features of sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological
screening revealed they were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood
and urine samples [28]. The authors suggested that since dissociative-type symptoms are
not typical of previous reports ofBZP toxicity, it is likely these symptoms were the cause
of TFMPP taken in combination with BZP.
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death
may be a likely consequence of ingesting BZP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol
[29-31]. For instance, Balmelli et al. (2001) have reported on a particular case in
Switzerland of fatal brain edema after the ingestion of MD MA and BZP [31]. Elliot et al.
(2008) however, reported on three cases where although the ingestion of BZP and other
substances was not the direct mechanism of death, across two of the cases BZP and
substances such as TFMPP, ketamine, ethanol, cocaine, amphetamine, and MDMA were
found in the femoral blood [30]. The concentrations ofBZP in the blood across the three
cases were as follows, less than O.Smg/L, 0.71mg/L and 1.39mg/L, respectively.
Interestingly, these concentrations were consistent with concentrations published
elsewhere in non-fatal cases (0.02-6.29mg/L) [18, 29], and were lower in two other
reported fatal cases (both 1. 7mg/L) [29]. For a more detailed review of cases regarding
BZP intoxication in humans please refer to the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs
and Drug Addiction risk assessment of BZP [32] Overall, it is evident that the adverse
effects resulting from BZP ingestion, along with other drugs, can pose significant
potential risks to users. However, as many of the findings are related to polydrug use,
interpretation of the findings specific to BZP is difficult.

Evidence of Abuse Liability

Animal Studies

Evidence as to the abuse liability of a particular drug is most often derived from
its pharmacological properties, conditioned place preference, self administration, and
drug discrimination animal studies. A drug's pharmacological property most indicative of
abuse potential is its ability to stimulate DA release along the mesocrticolimbic DA
pathway of the brain. Activation of this pathway, which originates in the ventral
tegmental area of the midbrain and projects to prefrontal cortical areas as well as limbic
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and striatal structures including the nucleus accumbens, has been associated with the
production of reward-motivated behaviours and drug-reinforcement. As the rewarding
effects accompanying the acute administration of most drugs of abuse depend on
increased DA release in the nucleus accumbens [33, 34], the ability of BZP to also
stimulate a release in extracellular DA dialysate levels in the rat nucleus accumbens [15,
16] may be suggestive of its potential for abuse.
Examining the rewarding properties of BZP in the rat, Meririnne et al. (2006)
found that BZP induced a dose-dependent place preference, a phenomenon similar to
other psychostimulants such as MDMA [35]. When rats were pre-treated with aDA Dllike receptor antagonist, SCH23390, and a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist, MDL 72222, BZPinduced place preference was attenuated, indicating the involvement of DA D I-like and
5-HT3 receptors in the rewarding properties of BZP. However, a D2-like receptor
antagonist and a 5-HT2 receptor antagonist, did not affect BZP-induced place preference
conditioning. The authors concluded that in light of the BZP-induced place preference,
which indicates that the drug possesses rewarding properties and thus abuse potential, it
is important to consider placing BZP under statutory control.
Research looking into BZP self-administration has also shown that BZP has
potential for abuse. The self-administration paradigm is the most widely used to
investigate the reinforcing properties of drugs, having great face validity and most often
yielding similar conclusions in human studies. A commonly used method for assessing
self-administration of a novel compound is to also substitute a dose of the test drug for a
reinforcing drug that is already maintaining self-administration at a reasonably high rate
(drug substitution test). Brennan et al. (2007) performed two different BZP selfadministration tests in rats: one in drug-naive animals and another in animals that had
already been trained to self-administer cocaine (drug substitution test) [36]. It was found
that although there was a delay in the acquisition of reliable responding by drug-naIve
rats when compared with self-administration by cocaine-trained rats, BZP selfadministration (0.5mg/kg/infusion) and significant preference for the drug lever was
produced after 10 days of training. In the substitution test, BZP at doses of 0.125 to 0.5
mg/kg/infusion was found to substitute for cocaine as demonstrated by preferential
selection of a lever that delivered intravenous injections of the active drug. When the
rewarding effects of BZP were further investigated by pre-treating rats with the DA D 1like antagonist, SCH23390, BZP self-administration was attenuated, thus providing more
support that the reinforcing effects of BZP are DA D I-receptor dependent.
Fantegrossi et al. (2005) performed a self-administration experiment and a drug
discrimination experiment in rhesus monkeys, during which BZP was again found to be
an effective reinforcer [37]. For the self-administration test, a substitution procedure was
used in which monkeys (N=3) were trained to self-administer cocaine under baseline
conditions. When contingent saline was presented for self-administration, response rates
and the number of injections markedly declined. However, when presented with BZP at
doses in the range of 0.03 to 0.3 mg/kg/inj, response rates exceeded the vehicle control,
indicating that BZP substituted for cocaine. At doses of 0.1 to 0.3 mg/kg/inj, the
response rates were similar to those observed with the maintenance dose of cocaine.
Following sessions in which drug intake was high, animals exhibited signs of
intoxication, including stereotyped visual scanning around the room, involuntary head
movements, jaw chattering, bizarre body postures, and hyperactivity. In the drug
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discrimination test, animals were trained to demonstrate their ability to discriminate
between a training drug and vehicle by preferential choice of one of two levers in an
experimental chamber. In this case, the monkeys (N=3) were trained to discriminate
amphetamine (1.0 mg/kg) from saline. BZP, when administered 60 min before the
session, produced a dose-related increase in amphetamine-lever responding that reached
full substitution for amphetamine at a dose of 30 mg/kg BZP. The ED50 for BZP was 9.3
mg/kg (±2.7 S.E.M), which was somewhat less potent than amphetamine (ED50 0.2
mg/kg). Overall, it was concluded that the effects of BZP in amphetamine-trained
monkeys strongly suggest that BZP will produce amphetamine-like effects in humans.
However, although self-administration of drugs has been shown to covary with whether
or not these drugs share discriminative stimulus effects with a recognized drug of abuse
in the same class, this relationship does not assure that the effect that subserves trained
discrimination is the same effect that maintains self-administration [38]. Furthermore,
generalization with an active substance known to cause dependence in itself is not
necessarily indicative of abuse potential.
Nevertheless, similarities between BZP and amphetamines have been found in
other lines of animal research. Specifically, Baumann et al. (2005) demonstrated that
BZP was able to stimulate increases in rat nucleus accumbens dialysate DA and 5-HT
levels comparable with those of methamphetamine [16], as well as induce dosedependent increases in ambulation, sniffing, and head-bobbing, similar to the effects of
amphetamines. Brennan et al. (2007) showed that acute treatment of both
methamphetamine and BZP (separately) were able to produce dose-dependent
hyperactivity and stereotypy behavioural responses and that repeated exposure to both
drugs resulted in increased locomotor but not stereotypy response [36]. Moreover,
following a two-day withdrawal period, BZP pretreated rats demonstrated a sensitized
locomotor response to a low dose of both BZP and methamphetamine. The results
demonstrated that repeated exposure to BZP produced sensitization and crosssensitization to methamphetamine and it was suggested that BZP may in fact produce
neuroadaptations that are common to those produced by methamphetamine, as well as
increase susceptibility towards stimulant abuse. Lastly, Yarosh et al. (2007) had shown
that in mice BZP was able to increase locomotor activity in a dose-dependent manner
comparable that of S(+)-MDMA, but not R(-)-MDMA [39]. In MDMA-like
discriminative stimulus tests, BZP also dose-dependently and fully substituted for S(+)MDMA, thus exhibiting stimulant-like effects.
Human Studies

To date, only three clinical trials have examined aspects of BZP abuse liability. In
a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. (1973)
compared the subjective and autonomic effects of dexamphetamine and BZP within a
group of 18 patients with extensive multiple drug abuse experience [1]. It was found that
both oral BZP 100 mg and dexamphetamine 10 mg were associated with significant
increases in systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate that were also
significantly different from placebo. The two active treatments were not significantly
different from each other in terms of these haemodynamic changes. BZP 100 mg was
also associated with increased papillary dilation that was significantly different from
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placebo, however, dexamphetamine did not share this effect. Patients were also assessed
using a psychiatric rating scale with excitation and depression scores and a subject's and
a physician's questionnaire for amphetamine-like effects.
Neither BZP nor
dexamphetamine had any significant effect on the depression score, however, both drugs
were significantly different from placebo on the excitation score, the physician's
amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine score. There were no statistically
significant differences between the two active treatments. Furthermore, the fact that at
doses of IOOmg of BZP and IOmg dexamphetamine subjects expressed similar liking for
the two drugs suggested that BZP had a IO-fold lower potency. On the basis of the
findings that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former
addicts, the Wellcome Foundation Ltd. decided against proceeding with further clinical
studies on BZP. However, the authors concluded with the following statement: "Supplies
of I-benzylpiperazine are, however, freely available from commercial chemical
companies and it is advisable in view of this work that it should be placed under statutory
control similar to those regulating the use of amphetamines."
Another study from the Wellcome Research Laboratory has reported on two
clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers, examining
cardiovascular and performance outcomes from BZP and dexamphetamine oral
administration [2]. It was found that both BZP at doses of 50 mg and 100 mg and
dexamphetamine at doses of 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 mg resulted in statistically significant
increases in heart rate at 2, 4, and 6 hours post-dosing. Significant increases in systolic
blood pressure were also observed with 50 and 100 mg BZP and 2.5 and 7.5 mg
dexamphetamine, whereas a significant increase in diastolic blood pressure was observed
only with 100 mg BZP. Furthermore, both drugs produced significant improvements in
an auditory vigilance test, however, on performance tests of short duration such as
tapping rate, hand steadiness and arithmetic, there were no significant changes attributed
to drug treatment. Subjective stimulant-like effects were experienced by a proportion of
subjects only following administration at the highest dose of either drug,
dexamphetamine 7.5mg and BZP IOOmg. The authors concluded that BZP was a
psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine.
The only other clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of
BZP, but rather measured a range of clinical outcomes such as driving performance and
physiological and psychological function of party pills containing both BZP 300mg and
TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with alcohol [26]. The results showed
that BZP/TFMPP improved driving performance and measures of attention and vigilance
during acute testing periods of 3 and 3.5 hrs post drug intake, respectively. In accordance
with the two other studies, there were also statistically significant increases in pulse rate,
systolic and diastolic blood pressure with BZP/TFMPP, a finding that was suggested to
occur via noradrenaline release causing sympathomimetic effects. Although the study
was prematurely ended due to a high rate of severe adverse events, the authors concluded
that party pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced
by improved driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty
getting to sleep.
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Evidence of Physical Dependence
Animal and Human Studies

A critical component of a drug's ability to produce physical dependence is
observed through the manifestation of tolerance or a withdrawal syndrome. Tolerance is
defined as a decrease in response to an active substance dose with continued use and may
be revealed as a time dependent change in the dose response relationship when physical
systems have adapted during the course of chronic administration. The occurrence of
both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an aspect of neuroadaptation, or
change in homeostatic processes, that may contribute to the development of dependence.
To date however, studies investigating BZP-related physical dependence in animals or
humans have not yet been conducted. That is, assessments of withdrawal, crossdependence, and cross-tolerance studies are lacking.
In humans, it is unclear whether users develop tolerance to the effects of BZP
with higher doses, as well as if there are any withdrawal symptoms from long-term use.
The fact that in some circumstances doses of party pills (BZP/TFMPP combination) have
been reported to be as high as 2500mg per an occasion of use may be suggestive of
possible tolerance-building effects, however, this is merely a speculation [22].
Reports ofAddiction in Users

Only one study has assessed individuals taking party pills as possibly meeting
criteria for substance dependence as determined by the DSM-IV [26]. It was determined
that 6 of the 33 subjects studied (18.2%) showed psychological dependence on party
pills, whereas physical dependence, as determined by the presence of tolerance or
withdrawal symptoms, was present in 6 of 35 subjects (17.1 %). As most participants in
the study reported taking party pills with alcohol some, most, or all of the time, it is
difficult to discern the proportion of individuals that would meet psychological or
physical dependence criteria only from the effects of BZP.
Using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS), which has been previously
validated for detecting amphetamine dependence [40, 41], aNew Zealand household
survey of2010 people aged 13-45 has also assessed party pill dependence [42]. It was
found that only 2.2% (n=7) of party pill users in the last year were classified as dependent
on legal party pills by scoring greater than four on the SDS.
Areas ofLife Harmed in Users

Examining differences between New Zealand's North and South Island
communities in harm experienced from BZPITFMPP party pills consumption, Wilkins et
al. (2009), had questioned households on several indices of substance dependence [27]. It
was determined that individuals in the North part of the island rated harm to their energy
and vitality (20%), followed by harm to their health (13%) as resulting from their use of
party pills in the past 12 months. Individuals in the South part of the island however,
reported that the areas of their life most harmed by party pills were health (22%), energy
and vitality (18%) and financial problems (16%). Therefore, these results may indicate
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that within an extended timeframe the use of party pills can cause serious distress in a
person's life. However the exact role of BZP without other drugs or alcohol is yet to be
determined. When asked about physical and psychological problems that resulted from
the use of party pills in the past 12 months, respondents in both communities noted
insomnia, tremors and shakes, nausea, dizziness, and heart palpitations as most
prominent, however it was unclear whether these symptoms were acute side-effects or
withdrawal symptoms, or withdrawal-related symptoms that have arisen from prolonged
party-pill use.

Conclusions

The following final conclusion on the abuse liability and physical dependence
potential of BZP is based on numerous indicators which have been examined on a tiered
approach, from preclinical to clinical findings. It is concluded that BZP should be
considered to possess liability for abuse for the following reasons. Preclinical findings
have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the elevation of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels, which is a common feature for psycho stimulants such
as amphetamines and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat
nucleus accumbens, an area of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and
associated with pleasurable feelings from drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts
via a mechanism of a highly reinforcing drug. In addition, animal studies have shown
that BZP produces place preference, is self-administered by both rats and monkeys,
substitutes for MDMA, is indistinguishable from dexamphetamine in a drug
discrimination task, and produces similar behavioural responses to methamphetamine.
Therefore, these studies have consistently found BZP to exhibit similar properties to
amphetamines and researchers have repeatedly suggested that it carries potential for
abuse.
Although quite limited in number, human clinical studies have also shown that
BZP possesses abuse liability, specifically demonstrating that BZP produces stimulantlike effects similar to dexamphetamine in both healthy volunteers and former
amphetamine addicts. Pharmacokinetic factors such as a moderate onset of action and
time to peak plasma, as well as an elimination half life similar to that of MDMA, are also
suggestive of potential for abuse. While numerous adverse experiences have been
associated with BZP intake and may potentially limit the extent to which BZP is abused,
the frequency of severe adverse effects such as seizures is very limited. Their occurrence
may be further subsided when BZP is taken in combination with alcohol, and as the
popularity of BZP and BZP/TFMPP party-pills increases, BZP-related negative sideeffects may not be strong enough deterrents for individuals to avoid using the drug.
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has
potential for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion.
The degree with which BZP is likely to be abused however, is unclear, as more
pharmacokinetic studies and more detailed human abuse liability studies are needed.
At present, research investigating BZP-related withdrawal or tolerance effects is
greatly lacking. Although there have been reports of party-pill addiction and specifically
physical dependence, it is difficult to determine whether the few occurrences have
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resulted directly from the effects of BZP. Therefore, it is not possible to conclude on the
potential for BZP to produce physical dependence.
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Suzanne Desjardins to: Thea Mueller
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Hi Thea,

I can see that Jocelyn Kula is involved, so I will leave it to her to advise them, as her office has the lead
on this.
thanks
Suzanne
Thea Mueller/HC-SC/GC/CA
Thea Muelier/HC-SC/GC/CA
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To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc

'

'.

Subject Fw:

Suzanne:

----- Forwarded by Thea Mueller/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2009-09-17 04:36 PM ----"Mounsey Roslyn"
<rmounsey@JUSTICE.GC.C
A>
I

2009-09-1704:17 PM

To "Murton, Kate (HC)" <kate_murton@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Jocelyn
Kula" <jocelyn_kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc "Elizabeth Dussault" <elizabeth_dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
"Eric Ormsby" <Eric_Ormsby@hc-sc.gc,ca>, "Thea Mueller"
<Thea_Mueller@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject RE:

I can be available for 9, although we might be crammed.
available in the afternoon?

Would you be

Roslyn Mounsey
Barrister and Solicitor
Regulatory Law Section
Department of Justice I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Ontario Regional Office I Bureau regional de l'Ontario
130 King Street West, Suite 3400 I 130 rue King Ouest, piece 3400
Toronto ON M5X 1K6
Tel. I tel.: 416-973-0688
Fax I telec.: 416-952-8437
E-mail:
roslyn.mounsey@justice.gc.ca
-----Original Message-----
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From: Kate Murton [mailto:kate_murton@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: September 17, 2009 4:11 PM
To: Jocelyn Kula
Cc: Elizabeth Dussault; Eric Ormsby; Mounsey, Roslyn; Thea Mueller
Subject: Re:
I could do before 10 tomorrow, so if that time works for Roslyn that would
work from this end. Thanks Jocelyn. K Kate Murton Counsel, Health Canada Legal
Services
2 floor, Room 216A
20 Columbine Driveway, Tunney's Pasture
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A OK9
Phone: 613-941-2849

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
17/09/2009 03:02 PM
To
Kate Murton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Elizabeth Dussault/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Eric Ormsby/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
"rmounsey" <rmounsey@justice.gc.ca>, Thea Mueller/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject
Re:

I am in meetings straight through until 5 but maybe Elizabeth Dussault
could participate? Or perhaps tomorrow before 10 AM?
JK
Sent by blackberry
Jocelyn Kula
Manager/ Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division/ Division des politiques et
affaires reglementaires
Original Message
From: Kate Murton
Sent: 2009-09-17 02:36 PM EDT
To: Jocelyn Kula
Cc: Elizabeth Dussault; Eric Ormsby; rmounsey@justice.gc.ca; Thea
Mueller
Subject: Re:
Jocelyn thanks for your
Please advlse; thanks. kate
Kate Murton
Counsel, Health Canada Legal Services
2 floor, Room 216A
20 Columbine Driveway, Tunney's Pasture
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A OK9
Phone: 613-941-2849
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Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
17/09/2009 01:56 PM
To
Eric Ormsby/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Kate Murton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, rmounsey@justice.gc.ca, Thea
Mueller/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth Dussault/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject
Re:

Hi all
Sorry for the silence yesterday and the day before; have been embroiled in
an HR investigation that had me in Toronto all day yesterday, and that has
involved a lot of advance prep etc.
In any case, I think Eric/Thea

---------------------------

1

understand that Elizabeth Dussault in my ottice has already spoken with
Dina Ting in
It would be helpful though, if you could copy Elizabeth
on your messages as I am not always available to respond to urgent
enquiries.
Elizabeth can also be reached at 946-6435.
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager/ Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division/ Division des politiques et
affaires reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances contr6lees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la
sante environnementale et de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224

Eric Ormsby/HC-SC/GC/CA
2009-09-17 11:25 AM
To
Kate Murton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, rmounsey@justice.gc.ca, Thea
Mueller/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject
Re:
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Kate Murton/HC-SC/GC/CA
09/17/2009 09:33 AM
To
Eric Ormsby/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, rmounsey@justice.gc.ca, Thea
Mueller/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject
Re:

Eric, thanks for being so generous, despite being away on language
training.

K

Kate Murton
Counsel, Health Canada Legal Services
2 floor, Room 216A
20 Columbine Driveway, Tunney's Pasture
Ottawa, Ontario, KIA OK9
Phone: 613-941-2849

Eric Ormsby/HC-SC/GC/CA
16/09/2009 08:46 PM
To
Kate Murton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, rmounsey@justice.gc.ca, Thea
Mueller/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject
Re:

I am away on French training
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Kate Murton/HC-SC/GC/CA
09/16/2009 05:12 PM
To
Eric Ormsby/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
rmounsey@justice.gc.ca
Subject

Hello Eric and Jocelyn, Sherrey Collier suggested

If you could take about a half hour to 45 minutes for a call
this tomorrow, it would be most helpful.

to discuss

Thanks Kate
Kate Murton
Counsel, Health Canada Legal Services
2 floor, Room 216A
20 Columbine Driveway, Tunney's Pasture
Ottawa, Ontario, KIA OK9
Phone: 613-941-2849
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Protected B
Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances Scheduling (CSS) Working Group meeting
Wednesday October 16, 2009, 10:00-11:30pm
123 Slater Street, Rm 305A
Present:
•

Suzanne Desjardins, Office of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

•

Bruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB (via phone)

•

Thea Mueller,Office of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate,
HPFB (via phone)

•

Brittany Sauve, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB

•

Tiana Branch, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Secretariat- Tiffany Thornton,
ODARS, CSTD, HECSB

Regrets:
•

Jocelyn Kula, Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTB, HECSB

•

Tanja Kalajdzic, Marketed
Pharmaceuticals & Medical
Devices Division, Marketed Health
Products Directorate, Health
Products and Food Branch (HPFB)

1.
Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the group. In the absence of Eric, Thea Mueller will be the new TPD
representative on the CSS WG.
2.

Approval of Agenda items
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The draft agenda was approved. It was noted that item #8 (BZP Update) was added to
the agenda.

3.
Approval of ROD from July 17th
The approval of the ROD for the July meeting was deferred to the next CSS-WG
meeting.
4.

>>>>-

Update on Propofol Abuse
Recently, there has been media attention regarding Propofol, in response to
Michaell Jackson's death.
This drug is not controlled in the US and has been abused by health care
professionals
The abuse potential of this drug remains unclear and some deaths due to
recreational abuse were reported.
Propofol is not a controlled substance in Canada, e.g., listed on Schedule F, and it
is not known whether there are issues with the drug in Canada.

Action:
>- Follow-up with Tanja at next CSS WG meeting to see if she has further
information regarding Propofol.

5.
Status Update on EAC Approval
Discussions between DG and ADM have taken place regarding the EAC-CDSA
Scheduling but a decision has not yet been made. OCS and ODARS to work together to
update the briefing package, as necessary, and present the proposal to the ADM at a
HECS Policy/ProgramlRisk Briefing meeting in late October/early Nov meeting.
Action:
>- Tiana will advise on the briefing package and scheduling of the HECS meeting.
6.
Review revised draft of CDSA Scheduling Factors
Draft 5 of the document entitled Factors considered when determining whether to add a
substance to one of the schedules of the CDSA reflects the proposed revisions that were
discussed at the July CSS-WG meeting and comments provided by staff within the OCS.
Changes proposed by the CSS-WG are detailed below:
Document Title
>- Change "regulate" to "schedule" to remain consistent with the rest of the
document
Factors Applied in Making CDSA Scheduling Decisions
>- Delete: HC "reviews the best available information during its assessment of
substance
>- Substitute: HC must "decide (l) whether ... a substance should be regulated
scheduled" ...
Proposed Description of each CDSA Scheduling Factor
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•

"F actor 3: Use of the substance, including legitimate therapeutic, scientific and
commercial uses includes the assessment of information documenting uses of the
substances such as the use in the production of pharmaceutical"
~ Revert to original wording: "Legitimate use of the substance, including
therapeutic, scientific, industrial and commercial uses"
~ Remove: "such as the use in the production of pharmaceutical"
~ Explain or provide examples to differentiate between commercial and industrial
uses.

•

Factor 4: Potential for abuse and/or addiction liability of the substance
~ Delete: a) its intrinsic abuse liability (the propensity for abuse)
~ Add: "such as reinforcing properties" at end of phrase "Abuse liability varies
between substances and depends on three factors: (1) the pharmacological nature
of the substance"

Actions:
Tiana agreed to revise document and send to Tiffany for circulation to CSS WG.

7.
Primary Sources of Information used in CDSA Scheduling
Assessments
Title
~

Replace: "Primary Potential Information Sources" in the title and the header row
of the table

1. International requirements & trends in the control and/or scheduling ofa substance
~ Move the reference to the UNODC World Drug Reports to Scheduling Factor 5B
5A) Evidence of extent of actual abuse of the substance in Canada
~ Remove the bullet beginning: "In the absence of active surveillance data .... " It is
not relevant because it explains how the information will be used.
~ Add: Population Survey Data, e.g., high risk groups, students, etc.
~ Add bullets: "Loss and Theft Data", "Seizure data"
5B) Evidence of the extent of the actual abuse of the substance internationally
~ Separate Factor 5 into 5A and 5B, or somehow combine them.
6. Risk to personal health and/or public health safety
~
Remove: "Seizure reports" bullet

8.
BZP Update
The BZP Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential Assessment Report complete. OCS
will decide how they would like to synthesize the information within the report for the
Issue Analysis Summary.
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5.21 (1 )(b)

CSS WG will discuss BZP. The draft Issue Analysis Summary will be updated by
Brittany to incorporate the pharmacology aspects of BZP presented in the report.
Action:

9.

>>>-

Next steps
Tiana to send Tiffany revised documents related to the CDSA Scheduling Factors
based on comments & feedback provided. Tiffany will circulate revised drafts to
CSS WG for approval of final drafts, understanding that there may be further
changes based on internal/external consultations.
Due to scheduling conflicts and action items to progress, the October CSS WG
meeting has been cancelled - notice to be sent by Tiffany
The next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday November 18th in Room A305 at
10-11 :30am - invitation to be sent by Tiffany.
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4.1.1

Chemistry of BZP (no major changes ... just a typo in chemical name)

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benzylpiperazine,
I-benzyl-l,4-diazacyclohexane. It does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
which does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

4.1.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trit)u~methylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow colour liquid.

4.1.3

Pharmacology of BZP

Based the only study conducted in humans (Anti a et aI., 2009), BZP concentration in plasma is
highest at 75 minutes after oral dosing. It has an elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined. Of interest, when TFMPP
was added to BZP, BZP's metabolism was inhibited by 60%. When BZP was incubated with
TFMPP, TFMPP's metabolism was inhibited by 90%. These metabolic interactions can lead to
elevated levels of both drugs in plasma and increase their effects and account for the increase of
adverse events (Anti a et aI., 2009b).

Mechanism ofAction
The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to amphetamines and that it acts by increasing the efflux
of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway (EMCDD, 2005; Baumann et aI.,
2005). BZP is thought to have about one-tenth the potency of amphetamine (Campbell, 1973;
EMCDD, 2005).
I'~

Pharmacodynamics
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et aI. (1973) found that
both oral BZP 100mg and dexamphetamine 10mg were associated with significant increases in
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate compared to placebo. The two
active treatments were not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A
publication (Bye et aI., 1973) reporting on two clinical trials found that both BZP and
dexamphetamine resulted in significant increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure.
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4.1.4. Pharmacology of TFMPP
I'~

Biotransformation
TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In the in vitro experiments using human liver microsomes, it was determined that
CYP2D6 was the most important enzyme accounting for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic
clearance(2). Genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 may account for different toxicological risks
of TFMPP intake.

Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction
It is now well established that TFMPP is a 5-HT receptor agonist that stimulates central
serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
produces presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons (7-10), is able to preferentially bind to multiple
post-synaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes (11-13), and alter synaptic 5-HT function by inhibiting 5HT reuptake (8,14).

4.1.4

Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination

While there is not a lot of research on the pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combined, there is
some information their pharmacodynamics.
The co-administrati{)n~ BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone (Baumann et aI., 2004, 2005). Moreover,
several rats receiving the combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The
fact that these drug-induced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the
threshold dose for serotonin and dopamine release suggests that the combination of the two drugs
has a very narrow therapeutic window of safety.
A recent clinical trial (Thompson et aI., 2009) measured a range of clinical outcomes of 'party
pills' containing both BZP 300mg and TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with
alcohol. The results showed that BZP/TFMPP significantly increases in pulse rate, systolic and
diastolic blood pressure, a finding that was suggested to occur via noradrenaline release causing
sympathomimetic effects similar to amphetamines.

4.4

Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential

4.4.1

BZP Abuse Liability

Preclinical findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the increase of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels- a common feature for psychostimulants such as amphetamines
and cocaine. Dose-dep~dent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat nucleus accumbens, an
area of the brain thaf is part of the brain reward pathway and associated with pleasurable feelings
from drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts via a mechanism of a reinforcing drug.
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Studies have shown the rewarding properties of BZP in animals. In rats, BZP produces place
preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, produces similar
behavioural responses to methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to
amphetamine (Meririnne et aI., 2006; Brennan et aI., 2007; Yarosh et aI., 2007; Baumann et aI.,
2005). In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self administered, substitutes for cocaine and is nondistinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test (Fantegrossi et aI., 2005). These
studies have consistently found BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers
repeatedly suggest that it carries potential for abuse.
In humans, only thr<je sij.pical trials have examined aspects ofBZP abuse liability. In a doubleblind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. (1973) compared the
subjective effects of dexamphetamine and BZP. Both drugs were significantly different from
placebo on the excitation score, the physician's amphetamine score, and the subject's
amphetamine score. The results suggest that BZP had a 10-fold lower potency than
dexamphetamine. On the basis of the findings that BZP produced similar effects to
dexamphetamine in a group of former addicts, the Well come Foundation Ltd. stopped further
clinical studies on BZP and suggested that BZP should be placed under statutory control similar
to those regulating amphetamines. Another study from the Well come Research Laboratory has
reported on two clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers (Bye et aI,
1973). The authors concluded that BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to
dexamphetamine.
The only other clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP, concluded
that pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced by improved
driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty getting to sleep
(Thompson et aI., 2009).
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has potential
for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The degree with
which BZP is likelylto~ abused however, is unclear, as more pharmacokinetic studies and more
detailed human abuse liability studies are needed.
4.4.2 TFMPP
One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbc DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release has not been
convincingly shown. However, the administration ofTFMPP in combination with BZP, has
been shown to result in dramatic increases in DA in the brain, suggestive of some potential for
abuse when the drugs are combined (9,10). The significant increases in both DA and 5-HT
levels are similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating that the
combination of the two drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. This combination has
been associated with exhibiting MDMA-like effects in animal models (9,10, 42, 43) and human
case studies (27). TFMPP is proposed to account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like
effects and BZP is thought to elicit stimulant-like effects. While animal studies have also shown
that TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drug-discrimination paradigm (42, 43, 44), there are
more convincing accounts ofTFMPP's lack of abuse potential. The fact that TFMPP failed to
maintain self-administration in primates (47) and did not induce place preference in rats (48)
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highly suggests that the drug has minimal abuse potential when taken on its own. In
combination with BZP however, TFMPP has been shown to be reinforcing at low doses, but also
at lower levels than BZP administered alone (47). Therefore, although TFMPP may possess
similar properties to MDMA, albeit with lower potency of effects, it is possible to conclude that
there is minimal likelihood for TFMPP to be abused on its own.

4.4.3 Physical Dependence
The occurrence of both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an aspect of
neuroadaptation, or change in homeostatic processes, that may contribute to the development of
dependence. However, studies investigating BZP-related or TFMPP-related physical
dependence in animals or humans have not yet been conducted. In humans, it is unclear whether
users develop tolerance to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, as well as if there are
any withdrawal symptoms from long-term use.
4.4.4 Reports of Addiction in Users
Another study recently completed in New Zealand, with human subjects, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence of BZP/TFMPP based pills using the DSM-IV substance
dependence criteria. They found that 6 of 33 (18.2%) subjects showed psychological
dependence and 6 of 3~17.1 %) subjects showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawals
(Thompson et aI., 2009).
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction [22], using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS). The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
Interestingly, the study also revealed that the use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. They found that these pills were the fourth most widely used
recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis
4.6

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

At present, a toxicological profile for BZP, nor TFMPP has not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other stimulant drugs or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that
result purely from BZP is sparse. Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more common
than its use alone (Gee et aI., 2008; Gee et aI., 2005; Wilkins et aI., 2006; Nicholson, 2006),
therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP mode of action are in effect the result of
drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, several ,case reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been reported.
The largest intemati~n~cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with BZP toxicity (Gee et aI., 2008). Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4%
palpitation, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing
BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in
individuals who had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is reported elsewhere but
again, only when no other substance or ethanol was co-ingested (Baumann et aI., 2005; Baumann
et aI., 2002; Wood et aI., 2007; King and Nutt, 2007; Gee et aI., 2005; Wilkins et aI., 2008).
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At present, all accounts ofTFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining
BZP/TFMPP pill in~~As several studies have documented both physical and psychological
symptoms associated with BZP/TFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern those specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingested BZP counterpart (Kushnir, 2009).
A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP
alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent, and severe adverse events in the
active BZP/TFMPP groups that the study was terminated (Thompson et aI., 2009). Three cases
presented to the emergency department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type
symptoms and features of sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological
screening revealed they were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine
samples (Wood et aI., 2008).
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death may be a likely
consequence of ingesting BZP and/or TFMPP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol
(Wikstrom et aI., 2004; Elliot and Smith, 2008; Balmelli et aI., 2001).
Overall, it is evident that the adverse effects resulting from BZP and/or TFMPP ingestion, along
with other drugs, can pose significant potential risks to users. However, as many of the findings
are related to polydrug use, interpretation of the findings specific to either BZP or TFMPP is
difficult. The health and safety of Canadians are at risk with the prevalence of BZP and TFMPP
products in Canada.' 'fhlse products have been marketed as a safe alternative to other illicit
substances such as MDMA.

,.~
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4.1.1

Chemistry of BZP (no major changes ... just a typo in chemical name)

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl )piperazine, N -(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N -benzylpiperazine,
l-benzyl-l ,4-diazac)'c~exane. It does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
which does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow colour liquid.

Pha rill acokinetics
Based the only study conducted in hUlnans (Antia et aI., 2009), BZP concentration in plasma is
highest at 75 n1inutes after oral dosing. It has an elilnination half-life of 5.S hours.
M etabolislll
' .~
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined.

Of interest, when TFMPP was added to BZP, BZP's n1etabolisn1 was inhibited by 600/0. When
BZP was incubated \vith TFMPP, TFMPP's Inetabolisln \vas inhibited by 90%. These Inetabolic
interactions can lead to elevated levels of both drugs in plasn1a and increase their effects and
account for the increase of adverse events (Antia et at, 2009b).

Elilllillation
Only 12.25% of the 2001ng dose administered in human subjects was recovered in urine as BZP
and its n1etabolites.
BZP and its n1etabolites accounted for only approximately 12% of a 200mg dose recovered in
hutnan urine (Antia et aI., 2(09). This suggests it has a low bioavailability, is excreted by other
routes and/or has strong tissue/protein binding.

MechanislIl of Action
The available scientific evidence obtained fronl animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
etfects of BZP are substantially silnilar to mnphetmnines and that it acts by increasing the efflux
of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway (EMCDD, 2005; BaUlnann et aI.,
2(05). BZP is thought to have about one-tenth the potency of amphetamine (EMCDD, 2005).
,.~
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Combination ofBZP and TFNfPP
The co-adlninistration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to drmnatic increases in dopmnine and
serotonin levels in the brain con1pared to BZP alone (Bamnann et aI., 2004, 2005). Moreover,
several rats receiving the con1bination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The
fact that these drug-induced seizures occun-ed after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the
threshold dose tt)r serotonin and dopmnine release suggests that the cOlnbination of the two drugs
has a very narrow therapeutic window of safety.
Ph a nil acodYllal1l ics
In a double-blind, pfttc~-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et a1. (1973) found that
both oral BZP IOOlng and dexanlphetanline 10mg were associated with significant increases in
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate compared to placebo. The two
active treatn1ents were not significantly different fi:01n each other in terms of these changes. A
publication (Bye et aI., 1973) repol1ing on two clinical trials found that both BZP and
dexalllphetmnine resulted in signiilcant increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure.
BZP al1dTf~"vfPP

A recent clinical trial (Thon1pson et aI., 2009) Ineasured a range of clinical outcomes of 'party
pills' containing both BZP 300mg and TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in cOlnbination with
alcohol. The results showed that BZP/TFMPP significantly increases in pulse rate, systolic and
diastolic blood pressure, a finding that was suggested to occur via noradrenaline release causing
sYlnpatholnilnetic effects silnilar to an1phetan1ines.

4.1.4. Pharmacology of TFMPp[QaSI~ti'lltl~jif~~]
Biotral1,~lorJnatiol1

T'Fl\rlPP has been shown to be extensive1ymetabolized and ahnost exclusively excreted
as n1etabolites. In the ill vitro experilnents using hmnan liver microsomes, it was detennined that
CYP2D6 \vas the n10st ilnportant enzynle accounting for approxilnately 81 % of the intrinsic
c1earancc[2]. Gcnet1c ~ymorphislns in CYP2D6 may account for different toxicological risks
ofTFMPP intake.
Phannacological il1eC/UlIlb;m of A ctioII
It is 110\\/ well established that TFMPP is a 5-HT receptor agonist that stimulates central
scrotoncrgic neuronal systelns. As denl0nstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
produces presynaptic 5-11'1' release from neurons [7-10], is able to preferentially bind to n1ultiple
post-synaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes [11-13], and alter synaptic 5-HT function by inhibiting 5HT rcuptakc [8. 14].

4.4

Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential

4.4.1 BZP
Abuse Liability
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Preclinical findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the elevation of
extracellular DA an~ ~T levels, which is a common feature for psychostimulants such as
arnphetanlines and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat nucleus
accunlbens, an area of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and associated \vith
pleasurable feelings fl'on1 drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts via a n1echanisn1 of a
highly reinforcing dlUg.
Studies have shown the rewarding properties ofBZP in anilnals. In rats, BZP produces place
preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, produces silnilar
behavioural responses to methmnphetmnine and produces physical effects similar to
mnphetaJnine (Meririnne et aI., 2006; Brennan et aI., 2007: Yarosh et aI., 2007; Baulnann et aI.,
20(5). In rhesus nl0nkcys, BZP is also self adtninistered, substitutes for cocaine and is nondistinguishable froln anlphetmnine in a drug discrilnination test (Fantegrossi et aI., 2005). These
studies have consistently found BZP to exhibit sin1ilar properties to aJnphetmnines and
researchers have repeatedly suggested that it carries potential for abuse.
In hUlnans, only three clinical trials have examined aspects ofBZP abuse liability. In a doubleblind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Cmnpbell et a1. (1973) compared the
subjective effects of dexan1phetanline and BZP. Both drugs were significantly different from
placebo on the excitation score, the physician's anlphetanline score, and the subject's
anlphetanline score. The results suggest that BZP had a 1O-fold lower potency than
dexmnphetanline. dri ~ basis of the findings that BZP produced sinlilar effects to
dexmnphetmnine in a group of fC)rnler addicts, the Wellcolne Foundation Ltd. stopped further
clinical studies on BZP and suggested that BZP should be placed under statutory control similar
to those regulating amphetanlines. Another study from the Wellcolne Research Laboratory has
reported on two clinical phmTIlacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers (Bye et aI,
1973). The authors concluded that BZP was a psychomotor stitnulant with activity similar to
dexmnphetanline.
The only other clinical drug trial did not directly exmnine the abuse liability ofBZP, concluded
that pills containing BZP and TFMPP have mnphetanline-like effects, as evidenced by improved
driving perfonnance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty getting to sleep
(Thonlpson et aI., 20(9).

4.4.2 TFlVIPP
One cornrnon indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the nlcsocorticolinlbc DA systern. Unf()rtunately, TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release has
not been convincingly shown. However, the adlninistration ofTFMPP in cOlnbination with
BZI', has been shown to result in dranlatic increases in DA in the brain~ suggestive of SOlne
potential t(X abuse \)'h~the drugs arc cOlnbined (9~1 0). The significant increases in both DA
and 5-1-1'T' levels are similar to the neurochelnical effects produced by MDMA, indicating that the
cOlnbination of the two drugs may Ininlic the effects produced byMDMA. This c01l1binatiol1
has in fact been associated with exhibiting i\1DMA-like effects in anill1allnodels (9,10, 42, 43)
and hmnan case studies (27)~ with TFl\!{PP proposed to account for the nl0od-elevating,
hallucinogen-like effects, and BZP eliciting stimulant-like cftects. \Vhile anin1<11 studies have
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also shown that -rFMPP generalizes to MDtvIA in the drug-discrinlination paradigln (42, 43, 44),
1110re convincing accounts ofTFMPP abuse potential (or lack thereof). The fact that TFMPP
failed to rnaintain self-adnl1nistration in prinHltes (47) and did not induce place preference in rats
(48) highly suggests that the drug has Ininimal abuse potential when taken on its own. In
combination with BZP ho\vever. TFMPP has been sho\vn to be reinfc)rcing at 10\"\1' doses, but also
at lower levels than I3.~adnlinjstered alone (47). -rherefore, although TFMPP Inay possess
similar properties to MDfVIA, albeit with lo\vcr potency of effects, it is possible to conclude that
there is InininHd likelihood t()r TFfVIPP to be abused on its o\vn.

4.4.3

Physical Dependence
The oeCUITenee of both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrolne reveal an aspect of
neuroadaptation, or change in homeostatic processes, that Inay contribute to the developlnent of
dependence. Ho\vever, studies investigating BZP-related physical dependence in animals or
hunuuls have not yet been conducted. In hUlnans, it is unclear whether users develop tolerance to
the etfects of BZP with higher doses, as well as if there are any withdrawal symptonls from longtenn use.
Overall, there is suflicient evidence fron1 preclinical research to suggest that BZP has potential
for abuse, with findings fron1 hunlan clinical studies supporting this assertion. The degree with
which BZP is likely to be abused however, is unclear, as more phannacokinetic studies and more
detailed hunlan abuse liability studies are needed.

4.4.4

Reports of Addiction in Users
Another study recently completed in New Zealand, with human subjects, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence of BZP/TFMPP based pills using the DSM-IV substance
dependence criteria., T~y found that 6 of 33 (18.2%) subjects showed psychological
dependence and 6 of 35 (17.1 %) subjects showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawals
(ThOlllpson et aI., 2009).
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of 20 I 0 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction [2:~L using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS). The study found that 2.2c}o
(11'7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pins.
Interestingly, the study also revealed that the use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. 'T'hey found that these pills were the fourth n10st widely used
recreational drugs behind alcohoL tobacco and cannabis

4.6

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

At present, a toxicological profile for BZP. nor TFMPP has not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other stin1ulant drugs or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that
result purely fi-on1 BZP is sparse. Combining BZP \vith other drugs or alcohol is more cOIn In on
than its use alone (Gee et aI., 2008~ Gee et aI., 2005: Wilkins et aI., 2006; Nicholson, 2006),
therefore SOlne adverse events often attributed to BZP nlode of action are in effect the result of
drug-drug interactions.
I'~
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Neveliheless, several case reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been reported.
The largest international cohort study exatnined patients presenting to the enlergency departlnent
with BZP toxicity (Gee et aI., 2(08). Of these individuals, 16.70/0 reported confusion, 32.40/0
palpitation, 29.6~1o agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6~1o seizures. Increasing
BZP plaslna levels were linked to a signiticant increase in the chances of having a seizure in
individuals who had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is reported elsewhere but
again, only when no other substance or ethanol was co-ingested (BaUlnann et aI., 2005; Baumann
et aI., 2002; Wood et aI., 2007; King and Nutt, 2007; Gee et aI., 2005; Wilkins et aI., 2008).

At present, all accounts ofTFMPP-re1ated toxicity have come from studies examining
pill intake. As several studies have docu111ented both physical and psychological
syrnptoms associate9 .\~h BZP/TFl\1PP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern those specific to
TFT'v1PP effects and soniC may in part be due to the co-ingested BZP counterpart (Kushnir, 2(09).
BZP/TF~1PP

A recent double-blind, randotllized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP
alone or in conlbination with alcohol resulted in such frequent, and severe adverse events in the
active BZP/TFMPP groups that the study was tenninated (Thompson et aI., 2009). Three cases
presented to the elnergency departlnent in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type
sytnptOIlls and features of sympathomilnetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological
screening revealed they were due to a conlbination ofBZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine
satnples (Wood et aI., 2008). The authors suggested that since these dissociative-type symptonls
were likely the cause ofTFMPP taken in cOInbination with BZP.
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very unconlmon, death may be a likely
consequence of ingesting BZP and/or TFMPP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol
(Wikstronl et aI., 2004; Elliot and Smith, 2008: Bahnelli et aI., 2001).
Overall, it is evident that the adverse effects resulting fror11 BZP andl or ingestion, along with
other drugs, can pose significant potential risks to users. However, as many of the findings are
related to polydrug use, interpretation of the findings specific to either BZP or TFMPP is
difficult. The health and safety of Canadians are at risk with the prevalence ofBZP and TFMPP
products in Canada.1 '~se products have been marketed as a safe alternative to other illicit
substances such as MDMA.
Antia, D., et al., Pharmacokinetics of 'party pill' drug N-benzylpiperazine (BZP) in healthy human participants.
Forensic Sci Int, 2009.186(1-3): p. 63-7.
b) Antia, D., M.D. Tingle, and B.R. Russell, Metabolic interactions with piperazine-based 'party pill' drugs. J
Pharm Pharmacol, 2009. 61(7): p. 877-82.
EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: I-benzylpiperazine. In accordance with
Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
Baumann, M.H., et al., N-substituted piperazines abused by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy,). Neuropsychopharmacology, 2005. 30(3): p. 550-60.
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4.1.1

Chemistry of BZP

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benzylpiperazine,
I-benzyl-l,4-diazacyc1ohexane. It does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is ~orrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant ~s, respiratory system and skin.

to

BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
which does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

4.1.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow colour liquid.

4.1.3

Pharmacology of BZP

Based the only study conducted in humans l , BZP concentration in plasma is highest at 75
minutes after oral dosing. It has an elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway ofBZP has not yet been fully defined. Of interest, when TFMPP
was added to BZP, BZP's metabolism was inhibited by 60%. When BZP was incubated with
TFMPP, TFMPP's metabolism was inhibited by 90%. These metabolic interactions can lead to
elevated levels of both drugs in plasma and increase their effects and account for the increase of
adverse events. 2
I .~

Mechanism ofAction
The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects ofBZP are substantially similar to amphetamines and that it acts by increasing the efflux
of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway.3,4 BZP is thought to have about
one-tenth the potency of amphetamine (Campbell, 1973; EMCDD, 2005).5,6
I Antia U, Lee HS, Kydd RR, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Phannacokinetics of 'party pill' drug N-benzylpiperazine
(BZP) in healthy human participants. Forensic Sci Int. 2009 Apr 15;186(1-3):63-7. Epub 2009 Mar 3.
2 Antia U, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine-based 'party pill' drugs.
1 Phann Phannacol. 2009 Iul;61(7):877-82.
3 Error! Main Document Only. EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report ofa new psychoactive substance: 1benzylpiperazine. In accordance with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/3871IHA on infonnation exchange, risk
assessment and control of new psychoactive substances, 2005.
4 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla IS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychophannacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
5 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: I-benzylpiperazine. In accordance with
Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/3871IHA on infonnation exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
I'~
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Pharmacodynamics
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. (1973)7 found that
both oral BZP 100mg and dexamphetamine 10mg were associated with significant increases in
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate compared to placebo. The two
active treatments were not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A
publication reporting on two clinical trials found that both BZP and dexamphetamine resulted in
significant increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. 8

4.1.4. Pharmacology of TFMPP
Biotransformation
TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In the Wz' ~o experiments using human liver microsomes, it was determined that
CYP2D6 was the most important enzyme accounting for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic
9
clearance. Genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 may account for different toxicological risks of
TFMPP intake.
Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction
It is now well established that TFMPP is a 5-HT receptor agonist that stimulates central
serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
produces presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons lO ,11,12,13, is able to preferentially bind to
multiple post-synaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes 14,15,16, and alter synaptic 5-HT function by
inhibiting 5-HT reuptake. 17,18

6 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW.Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
7 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW.Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
8 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck AW, Young P A.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 163-9.
9 Staack RF, Paul LD, Springer D, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of the new
designer drug 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In vivo studies in Wistar and Dark Agouti rats as
well as in vitro studies ia h~n liver microsomes. Biochem Pharmacol. 2004 Jan 15;67(2):235-44.
\0 Pettibone DJ, Williams M. Serotonin-releasing effects of substituted piperazines in vitro. Biochem Pharmacol.
1984 May 1;33(9):1531-5.
II Auerbach SB, Rutter 11, Juliano Pl Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular serotonin
in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
12 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
13 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
14 Fuller, R. I-Phenylpiperazines and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-HT Agonists and
Psychoactive Drugs, R. Rech, Gudelsky GA, Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor, MI. p. 35-59.
15 Hoyer D.Functional correlates of serotonin 5-HTI recognition sites. J Recept Res. 1988;8(1-4):59-81.
16 Schoeffter P, Hoyer D. Interaction of arylpiperazines with 5-HTIA, 5-HTIB, 5-HTIC and 5-HTID receptors: do
discriminatory 5-HTIB receptor ligands exist? Naunyn Schmiedebergs Arch Pharmacol. 1989 Jun;339(6):675-83.
17 Auerbach SB, Rutter 11, Juliano Pl Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular serotonin
in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
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4.1.4

Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination

While there is not a 1ot6tresearch on the phannacology of BZP/TFMPP combined, there is
some information their pharmacodynamics.
The co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone. 19,20 Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The fact that these druginduced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for
serotonin and dopamine release suggests that the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow
therapeutic window of safety.
A recent clinical trial measured a range of clinical outcomes of 'party pills' containing both BZP
300mg and TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with alcoho1. 21 The results
showed that BZP/TFMPP significantly increases in pulse rate, systolic and diastolic blood
pressure, a finding that was suggested to occur via noradrenaline release causing
sympathomimetic effects similar to amphetamines.

4.4

Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential

4.4.1 BZP Abuse ~i&llility
Preclinical findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the increase of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels- a common feature for psycho stimulants such as amphetamines
and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat nucleus accumbens, an
area of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and associated with pleasurable feelings
from drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts via a mechanism of a reinforcing drug.
Studies have shown the rewarding properties of BZP in animals. In rats, BZP produces place
preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, produces similar
behavioural responses to methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to

18 WolfWA, Ziaja E, Arthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ, Levine RA, Kuhn DM. Effect oftetrahydrobiopterin on
serotonin synthesis, release, and metabolism in superfused hippocampal slices. J Neurochem. 1991 Oct;57(4):11917.
19 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
20 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct; 1025: 189-97.
21 Thompson I, Williamll ~ldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZP/TFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
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amphetamine. 22 ,23,24,25 In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self administered, substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test. 26 These studies have
consistently found BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers repeatedly
suggest that it carries potential for abuse.
In humans, only three clinical trials have examined aspects ofBZP abuse liability. A doubleblind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of
dexamphetamine and BZp.27 Both drugs were significantly different from placebo on the
excitation score, the physician's amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine score. The
results suggest that i~ad a 10-fold lower potency than dexamphetamine. On the basis of the
findings that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former addicts, the
Well come Foundation Ltd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and suggested that BZP
should be placed under statutory control similar to those regulating amphetamines. Another
study from the Well come Research Laboratory has reported on two clinical pharmacological
trials conducted with healthy volunteers. 28 The authors concluded that BZP was a psychomotor
stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine.
The only other clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP, concluded
that pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced by improved
driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty getting to sleep.29
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has potential
for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The degree with
which BZP is likely to be abused however, is unclear, as more pharmacokinetic studies and more
detailed human abuse liability studies are needed.

4.4.2 TFMPP
One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbc DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release has not been
convincingly showrt. '~ever, the administration ofTFMPP in combination with BZP, has
22 Meririnne E, Kajos M, Kankaanpaa A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of I-benzylpiperazine, a new drug of
abuse, in rats. Basic Clin Pharmacol Toxicol. 2006 Apr;98(4):346-50.
23 Brennan KA, Lake B, Hely LS, Jones K, Gittings D, Colussi-Mas J, Fitzmaurice PS, Lea RA, Schenk S. Nbenzylpiperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behav Pharmacol. 2007 Dec; 18(8):785-90.
24 Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted piperazines in
the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(l):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
25 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla 1S, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
26 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods 1H, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus effects
of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol Depend. 2005 Feb
14;77(2): 161-8.
27 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd 1, Peck AW.Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur 1 Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
28 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck AW, Young P A.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
29 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZP/TFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. 1 Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
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been shown to result in dramatic increases in DA in the brain, suggestive of some potential for
abuse when the drugs are combined. 30,31 The significant increases in both DA and 5-HT levels
are similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating that the combination of
the two drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. This combination has been
associated with exhibiting MDMA-like effects in animal models 32,33,34,35 and human case
36
studies. TFMPP is proposed to account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like effects and
BZP is thought to elicit stimulant-like effects. While animal studies have also shown that
TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drug-discrimination paradigm,37,38,39 there are more
convincing accounts of TFMPP' s lack of abuse potential. The fact that TFMPP failed to
maintain self-administration in primates40 and did not induce place preference in rats41 highly
suggests that the drug has minimal abuse potential when taken on its own. In combination with
BZP however, TFMPP has been shown to be reinforcing at low doses, but also at lower levels
than BZP administered alone. 42 Therefore, although TFMPP may possess similar properties to
MDMA, albeit with lower potency of effects, it is possible to conclude that there is minimal
likelihood for TFMPP to be abused on its own.

4.4.3 Physical Dependence
The occurrence ofbf)t~lerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an aspect of
neuroadaptation, or change in homeostatic processes, that may contribute to the development of
dependence. However, studies investigating BZP-related or TFMPP-related physical
30 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
31 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
32 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct; 1025: 189-97.
33 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
34 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
35 Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted piperazines in
the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(1):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
36 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PI. Dissociative and sympathomimetic toxicity
associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine (BZP). J
Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4):254-7.
37 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
38 Yarosh HL, Katz EB,(:'o~A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted piperazines in
the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(1):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
39 Come SJ, Pickering RW.A possible correlation between drug-induced hallucinations in man and a behavioural
response in mice. Psychopharmacologia. 1967;11(1):65-78.
40 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus effects
of 1-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol Depend. 2005 Feb
14;77(2):161-8.
41 Mosher T, Hayes D, Greenshaw A.Differential effects of 5-HT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning and
locomotor activity in rats. Eur J Pharmacol. 2005 May 16;515(1-3):107-16.
42 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus effects
of 1-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol Depend. 2005 Feb
14;77(2): 161-8.
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dependence in animals or humans have not yet been conducted. In humans, it is unclear whether
users develop tolerance to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, as well as if there are
any withdrawal symptoms from long-term use.
4.4.4 Reports of Addiction in Users
Another study recentl~mpleted in New Zealand, with human subjects, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence of BZP/TFMPP based pills using the DSM-IV substance
dependence criteria. They found that 6 of33 (18.2%) subjects showed psychological
dependence and 6 of 35 (17.1 %) subjects showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawals. 43
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction, using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS).44 The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
Interestingly, the study also revealed that the use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. They found that these pills were the fourth most widely used
recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis
4.6

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

At present, a toxicological profile for BZP, nor TFMPP has not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other stimulant drugs or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that
result purely from BZP is sparse. Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more common
than its use alone, 45,46,47,48 therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP mode of action
are in effect the result of drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, severlI 'c~e reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been reported.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with BZP toxicity.49 Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4% palpitation, 29.6%
agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing BZP plasma levels
were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in individuals who had

43 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZP/TFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
44 Wilkins C, Girling M, Sweetsur P. The prevalence of use, dependency and harms oflegal 'party pills' containing
benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (TFMPP) in New Zealand. Journal of Substance Use, 2007.
12(3): p. 213-224.
45 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiperazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
46 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G..Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans: a
prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med 1. 2005 Dec l6;118(1227):U1784.
47 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Casswell S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand: comparisons
of findings from national household drug surveying in 1998,2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006. 119(1244): p.
U2285.
48 Nicholson, TC. Prevalence of use, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those presenting to the
emergency department. f:~ Med Australas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
49 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiperazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
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not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is reported elsewhere but again, only when no
other substance or ethanol was co_ingested. 50 ,51,52,53,54,55
At present, all accounts ofTFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining
BZP/TFMPP pill intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological
symptoms associated with BZP/TFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern those specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingested BZP counterpart. 56
A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP
alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent, and severe adverse events in the
active BZP/TFMPplgr8\1tJs that the study was terminated. 57 Three cases presented to the
emergency department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type symptoms and
features of sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological screening revealed
they were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine samples. 58
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death may be a likely
consequence of ingesting BZP and/or TFMPP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol. 59,60,61

50 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
51Baumann MH, Ayestas MA, Sharpe LG, Lewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Persistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated with GBR12909 decanoate. J Pharmacol Exp Ther.
2002 Jun;301(3): 1190-7.
52 Wood DM, Dargan PI, Button J, Holt DW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL.Collapse, reported seizure--and an
unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571):1490.
53 King LA, Nutt D.Seizures in a night club. Lancet. 2007 JuI21;370(9583):220.
54 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans: a
prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med J. 2005 Dec 16;118(l227):UI784.
55 Wilkins C, Sweetsur D, '(W.ng M.Pattems ofbenzylpiperazine/trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine party pill use and
adverse effects in a population sample in New Zealand. Drug Alcohol Rev. 2008 Nov;27(6):633-9.
56 Kushnir, V. 1-(-3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) abuse liability and dependence potential
assessment. Report prepared for Health Canada. October 2009.
57 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZPITFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
58 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PI.Dissociative and sympathomimetic toxicity
associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine (BZP). J
Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4):254-7.
59 Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner 1. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden. J Anal Toxicol.
2004 Jan-Feb;28(1):67-70.
60 Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and quantitation
of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol, 2008.32(2): p. 172-7.
61 Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy and
benzylpiperazine] Dtsch Med Wochenschr. 2001 Jul13;126(28-29):809-11. [Article in German]
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Overall, it is evident that the adverse effects resulting from BZP and/or TFMPP ingestion, along
with other drugs, can pose significant potential risks to users. However, as many of the findings
are related to polydrug use, interpretation of the findings specific to either BZP or TFMPP is
difficult. The health and safety of Canadians are at risk with the prevalence of BZP and TFMPP
products in Canada. These products have been marketed as a safe alternative to other illicit
substances such as MDMA.
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4.1.1

Chemistry of BZP

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benzylpiperazine,
1-benzyl-1,4-diazacyc1ohexane. It does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
which does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

4.1.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow colour liquid.

4.1.3

Pharmacology of BZP

Based the only study conducted in humans!, BZP concentration in plasma is highest at 75
minutes after oral dosing. It has an elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined. Of interest, when TFMPP
was added to BZP, BZP's metabolism was inhibited by 60%. When BZP was incubated with
TFMPP, TFMPP's metabolism was inhibited by 90%. These metabolic interactions can lead to
elevated levels of both drugs in plasma and increase their effects and account for the increase of
adverse events. 2

Mechanism ofAction
The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to amphetamines and that it acts by increasing the efflux
of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway. 3,4 BZP is thought to have about
one-tenth the potency of amphetamine (Campbell, 1973; EMCDD, 2005).5,6
1 Antia U, Lee RS, Kydd RR, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Pharmacokinetics of 'party pill' drug N-benzylpiperazine
(BZP) in healthy human participants. Forensic Sci Int. 2009 Apr 15;186(1-3):63-7. Epub 2009 Mar 3.
2 Antia U, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine-based 'party pill' drugs.
J Pharm Pharmacol. 2009 Jul;61(7):877-82.
3 Error! Main Document Only. EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report ofa new psychoactive substance: 1benzylpiperazine. In accordance with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk
assessment and control of new psychoactive substances, 2005.
4 Baumann MR, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
5 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: l-benzylpiperazine. In accordance with
Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
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Pharmacodynamics
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. (1973) 7 found that
both oral BZP 100mg and dexamphetamine 10mg were associated with significant increases in
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate compared to placebo. The two
active treatments were not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A
publication reporting on two clinical trials found that both BZP and dexamphetamine resulted in
significant increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. 8

4.1.4. Pharmacology of TFMPP
Biotransformation
TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In the in vitro experiments using human liver micro somes, it was determined that
CYP2D6 was the most important enzyme accounting for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic
clearance. 9 Genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 may account for different toxicological risks of
TFMPP intake.
Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction
It is now well established that TFMPP is a 5-HT receptor agonist that stimulates central
serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
produces presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons lO ,11,12,13, is able to preferentially bind to
multiple post-synaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes 14,15,16, and alter synaptic 5-HT function by
inhibiting 5-HT reuptake. 17,18

6 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck A W. Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
7 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW.Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
8 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck A W, Young PA.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
9 Staack RF, Paul LD, Springer D, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of the new
designer drug 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In vivo studies in Wistar and Dark Agouti rats as
well as in vitro studies in human liver microsomes. Biochem Pharmacol. 2004 Jan 15;67(2):235-44.
10 Pettibone DJ, Williams M. Serotonin-releasing effects of substituted piperazines in vitro. Biochem Pharmacol.
1984 May 1;33(9):1531-5.
11 Auerbach SB, Rutter JJ, Juliano Pl Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular serotonin
in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
12 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann NY Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
13 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
14 Fuller, R. I-Phenylpiperazines and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-HT Agonists and
Psychoactive Drugs, R. Rech, Gudelsky GA, Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor, MI. p. 35-59.
15 Hoyer D.Functional correlates of serotonin 5-HTI recognition sites. J Recept Res. 1988;8(1-4):59-81.
16 Schoeffter P, Hoyer D. Interaction ofarylpiperazines with 5-HTIA, 5-HTIB, 5-HTIC and 5-HTID receptors: do
discriminatory 5-HTIB receptor ligands exist? Naunyn Schmiedebergs Arch Pharmacol. 1989 Jun;339(6):675-83.
17 Auerbach SB, Rutter JJ, Juliano pJ. Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular serotonin
in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
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4.1.4

Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination

While there is not a lot of research on the pharmacology of BZPITFMPP combined, there is
some information their pharmacodynamics.
The co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone. 19,20 Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The fact that these druginduced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for
serotonin and dopamine release suggests that the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow
therapeutic window of safety.
A recent clinical trial measured a range of clinical outcomes of 'party pills' containing both BZP
300mg and TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with alcoho1. 21 The results
showed that BZP/TFMPP significantly increases in pulse rate, systolic and diastolic blood
pressure, a finding that was suggested to occur via noradrenaline release causing
sympathomimetic effects similar to amphetamines.

4.4

Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential

4.4.1 BZP Abuse Liability
Preclinical findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the increase of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels- a common feature for psychostimulants such as amphetamines
and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat nucleus accumbens, an
area of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and associated with pleasurable feelings
from drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts via a mechanism of a reinforcing drug.
Studies have shown the rewarding properties of BZP in animals. In rats, BZP produces place
preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, produces similar
behavioural responses to methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to

18 WolfWA, Ziaja E, Arthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ, Levine RA, Kuhn DM. Effect oftetrahydrobiopterin on
serotonin synthesis, release, and metabolism in superfused hippocampal slices. J Neurochem. 1991 Oct;57(4):11917.
19 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
20 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann NY Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
21 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZP/TFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
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amphetamine. 22,23,24,25 In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self administered, substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test. 26 These studies have
consistently found BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers repeatedly
suggest that it carries potential for abuse.
In humans, only three clinical trials have examined aspects ofBZP abuse liability. A doubleblind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of
dexamphetamine and BZp?7 Both drugs were significantly different from placebo on the
excitation score, the physician's amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine score. The
results suggest that BZP had a 10-fold lower potency than dexamphetamine. On the basis of the
findings that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former addicts, the
Wellcome Foundation Ltd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and suggested that BZP
should be placed under statutory control similar to those regulating amphetamines. Another
study from the Wellcome Research Laboratory has reported on two clinical pharmacological
trials conducted with healthy volunteers. 28 The authors concluded that BZP was a psychomotor
stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine.
The only other clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP, concluded
that pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced by improved
driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty getting to sleep.29
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has potential
for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The degree with
which BZP is likely to be abused however, is unclear, as more pharmacokinetic studies and more
detailed human abuse liability studies are needed.

4.4.2 TFMPP
One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbc DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release has not been
convincingly shown. However, the administration of TFMPP in combination with BZP, has
Meririnne E, Kajos M, Kankaanpaa A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of I-benzylpiperazine, a new drug of
abuse, in rats. Basic Clin Pharmacol Toxicol. 2006 Apr;98(4):346-50.
23 Brennan KA, Lake B, Hely LS, Jones K, Gittings D, Colussi-Mas J, Fitzmaurice PS, Lea RA, Schenk S. Nbenzylpiperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behav Pharmacol. 2007 Dec; 18(8):785-90.
24 Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted piperazines in
the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(l):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
25 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
26 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus effects
of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol Depend. 2005 Feb
14;77(2): 161-8.
27 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck A W.Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
28 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck AW, Young PA.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
29 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZP/TFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
22
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been shown to result in dramatic increases in DA in the brain, suggestive of some potential for
abuse when the drugs are combined?O,31 The significant increases in both DA and 5-HT levels
are similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating that the combination of
the two drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. This combination has been
associated with exhibiting MDMA-like effects in animal models 32,33,34,35 and human case
studies. 36 TFMPP is proposed to account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like effects and
BZP is thought to elicit stimulant-like effects. While animal studies have also shown that
TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drug-discrimination paradigm,37,38,39 there are more
convincing accounts ofTFMPP's lack of abuse potential. The fact that TFMPP failed to
maintain self-administration in primates40 and did not induce place preference in rats 41 highly
suggests that the drug has minimal abuse potential when taken on its own. In combination with
BZP however, TFMPP has been shown to be reinforcing at low doses, but also at lower levels
than BZP administered alone. 42 Therefore, although TFMPP may possess similar properties to
MDMA, albeit with lower potency of effects, it is possible to conclude that there is minimal
likelihood for TFMPP to be abused on its own.

4.4.3 Physical Dependence
The occurrence of both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an aspect of
neuroadaptation, or change in homeostatic processes, that may contribute to the development of
dependence. However, studies investigating BZP-related or TFMPP-related physical
30 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann NY Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
31 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
32 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct; 1025: 189-97.
33 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
34 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
35 Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted piperazines in
the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(1):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
36 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PI.Dissociative and sympathomimetic toxicity
associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine (BZP). J
Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4):254-7.
37 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
38 Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted piperazines in
the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(1):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
39 Come SJ, Pickering RW.A possible correlation between drug-induced hallucinations in man and a behavioural
response in mice. Psychopharmacologia. 1967;11(1):65-78.
40 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus effects
of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol Depend. 2005 Feb
14;77(2): 161-8.
41 Mosher T, Hayes D, Greenshaw A.Differential effects of 5-HT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning and
locomotor activity in rats. Eur J Pharmacol. 2005 May 16;515(1-3):107-16.
42 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus effects
of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol Depend. 2005 Feb
14;77(2): 161-8.
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dependence in animals or humans have not yet been conducted. In humans, it is unclear whether
users develop tolerance to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, as well as if there are
any withdrawal symptoms from long-term use.

4.4.4 Reports of Addiction in Users
Another study recently completed in New Zealand, with human subjects, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence of BZPITFMPP based pills using the DSM -IV substance
dependence criteria. They found that 6 of 33 (18.2%) subjects showed psychological
dependence and 6 of35 (17.1 %) subjects showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawals. 43
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction, using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS).44 The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
Interestingly, the study also revealed that the use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. They found that these pills were the fourth most widely used
recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis

4.6

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

At present, a toxicological profile for BZP, nor TFMPP has not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other stimulant drugs or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that
result purely from BZP is sparse. Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more common
than its use alone, 45,46,47,48 therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP mode of action
are in effect the result of drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been reported.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with BZP toxicity.49 Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4% palpitation, 29.6%
agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing BZP plasma levels
were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in individuals who had

Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZP/TFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
44 Wilkins C, Girling M, Sweetsur P. The prevalence of use, dependency and harms of legal 'party pills' containing
benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (TFMPP) in New Zealand Journal of Substance Use, 2007.
12(3): p. 213-224.
45 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiperazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
46 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans: a
prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med J. 2005 Dec 16;1 18(l227):U1784.
47 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Casswell S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand: comparisons
offindings from national household drug surveying in 1998,2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006. 119(1244): p.
U2285.
48 Nicholson, TC. Prevalence of use, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those presenting to the
emergency department. Emerg Med Australas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
49 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiperazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
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not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is reported elsewhere but again, only when no
other substance or ethanol was co_ingested. 50,51,52,53,54,55
At present, all accounts of TFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining
BZP/TFMPP pill intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological
symptoms associated with BZP/TFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern those specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingested BZP counterpart. 56
A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP
alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent, and severe adverse events in the
active BZP/TFMPP groups that the study was terminated. 57 Three cases presented to the
emergency department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type symptoms and
features of sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological screening revealed
they were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine samples. 58
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death may be a likely
consequence of ingesting BZP and/or TFMPP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol. 59,60,61

50 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
51Baumann MH, Ayestas MA, Sharpe LG, Lewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Persistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated with GBR12909 decanoate. J Pharmacol Exp Ther.
2002 Jun;301(3):1190-7.
52 Wood DM, Dargan PI, Button J, Holt DW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL.Collapse, reported seizure--and an
unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571):1490.
53 King LA, Nutt D.Seizures in a night club. Lancet. 2007 JuI21;370(9583):220.
54 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans: a
prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med J. 2005 Dec 16;118(1227):UI784.
55 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Girling M.Pattems ofbenzylpiperazine/trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine party pill use and
adverse effects in a population sample in New Zealand. Drug Alcohol Rev. 2008 Nov;27(6):633-9.
56 Kushnir, V. 1-(-3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) abuse liability and dependence potential
assessment. Report prepared for Health Canada. October 2009.
57 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZP/TFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
58 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PLDissociative and sympathomimetic toxicity
associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine (BZP). J
Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4):254-7.
59 Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner J. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden. J Anal Toxicol.
2004 Jan-Feb;28(1):67-70.
60 Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and quantitation
of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol, 2008. 32(2): p. 172-7.
61 Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy and
benzylpiperazine] Dtsch Med Wochenschr. 2001 Jul13;126(28-29):809-11. [Article in German]
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Overall, it is evident that the adverse effects resulting from BZP and/or TFMPP ingestion, along
with other drugs, can pose significant potential risks to users. However, as many of the findings
are related to polydrug use, interpretation of the findings specific to either BZP or TFMPP is
difficult. The health and safety of Canadians are at risk with the prevalence of BZP and TFMPP
products in Canada. These products have been marketed as a safe alternative to other illicit
substances such as MDMA.
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4.1.1

Chemistry ofBZP (no major changes ... just a typo in chemical name)

BZP is a synthetic N -monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benzylpiperazine,
1-benzyl-1,4-diazacydohexane. It does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause burns. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
which does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

4.1.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow colour liquid.

4.1.3

Pharmacology of BZP

Based the only study conducted in humans (Antia et aI., 2009), BZP concentration in plasma is
highest at 75 minutes after oral dosing. It has an elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined. Of interest, when TFMPP
was added to BZP, BZP's metabolism was inhibited by 60%. When BZP was incubated with
TFMPP, TFMPP's metabolism was inhibited by 90%. These metabolic interactions can lead to
elevated levels of both drugs in plasma and increase their effects and account for the increase of
adverse events (Antia et aI., 2009b).
Mechanism ofAction
The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to amphetamines and that it acts by increasing the efflux
of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway (EMCDD, 2005; Baumann et aI.,
2005). BZP is thought to have about one-tenth the potency of amphetamine (Campbell, 1973;
EMCDD, 2005).
Pharmacodynamics
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et ai. (1973) found that
both oral BZP 100mg and dexamphetamine 10mg were associated with significant increases in
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate compared to placebo. The two
active treatments were not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A
publication (Bye et aI., 1973) reporting on two clinical trials found that both BZP and
dexamphetamine resulted in significant increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure.
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4.1.4. Pharmacology of TFMPP
Biotransformation
TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In the in vitro experiments using human liver microsomes, it was determined that
CYP2D6 was the most important enzyme accounting for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic
clearance(2). Genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 may account for different toxicological risks
of TFMPP intake.
Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction
It is now well established that TFMPP is a 5-HT receptor agonist that stimulates central
serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
produces presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons (7-10), is able to preferentially bind to multiple
post-synaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes (11-13), and alter synaptic 5-HT function by inhibiting 5HT reuptake (8,14).

4.1.4

Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination

While there is not a lot of research on the pharmacology of BZP ITFMPP combined, there is
some information their pharmacodynamics.
The co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone (Baumann et aI., 2004, 2005). Moreover,
several rats receiving the combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The
fact that these drug-induced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the
threshold dose for serotonin and dopamine release suggests that the combination of the two drugs
has a very narrow therapeutic window of safety.
A recent clinical trial (Thompson et aI., 2009) measured a range of clinical outcomes of 'party
pills' containing both BZP 300mg and TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with
alcohol. The results showed that BZP/TFMPP significantly increases in pulse rate, systolic and
diastolic blood pressure, a finding that was suggested to occur via noradrenaline release causing
sympathomimetic effects similar to amphetamines.

4.4

Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential

4.4.1 BZP Abuse Liability
Preclinical findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the increase of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels- a common feature for psycho stimulants such as amphetamines
and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat nucleus accumbens, an
area of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and associated with pleasurable feelings
from drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts via a mechanism of a reinforcing drug.
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Studies have shown the rewarding properties of BZP in animals. In rats, BZP produces place
preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, produces similar
behavioural responses to methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to
amphetamine (Meririnne et aI., 2006; Brennan et aI., 2007; Yarosh et aI., 2007; Baumann et aI.,
2005). In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self administered, substitutes for cocaine and is nondistinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test (Fantegrossi et aI., 2005). These
studies have consistently found BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers
repeatedly suggest that it carries potential for abuse.
In humans, only three clinical trials have examined aspects ofBZP abuse liability. In a doubleblind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. (1973) compared the
subjective effects of dexamphetamine and BZP. Both drugs were significantly different from
placebo on the excitation score, the physician's amphetamine score, and the subject's
amphetamine score. The results suggest that BZP had a 10-fold lower potency than
dexamphetamine. On the basis of the findings that BZP produced similar effects to
dexamphetamine in a group of former addicts, the Well come Foundation Ltd. stopped further
clinical studies on BZP and suggested that BZP should be placed under statutory control similar
to those regulating amphetamines. Another study from the Well come Research Laboratory has
reported on two clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers (Bye et aI,
1973). The authors concluded that BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to
dexamphetamine.
The only other clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP, concluded
that pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced by improved
driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty getting to sleep
(Thompson et aI., 2009).
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has potential
for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The degree with
which BZP is likely to be abused however, is unclear, as more pharmacokinetic studies and more
detailed human abuse liability studies are needed.
4.4.2 TFMPP
One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbc DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release has not been
convincingly shown. However, the administration ofTFMPP in combination with BZP, has
been shown to result in dramatic increases in DA in the brain, suggestive of some potential for
abuse when the drugs are combined (9,10). The significant increases in both DA and 5-HT
levels are similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating that the
combination of the two drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. This combination has
been associated with exhibiting MDMA-like effects in animal models (9,10, 42, 43) and human
case studies (27). TFMPP is proposed to account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like
effects and BZP is thought to elicit stimulant-like effects. While animal studies have also shown
that TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drug-discrimination paradigm (42, 43, 44), there are
more convincing accounts of TFMPP' s lack of abuse potential. The fact that TFMPP failed to
maintain self-administration in primates (47) and did not induce place preference in rats (48)
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highly suggests that the drug has minimal abuse potential when taken on its own. In
combination with BZP however, TFMPP has been shown to be reinforcing at low doses, but also
at lower levels than BZP administered alone (47). Therefore, although TFMPP may possess
similar properties to MDMA, albeit with lower potency of effects, it is possible to conclude that
there is minimal likelihood for TFMPP to be abused on its own.

4.4.3 Physical Dependence
The occurrence of both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an aspect of
neuroadaptation, or change in homeostatic processes, that may contribute to the development of
dependence. However, studies investigating BZP-related or TFMPP-related physical
dependence in animals or humans have not yet been conducted. In humans, it is unclear whether
users develop tolerance to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, as well as if there are
any withdrawal symptoms from long-term use.
4.4.4 Reports of Addiction in Users
Another study recently completed in New Zealand, with human subjects, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence of BZP ITFMPP based pills using the DSM-IV substance
dependence criteria. They found that 6 of 33 (18.2%) subjects showed psychological
dependence and 6 of 35 (1 7.1 %) subj ects showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawals
(Thompson et aI., 2009).
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction [22], using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS). The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
Interestingly, the study also revealed that the use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. They found that these pills were the fourth most widely used
recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis
4.6

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

At present, a toxicological profile for BZP, nor TFMPP has not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other stimulant drugs or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that
result purely from BZP is sparse. Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more common
than its use alone (Gee et aI., 2008; Gee et aI., 2005; Wilkins et aI., 2006; Nicholson, 2006),
therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP mode of action are in effect the result of
drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study of BZP toxicity have been reported.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with BZP toxicity (Gee et aI., 2008). Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4%
palpitation, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing
BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in
individuals who had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is reported elsewhere but
again, only when no other substance or ethanol was co-ingested (Baumann et aI., 2005; Baumann
et aI., 2002; Wood et aI., 2007; King and Nutt, 2007; Gee et aI., 2005; Wilkins et aI., 2008).
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At present, all accounts of TFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining
BZP/TFMPP pill intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological
symptoms associated with BZP/TFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern those specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingested BZP counterpart (Kushnir, 2009).
A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP
alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent, and severe adverse events in the
active BZP/TFMPP groups that the study was terminated (Thompson et aI., 2009). Three cases
presented to the emergency department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type
symptoms and features of sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological
screening revealed they were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine
samples (Wood et aI., 2008).
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death may be a likely
consequence of ingesting BZP and/or TFMPP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol
(Wikstrom et aI., 2004; Elliot and Smith, 2008; Balmelli et aI., 2001).
Overall, it is evident that the adverse effects resulting from BZP and/or TFMPP ingestion, along
with other drugs, can pose significant potential risks to users. However, as many of the findings
are related to polydrug use, interpretation of the findings specific to either BZP or TFMPP is
difficult. The health and safety of Canadians are at risk with the prevalence of BZP and TFMPP
products in Canada. These products-have been marketed as a safe alternative to other illicit
substances such as MDMA.
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4.1.1

Chemistry ofBZP (no major changes ... just a typo in chemical name)

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benzylpiperazine,
1-benzyl-1,4-diazacyc1ohexane. It does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
which does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

4.1.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow colour liquid.

4.1.3

Pharmacology of BZP

Based the only study conducted in humans (Antia et aI., 2009), BZP concentration in plasma is
highest at 75 minutes after oral dosing. It has an elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined. Of interest, when TFMPP
was added to BZP, BZP's metabolism was inhibited by 60%. When BZP was incubated with
TFMPP, TFMPP's metabolism was inhibited by 90%. These metabolic interactions can lead to
elevated levels of both drugs in plasma and increase their effects and account for the increase of
adverse events (Antia et aI., 2009b).
Mechanism ofAction
The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to amphetamines and that it acts by increasing the efflux
of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway (EMCDD, 2005; Baumann et aI.,
2005). BZP is thought to have about one-tenth the potency of amphetamine (Campbell, 1973;
EMCDD, 2005).
Pharmacodynamics
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et aI. (1973) found that
both oral BZP 100mg and dexamphetamine 10mg were associated with significant increases in
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate compared to placebo. The two
active treatments were not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A
publication (Bye et aI., 1973) reporting on two clinical trials found that both BZP and
dexamphetamine resulted in significant increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure.
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4.1.4. Pharmacology of TFMPP
Biotransformation
TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In the in vitro experiments using human liver microsomes, it was determined that
CYP2D6 was the most important enzyme accounting for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic
clearance(2). Genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 may account for different toxicological risks
of TFMPP intake.
Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction
It is now well established that TFMPP is a 5-HT receptor agonist that stimulates central
serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
produces presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons (7-10), is able to preferentially bind to multiple
post-synaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes (11-13), and alter synaptic 5-HT function by inhibiting 5HT reuptake (8,14).

4.1.4

Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination

While there is not a lot of research on the pharmacology of BZPITFMPP combined, there is
some information their pharmacodynamics.
The co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone (Baumann et aI., 2004, 2005). Moreover,
several rats receiving the combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The
fact that these drug-induced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the
threshold dose for serotonin and dopamine release suggests that the combination of the two drugs
has a very narrow therapeutic window of safety.
A recent clinical trial (Thompson et aI., 2009) measured a range of clinical outcomes of 'party
pills' containing both BZP 300mg and TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with
alcohol. The results showed that BZP/TFMPP significantly increases in pulse rate, systolic and
diastolic blood pressure, a finding that was suggested to occur via noradrenaline release causing
sympathomimetic effects similar to amphetamines.

4.4

Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential

4.4.1 BZP Abuse Liability
Preclinical findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the increase of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels- a common feature for psycho stimulants such as amphetamines
and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat nucleus accumbens, an
area of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and associated with pleasurable feelings
from drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts via a mechanism of a reinforcing drug.
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Studies have shown the rewarding properties of BZP in animals. In rats, BZP produces place
preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, produces similar
behavioural responses to methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to
amphetamine (Meririnne et aI., 2006; Brennan et aI., 2007; Yarosh et aI., 2007; Baumann et aI.,
2005). In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self administered, substitutes for cocaine and is nondistinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test (Fantegrossi et aI., 2005). These
studies have consistently found BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers
repeatedly suggest that it carries potential for abuse.
In humans, only three clinical trials have examined aspects ofBZP abuse liability. In a doubleblind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et ai. (1973) compared the
subjective effects of dexamphetamine and BZP. Both drugs were significantly different from
placebo on the excitation score, the physician's amphetamine score, and the subject's
amphetamine score. The results suggest that BZP had a 10-fold lower potency than
dexamphetamine. On the basis of the findings that BZP produced similar effects to
dexamphetamine in a group of former addicts, the Well come Foundation Ltd. stopped further
clinical studies on BZP and suggested that BZP should be placed under statutory control similar
to those regulating amphetamines. Another study from the Wellcome Research Laboratory has
reported on two clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers (Bye et aI,
1973). The authors concluded that BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to
dexamphetamine.
The only other clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP, concluded
that pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced by improved
driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty getting to sleep
(Thompson et aI., 2009).
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has potential
for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The degree with
which BZP is likely to be abused however, is unclear, as more pharmacokinetic studies and more
detailed human abuse liability studies are needed.
4.4.2 TFMPP
One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbc DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release has not been
convincingly shown. However, the administration ofTFMPP in combination with BZP, has
been shown to result in dramatic increases in DA in the brain, suggestive of some potential for
abuse when the drugs are combined (9,10). The significant increases in both DA and 5-HT
levels are similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating that the
combination of the two drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. This combination has
been associated with exhibiting MDMA-like effects in animal models (9,10, 42, 43) and human
case studies (27). TFMPP is proposed to account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like
effects and BZP is thought to elicit stimulant-like effects. While animal studies have also shown
that TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drug-discrimination paradigm (42, 43, 44), there are
more convincing accounts ofTFMPP's lack of abuse potential. The fact that TFMPP failed to
maintain self-administration in primates (47) and did not induce place preference in rats (48)
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highly suggests that the drug has minimal abuse potential when taken on its own. In
combination with BZP however, TFMPP has been shown to be reinforcing at low doses, but also
at lower levels than BZP administered alone (47). Therefore, although TFMPP may possess
similar properties to MDMA, albeit with lower potency of effects, it is possible to conclude that
there is minimal likelihood for TFMPP to be abused on its own.

4.4.3 Physical Dependence
The occurrence of both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an aspect of
neuroadaptation, or change in homeostatic processes, that may contribute to the development of
dependence. However, studies investigating BZP-related or TFMPP-related physical
dependence in animals or humans have not yet been conducted. In humans, it is unclear whether
users develop tolerance to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, as well as if there are
any withdrawal symptoms from long-term use.

4.4.4 Reports of Addiction in Users
Another study recently completed in New Zealand, with human subjects, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence of BZP/TFMPP based pills using the DSM-IV substance
dependence criteria. They found that 6 of33 (18.2%) subjects showed psychological
dependence and 6 of35 (17.l%) subjects showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawals
(Thompson et ai., 2009).
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction [22], using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS). The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
Interestingly, the study also revealed that the use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. They found that these pills were the fourth most widely used
recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis
4.6

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

At present, a toxicological profile for BZP, nor TFMPP has not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other stimulant drugs or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that
result purely from BZP is sparse. Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more common
than its use alone (Gee et ai., 2008; Gee et ai., 2005; Wilkins et ai., 2006; Nicholson, 2006),
therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP mode of action are in effect the result of
drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study of BZP toxicity have been reported.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with BZP toxicity (Gee et ai., 2008). Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4%
palpitation, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing
BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in
individuals who had not co-ingested ethanoi. This positive association is reported elsewhere but
again, only when no other substance or ethanol was co-ingested (Baumann et ai., 2005; Baumann
et ai., 2002; Wood et ai., 2007; King and Nutt, 2007; Gee et ai., 2005; Wilkins et ai., 2008).
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At present, all accounts of TFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining
BZP/TFMPP pill intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological
symptoms associated with BZP/TFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern those specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingested BZP counterpart (Kushnir, 2009).
A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP
alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent, and severe adverse events in the
active BZP/TFMPP groups that the study was terminated (Thompson et aI., 2009). Three cases
presented to the emergency department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type
symptoms and features of sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological
screening revealed they were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine
samples (Wood et aI., 2008).
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death may be a likely
consequence of ingesting BZP and/or TFMPP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol
(Wikstrom et aI., 2004; Elliot and Smith, 2008; Balmelli et aI., 2001).
Overall, it is evident that the adverse effects resulting from BZP and/or TFMPP ingestion, along
with other drugs, can pose significant potential risks to users. However, as many of the findings
are related to polydrug use, interpretation of the findings specific to either BZP or TFMPP is
difficult. The health and safety of Canadians are at risk with the prevalence of BZP and TFMPP
products in Canada. These products have been marketed as a safe alternative to other illicit
substances such as MDMA.
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Protected B
Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances Scheduling (CSS) Working Group meeting
Wednesday, November 18th , 2009,-10:00-11:30pm
123 Slater Street, Rm 30SA
Present:

Regrets:

•

•

Jocelyn Kula, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Secretariat- Tiffany Thornton, ODARS,
CSTD,HECSB

Suzanne Desjardins, Office of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

•

Bruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB

•

Tiana Branch, Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTB, HECSB

•

Tanja Kalajdzic, Marketed
Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices
Division, Marketed Health Products
Directorate, Health Products and
Food Branch (HPFB)

•

Colette Strnad, Office of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate,
HPFB (alternate for Thea Muller)

•

Brittany Sauve, ODARS, CSTD,
HECS

1.
Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the group. In the absence of Tiffany, Brittany provided the secretariat
function.
2.
Approval of Agenda Items
"Update on BZP and TFMPP" was added as an additional item. The CSS WG approved
addition and the rest of the agenda.
3.
Approval of ROD from July 1Sth and September 16th , 2009
The ROD for the July 15 th meeting was approved. The ROD for the September 16th meeting was
approved pending a few editorial changes.
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4.
Follow-up on Propofol Abuse Discussion
There are few reports of propofol abuse in the literature. The abuse appears to be mainly among
health care professionals.
The precursor to propofol, which has its own active properties, has been recently scheduled in
the United States, but not propofol.
Addiction and abuse are not generally regarded by health care providers as adverse events (AE)
caused by a drug and as such are not frequently reported to Health Canada. MijPD encourages
industry tolook'afabuse and addiction adrugthrough post~m:~tKetii!g s~eilla11ce ~tudles and
not to relY/9ll,ij~'sM~'1J~:ffect,websit~. In France, there are two separate reporting systems, one
for AEs and one solely for abuse and addiction.

of

Actions:
>- Tanja will request reports of AEs for propofol.

5.
EAC Discussion (meeting with ADM and proposed documents)
OCS and ODARS are scheduled to present to the ADM about establishing an EAC for CDSA
scheduling at a HECS PolicylProgramlRisk briefing on December 9t \ 2009.
The incident between the UK government and the Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs
(ACMD) related to cannabis scheduling was discussed. Dr. David Nutt, the UK's chief drugs
adviser i.e., head of the ACMD, was recently asked to step down after criticizing the
government's decision to reclassify cannabis as a Class B drug. It was suggested this issue be
added as a considerations in the speaking points for the meeting with the ADM. It should be
noted however, that the Terms of Reference for the proposed EAC would be more restrictive
than in the UK and the EAC would only be asked specific questions related to a scientific/
medical aspect of a substance being assessed for scheduling.
The draft deck prepared for the HECS ADtvi Briefing will be updated based on the WG's
discussion.
Actions:
>- Tiana to revise the draft deck to include the following changes:

The name o/the EAC
>- To remove the link of the EAC to the CDSA scheduling decision, it was decided that the
committee would be renamed: 'EAC on Substances of Abuse'.
Examples o/how an EAC could have been/would be used (Slide 8)
>- Remove broad actions by the EAC which could lead to confusion about its mandate, e.g.,
advise on possible options, provide alternative options for consideration.
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6.
Updated Version of the CDSA Scheduling Factors- for concurrence
Bruna will revise Factor 4. There is a concern around the literature using different definitions of
term 'dependence liability'. Bruna will modify the definition to avoid any confusion.
7.
Update of BZP and TFMPP
Brittany provided content regarding the pharmacology of BZP and TFMPP for the Issue
Analysis Summary. OCS is currently updating and reviewing the document.
8.
Next Steps
Next meeting was scheduled for December 16th , but the WG will postpone the meeting until
Wednesday January 20th, 2010 10-11:30 in Room A305. Tiffany will send invitation. In the
meantime, OCS/ODARS will report back to the WG re: the outcome of the HECS ADM briefing
via e-mail.
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HECSB-HPFB Discussion of BZP
Tiana Branch to: Sherrey Collier

2010-01-12 10:07 AM

Cc: Sharon Mullin, Jocelyn Kula, Elizabeth Dussault, Suzanne Desjardins

Good morning Sherrey,
We have not met yet; however, I understand from Jocelyn and Elizabeth that you are very interested in the
progression of the scheduling of BZP.
Next week the Controlled Substances Scheduling Working Group (a HECSB-HPFB group responsible for
coordinating the scheduling of substances under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act)Nili begin its
discussion of BZP and Jocelyn has asked that you be invited to the meeting. It will take place on Wed
January 20th in A505, 5th floor, 123 Slater St from 1 - 2:30 PM. Will you please confirm your availability
for this meeting by Friday January 15th? Meeting documents will be provided shortly.
Thanks I Merci,
Tiana
T ian a Branch
Regulatory Project Officer I Agente de projets reglementaires
Policy & Regulatory Affairs Division I Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel. I Telephone: (613) 941-1511
Email ICourriel:tiana_branch@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Dran
Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances Scheduling (CSS) Working Group meeting
Wednesday, January 20 th , 2010, 1~2:30pm
123 Slater Street, Rm 505A
r-------

Present:

Regrets:

•

Suzanne Desjardins, Office of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Control1ed
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

•

•

Bruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB via phone

•

Tiana Branch, Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTB, HECSB

•

Colette Strnad, Office of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate,
HPFB (alternate for Thea Muller) via
phone

•

Evelyn Soo, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Jocelyn Kula, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Sherrey Collier, Inspectorate
Litigation Affairs Directorate (ILAD),
Health Products and Food Branch
Inspectorate, Health Products and
Food Branch

Tanja Kalajdzic, Marketed
Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices
Division, Marketed Health Products
Directorate, Health Products and Food
Branch (HPFB)

•. Secretariat- Tiffany Thornton,
ODARS, CSTD, HECSB

1.
Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the group and recognized new member Evelyn Soo. She also noted the
attendance of Sherry Collier from HPFB Inspectorate who had been invited to participate in the
discussion of BZP.
2.

Approval of Agenda Items
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

The CSS WG approved the draft agenda for the meeting.
3.
Approval of ROD from November 18th , 2009
The ROD for the November meeting was approved with addition ofTanja's comments.
4.
Update on HECBS ADM Briefing
In December 2009, OCS presented a Proposal to Establish an Expert Working Group on
Substances of Abuse (EWG) to the ADM HECSB. During the presentation the two 2 main issues
raised were the following:

1. There is some reluctance in the Department to establish more expert advisory
committees. There were questions regarding whether there is an alternate means to
achieve the goals of a more transparent and defensible CDSA scheduling process.
2. In addition, there were questions regarding the scope of the EWG's activities.
The ADM asked that CSTD return to present the proposed approach to scheduling. As a result
an updated version of the Draft Policy was circulated to the CSS WG for review and comments.

Actions:
~ Tiana to revise the draft deck to include the following changes:

Background (Slide 4)
~ Provide more details regarding the type of information the public decision document
would include, e.g., scientific evidence, etc.
Proposed Modifications to CDSA Scheduling Process (Slide 5, 6, 7, 8)
~ The expert working group should be referred to as an expert advisory committee
~ The deck should indicate that a substance may be either scheduled under the CDSA,
considered for scheduling under the Food and Drug Regulations, or remain uncontrolled.
5.
Updated Veision of the CDSA Scheduling Factors- for concurrence
There is concern regarding the scientific literature using different definitions of the term
'dependence liability'. Bruna will modify the wording of factor 4~of the Scheduling Factors
document in order to avoid any confusion and provide to Tiffany for circulation to CSS-WG
members.
6.

Discussion of the Issue Analysis Summary (lAS) on BZP and TFMPP
~

~

There was a December 2009 media report regarding deaths associated with BZP use. If
this information is accurate, it should be included in the Issue Analysis Summary on
BZP.
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

~

BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a drug, but there are no identified therapeutic
uses for these substances.

Action - General:
~ Bruna to examine published case reports of deaths related to BZP, if any, and report back
to the CSS-WG.
~ Bruna to inquire as to whether these products are on the agenda for the WHO ECDD
Actions - OCS to update Issue Analysis Summary to reflect the following changes:

8.
Next Steps
Next meeting was scheduled for February 17th from 10:00to 11 :30am in Room A405, Tiffany
will send invitation with agenda. The documents for review will be circulated prior to the
meeting.
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Fw: Status of my work...
,:O!:;!t:lrdins

Hanan Abramovici

2010-02-1509:15 AM

This message has been forwarded.

~~~--

forwarded by Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-02·15 09:15 AM -----

'"""'~"""" Brittany

~.
~ ~..

..... ...
~

.-

Sauv6/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-01-1503:42 PM

cc

~~

Subject Status of my work ...

Suzanne,

Because my work tends to be ad hoc and service oriented. I don't have much to leave behind for the
person who will be filling my position over the next year. The main project still on the go is Drugs in the
Body/Brain with RAPB being the lead.

Drug effects on the body and brain
The information created for this interactive website is two fold:
•
•

Drugs in the brain
Drugs in the body

Here is the information to date on drugs in the body. This is information that I put together:

~

Drug Effect on the Bod}' Jan 201 O. doc

The initial information for drugs and the brain stems from a report which we contracted out (below). This
information was created at a much higher level than our intended youth (11-15) target. This needs to be
modified to fit the web template being created.

Drugs and the Brain Final Report. doc

The company putting together ideas for the Drugs in the Body and Brain project are Pixelera. I have
started to take the information and make it a little bit more user friendly. Once the web concepts have
been put together, I believe this will have to be even further 'plain-Ianguaged'. (text in blue has been
simplified from report).

r~
Drugs and the Brain for NADS v1.doc

I had also provided comments on the text on cocaine which will be used in the final proposal and have
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made some suggestions as to how the information might be best presented.

Pixeler a Cocaine - Sample Content BSauve. doc

In regards to the information for drugs and the brain, I have an idea about what needs to be covered per
drug:
How does a normal brain function?
How X produces its effects? (information on how dopamine (and in some cases other neurotransmitters
also) is affected - i.e. block reuptake from transporters, increase release into the synapse etc)
Long terms effects:
- brain 'shrinkage' -loss of grey matter
- loss of receptors
- loss ofaxons etc.
You will see in the report that these are the main effects which there is information around. These could fit
into the drop down menu for each drug and the brain
The final report was not sent to me prior to leaving ... but this was the last version I received. I don't
believe that there will be many more changes to this:

Pixelera Health Canada -Interface Design v2.pdf

And these two concepts can be viewed online at: http://www.pixelera.com/demoweb/hcl
Again, Pixelera is just putting together the creatives- a picture version of what could be. The interactive
web design will be based on one of these two concepts and contracted out through RFP.
Once we begin the interactive web design stage, it will be important to work closely with the developer to
provide content that works with the web design and vice versa.

NADS youth campaign
The parent component of the NADS campaign was launched in 2008. I have left a binder with all of the
advertisement creatives (radio, print and television), web content and parent booklet created for the
campaign. This binder is a good summary of all the information/marketing done for this campaign. This
campaign has a soft relaunch prior to the launch of the youth campaign earlier this year. As as part of that
there were toolkits for parents created. Chantale Charbonneau has sent me an e-mail which summarizes
this information well. I will forward it to you.
The NADS youth campaign was the second phase of this campaign. It was launched Tuesday,
December 15, 2009. As part of the Ministerial event the web site was launched and can be visited at
Y'I_V'{Y'!.not4me.ca and www.Odrogue.ca.
The TV commercial began airing to youth networks and youth-oriented TV programming at the end of
December. Out-of-Home and Internet elements will roll out over the 13 week period (up until March 31,
2010). These can also be viewed in the e-mail from Chantale.
As of late, the work surrounding the youth campaign is responding to e-mails regarding the website,
commercial or just general questions from youth. I have been working with Chantale to begin to create
generic responses to common questions/comments. I suggested that we create a FAQ or FacUMyth
section to address some of these recurring questions. I believe we had begun this process a long time
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ago for our original youth website - BeDrugWise (which was taken offline when the Conservative
government created the NADS strategy). Chantale will look into this. I believe there will be come
requests for help from our office for this.

Khat report
I had begun to update the khat report. I left a package which includes the previous khat report and new
papers to add in the information package I left for the new employee.

~1J

Khat report update 2009. doc

BZP and TFMPP
As you know, the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) is working on an Issue Analysis Statement
(IAS)to discuss whether or not BZP and TFMPP should be scheduled. ODARS was providing information
around the pharmacology, abuse liability and dependence potential of these two substances based from
the report we had contracted out on the two substances:

1~.·.~..:..;.i. j.•.

~

:.:.·.:.::.·.:.·.:h"
..•. ··•

FI NAL BZP Assessment VK. doc Final TFM PP Assessment. doc

This was the latest lAS we received from OCS in which they highlighted the areas they requested our
help:

it)
DRAFT (NEW) lAS Piperazine Derivatives 2009 ED.wpd

This was the lastest version of the lAS portions ODARS was responsible for that I sent to OCS. (The
contact for this work was Elizabeth Dussault and Jocelyn Kula)

~

lAS 0 DAR S input 3. doc

Since the Fall, I have not heard anything more of this project. However, I believe that it is going to be
discussed in your upcoming Controlled Substance Scheduling Committee meeting in January.

As for all my files/information. I have created a folder called Brittany in the ODARS L:// drive. (not an
original name I know ... but simple.) I will put all the drug information that I have there. The topics above
(and more) are all covered in the individual drug file. However, if ever you can't find something ... just ask
me. I can point you in the right direction.
That is all ... for now ... I can imagine I will forget something! But like I said, just let me know if you need
any thing- I am not far!
I am looking forward to my challenges in Policy but will miss ODARS a lot. I am glad that I will still be in
the same building where we can run into each other!
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Take care. Sincerely,
Brittany
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Kushnir, V.

N-benzylpiperazine (BZP) Abuse Liability and Dependence
I
~
Potential Assessment

Prepared by Vlad Kushnir, MSc
September 8, 2009
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Kushnir, V.

N-benzylpi(»ePhine (BZP) Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential
Assessment

Background

The compound l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine (also known as N-benzylpiperazine or
BZP) is a piperazine derivative, which has been initially developed by Well come
Research Laboratories in 1944 as a potential antithelmintic agent [1]. Its use as an
antiparasitic agent however, has been quite limited due to its relative ineffectiveness, as
well as its ability to cause adverse effects in mammals such as seizures.
In the early 1970's interest in BZP was again renewed when this compound was found to
reverse the sedative effects of tetrabenazene in rats and mice (Miller et aI., 1971
unpublished data reported in [1]), indicative of potential antidepressant activity.
However, observations of hyperactivity, involuntary head movements, and reduced
reaction times in rats following BZP administration indicated that the compound had
effects similar to those of dexamphetamine. Subsequent comparison studies between BZP
and dexamphet~iQe in humans revealed similar physiological and subjective effects
between the two drugs [1,2], leading the authors of one study [1] to recommend that BZP
be placed under the same statutory control as amphetamines.
In the 1980's, a BZP prodrug, EGYT-475 (N-benzyl-piperazine-picolinyl fumerate), was
also evaluated as a potential antidepressant and eventually marketed in Europe as
Trelibet®. However, clinical use was abandoned as the stimulant-like properties of its
metabolite and active component, BZP, made it unsuitable for therapeutic purposes [3].
Since the 1990's BZP has increasingly been reported as being used recreationally and is
known to be the active ingredient in a number of designer drugs or 'party pills'. Although
BZP has been touted as an 'herbal' or 'natural' product or in some instances marketed as
a 'dietary supplement', it is in fact entirely synthetic, has no dietary value, and is not
known to have any legitimate medical. Currently, piperazine derivatives such as BZP are
constituents of a number of synthetic compounds that are used in the manufacturing of
plastics, resins, pesticides, antimicrobials, and industrial material.

Pharmacology
Chemical Structbr""'"

Benzylpiperazine (BZP) is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative,
also known as 1-benzylpiperazine, l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine, 1-benzyl-1 ,4diazacyclohexane, or N-benzylpiperazine. It has no stereoisomers and is available as
either a base or the hydrochloride salt. The base is a pale, slightly yellowish-green liquid,
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which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid, which is
an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
Pharmacokinetics

The only study to examine the pharmacokinetics of BZP in humans was recently
conducted by Antia U et al. (2009). It was revealed that in a sample size of 7 males,
ingestion of a single oral dose of 200mg BZP resulted in a peak plasma concentration
(C max ) of 262 n~~, reached at 75 min (Tmax) post-dose [4]. At the end of a 24-hour
blood sampling period, the BZP plasma concentrations had dropped to 15 ngimL. The
clearance (reported as clearancelbioavailability) of BZP was 58.3 Lih. The elimination
half-life (tI!2) was 5.5 hours.
The two hydroxylated metabolites, 3' -hydroxybenzylpiperazine (3-0H BZP) and
4'-hydroxybenzylpiperazine (4-OH BZP), were detected in plasma. The metabolite 3-0H
BZP reached a Cmax of 13 nglmL at 75 min (Tmax) post-dose and 4-OH BZP reached a
Cmax of 7 nglmL at 60 min post-dose (Tmax). Both metabolites were also detected in
plasma 24 hours after dose administration.
Biotransformation

The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined. The proposed
mechanism in rats and humans, as suggested mostly by the work of Staak and colleagues
[5] and Tsutsumi and colleagues [6], is that the BZP benzene ring is hydroxylated by a
cytochrome P450 isoform, producing the metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-OH BZP. Until
recently, the CYP2D6 enzyme was the likely candidate, as it is important in the
metabolism of other piperazine designer drugs [7-9]. However, research by Antia et al.
(2009) has shown that metabolism of BZP is significantly inhibited by inhibitors of CYP
2D6, CYPIA2 and CYP3A4, indicating that BZP is metabolized by all three enzymes
[10].
Interest~g~
it was also
shown that when the piperazine,
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP), was incubated together with BZP, the
metabolism of BZP was inhibited by nearly 60%, and in the presence of BZP, the
metabolism of TFMPP was inhibited by approximately 91 %. It was suggested that such
metabolic interactions between the two drugs can lead to elevated levels of both and
enhance their effects as well as increase the incidence of adverse events [10].
Following initial metabolism by the CYP isoezymes, the hydroxylated
metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-OH BZP can be subsequently catalyzed by catechol-Omethyl-transferase (COMT) to produce 4'-hydroxy-3'-methoxy-BZP, and conjugated
into glucuronides and/or sulfates. It is suggested that both BZP and 4'-hydroxy-3'methoxy-BZP can be degraded to piperazine, and BZP alone can be also degraded by
double N-dealkylation either to N-benzylethylenediamine or to benzyl amine [5, 6].
Recent research by Antia et al. (2009) however, has questioned this metabolic pathway,
showing that only hydroxylated metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-OH BZP and conjugated
metabolites O-sulfate BZP and N-sulfate BZP could be detected and quantified in human
plasma and urine samples [4]. Thus, this study has further highlighted the need for
pharmacokinetic studies ofBZP with large and diverse subject populations.
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Elimination

The excretion of BZP and its metabolites has been examined in both animal and
human samples. Investigating the metabolism of BZP (5mglkg intraparitoneal) in rats,
Tsutsumi et al. (2006) found that within the first 48 hour collection period, unaltered
parent BZP represented only 6.7% of the excreted metabolites, whereas 3-0H BZP and
4-0H BZP accounted for 2% and 25%, respectively [6]. Similarly, Antia et al. (2009)
found that in human 24-hour urine samples approximately 6.0% of the total oral BZP
dose was excreted unconjugated, however, the metabolites 3-0H BZP and 4-0H BZP
were only present in very low concentrations (0.11 % of the dose in total) [4]. The total
amount of BZP and its metabolites excreted in the urine accounted for approximately
12.25% of the 200mg dose administered, suggesting that BZP has low bioavailability,
unless other routes of excretion or strong tissue or protein binding accounted for the low
recovery of the drug.
Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction

BZP has'b~ shown to have effects on both the peripheral and central nervous
systems. Its activity in the peripheral nervous system was first demonstrated by Magyar
et al. (1986), showing that BZP, the active metabolite of EGYT-475 (N-benzylpiperazine-picolinyl fumerate), potentiated in vitro release of [3 H]norepinephrine (NE)
from peripheral sympathetic nerve fibres of isolated main pulmonary artery of the rabbit
[11]. Similar effects were found in central nervous system tissue, with BZP exerting an
increase in basal levels of [3 H]NE and K+ stimulated release of [3 H]NE in cortical slices
of rat brain in vitro [12]. Moreover, BZP has been shown in vitro to inhibit the reuptake
of eH]NE (ICso = 2.8xl0-s mollL) in the hypothalamus, eH]DA (ICso = 1.3xl0-s mollL)
in the striatum, and eH]5-HT (ICso = 2.9xl0-6 mollL) in the hippocampus of chronically
treated rats [3, 13]. Further research examining the effects of BZP on the serotonergic
responses of rat stomach fundus has found BZP to display both 5-HT antagonistic and
partial agonistic properties [14].
Recently, Baumann et al. (2004, 2005) examined the effects of BZP, TFMPP, and
3,4-methylenedioxymethammphetamine (MDMA or Ecstasy) on serotonin (5-HT) and
dopamine (DA) neurotransmission in rats [15, 16]. In vitro analysis showed that in
synaptosomal preparations pre-loaded with [3H]MPP+ (dopamine transporter substrate),
BZP induced a dose-dependent efflux of eH]MPp+ from the synaptosomes (ECso =
175nM), although TFMPP was inactive as a releaser of eH]MPp+ at concentrations up to
10J..lM. The dop~~e uptake blocker, GBR 12909 significantly antagonized the release
of eH]MPp+, suggesting that the DA-transporter (DAT) is involved in the mechanism of
action of BZP. In synaptosomal preparations preloaded with eH]5-HT, TFMPP resulted
in a dose-dependent efflux of 5-HT, however, BZP had no effect on the release of eH]5HT in vitro from synaptosomes.
Through in vivo microdialysis methods, it was found that BZP administration
produced dose-related elevations in extracellular DA and 5-HT dialysate levels in the rat
nucleus accumbens, with effects on DA release greater than those on 5-HT release. This
inconsistency in in vitro and in vivo 5-HT release is comparable to those observed with
the administration of methamphetamine [17] and may thus indicate an in vivo interaction
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between DA and 5-HT release. When BZP and TFMPP were co-administered, dramatic
increases in extracellular DA and 5-HT were observed. At the high dose of the
BZP/TFMPP co~bmation (lOmg/kg, i.v.), there were synergistic effects on DA release
and additive effects on 5-HT release. Moreover, several rats receiving the high-dose
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The fact that these
drug-induced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the
threshold dose (3mglkg) for monoamine-releasing activity suggested that the
combination of the two drugs has a very narrow therapeutic window of safety.

At present there is no published research examining receptor binding affinities or
the pharmacology of active metabolites.
Human Toxicology

At present, a toxicological profile for BZP, including a dose-response relationship
and the median lethal dose (LDso), has not yet been established. As BZP is often coingested with other 'party pills' or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that result
purely from BZP is sparse. Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study of
BZP toxicity have been reported, highlighting the possible symptoms that can arise from
BZP ingestion. The largest international cohort study to examine patients presenting to
the emergency dFP~ment with symptoms ofBZP toxicity has reported that 30.3% of the
entire cohort of 178 BZP users ingested BZP alone [18]. Of these individuals, 16.7%
reported confusion, 32.4% palpitation, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting,
and 29.6% seizures. Of particular importance is the finding that within this group of
individuals, increasing BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the
chances of having a seizure. Although the relationship between BZP intake and seizure
occurrence has been also reported elsewhere [16, 17, 19-22], this positive association was
observed when no other substance or ethanol were co-ingested. Interestingly, as seizures
were present in patients with both low (O.l5Jlg/mL) and high (6.29Jlg/mL) plasma BZP
levels, it was suggested that BZP may act to unmask individuals who have a subclinical
propensity to seizures. Furthermore, genetic polymorphisms in the CYP450 system, as
well as differences in absorption, distribution, and elimination, could also contribute to
some individuals exhibiting dramatically different plasma BZP levels and hence more
severe symptoms. Those patients who co-ingested ethanol however, did not show a
significant correlation between the frequency of seizures and plasma levels, suggesting
that ethanol may reduce the proconvulsant effects of BZP.
Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more common than its use alone
[18,21,23,24], therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP mode of action are
in effect the result of drug-drug interactions. The following symptoms have been
reported when BZP is used in combination with other substances: insomnia, headaches,
nausea, tremors .tl~hakes, dizziness, heart palpitations, shortness of breath, confusion,
vomiting, renal failure [25], short temper, anxiety, visual/auditory hallucinations,
hyperventilation, depression, inability to urinate, paranoia, blurred vision, loss of
appetite, feeling cold, sweating, increased libido, facial flushing, increased frequency of
urination, rapid breathing, agitation, decreased libido, uncontrolled movements, muscle
weakness, fever, diarrhea, pain, itchiness, chest pain, and collapse [18, 21, 26, 27]. A
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recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examInIng the effects
BZP/TFMPP alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent, and severe
adverse events in the active BZP/TFMPP groups, that the study was terminated [26]. The
adverse events occurred with oral doses of BZP/TFMPP (BZP 300mg, TFMPP 74mg)
that are commonly taken in the New Zealand community. A prospective study of 80
patients presenting to emergency departments after BZP ingestion identified the majority
of the above-mentioned symptoms, noting that some had persisted for up to 24 hours
after ingestion [21]. Moreover, it was reported that seizures occurred in 14 of the patients,
taking place onl a~age 3.9 hours after reported ingestion, with a range between 30
minutes and 8 hours, and those who experienced seizures did not take more tablets than
non-seizing patients. Wood et al. (2008) reported on three cases presented to the
emergency department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type symptoms
and features of sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological
screening revealed they were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood
and urine samples [28]. The authors suggested that since dissociative-type symptoms are
not typical of previous reports of BZP toxicity, it is likely these symptoms were the cause
of TFMPP taken in combination with BZP.
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death
may be a likely consequence of ingesting BZP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol
[29-31]. For instance, Balmelli et al. (2001) have reported on a particular case in
Switzerland of fatal brain edema after the ingestion ofMDMA and BZP [31]. Elliot et al.
(2008) however, reported on three cases where although the ingestion of BZP and other
substances was not the direct mechanism of death, across two of the cases BZP and
substances such as TFMPP, ketamine, ethanol, cocaine, amphetamine, and MDMA were
found in the femoral blood [30]. The concentrations of BZP in the blood across the three
cases were as follows, less than 0.5mglL, 0.71mglL and 1.39mglL, respectively.
Interestingly, these concentrations were consistent with concentrations published
elsewhere in non-fatal cases (0.02-6.29mglL) [18, 29], and were lower in two other
reported fatal c(f3~oth 1.7mglL) [29]. For a more detailed review of cases regarding
BZP intoxication in humans please refer to the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs
and Drug Addiction risk assessment of BZP [32] Overall, it is evident that the adverse
effects resulting from BZP ingestion, along with other drugs, can pose significant
potential risks to users. However, as many of the findings are related to polydrug use,
interpretation of the findings specific to BZP is difficult.

Evidence of Abuse Liability
Animal Studies

Evidence as to the abuse liability of a particular drug is most often derived from
its pharmacological properties, conditioned place preference, self administration, and
drug discrimination animal studies. A drug's pharmacological property most indicative of
abuse potential is its ability to stimulate DA release along the mesocrticolimbic DA
pathway of the brain. Activation of this pathway, which originates in the ventral
tegmental area of the midbrain and projects to prefrontal cortical areas as well as limbic
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and striatal structures including the nucleus accumbens, has been associated with the
production of reward-motivated behaviours and drug-reinforcement. As the rewarding
effects accompanying the acute administration of most drugs of abuse depend on
increased DA release in the nucleus accumbens [33, 34], the ability of BZP to also
stimulate a release in extracellular DA dialysate levels in the rat nucleus accumbens [15,
16] may be suggestive of its potential for abuse.
Examining the rewarding properties of BZP in the rat, Meririnne et al. (2006)
found that BZP induced a dose-dependent place preference, a phenomenon similar to
other psycho stimulants such as MDMA [35]. When rats were pre-treated with aDA D1like receptor antagonist, SCH23390, and a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist, MDL72222, BZPinduced place preference was attenuated, indicating the involvement of DA D I-like and
5-HT3 receptors in the rewarding properties of BZP. However, a D2-like receptor
antagonist and a 5-HT2 receptor antagonist, did not affect BZP-induced place preference
conditioning. The authors concluded that in light of the BZP-induced place preference,
which indicates that the drug possesses rewarding properties and thus abuse potential, it
is important to c1:>nStaer placing BZP under statutory control.
Research looking into BZP self-administration has also shown that BZP has
potential for abuse. The self-administration paradigm is the most widely used to
investigate the reinforcing properties of drugs, having great face validity and most often
yielding similar conclusions in human studies. A commonly used method for assessing
self-administration of a novel compound is to also substitute a dose of the test drug for a
reinforcing drug that is already maintaining self-administration at a reasonably high rate
(drug substitution test). Brennan et al. (2007) performed two different BZP selfadministration tests in rats: one in drug-naive animals and another in animals that had
already been trained to self-administer cocaine (drug substitution test) [36]. It was found
that although there was a delay in the acquisition of reliable responding by drug-naive
rats when compared with self-administration by cocaine-trained rats, BZP selfadministration (0.5mglkg/infusion) and significant preference for the drug lever was
produced after 10 days of training. In the substitution test, BZP at doses of 0.125 to 0.5
mglkg/infusion was found to substitute for cocaine as demonstrated by preferential
selection of a lever that delivered intravenous injections of the active drug. When the
rewarding effects of BZP were further investigated by pre-treating rats with the DA D 1like antagonist, SCH23390, BZP self-administration was attenuated, thus providing more
support that the reinforcing effects ofBZP are DA Dl-receptor dependent.
Fantegro~s~ al. (2005) performed a self-administration experiment and a drug
discrimination experiment in rhesus monkeys, during which BZP was again found to be
an effective reinforcer [37]. For the self-administration test, a substitution procedure was
used in which monkeys (N=3) were trained to self-administer cocaine under baseline
conditions. When contingent saline was presented for self-administration, response rates
and the number of injections markedly declined. However, when presented with BZP at
doses in the range of 0.03 to 0.3 mglkg/inj, response rates exceeded the vehicle control,
indicating that BZP substituted for cocaine. At doses of 0.1 to 0.3 mglkg/inj, the
response rates were similar to those observed with the maintenance dose of cocaine.
Following sessions in which drug intake was high, animals exhibited signs of
intoxication, including stereotyped visual scanning around the room, involuntary head
movements, jaw chattering, bizarre body postures, and hyperactivity. In the drug
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discrimination test, animals were trained to demonstrate their ability to discriminate
between a training drug and vehicle by preferential choice of one of two levers in an
experimental chamber. In this case, the monkeys (N=3) were trained to discriminate
amphetamine (1I.0~g/kg) from saline. BZP, when administered 60 min before the
session, produced a dose-related increase in amphetamine-lever responding that reached
full substitution for amphetamine at a dose of 30 mg/kg BZP. The EDso for BZP was 9.3
mg/kg (±2.7 S.E.M), which was somewhat less potent than amphetamine (ED so 0.2
mg/kg). Overall, it was concluded that the effects of BZP in amphetamine-trained
monkeys strongly suggest that BZP will produce amphetamine-like effects in humans.
However, although self-administration of drugs has been shown to covary with whether
or not these drugs share discriminative stimulus effects with a recognized drug of abuse
in the same class, this relationship does not assure that the effect that sub serves trained
discrimination is the same effect that maintains self-administration [38]. Furthermore,
generalization with an active substance known to cause dependence in itself is not
necessarily indicative of abuse potential.
Nevertheless, similarities between BZP and amphetamines have been found in
other lines of animal research. Specifically, Baumann et al. (2005) demonstrated that
BZP was able to stimulate increases in rat nucleus accumbens dialysate DA and 5-HT
levels comparable with those of methamphetamine [16], as well as induce dosedependent increases in ambulation, sniffing, and head-bobbing, similar to the effects of
amphetamines. Brennan et al. (2007) showed that acute treatment of both
methamphetamine and BZP (separately) were able to produce dose-dependent
hyperactivity anf ~reotypy behavioural responses and that repeated exposure to both
drugs resulted In increased locomotor but not stereotypy response [36]. Moreover,
following a two-day withdrawal period, BZP pretreated rats demonstrated a sensitized
locomotor response to a low dose of both BZP and methamphetamine. The results
demonstrated that repeated exposure to BZP produced sensitization and crosssensitization to methamphetamine and it was suggested that BZP may in fact produce
neuroadaptations that are common to those produced by methamphetamine, as well as
increase susceptibility towards stimulant abuse. Lastly, Yarosh et al. (2007) had shown
that in mice BZP was able to increase locomotor activity in a dose-dependent manner
comparable that of S(+)-MDMA, but not R(-)-MDMA [39]. In MDMA-like
discriminative stimulus tests, BZP also dose-dependently and fully substituted for S(+)MD MA, thus exhibiting stimulant-like effects.
Human Studies

To date, only three clinical trials have examined aspects ofBZP abuse liability. In
a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. (1973)
compared the subjective and autonomic effects of dexamphetamine and BZP within a
group of 18 patients with extensive multiple drug abuse experience [1]. It was found that
both oral BZP 100 mg and dexamphetamine 10 mg were associated with significant
increases in systj)li&Qlood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate that were also
significantly different from placebo. The two active treatments were not significantly
different from each other in terms of these haemodynamic changes. BZP 100 mg was
also associated with increased papillary dilation that was significantly different from
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placebo, however, dexamphetamine did not share this effect. Patients were also assessed
using a psychiatric rating scale with excitation and depression scores and a subject's and
a physician's questionnaire for amphetamine-like effects.
Neither BZP nor
dexamphetamine had any significant effect on the depression score, however, both drugs
were significantly different from placebo on the excitation score, the physician's
amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine score. There were no statistically
significant differences between the two active treatments. Furthermore, the fact that at
doses of 100mg of BZP and 10mg dexamphetamine subjects expressed similar liking for
the two drugs suggested that BZP had a 10-fold lower potency. On the basis of the
findings that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former
addicts, the WeU.c~e Foundation Ltd. decided against proceeding with further clinical
studies on BZP. However, the authors concluded with the following statement: "Supplies
of I-benzylpiperazine are, however, freely available from commercial chemical
companies and it is advisable in view of this work that it should be placed under statutory
control similar to those regulating the use of amphetamines."
Another study from the Well come Research Laboratory has reported on two
clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers, examining
cardiovascular and performance outcomes from BZP and dexamphetamine oral
administration [2]. It was found that both BZP at doses of 50 mg and 100 mg and
dexamphetamine at doses of 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 mg resulted in statistically significant
increases in heart rate at 2, 4, and 6 hours post-dosing. Significant increases in systolic
blood pressure were also observed with 50 and 100 mg BZP and 2.5 and 7.5 mg
dexamphetamine, whereas a significant increase in diastolic blood pressure was observed
only with 100 mg BZP. Furthermore, both drugs produced significant improvements in
an auditory vigilance test, however, on performance tests of short duration such as
tapping rate, hand steadiness and arithmetic, there were no significant changes attributed
to drug treatment. Subjective stimulant-like effects were experienced by a proportion of
subjects only following administration at the highest dose of either drug,
dexamphetamine 7.5mg and BZP 100mg. The authors concluded that BZP was a
psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine.
The onl)' o~r clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of
BZP, but rather measured a range of clinical outcomes such as driving performance and
physiological and psychological function of party pills containing both BZP 300mg and
TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with alcohol [26]. The results showed
that BZP ITFMPP improved driving performance and measures of attention and vigilance
during acute testing periods of 3 and 3.5 hrs post drug intake, respectively. In accordance
with the two other studies, there were also statistically significant increases in pulse rate,
systolic and diastolic blood pressure with BZP/TFMPP, a finding that was suggested to
occur via noradrenaline release causing sympathomimetic effects. Although the study
was prematurely ended due to a high rate of severe adverse events, the authors concluded
that party pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced
by improved driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty
getting to sleep.
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Evidence of Physical Dependence
Animal and Human Studies
A critical component of a drug's ability to produce physical dependence is
observed through the manifestation of tolerance or a withdrawal syndrome. Tolerance is
defined as a decrease in response to an active substance dose with continued use and may
be revealed as a time dependent change in the dose response relationship when physical
systems have adapted during the course of chronic administration. The occurrence of
both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an aspect of neuroadaptation, or
change in homeostatic processes, that may contribute to the development of dependence.
To date however, studies investigating BZP-related physical dependence in animals or
humans have not yet been conducted. That is, assessments of withdrawal, crossdependence, and cross-tolerance studies are lacking.
In humans, it is unclear whether users develop tolerance to the effects of BZP
with higher doses, as well as if there are any withdrawal symptoms from long-term use.
The fact that in some circumstances doses of party pills (BZP/TFMPP combination) have
been reported t~ b~as high as 2500mg per an occasion of use may be suggestive of
possible tolerance-building effects, however, this is merely a speculation [22].
Reports ofAddiction in Users
Only one study has assessed individuals taking party pills as possibly meeting
criteria for substance dependence as determined by the DSM -IV [26]. It was determined
that 6 of the 33 subjects studied (18.2%) showed psychological dependence on party
pills, whereas physical dependence, as determined by the presence of tolerance or
withdrawal symptoms, was present in 6 of35 subjects (17.1 %). As most participants in
the study reported taking party pills with alcohol some, most, or all of the time, it is
difficult to discern the proportion of individuals that would meet psychological or
physical dependence criteria only from the effects ofBZP.
Using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS), which has been previously
validated for detecting amphetamine dependence [40, 41], aNew Zealand household
survey of 201 0 people aged 13-45 has also assessed party pill dependence [42]. It was
found that only 2.2% (n=7) of party pill users in the last year were classified as dependent
on legal party pills by scoring greater than four on the SDS.
Areas ofLife Har~ in Users
Examining differences between New Zealand's North and South Island
communities in harm experienced from BZP/TFMPP party pills consumption, Wilkins et
al. (2009), had questioned households on several indices of substance dependence [27]. It
was determined that individuals in the North part of the island rated harm to their energy
and vitality (20%), followed by harm to their health (13%) as resulting from their use of
party pills in the past 12 months. Individuals in the South part of the island however,
reported that the areas of their life most harmed by party pills were health (22%), energy
and vitality (18%) and financial problems (16%). Therefore, these results may indicate
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that within an extended timeframe the use of party pills can cause serious distress in a
person's life. However the exact role of BZP without other drugs or alcohol is yet to be
determined. When asked about physical and psychological problems that resulted from
the use of party pills in the past 12 months, respondents in both communities noted
insomnia, trem6r~nd shakes, nausea, dizziness, and heart palpitations as most
prominent, however it was unclear whether these symptoms were acute side-effects or
withdrawal symptoms, or withdrawal-related symptoms that have arisen from prolonged
party-pill use.

Conclusions
The following final conclusion on the abuse liability and physical dependence
potential of BZP is based on numerous indicators which have been examined on a tiered
approach, from preclinical to clinical findings. It is concluded that BZP should be
considered to possess liability for abuse for the following reasons. Preclinical findings
have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the elevation of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels, which is a common feature for psycho stimulants such
as amphetamines and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat
nucleus accumbens, an area of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and
associated with pleasurable feelings from drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts
via a mechanism of a highly reinforcing drug. In addition, animal studies have shown
that BZP produces place preference, is self-administered by both rats and monkeys,
substitutes for MDMA, is indistinguishable from dexamphetamine in a drug
discrimination t~sk,'and produces similar behavioural responses to methamphetamine.
Therefore, these studies have consistently found BZP to exhibit similar properties to
amphetamines and researchers have repeatedly suggested that it carries potential for
abuse.
Although quite limited in number, human clinical studies have also shown that
BZP possesses abuse liability, specifically demonstrating that BZP produces stimulantlike effects similar to dexamphetamine in both healthy volunteers and former
amphetamine addicts. Pharmacokinetic factors such as a moderate onset of action and
time to peak plasma, as well as an elimination half life similar to that ofMDMA, are also
suggestive of potential for abuse. While numerous adverse experiences have been
associated with BZP intake and may potentially limit the extent to which BZP is abused,
the frequency of severe adverse effects such as seizures is very limited. Their occurrence
may be further subsided when BZP is taken in combination with alcohol, and as the
popularity of BZP and BZP ITFMPP party-pills increases, BZP-related negative sideeffects may not be strong enough deterrents for individuals to avoid using the drug.
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has
potential for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion.
The degree with which BZP is likely to be abused however, is unclear, as more
pharmacokinetic studies and more detailed human abuse liability studies are needed.
At presei\t,&:.eSearch investigating BZP-related withdrawal or tolerance effects is
greatly lacking. Although there have been reports of party-pill addiction and specifically
physical dependence, it is difficult to determine whether the few occurrences have
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resulted directly from the effects of BZP. Therefore, it is not possible to conclude on the
potential for BZP to produce physical dependence.
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Background

The arlIp~razine compound 1-(-3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine, also
known as TFMPP, is a new designer piperazine-based drug consumed as an alternative
to amphetamine-derived designer drugs such as 3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine
(MDMA). TFMPP is most commonly abused recreationally in combination with the
piperazine l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine (BZP), in colourful pill forms known as "party
pills". Besides BZP, TFMPP is the most abused compound of the arylpiperazine group. It
has been shown to be a serotonin (5-HT) releasing agent that binds to serotonin receptors
in the brain and was formerly used as a pharmacological probe drug for drug
discrimination procedures in animals. Currently, TFMPP is used primarily as a chemical
intermediate in the production of certain detergents and pharmaceuticals, but has no
accepted medical uses.

Pharmacology
Chemical Structure

1-(-3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) is a l-arylpiperazine-based
compound available in an off-white colour crystalline powder.
I

~

Pharmacokinetics

The pharmacokinetic properties of TFMPP have not been studied in animals or
humans.
Biotransformation

The metabolism of TFMPP has been mostly studied in vivo in rats [1, 2] and in
vitro using human liver micro somes [2]. TFMPP has been shown to be extensively
metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as metabolites. The major metabolic
reaction is the aromatic hydroxylation of TFMPP to hydroxy-TFMPP (OH-THMPP),
which is further conjugated by phase II metabolism into glucuronides and/or sulfates. The
piperazine moiety of the parent compound can also undergo degradation to N-(3trifluoromethylphenyl)ethylenediamine, 3-trifluoromethylaniline, as well as for its
hydroxylated metabolite OH-TFMPP, leading to the formation of N-(hydroxyl-3trifluoromethylphenyl)-ethylenediamine, or hydroxyl-3-trifluoromethylaniline. Partial Nacetylation was also reported as phase II reaction of the aniline derivatives. The proposed
schematic diagram ofTFMPP metabolism can be found in [1, 3].
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Staak et al. (2004) examined whether the aromatic hydroxylation of TFMPP,
which produces OH-TFMPP, may be catalyzed by cytochrome P450 CYP2D6 and
further identified the human hepatic CYPs involved in this TFMPP hydroxylation by
using cDNA-expressed CYPs in human liver microsomes [2]. In the first part of the
study, which was aimed at identifying whether TFMPP may be catalyzed by CYP2D6,
different rat models were used in order to get hints for possible differences in
pharmacokinetics in human poor and extensive metabolizers. Comparison of the ratio
TFMPP vs. OH-TFMPP in rat urine showed that the extensive metabolizers excreted
TFMPP mainly as the corresponding hydroxy metabolite, intermediate metabolizers
excreted TFMPP significantly less metabolized, with TFMPP still being the main analyte,
and poor metabolizers mainly excreted the unmetabolized parent TFMPP compound.
Analysis of blood plasma levels in the three rat models were consistent with these
findings, suggesting that TFMPP hydroxylation should be catalyzed by CYP2D6 in
humans. Pretreatment with CYP2D6 inhibitor quinine in extensive metabolizers confirm
these findings. In the in vitro experiments using human liver microsomes, it was
determined that 1 ati't8ng the nine CYPs tested, only CYPIA2, CYP2D6, and CYP3A4
catalyzed the hydroxylation of TFMPP, with CYP2D6 being the most important enzyme
accounting for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic clearance. Formation of the metabolite
in poor metabolizer genotype human liver micro somes was significantly lower (63%)
compared to pooled human liver micro somes [2]. It was concluded that polymorphically
expressed CYP2D6 in humans may correspond to poor or extensive metabolizers, thus
accounting for different toxicological risks of TFMPP intake.
Recent research investigating drug-drug interactions with party pills has revealed
that both TFMPP and BZP can affect the metabolism of other substrates. Specifically,
using human liver micro somes it was shown that both TFMPP and BZP inhibited the
metabolism of dextromethorphan (a known CYP2D6 substrate), caffeine (a known
CYPIA2 substrate), and ethinyloestradiol (a known CYP3A4 substrate), however
TFMPP was a more potent inhibitor than BZP [4]. Neither TFMPP nor BZP were shown
to inhibit omeprazole (a known CYP2C 19 substrate). In view of these findings it was
suggested that the adverse effects experienced following party pill intake may not be
solely due to increased plasma levels of BZP or TFMPP, but rather to the inhibition of
the metabolism of co-ingested drugs. Further research from the same group has revealed
that TFMPP and BZP were also able to inhibit the metabolism of tolbutamine (a CYP2C9
substrate), however, upon replication of their previous work using the same CYP2D6,
CYPIA2, CYP3A4, and CYP2C19 probe substrates, TFMPP but not BZP was able to
inhibit the met~b~m of the CYP2C19 substrate omeprazole [5]. Interestingly, the
metabolism of TFMPP and BZP was significantly inhibited by inhibitors of CYP2D6,
CYPIA2, and CYP3A4, but not by inhibitors of CYP2C19 and CYP2C9, indicating that
the two piperazines can inhibit more enzymes than they themselves are metabolized by.
Moreover and most importantly, it was shown that TFMPP and BZP can also affect each
other's metabolism. Specifically, it was demonstrated that TFMPP inhibited the
metabolism ofBZP by nearly 60% and that BZP also inhibited the metabolism ofTFMPP
by approximately 91 %. The authors suggested that such metabolic interactions between
the two drugs can lead to elevated levels of both and enhance their effects as well as
increase the incidence of adverse events [5].
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Elimination

The exc~tirtrt profile of TFMPP and its metabolites has only been studied in rats.
Tsutsumi et al. (2005) have demonstrated that following the administration of a single
intraperitoneal dose of 5mg/kg TFMPP, peak levels of TFMPP in rat urine were attained
approximately 4hr post-dosing (0.38±0.27% of parent TFMPP excreted), however the
concentrations were significantly lower when compared to those of the main metabolite
p-OH-TFMPP (9.63±9.12%) [6]. Approximately 8hr post-dosing the concentrations ofpOH-TFMPP reached a maximum (26.9±3.83% of parent TFMPP). Within 48hr postdosing, the urinary levels of TFMPP and p-OH -TFMPP rapidly decreased, dropping near
the detection limit level of 100pglml for TFMPP. The cumulative amount of p-OHTFMPP excreted within the first 48hrs reached approximately 640/0 of the parent dose,
whereas less than 0.7% of the parent TFMPP dose was excreted unchanged. It was
further determined that as TFMPP is primarily metabolized into p-OH-TFMPP, over 70%
of this metabolite is subsequently conjugated into the glucuronide, and a small proportion
is metabolized to the sulphate.
Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction

It is now well established that TFMPP is a 5-HT receptor agonist that stimulates
central serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies,
TFMPP produces~resynaptic SERT-mediated 5-HT release from neurons [7-10],
possesses postsynaptic properties in its ability to preferentially bind to multiple 5-HT
receptor subtypes [11-13], and alters synaptic 5-HT function by inhibiting 5-HT reuptake
[8, 14]. For instance, Bauman et al. (2004, 2005) have shown that in synaptosomal
preparations preloaded with eH]5-HT, TFMPP produced a dose-dependent efflux of 5HT (ECso = 121 ± 17 nM) with a similar releasing potency to that ofMDMA (ECso = 58
± 6 nM) [9, 10]. However, from in vivo experiments it was determined that TFMPP was
at least 3 times less potent than MDMA in its abilities to stimulate endogenous 5-HT
from the rat nucleus accumbens (NAc) (peak dialysate 5-HT for 3 mg/kg MDMA and
10mg/kg TFMPP were 2.92±0.31 pg/5JlI smaple and 0.88±0.17pg/5JlI sample,
respectively). With regards to its postsynaptic properties, TFMPP is a modest 5HT 1N1B/IO/2A.l2C receptor agonist, with full agonistic activity at 5-HT2c receptors and
partial agonistic or antagonistic effects at 5-HT2A receptors [13, 15-17].
Findings related to TFMPP stimulation of the dopamine (DA) system however are
somewhat less consistent. Early studies have indicated that systemic administration of
TFMPP can dose-dependently increase DA synthesis in mesolimbic areas [18] as well as
facilitate dose-dependent DA release in the striatum [19]. More recent studies however,
have failed to replicate these findings, showing that TFMPP has no effect on dialysate rat
NAc DA levels [9, 10] and even more so able to reduce the firing rates ofDA neurons in
the ventral tegmental area (VTA) [20].
Other ev)d~e of TFMPP mechanism of action has pointed to its ability to dosedependently inhibit the K+-evoked release of 3H-Ach release in rat and guinea-pig
hippocampal synaptosomes (lC so = 53JlM and 82 JlM, respectively) [21].
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Receptor Binding Affinities

TFMPP is known to exhibit moderate affinity for 5HT lAllB/lD/2A12C receptors. The
binding affinity ofTFMPP for the various receptors has been summarized by Baumann et
al. (2005) and is reproduced here [10].

Receptor

Binding Affinity

5-HTIA

Kj=288nM

5-HTIB

Ki = 132nM

Radio labeled
Ligand
[3H]8-0H-DPAT
[125 I ]_CYp

5-HTID
5-HT2A

Ki = 282nM
Kj = 269nM

5-HT2C

Kj=62nM

I

~

Species/Tissue

Reference

Pig/cortex

[13]

Rat/cortex

[13]

(3H]-5-HT
[JH] -Ketanserin

Calf/caudate
Rat/ caudate

[13]
[12]

[3H]-Mesulergine

Pig/C plexus

[12]

Human Toxicology

At present, a toxicological profile for TFMPP has not been established and all
accounts of TFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining BZP/TFMPP
party pill intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological
symptoms associated with party pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern those specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingested BZP counterpart.
Based on a 2006 New Zealand household telephone survey of party pill
(BZP /TFMPP) use, several publications by the same research group have reported that
the physical and p~chological symptoms associated with party pill intake can include
insomnia, nause~, vomiting, headaches, dizziness, heart palpitations, shortness of breath,
tremors and shakes, confusion, visual and sound hallucinations, inability to urinate,
blurred vision, poor appetite, hot/cold flashes, heavy sweating, loss of energy, poor
concentration, weight loss, numbness/tingling, muscular aches, joint pains/stiffness,
fainting, seizures, confusion, anxiety, depression, paranoia, short temper, irritability,
panic attacks, and suicidal thoughts [22-24]. It is important to note however, that the
above listed symptoms have not been reported to occur in all individuals ingesting party
pills; with most commonly reported symptoms being insomnia, headache, loss of
appetite, nausea, and sweating. Using multivariate analyses one study in particular has
detennined that being female, using cannabis in combination with taking BZP/TFMPP
party pills, using greater quantity of party pills, using other illegal drugs other than
cannabis in combination with party pills, and taking 5-HTP (5-hydroxytryptophan)
"recovery pills" were all independent predictors of having experienced some physical and
psychological adverse events [24]. For example, when paying attention to some of the
physical symptoms, the odds ratio of experiencing vomiting when ingesting an illegal
drug in combination with party pills was as high as 13.3, whereas the odds ratio of
experiencing nausea when taking cannabis in combination with party pills was 6.02 [24].
With regards to the experienced psychological symptoms from party pill use, using
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cannabis in combination with party pills was a significant predictor for anxiety,
confusion, and paranoia, with odds ratios of7.75, 3.24, and 2.76, respectively.
A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects
BZP ITFMPP alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent, and severe
adverse events in the active BZP/TFMPP groups, that the study was terminated [25]. The
adverse events occurred with oral doses of BZP/TFMPP (BZP 300mg, TFMPP 74mg)
that are commonly taken in the New Zealand community. Similar to this trial, a
prospective study of 80 patients presenting to emergency departments after the ingestion
of BZP-based party pills also identified the majority of the above-mentioned symptoms,
however, it was reported that seizures occurred in 14 of the patients [26]. The seizures
took place on average 3.9 hours after reported ingestion, with a range between 30 minutes
and 8 hours, and those who experienced seizures did not take more tablets than nonseizing patients. Although the study did not specifically mention that the party pills
contained TFMPP, the fact that the term "party pills" most often refers to a combination
of BZP and TFMPP and that BZP is most often co-administered with TFMPP, it is most
likely that the paJ1~ills reported on in this study also contained TFMPP.
Wood et al. (2008) reported on three cases presented to the emergency department
in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type symptoms and features of
sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological screening revealed they
were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine samples [27].
Mean serum concentrations of BZP and TFMPP in all three cases, were 263±5.8 ngimL
and 46.7±15.3ngimL, respectively. The authors suggested that since dissociative-type
symptoms, described as "a feeling of being in another world", are not typical of previous
reports of BZP toxicity, it is likely these symptoms were the cause of TFMPP taken in
combination with BZP.
Lastly, Elliot et al. (2008) have reported on two fatalities where BZP and TFMPP
were measured and detected in post-mortem blood and urine samples [28]. The
concentrations of TFMPP in the blood were 0.05mgiL and 0.15mgiL in the two cases
respectively. As drug intoxication was not the direct cause of death, the fact that other
substances were also detected, including ketamine, ethanol, cannabinoids, and cocaine,
questions the direct contribution of TFMPP in these deaths. However, these findings do
highlight that party pills are often taken in combination with other substances and that
this combination may contribute to serious adverse effects and even death. The
substances most commonly reported to be used in combination with BZP ITFMPP party
pills include alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, 5-HTP recovery pills, and to a lesser degree
MDMA, nitrow; ~ide, hallucinogenic mushrooms, amphetamines, LSD, gammahydroxybutrate (GHB), amyl nitrate, and cocaine. Alcohol is the most commonly used
substance in combination with party pills [24, 26].
Effects ofTFMPP on Animal Behaviour

Studies of serotonergic agonist effects on animal models of human behaviour
have yielded interesting findings related to TFMPP, which may help explain some side
effects resulting from party pill intake. For instance, TFMPP has been shown to induce
anxiogenic effects in animal models of anxiety [29, 30], inhibit sexual behaviour in male
rabbits and rats [31, 32], as well as reduce rat food intake [33]. In addition, TFMPP has
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been shown to reduce ethanol-self administration at doses that failed to reduce locomotor
activity [34].

Evidence of Abuse Liability

Animal Studies

Evidence of a drug's potential for abuse often comes from its pharmacological
properties, specifically with the ability to stimulate areas of the brain that are part of the
mesocorticolimbic DA system or the "brain reward system". In particular, the ventral
tegmental area (VTA) and the nucleus accumbens (NAc) are key areas involved in
mediating natural and drug-induced reward, wherein dopaminergic transmission has been
associated with behavioural activation, reward valuation, incentive salience and
conditioning [35-38]. Using in vivo intracranial microdialysis in rat NAc, Baumann et al.
(2004, 2005) compared the ability of MDMA, BZP and TFMPP to increase extracellular
levels of 5-HT and DA [9, 10]. It was found that i.v. administration ofMDMA produced
dose-dependent increases in dialysate levels of both DA and 5-HT, however the effects of
the drug on 5-HT were always predominant. Similarly, the administration of TFMPP (310mg/kg) was also shown to produce significant increases in dialysate 5-HT levels in the
rat NAc, however, TFMPP was at least three times less potent than MDMA as a 5-HT
releasing agent. Furthermore, TFMPP appeared to be less efficacious than MDMA, since
the drug failed k> ?OOduce large elevations in dialysate 5-HT levels even at high doses
(peak dialysate 5-HT for 3 mg/kg MDMA and 10mg/kg TFMPP were 2.92±0.31pg/5JlI
smaple and 0.88±0.17pg/5JlI sample, respectively). TFMPP had no effect on dialysate
DA. The coadministration of TFMPP and BZP was shown to produce dramatic increases
in extracellular DA and 5-HT in the NAc, with the low dose (3mglkg) of the drug
mixture producing quantitatively and qualitatively similar neurochemical effects to those
produced by MDMA. At the high dose ofTFMPP/BZP (10 mglkg i.v.), extracellular DA
was elevated to a greater extent than the summed effects of BZP and TFMPP, suggesting
a synergistic effect when the drugs are combined. In contrast, the effects this drug
combination on extracellular 5-HT increases were additive in nature. Moreover, several
rats receiving the high-dose combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent
ataxia. The fact that these drug-induced seizures occurred after a dose that is just threefold greater than the threshold dose (3mg/kg) for monoamine-releasing activity was not
only suggestive of a unique drug-drug interaction but also suggested that the combination
of the two drugs has a very narrow therapeutic window of safety.
Although the above studies suggests that the pharmacological action of TFMPP
can contribute to possible reward-activating effects when administered in combination
with BZP, recent evidence has questioned this notion by showing that the neurochemical
action of TFMPP can also have inhibitory effects in a model of reward-related behaviour.
Hayes et al. (2009) investigated whether 5-HT2 receptor agonists, including TFMPP,
play an inhibitory f6te in VTA intracranial electrical self-stimulation (leSS) in rats [39].
It was shown that a systemic administration of the selective 5-HT2c receptor agonists,
WAY 161503 (l.Omglkg) and TFMPP (0.3mg/kg), resulted in increases in rate frequency
thresholds (M50 values) without altering maximal response rates (RMAX), and that
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group-averaged rate-frequency regression curves illustrated a rightward shift in M50. A
rightward shift of the rate-frequency function is generally interpreted as an antagonistic
effect on the brain reward stimulation centres and often seen with dopamine or opiate
antagonists [40]. Therefore, these effects indicated that TFMPP (5-HT2c receptor
activation) producesa decrease in reward function and plays an inhibitory role in VTA
ICSS, a notion which was further supported by the attenuation of such effects with a
highly selective 5-HT2c receptor antagonist, SB 242084. Overall it was concluded that 5HT2c receptor agonists such as TFMPP, and hence 5-HT2c receptors, play an inhibitory
role in regulating reward-related behaviour, however, this does not appear to be
influenced by 5-HT2c receptors in the NAc shell.
Drug di:cri~nation studies are also infonnative of a drug's liability for abuse,
providing valuable infonnation on whether or not the drug shares psychoactive effects or
stimulus properties with one that is currently subject to abuse. Several studies have
examined whether TFMPP can generalize to other drugs known to exhibit abuse liability.
Cunningham and Appel (1986) have initially shown that in rats trained to discriminate
TFMPP (0.8mg/kg) from saline, the drugs amphetamine (0.8mg/kg), apomorphine (0.1O.4mglkg), tryptamine (1.6-6.4mglkg) and LSD (0.08mglkg), all failed to substitute for
TFMPP [41]. Only the serotonin releaser fenfluramine was able to mimic TFMPP
completely, with drug lever responding at 1.6mg/kg not significantly different from
previous TFMPP controls (91 % of TFMPP appropriate lever responses). Schechter
(1989) has shown that rats trained to discriminate 1.5mg/kg (±)-MDMA from saline at 20
min post-administration were also able to substitute for the maximal dose of 0.8mg/kg
TFMPP, producing 81.3% quantal responding [42]. A study conducted nearly 20 years
later has suggested that this generalization between MDMA and TFMPP is driven by the
ability of TFMPP to substitute for the stimulant-like S(+)-MDMA enantiomer [43].
Yarosh et al. (2007) demonstrated that TFMPP dose-dependently and fully substituted for
S(+)-MDMA at a dose of 3.0mg/kg (EDso = 1.7mg/kg), but failed to elicit drugappropriate responding in mice trained to discriminate R( -)-MD MA from saline.
Furthennore, compared to variable doses (0-30mg/kg) of BZP, mCPP, and MeO-BZP,
only mice inject~d~th TFMPP produced a dose-dependent head twitch response, with a
maximal response observed with a dose of 10mg/kg that was also significantly different
from saline. When mice trained to discriminate S(+)-MDMA and R(-)-MDMA from
saline were injected with the 10mglkg dose of TFMPP, head twitch behaviour was also
apparent. However, TFMPP only induced a significantly greater head twitch response in
mice trained to discriminate R(-)-MDMA than in drug-naive mice. Although TFMPP
substituted for the stimulant-like S(+)-MDMA enantiomer, it produced a hallucinogenlike R(-)-MDMA head twitch response [44] and a decrease in locomotor behaviour, both
of which are exact opposite from the clear stimulant-like pattern of behavioural effects
demonstrated with BZP. Therefore, it was reasoned that TFMPP has hallucinogen-like
effects.
Similar to MDMA, TFMPP (0.3-1.0mglkg) has also been shown to completely
substitute for the closely-related piperazine meta-Chlorophenylpiperazine (mCPP)
(0.8mglkg) [45]. During substitution tests with cocaine however, TFMPP (0.25-1mg/kg)
resulted in a maximum of 54% cocaine appropriate responding, much lower than the 80%
responding needed to establish generalization [46]. Interestingly, when a fixed dose of
TFMPP (0.5mg/kg) was administered in combination with varying doses of cocaine
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(0.313-5mg/kg), TFMPP produced a significant leftward shift in the cocaine doseresponse function. These findings suggest that at lower doses of cocaine, the
coadministration of TFMPP was able to enhance the effects of cocaine and increase its
dose-effects appropriate responding.
The discriminative and reinforcing effects of TFMPP have also been examined in
rhesus monkeys, alone and in combination with BZP [47]. In monkeys (N=3) previously
trained to discriminate amphetamine (l.Omg/kg) from saline, TFMPP failed to produce
amphetamine-appropriate responding up to a dose of 17mg/kg, exhibiting a lack of
generalization between the two drugs which is consistent with previous studies [41]. At
greater doses greater than 17mg/kg, monkeys developed response rate suppression,
ataxia, and locomotor slowing. The reinforcing effects of TFMPP were assessed using an
intravenous self-administration paradigm in four cocaine-trained monkeys. Evaluating
five doses of TFMPP ranging from O.Ol-lmg/kg/injection, TFMPP failed to maintain
self-administration behaviour at levels greater than that produced by saline. In a separate
experiment where the highest dose of 1mg/kg TFMPP was injected 20 min before
sessions where the maintenance dose of cocaine was available, this pre-treatment
suppressed cocai~maintained responding in all animals tested. When 0.01 or
0.03mg/kg/injecfion IFMPP was combined with 0.03mg/kg/injection BZP, responding
for the drug combination was less than that previously observed the same BZP dose
alone. Similarly, when 0.01 or 0.03, or 0.1 mg/kg/inj TFMPP was combined with 0.1
mg/kg/injection BZP, fewer injections of the drug combination were administered
compared to responding for BZP on its own and this TFMPP-induced reduction in
responding was dose-dependent. Lastly, using the conditioned place preference paradigm
to investigate possible rewarding effects of TFMPP, Mosher et al. (2005) demonstrated
that unlike a control amphetamine group, TFMPP (3.0mg/kg) was not able to induce
place preference in rats in either an unbiased or biased design [48].
Human Studies

To date, there are no studies directly examining aspects ofTFMPP abuse liability
in humans. With the exception of one clinical drug trial that did not actually examine the
abuse liability of TFMPP, but rather measured the clinical effects of party pills containing
BZP and TFMPP when taken alone or in combination with alcohol, all other studies are
population survey studies examining patterns of party pill use and case studies of party
pill intoxication. The above-mentioned clinical drug trial measured a range of clinical
outcomes such as driving performance and physiological and psychological function of
party pills contii~ both 300mg BZP and 74mg TFMPP when taken alone or in
combination with alcohol [25]. The results showed that BZP/TFMPP improved driving
performance and measures of attention and vigilance during acute testing periods of 3
and 3.5 hrs post drug intake, respectively. Furthermore, there were also statistically
significant increases in pulse rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure with
BZP ITFMPP, a finding that was suggested to occur via noradrenaline release causing
sympathomimetic effects. Although the study was prematurely ended due to a high rate
of severe adverse events, the authors concluded that party pills containing BZP and
TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced by improved driving performance
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and measures of attention and vigilance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and
difficulty getting to sleep.
The only other published report available, which is informative of possible
TFMPP abuse liability, provides some indication as to on why TFMPP may be consumed
in combination >viJJ.1.BZP. Wood et al. (2008) reported on three cases presented to the
emergency department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type symptoms
and features of sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological
screening revealed they were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood
and urine samples [27]. Mean serum concentrations of BZP and TFMPP in all three
cases, were 263±5.8 nglmL and 46.7±15.3nglmL, respectively. The authors suggested
that since dissociative-type symptoms, described as "a feeling of being in another world",
are not typical of previous reports of BZP toxicity, it is likely these symptoms were the
cause of TFMPP taken in combination with BZP. Therefore, it was further suggested that
TFMPP is taken in combination with BZP to produce MDMA "Ecstasy"-like mood
elevating and hallucinogen-like effects, quite distinct from the "stimulatory effects"
provided by BZP.

Evidence of Physical Dependence
Animal and Human Studies

A critical component of a drug's ability to produce physical dependence is
observed through the manifestation of tolerance or a withdrawal syndrome. Tolerance is
defined as a dec1e~ in response to an active substance dose with continued use and may
be revealed as a time dependent change in the dose response relationship when physical
systems have adapted during the course of chronic administration. The occurrence of
both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an aspect of neuroadaptation, or
change in homeostatic processes, that may contribute to the development of dependence.
To date however, studies investigating TFMPP-related physical dependence in animals or
humans have not yet been conducted. That is, assessments and indications of withdrawal,
cross-dependence, tolerance, and cross-tolerance are lacking.
In humans, it is unclear whether users develop tolerance to the effects of TFMPP with
higher doses, as well as if there are any withdrawal symptoms from long-term use. The
fact that in some circumstances doses of party pills (BZP/TFMPP combination) have
been reported to be as high as 2500mg per an occasion of use may be suggestive of
possible tolerance-building effects, however, this is merely a speculation and does not
indicate that these effects are directly due to TFMPP [24].
Reports ofAddiction in Users

Only one study has assessed individuals taking party pills as possibly meeting
criteria for Substance Dependence as determined by the DSM-IV [25]. It was determined
that 6 of the 3'j s~jects studied (18.2%) showed psychological dependence on party
pills, whereas physical dependence, as determined by the presence of tolerance or
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withdrawal symptoms, was present in 6 of 35 subjects (17.1 %). As most participants in
the study reported taking party pills with alcohol some, most, or all of the time, it is
difficult to discern the proportion of individuals that would meet psychological or
physical dependence criteria only from the effects of TFMPP.
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of 2010 individuals aged 13-45 has also
assed party pill dependence (addiction) [22], however using a five-item Short
Dependency Scale (SDS), which has been previously validated for detecting
amphetamine dependence (addiction) [49, 50]. The study found that only 2.2% (n=7) of
past year party pill users were classified as dependent on party pills by scoring greater
than four on the SDS.

Conclusions

The following final conclusion on the abuse liability of TFMPP and its ability to
produce physical dependence is dependent upon numerous factors related to its
pharmacology and behavioural profile. One common indication of a drug's potential for
abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along the mesocorticolimbc DA system.
Although it is now well established that TFMPP is a non-selective serotonergic agonist at
numerous serotonin receptors, as well as an effective releaser of 5-HT, its ability to
facilitate DA release has not been convincingly shown. The administration of TFMPP in
combination with BZP however, has been shown to result in dramatic increases in DA in
the NAc, suggestive of some potential for abuse when the drugs are combined. The
significant increases in both DA and 5-HT levels are similar to the neurochemical effects
produced by MDMA, indicating that the combination of the two drugs may mimic the
effects produced by MDMA. This combination has in fact been associated with
exhibiting MDMA-like effects in animal models and human case studies, with TFMPP
proposed to account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like effects, and BZP eliciting
stimulant-like effects. While animal studies have also shown that TFMPP generalizes to
MDMA in the drug-discrimination paradigm, more convincing accounts ofTFMPP abuse
potential (or l'}c~hereof) come from self-administration and conditioned placepreference studies. The fact that TFMPP failed to maintain self-administration in
primates and did not induce place preference in rats highly suggests that the drug has
minimal abuse potential when taken on its own. In combination with BZP however,
TFMPP has been shown to be reinforcing at low doses, but also at lower levels than BZP
administered alone. Therefore, although TFMPP may possess similar properties to
MDMA, albeit with lower potency of effects, from the information reviewed here it is
possible to conclude that there is minimal likelihood for TFMPP to be abused on its own.
At present, research investigating TFMPP-related withdrawal or tolerance effects
is greatly lacking. Despite reports of party pill addiction and reports of physical
dependence, it is difficult to determine whether the few occurrences have resulted
directly from the effects ofTFMPP and not BZP. Therefore, although it is highly unlikely
that TFMPP produces physical dependence potential, it is not possible to conclude on
these properties at the present time.
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ISSUE

The piperazines are a class of compounds containing a piperazine ring as part of their chemical
structure. Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in manypharn1aceutical products and are also
used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brakefluid.and other industrial materials.
However, there are two derivatives in this class that are usedrecreationally for their
hallucinogenic and stimulant properties. These are: BZP (l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine) and
TFMPP (1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine).
Health Canada is not aware that either of these substances are being used commercially in the
production of any industrial or pharmaceutical products in Canada.
An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada and an increased
appearance on the rave and party scene across Canada have prompted the need to determine
whether these substances should be regulated as controlled substances under the Controlled
Drugs and Subs tan c!es ~t (CDSA).

2.

PURPOSE

To assess these substances against the factors considered by the Office of Controlled Substances
(OCS) when deciding to add substances to one of the Schedules to the CDSA, and examine
possible options for the regulation of these substances.
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3.

CONTEXT

3.1

Legislative Frameworks

I

~

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations
The Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) provides a legislative framework for the
control of substances that can alter mental processes and may produce harm to the health of an
individual or to society when diverted or misused. Except as authorized under regulation,
activities such as possession, possession for the purpose of trafficking, trafficking, importation,
exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and production of controlled substances
are prohibited under the CDSA.
The CDSA and its regulations seek to support the legal manufacture,trad~and possession of
controlled substances for medical andscientificpurposes while minimizing diversionfotillicit
purposes. The CDSA also carries punishments for various offences and regulatory requirements
which allow for more restricted control and closer monitoring ofdrug use.
The substances regulated under the CDSA are grouped into eight schedules. Schedules Ito V
lists controlled substances while Schedule VI lists precursor cheJ!licals. Schedules VII and VIII
provides the threshoJd~antities for trafficking and possession offenses involving cannabis and
cannabis resin.
Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments described in Part I of the
CDSA. Offenses associated with Schedule IV are similar to those associated with substances in
Schedules I, II and III except that there is no offence for simple possession.

3.2

Background

BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used recreationally because of their increased
stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. The Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) have had a
substance of concern file on both BZP and TFMPP and has been monitoring the appearance of
these substances on the Canadian market since 2004.
Drug Analysis Services (DAS) first received seizure samples ofBZP as early as 1999 and there
has been a steady increase since. Law enforcement agencies have also informed Health Canada
directly of an increase of pills containing these substances that are being seen in the rave and
party scene and are readily available for sale on the Internet and in specialty retail outlets (head
shops, sex shops, etc.) in Canada. Health Canada has also received correspondence from
Canada Border Servjc~Agency regarding the legal status of BZP and TFMPP and requesting
2
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that Health Canada schedule BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA because of the increased
importation of these substances into Canada without any legitimate purpose.
Media interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004 but has remained steady since
July 2008 following the deaths of two individuals that were initially thought to be related to the
ingestion of pills containing BZP. The media expressed concerns that Health Canada had not
taken a more proactive stance in regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances because of
the health risks associated with these substances, and also raised questions regarding the easy
availability of these pills in public fora via sale on the Internet, in sex and drug paraphernalia
shops as well as at ~u~r culture exhibitions, such as Sexapalooza.
In October 2007, the Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (Inspectorate) established a
customs target for finished products which was subsequently updated to include raw material in
July 2008. A number of enforcement actions were taken beginning in April 2008 targeting
PurePillz, Inc. who had been reported as selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and
TFMPP. In July 2008, Health Canada posted a health advisory, advising consumers to not use
unauthorized products being sold by PurePillz, Inc due to the serious health risks associated with
their products. A risk assessment was completed by the Inspectorate that identified the health
risks associated with BZP based products. The assessment, in conclusion, suggests that
consideration should be given to adding BZP to one of the Schedules to the CDSA.
BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. As indicated above, both substances meet the definition of a drug as defined
under the Food and Drugs Regulations and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN)
to be sold or marketed in Canada.

4.0

Assessment of BZP and TFMPP for Scheduling Purposes

The following factois ~ assessed when substances are being considered for scheduling under
theCDSA:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chemical and pharmacological similarity to other substances listed in the Schedules to
the CDSA;
Legitimate use;
International requirements and trends in control/scheduling;
Abuse liability and dependence potential;
Extent of actual abuse in Canada and elsewhere; and,
Risk to the health and safety of Canadians.

4.1

Chemical and Pharmacological Similarity to Other Drugs Listed in the Schedules to the
CDSA

4.1.1

Chemistry of BZP [Q:P~RSltjpu~

~jt~l·

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine . N-benvloioerazine, 1000297
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benzyl-diazacyclohexane and does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin. BZP can be manufactured easily by
reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride which does not require a
sophisticated laboratory.

4.1.2

Chemistry of TFMPP [OP1\.aSIm:pijtreqUit~]

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow colour liquid.

BZP is known to be a central nervous system stimulant with effects comParable to amphetamine
although with a poteb""f about one-tenth that of amphetamine t •
The available scientific evidence obtained from studies in rats suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to amphetamine and that it acts by increasing the efflux
of dopamine and serotonin2• In doses around 20-100 mg, BZP produces euphoria, wakefulness,
improved vigilance.
Campbell et al. of Well come Research Laboratories assessed the abuse liability and
haemodynamic effects of BZP in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, balanced crossover study in
18 former amphetamine addicts. Both BZP and dexamphetamine were associated with increases
in systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate that were significantly different
from placebo. The authors concluded that BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity
similar to dexamphetamine3 .
Pharmacodynamic studies in man were conducted comparing the effects of BZP and
amphetamine4 • The two compounds produced similar results on increasing heart rate and blood
pressure with similar stimulant activity also noted for both.
Animal pharmacological studies of BZP indicate a central serotoninomimetic action which
I

~

1 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: 1-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
2 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: 1-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
3 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, et al. Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in former addicts. European Journal of Clinical Pharmacology; 6(3): 170-6, 1973.
4 Bye C, Munro Faure AD, Peck AW, Young PA. A comparison of the effects <000298
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. European Journal of Clinical Pharmacolo
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involves serotonin re-uptake inhibition and 5-HTl receptor agonistic effects.5 It is said that BZP
also triggers the release of dopamine and noradrenaline and inhibits their synaptic re-uptake.
Peripheral actions of BZP on alpha 2 adrenoreceptors mediate reflex tachycardia and
hypertension. 6,7,8
I ~

4.2

Legitimate Use

Piperazines are a class of compounds which are known to have many industrial and
pharmaceutical uses. For example, the parent compound piperazine has been widely used for
many years as an anti-wonning drug in animals. BZP, however, has never been used for such a
purpose. 9
Throughout the 1970s, a compound with BZP as the active metabolite waS investigatedijS a
potential anti-depressant in humans. to Its clinical use was short lived because of the stimulant
side effects of the drug. 11
While BZP has no established or acknowledged medical value, TFMPP has widely beenused as
a pharmacological pro~drug for drug discrimination procedure$ in <animals 12 because ofits
serotonergic propert~es. The Intemational Narcotic Control Board (lNCB) World Drug Report
for 2007 also states that both these substances are available primarily for use in intermediates in
the manufacture of chemicals and pharmaceuticals and are used in neurochemical and psychiatric
research throughout the world 13 • Health Canada is unaware if BZP and TFMPP are being used
for such purposes in Canada.

5 Tekes K, Thfalusi L, Igyi B, Hennan F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action ofEGYT475, a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Phannaco logy and Phannacy; 39(2):203-11, 1987.
6 Magyar K, Fekete MIK, Tekes K, Torok TL. The action oftrelibet, a new antidepressive agent on
noradrenaline release from rabbit pulmonary artery. European Journal of Phannaco logy 130(3)O(pp 219-227), 1986.
7 Szucks Z, Szentendrei T, Fekete M I. The effect ofEGYT-475 (Tre1ibet) and its metabolites on the
potassium-stimulated 3H-noradrena1ine release from cortical slices of rat brain. Polish Journal of Phannaco logy and
Phannacy; Mar-Apr; 39(2): 185-93, 1987.
8 Hashimoto K, Maeda H, Goromaru T. Effects of benzylpiperazine derivatives on the neurotoxicity of 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine in rat brain. Brain Research 590(1-2)O(pp 341-344), 1992.
9 EU Council Decision: New drug BZP to be place under control across the EU (2008/03/03)
JO Munro-Faur;, ~., Peck, A.W., Pullin, C., Young, P.A. Detection of dexamphetamine-like activity in
man. A comparison of several tests (1971) J. Pharm. Chim. (Paris), 2, pp. 228-229.
11 Tekes K, Thfalusi L, 19yi B, Hennan F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action ofEGYT475, a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Phannaco logy and Phannacy 1987;39(2):203-11.
12 Staack, R.F. et aI., Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of the new designer drug TFMPP In vivo
studies in Wistar and Dark Agouti rats as well as in vitro studies in human liver micro somes , Biochemical
000299
Phannacology 67 (2004) p. 236
13 INCB 2008 World Drug Report, p. 39
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4.3

International Requirement and Trends in Control/Scheduling

4.3.1

International Control

Both BZP or TFMPP are currently not included under any of the three United Nations Drug
Control Conventions. That said the INCB has requested that governments provide the World
Health Organization (WHO) and the INCB with any information on the abuse of and trafficking
of piperazine derive~ cOihpounds l4 , it also requested that the WHO should assess piperazine
derived compounds in order to determine whether to recommend that they be placed under
international control 15 •

4.3.2

European Union

The European Monitoring CentrefotDrugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europol andEQI'opeanMedicines Agency
completed a joint risk assessment ofBZP in May 2007. That assessment identified thatBZP
should be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack of medical benefits and lack of evidence
that it is safe for human consumption l6 •
On March 3, 2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as a new
psychoactive substance which is to be made subject to control measures and criminal provisions.
Member states were called upon to place BZP, within 1 year, under their respective drug control
regulations that fall in line with the obligations imposed by the 1971 United Nations Convention
on psychotropic substances 17.
In many EU Member States (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Finland, Croatia an"S~den) had already taken the decision to regulated BZP as a controlled
substances. Other jurisdictions regulate BZP differently and so would have to make changes in
line with the requirements of the 1971 United Nations Conventions. In the Netherlands for
example, BZP in pharmaceutical form is regulated as a medicinal product. 18 Similarly, Spain
considers BZP to be a substance which modifies physiological functions when administered to
humans as defined under applicable Spanish legislation. It is therefore subject to certain control
measures such as inspections, annual reporting to the Spanish Medicines Agency and is subject
to enforcement measures for non-compliance I9 • In the United Kingdom, vendors and retailers of

Report of the International Narcotics Control Board for 2007. Resolution 28, page Ill.
Report of the International Narcotics Control Board for 2007. Resolution 45, page 114.
16 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: I-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
17 http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/133273.htm
18 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: I-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
19 EMCDDA R)s~sessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: l-benz000300
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessrr
14

15
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BZP may face prosecution as the drug is classified as unlicensed under the Medicines Act 1968. 20
In France, BZP is classified as a narcotic further to the publication of an order in the "Journal
Officiel" on May 15, 2008 21 • The decision follows a proposal by the Agence fran9aise de securite
sanitaire des produits de sante", because of the toxicity, abuse potential associated with the
substance and its dependence-causing properties. Finally, the Irish government has recently
released a statement indicating that BZP will be regulated as a controlled substance because of its
potential for abuse and for causing significant harm to public health. 22
Although, the European Union has focused mainly on BZP, some member states have taken steps
to also regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance. Greece, Sweden, Croatia and Denmark have
all elected to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance.

4.3.3 New Zealand
The history ofBZP ~e3U1.ationin New Zealand is.complex. An April 2004 assessment of "party
pills" (which included substances such as BZP, TFMPP and oth~(piperazine derivatives) by the
New Zealand Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs.(EACD) cOJlclud~<ithatthere was
insufficient objective evidence showing that these substances wet¢hartnful; thus they
recommended that "party pills" containing these substances should remain legal. 23
In 2006, the EACD completed a further assessment of these substances and concluded that recent
studies had documented real harm, including PQtentially fatal seizur~s .. They noted, however,
that there was still no information about the effects of long-term Use of these substances on
humans.
In May 2007, the EACD again considered these substances in light of further scientific research
and evidence that was accumulated in studies conducted in New Zealand. The EACD f()cused its
attention on the increased availability of "party pills", which were being marketed and distributed
widely over the Internet, through counterculture retailers, and more recently in liquor outlets,
service stations and dairies. Other information considered included a number of reports showing
evidence linking "party pills" to adverse reactions when taken with prescription medicines, and a
number of scientific studies that showed that there were no known legitimate commercial uses
for these substances.
J

~

This growing evidence led to the tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act and
list BZP, TFMPP and similar substances as scheduled substances on December 18, 2007. The
amendment was passed by parliament and come into force on April 1, 2008. In New Zealand, it
is illegal to possess and use, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP, TFMPP, pFPP,
MeOPP, mCPP and MBZP became. The bill provided an amnesty provision that allowed
individuals to possess no more than 100 tablets/pills or 5 grams of these substances until no later

psychoactive substances, 2005.
20 MHRA Press Release. Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are dangerous and illegal. Mar 2007.
21 http://afssaps.sante.fr/html10/filcoprs/080503.htm
22 News release from The Irish Times, May 16, 2008
23 Alansari, M. and Hamilton, D., Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party p iJ000301
_.
report, The New Zealand Medical Journal, 05-May-06, Vol 119 No. 1233
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than September 30,2008 when they would become illegal 24 .

4.3.4

Australia

BZP and TFMPP was added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of Drugs
and Poisons (SUSDP) in February 200625 . In its decision to include BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (NDPSC) considered
information from the "Vaults of Erowid" website which includes links to drug experience
websites and information about drugs from both anecdotal and peer reviewed sources. The
NDPSC also considered actions taken in other jurisdictions such as the tabling of a proposal to
amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act in New Zealand to include BZP and similar substances and the
addition ofBZP to Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act in the United States. They also
considered submissions from stakeholders that indicated that these substances were not being
used for any legitimate domestic products in Australia. They also noted that these substances
were being misrepresented and marketed as a legal alternative to illicit drugs 26 .

4.3.5

United States of America
I

~

The use of BZP and TFMPP was first reported in California in late 1996 and it has since spread
across the U.S. Both substances were placed on an emergency scheduling notice on July 18,
2002, with the intent to deem it a Schedule I drug27. This action was taken in response to local
U.S. Law Enforcement Agencies reporting a growing number of seizures ofBZP across the U.S.
The U.S. Department of Justice Office of Diversion Control also indicated that BZP has no
currently accepted medical use and is not safe for use even with medical supervision28 .
On March 18, 2004, BZP was officially listed in Schedule lof the Controlled Substances Act
because of an increase in its abuse. As of the same date, TFMPP is no longer controlled under
the CSA because of a recommendation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a
scientific evaluation from the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)29 indicating that the
controls imposed the CSA were not warranted for this substance.

4.4

Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential EQt)~$mp»t~~Pi~ii:I]

Animals studies have suggested that BZP has a dependence potential similar to amphetamine but
that such effects are not shared by TFMPp 30,31. One study carried out in New Zealand, showed
that only 2.8% of2010 persons who completed a survey on pills containing BZP and/or TFMPP,

24 http://www.ndp.govt.nz/moh.nsf/indexcm!ndp-news-home
25 National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee, Record of Reasons of Meeting 46, February 21-23,
2006

26 Ibid 25
27

http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/sched_actionsI2002/fr07182.htm

28 http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/sched_actions/2002/fr07182.htm
29 http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/rules/2004/fr0318.htm
30 Fantegrossi, W. et aI., Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus effects ofBZP and TFMPP in rhesus
monkeys, Drug and Alcohol Dependence, vol 77, pg. 161-168
31 Meririnne, E. et aI., Rewarding properties of BZP, a new drug of abuse, in ra000302
Phannacology and Toxicity, Vol 98, pg. 346-350.
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felt they needed help to reduce their use of the pills. Interestingly, the study also revealed that
the use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to individuals who attended raves. They
found that these pills were the fourth most widely used recreational drugs behind alcohol,
tobacco and cannabis.
I

~

Another study recently completed in New Zealand, with human subjects, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence ofBZP and TFMPP based pills using the DSM-IV
method. They found that only 6 of33 (18.2%) subjects showed psychological dependence and 6
of 35 (17.1 0/0) subjects showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawals 32 •
4.5

Extent of Actual Abuse in Canada and Elsewhere(DJ)~l{$m'\lt~"pi~j~l

In Canada, the extent of actual abuse is relatively unknown as no studies or reports on the abuse
of these substances have been conducted. Health Canada is aware that these pills are on the
Canadian market and are popular in the rave and party scene as an alternative to ecstasy
(MDMA). Elsewhere in the world, adverse reactions have been reported with the some of the
most common symptoms being nausea, increased body temperature, increased blood pressure,
paranoia, alertness, and palpitations.
One study conducted in New Zealand revealed that 4 of 10 (40%)human subjects and 3 of7
(43%) subjects reported severe adverse events when BZP/TFMPP was taken with alcohol.
Adverse events in 7 of 17 subjects were reported when BZP/TFMPPwasadministered alone.
This study was prematurely ceased due to the nature, frequency and severity of adverse events
that occurred. The ()d~e events occurred with doses of BZP ITFMPP that were commonly
recommended by manufacturers and were the most common doses taken in the community.
Those who experience severe adverse events were administered 570ng/mL of BZP and 43ng/mL
ofTFMPP compared with 593ng/mL ofBZP and 40ng/mL ofTFMPP administered to subjects
who experienced mild to no adverse events33 •
An earlier study reported the results of a prospective study performed at the Emergency
Department of Christchurch Hospital, New Zealand, in which all presentations associated with
party pill use from April 1, 2005 to September 1, 2005 were captured on a data collection form
There were 61 patients who presented to the Emergency Department on 80 occasions. Patients
with adverse effects took an average of 4.5 dosing units. Patients with mild to moderate toxicity
experienced symptoms such as insomnia, anxiety, nausea, vomiting, palpitations, dystonia, and
urinary retention. Some adverse reactions persisted for up to 24 hours after ingestion. Fifteen
toxic seizures were recorded. Two patients suffered life-threatening toxicity with status
epilepticus and severe respiratory and metabolic acidosis. Based on the study the authors
recommended that high risk user groups such as individuals with seizure disorders, psychiatric
illness, or coronary disease and those taking prescription sympthomimetics or anticholinergics
should avoid BZP-based party pills as there maybe a higher risk of toxicity. Coingestion with
MDMA or amphetamine was also considered to pose enhanced risks. The authors concluded
that BZP can cause }l~dictable and serious toxicity in some individuals.

Thompson, Let aI., Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the "party pills"
BZP/TFMPP along and in combination with alcohol, Journal of Psychopharmacology, 2<Q{\O(\03-03 1 1 '1
33 Ibid 32
32
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Only a few deaths have been reported worldwide from the consumption of BZP ITFMPP
products and mostly in combination with other substances. The health risks associated with the
polydrug use of BZP, TFMPP and other drugs are much greater.

4.6

Risk to the Iledth and Safety of Canadians

The health and safety of Canadians are at risk with the prevalence of BZP and TFMPP products
in Canada. These products have been marketed as a safe alternative to other illicit substances
such as MDMA. BZP and TFMPP are considered drugs and may pose significant risk to the
health and safety of Canadians.
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ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

Although Health Canada only possesses anecdotal infonnation about the health risks associated
with the usage of BZP and TFMPP there is scientific evidence suggesting that these substances
have the potential for abuse and the ability to cause hann to public health. Health Canada is
responsible for preventing and reducing the risks to the health and safety of Canadians. These
substances have no known legitimate therapeutic use in Canada and there are no known
legitimate industrial applications. Currently, BZP and TFMPP are marketed and sold for
recreational purposes and the import of these substances has also increased. In the absence of
any type of mechan~~f control for these substances, the safety and well-being of Canadians
could be at risk.

6.

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS [OCS - Still in developnlent]

Option 1 : Leave BZP and TFMPP as uncontrolled substances (status quo)
BZP and TFMPP are considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act and its
Regulations.

PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

The United Nations have not yet scheduled these substances under the current drug
control Conventions
There would be little interference from industry that specialize in recreational
products

The control of BZP and TFMPP would differ from that of the European Union but
also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia and000304
lU
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b.
c.
d.

Controls may not be consistent with the potential risks to the health and safety of
Canadians.
With the lack of import controls Canada may be become a dumping ground for these
substances
Lack of control may increase the production of these substances in clandestine
laboratories

Option 2 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III of the CDSA.
As indicated in Section 3, the offences for Schedule III substances under the CDSA are the same
as Schedule I substances, but the punishments are not as stringent. The majority of substances
listed under this Schedule are stimulants.

PROS:
a.
b.
c.
d.

CONS:
a.
b.

Tighter control measures for BZP and TFMPP as imposed by Schedule III would be
similar to control measure impose in other countries such as New Zealand.
Tight c&nt16t on manufacture, distribution and import, will reduce the risk of BZP
and TFMPP being abused/misused and/or diverted
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA will address the concerns raised by
TPD is their risk assessment
BZP and TFMPP will be regulated in a similar way as other stimulants such as
amphetamines

Backlash may arise from industry specializing in recreational products as well as
from harm reduction advocates
The control of BZP and TFMPP will not be in line with the current international
drug control framework

Option 3 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV of the CDSA
The offences for Schedule IV substances are similar to those of Schedule I and III substances
except there is no offence for possession of Schedule IV substances and the maximum penalties
are less than those imposed by Schedules I and III. The majority of substances listed under this
Schedule are barbitlira~, benzodiazepines and anabolic steroids.

PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.
b.

Tight control on manufacture, distribution and import, will reduce the risk of BZP
and TFMPP being abused/misused and/or diverted
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA will address the concerns raised by
TPD is their risk assessment

Schedule IV substances do not have simple possession penalties and the potential of
an illicit market developing would be greater
The scheduling ofBZP and TFMPP in Schedule IV would differ from the control
mechanisms in place in the US, New Zealand and Australia 000305
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c.

BZP and TFMPP are not phannacologically similar to substances listed in Schedule
IV

BZP and TFMPP 111ll~ placed within one of the regulations situated under the CDSA should
there be found a phannacological or industrial use for these substances. Possible regulations
under which BZP and TFMPP could be regulated are:
BOTSR
FDR-Part G
FDR-Part J

BOTSR
Sets out the circumstances in which licensed dealers, phannacists, practitioners and hospitals
may conduct regulated activities including possession, obtaining, distribution, importing and
exporting, trafficking, possession for the purpose of trafficking, and production of
benzodiazepines and other targeted substances for legitimate therapeutic, industrial or scientific
purposes. Applies to certain Schedule IV substances, including benzodiazepines as well as to
flunitrazepam, scheduled under Schedule III to the CDSA.

FDR-PartG
Governs the activiti~s atproducers, distributors, importers, exporters, health care professionals,
and hospitals related to "controlled drugs" that have some therapeutic use such as stimulants,
sedatives, and anabolic steroids included in Schedule III and IV to the CDSA.

FDR-Part J
Regulates the use of controlled substances with no recognized medical use. Substances listed in
the schedule to Part J of the FDR are defined as "restricted drugs" and include such substances
as LSD and mescaline, included in Schedule III to the CDSA. Restricted drugs can only be used
for scientific and research purposes.

7.

CONSULTATIONS

•
•
•
•

Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate
Therapeutic Products Directorate, HPFB
Canada Border Services Agency, Analytical and Forensic Services
Mr. Michael LeBelle, consultant to Health Canada for scientific issues related to controlled
substances/substances of concern
Drug Analysis Services, DSCS/HECS, Health Canada
Office of Res~a~ and Surveillance, DSCS/HECS, Health Canada

•
•
•

8.

CONSIDERATIONS

Identify any relevant issues that senior management should be aware of, including any
·
t
· '" 000306
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9.

SELECTED STRATEGY

It is the recommendation by the Office of Controlled Substances, that BZP and TFMPP be added
to Schedule III to the CDSA and regulated under Part J of the FDR.

10.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

Show how the proposed solution will be implemented in terms of timing, organizational and
personnel changes necessary, resource allocation, systems required, etc.
I

~

Indicate when and how the proposed solution will be evaluated and against what benchmarks

11.

OUTCOME EVALUATION PLAN

Describe the outcomes expected from the implementation of the proposed solution, the outcome
measures that will be used to measure those expected outcomes, how these data will be
collected, and when those data will be evaluated against the expected outcomes.
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4.1.1

Chemistry ofBZP

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benzylpiperazine,
1-benzyl-l,4-diazacyclohexane. It does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause burns. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
which does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

4.1.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a col<furlels or pale-yellow colour liquid.

4.1.3

Pharmacology ofBZP

Based the only study conducted in humans l , BZP concentration in plasma is highest at 75
minutes after oral dosing. It has an elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined. Of interest, when TFMPP
was added to BZP, BZP's metabolism was inhibited by 60%. When BZP was incubated with
TFMPP, TFMPP's metabolism was inhibited by 90%. These metabolic interactions can lead to
elevated levels of both drugs in plasma and increase their effects and account for the increase of
2
adverse events.

Mechanism ofAction
The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects ofBZP are substantially similar to amphetamines and that it acts by increasing the efflux
of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway.3,4 BZP is thought to have about
one-tenth the potency of amphetamine (Campbell, 1973; EMCDD, 2005).5,6
I

~

Antia U, Lee HS, Kydd RR, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Pharmacokinetics of 'party pill' drug N-benzylpiperazine
(BZP) in healthy human participants. Forensic Sci Int. 2009 Apr 15;186(1-3):63-7. Epub 2009 Mar 3.
2 Antia U, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine-based 'party pill' drugs.
J Pharm Pharmacol. 2009 Jul;61(7):877-82.
3 Error! Main Document Only. EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: 1benzylpiperazine. In accordance with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk
assessment and control of new psychoactive substances, 2005.
4 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
5 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: l-benzylpiperazine. In accordance with
Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
I
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Pharmacodynamics
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et a1. (1973)7 found that
both oral BZP 1OO~ ~ dexamphetamine 10mg were associated with significant increases in
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate compared to placebo. The two
active treatments were not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A
publication reporting on two clinical trials found that both BZP and dexamphetamine resulted in
significant increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. 8

4.1.4. Pharmacology ofTFMPP
Biotransformation
TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In the in vitro experiments using human liver microsomes, it was determined that
CYP2D6 was the most important enzyme accounting for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic
clearance. 9 Genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 may account for different toxicological risks of
TFMPP intake.
Pharmacological Mechanism ofAction
It is now well established that TFMPP is a 5-HT receptor agonist that stimulates central
serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
produces presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons lO ,II,12,13, is able to preferentially bind to
multiple post-synaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes 14,15,16, and alter synaptic 5-HT function by
inhibiting 5-HT reu~ta~.17,18

Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW.Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
7 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW.Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
8 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck AW, Young PA.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
9 Staack RF, Paul LD, Springer D, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of the new
designer drug 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In vivo studies in Wistar and Dark Agouti rats as
well as in vitro studies in human liver microsomes. Biochem Pharmacol. 2004 Jan 15;67(2):235-44.
10 Pettibone DJ, Williams M. Serotonin-releasing effects of substituted piperazines in vitro. Biochem Pharmacol.
1984 May 1;33(9):1531-5.
II Auerbach SB, Rutter JJ, Juliano PJ. Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular serotonin
in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
12 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
13 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
14 Fuller, R. I-Phenylpiperazines and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-HT Agonists and
Psychoactive Drugs, R. Rech, Gudelsky GA, Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor, MI. p. 35-59.
15 Hoyer D.Functional ct>rr~es of serotonin 5-HTI recognition sites. J Recept Res. 1988;8(1-4):59-81.
16 Schoeffter P, Hoyer D. Interaction of arylpiperazines with 5-HTIA, 5-HTIB, 5-HTIC and 5-HTID receptors: do
discriminatory 5-HTIB receptor ligands exist? Naunyn Schmiedebergs Arch Pharmacol. 1989 Jun;339(6):675-83.
17 Auerbach SB, Rutter JJ, Juliano PI. Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular serotonin
in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
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4.1.4

Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination

While there is not a lot of research on the pharmacology of BZP ITFMPP combined, there is
some information their pharmacodynamics.
The co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone. 19.2o Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The fact that these druginduced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for
serotonin and dopallli~elease suggests that the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow
therapeutic window of safety.
A recent clinical trial measured a range of clinical outcomes of 'party pills' containing both BZP
300mg and TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with alcoho1.21 The results
showed that BZP/TFMPP significantly increases in pulse rate, systolic and diastolic blood
pressure, a finding that was suggested to occur via noradrenaline release causing
sympathomimetic effects similar to amphetamines.

4.4

Abuse Liability and Dependence Potential

4.4.1 BZP Abuse Liability
Preclinical findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the increase of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels- a common feature for psycho stimulants such as amphetamines
and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat nucleus accumbens, an
area of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and associated with pleasurable feelings
from drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts via a mechanism of a reinforcing drug.
Studies have shown the rewarding properties ofBZP in animals. In rats, BZP produces place
preference, is self-admTtllstered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, produces similar
behavioural responses to methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to

18 WolfWA, Ziaja E, Arthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ, Levine RA, Kuhn DM. Effect oftetrahydrobiopterin on
serotonin synthesis, release, and metabolism in superfused hippocampal slices. J Neurochem. 1991 Oct;57(4):11917.
19 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
20 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
21 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZPITFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
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amphetamine. 22 ,23,24,25 In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self administered, substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test. 26 These studies have
consistently found BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers repeatedly
suggest that it carries potential for abuse.
In humans, only three clinical trials have examined aspects of BZP abuse liability. A doubleblind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of
dexamphetamine and BZp.27 Both drugs were significantly different from placebo on the
excitation score, the physician's amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine score. The
results suggest that BZP had a 10-fold lower potency than dexamphetamine. On the basis of the
findings that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former addicts, the
Well come Foundation Ltd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and suggested that BZP
should be placed under statutory control similar to those regulating amphetamines. Another
study from the Well come Research Laboratory has reported on two clinical pharmacological
trials conducted with healthy volunteers. 28 The authors concluded that BZP was a psychomotor
stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine.
The only other clinitaftlhJg trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP, concluded
that pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects, as evidenced by improved
driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, and difficulty getting to sleep.29
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has potential
for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The degree with
which BZP is likely to be abused however, is unclear, as more pharmacokinetic studies and more
detailed human abuse liability studies are needed.

4.4.2 TFMPP
One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbc DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release has not been
convincingly shown. However, the administration ofTFMPP in combination with BZP, has
22 Meririnne E, Kajos M, Kankaanpaa A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of I-benzylpiperazine, a new drug of
abuse, in rats. Basic Clin Phannacol Toxicol. 2006 Apr;98(4):346-50.
23 Brennan KA, Lake B, Hely LS, Jones K, Gittings D, Colussi-Mas J, Fitzmaurice PS, Lea RA, Schenk S. Nbenzylpiperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behav Phannacol. 2007 Dec;18(8):785-90.
24 Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted piperazines in
the mouse. Phannacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(1):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
25 Baumann MH, Clark RD Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the m~le~ar mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychophannacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
26 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus effects
of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol Depend. 2005 Feb
14;77(2):161-8.
27 Campbell H, Cline W , Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW. Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Phannacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
28 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck AW, Young PA.A comparison of the effects of l-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human perfonnance tests. Eur J Clin Phannacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
29 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZP/TFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. J Psychophannacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
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been shown to result in dramatic increases in DA in the brain, suggestive of some potential for
abuse when the drugs are combined. 30,31 The significant increases in both DA and 5-HT levels
are similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating that the combination of
the two drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. This combination has been
associated with exhibififtg MDMA-like effects in animal models 32,33,34,35 and human case
studies. 36 TFMPP is proposed to account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like effects and
BZP is thought to elicit stimulant-like effects. While animal studies have also shown that
TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drug-discrimination paradigm,37,38,39 there are more
convincing accounts ofTFMPP's lack of abuse potential. The fact that TFMPP failed to
41
maintain self-administration in primates40 and did not induce place preference in rats highly
suggests that the drug has minimal abuse potential when taken on its own. In combination with
BZP however, TFMPP has' been shown to be reinforcing at low doses, but also at lower levels
than BZP administered alone. 42 Therefore, although TFMPP may possess similar properties to
MDMA, albeit with lower potency of effects, it is possible to conclude that there is minimal
likelihood for TFMPP to be abused on its own.

4.4.3

Physical Dependence

The occurrence of both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an aspect of
neuroadaptation, or change in homeostatic processes, that may contribute to the development of
dependence. However, studies investigating BZP-related or TFMPP-related physical
30 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
31 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the llJI)l~r mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
32 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X" piperazine
analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
33 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
34 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
35 Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted piperazines in
the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(1):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
36 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PI.Dissociative and sympathomimetic toxicity
associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine (BZP). J
Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4):254-7.
37 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
38 Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted piperazines in
the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(l):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
39 Come SJ, Pickering RW.A possible correlation between drug-induced hallucinations in man and a behavioural
response in mice. Psychopharmacologia. 1967;11(1):65-78.
40 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus effects
of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol Depend. 2005 Feb
14;77(2): 161-8.
41 Mosher T, Hayes D, Greenshaw A.Differential effects of 5-HT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning and
locomotor activity in ra~. ~J Pharmacol. 2005 May 16;515(1-3):107-16.
42 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative stimulus effects
of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol Depend. 2005 Feb
14;77(2):161-8.
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dependence in animals or humans have not yet been conducted. In humans, it is unclear whether
users develop tolerance to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, as well as if there are
any withdrawal symptoms from long-term use.

4.4.4

Reports of Addiction in Users

Another study recently completed in New Zealand, with human subjects, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence of BZP/TFMPP based pills using the DSM-IV substance
dependence criteria. They found that 6 of33 (18.2%) subjects showed psychological
dependence and 6 of35 (17.1 %) subjects showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawals. 43
A 2006 New Zealand ~sehold survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction, using'a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS).44 The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
Interestingly, the study also revealed that the use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. They found that these pills were the fourth most widely used
recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis

4.6

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

At present, a toxicological profile for BZP, nor TFMPP has not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other stimulant drugs or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects that
result purely from BZP is sparse. Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more common
than its use alone, 45,46,47,48 therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP mode of action
are in effect the result of drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been reported.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with BZP toxicity.49 Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4% palpitation, 29.6%
agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing BZP plasma levels
were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in individuals who had
I

~

43 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZP/TFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
44 Wilkins C, Girling M, Sweetsur P. The prevalence of use, dependency and harms of legal 'party pills' containing
benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (TFMPP) in New Zealand. Journal of Substance Use, 2007.
12(3): p. 213-224.
45 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiperazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
46 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans: a
prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med J. 2005 Dec 16;118(l227):UI784.
47 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Casswell S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand: comparisons
of findings from national household drug surveying in 1998,2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006. 119(1244): p.
U2285.
48 Nicholson, TC. Prevalence of use, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those presenting to the
emergency department. Emerg Med Australas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
49 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiperazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
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not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is reported elsewhere but again, only when no
other substance or ethanol was co_ingested. 50,51,52,53,54,55
At present, all accounts ofTFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining
BZP /TFMPP pill intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological
symptoms associated with BZP/TFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern those specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingested BZP counterpart. 56
A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP
alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent, and severe adverse events in the
active BZP/TFMPP groups that the study was terminated. 57 Three cases presented to the
emergency department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type symptoms and
features of sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological screening revealed
they were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine samples. 58
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death may be a likely
consequence ofing~ti&g BZP and/or TFMPP with a mixture of other drugs and alcoho1. 59 ,60,61

50 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines abused
by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
51Baumann MH, Ayestas MA, Sharpe LG, Lewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Persistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated with GBR12909 decanoate. J Pharmacol Exp Ther.
2002 Jun;301(3):1190-7.
52 Wood DM, Dargan PI, Button J, Holt DW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL.Collapse, reported seizure--and an
unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571):1490.
53 King LA, Nutt D.Seizures in a night club. Lancet. 2007 Jul21 ;370(9583):220.
54 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans: a
prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med J. 2005 Dec 16;118(1227):U1784.
55 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Girling M.Pattems ofbenzylpiperazine/trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine party pill use and
adverse effects in a population sample in New Zealand. Drug Alcohol Rev. 2008 Nov;27(6):633-9.
56 Kushnir, V. 1-(-3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) abuse liability and dependence potential
assessment. Report prepared for Health Canada. October 2009.
57 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M, Robinson G,
Beasley R.Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills' BZP/TFMPP alone
and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
58 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PI.Dissociative and sympathomimetic toxicity
associated with recreati<t1a~e of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and 1-benzylpiperzine (BZP). J
Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4):254-7.
59 Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner 1. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden. J Anal Toxicol.
2004 Jan-Feb;28(1):67-70.
60 Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and quantitation
of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol, 2008.32(2): p. 172-7.
61 Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy and
benzylpiperazine] Dtsch Med Wochenschr. 2001 Ju113;126(28-29):809-11. [Article in German]
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Overall, it is evident that the adverse effects resulting from BZP and/or TFMPP ingestion, along
with other drugs, can pose significant potential risks to users. However, as many of the findings
are related to polydrug use, interpretation of the findings specific to either BZP or TFMPP is
difficult. The health and safety of Canadians are at risk with the prevalence of BZP and TFMPP
products in Canada.1 'M-lese products have been marketed as a safe alternative to other illicit
substances such as MDMA.
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Description

Please find attached the draft agenda for the CSS Working Group Meeting on Wednesday February 17th
from 10-11 :30am in Rm 405A, 123 Slater. If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Thank you,
Tiffany
946-3950

Draft Agenda:
1- Members' introduction
2- Approval of Agenda
3 - Approval of ROD from January 20th, 2010 (Attachment A)
4- CDSA Scheduling Factors ( Factor 4. Bruna to identify the revision made to the term "dependence
liability")
5- Update on benzyl piperazine (BZP) and TFMPP
6- Discussion regarding Propofol Data (Attachment B)
7- Next steps i.e next meeting scheduled for (March 17th)
Attachment A

CSS-WG Meeting Minutes·· 01-21} 1O.doc

.

Attachment B

It!
/

;

Abuse.pdf
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Draft
Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances Scheduling (CSS) Working Group meeting
Wednesday, January 20 th , 2010, 1-2:30pm
123 Slater Street, Rm 505A
Present:

Regrets:

•

Suzanne Desjardins, Otlice of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

•

•

.Bruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB via phone

•

~Tiana

, " " t~ield Code Changed

.Tanja Kalajdzic, Marketed
Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices
Division, Marketed Health Products
Directorate, Health Products and Food
Branch (HPFB)

!

fFI;ldC;1~"Ch~~~9';d'~~"'---'-

Branch, Otlice of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTB, HECSB

... .;: .. ,

>======:-:-:;;:=;~=~~,~,~:~::-:-;;=:)

"1 Field Code Changed
>::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::.::.:.:.:::::......

i

-, •.•.. ::::::::::.: ..... ::.: .• :.. :.:::: .. : .. ;:;:;;.::.::;:~

'j Field Code Changed

•

"Colette Strnad, Otlice of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate,
HPFB (alternate for Thea Muller) via
phone

•

Evelyn Soo, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Jocelyn Kula, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Sherrey Collier, Inspectorate
Litigation Affairs Directorate (lLAD),
Health Products and Food Branch
Inspectorate, Health Products and
Food Branch

•

>. . . . ". . . . .
l.~i~~~~~~~~itll~~

7-=.":'W.-:-.::;=.,..<=.<?~«<==•.« •..,..<..•. <""_«<'.~.-' •. ~ •

Secretariat- Tiffany Thornton.,
ODAR~CSTD,HECSB

/-.-~--'~.-.--

1.
Welcome & Introductions
'Suzanne welcomed the group and recognized new member Evelyn Soo. She also noted the
attendance of Sherry Collier from HPFB Inspectorate who had been invited to participate in the
discussion of BZP.
2.

Approval of Agenda Items
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t. ~~~~~ . ~~~. ~~itll?~........

-.- ..

~,

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

The CSS WG approved the draft agenda for the meeting.

Approval of ROD from November 18th , 2009

3.

The ROD for the November meeting was approved with addition of Tanja's comments.

4.

Update on HECBS ADM Briefing

In December 2009, OCS presented a Proposal to Establish an Expert Working Group on
Substances of Abuse (EWG) to the ADM HECSB. During the presentation the two 2 main issues
raised were the following:

1. There is some reluctance in the Department to establish more expert advisoty
committees. There were questions regarding whether there is an alternate means to
achieve the goals of a more transparent and defensible CDSA scheduling process.
2. In addition, there were questions regarding the scope of the EWG's activities.
The ADM asked that CSTD return to present the proposed approach to scheduling. As a result
an updated version of the Draft Policy was circulated to the CSS WG for review and comments.

Actions:
~

Tiana to revise the draft deck to include the following changes:

Background (Slide 4)
).> Provide more details regarding the type of information the public decision document
would include, e.g., scientific evidence, etc.
Proposed Modifications to CDSA Scheduling Process (Slide 5, 6, 7, 8)
)i.- The expert working group should be referred to as an expert advisory committee
y The deck should indicate that a substance may be either scheduled under the CDSA,
considered for scheduling under the Food and Drug Regulations, or remain uncontrolled.

5.

Updated Version of the CDSA Scheduling Factors- for concurrence

There is concern regarding the scientific literature using different definitions of the term
'dependence liability'. Bruna will modify the wording of factor 4 of the Scheduling Factors
document in order to avoid any confusion and provide to Tiffany for circulation to CSS-WG
members.

6.

Discussion of the Issue Analysis Summary (lAS) on BZP and TFMPP
~

~

There was a December 2009 media report regarding deaths assOCiated With HLP use. If
this information is accurate, it should be included in the Issue Analysis Summary on
BZP.
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

~

BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a drug, but there are no identified therapeutic
uses for these substances.

Action - General:
~ Bruna to examine published case reports of deaths related to BZP, if any, and report back
to the CSS-WG.
~ Bruna to inquire as to whether these products are on the agenda for the WHO ECDD
Actions - OCS to update Issue Analysis Summary to reflect the following changes:
~

Next ~teps
Next meeting was scheduled for February 1i h from lO:OOto 11 :30am in Room A405, Tiffany
will send invitation with agenda. The documents for review will be circulated prior to the
meeting.

8.
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BZPIAS
Tiana Branch, Elizabeth Dussault,
Jocelyn Kula

2010-02-1704:17 PM

Hanan Abramovici

Hi Tiana,
I finally found some time to incorporate my comments into the lAS. I have not looked at sections 6-10, as I
know there were to be changed after our January meeting.
If you have any questions, please let me know.

~

DRAFT!AS SIP and TFMPP Jan 2010v.l.1 SDcmts.wpd

Suzanne
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DRAFT
January 2010
Version 1.1

Issue Analysis Summary
Office of Controlled Substances

Regulation of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3,Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP)
CONTENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.

ISSUE
PURPOSE
CONTEXT
ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS
IDE~TJ{ICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTI()NS
CONSULTATIONS
CONSIDERATIONS
SELECTED STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
OUTCOME EVALUATION

ISSUE

The piperazines are a class of compounds containing a piperazine ring as part of their chemical
structure. Piperazine salts or derivatives are·found in many pharmaceutical products and are also
used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
However, there are two derivatives inthis class that are used tecreationally for their
hallucinogenic and stimulant properties. These are: BZP (l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine) and
TFMPP (1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine).
Health Canada is not aware that either of these substances are being used commercially in the
production of any industrial or pharmaceutical products in Canada.
Signs that there mi g11t ~ Aan increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada

and an increased appearance on the rave and party scene across Canada have prompted the need
to determine whether these substances should be regulated as controlled substances under the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).

2.

PURPOSE

To assess these substances against the factors considered by the Office of Controlled Substances
(OCS) when deciding to add substances to one of the Schedules to the CDSA, and examine
possible options for the regulation of these substances.
000322
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3.

CONTEXT I

3.1

Legislative Frameworks

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations
The Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) provides a legislative framework for the
control of substances that can alter mental processes and may produce harm to the health of an
individual or to society when diverted or misused. Except as authorized under regulation,
activities·such as possession, possession for the purpose of trafficking, trafficking, importation,
exportation,possession for the purpose of exportation, and production of controlled substances
are prohibited under theCDSA.
The CDSA and its regulations seek to support the legal manufactQre,trMe.and po~sess.ion of
controlled substances for medical and scientific purposes whi1e1:Ilinimizingdiversion.f()~jllicit
purposes. The CDSA also carries punishments for various offences and regulatory requirements
which allow for more restricted control and closer monitoring oftlrug use.
The substances regulated under the CDSA are grouped into eightschedtlles. Schedules Ito V
lists controlled subs~a~s while Schedule VI lists precursor chefilicals. Schedules VII
VIII
provides the threshold quantities for trafficking and possession offenses involving cannabis and
cannabis resin.

and

Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments described in Part I of the
CDSA. Offenses associated with Schedule IV are similar to those.iassociated with substances in
Schedules I, II and III except that there is no offence for simple possession.

3.2

Background

BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used recreationally because of their increased
stimulant and hallucinogenic effects reference?? The Office of Controlled Substances (OCS)
has~ had a substance of concern file on both BZP and TFMPP and has~ been monitoring the
appearance of these substances on the Canadian market since 2004 through ???
The Drug Analysis Services (DAS) finrt receivcd sci7.tuc analyzed samples ofBZP from drug
seizures Inade by la\v enforcnlcnt as early as 1999 and there has been a steady increase since.
LiH' eJifnlCCtnelit (lgeudcs It,1:\- e (.(150 infot1IlCd 1Iealtlr Callacl,l directly cf dli inclcase of pilL')
('ottt(tiuing: thC5C ~tlb~t{tlice.~. BZP and TFMPP are also being seen in the rave and party scene
and are readily available for sale on the Internet and in specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex
shops, etc.) in Cana~a 0crcncc?- Alerted by the increased ilnportation into Canada of these

2
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Media interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004 but has remained steady since
July 2008 following the deaths of two individuals that were initially?? Has this been eventually
confirnlcd ? Should 111 &rrti on \vhcther or not they were thought to be related to the ingestion of
pills containing BZP. The media expressed concerns that Health Canada had not taken a more
proactive stance in regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances because of the health
risks associated with these substances, and also raised questions regarding the easy availability of
these pills in public fora via sale on the Internet, in sex and drug paraphernalia shops as well as at
counter culture exhibitions, such as Sexapalooza \vhat is it? \vhy is this particular exhibition
lncntioned here? \Vhen and where was it? .
In October 2007, the Health Products and FoodBranch Inspectorate (Inspectorate) esta1:Hisheda
customs target for finished products which was subsequently updated to include raw mftterial in
July 2008 This sentence is unc1ear;how relevant is itt(} BZP? A number of enforceme1l.t actions
were taken beginning in Apri12008 targeting PllrePillz;Jnc. whicht)hlldvebeen reported. as
selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. In July 2008, Health Catlada
posted a health advisory, advising consumers to not use unauthorized products being sold by
PurePillz, Inc. due to the serious health risks associated with theitproducts. A risk asse$$J1lent
was completed by the Inspectorate that identified the healthrisks>~ssociated with BZP--~~sed
products. The assessment ill coneltl5ion, ~ttgge$t5 concluded that consideration should be>given
to adding BZP to one of the Schedules to the CDSA.
BZP and TFMPP ar~ ~currently included in any of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. As indicated above, both substances meet the definition of a drug as defined
under the Food and Drugs Regulations and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN)
to be sold or marketed in Canada.

4.

ASSESSMENT OF BZP AND TFMPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES

The following factors are assessed when substances are being considered for scheduling under
the CDSA:
•

Chemical and pharmacological similarity to other substances listed in the Schedules to
the CDSA;
•
Legitimate use;
•
International requirements and trends in control/scheduling; note: this section would tit
bctter as thc first criteria being exanlincd
•
Potenti;:ll for -A-abuse and addiction liability dlJd dependence potential;
•
Extent of actual abuse in Canada and elsewhere; and,
•
Risk to personal and public the health and safety of Canadians. 000324
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4.1

Chemical and Pharmacological Similarity to Other Substances Listed in the
Schedules to the CDSA

4.1.1

Chemistry ofBZP

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benylpiperazine, 1benzyl-diazacyclohexane and does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
BZP can be manufa~t. easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
which does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

4.1.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a$ynthetic pip~razinederivative. Itcomes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow colour liquid.

4.1.3

Pharmacology of BZP

Based the only pharn1acokinetics -study conducted in humans l , BZP concentration in plasma is
highest at 75 minutes after oral dosing. It has an e1iminationhalf..life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined. Of interest, it was shown
that ill vitro, when TFMPP wais added to BZP, ~ the BZP metabolism wais inhibited by
60%. \Vlren:BZP \\<:(5 i1lctlbdted with TFtv'lPP. TFtv'lPP'~ l,.etabuli~nl ~a~ inhibited and that of
"fFtVll)P by 90%. These metabolic interactions can lead to elevated levels of both drugs in
plasma and increase their effects and account for the increase of adverse events. 2
~kel talll,<;111

of Action
I

~

The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to amphetamines and that it acts by increasing the efflux

1Antia U, Lee HS, Kydd RR, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Phannacokinetics of 'party pill' drug Nbenzylpiperazine (BZP) in healthy human participants. Forensic Sci Int. 2009 Apr 15;186(1-3):63-7. Epub 2009 Mar
3.
2 Antia U, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine-bas(000325
1 Phann Phannacol. 2009 lul;61(7):877-82.
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of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway.3,4 BZP is thought to have about
one-tenth the potency of amphetamine. 5,6
Phdl n iZlo)d vJ1Jn tics
•

J

~

In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. found that both
oral BZP 100mg and dexamphetamine lOmg were associated with significant increases in
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and ~ heart rate compared to placebo. 7 The
two active treatments were not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes.
An old publication reporting on two clinical trials also fotmd showed that both BZP and
dexamphetamine resulted in significant increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. 8

4.1.4. Pharmacology of TFMPP

TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almoste"pltl~i'l~ly ex.creted as
metabolites. In the in vitro experiments using human liver microsomes,itwas d~t~iIl.reJh(lt
CYP2D6 was the most important enzyme accounting for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic
clearance. 9 Genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 may account for.different toxicologicatrisks of
TFMPP intake.

Ph,\! l11deologicd]l\;ieelHlIli,e;'H LJfftetion
J

~

It is now well established that TFMPP is a ser(ltonine (S-liT) receptor agonist that stim\ilates
central serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivdand in vitro studies,TFMPP
produces presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons lO ,II,I2,13, is able to preferentially bind to multiple

3 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a neW psychoactive substance: I-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387 IJHAoninfonnation exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
4 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted piperazines
abused by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, or 'Ecstasy').
Neuropsychophannacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
5 Ibid 3
6 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW. Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and 1benzylpiperazine in fonner addicts. Eur J Clin Phannacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
7 Ibid 6
8 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck AW, Young PA.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human perfonnance tests. Eur J Clin Phannacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
9 Staack RF, Paul LD, Springer D, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of the
new designer drug 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In vivo studies in Wi star and Dark Agouti rats
as well as in vitro studies in human liver microsomes. Biochem Phannacol. 2004 Jan 15;67(2):235-44.
10 Pettibone D!, Williams M. Serotonin-releasing effects of substituted piperazines in vitro. Biochem
Phannacol. 1984 May 1;33(9):1531-5.
II Auerbach SB, Rutter 11, Juliano PJ. Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular
serotonin in rat diencephalon as detennined by in vivo microdialysis. Neurophannacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
12 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X"
piperazine analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2000326
13 Ibid 4
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post-synaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes I4 ,15,16, and alter synaptic 5-HT function by inhibiting 5-HT
reuptake. 17,18

4.1.5. Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination
While there is not a lot of research on the pharmacology of cOlllbined BZP ITFMPP eonlbilled,
tlKIC 15 ~OHlt, illfi'IU1<ltIOH Oli theil ph(.lllliaeodYUdIIites.
The co-administrati~n ~BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone. 19,20 Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The fact that these druginduced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for
serotonin and dopamine release suggests that the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow
therapeutic window of safety.
A recent clinical trial measured a range of clinical outcomes of pills containing both BZP 300mg
and TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with alcohol. 21 The results showed that
BZP ITFMPP significantly increases pulse rate, $ystolic and diastolic blood pressure,a. 'fjpoing
that was suggested to occur via noradrenaline release causing sympathomimetic effects. similar to
amphetamines.

4.2

Legitimate Use

Piperazines are a class of compounds which are known t(lhave many industrial and
pharmaceutical uses. For example, the parentcornpoundpiperazine has been widely use(ifor
many years as an anti-worming drug in animals. BZP, however, ha.s never been used forsllch a
purpose. 22

14 Fuller, R. I-Phenylpiperazines and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-HT
Agonists and Psychoactive Drugs, R. Rech, Gudelsky GA, Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor, MI. p. 35-59.
15 Hoyer D. Functional correlates of serotonin 5-HTI recognition sites. J Recept Res. 1988;8(1-4):59-81.
16 Schoeffter P, Hoyer D. Interaction of arylpiperazines with 5-HTIA, 5-HTIB, 5-HTIC and 5-HTID
receptors: do discriminatory 5-HTIB receptor ligands exist? Naunyn Schmiedebergs Arch Pharmacol. 1989

Jun;339(6):675-83.
17 Ibid 11
18 Wolf W A, Ziaja E, Arthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ, Levine RA, Kuhn DM. Effect of tetrahydrobiopterin
on serotonin synthesis, release, and metabolism in superfused hippocampal slices. J Neurochem. 1991
Oct;57(4):1191-7.
19 Ibid 4
20 Ibid 12
21 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M,
Robinson G, Beasley R. Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills'
BZP/TFMPP alone and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
22 European Ur)io~ommission Decision, Stronger control measures for the sy000327
3, http://europa.eulscadplus/leg/en/lvb/133273.htm
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Throughout the 1970s, a compound with BZP as the active metabolite was investigated as a
potential anti-depressant in humans.23 Its clinical use was short lived because of the stimulant
side effects of the drug. 24
While BZP has no established or acknowledged medical value, TFMPP has widely been used as
a pharmacological probe drug for drug discrimination procedures in animals25 because of its
serotonergic properties. The International Narcotic Control Board (INCB) World Drug Report
for 2007 also states that both these substances are available primarily for use in intermediates in
the manufacture of chemicals and pharmaceuticals and are used in neurochemical and psychiatric
research throughout the world26 . Health Canada is unaware if BZP and TFMPP are being used
for such purposes in Canada.

4.3

International Requirements and Trends in Control/Scheduling

4.3.1

International Control
I

~

Neither Berth BZP nor TFMPP are eunclitly rnrt included under any of the three United Nations
Drug Control Conventions. Thdt said However, the INCB has requested- when???that
governments to provide the World Health Organization (WHO) and the INCB with any
information on the abuse of and trafficking of piperazine--derived compounds27;~ it also requested
that the WHO 5hottld to assess piperazine--derived compounds in oIdcl to determine whether to
recommend that they be placed under international control28 .

4.3.2

European Union

The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europol and European Medicines Agency
completed a joint risk assessment of BZP in May 2007. That assessment identified that BZP
should be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack of medical benefits and lack of evidence
that it is safe for human consumption29 .
On March 3, 2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as a new
psychoactive substance which is to be made subject to control measures and criminal provisions.
Member states were called upon to place BZP, within 1 year, under their respective drug control
regulations that fall fn frfre with the obligations imposed by the 1971 United Nations Convention
on psychotropic substances3o •

23 Munro-Faure, A.D., Peck, A.W., Pullin, C., Young, P.A. Detection of dexamphetamine-like activity in
man. A comparison of several tests (1971) J. Pharm. Chim. (Paris), 2, pp. 228-229.
24 Tekes K, Thfalusi L, 19yi B, Herman F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action ofEGYT475, a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacy 1987;39(2):203-11.
25 Ibid 9
26 International Narcotics Control Board, 2008 World Drug Report, p. 39
27 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 28, page Ill.

28 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 45, page 114.
29 Ibid 3
000328
30
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tn-ml"vlany EU Member States (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Finland, Croatia and Sweden) had already taken the decision to regulated BZP as a controlled
substances. Other juPS,gLctions currently regulate BZP differently and so wotlld will have to
make changes in line with the requirements of the 1971 United Nations Conventions. In the
Netherlands for example, BZP in pharmaceutical form is regulated as a medicinal product. 31
Similarly, Spain considers BZP to be a substance which modifies physiological functions when
administered to humans as defined under applicable Spanish legislation. It is therefore subject to
certain control measures such as inspections, annual reporting to the Spanish Medicines Agency
and is subject to enforcement measures for non-compliance32 • In the United Kingdom, vendors
and retailers of BZP may face prosecution as the drug is classified as unlicensed under the
Medicines Act 1968. 33 In France, BZP is classified as a narcotic further to the publication of an
order in the "Journal Officiel" on May 15,2008 34 • The decision follows a proposal by the Agence
franyaise de securite sanitaire des produits de sante", because of the toxicity, abuse potential
associated with the substance and its dependence-causing properties. Finally, the Ministry of
Health and Children of Ireland released a statement on March 31, 2009, indicating that BZP hads
nt'r'W"""been declared a controlled substance because of its potential for abuse and for causing
significant harm to public health. 35
Although, the European Union has focused mainly on BZP, some member states have taken steps
to also regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance. Greece, Sweden, Croatia and Denmark have
all elected to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance.

4.3.3

I

New Zealan(l

~

The history ofBZP regulation in New Zealand is complex. An April 2004 assessment of "party
pills" (which included substances such as BZP, TFMPP and other piperazine derivatives) by the
New Zealand Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) concluded that there was
insufficient objective evidence showing that these substances were harmful; thus they
recommended that "party pills" containing these substances should remain legal. 36
In 2006, the EACD completed a further assessment of these substances and concluded that recent
studies had documented real harm, including potentially fatal seizures. They noted, however,
that there was still no information about the effects of long-term use of these substances on
humans.

31

Ibid 3

32

Ibid 3

Medicines and Health Products Regulatory Agency Press Release, Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are
dangerous and illegal, 26 ~2007.
34 Agence franyaise de securite sanitaire des produits de sante, Classement comme stupeiiant de la BZP, 20
May 2008, http://afssaps.sante.fr/htmll 0/filcoprs/080503 .htm
35 Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland, Minister for Health and Children announces ban on
33

stimulant drug BZP, 31 Mar 09. http://www.dohc.ie/press/releases/2009120090331.html
Alansari, M. and Hamilton, D., Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pi000329
report, The New Zealand Medical Journal, 05-May-06, Vol 119 No. 1233
36
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In May 2007, the EACD again considered these substances in light of further scientific research
and evidence that was accumulated in studies conducted in New Zealand. The EACD focused its
attention on the increased availability of "party pills", which were being marketed and distributed
widely over the Internet, through counterculture retailers, and more recently in liquor outlets,
service stations and dairies. Other information considered included a number of reports showing
evidence linking "party pills" to adverse reactions when taken with prescription medicines, and a
number of scientific studies that showed that there were no known legitimate commercial uses
for these substances, ~
This growing evidence led to the tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act and
list BZP, TFMPP and similar substances as scheduled substances on December 18, 2007. The
amendment was passed by parliament and coame into force on April 1, 2008. In New Zealand, it
is illegal to possess and use, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP, TFMPP, pFPP,
MeOPP, mCPP and MBZP beedlne. The bill provided an amnesty provision that allowed
individuals to possess no more than 100 tablets/pills or 5 grams of these substances until no later
than September 30,2008 when they would become illegal 37 •

4.3.4

Australia

BZP and TFMPP was added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of Drugs
and Poisons (SUSDP) in February 200638 • In its decision to include BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (NDPSC) considered
information from the "Vaults of Erowid" website which includes links to drug experience
web sites and information about drugs from both anecdotal and peer reviewed sources. The
NDPSC also considered actions taken in other jurisdictions such as the tabling of a proposal to
amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act in New Zealand to include BZP and similar substances and the
addition of BZP to Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act in the United States. They also
considered submissi~n~om stakeholders that indicated that these substances were not being
used for any legitimate domestic products in Australia. They also noted that these substances
were being misrepresented and marketed as a legal alternative to illicit drugs 39 •

4.3.5

United States of America

The use of BZP and TFMPP was first reported in California in late 1996 and it has since spread
across the U.S. Both substances were placed on an emergency scheduling notice on July 18,
2002, with the intent to deem it a Schedule I drug40 • This action was taken in response to local
U.S. Law Enforcement Agencies reporting a growing number of seizures ofBZP across the U.S.

37 National Drug Policy of New Zealand, BZP change in legal status to Class Cl controlled drug, 1 April
2008, http://www.ndp.govt.nz/moh.nsf/indexcm!ndp-news-home
38 Australian National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee, Record of Reasons of Meeting 46, February
21-23,2006
39 Ibid 9

US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Temporary placement.
of BZP and TFMPP int<) S~ule I, 20 Sep 2002
000330
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/sched_actions/2002/fr07182.htm
o
40
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The U.S. Department of Justice Office of Diversion Control also indicated that BZP has no
currently accepted medical use and is not safe for use even with medical supervision41.
On March 18, 2004, BZP was officially listed in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act
because of an increase in its abuse. As of the same date, TFMPP is no longer controlled under
the CSA because of a recommendation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a
scientific evaluation from the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDAt2 indicating that the
controls imposed the by the CSA were not warranted for this substance.

4.4

I>of(\ntial for a:t\buse and Addiction bliability and DcpcndcnccPotcntial

4.4.1

BZP- potential for abuse Abtue Liability

Preclinical findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the increase of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels- a common feature for psychostimulants such as amphetamines
and cocaine. Dose-d'eptihlent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat nucleus accumbens, an area
of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and associated with pleasurable feelings from
drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts via a mechanism of a reinforcing drug.
Studies have shown the rewarding properties of BZP in animals. In rats, BZP produces place
preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, produces similar
behavioural responses to methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to
amphetamine. 43 ,44,45,46 In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self administered, substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test. 47 These studies have
consistently found that BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers
repeatedly suggest that it carries potential for abuse.
In humans, only three clinical trials have examined aspects of BZP abuse liability. A doubleblind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of
dexamphetamine and BZP .48 Both drugs were significantly different from placebo on the
excitation score, the physician's amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine score. The
results suggest that BZP had a lO-fold lower potency than dexamphetamine. On the basis of the
findings that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former addicts, the
Well come Foundation Ltd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and suggested that BZP
I

~

41 Ibid 40
42 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Placement ofBZP into
Schedule I, 18 Mar 2004, http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/rulesI2004/fr0318.htm
43 Meririnne E, Kajos M, Kankaanpaa A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of I-benzylpiperazine, a new
drug of abuse, in rats. Basic Clin Pharmacol Toxicol. 2006 Apr;98(4):346-50.
44 Brennan KA, Lake B, Hely LS, Jones K, Gittings D, Colussi-Mas J, Fitzmaurice PS, Lea RA, Schenk S.
N-benzyl£iperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behav Pharmacol. 2007 Dec; 18(8):785-90.
5 Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted
piperazines in the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(1):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
46 Ibid 4
47 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative
stimulus effects of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol
000331
Depend. 2005 Feb 14;77(2):161-8.
48 Ibid 6
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should be placed under statutory control similar to those regulating amphetamines. Another
study from the W ell~o~ Research Laboratory reported on two clinical pharmacological trials
conducted with healthy volunteers,49 that concluded that BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with
activity similar to dexamphetamine.
Another clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP but concluded that
pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects. This was evidenced by
improved driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, as well as difficulty
getting to sleep.50
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has potential
for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The degree with
which BZP is likely to be abused however, is unclear, as more pharmacokinetic studies and more
detailed human abuse liability studies are needed.

4.4.2

TFMPP pot('ntia) for

ahus(~

Abuse Liability

One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbc DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release has not been
convincingly shown. However, the administration ofTFMPP in combination with BZP, has
been shown to result in dramatic increases in DA in the brain, suggestive of some potential for
abuse when the drugs ~ combined. 51 ,52 The significant increases in both DA and 5-HT levels
are similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating that the combination of
the two drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. This combination has been
associated with exhibiting MDMA-like effects in animal models 53 ,54,55,56 and human case
studies. 57 TFMPP is proposed to account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like effects and
BZP is thought to elicit stimulant-like effects. While animal studies have also shown that
TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drug-discrimination paradigm,58,59,60 there are more
convincing accounts of TFMPP' s lack of abuse potential. The fact that TFMPP failed to

49 Ibid 8
50 Ibid 21
51 Ibid 12
52 Ibid 4
53 Ibid 12
54 Ibid 4
55 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Bjo~Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
56 Ibid 24
57 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PI. Dissociative and sympathomimetic
toxicity associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine
(BZP). J Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4):254-7.
58 Ibid 55
59 Ibid 24
60 Come SJ, Pickering RW. A possible correlation between drug-induced halluO'00332
behavioural response in mice. Psychopharmacologia. 1967;11(1):65-78.
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maintain self-administration in primates61 and did not induce place preference in rats 62 highly
suggests that the drug has minimal abuse potential when taken on its own. In combination with
BZP however, TFMPP has been shown to be reinforcing at low doses, but also at lower levels
than BZP administered alone. 63 Therefore, although TFMPP may possess similar properties to
MDMA, albeit with lower potency of effects, it is possible to conclude that there is minimal
likelihood for TFMPP to be abused on its own.

4.4.3

Addiction liahility l'hJsical Bcpcudcucc

The occurrence ofb6tlMhierance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an aspect of
neuroadaptation, or change in hemostatic processes, that may contribute to the development of
dependence. However, studies investigating BZP-related or TFMPP-related physical dependence
in animals or humans have not yet been conducted. In humans, it is unclear whether users
develop tolerance to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, as well as if there are any
withdrawal symptoms from long-term use.
4.4.4

RC,POI

ts of Addieti()11 in (,; SCI 5

Another study recently completed in New Zealand, with human subjects, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence of BZP/TFMPP based pills using the DSM-IV substance
dependence criteria. They found that 6 of33 (18.2%) subjects showed psychological dependence
and 6 of35 (17.l%) subjects showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawals. 64
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction, using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS).65 The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
Interestingly, the study also revealed that the use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. They found that these pills were the fourth most widely used
recreational drugs b~hlltli alcohol, tobacco and cannabis.

4.5

Extent of Actual Abuse in Canada and Elsewhere

In Canada, the extent of actual abuse is 1elati ~ ely unknown as no studies or reports on the abuse
of these substances have been conducted. Health Canada is aware, through anecdotal reports.
that these pills are on the Canadian market and that they seenl to be arc popular in the rave and
party scene as an alternative to ecstasy (MDMA).
HZP and "rr;'MPP products are lnarkcted, in Canada and elsewhere, as safe and legal alternatives
to illicit substances such as tvlDiV1A.
Ibid 47
62 Mosher T, Hayes D, Greenshaw A.Differential effects of 5-HT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning
and locomotor activity in rats. Eur J Pharmacol. 2005 May 16;515(1-3):107-16.
63 Ibid 47
64 Ibid 21
65 Wilkins C, Girting M, Sweetsur P. The prevalence of use, dependency and harms oflegal 'party pills'
containing benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (TFMPP) in New Zea000333
. ~~ .
Use, 2007.12(3): p. 213-224.
I
~
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\Vhile drug seizure data fronl law enf~)rcement agencies and Canada Border Services Agency are
not necessarily an indication of the actual extent of use in Canada, paliicularly regarding noncontrolled substances, they do indicate that the products arc available in Canada. 1n the absence
of any legitimate uses~ it may be assumed that at least S0111e of these products are being abused
t()l' their psychoactive properties. In 2008, the CBSA laboratories reported 18 BZP and/or
'Tr:rv1PP seizures. 'These seizures ranged fr0111 I kg to 400kg of pure chernical to 5000 to 40000
capsules and were either BZP alone or in combination with 'rFMPP or other substances such as
ephedrine.
RelIlOVC table

Health Canada's Drug Analysis Service (DAS) analyses seizure sanlples subnlitted by law
enfi)l'cCnlent agenci~s ~ analysis for court purposes. Although BZP and TFMPP are not
controlled substances in Canada they have appeared in sanlples received by I-Iealth Canada frolll
police sei7.ures. The nurnber of such seizures has increased slnce 2006 \vhen less than 10 salnples
had been t()und to contain BZP and/or TFI'v1PP, a nmnber that increased to over 3000 sanlples in
2009. It is also interesting to that in 2009, 9l ~~) of the exhibits that contain BZP also contained
TFMPP.
RcnlOVC

table

According to the Roya1 Canadian I'vlounted Police (RCI'vfP) 2007 report on the drug situation in
Canada, there was an ernerging trend in designer-type substance trafficking. BZP and TFMPP
were both t<:)lll1d in pills sci zed by law enforcelllent which were thought to be MDMA due to
their similar tl1arkings. 'rhe RCf\1P also observed that organized crilne groups take advantage of
every opportunity to exploit elnerging nlarket:s of rave or party drugs, and BZP and TFMPP
666h
would not be excluded.

In the lJnited States!th~)rug Enf()rcement Agency (DEA) tracks drug seizure r"'1'orts through
the National Forensic Laboratory Infonnation Systenl (NFL1S). In 2008, BZP replaced ketmnine
as one of the 25 most f1'equently identified drugs. The report also outlines the nmnber of club
drugs (MDMA, BZP, I'vIDA, Ketmnine, TFMPP, etc.) that have been identitied in labs. Next to
MD1\1A, BZP was second on the list of the lIlost identified club drug and TFMPP was identitied
as fifth on that list. bib"
The DEA's Systell1 to Retrieve Infonnation Fr0111 Drug Evidence (STRIDE) also identified BZP
as being one (')f the most fl'equently identified drugs in theUS. 6868 'rhe anlihtbility of HZP and
66
67
68

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Drug Situation Report 2007, pg 26.
DEA, National Forensic Laboratory Information System Annual Report 200~O-O-334'11
Ibid 84
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4.6
Risk to the personal and public health and safety
At present, a toxicological profile for BZP or TFMPP, have not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other stimulant substances or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects
that result purely from BZP is sparse. Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more
common than its use alone. 69 ,70,71,n Therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP's
mode of action are in effect the result of drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been reported.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with BZP toxicity.73 Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4% palpitation, 29.6%
agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing BZP plasma levels
were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in individuals who had not
co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is reported elsewhere but again, only when no
other substance or ethanol was co_ingested. 74,75,76,77,78,79
At present, all acc01Vlt~f TFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining
BZPITFMPP pill intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological
symptoms associated with BZPITFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern those specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingested BZP counterpart. 80
A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZPITFMPP
alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent, and severe adverse events in the

69 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiperazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
70 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans:
a prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med J. 2005 Dec 16;118(1227):UI784
71 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Casswell S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand:
comparisons of findings from national household drug surveying in 1998,2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006.
119(1244./:: p. U2285.
2 Nicholson, TC. Prevalence of use, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those
presentinr: to the emergency department. Emerg Med Australas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
3 Ibid 66
74 Ibid 4
75 Baumann MH, Ayestas MA, Sharpe LG, Lewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Persistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated with GBR12909 decanoate. J Pharmacol Exp Ther.
2002 Jun;301(3):1190-1. ~
76Wood DM, Dargan PI, Button J, Holt DW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL. Collapse, reported seizure-and an unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571):1490.
77 King LA, Nutt D. Seizures in a night club. Lancet. 2007 JuI21;370(9583):220.
78 Ibid 67
79 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Girling M. Patterns ofbenzylpiperazine/trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine party
pill use and adverse effects in a population sample in New Zealand. Drug Alcohol Rev. 2008 Nov;27(6):633-9.
80 Kushnir, V. 1-(-3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) abuse liabilit)000335
assessment. Report prepared for Health Canada. October 2009.
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active BZP/TFMPP groups that the study was tenninated. 81 Three cases presented to the
emergency department in London, England, experiencing dissociative-type symptoms and
features of sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological screening revealed
they were due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine samples. 82
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death may be a likely
consequence of ingesting BZP and/or TFMPP with a mixture of other drugs and alcoho1. 83 ,84,85
Overall, it is ev !dent clear that the adverse effects resulting from BZP and/or TFMPP ingestion,
along with other dntgs~n pose significant potential risks to users. However, as many of the
findings are related to polydrug use, interpretation of the findings specific to either BZP or
TFMPP is difficult. The li(,jl1tli Ltnd $(1+(;t) ofC\ui<tdi(1lts ,ue ,\t li,~k ~ith the prenl1eltce ofBZP
(md TfYvH'P ploducts itt Cdnad(1.

4.6

I~islc:

to the He.ttl.1t and Safets of Cancidjan~

'The dtt1ilability ofDZP <md 'rr'pvtpppl0dtlCt~ in Canada ilKledses the potential to !,tIt the health
turd ,fijdtety OfC,Uktdidn5 at: tisk. Tlie.5e ploduets ale 1I1,uketed ,\.15 ,t s,tfe and legal ,tltelllative tt)
otlIel illicit substances $tIeh as J\;1Dl\h\ alld drc oftCli futlnel at laves and "t pat tics.

Callattl BOlder SCt vices Agelie:y (CBSA) lIas eOllilHtlnieated ~dt1r Health C,mada the Hurnber eif'
shiptuClitS thM hate been seized dt the border dnd Iefclled to CBS.A laboldtories for ana1:ysis.
'rhe helOt\: tdble leflect" the tc)tdh fLoIn 2004 to 2008 (}L~eiL,ttleS that contained BZP and/m
TFJ\;fPP hut docs not leHect tile tot,,) atllOtI.IIt of ,~hipulents seell at thc bOlder tll,\t eontained BZP
or T['PvtPP. 'fhesc seiZtHeS ranged tionl I kg to 400kg of pttte chelnical to 5000 to 40000
C(lfi$ule$ ,mti Vi'ete either BZP di(ll1e or ill e()(nbiltatiol1 ~ith TFPvfPP 01 other Stlbstallce.f5 StIch as
eplledt i tl(.

y e"1200420052006~0fJ?2008'rotdl lItHuhet of .~ei:utl es-11817
Health C,Ui,tda'5 Drug Anal:ysis Sel vices (BAS) reeeives sei2,ttle stunp1es ofcontloHed
,I)Ubstallee5 that ale 5ent to BAS 1(1b5 by police cllforeenrel'tt dgen:cies fOl analysis. Althongh BZP
<-tad 'rrPvf{'p dJe trot c()llholJed sub,o;t<:-uLces in Cdnada the:y ha~e apl,e£tled in sanip1es leeeived b:y
I kaltlt C<lliMla fl Of il pol ice seiZ",tlt e,~ of tlukno ~ n substances. Tile fbl10 Wil1g table (ltltl iliCS the
qUantities of scizme sdmp1e.i5 ofBZP alId TfJ\;fPP flO111 2006 to August 2009 thdt have been
le(cited fCIl alidly5i.~ by BAS.
20062007200820098ZP51461 0611140TFPviPP31218981 090According to the Ro:yal Canadiali
J\;loullted Police (RC}\;Hl) 2007 tepott Oil the dltlg sittMtiml iu Cal1attt, there ~£\s ali elnetgiug
Ibid 21
Ibid 57
83 Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner J. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden. J Anal
Toxicol. 2004 Jan-Feb;28(l):67-70.
84 Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and
quantitation of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol, 2008.32(2): p. 172-7.
85 Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy
and benzylpiperazine] Dtsch Med Wochenschr. 2001 JuI13;126(28-29):809-11. [Article in Gennan]
81

82
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tt end ill de~ignC1-ty"e st1bstance traffickilLg. ilZP dud TfPvIPP t\i Cl e both fotll1d in piH~ sei:z:ed by
Ittw cnl<HCCl1tCnt whieh t\ el e tliotlght to be rvH)l\fA dtlC to theil .~ilnilaI llittl kilig.~. 'Ille RCl\iP
tt1so (JiJ5cr \ ed the!t otg~uli,,(d el inre glOtlP5 take (!dv autdge of ever, OPPolttlnity to exploit
enrelging tlidrket~ of ld ve ot patty dIngs, HZI' dlld 'rr~iPp t'\lotlld not bc exdnded.*'III the United Statc~, tllC DIng EnfolecmeHt Ageliey (DEA) tlaeks ding sei:uue lep(')tts tfuongh
the National r'olensie LaboIdtoty Inf(H111ation Systenl (NfLlS). In 2008, ilZP replaced ketanrine
,'5 olle (,If the 25 1110St fI cquCtrtly idelltificd cit ng~. "riK Iq}(H1 "Iso otltlines tile llttlllbeI ()f dtlh
dtugs (I\JfDl\fA, BZP, 1\;10A•• Ket(llllillC TFl\lPP, etc.) tlhtt have been idelitified in labs. Next to
PvH)f\1A~ HZ!> tlhtl) second on thc list of the nrost identified elclb drtlg and TF:Pv1PP was identitied
(L~tiflb (I II that Ii 5t +tt

'Ill" DEA',!) G5steln to H:chieve hrtc)ttlkttiol1 FrUIn Drug Evidence (STRIDE) dlso idclitified BZP
,15 beiIlt! OtiC orthe 1I10,-;t fteqttentlv identified dlul1:sin the tJS.ft+t~

J

I

~

~

II e\lIth Cdli\ldd also 1eleased on two sepal dte oeeasions public hedlth ad vlsories Oil prodtlets
containing HZI'. On July 10, 2008, a ptlhlic (,dvis(ltj ~d5 ptlblished (huniug Cal1adial1s HOt to
eOtL5ttllletttlaut1roli''cd ploducts sold by PtllePill:z:, Inc. ,tS the ploduets contain BZP and luay pose
d set iOU$ 1 isk to health. Health CmMda dlso released 011 Deeelliber 24~ 2009 anothel hedlth
ad vi _,\015 t;V (tIlling C ttndd i nus not to tl.';e the pt oduetRe vc,lutiouDS \"eight Los,,,). This 1'1 ()dttet
cOlltdi lL5 BZP (ll ttl 11<\5 not been ..mtito[ b_ed t()l sale by IIC(tlth C,\tktda ,\tid eemid pose ,1 seI iott-.;
1 L'ik5 to lrettlth.

5.

ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

Although Health Canada possesses limited infonnation about the health risks associated with the
use of BZP and TFMPP, there is enough scientific evidence to suggesting that these substances
have a potential for abuse and can cause hann to public health. These substances have no known
legitimate therapeutic use in Canada and there are also no known legitimate industrial
applications. Currently, BZP and TFMPP are marketed and sold for recreational purposes and to
a smaller extent as a weight loss product. Aft No products containing BZP and TFMPP have-not
been authorized for sale in Canada as they may pose significant risk to the health and safety of
Canadians. TIte illipOl t of the.-.;e .5uhshtliCes lidS ,lise) illCI e,",sed $ignifieantly ~~ith no legititnate
puqlo,~" tf:rt ilnpoIt. ldtltough. therc is 501ne IllCcildllisnI of control in CttlMdc:t BZP and TF~1PP
.
I prcKlIt
I ~i
'Ill e to f'AllId(f 1(111$.
COltttHUe
to.lC
ane a vdId'
Given the above. Health Canada released, on two separate occasions, public health advisories on
products containing BZP. On July 10, 2008, a public advisory \vas published \varning Canadians
not to consunle unauthorized products sold by PurePillz, Inc. as the products contain BZP and
rnay pose a serious risk to health. I-lealth Canada also released on Dccelnber 24, 2009 another
health advisory warning ('anadians not to usc the product Revo]utionDS\Veight Loss. This
product contains BZP and has not been authorized t(~)l' sale by Health Canada and could pose a
serious risks to health.
86

87
88

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Drug Situation Report 2007, pg 26.
DEA, National Forensic Laboratory Information System Annual Report 200~OO~337'11
Ibid 84
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IDENTIFI~ON

6.

AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS

Further to the assessment completed in Section 4, the following options have been identified.

Option 1 : No Action. BZP and TFMPP remain as uncontrolled substances
BZP and TFMPP are considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act and require a
DIN prior to being sold or marketed in Canada.
PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

Consistent with the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not yet scheduled under any UN
Drug Control Conventions
There would be little opposition from industry that specialize in recreational products
as well as harm reduction advocates

The control of BZP and TFMPP would differ from the control mechanisms of the
European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia and
the United States
Enforcement under Food and Drugs Act is weak because of a lack of criminal
penaltiey. ~own industry has not respected the fact that they are selling products
containing an unapproved drug, and in one case, has explicitly ignored regulatory
action taken by HPFBI.
Controls are not consistent with the potential risks to the health and safety of
Canadians.
Limited import controls have resulted in an increased volume of BZP and TFMPP
coming across the Canadian border.
Lack of control may increase the production of these substances in clandestine
laboratories
Law enforcement will not be able to take action against distributers of products
containing BZP and TFMPP.

Option 2 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III of the CDSA.
PROS:
a.

b.
c.

Control measures for BZP and TFMPP as imposed by Schedule III would be similar
to control measure imposed in other countries such as New Zealand and some
European nations
Control on manufacture, distribution and import, will reduce the risk ofBZP and
TFMPP being abused/misused and/or diverted
Schedufin~f BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA will address the concerns raised by
TPD in their risk assessment. These concerns include the lack of evidence for
safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada and has a moderate to high
potential for abuse.
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d.

CONS:
a.
b.
c.

BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are pharmacologically similar to
amphetamines. The majority of substances in Schedule III are stimulants and
therefore BZP and TFMPP would be regulated in a similar way

Opposition may come from industry specializing in recreational products as well as
from harm reduction advocates
The control ofBZP and TFMPP will not be in line with the current international
drug control framework
Would ilo~low for BZP and TFMPP to be used for legitimate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes.

Option 3 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV of the CDSA

PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

b.

c.
d.

Tight control on manufacture, distribution and import, will reduce the risk of BZP
and TFMPP being abused/misused and/or diverted
Scheduling ofBZP and TFMPP under the CDSA will address the concerns raised by
TPD in their risk assessment. These concerns include the lack of evidence for
safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada and has a moderate to high
potential for abuse.

There are no possession offences involving Schedule IV substances, thus law
enforcement will not be able to take action against people in possession of BZP and
TFMPP.
Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule IV would differ from the control mechanisms
in the European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia
and the }J~d States
BZP and TFMPP are not pharmacologically similar to substances listed in Schedule
IV
Would not allow for BZP and TFMPP to be used for legitimate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes.

Option 4 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III of the CDSA and under the FDR-Part
G

Regulating BZP and TFMPP under the FDR-Part G would allow for the manufacture,
distribution, sale, import and export of these substances should a therapeutic use be determined.
PROS:
a.

b.

Would allow industry to access BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes but would also reduce the risk of BZP and TFMPP
being abused/misused and/or diverted
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are pharmacologicallysimiIar to
amphetamines. The schedules of the FDR-Part G list similar substances and would
therefore be regulated in a similar way.
000339
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c.

CONS:
a.
b.

Control on manufacture, distribution and import, will reduce the risk of BZP and
TFMPP being abused/misused and/or diverted unless for a legitimate purpose

Opposition may come from industry specializing in recreational products as well as
from harm reduction advocates
Regulating BZP and TFMPP under the FDR-Part G would differ to the control
mechanisms in place in the US, New Zealand and Australia

Option 5 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV of the CDSA and under the FDR-Part
G

Regulating BZP and TFMPP under the FDR-Part G would allow for the manufacture,
distribution, sale, i11JP~ and export of these substances should a therapeutic use be determined.
PROS:
a.

b.

c.

CONS:
a.
b.

Would allow industry to gain access to BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes but would also reduce the risk of BZP and TFMPP
being abused/misused and/or diverted
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are pharmacologically similar to
amphetamines. The schedules of the FDR-Part G list similar substances and would
therefore be regulated in a similar way.
Control on manufacture, distribution and import, will reduce the risk of BZP and
TFMPP being abused/misused and/or diverted unless for a legitimate purpose

Opposition may come from industry specializing in recreational products as well as
from harm reduction advocates
Regulating BZP and TFMPP under the FDR-Part G would differ to the control
mechanisms in place in the US, New Zealand and Australia

Option 6 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III of the CDSA and under the FDR-Part

I
FDR-Part J regulates the use of controlled substances that have no recognized medical use.
Substances listed in the schedule can only be used for scientific and research purposes. BZP and
TFMPP have no know medicinal, therapeutic or industrial use in Canada.
PROS:
a.
b.
c.

Would allow access to BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific or research
purposes.
BZP and TFMPP have no known therapeutic use and would therefore be regulated in
a similar way as other stimulants that do not have any therapeutic use.
Control on manufacture, distribution and import, will reduce the risk of BZP and
TFMPP being abused/misused and/or diverted
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CONS:
a.
b.
c.

Opposition may come from industry specializing in recreational products as well as
from hann reduction advocates
Would ~rmnt BZP and TFMPP from being sold as phannaceutical products
Regulating BZP and TFMPP under the FDR-Part J would differ to the control
mechanisms in place in the US, New Zealand and Australia

Option 7 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV of the CDSA and under the FDR-Part

J
FDR-Part J regulates the use of controlled substances that have no recognized medical use.
Substances listed in the schedule can only be used for scientific and research purposes. BZP and
TFMPP have no know medicinal, therapeutic or industrial use in Canada.
PROS:
a.
b.
c.

CONS:
a.
b.
c.

7.

Would allow access to BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific or research
purposes.
BZP and TFMPP have no known therapeutic use and would therefore be regulated in
a similar way as other stimulants that do not have any therapeutic use.
Controllo~anufacture, distribution and import, will reduce the risk of BZP and
TFMPP being abused/misused and/or diverted

Opposition may come from industry specializing in recreational products as well as
from harm reduction advocates
Would prevent BZP and TFMPP from being sold as pharmaceutical products
Regulating BZP and TFMPP under the FDR-Part J would differ to the control
mechanisms in place in the US, New Zealand and Australia

CONSULTATIONS

The Office of Controlled Substances consulted with the Health Products and Food Branch
Inspectorate in delineating options for the suitable control of these substances, and has
contributed to the development of a risk assessment which supported the HPFBI's compliance
actions under the FDA and recommended that BZP should be included in the schedules to the
CDSA.
In order to identify if there was legitimate activity with BZP and several other substances in
Canada the Office ai~trolled Substances issued a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties in the
Canada Gazette, Part I on November 22, 2008. It was unclear whether there was any legitimate
therapeutical, industrial or scientific use for these substances in Canada. Five responses were
submitted to Health Canada which have been taken into consideration in this analysis.
000341
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Two identical comments were submitted by Drug Analysis Services Laboratories, specifying that
the term isomers should be added to the TFMPP nomenclature as it would allow for easier
identification of the substance when performing lab analysis.
Health Canada also received comments from the Ministry of Healthy Living and Sport of British
Colombia. They are concerned with adding these substances to the CDSA because of the impact
it may have on the criminal justice system. They are also concerned that adding more substances
to the CDSA does oot~lp society as a whole and a harm reduction regulatory system could help
alleviate those concerns.

Tessa and Adam Wookey, owners ofPurePillz, Inc., submitted comments to Health Canada
specifically saying that BZP and TFMPP should not be scheduled to the CDSA because of their
potential as a harm reduction drug for methamphetamine addicts. The information they
provided focussed on how BZP being scheduled to the CDSA could increase the use of other
stimulant drugs and that the risks associated with BZP based pills are no more harmful than
alcohol.
The final comments received were from Stuart Rosenthal, a lawyer representing Dufore
Technologies Inc. who are importers and distributors ofBZP in Canada. Health Canada has not
approved any BZP product that Dufore technologies may have produced. They were mainly
concerned with what their company and their clients should do with current stock ofBZP and
TFMPP, if they are regulated.

8.

CONSIDERATIONS

BZP and TFMPP m;ty«PQse a significant risk to the health and safety of Canadians because of
their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. It is also unclear what effects ingesting these
substances could have on humans when taken with other controlled substances or alcohol.
Both substances have consistently been seized (as unidentified chemicals or inappropriately
labelled goods, etc) at the Canadian border and are readily available on the internet and in store
front locations. Recently, Health Canada discovered that BZP was an undeclared substance in a
weight loss product. It should therefore be considered that there may be other products
containing BZP or TFMPP that are being sold in Canada with an unclear purpose.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP to the CDSA would clearly establish their legal status in Canada.
While these substances are considered drugs and therefore fall within the mandate of the FDA,
the health and safety risks posed by these substances and low penalties set out in the FDA
warrant consideration of increased control.
Placing these substances to the CDSA would be a preemptive measure as international review
may lead to scheduling under the UN drug control conventions, which Canada will inevitably
have to act upon and add BZP and TFMPP to the CDSA.

9.

SELECTEDfi~TEGY
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It is the recommendation of the Office of Controlled Substances, that BZP and TFMPP be added
to Schedule III to the CDSA and regulated under Part J of the FDR.

10.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The addition ofBZP and TFMPP to Schedule III of the CDSA and to Part J of the FDR requires
that Health Canada follow the federal regulatory process. The Policy and Regulatory Affairs
Division, OCS will work with drafters from the Department of Justice on the proposed
regulatory amendment, and when completed, the draft will be submitted to the Treasury Board
for pre-publication in Canada Gazette, Part I. Input received during the comment period will be
reviewed and considered in the preparation of the final regulation which is then published in
Canada Gazette, Part II.
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DescriPtionl

Please find attached the draft agenda for the CSS Working Group Meeting on Wednesday February
17th from 10-11 :30am in Rm 405A, 123 Slater. If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate
to contact me.
Thank you,
Tiffany
946-3950
Draft Agenda:
1- Members' introduction
2- Approval of Agenda
3 - Approval of ROD from January 20th, 2010 (Attachment A)
4- CDSA Scheduling Factors ( Factor 4. Bruna to identify the revision made to the term "dependence
liability")
5- Update on benzylpiperazine (BZP) and TFMPP
6- Discussion regarding Propofol Data (Attachment B)
7- Next steps i.e next meeting scheduled for (March 17th)
Attachment A

~

CSS-WG Meeting Minutes - 01-20-10.doc

Attachment B

~

.Abuse.pdf

Personal Notesl
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Draft
Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances Scheduling (CSS) Working Group meeting
Wednesday, January 20th , 2010, 1-2:30pm
123 Slater Street, Rm 505A
Present:

Regrets:

•

Suzanne Desjardins, Office of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

•

•

Bruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB via phone

•

Tiana Branch, Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTB, HECSB

•

Colette Strnad, Office of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate,
HPFB (alternate for Thea Muller) via
phone

•

Evelyn Soo, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Jocelyn Kula, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Sherrey Collier, Inspectorate
Litigation Affairs Directorate (ILAD),
Health Products and Food Branch
Inspectorate, Health Products and
Food Branch

•

Secretariat- Tiffany Thornton,
ODARS, CSTD, HECSB

Tanja Kalajdzic, Marketed
Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices
Division, Marketed Health Products
Directorate, Health Products and Food
Branch (HPFB)

1.
Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the group and recognized new member Evelyn Soo. She also noted the
attendance of Sherry Collier from HPFB Inspectorate who had been invited to participate in the
discussion of BZP.
2.

Approval of Agenda Items
000350

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

The CSS WG approved the draft agenda for the meeting.

3.
Approval of ROD from November 18th , 2009
The ROD for the November meeting was approved with addition of Tanja's comments.
4.
Update on HECBS ADM Briefing
In December 2009, OCS presented a Proposal to Establish an Expert Working Group on
Substances of Abuse (EWG) to the ADM HECSB. During the presentation the two 2 main issues
raised were the following:
1. There is some reluctance in the Department to establish more expert advisory
committees. There were questions regarding whether there is an alternate means to
achieve the goals of a more transparent and defensible CDSA scheduling process.
2. In addition, there were questions regarding the scope of the EWG's activities.
The ADM asked that CSTD return to present the proposed approach to scheduling. As a result
an updated version of the Draft Policy was circulated to the CSS WG for review and comments.

Actions:
~ Tiana to revise the draft deck to include the following changes:
Background (Slide 4)
~ Provide more details regarding the type of information the public decision document
would include, e.g., scientific evidence, etc.
Proposed Modifications to CDSA Scheduling Process (Slide 5, 6, 7, 8)
~ The expert working group should be referred to as an expert advisory committee
~ The deck should indicate that a substance may be either scheduled under the CDSA,
considered for scheduling under the Food and Drug Regulations, or remain uncontrolled.

5.
Updated Version of the CDSA Scheduling Factors- for concurrence
There is concern regarding the scientific literature using different definitions of the term
'dependence liability'. Bruna will modify the wording of factor 4 of the Scheduling Factors
document in order to avoid any confusion and provide to Tiffany for circulation to CSS-WG
members.
6.

Discussion of the Issue Analysis Summary (lAS) on BZP and TFMPP
~

~

There was a December 2009 media report regarding deaths associated with BZP use. If
this information is accurate, it should be included in the Issue Analysis Summary on
BZP.
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

>-

BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a drug, but there are no identified therapeutic
uses for these substances.

Action - General:
>- Bruna to examine published case reports of deaths related to BZP, if any, and report back
to the CSS-WG.
>- Bruna to inquire as to whether these products are on the agenda for the WHO ECDD
Actions - OCS to update Issue Analysis Summary to reflect the following changes:

8.
Next Steps
Next meeting was scheduled for February 1i h from 10:00to 11 :30am in Room A405, Tiffany
will send invitation with agenda. The documents for review will be circulated prior to the
meeting.
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Dran
Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances Schedulin~ (CSS) Working Group meeting
Wednesday, February 17t ,2010,10:00-11 :30pm
.
123 Slater Street, Rm 505A

.J

Present:

Regrets:

•

Suzanne Desjardins, Office of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

•

•

Bruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB via phone .

•

Hanan Abramovinci, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB

•

Tiana Branch, Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTB, HECSB

•

Evelyn Soo, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Jocelyn Kula, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Tanja Kalajdzic, Marketed
Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices
Division, Marketed Health Products
Directorate, Health Products and
Food Branch (HPFB

•

Elizabeth Dussault, OCS, CSTD,
HECSB (~(.a<~.c)

•

Secretariat- Tiffany Thornton,
ODARS, CSTD, HECSB

Thea Mueller, Office of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate,
HPFB

1.
Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the group and noted the attendance of Elizabeth Dussault from OCS who had
been invited to the meeting for the discussion on BZP.
2.

Approval of Agenda Items
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The CSS WG approved the draft agenda for the meeting with the inclusion of three sub-items
under item six. They included: 6a) Salvia b) Scheduling of amphetamine "likes" and c) 2c
family.

3.
Approval of ROD from January 20, 2010
The ROD for the January meeting was approved.
4.
CDSA Scheduling Factors - Factor 4
Bruna will modify the wording of factor 4 of the Scheduling Factors document to avoid any
confusion and provide to Tiffany for circulation to CSS-WG members prior to next meeting.
5.
Update on BZP and TFMPP
Issue Analysis Summary (lAS) has been revised and includes the input of the CSS WG as well
as enforcement actions taken by HPFB which was included in the context section of the lAS.
Matt Dann from ODARS has conducted analysis on the LIMS Database from DAS Laboratories
and found that most exhibits that were found to have BZP also contained TFMPP.
Actions:
~ Suzanne to forward Matt's analysis to Elizabeth for incorporation in the lAS d()Ap
~ Elizabeth to send revised version of the lAS to the CSS WG for final review and ~1-i If tv i ~ ,~IiM'\
comments.
~-1'~ After comments are received the lAS will be forwarded to Diane Allan, Director of OCS
for approval. Once approved the federal regulatory process will begin

lP;J.l-J1~~;J'

6.
Discussions regarding Propofol, Salvia, Amphetamine..!!like'" & 2c Family
Propojo/
According to Attachment B provided by Tanja there were 10 documented cases of deaths by
Propofol in Canada in the last ten years. Data regarding Propofol is most often obtained from
hospitals with some provided by pharmacies. In general, given the limited availability of data
there is little information that can be obtained from what is reported.
Actions:
~ Tanja will investigate the documentation regarding the 10 deaths related to Propofol
Salvia
The lack of evidence regarding the extent of use of Salvia has made it difficult to assess the need
for scheduling under the CDSA. However salvia is currently being used for its hallucinogenic
properties. A comprehensive lAS has been drafted further to several meetings with HPFB. It
was noted that Bruna has recently prepared a scientific paper examining Salvia and the Ontario
Student Drug Use and Health Survey Data (OSDUHS). The results of the paper illustrate that
prevalence rates amongst students are not inconsequential.
Actions:
+-0
~ Bruna to provide draft manuscript on Salvia in the OSDUHS to Jocelyn - rt61~'~'
Amphetamine "likes"
Mephedrone is currently controlled in Canada but not in the EU. The 53d annual session of the
UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs will take place on March 8-12, 2010. The issue regarding
n1ephedrone and the lack of control might be brought up by the European Union at the meeting.
Actions:
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> Suzanne to discuss in further detail with Jocelyn
2c Familv ("designer drugs")
Within the past few months, OCS has received status requests from the HPFB Inspectorate,
members of the public, the RCMP and the CBSA regarding 2c substances. These substances are
similar to amphetamines and widely used in Canada but not scheduled except for 2C-B. In the
US 2C-B is controlled, but not the other ones specifically, although very might be considered as
"analogues" of 2C-B
Actions:
> Suzanne to follow up with DAS to determine how these particular substances are
analysed when they are seized
> To support further discussion as to whether 2C-B substances should be scheduled,
ODARS will prepare short substance profile which will include relevant pharmacology
and seizure data where possible
> Evelyn to send a link of the DEA in the US which lists the substances that are not
currently controlled and are of concern
7.

Other
\>£V· (LtlP
It was noted by Bruna that th~xpert Committee on Drug Dependence Guidelines have finally
passed. As a result, an ECDD meeting will take place in the fall of2010. OCS will need to be
involved in the preparation of information for this meeting.
The deck prepared for the ADM regarding the pKC will hopefully be presented some time in
March.

'1'~7Jt#.t:1

ieiJ.datao

r1tJ~j,1O'

8.
Next Steps
Next meeting was scheduled for March 1i h from 10:00to 11:30am in Room A405, Tiffany will
send invitation with agenda. The documents for review will be circulated prior to the meeting.
Next agenda will include item entitled "Updates".
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Issue Analysis Summary
Office of Controlled Substances

Regulation of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP)
CONTENTS:

1.

1.

IsslfE~

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

PURPOSE
CONTEXT
ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
CONSULTATIONS
CONSIDERATIONS
SELECTED STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
OUTCOME EVALUATION

ISSUE

The piperazines are a class of compounds containing a piperazine ring as part of their chemical
structure. Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also
used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
However, there are two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally for their
hallucinogenic and stimulant properties. These are: BZP (l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine) and
TFMPP (1-(3-Trifh/or8ihethylphenyl)piperazine).
Health Canada is not aware that either of these substances are being used commercially in the
production of any industrial or pharmaceutical products in Canada.
An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent legitimate
use and coupled with information regarding the use and appearance ofBZP and TFMPP products
across Canada have prompted the need to determine whether these substances should be
regulated as controlled substances under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).

2.

PURPOSE

To assess these substances against the factors considered by the Office of Controlled Substances
(OCS) when deciding to add substances to one of the Schedules to the CDSA, and examine
possible options for the regulation of these substances.
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3.

CONTEXT

3.1

Legislative Frameworks

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations

The Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) provides a legislative framework for the
control of substances that can alter mental processes and may produce harm to the health of an
individual or to society when diverted or tnisused. Except as authorized under regulation,
activities such as possession, possession for the purpose of trafficking, trafficking, importation,
exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and production of controlled substances
are prohibited under the CDSA.
The CDSA and its r~g~tions seek to support the legal manufacture, trade and possession of
controlled substances for medical and scientific purposes while minimizing diversion for illicit
purposes. The CDSA also carries punishments for various offences and regulatory requirements
which allow for more restricted control and closer monitoring of drug use.
The substances regulated under the CDSA are grouped into eight schedules. Schedules I to V
lists controlled substances while Schedule VI lists precursor chemicals. Schedules VII and VIII
provides the threshold quantities for trafficking and possession offenses involving cannabis and
cannabis resin.
Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments described in Part I of the
CD SA. Offenses associated with Schedule IV are similar to those associated with substances in
Schedules I, II and III except that there is no offence for simple possession.

3.2

Background

BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act.
BZP and TFMPP ar~ c~monly found in pills used in the rave and party scene in Canada
because of their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. BZP has also been found in products
targeted for other purposes such as weight loss. They are readily available for sale on the Internet
and in specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops, etc.) in Canada. The Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS) has maintained a "substance of concern" file on both BZP and TFMPP since
2004.

2
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The Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzed samples of BZP from seizures made by law
enforcement as early as 1999 and has observed a steady increase in the number of samples
submitted for analysjs §iece that time. Law enforcement agencies have also directly infonned
Health Canada directly of increased tired they have 5een mote "lid tnote BZP and TFMPP on the
streets._Health Canada has also received correspondence from Canada Border Services Agency
requesting that Health Canada schedule BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA because of the
increased importation of these substances into Canada without any apparent legitimate purpose.
Media interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004 but has remained steady since
July 2008 following the deaths of two individuals that were initially thought to be related to the
ingestion of pills containing BZP. The media expressed concerns that Health Canada had not
taken a more proactive stance in regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances because of
the health risks associated with these substances. Questions were also raised que5tiolJ5 regarding
the easy availability of these pills in public fora.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a drug as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations
(FDR) and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN)·to be sold or marketed in
Canada. The Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (Inspectorate) continues to pursue
various enforcement measures against distributors, importers and manufacturers of these
products in Canada._Beginning in October 2007, the Inspectorate established a customs target
for finished products which was subsequently updated to include bulk powder in July 2008.
Retailers have also been advised to remove products from their shelves and consumers have also
been warned not to ~seProducts containing BZP and TFMPP.
In the summer of 2008, the Inspectorate and the Office of Controlled Substances collaborated on
a risk assessment on BZP. The risk assessment concluded that consideration should be given to
adding BZP to one of the Schedules to the CDSA.
The Inspectorate has h-mre also taken a number of enforcement actions targeted at PurePillz, Inc.
wtm v'lihieh have has been reported w; selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and
TFMPP. PurePillz, Inc. hi:t¥e has been notified that its their activities and the sale of these
products are in contravention of the Food and Drugs Act (FDA). Health Canada has ~
repeatedly requested that the cOJnpany they stop the import, distribution and sale of these
products. In July 2008, Health Canada posted a health advisory, advising consumers to-not to
use unauthorized products being sold by PurePillz, Inc. due to the serious health risks associated
with its thetr products.] PurePillz, Inc. has yet to take the necessary steps to comply with Health
Canada's requests.

] Health Canada A~ises Consumers Not To Use Purepillz Unauthorized Products,
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ahc-asc/medialadvisories-avis/_2008/2008_1 08-eng.php, 2008-07-10
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In December 2009, Health Canada posted another health advisory, this time advising consumers
not to use an unauthorized product containing BZP named Revolution DS Weight Loss, due to
the serious health risks associated with the product. 2

4.

ASSESSMENT OF BZP AND TFMPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES

The following factors are assessed when substances are being considered for scheduling under
the CDSA:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intemational/retfttirements and trends in control/scheduling;
Chemical and pharmacological similarity to other substances listed in the Schedules to
theCDSA;
Legitimate use;
Potential for abuse and addiction liability;
Extent of actual abuse in Canada and elsewhere; and,
Risk to the health and safety of Canadians.

4.1

International Requirements and Trends in Control/Scheduling

4.1.1

International Control

Neither fhrth-BZP nor TFMPP are rmt-currently listed in any of the three United Nations Drug
Control Conventions. That said, the INCB has requested that governments provide the World
Health Organization (WHO) and the INCB with any infonnation on the abuse of and trafficking
of piperazine-derived compounds3, and has also requested that the WHO Expert Committee on
Drug Dependence (ECDD) assess piperazine-derived compounds in order to determine whether
to recommend that they be placed under international control4 •

4.1.2

European Unk;.a

The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europol and European Medicines Agency
completed a joint risk assessment of BZP in May 2007. That assessment suggested idclltiticd
that-BZP $hotlld be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack of medical benefits and lack of
evidence that it is safe for human consumption5•
On March 3, 2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as a new

2 Health Canada Warns Consumers Not To Use The Unauthorized Product "RevolutionDS Weight Loss"
http://www.hc-sc.gc.calahc-asclmedialadvisories-avis/_2009/2009_211-eng.php, 2009-12-24
3 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 28, page Ill.

4
5

International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 45, page 114.
Ibid 3
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psychoactive substance which is to be made subject to control measures and criminal provisions.
Member states were called upon to place BZP, within 1 year, under their respective drug control
regulations that fall in line with the obligations imposed by the 1971 United Nations Convention
on psychotropic substances 6 •
in rvlany EU Member States (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Finland, Croatia and Sweden) had have already taken the decision to regulated BZP as a
controlled substanc~. Other jurisdictions currently regulate BZP differently and they would have
to make changes in line with the requirements of the 1971 United Nations Conventions. In the
Netherlands for example, BZP in pharmaceutical form is regulated as a medicinal product. 7
Similarly, Spain considers BZP to be a substance which modifies physiological functions when
administered to humans as defined under applicable Spanish legislation. It is therefore subject to
certain control measures such as inspections, annual reporting to the Spanish Medicines Agency
and is subject to enforcement measures for non-compliance8 • In the United Kingdom, vendors
and retailers of BZP may face prosecution as the drug is classified as unlicensed under the
Medicines Act 19681 ~rance, BZP is classified asa narcotic further to the publication of an
order in the "Journal officiel" by the Agence fran~aise de securite sanitaire des produits de
sante. \0 Finally, the Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland released a statement on March
31, 2009, indicating that BZP has now been declared a controlled substance because of its
potential for abuse and for causing significant harm to public health. I I
Although~

the European Union has focused mainly on BZP, some member states have also taken
steps to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance. Greece, Sweden, Croatia and Denmark have
all elected to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance.

4.1.3

New Zealand

The history ofBZP regulation in New Zealand is complex. An April 2004 assessment of "party
pills" (which included substances such as BZP, TFMPP and other piperazine derivatives) by the
New Zealand Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) concluded that there was
insufficient objective evidence showing that these substances were harmful; thus they

6 L]vK'IJf)A Rf.:;k ~cssrnent Report of a new psychoactive substance:l-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
yvith Article R of('ouncil [)ccision ::005/387/JHA on int<mnation exchange. risk assessment and control of new
substances, 2005.
7 Ibid 3
8

Ibid 3

Medicines and Health Products Regulatory Agency Press Release, Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are
dangerous and illegal, 20 Mar 2007.
10 Agence franyaise de securite sanitaire des produits de sante, Classement comme stupefiant de la BZP, 20
May 2008, http://afssaps.sante.fr/htmllO/filcoprs/080503.htm
11 Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland, Minister for Health and Children announces ban on stimulant
drug BZP, 31 Mar 09. http://www.dohc.ie/press/releases/2009/2009033l.html
9
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recommended that "party pills" containing these substances should remain legal. 12
I

~

In 2006, the EACD completed a further assessment of these substances and concluded that recent
studies had documented real harm, including potentially fatal seizures. They noted, however,
that there was still no information about the effects of long-term use of these substances on
humans.
In May 2007, the EACD again considered these substances in light of further scientific research
and evidence tlidt Wd5 accumulated in studies conducted in New Zealand. The EACD focused its
attention on the increased availability of "party pills", which were being marketed and distributed
widely over the Internet, through counterculture retailers, and more recently in liquor outlets,
service stations and dairies. Other information considered included a number of reports that
sho\ved ,d,o t\' it rg evidence linking "party pills" to adverse reactions when taken with prescription
medicines, and a number of scientific studies that showed tlM:t tho e (\; (1 ( no known legitimate
commercial uses for these substances.
This growing evidence led to the tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse o/Drugs Act and
list BZP, TFMPP and similar substances as scheduled substances on December 18, 2007. The
amendment was passed by Parliament and came into force on April 1, 2008. In New Zealand, it
is illegal to possess and use, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP, TFMPP, pFPP,
MeOPP, mCPP and MBZP. The bill provided an amnesty provision that allowed individuals to
possess no more that :fOl) tablets/pills or 5 grams of these substances until no later than
September 30, 2008 at \vhich time when they would become illegal13.

4.1.4

Australia

BZP and TFMPP ~ were added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of
Drugs and Poisons (SUSDP) in February 2006 14 • In its decision to include BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (NDPSC) considered
information from the "Vaults of Erowid" website which includes links to drug experience
websites and information about drugs from both anecdotal and peer-reviewed sources. The
NDPSC also considered actions taken in other jurisdictions such as the tabling of a proposal to
amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act in New Zealand to include BZP and similar substances and the
addition ofBZP to Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act in the United States. They also
considered submissions from stakeholders that indicated that these substances were not being
used for any legitimate industrial purposes in Australia. They also noted that these substances

12 Alansari, M. and Hamilton, D., Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pills: A New Zealand case
report, The New Zealan~ ~cal Journal, 05-May-06, Vol 119 No. 1233
13 National Drug Policy of New Zealand, BZP change in legal status to Class Cl controlled drug, 1 April
2008, http://www.ndp.govt.nz/moh.nsf/indexcm!ndp-news-home
14 Australian National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee, Record of Reasons of Meeting 46, February
21-23,2006
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were being misrepresented and marketed as a legal alternative to illicit drugs 15.

4.1.5

United States of America

The use of BZP and TFMPP was first reported in California in late 1996 and it has since spread
across the U.S. Both substances were placed on an emergency scheduling notice on July 18,
2002, with the intent of deeming them to-be-Schedule I drugs l6 • This action was taken in response
to local U.S. Law Eaf<J'l\lement Agencies reporting a growing number of seizures ofBZP across
the U.S. The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration Office of Diversion Control ha-d-also
reported that BZP ~ had no currently accepted medical use and was not safe for use even with
medical supervision 17.
On March 18, 2004, BZP was officially listed in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act
(CSA). Schedule I of the CSA lists substances tlmt have having a high potential for abuse, have
no accepted medicinal use for treatment and there i~ d lacking of-ttn-acceptably safe use under
medical supervision. TFMPP is however no longer controlled under the CSA because of a
recommendation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a scientific evaluation from
the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)18 indicating that the controls imposed by the CSA
were not warranted.

4.2

Chemical and Pharmacological Similarity to Other Substances Listed in the
Schedules to the CDSA

4.2.1

Chemistry of BZP

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl )piperpz.&l.e, N -(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N -benzylpiperazine,
I-benzyl-diazacyclohexane and does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to
eyes, respiratory system and the skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
and ~does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

IS

Ibid 9

16 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Temporary placement
of BZP and TFMPP into Schedule I, 20 Sep 2002
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/sched_actions/2002/fr07182.htm
17 Ibid 40
18 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Placement ofBZP into
Schedule 1,18 Mar 2004, http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/rules/2004/fr0318.htm
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4.2.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow coloured liquid.

4.2.3

Pharmacology of BZP

The available sc1entitlc evidence obtained from anllnal studies suggests that the phannacological
effects of HZP arc substantially silnilar to those of amphetalllincs and that it acts by increasing
the efflux of dopml1lnc and serotonin within the brain reward pathway_ [i}.2() BZP is thought to
have about (Hlc-,tenth the potency of mnphetmninc.: L ;2
[n 11 double-blind, placebo-c'ontrolle(L crossover design study~ CdlI1pbelJ ct a1. 1()ulld that both
oral adrninistercd 8~100111g and dexanlphetamine 1Orng were associated with significant
increases in systolic blood pressure, diastolic hlood pressurc, and heart rate cOlnpared to
placebo. 'rhe hvo active treatments were not significantly different from each other in terms of
these changes. A publication reporting on two clinical trials also sho\ved that both BZP and
dexamphctanline resulted in significant increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure?i
Only one phannaeokinctic study has been conducted in hurnans:: s BZP concentrations in plasnHl
were highest
tninutes after a single 200 lllg ora] dose. The clilnination half-life was 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway ofBZP has not yet been fully elucidated defiued. Hc)\vever, \vhen
the two substances are cornbined in vitro, the nletabolisln of BZP is inhibited by 600;() and that of
TFIVIPP by 9()f~/().':(> Of iBtetc~L it (\tiS ~hot\n thtlt ill vitJ(},~hcll TF~~1PP is CCHHbilled with added
to HZP, t1tC lii(t(iboli~!11 of HZP i:s inhibited b) 6W!i) (Hid that ofTF1v1PP by 9W% t'9hen the h~()
5tlb~t(Ul(,e,i) dIe con ilJi 11 cd ill "tho. 'vVheli BZP '\Il,~ incubated with 'IFNiPP, the lIletabolislll of
'lTPv1PP (hL"i inhibited If) 9(V~b. Such n1etabolic interfercnce 'rhe5e Ineh'1bolie il1tctaetions can
lead to elevated levels of both drugs in the plasma and-thereby increasing their effects, ~~hidl
could dI:<iO and accounting for the increase ~fin adverse events.1~

I

~

EMCDDA Risk A~scssm(,llt Report of a new psyd10active substance: I-benzylpiperazine. In accordanc(~
\\ith Article ~ of C\ml1cil Decision 2005/3R7/JHA on information exchange. risk assessment and control of new
19

substances, 2005.
Baumann MIL Clark RD, BudzynskI AG. Partilla JS, Blough BE, RothmanRB. N-substitutcd
pipcrazincs abused hy humans mimic the molecular mecha1lism of3A-mcthylcncdiox.)111cthamphetamine (MDMA.
n1' 'h:stasy'). Ncuropsyc/wpharmacology.2005 1'\'1ar;30(3 ):550-60.
20

Ihid 3
Campbell H. Cline \V, F~.\ans lVL IJoyd .1, Peck A\V. Comparison of the effects ofde:xamphetamine and
I-benzylpipcrazine in former addich. Eur J Clin PharmacnL 1971 Oct;6(3): 170-6,
23 Ibid 22
24 Byc C, l\lunro .. l·aure AD, Peck A\V,
PA.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazinc and
dc.x.amphctaminc on human performance tests. r:ur J Clin Pharmacol. 197.3 Oc1;6(3): 163-9.
25 Antia U. lingle tvID, Russell HR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine-based 'party pill' drugs.
J Pharm PhannacoL 2009 Ju1:6l( 7un7 -R2.
21

22
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4.2.4. Pharmacology of TFMPP
TFMPP has been shown to be extensively nletabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. tn-the-ln !'ifro experiments using human liver microsomes, it was determined that
the polymorphic CYP2D6 enzyme Wd$ thclliw;t iUiportalit eU:7.)li"le accounted for approximately
81 % of the intrinsic clearance:!6 Furthermore. genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 could
potenti
mny account for differences in toxicity following TFl'vlPP intake different
tn,~iudogicvdl J i,~k') of 'rr'~vlpp ilItdke.

It is now well established that TFMPP is a serotonin (5c>}IT) receptor agonist that stimulates
central serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
plodttee,~ triggers presynaptic 5-HT release from neuronsr?,?~2q,3\}, is able to preferentially binds
Inultiple post-synaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes iu2 ,.n, and alters synaptic 5-HT function by
l
inhibiting 5-HT reuptake. 3-1. 5

4.2.5. Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination
not d:Jo~' tc.o;ciucll on the ph<llllUKO!Ogy of BZPfTFJ\;fPP emnbined, ,"iOnlC
plhH t11aeodytMtllie inttHHldtioH is dvaildble. Some pharmacodyrHunic infon:nation exists
the combined effects ofBZP and '{'FM})P.

\Vhile thel e

i,:~

+he Co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and

26 Stanck RF. Paul ITt Springer I), Kraemer T. Maurer lIH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of
the He\\'
drug 1,(3~lrifluororncthY'lphcnynpipcra/inc (TFIVIPP). In vivo studies in \Vislar and Dark Agouti
rats as Wl~n as in vitro studies in human liver microsomcs. BiochemPhannacol. 2004 Jan 15:67(2):235-44.
27 I\)Hibonc D.L \Vil1imns M. S\,:fu!otlin-rcleasing effects of substituted piperazines in vitro. Biochem
Pharmacol.19X4
1:33(9):1531-5.
28 Aucrbadl SB, Ruiter 11, Juliano Pl Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular
serCltoninin rat
as determined by Ul vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
29 Baumann J\HI, (:lark RD,BuJzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough HI:, Rothman RB. Effects of HLegal X"
on dopaminc and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
30 Ibid -4
31 Fuller. R. 1·Plh.;ny'lpiperazincs and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-1-1'1'
and
DnH!s. R. Rech. Gudelskv GA. Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor. MI. p. 35-59.
32 Hover I) Functional correlates of ~erotor~in 5-1rr 1 recognition sites. J ReeeptRes. 1988:8( 1-4):59-81.
33 Scl~Ol'fT!l'l P~II~r D.lntcractiut1 ()farylpiperazines \vilb 5-lfrlA, 5-HTIB, 5-HTIC and 5-HTID
rcceptors: do discriminatory SIll I Ii receptor ligands exist? Nallllyn Schmiedebergs Arch PhannacoL 1989

Ibid 11
\Volf \VA, liaja r< /\rthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ. Levine RA, Kuhn DJv1. Etfect of tetrahydrobiopterin
on serotonin
release. and metabolism in superfused hippocampal slices. J Neurochem. 1991
35

1191-7
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serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone. y,Yi Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The faet that "rhese druginduced seizures occurred after a dose tIILlti,'S just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for
serotonin and dopamine release suggesting thttt-the combination of the two drugs has a very
narrow therapeutic window of safety.

study lneasunx~a ~lgC of clinical outcolncs in people taking pills containing both BZP
andrl"l\1PP (74mg) alone or in c()Jl1bination with alcohoL 3S 'rhe BzptrFJ\1PP
cUlnbination gave rise to synlpathonlimetic cfTects silnilar to those observed with amphetmnlnes
such as a significant increase in heart rate and both systolic and diastolic blood pressure. These
effects 1110S! likely occurred through increased noradrenaline release.

4.3

Legitimate Use

Piperazines are a class of cornpounds prl1narily used as intermediates in themanutacture of
chClnieals and phannaccuticals. Pipuazo:itres ttl e a d"s,i) of eOlilpOtlnd5 ~vhielr al e klIOv\ 11 to ha~ ittg
ulatt} indu5tl inl and ph,um(Kentieal tlses. [\)f exltHtpk, 'rhe parent compound, piperazine, has
been widely used for many years as an anti-worming drug in animals. BZP, however, has never
been used for such a purpose. j<)
Throughout the 1970s, a compound with BZP as the active metabolite was investigated as a
potential anti-depressant in humans. 40 Its clinical use was short-lived however because of the
stimulant side-·efTects of the drug. 41

Piperazincs have also been used in neuroche111ical and psychiatric research as phannacological
probes i()r drug disc,ir~ation studies in aninlals.,PA4 There are no current therapeutic uses of
pipcfivinc-dcrlved cornpounds in hurnans. ,Virile BZP ha~ no e,~tlbJished or aekliot'Vledged
lllCdicxi tdiue, 'rr?vH1p has been widely beell used ,15 d plr,urnaeologieal plube dIng It)1 dIng
di.sclin1ilkltion plocedm c..'S ill nnimalo;. ~ beeauJc of its :wrofofiergie f~fopeftietJ. "rtlC lfltcnultioflf:ll
Ntucotic. Control Sotll(i (INCS) V/odd Drug Rep()ft +(112007 also state; that both these
substances ,tIC dv(l.itdble pIintatil) fell WK ill intellnediatc5 ill the llMnufaetnre ofehelnleal~ dnd
p"dtHldeCtltie.dt~ (tltd die u,o;ed ill lleU!oelienliGll and p,o;),chintlie lescdleh thlOUgliotlt the ~'\1orld.11'36
37

Ibid 4
Ibid 12

38 itlPl11pSOn J. \Villiams (3, CakhvellB, /\.ldinglon S, Dickson S, Lucas N. McDowall.L \Veatheral1 M,
Robinson Ci, Bca~ley K. Randomised douhle-blind, placebo-controlled trjal of the elTects of the 'party pills'
BZP.·TH'v1PP al()l1C and in cornbinationwlth alcohol. J PsychopharmacoL 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
39
Union Commission fkcision. Stronger contrul measures Ji)r the synthetic drug HlP, 2008 Mar
3.hl111
J\.D .. Pecic A.\V .. Pullin, C. Young. P.A. Detection ofdexamphetaminc-like activity in
of several tests ( 1(71) J. Pharm. Chim. (Pans), 2, pp. 228-229.
'rckcs K. Thfil!usi L Igyi 13. Hennan F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action of I::GYT4 7 5. a ne,,\! antidepressant Polish Journal ofPharmacology and Pharmacy 1987;39(2):203-11.
42 Ibid 9
43 International Narcotics Control Board, 200g \Vorld Drug Report, p, 39
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4.4

Poh.'utial for Ahuse and Addiction Liability

4.4.1

Potential for Abuse of HZ»

the extracellular levels of DA and 5-11'1'. features comn10n to psychostimulants

of abuse such as amphetamines and cocaine.'H Predil1icdl findillg.') h(1\'e indic(lted that
lIte Ii reehallt.51U of a:etiuH of BZP in volv (,,5 the itrelea5c of extracellulal Dl'i ttlld 5-HT Ie vd5- d
COllllllOti f{,(ltm city! P$5cliostillltlidtlt.') such (~L~ Alliplietalllilte,1) t1ud coeaine. Furthermore, BZP
~~t"'nq""H' DA levels in a dose-dependent l1Hmner in the rat nucleus accumbens

45

an area of the
associated \vit~ t~proccssing of rewarding!reinf()fCing behaviours • These tindings
BZP has th,,~ potential to be abused because it acts on neuronal pathways implicated in
n~\vard and activated by well-kno\vn drugs of abuse. do~e-depclident illcrc(.\$cs ill ill "i¢o DA
lc\e1.<; ill tIte, tdt nueiettl) <lceutllbe,n5, all ~ilea ofthc blain tiMt i5 p<11.t oftlrc blain lewdrd pathWdJ
dnd d~,50cidted with plc<Lstll able fed illg5 ti OJ i1 tit ug.o; oLlbtl.':':C, fm thet 5uggest5 thdt HZP <1et5 ~i <1 ,1
lliCdldlli.<iIli 0+'<1 rcillFtl!cilig thug.
,

46

'rhe rewarding propc11ics ofBZP have been well-docUlllcnted in animals. Sttldic.') ha\ic 5ho~'1i the
I Cv'hltdillg propeltic<; (lfBZP iii dliiliia15. In rats. BZP produces place preference. is selfadministered. substitutes f()f cocaine and ivlDt\1A. pI ('IdUCC5 yields .o;inrildr behavioural responses
sinlilar to those induced by 111ethamphetamine and produces physical effects sinlilar to
alnIJi1ctamine"n.:l:','\\)Y) In rhesus nl0nkcys~BZP is also self-adnlinisterecL substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from mnphctmnine in a drug discrin1ination tese'l These studies have
consistent1.y found that HZP exhibits silnilar properties to amphetan1ines and researchers have
repeatedly
thttt-it carries potential for abuse.
III hUl1tttn$~

Only three clinical trials have exmnined aspects of BZP abuse liability. A doubleblind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of

44 IIoyvc1L I .L. K.immcL ILL Monoamine transpoliers and psychostlmulant addiction. Biochem
PhannacoL 00(8): 75(1): J1)6-217.
45 Hm130
46
\V.A" Thomas,f'vLL Biological substrates of reward and aversion: a nucleus accumbens
hvpothcf:'ls. Neuropharmacology. ~:009~ 56 (Suppl I): 122-3.2.
41 ~ilcririnnc I:.
fvL Kankaanp~i~i
Seppiilii T. RC\varding properties of I-benzylpiperazine, a nc\\/
of abuse. in rats. Basic ('lin Pharmacol ToxicoL 2006 Apr:98(4 ):346-50.
48 Ihcllnan KA. Lake Ii. lIely LS. Jones K, Gittings D, Colussi··l'vlas J. Fitzmaurice PS, Lea RA. Schenk S.
N-bcnzylfiperazlne has chara~terlstics of a~lrug of ab.us~..Behav Phat~macoL 2(:07 De~; 18(8 J?85-90. ,
9 Yarosh IlL. Katz LB, Coop A. Fantegrossl \\' I~.. MDMA-llke behaVIOral dfects 01. N-substItuted
piperazines in the mou:')c. Pharmacol11iochcI11 Behav. 2007 Nov:R8( I ): 18-27 ,['pub 2007 .luI A.
50 lbld 4
51 Fantcgrossi \VL \Vinger G. Woods HI, \Voolvcrtoll \VI " Coop A.Reini()fCing and discriminative
stimulus cfllxts of I
(md tritluowrnethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol
20(h leb 1
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dcxmnphctmninc and BZP. Both drugs v"ClC ~ignitlcdntly diffelent differed significantly fi01n
placebo on a number ofhehavioural and subjective measures. thc excitatioll 5COIC, thc
pit55iei(H1',~ anlplictdmil1e $eOle, dlid the 5tliJjeef5 dlilpltet(uilitie SCote. The le,~ttlt~ sngge5t tlil.tt
BZP IMd dl O-told lo~vet potene) than d('xdlnphetdlnine. Ott the b(lStS oftlre findings Based on
t1ndings that BZP produced 5illlihtt efTects sinlilar to dexan1phetarnine in a group of former
arnphctanline addicts, the vVe1lcome Foundation LAd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and
"",;.;. . .,_.,.'", .... tlldt HZP .<ihould it be placed under statutory controls sinlilar to those regulating
amphetamines. Aliotlicl 5ttldj flOl11 thc \Velkome RC5Cdlch Labol"tolY reported 011 'l\vo other
clinical phannacological tlials conducted wlth healthy volunteers~' that concluded that BZP \vas
a psychOlnotor stimulant \vith activity similar to dcxmnphctatnine~ but with one-tenth the
potcncy)~.

Another eli nical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP but concluded that
pi lIs containing BZP and 'I'F]\:JPP have amphetamine-like effects. This was evidenced by
11nprovcd driving perf(H1nanCe~ increased heart rate and blood prcssurc, as well as difficulty
to sleep.
()veraIL there is sunident evidence fro111 preclinical research to suggest that BZP has the
I ~
potential
nbuse~ with findings fhnl1 hunwn clinical studies supporting this assertion. '['he
degree \vith vvhich HZI' is likely to be abused h(H~evel~ is undelu, ,to; remains uncertain and
l110rc phannacokinetic and human abuse liability studies are needed. ,~ttldie5 ,mel lltOlC detailed
InHlhtH (lbtLt;(. liability 5tudie5 dlC needed.
4.4.2

Poh.'ntial for Abuse of TFl\'l PI'

()nc common indication of a drug's potential t()r abuse is its ability to stilnulate DA release along
the Inesocorticolirnbic DA systenl. TFrv1PP's ability to facilitate DA release along this pathway
has not been convincingly sho\vn. llowevcr, the-adn1inistration ofTFf\1PP in conlbination with
BZP: ~ been ,~lt(iv,;!1i to resulted in dramatic increases in brain DA levels ill DA iii the bl(\il1,
suggesting,'mggcsti \ e 0+'.1;)011 te potential for abuscvvhen the drugs are cOlllbined. ~~,5z.: In addition,
the signiticant increases in both DA and 5-1rr levels are similar to the neurochenlic.al effects
produced
IVn}lVIA, indicating that-the cOlnbination of the two drugs lnay 11liInic the effects
produced
rvlD]\tA, Indeed, ~ this c0111bination elicits 1{a5 been ,to;5()ciated ~ ith exhibiting

52

Ibid 22

53

Ibid R

54

Ibid 22
Ibid 39

55
57
58

Ibid 30
Ilm14
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lVID 1'v1A,- Ji kc
in anill1al1nodcJ s 0J,n,(,j(,'2 and hlllnan case studies, \vherein ~hidl TFMPP is
proposed to account
the nl0od-devating. hallucinogen-like effects and BZP is thnuglrt to
ehcit- I~)r the stilnulant-like etTtxts.

Ie animal studies have also shown that rrr'fvlPP generalizes to MDMA in the drug'lnination paradjgrn.'"\.6:;,,,i the1e me mOle eOlleincillg accounts ofTF~fPP'slaek ofabtlse
J

poteutial. 'rite f~l(.t that 'fl,'f'vH)P failed to lnaintain sdf-adrninistration in prilnates(" and did not
induce
prcfere11C~1 rats"'; highly ~tlggo;to; strongly suggesting that-the drug has 11lininlal
potential when
on its own.

4.4.3

Addiction Liability

The OCeUltelKC ofbot1i (htlg to1etzmee Altd Hie Zt \\,ithdta\htI5:YlidHHilc 1C,,(..11 ,Ht (\.ltipeet of
nct1l()dcL.tptdtinll,OI Ch.ll1L!.C iii ]ieltl(L~tttie. hOllte(J.~tttie ploceS5C,O;. that nUh eOlitlibttte to the
devdopmelit of dependence. Jlowcve[~Few, if any properly controlled scientific studies
investigating BZP-tddted or "rFlYIPP-rclated physical dependence in aninlals or hun1ans exist.
hate 1I0t Jet beel! conducted. In Ilulnans, it is unclear whether users develop t01erance to the
effects of BZP or 'rFr'vlPP with higher doses. as weU as if there are any withdrawal sylnptoms
<,....,

',/

w'

long-lcnn usc.

One t\-study recently cOlnpleted ill New Zealaud, with htUllat15t1bjeets, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence of human subjects to BZP/TFMPP-based pills using the
DS1\1-1V substanct; dependence criteria. The.}' fotlnd tlHtt 6 of 33 (18.2 % TOf subjects shc)\ved
psyeho]()gical dependence and (, of 35 (17.1 %,t-of subjects showed visible signs of tolerance and
withdnlwaL IJowe<ie~ese results should be interpreted with caution since n1any participants
reported eonsurnlng alcohol along \vith the pills.
1

'<)

59

Ibid 20

60

ThidA

Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic Inediation of 3A-m(~thylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA.
"cc:;/.asyl) Phannacol Biochcm Behav, 1988 Dec:3l (4):817-24,
62 Ibid 50
63 \Vood Dl'vl, I3utton J. Lidder S,Rarnsey J, Holt D\V, f)mgan PLDissociative and sympathomimetic
associated with recreational usc of l-(3-trit1uoromethylphenyl) piperazine CIFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine
(BZP). J f'vled Toxico1. 200R
7
64 fbid 61
65 Ibid 20
66 Corne SJ.
R\V, A possible correlation between dl1lg-induced hallucinations in man and a
beha\/iour;ll response in mice. PsycilopharmacoJogia, 1967: I I (I ):65-7R.
67 Ibid
68 l\,'losher'L Ilaycs D, Grecnshaw A,Differential etfects of 5-IIT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning
and locornoh)r aclivilv in rats. f:ur J PharmacoL 2005 j\:lay 16:5 I 5( 1-3): 107 -16.
61

69

Irl1d 1\)

.
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A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pin addiction, using a five-itenl Short Dependency Scale (SDS).7!) The study f()und that 2.2%)
(tr:7) of past year BZP/'rFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
Interestingly. the study also revealed that the-use of these pills\vas quite broad and not linlited to
individuals who attended mves. 'rhe study doeUlnented that pills containing BZP and TFMPP
were the!(JUrth most widely used recn:ational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis.
4.5

F::xt('nt of Actual Abuse in Canada and Els(\where

In C'anada, the extent of actual abuse is relatively unknown as no studies or reports on the abuse
substances have been conducted. lIealth Canada is aware that these pills are being sold
III
and arc used in the rave and party scene as an alternative to ecstasy (MDMA).
At prcsent~ toxicologi(;t'profiles t{)r BZP or TFl\1PP have not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other drugs or ethanol 7!,~2,73,74, adverse effects attributable to BZP alone
are difficult to measure and could in fact he the result of toxic drug-drug interactions. A.5 BZP is
oftO[ eo·-illgc~ted t\ith other stilI1uidnts 5ttbst~nees 01 ethanol. Therefore evidence regalding <.\5 to
<.ttheUie dleet.5 tll<lt le.~tlJtiHg pUlely tlou, HZP i5 sp.;llse ,Hid. Cmubilling BZP ~ith otller drugs
01 ale01l01 i.i) lilOle eOJllltlOn tir,tll it.s use ,dolle. TlJetefiile some ,tdvelse events often ,ttttibuted to
BZP~.5 IHode ofdett01i dIe in effect could the le5uit ofdtttg-dltlg interactiolL5.
Nevertheless. several case reports and a large COh011 study of BZP toxicity have been reported
published. The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the elnergency
department with signs of BZP toxicity. Of these individuals, 16.7~% reported confusion, 32.4(%
heali palpitations, 29.6°';} agitation, 3g.4(~'{) anxiety, 38.9(~) vonliting, and 29.6~) seizures.
Increasing BlP plasnw levels \verc linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a

\Vilkil1S C, Girling tvt Sv,'eet~ur P. The prevalence of usc, dependency and harms oflegal 'party pills'
henzylpipcrazinc (HIP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (TFtv1PP) in New Zealand. Journa] of Substance
2007. 12(3): p. 213-224.
71 Gee P, (iilbert 1\:1, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1bel1zylpiperazinc. (:lin Toxic()l (Phila). 200g Nov;46(9):802-7.
72 Gee P.IZichardson S, \;Vo!tersdorf\V, 1\100re G:roxie effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans:
a prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N 1 Med l 2005 Dec 16: 11 R(l227):U1784
73 \Vilkins
Swcdsur P, Casswell S, Rt:ccnt population trends in amphetamine usc in N('w Zealand:
cClmparisol1s of findings from national household drug surveying in 1998. 200 t. and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006.
70

II ()(l24'4): p. U22R5.
74 Nidlo1son. 'fe, Prevalence nfuse, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal paliy pills' among those

presentine to the emergen(:y department. F.merg tvled Allstralas. 2006. 18(2): p. I ROA.
rs IhHl 1
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individtu:l"l ~o had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is also reported
but again, only when no other substance or ethanol was co_ingested. 76 ,77.7iI,7<))\O.81

seIzure

All accounts of'rFlVIPP-rc1ated toxicity have COlne fi'OlTI studies eXaITIining BZP/TFMPP pill
intake. As several studies have docunlented both physical and psychological sylTIptonls
associated with BZP/TFlVIPP pill ingestion. it is dil1icult to discern the synlpt0111S specific to
'rFl"v1PP effects and SOlne may in part be due to the co-ingested BZp,S2

A I C(Clit double-blind, randornizccL placebo-controlled trial exanlining the effects BZP/TFMPP
alone or in cmnbinatiol1 with alcohol resulted in such frequent and severe adverse events in the
active groups taking Bzprr'F~v1pP glOUp,~ that the study was tel111inated. X.l
t-/

~

."

In London, England. thel e V\! CI e three cases were reported of patients presenting to the elTIergency
department with dissociative-type symptOllls and sYlllpathomilnetic toxicity.X4 that ple,i)ented to
h(j~pittll emergency dcpm1l1lCllt, vvhCIC tlie paticIlt5 \~cte c!CIJCrieHeilig di55oei,ttit'e-t ypc
SylllptuUl3 dud featmc5 of ~jnilMthoniilnetic toxicity, upon \\hieh Subsequent toxicological
screening ofhlood and urine salnples revealed tlicy t\etc due to the presence of ,1 cOlnbillatioll of
both BZP and TFMPP l(itllld iii blood and tlI ille StllllpleS.
f3c vCl di (d5C lepot t,,'1,,~ tl150 ,ii;uggcl)ted tit.:tt, zlltli(Hlgli \i el y UllCOUlluOli~ death Ina)! be a likely
(JlL5equclIce ofillgesting BZP and/of TF~fPP t~itlt a nlixture ofothel drugs and alcohoL
Several ease reports have also suggested that co-abuse of BZP and/or TFMPP along with other
drugs and alcohol could result in death, although such a situation has been UnC01111110nly
observed. C;5.XI],C;7

Ibid 4
F~aumanntvHL Aycstas Mi\, Sharpe LG. l.ewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Pcrsistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated \vilh GBRl2909 decanoate. J Phannacol Exp Ther.
76
77

2002 Jun:30!

1190·7.

78\Vood DM, Dargan PI, E~utton J. IIolt D\V, Ovaska II, Ramsey J, JonesAL. Collapse, reported seizure-and an
pill. Lancet 2007 Apr 28;369{957!): 149().
79 King LA, Nutt L} Seizures in a night club. LaneeL 2007 .luI 2 1:370(9583):220.
80 Ibid 72
81 \Vilkins C. S\vec(:'.ur p, GirJing 1"1. Patterns ofbcllzyJpiperazine/trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine party
pill usc and adn~rsc effects in a population sample in New Zealand. [)rug Alcohol Rev. :2008 Nov;27(6):633-9.
82 Kushnir. V. ! ,.( -3-Trilluoromcthylphenyl)piperazinc (TFMPP) abuse liability and dependence potential
a~s("~ssmenL Report
for Health Canada. Octoher 2009.
83 Ibid 39
84 Ibid 63
I ~
85 \V ikstri)J11
Ilolmgrcll P, Ahtncr J. /\2 (N-bct1zylpipcrazine) a ne\v drug of abuse in Sweden . .J Anal
ToxicoL 2004 Jan-Fch;2fS(
70.
86 }]hott S, Srnith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and
quantilalion of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol, 200X. 32(2): p. 172-7.
87 Balrnel1i (', Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemalll1 M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy
and bcnzylpiperazincJ Dtsch Med \Vochenschr, 2001 Jul ] J: 126(2R-29):809-11. [Article in Gennan]
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o vet <Ill, it is e videat tl1tlt In conclusion. ingestion of BZP and/or TFM?? i11gcstion, alone or \vith
other drugs,
4.6

CI(PI

c.~,.,o;

the potentidl to poses a signi ficant health risk:s to users.

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

The easy availability of BZP and TFMPP products in Canada increases the potential risk to the
health and safety of Canadians. These products are cleat ly marketed as a safe and legal
alternative to other illicit substances such as~1D~lA and amphetamines. It appears that-these
substances are also ~eiDf! used and Inarketcd for other purposes such as ,veight loss.
C:anada 130rder Services Agency (CBSA) has communicated with Health Canada the nUll1ber of
shiplnents that have been seized at the border and refened to CBSA laboratories t()f analysis.
Frorn 2004 to 2008 the fWlTlber of sanlpies analyzed that contained BZP and/or TFMPP increased
thH11 0 to 17. It should be noted. hovv'eveL that these numbers do not renect the total anl0unt of
ship1nents that have come across the border that were not seized or sent f()r analysis. These
seizures which ranged in size thnn I kg to 400kg of pure chel11icaL to 5000 to 40000 capsules of
finished product and were-consisted either of BZP alone or in cOlnbination with TFMPP or other
substances such as ephedrine.

According to the Royal Canadian~lounted Police (RCl\1P) 2007 Drug Situation Report, there is
an emerging trend 1n designer-type substance trafficking. BZP and TFMPP were both f()und in
pills scizcd by law enf()1'Ce1l1ent vv'hich \vere thought to be MDMi\ due to their similar tllarkings.
'rhe RC:~H) also observed that organized crinle groups take advantage of every opportunity to
exploit emerging markets of rave or party drugs and that BZP and TFMPP would not be
CXdlldcd,~~

Health C:anada's Drug Analysis Servlces (DAS) analyzes sanlples of controlled substances that
fif'e'""subinittcd by Im~ e~rcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP and TFMPP are
not controlled substances in Canada, they have appeared in samples received by Health Canada
h'0111 police seizures, The t()l1o\vlng table outlines the quantities ofBZP and TFMPP smnples
received for analysis by DAS between 2006 and Decelnber 2009.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

5

146

1061

2Ln

'rFlVIPp

3

121

898

2077

lIealth Canada has been actively 1110nitoring and taking cOlnpliance and enfOrCelTIent actions
both at the border and domestically {br bulk powder and other dosage {{ll111 finished products
containing BZP and TFl\1PP.

88 Royal ('anadian tv10unted Police, Drug Situation Report 2007, pg 26.
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'The beterw table bcloyv reflects the total l1utl1bcr ofill1POrt shipments containing BZP or TFf\1PP
that have heen referred to llealth ('anadahlr an adnlissihility decision and that \vere subsequently
refused. Shipments ranged fron1 srnall personal shipnlents of one finished product package
containing a few tablets to large cOl1unercial shipments of bulk po\vdcr.
¥em

2005

Total uluuher of hnports refused

/)
"-'

(

2006

2007

2008

2009

1

6

5

9

'rhe Inspectorate ~s laboratory progrmn receives sarnples of drug substances fronl ,Hea1th Canada
/(Ir
'BZP, 'TFl\1PP and a c0111bination of both have been detected in the
,
s;:Hnplcs received by the lah and this int()1111ation is t(~)Und in the table below the below table.
there has
an increase in the nU111bcr of requests for testing of BZP and/or
'rFl\lPP as well as an increase in the number of positive test results.
I

~

2006

2007

200S

2009

HZP

()

0

')

14

'rFlVIPP

()

0

()

1

BZP ..~ TFl\'J PI'

0

0

4

7

Total # of s:lInpl(~s tested by

0

0

II

22

Insp{'ctoratc

lahs~~

*includcs samples suspected to contain BZP and/or 'rFl\1PP that tested negative.
Health Canada is seeing an increasing trend in activity with respect to the irnportation,
n1brication and
of bulk 111ateriaIs and finished products containing BZP and 'rFMPP \vhich
has Jed to a corresponding increase 1n activitlcS related to cOlnpliancc and enforcclnent.
of October 2007. the Inspl.:~ctorate has taken numerous eni()rCCll1ent actions against BZP and
TFf+vlPP products beginning with establishing a custOlTIS target t{)r finished products. Since then;
ent{)fcerncnt actions have also been taken in April 2008 targeting PurePillz, Inc. which has who
~been reported ~~ing unapproved drug products containing HZP and TFMPP . Four
PurePillz, Inc. products \vere subsequently seized fron1 24 store locations across Canada 1n July
2008 further to the t~tilure of the c01npany to con1ply with stop-sale requests. In 2009, an
adverse drug reaction report \vhcrcby a conSUll1cr developed cardiac arrhythll1ia (abnoflllal
electrical activit): of the heart) after consurning the product RevolutionDS \Veight Loss led to
coordinated c0111pliance vcritication visits to tnultiple retailers in Ottawa and subsequent
administrative seizures and voluntary {{)rfeitures of RevolutionDS \Veight Loss product.
lIcalth Canada bas also released two separate public health advisories regarding products
containing BZP. ()n July 10, 2008~ a public advisory was published on Health Canada's vvebsite
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C'anadians not lo COnSU111C unauthorized products sold by PurePillz~ Inc. as the products
contain BZP and may pose a serious risk to health. On Decelnber 24~ 2009, Health Canada
released another health advisory warning Canadians not to use the product RevolutionOS Weight
which contain~ B~) and has not been authorized for sale by Health Canada.
\\'anling

In the United States, the Drug Eni()rCelnent Agency (OEA) tracks drug seizure reports through
the National Forensic Laboratory Inf()nnation Systeln (NFLIS). In 2008, BZP replaced ketatnine
as one of the 25 11105t ticquently identified drugs. 'rhe rcpoli abo outlines the nunlber of club
drugs nv1D]\!IA~ BZP, f'vlDA, Kctarnine~ TFivlPP, etc.) that have been identified in labs. Next to
MDJ\;1A, BZP appears second on the list of the HlOst identified club drug and TFJ\;1PP appears ~
tltlh.~') 'rhe DEA's Systcnl to Retrieve lni()rmation Fronl Drug Evidence (S'rRIDE) also
identitlcd HZP as being one of the 1'nost frequently identified drugs in theUS. 9t1
5.

ASSESSlVlENT (If"' RISKS AND BENEFITS

Although Hcalth Canada possesses Iinlited inf()nnation about the health risks associated with the
usc of HZI' and 'I'FrvlP P~ the} c j,,) scientific evidence suggests 5uggc';tillg thctt--these substances
have a potential f{)f abuse and can ~hanl1 to-puhlic health. These substances have no known
lcgitinUltc therapeutic use in Canada and thctc drc "l~o no known lcgitilnate industrial
applications. "rhcrel()rc, it \vould appear that currently CUllcntiy, it \'Yotlld <lppcar thctcfotc tbat
and TFlV1PP arc mostly 111arketed and sold f()1' recreational pUlposes tmty and to a s111aller
extent as a weight
product. No products containing HZP and TFMPP have ntrt-been
authorized f()r sale ifl ~ada. The import of these substances has also increased significantly.
6.

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF ()PTI()NS

Further to the assessnlent cOlnpleted in Section 4~ the following options have been identified.
Scheduling under the CDSA is a thrce·-step process in that substances are first assessed as to
whether or not they should be regulated under the C'DSA and then into which Schedule they best
lIt and, then, depending on whether they have a legititnate use (scientiflc~ ll1edieal or industrial),
a decision lllust be made as to which regulations the substance should be subject. This last step
vvill be carried out later on in this issue analysis.
()ption I : No Action. BZP and TFMPP renutin as uncontrolled substances
HZP and rIT;'MPP arc considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act and require a
[)IN prior to being sold (ir tnarketed in C~anada,

PROS:
a.

('onsistent \vith the fact that BZP and rI'FI\1pP arc not yet scheduled under any UN
Drug Control Conventions
I

~

89

DEA. National Forensic Laboratory Information System Annual Report 2008, pg 1-3 L

90

[bid 89
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CONS:
a.

b.

c.

d.

c.

The control ofBZP and Tl~'J\!lPP would differ ii'om the control1nechanisms of the
European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia and
the United States
Penalties under the F'DA an~ administrative in nature and law enforcelnent has no
authority under the FDA to take any criminal action against industry. Known
industry has not respected the fact that they are selling products containing an
unapproved drug, and in one case, has explicitly ignored regulatory actions taken by
HPFBL
\Vould~oficldrcss the concerns raised by TPD in their risk aSSeSS1l1ent, e.g. the lack
of evidence ({)r safety. no current accepted Inedical use in Canada, tuoderate to high
potentiall(H' abuse.
Docs not address the increased volUlne ofBZP and TFMPP being iluported into
Canada or the n1(H1Uf~lcture and distribution of these substances in Canada, which
increases the risks of ahusc!nlisuse.
'rhe quality ofproducts containing BZP and TFMPP is suspect given the noncompliance with the FDA and CioodManutacturing Practices.

Option 2 : Schedule BZP and TFiv1PP under Schedule III of the CDSA.
PROS:
a.

b.

c

d.

CONSa.

Control lncasures for BZP and TFf'vlPP as itnposed by Schedule III would be sitnilar
to control rncasures inlposed in other countries such as New Zealand and SOlne
E:uropean nations
\Votdd control the manufacture, distribution and inlport ofBZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused/misuse
\\/il1 address the concerns raised by TPDin their risk assessment e.g. the lack of
evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, Tnoderate to high
potenti;:~ tOt-abuse.
BZP and 'rF!VtPp are known stinlulants and are phannacologically similar to
amphetamines. The rnajorily of substances in Schedule III arc stimulants and BZP
and 'TFivlPP would theret(we be regulated in a sinlilar way

\Villlikcly be opposed by industry specializing in recreational products who have
heen selling product in ('anada t()J' several years without nleeting any regulatory
requirelnents

()(ltion 3 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV of the CDSA
PROS:
a.

\Vould control the lnanufacture, distribution and Ilnport of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused/misuse
19
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b,

c,

\Vill addn.:~s;:.; the concerns raised by 'rPD in their risk asseSS111ent e.g. the lack of
evidence t()f safety. no current accepted 111edical use in Canada, moderate to high
potential f()l' abuse.
\Vould be consistent with the goals of the National Anti-Drug Strategy which airrls
to prevent illicit drug use, help treat those with illicit drug dependencies, and to
c0111bat the production and dlstribution of illicit drugs.

('()NS:

a.

b.

c.

Substanccs included in Schedule IV are not subject to possession otfenses under the
CDSA, thus Imv enforcement will not be able to take action against people in
posseSSIon BZP and 'n~·rvlpp.
Adding BZP and TFfvIPP to Schedule IV would differ from the controlll1echanisll1S
in the European Union but also frotH other countries such as New Zealand, Australia
and the United States because there is no possession oftence.
BZP and TF~fPP arc not phannacologically sltnilar to suhstances listed in Schedule
IV
I ~

In cCH1sideration ofthc analysis above, it is recommended that BZP and TFMPP be added to
Schedule III to the CDSA.

The f()llowing \\/i11 consider the optionsf()f \vhcther BlP and TFMPP should be added to one of
the regulations that sit under the COSA, In light of the fact that TPO has received sorne
enquiries 1h)I11 a pharn1aceutical company interested in marketing BZP \vith a clinical indication,
consideration has been given to the following options.
()ption A : BZP and TFl\r1PP re111uin unregulated
PROS:

a.

HZP andT'Ff\1PP would be controlled in a sinlilar way as the control n1easures
Ilnposed in other countries such as Ne\:v Zealand. the United States and Australia.

('()NS:

a.

Only access to these substances t{)f a Inedical, scientific or public interest purpose
would be via an exclnption under s. 56 of the COSA.
I

~

()ption B : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under the FDR-Part. G
The FDR-Part G is the regulation that allows

t(W

the Inanuf~lcture, distribution, sale, import and

export of the substances listcd in its schedule.
PROS:
a.

\Vould allow industry to access BZP and 'TFMPP for legitirnate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes while reducing the risk ofBZP and "rFMPP being
20
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h.

abuscd!t11isused and/or diverted
BZP and 'rFl\1PP are known stilnulants and are pharmacologieal1y silnilar to
alllphetanlines, which are regulated under the FOR-Part G.
I

~

C'ONS:
<t,

diff(~r

lh)1n how these substances are control1ed in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia. \vhere BZP and 'rFIv1PP arc completely banned.
\Vould

()ption 3 : Regulate HZP and 'rF1\r1PP under the FOR-Part J
FDR-Part J regulates the usc of controlled substances that have no recognized Inedical use.
Substances listed in the schedule can only be used t()r scientitic and research purposes.
PROS:

a.
b.

CONS:
a,

\Vould allow access to HZP and TFIv1PP for legitimate scientific or research
purposes should the need arise.
BZP and Tl:f\,1PP have no known therapeutic use and would therefore be regulated in
a similar way as other stilllulants that do not have any therapeutic use.

\Vould differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are cOlnpletely banned.
,,~

7.

C()NSlJLTATIONS

In order to identify if there is Icgitirnate activity with BZP to identify stakeholders who lllight
have a specifIC interest in this scheduling assessment, the Office of Controlled Substances issued
a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties in the Canada Gazette, Part I on November 22, 2008.
Five responses \vere received and these have been taken into consideration in this analysis.
The Health Canada OrugAnalysis Services, specifying that the tenl1 iSOll1ers should be added to
the TFlVIPP nOlnenc1ature as it would allow for easier identification of the substance when
pert()rnling lab analysis.
A subnlission from the British Colurnbia r-v1inistry of Healthy Living and Sport expressed
concerns that the addition of BZP and "fl;'MPP to the schedules to the CDSA lllay have an
crilninal justice systenl.
unintended impact on
A submission fron1 PurePillL Inc. recommended that HZP and TFMPP should not be regulated
under the ('OSA because of their potential use as a "hann reduction" altenlative for
tnethamphctalnine addicts. The subnlission also alleged that scheduling could increase the use
of other stimulant d~u~md that the risks associated with BZP-based pills are no lllore harn1ful

than

associated with alcoho1.
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T'he final comrnents received were 1'1"on1 Stuart Rosentha1, a lawyer representing Dufore
'fechnologies Inc. who arc ilnportcrs and distributers of BZP in Canada. They were Inainly
concerned with what the cornpany and its clients should do with CUlTent stock of BZP and
'TTl'vIPP should they beconle controlled substances ..
The Office of Controlled Substances has also consulted with Oflice of Drugs and Alcohol
Research and Surveillance~ Controlled Substances and 'fobacco Directorate and the Health
Products and l;'ood Branch Inspectorate in delineating options for the suitable control of these
substances.
I

8.

~

C()NSIDERATI()NS

BZP and T'FIV1PP n1ay pose a signiflcant risk to the health and safety of Canadians because of
their stirnuJant and hallucinogenic effects. It is also unclear what eftectsingesting these
substances could have 'vvhen taken with other controlled substances or alcohol.
Both substances have consistently been seized (as unidentifled chemicals or inappropriately
labelled goods. etc) at the Canadian border and are readily available on the intell1et and in store
front locations. Recently, l-Iealth Canada discovered that BZP \vas an undeclared substance in a
weight loss product. It should therct(we be considered that there nlay be other products
containing BZP or TFrv'lPP cuncnt1y being sold in Canada.

La\\' eni(}rCenlent have expressed their concerns to lIealth Canada of the challenges they face
when conducting investigation and laying charges with respect to the trafficking of MDMA. In
the pasl~ charges have had to be withdrawn froll1 court following analysis which continned that
the products believed to be~1DMA were in fact BZP, tying up police and COUli resources
unnecessarily. Furthernl0re, la\\' ent()l'Celnent is also concerned with the diversion potential of
BZP by organized crime syndicates.
I

~

Scheduling BZP and TFMPP to the CDSA would clearly establish their legal status in Canada.
\Vhile these substances are c-onsidered drugs and therefore fall within the purview of the FDA,
the health and safety ri~ks posed by these substances and low penalties set out in the FDA
\varrant consideration of increased control.
While regulating these substances as controlled substances would be a preen1ptive Ineasure,
there have been S0111e discussion at the international level regarding the scheduling under the UN
Drug Control Conventions. Should this occur, Canada will have to tollow suit in any case.

9.

SELEC'rEJ) S'rRATEGY

His the recommendation of the Office of C:ontrolled Substances~ that BZP and "rFMPP be added
to Schedule III to the CDSA and regulated under Part J of the FDR.
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l().

IlVIPLElVIENTATI()N AND EVALUATI()N

'rhe addition ofl3ZP and TFrvlPP to Schedule III of the CDSA and to Part J of the FDR requires
that I-Icalth Canada follow the federal regulatory process. The Policy and Regulatory Affairs
Division, ~C'S will work\vith dral1crs from the Department of Justice on the proposed
regulatory amendment~ and when cOlnpleted, the dratt will be sublnitted to the Treasury Board
i()r pre-publication in Canada (;a:::cUe. Part I. Input received during the COllllnent period will be
reviewed and considered in the preparation of the final regulation whieh will then be published
in C'anada
Part Ir.
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Draft
Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances Scheduling (CSS) Working Group meeting
Wednesday, March 17th , 2010,10-11 :30am
123 Slater Street, Rm 40SA
Present:

Regrets:

•

Suzanne Desjardins, Office of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

Colette Strnad, Office of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate, HPFB
(alternate for Thea Mueller) via phone

•

Bruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB via phone

•

Hanan Abromovici, ODARS, CSTD,
HECBS

•

Jocelyn Kula, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Tiana Branch, Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTB, HECSB

•

Evelyn Soo, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Tanja Kalajdzic, Marketed
Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices
Division, Marketed Health Products
Directorate, Health Products and
Food Branch (HPFB)

•

Secretariat- Tiffany Thornton,
ODARS, CSTD, HEeSB

1.
Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the working group members.
2.
Approval of Agenda Items
The following changes were made to the agenda:
>- Item 4 - Deferred to next meeting
>- Item 6 - Deferred to the summer
>- Item 8 - Added Ibogaine Discussion
000384

3.
Approval of ROD from NQY.emaer-1-S th , 2009
The ROD for the February meeting was approved, with a few minor changes.
4.
CDSA Scheduling Factors
Actions:
~ Bruna will be in Ottawa from March 22-23. She will modify the wording of factor 4 of
the Scheduling Factors in the document and provide the updated version to Tiana.

5.

Update on Issue Analysis Summary (lAS) on 8enzylpiperazine (8ZP) and
TFMPP
Elizabeth has updated the lAS based on CSS-WG and HPFBI comments. Jocelyn is currently
reviewing the document.
Actions:
~ Updated version of the lAS will be circulated to the CSS WG for their review once
approved by J ocel yn.
6.
Update and Discussion regarding Propofol Data
Tanja has not received the ten cases related to Propofol deaths for further analysis. It was also
noted that Propofol is no longer attracting media attention.
~ It was agreed by the working group to defer discussions to propofol to the summer.
7.
2C Family Update
Hanan has drafted a Substance Profile on 2C family substances. The Profile highlights the
pharmacology of the substance and demonstrated the limited evidence available related to
prevalence.

The RCMP and CBSA have made ten status requests to OCS regarding 2C family substances
since November 2009. However, is important to bear in mind that an increase in status request
could be a result of increased awareness of the substance, increased awareness of the status
decision program, etc.
A Request for Proposals (RFP) entitled Monitoring Alcohol and Drug Use among High Risk
Populations will be posted in April and is expected to be awarded in May 2010. This initiative
is aimed at collecting information regarding what substances are being used in vulnerable
populations, their prices, etc. Currently BC and NL are conducting similar projects under
MOUs with Health Canada. The RFP could be used as a method of capturing evidence related
to the use of new emerging substances such as the 2C family substances.
Actions:
t1 i dl--1J~
~ Suzanne to follow-up with Daniela from ODARS regarding the request for more
information from DAS on 2C family substances.
~ Katie Greenwood and Evelyn have an upcoming meeting with CBSA to discuss the
tracking of items labelled 2C substances at the border. Evelyn and Jocelyn will meet to
d,}

t
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~
~

discuss who at CBSA the CSS-WG should contact in order to request more information
on any activities with 2C substances.
Jocelyn to send Hanan the template for lAS so that he can begin to populate it with the
evidence related to pharmacology.
Hanan to make the following revisions to the Substance Profile Document:
o Section: Seizure Data - indicate the source of the seizure data, e.g., DAS, CBSA,
etc.
o Section: Scheduling/Regulatory - limit content to factual information only

8.
Discussion related to Ibogaine
A note from BC's College of Physicians and Surgeons was sent to the Minister's Office
expressing concerns over the addictive and psycho-active properties of ibogaine, which is not
currently scheduled under the CDSA. Ibogaine is controlled in the United States. The current
literature does not support the efficacy of ibogaine as a treatment for addiction.
The note was originally routed to HPFB and then forwarded to NHPD and then finally on to
CTSD for consultation. The CSS-WG agreed that it should lead the HECSB-HPFB discussion
of ibogaine and that a representative from NHPD should be invited to participate.

Actions:
~ Jocelyn to circulate note from BC's College of Physicians and Surgeons for reference
~ Bruna to share research related to the use of ibogaine in Canada.
~ An impromptu CSS WG meeting will be convened to discuss the issue of ibogaine prior
to the next CSS-WG meeting.

9.
Update
Jocelyn attended the UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs in Vienna, March 8-1ih. Seventeen
resolutions were passed, including a US resolution on prescription drugs.
Actions:
~ Jocelyn to circulate relevant resolutions to the CSS WG

.-'1 &:ti~

10.
Next Steps
Next meeting scheduled for April 21 st, 2010 from 10-11 :30am in Rm 405A. Tiffany will send
the invitation along with the agenda and the ROD for the next meeting.
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ess Working group - BZP
Bruna Brands, Evelyn Soo, Jocelyn Kula,
Tiffany Thornton to: Suzanne Desjardins, Tanja Kalajdzic, Thea
Mueller, Tiana Branch, Hanan Abramovici

2010-03-2612:40 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault, Rox-Ann Lacroix

Hello everyone,
Attached you will find the revised draft of the lAS on BZP and TFMPP for your review. Please forward all
comments directly to Elizabeth Dussault on or before April 16th.
Thank you,
Tiffany
946-3590

Ir1

DRAFT lAS BZP and TFMPP March 2010 v.1.5.wpd
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Issue Analysis Summary
Office of Controlled Substances

Regulation of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP)
CONTENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.

ISSUE
PURPOSE
CONTEXT
ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
CONSULTATIONS
CONSIDERATIONS
SELECTED STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
OUTCOME EVALUATION

ISSUE

The piperazines are a class of compounds containing a piperazine ring as part of their chemical
structure. Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also
used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
However, there are two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally for their
hallucinogenic and stimulant properties. These are: BZP (l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine) and
TFMPP (1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine).
Health Canada is not aware that either of these substances are being used commercially in the
production of any industrial or pharmaceutical products in Canada.
An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent legitimate
use and coupled with information regarding the use and appearance of BZP and TFMPP products
across Canada have prompted the need to determine whether these substances should be
regulated as controlled substances under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).

2.

PURPOSE

To assess these substances against the factors considered by the Office of Controlled Substances
(OCS) when deciding to add substances to one of the Schedules to the CDSA, and examine
possible options for the regulation of these substances.
000388
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3.

CONTEXT

3.1

Legislative Frameworks

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations

The Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) provides a legislative framework for the
control of substances that can alter mental processes and may produce harm to the health of an
individual or to society when diverted or misused. Except as authorized under regulation,
activities such as possession, possession for the purpose of trafficking, trafficking, importation,
exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and production of controlled substances
are prohibited under the CDSA.
The CDSA and its regulations seek to support the legal manufacture, trade and possession of
controlled substances for medical and scientific purposes while minimizing diversion for illicit
purposes. The CDSA also carries punishments for various offences and regulatory requirements
which allow for more restricted control and closer monitoring of drug use.
The substances regulated under the CDSA are grouped into eight schedules. Schedules I to V
lists controlled substances while Schedule VI lists precursor chemicals. Schedules VII and VIII
provides the threshold quantities for trafficking and possession offenses involving cannabis and
cannabis resin.
Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments described in Part I of the
CDSA. Offenses associated with Schedule IV are similar to those associated with substances in
Schedules I, II and III except that there is no offence for simple possession.

3.2

Background

BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act.
BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used in the rave and party scene in Canada
because of their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. BZP has also been found in products
targeted for other purposes such as weight loss. They are readily available for sale on the Internet
and in specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops, etc.) in Canada. The Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS) has maintained a "substance of concern" file on both BZP and TFMPP since
2004.
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The Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzed samples ofBZP from seizures made by law
enforcement as early as 1999 and has observed a steady increase in the number of samples
submitted for analysis since that time. Law enforcement have also informed Health Canada
directly that they have seen more and more BZP and TFMPP on the streets. Health Canada has
also received correspondence from Canada Border Services Agency requesting that Health
Canada schedule BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA because of the increased importation of
these substances into Canada without any apparent legitimate purpose.
Media interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004 but has remained steady since
July 2008 following the deaths of two individuals that were initially thought to be related to the
ingestion of pills containing BZP. The media expressed concerns that Health Canada had not
taken a more proactive stance in regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances because of
the health risks associated with these substances. Questions were also raised questions regarding
the easy availability of these pills in public fora.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a drug as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations
(FDR) and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. The Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (Inspectorate) continue to pursue
various enforcement measures against distributers, importers and manufacturers of these products
in Canada. Beginning in October 2007, the Inspectorate established a customs target for
finished products which was subsequently updated to include bulk powder in July 2008.
Retailers have also been advised to remove products from their shelves and consumers have also
been warned not to use products containing BZP and TFMPP.
In the summer of 2008, the Inspectorate and the Office of Controlled Substances collaborated on
a risk assessment on BZP. The risk assessment concluded that consideration should be given to
adding BZP to one of the Schedules to the CDSA.
The Inspectorate have also taken a number of enforcement actions targeted at PurePillz, Inc. who
have been reported as selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. Purepillz,
Inc. have been notified that their activities and the sale of these products are in contravention of
the Food and Drugs Act (FDA). Health Canada have repeatedly requested that they stop the
import, distribution and sale of these products. In July 2008, Health Canada posted a health
advisory, advising consumers to not use unauthorized products being sold by PurePillz, Inc. due
to the serious health risks associated with their products. 1 PurePillz, Inc. has yet to take the
necessary steps to comply with Health Canada's requests.

1 Health Canada Advises Consumers Not To Use Purepillz Unauthorized Products,
http://www.hc-sc.gc.calahc-asc/medialadvisories-avis/_2008/2008 _1 08-eng.php, 2008-07-10
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In December 2009, Health Canada posted another health advisory, this time advising consumers
not to use an unauthorized product containing BZP named Revolution DS Weight Loss, due to
the serious health risks associated with the product. 2

4.

ASSESSMENT OF BZP AND TFMPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES

The following factors are assessed when substances are being considered for scheduling under
the CDSA:
•
•
•
•
•
•

International requirements and trends in control/scheduling;
Chemical and pharmacological similarity to other substances listed in the Schedules to
the CDSA;
Legitimate use;
Potential for abuse and addiction liability;
Extent of actual abuse in Canada and elsewhere; and,
Risk to the health and safety of Canadians.

4.1

International Requirements and Trends in Control/Scheduling

4.1.1

International Control

Both BZP or TFMPP are not currently listed in any of the three United Nations Drug Control
Conventions. That said the INCB has requested that governments provide the World Health
Organization (WHO) and the INCB with any information on the abuse of and trafficking of
piperazine derived compounds3, and has also requested that the WHO Expert Committee on
Drug Dependence (ECDD) assess piperazine derived compounds in order to determine whether
to recommend that they be placed under international control4 •

4.1.2

European Union

The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europol and European Medicines Agency
completed a j oint risk assessment of BZP in May 2007. That assessment identified that BZP
should be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack of medical benefits and lack of evidence
that it is safe for human consumption5•
On March 3,2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as a new

2 Health Canada Warns Consumers Not To Use The Unauthorized Product "RevolutionDS Weight Loss"
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ahc-asc/media/advisories-avis/_2009/2009 _ 211-eng.php, 2009-12-24
3 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 28, page 111.
4 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 45, page 114.
5 Ibid 3
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psychoactive substance which is to be made subject to control measures and criminal provisions.
Member states were called upon to place BZP, within 1 year, under their respective drug control
regulations that fall in line with the obligations imposed by the 1971 United Nations Convention
on psychotropic substances6 •
In many EU Member States (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Finland, Croatia and Sweden) had already taken the decision to regulated BZP as a controlled
substances. Other jurisdictions currently regulate BZP differently and they would have to make
changes in line with the requirements of the 1971 United Nations Conventions. In the
Netherlands for example, BZP in pharmaceutical form is regulated as a medicinal product. 7
Similarly, Spain considers BZP to be a substance which modifies physiological functions when
administered to humans as defined under applicable Spanish legislation. It is therefore subject to
certain control measures such as inspections, annual reporting to the Spanish Medicines Agency
and is subject to enforcement measures for non-compliance8 • In the United Kingdom, vendors
and retailers of BZP may face prosecution as the drug is classified as unlicensed under the
Medicines Act 1968. 9 In France, BZP is classified as a narcotic further to the publication of an
order in the "Journal officiel" by the Agence fran<;aise de securite sanitaire des produits de
sante. 10 Finally, the Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland released a statement on March
31, 2009, indicating that BZP has now been declared a controlled substance because of its
potential for abuse and for causing significant harm to public health. 11
Although, the European Union has focused mainly on BZP, some member states have also taken
steps to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance. Greece, Sweden, Croatia and Denmark have
all elected to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance.

4.1.3

New Zealand

The history of BZP regulation in New Zealand is complex. An April 2004 assessment of "party
pills" (which included substances such as BZP, TFMPP and other piperazine derivatives) by the
New Zealand Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) concluded that there was
insufficient objective evidence showing that these substances were harmful; thus they
recommended that "party pills" containing these substances should remain legal. 12

7

Ibid 22
Ibid 3

8

Ibid 3

6

Medicines and Health Products Regulatory Agency Press Release, Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are
dangerous and illegal, 20 Mar 2007.
10 Agence fran9aise de securite sanitaire des produits de sante, Classement comme stupeiiant de la BZP, 20
May 2008, http://afssaps.sante.frlhtmfl0/filcoprs/080503.htm
11 Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland, Minister for Health and Children announces ban on
9

stimulant drug BZP, 31 Mar 09. http://www.dohc.ie/press/releases/2009/20090331.html
12 Alansari, M. and Hamilton, D., Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pills: A New Zealand case
report, The New Zealand Medical Journal, 05-May-06, Vol 119 No. 1233
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In 2006, the EACD completed a further assessment of these substances and concluded that recent
studies had documented real harm, including potentially fatal seizures. They noted, however,
that there was still no information about the effects of long-term use of these substances on
humans.
In May 2007, the EACD again considered these substances in light of further scientific research
and evidence that was accumulated in studies conducted in New Zealand. The EACD focused its
attention on the increased availability of "party pills", which were being marketed and distributed
widely over the Internet, through counterculture retailers, and more recently in liquor outlets,
service stations and dairies. Other information considered included a number of reports showing
evidence linking "party pills" to adverse reactions when taken with prescription medicines, and a
number of scientific studies that showed that there were no known legitimate commercial uses
for these substances.
This growing evidence led to the tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse of Drugs Act and
list BZP, TFMPP and similar substances as scheduled substances on December 18, 2007. The
amendment was passed by Parliament and came into force on April 1, 2008. In New Zealand, it
is illegal to possess and use, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP, TFMPP, pFPP,
MeOPP, mCPP and MBZP. The bill provided an amnesty provision that allowed individuals to
possess no more than 100 tablets/pills or 5 grams of these substances until no later than
September 30, 2008 when they would become illegal 13 •

4.1.4

Australia

BZP and TFMPP was added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of Drugs
and Poisons (SUSDP) in February 2006 14 • In its decision to include BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (NDPSC) considered
information from the "Vaults of Erowid" website which includes links to drug experience
websites and information about drugs from both anecdotal and peer reviewed sources. The
NDPSC also considered actions taken in other jurisdictions such as the tabling of a proposal to
amend the Misuse of Drugs Act in New Zealand to include BZP and similar substances and the
addition ofBZP to Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act in the United States. They also
considered submissions from stakeholders that indicated that these substances were not being
used for any legitimate industrial purposes in Australia. They also noted that these substances
were being misrepresented and marketed as a legal alternative to illicit drugs 15.

13 National Drug Policy of New Zealand, BZP change in legal status to Class CI controlled drug, I April
2008, http://www.ndp.govt.nzlmoh.nsflindexcm!ndp-news-home
14 Australian National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee, Record of Reasons of Meeting 46, February
21-23,2006
15 Ibid 9
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4.1.5

United States of America

The use ofBZP and TFMPP was first reported in California in late 1996 and it has since spread
across the U.S. Both substances were placed on an emergency scheduling notice on July 18,
2002, with the intent of deeming them to be Schedule I drugs 16. This action was taken in response
to local U.S. Law Enforcement Agencies reporting a growing number of seizures ofBZP across
the U.S. The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration Office of Diversion Control had also
reported that BZP has no currently accepted medical use and was not safe for use even with
medical supervision l7 •
On March 18, 2004, BZP was officially listed in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act
(CSA). Schedule I of the CSA lists substances that have a high potential for abuse, have no
accepted medicinal use for treatment and there is a lack of an acceptable safe use under medical
supervision. TFMPP is however no longer controlled under the CSA because of a
recommendation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a scientific evaluation from
the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)18 indicating that the controls imposed by the CSA
were not warranted.

4.2

Chemical and Pharmacological Similarity to Other Substances Listed in the
Schedules to the CDSA

4.2.1

Chemistry of BZP

BZP is a synthetic N -monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benylpiperazine, 1benzyl-diazacyclohexane and does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride.
This does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

4.2.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes

16 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Temporary placement
of BZP and TFMPP into Schedule I, 20 Sep 2002
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/sched_actions/2002/fr07182.htm
17 Ibid 40
18 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Placement ofBZP into
Schedule I, 18 Mar 2004, http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/rules/2004/fr0318.htm
7
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in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow colour liquid.

4.2.3

Pharmacology of BZP

Based on the only pharmacokinetic study conducted in humans 19, BZP concentration in plasma is
highest at 75 minutes after oral dosing. It has an elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully defined. Of interest, it was shown
that, in vitro, when TFMPP is added to BZP, the metabolism of BZP is inhibited by 60%. When
BZP was incubated with TFMPP, the metabolism of TFMPP was inhibited by 90%. These
metabolic interactions can lead to elevated levels of both drugs in plasma and increase their
effects, which could also account for the increase of adverse events.20
The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to those of amphetamines and that it acts by increasing
the efflux of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway.21,22 BZP is thought to
have about one-tenth the potency of amphetamine. 23 ,24
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. found that both
oral BZP 100mg and dexamphetamine 10mg were associated with significant increases in
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate compared to placebo. 25 The two
active treatments were not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A
publication reporting on two clinical trials also showed that both BZP and dexamphetamine
resulted in significant increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. 26

19Antia U, Lee HS, Kydd RR, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Pharmacokinetics of 'party pill' drug Nbenzylpiperazine (BZP) in healthy human participants. Forensic Sci Int. 2009 Apr 15;186(1-3):63-7. Epub 2009 Mar
3.
20 Antia U, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine-based 'party pill' drugs.
1 Pharm Pharmacol. 2009 Iul;61(7):877-82.
21 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: 1-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387 lIHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
22 Baumann MR, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla IS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted
piperazines abused by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
or 'Ecstasy'). Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
23 Ibid 3
24 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd 1, Peck AW. Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and
I-benzyl~~erazine in former addicts. Eur 1 Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):170-6.
Ibid 6
26 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck AW, Young PA.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. Eur 1 Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
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4.2.4. Pharmacology of TFMPP
TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In the in vitro experiments using human liver microsomes, it was determined that
CYP2D6 was the most important enzyme accounting for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic
clearance. 27 Genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 may account for different toxicological risks of
TFMPP intake.

It is now well established that TFMPP is a serotonin 5-HT receptor agonist that stimulates central
serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
produces presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons 28 ,29,30,31, is able to preferentially bind to
multiplepost-synaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes32 ,33,34, and alter synaptic 5-HT function by
inhibiting 5-HT reuptake. 35 ,36

4.2.5. Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination
While there is not a lot of research on the pharmacology of BZPITFMPP combined, some
pharmacodynamic information is available.
The co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone. 37,38 Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The fact that these druginduced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for

27 Staack RF, Paul LD, Springer D, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of
the new designer drug 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In vivo studies in Wistar and Dark Agouti
rats as well as in vitro studies in human liver microsomes. Biochem Pharmacol. 2004 Jan 15;67(2):235-44.
28 Pettibone DJ, Williams M. Serotonin-releasing effects of substituted piperazines in vitro. Biochem
Pharmacol. 1984 May 1;33(9):1531-5.
29 Auerbach SB, Rutter JJ, Juliano PJ. Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular
serotonin in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
30 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X"
piperazine analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct; 1025: 189-97.
31 Ibid 4
32 Fuller, R. I-Phenylpiperazines and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-HT
Agonists and Psychoactive Drugs, R. Rech, Gudelsky GA, Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor, MI. p. 35-59.
33 Hoyer D. Functional correlates of serotonin 5-HTI recognition sites. J Recept Res. 1988;8(1-4):59-81.
34 Schoeffter P, Hoyer D. Interaction of arylpiperazines with 5-HTIA, 5-HTIB, 5-HTIC and 5-HTID
receptors: do discriminatory 5-HTIB receptor ligands exist? Naunyn Schmiedebergs Arch Pharmacol. 1989
Jun;339(6):675-83.
35 Ibid 11
36 WolfWA, Ziaja E, Arthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ, Levine RA, Kuhn DM. Effect oftetrahydrobiopterin
on serotonin synthesis, release, and metabolism in superfused hippocampal slices. J Neurochem. 1991
Oct;57(4):1191-7.
37 Ibid 4
38 Ibid 12
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serotonin and dopamine release suggests that the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow
therapeutic window of safety.
A recent clinical trial measured a range of clinical outcomes of pills containing both BZP 300mg
and TFMPP 74mg when taken alone or in combination with alcoho1. 39 The results showed that
BZP/TFMPP significantly increases pulse rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, a finding
that was suggested to occur via noradrenaline release causing sympathomimetic effects similar to
amphetamines.

4.3

Legitimate Use

Piperazines are a class of compounds which are known to have many industrial and
pharmaceutical uses. For example, the parent compound, piperazine, has been widely used for
many years as an anti-worming drug in animals. BZP, however, has never been used for such a
purpose. 40
Throughout the 1970s, a compound with BZP as the active metabolite was investigated as a
potential anti-depressant in humans.41 Its clinical use was short-lived however because of the
stimulant side effects of the drug. 42
While BZP has no established or acknowledged medical value, TFMPP has widely been used as
a pharmacological probe drug for drug discrimination procedures in animals 43 because of its
serotonergic properties. The International Narcotic Control Board (!NCB) World Drug Report
for 2007 also states that both these substances are available primarily for use in intermediates in
the manufacture of chemicals and pharmaceuticals and are used in neurochemical and psychiatric
research throughout the world44 . Health Canada is not aware if BZP or TFMPP are in fact being
used for such purposes in Canada.

4.4

Potential for Abuse and Addiction Liability

4.4.1

Potential for Abuse of BZP

39 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M,
Robinson G, Beasley R. Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills'
BZP/TFMPP alone and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
40 European Union Commission Decision, Stronger control measures for the synthetic drug BZP, 2008 Mar
3, http://europa.eu/scadplus/leglenllvb/133273.htm
41 Munro-Faure, A.D., Peck, A.W., Pullin, C., Young, P.A. Detection of dexamphetamine-like activity in
man. A comparison of several tests (1971) J. Pharm. Chim. (Paris), 2, pp. 228-229.
42 Tekes K, Thfalusi L, 19yi B, Herman F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action ofEGYT475, a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacy 1987;39(2):203-11.
43 Ibid 9
44 International Narcotics Control Board, 2008 World Drug Report, p. 39
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Preclinical findings have indicated that the mechanism of action of BZP involves the increase of
extracellular DA and 5-HT levels- a common feature for psycho stimulants such as amphetamines
and cocaine. Dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA levels in the rat nucleus accumbens, an area
of the brain that is part of the brain reward pathway and associated with pleasurable feelings from
drugs of abuse, further suggests that BZP acts via a mechanism of a reinforcing drug.
Studies have shown the rewarding properties of BZP in animals. In rats, BZP produces place
preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, produces similar
behavioural responses to methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to
amphetamine. 45 ,46,47,48 In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self administered, substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test. 49 These studies have
consistently found that BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers
repeatedly suggest that it carries potential for abuse.
In humans, only three clinical trials have examined aspects ofBZP abuse liability. A doubleblind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of
dexamphetamine and BZP. 50 Both drugs were significantly different from placebo on the
excitation score, the physician's amphetamine score, and the subject's amphetamine score. The
results suggest that BZP had a 10-fold lower potency than dexamphetamine. On the basis of the
findings that BZP produced similar effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former addicts, the
Wellcome Foundation Ltd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and suggested that BZP
should be placed under statutory control similar to those regulating amphetamines. Another
study from the Wellcome Research Laboratory reported on two clinical pharmacological trials
conducted with healthy volunteers,51 that concluded that BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with
activity similar to dexamphetamine.
Another clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP but concluded that
pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects. This was evidenced by
improved driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, as well as difficulty
getting to sleep.52

45 Meririnne E, Kajos M, Kankaanpaa A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of I-benzylpiperazine, a new
drug of abuse, in rats. Basic Clin Pharmacol Toxicol. 2006 Apr;98(4):346-50.
46 Brennan KA, Lake B, Hely LS, Jones K, Gittings D, Colussi-Mas J, Fitzmaurice PS, Lea RA, Schenk S.
N-benzylF,iperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behav Pharmacol. 2007 Dec; 18(8):785-90.
7 Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted
piperazines in the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(l):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
48 Ibid 4
49 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative
stimulus effects of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol
Depend. 2005 Feb 14;77(2):161-8.
50 Ibid 6
51 Ibid 8
52 Ibid 21
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Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has the
potential for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The
degree with which BZP is likely to be abused however, is unclear, as more pharmacokinetic
studies and more detailed human abuse liability studies are needed.

4.4.2

Potential for Abuse of TFMPP

One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbc DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release has not been
convincingly shown. However, the administration of TFMPP in combination with BZP, has
been shown to result in dramatic increases in DA in the brain, suggestive of some potential for
abuse when the drugs are combined. 51 ,52 In addition, the significant increases in both DA and 5HT levels are similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating that the
combination of the two drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. This combination has
been associated with exhibiting MDMA-like effects in animal models 53 ,54,55,56 and human case
studies,57 in which TFMPP is proposed to account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like
effects and BZP is thought to elicit stimulant-like effects. While animal studies have also shown
that TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drug-discrimination paradigm,58,59,60 there are more
convincing accounts ofTFMPP's lack of abuse potential. The fact that TFMPP failed to
maintain self-administration in primates61 and did not induce place preference in rats 62 highly
suggests that the drug has minimal abuse potential when taken on its own. In combination with
BZP however, TFMPP has been shown to be reinforcing at low doses, but also at lower levels
than BZP administered alone. 63 Therefore, although TFMPP may possess similar properties to
MDMA, albeit with a lower potency, it is possible to conclude that there is minimal likelihood
for TFMPP to be abused on its own.

51 Ibid 12
52 Ibid 4
53 Ibid 12
54 Ibid 4
55 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
56 Ibid 24
57 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PI.Dissociative and sympathomimetic
toxicity associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine
(BZP). J Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4):254-7.
58 Ibid 55
59 Ibid 24
60 Come SJ, Pickering RW. A possible correlation between drug-induced hallucinations in man and a
behavioural response in mice. Psychopharmacologia. 1967;11(1):65-78.
61 Ibid 47
62 Mosher T, Hayes D, Greenshaw A.Differential effects of 5-HT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning
and locomotor activity in rats. Eur J Pharmacol. 2005 May 16;515(1-3):107-16.
63 Ibid 47
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4.4.3

Addiction Liability

The occurrence of both tolerance and the withdrawal syndrome reveal an aspect of
neuroadaptation, or change in hemostatic processes, that may contribute to the development of
dependence. However, studies investigating BZP-related or TFMPP-related physical dependence
in animals or humans have not yet been conducted. In humans, it is unclear whether users
develop tolerance to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, as well as if there are any
withdrawal symptoms from long-term use.
Astudy recently completed in New Zealand, with human subjects, assessed the psychological and
physical dependence of BZP/TFMPP based pills using the DSM-IV substance dependence
criteria. They found that 6 of33 (18.2%) subjects showed psychological dependence and 6 of35
(17.1 %) subjects showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawals. 64
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction, using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS).65 The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
Interestingly, the study also revealed that the use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. The study documented that pills containing BZP and TFMPP
were the fourth most widely used recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis.

4.5

Extent of Actual Abuse in Canada and Elsewhere

In Canada, the extent of actual abuse is relatively unknown as no studies or reports on the abuse
of these substances have been conducted. Health Canada is aware that these pills are being sold
in Canada and are used in the rave and party scene as an alternative to ecstasy (MDMA).
At present, toxicological profiles for BZP or TFMPP have not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other stimulant substances or ethanol, evidence as to the adverse effects
that result purely from BZP is sparse. Combining BZP with other drugs or alcohol is more
common than its use alone. 66 ,67,68,69 Therefore some adverse events often attributed to BZP's
mode of action are in effect the result of drug-drug interactions.
Ibid 21
Wilkins C, Girling M, Sweetsur P. The prevalence of use, dependency and harms of legal 'party pills'
containing benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (TFMPP) in New Zealand. Journal of Substance
Use, 2007.12(3): p. 2l3-224.
66 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiperazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
67 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans:
a prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med J. 2005 Dec 16; 118(l227):UI784
68 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Casswell S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand:
comparisons offmdings from national household drug surveying in 1998,2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006.
119(1244J: p. U2285.
9 Nicholson, TC. Prevalence of use, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those
presenting to the emergency department. Emerg Med Australas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
64
65
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Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been reported.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with BZP toxicity.70 Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4% heart palpitations,
29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing BZP plasma
levels were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in individuals who
had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is reported elsewhere but again, only when
no other substance or ethanol was co_ingested. 71 ,72,73,74,75,76
All accounts of TFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining BZPITFMPP pill
intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological symptoms
associated with BZP/TFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern the symptoms specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingested BZp.77
A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP
alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent and severe adverse events in the
active BZP/TFMPP groups that the study was terminated. 78
In London, England there were three cases that presented to hospital emergency department,
where the patients were experiencing dissociative-type symptoms and features of
sympathomimetic toxicity, upon which subsequent toxicological screening revealed they were
due to a combination of BZP and TFMPP found in blood and urine samples. 79
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very uncommon, death may be a likely
consequence of ingesting BZP and/or TFMPP with a mixture of other drugs and alcohol. 80,81,82

70 Ibid 66
71 Ibid 4
72 Baumann MH, Ayestas MA, Sharpe LG, Lewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Persistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated with GBRl2909 decanoate. J Pharmacol Exp Ther.
2002 Jun;301(3):1190-7.
73 Wood DM, Dargan PI, Button J, Holt DW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL. Collapse, reported seizure-and an unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571): 1490.
74 King LA, Nutt D. Seizures in a night club. Lancet. 2007 JuI21;370(9583):220.
75 Ibid 67
76 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Girling M. Patterns ofbenzylpiperazine/trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine party
pill use and adverse effects in a population sample in New Zealand. Drug Alcohol Rev. 2008 Nov;27(6):633-9.
77 Kushnir, V. 1-(-3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) abuse liability and dependence potential
assessment. Report prepared for Health Canada. October 2009.
78 Ibid 21
79 Ibid 57
80 Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner J. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden. J Anal
Toxicol. 2004 Jan-Feb;28(l):67-70.
81 Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and
quantitation of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol, 2008. 32(2): p. 172-7.
82 Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy
and benzylpiperazine] Dtsch Med Wochenschr. 2001 Jul13;126(28-29):809-11. [Article in German]
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Overall, it is evident that BZP and/or TFMPP ingestion, alone or with other drugs, expresses the
potential to pose significant risks to users.

4.6

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

The easy availability of BZP and TFMPP products in Canada increases the potential risk to the
health and safety of Canadians. These products are clearly marketed as a safe and legal
alternative to other illicit substances such as MDMA and amphetamines. It appears that these
substances are also being used and marketed for other purposes such as weight loss.
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) has communicated with Health Canada the number of
shipments that have been seized at the border and referred to CBSA laboratories for analysis.
From 2004 to 2008 the number of samples analyzed that contained BZP and/or TFMPP increased
from 0 to 17. It should be noted, however, that these numbers do not reflect the total amount of
shipments that have come across the border that were not seized or sent for analysis. These
seizures which ranged in size from 1kg to 400kg of pure chemical, to 5000 to 40000 capsules of
finished product and were either BZP alone or in combination with TFMPP or other substances
such as ephedrine.
According to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 2007 Drug Situation Report, there is
an emerging trend in designer-type substance trafficking. BZP and TFMPP were both found in
pills seized by law enforcement which were thought to be MDMA due to their similar markings.
The RCMP also observed that organized crime groups take advantage of every opportunity to
exploit emerging markets of rave or party drugs and that BZP and TFMPP would not be
excluded. 83
Health Canada's Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzes samples of controlled substances that
are submitted by law enforcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP and TFMPP are
not controlled substances in Canada they have appeared in samples received by Health Canada
from police seizures. The following table outlines the quantities of BZP and TFMPP samples
received for analysis between 2006 and December 2009.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

5

146

1061

2121

TFMPP

3

121

898

2077

Health Canada has been actively monitoring and taking compliance and enforcement actions
both at the border and domestically for bulk powder and other dosage form finished products
containing BZP and TFMPP.

83

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Drug Situation Report 2007, pg 26.
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The below table reflects the total number of import shipments containing BZP or TFMPP that
have been referred to Health Canada for an admissibility decision and that were subsequently
refused. Shipments ranged from small personal shipments of one finished product package
containing a few tablets to large commercial shipments of bulk powder.

Year

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Total number of imports refused

2

1

6

5

9

The Inspectorate's laboratory program receives samples of drug substances from Health Canada
inspectors for analysis. BZP, TFMPP and a combination of both have been detected in the
samples received by the lab and this information is found the below table. Since 2008, there has
been an increase in the number of requests for testing of BZP andlor TFMPP as well as an
increase in the number of positive test results.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

0

0

2

14

TFMPP

0

0

0

1

BZP& TFMPP

0

0

4

7

Total # of samples tested by
Inspectorate labs*

0

0

11

22

*includes samples suspected to contain BZP andlor TFMPP that tested negative.
Health Canada is seeing an increasing trend in activity with respect to the importation,
fabrication and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and TFMPP which
has led to a corresponding increase in activities related to compliance and enforcement.
As of October 2007, the Inspectorate has taken numerous enforcement actions against BZP and
TFMPP products beginning with establishing a customs target for finished products. Since then
enforcement actions have also been taken in April 2008 targeting PurePillz, Inc. who have been
reported as selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. Four PurePillz, Inc.
products were subsequently seized from 24 store locations across Canada in July 2008 further to
the failure of the company to comply with stop-sale requests. In 2009, an adverse drug reaction
report whereby a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia (abnormal electrical activity of the
heart) after consuming the product RevolutionDS Weight Loss led to coordinated compliance
verification visits to multiple retailers in Ottawa and subsequent administrative seizures and
voluntary forfeitures of RevolutionDS Weight Loss product.
Health Canada has also released two separate public health advisories regarding products
containing BZP. On July 10,2008, a public advisory was published on Health Canada's website
16
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warning Canadians not to consume unauthorized products sold by PurePillz, Inc. as the products
contain BZP and may pose a serious risk to health. On December 24,2009, Health Canada
released another health advisory warning Canadians not to use the product RevolutionDS Weight
Loss, which contains BZP and has not been authorized for sale by Health Canada.
In the United States, the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) tracks drug seizure reports through
the National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS). In 2008, BZP replaced ketamine
as one of the 25 most frequently identified drugs. The report also outlines the number of club
drugs (MDMA, BZP, MDA, Ketamine, TFMPP, etc.) that have been identified in labs. Next to
MDMA, BZP appears second on the list of the most identified club drug and TFMPP appears as
fifth. 84 The DEA's System to Retrieve Information From Drug Evidence (STRIDE) also
identified BZP as being one of the most frequently identified drugs in the US. 85

5.

ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

Although Health Canada possesses limited information about the health risks associated with the
use of BZP and TFMPP, there is scientific evidence suggesting that these substances have a
potential for abuse and can cause harm to public health. These substances have no known
legitimate therapeutic use in Canada and there are also no known legitimate industrial
applications. Currently, it would appear therefore that BZP and TFMPP are marketed and sold
for recreational purposes only and to a smaller extent as a weight loss product. No products
containing BZP and TFMPP have not been authorized for sale in Canada. The import of these
substances has also increased significantly.

6.

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS

Further to the assessment completed in Section 4, the following options have been identified.
Scheduling under the CDSA is a three-step process in that substances are first assessed as to
whether or not they should be regulated under the CDSA and then into which Schedule they best
fit and, then, depending on whether they have a legitimate use (scientific, medical or industrial),
a decision must be made as to which regulations the substance should be subject. This last step
will be carried out later on in this issue analysis.

Option 1 : No Action. BZP and TFMPP remain as uncontrolled substances
BZP and TFMPP are considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act and require a
DIN prior to being sold or marketed in Canada.
PROS:
a.

84
85

Consistent with the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not yet scheduled under any UN
Drug Control Conventions

DEA, National Forensic Laboratory Information System Annual Report 2008, pg 1-31.
Ibid 84
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CONS:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

The control of BZP and TFMPP would differ from the control mechanisms of the
European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia and
the United States
Penalties under the FDA are administrative in nature and law enforcement has no
authority under the FDA to take any criminal action against industry. Known
industry has not respected the fact that they are selling products containing an
unapproved drug, and in one case, has explicitly ignored regulatory actions taken by
HPFBI.
Would not address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment, e.g. the lack
of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to high
potential for abuse.
Does not address the increased volume of BZP and TFMPP being imported into
Canada or the manufacture and distribution of these substances in Canada, which
increases the risks of abuse/misuse.
The quality of products containing BZP and TFMPP is suspect given the noncompliance with the FDA and Good Manufacturing Practices.

Option 2 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III of the CDSA.
PROS:
a.

b.
c.

d.

CONS:
a.

Control measures for BZP and TFMPP as imposed by Schedule III would be similar
to control measures imposed in other countries such as New Zealand and some
European nations
Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused/misuse
Will address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment e.g. the lack of
evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to high
potential for abuse.
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are pharmacologically similar to
amphetamines. The majority of substances in Schedule III are stimulants and BZP
and TFMPP would therefore be regulated in a similar way

Will likely be opposed by industry specializing in recreational products who have
been selling product in Canada for several years without meeting any regulatory
requirements

Option 3 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV of the CDSA
PROS:
a.

Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused/misuse
18
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b.

c.

CONS:
a.

b.

c.

Will address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment e.g. the lack of
evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to high
potential for abuse.
Would be consistent with the goals of the National Anti-Drug Strategy which aims
to prevent illicit drug use, help treat those with illicit drug dependencies, and to
combat the production and distribution of illicit drugs.

Substances included in Schedule IV are not subject to possession offenses under the
CDSA, thus law enforcement will not be able to take action against people in
possession of BZP and TFMPP.
Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule IV would differ from the control mechanisms
in the European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia
and the United States because there is no possession offence.
BZP and TFMPP are not pharmacologically similar to substances listed in Schedule
IV

In consideration of the analysis above, it is recommended that BZP and TFMPP be added to
Schedule III to the CDSA.
The following will consider the options for whether BZP and TFMPP should be added to one of
the regulations that sit under the CDSA. In light of the fact that TPD has received some
enquiries from a pharmaceutical company interested in marketing BZP with a clinical indication,
consideration has been given to the following options.

Option A : BZP and TFMPP remain unregulated
PROS:
a.

CONS:
a.

BZP and TFMPP would be controlled in a similar way as the control measures
imposed in other countries such as New Zealand, the United States and Australia.

Only access to these substances for a medical, scientific or public interest purpose
would be via an exemption under s. 56 of the CDSA.

Option B : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under the FDR-Part G
The FDR-Part G is the regulation that allows for the manufacture, distribution, sale, import and
export of the substances listed in its schedule.
PROS:
a.

Would allow industry to access BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes while reducing the risk of BZP and TFMPP being
19
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b.

CONS:
a.

abused/misused and/or diverted
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are pharmacologically similar to
amphetamines, which are regulated under the FDR-Part G.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.

Option 3 : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under the FDR-Part J

FDR-Part J regulates the use of controlled substances that have no recognized medical use.
Substances listed in the schedule can only be used for scientific and research purposes.
PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

7.

Would allow access to BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific or research
purposes should the need arise.
BZP and TFMPP have no known therapeutic use and would therefore be regulated in
a similar way as other stimulants that do not have any therapeutic use.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.

CONSULTATIONS

In order to identify if there is legitimate activity with BZP to identify stakeholders who might
have a specific interest in this scheduling assessment, the Office of Controlled Substances issued
a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties in the Canada Gazette, Part Ion November 22,2008.
Five responses were received and these have been taken into consideration in this analysis.
The Health Canada Drug Analysis Services, specifying that the term isomers should be added to
the TFMPP nomenclature as it would allow for easier identification of the substance when
performing lab analysis.
A submission from the British Columbia Ministry of Healthy Living and Sport expressed
concerns that the addition of BZP and TFMPP to the schedules to the CDSA may have an
unintended impact on the criminal justice system.
A submission from PurePillz, Inc. recommended that BZP and TFMPP should not be regulated
under the CDSA because of their potential use as a "harm reduction" alternative for
methamphetamine addicts. The submission also alleged that scheduling could increase the use
of other stimulant drugs and that the risks associated with BZP-based pills are no more harmful
than those associated with alcohol.
20
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The final comments received were from Stuart Rosenthal, a lawyer representing Dufore
Technologies Inc. who are importers and distributers of BZP in Canada. They were mainly
concerned with what the company and its clients should do with current stock of BZP and
TFMPP should they become controlled substances ..
The Office of Controlled Substances has also consulted with Office of Drugs and Alcohol
Research and Surveillance, Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate and the Health
Products and Food Branch Inspectorate in delineating options for the suitable control of these
substances.

8.

CONSIDERATIONS

BZP and TFMPP may pose a significant risk to the health and safety of Canadians because of
their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. It is also unclear what effects ingesting these
substances could have when taken with other controlled substances or alcohol.
Both substances have consistently been seized (as unidentified chemicals or inappropriately
labelled goods, etc) at the Canadian border and are readily available on the internet and in store
front locations. Recently, Health Canada discovered that BZP was an undeclared substance in a
weight loss product. It should therefore be considered that there may be other products
containing BZP or TFMPP currently being sold in Canada.
Law enforcement have expressed their concerns to Health Canada of the challenges they face
when conducting investigation and laying charges with respect to the trafficking ofMDMA. In
the past, charges have had to be withdrawn from court following analysis which confirmed that
the products believed to be MDMA were in fact BZP, tying up police and court resources
unnecessarily. Furthermore, law enforcement is also concerned with the diversion potential of
BZP by organized crime syndicates.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP to the CDSA would clearly establish their legal status in Canada.
While these substances are considered drugs and therefore fall within the purview of the FDA,
the health and safety risks posed by these substances and low penalties set out in the FDA
warrant consideration of increased control.
While regulating these substances as controlled substances would be a preemptive measure,
there have been some discussion at the international level regarding the scheduling under the UN
Drug Control Conventions. Should this occur, Canada will have to follow suit in any case.

9.

SELECTED STRATEGY

It is the recommendation of the Office of Controlled Substances, that BZP and TFMPP be added
to Schedule III to the CDSA and regulated under Part J of the FDR.
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10.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The addition ofBZP and TFMPP to Schedule III of the CDSA and to Part J of the FDR requires
that Health Canada follow the federal regulatory process. The Policy and Regulatory Affairs
Division, OCS will work with drafters from the Department of Justice on the proposed
regulatory amendment, and when completed, the draft will be submitted to the Treasury Board
for pre-publication in Canada Gazette, Part I. Input received during the comment period will be
reviewed and considered in the preparation of the final regulation which will then be published
in Canada Gazette, Part II.
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ISSUE

The piperazines are a class of compounds containing a piperazine ring as part of their chemical
structure. Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also
used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
However, there are two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally for their
hallucinogenic and stimulant properties. These are: BZP (l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine) and
TFMPP (1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine).
Health Canada is not aware that either of these substances are being used commercially in the
production of any industrial or pharmaceutical products in Canada.
An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent legitimate
use and coupled with information regarding the use and appearance of BZP and TFMPP products
across Canada have prompted the need to determine whether these substances should be
regulated as controlled substances under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).

2.

PURPOSE

To assess these substances against the factors considered by the Office of Controlled Substances
(OCS) when deciding to add substances to one of the Schedules to the CDSA, and examine
possible options for the regulation of these substances.
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3.

CONTEXT

3.1

Legislative Frameworks

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations

The Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) provides a legislative framework for the
control of substances that can alter mental processes and may produce harm to the health of an
individual or to society when diverted or misused. Except as authorized under regulation,
activities such as possession, possession for the purpose of trafficking, trafficking, importation,
exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and production of controlled substances
are prohibited under the CDSA.
The CDSA and its regulations seek to support the legal manufacture, trade and possession of
controlled substances for medical and scientific purposes while minimizing diversion for illicit
purposes. The CDSA also carries punishments for various offences and regulatory requirements
which allow for more restricted control and closer monitoring of drug use.
The substances regulated under the CDSA are grouped into eight schedules. Schedules I to V
lists controlled substances while Schedule VI lists precursor chemicals. Schedules VII and VIII
provides the threshold quantities for trafficking and possession offenses involving cannabis and
cannabis resin.
Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments described in Part I of the
CDSA. Offenses associated with Schedule IV are similar to those associated with substances in
Schedules I, II and III except that there is no offence for simple possession.

3.2

Background

BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act.
BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used in the rave and party scene in Canada
because of their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. BZP has also been found in products
targeted for other purposes such as weight loss. They are readily available for sale on the Internet
and in specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops, etc.) in Canada. The Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS) has maintained a "substance of concern" file on both BZP and TFMPP since
2004.
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The Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzed samples ofBZP from seizures made by law
enforcement as early as 1999 and has observed a steady increase in the number of samples
submitted for analysis since that time. Law enforcement agencies have also directly informed
Health Canada directly of increased that they have seen nl0te and mote BZP and TFMPP on the
streets._Health Canada has also received correspondence from Canada Border Services Agency
requesting that Health Canada schedule BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA because of the
increased importation of these substances into Canada without any apparent legitimate purpose.
Media interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004 but has remained steady since
July 2008 following the deaths of two individuals that were initially thought to be related to the
ingestion of pills containing BZP. The media expressed concerns that Health Canada had not
taken a more proactive stance in regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances because of
the health risks associated with these substances. Questions were also raised qtlestions regarding
the easy availability of these pills in public fora.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a drug as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations
(FDR) and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. The Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (Inspectorate) continues to pursue
various enforcement measures against distributors, importers and manufacturers of these
products in Canada._Beginning in October 2007, the Inspectorate established a customs target
for finished products which was subsequently updated to include bulk powder in July 2008.
Retailers have also been advised to remove products from their shelves and consumers have also
been warned not to use products containing BZP and TFMPP.
In the summer of 2008, the Inspectorate and the Office of Controlled Substances collaborated on
a risk assessment on BZP. The risk assessment concluded that consideration should be given to
adding BZP to one of the Schedules to the CDSA.
The Inspectorate has rnnre also taken a number of enforcement actions targeted at PurePillz, Inc.
who which have has been reported as- selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and
TFMPP. PurePillz, Inc. rnnre has been notified that its their activities and the sale of these
products are in contravention of the Food and Drugs Act (FDA). Health Canada has rnnre
repeatedly requested that the company they stop the import, distribution and sale of these
products. In July 2008, Health Canada posted a health advisory, advising consumers not to to
not-use unauthorized products being sold by PurePillz, Inc. due to the serious health risks
associated with its their products.! PurePillz, Inc. has yet to take the necessary steps to comply
with Health Canada's requests.

! Health Canada Advises Consumers Not To Use Purepillz Unauthorized Products,
http://www.hc-sc.gc.caJahc-asc/mediaJadvisories-avis/_2008/2008_1 08-eng.php, 2008-07-10
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In December 2009, Health Canada posted another health advisory, this time advising consumers
not to use an unauthorized product containing BZP named Revolution DS Weight Loss, due to
the serious health risks associated with the product. 2

4.

ASSESSMENT OF BZP AND TFMPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES

The following factors are assessed when substances are being considered for scheduling under
the CDSA:
•
•
•
•
•
•

International requirements and trends in control/scheduling;
Chemical and pharmacological similarity to other substances listed in the Schedules to
the CDSA;
Legitimate use;
Potential for abuse and addiction liability;
Extent of actual abuse in Canada and elsewhere; and,
Risk to the health and safety of Canadians.

4.1

International Requirements and Trends in Control/Scheduling

4.1.1

International Control

Both-Neither BZP nor TFMPP are not currently listed in any of the three United Nations Drug
Control Conventions. That said, the INCB has requested that governments provide the World
Health Organization (WHO) and the INCB with any information on the abuse of and trafficking
of piperazine-derived compounds3 , and has also requested that the WHO Expert Committee on
Drug Dependence (ECDD) assess piperazine-derived compounds in order to determine whether
to recommend that they be placed under international control4 •

4.1.2

European Union

The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europol and European Medicines Agency
completed a joint risk assessment of BZP in May 2007. That assessment suggested identified
that-BZP shotlld be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack of medical benefits and lack of
evidence that it is safe for human consumption5 •
On March 3,2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as a new

2 Health Canada Warns Consumers Not To Use The Unauthorized Product "RevolutionDS Weight Loss"
http://www.hc-sc.gc.caJahc-asc/mediaJadvisories-avis/_2009/2009_211-eng.php, 2009-12-24
3 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 28, page Ill.
4 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 45, page 114.
5 Ibid 3
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psychoactive substance which is to be made subject to control measures and criminal provisions.
Member states were called upon to place BZP, within 1 year, under their respective drug control
regulations that fall in line with the obligations imposed by the 1971 United Nations Convention
on psychotropic substances6 •

In Many EU Member States (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Finland, Croatia and Sweden) had have already taken the decision to regulated BZP as a
controlled substance5'. Other jurisdictions currently regulate BZP differently and they would have
to make changes in line with the requirements of the 1971 United Nations Conventions. In the
Netherlands for example, BZP in pharmaceutical form is regulated as a medicinal product. 7
Similarly, Spain considers BZP to be a substance which modifies physiological functions when
administered to humans as defined under applicable Spanish legislation. It is therefore subject to
certain control measures such as inspections, annual reporting to the Spanish Medicines Agency
and is subject to enforcement measures for non-compliance 8 • In the United Kingdom, vendors
and retailers of BZP may face prosecution as the drug is classified as unlicensed under the
Medicines Act 1968. 9 In France, BZP is classified as a narcotic further to the publication of an
order in the "Journal officiel" by the Agence fran9aise de securite sanitaire des produits de
sante. 10 Finally, the Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland released a statement on March
31, 2009, indicating that BZP has now been declared a controlled substance because of its
potential for abuse and for causing significant harm to public health. 11
Although, the European Union has focused mainly on BZP, some member states have also taken
steps to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance. Greece, Sweden, Croatia and Denmark have
all elected to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance.

4.1.3

New Zealand

The history of BZP regulation in New Zealand is complex. An April 2004 assessment of "party
pills" (which included substances such as BZP, TFMPP and other piperazine derivatives) by the
New Zealand Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) concluded that there was
insufficient objective evidence showing that these substances were harmful; thus they

6 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: 1-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
7 Ibid 3
8

Ibid 3

9 Medicines and Health Products Regulatory Agency Press Release, Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are
dangerous and illegal, 20 Mar 2007.
10 Agence fran<;aise de securite sanitaire des produits de sante, Classement comme stupefiant de la BZP, 20
May 2008, http://afssaps.sante.frlhtml10/filcoprs/080503.htm
11 Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland, Minister for Health and Children announces ban on stimulant
drug BZP, 31 Mar 09. http://www.dohc.ie/press/releases/2009/20090331.html
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recommended that "party pills" containing these substances should remain legal. 12
In 2006, the EACD completed a further assessment of these substances and concluded that recent
studies had documented real harm, including potentially fatal seizures. They noted, however,
that there was still no information about the effects of long-term use of these substances on
humans.
In May 2007, the EACD again considered these substances in light of further scientific research
and evidence that was accumulated in studies conducted in New Zealand. The EACD focused its
attention on the increased availability of "party pills", which were being marketed and distributed
widely over the Internet, through counterculture retailers, and more recently in liquor outlets,
service stations and dairies. Other information considered included a number of reports that
showed showing evidence linking "party pills" to adverse reactions when taken with prescription
medicines, and a number of scientific studies that showed that there were no known legitimate
commercial uses for these substances.
This growing evidence led to the tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse of Drugs Act and
list BZP, TFMPP and similar substances as scheduled substances on December 18, 2007. The
amendment was passed by Parliament and came into force on April 1, 2008. In New Zealand, it
is illegal to possess and use, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP, TFMPP, pFPP,
MeOPP, mCPP and MBZP. The bill provided an amnesty provision that allowed individuals to
possess no more than 100 tablets/pills or 5 grams of these substances until no later than
September 30,2008 at which time when they would become illegal13.

4.1.4

Australia

BZP and TFMPP was were added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of
Drugs and Poisons (SUSDP) in February 2006 14 • In its decision to include BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (NDPSC) considered
information from the "Vaults of Erowid" website which includes links to drug experience
websites and information about drugs from both anecdotal and peer-reviewed sources. The
NDPSC also considered actions taken in other jurisdictions such as the tabling of a proposal to
amend the Misuse of Drugs Act in New Zealand to include BZP and similar substances and the
addition of BZP to Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act in the United States. They also
considered submissions from stakeholders that indicated that these substances were not being
used for any legitimate industrial purposes in Australia. They also noted that these substances

12 Alansari, M. and Hamilton, D., Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pills: A New Zealand case
report, The New Zealand Medical Journal, 05-May-06, Vol 119 No. 1233
13 National Drug Policy of New Zealand, BZP change in legal status to Class Cl controlled drug, 1 April
2008, http://www.ndp.govt.nzlmoh.nsf/indexcmlndp-news-home
14 Australian National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee, Record of Reasons of Meeting 46, February
21-23,2006
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were being misrepresented and marketed as a legal alternative to illicit drugs l5 •

4.1.5

United States of America

The use of BZP and TFMPP was first reported in California in late 1996 and it has since spread
across the U.S. Both substances were placed on an emergency scheduling notice on July 18,
2002, with the intent of deeming them to-be-Schedule I drugs l6 • This action was taken in response
to local U.S. Law Enforcement Agencies reporting a growing number of seizures ofBZP across
the U.S. The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration Office of Diversion Control had-also
reported that BZP ~ had no currently accepted medical use and was not safe for use even with
medical supervision l7 •
On March 18, 2004, BZP was officially listed in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act
(CSA). Schedule I of the CSA lists substances that have having a high potential for abuse, have
no accepted medicinal use for treatment and there is a lacking of-an-acceptably safe use under
medical supervision. TFMPP is however no longer controlled under the CSA because of a
recommendation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a scientific evaluation from
the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)18 indicating that the controls imposed by the CSA
were not warranted.

4.2

Chemical and Pharmacological Similarity to Other Substances Listed in the
Schedules to the CDSA

4.2.1

Chemistry of BZP

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benzylpiperazine,
1-benzyl-diazacyclohexane and does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to the eyes, respiratory system and the skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
and :-This-does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

15

Ibid 9

US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Temporary placement
of BZP and TFMPP into Schedule I, 20 Sep 2002
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/sched_actions/2002/fr07182.htm
17 Ibid 40
18 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Placement ofBZP into
Schedule I, 18 Mar 2004, http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/rules/2004/fr0318.htm
16
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4.2.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow coloured liquid.

4.2.3

Pharmacology of BZP

The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to those of amphetamines and that it acts by increasing
the efflux of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway.19,20 BZP is thought to
have about one-tenth the potency of amphetamine. 21 ,22
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, Campbell et al. found that both
orally administered BZP 100mg and dexamphetamine 10mg were associated with significant
increases in systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate compared to
placebo. 23 The two active treatments were not significantly different from each other in terms of
these changes. A publication reporting on two clinical trials also showed that both BZP and
dexamphetamine resulted in significant increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. 24
Only one pharmacokinetic study has been conducted in humans. 25 BZP concentration in plasma
was highest at 75 minutes after a single 200 mg oral dose. The elimination half-life was 5.5
hours.
The exact metabolic pathway ofBZP has not yet been fully elucidated. However, when BZP is
combined with TFMPP in vitro, the metabolism of BZP is inhibited by 60% and that of TFMPP
by 90%.26 Such metabolic interference These metabolic interactions can lead to elevated levels
of both drugs in the plasma and-thereby increasing their effects, which could also and accounting
for the increase of in adverse events. 26

19 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: I-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
20 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted
piperazines abused by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
or 'Ecstasl). Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
1 Ibid 3
22 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW. Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and
l-benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
"23 Ibid 22
24 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck AW, Young PA.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
25 Antia U, Lee HS, Kydd RR, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Pharmacokinetics of 'party pill' drug Nbenzylpiperazine (BZP) in healthy human participants. Forensic Sci Int. 2009 Apr 15;186(1-3):63-7. Epub 2009 Mar
3.
26 Antia U, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine-based 'party pill' drugs.
J Pharm Pharmacol. 2009 Jul;61(7):877-82.
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4.2.4. Pharmacology of TFMPP
TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. fn-the-In vitro experiments using human liver micro somes, it ~as determined that
the polymorphic CYP2D6 enzyme ~as the most important e~nle accounted for approximately
81 % of the intrinsic clearance. 27 Furthermore, genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 could
potentially may account for differences in toxicity following TFMPP intake different
toxicological risks ofTF1vfPP intake.

It is now well established that TFMPP is a serotonin (5-HT) receptor agonist that stimulates
central serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
prodtlces triggers presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons28 ,29,30,3], is able to preferentially binds
multiple post-synaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes32,33,3\ and alters synaptic 5-HT function by
inhibiting 5-HT reuptake. 35 ,36

4.2.5. Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination
'vVhile there is not a lot of research on the pharmacology of DZPfTF1vfPP combined, some
phmmacod,namic information is available. Some pharmacodynamic information exists
regarding the combined effects of BZP and TFMPP.
The Co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and

27 Staack RF, Paul LD, Springer D, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of
the new designer drug 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In vivo studies in Wistar and Dark Agouti
rats as well as in vitro studies in human liver microsomes. Biochem Pharmacol. 2004 Jan 15;67(2):235-44.
28 Pettibone DJ, Williams M. Serotonin-releasing effects of substituted piperazines in vitro. Biochem
Pharmacol. 1984 May 1;33(9): 1531-5.
29 Auerbach SB, Rutter 11, Juliano PJ. Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular
serotonin in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-1l.
30 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X"
piperazine analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct; 1025: 189-97.
31 Ibid 4
32 Fuller, R. I-Phenylpiperazines and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-HT
Agonists and Psychoactive Drugs, R. Rech, Gudelsky GA, Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor, MI. p. 35-59.
33 Hoyer D. Functional correlates of serotonin 5-HTI recognition sites. J Recept Res. 1988;8(1-4):59-8l.
34 Schoeffter P, Hoyer D. Interaction of arylpiperazines with 5-HTIA, 5-HTIB, 5-HTI C and 5-HTI 0
receptors: do discriminatory 5-HTI B receptor ligands exist? Naunyn Schmiedebergs Arch Pharmacol. 1989
Jun;339(6):675-83.
35 Ibid II
36 WolfWA, Ziaja E, Arthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ, Levine RA, Kuhn DM. Effect oftetrahydrobiopterin
on serotonin synthesis, release, and metabolism in superfused hippocampal slices. J N eurochem. 1991
Oct;57(4):1191-7.
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serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone. 37,38 Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. The fact that These druginduced seizures occurred after a dose that is just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for
serotonin and dopamine release suggesting that-the combination of the two drugs has a very
narrow therapeutic window of safety.
One study measured a range of clinical outcomes in people taking pills containing both BZP
(300mg) and TFMPP (74mg) alone or in combination with alcoho1. 39 The BZP/TFMPP
combination gave rise to sympathomimetic effects similar to those observed with amphetamines
such as a significant increase in heart rate and both systolic and diastolic blood pressure. These
effects most likely occurred through increased noradrenaline release.

4.3

Legitimate Use

Piperazines are a class of compounds primarily used as intermediates in the manufacture of
chemicals and pharmaceuticals. The parent compound, piperazine, has been widely used for
many years as an anti-worming drug in animals. BZP, however, has never been used for such a
purpose. 40
Throughout the 1970s, a compound with BZP as the active metabolite was investigated as a
potential anti-depressant in humans.41 Its clinical use was short-lived however because of the
stimulant side-effects of the drug. 42
Piperazines have also been used in neurochemical and psychiatric research as pharmacological
probes for drug discrimination procedures in animals. 43 ,44 Health Canada is not aware of any
current therapeutic uses of piperazine-derived compounds in humans.

4.4

Potential for Abuse and Addiction Liability

4.4.1

Potential for Abuse of BZP

37 Ibid 4
38 Ibid 12
39 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M,
Robinson G, Beasley R. Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills'
BZP/TFMPP alone and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
40 European Union Commission Decision, Stronger control measures for the synthetic drug BZP, 2008 Mar
3, http://europa.eulscadplus/leglen/lvb/133273.htm
41 Munro-Faure, A.D., Peck, A.W., Pullin, C., Young, P.A. Detection of dexamphetamine-like activity in
man. A comparison of several tests (1971) J. Pharm. Chim. (Paris), 2, pp. 228-229.
42 Tekes K, Thfalusi L, 19yi B, Herman F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action ofEGYT475, a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacy 1987;39(2):203-1l.
43 Ibid 9
44 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, p. 39
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BZP increases the extracellular levels ofDA and 5-HT, features common to psycho stimulants
and drugs of abuse such as amphetamines and cocaine. 45 Preclinical findings have indicated that
the mechanism ofaetion ofDZP involves the increase ofextracellnlar DA and 5-IIT Ievels- a
common featme for psychostitnalants snch as amphetamines and cocaine. Furthermore, BZP
increases DA levels in a dose-dependent manner in the rat nucleus accumbens46 , an area of the
brain associated with the processing ofrewardingJreinforcing behaviours47 • These findings
suggest BZP has the potential to be abused because it acts on neuronal pathways implicated in
reward and activated by well-known drugs of abuse. dose-dependent increases in in vivo DA
Ie vels in the Iat nucleus accumbens, an aI ea of the bI mn that is part of the bI mn 1e ~ ar d path ~ ay
and associated ~ith pIeasmabIe feelings £tom drags of abuse, ftrrtheI suggests that DZP acts via a
mechanism of a IeinfoIcing dr ag.
The rewarding properties ofBZP have been well-documented in animals. Stndies have sho~n the
re~arding properties ofDZP in animals. In rats, BZP produces place preference, is selfadministered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, prodnces yields similar behavioural responses
similar to those induced by methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to
amphetamine. 48 ,49,50,51 In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self-administered, substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test. 52 These studies have
consistently found that BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers have
repeatedly suggested that-it carries potential for abuse.
Itl hurnans, Only three clinical trials have studied the abuse liability ofBZP. A double-blind,
placebo-controlled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of dexamphetamine
and BZP.53 Both drugs weIe significantly different differed significantly from placebo on a
number of behavioural and subjective measures. the excitation SCOle, the physician's
amphetamine SCOle, arld the sabject's amphetamine SCOle. The resalts snggest that DZP had a
10-fold 10 wer potency than dexarllphetamine. On the basis of the findings Based on findings that
BZP produced similar effects similar to dexamphetamine in a group of former amphetamine
addicts, the Wellcome Foundation Ltd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and suggested

45 Howell, L.L., Kimmel, H.L. Monoamine transporters and psycho stimulant addiction. Biochem
Pharmacol. (2008); 75(1): 196-217.
46 Ibid 30
47 Carlezon, W.A., Thomas, M.J. Biological substrates of reward and aversion: a nucleus accumbens
activity h~fothesis. Neuropharmacology. 2009; 56 (Suppl 1): 122-32.
Meririnne E, Kajos M, Kankaanpaa A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of I-benzylpiperazine, a new
drug of abuse, in rats. Basic Clin Pharmacol Toxicol. 2006 Apr;98(4):346-50.
49 Brennan KA, Lake B, Hely LS, Jones K, Gittings D, Colussi-Mas J, Fitzmaurice PS, Lea RA, Schenk S.
N-benzylf<iperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behav Pharmacol. 2007 Dec; 18(8):785-90.
o Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted
piperazines in the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(1):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
51 Ibid 4
52 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative
stimulus effects of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol
Depend. 2005 Feb 14;77(2):161-8.
53 Ibid 22
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that DZP should it be placed under statutory controls similar to those regulating amphetamines.
Another study from the Wellcome Research Laboratory reported on Two other clinical
pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers 54 that concluded that BZP was a
psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine, but with one-tenth the
potency55.
Another clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP but concluded that
pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects. This was evidenced by
improved driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, as well as difficulty
getting to sleep.56
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has the
potential for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The
degree with which BZP is likely to be abused ho~ever, is tlnclear, as remains uncertain and
more pharmacokinetic and human abuse liability studies are needed. studies and more detailed
hmnan abtlse liability sttldies are needed.

4.4.2

Potential for Abuse of TFMPP

One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbic DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release along this pathway
has not been shown convincingly. However, the-administration ofTFMPP in combination with
BZP,. has been shown to resulted in dramatic increases in brain DA levels in DA in the brain,
suggesting suggesti ve of some potential for abuse when the drugs are combined. 57,58 In addition,
the significant increases in both DA and 5- HT levels are similar to the neurochemical effects
produced by MDMA, indicating that-the combination of the two drugs may mimic the effects
produced by MDMA. Indeed, This- this combination elicits has been associated ~ith exhibiting
MDMA-like effects in animal models 59,60,61,62 and human case studies,63 wherein ~hich TFMPP is
proposed to account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like effects and BZP is thought to
elicit- for the stimulant-like effects.

54 Ibid 8
55 Ibid 22
Ibid 39
Ibid 30
58 Ibid 4
56

57

Ibid 20
Ibid 30
61 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-doparninergic mediation of 3 ,4-methy lenedioxymethamphetamine (M D MA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
62 Ibid 50
63 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PI.Dissociative and sympathomimetic
toxicity associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine
(BZP). J Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4):254-7.
59

60
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While animal studies have also shown that TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drugdiscrimination paradigm,64,65,66 there me more convincing accottnt5 ofTF~fPP'5Iack ofabu5e
potential. The fact that TFMPP failed to maintain self-administration in primates67 and did not
induce place preference in rats68 highly 5ugge5t5 strongly suggesting that-the drug has minimal
abuse potential when taken on its own.

4.4.3

Addiction Liability

The occunence of both drng tolerance and the a withdrawal5yndrome reveal an a5pect of
l1em oadaptation, or change in hem05tatic home05tatic pr oce55e5, that rnay contr ibttte to the
development of dependence. However, Few, if any properly controlled scientific studies
investigating BZP-related or TFMPP-related physical dependence in animals or humans exist.
have not yet been conducted. In humans, it is unclear whether users develop tolerance to the
effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, and whether withdrawal symptoms develop after
long-term use.
One *study recently completed in :New Zeala1ld, ttvith huma1l 5ttbject5, assessed the
psychological and physical dependence of human subjects to BZP/TFMPP-based pills. U5ing the
5tandmd DS~f-PI 5ttb5tance dependence criteria 18.2% of subjects showed psychological
dependence on these pills according to the standard DSM-IV criteria and 17.1 %-of subjects
showed visible signs of tolerance and withdrawa1. 69 However, these results should be interpreted
with caution since many participants reported consuming alcohol along with the pills.
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction, using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS).70 The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
Interestingly, the study also revealed that the-use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. The study documented that pills containing BZP and TFMPP
were the fourth most widely used recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis.

4.5

Extent of Actual Abuse in Canada and Elsewhere

Ibid 61
Ibid 20
66 Come SJ, Pickering RW. A possible correlation between drug-induced hallucinations in man and a
behavioural response in mice. Psychopharmacologia. 1967; 11(1):65-78.
67 Ibid 52
68 Mosher T, Hayes D, Greenshaw A.Differential effects of 5-HT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning
and locomotor activity in rats. Eur J Pharmacol. 2005 May 16;515(1-3):107-16.
69 Ibid 39
70 Wilkins C, Girling M, Sweetsur P. The prevalence of use, dependency and harms of legal 'party pills'
containing benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (TFMPP) in New Zealand. Journal of Substance
Use, 2007. 12(3): p. 213-224.
64
65
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In Canada, the extent of actual abuse is relatively unknown as no studies or reports on the abuse
of these substances have been conducted. Health Canada is aware that these pills are being sold
in Canada and are used in the rave and party scene as an alternative to ecstasy (MDMA).
At present, toxicological profiles for BZP or TFMPP have not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other drugs or ethanol 71,72,73,74, adverse effects attributable to BZP alone
are difficult to measure and could in fact be the result of toxic drug-drug interactions. A5 BZP i5
often co-inge5ted \'Vith other 5timtllant5 5tlb5tance5 or ethanol. Therefore evidence regarding a5 to
adver5e effect5 that re5ulting pmdy fIonl BZP is spar5e and. Combining BZP \'Vith other mtlg5
or alcohol i5 more conlmon than it5 U5e alone. Therefore 50me adver5e event5 often attributed to
BZP'5 tnode of action are in effect could the re5tllt of drtlg-drtlg interaction5.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been reported
published. The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency
department with signs ofBZP toxicity.75 Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4%
heart palpitations, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures.
Increasing BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a
seizure in individuals who had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is also reported
elsewhere but again, only when no other substance or ethanol was co_ingested. 76,77,78,79,80,81
All accounts of TFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining BZPITFMPP pill
intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological symptoms
associated with BZP/TFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern the symptoms specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingestion of BZp. 82

71 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiQerazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
72 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans:
a prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med 1. 2005 Dec 16;118(1227):U1784
73 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Casswell S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand:
comparisons of findings from national household drug surveying in 1998,2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006.
119(1244,X p. U2285.
4 Nicholson, TC. Prevalence of use, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those
presenting to the emergency department. Emerg Med Australas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
75 Ibid 71
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2002 Jun;301(3):1190-7.
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80 Ibid 72
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A recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP
alone or in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent and severe adverse events in the
aethte groups taking BZP/TFMPP grottps that the study was terminated. 83
In London, England, there were three cases were reported of patients presenting to the emergency
department with dissociative-type symptoms and sympathomimetic toxicity.84 that presented to
hospital emergency department, where the patients were experiencing dissociative-type
syrnptorns and featmes of sYlnpatholnimetic toxicity, npon which Subsequent toxicological
screening of blood and urine samples revealed they were due to the presence of a combination of
both BZP and TFMPP found in blood and mine samples.
Several case reports have also suggested that, although very cmconnnon, death may be a likely
consequence of ingesting BZP and/or TF~fPP with a mixture of other dr tlgs and alcohol.
Several case reports have also suggested that co-abuse ofBZP and/or TFMPP along with other
drugs and alcohol could result in death, although such a situation has not been commonly
observed. 85,86,87
Overall, it is evident that In conclusion, ingestion ofBZP and/or TFMPP ingestion, alone or with
other drugs, expresses the potential to poses a significant health risk~ to users.

4.6

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

The easy availability of BZP and TFMPP products in Canada increases the potential risk to the
health and safety of Canadians. These products are dearly marketed as a safe and legal
alternative to other illicit substances such as MDMA and amphetamines. It appears that-these
substances are also being used and marketed for other purposes such as weight loss.
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) has communicated to Health Canada the number of
shipments that have been seized at the border and referred to CBSA laboratories for analysis.
From 2004 to 2008 the number of samples analyzed that contained BZP and/or TFMPP increased
from 0 to 17. It should be noted, however, that these numbers do not reflect the total amount
number of shipments that have come across the border, only those that were not seized or sent for
analysis. These seizures which ranged in size from 1kg to 400kg of pure chemical, to 5000 to
40000 capsules of finished product and were-consisted either of BZP alone or in combination
with TFMPP or other substances such as ephedrine.

83 Ibid 39
84 Ibid 63
85 Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner 1. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden. J Anal
Toxicol. 2004 Jan-Feb;28(1):67-70.
86 Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and
quantitation of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol, 2008. 32(2): p. 172-7.
87 Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy
and benzylpiperazine] Dtsch Med Wochenschr. 2001 Jul 13;126(28-29):809-11. [Article in German]
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According to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 2007 Drug Situation Report, there is
an emerging trend in designer-type substance trafficking. BZP and TFMPP were both found in
pills seized by law enforcement which were thought to be MDMA due to their similar markings.
The RCMP also observed that orgal1ized crime groups take advantage of every opportunity to
exploit emerging markets of rave or party drugs and that BZP and TFMPP would not be
excluded. 88
Health Canada's Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzes samples of controlled substances that
are-submitted by law enforcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP and TFMPP are
not controlled substances in Canada, they have appeared in samples received by Health Canada
from police seizures. The following table outlines the quantities of BZP and TFMPP samples
received for analysis by DAS between 2006 and December 2009.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

5

146

1061

2121

TFMPP

3

121

898

2077

Health Canada has been actively monitoring and taking compliance and enforcement actions
both at the border and domestically for bulk powder and other dosage form finished products
containing BZP and TFMPP.
The below table below reflects the total number of import shipments containing BZP or TFMPP
that have been referred to Health Canada for an admissibility decision and that were subsequently
refused. Shipments ranged from small personal shipments of one finished product package
containing a few tablets to large commercial shipments of bulk powder.

¥ear

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Total number of imports refused

2

1

6

5

9

The Inspectorate's laboratory program receives samples of drug substances from Health Canada
inspectors for analysis. BZP, TFMPP and a combination of both have been detected in the
samples received by the lab and this information is found in the table below the belt) ~ table.
Since 2008, there has been an increase in the number of requests for testing of BZP and/or
TFMPP as well as an increase in the number of positive test results.

BZP

88

2006

2007

2008

2009

o

o

2

14

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Drug Situation Report 2007, pg 26.
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TFMPP

0

0

0

1

BZP&TFMPP

0

0

4

7

0
Total # of samples tested by
11
0
Inspectorate labs*
*includes samples suspected to contain BZP andlor TFMPP that tested negative.

22

Health Canada is seeing an increasing trend in activity with respect to the importation,
fabrication and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and TFMPP which
has led to a corresponding increase in activities related to compliance and enforcement.
As of October 2007, the Inspectorate has taken numerous enforcement actions against BZP and
TFMPP products beginning with establishing a customs target for finished products. Since then;
enforcement actions have also been taken in April 2008 targeting PurePillz, Inc. which has whn
have-been reported as-selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. Four
PurePillz, Inc. products were subsequently seized from 24 store locations across Canada in July
2008 further to the failure of the company to comply with stop-sale requests. In 2009, an
adverse drug reaction report whereby a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia (abnormal
electrical activity of the heart) after consuming the product RevolutionDS Weight Loss led to
coordinated compliance verification visits to multiple retailers in Ottawa and subsequent
administrative seizures and voluntary forfeitures of RevolutionDS Weight Loss product.
Health Canada has also released two separate public health advisories regarding products
containing BZP. On July 10,2008, a public advisory was published on Health Canada's website
warning Canadians not to consume unauthorized products sold by PurePillz, Inc. as the products
contain BZP and may pose a serious risk to health. On December 24,2009, Health Canada
released another health advisory warning Canadians not to use the product RevolutionDS Weight
Loss, which contains BZP and has not been authorized for sale by Health Canada.
In the United States, the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) tracks drug seizure reports through
the National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS). In 2008, BZP replaced ketamine
as one of the 25 most frequently identified drugs. The report also outlines the number of club
drugs (MDMA, BZP, MDA, ketamine, TFMPP, etc.) that have been identified in labs. Next to
MDMA, BZP appears second on the list of the most identified club drug and TFMPP appears as
fifth. 89 The DEA's System to Retrieve Information From Drug Evidence (STRIDE) also
identified BZP as being one of the most frequently identified drugs in the US. 90

5.

ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

Although Health Canada possesses limited information about the health risks associated with the
89
90

DEA, National Forensic Laboratory Information System Annual Report 2008, pg 1-31.
Ibid 89
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use of BZP and TFMPP, there is scientific evidence suggests suggesting that-these substances
have a potential for abuse and can emtSe-harm to-public health. These substances have no known
legitimate therapeutic use in Canada and thele ale a-1so no known legitimate industrial
applications. Therefore, it would appear that currently CttIrentl:y, it would appeal therefore that
BZP and TFMPP are mostly marketed and sold for recreational purposes only and to a smaller
extent as a weight loss product. No products containing BZP and TFMPP have not-been
authorized for sale in Canada. The import of these substances has also increased significantly.

6.

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS

Further to the assessment completed in Section 4, the following options have been identified.
Scheduling under the CDSA is a three-step process in that substances are first assessed as to
whether or not they should be regulated under the CDSA and then into which Schedule they best
fit and, then, depending on whether they have a legitimate use (scientific, medical or industrial),
a decision must be made as to which regulations the substance should be subject. This last step
will be carried out later on in this issue analysis.

Option 1 : No Action. BZP and TFMPP remain as uncontrolled substances
BZP and TFMPP are considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act and require a
DIN prior to being sold or marketed in Canada.
PROS:
a.

CONS:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Consistent with the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not yet scheduled under any UN
Drug Control Conventions

The control of BZP and TFMPP would differ from the control mechanisms of the
European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia and
the United States
Penalties under the FDA are administrative in nature and law enforcement has no
authority under the FDA to take any criminal action against industry. Known
industry has not respected the fact that they are selling products containing an
unapproved drug, and in one case, has explicitly ignored regulatory actions taken by
HPFBI.
Would not address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment, e.g. the lack
of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to high
potential for abuse.
Does not address the increased volume of BZP and TFMPP being imported into
Canada or the manufacture and distribution of these substances in Canada, which
increases the risks of abuse/misuse.
The quality of products containing BZP and TFMPP is suspect given the noncompliance with the FDA and Good Manufacturing Practices.
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Option 2 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III of the CDSA.
PROS:
a.

b.
c.

d.

CONS:
a.

Control measures for BZP and TFMPP as imposed by Schedule III would be similar
to control measures imposed in other countries such as New Zealand and some
European nations
Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused/misuse
Will address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment e.g. the lack of
evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to high
potential for abuse.
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are pharmacologically similar to
amphetamines. The majority of substances in Schedule III are stimulants and BZP
and TFMPP would therefore be regulated in a similar way

Will likely be opposed by industry specializing in recreational products who have
been selling product in Canada for several years without meeting any regulatory
requirements

Option 3 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV of the CDSA
PROS:
a.
b.

c.

CONS:
a.

b.

c.

Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused/misuse
Will address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment e.g. the lack of
evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to high
potential for abuse.
Would be consistent with the goals of the National Anti-Drug Strategy which aims
to prevent illicit drug use, help treat those with illicit drug dependencies, and to
combat the production and distribution of illicit drugs.

Substances included in Schedule IV are not subject to possession offenses under the
CDSA, thus law enforcement will not be able to take action against people in
possession of BZP and TFMPP.
Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule IV would differ from the control mechanisms
in the European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia
and the United States because there is no possession offence.
BZP and TFMPP are not pharmacologically similar to substances listed in Schedule
IV

In consideration of the analysis above, it is recommended that BZP and TFMPP be added to
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Schedule III to the CDSA.
The following will consider the options for whether BZP and TFMPP should be added to one of
the regulations that sit under the CDSA. In light of the fact that TPD has received some
enquiries from a pharmaceutical company interested in marketing BZP with a clinical indication,
consideration has been given to the following options.

Option A : BZP and TFMPP remain unregulated
PROS:
a.

CONS:
a.

BZP and TFMPP would be controlled in a similar way as the control measures
imposed in other countries such as New Zealand, the United States and Australia.

Only access to these substances for a medical, scientific or public interest purpose
would be via an exemption under s. 56 of the CDSA.

Option B : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under the FDR-Part G
The FDR-Part G is the regulation that allows for the manufacture, distribution, sale, import and
export of the substances listed in its schedule.
PROS:
a.

b.

CONS:
a.

Would allow industry to access BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes while reducing the risk of BZP and TFMPP being
abused/misused andlor diverted
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are pharmacologically similar to
amphetamines, which are regulated under the FDR-Part G.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.

Option 3 : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under the FDR-Part J
FDR-Part J regulates the use of controlled substances that have no recognized medical use.
Substances listed in the schedule can only be used for scientific and research purposes.
PROS:
a.
b.

Would allow access to BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific or research
purposes should the need arise.
BZP and TFMPP have no known therapeutic use and would therefore be regulated in
a similar way as other stimulants that do not have any therapeutic use.
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CONS:
a.

7.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.

CONSULTATIONS

In order to identify if there is legitimate activity with BZP to identify stakeholders who might
have a specific interest in this scheduling assessment, the Office of Controlled Substances issued
a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties in the Canada Gazette, Part Ion November 22,2008.
Five responses were received and these have been taken into consideration in this analysis.
The Health Canada Drug Analysis Services, specifying that the term isomers should be added to
the TFMPP nomenclature as it would allow for easier identification of the substance when
performing lab analysis.
A submission from the British Columbia Ministry of Healthy Living and Sport expressed
concerns that the addition of BZP and TFMPP to the schedules to the CDSA may have an
unintended impact on the criminal justice system.
A submission from PurePillz, Inc. recommended that BZP and TFMPP should not be regulated
under the CDSA because of their potential use as a "harm reduction" alternative for
methamphetamine addicts. The submission also alleged that scheduling could increase the use
of other stimulant drugs and that the risks associated with BZP-based pills are no more harmful
than those associated with alcohol.
The final comments received were from Stuart Rosenthal, a lawyer representing Dufore
Technologies Inc. who are importers and distributers ofBZP in Canada. They were mainly
concerned with what the company and its clients should do with current stock of BZP and
TFMPP should they become controlled substances ..
The Office of Controlled Substances has also consulted with Office of Drugs and Alcohol
Research and Surveillance, Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate and the Health
Products and Food Branch Inspectorate in delineating options for the suitable control of these
substances.

8.

CONSIDERATIONS

BZP and TFMPP may pose a significant risk to the health and safety of Canadians because of
their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. It is also unclear what effects ingesting these
substances could have when taken with other controlled substances or alcohol.
Both substances have consistently been seized (as unidentified chemicals or inappropriately
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labelled goods, etc) at the Canadian border and are readily available on the internet and in store
front locations. Recently, Health Canada discovered that BZP was an undeclared substance in a
weight loss product. It should therefore be considered that there may be other products
containing BZP or TFMPP currently being sold in Canada.
Law enforcement have expressed their concerns to Health Canada of the challenges they face
when conducting investigation and laying charges with respect to the trafficking of MDMA. In
the past, charges have had to be withdrawn from court following analysis which confirmed that
the products believed to be MDMA were in fact BZP, tying up police and court resources
unnecessarily. Furthermore, law enforcement is also concerned with the diversion potential of
BZP by organized crime syndicates.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP to the CDSA would clearly establish their legal status in Canada.
While these substances are considered drugs and therefore fall within the purview of the FDA,
the health and safety risks posed by these substances and low penalties set out in the FDA
warrant consideration of increased control.
While regulating these substances as controlled substances would be a preemptive measure,
there have been some discussion at the international level regarding the scheduling under the UN
Drug Control Conventions. Should this occur, Canada will have to follow suit in any case.

9.

SELECTED STRATEGY

It is the recommendation of the Office of Controlled Substances, that BZP and TFMPP be added
to Schedule III to the CDSA and regulated under Part J of the FDR.
10.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The addition of BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III of the CDSA and to Part J of the FDR requires
that Health Canada follow the federal regulatory process. The Policy and Regulatory Affairs
Division, oes will work with drafters from the Department of Justice on the proposed
regulatory amendment, and when completed, the draft will be submitted to the Treasury Board
for pre-publication in Canada Gazette, Part I. Input received during the comment period will be
reviewed and considered in the preparation of the final regulation which will then be published
in Canada Gazette, Part II.
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Re: BZPITFMPP lAS [J
Suzanne Desjardins to: Elizabeth Dussault

2010-05-05 11 :52 AM

Cc: Bruna Brands, Hanan Abramovici, Jocelyn Kula, Tiana Branch

Hi Elizabeth,
As you may know I was away for several days in the last few weeks. In looking at this quickly now, it looks
as though text in sections 4.5 and 4.6 need may be mis-placed. The toxicological profile would fit better in
section 4.6 than 4.5 and while the availability information would fit better under section 4.5. if you can wait
before sending to Diane, I will send you my suggestions to revise those sections.
Thanks
Suzanne

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

"-1.
.:$

h

• •

... ttl

Elizabeth

DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
2010-05-05 11 :06 AM

II

To Bruna Brands/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Hanan
Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tiana
Branch/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZPITFMPP lAS

Good Morning,
Thank you all for your comments on the lAS. They have now been incorporated into the final version of
the lAS which will be sent to Diane for signature.
[attachment "FINAL lAS BZP and TFMPP May 201 O.wpd" deleted by Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA]
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la n§glementation
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
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5.19(1)

Fw: BZPITFMPP Revisions
Abrarnovici

Bruna Brands

2010-04-1509:19 AM

Good morning Bruna,
Can you please have a look at the revisions I made to the BZPfTFMPP lAS? The deadline is tomorrow
afternoon.
I

~

Nas unable to

I very much apologize for giving you such short notice on this one but Suzanne
have a look at it.
Any help/input would be very much appreciated.
Many thanks,
Hanan

Hanan Abramovici, PhD.
Office of Research and Surveillance I Bureau de recherche et surveillance
Healthy Environments and Consumer Branch (HECS) I Direction de la sante environnementale et de la
securite des consommateurs (DSESC)
Health Canada I Sante Canada
123 Slater St. Ottawa ON K1A OK9 1123 rue Slater Ottawa ON K1A OK9
hanan.abramovici@hc-sc.gc.ca
Telephone 1Telephone 613-946-3737
Government of Canada 1Gouvernement du Canada

----- Forwarded by Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-04-1509:13 AM -----

Hanan
Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA
I

To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA

~

2010-04-1304:22 PM

cc
Subject BZPITFMPP Revisions

Salut Suzanne,
La date d'echeance pour soumettre les revisions au lAS sur BZPfTFMPP est ce vendredi. Voici les
revisions que j'ai effectue.
Merci,
Hanan

DRAFT lAS azp and TFMPPMarch 2010 v.l.SHAwpd.wpd
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ess Working Group Meeting: April 21 st, 2010
Bruna Brands, Eric Ormsby, Evelyn Soo,
Hanan Abramovici, Jocelyn Kula, Suzanne
Desjardins, Tanja Kalajdzic, Tiana Branch,

2010-04-20 09:24 AM

Rox-Ann Lacroix, Laura Cooney

Hi everyone,
Please find attached the draft agenda for tomorrow's meeting. Should you have any questions, please do
not hesitate to contact me. Just a reminder that the meeting will take place from 10-11 :30am in Rm 405A ,
123 Slater St.
Thanks,
Tiffany

Draft Agenda:
1- Members' introduction
2- Approval of Agenda
3 - Approval of ROD from March 17th, 2010 (Attachment A)
4- Final Concurrence of CDSA Scheduling Factors (Attachment B)
5- Update on benzyl piperazine (BZP) and TFMPP
- next steps
6- 2c Family Update (Evelyn/Suzanne/Hanan)
7- Update ( updates on any emerging issues relevant to the WG's activities)
8- Next steps i.e next meeting scheduled for (May 19th)
Attachment A

CSS-WG Mar2010 Meeting ROD"lnput.doc

Attachment B

Draft DIsc Doc-CDSASchectFactors ApriI1c,2010.doc
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Draft
Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances Schedulin~ (CSS) Working Group meeting
Wednesday, March 17 h, 2010, 10-11 :30am
123 Slater Street, Rm 405A
Present:

Regrets:

•

Suzanne Desjardins, Otlice of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

Colette Strnad, Otlice of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate, HPFB
(alternate for Thea Mueller) via phone

•

.Bruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB via phone

1 Field Code Changed

,'. ':'Fi;'d'c;;~'ch~~';;d""H
>;::",,;<<<~~.:OO:-;<""'<""''''<'''''<'<'''<''''''<<'--:-<''<'''''''''':-''''<'''''< .•••.<••••• "._-

t~i~I~~.c:)~~~~~~~~~ .

•

Hanan Abromovici, ODARS, CSTD,
HECBS

•

Jocelyn Kula, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Jiana Branch, Otlice of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTB, HECSB

•

Evelyn Soo, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

.Tanja Kalajdzic, Marketed
Phannaceuticals & Medical Devices
Division, Marketed Health Products
Directorate, Health Products and
Food Branch (HPFB)

•

Sccrctariat- Tiffany Thornton21
ODARS, CSTD, HECSB

.: Field Code Changed

Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the working group members.

; Field Code Changed

Field Code Changed

, ... ,.................. " .. ,............. ,.............................. ,

2.
Approval of Agenda Items
The following changes were made to the agenda:
),> Item 4 - Deferred to next meeting
),> Item 6 - Deferred to the summer
" Item 8 - Added Ibogaine Discussion
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"

Approval of ROD from November 18th , 2009
The ROD for the February meeting was approved, with a few minor changes.

3.

4.
CDSA Scheduling Factors
Actions:
" Bruna will be in Ottawa from March 22-23. She will modify the wording of factor 4 of
the Scheduling Factors in the document and provide the updated version to Tiana.

5.

Update on Issue Analysis Summary (lAS) on 8enzylpiperazine (8ZP) and
TFMPP
Elizabeth has updated the lAS based on CSS-WG and HPFBI comments. Jocelyn is currently
reviewing the document.
Actions:
" Updated version of the lAS will be circulated to the CSS WG for their review once
approved by Jocelyn.

6.

Update and Discussion regarding Propofol Data
Tanja has not received the ten cases related to Propofol deaths for further analysis. It was also
noted that Propofol is no longer attracting media attention.
" It was agreed by the working group to defer discussions to propofol to the summer.

7.

2C Family Update
Hanan has drafted a Substance Profile on 2C family substances. The Profile highlights the
pharmacology of the substance and demonstrated the limited evidence available related to
prevalence.

The RCMP and CBSA have made ten status requests to OCS regarding 2C family substances
since November 2009. However, is important to bear in mind that an increase in status request
could be a result of increased awareness of the substance, increased awareness of the status
decision program, etc.
A Request for Proposals (RFP) entitled Monitoring Alcohol and Drug Use among High Risk
Populations will be posted in April and is expected to be awarded in May 2010. This initiative
is aimed at collecting information regarding what substances are being used in vulnerable
populations, their prices, etc. Currently BC and NL are conducting similar projects under
MOUs with Health Canada. The RFP could be used as a method of capturing evidence related
to the use of new emerging substances such as the 2C family substances.

Actions:
" Suzanne to follow-up with Daniela from ODARS regarding the request for more
information from DAS on 2C family substances.
" Katie Greenwood and Evelyn have an upcoming meeting with CBSA to discuss the
tracking of items labelled 2C substances at the border. Evelyn and Jocelyn will meet to
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8.

discuss who at CBSA the CSS-WG should contact in order to request more information
on any activities with 2C substances.
Jocelyn to send Hanan the template for lAS so that he can begin to populate it with the
evidence related to pharmacology.
Hanan to make the following revisions to the Substance Profile Document:
o Section: Seizure Data - indicate the source of the seizure data, e.g., DAS, CBSA,
etc.
o Section: Scheduling/Regulatory - limit content to factual information only

Discussion related to Ibogaine

A note from BC's College of Physicians and Surgeons was sent to the Minister's Office
expressing concerns over the addictive and psycho-active properties of ibogaine, which is not
currently scheduled under the CDSA. Ibogaine is controlled in the United States. The current
literature does not support the efficacy of ibogaine as a treatment for addiction.
The note was originally routed to HPFB and then forwarded to NHPD and then finally on to
CTSD for consultation. The CSS-WG agreed that it should lead the HECSB-HPFB discussion
of ibogaine and that a representative from NHPD should be invited to participate.
Actions:
'jr Jocelyn to circulate note from BC's College of Physicians and Surgeons for reference
)r Bruna to share research related to the use of ibogaine in Canada.
)r An impromptu CSS WG meeting will be convened to discuss the issue of ibogaine prior
to the next CSS-WG meeting.

9.

Update

Jocelyn attended the UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs in Vienna, March 8-1th. Seventeen
resolutions were passed, including a US resolution on prescription drugs.
Actions:
).> Jocelyn to circulate relevant resolutions to the CSS WG

10.

Next Steps

Next meeting scheduled for April 21 S\ 2010 from 10-11 :30am in Rm 405A. Tiffany will send
the invitation along with the agenda and the ROD for the next meeting.
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Oran
Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances Scheduling (CSS) Working Group meeting
Wednesday, April 21, 2010, 10-11 :30am
123 Slater Street, Rm 405A
Present:

Regrets:

•

•

Colette Strnad, Office of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate,
HPFB (alternate for Thea Mueller)

•

Tanja Kalajdzic, Marketed
Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices
Division, Marketed Health Products
Directorate, Health Products and Food
Branch (HPFB)

Suzanne Desjardins, Office of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

•

Bruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB via phone

•

Robin Marles, Bureau of Clinical
Trials and Health Sciences, Natural
Health Products Directorate (NHPD),
Health Products and Food Branch

•

Hanan Abromovici, ODARS, CSTD,
HECBS

•

Jocelyn Kula, Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTD, HECSB

•

Tiana: Branch, ,OCS, CSTB, HECSB

•

Evelyn Soo, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Secretariat- Tiffany Thornton,
ODARS, CSTD, HECSB

1.
Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the working group members and introduced Robin Marles, the new NHPD
representative.
2.
Approval of Agenda Items
Agenda items were approved.
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3.
Approval of ROD from March 17th , 2010
The ROD for the March meeting was approved, with a minor change.
(

4.
CDSA Scheduling Factors
Concurrence received from all members on the CDSA Scheduling Factors document.
Actions:
>- OCS to review/update the deck on CDSA scheduling and supporting the
establishment of an EAC so it can be presented along with the CDSA Scheduling
Factors document to DMC.
>- Jocelyn to coordinate getting the CDSA scheduling process and factors on a
future DMC agenda.

5.
Update on Scheduling of 8enzylpiperazine (8ZP) and TFMPP
Elizabeth is in the process of integrating final comments from the CSS-WG into the lAS.
As previously agreed, the recommendation is to include ~~>~oth BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule III to the CDSA and regulate them under Part j- of the Food and Drug
Regulations.
Actions:
>- OCS to meet with Treasury Board next week to discuss cost benefit analysis
requirements. OCS may consider hiring a contractor to determIne the parties that
make and sell these substances, the locations where they are sold, the price they
are sold for, the typical clients, etc.
>- Next step will be to develop a regulatory proposal for consideration by Treasury
Board.
>- OCS to keep CSS-WG informed of status.
6.
2C Family Update
Hanan has begun to populate the draft lAS and incorporated initial comments from
Suzanne. A suggestion was made to look at the Quantitative Structure Activity
Relationship (QSAR) software to help determine which substances should be considered
for scheduling
Katie Greenwood and Evelyn met with CBSA to discuss the tracking of shipments of 2C
substances at the border. CBSA has offered to compile the information in the form of a
bi-annual report. The HPFB Inspectorate has also agreed to provide a bi-annual update
on the 2C family.
Actions:
>- Hanan to circulate revised lAS to CSS WG for input
>- Hanan to assess the feasibility of using the QSAR software or published SAR data
to examine the 2C family ofsubstances

7.

Ibogaine
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Bruna noted that an Ibogaine Treatment Program in Vancouver, BC (the Iboga Therapy
House) provides ibogaine-assisted therapy for addiction and dependence to substances
such as heroin, methadone and other opiates, cocaine, crack and alcohol. The Therapy
House is affiliated with the Multi-Disciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies
(MAPS).
Actions:
~ Bruna to look into research affiliated with this Therapy House as well as MAPS
~ Bruna to contact the College of Physicians and Surgeons in Ontario to see if there
has been any interest in Ibogaine
~ Bruna to see if any ibogaine clinical trials are listed on the clinicaltrials.gov
website

9.
Roundtable
Bruna provided the CSS WG with the articles entitled" UK places generic ban on
mephedrone drug family" and "A col/apse in integrity of scientific advice in the UK"
Robin indicated that a comprehensive literature review has been done on kratom leaf.
He will share it with the CSS-WG at an upcoming meeting.

10.
Next Steps
Next meeting scheduled for Wednesday May 26 t\ 2010 from 10-11:30am in Rm 305A.
Tiffany will send the invitation along with the agenda and the ROD for the next meeting.
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Re: BZPITFMPP lAS
Suzanne Desjardins to: Elizabeth Dussault

2010-05-06 09:28 AM

Cc: Bruna Brands, Hanan Abramovici, Jocelyn Kula, Tiana Branch

Hi Elizabeth,
You will find my comments in the attached.

'-1

lAS BZP and TFMPP May 5 10 SD cmts.wpd

Thanks
Suzanne
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

. ,.\l8.i.
,.
.,

••

Elizabeth
DussaultlHC·SC/GC/CA
2010-05-0503:02 PM

~.

To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Bruna Brands/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Hanan
AbramovicilHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tiana
Branch/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP lAS!]

Hi Suzanne,
We1re under quite a bit of pressure to get the lAS done and to move on with the other portions of the
scheduling process. Could you please provide your comments to me by Monday at the latest.
Thanks again,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst I Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division I Division des politiques et de la n§glementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA

2010-05-05 11 :52 AM

To Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Bruna Brands/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Hanan
AbramovicilHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tiana
Branch/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP IASiJ
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Hi Elizabeth,
As you may know I was away for several days in the last few weeks. In looking at this quickly now, it looks
as though text in sections 4.5 and 4.6 need may be mis-placed. The toxicological profile would fit better in
section 4.6 than 4.5 and while the availability information would fit better under section 4.5. if you can wait
before sending to Diane, I will send you my suggestions to revise those sections.
Thanks
Suzanne

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

• • ,t. Elizabeth
... '~ DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

. ,.

••

~

2010-05-0511 :06 AM

~

To Bruna Brands/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Hanan
AbramovicilHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tiana
Branch/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZPITFMPP lAS

Good Morning,
Thank you all for your comments on the lAS. They have now been incorporated into the final version of
the lAS which will be sent to Diane for signature.
[attachment "FINAL lAS BZP and TFMPP May 201 O.wpd" deleted by Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA]
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des poJitiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la n§glementation
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
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Issue Analysis Summary
Office of Controlled Substances

Regulation of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP)
CONTENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.

ISSUE
PURPOSE
CONTEXT
ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
CONSULTATIONS
CONSIDERATIONS
SELECTED STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
OUTCOME EVALUATION

ISSUE

The piperazines are a class of compounds containing a piperazine ring as part of their chemical
structure. Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also
used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
However, there are two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally for their
hallucinogenic and stimulant properties. These are: BZP (1-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine) and
TFMPP (1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine).
Health Canada is not aware that either of these substances are being used commercially in the
production of any industrial or pharmaceutical products in Canada.
An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent legitimate
use coupled with information regarding the use and appearance of BZP and TFMPP products
across Canada have prompted the need to determine whether these substances should be
regulated as controlled substances under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).

2.

PURPOSE

To assess these substances against the factors considered by the Office of Controlled Substances
(OCS) when deciding to add substances to one of the Schedules to the CDSA, and examine
possible options for the regulation of these substances.
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3.

CONTEXT

3.1

Legislative Frameworks

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations

The Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) provides a legislative framework for the
control of substances that can alter mental processes and may produce harm to the health of an
individual or to society when diverted or misused. Except as authorized under regulation,
activities such as possession, possession for the purpose of trafficking, trafficking, importation,
exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and production of controlled substances
are prohibited under the CDSA.
The CDSA and its regulations seek to support the legal manufacture, trade and possession of
controlled substances for medical and scientific purposes while minimizing diversion for illicit
purposes. The CDSA carries punishments for various offences and the requirements specified in
the regulations allow for more restricted control and closer monitoring of drug use.
The substances regulated under the CDSA are grouped into eight schedules. Schedules I to V
lists controlled substances while Schedule VI lists precursor chemicals. Schedules VII and VIII
provides the threshold quantities for trafficking and possession offenses involving cannabis and
cannabis resin.
Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments described in Part I of the
CDSA. Offenses associated with Schedule IV are similar to those associated with substances in
Schedules I, II and III except that there is no offence for simple possession.

3.2

Background

BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used in the rave and party scene in Canada
because of their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. BZP has also been found in products
targeted for other purposes such as weight loss. They are readily available for sale on the Internet
and in specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops, etc.) in Canada.
BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of the Schedules to the CDSA. However, The
Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) has maintained a "substance of concern" file on both
BZP and TFMPP since 2004.
The Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzed samples ofBZP from seizures made by law
enforcement as early as 1999 and has observed a steady increase in the number of samples
submitted for analysis since that time. Law enforcement agencies have also informed Health
Canada directly that they have seen an increase of BZP and TFMPP on the streets. Health

2
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Canada has also received correspondence from Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
requesting that Health Canada schedule BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA because of the
increased importation of these substances into Canada without any apparent legitimate purpose.
Media interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004 but has remained steady since
July 2008 following the deaths of two individuals that were initially thought to be related to the
ingestion of pills containing BZP. The media expressed concerns that Health Canada had not
taken a more proactive stance in regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances because of
the health risks associated with these substances. Questions were also raised regarding the easy
availability of these pills in public fora.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a drug as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations
(FDR) and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. The Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (Inspectorate) continues to pursue
various enforcement measures against distributeors, importers and manufacturers of these
products in Canada. Beginning in October 2007, the Inspectorate established a customs target
for finished products which was subsequently updated to include bulk powder in July 2008.
Retailers have also been advised to remove products from their shelves and consumers have also
been warned not to use products containing BZP and TFMPP.
In the summer of 2008, the Inspectorate and the OCS collaborated on a risk assessment on BZP.
The risk assessment concluded that consideration should be given to adding BZP to one of the
Schedules to the CDSA.
The Inspectorate hasve also taken a number of enforcement actions targeted at PurePillz, Inc.
whoich haves been reported a5" selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP.
PurePillz, Inc. have been notified that the sale of and all activities with these products are in
contravention of the Food and Drugs Act (FDA). Health Canada hasve repeatedly requested that
they company stop the import, distribution and sale of these products. In July 2008, Health
Canada posted a health advisory, advising consumers to not use unauthorized products being sold
by PurePillz, Inc. due to the serious health risks associated with their its products. 1 PurePillz,
Inc. has yet to take the necessary steps to comply with Health Canada's requests.
In December 2009, Health Canada posted another health advisory, this time advising consumers
not to use an unauthorized product containing BZP named Revolution DS Weight Loss, due to
the serious health risks associated with the product. 2

1 Health Canada Advises Consumers Not To Use Purepillz Unauthorized Products,
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ahc-asc/media/advisories-avis/_ 2008/2008_1 08-eng.php, 2008-07-10
2 Health Canada Warns Consumers Not To Use The Unauthorized Product "RevolutionDS Weight Loss"
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ahc-asc/media/advisories-avis/_ 2009/2009_211-eng.php, 2009-12-24
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4.

ASSESSMENT OF BZP AND TFMPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES

The following factors are assessed when substances are being considered for scheduling under
the CDSA:
•
•
•
•
•
•

International requirements and trends in control/scheduling;
Chemical and pharmacological similarity to other substances listed in the Schedules to
the CDSA;
Legitimate use;
Potential for abuse and addiction liability;
Extent of actual abuse in Canada and elsewhere; and,
Risk to the health and safety of Canadians.

4.1

International Requirements and Trends in Control/Scheduling

4.1.1

International Control

Neither Both BZP nor TFMPP are not currently listed in any of the three United Nations Drug
Control Conventions. That said the International Narcotic Control Board (INCB) has requested
that governments provide the World Health Organization (WHO) and the INCB with any
information on the abuse of and trafficking of piperazine derived compounds3 , and has also
requested that the WHO take the necessary measures to assess piperazine derived compounds in
order to determine whether to recommend that they be placed under international contro14 •
4.1.2

European Union

The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europol and European Medicines Agency
completed a joint risk assessment of BZP in May 2007. That assessment identified suggested
that BZP should be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack of medical benefits and lack of
evidence that it is safe for human consumption5 •
On March 3,2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as a new
psychoactive substance which is to be made subject to control measures and criminal provisions.
Member states were called upon to place BZP, within 1 year, under their respective drug control
regulations that fall in line with the obligations imposed by the 1971 United Nations Convention
on Psychotropic Substances6 •
Many EU member states (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,

3

International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 28, page Ill.

International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 45, page 114.
Sedefov, R, BZP to be placed under control across the EU, News release from the EMCDDA, April-June
2007 http://www .emcdda.europa.euihtml.cfm/index51519EN .html
6 Ibid 5
4

5
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Finland, Croatia and Sweden) have already taken the decision to regulate BZP as a controlled
substances. Other jurisdictions currently regulate BZP differently and they would have to make
changes in order to be in line with the requirements of the 1971 United Nations Convention. In
the Netherlands, for example, BZP in pharmaceutical form is regulated as a medicinal product. 7
Similarly, Spain considers BZP to be a substance which modifies physiological functions when
administered to humans as defined under applicable Spanish legislation. It is therefore subject to
certain control measures such as inspections, annual reporting to the Spanish Medicines Agency
and is subject to enforcement measures for non-compliance 8 • In the United Kingdom, vendors
and retailers of BZP may face prosecution as the drug is classified as unlicensed under the
Medicines Act 1968. 9 In France, BZP is classified as a narcotic further to the publication of an
order in the "Journal officiel" by the Agence franyaise de securite sanitaire des produits de
sante. 10 Finally, the Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland released a statement on March
31, 2009, indicating that BZP has now been declared a controlled substance because of its
potential for abuse and for causing significant harm to public health. 11
Although, the European Union has focused mainly on BZP, some member states have also taken
steps to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance. Greece, Sweden, Croatia and Denmark have
all elected to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance.

4.1.3

New Zealand

The history of BZP regulation in New Zealand is complex. An April 2004 assessment of "party
pills" (which included substances such as BZP, TFMPP and other piperazine derivatives) by the
New Zealand Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) concluded that there was
insufficient objective evidence showing that these substances were harmful; thus they
recommended that "party pills" containing these substances should remain legal. 12
In 2006, the EACD completed a further assessment of these substances and concluded that recent
studies had documented real harm, including potentially fatal seizures. They noted, however,
that there was still no information about the effects of long-term use of these substances on
humans.
In May 2007, the EACD again considered these substances in light of further scientific research
and evidence that was accumulated in studies conducted in New Zealand. The EACD focused its
attention on the increased availability of "party pills", which were being marketed and distributed

Ibid 3
8 Ibid 3

7

9 Medicines and Health Products Regulatory Agency Press Release, Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are
dangerous and illegal, 20 Mar 2007.
10 Agence fran9aise de securite sanitaire des produits de sante, Classement comme stupefiant de la BZP, 20
May 2008, http://afssaps.sante.frlhtm/l0/filcoprs/080503.htm
11 Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland, Minister for Health and Children announces ban on

stimulant drug BZP, 31 Mar 09. http://www.dohc.ie/press/releases/2009/20090331.html
Alansari, M. and Hamilton, D., Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pills: A New Zealand case
report, The New Zealand Medical Journal, 05-May-06, Vol 119 No. 1233
12
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widely over the Internet, through counterculture retailers, and more recently in liquor outlets,
service stations and dairies. Other information considered included a number of reports that
showed evidence linking "party pills" to adverse reactions when taken with prescription
medicines, and a number of scientific studies that showed no known legitimate commercial uses
for these substances.
This growing evidence led to the tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act and
list BZP, TFMPP and similar substances as scheduled substances on December 18, 2007. The
amendment was passed by Parliament and came into force on April 1, 2008. In New Zealand, it
is illegal to possess and use, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP, TFMPP, pFPP,
MeOPP, mCPP and MBZP. The bill provided an amnesty provision that allowed individuals to
possess no more than 100 tablets/pills or 5 grams of these substances until no later than
September 30, 2008 at which time they would become illegal 13 •

4.1.4

Australia

BZP and TFMPP were added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of Drugs
and Poisons (SUSDP) in February 2006 14 • In its decision to include BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (NDPSC) considered
information from the "Vaults of Erowid" website which includes links to drug experience
websites and information about drugs from both anecdotal and peer reviewed sources. The
NDPSC also considered actions taken in other jurisdictions such as the tabling of a proposal to
amend the Misuse of Drugs Act in New Zealand to include BZP and similar substances and the
addition ofBZP to Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act in the United States. They also
considered submissions from stakeholders that indicated that these substances were not being
used for any legitimate industrial purposes in Australia. They also noted that these substances
were being misrepresented and marketed as a legal alternative to illicit drugs l5 .

4.1.5

United States of America

The use ofBZP and TFMPP was first reported in California in late 1996 and they have has since
spread across the US. Both substances were placed on an emergency scheduling notice on July
18,2002, with the intent of deeming them Schedule I drugs l6 . This action was taken in response
to local US. law enforcement agencies reporting a growing number of seizures ofBZP across the
US. The US Drug Enforcement Administration Office of Diversion Control also reported that
BZP had no currently accepted medical use and was not safe for use even with medical

13 National Drug Policy of New Zealand, BZP change in legal status to Class C1 controlled drug, 1 April
2008, http://www.ndp.govt.nzimoh.nsf/indexcm/ndp-news-home
14 Australian National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee, Record of Reasons of Meeting 46, February
21-23,2006
15 Ibid 14

US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Temporary placement
of BZP and TFMPP into Schedule I, 20 Sep 2002
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/sched_ actions/2002/fr07182.htrn
16
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supervision 17.
On March 18, 2004, BZP was officially listed in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act
(CSA). Schedule I of the CSA lists substances that have a high potential for abuse, have no
accepted medicinal use for treatment and for which there is a lack of an acceptable safe use under
medical supervision. TFMPP as of March 18, 2004, is no longer controlled under the CSA
because of a recommendation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a scientific
evaluation from the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDAy8 indicating that the controls
imposed by the CSA were not warranted.

4.2

Chemical and Pharmacological Similarity to Other Substances Listed in the
Schedules to the CDSA

4.2.1

Chemistry of BZP

BZP is a synthetic N -monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N-(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benzylpiperazine,
I-benzyl-diazacyclohexane and does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to the eyes, respiratory system and the skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
and this does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

4.2.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow coloured liquid.

4.2.3

Pharmacology of BZP

The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to those of amphetamines and that it acts by increasing
the efflux of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway. 19,20 BZP is thought to

Ibid 16
US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Placement ofBZP into
Schedule I, 18 Mar 2004, http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/rules/2004/fr0318.htm
19 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: I-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
20 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted
piperazines abused by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
or 'Ecstasy'). Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
17

18
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have about one-tenth the potency of amphetamine. 21 ,22
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, orally administered BZP 100mg
and dexamphetamine 10mg were associated with significant increases in systolic blood pressure,
diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate compared to placebo. 23 The two active treatments were
not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A publication reporting on
two clinical trials also showed that both BZP and dexamphetamine resulted in significant
increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. 24
Only one pharmacokinetic study has been conducted in humans. 25 BZP concentration in plasma
was highest at 75 minutes after a single 200mg oral dose. The elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully elucidated. However, when BZP is
combined with TFMPP in vitro, the metabolism of BZP is inhibited by 60% and that of TFMPP
by 90%. Such metabolic interference can lead to elevated levels of both drugs in the plasma
thereby increasing their effects and accounting for the increase in adverse events. 26

4.2.4. Pharmacology of TFMPP
TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In vitro experiments using human liver micro somes determined the polymorphic
CYP2D6 enzyme accounted for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic clearance. 27 Furthermore,
genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 could potentially account for differences in toxicity
following TFMPP intake.

It is now well established that TFMPP is a serotonin (5-HT) receptor agonist that stimulates
central serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP

Ibid 19
Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW. Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and
I-benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
'23 Ibid 22
24 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck A W, Young P A.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
25 Antia U, Lee HS, Kydd RR, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Pharmacokinetics of 'party pill' drug Nbenzylpiperazine (BZP) in healthy human participants. Forensic Sci Int. 2009 Apr 15;186(1-3):63-7. Epub 2009 Mar
3.
26 Antia U, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine-based 'party pill' drugs.
J Pharm Pharmacol. 2009 Jul;61(7):877-82.
27 Staack RF, Paul LD, Springer D, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of
the new designer drug 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In vivo studies in Wistar and Dark Agouti
rats as well as in vitro studies in human liver microsomes. Biochem PharmacoL 2004 Jan 15;67(2):235-44.
21

22
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triggers presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons 28 ,29,30,3\ preferentially binds to multiple postsynaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes32 ,33,34, and alters synaptic 5-HT function by inhibiting 5-HT
reuptake. 35 ,36

4.2.5. Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination
Some pharmacodynamic information exists regarding the combined effects of BZP and TFMPP.
Co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone. 37,38 Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. These drug-induced seizures
occurred after a dose just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for serotonin and dopamine
release suggesting the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow therapeutic window of
safety.
One study measured a range of clinical outcomes in people taking pills containing both BZP
(300mg) and TFMPP (74mg) alone or in combination with alcoho1. 39 The BZP/TFMPP
combination gave rise to sympathomimetic effects similar to those observed with amphetamines
such as a significant increase in heart rate and both systolic and diastolic blood pressure. These
effects most like occurred through increased noradrenaline release.

4.3

Legitimate Use

Piperazines are a class of compounds primarily used as intermediates in the manufacture of
chemicals and pharmaceuticals. The parent compound, piperazine, has been widely used for

28 Pettibone DJ, Williams M. Serotonin-releasing effects of substituted piperazines in vitro. Biochem
Pharmacol. 1984 May 1;33(9):1531-5.
29 Auerbach SB, Rutter JJ, Juliano PJ. Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular
serotonin in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-1l.
30 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X"
piperazine analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct; 1025: 189-97.
31 Ibid 20
32 Fuller, R. 1-Phenylpiperazines and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-HT
Agonists and Psychoactive Drugs, R. Rech, Gudelsky GA, Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor, MI. p. 35-59.
33 Hoyer D. Functional correlates of serotonin 5-HT1 recognition sites. J Recept Res. 1988;8(1-4):59-8l.
34 Schoeffter P, Hoyer D. Interaction ofarylpiperazines with 5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, 5-HT1C and 5-HT1D
receptors: do discriminatory 5-HT1B receptor ligands exist? Naunyn Schmiedebergs Arch Pharmacol. 1989
Jun;339(6):675-83.
35 Ibid 29
36 WolfWA, Ziaja E, Arthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ, Levine RA, Kuhn DM. Effect oftetrahydrobiopterin
on serotonin synthesis, release, and metabolism in superfused hippocampal slices. J Neurochem. 1991
Oct;57(4): 1191-7.
37 Ibid 20
38 Ibid 30
39 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M,
Robinson G, Beasley R. Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills'
BZP/TFMPP alone and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
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many years as an anti-worming drug in animals. BZP, however, has never been used for such a
purpose. 40
Throughout the 1970s, a compound with BZP as the active metabolite was investigated as a
potential anti-depressant in humans. 41 Its clinical use was short-lived however because of the
stimulant side-effects of the drug. 42
While BZP has no established or acknowledged medical value, TFMPP has widely been used as
a pharmacological probe drug for drug discrimination procedures in animals43 because of its
serotonergic properties. The INCB World Drug Report for 2007 also states that both these
substances are available primarily for use as intermediates in the manufacture of chemicals and
pharmaceuticals and are used in neurochemical and psychiatric research throughout the world44 .
Health Canada is not aware if BZP or TFMPP are in fact being used for such purposes in Canada.

4.4

Potential for Abuse and Addiction Liability

4.4.1

Potential for Abuse of BZP

BZP increases of extracellular levels ofDA and 5-HT, features common to psychostimulants and
drugs of abuse such as amphetamines and cocaine. 45 Furthermore, BZP increase DA levels in a
dose-dependent manner in the rat nucleus accumbens,46 an area of the brain associated with the
processing of rewarding/reinforcing behaviours. 47 These findings suggest BZP has the potential
to be abused because it acts on neuronal pathways implicated in reward and activated by wellknown drugs of abuse.
The rewarding properties of BZP have been well documented in animals. In rats, BZP produces
place preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, yeilds behavioural
responses similar to those induced by methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to

40 European Union Commission Decision, Stronger control measures for the synthetic drug BZP, 2008 Mar
3, http://europa.eu/scadplus/leglenllvb/133273.htm
41 Munro-Faure, A.D., Peck, A.W., Pullin, C., Young, P.A. Detection of dexamphetamine-like activity in
man. A comparison of several tests (1971) J. Pharm. Chim. (Paris), 2, pp. 228-229.
42 Tekes K, Thfalusi L, 19yi B, Herman F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action ofEGYT475, a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacy 1987;39(2):203-11.
43 Ibid 27
44 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, p. 39
45 Howell, L.L., Kimmel, H.L. Monoamine transporters and psychostimulant addiction. Biochem
Pharmacol. (2008); 75(1): 196-217.
46 Ibid 30
47 Carlezon, W.A., Thomas, M.l. Biological substrates of reward and aversion: a nucleus accumbens
activity hypothesis. Neuropharmacology. 2009; 56 (Suppl 1): 122-32.
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amphetamine. 48 ,49,5o,51 In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self-administered, substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test. 52 These studies have
consistently found that BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers have
repeatedly suggested it carries potential for abuse.
Only three clinical trials have studied the abuse liability of BZP. A double-blind, placebocontrolled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of dexamphetamine and
BZp. 53 Both drugs differed significantly from placebo on a number of behavioural and subjective
Based on findings that BZP produced effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former
amphetamine addicts, the Wellcome Foundation Ltd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and
suggested that it be placed under statutory controls similar to those regulating amphetamines.
Two other clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers,54 concluded that
BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine, but with one-tenth
the potency. 55
Another clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP but concluded that
pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects. This was evidenced by
improved driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, as well as difficulty
getting to sleep.56
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has the
potential for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The
degree with which BZP is likely to be abused remains uncertain and more pharmacokinetic and
human abuse liability studies are needed.

4.4.2

Potential for Abuse of TFMPP

One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbic DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release along this pathway
has not been shown convincingly. However, administration ofTFMPP in combination with
BZP, resulted in dramatic increases in brain DA levels, suggesting potential for abuse when the

48 Meririnne E, Kajos M, Kankaanpaa A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of 1-benzylpiperazine, a new
drug of abuse, in rats. Basic Clin Pharmacol Toxicol. 2006 Apr;98(4):346-50.
49 Brennan KA, Lake B, Rely LS, Jones K, Gittings D, Colussi-Mas J, Fitzmaurice PS, Lea RA, Schenk S.
N-benzylrciperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behav Pharmacol. 2007 Dec; 18(8):785-90.
Yarosh RL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted
piperazines in the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88( 1): 18-27. Epub 2007 Jul 6.
51 Ibid 20
52 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative
stimulus effects of 1-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol
Depend. 2005 Feb 14;77(2):161-8.
53 Ibid 22

°

54 Ibid 24
55

Ibid 22

56 Ibid 39
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drugs are combined. 57,58 In addition, the significant increases in both DA and 5-HT levels are
similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating the combination of the two
drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. Indeed. this combination elicits MDMA-like
effects in animal models 59,60,61,62 and human case studies,63 wherein TFMPP is proposed to
account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like effects and BZP for the stimulant-like effects.
While animal studies have also shown that TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drugdiscrimination paradigm,64,65,66 TFMPP failed to maintain self-administration in primates67 and
did not induce place preference in rats 68 strongly suggesting the drug has minimal abuse potential
when taken on its own.

4.4.3

Addiction Liability

Few, if any, properly controlled scientific studies investigating BZP or TFMPP-related physical
dependence in animals or humans exist. In humans, it is unclear whether users develop tolerance
to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, and whether withdrawal symptoms develop
after long term use.
One study assessed the psychological and physical dependence of human subjects to
BZP/TFMPP-based pills. 18.2% of subjects showed psychological dependence on these pills
according to the standard DSM -IV criteria and 17.1 % of subj ects showed visible signs of
tolerance and withdrawals. 69 However, these results should be interpreted with caution since
many participants reported consuming alcohol along with the pills.
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction, using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS).70 The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
Interestingly, the study also revealed that use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to

57 Ibid 30
58 Ibid 20
59 Ibid 30
60 Ibid 20
61 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
62 Ibid 50
63 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PI.Dissociative and sympathomimetic
toxicity associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine
(BZP). J Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4):254-7.
64 Ibid 61
65 Ibid 50
66 Come SJ, Pickering RW. A possible correlation between drug-induced hallucinations in man and a
behavioural response in mice. Psychopharmacologia. 1967;11(1):65-78.
67 Ibid 52
68 Mosher T, Hayes D, Greenshaw A.Differential effects of 5-HT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning
and locomotor activity in rats. Eur J Pharmacol. 2005 May 16;515(1-3):107-16.
69 Ibid 39
70 Wilkins C, Girling M, Sweetsur P. The prevalence of use, dependency and harms of legal 'party pills'
containing benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (TFMPP) in New Zealand. Journal of Substance
Use, 2007. 12(3): p. 213-224.
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individuals who attended raves. The study documented that pills containing BZP and TFMPP
were the fourth most widely used recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis.

4.5

Extent of Actual Abuse in Canada and Elsewhere

In Canada, the extent of actual abuse is relatively unknown as no studies or reports on the abuse
of these substances have been conducted. Health Canada is aware that these pills are being sold
in Canada and are used in the rave and party scene as an alternative to ecstasy (MDMA).
However, Health Canada is seeing an increasing trend in activity with respect to the importation,
manufacture and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and TFMPP which
has led to a corresponding increase in activities related to compliance and enforcement. This is
indicative of an increased interest for these substances in Canada. Described below are exmaples
of such activities.
•

CBSA has communicated to Health Canada the number of shipments that have been
seized at the border and referred to CBSA laboratories for analysis. From 2004 to 2008
the number of samples analyzed that contained BZP andlor TFMPP increased from 0 to
17. It should be noted, however, that these numbers do not reflect the total number of
shipments that have come across the border, only those that were seized or sent for
analysis. These seizures ranged in size from 1kg to 400kg of pure chemical and from
5000 to 40000 capsules of finished product and consisted either of BZP alone or in
combination with TFMPP or other substances such as ephedrine.

•

According to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 2007 Drug Situation Report,
there is an emerging trend in designer-type substance trafficking. BZP and TFMPP were
both found in pills seized by law enforcement which were thought to be MDMA due to
their similar markings. The RCMP also observed that organized crime groups take
advantage of every opportunity to exploit emerging markets of rave or party drugs and
that BZP and TFMPP would not be excluded. 7171

•

Health Canada's Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzes samples of controlled
substances submitted by law enforcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP
and TFMPP are not controlled substances in Canada they have appeared in samples
received by Health Canada from police seizures. The following table outlines the number
exhibits analyzed by DAS between 2006 and December 2009 that contained BZP or
TFMPP.

•

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

5

146

1061

2121

TFMPP

3

121

898

2077

Health Canada has been actively monitoring and taking compliance and enforcement
71

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Drug Situation Report 2007, pg 26.
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actions both at the border and domestically for bulk powder and other dosage form
finished products containing BZP and TFMPP. The table below reflects the total number
of import shipments containing BZP or TFMPP that have been referred to Health Canada
for an admissibility decision and that were subsequently refused. Shipments ranged from
small personal shipments of one finished product package containing a few tablets to
large commercial shipments of bulk powder.

Total number of imports refused
•

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2

1

6

5

9

The Inspectorate's laboratory program receives samples of drug substances from Health
Canada inspectors for analysis. BZP, TFMPP and a combination of both have been
detected in the samples received by the lab and this information is found in the table
below. Since 2008, there has been an increase in the number of requests for testing of
BZP andlor TFMPP as well as an increase in the number of positive test results (data not
shown). The table below shows the number of samples suspected to contain BZP and/or
TFMPP.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

0

0

2

14

TFMPP

0

0

0

1

BZP&TFMPP

0

0

4

7

Total # of samples tested by
Inspectorate labs

0

0

11

22

•

Since October 2007, the Inspectorate has taken numerous enforcement actions against
BZP and TFMPP products in Canada beginning with establishing a customs target for
finished products. In April 2008, the Inspectorate targeted PurePillz, Inc. which was
reported as selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. In July 2008,
four PurePillz, Inc. products were subsequently seized from 24 store locations across
Canada further to the failure of the company to comply with stop-sale requests.

•

In 2009, an adverse drug reaction report indicating that a consumer developed cardiac
arrhythmia (abnormal electrical activity of the heart) after consuming the product
RevolutionDS Weight Loss, which was found to contain BZP, led to coordinated
compliance verification visits to multiple retailers in Ottawa and subsequent
administrative seizures and voluntary forfeitures of RevolutionDS Weight Loss product.

In the United States, the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) tracks drug seizure reports through
the National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS). In 2008, BZP replaced ketamine
as one of the 25 most frequently identified drugs. The report also outlines the number of club
14
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drugs (MDMA, BZP, MDA, ketamine, TFMPP, etc.) that have been identified in labs. Next to
MDMA, BZP appears second on the list of the most identified club drug and TFMPP appears
fifth.7272 The DEA's System to Retrieve Information From Drug Evidence (STRIDE) also
identified BZP as being one of the most frequently identified drugs in the US. 7373
At present, toxicological profiles for BZP or TF~fPP have not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other drngs or ethanol,*;'¥.r;%;::;:t adverse effects attributable to BZP alone
ar e diffic nIt to measur e and could in fact be the result of toxic dr ng-dr ttg inter actions.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been published.

The largest international cohort study exanlined patients presenting to the ernergency departInent
with signs ofBZP toxicity.:r8 Of these individuals, 16.7'% reported confusion, 32.4'% heart
palpitations, 29.6'% agitation, 38.4~u anxiety, 38.9~u vomiting, and 29.6~u seizures. Increasing
BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the charlces of having a seizure in
individuals who had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is also reported elsewhere
but again, only when no other substance or ethanol tlVas co-ingested.:r9;S9;S+;~;8:l-;84
All accomrts ofTF~fPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining BZPfTF~fPP pill
intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological synlptoms
associatcd with BZPfTF~fPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern the symptoms specific to
TF~fPP effects arld sorne nlay in part be due to the co-ingestion of BZP. S5
A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TF~fPP alone or
in corllbination with aleoholr esultcd in such fl cquent and se ver e ad verse events in the gr oups
taking BZP/TF~fPP that the study was terrllinated. 6672 DEA, National Forensic Laboratory Infonnation System Annual Report 2008, pg 1-31.
Ibid 84
74 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiperazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
75 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans:
a prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med 1. 2005 Dec 16;118(1227):U1784
76 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Casswell S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand:
comparisons offmdings from national household drug surveying in 1998,2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006.
119(124~: p. U2285.
7 Nicholson, TC. Prevalence of use, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those
presentin~ to the emergency department. Emerg Med Australas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
8 Ibid 71
79 Ibid 20
80 Baumann MH, Ayestas MA, Sharpe LG, Lewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Persistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated with GBR12909 decanoate. J Phannacol Exp Ther.
2002 Jun;301(3):1190-7.
81 Wood DM, Dargan PI, Button J, Holt DW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL. Collapse, reported seizure-and an unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571): 1490.
82 King LA, Nutt D. Seizures in a night club. Lancet. 2007 JuI21;370(9583):220.
83 Ibid 72
84 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Girling M. Patterns ofbenzylpiperazine/trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine party
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In London, England, thtee cases ~ere reported of patients presenting to the hospital enlergency
departtnent with dissociative-type symptorlls and sympathomimetic toxicity. Stlbseqtlent
toxicological screening of blood and mine samples revealed the presence of both DZP and
TFtvfPP .sq;
Several case reports have also stlggested that co-abnse ofDZP and TFtvfPP along with other
dr ttgs and alcohol conld resnlt itl death, althongh st1ch a sitttation has not been commonly
ob ser ve d .ss8999
; ;
In conelnsion, ingestion ofDZP and/or TFtvfPP, alone or with other drngs, poses a significant
risk to t1sers.

4.6

Risk to the Health and Safety of Canadians

The easy availability of BZP and TFMPP products in Canada increases the potential risk to the
health and safety of Canadians. These products are marketed as a safe and legal alternative to
other illicit substances such as MDMA and amphetamines. It appears that these substances are
also being used and marketed for other purposes such as weight loss.
At present, toxicological profiles for BZP or TFMPP have not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other drugs or ethanol,9191,9292,9393,9494 adverse effects attributable to BZP
alone are difficult to measure and could in fact be the result of toxic drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been published.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with signs ofBZP toxicity.9595 Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4% heart
palpitations, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing
BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in
individuals who had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is also reported elsewhere

Ibid 63
Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner J. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden. J Anal
Toxicol. 2004 Jan-Feb;28(l):67-70.
89 Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the fIrst deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and
quantitation of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol, 2008.32(2): p. 172-7.
90 Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy
and ben~lpiperazine] Dtsch Med Wochenschr. 2001 Jul13;126(28-29):809-11. [Article in German]
1 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiperazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
92 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans:
a prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med 1. 2005 Dec 16;118(1227):U1784
93 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Casswell S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand:
comparisons of fIndings from national household drug surveying in 1998,2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006.
119(1244): p. U2285.
94 Nicholson, TC. Prevalence of use, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those
presentin~ to the emergency department. Emerg Med Australas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
5 Ibid 71
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but again, only when no other substance or ethanol was co_ingested. 9696,9797,9898,9999,100100,101101
All accounts ofTFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining BZP/TFMPP pill
intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological symptoms
associated with BZP/TFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern the symptoms specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingestion ofBZP.102102
A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP alone or
in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent and severe adverse events in the groups
taking BZP/TFMPP that the study was terminated.103103
In London, England, three cases were reported of patients presenting to the hospital emergency
department with dissociative-type symptoms and sympathomimetic toxicity. Subsequent
toxicological screening of blood and urine samples revealed the presence of both BZP and
TFMPP. 104104
Several case reports have also suggested that co-abuse of BZP and TFMPP along with other
drugs and alcohol could result in death, although such a situation has not been commonly
observed. 105105,106106,107107
In conclusion, ingestion ofBZP and/or TFMPP, alone or with other drugs, poses a significant
risk to users.

CBSA has commnnicated to IIealth Canada the nmnber of shipments that have been sei1:ed at the
border and refencd to CBSA laboratories for analysis. Fronl 2004 to 2008 thc Iltlmber of
Sltnlp1eS analy 1:ed that contained BZP andfor TFtvfPP incr eased fl0m 0 to 17. It should be
noted,ho we ver, that these number s do not reflect the total nWilber of shipments that ha ve corne
across the border, only those that were sei1:ed or sort for analysis. These sei1:ures ranged in si1:e

96 Ibid 20
97 Baumann MH, Ayestas MA, Sharpe LG, Lewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Persistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated with GBR12909 decanoate. J Pharmacol Exp Ther.
2002 Jun;301(3):1190-7.
98 Wood DM, Dargan PI, Button J, Holt DW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL. Collapse, reported seizure-and an unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571):1490.
99 King LA, Nutt D. Seizures in a night club. Lancet. 2007 JuI21;370(9583):220.
100 Ibid 72
101 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Girling M. Patterns ofbenzylpiperazine/trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine party
pill use and adverse effects in a population sample in New Zealand. Drug Alcohol Rev. 2008 Nov;27(6):633-9.
102 Kushnir, V. 1-(-3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) abuse liability and dependence potential
assessment. Report prepared for Health Canada. October 2009.
103 Ibid 39
104 Ibid 63
105 Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner J. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden. J Anal
Toxicol. 2004 Jan-Feb;28(l):67-70.
106 Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and
quantitation of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol, 2008.32(2): p. 172-7.
107 Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy
and benzylpiperazine] Dtsch Med Wochenschr. 2001 Jul13;126(28-29):809-11. [Article in German]
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fr ()m 1kg t() 400kg ()f pm e chemical, t() 5000 t() 40000 capsules ()f finished pr ()dttct and consisted
either ofDZP al()ne ()r in cornbination with TF1vfPP 01 othcr substances such as cphedIine.
Acc()rding t() the R(),al Canadian 1vf()tmted Police (RC1vfP) 2007 Dr ttg Situati()n Report, there is
an emcIging trend in designer-t,pe sttbstance trafficking. DZP and TF1vfPP were both found in
pills seized b, law enforcement which were th()ught t() be 1vfD1vfA due t() their sirllilar markings.
The RC1vfP als() ()bser ved that ()rganized crime gr()t1ps take advarrtage ()fevery opp()rtmlit, to
exploit emerging rllarkets of rave or·parry drttgs and that DZP and TF1vfPP w()uld not be
excluded. -HHt_
Ilealth Canada's Dr ttg Anal, sis Ser vices (DAS) anal, zcs sanlples of contI ()lled substanccs
sttbmitted b, law enforcement agencies for C()ttrt pmposes. Alth()ugh DZP and TF1vfPP are not
c()ntr()lled sttbstances in Carlada the, have appeared in samples received b, Ilealth Canada fr()m
p()licc seizures. The following table outlines thc quantities ()fDZP and TF1vfPP samples receivcd
for anal,sis b, DAS between 2006 and December 2009.
2006200720082009DZP514610612121TF1vfPP31218982077
Ilealth Callada has been acti vel, rn()nit()I ing and taking C()mpliarlCe arld enfor cerllent actions
b()th at the bordcr and domesticall, for bulk p()wder and ()ther d()sage form finished prodttcts
c()ntaining DZP and TF1vfPP.
The table belo w reflects the total nttrllber ()f imp()rt shipments c()ntaining DZP ()r TF1vfPP that
have been referred to Ilealth Canada for arl adrllissibilit, decision and that were sttbsequerrtl,
refused. Shiplnents ranged from SInal1 pers()nal shipments ()f()ne finished pr()dttct package
containing a fe w tablets t() lar ge C()llUner cial shiplllents ()f bulk P() wder .
20052006200720082009Total nmnber of imp()rts refttsed21659
The Inspectorate'slaborat()ry prograrn receives sanlples of dr ttg substarlces from Ilealth Canada
inspectors for arlal,sis. DZP, TF1vfPP and a cOlnbinatioll of both have been detected in the
sanlples received b, the lab and this infollnatlon is fotl1ld in the table below. Since 2008, there
has been arl increase in the nUlllber of requests for testing ofDZP arld/or TF1vfPP as well as an
increase in the number ofpositive test results.
2006
2007
2etm
2009
labs*
0011 22*includes satllples suspected t() c()lrtain
DZP and/or TF1vfPP that tested negati ve.
I1ealth Canada is seeing arl increasing trend in activit, with respect t() the imp()rtati()n,
marlufactme and sale ofbttlk materials and finished products containing HZP and TF1vfPP which
has led t() a cOlresp()nding increase in activities related to cOlnpliance and enforcernent.
Since October 2007, the Illspectorate has taken llmllerOtlS enforcelllent actions against HZP arld
108
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TF~1PP

products in Canada beginning with establishing a customs target for finished products.
In April 2008, the Inspectorate targeted PmePillz, Inc. who were reported as selling unapproved
drtlg products containing BZP and TF~1PP. In lui, 2008, fOtlI PmePiHz, Inc. products were
subsequentl, seized from 24 store locations across Canada further to the failtlre of the cornparl,
to compl, with stop-sale requests. In 2009, an adverse dr tlg reaction report indicating that a
consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia (abnormal electrical activit, of the heart) after
consuming the product RevolutionDS Weight Loss led to coordinated compliance verification
visits to multiple retailers in Ottawa and sttbsequent administrative seizures and voluntary
forfeitmes of RevolutionDS Weight Loss product.
In view of these risks , Health Canada has also released two separate public health advisories
regarding products containing BZP. On July 10, 2008, a public advisory was published on
Health Canada's website warning Canadians not to consume unauthorized products sold by
PurePillz, Inc. as the products contain BZP and may pose a serious risk to health. On December
24,2009, Health Canada released another health advisory warning Canadians not to use the
product RevolutionDS Weight Loss, which contains BZP and has not been authorized for sale by
Health Canada.
In addition, the Drtlg Enforcement Agenc, (DEA) in the United States tracks drtlg seizure reports
through the :National Forensic Laboratory Information S,sterll (1~FLIS). In 2008, BZP replaced
ketamine as one of the 25 most frequentl, identified drtlgs. The report also Otttlitles the number
of club drtlgs (~1D~1A, BZP, ~1DA, ketarlline, TF~1PP, etc.) that have been identified in labs.
l'~ext to ~1D~1A, BZP appear s second on the list of the most identified club dr tlg and TF~1PP
appears fifth.tfl9 The DEA's S,stenl to Retrieve Infonllation From Drtlg Eviderlce (STRIDE) also
identified BZP as being one of the rllost freqtlentl, identified drtlgs in the US.t-te5.

ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

Although Health Canada possesses limited information about the health risks associated with the
use of BZP and TFMPP, scientific evidence suggests these substances have a potential for abuse
and can harm public health. These substances have no known legitimate therapeutic use in
Canada and no known legitimate industrial applications. Therefore, it would appear that
currently that BZP and TFMPP are mostly marketed and sold for recreational purposes and to a
smaller extent as a weight loss product. No products containing BZP and TFMPP have been
authorized for sale in Canada. The import of these substances has also increased significantly.
6.

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS

Further to the assessrllent cornpleted in Section 4, tThe following options have been identified.
Scheduling under the CDSA is a three-step process in that substances are first assessed as to
whether or not they should be regulated under the CDSA and then into which Schedule they best
fit and, then, depending on whether they have a legitimate use (scientific, medical or industrial),
a decision must be made as to which regulation the substance should be subject. This last step
109
110
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will be carried out later on in this issue analysis.
Option 1 : No Action. BZP and TFMPP remain as uncontrolled substances
BZP and TFMPP are considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act (FDA) and
require a DIN prior to being sold or marketed in Canada.

PROS:
a.

CONS:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Consistent with the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not yet scheduled under any UN
Drug Control Conventions

The control of BZP and TFMPP would differ from the control mechanisms of the
European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia and
the United States
Penalties under the FDA are administrative in nature and law enforcement has no
authority under the FDA to take any criminal action against industry. Known
industry has not respected the fact that they are selling products containing an
unapproved drug, and in one case, has explicitly ignored regulatory actions taken by
HPFBI.
Would not address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment of BZP, e.g.
the lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate
to high potential for abuse.
Would not address the increased volume of BZP and TFMPP being imported into
Canada or the manufacture and distribution of these substances in Canada, which
increases the risks of abuse/misuse.
The quality of products containing BZP and TFMPP is suspect given the noncompliance with the FDA and Good Manufacturing Practices.

Option 2 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III to the CDSA.

PROS:
a.

b.
c.

d.

CONS:
a.

Control measures for BZP and TFMPP as imposed by Schedule III would be similar
to control measures imposed in other countries such as New Zealand and some
European nations
Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abusedhnist1sc
Would address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment of BZP e.g. the
lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to
high potential for abuse.
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are pharmacologically similar to
amphetamines. The majority of substances in Schedule III are stimulants and BZP
and TFMPP would therefore be regulated in a similar way

Will likely be opposed by industry specializing in recreational products who have
been selling these products in Canada for several years without meeting any
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regulatory requirements
Option 3 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV to the CDSA
PROS:
a.
b.

c.

CONS:
a.

b.

c.

Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused/misuse
Would address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment of BZP e.g. the
lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to
high potential for abuse.
Vlotlld be consistent with the goals of the 1'iational Anti-Drttg Strate~ which aims
to prevent illicit drttg use, help treat those with illicit drttg dependencies, and to
combat the prodttction and distribution of illicit dr ttgs.

Substances included in Schedule IV are not subject to possession offenses under the
CDSA, thus law enforcement would not be able to take action against individuals
who are in possession of BZP and TFMPP.
Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule IV would differ from the control mechanisms
in the European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia
and the United States because there is no possession offence.
BZP and TFMPP are not pharmacologically similar to substances listed in Schedule
IV

In consideration of the analysis above, it is recommended that BZP and TFMPP be added to
Schedule III to the CDSA.
The following will consider the options for whether BZP and TFMPP should be added to one of
the regulations that sit under the CD SA. In light of the fact that TPD has received some
enquiries from a pharmaceutical company interested in marketing BZP with a clinical indication,
consideration has been given to the following options.
Option A : BZP and TFMPP remain unregulated
PROS:
a.

CONS:
a.

BZP and TFMPP would be controlled in a similar way as the control measures
imposed in other countries such as New Zealand, the United States and Australia.

Access to these substances for a medical, scientific or public interest purpose would
be possible via an exemption under s. 56 of the CDSA.

Option B : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under the Part G of the Food and Drug Regulations
Part G of the Food and Drug Regulations (G-FDR) is the regulation that provides a licensing
and permit scheme that allows for the manufacture, distribution, sale, import and export of the
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substances listed in its Schedule.
PROS:
a.

b.

CONS:
a.

Would allow industry to access BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes while reducing the risk ofBZP and TF~fPP being
ab tlsedfmist1sed andfor di verted
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are pharmacologically similar to
amphetamines, which are regulated under the G-FDR.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.

Option 3-C : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under the Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations
Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (J-FDR) regulates the use of controlled substances that
have no recognized medical use. Substances listed in its Schedule can only be used for scientific
and research purposes.
PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

7.

Would allow access to BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific or research
purposes should the need arise.
BZP and TFMPP have no known therapeutic use and would therefore be regulated in
a similar way as other stimulants that do not have any therapeutic use.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.

CONSULTATIONS

In order to determine if there is any legitimate activity with BZP and TFMPP and to identify
stakeholders who might have a specific interest in this scheduling assessment, the Office of
Controlled Substances issued a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties in the Canada Gazette, Part
I on November 22, 2008. Five responses were received and these have been taken into
consideration in this analysis.
The Health Canada Drug Analysis Services, recommended that the term isomers should be
added to the TFMPP nomenclature as it would allow for easier identification of the substance
when performing lab analysis.
A submission from the British Columbia Ministry of Healthy Living and Sport expressed
concerns that the addition of BZP and TFMPP to the Schedules to the CDSA may have an
unintended impact on the criminal justice system.
A submission from PurePillz, Inc. recommended that BZP and TFMPP should not be regulated
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under the CDSA because of their potential use as a "harm reduction" alternative for
methamphetamine addicts. The submission also alleged that scheduling could increase the use
of other stimulant drugs and that the risks associated with BZP-based pills are no more harmful
than those associated with alcohol.
Finally, comments were received from Stuart Rosenthal, a lawyer representing Dufore
Technologies Inc. who are importers and distributers of BZP in Canada. He expressed concerns
regarding what the company and its clients could do with current stock of BZP and TFMPP
should they become controlled substances.
The Office of Controlled Substances has also consulted with Office of Drugs and Alcohol
Research and Surveillance, Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate and the Health
Products and Food Branch Inspectorate in delineating options for the suitable control of these
substances.

8.

CONSIDERATIONS

BZP and TFMPP may pose a significant risk to the health and safety of Canadians because of
their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. It is also unclear what effects ingesting these
substances could have when taken with other controlled substances or alcohol.
Both substances have consistently been seized (as unidentified chemicals or inappropriately
labelled goods, etc) at the Canadian border and are readily available on the internet and in store
front locations. Recently, Health Canada discovered that BZP was an undeclared substance in a
weight loss product. It should is therefore be considered possible that there rna, be other
products containing BZP or TFMPP are currently being sold in Canada.
Law enforcement have expressed their concerns to Health Canada of the challenges they face
when conducting investigation and laying charges with respect to the trafficking of MDMA. In
the past, charges have had to be withdrawn from court following analysis which confirmed that
the products believed to be MDMA were in fact BZP, tying up police and court resources
unnecessarily. Furthermore, law enforcement is also concerned with the diversion potential of
BZP by organized crime syndicates.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP to the CDSA would clearly establish their status in Canada. While
these substances are considered drugs and therefore fall within the purview of the FDA, the
health and safety risks posed by these substances and low penalties set out in the FDA warrant
consideration of increased control.
While regulating these substances as controlled substances would be a preemptive measure,
there have been some discussion at the international level regarding the scheduling under the UN
Drug Control Conventions. Should this occur, Canada will have to follow suit in any case.
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9.

SELECTED STRATEGY

It is the recommendation of the Office of Controlled Substances, that BZP and TFMPP be added
to Schedule III to the CDSA and regulated under Part J of the FDR.
10.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The addition of BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III of the CDSA and to Part J of the FDR requires
that Health Canada follow the federal regulatory process. The Policy and Regulatory Affairs
Division, OCS will work with drafters from the Department of Justice on the proposed
regulatory amendment, and when completed, the draft will be submitted to the Treasury Board
for pre-publication in Canada Gazette, Part I. Input received during the comment period will be
reviewed and considered in the preparation of the final regulation which will then be published
in Canada Gazette, Part II.
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(CSTD), Healthy Environments
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•

Dina Aly, Drug Compliance,
Verification and Investigation Unit,
HPFBI

•

Secretariat- Tiffany Thornton,
ODARS, CSTD, HECSB
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1.
Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the working group members and introduced Collin Pinto and Dina
Ally from the HPFBI.
2.
Approval of Agenda Items
Agenda items were approved.
3.
Approval of ROD from April 21 st, 2010
The ROD for the April meeting was approved.
4.
CDSA Scheduling Process - Update on ADM Briefing
Jocelyn will bring the CDSA scheduling process included for discussion at a DMC
meeting. Following discussion at DMC, OCS will initiate a HECSB ADM briefing on
the proposed process.
Actions:
~ Jocelyn to advise the CSS-WG when this item has been included on the DMC
agenda, and when the HECSB ADM briefing is scheduled.

5.
Update on Scheduling of Benzylpiperazine (8ZP) and TFMPP
OCS is meeting with Treasury Board today to discuss the cost-benefit analysis
requirements. Treasury Board will advise OCS of the scope of the work required.
Actions:
~ Collin to provide Jocelyn with impact data (e.g., production costs and market
price .)
~ OCS to inform CSS-WG of the outcomes from the meeting with Treasury Board.
6.
2C Family Update
Hanan included published SAR data in the draft lAS and sent it to CSS-WG for review
and comment. Since data have been published obtaining the Quantitiative Structure
Activity Relationship (QSAR) software was no longer felt necessary. The lack of human
data was also an issue.
Actions:
~ Hanan to send Collin and Dina the current draft of the lAS
~ CSS-WG to send any further comments on the lAS to Hanan
~ Collin to check within the Inspectorate to see if any information exists regarding
2C family substances.
~ Collin to initiate the process for a "lookout" to commence on 2C family
substances.
7.
Ibogaine
Jocelyn provided an update on the status of the letter response to the College of
Physicians and Surgeons regarding the atidicti (6 GHQ..psychoactive properties of ibogaine.
She noted that the response was sent back for further clarity of language and re-submitted
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Bruna noted that she could not find any further research affiliated with the Therapy
House, or MAPS. In addition, there were no clinical trials listed for ibogaine on the
clinicaltrials.gov website.
Actions:
>- Jocelyn to circulate the revised letter to CSS-WG members for reference.
>- Bruna to meet with the College of Pharmacologists on Monday May 31, 2010 and
will ask if they have any information on the treatment of addition with ibogaine.

8.

Roundtable

Jocelyn suggested that it be reviewed at the next CSS-WG meeting and that Kimmy
Barton, Therapeutic Products Directorate, be invited to attend.
Actions:
>- Jocelyn to circulate
>- Tiffany to include tapentadol as an agenda item for discussion at the next CSSWG meeting.

9.
Next Steps
Next meeting scheduled for Wednesday June 16th 2010 from 10-11:30am in Rm 305A.
Tiffany will send the invitation along with the agenda and the ROD for the next meeting.
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Re: Fw: BZPITFMPP lAS
Tiffany Thornton

2010-05-2812:33 PM

Thanks Tiffany!
Tiffany Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA

~.

••.,

Tiffany
Thomton/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-05-28 11 :15 AM

cc
Subject Fw: BZPITFMPP lAS

I

~

I'm going to assume that Suzanne will want me to circulate but I will wait for her to advise. in the meantime
I knew you would want to see it.
Tiff
----- Forwarded by Tiffany Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-05-28 11 :14 AM ----Elizabeth

DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
2010-05-2811 :12 AM

To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Tiffany Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZPITFMPP lAS

Hi Suzanne,
Thanks again for your comments. We rearranged those two sections per your suggestions. The lAS is
now with Diane for approval.
Should the CSS working group wish to see the final version please circulate.

Ir1

FI NAL lAS BZP and TFM Pij M~01 O. wpd

Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst I Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division I Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
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Issue Analysts Summary
Office of Controlled Substances

Regulation of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP)
CONTENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

1.

APPROVALS
ISSUE
PURPOSE
CONTEXT
ASSESSMENT OF BZP AND TFMPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES
ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
CONSULTATIONS
CONSIDERATIONS
RECOMMENDATION
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

APPROVALS

This Issue Analysis Summary is considered approved.

Diane Allan
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate

[DD/MMNYYY]

2.

ISSUE

The piperazines are a class of compounds containing a piperazine ring as part of their chemical
structure. Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also
used in the manufacjur~f plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
However, there are two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally for their
hallucinogenic and stimulant properties. These are: BZP (l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine) and
TFMPP (1-(3-Tritluoromethylphenyl)piperazine).
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Health Canada is not aware that either of these substances are being used commercially in the
production of any industrial or phannaceutical products in Canada.
An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent legitimate
use coupled with information regarding the use and appearance of BZP and TFMPP products
across Canada have prompted the need to determine whether these substances should be
regulated as controlled substances under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).

3.

PURPOSE

I

~

To assess these substances against the factors considered by the Office of Controlled Substances
(OCS) when deciding to add substances to one of the Schedules to the CDSA, and examine
possible options for the regulation of these substances.

4.

CONTEXT

4.1

Legislative Frameworks

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations
The Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) provides a legislative framework for the
control of substances that can alter mental processes and may produce harm to the health of an
individual or to society when diverted or misused. Except as authorized under regulation,
activities such as possession, possession for the purpose of trafficking, trafficking, importation,
exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and production of controlled substances
are prohibited under the CDSA.
The CDSA and its rigMtions seek to support the legal manufacture, trade and possession of
controlled substances for medical and scientific purposes while minimizing diversion for illicit
purposes. The CDSA carries punishments for various offences and the requirements specified in
the regulations allow for more restricted control and closer monitoring of drug use.
The substances regulated under the CDSA are grouped into eight schedules. Schedules I to V
lists controlled substances while Schedule VI lists precursor chemicals. Schedules VII and VIII
provides the threshold quantities for trafficking and possession offenses involving cannabis and
cannabis resin.
Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments described in Part I of the
CDSA. Offenses associated with Schedule IV are similar to those associated with substances in
Schedules I, II and III except that there is no offence for simple possession.
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4.2

Background

BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used in the rave and party scene in Canada
because of their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. BZP has also been found in products
targeted for other purposes such as weight loss. They are readily available for sale on the Internet
and in specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops, etc.) in Canada.
BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of the Schedules to the CDSA. However, The
Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) has maintained a "substance of concern" file on both
BZP and TFMPP since 2004.
The Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzed samples of BZP from seizures made by law
enforcement as early as 1999 and has observed a steady increase in the number of samples
submitted for analysis since that time. Law enforcement agencies have also informed Health
Canada directly that they have seen an increase of BZP and TFMPP on the streets. Health
Canada has also received correspondence from Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
requesting that Health Canada schedule BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA because of the
increased importati~n ~these substances into Canada without any apparent legitimate purpose.
Media interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004 but has remained steady since
July 2008 following the deaths of two individuals that were initially thought to be related to the
ingestion of pills containing BZP. The media expressed concerns that Health Canada had not
taken a more proactive stance in regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances because of
the health risks associated with these substances. Questions were also raised regarding the easy
availability of these pills in public fora.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a drug as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations
(FDR) and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. The Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (Inspectorate) continue to pursue
various enforcement measures against distributers, importers and manufacturers of these products
in Canada. Beginning in October 2007, the Inspectorate established a customs target for
finished products which was subsequently updated to include bulk powder in July 2008.
Retailers have also been advised to remove products from their shelves and consumers have also
been warned not to use products containing BZP and TFMPP.
In the summer of 2008, the Inspectorate and the OCS collaborated on a risk assessment on BZP.
The risk assessment/co~luded that consideration should be given to adding BZP to one of the
Schedules to the CDSA.
The Inspectorate have also taken a number of enforcement actions targeted at PurePillz, Inc. who
have been reported as selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. PurePillz,
Inc. have been notified that the sale of and all activities with these products are in contravention
of the Food and Drugs Act (FDA). Health Canada have repeatedly requested that they stop the
import, distribution and sale of these products. In July 2008, Health Canada posted a health
advisory, advising consumers to not use unauthorized products being sold by PurePillz, Inc. due
3
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to the serious health risks associated with their products. 1 PurePillz, Inc. has yet to take the
necessary steps to comply with Health Canada's requests.
In December 2009, ~e&1th Canada posted another health advisory, this time advising consumers
not to use an unauthorized product containing BZP named Revolution DS Weight Loss, due to
the serious health risks associated with the product. 2

5.

ASSESSMENT OF BZP AND TFMPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES

The following factors 3 are assessed when substances are being considered for scheduling under
theCDSA:
•
•

•
•
•

International requirements and trends in control and/or scheduling;
Chemical and/or pharmacological similarity to substances listed in the Schedules to the
CDSA;
Legitimate use of the substance, including therapeutic, scientific, industrial and
commercial uses;
Potential for abuse and/or addiction liability;
Evidence of extent of actual abuse in Canada and internationally; and,
Risk to personal and public health and safety.

5.1

International Requirements and Trends in Control and/or Scheduling

5.1.1

International Control

•

J

~

Both BZP or TFMPP are not currently listed in any of the three United Nations Drug Control
Conventions. That said the International Narcotic Control Board (INCB) has requested that
governments provide the World Health Organization (WHO) and the INCB with any information
on the abuse of and trafficking of piperazine derived compounds4, and has also requested that the
WHO take the necessary measures to assess piperazine derived compounds in order to determine
whether to recommend that they be placed under international controls.

5.1.2

European Union

The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europol and European Medicines Agency

1 Health Canada Advises Consumers Not To Use Purepillz Unauthorized Products,
http://www.hc-sc.gc.calahc-asc/medialadvisories-avisl_ 2008/2008_1 08-eng. php, 2008-07-10
2 Health Canada Warns Consumers Not To Use The Unauthorized Product "RevolutionDS Weight Loss"
http://www.hc-sc.gc.calahc-asc/mediaiadvisories-avis/_200912009_211-eng.php, 2009-12-24
3 Controlled S~s~e Scheduling Working Group, Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate,
Health Canada, Draft document "Factors Considered When Assessing a Substance To Determine Whether To
Schedule It Under The CDSA", 16 April 2010.
4 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 28, page Ill.
S International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 45, page 114.
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completed a joint risk assessment of BZP in May 2007. That assessment identified that BZP
should be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack of medical benefits and lack of evidence
that it is safe for human consumption6•
On March 3, 2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as a new
psychoactive substance which is to be made subject to control measures and criminal provisions.
Member states were called upon to place BZP, within 1 year, under their respective drug control
regulations that fall in line with the obligations imposed by the 1971 United Nations Convention
on Psychotropic Substances7•
Many EU member sfatet(Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Finland, Croatia and Sweden) have already taken the decision to regulate BZP as a controlled
substances. Other jurisdictions currently regulate BZP differently and they would have to make
changes in order to be in line with the requirements of the 1971 United Nations Convention. In
the Netherlands, for example, BZP in pharmaceutical form is regulated as a medicinal product. 8
Similarly, Spain considers BZP to be a substance which modifies physiological functions when
administered to humans as defined under applicable Spanish legislation. It is therefore subject to
certain control measures such as inspections, annual reporting to the Spanish Medicines Agency
and is subject to enforcement measures for non-compliance9 • In the United Kingdom, vendors
and retailers of BZP may face prosecution as the drug is classified as unlicensed under the
Medicines Act 1968. 10 In France, BZP is classified as a narcotic further to the publication of an
order in the "Journal officiel" by the Agence fran<;aise de securite sanitaire des produits de
sante. I I Finally, the Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland released a statement on March
31, 2009, indicating that BZP has now been declared a controlled substance because of its
potential for abuse and for causing significant harm to public health. 12
Although, the European Union has focused mainly on BZP, some member states have also taken
steps to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance. Greece, Sweden, Croatia and Denmark have
all elected to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance.
J

5.1.3

~

New Zealand

The history ofBZP regulation in New Zealand is complex. An April 2004 assessment of "party
pills" (which included substances such as BZP, TFMPP and other piperazine derivatives) by the

6

Sedefov, R, BZP to be placed under control across the EU, News release from the EMCDDA, April-June

2007 http://www.emcdda.europa.eulhtml.cfmlindex51519EN.html
7 Ibid 6
Ibid 4
9 Ibid 4
10 Medicines and Health Products Regulatory Agency Press Release, Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are
dangerous and illegal, 20 Mar 2007.
11 Agence fran9aise de securite sanitaire des produits de sante, Classement comme stupefiant de la BZP, 20
May 2008, http://afssaps.sante.fr/htmiI0/filcoprs/080503.htm
12 Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland, Minister for Health and Children announces ban on
8

stimulant drug BZP, 31 Mar 09. http://www.dohc.ie/press/releases/2009/20090331.html
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New Zealand Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) concluded that there was
insufficient objective evidence showing that these substances were hannful; thus they
recommended that "party pills" containing these substances should remain legal. 13
In 2006, the EACD completed a further assessment of these substances and concluded that recent
studies had documented real hann, including potentially fatal seizures. They noted, however,
that there was still no infonnation about the effects of long-tenn use of these substances on
humans.
In May 2007, the EACD again considered these substances in light of further scientific research
and evidence that was accumulated in studies conducted in New Zealand. The EACD focused its
attention on the increased availability of "party pills", which were being marketed and distributed
widely over the Internet, through counterculture retailers, and more recently in liquor outlets,
service stations and dairies. Other infonnation considered included a number of reports that
showed evidence linking "party pills" to adverse reactions when taken with prescription
medicines, and a number of scientific studies that showed no known legitimate commercial uses
for these substances.
,,~

This growing evidence led to the tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act and
list BZP, TFMPP and similar substances as scheduled substances on December 18, 2007. The
amendment was passed by Parliament and came into force on April 1, 2008. In New Zealand, it
is illegal to possess and use, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP, TFMPP, pFPP,
MeOPP, mCPP and MBZP. The bill provided an amnesty provision that allowed individuals to
possess no more than 100 tablets/pills or 5 grams of these substances until no later than
September 30,2008 at which time they would become illegal 14 •

5.1.4

Australia

BZP and TFMPP were added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Unifonn Scheduling of Drugs
and Poisons (SUSDP) in February 2006 15 • In its decision to include BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (NDPSC) considered
infonnation from the "Vaults of Erowid" website which includes links to drug experience
websites and infonnation about drugs from both anecdotal and peer reviewed sources. The
NDPSC also considered actions taken in other jurisdictions such as the tabling of a proposal to
amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act in New Zealand to include BZP and similar substances and the
addition of BZP to Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act in the United States. They also
considered submissit>n!rkom stakeholders that indicated that these substances were not being
used for any legitimate industrial purposes in Australia. They also noted that these substances

13 Alansari, M. and Hamilton, D., Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pills: A New Zealand case
report, The New Zealand Medical Journal, 05-May-06, Vol 119 No. 1233
14 National Drug Policy of New Zealand, BZP change in legal status to Class C1 controlled drug, 1 April
2008, http://www.ndp.govt.nz/moh.nsflindexcm!ndp-news-home
15 Australian National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee, Record of Reasons of Meeting 46, February
21-23,2006
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were being misrepresented and marketed as a legal alternative to illicit drugs 16.

5.1.5

United States of America

The use of BZP and TFMPP was first reported in California in late 1996 and has since spread
across the US. Botl) s~tances were placed on an emergency scheduling notice on July 18,
2002, with the intent of deeming them Schedule I drugs l7 • This action was taken in response to
local US. law enforcement agencies reporting a growing number of seizures ofBZP across the
US. The US Drug Enforcement Administration Office of Diversion Control also reported that
BZP had no currently accepted medical use and was not safe for use even with medical
supervision 18.
On March 18, 2004, BZP was officially listed in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act
(CSA). Schedule I of the CSA lists substances that have a high potential for abuse, have no
accepted medicinal use for treatment and there is a lack of an acceptable safe use under medical
supervision. TFMPP as of March 18, 2004, is no longer controlled under the CSA because of a
recommendation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a scientific evaluation from
the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)19 indicating that the controls imposed by the CSA
were not warranted.

5.2

Chemical and Pharmacological Similarity to Substances Listed in the Schedules to
the CDSA

5.2.1

Chemistry of BZP

BZP is a synthetic 1'f-m~osubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, -(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benzylpiperazine, 1benzyl-diazacyclohexane and does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to the eyes, respiratory system and the skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
and this does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

16 Ibid 15
17 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Temporary placement
of BZP and TFMPP into Schedule I, 20 Sep 2002

http://www.deadiversio~u~.gov/fed_regs/sched_actions/2002/fr07182.htm
18

Ibid 17

19 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Placement ofBZP into
Schedule I, 18 Mar 2004, http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/rules/2004/fr0318.htm
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5.2.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow coloured liquid.

5.2.3

Pharmacology of BZP

The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects ofBZP are substantially similar to those of amphetamines and that it acts by increasing
the efflux of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway.20,21 BZP is thought to
have about one-tenth the potency of amphetamine. 22 ,23

,

~

In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, orally administered BZP 100mg
and dexamphetamine 10mg were associated with significant increases in systolic blood pressure,
diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate compared to placebo. 24 The two active treatments were
not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A publication reporting on
two clinical trials also showed that both BZP and dexamphetamine resulted in significant
increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. 25
Only one pharmacokinetic study has been conducted in humans. 26 BZP concentration in plasma
was highest at 75 minutes after a single 200mg oral dose. The elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully elucidated. However, when BZP is
combined with TFMPP in vitro, the metabolism of BZP is inhibited by 60% and that of TFMPP
by 90%. Such metabolic interference can lead to elevated levels of both drugs in the plasma
thereby increasing their effects and accounting for the increase in adverse events. 27

5.2.4

Pharmacology of TFMPP

. TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In vitr(j ~riments using human liver microsomes determined the polymorphic
20 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: I-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on infonnation exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
21 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted
piperazines abused by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4·-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
or 'Ecstasy'). Neuropsychophannacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
22 Ibid 20
23 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW. Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and
I-benzyl~~erazine in fonner addicts. Eur J Clin Phannacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
Ibid 23
25 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck A W, Young PA.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human perfonnance tests. Eur J Clin Phannacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
26Antia U, Lee HS, Kydd RR, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Phannacokinetics of 'party pill' drug Nbenzylpiperazine (BZP) in healthy human participants. Forensic Sci Int. 2009 Apr 15;186(1-3):63-7. Epub 2009 Mar
3.
27 Antia U, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine-based 'party pill' drugs.
J Phann Phannacol. 2009 Jul;61(7):877-82.
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CYP2D6 enzyme accounted for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic clearance. 28 Furthermore,
genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 could potentially account for differences in toxicity
following TFMPP intake.

It is now well established that TFMPP is a serotonin (5-HT) receptor agonist that stimulates
central serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
triggers presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons 29 ,30,31,32, preferentially binds to multiple postsynaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes33 ,34,35, and alters synaptic 5-HT function by inhibiting 5-HT
reuptake. 36,37
5.2.5 Pharmacology of BZP/TFMPP combination
Some pharmacodynamic information exists regarding the combined effects of BZP and TFMPP.
Co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone. 38 ,39 Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. These drug-induced seizures
occurred after a dos(l j _ three-fold greater than the threshold dose for serotonin and dopamine
release suggesting the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow therapeutic window of
safety.
One study measured a range of clinical outcomes in people taking pills containing both BZP
(300mg) and TFMPP (74mg) alone or in combination with alcoho1. 40 The BZP ITFMPP

28 Staack RF, Paul LD, Springer D, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of
the new designer drug 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In vivo studies in Wistar and Dark Agouti
rats as well as in vitro studies in human liver microsomes. Biochem Pharmacol. 2004 Jan 15;67(2):235-44.
29 Pettibone DJ, Williams M. Serotonin-releasing effects of substituted piperazines in vitro. Biochem
Pharmacol. 1984 May 1;33(9):1531-5.
30 Auerbach SB, Rutter JJ, Juliano PJ. Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular
serotonin in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
31 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X"
piperazine analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann NY Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
32 Ibid 21
33 Fuller, R. I-Phenylpiperazines and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-HT
Agonists and Psychoactive Drugs, R. Rech, Gudelsky GA, Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor, MI. p. 35-59.
34 Hoyer D. Functional correlates of serotonin 5-HTI recognition sites. J Recept Res. 1988;8(1-4):59-81.
35 Schoeffter P~H~r D. Interaction of arylpiperazines with 5-HTIA, 5-HTIB, 5-HTIC and 5-HTID
receptors: do discriminatory 5-HTIB receptor ligands exist? Naunyn Schmiedebergs Arch Pharmacol. 1989
Jun;339(6):675-83.
36 Ibid 30
37 Wolf W A, Ziaja E, Arthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ, Levine RA, Kuhn DM. Effect of tetrahydrobiopterin
on serotonin synthesis, release, and metabolism in superfused hippocampal slices. J Neurochem. 1991
Oct;57(4):1191-7.
38 Ibid 21
39 Ibid 31
40 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M,
Robinson G, Beasley R. Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills'
BZP/TFMPP alone and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
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combination gave rise to sympathomimetic effects similar to those observed with amphetamines
such as a significant increase in heart rate and both systoli(~ and diastolic blood pressure. These
effects most like occurred through increased noradrenaline release.

5.3

Legitimate Use, Including Therapeutic, Scientific, Industrial and Commercial Uses.
I

~

Piperazines are a class of compounds primarily used as intermediates in the manufacture of
chemicals and pharmaceuticals. The parent compound, piperazine, has been widely used for
many years as an anti-worming drug in animals. BZP, however, has never been used for such a
purpose. 41
Throughout the 1970s, a compound with BZP as the active metabolite was investigated as a
potential anti-depressant in humans. 42 Its clinical use was short-lived however because of the
stimulant side-effects of the drug. 43
While BZP has no established or acknowledged medical value, TFMPP has widely been used as
a pharmacological probe drug for drug discrimination procedures in animals44 because of its
serotonergic properties. The !NCB World Drug Report for 2007 also states that both these
substances are available primarily for use as intermediates in the manufacture of chemicals and
pharmaceuticals and are used in neurochemical and psychiatric research throughout the world45 .
Health Canada is not aware if BZP or TFMPP are in fact being used for such purposes in Canada.

5.4

Potential for Abuse and/or Addiction Liability

5.4.1

Potential for Abuse of BZP
I

~

BZP increases of extracellular levels ofDA and 5-HT, features common to psychostimulants and
drugs of abuse such as amphetamines and cocaine. 46 Furthermore, BZP increase DA levels in a
dose-dependent manner in the rat nucleus accumbens,47 an area of the brain associated with the
processing of rewarding/reinforcing behaviours. 48 These findings suggest BZP has the potential
to be abused because it acts on neuronal pathways implicated in reward and activated by wellknown drugs of abuse.

41 European Union Commission Decision, Stronger control measures for the synthetic drug BZP, 2008 Mar
3, http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/133273.htm
42 Munro-Faure, A.D., Peck, A.W., Pullin, C., Young, P.A. Detection of dexamphetamine-like activity in
man. A comparison of several tests (1971) J. Pharm. Chim. (Paris), 2" pp. 228-229.
43 Tekes K, Thfalusi L, 19yi B, Herman F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action of EGYT475, a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Pharmacology and Phammcy 1987;39(2):203-11.
44 Ibid 28
45 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, p. 39
46 Howell, L.L., Kimmel, H.L. Monoamine transporters and psychostimulant addiction. Biochem
Pharmacol. (2008); 75(1): 196-217.
47 Ibid 31
I ~

48 Carlezon, W.A., Thomas, M.J. Biological substrates of reward and aversion: a nucleus accumbens
activity hypothesis. Neuropharmacology. 2009; 56 (Suppll): 122-32.
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The rewarding properties of BZP have been well documented in animals. In rats, BZP produces
place preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, yields behavioural
responses similar to those induced by methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to
amphetamine. 49,50,5l,52 In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self-administered, substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test. 53 These studies have
consistently found that BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers have
repeatedly suggested it carries potential for abuse.
Only three clinical trials have studied the abuse liability of BZP. A double-blind, placebocontrolled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of dexamphetamine and
BZp. 54 Both drugs differed significantly from placebo on a number of behavioural and subjective
Based on findings that BZP produced effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former
amphetamine addict~, &N Well come Foundation Ltd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and
suggested that it be placed under statutory controls similar to those regulating amphetamines.
Two other clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers,55 concluded that
BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine, but with one-tenth
the potency. 56
Another clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP but concluded that
pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects. This was evidenced by
improved driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, as well as difficulty
getting to sleep.57
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has the
potential for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The
degree with which BZP is likely to be abused remains uncertain and more pharmacokinetic and
human abuse liability studies are needed.

5.4.2

Potential for Abuse of TFMPP

One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbic~ system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release along this pathway

49 Meririnne E, Kajos M, Kankaanpaa A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of I-benzylpiperazine, a new
drug of abuse, in rats. Basic Clin Phannacol Toxicol. 2006 Apr;98(4):346-50.
50 Brennan KA, Lake B, Hely LS, Jones K, Gittings D, Colussi-Mas J, Fitzmaurice PS, Lea RA, Schenk S.
N-benzyl~iperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behav Pharmacol. 2007 Dec; 18(8):785-90.
I Yarosh HL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted
piperazines in the mouse. Phannacol Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(1):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
52 Ibid 21
53 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative
stimulus effects of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol
Depend. 2005 Feb 14;77(2):161-8.
54 Ibid 23
55

Ibid 25

56 Ibid 23
57 Ibid 40
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has not been shown convincingly. However, administration ofTFMPP in combination with
BZP, resulted in dramatic increases in brain DA levels, suggesting potential for abuse when the
drugs are combined. 57 ,58 In addition, the significant increases in both DA and 5-HT levels are
similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating the combination of the two
drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. Indeed. this combination elicits MDMA-like
effects in animal models 59,60,6I,62 and human case studies,63 'wherein TFMPP is proposed to
account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like effects and BZP for the stimulant-like effects.
While animal studies have also shown that TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drugdiscrimination paradigm,64,65,66 TFMPP failed to maintain self-administration in primates 67 and
did not induce place preference in rats 68 strongly suggesting the drug has minimal abuse potential
when taken on its own.

5.4.3

Addiction Liability

Few, if any, properly controlled scientific studies investigating BZP or TFMPP-related physical
dependence in animals or humans exist. In humans, it is unclear whether users develop tolerance
to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, and whether withdrawal symptoms develop
after long term use. J ~
One study assessed the psychological and physical dependence of human subjects to
BZP/TFMPP-based pills. 18.2% of subjects showed psychological dependence on these pills
according to the standard DSM-IV criteria and 17.1 % of subjects showed visible signs of
tolerance and withdrawals. 69 However, these results should be interpreted with caution since
many participants reported consuming alcohol along with the pills.
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction, using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS).70 The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
57 Ibid 31
58 Ibid 21
59 Ibid 31
Ibid 21
Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of 3A-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
62 Ibid 51
63 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PI. Dissociative and sympathomimetic
toxicity associated with ,e~ional use of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine
(BZP). J Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4 ):254-7.
64 Ibid 62
6S Ibid 51
66 Come 8J, Pickering RW. A possible correlation between drug-induced hallucinations in man and a
behavioural response in mice. Psychopharmacologia. 1967;11(1):65-78.
67 Ibid 53
68 Mosher T, Hayes D, Greenshaw A.Differential effects of 5-HT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning
and locomotor activity in rats. Eur J Pharmacol. 2005 May 16;515(1-3):107-16.
69 Ibid 40
70 Wilkins C, Girting M, Sweetsur P. The prevalence of use, dependency and harms of legal 'party pills'
containing benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (TFMPP) in New Zealand. Journal of Substance
Use, 2007. 12(3): p. 213-224.
60
61
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Interestingly, the study also revealed that use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. The study documented that pills containing BZP and TFMPP
were the fourth most widely used recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis.

5.5

Evidence of Extent of Actual Abuse in Canada and Internationally
I

~

In Canada, the extent of actual abuse is relatively unknown as no studies or reports on the abuse
of these substances have been conducted. However, Health Canada is aware that these pills are
being sold in Canada and are used in the rave and party sc(~ne as an alternative to ecstasy
(MDMA). Health Canada is also seeing an increasing trend in activity with respect to the
importation, manufacture and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and
TFMPP which has led to a corresponding increase in activities related to compliance and
enforcement. This is indicative of an increased interest for these substances in Canada.
CBSA has communicated to Health Canada the number of shipments that have been seized at the
border and referred to CBSA laboratories for analysis. From 2004 to 2008 the number of
samples analyzed that contained BZP and/or TFMPP increased from 0 to 17. It should be noted,
however, that these numbers do not reflect the total number of shipments that have come across
the border, only those that were seized or sent for analysis. These seizures ranged in size from
1kg to 400kg of pure chemical, to 5000 to 40000 capsules of finished product and consisted
either of BZP alone or in combination with TFMPP or other substances such as ephedrine.
According to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 2007 Drug Situation Report, there is
an emerging trend in designer-type substance trafficking. BZP and TFMPP were both found in
pills seized by law enf~ement which were thought to be MDMA due to their similar markings.
The RCMP also observed that organized crime groups take advantage of every opportunity to
exploit emerging markets of rave or party drugs and that BZP and TFMPP would not be
excluded. 71
Health Canada's Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzes samples of controlled substances
submitted by law enforcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP and TFMPP are not
controlled substances in Canada they have appeared in sanlples received by Health Canada from
police seizures. The following table outlines the quantities of BZP and TFMPP samples received
for analysis by DAS between 2006 and December 2009.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

5

146

1061

2121

TFMPP

3

121

898

2077

Health Canada has been actively monitoring and taking compliance and enforcement actions
both at the border and domestically for bulk powder and other dosage form finished products
containing BZP and T~PP. The table below reflects the total number of import shipments
containing BZP or TFMPP that have been referred to Health Canada for an admissibility decision
71

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Drug Situation Report 2007, pg 26.
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and that were subsequently refused. Shipments ranged from small personal shipments of one
finished product package containing a few tablets to large commercial shipments of bulk powder.

Total number of imports refused

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2

1

6

5

9

The Inspectorate's laboratory program receives samples of drug substances from Health Canada
inspectors for analysis. BZP, TFMPP and a combination of both have been detected in the
samples received by the lab and this information is found in the table below. Since 2008, there
has been an increase in the number of requests for testing ofBZP and/or TFMPP as well as an
increase in the numbe~ positive test results.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

0

0

2

14

TFMPP

0

0

0

1

BZP&TFMPP

0

0

4

7

Total # of samples tested by
Inspectorate labs*

0

0

11

22

*includes samples suspected to contain BZP and/or TFMPP that tested negative.
Since October 2007, the Inspectorate has taken numerous enforcement actions against BZP and
TFMPP products in Canada beginning with establishing a customs target for finished products.
In April 2008, the Inspectorate targeted PurePillz, Inc. who were reported as selling unapproved
drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. In July 2008, four PurePillz, Inc. products were
subsequently seized from 24 store locations across Canada further to the failure of the company
to comply with stop-sale requests.
,,~

In 2009, an adverse drug reaction report indicating that a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia
(abnormal electrical activity of the heart) after consuming the product RevolutionDS Weight
Loss led to coordinated compliance verification visits to multiple retailers in Ottawa and
subsequent administrative seizures and voluntary forfeitures ofRevolutionDS Weight Loss
product.
In the United States, the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) tracks drug seizure reports through
the National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS). In 2008, BZP replaced ketamine
as one of the 25 most frequently identified drugs. The report also outlines the number of club
drugs (MDMA, BZP, MDA, ketamine, TFMPP, etc.) that have been identified in labs. Next to
MDMA, BZP appears second on the list of the most identified club drug and TFMPP appears
fifth.72 The DEA's System to Retrieve Information From Drug Evidence (STRIDE) also

72 DEA, National Forensic Laboratory Information System Annual Report 2008, pg 1-31.
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identified BZP as b@in~ne of the most frequently identified drugs in the US. 73

5.6

Risk to Personal and Public Health and Safety

The easy availability of BZP and TFMPP products in Canada increases the potential risk to the
health and safety of Canadians. These products are marketed as a safe and legal alternative to
other illicit substances such as MDMA and amphetamines . It appears that these substances are
also being used and marketed for other purposes such as weight loss.
At present, toxicological profiles for BZP or TFMPP have not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other drugs or ethanol,14,75,76,77 adverse effects attributable to BZP alone
are difficult to measure and could in fact be the result of toxic drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been published.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with signs ofBZP toxicity.78 Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4% heart
palpitations, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing
BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in
individuals who had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is also reported elsewhere
but again, only whelJ ~ther substance or ethanol was co··ingested. 79,8o,81,82,83,84
All accounts ofTFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining BZP/TFMPP pill
intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological symptoms
associated with BZP ITFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern the symptoms specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingt:stion ofBZP. 85

73 Ibid 85
74 Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpiperazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
75 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans:
a prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med J. 2005 Dec 16;118(l227):UI784
76 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Casswell S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand:
comparisons of findings from national household drug surveying in 1998,2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006.
119(1244.): p. U2285.
7 Nicholson, TC. Prevalence of use, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those
presentin~ to the emergency department. Emerg Med Australas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
8 Ibid 72
79 Ibid 21
80 Baumann MH, Ayestas MA, Sharpe LG, Lewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Persistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated with GBR12909 decanoate. J Pharmacol Exp Ther.
2002 Jun;301(3):1190-1. ~
81 Wood DM, Dargan PI, Button J, Holt DW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL. Collapse, reported seizure-and an unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571):1490.
82 King LA, Nutt D. Seizures in a night club. Lancet. 2007 JuI21;370(9583):220.
83 Ibid 73
84 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Girling M. Patterns ofbenzylpiperazine/trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine party
pill use and adverse effects in a population sample in New Zealand. Drug Alcohol Rev. 2008 Nov;27(6):633-9.
85 Kushnir, V. 1-(-3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) abuse liability and dependence potential
assessment. Report prepared for Health Canada. October 2009.
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A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP alone or
in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent and severe adverse events in the groups
taking BZP/TFMPP that the study was terminated. 86
In London, England, three cases were reported of patients presenting to the hospital emergency
department with dissociative-type symptoms and sympathomimetic toxicity. Subsequent
toxicological screening of blood and urine samples revealed the presence of both BZP and
TFMPP. 87
Several case reports have also suggested that co-abuse of BZP and TFMPP along with other
drugs and alcohol could result in death, although such a situation has not been commonly
observed. 88,89,90
In view of these risks, Health Canada has released two separate public health advisories
regarding products containing BZP. On July 10, 2008, a public advisory was published on
Health Canada's website warning Canadians not to consume unauthorized products sold by
PurePillz, Inc. as the products contain BZP and may pose a serious risk to health. On December
24,2009, Health Canada released another health advisory warning Canadians not to use the
product RevolutionDS Weight Loss, which contains BZP and has not been authorized for sale by
Health Canada.
In conclusion, ingestion ofBZP and/or TFMPP, alone or with other drugs, poses a significant
risk to users.

6.

ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

Although Health Canada possesses limited information about the health risks associated with the
use of BZP and TFM:P~scientific evidence suggests these substances have a potential for abuse
and can harm public health. These substances have no known legitimate therapeutic use in
Canada and no known legitimate industrial applications. Therefore, it would appear that
currently BZP and TFMPP are mostly marketed and sold for recreational purposes and to a
smaller extent as a weight loss product. No products containing BZP and TFMPP have been
authorized for sale in Canada. The import of these substances has also increased significantly.

7.

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS

Further to the assessment completed in Section 4, the following options have been identified.
Scheduling under the CDSA is a three-step process in that substances are first assessed as to
Ibid 40
Ibid 64
88 Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner J. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden. J Anal
Toxicol. 2004 Jan-Feb;2S(1 ):67-70.
89 Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and
quantitation of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol, 200S. 32(2): p. 172-7.
90 Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy
and benzylpiperazine] D}sc~ed Wochenschr. 2001 Jul13;126(2S-29):S09-11. [Article in German]
86
87
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whether or not they should be regulated under the CDSA and then into which Schedule they best
fit and, then, depending on whether they have a legitimate use (scientific, medical or industrial),
a decision must be made as to which regulation the substance should be subject. This last step
will be carried out later on in this issue analysis.

Option 1 : No Action. BZP and TFMPP remain as uncontrolled substances
BZP and TFMPP are considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act (FDA) and
require a DIN prior to being sold or marketed in Canada.
PROS:
a.

CONS:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Consistent with the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not yet scheduled under any UN
Drug Control Conventions

The contr~f BZP and TFMPP would differ from the control mechanisms of the
European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia and
the United States
Penalties under the FDA are administrative in nature and law enforcement has no
authority under the FDA to take any criminal action against industry. Known
industry has not respected the fact that they are selling products containing an
unapproved drug, and in one case, has explicitly ignored regulatory actions taken by
HPFBI.
Would not address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment of BZP, e.g.
the lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate
to high potential for abuse.
Would not address the increased volume of BZP and TFMPP being imported into
Canada or the manufacture and distribution of these substances in Canada, which
increases the risks of abuse/misuse.
The quality of products containing BZP and TFMPP is suspect given the noncompliance with the FDA and Good Manufacturing Practices.

Option 2 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III to the CDSA.
PROS:

a.

b.
c.

d.

I

~

Control measures for BZP and TFMPP as imposed by Schedule III would be similar
to control measures imposed in other countries such as New Zealand and some
European nations
Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused
Would address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment of BZP e.g. the
lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to
high potential for abuse.
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are pharmacologically similar to
amphetamines. The majority of substances in Schedule III are stimulants and BZP
and TFMPP would therefore be regulated in a similar way
17
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CONS:
a.

Will likely be opposed by industry specializing in recreational products who have
been selling these products in Canada for several years without meeting any
regulatory requirements

Option 3 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV to the CDSA
PROS:
a.
b.

c.

CONS:
a.

b.

c.

Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused/misuse
Would address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment ofBZP e.g. the
lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to
high potential for abuse.
Would be consistent with the goals of the National Anti-Drug Strategy which aims
to prevent illicit drug use, help treat those with illicit drug dependencies, and to
combat the production and distribution of illicit drugs.

Substances included in Schedule IV are not subject to possession offenses under the
CDSA, 1h~aw enforcement would not be able to take action against individuals
who are in possession of BZP and TFMPP.
Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule IV would differ from the control mechanisms
in the European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia
and the United States because there is no possession offence.
BZP and TFMPP are not pharmacologically similar to substances listed in Schedule
IV

In consideration of the analysis above, it is recommended that BZP and TFMPP be added to
Schedule III to the CDSA.
The following will consider the options for whether BZP and TFMPP should be added to one of
the regulations that sit under the CDSA. In light of the fact that TPD has received some
enquiries from a pharmaceutical company interested in marketing BZP with a clinical indication,
consideration has been given to the following options.

Option A : BZP and TFMPP remain unregulated
PROS:
a.

CONS:
a.

BZP antl1PM:PP would be controlled in a sitnilar way as the control measures
imposed in other countries such as New Zealand, the United States and Australia.

Access to these substances for a medical, scientific or public interest purpose would
be possible via an exemption under s. 56 of the CDSA.
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Option B : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under Part G of the Food and Drug Regulations

Part G of the Food and Drug Regulations (G-FDR) is the regulation that provides a licensing
and pennit scheme that allows for the manufacture, distribution, sale, import and export of the
substances listed in its Schedule.
PROS:
a.

b.

CONS:
a.

Would allow industry to access BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes while reducing the risk of BZP and TFMPP being
abused and/or diverted
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are phannacologically similar to
amphetamines, which are regulated under the G-FDR.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.

Option C : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations

Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (J-FDR) regulates the use of controlled substances that
have no recognized medical use. Substances listed in its Schedule can only be used for scientific
and research purposes.
PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

8.

Would allow access to BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific or research
purpose's s~uld the need arise.
BZP and TFMPP have no known therapeutic use and would therefore be regulated in
a similar way as other stimulants that do not have any therapeutic use.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.

CONSULTATIONS

In order to detennine if there is any legitimate activity with BZP and TFMPP and to identify
stakeholders who might have a specific interest in this scheduling assessment, the Office of
Controlled Substances issued a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties in the Canada Gazette, Part
Ion November 22,2008. Five responses were received and these have been taken into
consideration in this analysis.
The Health Canada Drug Analysis Services, recommended that the tenn isomers should be
added to the TFMPP nomenclature as it would allow for easier identification of the substance
when perfonning lab analysis.
I

~

A submission from the British Columbia Ministry of Healthy Living and Sport expressed
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concerns that the addition of BZP and TFMPP to the Schedules to the CDSA may have an
unintended impact on the criminal justice system.
A submission from PurePillz, Inc. recommended that BZP and TFMPP should not be regulated
under the CDSA because of their potential use as a "harm reduction" alternative for
methamphetamine addicts. The submission also alleged that scheduling could increase the use
of other stimulant drugs and that the risks associated with BZP-based pills are no more harmful
than those associated with alcohol.
Finally, comments were received from Stuart Rosenthal, a lawyer representing Dufore
Technologies Inc. who are importers and distributers of BZP in Canada. He expressed concerns
regarding what the company and its clients could do with current stock of BZP and TFMPP
should they become,cQ.lltrolled substances.
The Office of Controlled Substances has also consulted with Office of Drugs and Alcohol
Research and Surveillance, Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate and the Health
Products and Food Branch Inspectorate in delineating options for the suitable control of these
substances.

9.

CONSIDERATIONS

BZP and TFMPP may pose a significant risk to the health and safety of Canadians because of
their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. It is also unclear what effects ingesting these
substances could have when taken with other controlled substances or alcohol.
Both substances have consistently been seized (as unidentified chemicals or inappropriately
labelled goods, etc) at the Canadian border and are readily available on the internet and in store
front locations. Recently, Health Canada discovered that BZP was an undeclared substance in a
weight loss product. It is therefore possible that there may be other products containing BZP or
TFMPP currently being sold in Canada.
Law enforcement have. expressed their concerns to Health Canada of the challenges they face
when conducting in~eiligation and laying charges with respect to the trafficking ofMDMA. In
the past, charges have had to be withdrawn from court following analysis which confirmed that
the products believed to be MDMA were in fact BZP, tying up police and court resources
unnecessarily. Furthermore, law enforcement is also concerned with the diversion potential of
BZP by organized crime syndicates.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP to the CDSA would clearly establish their status in Canada. While
these substances are considered drugs and therefore fall within the purview of the FDA, the
health and safety risks posed by these substances and low penalties set out in the FDA warrant
consideration of increased control.
While regulating these substances as controlled substances would be a preemptive measure,
there have been some discussion at the international level regarding the scheduling under the UN
Drug Control Conventions. Should this occur, Canada will have to follow suit in any case.
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10.

I

~

RECOMMENDATION

It is the recommendation of the Office of Controlled Substances, that BZP and TFMPP be added
to Schedule III to the CDSA and regulated under Part J of the FDR.
11.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The addition of BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III of the CDSA and to Part J of the FDR requires
that Health Canada follow the federal regulatory process. The Policy and Regulatory Affairs
Division, OCS will work with drafters from the Department of Justice on the proposed
regulatory amendment, and when completed, the draft will be submitted to the Treasury Board
for pre-publication in Canada Gazette, Part I. Input received during the comment period will be
reviewed and considered in the preparation of the final regulation which will then be published
in Canada Gazette, Part II.
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Fw: BZPfTFMPP lAS
Tiffany Thornton to: Hanan Abramovici

2010-06-0201 :30 PM

since we were talking about this the other day!!!
----- Forwarded by Tiffany Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-06-02 01 :30 PM -----

Suzanne
DesjardinslHC-SC/GC/CA
2010-06-02 10:03 AM

To Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tiffany
Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP IAS~

Hi Elizabeth,
I quickly looked at the revised document and I note that several (small) edits in the other sections have
nore been made (e.g. Health Canada have ... ) etc ... I suggest correcting those.
More importantly however, I made some other suggestions that were ignored and for some of them I think
that they need some f~rtlilit discussions.

Thanks
Suzanne
EI izabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA
I

~

Elizabeth
DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
2010-05-2811 :12 AM

To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Tiffany Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZPITFMPP lAS
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Hi Suzanne,
Thanks again for your comments. We rearranged those two sections per your suggestions. The lAS is
now with Diane for approval.
Should the CSS workirg~oup wish to see the final version please circulate.
[attachment "FINAL lAS BZP and TFMPP May 201 O.wpd" deleted by Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA]
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst I Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division I Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
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Re: Fw: Reference
Hanan Abramovici

Thornton

2010-06-1409:05 AM

Hi Tiffany,
This is what I was able to find on the internet:
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/nflis/index.html
Scroll down to see the link to the annual report for 2008.

Hope that helps.
Hanan

Tiffany Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA

Tiffany
tt

Thomton/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

•••

2010-06-1408:59 AM

cc
Subject Fw: Reference

Yo,
do you have the reference? If not then I will ask Elizabeth I guess??? not sure who provided the
reference.
Tiff
----- Forwarded by Tiffany Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-06-14 08:57 AM -----

Colette Stmad/HC-SC/GC/CA
To Tiffany Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-06-0910:40 AM

cc
Subject Reference

Tiffany:
I am trying to locate one of the references from the OCS lAS for BZP:
DEA, National Forensic~~atory Information System Annual Report 2008, pg 1-31.
Is this available somewhere on the internet?
Regards,
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Colette
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CSS-WG Meeting June 14th Agenda & ROD

i1l

Bruna Brands, Colette Strnad, Collin Pinto,
Tiffany Thornton to Jocelyn Kula, Robin Maries, Suzanne
Desjardins, Tanja Kalajdzic, Tiana Branch
e". Celine Vanasse, Isabel Shanahan, Laura Cooney, Hanan

2010-06-1401 :07 PM

""',. Abramovici

Please find attached the draft agenda for the meeting on Wednesday June 14th from 10-11 :20 in Rm
305A. Let me know if you have any revisions let me know.
Thanks,
Tiffany
946-3590

CSS-WG May 2010 Meeting ROD .doc

Draft Agenda:
1- Members' introduction
2- Approval of Agenda
3 - Approval of ROD from May 27th
4- Update on CDSA Scheduling Process
- ADM briefing scheduled? (Jocelyn)
5- Update on BZP & TFMPP
- Discussion with Treasury Board (Jocelyn)
6- 2c Family Update
- lAS (Suzanne/Jocelyn)
- Status of information of 2c family substances within Inspectorate (Colin)
7- Discussion on Tapentadol (Jocelyn/all)
8- Update
- updates on any emerging issues relevant to the WG's activities
9- Next steps i.e ne>.<t meeting scheduled for July 14th
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Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances Scheduling (CSS) Working Group Meeting
Wednesday, May 27th, 2010, 10-11 :30am
123 Slater Street, Rm 305A
Present:

Regrets:

•

•

Colette Strnad, Office of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate,
HPFB (alternate for Thea Mueller)

•

.TanjaKalajdzic,M.~rketed.

Suzanne Desjardins, Office of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

•

JJruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD,
HECSB via phone

•

Hanan Abrolllo~ ODARS, CSTD,
HECBS

•

Jocelyn Kula, Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTD, HECSB

•

,l,Tiana Branch, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Evelyn Soo, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Collin Pinto, Drug Compliance,
Verification and Investigation Unit,
Health Products and Food Branch
Inspectorate (HPFBI)

•

Dina Aly, Drug Compliance,
Verification and Investigation Unit,
HPFBI

•

Secretariat- Tiffany Thornto~
ODARS, CSTD, HECSB

Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices
Division, Marketed Health Products
Directorate, Health Products and Food
Branch (HPFB)
•

··t~~.~~~. .~~.~. ~.~~.~~. ~=:~==.~:=~~.~J
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Robin MarIes, Bureau of Clinical Trials
and Health Sciences, Natural Health
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_.. ' --. { Field Code_ Ch~nged___._"__._________

..1.
Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the working group members and introduced Collin Pinto and Dina
Ally from the HPFBI.
2.
Approval of ~WlQ,da Items
Agenda items were approved.
3.
Approval of ROD from April 21 st, 2010
The ROD for the April meeting was approved.
4.
CDSA Scheduling Process - Update on ADM Briefing
Jocelyn will bring the CDSA scheduling process included for discussion at a DMC
meeting. Following discussion at DMC, OCS will initiate a HECSB ADM briefing on
the proposed process.
Actions:
~ Jocelyn to advise the CSS-WG when this item has been included on the DMC
agenda, and when the HECSB ADM briefing is scheduled.
5.
Update on Scheduling of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and TFMPP
OCS is meeting with Treasury Board today to discuss the cost-benefit analysis
requirements. Treasury Board will advise OCS of the scope of the work required.
Actions:
~ Collin to provide Jocelyn with impact data (e.g., production costs and market
price .)
~ OCS to inform CSS-WG of the outcomes from the meeting with Treasury Board.
6.
2C Family Update
Hanan included published SAR data in the draft lAS and sent it to CSS-WG for review
and comment. Since ~t~ve been published obtaining the Quantitiative Structure
Activity Relationship (QSAR) software was no longer felt necessary. The lack of human
data was also an issue.
Actions:
~ Hanan to send Collin and Dina the current draft of the lAS
~ CSS-WG to send any further comments on the lAS to Hanan
~ Collin to check within the Inspectorate to see if any information exists regarding
2C family substances.
~ Collin to initiate the process for a "lookout" to commence on 2C family
substances.
7.
Ibogaine
Jocelyn provided an update on the status of the letter response to the College of
Physicians and Surgeons regarding the addictive and psychoactive properties of ibogaine.
She noted that the response was sent back for further clarity of language and re-submitted
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Bruna noted that she could not find any further research affiliated with the Therapy
House, or MAPS. In addition, there were no clinical trials listed for ibogaine on the
clinicaltrials.gov website.
Actions:
~ Jocelyn to circulate the revised letter to CSS-WG members for reference.
~ Bruna to meet with the College of Pharmacologists on Monday May 31,2010 and
will ask if they have any information on the treatment of addition with ibogaine.

8.

Roundtable

Jocelyn suggested that it be reviewed at the next CSS-WG meeting and that Kimmy
Barton, Therapeutic Products Directorate, be invited to attend.
Actions:
~ Jocelyn to circulate
~ Tiffany to include tapentadol as an agenda Item for discussion at the next CSSWG meeting.

9.
Next Steps
Next meeting scheduled for Wednesday June 16th 2010 from 10-11:30am in Rm 305A.
Tiffany will send the invitation along with the agenda and the ROD for the next meeting.
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Protected B
Record of Discussion (ROD)
Controlled Substances SChedulin~ (CSS) Working Group Meeting
Wednesday, June 1St , 2010, 10-11:30am
123 Slater Street, Rm 305A
Present:

Regrets:

•

•

Suzanne Desjardins, Office of Drugs
and Alcohol Research and
Surveillance (ODARS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate
(CSTD), Healthy Environments
Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
(Chair)

•

Bruna Brands, ODARS, CSTD, HECSB
via phone

•

Hanan Abromovici, ODARS, CSTD,
HECBS

•

Jocelyn Kula, Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS), CSTD, HECSB

Robin Marles, Bureau of Clinical
Trials and Health Sciences, Natural
Health Products Directorate (NHPD),
HPFB

•

Evelyn Soo, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Colette Strnad, Office of Science,
Therapeutic Products Directorate,
HPFB (alternate for Thea Mueller)

•

Tanja Kalajdzic, Marketed
Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices
Division, Marketed Health Products
Directorate, Health Products and
Food Branch (HPFB)

•

Tiana Branch, OCS, CSTD, HECSB

•

Collin Pinto, Drug Compliance,
Verification and Investigation Unit,
Health Products and Food Branch
Inspectorate (HPFBI)

•

Secretariat- Tiffany Thornton,
ODARS,CSTD,HECSB

1.
Welcome & Introductions
Suzanne welcomed the working group members.
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2.
Approval of Agenda Items
Agenda approved with a minor amendment to item #7; discussion regarding tapentadol
will take place in July.
Actions:
~ Tiffany to circulate
to CSSWG for review prior to next meeting.
3.
Approval of ROD from May, 2010
The ROD for the May meeting was approved, a minor change was noted.
4.
CDSA Scheduling Process - Update on ADM Briefing
The deck on the draft policy (based heavily on content from past EAC deck) has gone to
the Director, OCS for review. It is anticipated that the deck will be tabled at DMC within
the next month.
Actions:
~ OCS to arrange for DMC discussion on draft policy in Summer 2010.
5.
Update on Scheduling of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and TFMPP
OCS met with Treasury Board (TB) to discuss cost-benefit analysis (CBA) requirements.
OCS is moving forward with market analysis that will in turn support the required CBA.
OCS to meet with contractor on June 16/10 and they hope to have a contract shortly
thereafter.
OCS is also organizing a planning session that will help inform the Statement of Work
for the CBA which will be contracted out.

Judy Snider from ODARS attended the Community Epidemiology Working Group
(CEWG). The purpose of the CEWG is for researchers from the US and other foreign
countries to discuss the current epidemiology of drug use. At the last CEWG meeting in
Maya presentation was made regarding the use ofBZP in New Zealand before
prohibition in 2008. The use ofBZP apparently fell from 15% to 3% in 2009 as a result
of the ban.
Actions:
~ Collin to provide Jocelyn with impact data (e.g., production costs and market
price) collected in course of HPFBI compliance actions.
~ Tiffany to circulate presentation from the (CEWG) once posted on the web:
http://www.drugabuse.gov/about!organizationiCEWG/CEWGHome.html

6.
2C Family Update
Collin indicated that he checked within the Inspectorate to see if any information exists
regarding 2C family substances. He noted that there has not been a lot of activity
regarding the 2c family however one occurrence was identified in 2004 regarding 2Ci
where the Health Canada emblem was being used on packaging. A letter was sent
notifying the party to remove the emblem but no further action was taken. Current DAS
analysis on the 2C family substances is limited as well.
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Work on this scheduling assessment is on hold because of competing priorities.

7.
Roundtable
Further to NHPD and MHPD work on an lAS on Salvia in 2004 and extensive interbranch discussions in 2007-08 OCS has been working on a scheduling lAS. Suzanne
emphasized that new data regarding prevalence of salvia will be released via CADUMS
on June 24th and should be incorporated into the lAS.
OCS and ODARS have been contributing to an "Its Your Health" document on salvia
that is now in Departmental approvals
Actions:
~ Tiana to follow-up on salvia lAS with Jocelyn and arrange for draft
~ lAS to be circulated prior to next meeting
~ A CSS-WG meeting in the Fall should be dedicated to reviewing salvia
~ Tanja will have the information regarding the number of fatal cases reported due
to Propofol.
10.
Next Steps
Next meeting scheduled for Wednesday July 14th 2010 from 10-11 :30am in Rm 405A.
Tiffany will send the invitation along with the agenda and the ROD for the next meeting.
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Re: BZPITFMPP lAS

CJ

Elizabeth Dussault to: Suzanne Desjardins

2010-07-0702:18 PM

Cc: Jocelyn Kula
History:

This message has been replied to.

Hi Suzanne,
We've taken into consideration your suggestions and comments which are now reflected in the lAS on
BZP and TFMPP.

Ei

DRAFT (revisions) lAS BZP and TFMPP June 2010.wpd

Please let us know if you have any further comments on the lAS.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA

Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-06-02 10:03 AM

To Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tiffany
Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP IASCJ

Hi Elizabeth,
I quickly looked at the revised document and I note that several (small) edits in the other sections have
nore been made (e.g. Health Canada have ... ) etc ... I suggest correcting those.
More importantly however, I made some other suggestions that were ignored and for some of them I think
that they need some further discussions.
In particular:
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Issue Analysis Summary
Office of Controlled Substances

Regulation of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP)
CONTENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

1.

APPROVALS
ISSUE
PURPOSE
CONTEXT
ASSESSMENT OF BZP AND TFMPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES
ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
CONSULTATIONS
CONSIDERATIONS
RECOMMENDATION
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

APPROVALS

This Issue Analysis Summary is considered approved.

Diane Allan
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate

[DD/MM/YYYY]

2.

ISSUE

The piperazines are a class of compounds containing a piperazine ring as part of their chemical
structure. Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also
used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
However, there are two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally for their
hallucinogenic and stimulant properties. These are: BZP (l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine) and
TFMPP (1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine).
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Health Canada is not aware that either of these substances are being used commercially in the
production of any industrial or pharmaceutical products in Canada.
An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent legitimate
use coupled with information regarding the use and appearance of BZP and TFMPP products
across Canada have prompted the need to determine whether these substances should be
regulated as controlled substances under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).

3.

PURPOSE

To assess these substances against the factors considered by the Office of Controlled Substances
(OCS) when deciding to add substances to one of the Schedules to the CDSA, and examine
possible options for the regulation of these substances.

4.

CONTEXT

4.1

Legislative Frameworks

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations

The Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) provides a legislative framework for the
control of substances that can alter mental processes and may produce harm to the health of an
individual or to society when diverted or misused. Except as authorized under regulation,
activities such as possession, possession for the purpose of trafficking, trafficking, importation,
exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and production of controlled substances
are prohibited under the CDSA.
The CDSA and its regulations seek to support the legal manufacture, trade and possession of
controlled substances for medical and scientific purposes while minimizing diversion for illicit
purposes. The CDSA carries punishments for various offences and the requirements specified in
the regulations allow for more restricted control and closer monitoring of drug use.
The substances regulated under the CDSA are grouped into eight schedules. Schedules I to V
lists controlled substances while Schedule VI lists precursor chemicals. Schedules VII and VIII
provides the threshold quantities for trafficking and possession offenses involving cannabis and
cannabis resin.
Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments described in Part I of the
CDSA. Offenses associated with Schedule IV are similar to those associated with substances in
Schedules I, II and III except that there is no offence for simple possession.

2
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4.2

Background

BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used in the rave and party scene in Canada
because of their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. BZP has also been found in products
targeted for other purposes such as weight loss. They are readily available for sale on the Internet
and in specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops, etc.) in Canada.
BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of the Schedules to the CDSA. However, The
Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) has maintained a "substance of concern" file on both
BZP and TFMPP since 2004.
The Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzed samples of BZP from seizures made by law
enforcement as early as 1999 and has observed a steady increase in the number of samples
submitted for analysis since that time. Law enforcement agencies have also informed Health
Canada directly that they have seen an increase of BZP and TFMPP on the streets. Health
Canada has also received correspondence from Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
requesting that Health Canada schedule BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA because of the
increased importation of these substances into Canada without any apparent legitimate purpose.
Media interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004 but has remained steady since
July 2008 following the deaths of two individuals that were initially thought to be related to the
ingestion of pills containing BZP. The media expressed concerns that Health Canada had not
taken a more proactive stance in regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances because of
the health risks associated with these substances. Questions were also raised regarding the easy
availability of these pills in public fora.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a drug as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations
(FDR) and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. The Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (Inspectorate) continues to pursue
various enforcement measures against distributers, importers and manufacturers of these products
in Canada. Beginning in October 2007, the Inspectorate established a customs target for
finished products which was subsequently updated to include bulk powder in July 2008.
Retailers have also been advised to remove products from their shelves and consumers have also
been warned not to use products containing BZP and TFMPP.
In the summer of 2008, the Inspectorate and the OCS collaborated on a risk assessment on BZP.
The risk assessment concluded that consideration should be given to adding BZP to one of the
Schedules to the CDSA.
The Inspectorate has also taken a number of enforcement actions targeted at PurePillz, Inc. who
has been reported as selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. PurePillz,
Inc. have been notified that the sale of and all activities with these products are in contravention
of the Food and Drugs Act (FDA). Health Canada has repeatedly requested that the company
stop the import, distribution and sale of these products. In July 2008, Health Canada posted a
health advisory, advising consumers to not use unauthorized products being sold by PurePillz,
3
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Inc. due to the serious health risks associated with its products. PurePillz, Inc. has yet to take
the necessary steps to comply with Health Canada's requests.
In December 2009, Health Canada posted another health advisory, this time advising consumers
not to use an unauthorized product containing BZP named Revolution DS Weight LOSSTM, due to
the serious health risks associated with the product. 2

5.

ASSESSMENT OF BZP AND TFMPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES

The following factors 3 are assessed when substances are being considered for scheduling under
the CDSA:
•
•

•
•
•

International requirements and trends in control and/or scheduling;
Chemical andlor pharmacological similarity to substances listed in the Schedules to the
CDSA;
Legitimate use of the substance, including therapeutic, scientific, industrial and
commercial uses;
Potential for abuse andlor addiction liability;
Evidence of extent of actual abuse in Canada and internationally; and,
Risk to personal and public health and safety.

5.1

International Requirements and Trends in Control and/or Scheduling

5.1.1

International Control

•

Neither BZP nor TFMPP are currently listed in any of the three United Nations Drug Control
Conventions. That said the International Narcotic Control Board (INCB) has requested that
governments provide the World Health Organization (WHO) and the INCB with any information
on the abuse of and trafficking of piperazine derived compounds4 , and has also requested that the
WHO take the necessary measures to assess piperazine derived compounds in order to determine
whether to recommend that they be placed under international control 5 •

5.1.2

European Union

The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europol and European Medicines Agency

1 Health Canada Advises Consumers Not To Use Purepillz Unauthorized Products,
hrtp://www.hc-sc.gc.caJahc-asc/mediaJadvisories-avis/_ 2008/2008_1 08-eng. php, 2008-07-10
2 Health Canada Warns Consumers Not To Use The Unauthorized Product "RevolutionDS Weight Loss™,,
hrtp://www.hc-sc.gc.caJahc-asc/mediaJadvisories-avis/_ 2009/2009_ 211-eng.php, 2009-12-24
3 Controlled Substance Scheduling Working Group, Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate,
Health Canada, Draft document "Factors Considered When Assessing a Substance To Determine Whether To
Schedule It Under The CDSA", 16 April 2010.
4 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 28, page Ill.
5 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 45, page 114.
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completed a joint risk assessment ofBZP in May 2007. That assessment suggested that BZP
should be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack of medical benefits and lack of evidence
that it is safe for human consumption6 •
On March 3,2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as a new
psychoactive substance which is to be made subject to control measures and criminal provisions.
Member states were called upon to place BZP, within 1 year, under their respective drug control
regulations that fall in line with the obligations imposed by the 1971 United Nations Convention
on Psychotropic Substances7 •
Many EU member states (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Finland, Croatia and Sweden) have already taken the decision to regulate BZP as a controlled
substances. Other jurisdictions currently regulate BZP differently and they would have to make
changes in order to be in line with the requirements of the 1971 United Nations Convention. In
the Netherlands, for example, BZP in pharmaceutical form is regulated as a medicinal product. 8
Similarly, Spain considers BZP to be a substance which modifies physiological functions when
administered to humans as defined under applicable Spanish legislation. It is therefore subject to
certain control measures such as inspections, annual reporting to the Spanish Medicines Agency
and is subject to enforcement measures for non-compliance9 • In the United Kingdom, vendors
and retailers of BZP may face prosecution as the drug is classified as unlicensed under the
Medicines Act 1968.10 In France, BZP is classified as a narcotic further to the publication of an
order in the "Journal officiel" by the Agence fran<;aise de securite sanitaire des produits de
sante. 11 Finally, the Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland released a statement on March
31, 2009, indicating that BZP has now been declared a controlled substance because of its
potential for abuse and for causing significant harm to public health. 12
Although, the European Union has focused mainly on BZP, some member states have also taken
steps to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance. Greece, Sweden, Croatia and Denmark have
all elected to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance.

5.1.3

New Zealand

The history ofBZP regulation in New Zealand is complex. An April 2004 assessment of "party
pills" (which included substances such as BZP, TFMPP and other piperazine derivatives) by the

6 Sedefov, R, BZP to be placed under control across the EU, News release from the EMCDDA, April-June
2007 http://www.emcdda.europa.eulhtml.cfmlindex51519EN.html
7 Ibid 6
8 Ibid 4
9

Ibid 4

10 Medicines and Health Products Regulatory Agency Press Release, Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are
dangerous and illegal, 20 Mar 2007.
11 Agence franyaise de securite sanitaire des produits de sante, Classement comme stupefiant de la BZP, 20
May 2008, http://afssaps.sante.frlhtmll0/filcoprs/080503.htm
12 Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland, Minister for Health and Children announces ban on
stimulant drug BZP, 31 Mar 09. http://www.dohc.ie/press/releases/2009/20090331.html
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New Zealand Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) concluded that there was
insufficient objective evidence showing that these substances were harmful; thus they
recommended that "party pills" containing these substances should remain legal. 13
In 2006, the EACD completed a further assessment of these substances and concluded that recent
studies had documented real harm, including potentially fatal seizures. They noted, however,
that there was still no information about the effects of long-term use of these substances on
humans.
In May 2007, the EACD again considered these substances in light of further scientific research
and evidence that was accumulated in studies conducted in New Zealand. The EACD focused its
attention on the increased availability of "party pills", which were being marketed and distributed
widely over the Internet, through counterculture retailers, and more recently in liquor outlets,
service stations and dairies. Other information considered included a number of reports that
showed evidence linking "party pills" to adverse reactions when taken with prescription
medicines, and a number of scientific studies that showed no known legitimate commercial uses
for these substances.
This growing evidence led to the tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act and
list BZP, TFMPP and similar substances as scheduled substances on December 18, 2007. The
amendment was passed by Parliament and came into force on April 1, 2008. In New Zealand, it
is illegal to possess and use, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP, TFMPP, pFPP,
MeOPP, mCPP and MBZP. The bill provided an amnesty provision that allowed individuals to
possess no more than 100 tablets/pills or 5 grams of these substances until no later than
September 30, 2008 at which time they would become illegal 14 •

5.1.4

Australia

BZP and TFMPP were added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of Drugs
and Poisons (SUSDP) in February 2006 15 • In its decision to include BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (NDPSC) considered
information from the "Vaults of Erowid" website which includes links to drug experience
websites and information about drugs from both anecdotal and peer reviewed sources. The
NDPSC also considered actions taken in other jurisdictions such as the tabling of a proposal to
amend the Misuse of Drugs Act in New Zealand to include BZP and similar substances and the
addition of BZP to Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act in the United States. They also
considered submissions from stakeholders that indicated that these substances were not being
used for any legitimate industrial purposes in Australia. They also noted that these substances

13 Alansari, M. and Hamilton, D., Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pills: A New Zealand case
report, The New Zealand Medical Journal, 05-May-06, Vol 119 No. 1233
14 National Drug Policy of New Zealand, BZP change in legal status to Class C1 controlled drug, 1 April
2008, http://www.ndp.govt.nzlmoh.nsflindexcmlndp-news-home
15 Australian National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee, Record of Reasons of Meeting 46, February
21-23,2006
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were being misrepresented and marketed as a legal alternative to illicit drugs

5.1.5

l6

•

United States of America

The use of BZP and TFMPP was first reported in California in late 1996 and has since spread
across the US. Both substances were placed on an emergency scheduling notice on July 18,
2002, with the intent of deeming them Schedule I drugs 17. This action was taken in response to
local US. law enforcement agencies reporting a growing number of seizures ofBZP across the
US. The US Drug Enforcement Administration Office of Diversion Control also reported that
BZP had no currently accepted medical use and was not safe for use even with medical
supervision l8 •
On March 18, 2004, BZP was officially listed in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act
(CSA). Schedule I of the CSA lists substances that have a high potential for abuse, have no
accepted medicinal use for treatment and for which there is a lack of an acceptable safe use under
medical supervision. TFMPP as of March 18, 2004, is no longer controlled under the CSA
because of a recommendation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a scientific
evaluation from the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)19 indicating that the controls
imposed by the CSA were not warranted.

5.2

Chemical and Pharmacological Similarity to Substances Listed in the Schedules to
the CDSA

5.2.1

Chemistry of BZP

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, -(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N -benzylpiperazine, 1benzyl-diazacyclohexane and does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base form is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to the eyes, respiratory system and the skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
and this does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

16

Ibid 15

17 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Temporary placement
of BZP and TFMPP into Schedule I, 20 Sep 2002
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/sched_actions/2002/fr07182.htm
18 Ibid 17
19 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations, Schedules of Controlled Substances: Placement ofBZP into
Schedule I, 18 Mar 2004, http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/rules/2004/fr0318.htm
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5.2.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow coloured liquid.

5.2.3

Pharmacology of BZP

The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to those of amphetamines and that it acts by increasing
the efflux of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway.20,21 BZP is thought to
have about one-tenth the potency of amphetamine. 22 ,23
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, orally administered BZP 100mg
and dexamphetamine 10mg were associated with significant increases in systolic blood pressure,
diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate compared to placebo. 24 The two active treatments were
not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A publication reporting on
two clinical trials also showed that both BZP and dexamphetamine resulted in significant
increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. 25
Only one pharmacokinetic study has been conducted in humans. 26 BZP concentration in plasma
was highest at 75 minutes after a single 200mg oral dose. The elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully elucidated. However, when BZP is
combined with TFMPP in vitro, the metabolism of BZP is inhibited by 60% and that of TFMPP
by 90%. Such metabolic interference can lead to elevated levels of both drugs in the plasma
thereby increasing their effects and accounting for the increase in adverse events. 27

5.2.4

Pharmacology of TFMPP

TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In vitro experiments using human liver microsomes determined the polymorphic
20 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: I-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on information exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
21 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted
piperazines abused by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
or 'Ecstasy'). Neuropsychopharmacology. 2005 Mar;30(3):550-60.
22 Ibid 20
23 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW. Comparison of the effects of dexamphetamine and
I-benzylpiperazine in former addicts. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
~4 Ibid 23
25 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck AW, Young PA.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human performance tests. Eur J Clin Pharmacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
26Antia U, Lee HS, Kydd RR, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Pharmacokinetics of 'party pill' drug Nbenzylpiperazine (BZP) in healthy human participants. Forensic Sci Int. 2009 Apr 15;186(1-3):63-7. Epub 2009 Mar
3.
27 Antia U, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine-based 'party pill' drugs.
J Pharm PharmacoL 2009 Jul;6l(7):877-82.
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CYP2D6 enzyme accounted for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic clearance. 28 Furthermore,
genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 could potentially account for differences in toxicity
following TFMPP intake.

It is now well established that TFMPP is a serotonin (5-HT) receptor agonist that stimulates
central serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
triggers presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons29 ,30,31,32, preferentially binds to multiple postsynaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes33 ,34,35, and alters synaptic 5-HT function by inhibiting 5-HT
reuptake. 36,37

5.2.5 Pharmacology of BZPITFMPP combination
Some pharmacodynamic information exists regarding the combined effects of BZP and TFMPP.
Co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone. 38,39 Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. These drug-induced seizures
occurred after a dose just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for serotonin and dopamine
release suggesting the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow therapeutic window of
safety.
One study measured a range of clinical outcomes in people taking pills containing both BZP
(300mg) and TFMPP (74mg) alone or in combination with a1coho1. 40 The BZP/TFMPP

28 Staack RF, Paul LD, Springer D, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of
the new designer drug 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In vivo studies in Wistar and Dark Agouti
rats as well as in vitro studies in human liver microsomes. Biochem Pharmacol. 2004 Jan 15;67(2):235-44.
29 Pettibone DJ, Williams M. Serotonin-releasing effects of substituted piperazines in vitro. Biochem
Pharmacol. 1984 May 1;33(9):1531-5.
30 Auerbach SB, Rutter JJ, Juliano Pl Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular
serotonin in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
31 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X"
piperazine analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann NY Acad Sci. 2004 Oct;1025:189-97.
32 Ibid 21
33 Fuller, R. I-Phenylpiperazines and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-HT
Agonists and Psychoactive Drugs, R. Rech, Gudelsky GA, Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor, MI. p. 35-59.
34 Hoyer D. Functional correlates of serotonin 5-HT1 recognition sites. J Recept Res. 1988;8(1-4):59-81.
35 Schoeffter P, Hoyer D. Interaction of arylpiperazines with 5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, 5-HT1C and 5-HT1D
receptors: do discriminatory 5-HT1B receptor ligands exist? Naunyn Schmiedebergs Arch Pharmacol. 1989
Jun;339(6):675-83.
36 Ibid 30
37 Wolf W A, Ziaja E, Arthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ, Levine RA, Kuhn DM. Effect of tetrahydrobiopterin
on serotonin synthesis, release, and metabolism in superfused hippocampal slices. J Neurochem. 1991
Oct;57(4):1191-7.
38 Ibid 21
39 Ibid 31
40 Thompson I, Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S, Lucas N, McDowall J, Weatherall M,
Robinson G, Beasley R. Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills'
BZP/TFMPP alone and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
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combination gave rise to sympathomimetic effects similar to those observed with amphetamines
such as a significant increase in heart rate and both systolic and diastolic blood pressure. These
effects most like occurred through increased noradrenaline release.

5.3

Legitimate Use, Including Therapeutic, Scientific, Industrial and Commercial Uses.

Piperazines are a class of compounds primarily used as intermediates in the manufacture of
chemicals and pharmaceuticals. The parent compound, piperazine, has been widely used for
many years as an anti-worming drug in animals. BZP, however, has never been used for such a
purpose. 41
Throughout the 1970s, a compound with BZP as the active metabolite was investigated as a
potential anti-depressant in humans. 42 Its clinical use was short-lived however because of the
stimulant side-effects of the drug. 43
While BZP has no established or acknowledged medical value, TFMPP has widely been used as
a pharmacological probe drug for drug discrimination procedures in animals44 because of its
serotonergic properties. The INCB World Drug Report for 2007 also states that both these
substances are available primarily for use as intermediates in the manufacture of chemicals and
pharmaceuticals and are used in neurochemical and psychiatric research throughout the world45 .
Health Canada is not aware if BZP or TFMPP are in fact being used for such purposes in Canada.

5.4

Potential for Abuse and/or Addiction Liability

5.4.1

Potential for Abuse of BZP

BZP increases of extracellular levels ofDA and 5-HT, features common to psycho stimulants and
drugs of abuse such as amphetamines and cocaine. 46 Furthermore, BZP increase DA levels in a
dose-dependent manner in the rat nucleus accumbens,47 an area of the brain associated with the
processing of rewarding/reinforcing behaviours. 48 These findings suggest BZP has the potential
to be abused because it acts on neuronal pathways implicated in reward and activated by wellknown drugs of abuse.

41 European Union Commission Decision, Stronger control measures for the synthetic drug BZP, 2008 Mar
3, http://europa.eu/scadplus/leglen/lvb/133273.htm
42 Munro-Faure, A.D., Peck, A.W., Pullin, C., Young, P.A. Detection of dexamphetamine-like activity in
man. A comparison of several tests (1971) J. Pharm. Chim. (Paris), 2, pp. 228-229.
43 Tekes K, Thfalusi L, 19yi B, Herman F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action ofEGYT475, a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacy 1987;39(2):203-11.
44 Ibid 28
45 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, p. 39
46 Howell, L.L., Kimmel, H.L. Monoamine transporters and psycho stimulant addiction. Biochem
Pharmacol. (2008); 75(1): 196-217.
47 Ibid 31
48 Carlezon, W.A., Thomas, M.J. Biological substrates of reward and aversion: a nucleus accumbens
activity hypothesis. Neuropharmacology. 2009; 56 (Suppl 1): 122-32.
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The rewarding properties of BZP have been well documented in animals. In rats, BZP produces
place preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, yields behavioural
responses similar to those induced by methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to
amphetamine. 49 ,50,51,52 In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self-administered, substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test. 53 These studies have
consistently found that BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers have
repeatedly suggested it carries potential for abuse.
Only three clinical trials have studied the abuse liability of BZP. A double-blind, placebocontrolled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of dexamphetamine and
BZp. 54 Both drugs differed significantly from placebo on a number of behavioural and subjective
Based on findings that BZP produced effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former
amphetamine addicts, the Wellcome Foundation Ltd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and
suggested that it be placed under statutory controls similar to those regulating amphetamines.
Two other clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers,55 concluded that
BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine, but with one-tenth
the potency. 56
Another clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP but concluded that
pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects. This was evidenced by
improved driving performance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, as well as difficulty
getting to sleep.57
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has the
potential for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The
degree with which BZP is likely to be abused remains uncertain and more pharmacokinetic and
human abuse liability studies are needed.

5.4.2

Potential for Abuse of TFMPP

One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbic DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release along this pathway

49 Meririnne E, Kajos M, Kankaanpaa A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of I-benzylpiperazine, a new
drug of abuse, in rats. Basic Clin Pharmaco1 Toxicol. 2006 Apr;98(4):346-50.
50 Brennan KA, Lake B, Rely LS, Jones K, Gittings D, Co1ussi-Mas J, Fitzmaurice PS, Lea RA, Schenk S.
N-benzy1~iperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behav Pharmacol. 2007 Dec; 18(8):785-90.
1 Yarosh RL, Katz EB, Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-1ike behavioral effects ofN-substituted
piperazines in the mouse. Pharmaco1 Biochem Behav. 2007 Nov;88(l):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
52 Ibid 21
53 Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JR, Woolverton WL, Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative
stimulus effects of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol
Depend. 2005 Feb 14;77(2):161-8.
54 Ibid 23
55

Ibid 25

56 Ibid 23
57 Ibid 40
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has not been shown convincingly. However, administration of TFMPP in combination with
BZP, resulted in dramatic increases in brain DA levels, suggesting potential for abuse when the
drugs are combined. 57,58 In addition, the significant increases in both DA and 5-HT levels are
similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating the combination of the two
drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. Indeed. this combination elicits MDMA-like
effects in animal models 59,60,61,62 and human case studies,63 wherein TFMPP is proposed to
account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like effects and BZP for the stimulant-like effects.
While animal studies have also shown that TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drugdiscrimination paradigm,64,65,66 TFMPP failed to maintain self-administration in primates67 and
did not induce place preference in rats68 strongly suggesting the drug has minimal abuse potential
when taken on its own.

5.4.3

Addiction Liability

Few, if any, properly controlled scientific studies investigating BZP or TFMPP-related physical
dependence in animals or humans exist. In humans, it is unclear whether users develop tolerance
to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, and whether withdrawal symptoms develop
after long term use.
One study assessed the psychological and physical dependence of human subjects to
BZP/TFMPP-based pills. 18.2% of subjects showed psychological dependence on these pills
according to the standard DSM-IV criteria and 17.1 % of subj ects showed visible signs of
tolerance and withdrawals. 69 However, these results should be interpreted with caution since
many participants reported consuming alcohol along with the pills.
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZP/TFMPP
pill addiction, using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS).70 The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZP/TFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZP/TFMPP pills.
57 Ibid 31
58 Ibid 21
59 Ibid 31
60 Ibid 21
61 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of3,4-methy1enedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
"ecstasy"). Pharmacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
62 Ibid 51
63 Wood DM, Button J, Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW, Dargan PI. Dissociative and sympathomimetic
toxicity associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and 1-benzylpiperzine
(BZP). J Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4):254-7.
64 Ibid 62
65 Ibid 51
66 Come SJ, Pickering RW. A possible correlation between drug-induced hallucinations in man and a
behavioural response in mice. Psychopharmacologia. 1967;11(1):65-78.
67 Ibid 53
68 Mosher T, Hayes D, Greenshaw A.Differential effects of 5-HT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning
and locomotor activity in rats. Eur J Pharmacol. 2005 May 16;515(1-3):107-16.
69 Ibid 40
70 Wilkins C, Girling M, Sweetsur P. The prevalence of use, dependency and harms of legal 'party pills'
containing benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (TFMPP) in New Zealand. Journal of Substance
Use, 2007. 12(3): p. 213-224.
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Interestingly, the study also revealed that use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. The study documented that pills containing BZP and TFMPP
were the fourth most widely used recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis.

5.5

Evidence of Extent of Actual Abuse in Canada and Internationally

In Canada, the extent of actual abuse is relatively unknown as no studies or reports on the abuse
of these substances have been conducted. Health Canada is, however, aware that these pills are
being sold in Canada and are used in the rave and party scene as an alternative to ecstasy
(MDMA).
Health Canada is also seeing an increasing trend in activity with respect to the importation,
manufacture and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and TFMPP which
has led to a corresponding increase in activities related to compliance and enforcement. This is
indicative of an increased interest for these substances in Canada, despite the lack of legitimate
purpose.
•

CBSA has communicated to Health Canada the number of shipments that have been
seized at the border and referred to CBSA laboratories for analysis. From 2004 to 2008
the number of samples analyzed that contained BZP and/or TFMPP increased from 0 to
17. It should be noted, however, that these numbers do not reflect the total number of
shipments that have come across the border, only those that were seized or sent for
analysis. These seizures ranged in size from 1kg to 400kg of pure chemical, to 5000 to
40000 capsules of finished product and consisted either of BZP alone or in combination
with TFMPP or other substances such as ephedrine.

•

According to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 2007 Drug Situation Report,
there is an emerging trend in designer-type substance trafficking. BZP and TFMPP were
both found in pills seized by law enforcement which were thought to be MD MA due to
their similar markings. The RCMP has also observed that organized crime groups take
advantage of every opportunity to exploit emerging markets of rave or party drugs and
that BZP and TFMPP would not be excluded. 71

•

Health Canada's Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzes samples of controlled
substances submitted by law enforcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP
and TFMPP are not controlled substances in Canada they have appeared in samples
received by Health Canada from police seizures. The following table outlines the
quantities of BZP and TFMPP samples received for analysis by DAS between 2006 and
December 2009.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

5

146

1061

2121

TFMPP

3

121

898

2077

71

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Drug Situation Report 2007, pg 26.
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•

Health Canada has been actively monitoring and taking compliance and enforcement
actions both at the border and domestically for bulk powder and other dosage form
finished products containing BZP and TFMPP. The table below reflects the total number
of import shipments containing BZP or TFMPP that have been referred to Health Canada
for an admissibility decision and that were subsequently refused. Shipments ranged from
small personal shipments of one finished product package containing a few tablets to
large commercial shipments of bulk powder.

Total number of imports refused
•

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2

1

6

5

9

The Inspectorate's laboratory program receives samples of drugs seized by Health Canada
inspectors. As seen in the table below, BZP, TFMPP and a combination of both have
been detected in samples received by the lab. Since 2008, there has been an increase in
the number of samples that have tested positive for BZP and TFMPP.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

0

0

2

14

TFMPP

0

0

0

1

BZP&TFMPP

0

0

4

7

Total # of samples tested by
Inspectorate labs

0

0

6

22

•

Since October 2007, the Inspectorate has taken numerous enforcement actions against
BZP and TFMPP products in Canada beginning with establishing a customs target for
finished products. In April 2008, the Inspectorate targeted PurePillz, Inc. who were
reported as selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. In July 2008,
four PurePillz, Inc. products were subsequently seized from 24 store locations across
Canada further to the failure of the company to comply with stop-sale requests.

•

In 2009, an adverse drug reaction report indicating that a consumer developed cardiac
arrhythmia (abnormal electrical activity of the heart) after consuming the product
RevolutionDS Weight Loss TM, which was found to contain BZP in laboratory analysis,
led to coordinated compliance verification visits to multiple retailers in Ottawa and
subsequent administrative seizures and voluntary forfeitures of RevolutionDS Weight
Loss™ product.

In the United States, the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) tracks drug seizure reports through
the National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS). In 2008, BZP replaced ketamine
as one of the 25 most frequently identified drugs. The report also outlines the number of club
drugs (MDMA, BZP, MDA, ketamine, TFMPP, etc.) that have been identified in labs. Next to
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MDMA, BZP appears second on the list of the most identified club drug and TFMPP appears
fifth.72 The DEA's System to Retrieve Information From Drug Evidence (STRIDE) also
identified BZP as being one of the most frequently identified drugs in the US. 73

5.6

Risk to Personal and Public Health and Safety

The easy availability of BZP and TFMPP products in Canada increases the potential risk to the
health and safety of Canadians. These products are marketed as a safe and legal alternative to
other illicit substances such as MDMA and amphetamines. It appears that these substances are
also being used and marketed for other purposes such as weight loss.
At present, toxicological profiles for BZP or TFMPP have not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other drugs or ethanol/4,75,76,77 adverse effects attributable to BZP alone
are difficult to measure and could in fact be the result of toxic drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study of BZP toxicity have been published.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with signs ofBZP toxicity.78 Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4% heart
palpitations, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing
BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in
individuals who had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is also reported elsewhere
but again, only when no other substance or ethanol was co_ingested. 79 ,8o,81,82,83,84
All accounts ofTFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining BZP/TFMPP pill
intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological symptoms

72 DEA, National Forensic Laboratory Information System Annual Report 2008, pg 1-31.
Ibid 85
Gee P, Gilbert M, Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of 1benzylpi~erazine. Clin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
5 Gee P, Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans:
a prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med J. 2005 Dec 16;118(1227):U1784
76 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Casswell S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand:
comparisons of findings from national household drug surveying in 1998,2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006.
119(1244),: p. U2285.
7 Nicholson, TC. Prevalence of use, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those
presentin~ to the emergency department. Emerg Med Australas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
8 Ibid 72
79 Ibid 21
80 Baumann MH, Ayestas MA, Sharpe LG, Lewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Persistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated with GBR12909 decanoate. J Pharmacol Exp Ther.
2002 Jun;301(3):1190-7.
81 Wood DM, Dargan PI, Button J, Holt DW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL. Collapse, reported seizure-and an unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571):1490.
82 King LA, Nutt D. Seizures in a night club. Lancet. 2007 JuI21;370(9583):220.
83 Ibid 73
84 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Girling M. Patterns ofbenzylpiperazine/trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine party
pill use and adverse effects in a population sample in New Zealand. Drug Alcohol Rev. 2008 Nov;27(6):633-9.
73

74
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associated with BZP/TFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern the symptoms specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingestion of BZp. 85
A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZP/TFMPP alone or
in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent and severe adverse events in the groups
taking BZP/TFMPP that the study was terminated. 86
In London, England, three cases were reported of patients presenting to the hospital emergency
department with dissociative-type symptoms and sympathomimetic toxicity. Subsequent
toxicological screening of blood and urine samples revealed the presence of both BZP and
TFMPP. 87
Several case reports have also suggested that co-abuse of BZP and TFMPP along with other
drugs and alcohol could result in death, although such a situation has not been commonly
observed. 88,89,90
In view of these risks, Health Canada has released two separate public health advisories
regarding products containing BZP. On July 10, 2008, a public advisory was published on
Health Canada's website warning Canadians not to consume unauthorized products sold by
PurePillz, Inc. as the products contain BZP and may pose a serious risk to health. On December
24, 2009, Health Canada released another health advisory warning Canadians not to use the
product RevolutionDS Weight LossTM, which contains BZP and has not been authorized for sale
by Health Canada.
In conclusion, ingestion ofBZP and/or TFMPP, alone or with other drugs, poses a significant
risk to users.

6.

ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

Although Health Canada possesses limited information about the health risks associated with the
use of BZP and TFMPP, scientific evidence suggests these substances have a potential for abuse
and can harm public health. These substances have no known legitimate therapeutic use in
Canada and no known legitimate industrial applications. Therefore, it would appear that
currently BZP and TFMPP are mostly marketed and sold for recreational purposes and to a
smaller extent as a weight loss product. No products containing BZP and TFMPP have been
authorized for sale in Canada. The import of these substances has also increased significantly.

85 Kushnir, V. 1-(-3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) abuse liability and dependence potential
assessment. Report prepared for Health Canada. October 2009.
86 Ibid 40
87 Ibid 64
88 Wikstrom M, Holmgren P, Ahlner J. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden. J Anal
Toxicol. 2004 Jan-Feb;2S(1):67-70.
89 Elliott S, Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and
quantitation of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol, 200S. 32(2): p. 172-7.
90 Balmelli C, Kupferschmidt H, Rentsch K, Schneemann M. [Fatal brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy
and benzylpiperazine] Dtsch Med Wochenschr. 2001 Jul13;126(2S-29):S09-11. [Article in German]
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7.

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS

Further to the assessment completed in Section 5, the following options have been identified.
Scheduling under the CDSA is a three-step process in that substances are first assessed as to
whether or not they should be regulated under the CDSA and then into which Schedule they best
fit and, then, depending on whether they have a legitimate use (scientific, medical or industrial),
a decision must be made as to which regulation the substance should be subject. This last step
will be carried out later on in this issue analysis.
Option 1 : No Action. BZP and TFMPP remain as uncontrolled substances
BZP and TFMPP are considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act (FDA) and
require a DIN prior to being sold or marketed in Canada.

PROS:
a.

CONS:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Consistent with the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not yet scheduled under any UN
Drug Control Conventions

The control of BZP and TFMPP would differ from the control mechanisms of the
European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia and
the United States
Penalties under the FDA are administrative in nature and law enforcement has no
authority under the FDA to take any criminal action against industry. Known
industry has not respected the fact that they are selling products containing an
unapproved drug, and in one case, has explicitly ignored regulatory actions taken by
HPFBI.
Would not address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment of BZP, e.g.
the lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate
to high potential for abuse.
Would not address the increased volume of BZP and TFMPP being imported into
Canada or the manufacture and distribution of these substances in Canada, which
increases the risks of abuse/misuse.
The quality of products containing BZP and TFMPP is suspect given the noncompliance with the FDA and Good Manufacturing Practices.

Option 2 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III to the CDSA.

PROS:
a.

b.
c.

Control measures for BZP and TFMPP as imposed by Schedule III would be similar
to control measures imposed in other countries such as New Zealand and some
European nations
Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abuse
Would address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment of BZP e.g. the
lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to
high potential for abuse.
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d.

CONS:
a.

BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are phannacologically similar to
amphetamines. The majority of substances in Schedule III are stimulants and BZP
and TFMPP would therefore be regulated in a similar way

Will likely be opposed by industry specializing in recreational products who have
been selling these products in Canada for several years without meeting any
regulatory requirements

Option 3 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV to the CDSA
PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

b.

c.

Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused/misuse
Would address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment ofBZP e.g. the
lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to
high potential for abuse.

Substances included in Schedule IV are not subject to possession offenses under the
CDSA, thus law enforcement would not be able to take action against individuals
who are in possession of BZP and TFMPP.
Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule IV would differ from the control mechanisms
in the European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia
and the United States because there is no possession offence.
BZP and TFMPP are not pharmacologically similar to substances listed in Schedule
IV.

Option 4 : Schedule BZP under Schedule III to the CDSA and leave TFMPP unregulated
PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

Would be similar to how these substances are regulated in other countries e.g. the
United States.
Leaving TFMPP unregulated would be consistent with the fact that it is not yet
scheduled under any UN Drug Control Conventions.

The majority of products containing BZP also contain TFMPP to achieve a more
desired level of high. Leaving TFMPP unregulated would increase the risk of
TFMPP becoming an alternative or replacement substance for BZP.

In consideration of the analysis above, it is recommended that BZP and TFMPP be added to
Schedule III to the CDSA.
In considering whether BZP and TFMPP should be regulated so as to provide a means by which
legitimate activities with these substances can be carried out, consideration has been given to the
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following options.

Option A : BZP and TFMPP remain unregulated
PROS:
a.

CONS:
a.

BZP and TFMPP would be controlled in a similar way as the control measures
imposed in other countries such as New Zealand, the United States and Australia.

Access to these substances for a medical, scientific or public interest purpose would
only be possible via an exemption under s. 56 of the CDSA.

Option B : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under Part G of the Food and Drug Regulations
Part G of the Food and Drug Regulations (G-FDR) is the regulation that provides a licensing
and permit scheme that allows for the manufacture, distribution, sale, import and export of the
substances listed in its Schedule.
PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

Would allow industry to access BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are pharmacologically similar to
amphetamines, which are regulated under the G-FDR.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.

Option C : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations
Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (J-FDR) regulates the use of controlled substances that
have no recognized medical use. Substances listed in its Schedule can only be used for scientific
and research purposes.
PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

Would allow access to BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific or research
purposes should the need arise.
BZP and TFMPP have no known therapeutic use and would therefore be regulated in
a similar way as other stimulants that do not have any therapeutic use.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.
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8.

CONSULTATIONS

In order to determine if there is any legitimate activity with BZP and TFMPP and to identify
stakeholders who might have a specific interest in this scheduling assessment, the Office of
Controlled Substances issued a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties in the Canada Gazette, Part
Ion November 22,2008. Five responses were received and these have been taken into
consideration in this analysis.
The Health Canada Drug Analysis Services, recommended that the term isomers should be
added to the TFMPP nomenclature as it would allow for easier identification of the substance
when performing lab analysis.
A submission from the British Columbia Ministry of Healthy Living and Sport expressed
concerns that the addition of BZP and TFMPP to the Schedules to the CDSA may have an
unintended impact on the criminal justice system.
A submission from PurePillz, Inc. recommended that BZP and TFMPP should not be regulated
under the CDSA because of their potential use as a "harm reduction" alternative for
methamphetamine addicts. The submission also alleged that scheduling could increase the use
of other stimulant drugs and that the risks associated with BZP-based pills are no more harmful
than those associated with alcohol.
Finally, comments were received from Stuart Rosenthal, a lawyer representing Dufore
Technologies Inc. who are importers and distributers ofBZP in Canada. He expressed concerns
regarding what the company and its clients could do with current stock of BZP and TFMPP
should they become controlled substances.
The Office of Controlled Substances has also consulted with Office of Drugs and Alcohol
Research and Surveillance, Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate and the Health
Products and Food Branch Inspectorate in delineating options for the suitable control of these
substances.
9.

CONSIDERATIONS

BZP and TFMPP may pose a significant risk to the health and safety of Canadians because of
their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. It is also unclear what effects ingesting these
substances could have when taken with other controlled substances or alcohol.
Both substances have consistently been seized (as unidentified chemicals or inappropriately
labelled goods, etc) at the Canadian border and are readily available on the internet and in store
front locations. Recently, Health Canada discovered that BZP was an undeclared substance in
the weight loss product, RevolutionDS Weight LossTM. It is therefore possible that other
products containing BZP or TFMPP are currently being sold in Canada.
Law enforcement have expressed their concerns to Health Canada of the challenges they face
when conducting investigation and laying charges with respect to the trafficking of MDMA. In
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the past, charges have had to be withdrawn from court following analysis which confirmed that
the products believed to be MDMA were in fact BZP, tying up police and court resources
unnecessarily. Furthermore, law enforcement is also concerned with the diversion potential of
BZP by organized crime syndicates.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP to the CDSA would clearly establish their status in Canada. While
these substances are considered drugs and therefore fall within the purview of the FDA, the
health and safety risks posed by these substances and low penalties set out in the FDA warrant
consideration of increased control.
While regulating these substances as controlled substances would be a preemptive measure,
there have been some discussion at the international level regarding the scheduling under the UN
Drug Control Conventions. Should this occur, Canada will have to follow suit in any case.

10.

RECOMMENDATION

It is the recommendation of the Office of Controlled Substances, that BZP and TFMPP be added
to Schedule III to the CDSA and regulated under Part J of the FDR.

11.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The addition ofBZP and TFMPP to Schedule III of the CDSA and to Part J of the FDR requires
that Health Canada follow the federal regulatory process. The Policy and Regulatory Affairs
Division, OCS will work with drafters from the Department of Justice on the proposed
regulatory amendment, and when completed, the draft will be submitted to the Treasury Board
for pre-publication in Canada Gazette, Part 1. Input received during the comment period will be
reviewed and considered in the preparation of the final regulation which will then be published
in Canada Gazette, Part II.
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Re: BZPITFMPP lAS [3
Suzanne Desjardins to: Elizabeth Dussault
Cc: Jocelyn Kula

2010-07-0808:52 AM

Thanks
Suzanne
ps One additional comment: you can remove the References section since the references are already
included as footnotes. They don't need to be duplicated. That would reduce to number of pages,

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

.... • I.

.

Elizabeth

h ...
~ltt.. DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
••

..

2010-07-0702:18 PM

..

To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP IASCJ

Hi Suzanne,
We've taken into consideration your suggestions and comments which are now reflected in the lAS on
BZP and TFMPP.
[attachment "DRAFT (revisions) lAS BZP and TFMPP June 201 O.wpd" deleted by Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA]
Please let us know if you have any further comments on the lAS.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division I Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-06-02 10:03 AM

To Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tiffany
Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP IAS[3
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5.19(1)

Re: Request for participation and information Re: BZP

13

Suzanne Desjardins to: Elizabeth Dussault

2010-08-16 10:25 AM

C . Angela Doyle, Daniel Galarneau, Jocelyn Kula, Richard J Robert,
c. Hanan Abramovici

Hanan Abramovici will participate.
thanks
Suzanne
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth
DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

ti...
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.

••

2010-08-1310:06 AM

To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Request for participation and information Re: BZP

Allo Suzanne,
As you are aware, we're in the beginning stages of our regulatory proposal to add BZP and TFMPP to the
CDSA. As part of the Regulatory Impact Assessment we must complete a Cost Benefit Analysis. We
have enlisted the help of Treasury Board to help us put together the Cost Benefit Analysis which involves
a few brain storming sessions with several key individuals in order to gather pertinent information relating
to the potential impacts of the regulation. That being said, we would like to invite someone from ODARS
to take part in this information gathering process for the Cost Benefit Analysis. These sessions are
scheduled to begin within the next two weeks and we would like to know if you or someone from your
group would be interested in participating. As today is my last day
Angela Doyle, who will be taking over the file, will be able to answer any of your questions on this matter.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst I Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division I Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
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Re: Invite to Sessions re: CBA for BZprrFMPp

~

Hanar1APJf8movici to: Angela Doyle

2010-08-1912:53 PM

Hi Angela,
All three dates are fine with me.
Thanks,
Hanan
Hanan Abramovici, PhD.
Senior Scientific Information Officerl Agent principal d'information scientifique
Office of Drugs and Alcohol Research and Surveillancel
Bureau de la recherche et de la surveillance des drogues et de I'alcool
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directoratel
Direction des sUbstances controlees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Health Canada I Sante Canada
123 Slater St. Ottawa ON K1A OK9 1123 rue Slater Ottawa ON K1A OK9
hanan.abramovici@hc-sc.gc.ca
Telephone 1Telephone 613-946-3737
Government of Canada 1Gouvernement du Canada
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

Angela DoyleJHC-SC/GC/CA

2010-08-1~ 1~4 PM

To Daniel Galameau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Hanan
Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Paul.Loo@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca, douglas.culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca,
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jean Saint Pierre/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Subject Invite to Sessions re: CSA for SZPITFMPP

Dear all:
As you are aware, we are currently in the process of preparing a regulatory proposal to include BZP and
TFMPP in Schedule III to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and to regulate it as a restricted drug
under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (this would allow legitimate use for research purposes
only).
As our Triage Questionnaire for this proposal has determined that this is a medium-impact initiative, we
are required to do a qualitative and quantitative cost-benefit analysis to support the proposal.
I am thus writing to ask you (or a delegate) to participate in a series of meetings aimed at assisting us in
completing this analysis. It is anticipated that we will require two to three two-hour meetings. The first
meeting will be held within the next two weeks and the second will take place two weeks after the first
session. The Centre f~r ~ulatory Expertise (CORE) at TBS will be leading the discussions and have
provided the enclosed description of the meetings (note that the first meeting described has already taken
place).
Please advise me as to whether you are able to participate in these meetings and if so, your availability for
the following proposed dates and times:

000553

- Wednesday, August 25th from 1 :30pm-3:30pm;
- Thursday, August 26th from 1 :30pm-3:30pm; or
- Tuesday, August 31 st from 1 :30-3:30pm.
Please advise me of your preferred date/time by COB Friday, August 20th.
Thank you,
Angela
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substance~ afTttTobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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eBIS Meeting 1
I

~

Approx. time: 90 minutes
Description: The first meeting with a department requesting CORE assistance on a CBA
of a regulatory proposal is focused on setting expectations and clarifying roles. This is
essential to avoiding problems down the road due to misunderstandings.

OBJECTIVES
1. Explain to the department CORE's role as an enabler and the services that we
provide. CORE can:
a. coach the department as they perform the CBA using internal resources;
b. assist the department with contracting out an external consultant;
c. provide funding to towards CBA analysis;
d. provide analytical assistance on particular assessments and;
e. on rare occasions under special circumstances CORE can prepare a CBA
for a department.
2. Clearly differentiate between CORE's role and Operation's role. Any guidance
provided by CORE is only advisory and how the department uses that guidance is
the respops~lity of the department. Analysis resulting from CORES assistance
is still subject to the challenge function and departments can not justify their
results by transferring responsibility to CORE.
3. Explain basic concepts of a CBA, the CDSR context and why it is important.
This will include:
a. the concept of additionality (net difference between scenario with and
without regulation);
b. indentify the three types of impacts (qualitative, quantifiable, and
monetizable) and;
c. the accounting statement.
4. Explain the connection between the TRIAGE and the level of effort required to
comply with the CDSR for the CBA.
5. Review the steps to the CBIS.
6. Verify understanding of the regulation in terms of the issue and objectives and the
department's need for assistance.
.
7. Verify understanding of basecase scenario and policy scenarios to be considered
in the CBA.

SUGGESTED AGENDA
1. Roundta~le~troductions (Include participants role in the regulation and
background in Economics and CBA)
2. Explanation from department of regulation history, regulatory issue and
regulatory objectives.
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3. Presentation by CORE analyst.
4. Opening of CBIS and verification of scenarios.
5. Setting of next step and next meeting to begin CBIS Meeting 2.

PRE-MEETING ACTIONS
Prior to meeting with a group within a department the CORE analyst should:
1. Inform aP~alyst that a session with CORE has been initiated.
2. Review the triage and request any additional background information from the
client.
3. Send the client background documents which include:
a. The CORE Pamphlet.
b. The CORE CBA Template
c. Instructions for the CBIS Tool & The CBIS Tool
4. Request the client to assemble a CBA team of experts and send contact
information of people who can provide input during the CBIS sessions.
5. Make any required changes to the CBA presentation to make it more relevant to
the Department
6. Input initial information into the CBIS tool including a draft basecase and
regulatory case description based in triage.

POST-MEETING ACTIONS
After the initial meeting the CORE analyst should:
1. Send an ~-~l to meeting participants. The e-mail should summarize any outputs
from the meeting. An attachment listing the base-line description and the
regulatory description along with any stakeholders identified should be included.
In addition the presentation should also be attached for reference.
2. A date and time for the second session should be set. This session should be done
within 2 weeks of the first session and should include all members who
participated in the first session.
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eBIS Meeting 2
Approx. time: 120 minutes
Description: The second meeting with a department requesting CORE assistance on a
CBA of a regulatory proposal is focused on getting primary input to solidify a qualitative
description of stakeholders and impacts. I clear description of impacts and a general
sense of if these impacts can be quantified and monetized will set the stage for the final
meeting which will focus on detailing methodologies and data sources.

OBJECTIVES
1. Confirm any inputs that were completed from the last meeting. This should
include the basecase and regulatory descriptions. This is also a good point to
discuss if any options were considered and why or why not they are being
consider~d ff8tpart of the analysis.
2. All stakeholders who will be impacted by the regulation should be identified and
described. If insufficient background information on stakeholders exists there
should also be discussion on where data may be collected (i.e. the population).
Get details on any stakeholder consultations that have been completed.
3. Begin identifying impacts to stakeholders in terms of costs and benefits.
4. For each impact a short description should be made and an indication of its
importance (low - medium - high). This is to indicate how much effort will be
put into measuring them. Also an initial decision on whether the impact will be
described qualitatively, quantifiably, or monetized should needs to be made.
5. Determine how the client will proceed with the CBA (under next steps in agenda).
Will the client do the CBA internally or contract out the work. How active of a
role will CORE play in the analysis.
6. If time allows initial discussions on methodology and data sources should be
made with the objective of starting research into these areas before the next
meeting.

SUGGESTED AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review of ~gress.
Verification of scenarios - discussion of options.
Stakeholder Identification - Verification of stakeholders.
Identification of Impacts.
Next Steps - Action Items.

POST-MEETING ACTIONS
After the meeting the CORE analyst should:
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Book a follow-up session within two-weeks.
Review the CBIS output input for editing.
Send draft outputs from the CBIS to the clients to review and comment on.
Research a~technical areas that the client may need to be debriefed on in terms
of metho~ology. For example on a regulation impacting the risk of premature
mortality the client may need to be debriefed on VSL methodologies and
application.
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CBIS Meeting 3
Approx. time: 120 minutes
Description: The third and final meeting with the department is focused on confirming
the inputs of the 2nd session and next, on getting details on the impacts identified in the
second session that will assist with developing the methodologies and collecting data
needed to more deeply describe, quantify and monetize these impacts.

OBJECTIVES
I

~

1. Confinn any inputs that were completed from the last meeting. This should
include all the draft impacts and their descriptions. If all impacts appear to be
correct and none are missed then confirm the draft impacts.
2. Provide basic background on specialized methodological techniques that may be
required for assessment.
3. Add details on data sources, possible methodologies to assess, and time profiles to
impacts.
4. Decide on key assumptions (including discount rates).
5. Make a decision on a path forward. Will the client do the CBA independently,
with CORE assistance (what degree of assistance), or by contracting an external
consultant (with or without CORE financial aid).

SUGGESTED AGENDA
1. Review of progress - Presentation of Methodological Issues.
2. Addition of Any Missed Impacts - Verification of Impacts Identified.
3. Adding Details to Benefits Identified (data sources & methodology)Verification of Benefits.
4. Adding ge~s to Costs Identified (data sources & methodology) - Verification
of Costs.
5. Confinnation of Valuation Options (Analysis Time Frame / Discount Sensitivity).
6. Production and Review of Summary Sheet Output
7. Discussion of Options to Complete Analysis
8. Next Steps - Action Items.

POST-MEETING ACTIONS
After the meeting the CORE analyst should:
1. Review the CBIS output input for editing.
2. Send Finalized Summary Worksheet and CBIS file to Client.
3. Follow-up as required.
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Fw: Extent of abuse of BZPfTFMPP in Canada
Abramovici to: Suzanne Desjardins
Cc

2010-08-23 02:34 PM

Bruna Brands

Thanks Bruna!

----- Forwarded by Hanan AbramovicilHC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-2302:33 PM -----

Bruna BrandslHC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-2302:32 PM

To Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Re: Extent of abuse of BZprrFMPp in CanadaGj)

Hi Hanan,
I couldn't find anything.
Bruna
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA

Hanan
Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Bruna Brands/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-08-2311 :47 AM

cc
Subject Extent of abuse of BZprrFMPp in Canada

Hi Bruna,
Do you know if we have any information on the extent of abuse of BZPITFMPP in Canada?
I don't have any information on that over here (other than the BZPITFMPP lAS) and was wondering if you
had anything more.
Thanks,
Hanan
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re:
Angela Doyle

2010-09-0205:12 PM

. Timothy.Folkins

Hi,
Here are my comments.

For the stakeholders sheet:
For law enforcement agencies: RCMP, CBSA, local and provincial police services
For users: People who consume the products with full knowledge of the impacts in terms of recreational
use. My comment here would be that users may not be aware of the full impact of these drugs even in
the recreational cont~t~cause the effects of the drugs may be unpredictable and because they may
be duped into thinking that the pills only contain BZP and/or TFMPP when in fact the pills may contain
other drugs. Maybe we should rephrase it to: "People who consume the products with the knowledge
that they may be exposing themselves to certain risks in the context of recreational drug use",
For consumers: People who consume the product assuming it is for non-recreational purposes or are
unaware that products being consumed contain BZP and-or TFMPP.
For researchers: Researchers who may be investigating the scientific andlor medical uses or effects of
BZP and/or TFMPP
For health care providers: Institutions and/or personnel that provide health care within Canada.

That's all I have for now.

000565

Thanks.
Hanan

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-2701:40 PM

To Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
douglas.culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca, Hanan
Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Micheline. Vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
cc Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Subject BZP Session Output

Dear all:
Thank you again for your taking the time to participate in the meeting yesterday!
I

~

Please find the enclosed CBIS tool (and instructions) updated to include the information from yesterdays
session [Thanks Tim!]. As discussed yesterday, please forward any comments you have to Tim and
myself. These will be incorporated and considered/discussed during the next session.
Also, could you please let me know whether there are days/mornings/afternoons you are not available
between Wednesday, Sept 8th and Friday, Sept 10th for our second meeting.
Sincerely,
Angela
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Heafth Canada-Mdfng HlP and TFMPP to Schedule IU-CBIS 2.x!s CHIS Tool Instructions V2.5:doc
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Confirm
descriptions as
finalized by
pressing this
button.

DONE!

Press here to reset CBIS. NOTE:

This will delete any information
currently in the sheet that has
not been saved!
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Adding SZP and TFMPP to Schedule III Regulatory Proposal: Affected Stakeholder Identification

Item No.

Affected Stakeholder

1

HC

2

Domestic Industry

3

Law Enforcement Agencies

4

Users

..

Details

The department of Health Canada
Cclhadian Industries involved in the production, export or
import of BZP and TFMPP within Canada.
RCMP, CBSA, Local Police Services.

5

Consumers

People who consume the products with full knowledge of the
impacts in terms of recreational use.
People who consume the product assuming it is for nonrecreational purposes or are unaware that products being
consumed contain BZP and-or TZMPP.

People who are Canadian citizens or residents of Canada.

6

Canadian Public
Researchers who may be investigating scientific and medical
uses.

7

Researchers

8

Health Care Providers

9

Criminal Justice System

10

GoC

Institutions that provide health care within Canada.
Courts that will need to process charges under these
regulations.
Government of Canada

11
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Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III: Costs and Benefits Description

Item No.

Affected Stakeholders

Nature of impact
(cost, benefit)

Level of impacts
(Hlgh/MedlLow)

Description
These consumers will be able to avoid the
risk of negative health outcomes that they
may experience unexpectedly from products
that they considered to be safe.
There may exist an increase in efficient
operations from prosecuting expected
criminals when they are in possession of
these substances.
These agencies will need to undertake
increased activities to enforce the new
classification of these substances as illicit.
These industires will no longer be able to
profit from the export, sale or importation.
Inventory on stock of these products would
be lost.

Type (quantifiable,
monetluble, Q&M,
Qualitative)

1

Consumers

Benefit

High

2

Law Enforcement Agencies

Benefit

Medium

3

Law Enforcement Agencies

Cost

Medium

4

Domestic Industry

Cost

High

5

Criminal Justice System

Cost

Medium

The court system will need to try people
charged with offenses. Some people found
guilty will also enter the rehabiltation system.

Monetizable

6

Criminal Justice System

Benefit

Low

Some money will be collected through fines.

Monetizable

Monetizable

Qualitative

Monetizable

Monetizable

7

8
9
10

000571

1

1

Item No.

Affected Stakeholders

Nature of Impact
(cost. benefit)

1

Level of Impacts
(High/Med/Low)

Description

Type (quantifiable,
monetizable,Q&M.
Qualltatlve\

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

000572

Do Risk Analysis?
FALSE
Decimals

Selected
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4. Details

Update Progress!

Added to
Costs

3. Draft
Impacts
Added

5. Details

Added to
Complete / able to proceed to next step

Benefits

000576

000577

6. Summary
Worksheet
Produced

Valua
Optic
Confir

000578

Exist?

I

I

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE

.,,'

..

Confirmed
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Mov$t;l

I

FALSE

I
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Cost Benefit Identification Session {CBIS).Tool
Introduction

One of CORE's primary roles is helping departments develop capacity to perform cost
benefit analysis (CBA) in support of achieving the goal of the Hprotection and
advancement of the public interest by working with Canadians and other governments
to ensure that its regulatory activities result in the greatest overall benefit to current

and future generations of Canadians.

,,1

One of the major activities that CORE carries out in this role is the cost benefit
identification session (CBIS). The CBIS is one of the first steps done with departments
whom have reqJestea CORE's help in doing a CBA of a proposed regulation. The
primary goal of the CBIS is to bring together a group of experts on the regulation as well
as people who have knowledge of the issue/sector being regulated in order to identify
who the regulation will impact (the stakeholders) and describe how they will be impacted
(costs and benefits). Once the impacts are identified the CBIS serves the further purpose
of ascertaining the relative degree of the impact (high, medium, or low), how we expect
to be able to describe the impact (monetizable, quantifiable, or qualitative), and where it
is anticipated that the data to analyse these impacts will be available. The CBIS, once
completed, generates material which can be directly incorporated into sections of the
CBA document itself. The output of the CBIS has also, in the past, formed the basis of
the statement of work to CBA consultants.
It is to this end that the CBIS tool has been developed. The CBIS tool standardizes the

process, by which first stake holders are identified, benefits and costs are assigned and
described, details are fleshed out, and finally a template is produced to simplify the
creation of a cost and benefit summary table. It is intended to be a tool for the CORE
analyst going into a meeting with departments to ensure that information is gathered and
recorded in a transparent way and that the process is clearly understood by all parties.
While the tool is well suited to meet this purpose, it also has the potential to act as a stand
alone product w9i~ould be used by departments independently from CORE.
These instructions have been written to impart step-by-step actions on how to use the
CBIS tool. This should allow anyone familiar with the basic concepts of CBA to gather
their own team of experts and get a head-start on completing a CBA independently of
CORE.

1

From The Cabinet Directive on Streamlining Regulation
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Stages to a eBIS

There are 6 stages needed to complete a costs and benefits identification session. Each
stage in the process builds on the previous one and it is very important that they are each
done completely and in order. The CBIS tool tracks your progress through this step by
step (discussed in the next section) and enforces the proper order by not allowing you to
continue until a step has been completed and confirmed. These stages can be seen in
Figure 1.

f~~=h~,
& Reg~l~tlon
1"Stakeholders
Descriptions
Identified
I

II

Completed

. '"
'1!IIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

3. Draft
Impacts

Added

6. Summary
Worksheet
Produced

(I

/

\

Valuation
Options
Confirmed

~

[~"
r . . . ___
Added to
Benefits

IIJJ!!III

Figure 1: Stages to a CBIS

(a) Stage 1: Base case & Regulation Description
The CBIS process starts by clearly defining the conditions that will exist if no
regulatory action is taken. To do this properly requires a clear understanding of what
problem the regulation is attempting to rectify, what the risks associated with the issue
are and how these risks will change into the future. The regulation description should
then clearly identify what actions are being proposed, how, and ifknown, by how
much these actions will ameliorate the problem.

(b) Stage 2: Stakeholder Identification
Having a clear understanding of the base-case, (alternatively called baseline scenario,
or situation without the regulatory action) and the proposed regulation should make
Page 2 of 13
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the next step of identification of stakeholders much easier. In this step each group that
will be impacted by the proposed actions are named and described. It is not necessary
to go into the details of how they will be impacted (this will be covered in further
detail later) but simply to concentrate on how to meaningfully group stakeholders to
facilitate the description of the impacts.

(c) Stage 3: Qcaft Impacts
As stakeholders are being added it is necessary to simultaneous also consider how they
will be impacted. At this point in the CBIS it is time to start documenting these
impacts. While the parallel process of identifying stakeholders and impacts is
represented linearly in CBIS it is likely that adding a new impact may reveal new
stakeholders whom will be affected in a secondary nature. These newly identified
stakeholders will need to be added by returning to the previous stage in a reiterative
process. At this stage of the CBIS an impact will be identified as being either a cost or
a benefit, associated with a stakeholder, assigned a relative rank of importance (high,
medium, or low), determined as being measured qualitatively, quantitatively, or
monetarily, and finally given a brief description.

(d) Stage 4&5: Details Added to Costs & Benefits
After draft impacts have been added, the next step in a CBIS is to dig deeper into the
details of the impacts in terms of, detailed descriptions of what they are, types of
information required and possible sources of data to assess them. At this stage, as the
impacts are n9 ~er considered to be draft, costs and benefits are dealt with
separately as the methodologies used to assess them are considerably different and the
costs and benefits will be aggregated separately.

(e) Stage 6: Summary Work-Sheet
The final stage of the CBIS is also the starting off point for the majority of the rest of
the analysis that will go into the CBA. For this reason the CBIS tool produces a
template as a means of providing a road-map for the results of the work to follow.
This template also summarizes the information that has been entered in the previous
steps.
Once the data from the analysis has been added to this template all the calculations
needed to produce a summary table displaying the discounted present value of
monetized costs and benefits will already be completed. The template also allows the
user to perform sensitivity analysis around the discount rate. Spaces for summary
information on quantitative and qualitative based analysis are also provided.
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(f) Valuation Options
As a sub-set to the above mentioned process, the CBIS tool can not produce a
valuation template unless certain options are set and confirmed. These options are the
anticipated start year to assess the regulation from, the expected lifetime, in years, to
assess the regulation over, and finally four alternative discount rates to base sensitivity
analysis around.

Article II.
Section 2.01

eBIS Tool Step by Step Instructions
Set up and Software Requirements

Welcome to CORE's Cost Benefit
Identification Session (eBIS)
Developed by: Timothy Folkins

Figure 2: Welcome Form

Before running the CBIS tool there are a few things that need to be checked. First the
CBIS tool is a Microsoft Excel application, in particular, Microsoft Excel 2003. If you
try running the CBIS tool in another version of Excel, there is no guarantee that it will
work or that all theillnctionality will be available. Next, as the CBIS tool works by using
Macros, you will have to change the security settings on Excel before trying to open it.
Do this by running Excel, selecting from the menu bar, Tools> Macros> Security, and
setting security to low. Once you have successfully opened the CBIS tool a welcome
form, as pictured in Figure 2, will pop-up.
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Setting the Regulation Details

Regulation

Name
{l.IASle.ad
COREL&ad

Antkipated Year R.egulatlon will stl,ll'l:?

2009

Figure 3: Regulation Details

After you have pressed "OK" on the welcome form another form will pop-up asking you
to enter or confirm the regulation details. Not all of the fields are mandatory but at a
minimum you should enter the name of the regulation(use the title of the regulation that
you find on the triage document when avaialbale) Press the "Confirm Details" button to
I ~
continue.

Section 2.03
Setting and Confirming Base-case and
Regulation Descriptions

-1

r--1
Confirm
!l descriptions as
0

0

•

0

N

• __

- -..

finalized by
preS$ing this

Press here to reset eBIS

DONE!

NOTE: This will delet. any
Information currently In the
sheet that has not b••n saved!

~

Figure 4: Base-Case and Regulation description
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The next step is one of the most important ones to the CBIS, accurately describing both
the base of comparison (the base-case) and the regulation. Most of this material should
be easily obtained from sources such as the regulations triage statement. Until
information is entered and confirmed in the cells provided on the worksheet "1
Regulation Information" it is not possible to move on to identifying stakeholders.

It is very important that all participants in the CBIS fully understand how impacts are to
be measured, i.e. every impact is relative to what is expected to occur without the
proposed regulation only. Failure to recognize this will often result in unrelated impacts
being associated'wim the regulation and possible mis-categorization of a regulation in the
triage (e.g. a medium impact regulation being classified high). Once the information has
been entered and all CBIS participants agree that the descriptions are accurate you should
press the "Done" button (see Figure 4) and confirm the information.

Section 2.04
After the base-case and regulation details have been added and confirmed you are now
able to start to add stakeholders. You may have notice that the CBIS tool added a
customized toolbar to Excel when you opened it. The first toolbar button is "Add
Stakeholder" and pressing it will open the form shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Adding a Stakeholder

In this form you are asked to enter a name for the stakeholder and a short description.
After you have added this information you will be asked if you wish to add another
stakeholder. If you say yes the form will be cleared (after the entered information is
saved on the spreadsheet) and a blank form will appear for you to enter in another
stakeholder.
After you are satisfied that all the stakeholders have been entered go to the "2
Stakeholders" worksheet of the excel file to see a list of all the stakeholders that have
been entered. If everything seems in order use the "Done" button to confirm the
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stakeholders list. Until you confinn the stakeholders you will not be able to continue to
the next steps.

Section 2.05

Adding Costs

After stakeholders have been confinned you can now proceed to adding draft costs and
benefits. You will see buttons to open the appropriate fonns to add this infonnation on
the customized tool bar. The order in which you add draft costs and benefits doesn't
matter as they are parallel processes.

~

Add a Cost
Impacted Stakeholder
Level of Impact
Measure Type

rN~U_--~-",----'-~-

;;!j

r"'-NuNmu'Nu'-.'.--------,.---']E

I

Impact Description

Figure 6: Adding a Costly Impact

The form for adding draft costs can be seen in Figure 6. It is opened after you click the
"Add Cost" button from the toolbar. First you must select the stakeholder being
impacted. The list from which a stakeholder is selected was created in the previous step.
If while adding impacts you realize you have missed a stakeholder then you will need to
go back to the previous step by adding a stakeholder and reconfirming the list.
After you have selected the stakeholder you will need to select the relative importance of
the impact (high, medium, low) and the way you anticipate measuring the impact
(qualitative, quantitative, monetizable). Finally, you should add a short description of the
impact. After yau~k "Add Cost" you will be asked if you wish to add another.
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Adding Benefits

tI]

Add a Benefit
Impacted Stakeholder

n--------'''u----------

,,:!;]

Level of Impact

Figure 7: Adding a beneficial impact

Adding benefits is done in exactly the same way as adding costs. The form that opens
when you press the toolbar button for "Add Benefit" is shown in Figure 7.

Section 2.07

Adding Details

In the last two ste~e draft impacts of benefits and costs were added. As with the
stakeholders list once you are comfortable that all of these impacts have been added it
will be necessary for you to confirm these impacts as finalized before continuing. To do
this move to the "3 Draft Impacts" sheet and press the "Done" button. These impacts
will now be assessed according to whether they are costs or benefits and thus after you
confirm the draft impacts they will be moved to sheets "5 - Costs Details" and "6 Benefits Details".
As described in Section 1.02(d) the next step is to add details to the draft impacts. Once
these details have been added they must also be confirmed in the same manner as the
draft impacts (by pressing the "Done" button) on sheets "5 - Costs Details" and "6Benefits Details". Details added should now be associated with a more complete
description of the impacts, sources of data, and possible methodologies to assess (under
"additional information"). Unlike previous steps details should be added directly to the
Excel worksheets rather than through pop-up forms.

Section 2.08

Valuation Options

If you have made it this far then you are only a few steps away from completing the
CBIS. Howeve~ 1:feMre the CBIS tool will allow you to create a valuation worksheet you
must first verify a few details. To do this, press the "Valuation Options" button in the
toolbar. This will cause the form shown in Figure 8 to appear.
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Figure 8: Setting the Valuation Options

One of the first options you will notice is the four alternate discount rates that will be
used to calculate the present values of monetizable costs and benefits. The default values
are 3%,5%,8% (recommended value from TB CBA Guidelines) and 10%. You can
change these if you want but be prepared to defend your selection of a central discount
rate in your CBA write-up if it differs from the recommended 8%.
N ext, you will have the option of selecting the start year of the regulation and how many
years you want to assess the regulation over. In theory you should assess the regulation
over as long a period as it is anticipated the regulation will have impacts, but in reality
due to the discount rate and uncertainties it may not be necessary to go much beyond 20
years (or less).
Once you press the "Confirm Valuation Options" button and all the other previous
steps have been completed you should be ready to produce the valuation worksheet.

,

~

Section 2.09
As discussed in Section 1. 02( e) the valuation worksheet is meant to be a template for all
of the follow-up analysis to the CBIS for the CBA. Figure 9 shows an example CBA
Summary table that could be produced using this template. This summary table is
loosely related to some impacts which may be expected from a clean-air regulation,
however, the numbers are completely fictional.
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Average

R;hdeU~::lihOI~~t~O:n~~r:~:es

Cost

$

High

Medium
Lower levels of ozone
increases crop yields
Power generators take steps
such as installing scrubbers
High
to decrease CAC emissions

10,000,000

$ 3,145,545,105

TBD

Cost

364,460,547

$ 2,000,000,000

$

100,000,000

$

205,000,000

$

$

2O,OOO.m0

$

26,500,000

100,000,000

Figure 9: eBA Summary Table
I

~

You will note that the summary table is broken down into three sections. Section A is for
monetized impacts, section B for quantified impacts, and section C for qualitative
impacts. As the summary sheet mostly has references to information on other sheets
and predetermined formulas there is no need to actual input information here. The one
exception to this is the "Discount Rate Code" which is entered in cell "B3". The
discount rate code is a number from 0 to 4 which corresponds to the discount rates listed
in the table above it. These are the discount rates which were entered during the
"Valuation Options" step (with the additional option of a zero discount rate). Simply
changing the discount code here will allow you to do a quick sensitivity analysis around
the discount rate.
Under each section, in addition to the summary information listed, items are linked to
worksheets where results on valuation of benefits and costs can be entered (Figure 10).
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$3OJ ,000 ,000.00
$306 ,000 ,000.00
$312,120,000.00
$318,362,400.00
$324,729,648.00
$331,224,240.96
$337,848,725.78
$344,605,700.29
$351 ,497,814.30
$358,527,770.59
$365 ,698 ,326.00
$373,012,292.52
$380,472,538.37
$388 ,081 ,989.14
$395,843,628.92
$403,760,501.50
$411,835,711.53
$420,072,425.76
$428,473,874.27
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$300,000,000.00
$297,087,378.64
$294,203,035.16
$291 ,346,695.01
$288,518,086.32
$285,716,939.85
$282,942,988.98
$200 ,195 ,969.67
$277 ,475 ,620.45
$274,781,682.39
$272,113,899.06
$269,472,016.55
$266,855,783.38
$264,264,950.53
$261 ,699 ,271.40
$259,158,501.77
$256,642,399.81
$254 ,150 ,726.03
$251 ,683,243.25

$300,000 ,000.00·
$291,428,571.43
$283,102,040.82
$275,013,411.08
526i,155 ,885.05
$259,522,859.76
$252,107,920.91
$244,904,83746"
$237,907,556.39
$231,110,197.63
$224,507,04913
$218,092,562.01
$211 ,861 ,345.95
$205,808,164.64
$199,927,931.36
1i194,215,704.75
$188,666,684.62
$183,276,207.91
~lfo,.u=.{ ..... 83

$283,333,333.33
$267,592,592.59
$252,726,33745
$238,685,985.37
$225,425,652.85
$212,902,005.47
$201,074:11627
$189 ,903 ,33204
$179,353,146.92
$169,389,08321
$159,978,57858
$151 ,090 ,879.77
$142,696,942.01
51.34,769,334.12
$127,282,148.89
$120,210,918.40
$113,532,53404
$107,225,171.04
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$300,000,1)))00
$278,181,818.18
$257,950,41322
$239,190;38:31'7'
$221,794,718.94
$2iJ5,664,1~3.9.3. ...
$190,706,798.00'
$176,837)12.69
$163,976,324.50
$152,050,77363
$140,992,535.54
$130,738,532.96
$121,230,276.02
$112,413,52867
$104,237,999.31
$96,657,05391
$89,627,449.99 .

$83,10~,[J,l99.9.

Figure 10: Impact Worksheet

The methodologies and collection of infonnation from data sources used to fill in the
infonnation in these sheets will constitute the majority of the analysis for the CBA. This
may take a considerable amount of time and effort to properly assess. The effort required
to do this should,n~be underestimated. While the valuation summary worksheet
provides a convenient way to put all of the CBA pieces together most of the heavy lifting
will need to be done separately.

Section 2.10
Checks

••

i.~

jl~~t Showing Progress / Validation

As has been mentioned the CBIS tool perfonns several validation checks that require the
user to confinn various steps as complete before the tool will allow the user to continue
on to next steps. At any time it is possible to view which stages have been completed and
what stages remain by selecting the "Show Progress" button from the toolbar. When
this button is pressed the worksheet "7 - Progress Summary" will appear as shown in
Figure 11.
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4. Details

Added to
Costs

6. Summary
Worksheet
Produced

5. Details
Added to
Benefits

Figure 11: Viewing Progress

When a step is complete it will be marked with a green background. In this particular
example the user has entered and confirmed the Basecase & Regulation descriptions, the
stakeholders, and the valuation options. However, before the user can complete the CBIS
and produce a valuation worksheet, they must now enter and confirm the draft impacts,
move these impacts and then add details to the costs and benefits and confirm these
details.

Section 2. 11

Saving Sessions

While you can save information added to the CBIS tool simply by saving it as you would
any other Excel file you can also make use of the "Save Session" button in the toolbar.
Save Current Session

•

Session will be savtd ~
\ --[815 O.Hls

.J~: ~

( n~~

"--/ .~?-(~

Create New Session Number?

r

(.'

Save as new session (+ 1 to session #)
Overwrite current session

-----~~ [~~~~J _~j
Figure 12: Saving a Session

The advantage of using this option over just saving it through Excel is that it enforces a
common naming convention and tracks information related to the progress you have
made in completing the CBIS. The first time you use the "Save Session" button the file
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will be saved automatically using the naming convention "DEPARTMENT-REGNAME
SESSION 0". The department and regulation name will be based on the information you
first entered when you opened the CBIS tool, the 0 represents the session number, and
this session number will be incremented in subsequent saves after the first one.
Subsequent uses of the "Save Session" button will cause the form shown in Figure 12 to
appear.

.+.

Certre of Regulatory Expertise - CORE

r

~~~~elli'l8dll ~':=(bCOt14.Qdi.lfrmr

Canada

--'"------~-------"~---"~-~"'-'--~---"---

Cost Benefit Identification Session

C:\cloan air regs

C\clean ar regs\Environment Canaca-Clean Air-CBIS O.xis

Figure 13: Setting the File Folder
I

~

Before using the "Save Session" button you will also need to set the file folder you wish
to have the file saved. This information is entered in "File Folder" field on the
worksheet "1 Regulation Information" as shown in Figure 13.

Section 2. 12

Resetting The eBIS

Too~

(OOPS!)

You may have already have noticed another button on the worksheet "1 Regulation
Information", the "OOPS" button (Figure 14). This button will clear all the details
entered into the CBIS tool. The only reason why you would really want to use this button
is if you have finished and saved the CBIS for the current regulation you are working on
and wish to start on a new one, or if you have made so many mistakes in the current
CBIS that it is easier to start over fresh.

OOPS!

Press here to reset eBIS.
NOTE: This will delete any
information currently in the
sheet that has not been saved!

Figure 14: Resetting the CBIS Tool

Be very careful when using this button, while a confirmation dialog box will pop-up
before action is taken once this has been approved there is no way to undo the deletions
unless you have saved a back-up.
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
Date

•

--

5.21 (1 )(b)

Fw: Estimated economies of BZP - to share with oes
Pinto tCI Angela Doyle, Hanan Abramovici

2010-09-0902:10 PM

Hi Angela, Hanan
As discussed, here is the info. I had previously shared with Jocelyn reo sales values for BZP.
Angela, you may wish to review and determine whether appropriate for/helpful to Bill's work.
Best,
Collin
----- Forwarded by Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-0902:07 PM -----

Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-07-1303:31 PM

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
cc Jean Saint Pierre/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Estimated economies of BZP - to share with OCS

Hi Jocelyn
I realize from the most recent ROD that this info had never made its way over to you. I worked on these
values some time ago.

I hope you find this information useful.
Collin

POTENTIAL MARKETS for BZP
A. BZP sold as MDMA or npartyn drug
Pursuant to Health Can~s publicly available "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including
Natural Health Products Into Canada" (POL-0019), Canadians can import up to three months supply of
drugs (unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use.
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Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

3

Matthew James Dann to: Angela Doyle

2010-11-0303:15 PM

Cc: Suzanne Desjardins, judy_snider

Hello Angela,
I was wondering if you could let me know why the numbers are required by region for the lAS. The
database does list the province so I can provide the numbers by province/territory if this is of use.
Please let me know if you would like the numbers by province/territory.
Thanks,
Matt
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Dear Matt, I was wondering if the database cont...

2010-11-03 01 :42:16 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Matthew James Dann/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-0301 :42 PM
Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Dear Matt,
I was wondering if the database contains regional information? (I assume it does not, but thought I would
ask)
Angela

Matthew James Dann
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Angela, The numbers for 2009 BZP & TF ...

2010-10-21 12:09:51 PM

Matthew James Dann/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-10-21 12:09 PM
Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Hi Angela,
The numbers for 2009 BZP & TFMPP increased because the previous data was run at the start of 2010 so
exhibits that were submitted at the end of 2009 but not analysed until 2010 were not included. These
exhibits are now in the database so the numbers have increased a little. The reason there are small
increases to the numbers for TFMPP for past years is that TFMPP can be listed in the database with 2
codes (3TFMPP & TFMPP). Most are entered as TFMPP but there were a few exhibits where the 3TFMPP
code was used. The previous table only included those coded as TFMPP the new table is for both codes.
Hope this helps,
Matt
Angela Doyle
From:
To:

Hello Matthew: Wow, thank you for providing thi. ..

2010-10-21 11 :42:13 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Matthew James Dann/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

000599

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-21 11 :42 AM
Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Hello Matthew:
Wow, thank you for providing this information so quickly!
I am wondering if you have a possible explanation for the numbers being higher in some cases than in the
original table in the lAS, e.g., different search criteria?
Thanks again,
Angela
Hello Angela, Here is an update to the table t...

Matthew James Dann
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2010-10-21 10:56:17 AM

Matthew James Dann/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-10-21 10:56 AM
Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Hello Angela,
Here is an update to the table that you requested.

The following information is based on data extracted on October 21,2010 from the Drug
Analysis Services' (DAS) Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) database.
Health Canada's Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyses exhibits of controlled substances
submitted by law enforcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP and TFMPP are not
controlled substances in Canada they have been identified in exhibits received by Health Canada
from Police seizures. The following table outlines the number of exhibits in which BZP and
TFMPP were identified by DAS between January 1,2006 and October 20,2010.

BZP
TFMPP

2006

2007

2008

2009

5

146
129

1061
920

2229
2188

3

2010 (as of
th
Oct. 20 )
988
958

If you require further information please let me know.
Matthew Dann
Office of Drugs and Alcohol Research and Surveillance
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
MacDonald Building, A.L. 3506A
123 Slater St., Ottawa, ON
K1A OK9
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Phone: (613) 948-8908

Suzanne Desjardins
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Lori/Matt, Not sure to whom I should be sen ...

2010-10-2003:52:34 PM

Suzanne Oesjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
Matthew James Dann/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-20 03:52 PM
Fw: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Hi Lori/Matt,
Not sure to whom I should be sending this request.
Please see request below. Is is possible to provide her with the data by next Tuesday?
Thanks
Suzanne
----- Forwarded by Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-20 03:50 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-20 03:49 PM
Re: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Hi Suzanne,
Thank you. Would it be possible to provide the information by Monday (October 25th) or Tuesday
(October 26th)? Is this reasonable?
Sincerely,
Angela

Suzanne Desjardins
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Angela, I will see what we can do, but the i ...

2010-10-2003:33:53 PM

Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-20 03:33 PM
Re: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Hi Angela,
I will see what we can do, but the information will obviously be only for part of the year. So I am not sure
how useful it will be.
What is your deadline?
Suzanne
Angela Doyle
From:

Dear Suzanne: My apologies for the subject title ...

2010-10-2002:57:57 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

000601

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-20 02:57 PM
BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Dear Suzanne:
My apologies for the subject title of my previous e-mail (below) to you. I had forgotten to revise the
subject line after I obtained approval from Denis to contact you to see if you could provide this information.
Sincerely,
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-20 02:54 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-20 01 :26 PM
Fw: Denis - are u ok with me sending this to ODARS

Dear Suzanne,
I am writing to request statistics on the analysis of BZP (1-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine) and
TFMPP (1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine) by DAS for 2010.
I am with RPD, and the assessment of whether to list BZP and TFMPP in a Schedule to the
CDSA was recently transferred to myself. You previously provided us the statistics to support
our Issue Analysis Summary (lAS).
The statement in bold font below is from the lAS:

Health Canada's Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyses samples of controlled substances
submitted by law enforcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP and TFMPP are
not controlled substances in Canada they have appeared in samples received by Health
Canada from police seizures. The following table outlines the quantities of BZP and
TFMPP samples received for analysis by DAS between 2006 and December 2009.

BZP
TFMPP

2006
5
3

2007
146
121

2008
1061
898

2009
2121
2077

Weare at the stage where a consultant is preparing a market assessment on these substances to
support the Cost-Benefit Analysis. The consultant has recently requested any statistics available
for 2010 to update this table. I was wondering if your group would be able to provide this
information.
I appreciate your assistance and please let me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

000602

Angela

000603

BZPITFMPP CADUMS question
Hanan

Judy Snider

2010-12-0309:23 AM

Jillian Flight

I was thinking about that BZP/TFMPP question and I found a paper that had surveyed
people 13-45 years of age in New Zealand about their use of BZPITFMPP (Wilkins et
al. 2010). Hope this helps!
Thanks,
Hanan

J

~

From the paper:
Sampling Methodology
Phone numbers were randomly generated from each area in proportion to the resident
population aged 13-45 years with a connected landline telephone. One person within
each contacted household was randomly selected for an interview.
Prevalence of party pill use
Respondents were asked how many times they had used BZPITFMPP party pills in
their lifetime and how many times they had used party pills in the past 12 months.
Procedure
The survey interviewers explained to respondents that the interview was about legal
party pills containing BZPITFMPP and to make this clear they read out a list of
some of the most p.Qpular brands of BZP/TFMPP party pills. The interviewer asked
respondents to name the brand of party pill they were currently using. The interviewer
checked this brand against a list of known brands of BZPITFMPP party pills provided
by the New Zealand National Poisons Centre. The interviewer also had a second list of
legal 'high' products that did not contain BZPITFMPP.

000604

Re: Fw: BZPITFMPP - DRAFT Market Analysis Report
Hanan Abramovici

2010-12-0809:46 AM

Thank you!

Hi Angela, The person who could best answer t...

Hanan Abramovici

2010-12-0809:34:57 AM

From~

Hanan AbramovicilHC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Date;:
2010-12-0809:34 AM
~.~~*;(:!~<"=""'ff_~<'ff,,~~e: Fw: BZPITFMPP - DRAFT Market Analysis Report
To

Hi Angela,
The person who could'b~answer this question would be Jillian Flight who is in charge of CADUMS.
Hanan

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Hanan: Another question. The Contractor for ...

2010-12-0809:31 :55 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-0809:31 AM
Fw: BZPITFMPP - DRAFT Market Analysis Report

Hi Hanan:
Another question. The Contractor for the Market Analysis is looking at CADUMS data. He left a msg on
my phone wondering why for the age group of 25+, the age range was not given such as 25-29. He is
wondering if this was because of sample size in group or for some other reason. Do you know where I
might find the answer to that?
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-12-08 09:28 AM ----I

From:
To:
Cc:
Dato:
Subject:

~

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-0808:47 AM
BZPITFMPP - DRAFT Market Analysis Report

Good morning Hanan:
I am contacting you, because you participated in meetings with us about the CBA for BZP and TFMPP.
My questions are of a related nature.
1. I am wondering if could review the DRAFT Market Analysis Report for BZP and TFMPP enclosed here
by noon on Friday, December 10? We don't have time for changes requiring a lot of research, as we

000605

need to finalize the report with internal approvals by December 24th. However, please make any
comments you have, as your comments could also be considered to complete the CBA Template and/or in
the work that will be a~si~ed in the second Contract (see point 2 below).
2. We will start negotiations this week with a Contractor to do some statistical modelling (e.g., Diffusion
Curves and Regression Models). This will give us a better idea of the BZP and TFMPP market potential in
Canada, i.e. the Contractor would be required to provide us with estimates for 2006-2010 and projections
for 2010-2020 for regulatory and non-regulatory scenarios for BZP and TFMPP.
Estimates would be based on studies/surveys performed in NZ on BZP (party pill) use. The Contractor
would also consider information from CADUMS (2008, 2009) and potentially LlMS (we have the info from
LlMS to October 2010). We welcome your comments here as well, should you have any suggestions
about information (or other) the Contractor should consider.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re: BzprrFMPp - DRAFT Market Analysis Report
Suzanne Desjardins

2010-12-08 10:25 AM

Hanan Abramovici, Richard J Robert

Hi Suzanne:
Thank you for your e~ai~d I value your input.
Last week, because we had similar concerns, we (RPD, OCS) met with the Contractor for the market
assessment and the economist at TBS working with us on this project.

Sincerely,
Angela
Suzanne Desjardins
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject

Angel?, Thank you for the opp()rtunity to CO,.,

2010-12-0809:58:51 AM

Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-0809:58 AM
Re: BZPITFMPP - DRAFT Market Analysis Report

Hi Angela,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I will let Hanan provide his views on the document.

Suzanne
Angela Doyle

000607

From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-0808:47 AM
BZPITFMPP - DRAFT Market Analysis Report

~.~.-

Good morning Hanan:
I am contacting you, because you participated in meetings with us about the CBA for BlP and TFMPP.
My questions are of a related nature.
1. I am wondering if could review the DRAFT Market Ana/ysis Report for BlP and TFMPP enclosed here
by noon on Friday, December 10? We don't have time for changes requiring a lot of research, as we
need to finalize the report with internal approvals by December 24th. However, please make any
comments you have, as your comments could also be considered to complete the CBA Template and/or in
the work that will be atsi~d in the second Contract (see point 2 below).
2. We will start negotiations this week with a Contractor to do some statistical modelling (e.g., Diffusion
Curves and Regression Models). This will give us a better idea of the BlP and TFMPP market potential in
Canada, i.e. the Contractor would be required to provide us with estimates for 2006-2010 and projections
for 2010-2020 for regulatory and non-regulatory scenarios for BlP and TFMPP.
Estimates would be based on studies/surveys performed in Nl on BlP (party pill) use. The Contractor
would also consider information from CADUMS (2008, 2009) and potentially LlMS (we have the info from
LlMS to October 2010). We welcome your comments here as well, should you have any suggestions
about information (or other) the Contractor should consider.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

000608

BzprrFMPp

HHm~rI A~rnovict

Judy Snider

2010-12-08 11 :26 AM

Hi Judy,
Here's the info you requested:
The Wilkins paper is the one I've already mentioned, but I also added a paper by Sheridan, some aspects
of which you may interesting. I've also attached the draft market analysis report on BZPITFMPP by Bill
Maga.
Thanks,
Hanan

000609

Market Analysis of BZP/TFMPP
Revised Draft Report

. Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

November 22, 2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K lW2
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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5
INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
a segment of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDS A) A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic Impact
Analysis which is required before any proposed regulation can be presented for consideration.
This market analysis will examine the availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the
compounds Benzylpiperazj,}e~P) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylpheny1)piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class
used recreationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and
properties - BZP and rreMP*'i.,--,--CO.nment[il1'All~1a,netidt()discUSSJ'

~~=~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~)O;:~~f~~~~~ pills

her

B~ ~;t;!~::';i~:~~' ~;~~;p

began to appear in Vancouver where they first
alternative to many of the illicit drugs commonly
Schedule III drug under the CDSA. In 2007, .
become widely available nationwide which is reflected
"An increased volume of these substances being imported
. 2010; pg 2)
legitimate use ... "
In order to provide
outlines the status
and Drugs Act (FDA)

~~::=-

on the rave scene as a safer
such as ~Ecstasy, which is a
arty-pill fonnulations started to
data. Health Canada noted,
with no apparent

the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
ith respect to the legislated mandates contained in the Food
their respective regulations.

Canada. no product containing HlP and!orIF'MPP has received a DIN. As sLlch. it is a
£.QllHlLy~nti.mL0.i1!.lf~ FDls.Jg sclJ any unauthorized product containimz either drug in_Canada and
ql~JJ~~.':l..hb..P}\~1~?~:Jj9n. . I:.~!.0..~tn.r(li.J.;;.b. . tHPJ.].n.J. I.!~P<;.<;.tqrm.~ ...IJ<~.~ . !~.kgn . .~.9mp.U~!.!.I~g. . g.n~t.t:;D..f.Q.!.:9..~m~.m
;!s::!L(~n.J~.2...~.nE)I<:_Ltl.l~J.~~L~_Yil)lLQI.:g"yj.~.QJ1S (:LtJJ~.J])j\_i!.tJd ID R.. aCfQgli11 gl V-Cbee ilU,;e any produ c t
€·k\i+HtHg·0e-Htral-·+l~-Fy.ol:l·s··-s-ys-te+H·iwtivily···w·ould-··n·Jeetthi·s···d~·f:iHi+io·lL·····.prifH'···t{)-···i-ts···sale···.H···C:·anad·a~
S·Ht'H·-n···PfHt-h:H:'t·Hllt'<t-bt"-flHthB-fi.t:t>.d-4.e.F-s-ttk--iH·-tht""~'frtI·H+Fy-tl:f~i-S-S-\:tt"d"'B:·l)fHg--I4:.>·Httfi.€H+i-BH

Numbt'r (l)fN) by Health ('anada. (Health Canada; 2m 0)1'0 date, there are flO t.uch ~t'tl(;ltjet{for

~ffit'-h-lH+S-tt~thEH.:iratk'ten-has been ~rantedl' -f.\:nti~'t.tttlll'Plro t;cl~ t\m 1:0,00 -BHrnt4t+lW¥Bi

__... "··q:.~~tIB,2.1:~7:~.doweneed to

..,

j+hPE'·Gt{·}m·te··"tlH~~··la ··en··actHJH··H:~···eflf(}f0e··+ ·lo~,e·-p-FH·V·I'S-ton",,···o· :··t le"'f'" :::1""/" ····\v·Jl ·~···re·s-pe€t-t:o

UP·,::t:l;M-P-P·;
"Beginning in October, 2007, the (Health Canada) Inspectorate established a customs target for
finished products (containing BZP and/or TFMPP) which was subsequently updated to include
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bulk powder in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to remove BZP/TFMPP products
from their shelves and consumers have also been warned not to use products containing BZP and
TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated; pg 2)
The character of the FDA could be considered administrative in nature, particularly when
compared to the criminal basis of the CDSA. Typically, penalties under the FDA amount to
simple sei~ure and a fine up to $500, and are not as severe as those that might be applied under
the ~DSA;. ~'Ik~__~]2~i(}_llt~9_~:~1\_'<:-:~l.~UL~~!l).l!ic:.;:Ui~Lillt;ggLj.!f..ti}~i!i.~jln.QJ:dI.l£._~~ubs tallce..0l sted .i n
its Schedules: and the regulation~ under the C[)SA establish tight controls on the movement of

HLP and TFlVIPP." (Health Canada: undated pg 2)
CDSA, a~.;.t)ft'>,-V1·HtI-!jty-fHtffit:Hme4; would make it a cri
p~!:j>~:.», . . pq~.>~~.;;.~ ...E!..rJ.h~ . .pV.lJ2.Q.~;s:~ . \!.rJn:l..Ol.9.Js.i..tJ.g. .prjl..J1.PQr~ d i! itr! h ute
.lll~ . JqJ.!.1}~~~.~;_j::~~'l.l.~jJ!.!P.ri~~2.r.u).!~~r.~.L£~I_b.9Jh .
I
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Because of their legal status, information about the availability, distn
drugs is hard to find. The Royal
Mounted Police (RCMP) does
ifically target
substances that are not scheduled
while the Canada Border Services Agency
(CBSA) will seize shipments
when they are mistaken for ecstasy.
Moreover, there appears to have been
prevalence of BZP/TFMPP use in
Canada. In fact, some experts in the illi
of the drug before they were
and the perception among
interviewed. Its status has lead to some
users that the drugs are "legal". Health
have reported that retailers still
believe that the drugs are legal and that they
ding a service to users by presenting an
... If",,,,,,,,, ... f",,·""
illicit drugs such as
y. (telephone conversation with Gettffi
~,.Jrn~~w!~') Schedul
these drugs under the CDSA is likely t()g()
£'''''''+<l11nt" into the market and clarify their status under federal

aHd···dt-y-eFS-tOn··+H··+l·H;,',·iHjt'-it··Hl+H,i«!-·b·,As-··~tt€,h:,""*,tH:"dtthflg-vvit~Ya~~~
n:~';p\md ttl ilf.e.gill-acliviti~\;. Tht ultimate goal i~.; to reduce the rislcs to the health and :1afety of

(:.at1ild·tHfb'lh::rsed··by the t'a~yn~+ahtHty.of BZP and 'rFMPP :' (Health Canada; undated pg 2)

METHODOLOGY
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Given the uncertainty and dynamic nature of illicit drug markets in Canada, in order JQJ?cdbrm a
m.<~.rh.~.L~l.m~J'y~.I;:; . .E2I. nZJ~. . '-~.flJL.:.L.FM.e.P.~ . . iL\Y<~.~. ..l~.<;.c;.<;5~.<'1.LY.J.Q....~.~~gr~~.h.E!.r. . i.nJ.~~.!.:m~niQn. . l?.~rJ~~.t.n.i..fl.KJ.Q
~~.~.).1J.~.t~.m.p.lj.r~.I.}.:....li!. ';i.triQ.uJi~.)JL~J.mt.l!.d.~~~jll..!h!:s:_~~.~ljn~!~~llL§Jl'y~.:.
• . . . J.h!.\~l.!ghs.~.t.~Jb.Jj.~1!.~:4. .(t<;lJ<.th~~.~.9.~ . h9hLJ?.)::J..J5'.;~.Ltb.. '<:.:'<~J.m.~t::.L9.!.:J.9..~y.. .~.D...t~?.r.~:gnJ9p..t..QrgmJ.!..?gJ.(Q..n~.
.~.Pc;.h. . ;~.:j.Jb<;..Js(::.M.e.9Lrn.s.!\.;.Jhree .;epumte analy,;t\; ',viII inform thi~; t;ectiol1 of work:

!......_!l1.~~. .QJ)JruS~Il..t~f Chll.crts i!lthc:.jJli~lLili1!gs.911.trpl an(llaw enforccment communities: ami

•
+:- r:xaminatinH of HIP the po~;t ban environment in other juri';dictiow"3uch at; the lIS and
NewZea~

2·:···E·,\·arninHli·nn-··of+he",pHsl··han··env-t-l:on·nlBnt--J~\.j.ate·d···to··Hth0F·dH·I-gs",sH€h·as··ke·tam·iHe···in··othef

jWt&tttetiBflS-;---ftttti

Q UC~LlOnnUlrc
f
. t:~)r S·
71ft" \"WI'f S
Avni)·ahUity::
ls...thh-1*B{~tt0H:t~H(hl-y--avftttahl(l··to. .yetl-f\fJ--a--feta.j..J.ef-+
b·+l-h:.···a·vu-d·ahility··c·ontinuaL··-thali·s;-pedlCllb·tH}ly··i·nfh:~qH0nl··intBn·:I::I-pt·i~,JHs····i·FI:··Sttpply?
l.)H·youkfu+wHfftt-l·k~F,s·fl-lH:f-es·+~f··thts-"t}ffidtt€l·-t)~~~s-ft. . ta-ib··-e-;g-;···tnteH~t-o-f·-S-t:feef?·

I lEw, ha'; it'; avuilability changed t),er time':'

Disfri b u tifH¥.:
I.)ttYo-l+··IHl0\v··if·thisPH){.tUC+is produc·ed-·i·n··C:·anada?·····lf·so·;···ho·w···Hlany··di·s-trihui-ofs··-are·-there!?
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BZP is an entactogen!. that is, it makes users feel
and relaxed in social situations, and
thus the product facilitates social interactions.
acts as a hallucinogenic. The combined
effect is characterized as similar to ecstasy.
typically combined in pill form as a final
product before being marketed to users.
ally swallowed, the drugs can also be
positive feature ol1:l-ssot'-Httten
snorted or smoked. In interviews with users
wt#t the products was their stimulant properties,.;.
highlighting that use of the
substances enabled them to stay awake for longer pen
rtake a wide range of activities.
pursuits and study. The
These activitil.:s included dancing, general socialising,
drug has also been identified with weight loss as a positive
of use. (Butler &,.-RiteBae+
A, Sheridan, Janie 1.; 2
On the 01111.:1' hand.
identified by users,
these to BZP party pil
alcohol
all

adverse or negative effects of BZP party pills have been
be noted that it is reasonably difficult to attribute many of
ation of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of
of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may
Sheridan) It should be noted as welL· that, at
New
the same study noted that young people
veyed a message that they were safe to use which
mrnetlCle:o dosage and ignore safety warnings on the

THE CANADIAN

In the market analysis
, ideally the intent is to describe the size of the market,
including its geographical concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug
and the trends over time. In the market for a typical legal consumer product, information about
these factors is quite easy to obtain. However, largely due to their legal status, the situation for
BZP and TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distribution and price
presents a particular challenge. A thorough examination of potential sources of information has
yielded little in terms of data rrmlLWhich wttHkl-ttHt}w-forecasts of quantity and price could be
mad<;:. It is, however, sometimes possible to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and
future scenarios related to volume and price by examining the information derived from seizures
of the drugs by the CBSA, RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate.
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CBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes.
These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in pills thought to be MDMA (3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine).,.
commonly known as ecstasy. In addition, Health Canada's
ysis Service (DAS) has
seizures going from 8 in 2006
analyzed a significantly increasing number of samples
to 4417 in 2009. h"',t'!'fL·f-'H-4J,:>oH-·...."+·T-Rl~'-+·--++tHH+f+H+l¥-
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2009
2008
2006 I ~ 2007
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0
3

24
10

106
37

138
112
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2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th)
117
65
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SK
MB
ON
QC

NB
NS
PEl

NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

"

...--.,

2
7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

The significant difference between Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia and the rest of the
12rQ2in.~<::.:!--'l!}£Lt<::rritQI.ies would certainly suggest a
·onal concentration of these drugs.
concentration focused on Montreal,
Moreover, in all likelihood, there is ti-kety to be
Toronto and Vancouver.
It should also be noted that in 2008, Health
PurePillz, Inc. were seized in 24 retail outlets
was reported that in Ottawa a consumer developed
loss product RevolutionDS Weight Loss that ","VllU"''''-'"
Moreover, drug control officials in BC's lower mainland
,Health Canada and the
to BZP signify that
BC government have
that "the emerging
(BZP) poses a
ia and Canada. Potentially
and other places in Canada
and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
can become·
·bute to this situation, such as:
indicates that anum
• "'the utility of
drug market;
• regulation ofBZP
. Is ofBZP and its illicit markets; and
• the accessibility in
• BC' s business ,.",,·I-'..<>",t....
ext)eI1tfse which include its international transport and
of this ~l'dal.lct,.".(BCDSIWG; 2009)
shipment facilities for the di
£'

These factors have raised the profile ofBZP/TFMPP on the West Coast and increased the
number of BZP/TFMPP-related incidents in the area. In Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly
found that since 2006, more cases have occurred where pipemzinetip.i.r.ggl.?:.i..D..t;. were identified. It
is the opinion of the officials that, "'at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to
resolve the BZP problem in Canada because a black market will surely develop after prohibition
... the problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG;
2009) And as will be seen later, export of BZP/TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among
US drug control officials.
Given that the Health Canada's Inspectorate has taken action in the retail sector, it would seem
obvious that mm:l1o-s{ of the distribution would currently occur over the Internet. Availability is
quite evident upon examination of sites. Various sites include:
. -~ { Formatted: Font: Bold

.Table :!l~ Internet Sources and Prices

-)

,~--------------------
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SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, ant.
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.comlUK
http://buyspicegolddiat1}o~ikika.co.ke

Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

PRICE
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$1512 capsules (l05mg BlP~ 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pillslPrice: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

PRICING

BZP and TFMPP have values- and 1h~JsJQ!:~.derivt~d prices that
different roles in the
drug markets. The first of course is their value either alone or in combination with each other, or
in combination with other drugs, to achieve a specific stimulantiY.£!JlDllucinogcnic effect. In the
case ofBZP and TFMPP, BZP provides the "high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect. As
le~t+, the price for either drug varies considerably by form, location of source
seen above .
For example, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a domestic
gram. The price in combination with TFMPP is higher; and it is
t of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the price
from Asian countries~. . ~~J.tb.9~l.gb.Jh.£. .r~.~~~.Q..!J...t~;~.r....!.hb. .i~. ..D.9.t
'ce in New Zealand continue to seize illegal BZPITFMPP
A seizure in November 2009 of 6 kg. is believed to be
ut NZ$30/g. (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009)
simply as a cheap .<li!fJ..1llU.!.Yf.fi.t.Wf which mimics ecstasy.
0fH'l-..h€--{~b-1:H-ttH:'(1f"ro·FH··rH:k4tttBM·t"~,*·iUr('·et\-··as-·wel-h·+~"L·. H-&,....(:.;.ffittHHf:~~9)-Substitution

of
BZPdJJylJT for sale as ecstasy or as a .fH..i.€.f~;O!llph::mcntarv component for ecstasy products. that
i;\,...~:.\,L~J;~;~.YSqJ. . \y.i..tb. . UZp(J. ].J\:1..PP..fs.,. h:. occurring in many western countries. Its .nJ..i.mi(';. '5..i.~)g
entactogenic fl:I!S.Ut<!.lluf.mggSJ}j. £..characteristics and the fact that BZP is so easy to produce is
likely responsible for this role·;·. (No indication wa~ found as to the ~~asc of production of
JJ]yJfJ~J With respect to price, the Inspectorate reports that the RCMP is encountering and
seizing products being marketed as ecstasy (similar price, packaged in pre-counted lots like
ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos like ecstasy). It is reported that the common price for
ecstasy can range from $10 - $20 perpilt. (Communication with the HPFJ:)J1 Inspectorate
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representative) The calculations, oftl1cs('_~stimat~& based on information from the Inspectorate
found in Appendix A, suggests that the low ~.9.~.t~ of BZPITFMPP as an ~JJ~;rml..t.iy'~. .9r.
~~9J.lWJ\:?'!.l1£nt~lrL~.Q.!!!D.Q.!}~!.Hffi.tenllediate inpffi yields a significant return when presented as
ecstasy. BZP/TFMPP's relatively low input S:J~Jpri·€·e would suggest a sustained demand as long
as ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among drug users.

Demographics of BZprrFMPp Use in Canada
There is almost no statistically founded information available regarding the demographic
in Canada.
does exist is largely
anecdotal.

£harac~J.:i.ili£::>. .9..Lusen:i of BZP/TFMPP

.OBSERVATIONS;'
0-:""...
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The significant increase in the number of samples from seizures
by the DAS would
suggest that there has been a similar increase in the use of BZP and
across Canada,
line in analyzed
especially in Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia. However, an
trend is
samples in 2010 presents a curious reversal of trend and close monitoring
required. Finally, there ar~a
~h.1.m.~.)Ji.£ . .~m.~t.i..n..t.~?.rnm. !'9.m~.L..factors,
suhstiHH:'t~~which wil . .
Jl1LYc a Si1lli!J.Mive intJlIen~e orr th~
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FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS

As mentioned above, ideally, a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumption and price of BZP/TFMPP in order to make some projections with respect to
changes in consumption and price in a post-regulation environment. Given the lack of
information about Canadian tr~nds, however, it is instructive to look at the experience in other
jurisdictions that have imp~senstrictions on the use and distribution of BZP/TFMPP,
specifically.ffi-New Zealand, US and UKJEU.
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In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, thereby maki~t illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance without
is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP under
authorization. Table
legal restrictions.
Table

Countries which have banned BZP (BCDSPNGI

Countries

Year

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden

2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008

New Zealand
The experience of New
000,
an indication of the potential for extensive
argued that the current ambiguous nature of the
use of these drugs in Canada.
~~l!.Jm.·;:;...J5;g~~.L.~J(.t.ll,l~ in Canada i
to the situation experienced by New Zealand
. Although BZP and TFMPP are not openly
between 2000 and 2008 when BZP was
promoted and distributed in Canada as they were in New Zealand during that period, lessons
might be drawn from that situation. It must also be noted, however, that the New Zealand drug
culture seems to be uniquejn.Jhm..Jh~~. Jl~g. gfsl.rgg~...i.~.. mQI~....r.~5.lstiJ..Y. .<,lS:.£.~;.PJ~.~J. . b..Y.. ~.~.r.:t~1..i.D.....~.~.gr.n~.IJl:s.
~.JLJh.l.:..J!D.PJ!l~t1i.~m. Th~ts unique nature of the New Zealand drug market is reflected in a new
report from police that "paints a grim picture of the New Zealand drug scene with more young
people using opiate drugs, world-leading rates of methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and
"self-sufficient" cannabis culture." (www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment
for New Zealand report, released in September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the
drug trade and notes for example that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the
highest amphetamine type substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged
that uniqueness of the New Zealand marketsj.n. .n.n. .;}I.Hl.1.YSj.?.9.f..th5;. .S. t.(J.t:~!.~....P.f.I?z.e. . i..n. .1.ht;!J
.1..:"..:.:..'.:..:..:."-::-:..0.:.:.:..:.." " ••• most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New
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Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European
context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This caution should also apply to Canada.
Legal party pills began to emerge as legal products in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
lightly regulated with access restricted to those 18 years QjJ!RG...and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "on~ i~e people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the
restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as IEcs~~Isic]."At the time,
p}lls were_activ_elypromote~ as
and
safer alternatives to the illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug
year users" to be most easily avai
alc
Approximately three-quarters of
drug
as "very easy". In fact, findings
changed compared to a year ago revea
obtain in the past 12 months, similar to
percent of those who had used party pills
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months

drug types considered by "lastBZP/TFMPP party pills.
their availability at the time
availability of the drugs had
to have become easier to
and alcohol. Forty-five
that party pills were easier
Sweetsur, 2007)

This popularity was reflected in the number of
pill overdose presentations to the Auckland
Hospital
Department which
from one in 2002 (0.07 percent of total
factor would be the increase in the
in 2004. One
their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
mg of BZP per capsule. (Theron et aI., 2007)
From the standpo
, it was estimated that in 2005 the "industry" had annual
sales of $24 million,
ebruary 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million pills had
been sold since 2000.
2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5 million
"servings" would be sold in
. The development of an organization to promote the industry
illustrates how close the industry came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics Association of
New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major manufacturers, distributors,
marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products, sometimes referred to as legal
highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been reported that much of the supply of
the pills in Britain was imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand
market appears to be manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the
chemical process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere,
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leading to the constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library;
2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 Apri1200S.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply ofBZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession ofless than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams ofBZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired j.Bn ~September 200S, penalties for
possession and use ofBZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class Cl
controlled substances
'C determined ill a
dllated f:
dent on the

~Il)rug researchers contend that, in general, if a drug is prohibited,
reflected in a decrease in availability accompanied by an increase in
There a re two main analyses that shed light on that prospect for the
New Zealand. The first is derived from the Illicit Drug Monitoring S
established in 2005 to provide an
'snapshot' of trends in drug use and
S are intended to inform strategic responses to drug
in New Zealand. The findings
IDMS is utilised by a wide range of
use and drug related p
government and non-government 0
with drug issues, including
government ministries and departments,
. ations, drug prevention
organisations, health and welfare services
. (Wilkins et al.; 2010)

.ews with three groups of frequent drug
and frequent injection drug
centres of New Zealand (-he-:- Auckland,
jl1J.g~:i~\E~~,L~ ~y~are asked about the
and price of key drug types and how these measures may have
ecstasy~

reduction in the availability and use ofBZP following its
there was some recovery in the availability ofBZP in 2009;
in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years when it
, 2010) One concern during the debate on the prohibition
was that the ban on
pills would create a considerable gap that would likely be filled by
a mixture of alternatives incuding illicit substances such as ecstasy and black market BZP, and
Hk~o-l-H;:l-I;:tll'tj:l.h;g110l. (Bryson and Wilson; 200S) The authors contend that there was strong
evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample suppliers to
meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et aI., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP ill ~ Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
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featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was available to
teens and very young people in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health.
Among respondents who had used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23
years and more women had used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of
European descent with Ma~ri~senting another sizeable group. The vast majority were
employed (with close to average incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary
institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that
it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they
stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of
ice. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "just
anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health
nterestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave
typical thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy
.
is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90%
using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks
along with !B,Z:P1.....

•
•
•
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. of lise than

United States
While New Zealand seemed to have a very intense drug experience per capita generally,
including party pills, the US has had the longest experience with BZP/TFMPP as controlled
substances. In the US, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to
temporarily place BZP and TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA)
because of its high abuse potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18,
2004, the DEA published a Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
a-DEA .p.~~Tmi~j.i..QD.~.
Posting on Schedule I of the ('SA means that:
• the drug f+F-H-the-r,--s-uB-s-HtHf:;.e-has a high potential for abuse;
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•
•

the drug ~t€T-S-I:~"e-has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the
United States; and
there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug or other substance under
medical supervision. Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana.
(New Zealand Parliamentary Library, 2007)

According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law enforcement
officials submitted 48 drug items/exhibits to federal, state and local forensic laboratories that
_\YSI~;jdentified as BZP. The number ofBZP items/exhibits increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088
in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items/exhibits rose from 6,088 to
13,822. (US Department of J~ce, May 2010) Illicit distributions occur largely through
smuggling of bulk powder 'through drug trafficking organizations with connections to overseas
sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and tablets which-aoo are
often r~~p.r\~.~.~:nl~~.~~~ as ecstasYL~.k.~pjJ\~J~J~;..ft~s:..LJh.'-lJ . LI.1.~. . 1.~}hl..~;.t.~..~.h?.DD.Ls:.D~.Hnj!J . n..IJy. .<;'~:.~J(}.~.Y7
The market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the drug in each
country. Sufficient demand in the
ld obviously foster production in Canada where the
legal status remains ambiguous.
in Canada would also encourage consumption in
1l!i~5:~9.lmt!ybat~:..Jf.rggfO The
and potential for Canada to act as a source of
BZP /TFMPP for the US is illustrated
in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the dis
are a growing concern to law
enforcement and BZP is implicated in that
the ecstasy manufactured in
Canada is destined for U.S. markets through
region and, as such, poses a risk to
the region, particularly in markets like Seattle,
a large college age population creates a
demand
Officials in the region repo
ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and
-often adulterated with
substances, ~)ncluding
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine::,. According to the US
the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug
'p""",n,tyl,, producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some
contain little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine.l
2008, 203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be
to be BZP. (US Department of Justice. National Drug

Much of what occurs in th~ 'NMwest is duplicated in Qlli~r northern bordsr.areas such as
Chicago and l!lJhe Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
substances such as MI:!MA:, BZP and TFMPP methamphetamine, amphetamine. mephedrone, .
h~r),-€uH~'+nt>-.:--ephedti-t-tt'-ttltd-ht1ta-tttitte .

Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
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Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of37 BlP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BlP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of BlP availability and abuse in the
region is, however, unknown at this time.
In Michigan, figures are_n:~~t available on BlP use with teens, but ecstasy use among 10th- and
12th-graders was higher in 2009 than five years ago, according to an annual study of drug trends
conducted by University of Michigan professor Lloyd Johnston._L!:d~:.Q!.1S~f_iL!QJ?gJi~Jl.u

•
•

Even when ~:ontmlledprH·J.Hh.ited, availability
Great potential for continued and even u·lcn~aSle,
in light of continuing demand; ;J.ml

l

and smuggling from Canada

{:h+Hh::·<.;-{tt'-{,"B·HSHHtf.~+H';;·-H:ftJ

•

It is the opinion of the US Department of Justice that BlP use
rave scene. This is consistent with the survey findings in New
BlP was consumed in private homes.

United KingdomJEuropean
I

I

1
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.OBSERVATIONS:

~

In May 2009, the Home Office in the
to ban BlP, and launched a
ed that from December 2009, BlP
consultation on the proposal. In Octo
and related p·~rH;7fH-Z:tH-e-Snil2S:razjll~ would
drugs under the Misuse ()jiJi'
Drugs Act (MDA). It is not yet known
.
would be on sales or
prevalence of the drug, but many observers
that prohibition does little to dampen either
demand or
of any drug. Prior to its
the MDA, BlP was sold online despite
the risk
under the Medicines Act,
as--part of a regulatory regime similar to
; 2010) The legislative
does not, however, seem to have had a
ity in the UK. The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is
drug policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion
a
·bition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e.
tials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is
is already an established demand for these drugs, and
possible, but
back to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is
those deterred
,2010)
poorly supported by
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness."
lGn-8ih March 2008, the &1r~n Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of
piperazine (there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in
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veterinary use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by sUbjecting BZP across
the EU ~ember States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive
$ubstanc~. Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement
co
.•· ·.·•·. .·. Jtl
. .••.• . .
£·•. •. B•. ·. •. • .•9.• .•·.• •. 1
•. ·. •.=.•.•.•·. .At
• .·.• .·.• .• .•·. •. ~.•·•. •·•.·.th
.• .·•.••.•.•. ·.u
. •. •·. . t.• . o. ·. ·. .•·.a. . .•.·
. ...
scliedUl:e?
appropriate controls on BZP under their domesti·c legislation and in accordancewitll the .
provisions of the 1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member
states have regulated !Bzpt·~ +l;!il.i.~; part of the trend if1.la~Hfe\\ . )'ea.rt;. i()r.~ou.nt~i~!;.to.c!a~j.t;it;y'..... ..... /··-t.£§~.~.,~!~!~t!i?o!!".~,.!~,~.~~~.?''';J
HZ]> an illegal :ub,tance;" -,.

,,-/.-t.

r ••.
m
· .•. ·• ..•.•.•.••...•..••..••...•..••.•.•...
mt.·

e
•. •• •.•.
8
·.·..•e
··•. ·.·.·
.
•.•••..
·

e
..•.•.•d
·.•••..
•.•·
·
•.••.

During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the<;:g'!}~.<;.lJ.!~ was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evi
strong and control measures could lead to .
replacement with other substances. The
place BZP under control, this should not
information on BZP to users and to relevant

harms arising from this drug are Isicl.not
'cnlmt'nal involvement and possible
recommended that if a decision is made to
atherin and dissemination of accurate
DA 2009)

The Committee observed that "Many of the questions
and social risks of BZP could be answered through rel
Ie and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further
needed, especially
with respect to
xicity and social consequences.
A 2009) This view
is shared by
sic] (primarily BZP) have been
ited in a number of
countries inc
be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on e
other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been
(-------~--
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OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

l\.~J~[g.~j~!h1~JY-[1JS~1.1..!i.~.m.<:~Q..'...~2hlli.ilJ..ir.!.gjDlbn.n'-~!L(?.IL<.l.ho l:!.Uh£..n1a[kc;L~1!.t~~L to

BZeaEIY1 PI->
prcsCIHs a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has vie1ded
Ij.tJl.<:'_dati!.}\.Lth.~\'hictLE2IT..<:~<ri.k of quantity demanded anc;Lprice could be made. 'This might be
h1.rg~~JY.~thl~..J.9. . .t..b.~jJ.:...l~g(~.L.~.t.~J.~~.~.i.n. . (~.D..'-l.~i.~... }y.b.~f..h..r.n~h.<;~Jhc;. .?.i..!:.l:!.CJJi..qn. .fQr..I3.Zp. . ~lJ.~.l..J.l:~,~lep
~l!li.mt~:.~.J.Lly<.!:~.,.h~2~~.t;.lS~Ed2S.?.:~.)jbkJ.Q..g~!.i!D_appl·(;fj.'11i~mJ2.f.1t!.u;9.!.lenu. d(!mestk.~jJ:uatjQf.l. and

possible future scenarios related to volume and price bv examining the information related to
£~rcer~L~~~itiesQ~~~SA~R~~PaD~III~B'~lspeck~~~.~n addition. infilrnlation
~J~I k~l~fxreri~o[~~iurisillct~)l~~uch ~Nc\~Zeala"d.th~UnricdStatesandtlle

J)K/L;.U. .pX~!.Y.hJ<;.\1.. A.D...fm.P.I.\~<;.i..~1.Ji.\)n..Q.t:J.l.w~. ~h:~.lg~. '.J.9.1.~5~~.D.~LpQ.t9..D..ti.i'!.L.
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llu::xanl!_niJ}gJlLc.._.!lEHk~.LliLCan11<jll

for BzrJ!!Ji!.IEMP)2.,_ .~va_ilable dat<l indicates that there
j~~.~;.m~JQ.J.Hl.y~_ . b.~.<;_n . _~i....j.Lg.u.Ln..C;~.nLi_n_<;.r9._m~~. . .i.D..._?~Ji.yiJ.Y...t.:t;J.~J9._4J9J.b.~~.~~~._Jl..t.1U]5 . .i.n.._.~:_'.~~.t.J.~1._~t~L_~.iJ}~.r_ . ;_Q.Q_0._,
~~p..~~~~i.nJly._in _ UnillELs!.~_ J2H~~.b_<;.~;_ _ m.l5tnI!lLSh_ G9.!lmlh_ht. ___ .[2:ns:~rLqpi!.]j..Q.nJ}I!h~ R(' MP (msJJl1~_UeJJl
JnSQG_Ltm.5u.~~_x~iJ.JJJ!rs;_ ~:::}.Jbi_~_YJS;\\_c____.{\__lJumb_~:r.J)LJ)_Kl~njJm.~_~J2~.~JJj~k.nJi1iGlt\.~:Jljs~hJI!~'1YJ2~~
relevant tu B7p!TFrvIPP-relatcd activit\" in Canada, including but not limited 1.\1:
• Ambiuw)l!'i legal status (rentes confllsion in the market~
• Availability remains n:~lali\elv casv tlm)lH~h Internet and traffickers. despite Inspectorate

•
•

•
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APPENDIX A

--'/-t.•

DERIVED VALUE OF BZP/;'fFMPPj

..,

The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg of BlP
2 doses per day for 90 days,
ible to import three months of
this would amount to 36,000 mg of BZP. Therefore, ifit
BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 3
for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. The following is an analysis from the
derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.
At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of36,000 mg ofBlP is
mg. BlP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of$$133
(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs).
At 20 mg/pill (although it would
to satisfy users), the maximum
mg. divided by 20 mg. BlP/tablet) =

In a

The approximate
The cost of retail s
Each bottle contained

Ie that this amount would produce a high sufficient
36,000 mg. ofBZP is (36,000
20/tablet = $36,000 or a yield of$1000/g.

with the use ofBZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
ingredient, BlP. Subsequent compliance and enforcement
infonnation:
ture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
: $80

Approximately 200 kg of bulk BlP and TFMPP (mostly BlP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
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200,000,000 mg I 3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Recent compliance and enforcement action for BZP with respect to sales as ecstasy has yielded
the following estimates. 200 kg ofBZP ifsold in units containing 20,70 or 150 mg would yield
I &1iIIIIJ
the following revenue:

And as an example, the yield per gram of
$133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of
supplement would Ii
at approximately the same
party pill might
price in Toronto compared to
demand and suppl

For example, a diet
the country whereas a
ancouver depending on
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APPENDIX B

Questionnaire for Site Visits
Availabilitv:
J~ . .U.].b. .pr~~~.tht~:.Ll.S:..~~~1iJ..r . n.~.~(~.iJ'<l.bJ~~.J.Q.j:.Q.!!. . ~~SJJJ~~J<JiJ.Q.C.

Is the availabiht. continual thaI

i~;. 1'"\,"'"",1'"\<;.'

Do 'Ol.lknow ofqther sources oftl1is . rqduct

bl~sidcs

Hmv has its availabIlitv chan!2cd over time'?

Distribution:
Do

u know jfthis

.')
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BZPITFMPP - statistical modelling to support cost-benefit analysis
Judy Snider

2010-12-0902:16 PM

Richard J Robert, Suzanne Desjardins, Hanan Abramovici, Laura
Petts

Hi Judy:
J

....

Further to my v-mail of this afternoon, Richard, RPD, and I are available to meet with you on Monday.
December 13th. I will forward you a formal invitation.

I have not invited TBS at this point, but here are two documents prepared by TBS that may be of interest:
a spreadsheet in relation to Diffusion curve; and a document to give some background. These are only
exploratory estimates and not a finalized analysis.

DIFFUSION MODELS.doc

Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III CBIS Output I+.xls

Please note that I have spoken with the company to which we will send the SOW and I am aware that they
may suggest alternate approaches/models.
Sincerely,
Angela
References re: situation with BZP party pills in NZ.

legalpartypillusenz[1].pdf
J

Date:
Subject:

....

Hi Angela, Suzanne has passed this alo{19to m ..,

Judy Snider
Frorn<
To:

~

Churchill toxic impacts study.pdf

2010-12-0805:19:54 PM

Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Hanan AbramovicilHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura
Petls/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-0805:19 PM
Fw: BZPITFMPP - DRAFT Market Analysis Report

-~~
... ~.~..- .-~.------~--~----~--~------~--~--

Hi Angela,

Let me know your availability next week or later.
Thanks,
Judy

-~--- Forwarded by Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-12-08 05:14 PM ----I

....
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Frorn:
To:

Date,
Subject~____._

Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-0810:31 AM
Fw: ~~PITFMPP - DRAFT Market Analysis Report

----- Forwarded by Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-12-08 10:29 AM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Hanan AbramovicilHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Date:
2010-12-08 10:25 AM
~)Uri:3ct .. ~~BZ~~~~PP - DRAFT Market Analysis Report

From:
To:

Hi Suzanne:
Thank you for your email and I value your input.
Last week, because we had similar concerns, we (RPD, OCS) met with the Contractor for the market
assessment and the etoflt)mist at TBS working with us on this project.

Sincerely,
Angela
Suzanne Desjardirfs ~Hi Angela, Thank you for the opportunity toco ...

2010-12~08

Frorn:
To
Cc.

Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

Date:

2010-12-0809:58 AM

Subject:

Re: BZPITFMPP - DRAFT Market Analysis Report

Hi Angela,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I will let Hanan provide his views on the document.
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Suzanne
Angela Doyle

Good morning Hanan: I am contacting you, bec ...

2010-12-0808:47:12 AM

From~

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Date:
2010-12-0808:47 AM
~"~!,!2l:::!.,*=~.~_BZP..crFMPP - DRAFT Market Analysis Rep_o~rt~~
To:
Cc:

Good morning Hanan:
I am contacting you, because you participated in meetings with us about the CBA for BZP and TFMPP.
My questions are of a related nature.
1. I am wondering if could review the DRAFT Market Ana/ysis Report for BZP and TFMPP enclosed here
by noon on Friday, December 10? We don't have time for changes requiring a lot of research, as we
need to finalize the report with internal approvals by December 24th. However, please make any
comments you have, as your comments could also be considered to complete the CBA Template and/or in
the work that will be assigned in the second Contract (see point 2 below).
2. We will start negott'dtifmrs this week with a Contractor to do some statistical modelling (e.g., Diffusion
Curves and Regression Models). This will give us a better idea of the BZP and TFMPP market potential in
Canada, i.e. the Contractor would be required to provide us with estimates for 2006-2010 and projections
for 2010-2020 for regulatory and non-regulatory scenarios for BZP and TFMPP.
Estimates would be based on studies/surveys performed in NZ on BZP (party pill) use. The Contractor
would also consider information from CADUMS (2008, 2009) and potentially LlMS (we have the info from
LlMS to October 2010). We welcome your comments here as well, should you have any suggestions
about information (or other) the Contractor should consider.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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Legal party pill use in New Zealand:
Prevalence of use, availability, health harms and
'gateway effects' of benzylpiperazine (BZP)
and triflourophenylmethylpiperazine
(TFMPP)

C. Wilkins
M. Giding
P. Sweetsur
T. Huckle
1. Huakau

Centr) f~ocial and Health Outcomes .Rese.arch and Evaluation (SHORE)
Massey Umverslty
Auckland
New Zealand

Massey University
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Summary
The principal aims of the 2006 National Household Survey of Legal Party Pill Use
were to provide national population statistics on the prevalence and patterns of legal
party pill u~e ~ew Zealand, and to provide data on the harms and problems related
to the use of legal party pills in New Zealand.
The survey consisted of a random national household sample of 2,010 people aged
13-45 years old collected using the Centre for Social and Health Outcomes Research
and Evaluation (SHORE) and Whariki's in-house computer assisted telephone
interviewing (CATI) system.

Prevalence and patterns of use
One in five (20.3%; 18.4-22.3) of the sample had ever tried legal party pills, and one
in seven (15.3%; 13.6-17.1) had used legal party pills in the preceding 12 months.
Levels of last year use of legal party pills were highest among the 18-24 year old age
range with 33.9% (25.3-43.6) of 18-19 year olds and 38.00/0 (31.3-45.2) of 20-24 year
olds having used legal party pills in the preceding year.
Males were more likely than females to have used legal party pills in the previous
year in a number of age groups including among 13-14 year olds (4.40/0 vs. 0%), 2024 year olds (48.5% vs. 27.9%, p=0.0043), 30-34 year olds (15.40/0 vs. 6.6%,
p=0.0179), ;35~ year olds (10.7% vs. 2.20/0, p=0.0032) and 40-45 year olds (7.6% vs.
2.5%, p=0.0252).
Maori were more likely than non-Maori to have used legal party pills in the preceding
12 months (19.9% vs. 14.5%, p=0.0408). By age group, Maori were more likely than
non-Maori to have used legal party pills in the preceding year among those aged 2529 years old (35.4% vs. 15.6%), p=0.025).
Frequency of use

Nearly half (45.6%) of those who had used legal party pills in the previous 12 months
had only used them 1-2 times in the preceding year. One in 18 (5.7%) users had used
legal party pills weekly or more often over the last year (ie. 50+ times in a year).
Means of administration

Nearly all (98.8%) of those who had used legal party pills in the previous year
typically 'swallowed' their legal party pills. Only one user (0.60/0) reported they
typically injected their legal party pills.
Quantity used

The mean oo~r of legal party pills taken on a typical occasion was 2.6 pills (2.3-2.9
pills). When asked what was the greatest number of legal party pills they had taken in
Centre for Social and Health Outcomes Research and Evaluation & Te Ropu Whariki
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a single occasion, four out of 10 (41.6%) users said four or more pills, one in five
(20.2%) said six or more pills, and one in nine (10.90/0) said eight or more pills at one
time.
Location of use

Public places were often the most common locations in which to use legal party pills
with half of users either using 'all' (25.2%) or 'most' (26.4%) of their legal party pills
in public places. Work locations were the least common place to use legal party pills.
Approximately one in six (15.90/0) users had completed at least 'some' of their driving
under the influence of legal party pills.

Poly drug use
Use with alcohol

Approximately one in three (32.8%, 26.9-39.4) legal party pill users said they drank
'more' alcohol when using legal party pills.
Substances used in combination

Nearly nine out of 10 (86.4%>, 81.6-90.1) legal party pill users said they use other
substances with their legal party pills. The most common substance used with legal
party pills was alcohol (91.1 %, 86.3-94.3), followed by tobacco (39.6%, 33.1-46.6)
and cannabis (22.3%, 17.0-28.7).
Substances used to recover

Approximately one third (32.20/0, 26.5-38.5) of legal party pill users indicated they
usually used other substances to help them recover from their legal party pill use. The
substances most commonly used were so called 'recovery pills' (50.2%, 38.8-61.6),
cannabis (28.30/0, 19.3-39.5), tobacco (27.50/0, 18.3-39.0) and alcohol (10.7%, 5.1J ~
2l.2).
Other drug use

Nearly all the legal party pill users (97.2%) had used other drugs in the preceding 12
months. Legal party pill users generally had much higher levels of illicit drug use than
the wider population. For example, 15.9% of legal party pill users had used
amphetamines in the last year compared to 3.7% of the population in 2003.
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Harms from legal party pills
Areas of life harmed
The areas of life most commonly reported harmed by legal party pill use were 'energy
and vitality' (19.30/0), 'health' (14.6%), 'financial position' (8.8%) and 'outlook on
life' (6.3%).
Physical problems
The physical problems most often experienced from legal party pill use were 'poor
appetite' (41.1%), 'hot/cold flushes' (30.6%), 'heavy sweating' (23.4%), 'stomach
pains/nausea' (22.2%), 'headaches' (21.9%) and 'tremors and shakes' (18.4%).
Psychological problems
The psychological problems most often experienced from legal party pill use were
'trouble sleeping' (50.40/0), 'loss of energy' (18.4%), 'strange thoughts' (15.6%),
'mood swings' (14.8%), 'confusion' (12.1%) and 'irritability' (11.4%).
Accessing I~af+lt.services
One in 100 (1.0%) users had visited a hospital emergency department and one in 250
(0.40/0) users had been admitted to a hospital in relation to their legal party pill use in
the previous 12 months.

Availability, price and potency
Availability
Three quarters (75.70/0; 69.8-80.8) of users described the current availability of legal
party pills as 'very easy' and a further one in five (21.0%; 16.3-26.6) described
availability as 'easy'.
Potency
Half of the users (49.8%; 42.2-57.5) said the strength of legal party pills was 'higher'
compared to a year ago
Dollar expenditures and price
The mediar! dOil\r amount spent on legal party pills per user on a typical occasion was
$40 (mean $39, range $8-$200).
Search time
Two thirds (66.9%; 60.8-72.6) of legal party pill buyers said they could purchase legal
party pills in 'less than 20 minutes'.
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Extent of dependency
One in 45 (2.2%) of last year legal party pill users were classified as dependent on
legal party pills by scoring greater than four on the combined five questions of a Short
Dependency ~e (SDS).

Gateway effects
Current legal party pill use and illicit drug use
Of those who were current legal party pill users and current illicit drug users,
approximately three out of 10 (27.9%; 19.9-37.8) said they only 'use legal party pills
when they cannot get illicit drugs'. A further three out of 10 (26.9%; 18.8-36.9)
indicated that they 'use legal party pills with illegal drugs to enhance their effects or
the duration of effects'. The remaining four out of 10 (45.2%; 35.6-55.1) reported that
they 'use legal party pills so they do not have to use illegal drugs'.
Past legal party pill use and illicit drug use
Of those who indicated some kind of past relationship between their legal party pill
and illicit drug use, one in seven (13.5%; 8.4-20.8) said they had 'started out using
legal party pills but now mostly use illegal drugs'. Four out of 10 (42.5%; 34.1-51.4)
reported they 'now use both illegal drugs and legal party pills (no change in level of
illegal drug use)'. The final group (44.1 %; 35.5-53.0) indicated they 'were using illicit
drugs but now mostly use legal party pills'.

User perceptions
Knowledge o.fproduct safety instructions
One in six (15.50/0; 11.5-20.6) users indicated they did not know how many legal party
pills it was safe to take in a single night. One in five (21.2%; 16.4-26.8) users did not
know what other substances should not be taken with legal party pills. One in 10
(9.50/0; 6.2-14.5) users did not know which groups of people should not use legal party
pills.
Perceptions o.f the risk o.f drug use
Nearly three-quarters (74.6%; 68.5-79.9) of legal party pill users thought the regular
use of methamphetamine was an 'extreme health risk'. Over six out of 10 (63.8%;
56.4-70.7) legal party pill users considered the regular use ofGHB to be an 'extreme
health risk'. Legal party pill users considered the use of alcohol, cannabis and legal
party pills to pose roughly the same level of risk, with less than 100/0 of users
considering the regular use of these substances to be an 'extreme health risk'.
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Policy and legal party pills
Age ident(fication
Approximately three out of 10 (26.70/0; 15.8-41.3) legal party pill buyers under 20
years old had 'never' been asked for age identification when attempting to purchase
legal party pills.
Refused purchase
Eight out of 10 (80.7 % ; 65.4-90.3) legal party pill buyers under the age of 20 had
'never' been refused purchase of legal party pills.
I

~

Current regulation
Six out of 10 (60.60/0; 58.2-63.1) survey respondents felt that the current regulation of
legal party pills was 'too light'. One third (36.20/0; 33.9-38.7) of respondents said
current regulation was 'about right'. One in 32 (3.1 %; 2.3-4.2) respondents believed
that the current regulation of legal party pills was 'too heavy'.
Support for options to strengthen regulation
Of those who believed the current regulation of legal party pills should be
strengthened (60.6%, n=1187), six out of 10 wanted to see the sale of legal party pills
'prohibited from convenience stores', about half wanted sellers of legal party pills to
have to obtain a 'special license to sell these products', a further half of respondents
wanted 'mandatory health warnings on all packaging' and 'age restrictions on
purchasing to be increased to 20 years old'. A similar proportion wanted legal party
pills to be 'prohibited for everyone'. Approximately one-third indicated support for 'a
total ban on advertising', 'prohibition from places that sold alcohol' and 'restricting
the total dosage ofBZP sold in a single pack'.
Support for options to relax regulation
Of those who~lieved the current regulation of legal party pills should be relaxed
(3.10/0, n=41), approximately half wanted the legal age required to purchase party pills
to be lowered to 16 years old, a similar proportion of respondents wanted the
advertising of legal party pills to be permitted in major media networks, and about
three out of 10 wanted there to be no age restrictions on the purchase of legal party
pills.
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Introduction
The principal aims of the 2006 National Household Survey of Legal Party Pill Use
were to provide national population statistics on the prevalence and patterns of legal
party pill use in New Zealand, and to provide data on the harms and problems related
to the use of legal party pills in New Zealand. The study was also undertaken to
investigate how the use of legal party pills was interacting with use of other drug
types including alcohol and illicit drugs, such as amphetamines. This report also
presents data on users' perceptions of the benefits and health risks of using legal party
pills and how the current R 18 restriction on the sale of legal party pills is impacting
on younger users' ability to purchase these products. Findings are presented on the
availability and potency of legal party pills, dollar expenditures on these substances,
and the context of their use. All respondents to the survey were asked their opinion of
the current regulation of legal party pills and were invited to indicate what future
regulatory changes they would support.

Background
I

~

Legal party pills emerged in New Zealand around the year 2000 and have become
increasingly popular in recent years. They are sold under a wide range of product
names in New Zealand, including 'Charge', 'Kandi' and 'Red Hearts' (see Appendix
1). Legal party pills are used in recreational contexts, to enhance confidence and
extend hours of socialising, and are also used in professional and domestic contexts to
improve concentration and ability to work for long periods of time without a break.
Legal party pills are taken as substitutes for illicit drugs, but also in combination with
them to prolong the duration of effects (Janes, 2004).
The main active ingredients of legal party pills are benzylpiperazine (BZP) and
triflourophenylmethylpiperazine (TFMPP). These substances are members of the
piperazine group and are produced synthetically. BZP has been found to have effects
similar to low potency amphetamine (i.e. 10% the potency of dexamphetamine), while
TFMPP is reported to have effects similar to ecstasy (MDMA - 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine) (Bye et aI., 1973, Campbell et aI., 1973, Expert
Advisory Committee on Drugs, 2004, p.5, Gee et aI., 2005). A 100mg dose of BZP is
said to have effects of between 6-8 hours duration (Expert Advisory Committee on
Drugs, 2004, p.6). The individual characteristics of different legal party pill products
are achieved largely by moderating the absolute quantities, and mix, of BZP and
TFMPP to achieve the desired level of stimulant versus emphatic and hallucinogenic
effects (Jan~s,~04).
Anecdotal and media reports suggest that adolescents and young adults are the main
users of BZP in New Zealand. There are also reports of people in their late twenties
and early thirties using these substances to avoid problems with law enforcement
which may come from using illicit drugs, such as methamphetamine and ecstasy (New
Zealand Herald, 2005b). Single parents, middle aged people and professionals have
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also been known to use BZP to help cope with household chores, child supervision,
working long hours and shift work.
There have been a number of reported incidents of users suffering serious side-effects
from legal party pills (New Zealand Herald, 2005a, Hayman, 2005). Some of these
incidents have resulted in medical emergencies and hospital admissions, as well as
attention from St. John Ambulance services (New Zealand Herald, 2005a). A recent
New ZealJndMedical lournal article described 80 BZP-related Emergency
Department admissions occurring at Christchurch Hospital over a six month period in
2005 (Gee et aI., 2005). The authors concluded that BZP can cause unpredictable and
serious toxicity in some people (Gee et aI., 2005). The authors advise that those with
seizure disorders or coronary disease should avoid using BZP, as should those taking
certain prescription medicines (Gee et aI., 2005). The intravenous use of BZP has also
been reported by some drug and alcohol practitioners working in New Zealand. Legal
party pill use has been linked with one case of drug psychosis requiring admittance to
a Christchurch acute psychiatric facility (Saunders, 2005).
Based on industry figures, it has been estimated that approximately five million legal
party pills have been manufactured in New Zealand since 2000 (Expert Advisory
Committee on Drugs, 2004, pA, New Zealand Herald, 2005b, Chapple, 2005).
Current sales are estimated at a rate of 50,000 four pill packs every month (New
Zealand Herald, 2005b). Best estimates are that the industry has annual sales of $24
million dollars (New Zealand Herald, 2005b). The strength of BZP products has
increased steadily since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per
dose to 250 mg per dose (New Zealand Herald, 2005b). Bags of pure BZP, known as
Hummer, are now being marketed in some areas (New Zealand Herald, 2005b). Legal
party pills are currently sold from a wide range of retail outlets in New Zealand
including comer dairies, liquor stores, service stations, adult entertainment shops,
mobile ven'po~pubs, clubs and dance party events and from 24 hour convenience
stores (Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs, 2004, p.7). BZP is sold in pill, capsule
and powder form.
The Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) considered the classification of
BZP and related substances in March 2004. The EACD concluded that there was
insufficient evidence available to classify these substances and recommended that
research into the prevalence and harms of BZP products in New Zealand be
commissioned to further inform the regulation of these substances (Expert Advisory
Committee on Drugs, 2004, pA). One of the risks to public health of legal party pills
discussed in the EACD report was the role legal party pills may play in the initiation
of use of more harmful illicit drugs, such as methamphetamine (i.e. 'gateway in')
(Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs, 2004, p.6). Conversely, the EACD noted BZP
may playa role in reversing illicit drug use or avoiding it all together (i.e. 'gateway
ouC). In June 2005, BZP was classified under the newly created Class D category of
the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975 and its sale and supply restricted to those 18 years and
older. The advertising of legal party pills was prohibited from major media networks
including television, radio, newspapers and magazines.
To further inform the regulatory control of BZP in New Zealand, the National Drug
Policy Discretionary Fund set the study of the population prevalence of legal party pill
use and related harms as a research priority for the 2005 funding round. A research
II

~
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proposal for a national household survey of legal party pill use was developed by
researchers at the Centre for Social and Health Outcomes Research and Evaluation
(SHORE), at Massey University. This proposal, along with several other BZP
research projects, was selected for funding in 2006. This report presents the findings
of the 2006 National Household Survey of Legal Party Pill Use in New Zealand.

Aims

The aims of the 2006 National Household Survey of Legal Party Pill Use were:
•

To identify the population prevalence and patterns of use of legal party pills in
Ne"'l~and

•

To identify levels of poly drug use by legal party pill users

•

To measure the harms and problems experienced by legal party pill users

•

To measure the level of availability of, and accessibility to, legal party pills

•

To explore the role legal party pills may play in the initiation of illicit drug use
(i.e. "Gateway in' hypothesis) or alternatively the cessation of illicit drug use
(i.e. 'Gateway out' hypothesis)

•

To explore young people's perceptions of the benefits and risks of legal party
pill use

•

To identify the demographic characteristics of legal party pill users.

Method

The 2006 ~at~al Household Survey of Legal Party Pill Use consisted of a random
national household sample of 2,010 people aged 13-45 years old, collected using the
Centre for Social and Health Outcomes Research and Evaluation (SHORE) and
Whariki's in-house computer assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) system. To
represent the different socio-economic characteristics of the New Zealand population
the country was divided into 34 strata. Each telephone number was tried at least 10
times on different days and times of the day in an effort to reach those seldom at
home. Within each household one person was randomly selected for an interview.
Each interviewer worked at a computer workstation and entered answers directly into
a database. The computer displayed the survey questions for the interviewer to read,
and performed logical checking of answers as the information was entered.
Respondents were informed that the study was being conducted on behalf of the
Ministry of Health and that everything they said would be confidential. Interviewing
was completed from February to March 2006. An overall response rate of 690/0 was
achieved.
12
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Analysis

The sample data were weighted by eligible household size to adjust for the selection
of only one person frOlTI each household. All analysis was conducted using the
SUDAAN software package, incorporating the effects of weighting and stratification.
Prevalence levels and corresponding confidence intervals were calculated using
logistic regression. Regression analysis was used to calculate means and confidence
intervals for continuous variables. All comparisons were tested for significance at the
95% confidence level. Confidence intervals and the results of statistical tests are only
reported where there are at least 10 respondents in each comparison group.
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CHAPTER 1 - PREVALENCE AND PATTERNS OF LEGAL
PARTY PILL USE

Introduction
This chapter presents data on the population prevalence of legal party pills in New
Zealand. Respondents were first asked whether they had ever tried legal party pills
and, if they had done so, whether they had used any in the last year. Those who had
used legal party pills in the last year were asked a series of questions about their
patterns of use, age of first use, reasons for changing levels of use and context of use.

Ever tried legal party pills
One in five (20.3%; 18.4-22.3) of the sample had ever tried legal party pills. Levels of
lifetime use of legal party pills was highest among the 18-29 year age range with
40.70/0 (31.5-50.5) of 18-19 year olds and 48.8% (41.6-56.0) of 20-24 year olds
having ever used legal party pills. One in six (16.3%; 11.7%-22.3%) of 15-17 year
olds had ever tried legal party pills, while only 3.0% (1.0-8.5) of 13-14 year olds had
tried legal ~a~ills. Overall, males were more likely to have ever tried legal party
pills than females (24.2% vs. 16.9%, p=0.0003). In several age groups males were
more likely than females to have tried legal party pills including those aged 20-24
years (58.2% vs. 39.70/0, p=0.0135), 30-34 years (24.40/0 vs. 12.5%, p=0.0104) and
35-39 years (15.3% vs. 6.4%, p=0.0153) (Figure 1.1).
Figure 1.1: Ever tried legal party pills by age and gender, 2006
Percentage
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Maori were more likely than non-Maori to have ever tried legal party pills (25.7% vs.
19.4%, p=0.035). Maori were more likely than non-Maori to have tried legal party
pills among those aged 25-29 years old (46.2% vs. 24.0%, p=0.0267) and 35-39 years
old (26.4% vs. 8.5%, p=0.0(63) (Figure 1.2).
Figure 1.2: Proportion of Maori and non-Maori who had ever tried legal party pills by
age group, 2006
Percentage
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Age of first use of legal party pills
All of those who had ever tried legal party pills were asked at what age they first
started using legal party pills. Common ages at which legal party pills were first tried
were 15 years old (7.3%), 16 years old (9.20/0), 17 years old (9.7%) and 18 years old
(12.80/0). There was no difference in the average age at which legal party pills were
first tried between males and females (22.8 vs. 21.4 years, p=0.1083) (Figures 1.3 and
1.4).
Figure 1.3: ~g~t which males first tried legal party pills, 2006
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Figure 1.4: Age at which females first tried legal party pills, 2006
Percentage
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Reasons for never using legal party pills
Those respondents who had never tried legal party pills (79.7%; 77.7-81.6) were
asked what reasons kept them from using legal party pills. Respondents were given
the opportunity to provide as many reasons as they felt were relevant. Responses were
initially coded according to a set of categories developed in earlier surveys of drug
use in New Zealand (see Black and Casswell, 1993, Field and Casswell, 1999,
Wilkins et aI., 2002). Reasons which did not fit into these existing categories (ie, were
initial1y coded as 'others') were grouped into newly developed categories as required.
The most commonly cited reason for having never tried legal party pills was 'just
don't like them', followed by 'not in social scene' and 'health related reasons' (Table
1.1 ).
Table 1.1: Reasons for never using legal party pills, 2006
Reason
Did not like them
Not in social scene
Health related reasons
Never heard of them
Too old
A
~
Against my religious belief
Family responsibility/kids
Too expensive
Not enouQh information on effects
Saw bad effects in others
Family reasons
Under age/ risk of getting caught

Percent (%)

Lower CI (%)

Upper CI (%)

72.3
19.5
15.7
4.9
4.0
3.6
3.3
3.0
3.0
2.6
2.2
2.2

69.7
17.4
13.8
3.9
3.1
2.7
2.4
2.2
2.2
1.9
1.5
1.5

74.7
21.7
17.8
6.3
5.2
4.8
4.5
4.1
4.0
3.7
3.2
3.2

(Percentages are of respondents who had never tiled legal party pills
excluding don"t know and refused - each respondent could give
more than one reason; n= 1567)
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Last year use of legal party pills
One in sevFn45.3%; 13.6-17.1) of the sample had used legal party pills in the
preceding 12 months. Levels of last year legal party pill use were highest among the
18-24 year old age range, with 33.9% (25.3-43.6) of 18-19 year olds and 38.0% (31.345.2) of 20-24 year olds having used legal party pills in the preceding year. One in six
(16.3%; 11.7%-22.30/0) of 15-17 year olds had used legal party pills in the last year,
while only 3.0% (0.8-8.4) of 13-14 year olds had used legal party pills in the last 12
months. Overall, males were more likely than females to have used legal party pills in
the last year (19.8% vs. 11.4%, p<O.OOOI). Males were more likely than females to
have used legal party pills in the previous year in a number of age groups including
among 13-14 year olds (4.40/0 vs. 0 %),20-24 year olds (48.50/0 vs. 27.90/0, p=0.0043),
30-34 year olds (15.4% vs. 6.60/0, p=0.0179), 35-39 year olds (10.70/0 vs. 2.2%,
p=0.0032) and 40-45 year olds (7.6% vs. 2.5%, p=0.0252) (Figure 1.5).
Figure 1.5: Last year use of legal party pills by age and gender, 2006
Percentage
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Maori were more likely than non-Maori to have used legal party pills in the preceding
12 months (19.9% vs. 14.5(Yo, p=0.0408). Maori were more likely than non-Maori to
have used legal party pills in the preceding year among those aged 25-29 years old
(35.4% vs. 15.6%, p=0.025) (Figure 1.6).
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Figure 1.6: Proportion of Maori and non-Maori who had used legal party pills in the
last year by age group, 2006
Percentage
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Use of legal party pills in the last 30 days
One in 22 (4.60/0; 3.7-5.8) of the sample had used legal party pills in the preceding
month. Levels of legal party pill use in the last 30 days were highest among the 18-24
year old age range with 13.1 % (7.9-21.1) of 18-19 year olds and 10.5% (6.8-15.7) of
20-24 year olds having used legal party pills in the previous month. One in seventeen
(5.8%; 3.3%-9.9%) of 15-17 year olds had used legal party pills in the last month.
Overall, males were more likely than females to have used legal party pills in the last
month (6.40/0 vs. 3.1 %, p=0.0018).

Changes in legal party pill use
Respondents ~o had ever tried legal party pills were asked how their use of legal
party pills had changed in the last year. One in 12 respondents (8.4%; 5.8-12.0) said
they were using 'more' legal party pills, one in six respondents (16.0%; 12.5-20.5)
were using at the 'same' level, and a further one in seven of the sample (14.7%; 11.219.2) reported they were using 'less' legal party pills. The largest proportion of
respondents (60.8%; 55.3-66.0) had 'stopped' using legal party pills.
Last year legal party pill users who indicated they had changed their use of legal party
pills were asked about their reasons for changing their level of use. They were given
the opportunity to provide as many reasons as they felt were relevant. Responses were
initially coded according to a set of categories developed in earlier surveys of drug
use (see Black and Casswell, 1993, Field and Casswell, 1999, Wilkins et aI., 2002).
Reasons which did not fit into these existing categories (ie, were initially coded as
'others') were grouped into newly developed categories as required.
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Reasons for using less legal party pills
The most commonly reported reasons given for using less legal party pills were the
'hang over~ effect, 'no longer party as much~, 'physical health reasons', 'don~t like
them~ and 'too expensive' (Table 1.2).
Table 1.2: Reasons for using less legal party pills, 2006
Reason
Hang over/ come down too bad
Don't party as much now
Physical health reasons
Didn't like them
Too expensive
Effects wore off
Mental health reasons
No longer fun/got boring
New friends/social scene
Social pressure
Using more alcohol now
Too old/got qlder.."
Don't earn enough money
Fear of addiction

Percent (%)

31.8
30.3
15.2
9.8
9.1
7.6
6.8
5.3
3.8
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.3
2.3

(Percentages are of respondents who reported usmg less legal party pIlls
excluding don't know and refused - each respondent could give
more than one reason; n=52)

Reasons for having stopped using legal party pills
Just over half (52.5%; 45.3-59.7) of those who had stopped using legal party pills said
the reason they stopped using was they were 'just experimenting' or 'didn't like them'
(Table 1.3). Nearly three out of 10 (27.1 %,20.4-37.2) said the 'hang-over' from using
legal party pills caused them to stop using. One in six (17.9%; 12.1-26.8) cited 'health
reasons' as the reason they stopped using legal party pills. The financial cost of using
legal party pills was mentioned by approximately one in eight (11.80/0; 7.7-17.5) as
the reason why they stopped using.
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Table 1.3 Reasons for having stopped using legal party pills, 2006

..

Reason
~
Just don't like them/no need/Just
experimentinq
Hangover/bad come down effects
Health related reasons
Too expensive/Didn't earn enough

Percent (%)
52.5
27.1
17.9
11.8
8.5

Not in social scene/Don't party as much now
Too old
Family responsibility/kids
Saw bad effects on others
Prefer drinking alcohol
Preqnant
Effects wore off
Fear of addiction
No time/too busy
Social pressure
Prefer other illegal drugs
Job related reasons
Aqainst my religion/religious belief
Family reasons
Lost too much weight'

5.4
4.9
3.3
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.1
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.4

(Percentages are of respondents who reported havmg stopped legal party pIli use
excluding don't know and refused - each respondent could give
more than one reason; n=232)

Reasons for using more legal party pills
The most commonly cited reasons for using more legal party pills were 'liked the
effects', 'partying much longer', 'part of the social scene" and 'experimenting' (Table
1.4).
Table 1.4: Reasons for using more legal party pills, 2006
Reason
Like the effect/its fun
Partying much longer
Part of the scene
Experimentinq
Easier to qet/more around
Can afford more/earn more
Now old enough to buy them
Need more to get same effect
New friends
Social pressure
Like to try the new pills when they

Percent (%)
32.4
23.0
14.9
8.1
6.8
5.4
5.4
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1

(Percentages are of respondents who reported usmg more legal party pills
excluding don't know and refused - each respondent could give
more than one rel!so~31)
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Frequency of legal party pill use

Nearly half (45.6%) of those who had used legal party pills in the previous 12 months
had only used them 1-2 times in the preceding year (Figure 1.7). A further quarter of
last year users (26.6%) had used legal party pills only 3-5 times in the previous year.
One in 10 (10.5%) legal party pill users had used legal party pills approximately
monthly (ie. 10-19 times in a year). One in 18 (5.7%) users had used legal party pills
weekly or more often over the last year (ie. 50+ times in a year). On average, males
had used legal party pills on more occasions than females over the last 12 months
(16.2 times vs. 7.3 times, p=0.0399).
Figure 1.7: Number of times used legal party pills in the last 12 months by gender,
2006
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Nearly all (98.80/0) of those respondents who had used legal party pills in the previous
year typically 'swallowed' their legal party pills. Two users typically 'snorted' their
legal party pills in powder form. One user reported they typically injected their legal
party pills in the powder form. One in 83 (1.20/0; n=3) of last year legal party pill users
had ever injected legal party pills.

Number of legal party pills taken

The mean number of legal party pills taken on a typical occasion was 2.6 pills (2.3-2.9
pills). Males consumed a greater number of legal party pills on average than females
on a typical occasion (2.8 vs. 2.2 pills, p=0.0117) (Figure 1.8). When asked what was
the greatest number of legal party pills they had taken on one occasion, four out of 10
(41.60/0) users said four or more pills, one in five (20.20/0) said six or more pills, and
one in nine (10.9%) said eight or more pills at one time.
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Figure 1.8: Number of legal party pills taken on a typical occasion by sex
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Binged on legal party pills

The interviewer explained that the binge use of legal party pills was defined as using
legal party pills continuously for 24 hours or more. One in six (17.40/0, 13.0-23.0) of
those who had used legal party pills in the previous year reported they had binged on
them in this way in the previous 12 months. There was no difference in the incidence
of bingeing on legal party pills between males and females (19.2% vs. 14.8%"
p=0.383). Approximately half (52.4%) of those who had binged on legal party pills
had done so only once in the last year (Figure 1.9). Approximately one in five
(19.4%) of those who had binged on legal party pills had done so ten or more times in
the last year.
Figure 1.9: Number of times binged on legal party pills in the last year
Percentage
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Location oJ u~
Those who had used legal party pills in the previous year were asked how much of
their legal party pill use took place in 'private homes', how much took place in
'public places' and how much took place in 'work places'. Public places were often
the most common locations to use legal party pills with half of users either using' all'
(25.2%) or 'most' (26.4%) of their legal party pills in public places (Figure 1.10). The
interviewer elaborated that public places meant places such as 'music concerts, on the
street, at the beach or park, pub, bar or at a dance party'. Private homes were also
popular places to use legal party pills with one in three users either saying they had
used 'all' (16.7%) or 'most' (16.7%) of their legal party pills in private homes. Work
locations were reported as the least common place to use legal party pills with nine
out of 10 (91.1 %) users saying they had used no legal party pills in work locations in
the last 12 months.
Figure 1.10: Proportion of last year users using in different locations, 2006
Percentage
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Legal party pill use and driving
Those who had used legal party pills in the previous year were asked how much of
their driving was done under the influence of legal party pills in the last 12 months.
Two thirds of last year legal party pill users (66.7%) had completed no driving under
the influence of legal party pills (Figure 1.11). Approximately one in six (15.90/0)
users had completed at least 'some' of their driving under the influence of legal party
pills.
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Figure 1.11: Proportion who drove under the influence of legal party pills, 2006
Percentage
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CHAPTER 2 - POLY DRUG USE AND LEGAL PARTY PILLS

Introduction
An important issue related to legal party pills is how their use contributes to the use of
other drug types. These relationships are explored further in Chapter 6. This chapter
presents findings on the substances that legal party pill users reported they used in
combination with legal party pills and the substances they used to help them recover
from the effects of using legal party pills. The chapter also provides a summary of all
the other drug types that those who had used legal party pills had used in the previous
year.

Legal party pills and level of drinking
Those who'hafM!sed legal party pills in the last year were asked if they drank 'more',
'the same' amount or 'less' alcohol when using legal party pills. Four out of 10 legal
party pill users (39.7%, 33.2-46.5) said they drank 'less' alcohol while using legal
party pills, while three out of 10 (27.50/0, 21.8-34.1) reported they drank 'the same'
amount of alcohol while using legal party pills (Figure 2.1). Approximately one in
three (32.8%, 26.9-39.4) legal party pill users said they drank 'more' alcohol when
using legal party pills.
Figure 2.1: Impact of legal party pills on level of drinking, 2006
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Substances used in combination with legal party pills
Those who had used legal party pills in the previous 12 months were asked what
substances, if any, they usually use with legal party pills. Nearly nine out of 10
(86.4%), 81.6-90.1) legal party pill users said they use other substances with their legal
party pills. The most common substance used with legal party pills was alcohol
(91.10/0, 86,3-Q.4.3), followed by tobacco (39.60/0, 33.1-46.6) and cannabis (22.30/0,
17.0-28.7) (Table 2.1). The next most commonly used substances were so called
'recovery pills' which are often sold from retail outlets that sell legal party pills.
Manufacturers claim that these substances assist drug users to recover from the hangover effects and long term harms associated with legal party pill use and other drug
use. Ecstasy (MDMA) was the amphetamine type stimulant (ATS) drug most
commonly used with legal party pills, with approximately one in twenty (5.3%, 2.89.5) users saying they usually used it with their legal party pills. Amphetamine and
crystal methamphetamine were only rarely used with legal party pills (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Substances used in combination with legal party pills, 2006
Drug type
Alcohol
T obacco/ cigarettes
Cannabis
Recovery pills
Ecstasy (E, MDMA)
Nitrous oxide
Hallucinogenic mushrooms
Amphetamines (meth, P, pure)
LSD
G HB (gamma-hydroxybutyrate)
Rush (Amyl nitrate, Butyl nitrate)
,
'¥
Cocaine
Ice (crystal meth)
Other opiates
Kava
Other hallucinogens (PCP, datura)

Percent (%)

91.1
39.6
22.3
9.2
5.3
4.5
2.4
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5

Substances used to recover from legal party pills
Those who had used legal party pills in the previous 12 months were asked what
substances, if any, they usually used to help them 'come down' or recover from using
legal party pills. Approximately one third (32.2%, 26.5-38.5) of legal party pill users
indicated they usually used other substances to help them recover from their legal
party pill use. The substances most commonly used were 'recovery pills' (50.2%,
38.8-61.6), cannabis (28.30/0, 19.3-39.5) and tobacco (27.50/0,18.3-39.0) (Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2: Substances used to help recover from legal party pills, 2006
Drug type
Recovery pills
Cannabis
Tobacco/cigarettes
Alcohol
Ecstasy (E,MDMA)
Ice (crystal meth)
Nitrous oxide (laughing gas)
Tranquillizers (downers, valium ,serepans)
Hallucinogenic mushrooms
Crack cocaine
Amphetamines (meth,P,pure)
LSD
Cocaine
....
"

Percent (%)
50.2
28.3
27.5
10.7
4.3
1.7
1.7
1.3
1.3
1.3
0.4
0.4
0.4

...

Other drug use by legal party pill users
Legal party pill users were asked whether they had recently used a list of other drug
types, including alcohol and tobacco and twenty-four other drug types. Nearly all the
legal party pill users (97.2~-o) had used other drugs in the preceding 12 months. The
drug types they most commonly used are summarised in Table 2.3. Six out of 10
(60.8%; 54.3, 66.9) legal party pill users had used cannabis in the last year, one in five
(2l.0 0/0; 16.3, 26.6) had used ecstasy in the last year and one in six (15.90/0; 1l.8,
21.1) had used amphetamines in the last year. One in seven (14.40/0,10.4,19.6) legal
party pill users had used nitrous oxide in the preceding 12 months and one in 10
(10.0%; 6.8-14.4) had used LSD in the previous year. One in 29 (3.5%; 1.8-6.5) legal
party pill users reported they had used crystal methamphetamine in the previous year.
Table 2.3: Other drug types used by legal party pill users in the previous year, 2006
Drug type
Alcohol'
Tobacco/cigarettes
Cannabis
Ecstasy (E,r\"D~
Amphetamines (meth,P,pure)
Nitrous oxide
LSD
Hallucinogenic mushrooms
Cocaine
Kava
Ice (crystal meth)
Tranquillizers
(downers, valium,serepans)
Morphine
GHB (gamma-hydroxybutyrate)
Poppies (opium)
Rush (Amyl nitrate,Butyl nitrate),
Crack cocaine
Solvents (glue,petrol,spray paint)
Other hallucinogens (PCP,datura)

Percent (%)
94.6
68.0
60.8
21.0
15.9
14.4
10.0
9.1
6.2
5.1
3.5
3.0
2.1
1.7
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.2
1.2
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Legal party pill users generally had much higher levels of illicit drug use than the
wider population. This can be illustrated by comparing the illicit drug use of the legal
party pill users with that of the general population from the recent 2003 Health
Behaviours Survey - Drugs (2003 HBS-Drugs). The 2003 HBS-Drugs found among
the general population aged 13-45 years old 19.7% had used cannabis, 3.7 % had used
amphetamine, 2.7%, had used ecstasy (MDMA) and 1.8% had used LSD in the
prevIOUS year.
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CHAPTER 3 - HARMS FROM LEGAL PARTY PILLS

Introduction
A central c6n~ around legal party pills is the extent to which users are harmed by
the use of these substances. This chapter presents findings on the extent to which
users report that their use of legal party pills has harmed different areas of their lives
and the types of physical and psychological problems experienced from legal party
pill use. The final section of this chapter investigates the extent to which legal party
pill users have accessed a range of health services in regard to their legal party pill
use.

Self-reported harms from legal party pills
Those who had used legal party pills in the last year were asked whether their use of
legal party pills had harmed eight areas of their life in the preceding year. The areas of
life most commonly reported harmed were 'energy and vitality', 'health' and
'financial position' (Table 3.1). Only 1% (n=2) of last year legal party pill users
reported that their legal party pill use had harmed their 'children's health or wellbeing'.
Table 3.1: Self reported harmful effects from the use of legal party pills in the last 12
months, 2006
Area of life
Energy and 'Iit~
Health
Financial position
Outlook on life
Home life
Friendships and social life
Work and study life

Percent (%)

Lower CI (%)

Upper CI (%)

19.3
14.6
8.8
6.3
4.7
4.0
2.9

14.8
10.6
5.7
3.8
2.6
2.0
1.3

24.8
19.9
13.4
10.3
8.1
7.9
6.2

Those who had experienced harm to 'friendship and social life', 'work and study' and
'financial' areas of life from their legal party pill use were asked more detailed
questions about the most serious problem they had suffered. The low numbers of
respondents answering these questions indicate caution should be exercised when
interpreting the results.
Among those experiencing harm to 'friendships and social life' (4.00/0, n=10) from
their legal party pill use, four said the most serious problem was 'arguments', three
said 'mistrust or anxiety' and two said 'ending a relationship'. One said the most
serious problem was being 'kicked out of home'.
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Among those who had experienced financial problems (8.80/0, n=18) from their legal
party pill use, 11 said they had 'no money for recreation or luxury items', two were
'in debt or owing money', and three had 'no money for food or rent'.
Among those who had experienced work/study problems (2.9%, n=10) from their
legal party pill use, six had 'trouble concentrating', two reported being 'unmotivated'
and a further two taking 'sick leave or not attending classes.

Physical problems from legal party pill use
Those who had used legal party pills in the last year were asked whether they had
experienced any of a list of twenty-three physical problems from using legal party
pills in the last year. Four out of 10 (41.1 0/0; 35.0-47.4) legal party pill users had
experienced 'poor appetite' (Table 3.2). Other physical problems commonly
experienced from legal party pill use were 'hot/cold flushes', 'heavy sweating',
'stomach p~in~usea', 'headaches' and 'tremors and shakes'. A small number of last
year legal party pill users reported 'fainting/passing out' (1.6%, n=4) or 'fits/seizures'
(0.3%, n=l) related to their use of legal party pills.
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Table 3.2: Self-reported physical problems from legal party pill use, 2006
I

~

Problem
Poor appetite
HoUcold flushes
Heavy sweating
Stomach pains/nausea
Headaches
Tremors/shakes
Poor concentration
Dizziness
Heart flutters
Weight loss
Teeth problems
Vomitinq
Shortness of breath
Numbness/ tinqling
Inability to urinate
Memory lapse
Muscular aches
Blurred vision
Joint pains/stiffness
Skin problems
Chest pains

I

Experienced (%)
41.1
30.6
23.4
22.2
21.9
18.4
18.2
15.4
15.4
13.7
12.5
12.2
11.3
10.7
9.7
9.1
8.5
6.2
5.6
3.9
3.8

Lower CI (%)
35.0
25.0
18.4
17.4
17.2
14.0
13.9
11.3
11.3
9.9
8.8
8.5
7.7
7.4
6.5
6.1
5.6
3.7
3.4
2.1
2.2

Upper CI (%)
47.4
36.9
29.3
28.0
27.4
23.8
23.6
20.7
20.5
18.7
17.4
17.4
16.2
15.3
14.4
13.4
12.7
10.1
9.1
7.0
6.7

~

Psychological problems from legal party pill use
Those who had used legal party pills in the last year were asked whether they had
experienced any of a list of eighteen psychological problems from using legal party
pills in the last year. Half (50.4%; 44.1-56.7) of the legal party pill users had
experienced 'trouble sleeping' and one in five (18.4%; 14.0-23.7) experienced 'loss of
energy' from their legal party pill use (Table 3.3). One in nine legal party pill users
experienced 'short temper' (10.90/0; 7.4-15.7) and about the same proportion reported
'irritability' (11.4%, 8.1-15.8) associated with their legal party pill use.
Approximately one in 12 (8.20/0; 5.3-12.4) legal party pill users experienced
'depression' and a further one in 12 (8.4%; 5.5-12.6) 'paranoia'. A small number of
users (1.2%, n=6) reported 'feelings of aggression' related to their use of legal party
pills. A few legal party pill users indicated they had experienced 'suicidal thoughts'
from their legal party pill use (0.80/0, n=2). No legal party pill users said they had
'attempted suicide' in relation to their legal party pill use.
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Table 3.3: Self-reported psychological problems from legal party pill use, 2006
Problem
Trouble sleeping
Loss of energy
Strange thoughts
Mood swings
Confusion
Irritability
Short temper
Anxiety
.. &"I.
Loss of sex urqe
Visual hallucinations
Paranoia
Depression
Sound hallucinations
Flashbacks
Panic attacks

Experienced (%)
50.4
18.4
15.6
14.8
12.1
11.4
10.9
10.0
9.5
8.8
8.4
8.2
6.9
5.0
3.2

LowerCI(%)
44.1
14.0
11.6
10.9
8.6
8.1
7.4
6.7
6.3
5.6
5.5
5.3
4.3
2.9
1.6

Upper CI (%)
56.7
23.7
20.8
19.9
16.6
15.8
15.7
14.6
14.1
13.4
12.6
12.4
10.8
8.4
6.1

Accessing health services
Last year legal party pill users were asked if they had accessed a range of health
services in the last 12 months in relation to their legal party pill use. One in 83 (1.2%)
users had required an ambulance, a further one in 83 (1.20/0) had visited a doctor, one
in 100 (1.00/0) users had visited a hospital emergency department and one in 250
(0.40/0) users had been admitted to a hospital in relation to their legal party pill use in
the previous 12 months (Table 3.4). No users reported seeing a psychologist or
psychiatrist in relation to their legal party pill use in the previous year.
Table 3.4: Health services accessed in relation to legal party pill use in the previous
year, 2006
J

~

Medical service accessed
Ambulance
GP/Doctor
Accident and emergency
Counsellor/druq and alcohol worker/social
Hospital (been admitted)

Percent (0/;)
1.2
1.2
1.0
0.7
0.4
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CHAPTER 4 - AVAILABILITY, POTENCY AND PRICE OF
LEGAL PARTY PILLS

Introduction
Environmental factors such as availability and price have been found to be important
influences on drug use and drug related harm. This chapter investigates current and
recent changes in levels of availability, potency and price of legal party pills.

Availability of legal party pills
Those who had used legal party pills in the last year were asked how easy it was to get
legal party pil~t the moment. Three quarters (75.7%; 69.8-80.8) of users described
the current avaiTability of legal party pills as 'very easy' and a further one in five
(21.0%; 16.3-26.6) described availability as 'easy' (Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.1: Current availability of legal party pills, 2006
Percentage
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Last year legal party pill users were then asked how the availability of legal party pills
had changed in the previous 12 months. One half (49.7%; 43.0-56.4) of users said the
availability of legal party pills was 'the same' compared to 12 months ago (Figure
4.2). However, over four out of 10 (45.1 %; 38.6-51.8) users described the availability
of legal party pills as getting 'easier' compared to a year ago. Only one in 20 (5.20/0;
2.9-9.3) users thought the availability of legal party pills had got 'harder' in the last 12
months.
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Figure 4.2: Change in the availability of legal party pills in the last 12 months, 2006
Percentage
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Strength of legal party pills
Those who had used legal party pills in the last year were asked how the strength of
legal party pills had changed in the previous 12 months. Half of the users (49.8%;
42.2-57.5) said the strength of legal party pills was 'higher' compared to a year ago
(Figure 4.3~. ~milar proportion (46.0 % ; 38.4-53.7) said the strength of legal party
pills was 'the same' compared to 12 months ago. Only one in 24 (4.30/0; 2.1-8.4) users
thought the strength of legal party pills was 'lower' compared to a year ago.
Figure 4.3: Change in the strength of legal party pills in the last 12 months, 2006
Percentage
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Prices and purchase of legal party pills
Nearly three quarters (73.3~1o) of those who had used legal party pills in the last year
had purchased legal party pills in the previous year. The median dollar amount spent
on legal party pills per user on a typical occasion was $40 (mean $39, range $8-$200).
Those who had purchased legal party pills in the previous year were asked how the
price of legal party pills had changed compared to 12 months ago. Half (54.7%; 46.362.9) of those who had purchased legal party pills in the last year said the price of
legal party pills had remained 'the same' compared to a year ago (Figure 4.4). A
quarter (26~%~..~9.8-35.2) of legal party pill buyers said the price of legal party pills
was 'higher' compared to a year ago and one in five (18.5%; 13.0-25.5) reported the
price was' lower' .
Figure 4.4: Change in the price of legal party pills in the last 12 months, 2006
Percentage
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Those who had purchased legal party pills in the last year were asked how long it
would take them to buy some legal party pills. Two thirds (66.9%; 60.8-72.6) of legal
party pill buyers answered 'less than 20 minutes' and a further one in six (15.9%;
11.9-21.0) said it would take them about 1 hour (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1: Time taken to purchase legal party pills, 2006
Percentage
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CHAPTER 5 - EXTENT OF DEPENDENCY ON LEGAL PARTY
PILLS

Introduction
The potential for a drug to create dependency among users is often considered a
central issue with respect to evaluating its harm. Dependency is, however, difficult to
both define and measure. In the absence of specific measures of dependency for legal
party pills, the approach taken here is to use a Short Dependency Scale (SDS) which
has been validated for amphetamine dependency (Gossop et ai., 1995). A cut-off score
of greater than four for the combined five questions of the SDS has been validated as
indicative of problematic amphetamine use (Topp and Mattick, 1997). This chapter
also presents findings on the extent to which legal party pill users thought they
required help to reduce their level of legal party pill use.

Extent of dependency
One in 45 (2.20/0) of last year legal party pill users were classified as dependent on
legal party pills by scoring greater than four on the combined five questions of the
SDS (Figure 5.1). One in 21 (4.8%) legal party pill users scored four or more on the
SDS scale. Nearly three quarters (73.7%) of legal party pill users had a combined
score of zero on the SDS scale. Nine out of 10 (91.7%) users had a combined score of
two or less., ~
Figure 5.1: Short Dependency Scale scores of last year legal party pill users
(dependency validated for those who score greater than 4), 2006
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The results for each of the five questions which make up the SDS are presented
below. A 'never' or 'not difficult' response received a score of zero for the purposes
of the SDS. The other three options for each question received scores of 1, 2 or 3
respectively.

Extent that use is out of control
Those who had used legal party pills in the last year were first asked whether they
ever thought their use of legal party pills was out of control. Nearly nine out of 10
(88.2%; 83;-~8) users ~nswered that they 'never' felt their legal party pill use was
out of control (Figure 5.2). One in 10 (9.7%; 6.5-14.2) said they 'sometimes' felt their
legal party pill use was out of control.

Figure 5.2: Extent use of legal party pills was considered out of control, 2006
Percentage
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Concern about missing a dose
Last year legal party pill users were asked if the prospect of missing a dose of legal
party pills made them feel anxious or worried. Over nine out of 10 (96.8%; 93.4-98.5)
legal party pill users said '"never' (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Prospect of missing a dose made you feel anxious or worried, 2006
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Worry about legal party pill use
Last year legal party pill users were asked if they had worried about their legal party
pill use. Nearly nine out of 10 (86.2%; 80.8-90.2) replied 'never'. One in nine (10.7%;
7.2-15.6) users answered they 'sometimes' worried about their legal party pill use
(Figure 5.4).
Figure 5.4: Worry about your legal party pill use, 2006
Percentage
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Wish you could stop
Last year legal party pill users were asked if they wished they could stop their legal
party pill use. Nearly nine out of 10 (85.50/0; 80.0-89.8) said they had never wished
they could stop (Figure 5.5).
Figure 5.5: )V~you could stop using legal party pills, 2006
Percentage
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Finally, las; y~ legal party pill users were asked how difficult they would find it to
stop or go without legal party pills. Nearly all legal party pill users (97.90/0; 94.8-99.2)
said it would not be difficult to stop using legal party pills (Figure 5.6).
Figure 5.6: How difficult you find it to stop using legal party pills, 2006
Percentage
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Extent required help to reduce level of use
Those who had used legal party pills in the last year were asked to what extent they
felt they needed help to reduce their level of legal party pill use. Nearly all users
(97.4%; 94.5-98.8) answered they thought they needed 'no help at all' (Figure 5.7).
Figure 5.7: Extent last year users felt they needed help to reduce legal party pill use,

2006
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CHAPTER 6 - 'GATEWAY' EFFECTS AND LEGAL PARTY
PILLS
Introduction
An important concern often raised about legal party pills is that the easy access to
these legal stimulants may increase young people's propensity to try other more
powerful illicit stimulants, such as methamphetamine and ecstasy, or other illicit drug
types in general. The manufacturers of legal party pills, on the other hand, claim that
legal party pills provide safer alternatives to more harmful illicit substances, both for
those who are currently abusing more powerful illicit substances and young people
who may otherwise try illicit drugs. A third scenario is that legal party pills are simply
used in combination with illicit drugs and have little impact on overall illicit drug use.
The data presented in this chapter seeks to inform our understanding of the role legal
party pills are playing in illicit drug use by directly asking respondents who have used
both legal party pills and illicit drugs to describe how their use of the two groups of
substances is interrelated. More sophisticated multivariate analysis of the impact of
legal party pills on a range of measures of illicit drug use and drug related harm are
planned to supplement this general report.
I

~

Current relationship between legal party pills and illicit drug use
Those who had used legal party pills and an illicit drug in the previous year were
asked how their use of legal party pills fits into their current illicit drug use.
Respondents were read out a number of statements describing how their current use of
legal party pills interrelates with their current illicit drug use and asked to select the
one that best describes their experience. One third of the respondents to the question
(33.2; 26.0-41.2) indicated that they had recently 'stopped their illicit drug use'. Of
those who were current illicit drug users, approximately three out of 10 (27.90/0; 19.937.8) indicated that they only 'use legal party pills when they cannot get illicit drugs'
(Figure 6.1). A further three out of 10 (26.9%; 18.8-36.9) indicated that they 'use
legal party pills with illegal drugs to enhance their effects or duration of their effects'.
Over four out of 10 (45.2%; 35.6-55.1) reported that they 'use legal party pills so they
do not have to use illegal drugs'.
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Figure 6.1: Role legal party pills play in current illicit drug use, 2006
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Past relationship between legal party pills and illicit drug use
Those who had tried both legal party pills and an illicit drug in their lifetime were
asked how their use of legal party pills fitted into their history of illicit drug use.
Respondents were read out a number of statements describing the past relationship
between their legal party pill and illicit drug use and asked to select the one that best
fitted their experience. One half of the respondents to the question (49.7; 43.6-55.9)
indicated that they had 'stopped both legal party pill and illicit drug use' and there
was no rel1tti~hip between the two. Of those who indicated some kind of past
relationship between their legal party pill and illicit drug use, one in seven (13.5%;
8.4-20.8) indicated they had 'started out using legal party pills but now mostly use
illegal drugs' (Figure 6.2). Four out of 10 (42.50/0; 34.1-51.4) reported they 'now use
both illegal drugs and legal party pills (no change in level of illegal drug use)'. The
final group (44.10/0; 35.5-53.0) indicated they 'were using illicit drugs but now mostly
use legal party pills'.
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Figure 6.2: Role legal party pills have played in history of illicit drug use, 2006
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CHAPT~R7'- USER PERCEPTIONS OF LEGAL PARTY PILLS

Introduction
Perceptions of the benefits and risks of using legal party pills contributes to our
understanding of why some people choose to use these substances, the ways they use
them, and the problems they may experience. This chapter presents findings on the
characteristics of legal party pills which users reported they most liked and most
disliked, users' knowledge of the product safety instructions of legal party pills, and
users' perceptions of the health risk of legal party pills and other drug types.

Characteristics of legal party pills most liked
Those who had used legal party pills in the previous year were asked the three things
they most liked about legal party pills. Approximately half of users (53.2%; 46.360.0) said they most liked the 'energy' that legal party pills provided (Table 7.1).
Over four out of 10 (45.1 %; 38.3-52.0) users said the euphoric effects of legal party
pills was the characteristic they most liked. Other attributes of legal party pills which
users commoq,l.,Y reported as characteristics they most liked included that they were
'legal' (22.~%;i 7.4-28.5), inexpensive (21.2%; 16.1-27.4), 'easy to buy' (19.9%;
15.0-26.0), 'enhanced ability to socialise' (7.8%; 5.0-12.1), were perceived to be
'safer than illegal drugs' (6.7%; 4.0-11.0) and 'increased confidence' (4.9%; 2.7-8.8).
Table 7.1: Characteristics of legal party pills which users most liked, 2006
Attribute
Energy/keeps you going all night
The 'high'/effects/ euphoria
They're legal
They're cheap
They're easy to buy
Enhance ability to socialise
Better/safer than illegal
druQs/alternative substance
Increase confidence
Calm me down/relaxing effect
You can drink more alcohol
The new names
Hallucinations
Allows you to work longer
Helps me think/reflect
Makes sex better
PackaQinQ/adverts
Make other i~e~rugs
better/last longer
Makes music better

Percent (%)

(Percentages are of those who had used legal party pIlls
and refused; n=252)

53.2
45.1
22.5
21.2
19.9
7.8
6.7
4.9
2.7
2.2
1.8
1.6
1.3
1.1
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.5
In

the last year excluding don't know
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Characteristics of legal party pills most disliked
Those who had used legal party pills in the previous year were asked the three things
they most disliked about legal party pills. Approximately half (50.9%; 44.1-57.6) of
users mentioned the 'hang over' associated with using legal party pills as the
characteristic they most disliked (Table 7.2). About one in five users said the
'inability to sleep' (19.50/0; 14.6-25.4) and 'cost' (17.6%; 12.8-23.7) were aspects of
legal party pills they most did not like. Other features of legal party pills which users
said they most disliked were 'dehydration and sweating' (11.5%; 7.8-16.6), 'feeling
sick' (11.0%;~-15.7), that 'kids' (5.5%; 3.2-9.2) were using them, 'exhaustion'
(5.2%; 3.0-8.9%) and 'jaw cramps' (4.6%; 2.4-8.3).
Table 7.2: Characteristics of legal party pills which users most disliked, 2006
Attribute
Come down/hang over
Inability to sleep
Cost/price
Dehydration and sweating
Feeling sick
Kids using them
Exhaustion
Jaw cramps
Knowing its bad for you
Too little information/instruction
Taste
Disappointing high
Long terms effects
Social stigma
Anxiety
Drink too much alcohol
Money wasted
Paranoia
Loss of sex urg~
Depression
Loss of friends
Makes me sneaky and lie
Fits
Addiction/cravings
Makes me angry

Percent (%)

50.9
19.5
17.6
11.5
11.0
5.5
5.2
4.6
3.1
3.1
2.8
2.5
2.4
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.4
1.1
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.2

(Percentages are of those who had used legal party ptlls 10 the last year excluding don't know
and refused; n=256)

Knowledge of the safe number of legal party pills to take
Those who had used legal party pills in the previous year were asked what was the
safe number of legal party pills someone could take in a single night. Manufacturers'
product instructions commonly advise that only two pills should be taken in a single
night, and first time users should be cautious and only start with one pill. One in six
(15.5%; 11.5-20.6) users indicated they did not know how many legal party pills it
was safe to take in one night. Of those who thought they knew how many legal pills it
was safe to take in a night, four out of 10 (40.7 % ) answered more than two pills, with
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15.3% saying three pills, 15.7% four pills and 9.90/0 saying five pills or more (Figure
7.1).
Figure 7.1: Users' perceptions of how many legal party pills can be safely taken in
one night, 2006
Percentage
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Knowledge of what substances should not be taken with legal party pills
Those who had used legal party pills in the last 12 months were asked what
substances should not be taken with legal party pills. Manufacturers' product
instructions commonly advise that legal party pills should not be taken with alcohol,
other drugs, medicines or other BZP products. One in five (21.20/0; 16.4-26.8) users
did not know what other substances should not be taken with legal party pills. Of
those who provided an answer, seven out of 10 (69.30/0; 62.3-75.5) said 'drugs' and
six out of 10 (64.2%; 57.1-70.8) said 'alcohol' (Table 7.3). A small number of
respondents wrongly answered 'food' (3.2%, n=2) and 'water' (1.20/0, n=l) should not
be taken with legal party pills.
Table 7.3: Users' perceptions of what substances should not be taken with legal party
pills, 2006 J ~
Substance
Drugs
Alcohol
Medicines
Other BZP products

Percent (o/J
69.3
64.2
15.3
6.7

Lower CI (%)
62.3
57.1
11.0
3.9

Upper CI(%l
75.5
70.8
20.7
11.1
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Types of people who should not use legal party pills
Last year legal party pill users were asked which groups of people should not take
legal party ~il~Manufacturers' product instructions commonly advise that pregnant
or breast feeding mothers, people with medical conditions and those with a mental
illness should not take legal party pills. One in 10 (9.50/0; 6.2-14.5) users did not know
which groups of people should not use legal party pills (Table 7.4). Approximately
four out of 10 of those who thought they knew which groups of people should not use
legal party pills said 'children under 16 years old', 'people with medical conditions'
and 'people with mental il1nesses' should not use legal party pills. Nearly three out of
10 (28.8%; 23.2-35.2) said 'pregnant or breast feeding mothers'. A small number of
respondents (1.5%, n=5) said 'people with aggressive tendencies' should not take
legal party pills.
Table 7.4: Users' perceptions of which groups of people should not use legal party
pills, 2006
Type
Children under 16 years old
People with medical conditions
People with mental illness
Under 18 years/adolescents
Pregnant or breast feeding women
People who have substance misuse problems
Elderly people

Percent
(%)
44.4
43.3
41.0
33.7
28.8
7.6
3.1

Lower CI (%)

Upper CI (%)

37.9
36.9
34.6
27.7
23.2
4.7
1.6

51.1
50.0
47.6
40.4
35.2
11.9
6.0

Perceptions of the health risk of using different drug types
All respondents to the survey were asked to rate the harm to health of using eight
separate drug types, including alcohol and cigarettes, and illegal drugs such as
amphetamines. Respondents were asked to rate the health risk of regularly using each
of these substances on a five point scale ranging from no risk=1 to extreme risk=5.
The full table results for this question can be found in Appendix 2.
Figure 7.2 presents the proportion of last year legal party pill users who thought the
regular use of a substance was an 'extreme health risk' for the eight different
substances. Nearly three-quarters (74.6%; 68.5-79.9) of legal party pill users thought
the regular use of methamphetamine was an 'extreme health risk'. Over six out of 10
(63.8%; 56.4-70.7) legal party pill users considered the regular use of GHB to be an
'extreme health risk'. Approximately half of legal party pill users considered the
regular use of LSD to be an 'extreme health risk'. Legal party pi11 users considered
the risk of regularly using alcohol, cannabis and legal party pills to be broadly on the
same par with each other with less than 10% of legal party pill users considering the
regular use of these substances to be an 'extreme health risk'.
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Figure 7.2: Proportion of last year legal party pill users who considered the regular
use of a substance to an 'extreme health risk~, 2006
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CHAPTER 8 - POLICY AND LEGAL PARTY PILLS

Introduction
The sale of legal party pills is currently restricted to those 18 years or older, and the
advertising of legal party pills is prohibited in major media sources such as television,
radio, newspapers and magazines. These regulatory controls of legal party pills were
introduced in June 2005. This chapter provides data on how these regulations are
impacting on young people's ability to purchase legal party pills, and how the general
public would like to see the regulation of legal party pills evolve in the near future.

Age identification
All those who had purchased legal party pills in the last year and who were under the
age of 20 (i.e. n=49) were asked on how many occasions, when they had tried to
purchase legal party pills, had the seller asked them for age identification. Although
the age limi\ t~rchase legal party pills is currently set at 18 years old and over, it is
standard practice to ask for age identification from those who look well above the
legal age of purchase to ensure that all those who may be under age are scrutinised.
For example, supermarkets request age identification for the purchase of alcohol from
all customers who look as old as 25.
Approximately three out of 10 (26.7%; 15.8-41.3) legal party pill buyers under 20
years old had 'never' been asked for age identification when attempting to purchase
legal party pills (Figure 8.1). Over half of legal party pill users under 20 years old had
been asked for age identification only 'sometimes' or less often. However, one-third
(34.8%; 21.4-51.2) of legal party pill buyers said they were asked for age
identification 'all the time'.
Figure 8.1 Frequency of sellers request for age identification from those who
purchased legal party pills and were under 20 years old, 2006
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The low sample numbers of legal party pill buyers who were under 18 years of age
(i.e. n=17) made examining requests for age identification among the under 18 age
group probJe~c. The small number of legal party pill users in this age group
indicates that caution should be exercised with the findings from this question for this
age group. Among legal party pill buyers under 18 years old, four out of 10 (44.7%,
n=9) said they had 'never' been asked for age identification when attempting to
purchase legal party pills. Seven out of 10 (72.30/0) legal party pill users under 18
years old had been asked for age identification only 'sometimes' or less often when
trying to purchase legal party pills. Three out of 10 (27.7%, n=3) had been asked for
age identification 'all the time'.

Refused purchase

All those who had purchased legal party pills in the last year and were under the age
of 20 (i.e. n=49) were asked on how many occasions when they had tried to purchase
legal party pills did the seller refuse to sell them legal party pills because they thought
they were underage or because they did not have adequate age identification. Figure
8.2 shows that eight out of 10 (80.7%; 65.4-90.3) legal party pill buyers under the age
of 20 had 'never' been refused purchase of legal party pills.
Figure 8.2 Frequency with which legal party pill buyers under 20 years old had been
refused sales of legal party pills, 2006
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Low sample numbers of legal party pill buyers who were under 18 years of age (i.e.
n= 17) made examining purchase refusals among the under 18 age group problematic.
The small number of legal party pill users in this age group indicates that caution
should be exercised with the findings from this question for this age group. Among
legal party pill buyers under 18 years old, seven out of 10 (68.1 %, n= 12) said they
had never been refused the purchase of legal party pills. Eight out of 10 (80.90/0,
n=14) legar'pa~ pill users under 18 years old had been refused the purchase of legal
party pills only 'sometimes' or less often. One in five (19.2%, n=3) legal party pill
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users under 18 years old had been refused the purchase of legal party pills 'all the
time'.

Perceptions of the current regulation of legal party pills
All respondents to the survey were asked whether the current regulation of legal party
pills was 'too heavy', 'about right' or 'too light'. As an introduction to the question,
the interviewer explained to the respondent that the sale and supply of legal party pills
in New Zealand is currently restricted to people aged 18 years and over, and the
advertising of legal party pills is prohibited in major media sources such as television,
radio, newspapers and magazines. The interviewer explained further that there are
currently no restrictions on whom may sell legal party pills and legal party pills can be
purchased ~ a~ge of retail sales outlets.
Six out of 10 (60.6%; 58.2-63.1) survey respondents felt that the current regulation of
legal party pills was 'too light' (Figure 8.3). One third (36.2%; 33.9-38.7) of
respondents said current regulation was 'about right'. One in 32 (3.1 %; 2.3-4.2)
respondents believed that the current regulation oflegal party pills was 'too heavy'.
Figure 8.3: Perceptions concerning the current regulation of legal party pills, 2006
Percentage
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Areas of regulation of legal party pills like to see strengthened
Those survey respondents who indicated they thought the current regulation of legal
party pills was 'too light' (60.6%; n=1187) were asked what areas of legal party pill
regulation they would like to see strengthened and were read out thirteen possible
options to strengthen existing regulation. Respondents could indicate support for more
than one regulatory option and were invited to provide any additional option they
supported which was not on the set list. Six out of 10 (59.0%; 55.8-62.1) respondents
wanted to see the sale of legal party pills 'prohibited from convenience stores' (Table
8.1). About half (51.3%; 48.2-54.4) of respondents wanted sellers of legal party pills
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to have to obtain a special license to sell these products. A further half of respondents
wanted 'mandatory health warnings on all packaging~ and 'age restrictions on
purchasing to be increased to 20 years old'. A similar proportion (45.00/0; 41.9-48.2)
wanted legal party pills to be 'prohibited for everyone'. Approximately one-third of
respondents indicated support for 'a total ban on advertising', 'prohibition from places
that sold alcohol' and 'restricting the total dosage ofBZP sold in a single pack'. Small
numbers of respondents supported 'greater identification checks' (0.40/0, n=5) and
'more education' (0.4%; n=6)
Table 8.1: Areas of the regulation of legal party pills like to see strengthened, 2006
Regulation
Prohibit sales from convenience
stores
Sellers must obtain a special licence
to sell BZP
Mandatory health warnings on all
packaging
Higher age restriction on purchase to
20 years old
Outright pro~ibi~/made illegal for
everyone
A total ban on advertising
Prohibit sales from places that sell
alcohol
Restrict the total dosage of BZP sold
in a single pack
Tax BZP products to raise the price

Percent (%)

Lower CI (%)

Upper CI (%}

59.0

55.8

62.1

51.3

48.2

54.4

46.3

43.2

49.4

45.9

42.8

49.1

45.0

41.9

48.2

38.0

35.0

41.0

33.4

30.6

36.4

32.6

29.8

35.6

32.2

29.4

35.2

31.8

29.0

34.8

1.3

0.8

2.1

Restrict the dosage of BZP per pill
More product information available
(Percentages are of respondents who thought the regulatIOn oflegal party pIlls was 'too lIght' excludmg don't know
and refused; n= 1187)

Areas of regulation of legal party pills like to see relaxed
Those survey respondents who believed the current regulation of legal party pills was
'too heavy' (3.1 %, n=41) were asked what regulations they would like to see relaxed
and were read three options to relax existing regulations. Respondents could indicate
support for more than one regulatory option and were invited to provide any
additional ~p~ they supported, which was not on the list. Approximately half
(51.3%; 34.6-67.7) of respondents wanted the legal age required to purchase party
pills to be lowered to 16 years old (Table 8.2). A similar proportion of respondents
wanted the advertising of legal party pills to be permitted in major media networks.
About three out of 10 (26.5%; 14.1-44.2) respondents wanted there to be no age
restrictions on the purchase of legal party pills.
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Table 8.2: Areas of the regulation oflegal party pills like to see relaxed, 2006
Regulation
Lowering of the age restrictions on
purchase to 16 years old
Advertising allo~ in major media
networks
No age restrictions on purchase

Percent (%)

Lower CI (%)

Upper CI (%)

53.0

36.2

69.2

47.9

31.5

64.7

26.5

14.1

44.2

(Percentages arc of respondents who thought the regulatIOn of legal party pIlls was 'too heavy' excludmg don't
know and refused; n=41 )
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CHAPTER 9 - DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LEGAL
PARTY PILL USERS

Introduction
A central concern with regard to legal party pills is that they are widely used by
adolescents who are particularly vulnerable to the harms of drug use and to persuasion
and influence by media advertising. This chapter presents the demographic
characteristics of those respondents who reported using legal party pills in the
previous 12 months and contrasts them with the wider population who had not used
legal party' piIts- in the last year. More sophisticated multivariate analysis of the
demographic characteristics of legal party pill users is planned to supplement this
general report.

Age and gender
Overall, six out of 10 (59.9~tQ; 53.6-65.9) of those who had used legal party pills in the
last year were male. While last year legal party pill users tended to be younger than
the wider sample (mean age 24.1 years old vs. 29.3 years old, p<O.OOOI), about one in
five (22.1 010) last year legal party pill users were older than 29 years of age (Figure
9.1). At the opposite end of the age scale, one in seven (15.1 %) last year legal party
pill users were under 18 years old. More last year legal party pill users than non-last
year legal party pill users were aged 18-19 years old (15.10/0 vs. 5.3%, p<O.OOOl) and
20-24 years old (35.1 % vs. 10.30/0, p<O.OOO 1).
Figure 9.1: Last year legal party pill users versus non-last year legal party pill users by
age, 2006
Percentage
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Ethnicity

I

~

Nearly eight of 10 (76.2%); 70.3-81.3) of those who had used legal party pills in the
previous 12 months were European. One in five (18.7%; 14.2-24.2) legal party pill
users were Maori, one in 43 (2.4%; 1.0-5.5) were Asian and one in 56 (1.8%; 0.7-4.8)
were Pacific Islanders (Figure 9.2). More last year legal party pill users than non-last
year legal party pill users were Asian (8.5% vs. 2.4%, p=0.0175). There was no
difference in the proportion of last year legal party pill users who were Maori versus
the proportion of non-last year legal party pill users who were Maori (18.7% vs.
13.5%, p=0.1632).
Figure 9.2: Last year legal party pill users versus non-last year legal party pill users by
ethnicity, 2006
Percentage
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Employment status
Two-thirds (66.7%; 60.3-72.5) of last year legal party pill users were in paid
employment (Figure 9.3). Nearly a quarter of legal party pill users were students,
studying either at high school (8.9%; 5.8-13.3) or tertiary (14.8%; 10.6-20.2)
institutions. One in 20 (5.0%; 3.0-8.2) of those who had used legal party pills in the
last year reported their employment status as 'parent or caregiver'. More last year
legal party pill users than non-last year legal party pill users were tertiary students
(14.8% vs. 8.1 %, p=O.Oll). Less last year legal party pill users than non-last year
legal party pill users were school students (8.90/0 vs. 18.8%, p=0.0024).
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Figure 9.3: Last year legal party pill users versus non-last year legal party pill users by
employment status, 2006
Percentage
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Income

Figure 9.4 presents the gross annual personal income of the last year party pill users
and non-last year legal party pill users. There was a wide range in incomes reported
by legal party pill users with users represented in both the low income groups and
middle to h~~come groups.
Figure 9.4: Last year legal party pill users versus non-last year legal party pill users by
gross annual personal income, 2006
Percentage
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Geographical location
The geographical location of last year legal party pill users is presented in Figure 9.5.
Appendix 3 details how the survey locations were allocated to the four regions. The
Northern Region consists of the upper part of the North Island down to and including
Counties-Manukau. The Southern Region includes all of the South Island. The Central
Region includes the lower part of the North Island up to the border of the Waikato and
around to the border of the Bay of Plenty (excluding Taupo). There was no difference
in the regional location of last year legal party pill users compared to non-last year
legal party pill users.
Figure 9.5: Last year legal party pill users versus non-last year legal party pill users by
region, 2006
Percentpg~
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Appendix 1 - Product types
Table AI: Legal party pill products most often used by last year users, 2006

...

Product name
Charge
Kandi
Red Hearts
Grins 2
Goodstuff
Jump
Bolts
Silver Bullet
Legal X
Frenzy
Euphoria
Rapture
Ice Diamonds
Smileys
Dark Angel
Jax
Jets
Mickey Finns
Wizzs
Reloads
Twisted
Supersonic
Kongs
Scarfee S
' -....
Bliss
Extacy
Bulldogs
ESP
Humma
Mystics
Red Devils
Wizzers
Yum Yums
Butterflies
Move
Pulse
Pure
Rave Gold
Big Red
Herbal Ecstasy
Turbo Extreme

Percent (%)
26.6
10.2
5.3
5.0
5.0
4.6
4.1
3.5
3.1
2.9
2.7
2.1
2.0
2.0
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
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Appendix 2 - Perceptions of the health risk of different
substances
Table A2: Survey respondents' (last year legal party pill users') perceptions of the
health risk of regularly using different drug types, 2006

No risk
(%)
Slight
risk (%)
Moderate
Risk (%)
Great
risk (%)
Extreme
Risk (%)

Legal
party
pills
4.2
(17.1)
18.0

Alcohol

4.8
(6.3)
22.8
(30~1) (23.5)
~4.8~ 42.3
(32.9) (38.7)
23.2
17.9
(13.7) (21.8)
19.9
12.3
(5.9)
(9.8)

Cigarettes

Cannabis

2.9
(7.4)
9.9
(15.9)
27.7
(30.8)
28.7
(19.4)
30.8
(26.6J

3.5
(12.4)
14.4
(31.0)
34.5
(33.2)
25.8
(14.8)
21.8
(8.7)

Methamphetamine
0.2
(0.3)
0.7
(2.6)
3.8
(7.3)
16.3
(15.1)
79.0
(74.6)

Ecstasy
(MDMA)

GHB

LSD

1.0
(3.8)
3.4
(8.6)
12.2
(19.8)
30.1
(32.3)
53.4
(35.5)

0.2
(0.2)
2.2
J5.4)
7.9
(9.0)
24.4
(21.6)
65.3
(63.8)

0.4
(1.31
2.6
(7.71
8.5
(11.1)
31.0
(29.9)
57.5
(50.1 )
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Appendix 3 - Locations
Table A3: Survey locations assigned to four regions, 2006
Location

Area

Main - Auckland
Main - Hibiscus Coast
Main - Whangarei
NMU - Auckland
NMU - Whangarei
Main - Hamilton
Main - Rotorua
Main - Tauranga
Main - T e Awamutu
NMU - Hamilton
NMU - Rotorua
NMU - Tauranga
NMU - Taupo
Main - Gisborne
Main - Napier/Hastings
Main - New PlYmouth
Main - PalmerstonNorth
Main - Wan_9anui
Main - Wellington
NMU - Gisborne
NMU - Napier/Hastings
NMU - New Plymouth
NMU - Palmerston North
NMU - Wanganui
Main - Kapiti
NMU - Wairarapa-Wellington
Main - Christchurch
Main - Dunedin
Main - Invercargill
Main - Nelson
NM U - Christchurch
NMU - Dunedin
NMU - Invercargill
NMU - Nelson

Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Midland
Midland
Midland
Midland
Midland
Midland
Midland
Midland
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Southern
Southern
Southern
Southern
Southern
Southern
Southern
Southern

Frequency
(unweighted)

587
18
29
35
40
89
36
48
7
68
23
34
5
22
68
25
52
24
197
6
12
30
37
14
17
24
173
61
29
32
76
35
25
32
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Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans: a
prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand
Paul Gee, SalldfrR.ichardson, Wolfram W oltersdorf, Grant Moore
Abstract
Aim This study describes patterns of human toxicity related to the use of 1benzylpiperazine (BZP)-based 'herbal party pills'.
Methods From 1 April 2005 to 1 September 2005 all presentations associated with
party pill use were captured on a prospective data collection form.
Results There were 61 patients who presented on 80 occasions to the Emergency
Department of Christchurch Hospital, New Zealand. Patients with adverse effects
took an average of 4.5 tablets/capsules. Patients with mild to moderate toxicity
experienced symptoms such as insomnia, anxiety, nausea, vomiting, palpitations,
dystonia, and urinary retention. Some adverse reactions persisted up to 24 hours after
ingestion. Fifteen toxic seizures were recorded. Two patients suffered life-threatening
toxicity with status epilepticus and severe respiratory and metabolic acidosis.
Conclusions Herbal party pills have been sold without regulation since 2000, and are
now widely used by young New Zealanders. The principal ingredient of these pills is
I-benzylpiperazine (BZP). They appear to have a narrow safety margin when used
recreationally by some humans, possibly because of intrinsic pharmacodynamic
properties, self-dosing variability, or genetic polymorphism. Those with seizure
disorders or coronary disease should avoid BZP as should those taking prescription
sympathomike&s or anticholinergics. Coingestion with MDMA or amphetamine
should also be cautioned against. The results of this study indicate that BZP can cause
unpredictable and serious toxicity in some individuals. Furthermore, the results of this
study should be carefully considered in any discussion on the legal status of
piperazine-based party pills.
(Herbal) party pills have become widely available and are very commonly used
amongst young New Zealanders during the past 18.months (since mid-2004). These
pills have been marketed as 'herbal' and 'safe'. The accumulating evidence of toxicity
challenges these claims, however.
Party pills are taken for their ability to increase alertness as well as elevate mood and
energy. The main ingredient in most party pills in New Zealand (NZ) is 1benzylpiperazine (BZP) which is predominantly a synthetic sympathomimetic of
approximately one-tenth the potency of dexamphetamine l (see Figure 1 for structural
comparison). BZP is one of a family of piperazine-based psychoactive compounds. It
is sometimes mixed with a similar compound trifluormethylphenylpiperazine
(TFMPP) in an attempt to mimic the psychoactive effects of
methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA or 'ecstasy,).2
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Figure 1. Structural comparisons of four related substances, including BZP
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BZP is chemically synthesised and is not a naturally occurring substance. It is most
commonly classified under the class of 'designer drugs'. Most BZP on the NZ market
seems to be manufactured and imported from East Asia. The chemical process to
manufacture BZP is straightforward and there are reports that it is being locally
manufactured in kitchens.
BZP was originally synthesised by Wellcome Research Laboratories UK as a
potential anthelmintic for livestock. 3 1t was not used because it was relatively
ineffective and caused adverse effects such as seizures in mammals. Decades later, it
was found that BZP caused hyperactivity, involuntary head movements, and a
reduction in reaction times in humans-reactions also associated with amphetamines. I
A cluster of l)UJ~~,n studies was done in the 1970s to investigate BZP as a potential
antidepressant.drug. 1,4,5 Research was halted after it was found to have subjective and
physiological effects very similar to dexamphetamine. One study showed that chronic
amphetamine users could not distinguish between equipotent doses of BZP and
dexamphetamine. 4 The researchers recommended that BZP be placed under the same
statutory control as amphetamines. A BZP prodrug was investigated as an
antidepressant in Hungary in the 1980s but abandoned in phase 2 trials because of
7
adverse side effects. 6 BZP is a schedule 1 illegal stimulant in the USA and is
controlled in all states of Australia.
BZP has a complex action working directly and indirectly on central monoamine
receptors. It can cause the stimulation independent release of noradrenaline as well as
8
blocking synaptic reuptake.
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BZP also shows amphetamine like stimulation and reuptake inhibition of dopamine
(DA) and serotonin. These neurotransmitters are responsible for the psychoactive
properties of BZp. 9 ,IO The peripheral actions of BZP on alpha-2 adrenoceptors
mediate reflex tachycardia and hypertension.
The pharmacokinetics and human metabolism of BZP are incompletely understood,
although BZP is known to be poorly metabolised and is largely excreted unchanged
by the kidneys. Staack et al have recently carried out studies on metabolic pathways
and postulated several enzymatic steps. I I The cytochrome P450 enzyme system
CYP2D6 appears to be a central component in the degradation of BZP. This enzyme
is known for its genetic polymorphism, which may explain the erratic distribution of
adverse toxic effects, especially when coadministered with other drugs such as
MDMA.12 Another enzyme involved in the breakdown of BZP is catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), which is also known to express genetically determined
variations of activity. No information is available on interactions with other
prescribed or recreational drugs, effects on carrier protein binding, or toxicity of
metabolites. Additive effects are likely but more research is required in the area.
BZP is occasionally misrepresented to users as the illicit drug known as 'ecstasy'. For
several years BZP has been sold free of any legal constraint. As of July 2005, BZP is
legally available for sale only to adults over 18 years of age in New Zealand. It is
available under~least 120 brand names/synonyms (including Frenzy, Bliss, Charge,
Herbal ecstasy, A2, and Legal X). It is sold in capsules, pill, or powder form from an
increasing number of retailers.
Patients presented to Christchurch Hospital's Emergency Department (ED) with BZP
toxicity as early as 4 years ago. Presentations were very infrequent up till 2004,
however, when a sudden escalation began. In 2005, four to five patients per weekend
have been seen with adverse and toxic effects from these pills. This increase in
presentations is consistent with the increasing number of outlets seen in Christchurch.
There is almost no human toxicity research available that can help us manage these
cases. Experimental research was based on much smaller "therapeutic" doses. There
have been recent case reports of deaths associated with BZP in combination with
other sympathomimetics though no deaths attributed to BZP alone. 13 ,14 There are no
series describing BZP toxicity in humans.

Methods
Christchurch Hospital's Emergency Department has an annual census of 65,000 patients, and services a
city population of 340,000. All ambulance and emergency self-referrals are seen in this facility.

An increase in presentations was detected in late 2004 and a pilot retrospective audit of BZP
presentations was undertaken to detect general patterns of toxicity. From this study, a
standardised reporting form was developed. From 1 April 2005 to 1 September 2005 all
presentations ~ss~ated with party pill use were prospectively captured. Several
representative cases had their hospital visits cost-analysed to estimate the financial impact of
BZP patients on our institution. Selected cases with severe toxicity had urine or blood
samples sent to confirm the presence of BZP or other illicit substances.

Results
During the 5 months of data collection (1 April 2005 to 1 September 2005), 61 patients
attended a total of 80 occasions with adverse effects after ingestion of party pills. The
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male to female ratio was 1: 1.3. The age range was 15 to 36 years with a mean of 20.4
and a mode of 18 years (see Figure 2). Patients reported the number of pills they had
taken in 61 instances (not known or unrecorded in 19 instances)~ the average was 4.5
tablets (range was 1 to 25). Alcohol was coingested on 39/80, marijuana in 12/80, and
nitrous oxide used in 10/80 presentations respectively. Four patients used multiple
illicit coningestants which included MDMA, LSD, and ritalin.

Figure 2. Age dntribution of BZP users admitted to Christchurch Hospital's
Emergency Department from April to September 2005 for adverse reactions
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Patients experienced symptoms such as anxiety, vomiting, headache, palpitations,
confusion, collapse, and seizures. Some symptoms had persisted for up to 24 hours
after ingesti~. ~ptoms and their frequency are listed in Figure 3.
Vital signs showed expected sympathomimetic effects in patients with tachycardia
and hypertension. Electrocardiograph recordings showed all patients were in sinus
rhythm and most had a sinus tachycardia. A prolonged QTc was noted in 32% of
patients. All other intervals were within normal limits and no supraventricular or
ventricular arrhythmias were detected. Vital sign recordings and QTc are recorded in
Figure 4.
One patient presented with minor symptoms of BZP toxicity and a plasma sodium of
118 mmollL. Serum osmolality measured 242 mosmollkg and other biochemical and
haematological indices were normal. The measurement was repeated to rule out
sampling error. The sodium returned to normal 5 hours later.
Seizures after BZP-use occurred in 14 patients, with one patient having had seizures
on two occasions. Seizures when witnessed or described were of the grand mal type.
Seizures occurred on average 3.9 hours after reported ingestion of party pills with a
range between 30 minutes and 8 hours.

tI~
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Figure 3. Symptoms of BZP ingestion noted in 80 admissions of 61 patients
attending Christchurch Hospital's Emergency Department in mid-2005
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Figure 4. Vital signs of BZP-toxic patients, N=80
Temperature mean (OC)

37.8 (range 34.3 to 38.6)

Heart rate mean (bpm)

119 (range 72-170)

Systolic blood pressure mean (mmHg)

140 (range 70-180)

Diastolic blood pressure mean (mmHg)

77 (range 70-109)

ECG aTc mean 424mS (normal <430) 32% had a aTC between 430-490

Patients who had seizures appeared not to have taken more tablets than non-seizingpatients (average taken 4.3 pills vs 4.55 in non-seizing patients p=O.75).
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of three cases from the severe toxicity group.

Patient I-A 16-year-old female was out at a sporting event with friends. She had
taken three party pills at 1900 hours (7pm) and took one more pill at 2030 hours
(8:30pm). No alcohol had been used. She had no suicidal or self-harm intent.
At 2300 hrs (11 pm) she collapsed in a crowd and had a witnessed tonic clonic seizure.
The ambulance arrived when the patient was postictal. Seizure activity started again
and two doses of diazepam were required to stop the seizures. The patient was totally
unresponsive, with a Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) of 3115 and she was intubated for
airway control then transferred to Christchurch Hospital. On arrival she had a heart
rate of 149, a blood pressure of 70/55 mmHg, blood sugar level of 5.6 mmollL, and a
temperature of 36°C.
She had three further seizures in the Emergency Department and her first blood gas
showed a severe combined metabolic and respiratory acidosis with a pH of 6.87,
pC0 2 of 60 mmHg, p02 of 115 mmHg on supplemental oxygen, HC03 of
10.7 mmollL (23.0-29.0), and base excess of -23 mmollL (-3 to +3). The patient was
transferred to Intensive Care Unit (lCU). She was extubated and 12 hours later she
had a GCS of 15/15. This patient had no history of seizure disorders or drug abuse. A
week later she reported that she" felt unwell but better" and appeared to have
suffered no apparent long-term adverse effects. Subsequent toxicological analysis of
urine revealed the presence of BZP and metabolites and no other identifiable illicit
drugs or alcoh~

Patient 2-An 18-year-old female patient had a total of five seizures and had a
recorded plasma pH of 6.64 (again a mixed metabolic and respiratory acidosis). This
patient was intubated and transferred to the ICU. Urinalysis from this patient also
confirmed the presence of BZP with no other toxic agents. Patient 2 was subsequently
extubated and recovered with no apparent long-term effects.
Patient 3-A 25-year-old male patient took two party pills with alcohol in the
evening, then he took two more the following morning. He then had a tonic seizure 3
hours later while driving a car. The front passenger took control to avert a head-on
collision and was able to bring the vehicle to a halt. The seizure lasted approximately
3 minutes followed by a postictal phase. The patient had a pulse of 170 bpm, blood
pressure of 148/75 mmHg, and blood sugar level of 5.4 mmol/L. On arrival to the ED
he was drowsy but conversant with no focal neurological signs. He had no known
seizure disorder or alcohol dependence. Plasma biochemistry was normal; and urine
showed metabolites of BZP, ethanol, and no other drugs.
During the study period benzodiazepines were administered in 14/80 cases for general
agitation, in 11/80 cases for panic attacks or palpitations, and for seizures in 3/80
cases (the remaining 12 seizure cases stopped fitting spontaneously). Antiemtics and
intravenous fluids were required in 11/80 cases. Two patients required urinary
catheterisation for retention.
I

......

Forty-nine patients were seen and treated in the ED with an average length of stay
(LOS) of 4.2 hours. The average cost of these consultations was $NZ350 per visit
which includes investigations, doctor time, staff nurse time, and fixed overhead
expenses. Twenty-nine patients were admitted for a period of observation (average
LOS 11 hours at an average cost of $NZ500 per visit). Two patients were admitted to
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the ICU then stayed a further day on an inpatient ward (average cost of $NZ3500 per
visit).

Discussion
This study group is the largest cohort with BZP toxicity recorded internationally. This
study was possible because of the unrestricted availability and use of BZP in New
Zealand.
Females pre:en~ with adverse effects more frequently than males. This may be
because the BZP-containing party pills are not dosed per weight; therefore females
being generally smaller may be taking a relatively higher dose than. BZP is available
in dose packages ranging from 70 lng to 1000 mg in Christchurch so analysis of pill
numbers taken bears no relation to actual dose taken. This is reflected in the average
number of pills taken in seizure versus non-seizure patients of 4.3 and 4.5,
respecti vel y.
Many patients take multiple doses of BZP because the first dose does not produce the
desired effects immediately. Previous research confirmed that the physiological
effects of BZP are not felt for up to 2 hours after oral ingestion. I Slow onset of action
and slow abatement of symptoms are characteristic for this drug when taken orally.
Exceeding recommended package doses may result in increased toxicity with some
patients experiencing palpitations and/or vomiting for up to 24 hours after ingestion.
Furthermore, some users now inject BZP intravenously to experience a faster onset of
action, although this is reported as being painful due to is alkalinity (raw BZP in
solution has a pH~ 12).
Most patients with minor toxicity present with palpitations, agitation, nausea, and
vomiting. Other effects observed were intractable vomiting, confusion, and collapse.
Some presented with insomnia or inability to pass urine. Most of these patients
responded tOle~urance, a period of observation, and very selective use of
benzodiazepines. The number of patients who present to hospital for treatment
probably represent a very small fraction of users in any particular weekend. Indeed, it
has been estimated by the Social Tonics Association New Zealand CST ANZ) that
14
more than 8 million doses of BZP have been sold in NZ to date.
Also observed (but not tallied) were patients with facial dystonia and trismus. One
patient presented with minor symptoms and a plasma sodium measured at 118
mmollL. Acute hyponatraemia has been well-described with MDMA and is possibly
caused by the stimulated release of antidiuretic hormone. A similar mechanism may
be responsible with BZP. There have also been reports of BZP causing either a toxic
paranoid psychosis or exacerbations of existing mental illness. 15 ,16 Such events were
not observed during the study period, however.
Of greatest concern are 14 patients who had seizures after the ingestion of party
drugs. BZP appears to induce toxic seizures in neurologically normal subjects. Two
displayed airway compromise and metabolic derangements that were potentially fatal.
It is not clear whether this is a dose-related effect as yet-one patient reported taking
12 tablets before a seizure and one reported having only taken two tablets prior to
having a seizure. In animal studies, 10 mg/kg of BZP is enough to induce seizures in
most laboratory rats. 9 Genetic polymorphism in the cytochrome P450 or COMT
system may possibly account for severe toxicity in some patients. One of the 14
I

~
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patients had known epilepsy but the remainder had no past history of neurological
disorders.
Based on this study's results, the authors make the following recommendations for the
management of BZP toxicity. Patients with seizure disorders, psychiatric illness or
coronary disease should avoid BZP as should those taking prescription
sympathomimetics or anticholinergics (prescription antidepressants). Coingestion
with MDMA or amphetamine should also be cautioned against, as this combination
could lead to fatal toxicity. 12.13 And users should not drive for at least 8 hours after
ingesting BZP.
When patients present to healthcare-facilities with BZP toxicity they should receive
an electrocardiograph and an estimation of plasma sodium. Those with moderate to
severe toxicity may require treatment with benzodiazepines, intravenous fluids, and
antiemetics. These patients should be observed for 6-8 hours post-BZP ingestion in
case of delayed seizure. Toxic seizures should be treated with benzodiazepines and
airway manaiem.;nt. Barbiturates may be required in status epilepticus. 17
The World Anti-Doping Agency and the New Zealand Sports Drug Agency have
banned BZP in competitive sport from 2005. The Misuse of Drugs (Amendment) No.
3 Bill has now been enacted creating a new category of controlled but not banned
substances (Schedule D). BZP has been placed on this schedule and it is now illegal to
sell BZP to minors. The Ministry of Health (MOH) in NZ has determined that there is
inadequate information about BZP to put stronger controls on its distribution at
present. 18 They have commissioned research into BZP toxicity and studies are under
way at the National Poisons Centre and other centres.
More research is needed into the pharmacokinetics and dose response of BZP in
humans, as is research to monitor the social impact of having designer drugs legally
available in NZ. There are at least three other piperazine-based substances and other
psychoactives that could potentially be marketed in NZ under Schedule D. These
substances are not classified as foods, dietary supplements, or medicines so no
evidence of safety in human consumption is required before they can be sold to the
public.
Many users are currently taking BZP-based pills without significant adverse effects.
However, the results of this study indicate that BZP can cause unpredictable and
serious toxicity in some individuals. BZP is currently a legal stimulant in NZ and this
status makes it available and attractive to a far wider market of users than if it were
illicit. MoreC)v~t has propagated a culture of accepting pill use as a normal
behaviour at parties. These factors should be carefully weighed in any consideration
of the legal status of piperazine-based party pills.
In 2006, the Drug Policy Unit at the MOH plan to review the available evidence on
the safety of BZP.
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Re: BZPITFMPP - statistical modelling to support cost-benefit analysis
Angela Doyle

2010-12-0902:26 PM

Judy Snider, Richard J Robert, Hanan Abramovici, Laura Petts,
Jocelyn Kula

Hi Angela,
Judy is away today, so she will confirm tomorrow.

Thanks
Suzanne
Angela Doyle
From:

ro'
C:c:
Date:
Subject:

.-..

Hi Judy: Further to my v-mail of this afternoon, .. :

2010-12-0902:16:55

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richa~d -LBobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Hanan
AbramovTC17HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petls/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-0902:16 PM
BZPITFMPP - statistical modelling to support cost-benefit analysis

~.-~.... ~-"-~-~~-~~~--~;;..,......--;...;""..-----.........;;--------------~

..

Hi Judy:
Further to my v-mail of this afternoon, Richard, RPD, and I are available to meet with you on Monday.
December 13th. I will forward you a formal invitation.
I have not invited TBS at this point, but here are two documents prepared by TBS that may be of interest:
a spreadsheet in relation to Diffusion curve; and a document to give some background. These are only
exploratory estimates and not a finalized analysis.
[attachment "DIFFUSION MODELS.doc" deleted by Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA] [attachment
"Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III CBIS Output I+.xls" deleted by Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA]
Please note that I have spoken with the company to which we will send the SOW and I am aware that they
may suggest alternate approaches/models.
Sincerely,
Angela
References re: situati9n ~h BZP party pills in NZ.
[attachment "legalpartypillusenz[1 ].pdf' deleted by Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA] [attachment
"Churchill toxic impacts study. pdf' deleted by Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA]

Judy Snider
From:

Hi Angela, Suzanne haspassed this along to m ...

2010-12-0805:19:54 PM

Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA
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BZP - Draft - for your interest
Hanan Abramovici

2010-12-1009:46 AM

This message has been replied to.

Hi Hanan:
This is just for your own interest.
I'll bring it with me when I meet with
Judy, but it's not really in a form ready for sharing.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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Page(s)

000713 to\a 000722

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

Comments on market analysis report of BZprrFMPp
!.

Angela Doyle

2010-12-1001 :16 PM

Hi Angela,
Here are my comments. I probably could have added more but I think that for now this is as much as I can
do.

6~
MA_BZP_TFMPP_ V2_by_BiILMaga_Nov2010_HA.doc

Hope it helps.
Hanan
Hanan Abramovici, PhD.
Senior Scientific Information Officer! Agent principal d'information scientifique
Office of Research and Surveillance!
Bureau de la recherche et de la surveillance
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate!
Direction des substances contr6h3es et de la lutte au tabagisme
Health Canada! Sante Canada
123 Slater St. Ottawa ON K1A OK9 1123 rue Slater Ottawa ON K1A OK9
hanan.abramovici@hc-sc.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-946-3737
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
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Market Allalysis of BZP/TFMPP
Revised Draft Report

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
~ ~
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

November 22, 2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
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INTRODlJCTION
I

~

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) A market analysis is a key component of the Socioa-·seg-nH:'Ht.~~IE}i!L<J.S?d.YjJ.HY.~.:i

economic Impact Analysis which is required before any proposed regulation can be presented for
consideration. This market analysis will examine the availability, distribution, pricing and
promotion of the compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3T ri fluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROlJND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides,
uid and other industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this cI
used recreationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic
ant properties - BZP and trEMP~.
., ... ' . - Q).n~.[~1J:An~I!t.~¢e4.todiscuss
A4C0ntl~t~~~?~,.:. ¢l
. . •• ~tY.'.-.n.ot sure
Currently, there are no known legitimate uses
BZP or TFMPP in Canada." (Health
t youw~.
l wlla
Canada, May 2010; pg 1) In early 2006, pills
·ve ingredients BZP and TFMPP
began to appear in Vancouver where they first
on the rave scene as a safer
such as S;.t:cstasy, which is a
alternative to many of the illicit drugs commonly avai
ill formulations started to
Schedule III drug under the CDSA. In 2007, piperazine
become widely available nationwide which is reflected in
. Health Canada noted,
"An increased volume
substances being imported into
with no apparent
legitimate use. . .
·2010; pg 2)
In order to provide
outlines the status of
and Drugs Act (FDA)

Regulations

the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
respect to the legislated mandates contained in the Food
ir respective regulations.
or a combination of them in Canada.
"new drug" as defined under the Food and Drugs
PIN. .. tq .tH.' ld or
. hJcn. :ficat!onNll

l~Jilr~~~.t~~LiJ. L~:.~(.!nmJ.~!.:. ..cLk~l. Lth. ~:~!!Illi.~i~E.'h_.._._J.:..1IQhYY..l?Y~h.!lEQTJL!llJhmQ.~LJ2fr~fl.;:.~~n.th..iTlQ.1.!l~hIJ:KlI1t?
fu~·th'~1Hs··-th€·I:e·,,1,s-"€·Hrf€·ntl·y··no··-H€-know·11·Ie-dget.i··thenlpeu+.€. ·tlse···JtJI:. ·thes-e···drugs··~t'b-,:.j.t:jlnateh·us-e . for

tlte..se·-in·*/:aHH-ai±d!~~J2Elli.lJf.U:..Qma i n i ngJJ Z l~~l)ld.· 0 r_U]yl PfJlas rc~c i \icd aJ2JlL...~~"uch, i tj s a
\;.~l.Ul.P.L\:S~.P.u.~l..P.~.).r.J.h.~~..J:I?R. ~.Q ... ~.GlJ. . m.1y.. ~nJm\.th~)tjI~~t.p..rQ(llJs:J..S5!.n.t:<Jh.1..i.D.K.~.l.!.b.~~.U!r~.IKiJ}..(,~.<.t.n9.~J{land
!h~L.H~'.;!l.th.J=-P}!.~'.l,;. UinLI...~qQ. (tH'!!Jn.~h...lUE.L.lnJI!.w.~.~t~"2Eu.~. . b.~l.2J'!.k..l?!J~~~21J1J21.@Jl~C <:ms:J..~~lE.2 rc ~m~!!!
action to enforce the re!evant provisions of the FI)A and FDK accordinglv.he€-ause . any··pf'(~tiu€·t
t'h-liHt·i+tg:i~·entH-tl·Jh:'t'Vf.H:ts--~ys+t'fn+H;)-tj.vfty··w~+Hhl··fHt't'f··-ti'lts···Je·ftHi+i·mt-~.....p-ftt+f·4H·+b...s-a-!-e~H·.f~tHtafht,
tiuch a pn)duct-tmt4be aUlhuri/l~d ror :,ale iH--t:fl€" country and if,t~ued n Drug ldenlifieatiull
NtffHht+{-IJI1'i)-hy-th;'H:h-l+(~.tllitl+L-tHei.JHt-{;·at}Htht;-2-0·H~+-·:-l-{t··dare·;--t1te-H~-U-ff--flB--&\:t€ h PteduQt~ffH: ........ f!!mmcmt[~21:~e:M'46 ~~Jleed to
,.vhil)ll"lll.i." ..aHtl'lHI::i'!:Hl~('.H ..hrb··b.t't.'ll·.g:!-'a-nt0d:...Andtlt~J~kalt-h-.:P-t'fl-te:t-it~n.l;:o()fI. .B.nm€-h--{H·P.FB)
...
~!:~~e:.;;;t~products
-lH"f)t"t'-lH+H1:t'··ha-s·+Hk€"FHH.4l0H-·t+)·eHl:OH:'E'-t·ht+~··ttfH·vtStBns-··ffi··f-I:.te··~.f).;\-.. wtl:h··ft~13t'*.~t

BlPTFI\1PP-;
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

6
"Beginning in October, 2007, the (Health Canada) Inspectorate established a customs target for
finished products (containing BZP and/or TFMPP) which was subsequently updated to include
bulk powder in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to remove BZP/TFMPP products
from their shelves and consumers have also been warned not to use products containing BZP and
TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated; pg 2)
The character of the FDA could be considered administrative in nature, particularly when
compared to the criminal bttsi~ the CDSA. Typically, penalties under the FDA amount to
simple seizure and a fine up to $500, and are not as severe as those that might be applied under
invol\' substances listed in
the ~DSAi. "'j I ,CDSA <:li',n .;\:1-; out 'naltic', for ill

...'. . . . .'.:.'. :. '. . . . . . . . .'. '. . . . . . J. .
COmment [83}: Re: R7; sinet this is a
market analysis, I think it is sufficient to
note their general nature.
_ __

u.ze. .~~.qd . JJ::.ry1.yJ?.,~.:. tJJ.f,~.~~J.t..h.. .(~;1,l}<.!.(J<.1•.;.. y.n<J\.!~:t;4.PK.n . . Schedul ing
CDSA, as-Ftt~. v-H:}ltSfy-Hte-flt«-Htt"-:h would make it a criminal offence
PtiSScS'" possess j(1r the plllvose ()f traffickinu: or import . d-i-st6butel!1:..t.~2 . .HU\':..~. Y.~.,lt~jl.ll prj sonU}..t:.n.!J) r bo t h.
Be€iHtS€-Bf.#te.f.t:-l-e.gak~

In

drugs is ha·r-d·difticult to find. The
specifically target substances that are
Services Agency (CBSA) will seize
mistaken for ecstasy.

the availability, distribution and price of these
'an Mounted Police (RCMP) does not
the CDSA, while the Canada Border
+. .Hw-t)-fft;t+ttt7t:S-onl v when they are
i

Moreover, there appears to have been little
into the prevalence of BZP/TFMPP use in
Canada. In fact, some experts in the illicit
had not heard of the drug before they were
has lead to some con
t its legality and the perception among
I". Health Canada
have reported that retailers still
I and that they are providing a service to users by presenting an
'cit drugs such as ecstasy. (telephone conversation with <::e.l-HH
~pe:ctclratel9.gQ!~J.gntt\;~V' Sche~uling these~rugsunder the CDS A is likelyt() ge
~Hftlf-V--+fH+'H+t~'''1+--1+'~t-TI-I+tt+-c' hlrify their status under federal _.

"Scheduling BZP
. the scope of the CDS A will generally prohibit the
following activities with
unless authorized by regulation: possession,
trafficking, possession for
purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the
purpose of exportation, and production .... +·he+f*~A-. a+S&·s-e·l:s. . olli-~. Hi:tl-t-ie~.. ·fBr..~i:tl
actiyitiet; ill\olviHg Ajb,;taHfl'~; li,;ted ill ib Schedulet;; and the regulations llHder the CDS:\:
\:'S-tooti. . .jq..+jght-{·H:+Rtn+b--{m..+I-*'---H-*wt'+1tt'ftt--Bf+eg-t.tltt~J:.*lbMat~s...wtth. a-Vte-w-to--f~tH~'
and-d·j·versioH·\{} {he. ·i·Uic·it. ntHfke·l..:..·:i\s"sHe-\-L"·s(;heduhng. ·w..iHc·nable. . J.a-,\>' . ·enfi:H'€·e·!·ncllt. a-geHc·ie~ . t-o
n~·s-p*..rhJ.4·f'·+He~H-l-iH:.'ti-\'t1'i-t~"'·:....·Tht'·-ul-titffitte·~)-al--i!i--t-n. fftltlt"t...·ittt"--fis..k.s..-t-&-t-he--H-eattlt-aH.J.. sa-fc1'¥--B.f
Canadial1" W~~;~'d by the eacy :niiilabilily ol'IQP a~~(Health Canada; undated pg 2)
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METHODOLOGY

Given the uncertainty and dynamic nature of illicit drug markets in Canada, l!.l.i'U:.Q.GJ tOJ2S'It~mI1... ;l
m.<J.rh.~! . 'm.'.!Ly.~i.i...t;)IJJll~jll:!~L:LlJYU!J~.il.}Y~~':._n~s:.s'ci'm t"V _!.Q...~.\;?m~~.ILE1.Lj.!.llQnm.n!.QIJ.J2t;.r.t~1i11 i !.lli..1~2
fOllSlIlDQtlOn, distribution and price in three different \vavs:
~Jblol!gh established databases held 1)\ llcalth Cill1ada or 1m\-' enforcement organizations +~!fJl a s th~' He r-.,r P 0 r Co B Sj1~ thn;'·e·separah~Hnalyses·,,:vill··iHfofH..+Jlis···seflkmHf·'Nork·:·
! .._._ . J.l]S~ . .Q.P.llJ.h:ln. . Q.L.t:~\P.\'1.ti . j.IlJI1\~ ..Ll.h.ri.~. .~:I.l~~!.g._~:.!).!llI~!I . . :md..L~l:V:::' . (:'JltQg;cr.DS'J.n...;gD.m)J!.niJi.t~~j:m~1

. --

•

A series of interviews w(.1:.~f.Httl·b-e conducted of experts and
parties in the illicit drug
field. llli-:..A1ist inciu
. : .. key indivi
organizations at the federal,
as in the domestic illicit
control community. These
as a source of informationl~t or opiDJon through
documentation or statistics as well ....../\..5~r!.t;. ~. . Q.[.mt~5tiQ.n~
·de to the inlcl\icw:-:\ but did not constitute: a stl1lctured

e~{mline,

mainly through an internet ';earch,
1iterature ~!!.~~U~gb Iat iO}.l ..related to the
promotion, pricing, distribution and
ility of BZP/TFMPP and illicit drugs in general. In
1iQS1Lti.Qll.L...tU{buwt'·Uu·a"_~:x a [lJill£!.lli~~l..'>~.li2Si:~nd H.u~~Ls).I' the post-proh Lhl tiOll~CO 11 (J1:?l en vi fOl1lnents
.i.~!. . QJh.~?:rjL.lI:bs.l.is:Ji~m.::,. . ~.q<;J1JI.~JJ1~~.JJS..i~.n~L.N<;.\y . Z.q~JqnsL.t.~?.Q.hHl..Ln.'.i..n..Jl.Ppr~~.(.i. (1nQ.n... ~1.Lth.~
~:s~D~sSm~~r}~:.~~s..\)Lfl.~:!.l.\~1.US~upr.~:)blbi..U2~S.~~~l.trg.LUZJ.~ ..JJJYleJ?jD..~:_'.~.IJ.<.l_q.i1.: the-itlenti fi cnti 0 n of...i:s-sues
p-a·l·li()Hlarto·-tlh:?··fHlllly~\1S·0r··i·lh"·I+{:l-rug+n(+rht'b·-{-e:·g;··ho·V\,:···e·st-i·t·nate-s··o.f.tHtal·d-entand . are
t:,"·a!ctt-ktlt't!·};···"i-\···tlletll0dolHgY··WtH·t-kJ··b-e-·deve-l-Hfled·4:r·OHl··th·is-·+n+(:wfnat:j.Hft-a-AMl-~st:tk-s-·,of..-t-l-te
.:...::.~,.:.::..,._:..::._: ..,.c.,.::. ..

~-\~

Q-uestWUIHHre--fu.r--·Si-te--\LiS#-s
A+ailitl.ffii~
·b·+ht·s·rH-:('jtIH·l'+·t:eH:dt·ly··avHl~f}hl~H·o··~'fH+·H·;;;'·-a-··f-etH·j..J.er?

+~, H\ililuhility co;ltimwf, tl~;: perhnp~; unly infrequent inlt'ITuptiont in ~;lIpply'?
.fJB.-yt+H:~w

of other 'Hmrce:; of lhif; product heide retail, e.g. internef or ',treet?
l

;

11f)""\'··. hf!!'r·t-edtVitt-Ht-h~l-ii-y··(:·H-attgt'tl-+}v-ef-tiHt~~f
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I)() you

.j.ffiH·W-tf-th+sfr~:~4-lli~prodllft~d

in (2uflfttla':' If :;0, 11m\' many dit,tributop; are there?

IH1~s·-ttHtffiFt€'J;···d·H···Y+).H-k·Hf}W·-1·H+W-tt-geh·+(}-th+'j+HiJ~--Jf-.,;ft::--At·}W-maAT..j.tHf*tt~~

I!-r·wt;'-;
ttl whut unih ~h t!.g. indiyidual pHb,pu€*Hgetl, hulk pCl\vder'.) \)/hut ure the price:;
ef..H:tB~e Hni U:
P-r-HIH·ot-iBIU
J.:}H··Yf:l-li···Pl"(JHl+.~h····th~-sal1;H+f·th~"·itfO(4K1:··*H:-·ttf.we·-Yi:+l:t··seef'H:tr-~-tt-tt-te-·-\ttfg{'f"Hf.PfHtHnt~{*ta+
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concurrent
dehydration
noted as well:;
noted that young p
were safe to use which I
safety warnings on the pa'~k(;lgilng.
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've effects ofBZP/TFMPP party pills have
d be noted that it is reasonably difficult to attribute
mbination of BZP party pill consumption,
sul)stl11ces, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and
negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan) It should be
these drugs were legal in New Zealand, the same study
legal status of BZP party pills conveyed a message that they
young users to exceed the recommended dosage and ignore

THE CANADIAN MARKET FOR BZP/TFMPP

In the market analysis ofBZP/TFMPP, ideally the intent is to describe the size of the market,
including its geographical concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles ofthe drug
and the trends over time. In the market for a typical legal consumer product, infonnation about
these factors is quite easy to obtain. However, largely due to their legal status, the situation for
BZP and TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distribution and price
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presents a particular challenge. A thorough examination of potential sources of information has
yielded little in terms of data I.h~.nJ.which WBttld allenv forecasts of quantity and price...r.q~.JJsLht;.
It is, however, sometimes possible to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and
future scenarios related to volume and price by examining the information derived from seizures
of the drugs by the CBSA, RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate. IIowever, these measures
rrrescnt IllilllY limitati(~ns and can onlv be considerccL surrogate measures ... therefon~
~~~. t.r(J.P'QJ.~ttj.9.D.. . .pf.th.<;~ . .d.(H<'1.,. ".:.,.

CBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the
les referred to that
Agency's laboratOlies for ¥la~s had grown from 0
seizure of various sizes.
These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combi
TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010)
Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an
trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in pills thought to be MDMA (3,4_I\/IPtl""lf'np{111
eth:amr)hetaml' ne)"
commonly known as ecstasy. In addition, Health Canada's Drug Anal
(DAS) has
analyzed au s1-gf1:HK"itRt-Iy--increasing number of samples from police sei
from 8 in
2006 to 4417 in 2009. t-nt~'1+:-:l:-:Jr"H-
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o

I NU/NWT

o

o

o

s
ofTFMPP by Provincerrerritorv
I T HU) {' ~~ : AHa "tNt ,'anmit'S
2006

2007

2008

2009

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

24
10
2
7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
,J4

138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL

YT
NU/NWT

2
1

2010 (as of
th
Oct. 20 )
117
65
11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

The significant difference get~n Ontario, Quebec
Ish Columbia .':!!!it thc_[~'il.2Ltb~
t c rrito ri l~:~JWt}uld-"e~ftaiflly. suggest~ a regionalconcentrationo( tb~e4t;u~~: .'
iMoreover, in al1likelihood, there is~y to.be an urban cl;)ncentrationfQc~sedonMontteal,
Toronto and Vam::ou'ver.

P10 Ie i 11 cc:, and

PurePillz, Inc.
was reported that in
loss product Revol

------I
----,-----i

Health Canada inspectors reported that four products from
'1 outlets across Canada (vvhcrc'!?). Moreover, in 2009, it
developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to the weight
t contained BZP andlor TFMPP. Source'?'!

Moreover, drug control offici
from the RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government have recently
"the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat to British
Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production
or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors E'tHrcontribute to this situation, such as:
• "the utility ofBZP in the synthetic drug market;
• ~egulation ofBZP by other countrie~;
. ................. .................... ........ ....... .
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this produc~."JI3CD~IWG; 200~)

../····1

These factors have raised the profile ofBZP/TFMPP on the West Coast and increased the
number of BZP/TFMPP-related incidents in the area. !InVancouver,DABhasc()nespQht1itl~ly
found that since 2006, more cases have occurred where piperaziHespipcmzinew~re identitie~: . Jt
is the opinion of the officia4s tfrM, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to
resolve the BZP problem in Canada because a black market will surely develop after prohibition
... the problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG;
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tQmri\etlt [HAIRlO): I 3llt nOt clear as
to whatthiSsent~ce means.
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2009) And as will be seen~at~export of BZP/TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among
US drug control officials.
piven that t·h~ Health Canada's Inspectorate hastaken~ctiOnintlter¢tfliI~~~~~~,jfWO\l14se.ettl
obvious that mu~: htWt of the distribution would currently occur over the Internet. .Availability· is
quite evident upon examination ofsite~. V(irious sites i!lclude:. . ___ . __ _ . _ _ _ __

- Comment (.H.AB.R.ll1: This senten~~
needs to be rephrased,

.1

Comment [HABR12]: This table is
confusing andhatd to understand. Can the
values be stieamlined to reflect the cost per
gram of rnaferiaJ. rather than cost per pill
and:gra~n aril~~~ ·tb~e is simply too
\\ much data cta.tnrnedin here.
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c.ht'.!n1cal'i.;.... 1,.\:perh·hHVe{l.bo.~n.Uf~~'tlbnlh..d{}rHestit.:m:d. iHteJ:nat'hJt-l:a-J...fact{}Fs..whi.eh. .w.~.ll.ha-:'e

a··'>';-Hlt1+lattv~L+n.nHt:'nt't~·+m.. ~~LteVt'·l·nt.B-I:P!-·+l-j\4PV--iK;-t+V·Hy-+R--C:-afHi-da--·-M{)f€B-v-e.'t';·-t~'t;'-ot

A-;,t;·p·-t.tmt-:f¥.M:P-+4m the market will abo t;timulate GOI1';umplion and their role

a~; altet'fl-ft~

~lavc values ~J!~!_.tI)$~rf."t9.rs."~i~(:~·i:-~~!r-l~i.':~;~c~~(i!~!~~~~~~IE~~~~~~!-~~!_~<?)~~_!l!_5~~___ -drug
first of course is their value eitheral()ne orincombination\Vith~~ph()tlI~r,or
in combination with other drugs, to achieve a ~ecific~timula~tivtlll'udl~tcin?genic ;fte~t.Inthe
case of BZP and TFMPP, BZP
.
the "high" and TFMPP thehallJlcinogenic effect..JAs
seen above in Table
'ther drug varies considerably by form, location ofsoufce
and volume ofpurchas
e, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a domestic
The price in combination with TFMPP is higher; and it is
source is $3.00 to $4.00
assumed that the combined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the price
is significantly higher for products from Asian countries. although the reason i()I' this is not
It should be noted that police in New Zealand continue to seize illegal BZPITFMPP
which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in November 2009 of 6 kg. is believed to be
worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about NZ$30/g. (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009)
The second role refers to these drugs simply as a cheap .~Jt~m. <:lJi.y'~fi+I-ef which mimics ecstasy.
AH-ap·pf't'{'~u·ti·Ht--{+-t-h€--n.thtt7_<:t4~·tI*{4tttgs-tl.-S--4-t+k-f,wltt€-h:--k;a~b-4tHt-tie-ri-v-e& p,"it:' e fo '" ther;e tiro g'.; ~
cant)t'·f.l1)hJHlt::{·i···rFOHl·H~·ld·i+·i·t:i·nt\·I· .. ',;{H:I+E'·e"·-f:h·\~·c·I·L .. +SilffeL. ·l{'·&. ·(c~haloupka-~ . 19-9-9+. . Substi tution of
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value? Monetary?

. . Comment [H~BR14]: I would be
careful with these sentences. This needs to
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BZPLILMYJ: for sale as ecstasy or as a ftl~t~'£ol1112h~Jl}S'11J9:rYJ.:ol!]J2g!}~m for ecstasy products, that
occurring in many western countries. Its .D..1.iJ.n. !.<:...King
entactogenic ;E!.d.J.m.L!..v~:.!.rJ.~;~g~J1..i.£. characteristics and the fact that BZP is so easy to produce is
Ii ke ly respons ib Ie for this ro le;"_..ct:!Qjp.di.r~!.tj.l,l1.U:\:ft'iJ{2.lJl1~L~!.~JQJh~_£~!~L~)Lp.rml!dflLQrul.f
J~kU.TJ With respect to price, the Inspectorate reports that the RCMP is encountering and
seizing products being marketed as ecstasy (similar price, packaged in pre-counted lots like
ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos like ecstasy). It is reported that the common price for
ecstasy can range from $10 - $20 per pill. (Communication with the HPFDJ3. Inspectorate
representative) The ca1culation>.;,~Lthcsc estimates. based on information from the Inspectorate
P as an illternalive or
found in Appendix A, suggests that the low !':'..Q.8t*+t~ ofBZP
~·q.!}I.PJ.~:l}}~~PH).l:y.~:q..lu.p~!.n.~:.n(ll1t~ediale input yields a
return when presented as
ecstasy. BZP/TFMPP's relatively low input ~.~~.H)R€-e
a sustained demand as long
as ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among

Demographics of BZprrFMPp Use in Canada
There is almost no statistically founded information available regarding
~:Jl.Qnt~.1S:T\:i.1j~~~LQLuseL} of BZP/TFMPP in Canada. Information that does
anecdotal.
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!the significant increase in the number of samples from seizures analyzedbYth~DJ\.S~o~ld
suggest that there has been a similar increase in the use ofBZP and TFMPP across Canada, ,
especially in Ontario, Quebec and British
apparent decline in analyzed
samples in 2010 presents a curious reversal
d close monitoring of the trend is
required. Finally, there are a number of
tors, tooluding price of the
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As mentioned above, ideally, a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumption and price of BZP/TFMPP in order to make some projections with respect to
changes in consumption and price in a post-regulation environment. Given the lack of
information about Canadian trends, however, it is instructive to look at the experience in other
jurisdictions that have imposed restrictions on the use and distribution ofBZP/TFMPP,
specifically -i-R-New Zealand, Jh~. .US and th.~. UK/EU.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, thereby making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance without
authorization. Table
is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP under
legal restrictions.
Table

Countries which have banned BZP

Countries

Year

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden

2002-2004
2003
2003
2005

Ireland

2009

,

......-.,

~iQ.~!I~~G: .. U(J!.~J:W.Q

New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000, provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs in Canada. It could be argued that the current ambiguous nature of the
'.il..U..I.~I::"'.:.,...,":.;;::....:.:....:..:::.{,;,,.:..:.....:....:.:.:. .:..:.:.:... in Canada is close to the situation experienced by New Zealand
between 2000 and 2008 when BZP was legal. Although BZP and TFMPP are not openly
promoted and distributed i~ C~da as they were in New Zealand during that period, lessons
might be drawn from that situation. It must also be noted, however, that the New Zealand drug
cui ture seems to be unique. j.n. J.b.(1J.J.b.~~.JJ~g. .Qr. ~lr~~g.\ . i. ~. nlQf.~. ..r.~~;:1~UJY . .m:.~~.p.lg~.I.. . b..Y. .~.9.r.tq.i.n.. . ~.~gm.~u.!.:?
qL. .tJJ~...l!5?m.lJ.gl!.Qn. Th~ts unique nature of the New Zealand drug market is reflected in a new
report from police that "paints a grim picture of the New Zealand drug scene with more young
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people using opiate drugs, world-leading rates of methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and
"self-sufficient" cannabis culture." (www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment
for New Zealand report, released in September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the
drug trade and notes for example that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the
highest amphetamine type ~u~ce user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged
that uniqueness of the New Zealand marketsj!uuutnalL\i:'LQ1Jn..f.)taJ1l~.J}f BZ:.1:JtL1hat
.1.. ".'.:...'.:.: ..'.:.::.0:..:..'.':'.:..':> " . • • most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New
Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European
context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This caution should also apply to Canada.
Legal party pills began to emerge as legal products in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
lightly regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of fi1!C and older and restrictions on
in New Zealand, relative to other
media promotion. There has been considerable
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on
in urban areas and its use for weight
a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
control and studying. Wilkins et al. (2006)
to 45 years of age that "one in five people
'ed BZP-containing party pills, and one in
use were highest among the 18seven had used them in the preceding twelve
24 year age group, with around
of 18-19
38% of 20-24 year olds having
in New Zealand, particularly
used legal party pills in the preced
and expensive illicit market for
amongst young people, may be rei

~~!Sa~~~~:~!~s::~~siim~;t ~~:s~

.. lypromoted as

leg(llan4_-"--"fiWt~tr~fj;"~~~'i25,"~n;';~;;'''']

Moreover, the 2006 household survey of
drug types considered by "lastyear users" to be most easily available were
tobacco and BZP/TFMPP party pills.
described their availability at the time
Approximately three-quarters of users of these
on how the availability of the drugs had
findings from the 2006
¥ arAJ'evealed that
idered them to have become easier to
similar to the situation with kava, ecstasy and alcoho1. Forty-five
party pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier
months ~?XJj.~.t.:age. (Walkins & Sweetsur, 2007)
This popularity
number of party pill overdose presentations to the Auckland
Hospital Adult
which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 percent of total
2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
overdoses) to 21 (1.
their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
strength of BZP
to 250 mg per dose. Bags pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et aI., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule. (Theron et a1., 2007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the "industry" had annual
sales of $24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million pills had
been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5 million
"servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the industry
illustrates how close the industry came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics Association of
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New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major manufacturers, distributors,
marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products, sometimes referred to as legal
highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been reported that much of the supply of
the pills in Britain was imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand
market appears to be manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the
chemical process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere,
leading to the constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library;
2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment B·
enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and
and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills',
. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuafSlh possession of less
·lIs, or 5 grams ofBZP
008, penalties for
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired ion 7'<T-LJ~LlL~
.th other Class C 1
possession and use ofBZP and related substances applied,
1,.i:..C,..:1:.1:....:.,.:...o:....:=-:..::..:.:ccc.:..:::..:.:.:...,::::.'-:..·..:....:.:...o:..:.:..,:.:::.:.:..:.:::..:::....::..,-,.:c..:.:_:..~·_:..: .. ::~.:::.
con tro II ed subs __.. __ .,
,",VJlCJJCJL,",

.1.. ...\:.':.·••1:...

5lDrug researchers contend that, in
reflected in a decrease in availability
There ~~.r~. . two main analyses that shed
New Zealand. The first is derived from
established in 2005 to provide an annual'
in New Zealand. The findings from the
use and drug related problems. Research from

The prim
users (.
users) recruited
Wellington and
current use, availabih
changed over the prev

in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug
.ne-t-l:Sff-s, tR:-qt~ffi ecstasy~p.; and ~'tH injection drug
in the three main centres of New Zealand (i. ;e·; Auckland,
f~-(;lHBHt·dFHg-u~efsiDJ.£.!:vicwt'cs weare asked about the
price of key drug types and how these measures may have

The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use ofBZP following its
ban. The 2009 IDMS indicated>; that there was some recovery in the availability ofBZP in 2009-;l-tl!owever, the availability ofBZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years when it
was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the prohibition
was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely be filled by
a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy and black market BZP, attt-l
akH-ht*!!l~L;!Jf(~}'~ll. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong
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evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample suppliers to
meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et aI., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was available to
~eens and very young people lin N~w Zealan4 rai~iI1g concerr.t~a~()tlttheit:rtpact on healt~~
Among respondent~ who had used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23
years and more women had used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of
European descent with Maori presenting another sizeable group. The vast majOlity were
employed (with close to average incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary
institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of
eported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said
had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time period. The most commonly
decreased BZP usage were that
it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad,
reasons were quite close in
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and soc
. Only 13% reported that they
stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the po
most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that 9a~ers "'just didn't like it
'menting", the drug's
i11egal status, hang-o
and health reasons.
k ofBZP was consumed
in private homes
rave scene as was typically
to be the case, although
music concerts
heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically con
study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol,
drinks and salvia, along with I8tPl.

COmment [ttABR17]=. What· is the

difference between teens and.~ty young

~le.·Maybe this should be more specific.

..-.... -. ····~~~~['lll;

qtbetSt!:~~ tUettQt'~JilPj

.

azp: J;l!tj~mllttdiii~ .~~

•

•
•

suppliers;
Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
The great bulk ofBZP was consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene as
was typically thought to be the case, although the rave and music scenes remain
important venues. l1!i)211g~~~.bJhat th(~J)£~li2llLlilLJl).r_~U2rl2.gQs.rJl~Qf use than

United States
While New Zealand seemed to have ~very intensedrugexperiencelP_er_cap}l:,!_g~I1e~I}Y2_
including party pills, the US has had the longest experience with BZP/TFMPP as controlled
substances. In the US, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DE A) issued a rule in 2002 to
temporarily place BZP andJT~P under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA)
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because of its high abuse potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18,
2004, the DEA published a Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
XlD EA l::>.'..J..~.,.,..,:~..:>.!.~,,:.,...,.n71;;·Tl·;·'\:··
,,~

Posting on Schedule I !Jf.J.Il~J:..)j\..means that:
• the drug (~r-otheF·"tthstHH·H'·has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug l+I:()th\~F·"Hhs·lan·l:.'e·has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the
United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug or other substance under
medical supervision. Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana.
(New Zealand Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law enforcement
officials submitted 48 drug items/exhibits to federal, state and local forensic laboratories thal
\Y~;r~~.identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items/exhibits increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088
in 2008 and further increased 1
2008 to 2009 when items/exhibits rose from 6,088 to
13,822. (US Department of Jus
0) Illicit distributions occur largely through
smuggling of bulk powder through
. organizations with connections to overseas
into capsules and tablets ..\y1).i..c;b.-rutEl are
sources of supply. The bulk powder
often r9.1.l.:'<':.0~~.U.t~(hf-+lJ as ecstasy
"" . l,._ec.~t.,-:._·_::.:.c,....::.:~.:..,:...:::."'.:.:..:..:.=:-'.:.:c..:::.:_:_J..._.:::...::..c:..,,:'-".:..L
The market in Canada will clearly be .
country. Sufficient demand in the US would
legal status remains ambiguous. Production in
The current status
jll~ted by the c·

tus of the drug in each
foster production in Canada where the
would also encourage consumption in
[IDo,tenttal for Canada to act as a source of

" ' U I I I ..,.'IAII",

distribution and abuse of ecstasy are a growing concern to law
in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in
through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to
like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a
region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and
adulterated with other substances, ~~including
methamphetamine,
,BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine:. According to the US
National Drug Intelligence Center, the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug
trafficking organizations are increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some
instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine.,.
-'--'-"'===::.:..:..:..: point of entry in October 2008,203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be
ecstasy. They were later determined to be BZP. tl!.5J2£l!.lJI::tJ.ll~LPLT.!!~!~:S.,....i\j!!..£Qllil1 DCHZ

Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and iD. the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
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and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
substances such as Ml~\-: BZP and TFMPP methamphetl1lHine, amphetamine. mephedronc, .
1-:-;:\)D';:-'{7i:lfleiH-t:c;-(l*k'fh:t-t'l{"Hthl---heiRHt1H-t' .

Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances ofBZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
availability and abuse in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of
region is, however, unknown at this time.
ecstasy use among 10th- and
In Michigan, figures are_nj~t ~Iable on BZP use
annual study of drug trends
12th-graders was higher in 2009 than five years ago, actordim!
conducted by University of Michigan professor Lloyd John~~~ ... ,. v,
fFormatted: Font: Times New R~~-;--'_l

~OBSERVATIONS:
I • Even when ~£~rlH:Q..lJ~~~.ftfAAthl~, availability remains;
• Great potential for
even increased production and
in light of continuing

l Bold, Bold, Small caps

4(·+tnt·st.j-e--8ffi~~

•

It is the opinion of the US D
rave scene. This is consistent with
BZP was consumed in private

BZP use is spreading beyond the
. New Zealand that the bulk of

In

ce in the UK
plans to ban BZP, and launched a
In October 2009, it was announced that from December 2009, BZP
would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse OfQ[
Drugs Act
what the effect of the restrictions would be on sales or
prevalence
speculate that prohibition does little to dampen either
demand or
to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite
the risk of
es Act, which is Hs··part of a regulatory regime similar to
that of Canada.
) The legislative action does not, however, seem to have had a
significant impact on a
in the UK. The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is
a -leading centre of expertise on drug policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion
that "Benefits of such a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e.
demonstrating 'tough on drugs' credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is
possible, but doubtful given that there is already an established demand for these drugs, and
those deterred would likely substitute back to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is
poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF, 2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
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appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
e ffec ti veness."
IGn-i4h March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of
piperazine (there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in
veterinary use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BlP across
the EU Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive
bubstanct1. Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to impletnent
appropriate controls on BlP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the
provisions of the 1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All ED member
states have regulated ~ZP1. :!lli,,··t·s··v·arl:ofl!·H:'·trcnd···inlast···j:t'\,v····yt~-afS·t{}F·t'-oHnt-ri·es . to·(,.\.HSsi{y

".«".,,'"'''''''''''''''''''',,'''',,'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''.""",,,,,.......'''..' ]

,,' co..~[.2:tl: Are these tied to a
schedule?

H1A}·+m·Hh~gHI·!'TuhsHHh,·t;.:

During the debate, however, concerns were
the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Obs
were made about the lack of evidence
to officials' attention that
related to health and social risks and the ('on~~;.m
.ve substances like ecstasy.
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally asso
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for
. ing from this drug are Isicl not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing
lvement and possible
if a decision is made to
replacement with other
The Committee
not inhibit the gathering
·on of accurate
place BlP under
information on
levant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee

{'\h,~pn'p

the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
relatively simple and inexpensive research.
studies are needed, especially
A strong conclusion of the
:onseQlueIlces." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
with respect to potential n
y BlP) have been prohibited in a number of
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines
I to examine what effects this had on patterns of
countries including the US and it wou
er drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
use, and knock on effects on the use of
research has been undertaken."
r----------
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APPENDIX A

DERIVED VALUE OF BZP/;rFMPPj
The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-OO 19), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg ofBZP
2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, ifit
ible to import three months of
BlP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 3
.
for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. rrhe following is an analysis from the Ins~.~~torate of the derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstas~~'ir

.COmment
. -•.'.-'".".~...".:".~'.'.".'.'.~'.".[HABR24]:
~"'.".~."..'.~"."•.'-."'"
.•.. ".-~:.'"."'"'~"."""'''.'".'.-'''-'''''''""'J
Converting BZP

to ecst<lSY? This needs to be rephrased.

_

At 150 mg/pill, the ll1inimlll11~ntial value of36,000mgofaZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yieldof$$133.34! ofBZP

(disregarding other unknown production or distnbution costs)~

.

.

. . •..

. . ... . . . / ... [~&*51

!At 20 mg/pill (although it would seem plausible that this amount would produce a highsufficient~J?.~:. ~~.~:~!:~~..:.;...:. ,". . . . . _". ,. ."". . . . . .
to satisfy users),·the maximum potential value of36,000 l11g.ofBZP is (36,000
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet)= 1800 tablets x $20/tablet= $36,O()O or a yieldof$1000/g.
--{o;;;;;;t·[HABRi6j;'S;;;;"~;·;b;;~;~""")
m .. .

1

__ . .

with the use ofBZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
ingredient, BZP. Subsequent compliance and enforcement
owing information:
per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00

Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out com~1i~ and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
~OO kg:= 200,000,000 mg

Bottle = 3000mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pilI)
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~

200,000,000 mg 13000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value =66,667 bottles x $80lbottle =$5,333~280 or a yield of $26. 67/g o£BZJ>

.'

_•• ' -' '.Con1.men.>.,
..•· ......t.. (.H
. •. AB.R2.7): This is better

and easier to follow than above.

Recent compliance and enforcement action for BZP with respect to sales as ecstasy has yielded
the following estimates. 200 kg ofBZP ifsold in units containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield
the following revenue:

And as an example, the yield per gram of
$133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of
supplement would Ii
at approximately the same pri
paliy pill might h
price in Toronto compared
demand and suppl

For example, a diet
the country whereas a
ancouver depending on

/ .. __ .. { Formatted: French (Canada)
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APPENDIX B

QucstionnHin~

for Site Visits

A \l'Iilahilit'\:
I

~
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that a
segment of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to these drugs having
no known therapeutic use, jh~ no evidence that they can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use. As part of the preparations for Cabinet
consideration, a market analysis has been performed that was meant to examine the availability,
distribution, pricing and promotion of these compounds.
The situation for BZP and TFMPP is, however, PniqU¢Mdpbtaining information about market
size, distribution and price presents a particular challenge. Athorough examination of potential
sources of information has yielded little in terms of data from which forecasts of quantity and
price could be made. It was, however, possible to get an appreciation of general domestic trends
related to volume and price by examining the information derived from activities related to these
substances by the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP and Health Canada's tIJ2.gltJJ
E.rs.)~h!~~J~~tJ.~99~tJ}m.I}~:hJI.JJ)J.JUJnspectorate and a search of literature and the Internet.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a ~ignificant increase in activity related to these dlllgs in Canad~since 2006.
Expert opinion from the RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate reinforces this view. A
number of factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related
activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• legal status perceived in some circles creating confusion in the market;
•
•

~e1atively easy.avai1abilitythroilghthe1ntefi1eiarid·t1"afficketSj~ despite compliance and.
enforcement activities of the !HPFB~nspectorate;
the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP on th~trta*et~hic.h.':l.l~g~~.~t.i':l.l~la.t~
consumption and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, ~llicitdt'Ug

ecstas~;and .
•

~. .~
regulation of BZP by other countries including the US.

Given the limited information about Canadian trends, it is also instructive to look at the
experience in other jurisdictions that have had to cope with an emerging market for BZP and
TFMPP, specifically New Zealand, the US and the UKlEU.
The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience showed that despite a
controlled status, the drugs remained widely available and affordable. The New Zealand
experience in particular demonstrates that,as a minimally regulateddrug, II,3ZPsncrw¢d
significant potential for use across a suhstantialsegm¢nt of thepopulationJ, ...
[There are, however, some additional analysis that could be performed to provide a better
appreciation of the potential for BZP and TFMPP in Canada. Although beyond the scope of this
analysis, the use of prevalence data related to BZP and ecstasy from New Zealand iandthe
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INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic
Impact Analysis that is required before any amendment to the CDS A related to BZP and TFMPP
can be presented to Cabinet for consideration. This market analysis was meant to examine the
availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and
1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their stimulative and hallucinogenic properties - BZP and TFMPP.
Currently, there are no known legitimate uses for either BZP or TFMPP in Canada." (Health
Canada, ,May 2010; pg 1). ,.~~,early.~Qq6,.~ill~.~en~!~m~tbe~ct~"9~~~~~~~~.~~d tF~p
began to appear inVall<;ollyerwh?ry m~~.~,itl~d.~~~~~arit¥Plltne.nty~sc~~~~a$afet
alternative to theillici~dntgs ~0ttm1?~l>,aya~la~~~~~9~~~J:)~(3;4~

MethylenedioxymethatnPltetattlin?1~S9~,,?pl~l<i!Q~nl!9~~tasy.IEcsta~Yi~ ,,~,~c~~q~l~!~!drug

under the CDSAj. In, 2007, piperazineba$edparty..piIlJ(mn~l~tiotlSstatte~.'t()b~pPtn~WideIY ,
available nationwid~...I1ealthCa~~~~Il()te~~" A!l !!1.~~~~s.e.~ jy~1~~pf ~he.~.e.. ~l!~~!~!!~_e.s_ ~e..i!!g. _____ _
imported into Canada with no apparent legitimate use ... "(Health Canada; 2010; pg 2)
~\,
In order to provide an appleci~n of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status of BZP and TFMPP with respect to the Food and Drugs Act (FDA), the
CDS A and their respective regulations.

\::::1- _

Currently, it is illegal to distribute either BZP or TFMPP or a combination of them in Canada.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug" as defined under the Food and Drugs
Regulations (FDR) and require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. (Health Canada; 2010) For a number of reasons, including the fact that there is no
acknowledged therapeutic use for these drugs in Canada, no product containing BZP and/or
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention ofthe FDR to sell any product
containing either drug in Canada and the Health Protection Food Branch (HPFB) Inspectorate
has taken compliance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant provisions of the FDA and
FDR, accordingly.
Beginning in October 2007, the HPFB Inspectorate established a customs target for finished
products containing BZP and/or TFMPP which was subsequently updated to include bulk
powder form in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to remove products containing
BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been warned about the risks to health
posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP. (Health Canada; undated; pg 2)
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Penalties under the FDA include seizure and a fine up to $500, and are not as severe as those that
might be applied under the CDSA. "The CDSA also sets out penalties for illegal activities
involving substances listed in its Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA establish tight
controls on the movement of regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse and diversion to
the illicit market. As such, scheduling will enable law enforcement agencies to respond to illegal
activities. The ultimate goal is to reduce the risks to the health and safety of Canadians posed by
the ¢asy availabilitypfBZP and TFMPP." (Health Canada; undat~dpg 2) _Sc_~e_d~lin_gBZPand
TFMPP under the CDSA, would make it a criminal offence to, among other things, possess,
possess for the purpose of trafficking or import them with fines up to $5,000, up to three years
imptisonment or both.
~

~

Because of their legal status, information about the availability, distribution and price of products
containing BZP and/or TFMPP is difficult to find. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) does not specifically target substances that are not scheduled under the CDSA.
However, the HPFB Inspectorate would recommend refusal of entry into Canada of any
commercial shipn1ent ofBZP. referred by the cBs~.fStiZtir~~1tyQCAlll'iriiheeveritthafthe
importer has. a hi~tory of non>-compliance with FDA and itsRcegu1atio~:
Moreover, there ~ppears to have been little research into the prevalence ofBZP a~d TFMyP use
in Canada. In fact, some experts in the i11icit drug field had not heard of the drug before they
were interviewed for this analysis. Its status has led to some confusion about its legality and the
perception among users that the drugs are "legal". HPFB inspectors have reported anecdotal1y
that some retailers believe that the drugs are legal and it has been argued by some that they are
providing a service to users by presenting a safer alternative to more harmful, illicit drugs such
as ecstasy. Scheduling these drugs under the CDS A is likely to go a long way to clarify their
status under federal law and introduce some certainty into the market.
"Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA will generally prohibit the
fol1owing activities with these substances unless authorized by regulation: possession,
trafficking, possession for the purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the
purpose of exportation, and production .... " (Health Canada; undated pg 2)
METHODOLOGY

Given the ~ncertainty and <jy_ic nature~f illicit drug ll1arketsin ~a.na4a.,in ordertop~rform a
market analysis for BZP and TFMPP, it was necessary to search for information pertaining to
consumption, distribution and price in three different ways:
• through established databases held by Health Canada or law enforcement organizations
such as the RCMP or CBSA;
• the opinion of experts in the illicit drug control and law enforcement communities; and
• an internet search.

pata was mainly obtained from· the. ~:R<n!g«AnalysisService .()fHealtbC~n~<i4t\vlHch
provided a time series of the samples referred to the Service by enforcementagencie~.
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·Comment [h18]:There should be a list
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.'.'.'.:.'.'.".".",".'·'included
.'·'·""".·"·'' ' ·' ' '.' 'in
' ' ' .' ' 1
It'.. '.ofan".""."."."".'a~ndix
.' ". ••.. .... . .' .'. '.' .• .•
,

A series of interviews was conducted of~xperts atldinterestedparties~n the illicit drug field.
The list included key individuals and organizations at the federal and ITlunicipalleveis as well as
in the domestic illicit drug control community. For example, experts associated with the Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto Health Department and the HPFB Inspectorate
~11 provided advice and ~uggested l11aterialt()beusedit1.t~¢ai1~lysis.rheSec<.l~~F1s~~d.tl()t
only as a soun;eof f4ctor opinion througll interviews; but as a source pf qocUlllelltatlc>p()r
statistics aswellJ,

",,' J

e~perts

An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
governmental literature and legislation related to the promotion, pricing, distribution and
availability ofBZP and TFMPP and illicit drugs ~ngen~rall. In addition, an examination was
conducted of the pre and post-prohibition/control environments in otherJllrisdlcti-ons such as-the-us and New Zealand to obtain an appreciation of the possible consequences of action to control
BZP and TFMPP in Canada.

"",. ,," '{Coltlrne~ t~2~]:\vhat do¢~ tilis mean? J

NATURES OFBZP AND TFMPP

BZP and TFMPP are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared
to those produced by ecstasy. While typit)&HY-H3mlbjwan()we~, the drugs can also be snorted
or smoked. Users ofBZP ~artYlsills reported that using these substances enabierl them tosta:Y'
awake for longer periods to undertake a wide range of activities. (The extent of the use of
TFMPP in party pills in New Zealand is unknown) These activities included dancing, general
socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified with weight
loss, perceived as a positive outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan; 2007)

,.".·,··rC;;;~t"[~~~J;"~~d;;~~';"N£''''''''''''''
I

.websit~~witJJ,Pb~s()nlZpj they appear to
be ~ca~~.f~••. At}y pqint mentioning
tIljsJJereand~~~!lW:.textelsewhere

wbereBZP is referte4 to iiStahlets.

On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects ofBZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is reasonably difficult to attribute many of
these to BZP alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan) It should be noted as well that, at the time when
these drugs were minimally regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and
promotional restrictions), the same study noted that young people found the legal status ofBZP
patiy pills conveyed a message that they were safe to use which led some young users to exceed
the recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging.
THE CANADIAN MARKET FOR BZP AND TFMPP

In the market analysis ofBZP and TFMPP, ideally the intent is to describe the size of the market,
including its geographical concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug
and the trends over time. In the market for a typical legal consumer product, information about
these factors is quite easy to obtain. ~oweyer, larg~lyqpet9.~heirl~g~ls~W~,~~~j~ 'iifor
BZP and TFMPP is unique and obtaining information~~ppt1l1ar~etsizr,.~i~.~~Pl.J~R~
presents a particular challenge:!. KtJ:lO~1:lgh~~tlfllPt~P?~.p~p()~e~t,ia.~.~~W;Bff~.~t:~~{~,
yielded little intertl)sof data~ \Vhich forecas~~f.9uilJ1tjtY at'ld~rit;ecp~ld>~~ . )}iJti$~
however, sometimes possible to. getan.appr~cia~~l} {,)f~ell~1111~Qllle~~~?tr.,~9~~~~~
scenarios related to ~olume ~~4p#~e ~y ,e.~~ll1.inipg ,~lt~, illf()n,:rta~i()J:l4~J:iY~<l ft"~m~~~~~,,9r~e.

·.~.·

" ",- t.CO.·. . ·.m
. . . . men
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drugs by the CBSA, RCMP and l-le~~1th ('al)a~ia'sUPl:'~lJlspector~te.Ho~~yer3.~h~~~fmeasqre$
present m~ny limitation8a~d ~onlybe c(Jllsid~~dsu~~~te measures. Therefore,
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AVAILABILITY AND DISTRIBUTION

~BSA data indicate·. that.11~tween2001.~JldtQ9~,t~ep~UlB~.. ?f~~n1pl¢s&f~~~.·~~~t

Agency's laboratories for analysis hadgro\VIlfronlOtoI7,jncludjngseizureQfyarioussji~si
These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance traffIcking" is an ~merging trehdwltbl;JZPand
TFMPP beingJoundin pills thoughU(J beecstas~.In addition, Health Can~dCl'spfl1gAnalysis
Service (DAS) has anHJy/:e·dH~i·gnj..fi·(·[HH-ly-··i·ncreasiJlg··nu·nlher··of.·sa·IHple-s·.fro·m··vo.J.i·ee-··sefi·ufe~"i·
g·ft+n~··f~:HfHu.g.·~nu2{H)6··K}44p··uin·20()9-:iQllil<i.ml.inc H115 i ng n-'d!':lJJLGU~f e,~.h i bi ts co nfa inj n ~ BZf
<.~u.\l/~:..r . IJ.':.M.p.ejnJh.£.i..LsJJ~n).i.9..!!JS.Q.!.D..P9.~.i..ti.~.m.: . ...!\.P.px~.r\.Ll!.!.~~J.~.Iy.J...~..(~~.;)..(~.9..~J..9.rJ.h.~.J9.Y.~J...J.l~1. D~.h~r.g.f
~~~h.(b i t.~_.j~.n,~J.l/,~.~Lbgl~y.~~.I.~_.:;_(~2.(~..fmsL~Q. HL(.:19]..!:')1.~~~m.H1!!l~~~LQ!}lyJ1Z~all~E2!'Jl:JyJJ~P_ln.o 0 ther
~ubstanccs were idenlificcLLJ.:or 'lX"' of these (;\.l1iblh, (he :-cized substance was suspected to be

.

.,_..

Exhlbts analysed by DAS contaimng BlP and!or TFMPP

2006
Number of Exhibits conlainflg BZP
Number of Exhibits conlainflg TFMFP
Number of Exhibits conlaini1g BZP &!Of TFMPP

3

a

2007
146
129
151

2008
1061
920

11£1

2010 2006.. 2010

2009

(until Nov 24)
2232
1213
2191
2366

4657
4413
4975

1170
1289

DAS November 24.2010 extraction
.•Source
. :............ . . . UMS
. ___....u:database,
. ._._._.-:-.____
.__ -----:__.__ ...... ______________.._ _ _ _
....____
. ____
. _,__. . _____
. __
", ___
l-ht'. ·f·HH~.}~\:Htg..Hrk·H:fH-aH+;n.. h-hl:tstXl-·Htt-{·ktt&·t.'*tf-at'{e>ti-Oft-·()€:t:t41er 2h-2. 0..l-4-i-R*H the D ,\S ~;
~'Y Information rvlanagement Sy~;tenl (Uf\fS) dntabaue
~

::r.tHtW~a-tionHI

~:

~

Total ~~~~'~~ ('

.1

Si-izuf'{'s

2"()O(}

2t)'()'1

Wt}8

2009

:W-I-~f

Oet 20 '10)

-HZ!!

S

~·4(~

-U}{t-l-

22-29

~

T·FiVIPP

:.:1

9~O

TotHI

g

+-1·9
W.

2·-I:-AA
44++

9-3-&
+946

~

Table 2: Analyzed Sa.lllplesofBZrbyProvincerr~rritQrY

BC

AD
SK
MB

ON

2006

2007

2008

2009

2~~~(~sof

0
0
0
0
0

23

126

139

10

47

114

119
66

1

7
29
637

15
28

II
17

1168

544

10
56

QCJ~2C)th)
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QC
NB
NS

5

PEl

0

NL

0
0
0

IT

NUINWT

13
13
19

0
0

0
1
0
0

172
7
20

621

188

53
53

22
16

4

0
38
0
0

0
4
0
1

11
1
0

Table 3: Analyzed Samples ffi'fFMrr IlY Provincell~rritory
2006
2007
2008
2009

BC
AD

SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl

NL

YT
NUINWT

0
3

24

106

138

10

112

0

2
7
45

37
6

25
518

0

14
28

201Q(tlS9f
Oct.~fJ~)

117
65

17
502

13

202

0

9

5

1107
648
51

0
0
0
0
0

18
0

14

53

16

4

o

1

2

0
0

1

0
37
0

0

0

0
0

203
22
4

o

[Due to the nature of the ptovincial/territorial dam, itis not possible todrawanyfimtco~~lu$iQg$
from them with respect to regional distribution.

It' sh()uld' also be. tIoted. that in' 20~8,IIealthC#t~4~i#s~ct()~.~()rt~4.~t.·f~~rp~~~ij~~~~:'· .'
retailer were seized. itt. ~4 retail outlets1lcW$sCan~~a~... h1()~y~~,in70Q~r~~\Yf.lsrrpo~4~~tit1
Ottawa a consumer developed cardia~arrhythmiapossibly due to aweightlossproquctthat
contained BZP and/or TFMPP.

offlci~n

BC's lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the
Moreover, drug control
BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• "the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation of BZP by other countries such as the US;
• the accessibility in Be to both the raw materials ofBZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product." (BCDSIWG; 2009)
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correspondingly found that since 2oop, more caseshave()(:G\lrre~lV~yt¢e~~~~~:'fjte.

identified~~~~~}~~~~~~.5)R~~i~<?~.c()tth~c~ft}~~i~I~~i~~S~!~~.~.~·:~ttm~"~"f!~~~"~~~]t~~!!!¥?}~.c~l1S.~~!\~~~~~ ~

is not likely goingtQ r~sQly¥thel}Z:Pprob~~minC~ap~~~e~.~\~~~~rI$~t'Yill~\l~l~
develop after prohibition ..• the problem o(BZJ> .c~becolllepromin~t1tjnCal).&da~mmkahlY
quickly".l(BCDSIWG; 2009) And as will be seen later, export ofBZP and TFMPP to the US
has sparked concern among
drug controi'offldafs:·-······ ...................... .

us

Distribution of the product occurs over the Internet. Their availability is quite evident upon
examination of sites.

Table 4: ~nternet Sources and Pdce~
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc .£Rw,b)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.comlUK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thm ecplaza.net)

PRICE
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (l05mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pillslPrice: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

PRICING

~ZP and TFMPp.haY~ . Prices·!haf.st~ • fto~.dit'fere.Pt~ole$JIl~e~g.~~ff~t..~~)~.9~~g

ass~me that the. firstrol~co~~ejsth~ir~~ltl~~it~~r~l?p~?rin.~?~b~~~?~'fi!~.~~~~th5t~()r

in combination wi!h otherdrU~s,tO(l9hi~:yeaspycjfiFstitn~latiY~Ih~Il119itt?~~~(;~ff~~~~\~~
previously·. mentioned,. BZP . provides. the.·"Jjigp"~~JF~~tlle~llu~mQ~~P~~~fJ'C(;~,~~seen
above in Table 4 t the price .foreifherdrugYap~scQnsi~~I1i~I~pYJ0tlll,I?~~~~R:~9~~?~~~lID.q
volume of purchase. For example, .ita~pe&rs thatthep~c~Jor~~Ptl19~~ff3~.'~9m~~!ic
source is $3.00 to $4.00per gram. The price i~c()~bi~~~~?~~i~"Il'MP~i.~~~~
. . itis
assumed that the combined effect ()fthe t'\V()~rugs~'Jl'~w~dtelti~lt~rp~~~~~()t~> . . . . . JR~price
is significantly higher .for. products· .from. • ~Siall•. coun~~s;•.• althQ~~h . ~e. f~S01l• f()r •.·~~~.• .·.~~.• ·yC~
know~·I . It s~{)~I~ .b~no~<l. t~~tP()liEt?~It.~~~.~.~~~9.9,?1l~~~~!;,~(), .~,~~?=!;j!l~~~~~~~.~. ~~g,,!:f~P:
which is thought t<). originate in CJjin(l.··· A seiztJre.in~()v~rt)k~rfQ9~gf9~1~.pe.~~~~<l~b~
worth a total of NZ$180,000, or about NZ$30/g.(NewZealQ,nd PQli~web reports,20Q9~

.

trhe secon4.foIe refers. to . t1fes.:?rug~.•. ~j.Il1PlY.·$S. . ~ •. ~~~~p.•·~lt~ll1atiY~• •t()·. ~¢S~&t.··t? ~~~.~~i~~~
comb !nati on of the drugs. is ofte:ncomparedto bvthoseseUing theprouuct.. w~tFJ:tffli'ffl:ie$
~. ~ubstitution ofBZP and TFMPP for s~ale.~~ ecs~sLo~ ~~~~~~o~~p'~e~e!1~ry_~~~p.onent
for ecsta~y pr()ducts, that -is, ecstasy' cu·t ~{ih BZP and tFMPP, is occurring in many western
countries. (BCDSIWG; 2009; US Department of Justice, May 2010) The dmgs' mimicking

•
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entactogenic and hallucinogenic charac.te.r.istics
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are factors With
contri.bu.
ti ng .to.
..
Ie .•(N
. . . ..(n. . <}. .n...W.!lS
......•. .reports
...l:l. _..n. : . . .thatl~heRCMPhasencountered
. ..:•.. . .\.h._•. . . ._'.ea
. •. . . .• . . :. . ._. •.P
. . •. .f. . . . . . 0• ._:.:.:._:d. ._.: . •. . ._. c•._.:•.t_.:i..•..•...•._ n. . . •. :_•.o. . . . ..'._'_' __ .' ___ _""",{ Formatted' Highlight
TFMPP.)
respect
to price,
the
HJ!I:JtInspectorate
]
and seized products containing BZP but marketed as ecstas~{sil1li1arl'~fe~l'aPka~~Xlitl.Pre-: .
' - - - - '--------.-------.----------.-------,
counted lots like ecstasy with imprinted p(}p-culture logos 1ikeecstasy)~t£J~f,~Jt:t~Jl~£.~~, h~y'e
observed prices forecs~y ranging from $10 to $20 per pill. (Communicationwitha:n
Inspectorate representative) 1trhe cah~u~(ltio~ _()f ,th~~~ ~stirru~t~_~, _~(lS~~ ~t1 i~f()1!:TI!!~i<?_~ ft~I1)_ ~h~_ . _ ,__.' _.. ,,,, ~
IJPJJ1Inspectorate, is found in Appendix A, and the results suggest that the low cost ofBZP and'
TFMPP combined as an alternative or complementary component yields a significant return
when presented as ecstasy. IBzp' and TFMPP'srelatively low input cost wouldsugges~a
sustained demand as long as ecstasy-maintains its. roteahd popuhuityamong' dtUg(t~ets.] __
f1:_:
...•.•.•

Demographics of BZP and TFMPP Use in Canada
There is no "ifitttstKcrrlly-h~-tlinfonnation available regarding the demographic characteristics
of users of BZP and TFMPP in Canada. llili;~)ftnitti{31:t4hn<t. does,,-e*ist~;<fs. !{:ti~e<Jy<·:tH~edi)talt;
OBSERVATIONS:

There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level ofBZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:

· ::~~:o~!~~~:~t;: ij;;~j:";~;~~:~h:!ne~~~:rket which still allows ~Pm~-f
•
•

•

despite HPFB Inspe~t~~~t~~~ti~ity'~t~~t~i'l,~~~i'l~bilitY~~~~i~~'~i.tiV~iy.. ~.~y::t~Q:gfr"
internet and traffickers1;
the relatively inexp~ns~pri~~ofBZp~~d'TFMPPo~th~~~~k~t~ijf~i$p:·stitrt\Uat~r
-. -

-.. -- f

l

"-f

~"zn;~:~~~~n!i~J~ei~)~~:~rt~~~ij~~r~11t~_~jongoas'::oj~tMg~ ~ ..,~.

~tC~,~Jt::~:~:/:i:l;.:'t,~~t::::7!vti~~I~tY'tm~en.i~iu;roughiiieg$t
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L~[lt501:()nJY

if a,. _Iae.

distribution mechanisms
FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS

As mentioned above, ideally, ~ marketllnal~,swouldJ(}okat.9~~t1!~~~~ii;~~~~~.rrl~tedt9
the consumption. an~pric~ pf BZp~fldrEMPl?ino.ra~tt~l1l~~P~~~~~f~~~~~~~~~l'~g~ ... '
changes in consumption and price ina minimally regulatedandpost~regulfltjQlletl"ironmentst.
Given the lack ofinfonnation about the lISC nfBZP/TFMPP in Canad-ian·-tt:end-s, however, it is
tn"'tFHfltvr~"D..l~ty_hr.::..,.tldpJ't!Ll0..~!n.~t~1TI(lm.LQ~2!.1,;'1).tt!L~.H!L<!lLQ.l1S. ba~,dJ2ILt:H..tOo*-at-the experience in
other jurisdictions,m,,]Jl<;~~~jvrj~~Jl'::Jism,~m~have experienced the emergence of a ~ignjfican( .. ,_--·,,--fcomme"t[h54]:DertneSignifi~~~
market for BZP and TFMPP and have imposed restrictions on the use and distribution ofBZP
and TFMPP, specifically New Zealand, US and UKJEU.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
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controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.

Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP
Countries

Year

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden
UK
Ireland

2002-2004
2003
2003' ~
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

Source: BCDSIWG

New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs. ~t could be arguedthatthecutl"el1tnaM~o.rthed~~r~leg;~.$~~i#gan~da
is close. to the· situation experienced by New~alan.dbetween 20QQalld.2QP8whep13ZPiWas
minimally regulated. \Although BZP and TFMPP are not openly promoted and distributed in
Canada as they were in New Zeahlnd-during that period,-lessons mlghibe-chiwn -from-ih-atsituation. Two considerations must, however, be noted. First, the New Zealand drug culture
seems is unique ~nthatthe useofdrug~ ism()rereadityacc~ptedby(:~rtmtl'$egrh~rttSQfUte
population.: The unique ncUur~ the New Zealand drug market is reflected in a new report from

~~!~~: ~h~~;~~:~~~d~l~:~~~:~:~~~~~t~::p~~:l:!-:-:~,s~~~ea:-~~t~~~~ii~~~-f.:~~~e-u-Slng-------·-"'·"f~~~~h56i;'''~t''a;;·';bi~:::_]
sufficient" cannabis culture." (www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment for
New Zealand report, released in September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug
trade and notes for example that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the
highest amphetamine type substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged
that uniqueness of the New Zealand markets in an analysis of the status of BZP in that
jurisdiction; " ... most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New
Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European
context." (EMCDDA, 2009) lrhis<cautlonshol.ddalso apply

to canaaal
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Secondly, the d~ta collection and analysisulld~rtakenin.~~\\, Z~alandfQcused maitUy QJ113ZP
without much mention ofTFMPP ortheBZPITFMPPcornbmation~

... - ' "

Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
~onths) to be most easily tva~le were~lc()hol~.~t1ba~C~.a11dBZ:f!rFM?PR~~Yliill$.
Approximately three~quarters of users ·.oftllese.d~gt~~s·descri})ed ~~ir~y~i1~B~~i~.~tt~~til11e
as '~very easi'. In fact, findin~s from the20?6sutyey ~n~o\Vthe'iv~i1~bi~itr()~~~ .~~~had
changed compared to the previous year revealecltlult u~~c0l1si4~~~e~~?a'V~B~o1tle
easier to obtain in past .12 months;simil~rt0tlle. ~i~~~i()n Wi~h ecstas)1.~1l4~lq~~?L~~~)1..~ve
percent of those who had used party piUs ill the l~lll()l1thspriorsaid~a~p'irtYpiIls were easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months earlier. (Wallcins&Sweets\lr,2907t
This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
Auckland Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07
percent of total overdoses) to 21 (1.58 percent) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the
increase in the strength ofBZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of70 to
80 mg per dose to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also
available in some areas. (Gee et aI., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies
were promoting their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule. (Theron et al.,
2007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP and TFMPP party pill
"industry" had annual sales of$24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over
24 million pills had been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an
estimated 5 million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to
promote the industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social
Tonics Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as I~a~hs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
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imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the chemical process to
manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the constant
potential for domestic procktc_. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply ofBZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams ofBZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C 1 controlled
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ... ".
With respect to assessing the impact ofregulationlprohibition on a drug's availability and price,
drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is prohibited, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on information from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New Zealand. The
findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and drug related
problems. (Wilkins et al.; 2010)
The primary source of information in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug
users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection drug users) recruited from the community in the
three main centres of New Zealand (Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees
were asked about the curreyt ~ availability, purity and price of key drug types and how these
aspects may have changed over the previous six months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use ofBZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that there was some recovery in the availability ofBZP in
2009 however; the availability ofBZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years
when it was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BZP patty pills would create a considerable gap that would likely
be filled by a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy and black market
BZP, and alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong
evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample suppliers to
meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et aI., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009,just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age.. jPriQrto prohibition, BZP w~avaJlabl~tp
teens in New Zealand raising conC ems about the impactonhealt~:Ar.t'l()~gr~~p()114~l1~s who had
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used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majOlity were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys.}y..i.J.b:- 94% s1.<:lJi.ngffiG that they had either stopped or were
consuming less over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP
usage were that it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were
quite close in numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13%
reported that they stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common
reasons for quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the
drug's illegal status, hang-0vtJNjfect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk ofBZP was
consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case,
although music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that
BZP is not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other
substances, in particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
OBSERVATIONS:

•

•
•

The New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potentia! f~.)r high rates of use in certain segments of population.
~t\JthQugh not presently perceived in sorn~citclesinCanada asilleg~l,compared to other
illicit drugs such as ecstasy, restrictions are too lax to deter suppliers;; ..
Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
e~)~J.r~'g~.I.I~!J.i~01.noJ+her~;.\Y~~>.. ~L;:;bifljp\yJ!~.t:.;.. grt~al bulk of BZP was consumed.O:Q.Pl.J.b.<;.
E!.Y\::...5.1::.~.nSL..!:~.J... -ifl-pri vate homes·ffi+he·f·-th.i*·ofl-+he··n:l:vt'-"t"{.,"-fte--us--~'tS-I:-ypt€all :,' thought. ffi
he···.j:ht'Drb~·, although the rave and music scenes remain important venues. Irhissugge$ts
the potential for a broader~ .more frequent range of use.!

"." --- f;;~~~~;';~~:~,~~:~:"f,~::.',i,~]

United States
Whi Ie New Zealand seemed to have a highrateof(ltug use per capita getl,etany~iricilJJ(lingparty
pills, the US has had the longest experience withB2:P and TFMPP as controlled substances. In.
the US, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place
BZP and TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high
abuse potential and lack ofpc~ted medical use or safety. On March 18, 2004, the DEA
published a Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP and TFMPP on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
DEA permission.
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
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•

there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)

According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BlP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BlP. The number of BlP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 to 13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
ecstasy. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis,
2009)

The BlP and TFMPP market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
drug in each country. US officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
foster production in Canada should the substances' legal status remains the same. The current
status and potential for Canada to act as a source ofBlP and TFMPP for the US is illustrated by
the circumstances in borde~ re~ns.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern to law enforcement
and BlP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a demand for the
drug. kJfficiaIS .• in· . the.regi()11·report.that.ecstas~.•·.~b~.ets.P~p4~~~~ ~· ~a~ada.·~e~~js~~#~i~the
region are often adulterated with other substances, uincludil1gmethamphe~ine;MnA,L~:Q;
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, .and caffeine" ·~_~~_o.~~!l1_gc!~tc~~y~_~~~i_o.~~J ~ !?Fllg ~~.~~~! !i.g~~~~ c~~!!ter, _., .. ,., '1
~he CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug trafficking organization~. flre~n8ry3$jll~Y
producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in somejnstances, tabletsmarket¢<i as ecstasy con,tairt
little, ifany, ecstasy.· For example, at the Blaine,Washington point of entry in October 2008,
... _..... 1
203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be ecstasy. They were later determined to be BlP.
(US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
1

•. •

Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and TFMPP.
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx of BZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
~

~
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recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent ofBlP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
OBSERV ATIONS:

•

even when

controll~d,qilability

remains;

• ~here maybe reason for conc.ern r~garding increaSed production in Can~d~irillght()f
continuing demand in the lJS; and.
•

it is the opinion of the US Department of Justice that BlP use is spreading beyond the

rave
scenel·_Ih~s . !~~<?!1sist~l1_t_~i~~_~h(;":~_l!~(;":),!!!1dj!1g~..i_l1_~(;":!Y~_t?~-'_~!1<J~h~~!ht?_~¥l~j6.f _____ ,_
BlP was consumed in private homes.
\1, f

United KingdomlEuropean Union

"L~T.;~.~H~!.!.l~i.~;~~,. . ;. . . :. . . . . . .,. . . . . . . .J

In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BlP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BlP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse of Drugs Act
(MDA). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the drug, but
many observers, such as those mentioned below, speculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any drug. Prior to its control under the MDA, BlP was sold online
despite the risk of prosecution under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime
similar to that of Canada. (Drugscope; 2010)
The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by others in the UK. The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is a leading centre
of expertise on drug policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of
such a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on
drugs' credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that
there is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute
back to other illegal equivale~Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence."
~
(TDPF, 2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the iIIicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BlP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
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1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee observed t~at~any of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks ofBZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken." (TDPF, 2010)
OBSERVATIONS:

It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be ons-a+erlilg
.'.::.L.!J2l?lv .. or prevalence of tJw.-t.tfUgi (:-- US\,;., but some observers speculate that prohibition does little
to dampen either demand or supply of any drug.
OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yieldedlittle data
1~.U.21:0~"1~J!J2kJllre ufI3ZP/IFtvIPP demand orsupplv In (:<lI1'1(J(1. ~f.Hl"·'Y:l~i~~"ir,f~~~~~~t:~f

q uanli t)'-4etnam.kd.und prin1c. oUIdO.e.'~.. IN.aae,. T...hi.'.S. . . m
. . . • igh. • t . .p.e. . . . .1..a.r.~.ely dpe. to their le.gSl.l$.'t~l.:ty~. fi
Canada which makes the situation forBZP and TFMPPuniquej. It was, however, possible to get
an appreciation of thegeneraldomesticsituatic:m.jand possible future scenarios related" to1YQ;~~r
and price by examining information derived from enforcement activities of the CBSA, RCMP
and HPFB' s Inspectorate. In addition, information related to the experience of other
jurisdictions such as New leafmlrl, the United States and the UKlEU provided afl appreciation
l2(,:X~p'":~Jj\~(.lLIl1.'::'"lLq.ts:nJFJ...Lhn:Hf.the drugs' ro Ies-~-ptt\-f!fttH.tI.
i.

In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a significant ~rtcte~ejn activity1el~~~d.~0 these ~rug~.i~ Canada since 2006.
iExpert opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB Inspectorate reinforces this vieW].. A_n~mb~~of ...
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factors have been identified w~ may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in
Canada, including but not limited to:
• the legal status;
•

availability rem~ins ~-elatively easy ~hr()ughInternet and traffick~rs,~~~pite.I!l~p~~tQt~#~ . .

•

~he relatively inexpensive price ofBZPartdTFMPPortthematfetwbicp ntightstiroul~~

•

consumption and encourage their role as alternatives to the highetpriced;· iUiCifdtug,
ecstasy; and
regulation ofBZP by other countries including the US.

activity at retail;[..

. . . . .. .......... .......

.. . . .. ... ... ........... .. . . . . . . . .. . ..... .

The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fully examined) showed that despite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remained [widely available·and.afi'ordabl¢: .Moreove~, . t~.~ N~\VZ:~la~d experience d~~?~~~~~:~ .,,_" ,,,'

::;:::;~~m;:l:~~~trd drug,

BZP

Showed~ipJlifi~t ~tenli~~orlL'eacross~~=~Ii~_:__ --1

lBoth West Coast Canadian and US officialsw¢re cle~rlyoftheopini()l1tbatt[\et¢~~co~f4¢table
potential for continued and .even increased proquction in Canada and smugglingfrpmCtltlacla
into the US in light()f continuing demand there!. It is the opinion of the US I>e}JaI~ment()f
Justice and New Zealand substance control researchers that BZP use is spreading beyond the

I

"-"t~;!!nl~~~~.,:~;~.~!l~;;.~t~~. ~~~". .;.;"'. . . . . . .J

:':::~~~:~ :i~:a~;~~~ ~~~~~f::a~i';:r:':;;:! iW~5:;;~Tihib~~~~~u~:~:a: the.__

broader, more frequent pattern of use.

r. . . ·. . ".·. .·.·". .· "·. ." ." ". , ,. , ·. , ·, · . ·,. ,·. ,·. .·.·. ·.·". .·1

---.- .. ------------.

,,~
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APPENDIX A
.DERIVED VALUE OF PRODUCTS THAt CONTAJNBZP AND/Ol{ TF~~

••

f}.ih~~,lh ~!~hi !~I.~)hlh1}hl~t ~~hi! h~':ihl. E~~~. J~~h-* ~~~~!~~~~5?!~~r!~hl}!i!! '}h~JBf~yy~f?~tfl~ ~~J~~J~~E
~JX~:gg.th. . 9,f.l},l:J:J1m~h'Sl~,«~in~e their intr()d . .
.!0L~ji} mgJIer dQse, 13a.QS()fpllreJ~ZPp{rWde~{r(U

h'

•

../

t.·
..

1,

. -" . -·{Fo;;tt;s;-Hi9h~~t-------. --""J

-""<::::h{ Formatted: Highlight
'~~.~. ~. .~i.~,~!:i~,~,t.~.

areas. (Gee et Ii L, 20(5) M t~it\vI~?rep()rtedil12Q()5t~{\L~()nlectH~V~lili~~i\,,'etepl'Oln()tlng
th . .:iCDrodu~,ts a". having at least 500 mgofBZP per capsule. (ThevQnelal" 2007f''111eqosl

n1p,5kJJ!."m~gnJ~~,d",hs,n-~,J;~,,,:n£.itht.,r,j,~~ttJ!Ji~y,Jj,~~,~JJ;;,,¥,fHVc. .

r ... '''..

conjunction with <1. numbefnf other chemical sincludiu~I\UJMA,m~th{lttrph~talnine;etc, These

_ _., .. " --L.~~~~~~':~.:. .~~.~,~I,i~~~

At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of 36,000 mg ofBZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of$$133.34/g ofBZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs).

f\t 20 mg/pill (although it'io~e~rupl~usible.th~~~~i$~lnOw~t~o~l~p~p~eapighsuffi~ieut
to satisfy users), themaxil11um potent~alv~lueof}6,(J??~g. of~?fisq~,?qQ
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) = 1800. tablets x $20/tablet==$36.000 or a yield Qf$lOQ9/g.
$20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

"'' ' ' ' '1
-.~-.---

'. ,"r~~,~,~,~:~.!~3:~~.~~:I,i.~:~~t.h.

The LItDJ.Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by
Health Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health
Products Into Canada" (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply
of drugs (unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this
Policy is intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful
argument is made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg of BZP per unit, 2 doses per day
for 90 days, this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, ifit were possible to import
three months ofBZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36 g ofBZP for conversion
into an ecstasy imitation. The following is an analysis from theUITtLlnspectorate of the
derived value of converting BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.

$10

:~:::::-'J

Uh''.h...h.''h.hU''hh.hUU .... U ...... hU'' ..... hhh.

_.. ,' ... _< .' . -{ Formatted: Highlight-
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)
u . . .u u . . .

....... ,' t Formatted: Highlight

q i ",en that the majority. o.CBZP lTF[)lPP .tiJUlld th~ug~.che~licaJannWs~~jl1S(ulad~~ya~lolHld .in

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

tbe

,1. . co
. . . . .reworked.
m
. ·.· ·. men
.·.............. E.·.h.8.·.. .3. .•..'1. . :..." Th
. ·.i.·S...sec. dOn.
. .' . n..ee.
. ds. to .

~ a different vein ofde~lin~ with the use9fl3ZPas a~iet~~ppl~m~nt;~elns~c~rat~.al~o
reported that in December 2009, a pf()ductmark~te~~sa n~wr~l h~lthproduct forJVeightlQSs
was found to contain the ul)decIaredingredient, l3ZP; as was thec~ein NewZ~aland.
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Subsequent compliance and enforcement actions followed and yielded the following
information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x ~O mg;pill)
200,000,000 mg / 3000

m~=

iA,P67 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)

Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Further to the compliance and enforcement action and seized amounts described above, values
for potential "street" sale may be projected. For example, 200 kg ofBZP if sold in units
containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70

~.~

$10

$20

$l3,333,333
$28,571,428
$100,000,000

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP for the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$l33.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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Dear Judy and Hanan:
Thank you for your pr~vi8th; comments on the Market Analysis Report. Enclosed is the final draft.
We would like to provide you with an opportunity to comment on this version of the document and
appreciate your feedback. I know that this is a busy time for you. I am requesting comments from
yourself and Jocelyn concurrently and unfortunately, I need to request your comments by noon on
Wednesday, December 22nd, as the contract is coming to completion.
Hopefully you will find that most of the points you raised have been addressed within the document. For
example, the table in the document of exhibits analysed in Canada was revised to the most recent table
submitted to us in an e-mail by Laura. In addition, I believe all inferences made from the numbers of
exhibits sampled in the regions have been removed.
Thank you,
Angela
[attachment "BZPTFMPP Final Report 17121 O.doc" deleted by Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that a
segment of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-Tritluoromettthyiphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to these drugs having
no known therapeutic use, there is no evidence that they can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use. As part of the preparations for Cabinet
consideration, a market analysis has been performed that was meant to examine the availability,
distribution, pricing and promotion of these compounds.
The situation for BZP and TFMPP is, however, ~~fflt~~nd obtaining information abou~~~~~;~ ... , .. ' t
size, distribution. and~rice presents a particular ~/li\It_AthoroUllli _exaroination()f~1j;1l~_

1

~:~~~~idi~~O:~~~if~~i~{~:~~~~!f~St~~~i~~f~~:~~ft~!~J~~~~~[-J~~:~irc1~~nds----~~~~·t

:l~~n~~f~~u: ta~~S:~~~~~~~~i::'tl~~~~y':':~~~c~;v::lr~:I~J!!ii~!i~~~:~i~··<-:.:--1
and a search ofliterature and the Internet
_.
..'-1
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, ~YiiUal!I¢daUI,ndicates that there...

-------1

~exe;~t~p~~~:nb:r~:at~~~~~~t~:~r~:~t: ~~:~~~·i~~l~~c\~:~s~e~~~:c~~·fhl~~~~i?~ .~Q9·~~··-··"" ..

1.·

number of factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related
activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• tegHl-;-<ffit~7et-vefl-t-H~--E-it'€;1~·-ereati:ng·-confusion in the market..IT.grr.r.:.ding the leK-'!l
•
•

•

~.4H. l.l.:~ ..Q..f..t..h5;.).~.~.qh~mrw.~~~.;
relatively easy availability through the Internet and traffickers, despite compliance and
enforcement activities of the H9.nlJ.b.J:.m.~hl.~.t~. .!.m~JJ:~Qq.~tJ.3..n~'!').9..h.J.t.I.PFB) Inspectorate;
the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP on the market which might stimulate
consumption and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug
ecstasy; and
regulation ofBZP (a11dl'fMPP?'?)byother countries includingthedlLS.

. . . --···t~.~.~~~.:. .~.~~.~.~~9.~!. . . . . . . . . . . . . .:. . . . . . . . . . . .J

Given the limited information about Canadian trends, it is also instructive to look at the
experience in other jurisdictions that have had to cope with an emerging market for BZP and
TFMPP, specifically New Zealand, the U:.S:. and the UKIEU.
I

~

The observations drawn from the New Zealand and U:_S~ experience showed that despite their
"tatus as controlled substanc('sa··c·ontro·l..Jed-·st-atHs, the drugs remained widely available and
affordable. The New Zealand experience in particular demonstrates that, as a minimally
regulated drug, BZP showed significant potential for use across a substantial segment of the
population.
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[There are, however, somladd1tronal analysis that could be performed to provide a better
appreciation of the potential for BZP and TFMPP in Canada. Although beyond the scope of this
analysis, the use of prevalence data related to BZP and ecstasy from New Zealand and the
application of consumer product models could inform future discussion of unregulated and postregulatory environments in Canada.] (Inclusion dependent on further discussion)
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INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). A market analysis is a key component ofthe Socio-economic
Impact Analysis that is required before any amendment to the CDS A related to BZP and TFMPP
can be presented to Cabine; f~onsideration. This market analysis was meant to examine the
availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and
1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their stimulative and hallucinogenic properties - BZP and TFMPP.
Currently, there are no known legitimate uses for either BZP or TFMPP in Canada-:" (Health
Canada,_-Mtty-20 1O~··rg-+t In early 2006, pills containing the active ingredients BZP and
TFMPP began to appear in Vancouver where they gained popularity on the rave scene as a safer
alternative to the illicit drugs commonly available such as MDMA (3,4Methylenedioxymethamphetamine), commonly known as ecstasy. Ecstasy is a Schedule III drug
under the CDSA. In 2007, piperazine based party-pill formulations started to become widely
available nationwide. Health Canada noted, "An increased volume of these substances being
impOJ1ed into Canada with no apparent legitimate use ... "(Health Canada,~ 2010~t
In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status of BZP and TFMPP with respect to the Food and Drugs Act (FDA), the
CDS A and their respective regulations.
Currently, it is illegal to distribute either BZP or TFMPP or a combination of them in Canada.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug" as defined under the Food and Drugs
Regulations (FDR) and rec(uir~Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. (Health Canada,t 2010) For a number of reasons, including the fact that there is no
acknowledged therapeutic use for these drugs in Canada, no product containing BZP and/or
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention ofthe FDR to sell any product
containing either drug in Canada and the Health .PJ\l.~h~~:J~. JJp.(J.Pr()tecti()n Food Branch (HPFB)
Inspectorate has taken compliance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant provisions of
the FDA and FDR, accordingly.
Beginning in October 2007, the HPFB Inspectorate established a customs target for finished
products containing BZP and/or TFMPP which was subsequently updated to include bulk
powder form in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to remove products containing
BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been warned about the risks to health
posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP-:- (Health Canada; undated: pg 2)~
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Penalties under the FDA include seizure and a fine up to $500, and are not as severe as those that
might be applied under the CDSA. "The CDSA also sets out penalties for illegal activities
involving substances listed in its Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA establish tight
controls on the movement of regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse and diversion to
the illicit market. As such, scheduling will enable law enforcement agencies to respond to illegal
activities. The ultimate goal is to reduce the risks to the health and safety of Canadians posed by
the easy availability ofBZP and TFMPP}' -(Health Canada,,:: undated1Jg-2:),. Scheduling BZP
and TFMPP under the CDSA, would make it a criminal offence to, among other things, possess,
possess for the purpose of trafficking or import them with fines up to $5,000, up to three years
imprisonment or both.
Because of their legal status, information about the availability, distribution and price of products
containing BZP and/or TFMPP is difficult to find. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) does not specifically target substances that are not scheduled under the CDSA.
However, the HPFB Inspectorate would recommend refusal of entry into Canada of any
commercial shipment ofBZP referred by the CBSA. Seizure may occur in the event that the
importer has a history of non-compliance
with -the FDA and its Regulations.
,,~
Moreover, there appears to have been little research into the prevalence ofBZP and TFMPP use
in Canada. In fact, some experts in the illicit drug field had not heard of the drug before they
were interviewed for this analysis. Its status has led to some confusion about its legality and the
perception among users that the drugs are "legal". HPFB inspectors have reported anecdotally
that some retailers believe that the drugs are legal and it has been argued by some that they are
providing a service to users by presenting a safer alternative to more harmful, illicit drugs such
as ecstasy. Scheduling these drugs under the CDSA is likely to go a long way to clarify their
status under federal law and introduce some certainty into the market.
"Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA will generally prohibit the
following activities with these substances unless authorized by regulation: possession,
trafficking, possession for the purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the
purpose of exportation, and production .... " ·~(Health Canada!.J··undated-rg-21
METHODOLOGY

KJiven the ~certailltyallq9y~anll¢.~~~~~,t!jt!~~(~(~m,,~{mt~~~ . ~,~,: .~~;.~~,"

•.

market analysis. for·~~•. ~mjr~t~ i~ •.'r~ ~~~~~m~~rch·.·fq
onnatici
consumption~ distriblltionandprice.intb.~dif£en::nt:ways;i
• through established databases held by Health Canada or law enforcement organizations
such as the RCMP or CBSA;
• the opinion of experts in the illicit drug control and law enforcement communities; and
• an internet search.

.

,,~

Data was mainly obtained from the Data Analysis Service of Health Canada which provided a
time series of the samples referred to the Service by enforcement agencies.
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~

A series of interviews was conducted of experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field.
The list included key individuals and organizations at the federal and municipal levels as well as
in the domestic illicit drug control community. For example, experts associated with the Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto Health Department and the HPFB Inspectorate
all provided advice and suggested material to be used in the analysis. These contacts acted not
only as a source of fact or opinion through interviews, but as a source of documentation or
statistics as well.
An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
governmental literature and legislation related to the promotion, pricing, distribution and
availability of BZP and TFMPP and illicit drugs in general. In addition, an examination was
conducted of the pre and post-prohibition/control environments in other jurisdictions such as the
V,S.: and New Zealand to obtain an appreciation of the possible consequences of action to control
BZP and TFMPP in Canada.
NAlFUFl>.;EFFFCTS-OF BZP ANI)

TFMPP

BZP and TFMPP are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared
to those produced by ecstasy. While typically swallowed, the drugs can also be snorted or
smoked. Users ofBZP party pills reported that using these substances enabled them to stay
awake for longer periods to undertake a wide range of activities. (The extent of the use of
TFMPP in party pills in New Zealand is unknown) These activities included dancing, general
socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified with weight
loss, perceived as a positiv~ o~me of use among teenagers:- (Butler & SheridHn,~ 2007),
On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects of BZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is reasonably difficult to attribute many of
these to BZP alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects;- (Butler, 2007"H'lHl-S-heriti-ant It should be noted as well that, at the time
when these drugs were minimally regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and
promotional restrictions), the same study noted that young people found the legal status ofBZP
party pills conveyed a message that they were safe to use.!. wJ-.ti.t'.&rhi~Jed some young users to
exceed the recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging.
THE CANADIAN MARKET FOR BZP AND TFMPP

In the market analysis ofBZP and TFMPP, ideally the intent is to describe the size of the market,
including its geographical concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug
and the trends over time. In the market for a typical legal consumer product, information about
these factors is quite easy to obtain. However, largely due to their legal status, the situation for
BZP and TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distribution and price
presents a particular challenge. A thorough examinati~~~f ~.?tential sources of information has
yielded little in terms of data

from\\,hic~f~r~ca~.~~r~~

.. ic~g~}~~c,:~~~~.gti~~,co~ld be made.

~t is,· however,S?ll1etillles· Rossibletog~ta~a~Pfflqj~~~~~p~~ft~~l~~~~~~\:
scenarios related to ~olum~.an.~p.-ic.eJ"ye~~~.tl~qg~lj~Jn.'Q;m_~!ipt;l".~~;Pyy9J!-'<?!!t~~¢;,,:
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drugs by the <:BSA,RC;1v.tP.and .l}~~ltI1E~~4~'~~~~r~~~~~f ~9~~Y~~~~~ffl~~~~~~r~$er1t
many limitations at1d can only bec{)Jl!)i4er~~surrogatemeasurns.l'n~rnf().J'e;e1(t~{)~~tiQtJ$
based on this dam must be usedwitn calltionJ,

•

AVAILABILITY AND DISTRIBUTION

CBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for cma~ had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes.
These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine" (Health Canada,,~ 20lO),. The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in pills thought to be ecstasy. In addition, Health Canada's Drug Analysis
Service (DAS) has analyzed a significantly increasing number of samples from police seizures
going from 8 in 2006 to 4417 in 2009.
The following information is based on data extracted on October 21,2010 from the DAS's
Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) database.

T a ble 1: N
a lona
f l T ota I Analyze
IdS amples
Seizures

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010 (as of
Oct 20 '10)

BZP
TFMPP
Total

5
3
8

146
129
267

1061
920
1959

2229
2188
4417

988
958
1946

T a ble 2 : Analyze
IdS ampies 0 fBZP b,y P rOVlllcerrern'torv
2007
2008
2006
BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

,

~

23
10
1
10
56
13
13
19
0
1

126
47
7
29
637
172
7
20
4
11

0

1

0

0

2009

2010 (as of
Oct. 20th )

139
114
15
28
1168
621
53
53
0
38

119
66
11
17
544
188
22
16
0
4

0
0

0

1
2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th)
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BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl

NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

24
10
2
7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

117
65
11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

Due to the nature of the provincial/territorial data, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions
from them with respect to regional distribution.
It should also be noted that in 2008, Health Canada inspectors reported that four products from a
retailer were seized in 24 nttakltlets across Canada. Moreover, in 2009, it was reported that in
Ottawa a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to COI18!!Ilt2tion of a weight loss
product that contained BZP and/or TFMPP.
Moreover, drug control officials in BC's lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• "the utility ofBZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation ofBZP by other countries such as the U:S:;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product." (BCDSIWG; 2009)
The report states factors thf.tLhave raised the profile ofBZP and TFMPP on the West Coast and
increased the number of BZP and TFMPP-related incidents in the area. In Vancouver, DAS has
correspondingly found that since 2006, more cases have occurred where piperazine were
identified. It is the opinion of the officials in BC that, "at this stage, even banning the substance
is not likely going to resolve the BZP problem in Canada because a black market will surely
develop after prohibition ... the problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably
quickly". (BCDSIWG; 2009) And as will be seen later, export ofBZP and TFMPP to the U.:.S.:.
has sparked concern among US drug control officials.
Pistribution. of the~~duct#>c~()!er th~lnt~ry~t;:.!~~~f~Ytli!~Ri~j~~~~'!;it<1r"~4~tlt
examination ofweb.si!es,fj.o\V was~hiss~ar~h .• e~l1e'?~~ed •. S~l~.~~!!i~~.~~)~
here the ,;e'H\~·htt~rmsthutwert; USed thesearclien "iues used·tbenumbe
positi veforBZpt[fMJ>P etc .• ~ I
.............. .
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Table 4: Internet Source' an'd)rices
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.comlUK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

PRICE
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (105mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

PRICING

BZP and TFMPP have prices that stem from different roles in the drug markets. One could
assume that the first role of course is their value either alone or in combination with each other,
or in combination with other drugs, to achieve a -spet-.,.i41tc-s-HfltuJat+veJ.lHtl.J.tt€-trn)ge+HBllliYchotropic
effect. At; pn:'Ylou';iy mentiuned, BZP provider; the "high" and TFr..'lPP the hallucinogenic effect.
As seen above in Table 4, the price for either drug varies considerably by form, location of
source and volume of purchase. For example, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a
domestic source is $3.00 to $~ per gram. The price in combination with TFMPP is higher;
and it is assumed that the c~mbined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that
the price is significantly higher for products from Asian countries, although the reason for this is
not known. It should be noted that police in New Zealand continue to seize illegal BZP and
TFMPP which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in November 2009 of 6 kg is believed
to be worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about NZ$30/g:-· (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009)!
The second role refers to these drugs simply as a cheap alternative which mimics th~.~f:fects._~~r
ecstasy. Substitution ofBZP and TFMPP for sale as ecstasy or as a complementary component
for ecstasy products, that is, ecstasy cut with BZP and TFMPP, is occurring in many western
countries~ (BCDSIWG,:; 2009; U,S" Department of Justice ",--M-ay-2 0 10),. The drugs' p.~.Y.~;,hQ.t.r~m,h':,
,~~:,O"~_~t~,,Hti-ttH€*ffi.g-t.'·Hta~-ftte··'Hf'ltl-l*Htte1ftt+ge-t*,-€-htt~er-ts+i€-s--and the ease of production of
BZP specifically are factors contributing to this role. I.nt~H~l1mJi"211J:~~{IJ~~ht:\.K.[l~.~~J21·
1!rodu~'lion of '!'I,'f\lPP has not been f(lurld, (. N·o--tHdh:'Ht1{lfl: . wttS-"h'»tH(l-as-+o-·the,-ea~ffifffi€-t:iBtt
Bf·+¥M¥P.1 With respect to price, the Inspectorate reports that the RCMP has encountered and
seized products containing BZP but marketed as ecstasy (similar price, packaged in pre-counted
lots like ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos like ecstasy). HPFB inspectors have observed
prices for ecstasy ranging from $10 to $20 per pill. (Communication with an Inspectorate
representative) The calculation of these estimates, based on information from the Inspectorate, is
found in Appendix A, and the results suggest that the low cost of BZP and TFMPP combined as
an alternative or complementary component yields a significant return when presented as
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ecstasy. BZP and TFMPP's relatively low input cost would suggest a sustained demand as long
as ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among drug users.

Demographics of BZP and TFMPP Use in Canada
There is no statistically founded information available regarding the demographic characteristics
of users of BZP and TFMPP in Canada. Information that does exist is largely anecdotal.
OBSERVATIONS:

There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level ofBZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• ambiguous legal status creates confusion in the market which still allows their promotion
as safer alternatives to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
• despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at retail, availability remains relatively easy through
internet and traffickers;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP on the market will also stimulate
consumption and their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit ecstasy.
BZP/TFMPP's relatively low input cost would suggest a sustained demand as long as
ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among drug users: and
• it is felt that, even with prohibition or control, availability will persist through illegal
distribution mechanisms
FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS

As mentioned above, ideally, a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumption and price of BZP and TFMPP in order to make projections with respect to
changes in consumption and price in a minimally regulated and post-regulation environments.
Given the lack of information about Canadian trends, .Jlli.w.€~s~ln alternative is tQ look at
i·H~tfu0ti·ve··+ol·oo·k··-HHhe experience in other jurisdictions that have experienced the emergence of
a significant market for BZP and TFMPP and have imposed restrictions on the use and
distribution ofBZP and TFMPP, specifically New Zealand, U:.S:. and UKlEU.
I

~

In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.

Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP
Countries

Year

U.S.A.

2002-2004
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Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden

UK
Ireland

2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

Source: BCDSIWG
New Zealand
The experience of New Zej.la~ince 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs. It could be argued that the current nature of the drug's legal status in Canada
is close to the situation experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 2008 when BZP was
minimally regulated. Although BZP and TFMPP are not openly promoted and distributed in
Canada as they were in New Zealand during that period, lessons might be drawn from that
situation. Two considerations must, however, be noted. First, the New Zealand drug culture
se·erns····is·uuntquediffcrs from that of other countries ··in that the use of drugs is more readily
accepted by certain segments of the population. The unique nature of the New Zealand drug
market is reflected in a new report from police that "paints a grim picture of the New Zealand
drug scene with more young people using opiate drugs, world-leading rates of methamphetamine
use, and an entrenched and "self-sufficient" cannabis culture." (www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010
Organised Crime Assessment for New Zealand report, released in September 2010, outlines
trends in organised crime and the drug trade and notes for example that Oceania is recognised
internationally as having one of the highest amphetamine type substance user rates in the world
'per capita'. The EU acknowledged that uniqueness of the New Zealand markets in an analysis
of the status ofBZP in that jurisdiction; " ... most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills')
originate from New Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate
to the European context" (EMCDDA, 2009), This caution should also apply to Canada.
Secondly, the data collection and analysis undertaken in New Zealand focused mainly on BZP
without much mention ofTFMPP or the BZP/TFMPP combination.
Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There h~s ~n considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
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to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with anl'.ll~e third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
months) to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZPffFMPP party pills.
Approximately three-quarters of users of these drug types described their availability at the time
as "very easy". In fact, findings from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had
changed compared to the previous year revealed that users considered them to have become
easier to obtain in past 12 months, similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five
percent of those who had used party pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months earlier·, (Wialkins et at"'1:~".s·\v~~et~ur, 2007t
This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
Auckland Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07ji!
p·cr,ct:nt-·of total overdoses) to 21 (l.58()';)"pt'·It'·e·nt) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the
increase in the strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to
80 mg per dose to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also
available in some areasc· (Gee et aI., 2005},: In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies
were promoting their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule·,,, (Theron et aI.,
2007)c
From the standpoint of the Isu;ners, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP and TFMPP party pill
"industry" had annual sales of $24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over
24 million pills had been sold since 2000. (QuiIliam, 2006) The industry projected that an
estimated 5 million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to
promote the industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social
Tonics Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the chemical process to
manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the constant
potential for domestic production,; (New Zealand Parliamentary Library.,~ 2007),
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply ofBZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession ofless than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams ofBZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
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and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C 1 controlled
substances, which are detennined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a tenn not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ... ".
With respect to assessing the impact ofregulationlprohibition on a drug's availability and price,
drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is prohibited, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price-: (Wilkins et al.,. 2010lc -There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation ofBZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on infonnation from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related hann in New Zealand. The
findings from the IDMS ars i~ded to infonn strategic responses to drug use and drug related
problems; (Wilkins et al.:>·:· 2010t
The primary source of infonnation in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug
users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection drug users) recruited from the community in the
three main centres of New Zealand (Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees
were asked about the current use, availability, purity and price of key drug types and how these
aspects may have changed over the previous six months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use ofBZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that there was some recovery in the availability of BZP in
2009 however; the availability ofBZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years
when it was legal7 (Wi1kins_~~ULL.1-: ·(ifl..f+Hfr..--SweeUuL 2010t -One concern during the debate on
the prohibition was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would
likely be filled by a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy and black
market BZP, and alcohol:- (Bryson and Wilson,~ 2008t -The authors contend that there was
strong evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample
suppliers to meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et aI., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and hann ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was available to
teens in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health. Among respondents who had
used BZP in the year prior'to ~surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that
it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad; (these first two reasons were quite close in
numbers).,. physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they
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stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy:--use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
OBSERVATIONS:

•

•
•

The New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potential for high rates of use in certain segments of population.
Although not presently perceived in some circles in Canada as illegal, compared to other
illicit drugs such as ecstasy, restrictions are too lax to deter suppliers;
Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
The great bulk ofBZP was consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene as
was typically thought to be the case, although the rave and music scenes remain
important venues. This suggests the potential for a broader, more frequent range of use.

United States
While New Zealand seemed to have a high rate of drug use per capita generally, including party
pills, the U,S~ has had the longest experience with BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. In
the U.:S.:, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place
BZP and TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high
abuse potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18,2004, the DEA
published a Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP and TFMPP on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
DEA permission.
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana-; (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007t
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the U.:.S, in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 to 1~~2; (US Department of Justice, May 2010t Illicit distributions
occur largely through smu~gling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
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tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
ecstasy. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis,
2009)
The BZP and TFMPP mar~et ~anada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
drug in each country. U,s: officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
foster production in Canada should the substances' legal status remains the same. The current
status and potential for Canada to act as a source of BZP and TFMPP for the V,S, is illustrated
by the circumstances in border regions.
In the u.~S,. Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern to law enforcement
and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for U:.S: markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a demand for the
drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and distributed in the
region are often adulterated with other substances, "including methamphetamine, MDA, LSD,
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine". According to the U,S:. National Drug Intelligence
Center, the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug trafficking organizations are
increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some instances, tablets marketed as
ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine, Washington point of entry in
October 2008, 203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be ecstasy. They were later
determined to be BZP. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug
Market Ana~vsis, 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and TFMPP.
I

~

Even relatively southern regions of the U:.S:. are experiencing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent ofBZP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
OBSERVATIONS:

•
•
•

even when controlled, availability remains;
there may be reason~ for concern regarding increased production in Canada in light of
continuing demand in the V,S:.; and
it is the opinion of the U,S: Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scene. This is consistent with the survey findings in New Zealand that the bulk of
BZP was consumed in private homes.
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United KingdomlEuropean Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine,'.: would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse of Drugs Act
(MDA). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the drug, but
many observers, such as those mentioned below, speculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any drug. Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online
despite the risk of prosecution under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime
similar to that of Canada. (Drugscope; 2010)
The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by others in the UK. The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is a leading centre
of expertise on drug policyl'l~w reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of
such a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on
drugs' credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that
there is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute
back to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence."
(TDPF, 2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and sociallris~and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
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The Committee observed that '"Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks ofBZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken." (TDPF, 2010)
OBSERVATIONS:

It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be on sales or
prevalence of the drug, but some observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen either
demand or supply of any drug.
OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge .... ~tlexa~l1~!i~~.()(eote~~~!~g~*pe~frT'~~tiQ~li~Y1elaeaUlt~IQ~
with which forecasts. ofquantitydem;m<ied~tl(lPti(Ze.co~ldoemad~~ This might be lar~~l~g~e
to their legal status inCanada ~hich ll1a~~.s.th:.si?!ati?~.for~~~a~.~.!~.~.~~ uniqu~.~t~M~ .
however, pOSSible. to. • get~11~PPreqi~ti9119f~r!r~~~ldq~e~~i~~i~~~9~~~<;lJ.~~~re
scenarios relatedto,,()1\ltn~~ti~~~ye~a~i~in.~~~f9~tiQndetive(l@m
ement
activities of the CBSA, RCMP and lJPFB's Inspectot'ate.II1(idditioll, illfonn(i~ion r~I(i~~4 to the
experience of other jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the United States and the UK/EU
provided an appreciation of the drugs' roles and potential.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a signi ficant increase ~t1aGtiVitY..kel(itedt() these 4rugsill Calladasinc~~906.
Expert opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB Inspectorate reinforces this view'-A number of ....
factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in
Canada, including but not limited to:
• the legal status;
• availability remains relatively easy through Internet and traffickers, despite Inspectorate
activity at retail;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP on the market which might stimulate
consumption and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug,
ecstasy; and
• regulation ofBZP by other countries including the U:.S.
The observations drawn from the New Zealand and U-,-S:. experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fully examined) showed that despite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remained widely available and affordable. Moreover, the New Zealand experience demonstrates
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that, as a minimally regulated drug, BZP showed significant potential for use across a substantial
segment of the population.
Both West Coast Canadian and U,S., officials were clearly of the opinion that there is
considerable potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling
from Canada into the U,S: in llitht of continuing demand there. It is the opinion of the U1.S,Department of Justice and 1-.le~ealand substance control researchers that BZP use is spreading
beyond the rave scene and that the bulk ofBZP was consumed in private homes. This might
suggest that the number of situations in which BZP and TFMPP are consumed might be
expanding, creating a broader, more frequent pattern of use.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVED VALUE OF PRODUCTS THAT CONTAIN BZP AND/OR TFMPP
The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg ofBZP per unit, 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, ifit were possible to import three months of
BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36 g of BZP for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. The following is an analysis from the Inspectorate of the derived value of converting
BZP obtained through thisiJr~m to ecstasy.
At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of36,000 mg (Of 36 grams) ofBZP is $133.34/t! of
U7"£.~

.' .. t~~~~~~~~.:. .~~.~:~.~!.~:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....J

£~ll£~l!tUj9!F~,,",.P~,909111g~ l?(Lr,Ug~)fls?r pcr. ta~)lst .... 24q)]~lc~') ..

)40 tablets x $20 per tablet c:c $4,XOO
__...._...........___...._.. _......Jd.~~OO~ 36 urams ofB7P . $133.34/gr.<!!ll.QfBZP
;-'4tv-itk~f.by- ..84-mg:-g.1J~+tahlt4}-'-'--24Q.-tHete~~~nh+e+-c:..44JiOO 01 fl Yjeld-ef~1 33. 3 ~+f
·Bl:lt (disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs).

At 20 mg/pill (although it would seem plaw;ibiei!:w2h!lL'ill2J.£Jhat this amount would produce a
high sufficient to satisfy users), the maximum potential value of36,000 mg;- LQ.l::. .3. (). .gr(J.m.~10f
BZP is $J~DJ!'Q.~g.{.~.U?ZE.,
.(1!.L~_l,dlLtL~2n:.c-c.J6,{~OO Illli.'. .2fL!.lH~.()fBZP~JfU!let .....lXOO tablets

.

,,"

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. R.Q.Q . .H~J.!J.<;.t.~...0....$.~.Q. p.G.r...t.~~.l.?.!.~J.. . . . .$.J..<.?..,QO.Q
.............................$}{-:l~.~m~!L1(:1. .grq!I1.~_glJJ..lJ.'..._. . ~~.LQQQ!.gI~lm. QLJ3Z~e
(J6JH}O

mg;. th·v-k:k·d·hy. 2-0·. mg:-·l?7-P.,i·tft.h·k~t}-::::::. .-l-8OO. -tttl:-)l:ets-·*. ,$2-0ttflh+ef·=::-$-:U~)OO

IPrice/pill
Dosage (ttl)
150

$10

01'

a yi e 14-* $1 OOOi g,

$20

$2,400

70
20
In a different vein of dealing with the use ofBZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP; as was the case in New Zealand.
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Subsequent compliance an; e.cement actions followed and yielded the following
infonnation:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pilI)
200,000,000 mg I 3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Further to the compliance and enforcement action and seized amounts described above, values
for potential "street" sale may be projected. For example, 200 kg of BZP if sold in units
containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield the following revenue:

[Price! ill
Dosage (mg)
150

$10

$2()

$l$~333~?33

$4~,~~i661

20

$lO()~~QQ~QQQ

~--------7=0~--------~-----$~2~8s;5~1~1~~~2~8------+-----~

~----~

· .· ·. · .·• ·.•. m
.••. •.•. ••. ent
.• ·.• •. •.•.·. •. · • •·.••. ·.8.• • .·.·~.·. ~ ·.Same
.• .•.·.•.•. •. ·. •. •. · •.·• •. t.·.Omm
.•.•.· ......... en
.. t
- - - .. _.Al.··.com.·
•as.•.• ·.• •.pertbetabteaooYe.
l.·.·.·•.H••.·A
•...·.•..·.••.
.·

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP for the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that a
segment of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and paliy scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant propeliies - Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to these drugs having
no known therapeutic use, there is no evidence that they can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use. As part of the preparations for Cabinet
consideration, a market analysis has been performed that was meant to examine the availability,
distribution, pticing and promotion of these compounds.
The situation for BZP and TFMPP is, however, pniqueand jbbtaining information about market
size, distribution and price presents a particular challenge. A thorough examination of potential
sources of information has yielded little in terms of data from which forecasts of quantity and
price could be made. It wis, ~ever, possible to get an appreciation of general domestic trends
related to volume and price by examining the information derived from activities related to these
substances by the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP and Health Canada's JIcalili
r)!\)~J\lS~l·::&~J..:~}p~Lnn~I}~'h..tI..UI.J.:LUInspectorate and a search of literature and the Internet.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a ~ignificant increase inactivityrelated to these4rugs in Can(i4a since 2006.
Expert opinion from the RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate reinforces this view. A
number of factors have been identified which may he relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related
activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• legal status perceived in some circles creating confusion in the market;

•

relatively easy availabilitythrough the Internet andtrilffickers!~ despite compliance and
enforcement activities of the [HPFB Inspectorate;
the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP on th~market~hi~h.f!1ight~.til!l':1:I(lt~
consumption and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, ~1licitdmg
ecstasy; and

•

regulation ofBZP by other countries including the US.

•

Given the limited information about Canadian trends, it is also instructive to look at the
experience in other jurisdictions that have had to cope with an emerging market for BZP and
TFMPP, specifically New Zealand, the US and the UKlEU.
The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience showed that despite a
controlled status, the druglrelfi'mned widely available and affordable. The New Zealand
experience in particular demonstrates that, as a minimally regulated drug, !BZPshowed
significant potential for use across a substantial segment of the population~
[There are, however, some additional analysis that could be performed to provide a better
appreciation of the potential for BZP and TFMPP in Canada. Although beyond the scope of this
analysis, the use of prevalence data related to BZP and ecstasy from New Zealand landthe
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application of consumer product m<?dels could infonn future discussiortoftinregulared and post..,
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INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substallces Act (CDSA). A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic
Impact Analysis that is required before any amendment to the CDS A related to BZP and TFMPP
can be presented to Cabinej f~nsideration. This market analysis was meant to examine the
availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and
1-(3-T ri fluoromenthylphenyl )piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their stimulative and hallucinogenic properties - BZP and TFMPP.
Currently, there are no known legitimate uses for either BZP or TFMPP in Canada." (Health
Canada, May 2010; pg 1) ~ early 2006, pillscQntai~ing.theactive ingredientsB~~dTFMPP
began to appear in Vancouver where theygained.popularity on the rave sceneasa safer
altemativeto the illicitdrugscommonlyavailahle such as MDMA (3,4~
Methylenedioxymethamphetamine); commonly knQwn as ecstasy. !Ecstasy is a Schedule III drug .-,,- -

~~:i~:~~: ~~~!~~2~O:;li~~;~":::~p.~~'~~~;:~:~;;:e~:~:;~~~
imported into Canada with no apparent legitimate use ... "(Health Canada; 2010; pg 2)

... .

'1

';\:::\

In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status ofBZP and TFMPP with respect to the Food and Drugs Act (FDA), the
CDSA and their respective regulations.
Currently, it is illegal to distribute either BZP or TFMPP or a combination of them in Canada.
BZP and TFMPP meet the de~tion of a "new drug" as defined under the Food and Drugs
Regulations (FDR) and require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. (Health Canada; 2010) For a number of reasons, including the fact that there is no
acknowledged therapeutic use for these drugs in Canada, no product containing BZP and/or
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention of the FDR to sell any product
containing either drug in Canada and the Health Protection Food Branch (HPFB) Inspectorate
has taken compliance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant provisions of the FDA and
FDR, accordingly.
Beginning in October 2007, the HPFB Inspectorate established a customs target for finished
products containing BZP and/or TFMPP which was subsequently updated to include bulk
powder form in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to remove products containing
BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been warned about the risks to health
posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP. (Health Canada; undated; pg 2)
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Penalties under the FDA include seizure and a fine up to $500, and are not as severe as those that
might be applied under the CDSA. "The CDSA also sets out penalties for illegal activities
involving substances listed in its Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA establish tight
controls on the movement of regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse and diversion to
the illicit market. As such, scheduling will enable law enforcement agencies to respond to illegal
activities. The ultimate goal is to reduce the risks to the health and safety of Canadians posed by
the easy availabilitypfBZP and TFMPP." (Health Canada; un4ated pg 2) ~chedulingBZJ:> (1n4_
TFMPP under the CDSA, would make it a criminal offence to, among other things, possess,
possess for the purpose of trafficking or import them with fines up to $5,000, up to three years
imprisonment or both.
Because of their legal status, information about the availability, distribution and price of products
containing BZP and/or TFMPP is difficult to find. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) does not specifically target substances that are not scheduled under the CDSA.
However, the HPFB Inspectorate would recommend refusal of entry into Canada of any
commercial shipment of BZP ~rred by the CBSA. ISeizure mayoccurin the event thatthe
importer has a history of non-compliance with FDA and its Regl.llations\.
Moreover, there ~ppears to have ~een little research intothe_pre\,alenceo(B~Pa.n4 TFMpJ:> us~
in Canada. In fact, some experts in the illicit drug field had not heard of the drug before they
were interviewed for this analysis. Its status has led to some confusion about its legality and the
perception among users that the drugs are "legal". HPFB inspectors have reported anecdotally
that some retailers believe that the drugs are legal and it has been argued by some that they are
providing a service to users by presenting a safer alternative to more harmful, illicit drugs such
as ecstasy. Scheduling these drugs under the CDSA is likely to go a long way to clarify their
status under federal law and introduce some certainty into the market.
"Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA will generally prohibit the
following activities with these substances unless authorized by regulation: possession,
trafficking, possession for the purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the
purpose of exportation, and production .... " (Health Canada; undated pg 2)
METHODOLOGY

Given the ~ncertainty and dynamicnaturepf illicit dfllgmark~ts inC:anada,in()~4~rt()Pe.~orm a
market analysis for BZP and TFMPP, it was necessary to search for information pertaining to
consumption, distribution and price in three different ways:
• through established databases held by Health Canada or law enforcement organizations
such as the RCMP or CBSA;
• the opinion of expejts ~he illicit drug control and law enforcement communities; and
• an internet search.
[Data was mainly obtained fromthe~.QI1!.g.An(llysigSerYic~ofHealtbc:a.?(l~~~l1ich
provided a time series of the samples referred to the Service byenforcement(lgenqjes.
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A series of interviews was conducted of~xpertsand interestedparties~nth~illi~itdrugfiel~.
The list included key individuals and organizations at the federal and municipal levels as well as
in the domestic illicit drug control community. For example, experts associated with the Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto Health Department and the HPFB Inspectorate
~1l provided advice and suggested material to be used in the analysis. These contacts acted not
only as a source of fact or opinion through interviews,but asa source ofdocumentatiotl or
statistics aswellJ

. . . . . . . . '~. . . . . . . [hI7]:
. . . . . . .·.·.·' ·. ·.There
·.·. ·. . ~. . .should
·.·. . .·. :. . . ·be. . . . a. . .list. . . . . 1
. ,,' +'.-.COmment
of experts and interested parties included in

an appendix

_.______,

An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
governmental literature and legislation related to the promotion, pricing, distribution and
availability of BZP and TFMPP and illicit drugs ~ngerierall. In addition, an examination was conducted of the pre and post-prohibition/control environments in other jurisdictions such as the
US and New Zealand to obtain an appreciation of the possible consequences of action to control
BZP and TFMPP in Canada.
-

.

-

.-

- - - -

-

- -

-

~

!NATURES OFBZP AND TFMPP

BZP and TFMPP are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared
to those produced by ecstasy. While typi·eHHY1!.::;uill.Ly,",swanowe~, the drugs can also be snorted
or smoked. Users of BZP party pills reported that using these substances enabled them to stay
awake for longer periods to undertake a wide range of activities. (The extent of the use of
TFMPP in party pills in New Zealand is unknown) These activities included dancing, general
socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified with weight
loss, perceived as a positiv~ o~me of use among teenagers. (Butler & Shetidan; 2007)
On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects ofBZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is reasonably difficult to attribute many of
these to BZP alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan) It should be noted as well that, at the time when
these drugs were minimally regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and
promotional restrictions), the same study noted that young people found the legal status ofBZP
party pills conveyed a message that they were safe to use which led some young users to exceed
the recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging.
THE CANADIAN MARKET FOR BZP AND TFMPP

In the market analysis ofBZP and TFMPP, ideally the intent is to describe the size of the market,
including its geographical concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug
and the trends over time. In the market for a typical legal consumer product, information about
these factors is quite easy to obtain. !However, largely du~ to their legal status,th~situf.\tio~ for
BZP and TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distributiona~dprice
presents a particular challenge·1 ~t~prp\lgl1 ex.~lllitl~~()~pfpo~ptial~9~~9~~()r~~f()~~~~p,.PtlS
yielded little in terms of data from which.forecastsofquantityandpric~ co~~d be~~4e•. ltis,
however, sometimes possible to. get an appreciation of general domestic tren4s~~.t\l4Q:~
Vol~me?Wbatis
scenarios related to ~olume ~ndprice byexaminitlgtheinfortrl.(l~!()tl<ieriv~4:fr,()m~~i;Alr~s,9f:fu~ ,. .. ,.·'·fCQmment:[h231:
\ meant here.
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drugs by theCBSA, RCMP and Mt~'l~*HtHpnJInspecto{ate.Ho'Yeve~,.tbesemea$ures
present many limitations and can only beconsiderydstltr()g¥te measurt:s. Therefore,
extrapolations based on this data-must be used with caution.!
AVAILABILITY AND DISTRIBUTION

~BSA data indicate

that between 2004 and 20Q8,the nUtn~erof samples referredt()tbat
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown fromQ to .17,including seizure.of various sizes.

These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedline. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an ~tnetging tre:o,d :withBZP.and
TFMPP being found in pi1~ ~ght tQ be.ecstasy~. Inaddition,l-IealthCanada's DfllgAJ1~ly~is
Service (DAS) has an,alYl:ed·,a~,,.igHi·n·t:;antly·in€·Fe·a,",iHg . nl.:Hnber·{)f,s-H-I·nph::,s. ·from. ·po!-i-c·e . se-tz:Ufes·
f0"+Hf0frHR+-g.tH, . 20n(,h)44,t7. ,t-n. 2~409; E21!..!llLa Tl i nQ~l:<-L~j!ll::;'_JI u In b~I () fs:!\bjJ;:il~U::.QD~L!Di.!.t~ Bl.E
<.lIJ~L\!rJJJ\U)J?.Ll)Jh~.i.rsh(,:rn.i\·~~.L~~9.rD.l?9~.Lti9D, . /\PP.r~.~\i..I}l.~~J.c;Jy,J . 8.(::~;'. (~9.5.J.grJh~~J9J~tL.m!.l:ph9..r.91
~:':~,hib_i.J~,,~)}~nJ)~,!:,~Jl.,b_(~J\~,I;~~;E_,;1!~}J~_~!!JsL;',Q.1,()J'.±2]..:-iL~~q.D!~tiD~,~L~ll!lyJiZJ?jl.L1..Lt.~;X..:n' I'vIIT. H:lSL,O tlle r.
"ub~tanccs \\cre identified), For 71\2 orthcsc eii..hibit~. the "eizcd substance \\(1S suspected to l2~

Exhibls analysed by DAS containing BZP and/or TFMPP

2006

2{)G?

2008

2009

20102006-2010
(until Nov 24)

Number of Exhibits containi1g BIP
Number of Exhibits containi1g TFf.1FP
Number of Exhihits confainng SZP &iOf THl1PP

146

3
8

1061
920
1161

129

151

2232
2191
2366

1213
1170
1289

4657
4413
4975

Source LlMS database. DAS. November 24. 2010 extraction

:t·+·, . 2n·H~..j1,\~tH,{he'1}f\&:s

·rl'10·-·~~}1Io-\\:·iHg,i-H·f*)-Htta{1-nn,t~"b+\-"t'-(l"ftH -(kt\-a-··t'~-tH\\C+eti,,~ }H..(K't:eht'f-..

I nhnmtpty

lnft\nHal!(ln~ement S)~-t+:+J\.fS) dataIHtH:,
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,J, able 2: Analyzed

salUples 0 f BZP by Pl'ovlUcerrerntoJ;Y

••

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010(a$ ()f
20th)

BC

0

126

139

AB
SK
MB

0

23
10

47

114

119
66

1

15
28

ON

0

7
29
637

0
0

10
56

1168

' ']

".'.'.' ' ' '.' .~' .'.:'.'.'.' '.'.:'.'...'' .'.:.'.'.' ':"".'...., ...•.•".'.'.'.':.'.'''''''''.'.''''.:'''''''
"" '''' ..'''''''''.:' .... ,.. ..
, ,_ .. ,- (I ~Comment[h21]:
Please en$~
that the
t cQtTeCtandup tQ date tables are mcluded~_,...
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11

17
544
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QC

NB
NS
PEl

NL
IT

NUINWT

5
0
0
0
0
0
0

13
13
19
0
1
0
0

172
7
20
4

621
53
53
0

11

38

1
0

0
0

yze amplesofTFMPPb.y PrOVlDceITerrttory
T able 3 : AnaIdS
2007
2006
2008
2009

188
22
16
0
4
0
1

2010(.8 of
Qct.20th)
117

BC
AB

0
3

24
10

106
37

SK
MB
ON

0

2
7

6

138
112
14

25

28

17

45

518

1107

502

13

202
5
14
4

648

203
22
16
0
4
0
1

QC

NB
NS
PEl

NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
0
0
------r
0
0
0
0
0
0

~

9
18
0
1
0
0

2
1
0

51
53
0
37
0
0

65
11

[)ue to the nature of the. provincial/territorial. data, it is not possible to draw any finn con(;lusions
from them with respect to regional distribution.

. __ "-- .COm.nent. (h~l: What isineant by
t.~~,~~,!"~~,~~~!..,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,,,,.,,,,...,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Jt should' also belloted that in 20()8,Health~ami4a inspectors reporte<lthatfmlrprO<it.ctsftoWi· .
retailer were seized in 24 retail outlets across Canada. Moreover, in 2009,itwasreportedthat in
Ottawa a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to a weight toss product that
contained BZP and/or TFMPP.

,_,,, ---f CoIrt~t[~291: !hisj~f doeSll

Moreover, drug control officials in BC's lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• "the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation of BZP by other countries such as the US;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrait~re and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities tor the distribution of this product." (BCDSIWG; 2009)
The report states factors have raise4th~. pr()m~()f.E3~r~tl4IfJ\,1~J.>()n th~W.e.~~G()~~!.':l~~ ..
increased [the numberofBZP and TFMPp-related incidents in the are~. ~nVancouver, DAS has
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correspondingly found that since 2006, more cases have occurredwherepiperazine~ete

:;:~;~:jyli~j~et~~@1~~1W~~~1:!~~~t!~~!b~~-~1~1r~~~~e . . - .- . f
develop after prohibition ... the problem of BZPcan become prominent in Ganada remarkably
1_.'
quickly". (BCDSIWG; 2009) And as will be seen later, export ofBZP and TFMPP to the US
l
has sparked concern among US drug control officials.
-- ._-._-._{

t

Distribution of the product occurs over the Internet. Their availability is quite evident upon
examination of sites.
Table 4: ~nternetSources andPl'ices!
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thm TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.comlUK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

PRICE
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (1 05mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pillslPrice: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

PRICING

tBzp and TFMPP have prices thatstemfroll1 different roles in_th~~g Ill~rk~t~ .•.Otle FOll~q

assumethat the first role course is their value either alone or in combination witbea<.!b.Qtherf or
in combination with other drugs, to achieve aspecific stimulative/hal1ucinogeHiceff~~t . As
previously mentioned, BZP provides the Hhigb" and TI'MPPthehaUucin()geniceffe<!t._;\s.~e¢n
above in Table 4, the price for eitherdrugvarie~considerably byfonn,locatip?ofsou:rceand
volume of purchase. For example, itappearsthatthepriceforBZP~l()nefrom adomestip
source is $3.00 to . $4.00 per gram~"neprice in.combinati~n'With1l'¥rPis lligh~r;allqitis
assumed that the combined effect of the twodt1,lgs watTantstl1e higherprice. Nfltethat the price
is signi ficantl y higher .for products . from Asiap cOuntries;~tho\lghth~ reason • • fo~thi~ is-.not
knownJ.l_ It,shotl141?~ _n<?!(:~,!~at.p()l_!~~, i!l,Nf:!~ . ~~I_~~~,~()tl~i~~e,,~~,.~~!~~,il,!~~at~~_~l1.4~MPP
which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in November 2009 of6 kgisbelievedtq be
worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about NZ$30/g, . (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009l._

l'he second role refers to these drugs simply as a cheap alternative which niimicsecstasy. I
Substitution ofBZP and TFMPP for sale as ecstasy or as a complementary component for
ecstasy products, that is, ecstasy cut with BZP and TFMPP, is occurring in many western
countries. (BCDSIWG; 2009; US Department of Justice, May 2010) The drugs' mimicking
entactogenic and hallucinogenic characteristics and ~he ease of productionpf BZP specifically
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are factors contributing to this role .•(~()indicatiollwasJ()undas.t()~~~.,~~,gf.p~<:l~~~i~~..~r"d
-.·-CF~·;;~tted:
TFMPP.) With respect to price, the JJJ.'J..lJInspectorate reports that ~h{l RCMP has encountered
and seized products containing BZP but marketed asecs4Sy(similarprice~packaged in pre..
counted lots like ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos likeecs11tsy).jIIll1?l3.i1).~~9t9tsl1alo'e
observed prices for ecstasy ~nging from $10 to $20 per pill. <Gommunicationwith an
Inspectorate repre8e~tative) !~~~. ~(lJ~u~~t~o~()f~~~~,~s~!tn_at~_~, _~~se.d ()n. iI1f()}])~l~~ioI1 f~()l1)_ t~e_. _... ., ." _. --" i
IJeJ:U)nspectorate, IS found In AppendiX A, and the results suggest that the low cost ofBZP and', I
TFMPP combined as an alternative or complementary component yields a significant return
"" I
when presented as ecstasy. [BZP andTFMPP~srelativelylowiriputp()stwoti14SlJ~g~st~
'I
sustained demand as long ¥ ~sy maintains its role and popularityamollgdrug users;!..
I

""" I
"1

Demographics of BZP and TFMPP Use in Canada
There is no 4.~:ally fnuHckJ-information available regarding the demographic characteristics
of users ofBZP and TFMPP in Canada. ~fllbrmatioHtht1tcloesexjstis largelyane(!dolalj.

1

OBSERV ATIONS:

There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level of BZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• ~mbiguou~l~gaJsta.tus creates confusion in the market which still allowsitt!eirpf(Jt1l()t!()*
as safer altertlative~ to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
• despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at ret~il, a~ailability re~ains re1ati\rel§easythrough
internet and trafficker~;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP on the tnarket ~iil

alsostihiltlate"

~~~~:~~~rsn!r.JJJ~I~~.:e1f"!ie::;J!fs~:~~ :~~~!:i~tas}}aSionias

ecstasy maintains its role and popularityamotlgdruguse~_~ry~ _____ ~_~ __ ~ __________ ~C
~t is felt that, even with prohibition or control,availability will persist through illegal
distribution mechanisms

__ " : __

•

I

FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS
~

~

As mentioned above, ideally, ~ market analysis woutd.look at cunenttrends in Cana~.tel~tedto
the consumption and price of BZP and TFMPP inorder to make projections with respecrto
changes in consumption and price in a minimaHy regulated and post,:,regulation environm~l1t8,.
Given the lack of information about JJ1~~JJ:~~._(.:f·U.ZJ'.:IINJeJ~jL1CanadfaH---tH:'tH*, however, it is
HlstnJcti·vemdY be helpful 10 understand potential situations ba'>l'd on lo·l~luk·al·the experience in
other jurisdictions-,_Jlls~.~~jblJj~:~hd.j5}1.!.:i...-tlta+have experienced the emergence of a ~ignificall~ ...
market for BZP and TFMPP and have imposed restrictions on the use and distribution ofBZP
and TFMPP, specifically New Zealand, US and UKlEU.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
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without authOlization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.

Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP
Countries

Year

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Gennany
New Zealand
Sweden
UK
Ireland

2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
200~

~

2009
2009

Source: BCDSIWG

New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs.~t.could ar~ll~dthatthe>cu~nt.~ature()~th¢d.t:Ug'~I~ga~~~~i~q~ada
is close to the situation experienced by New Zealand between 2000 an<i 2Q98 wltenBZPwas
minimally regulated. !Although BZP and TFMPP are notopenlypromoted and distributed in
Canada as they were in New Zealand during that period, lessons might be drawn from that
situation. Two considerations must, however, be noted. First, the New Zealand drug culture
seems is unique in that the use of drugs is more readily accepted by certain segments ofthe
population., . !he ~niqlle llatllre()f ~he_ ~~"'Y ~eaII;l114A~gJ!l(lrket !~_r~f!~cte4 _i}:t.1;1 }:t~"'Y ~~p~~_ fr()J!l_
police that "paints a grim picture of the New Zealand drug scene with more young people using
opiate drugs, world-leading rates of methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "selfsufficient" cannabis culture." (www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment for
New Zealand report, released in September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug
trade and notes for example that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the
highest amphetamine type substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged
that uniqueness of the New Zealand markets in an analysis of the status of BZP in that
jurisdiction; " ... most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New
Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European
context." (EMCDDA, 200~) rn;rs caution should also apply toCanada~

be

-

.... ...
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Secondly, the data collection and analysis undertaken in New Zealand focused mainly on BZP
without much mention of V~ or the· BZP/TFMPP combination4
Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et ai. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popUlarity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
~onths) to be most easily available were alcohol;toba~coandBZPlrFMPPpartYJ>ms.
Approximately. three-quarters of users of tbese. drug types des~ribe4Jheirayai1~bilit}' l}tth~til11e
as. "very easy~'. In fact, fin~ings fr01Il the 2006 survey on how theavailabilityortl1e.~I1!g$ had
changed compared to the previous yearrev~aledtbat users consideredthellltob~y~J:)ecoiJle
easier to obtain in past 12 months, similar to the situation witpecstasyan9alcohoL Forty-five
percent of those who had used party piUs in the 12 months prior said th~t party piUs were easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months earlier. {Walkins & Sweetsur,·2007j
~

~

. .

....

;

This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
Auckland Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07
percent of total overdoses) to 21 (l.58 percent) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the
increase in the strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to
80 mg per dose to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also
available in some areas. (Gee et aI., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies
were promoting their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule. (Theron et aI.,
2007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP and TFMPP party pill
"industry" had annual sales of$24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over
24 million pills had been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an
estimated 5 million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to
promote the industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social
Tonics Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
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manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the chemical process to
manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the constant
potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply ofBZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C 1 controlled
substances, which are dete~i~ in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ...".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation/prohibition on a drug's availability and price,
drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is prohibited, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation ofBZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on information from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related hann in New Zealand. The
findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and drug related
problems. (Wilkins et al.; 2010)
The primary source of information in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug
users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection drug users) recruited from the community in the
three main centres of New Zealand ( Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees
were asked about the current use, availability~ purity and price of key drug types and how these
aspects may have changed over the previous six months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use ofBZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that there was some recovery in the availability of BZP in
2009 however; the availability of BZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years
when it was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely
be filled by a mixture of al~~es including illicit substances such as ecstasy and black market
BZP, and alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong
evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample suppliers to
meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et aI., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. ~tior toprohibitiont BZP was available to
teens in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on healtlt Among respondents who. had
used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
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used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majOlity were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys_\.u!JJ-:- 94% s1illJ.1Jgutcl that they had either stopped or were
consuming less over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP
usage were that it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were
quite close in numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only l3%
reported that they stopped because BZP was illegal andlor fear of the police. The most common
reasons for quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the
drug's illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk ofBZP was
consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case,
although music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that
BZP is not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other
substances, in particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
OBSERVATIONS:

•

•
•

The New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significandtH~taJ..h"F.high rates of use in certain segments of population.
[Although not presently perceived in some circles in Canada as illegal, compared "toother
illicit drugs such as ecstasy, restrictions are too lax to deter suppliers;; ........................................................ "
Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
.P~}~lJ~(1.Z~L!~~lil~n.:J:.rhegL\Y(;l:i..a sbifLil.L~~h~T(:..~gfeHthHlk*if·BZP was consumed 1'"0111 the
(l\.~~.~~:'.(~:n~~.J.Q..·.ffi-private homes mthel than Ollt-Ht'-Hnt': xene [l'i was typically thoughllO
lh:e·the-€Hst', although the rave and music scenes remain important venues. [thissuggests
the potential for a broader~ more frequent range of use.

United States
While New ,zealand seemed to have a high rate of drug use per capita generally, including party
pills, the US has had the longest experience with BZP and TFMpP as controlled substances~ In
the US, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place
BZP and TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high
abuse potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18,2004, the DEA
published a Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP and TFMPP on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
DEA permission.
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
• there is a lack of ac~ep~ safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)
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According to the System tq,R~ve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 to 13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
ecstasy. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis,
2009)
The BZP and TFMPP market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
drug in each country. US officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
foster production in Canada should the substances' legal status remains the same. The current
status and potential for Canada to act as a source of BZP and TFMPP for the US is illustrated by
the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern to law enforcement
and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college agepopulationcreates a demandf~.r the
drug. pfficials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada anddistribute4.inth~
region are often adulterated with other substances,"includingmethamphetaroine,MDA,LSD,
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, a~d ~eine" .. lAccording to the US National Druglntelligence Center,
the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-base(f drug- trafflcktng ofgafilzatlonsare-hicreaslng!y ....
producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some instances~ tabletstllarketed asecstasyconUlin
little, ifany, ecstasy. For example, at the Blai ll e, Washingtonpoint()f ell try in()cto~~r~998, ..
203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be ecstasy. They were later determined to be BZP.
(US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and TFMPP.
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances ofBZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of BZP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
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OBSERVATIONS:

•

even when controlled, availability remains;

•

~here may be reason for concemtygarding increased production inCanadaiti light of

continuing demand in the US; and

•

it is the opinion of the US Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scen~.This isc(msistent\Vith the sllryey findings in N.ewZealand that the ~ulkbf
BZP wa, consumed in privatehoIl1es.
.... ... ... ....... . ...... ... ... .... . . . . .. .... . .
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In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse of Drugs Act
(MDA). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the drug, but
many observers, such as those mentioned below, speculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any drug. Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online
despite the risk of prosecution under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime
similar to that of Canada. (Drugscope; 2010)
The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by others in the UK. The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is a leading centre
of expertise on drug policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of
such a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on
drugs' credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that
there is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute
back to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence."
(TDPF, 2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 20JO~
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
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During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks ofBZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken." (TDPF, 2010)
OBSERVATIONS:

It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be on sa-k~I?Z.P.
::lJ'p,pJ:.r:or prevalence of ttK;-d-fl-t!SLt~_~!.~.<'?, but some observers speculate that prohibition does little
to dampen either demand or supply of any drug.
OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded little data
!.\!.12g2yit;k..kU2i~:J.~L\}.:....\~U~Zp.DJ~1!~e.£kLlli!.!l1.uL~.lli2plLi.1 1 C anad~!.:.Jwi:ili-wflic li.foree9:sty. ()f
quail ti ty de rnanded an.d P.f."i.ce cOllld.t>.efl. Ja.•.d. 1:3. .•.~. T.'.hi.'. sm.'.l.'.ght. . b..e lar~.ely due to .th. . eit le.·. g. ·.a.. '.I.'.S.
,J.·. fl. ..
Canada which makes the situation for BZPand TFMPP uniqu~. It was, however, possible to get
bn appreciation of the generaldomesticsituation~nd possible future scenarios related to~()iitmer
and price by examining information derived from enforcement activities of the CBSA, RCMP
and HPFB' s Inspectorate. In addition, information related to the experience of other
jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the United States and the UK/EU provided an upp·Ft,,€~
drugs'roles·alKlfHlh:'H{·ial.
ta.·
......t .u
...
s
• ..
. .·

In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a significant ~ncrease in activityk~la.t~~t.<:>th~~~Ar.u.g~J~Canada.since 299 6 .
!Expert opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB Inspectorate reinforces this.vieWj.. Anllrnb~rof ....
factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in
Canada, including but not limited to:
• the legal status;
~ ~
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•

availability remains :relatively easy ~hrough Internet and traffickers,~~~p~~~J~P~ct()ra~~
activity at retail;.

•

~he relatively inexpensive price ofBZP andTFMPP on the marketwhichmiglltstirnulate
consumption and eac~e their role as alternatives to the higherpriced,iUicitdrug,
ecstasy; and

•

regulation ofBZP by other countties including the US.

The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fully examined) showed that despite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remained Iwidely available and affordabl~." Moreover, the New Zealand experience demonstrates
that, as a minimally regulated drug, BZP showed Significant potelltlaOfor use across~sUbg:ut~t~a,i
segment of the population.
:Both West Coast Canadian and US officials were clearly of the opinion that there .is." considerable
potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling from Canada
into the US in light of continuing demand there. It is the opinion of the US Department of
Justice and New Zealand substance control research.ers t~at BZP use is s~rea~ing beyond the
t
rave scene and that~he bulkpfBZP was consumed t,nr'."!yate~~~tl1~s·"I~t.~Il1lg~t.~.llpgestthat the ... _.,_. (co",ment.t.b7.91:Defmew~tismeant
number of situations in which BZP and TFMPP are consumed might be expanding, E~~~il'lg~.
1by bulk
broader, more frequent pattern of use.
"" .... >.~===*"""'~~~~=~='===<

f
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APPENDIX A

1

l>ERIVED VALUE OF PRODUCTS THAT CONTAIN BZP AND/OR TFMPP
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The UJ.:LHJnspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by
Health Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health
Products Into Canada" (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply
of drugs (unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this
Policy is intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful
argument is made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg ofBZP per unit, 2 doses per day
for 90 days, this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, ifit were possible to import
three months of BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36 g of BZP for conversion
into an ecstasy imitation. The following is an analysis from the lHTUJnspectorate of the
derived value of converting BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.
At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of 36,000 mg of BZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of$$133.34/g ofBZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs).

fAt 20 mg/pill (although it would seemplausiblethaqhis amountwouldprpduceabigh sufficient
to satisfy users), the maximum potential,,:alueof36,900 mg. ofBZi> is (36}QOO
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) ::;:·1800 tabl~ts x $20/tablet = $36,000 ora yield.
Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

A

of $1000/g.

$10

$20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

&1

OCn a different vein of dealing with the use of BZP as a diefsupplentent, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as arl~tural healthproductfotweight loss

was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP; as was the case iri New Zealand.
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Subsequent compliance and enforcement actions followed and yielded the following
information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x ~O mg;pill)
200,000,000 mg /3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing en-or)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80lbottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Further to the compliance ~nd~forcement action and seized amounts described above, values
for potential "street" sale may be projected. For example, 200 kg ofBZP if sold in units
containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
~01

$10

$20

$13,333,333
$28,571,428
$100,000,000

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

.//~t (h85):See previOUS com~~~

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP for the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$ 133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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Judy Snider

2010-12-22 11 :50 AM

Judy,
I just have one comment on the
possible concerns.

I think you've pretty much covered all the other

Thanks,
Hanan
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Angela Doyle

2010-12-2201 :50 PM

Richard J Robert, Laura Petts, Hanan Abramovici, Suzanne Desjardins

Hi Angela,
Here are my comments on both of these documents.

Thanks for your patience,
Judy

BZPTFMPP Final Report 171210js comments_final.doc

Angela Doyle
Frum

1 ().

D<:lte

Hi Judy: Thank you very much for

the informatio ...

2010-12-2208:16:58 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-2208:16 AM

Hi Judy:
Thank you very much for the information you provided below.
Sincerely,
Angela
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Judy Snider

Hi Angela, In follow-up to our telephone convers ...

2010-12-21 04:44:10 PM

d"~

Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-21 04:44 PM

Hi Angela,
In follow-up to our telephone conversation, I spoke to Suzanne last evening to clarify what supporting
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information might be available to you. She did check the reports which came out of the UNODC meetings
she recently attended.

In the overall, it seems that a lot of caution is applied to the concept of modelling using drug data. Support
to model data to fill gaps when there is a paucity of data in a country is not supported, nor is using supply
data to predict demand.
I hope this helps.
Judy

Angela Doyle

Good morning Judy, Thank you and it will be heL ..

2010~12~2011:25:24 AM

~. ronl
To.

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Date.
2010-12-20 11:25AM
:2:~~;!~::::SM _~_ <,._.,~~~.'::~~~!!2 TF~!P - Statistical. M?dellin~~~_m_e_nt_e_a_rIY;....."".,.to_d_ay;....."".,._ _ _ _ _ _,_ _ _ _ _~.

. .....

Good morning Judy,
Thank you and it will t5e h'e1pful to have your comments in writing.
As well, you had mentioned during our meeting last week that the UNODC decided that these types of
estimates/forecasts should not be done for substances of an illicit nature/used recreationally, such as BZP
and TFMPP. Do you know if their decision/rationale was documented, that I might refer to it?
Sincerely,
Angela
Judy Snider

Hi Angela, Sorry not to have responded sooner" ..

2010-12-17 04:59:25 PM

Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Dz1i.e
2010-12-1704:59 PM
SllbJn~.~,~_~.~.~~e:~~: ~~ a!1d TF~PP - Statistica2~od~._"i-.;ng;;;,..,-_f_o_rc~_o_m_m_e_n_t_ea_r~ly_t_od_a..;.y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
From:

To:

Hi Angela,
Sorry not to have responded sooner, but we were dealing with a number of time sensitive issues that
could not be deferred. Even though it is later that you had hoped, I will look at the draft and send you any
comments Lori and I have.
Thanks,
Judy
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Angela Doyle
Frmn,
10:

Good morning Judy: The enclosed DRAFT docu ...

2010-12-1509:23:20 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-1509:23 AM

:2"~J,~2!~:2~",_.w" .''''.".O".~~,~~.~,~.~~,~ Tf_~~~,:.~~~_~~~~~L~~~~ing ~for ~~~.~~~t ea~y to?ay _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ __
Good morning Judy:

My intention is to capture ODARS' concerns, expressed during the meeting on Monday and in
e-mails, accurately and to gather any additional comments you may have. Currently,
are similar to what I e-mailed you yesterday.

I have not completed the~cument or run it by my manager yet, but in the interest of time, I am sending it
to you now. I would appreciate your comments as early as possible today, as we have a meeting with
Jocelyn at 3:30PM today about the path forward.
Also, I have not run the document by T8S, but have tried to capture points that we had discussed with
T8S at previous meetings.
Thank you again for your time,
Angela

.. ---- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-12-1508:58 AM -----
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-1402:04 PM
BZP and _TFMPP
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.... - Statistical Modelling - draft notes for comment
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From

____________________

Hi Judy:
Further to our meeting yesterday, I have drafted some notes. Although I am not done my thinking on this,
I though I would share what I have so far and hopefully you can provide me with any thoughts.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

2.

Qualitative Analysis plus Quantitative Analysis: Statistical Modelling using
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that a
segment of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - Benzylpiperazine
(BlP) and 1-(3-Tritluoromenthylpheny1)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to these drugs having
no known therapeutic use, there is no evidence that they can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use. As part of the preparations for Cabinet
consideration, a market analysis has been perfornled that was meant to examine the availability,
distribution, pricing and pr~~n of these compounds.
The situation for BlP and TFMPP is, however, lunique andpbtaining information about market
size, distribution and price presents a particular challenge. A thorough examination of potential
sources of information has yielded little in terms of data from which forecasts of quantity and
price could be made. It was, however, possible to get an appreciation of general domestic trends
related to volume and price by examining the information derived from activities related to these
substances by the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP and Health Canada's iL<;ll!!h
J'.l\1.~tq~J:~.~S;J~.~(~~JJ}J.:i~IJ(:;h . LIJPJ..J,UJnspectorate and a search of literature and the Internet.

.,/·1

In examining the market in Canada for BlP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a ~ignificant increase in activitykelated to these drug~ in Cana~(lsince 2006.
Expert opinion from the RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate reinforces this view. A
number of factors have been identified which may be relevant to BlP and TFMPP-related
activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• legal status perceived in some circles creating confusion in the market;
•

relatively easy availability through the Internet and traffickers:, despite compliance and.
enforcement activities of the IHPFB ~nspectorate;
._

•

the relatively inexpensive price ofBlP and TFMPP on thd,market~hic.h.l!lig~~.~~il!l~l.(l.t~.
consumption and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, ~lIicitdrUg
ecstasy; and
regulation ofBlP by other countries including the US.

•

r .............':'.,

""',

Given the limited informat10~out Canadian trends, it is also instructive to look at the
experience in other jurisdictions that have had to cope with an emerging market for BZP and
TFMPP, specifically New Zealand, the US and the UK/EU.
The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience showed that despite a
controlled status, the drugs remained widely available and affordable. The New Zealand
experience in particular demonstrates that, as a minimally regulated drug,
showed
significant potential for use across a substantial segment of thepopulation~

IBZP

[There are, however, some additional analysis that could be performed to provide a better
appreciation of the potential for BZP and TFMPP in Canada. Although beyond the scope of this
analysis, the use of prevalence data related to BZP and ecstasy from New Zealand ~d the
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application of consumer product mqdels could infonn future discussion of utiregulated and post,:,
regulatory environments in Canada.O (Inclusion dependent on further ,discussion)

co
. mn;~
...·[h..·. ~. . ]. :. . 1. ha
... ve dl.'SC.US.sed. thiS.. '-J'
elsewhere. please see!hese ~~nts. __

INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
celiain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic
Impact Analysis that is required before any amendment to the CDS A related to BZP and TFMPP
can be presented to Cabinet for consideration. This market analysis was meant to examine the
availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and
1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class that are used recreational1y in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their stimulative and hallucinogenic properties - BZP and TFMPP.
Currently, there are no knc{wn«regitimate uses for eithe~BZP or TFMPP in. Canada~" (Health
Canada, May 2010; pg 1) ~n early2006, piUscontaitilngJheactiv~ingredi~l1~~~~l1dTFMPP
began to appear in Vancouver where they gained popularity on the rave scene asasafer
alternative to the illicit drugs comntol11yavailable.$uchasMD¥A(3,4Methylenedioxymethamphetamine), COtnhlonly mowtras ecstaSy. ~~sta.sy isa.S~he4111~ . In4rug ..... -··
under the CDSA. In 2007, piperazine based party--piUfonnulationsstartedJollecQmewi4,ely
available nationwid~. Health Canada noted, "An increased ~olume~f these substances being
imported into Canad; with-no apparentfegii{mate'use .. -.- "(HeaiihCanada;'2oi-6-;-pg if--'-- - - \\\
In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status ofBZP and TFMPP with respect to the Food and Drugs Act (FDA), the
CDSA and their respective regulations.
Currently, it is illegal to distribute either BZP or TFMPP or a combination of them in Canada.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug" as defined under the Food and Drugs
Regulations (FDR) and require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. (Health Canada; 2010) For a number of reasons, including the fact that there is no
acknowledged therapeutic use for these drugs in Canada, no product containing BZP andlor
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention of the FDR to sell any product
containing either drug in Canada and the Health Protection Food Branch (HPFB) Inspectorate
has taken compliance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant provisions of the FDA and
FDR, accordingly.
Beginning in October 2007, the HPFB Inspectorate established a customs target for finished
products containing BZP and~FMPP which was subsequently updated to include bulk
powder form in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to remove products containing
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BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been warned about the risks to health
posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP. (Health Canada; undated; pg 2)
Penalties under the FDA iijCl~seizure and a fine up to $500, and are not as severe as those that
might be applied under the CDSA. "The CDS A also sets out penalties for illegal activities
involving substances listed in its Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA establish tight
controls on the movement of regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse and diversion to
the illicit market. As such, scheduling will enable law enforcement agencies to respond to illegal
activities. The ultimate goal is to reduce the risks to the health and safety of Canadians posed by
the ~asy availability~fBZP and TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated pg 2) SchedulingBZP and
TFMPP under the CDSA, would make it a criminal offence to, among other things, possess,
possess for the purpose of trafficking or import them with fines up to $5,000, up to three years
imprisonment or both.
Because of their legal status, information about the availability, distribution and price of products
containing BZP andlor TFMPP is difficult to find. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) does not specifically target substances that are not scheduled under the CDSA.
However, the HPFB Inspectorate would recommend refusal of entry into Canada of any
commercial shipment ofBZP referred by the CBSA. !Seizure may occur in the evenHhatthe
importer has a history of non-compliance with FDA and its Regulation~~
Moreover, there ~ppears to have ibeenlittl~research intoth~prevaletl~e ofBZr Cltl4TFMJ:>J:> lise
in Canada. In fact, some experts in the illicit drug field had not heard of the drug before they
were interviewed for this analysis. Its status has led to some confusion about its legality and the
perception among users that the drugs are "legal". HPFB inspectors have reported anecdotally
that some retailers believe that the drugs are legal and it has been argued by some that they are
providing a service to users by presenting a safer alternative to more harmful, illicit drugs such
as ecstasy. Scheduling these ~s under the CDSA is likely to go a long way to clarify their
status under federal law an~ introduce some certainty into the market.
"Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA will generally prohibit the
following activities with these substances unless authorized by regulation: possession,
trafficking, possession for the purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the
purpose of exportation, and production .... " (Health Canada; undated pg 2)
METHODOLOGY

Given the \uncertainty and dynamic nature~f illicit drug markets in Canada, in order t(jperform a
market analysis for BZP and TFMPP, it was necessary to search for information pertaining to
consumption, distribution and price in three different ways:
• through established databases held by Health Canada or law enforcement organizations
such as the RCMP or CBSA;
• the opinion of experts in the illicit drug control and law enforcement communities; and
• an internet search.
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Data was mainly obtained from the I.;}atit'-Dnm; Analysis Service of Health Canadawhicb
provided a time series oftbe samples referred to the Service by enforcement agencies~

~xperts

~n

A seties of intervi ews was cond ucted 0 f
and inten::sted parties the ill ici t drug field.
The list included key individuals and organizations at the federal and municipal levels as well as
in the domestic illicit drug control community. For example, experts associated with the Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto Health Department and the HPFB Inspectorate
all provided advice and suggested material to be used in tbe analysis.Theseconta~tsabte~not
only as a source of fact or opinion through interviews, but as a source of documentation or
statistics a~ welIJ
An Internet search was corfdu~ to identify and examine the relevant academic and
governmental literature and legislation related to the promotion, pricing, distribution and
availability ofBZP and TFMPP and illicit drugs ~ngenerall. In additi()~,al1~xamination\Vas
conducted of the pre and post-prohibition/control environments in other jurisdictions such as the
US and New Zealand to obtain an appreciation of the possible consequences of action to control
BZP and TFMPP in Canada.

.' ;,1

:: I
\~ :
\~ \ I

,I;

~

\ I;

I

" ;I

I
BZP and TFMPP are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared \ \\',1

NATURESOFBZP ANOTFMPP

":

to those produced by ecstasy. While typically,usuall" $wanowedi, . ~~~dl1Jgs~(l~a.~s<?~~~~<?r.te.4
or smoked. Users of BZP party pills reported that using these substances enabled them to stayP\, \. \\
.. ..",..",,,........,..,......,....,..,....,......
awake for longer periods to undertake a wide range of activities. (The extent of the use of
\ : : ~Pqrnnte~[hl~~~T~eres4()uldbea list
TFMPP in party pills in New Zealand is unknown) These activities included dancing, general
\\ \\ .;r~::dWtetestetlpamesincludedin
socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified with weight
\,\,\,1"
loss, perceived as a positive outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan; 2007)

\i~" ~'~:':"':':' ' ' :' ' ':~': :':'!': : t' :' ' ':,: .: ~

On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects ofBZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is reasonably difficult to attribute many of
these to BZP alone. A combination ofBZP party pill consumption, concurrent use ofa1cohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan) It should be noted as well that, at the time when
these drugs were minimally regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and
promotional restrictions), the same study noted that young people found the legal status of BZP
party pills conveyed a mesga~at they were safe to use which led some young users to exceed
the recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging.
THE CANADIAN MARKET FOR BZP AND TFMPP

In the market analysis ofBZP and TFMPP, ideally the intent is to describe the size of the market,
including its geographical concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug
and the trends over time. In the market for a typical legal consumer product, information about
these factors is quite easy to obtain. iHowever,largeiydue to th~ir legal status;tl1e~itua.tioltfot
BZP and TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distributi9n andpri~e
presents a particular challenge.! \A tborough examinationofp9tential sourc~~~ 9f~~f()n:tla.ti()~h.as
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yielded Ii ttle in .terms of data from which f()recast$()fqu~l1titya11d. pri¢ecouldlx:m~e.Jtis,
however, sometimes. possible to. getanappreciatio.l1 of~eIleraldomes~ic. tr~l1gs ~t)4futtt~e
scenario.s related to~o.lume~p.~.pri~e.~Y~~.~~~J).~~,tp~ip.f()~~ti()J).4~ri.Y~c!Jr~~;~~~~r~.~ftl~e
drugs by the CBSA,RCMP and I~·eal·th,,·(;;;a:ntH:itl:~:~dIPF·BIt1spectorate. Howeve:r~ thes~measures
present many limitatio.nsandcan o.nlybe co.nsideredsurrogate measures.' Therefore,
extrapolations based o.n this data must be used with cautio.n.1

..... -··f com~t' [1123}: . Volume? What is
! meant here.

.

]

AVAILABILITY AND DISTRIBUTION

~BSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008,the number o.f samples referred to that

Agency's labo.ratories.for analysis had grown fromOto 17,.includingsei:tureofvarious.sizes.
These seizures consisted ofBlP atone or a combination ofBlP and TFMPP or BlP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an ~merglllgtrendWjthBZPand
TFMPP being fo.und in pilIs thought to be ecstas~.. In addition,·H(!alth.Canada'sJ)ru.gA.Tl~lysis ..
Service (DAS) has HH+tlYA>,·d·-a II gni liL'{tttt+y·-+tH:~-t~ttStng-ttlttttl:)eF-o:t::.-sttR'lt*es--rtB-m pol ice 3eizllre!;
gt~·ingJ.i'()I·nhg .. i·n2006tH~f·4l7·in·J.(H}q·;t()llnd an illcrcasjn~1 Ill1l11bcr of' exhibits containing BZP
,11J~1,\)r. .:U_I':IJ~riD.lbgiL_~~.LI.t;JJJIS.'lL52QD.:!P.Q.-'i.Lti~~n_: __ !~\pJ).ril.:~l)a.tsjLJ...:.~22~l2-,~.hlfJbc to (i'!L!1.!!!l1be LQ[
\~\lliJ~I.J.'~.'I.I}Ab/~:dJ!\~t\Y.(~.l.~n,2D.ot~.<:!1).(1)DJ.QJ.4975J.l.:.QD.Hti.!.:1.~~.~L~.m.1.yJ?z.e..r.m~i/qr.JJ::.IY.U?,'p. Jng. QJ.b.<;x
.~.~l.t:~.~.~I.!J<.I,;~....~~..~~J\' . id.i,'.IlJU).s.~~l). ,. . . . ~ .•\~f . 7~2 . . ~!J . !hs~.~s~.(;c::--. hLb.i..t.~.,. .!h~'_:>t;..iz~~L_~~!t2'it~J!1(L~__.~~jI.S. 5~!1iP.~~J.~.~Lt9_..b.~
~
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Exhibts analysed by OAS containing 8lP and/or TFMPP

2006

20tH

2008

2009

20102006-2010
juntil Nov 24)

1'1urnbBr of Exhihits conlainilg 8lP
Number of Exhibits containnq TFr.1W
Number of Exhibits containilg HlP &fOf TfMPP

Source lffvlS database, DAR November 24,2010 extfaction

5
3
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,tfable 2: Analyzed Samples of BZP by Provincerrerritory

2006

Be
AB

2007

o

o

10

2008

2009

2010 (a8.of

126

139
114

119

47

J

.... -.".( COmment [h27];PJease ensure that the
correct and uP l{)datetables are included.
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8

SK
MB

ON
QC

NB
NS
PEl

NL
IT

NUINWT

0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
10
56
~

~

13
13

19
0
1
0

0

7
29
637
172
7
20

4
11
1
0

15
28
1168

11

53
53
0
38
0

17
544
188
22
16
0
4
0

0

1
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T ahIe 3 : Analyze
I d SampJesofTFMPP by PrOVlDcelTerritory

BC
AB
SK
MB

ON
QC

NB
NS
PEl
NL
IT
NUINWT

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010 (as of

0

24
10
2
7
45
13

106
37

138
112

117

6

14

3
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

9

18
0
1
0
0

25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

()et.iOtb)
65
11

28

17

1107

502
203
22
16

648
51
53
0

0

37
0
0

4
0

1

Ioue to the nature of theprovincial!territorial data, it is not possible to draw anyfitm conclusions
from them with respect to k~l distribution.

~t should also be noted that in2008,He,llth CIItIIlda il1$~tots11:pOrted.tb8tof9~rl'.~\lCts!h>llIa

0······

retailer were seized in24 retail outlets across Canada .•. Moreover~ i t1 200?, i~ \.Va$~p<:>~~m~tin
Ottawa a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to a weightlQss product tllat
contained BZP and/or TFMPP.

Moreover, drug control officials in BC's lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• "the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation of BZP by other countries such as the US;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials ofBZP and its illicit markets; and
• Be's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product." (BCDSIWG; 2009)
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correspondingly found that since 2006, more cases. have. occurred where.piperazitle were
identified·l It is the opi~ion of the officials in 13C t~,a~,'~~!,t~~~,~~gtt"eye,Il,h~.~~9g,:~~.,~~~~~ce
is not likely going to resolve the BZP problem inCanadabecause a black mar~etwillsl1l!ly
develop after prohibition ... the problem ofBZPcan become prominent inCal1.ada remarkably
quickly". (BCDSIWG; 2009) And as will be seen later, export ofBZP and TFMPP to the US
has sparked concern amoIl~ u:,:ru g control offidals. .... . . .. ..... ',. ......, .. ,..

"--1'

Distribution of the product occurs over the Internet. Their availability is quite evident upon
examination of sites.

Table 4: ~nternet Sources and Prices
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
Purepi11z.Inc (Buzz)
Purepi11z.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.comlUK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

PRICE

$31 gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (105mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pillslPrice: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

PRICING

BZP and TFMPP have prices that stem from different roles in thedJl1grnarkets~ One.cQuld
assume that the first role. course is their value eithera~()ne~rinc0tnbi~~RPl1..\Vitheac~()~~r~or
in combination with otherd.~to achievea.specificstimulativelhalluciIlogeniceffe~t.As
previously mentioned,BZP provides the "high" andIF~r~el1all11~ino~~~jc ef~ect.!\:~.s~~Il
above in Tab Ie 4, the· price . for either drug .variescol1.sid<!1'tllJlyb)' .~,?~;l'?Pfl~'?rtB~f)?u~~and
volume of purchase. For example~ it appears tl1atthepriceforBlPaiollefrOmadomestic
source is $3.00 to $4.00 per gram. The price in combination with
is higher; Slid ~tj~
assumed that the combined effect of the two drugs warr~l1ts the higher price. Notethaf t~e price
is significantly higher for products from Asiancountries,althoughthereaso~ for this isllot

TF.WP

know~·l . It.sl1011~~ ,~~l:t~t~<i: !l,I(it. poli~tt; !l1.~~~~~1.(ln9:(;<;>R-!i!1,t}~,t(),~,e,!~~ ,W.ttg-(ll;~~~ :~~~ ,!tMPP

which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in November 20090f6 kg is believed to. be
worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about NZ$30fg. (New Zealand Policewebf(!pprts, 2009)

The second role. refers. to these drugs simply asa clleflpaltemative teecsta::N,tQ'.vhkhtlw
t:{H'HhiHatit~ll{l'F,the:"dn,,'~su'kH::)nen"eHn1pH~l:4;o'"hy,th~1~e"'!i<~Uiflg",the'J3:'f0(-h.:fe'h:,,~,to ecstasy to \-\-hleh
<.
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!LK.co!nbination of the drugs is oftt'n compared to hvthoscs~~ningthc prQduct.wkicnlflimie!;
ec.;tHGY. ISubstitution ofBZP and TFMPP for sale as ecstasy or as a complementary component
for ecstasy products, that is, ecstasy cut with BZP and TFMPP, is occurring in many western .
countries. (BCDSIWG; 2009; US Department of Justice, May 2010) The drugs' mimicking
entactogenic and hallucinogenic characteristics and ~he ea,se of production pfBZP specifically

~~;~~ ~~~~~;~c~:~ :.:~;~~~!n~i?i~~Z~::ii/~~r:i~tJiie~~~~~%~ .•.

and seized products containing HZP but marketed as ecstasy (siIl1ilar price,pac~ag~dinJlre...
counted lots like ecstasy with· imprinted pop-culture lOgos lik:e.ecstasy)•• iE-WFB inspec!o~ have
observed prices for ecstasyt;anging from $10 to $20 per pill .. (CQJt1nl\tnicaH6rLWlth"art .............. .
9h"""t.....'"""""~....._·....""'' "' i
Inspectorate representative) l trh~ S(llS'!~~ti.()~ .()r~h~se"~stit11ate.s, b~s~4. 9n ~I1form~ti()~. fr()lTI. the. -_. . . \'" \r;;""'"'rm""'"'att"""·e"""d:.....H. .,i~" "'hli....
IJ.J IJJJlnspectorate, is found in Appendix A, and the results suggest that the low cost ofBZP and '\ \: .
..;
TFMPP combined as an alternative or complementary component yields a significant return
\.\
when presented as ecstasy. IEZP and TFMPP's re1atively low input costwoutd suggests
, ,
sustained demand as long as ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among drug users.,
\

Demographics of BZP and TFMPP Use in Canada
There is no ,-,tfHt"Yti€-Ht+:",--l-HHfttlt'-d··information available regarding the demographic characteristics
of users of BZP and TFMPl> i1rt!anada. Ilnt(0HTfla{iHfl...thH.t.:<dHe-s<·.e<~:iNt. ·is-..:ltlrgf2ly·;a11e£atHi(r~' ..
OBSERVATIONS:

There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level of BZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• ~mbiguou~l.~g~l~t~tus cre(ites confusion in the market whichstill allo\V~ Ith~i.t: pr9t.t:l9!!Qll
as safer altemative~to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
• despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at ~etail, ~v~ilabilityr~mains ~iati~~ly'easy'iitrough'"
internet and traffickers;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFM.PP ~n the ma;k~tlWi]iaiso'stittiul~te .
consumption~nd their role ~~.(llt~~~tiY~.~~9:!1t~Jl,igh~~.pg9c~~,il~i~i~.~9.~.~~~~ . . . . . . . . . .'
BZP/TFMPP's relatively ~owinput cost wouldsuggestasustaineddemand aslong as
ecstasy maintains its role aridpopularityamoug druguse~.~~~._c ...... ~ ........ ~~~~
• ~tis felt that, even with prohibition or control, availability will persist through illegal
distribution. mechanism~
c ••

• • "" . • •

FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS

As mentioned above, ideally,~. market analysis would1ookatcurrenttrend~ in CanadardatedtO
the consumption and price of BZP and TFMPP in order to make. projections \Vipt ~spect to ..'
changes in consumption and price in a minimally regulated and post-regulation environmentS~
Given the lack of information about the use of BIPiTlJvIPP in Canadian. trends, however, it is
t+J'.;lllh.'ltvt' .. m;\v be Ill'lpt"(.d U_) U!ldcrstand pOh~ntial ~ituati()ns based on h+-IttOK-at-the experience in
other jurisdictions,.__..Lb~~"~_j\!I~J.h2.Lt~.~have experienced the emergence of a ~ignificant .. . .... -·{<»mmertt [hsi]: Defme significant
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market for BZP and TFMPP and have imposed restrictions on the use and distribution ofBZP
and TFMPP, specifically New Zealand, US and UK/EU.
In the last few years, despite t~act that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.

Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP
Countries

Year

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden
UK
Ireland

2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
200~

~

Source: BCDSIWG

New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs.~t 90u1d be argued thatthe cUrrent natureofth~drug'slegal~ta.tlis~rl~anada
is close to the situation experienced by New Ze~land between2QQQ and 2008 When BZPwas
minimally regulated. !Although BZP and TFMPP are not openly promoted and distributed in
Canada as they were in New Zealand during that period, lessons might be drawn from that

~~~;t!~~·u~~~ec,~n:::~:~ ~;~::;~se:;;:,::a:~::::ie::';;~:~~!:~i: ~;:re

.{
.

I

I

population.! 1'11euniqllel1atllr~ oftl1eNe\V~ealandAfl1glllar~et is reflected in a newreportfro lll _
l
police that "paints a grim picture of the New Zeahmd drug scene with more young people using ... ------{.
opiate drugs, world-leading rates of methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "selfl
sufficient" cannabis culture." (www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment for
New Zealand report, released in September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug
trade and notes for example that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the
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highest amphetamine type substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged
that uniqueness of the New Zealand markets in an analysis of the status ofBZP in that
jurisdiction; " ... most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills ') originate from New
Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European
context." (EMCDDA, 2009) !This caution shouldalso apply to Canada~
..
.
Secondly, the data collection and analysis undertak~nit1 New Z~alat1d focused mairilyonBZP
without much mention of TFMPP or the BZPITFMPP combination~
Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There h~s ~n considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jUlisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
~onths) to be mOst easily avaitable were alcohol, tobac(!oandBZPrrFMP~party piUs.
Approximately three-quarters of users of these drug. types describedtl'l(!iravailability .at the. time
as "very easy". In fact, findings from the 2006 survey on how the availability ofthe dtugshad
changed compared to the previous year revealed that users considered them to have become
easier to obtain in past 12 months, similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. Forty~f1ve
percent of those who had used party piHs in thel2 months prior saidthatpartypiUswere easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months earlier. (Walkins & Sweetsur; 2007),

.-.-~.,".-

This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
Auckland Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07
percent of total overdoses) to 21 (1.58 percent) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the
increase in the strength of BZtproducts since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to
80 mg per dose to 250 mg ~er~se. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also
available in some areas. (Gee et aI., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies
were promoting their products as having at least 500 mg ofBZP per capsule. (Theron et aI.,
2007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP and TFMPP party pill
"industry" had annual sales of $24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over
24 million pills had been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an
estimated 5 million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to
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promote the industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social
Tonics Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the chemical process to
manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the constant
potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Libraty; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification ofBZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply ofBZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession ofless than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams ofBZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C 1 controlled
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ...".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation/prohibition on a drug's availability and price,
drug researchers contend tWat,~eneral, when a drug is prohibited, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation ofBZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on information from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New Zealand. The
findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and drug related
problems. (Wilkins et a1.; 2010)
The primary source of information in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug
users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection drug users) recruited from the community in the
three main centres of New Zealand (Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees
were asked about the current use, availability, purity and price of key drug types and how these
aspects may have changed over the previous six months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use ofBlP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that there was some recovery in the availability ofBZP in
2009 however; the availability of BZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years
when it was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BlP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely
be filled by a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy and black market
BlP, and alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong
evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample suppliers to
meet that demand.
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The second study (Wilkins et aI., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition of BZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. iPriorto prohibitioll;BZP was available to
teens in New Zealand raisiJ\g ~cems about the impact on health. Among respondents who had
used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys~h; 94% slalingai·d that they had either stopped or were
consuming less over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP
usage were that it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were
quite close in numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13%
reported that they stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common
reasons for quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the
drug's illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk ofBZP was
consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case,
although music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that
BZP is not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other
substances, in particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
OBSERVATIONS:

•

•
•

comme.nt [h.. ·. 58]: Not quite s4Jce th~~;'J
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The New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potefHtttt-fB·rhigh rates ofuse in certain segtnentsof population.
~lthough not presently perceived in some circles inCanada as illegal.; compate(j to other
illicit drugs such as ecstasy, restriotions are too lax to deter suppliers;'
Even when prohibi~d~ilability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
·gF~-at-·bHlk··o.fBZP was consumed flOm the
~.--"-..:.::.._,,-.:...,,,,-:,-.:...··i·n pri vate ho mes ··rntht'-r·tha·n·{m+he··ra-v-e-,sf·eHe··H~,w-aS·typ·k-alJ.yth-!.)U-ght-t-fJ
although the rave and music scenes remain important venues. jrhis suggests
the potential for a broader, more frequent range of use.!

United States
While New !Zealand seemed to have a high rate of drug use percapita generally,inclu,rling party
pills, the US has hadthe longest experience with BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. In
the US, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place
BZP and TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high
abuse potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18, 2004, the DEA
published a Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP and TFMPP on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
DEA permission.
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Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the dl1lg has a high potential for abuse;
• the dl1lg has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the dl1lg under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Dl1lg Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 dl1lg items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 t~l~2. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through dl1lg trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
ecstasy. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis,
2009)
The BZP and TFMPP market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
dl1lg in each country. US officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
foster production in Canada should the substances' legal status remains the same. The current
status and potential for Canada to act as a source of BZP and TFMPP for the US is illustrated by
the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern to law enforcement
and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large collegeage population creates a demand for the
dl1lg. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tabletsprodpc~d in Canada. and,Hstribute4it~the
region are often adulterated with other substances~ "including methamphetamine, MDt\,LSD,
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine".lA.~cordingt() t~elJs, J~atiol1al.I)rug,Il1telligel1c~,~el1ter,
the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug trafficking orgatli~ati()ns are increa$i~gI¥
producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy cpntIin
little, if any, ecstasy.! For example, at the Blaine, Washington point of entry in October 2008,
203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be ecstasy. They were later determined to be BZP.
(US Depat1ment of Justicei'N~nal Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and TFMPP.
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Even relatively southern rtgio~ofthe US are experiencing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of 37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of BZP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
OBSERVATIONS:

•
•
•

even when controlled, availability remains;
~here may be reason for concern regarding increased production in Canada in light of
continuing demand in the US; and:
it is the opinion of the US Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scen{!hisisc()J1~ist~l1t'.Viththesuf\'eYfil1dit1gsin~e!Y~~:lI(l!ld.~h~t~h~~\lJ.~.~f
BZP was consumed in private homes.

United KingdomlEuropean Union

.J

In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse of Drugs Act
(MDA). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the drug, but
many observers, such as those mentioned below, speculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of'an~g. Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online
despite the risk of prosecution under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime
similar to that of Canada. (Drugscope; 2010)
The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by others in the UK. The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is a leading centre
of expertise on drug policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of
such a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on
drugs' credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that
there is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute
back to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence."
(TDPF, 2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
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use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the ED
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. AU EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, howeve!, ~erns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks of BZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (pIimarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken." (TDPF, 2010)
OBSERVATIONS:

It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be on sa-J.~B1P
~~hL12rbor prevalence of lht'-·dHJgll~ US~~, but some observers speculate that prohibition does little
to dampen either demand or supply of any drug.
~

~

OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a paliicular challenge. An examination of potential sources of informationha~yieldedlit~le data
lQJ2[Q\idc a picture ofB1P; IFI'vlPP demand or supplv in Canada.~~'it*«whi~h'«ftH~,aZ1t~~t)f
~.~t~a.nd prie~ could he.m... acle~. ThiS. m.i g. htbe.la.rI?6I Y·duetoth.eir. Jega.. 1statuS.,. in..
Canada which makes the situation for BZP and TFMPP uniquct It was, howev~r, possibl~_~()j~~5
,~ appreciation of the general domestic situationhnd possible futurescemlljos related to ~()lll~e 1
and price by examining information derived from enforcement activities of the CBSA, RCMP
and HPFB's Inspectorate. In addition, information related to the experience of other
jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the United States and the UK/EU provided an H~~·H.'€-f.a.tiHn
drugs' roles and pOtenttal
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In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a significant ~ncrease in activity ~elated to these4rugs in Canada since 2006.
.
Expert opinion of the RCMP and tbe HPFB Inspectoratere1nfot-bt.;s tliis-vie~. A number of
factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-relatedactlvity In .
Canada, including but not limited to:
• the legal status~
• availability remains relatively easy ~hrough Intemet and traffickers,~espitelnspectofa:~
activity at retail;l
•

•

~he relatively inexpensive price ofBZPandTFMPP 011 themru'kefwhicbntighf$tjtrtu,late
consumption and encourage their roJe as alternatives to the higher pricoo,illicitdrUg,
ecstasy; and
regulation of BZP by other countries including the US.

The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fully examined) showed that despite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remained !widely available JU1cJ.JU0rdabl~.. Moreqver, the New Zeala~d experience deIl1o~str~tes, .. ".. {
that, as a minimally regulated drug, BZP showed ~ignificant potential ~or use across ~ $Ubst8:n tial .. "..
segment of the population. '
. , '"
... ,

--lr

-..

.. '-.-- .......... ---- ... _--.-- ''',

~oth West Coast Canadian and US officials were deatiyoftheopinionthatthere>is cQnsiderable

L

,.""(
""""""",""". ."....."".""""""."......."...............". . "."",,.,,,,. ".".""............... _

potential fOt" cqntinued and even increased proquction in Canada arid. smuggling from canada
into the US in light pf continuing demand there~ It is th~()pinion of the US DepcuiJnent of
Justice and New Zealand substance control researchers that BZP use is spreading beyond the
[h79)« Defmewhatlsmeant
.(. Comment
rave scene and that Ithe bulkofBZP was consumed i.n. private h.o. me.s. T.h.is m. igh. ..t sug.. g...e. st..t.h..at t. h.. e. ...
number of situations in which BZP and TFMPP are ~onsumed might be expanding, ICre~ting~ '" .
IbY ..'bulk . .•.................•'. :.•. . . . . . . . . . . '.' ..:. . :-"'J
broader, more frequent pattern of use.
······r·----~-"-'-'·
'

.

.

,
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l
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APPENDIX A

!DERIVED VALUE OF PRODUCTS THAT CO NT A1N BZPANDJOa TFMr~
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areas .. (Gee et nt, 20(15) In fact,itwas reported in 20QSthat some companieswerepmm<>ting
thdr prodUdS a::-; hHvim~at least 500rng of HZP percapsliJe. (Thcr\Ji) ct at., 2007)"]11Ct'ost.
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Giv-en that the maj0l1ty. {} fBZP/IFMPPf(lUUd' though (;heolicaJ analysis in Canada was jbulld in
ponjum.:tio"u \\,jtl1 a nurnberofotherchemkals including J\lDMA. methmnphetamine,etc. These
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The IJJ~J.HJnspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by
Health Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health
Products Into Canada" (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply
of drugs (unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this
Policy is intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful
argument is made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg ofBZP per unit, 2 doses per day
for 90 days, this would amountto 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, ifit were possible to import
three months of BZP as a rfec~ry drug, the shipment could provide 36 g of BZP for conversion
into an ecstasy imitation. The following is an analysis from the llPFl2Jnspectorate of the
derived value of converting BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.
At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of36,000 mg ofBZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of$$133.34/g ofBZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs).
At 20 mg/pill (although it would seemplausible.that this amount would produce a highsllfficient
to satisfy users), the maximum potential value of36,000 mg. ofBZPis (36,000
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) == 1800 tablets x $20/tablet =$36,000 or a yield of$1000/g.
Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

OCn a different vein of dealing with the useofBZP as a diet supplement, thelnspectorateals()
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as a natl)ralhealthproduct for'V~jghtl()ss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP; as was the case in New Zealand.
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Subsequent compliance and enforcement actions followed and yielded the following
information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out com~li~ and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x ~O m!fpill)
200,000,000 mg /3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Further to the compliance and enforcement action and seized amounts described above, values
for potential "street" sale may be projected. For example, 200 kg ofBZP if sold in units
containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70

QO

$10

$20

$13,333,333
$28,571,428
$100,000,000

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

•••• e

And as an example, the yield per gram ofBZP for the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$133.34/g.
~ ~
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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Re: BZPITFMPP - mtg with TBS - who should attend?
Suzanne

Angela Doyle

2011-01-1201 :58 PM

Richard J Robert, Chantal Routhier-Garner, Laura Petts

Hi Angela,
I will try to attend and would like Laura Petts to also attend. Please contact my assistant Chantal
Routhier-Garner regarding my availabilities for the meeting.
If you could provide me with the latest version of the document under discussion with our previous
comments, that would be appreciated.
Thanks
Suzanne
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Good afternoon Suzanne: I called your office an ...

2011-01-12 12:42:26 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-12 12:42 PM
BZPITFMPP with TBS - who should attend?

Good afternoon Suzanne:
I called your office and Chantal explained 1

The reason I am writing is that I am going arrange a meeting with TBS about the Cost-Benefit Analysis for
BZP and TFMPP. I am aiming to hold the meeting next week, in this building if possible. It would be ideal
to have someone present who understands the concerns your office has about the use of
existing/available information to support a quantitative analysis and who can provide input, should a
modified or alternate approach be discussed. Although it would have been great to have Judy join us, I
understand she will be on leave during that time. Please let me know you could join our discussion and/or
whether there is someone else from your group that could participate.
I realise you may require further information and if you have any questions, please let me know.
Thank you,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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Re: BZP/TFMPP - Health Assessment - Info from TBS - for consideration for
CBA 0
laura PeUs to: Angela Doyle
2011-03-2301:30 PM
Cc: Richard J Robert

Hi Angela:

I've gone through the document and have some comments/questions (track changes). This is MUCH
better than the original proposed methodology but still have concerns about it being a pretty '~randomll
number given the number of assumptions that are having to be made, especially the "availability" so if
don't have to use it, all the better.

Lori

Adjusted MethodologyJp_comments.doc

i .. _f.\r.:ag e1a D9yfe . .
From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

!Hi laura: Please find the document.enclosed in ...

2011-03-15 ·01:24:56' PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Laura PeUs/HC-SClGCfCA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011 ~03~ 15 01 :24 PM
BZPfTFMPP - Health Assessment * info from TBS - for consideration for CBA

Hi Laura:
Please find the document enclosed in the e-mail below that I received from TBS- CORE yesterday to
assist us with the C BA.

I have not reviewed the document enclosed myself yet, but I did not want to hold back your review of the
material. It does present some comparisons to NZ (though not to the extent proposed originally) as was
discussed during the Jan. 27th mtg, and it was agreed we should work together (OCS, RPD TBS) to
come up with a suitable approach.
I

flook forward to your feedback. My objective is to review the information myself later this week.
Thank you.

Sincerely.
Angela

[attachment "Adjusted Methodology.doc" deleted by Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CAJ
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Estimation of Health Benefits from Listing of BZP and
TFMMP to the Illicit Substance List in Canada

1 REVIEW ON NEW ZEALAND EXPEREINCE
1.1 Users of BZP party pills (SHORE, 2006)
Benzylpiperazine party pill users tend to be young adults who use party pills as a social
lubricant (Wilkins, Girling, Sweetsur, Huckle, & Huakau, 2006). A major study of BZP
party pill use in New Zealand found that one in five (20.3%) New Zealanders had tried
party pills, while one in seven (15.3%) had used party pills in the previous 12 months
(Wilkins, Girling, Sweetsur, Huckle, & Huakau, 2006). Party pills were most popular
among the 18 - 24 year old age group. A third (33.9%) of 18 -19 year olds had used
party pills in the preceding year, and 38% of 20 - 24 year olds had done so. According to
Wilkins, Girling, Sweetsur, Huckle, and Huakau (2006), party pills were most commonly
used in public places such as concerts, on the street, at the beach or park, in pubs, bars or
at dance parties. According to the results of this study, BZP party pills are used by young
New Zealanders to enhance their social experiences in much the same way as illicit
substances and alcohol are used.

1.2 Substances used in combination with legal party pills
Those who had used legal party pills in the previous 12 months were asked what
substances, if any, they usually use with legal party pills. Nearly nine out of 10 (86.4%,
81.6-90.1) legal party pill users said they use other substances with their legal party pills.
The most common substance used with legal party pills was alcohol (91.1 %,86.3-94.3),
followed by tobacco (39.6%, 33.1-46.6) and cannabis (22.3%,17.0-28.7) (Table 2.1).
The next most commonly used substances were so called 'recovery pills' which are often
sold from retail outlets that sell legal party pills. Manufacturers claim that these
substances assist drug users to recover from the hangover effects and long term harms
associated with legal party pill use and other drug use. Ecstasy (MDMA) was the
amphetamine type stimulant (ATS) drug most commonly used with legal party pills, with
approximately one in twenty (5.3%, 2.8-9.5) users saying they usually used it with their
legal party pills. Amphetamine and crystal methamphetamine were only rarely used with
legal party pills (Table 2.1).

Alcohol
Tobacco/ ci arettes
Cannabis
Recover ills

9.2
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Ecstasy (E, MDMA)
Nitrous oxide
Hallucinogenic mushrooms
Amphetamines (meth, P, pure)
LSD
GHB (gamma-hydroxybutyrate)
Rush _(Amyl nitrate, Butyl nitrate)
Cocaine
Ice (crystal meth)
Other opiates
Kava
Other hallucinogens (PCP, datura)

5.3
4.5
2.4
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5

1.3 Other drug use by legal party pill users
Legal party pill users were asked whether they had recently used a list of other drug
types, including alcohol and tobacco and twenty-four other drug types. Nearly all the
legal party pill users (97.2%) had used other drugs in the preceding 12 months. The drug
types they most commonly used are summarised in Table 2.3. Six out of 10 (60.8%; 54.3,
66.9) legal party pill users had used cannabis in the last year, one in five (21.0%; 16.3,
26.6) had used ecstasy in the last year and one in six (15.9%; 11.8,21.1) had used
amphetamines in the last year. One in seven (14.4%, 10.4, 19.6) legal party pill users had
used nitrous oxide in the preceding 12 months and one in 10 (10.0%; 6.8-14.4) had used
LSD in the previous year. One in 29 (3.5%; 1.8-6.5) legal party pill users reported they
had used crystal methamphetamine in the previous year.
.
. t he prevIOus year, 2006
T a bl e 20th
er d rug types use db,y Iega party pI'11 users m
:

Drug type
Alcohol'
Tobacco/cigarettes
Cannabis
Ecstasy (E,MDMA)
Amphetamines (meth,P ,gurel
Nitrous oxide
LSD
Hallucinogenic mushrooms
Cocaine
Kava
Ice (crystal meth)
Tranquillizers (uuwners, valium,serepans)
Morphine
GHB (gamma-hydroxybutyrate)
PO]pies (opium)

Percent (%)
94.6
68.0
60.8
21.0
15.9
14.4
10.0
9.1
6.2
5.1
3.5

J.O
2.1
1.7
1.5
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Rush (Amyl nitrate,Butyl nitrate)
Crack cocaine
Solvents (glue,petrol,spray paint)
Other hallucinogens (PCP,datura)

1.5
1.4
1.2
1.2

Source: SHORE, 2006

T a bl e 3 : Se If reported harm f ul eItects f rom the use of legal party pills in the last 12

Area of life
Energy and
vitality
Health
Financial
position
Outlook on life
Home life
Friendships and
social life
Work and study
life

Percent (%)
19.3

Lower CI -(%).
14.8

Upper CI (%)
24.8

14.6
8.8

10.6
5.7

19.9
13.4

6.3
4.7
4.0

3.8
2.6
2.0

10.3
8.1
7.9

2.9

1.3

6.2

Source: SHORE, 2006

1.4 Relationship between legal party pills and illicit drug use
Those who had used legal party pills and an illicit drug in the previous year were asked
how their use of legal party pills fits into their current illicit drug use.
Respondents were read out a number of statements describing how their current use of
legal party pills interrelates with their current illicit drug use and asked to select the one
that best describes their experience. One third of the respondents to the question
(33.2; 26.0-41.2) indicated that they had recently 'stopped their illicit drug use'. Of those
who were current illicit drug users, approximately three out of 10 (27.9%; 19.937.8) indicated that they only 'use legal party pills when they cannot get illicit drugs'
(Figure 6.1). A further three out of 10 (26.9%; 18.8-36.9) indicated that they 'use legal
party pills with illegal drugs to enhance their effects or duration of their effects'.
Over four out of 10 (45.2%; 35.6-55.1) reported that they 'use legal party pills so they do
not have to use illegal drugs'.

1.5 Characteristics of legal party pills most liked
Those who had used legal party pills in the previous year were asked the three things they
most liked about legal party pills. Approximately half of users (53.2%; 46.3-60.0) said
they most liked the 'energy' that legal party pills provided (Table 7.1).
Over four Ollt of 10 (45.1 %; 38.3-52.0) users said the euphoric effects of legal party pills
was the characteristic they most liked. Other attributes of legal party pills which users
commonly reported as characteristics they most liked included that they were 'legal'
(22.5%; 17.4-28.5), inexpensive (21.2%; 16.1-27.4), 'easy to buy' (19.9%;15.0-26.0),
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'enhanced ability to socialise' (7.8%; 5.0-12.1), were perceived to be safer than illegal
drugs' (6.7%; 4.0-11.0) and 'increased confidence' (4.9%; 2.7-8.8).
T a blc 4 : Ch arac tens
· f ICS 0 f Iega party pi·11 S Wh·IC h users most rk
Ie.,
d 2006

Attribute
Percent(%l
Energy/keeps you going all night
53.2
The 'high' /effects/ euphoria
45.1
They're legal
22.5
They're cheap
21.2
They're easy to buy
19.9
Enhance ability to socialise
7.8
Better/safer than illegal drugs/alternative
6.7
substance
Increase confidence
4.9
Calm me down/relaxing effect
2.7
You can drink more alcohol
2.2
The new names
1.8
Hallucinations
1.6
Allows you to work longer
1.3
Helps me think/reflect
1.1
Makes sex better
0.8
Packaging/adverts
0.8
Make other illegal drugs better/last longer
0.6
Makes music bettcr
0.5
(Percentages are of thosc who had used legal party pills in the last year excluding don't
know and refused; n=252)
Source: SHORE, 2006
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Figure 6.1: Role legal party pills play in current illicit drug use, 2006
Percentage
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illegal drugs

Use with illegal drugs

Use of BZP

Figure 1: Role Legal Party Pills Play in Current Illicit Drug Use

Source: SHORE, 2006

1.6 Christchurch study (Gee, 2005)
The majority of the toxic effects information came from a study conducted between 1
April 2005 to 1 September 2005. The study recorded all presentations associated with
party pill use at the Emergency Department of Christchurch Hospital, New Zealand by
recording them on a prospective data collection form. The aim was to study the patterns
of human toxicity related to the use of benzylpiperazine-based 'party pills'. 61 patients
presented on 80 occasions.

Comment [hl]: Should note the ages
and sources of the data since different than
in
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5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23

IAmphctal1lines , 80.0%
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100.0%

~8.0%

~2.0%

>y~~~ti> 100.0%

rECstaSy

44.1%
100.0%
47.1% 41.2%
Iopiate~;~'t> ,:; 60.0%
100.0%
~O.O%
~O.O% ~O.O%
Source: The demand for alcohol, tobacco and marijuana: international evidence (By
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Fw: BZP and TFMPP at the Border
Andre Fouquet, Bruna Brands, Colette
Strnad, Denis Arsenault, Evelyn Soo, Hanan
Abramovici, Nathan J Isotalo, Richard Laing,

2011-07-0802:01 PM

Veronique Lalonde

Fyi. thank you Veronique.
----- Forwarded by Tiffany Thornton/HC-SC/GCfCA on 2011-07-08 01 :58 PM ----From:
To:
Date:

Veronique Lalonde/HC·SC/GC/CA
Tiffany Thornton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-07-08 12:31 PM
BZP and TFMPP at the Border

Bonjour Tiffany,
I'm sending you this information as a FYI to be shared with the CSS-WG. We can provide an update at
the next meeting.
t ....
The BC Region was referred a large shipment of BZP and TFMPP from CBSA on June 23, 2011.
Since that time, the CBSA has detained the shipment and has had ongoing discussions with the
RCMP. (
BIU, DCVIU,
ON and BC regions are meeting this afternoon to discuss actions, as there are potential
transportation and storage issues due to the large quantities found.

Have a nice week-end,
Vero.
Veronique Lalonde
Border Integrity Specialist I Specialiste de J'integrite frontaliere
Border Integrity Unit I Unite d'integrite frontaliere
Inspectorate Iinspectorat
Health Products and Food Branch I Direction gemerale des produits de sante et des aliments
t

.....

Tel: (613) 946-6867
Fax: (613) 946-5636
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Re: Fw: BZP & TFMPP - Stats for
Angela Doyle to: Laura Petts
Cc: Judy Snider

2011-11-10 10:23 AM

Great! Thank you Laura,
Angela

Laura Petts

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hello Angela: Here is an update of the numb-er-6iexhit)its containing BZP and ...

2011-11-10 10:12:28 AM

Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela ooyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-1010:12AM
Fw: BZP & TFMPP - Stats for I

Hello Angela:
Here is an update of the number of exhibits containing BZP and BZP and/or TFMPP.
As a reminder,
Health Canada's Drug Analysis Service (DAS) is responsible for testing suspected controlled substances that are seized by Law Enforcement
Agencies and Canada Border Services Agency. DAS asks that exhibits be submitted only when verification of the actual substances is required for
court or other purposes. Therefore BZP or TFMPP will only show up in LlMS when they are identified in an exhibit that is suspected to be a
controlled substance. Since they themselves are not controlled substances they mayor may not be tested for and entered into the database.
The incidence of drug seizures varies with the extent, focus, and effectiveness of law enforcement activities and resources, including the
interception/detection activities by law enforcement and border services. While providing an overview of the drug situation in Canada, the
information may not reflect what is available on the streets or what is consumed in Canada.

Between 2006 and 2011, 7775 exhibits analysed contained BZP and/or TFMPP. Approximately 19% (1500) of these contained only one or both of
these two substances (no other substances were identified in the eXhibits). For 1236 of these 1500 exhibits. the seized substance had been
suspected to be ecstasy.
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Table 1: National Total Exhibits Analyzed by DAS

Number of
Exhibits
Containing
BZP
Containing
BZP &/or
TFMPP*

2006

2007

2008

5

146

1061

8

151

1161

2009
2232
2366

2010

2011 (to
Oct 31)

2006-0ct
31,2011

1774

2087

7305

1921

2168

7775

Please feel free to contact me with any questions you might have.
Thanks
Lori
Judy Snider
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Hi Angela, Good to hear about movement on the file. Lori (aka Laura Petts) wil...

2011-11-0401:15:16 PM

Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-0401 :15 PM
Re: BZP & TFMPP - Stats for

Hi Angela,
Good to hear about movement on the file. Lori (aka Laura Petts) will look after your request. Once she has the analyses, she'll send it to the DAS
folks for comment (as per our protocol) and send you the info as per your request.
Thanks,
Judy
Angela Doyle

Judy: We are finally moving forward with the regulatory package for BZP an ...

2011-11-04 12:49:02 PM
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From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Laura PeUs/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-04 12:49 PM
BZP & TFMPP - Stats for

Hi Judy:
We are finally moving forward with the regulatory package for BZP and TFMPP and are finalising the
One question we have been asked is to update the information concerning DAS' analysis of samples. Currently we have the following statement in
the
"For example, in 2006, a total of 5 samples was found to contain BZP; by contrast, a total of 2121 samples were found to contain BZP in
2009".
I believe the numbers of samples indicated in the statement were taken from the lAS. These will be updated to the numbers given to us for the
market analysis (see below).
However, my question is whether you would mind providing us with numbers for 2010 (to include December) and 2011 (to end of Oct).

I believe it was a delegate of yourself that helped us with the stats the first time. I assume that there is no reason to go directly to DAS, however,
let me know if it would be better to do so.
Hope things are well with you.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Extracted from Market Analysis Report:

4. Situation in Canada

4.1 Availability and Distribution
The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and
000914

TFMPP being found in pills thought to be ecstasy. This observation is supported by various sources. For example, the CBSA data
indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 to
17, including seizure of various sizes. These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010). In addition, in 2008, Health Canada inspectors reported that four products from
a retailer were seized in 24 outlets across Canada. Finally, Health Canada's DAS has found an increasing number of exhibits
containing BZP and/or TFMPP. (see Table 1). Approximately 18% (895) of the total number of exhibits analyzed between 2006 and
2010 (4975) contained only BZP and/or TFMPP (no other substances were identified). For 782 of these exhibits, the seized substance
had been suspected to be ecstasy.
T a ble 1: Na f lona ITtlEhObOtA
oa x I I S nalyzedbIy DAS
Number of
Exhibits
Containing
BZP
Containing
TFMPP
Containing
BZP&
TFMPP

2009

2010
(until
Nov. 24)

2006-20
10

1213

4657

2006

2007

2008

5

146

1061

3

129

920

2191

1170

4413

8

151

1161

2366

1289

4975

2232
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Re: Urgent - request from ADM for update on stats for BZP & TFMPP for NOI
Angela Doyle to: Laura Petts

2012-01-1012:47 PM

Cc: Judy Snider, Suzanne Desjardins

Thank you very much Laura! I will let you know if we have any questions.
Angela
Laura Petts
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Angela: Here is the updated information, approved by Suzanne and Judy. A ...

2012-01-10 12:36:56 PM

Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-1012:36 PM
Re: Urgent - request from ADM for update on stats for BZP & TFMPP for NOI

Hi Angela:
Here is the updated information, approved by Suzanne and Judy. As advised on the phone, please remember thatthe 2011 data may not be
complete since exhibits submitted in December, and in particular late December, MAY not have been analysed and entered into the database as
of January 9, 2012.
Lori

Health Canada's Drug Analysis Service (DAS) is responsible for testing suspected controlled substances that are seized by Law Enforcement
Agencies and Canada Border Services Agency. DAS asks that exhibits be submitted only when verification of the actual substances is required for
court or other purposes. Therefore BZP or TFMPP will only show up in L1MS when they are identified in an exhibit that is suspected to be a
controlled substance. Since they themselves are not controlled substances they mayor may not be tested for and entered into the database.
The incidence of drug seizures varies with the extent, focus, and effectiveness of law enforcement activities and resources, including the
interception/detection activities by law enforcement and border services. While providing an overview of the drug situation in Canada, the
information may not reflect what is available on the streets or what is consumed in Canada.

Between 2006 and 2011,8166 exhibits analysed contained BZP and/or TFMPP. Approximately 20% (1642) of these contained only one or both of
these two substances (i.e. no other substances were identified in the exhibits). For 1355 of these 1642 exhibits, the seized substance had been
suspected to be MDMA.
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Table 1: National Total Exhibits Analyzed by DAS

Number of
Exhibits
Containing
BZP
Containing
BZP &/or
TFMPP

2006

2007

2008

5

146

1061

8

151

1161

2009
2232
2366

2010

2011 (as
of Jan 9
2012)

2006-2011
(as of Jan
9,2012)

1774

2457

7675

1921

2559

8166
2012-01-0903:41:27 PM

Hi Judy and Laura: I have been advised that the ADM has requested an update ...
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0903:41 PM
Urgent - request from ADM for update on stats for BZP & TFMPP for NOI

Hi Judy and Laura:
I have been advised that the ADM has requested an update to the table below, so that complete numbers can be presented for 2011 (last two
columns of table) in the Notice to Interested Parties which is being approved for publishing.
This is due as soon as possible tomorrow (January 10). Please advise whether you will be ok to produce this and thank you.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-09 03:34 PM ----From:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
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Re: BZPfTFMPP lAS
Hanan Abramovici

2012-02-1303:23 PM

This message has been replied to.

Hi Hanan,
Hope you are too.
Here it is:[attachment "FINAL (signed) BZP-TFMPP lAS 2010-07-13.pdf' deleted by Hanan
Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA]
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substance~ cRtd· Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Hanan Abramovici
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Angela, Hope you are well. Would you happe ...

2012-02-1303:21 :35 PM

Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-1303:21 PM
BZPITFMPP lAS

--~~

. .----<>-

.~~

Hi Angela,
Hope you are well. Would you happen to have a copy of the final version of the BZPITFMPP lAS that you
could email me?
Thanks very much,
H. :)

Hanan Abramovici, Ph.D.
Senior Scientific Information Officer/ Agent principal d'information scientifique
Office of Research and Surveillance/
Bureau de la recherct1e ef'''tJe la surveillance
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directoratel
Direction des substances controh~es et de la lutte au tabagisme
Health Canada I Sante Canada
123 Slater St. Ottawa ON K1A OK9 1123 rue Slater Ottawa ON K1A OK9
hanan .abramovici@hc-sc.gc.ca
Telephone 1Telephone 613-946-3737
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
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Issue Analysis Summary
Office of Controlled Suhst:UlCCS

[{egulation of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trif1uoron1etl~yLp.llenyl)piperazine (1~FMPP)
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APPROVALS

This Issue AnaJysis Summary is considered approved.

Diane Allan
Office of Contf(llled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate

fDIJiiV1 ~1/YY V't"]
2.

ISSLiE

'rhe pipcrazincs arc a class of conlpounds containing a piperazine ring as part of their chemical
structure. Piperazine salts or derivatives arc fhund in many phannaceutical products and are also
used in the manuthcturc of plastics. resins. pcsticidcs~ hrake fluid and other industrial nlatcrials.
However. there arc two dcrivati'vcs in this class that arc used rccrcationally f(:lf their
hallucinogenic and stimulant properties. These are: BZP ( 1.. (Phcnylnlcthy1)piperazine) and
'rFrvtPP (1-(3-TriHuoromcthylphcnyl)pipcrazinc).
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Health Canada is not aware that either of these substances are being used commercially in the
production of any industrial or phannaceutical products in Canada.
An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent legitimate
use coupled with infonnation regarding the use and appearance of BZP and TFMPP products
across Canada have prompted the need to detennine whether these substances should be
rCI,'Ulated as controlled substances under the Controllcd Dnlgs and Substances Act (CDSA).
3.

PURPOSE

To assess these substances against the factors considered by the Office of Controlled Substances
(OCS) when decidjnflJ4> add substances to one of the Schedules to the CDSA, and examine
possible options for the regulation of these substances.
4.

CONTEXT

4.1

Legislative Frameworks

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations

Thc Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) provides a legislative framework for the
control of substances that can alter mental processes and may produce hann to the health of an
individual or to society when diverted or misused. Except as authorized under regulation.
activitics such as possession, possession for the purpose of trafficking, trafficking, importation,
exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and production of controlled substances
are prohibited under the CDSA.
The CDSA and its regulations seek to support the legal manufacture, trade and possession of
controlled substances for medical and scientific purposes while minimizing diversion for illicit
purposes. The CDSA carries punishments for various offences and the requirements specified in
the rCb'lJiations allow for more restricted control and closer monitoring of drug use.
The substances re~l~d under the CDSA are grouped into eight schedules. Schedules I to V
lists controlled substances while Schedule VI lists precursor chemicals. Schedules VII and VIII
provides the threshold quantities tor trafficking and possession offenses involving cannabis and
cannabis resin.
Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments described in Part I of the
CDSA. Offenses associated with Schedule IV are similar to those associated with substances in
Schedules I~ II and III except that there is no offence for simple possession.

2
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Background e-."
I

BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used in the rave and party scene in Canada
because of their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. BZP has also been found in products
targeted for other purposes such as weight loss. They are readily available for sale on the Internet
and in specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops, etc.) in Canada.
BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of the Schedules to the CDSA However, The
Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) has maintained a "substance of concern" file on both
BZP and TFMPP since 2004.
The Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzed samples of BZP from seizures made by law
enforcement as early as 1999 and has observed a steady increase in the number of samples
submitted for analysis since that time. Law enforcement agencies have also infonned Health
Canada directly that they have seen an increase ofBZP and TFMPP on the streets. Health
Canada has also received correspondence from Canada Border Services Agency (CaSA)
requesting that Health Canada schedule BZP and TFMPP under the CDS A because of the
increased importation of these substances into Canada without any apparent legitimate purpose.
Media interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004 but has remained steady since
July 2008 followirfg ~ deaths of two individuals that were initially thOUght to be related to the
ingestion of pills containing BZP. The media expressed concerns that Health Canada had not
taken a more proactive stance in regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances because of
the health risks associated with these substances. Questions were also raised regarding the easy
availability of these pills in public fora.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a drug as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations
(FOR) and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. The Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (Inspectorate) continues to pursue
various enforcement measures against distributers, importers and manufacturers of these products
in Canada. Beginning in October 2007, the Inspectorate established a customs target for
finished products which was subsequently updated to include bulk powder in July 2008.
Retailers have also been advised to remove products from their shelves and consumers have also
been warned not to use products containing BZP and TFMPP.
In the summer of 2008, the Inspectorate and the OCS collaborated on a risk assessment on BZP.
The risk assessment concluded that consideration should be given to adding BZP to one of the
Schedules to the CDSA.
The Inspectorate has also taken a number of enforcement actions targeted at PurePillz, (nc. who
has been reported as ~ling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. PurePillz,
Inc. have been notified that the sale of and all activities with these products are in contravention
of the Food and Drugs Act (FDA). Health Canada has repeatedly requested that the company
stop the import, distribution and sale of these products. In July 2008, Health Canada posted a
health advisory, advising consumers to not use unauthorized products being sold by PurePillz,
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Inc. due to the serious health risks associated with its products. I PurePillz, Inc. has yet to take
the necessary steps to comply with Health Canada's requests.
In December 2009, Health Canada posted another health advisory, this time advising consumers
not to use an unauthorized product containing BZP named Revolution DS Weight LOSSTM, due to
the serious health risks associated with the product. 2
I

5.

~"

ASSESSMENT OF BZP AND TFMPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES

The following factors 3 are assessed when substances are being considered for scheduling under
theCDSA:
•
•

International requirements and trends in control and/or scheduling;
Chemical and/or pharmacological similarity to substances listed in the Schedules to the
CDSA;

•
•
•
•

Legitimate use of the substance, including therapeutic, scientific, industrial and
commercial uses;
Potential for abuse and/or addiction liability;
Evidence of extent of actual abuse in Canada and internationally; and,
Risk to personal and public health and safety.

5.1

International Requirements and Trends in Control and/or Scheduling

5.1.1

International Control

Neither BZP nor TFMPP are currently listed in any of the three United Nations Drug Control
Conventions. That'saitMhe International Narcotic Control Board (INCB) has requested that
governments provide the World Health.Organization (WHO) and the INCB with any infonnation
on the abuse of and trafficking of piperazine derived compounds"', and has also requested that the
WHO take the necessary measures to assess piperazine derived compounds in order to detennine
whether to recommend that they be placed under international controls.
5.1.2

European Union

The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europo) and European Medicines Agency
I

Health Canada Advises Consumers Not To Use Purepillz Unauthorized Products.

http://www.hc-sc.gc.calahc-asclmedialadvisories-avisl_2008/2008_1 08-eng.php, 2008-07-10
..
2 Health Canada Warns Consumers Not To Use The Unauthorized Product "RevolutionDS Weight loss 1M..
http://\\WW.hc-sc.gc.calahc-asc/medialadvisories-avisl_2009/2009_211-eng.phpt 2009-12-24
) Controlled Substance Scheduling Working Group. Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate.
Health Canada, Draft document "Factors Considered When Assessing a Substance To Detennine Whether To
Schedule It Under The CDSA", 16 Apri120IO.
.. International Narcotics Control Board. 2007 World DNg Report, Resolution 28. page 111.
5 International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World DNg Report. Resolution 45. page 114.
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completed a joint risk assessment of BZP in May 2007. That assessment suggested that BZP
should be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack of medical benefits and lack of evidence
that it is safe for human consumption6•
On March 3, 2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as a new
psychoactive substance which is to be made subject to control measures and criminal provisions.
Member states were called upon to place BZP, within 1 year, under their respective drug control
regulations that fall in line with the obligations imposed by the 1971 United Nations Convention
on Psychotropic Substances',
Many EU member states (Belgium, Denmark, Gennany, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Finland, Croatia and Sweden) have already taken the decision to regulate BZP as a controlled
substances. Other jurisdictions currently regulate BZP differently and they would have to make
changes in order to be in line with the requirements of the 1971 United Nations Convention. In
the Netherlands, for example, BZP in phannaceutical fonn is regulated as a medicinal product. g
Similarly, Spain c<)ll~rs azp to be a substance which modifies physiological functions when
administered to humans as defined under applicable Spanish legislation. It is therefore subject to
certain control measures such as inspections, annual reporting to the Spanish Medicines Agency
and is subject to enforcement measures for non-compliance9 • In the United Kingdom, vendors
and retailers of BZP may face prosecution as the drug is classified as unlicensed under the
Medicines Act 1968.10 In France, BZP is classified as a narcotic further to the publication of an
order in the "Journal officiel" by the Agence fran~ise de securite sanitaire des produits de
sante. I I Finally, the Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland released a statement on March
31, 2009, indicating that azp has now been declared a controlled substance because of its
potential for abuse and for causing significant harm to public health.12
Although, the European Union has focused mainly on BZP, some member states have also taken
steps to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance. Greece, Sweden, Croatia and Denmark have
all elected to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance.
5.1.3

New Zealand

The history ofBZP regulation in New Zealand is complex. An April 2004 assessment of "party
pills~~ (which included substances such as BZP, TFMPP and other piperazine derivatives) by the
I

~

6 Sedefov,

R, BZP to be placed under control across the EU. News release from the EMCDDA, April-June
2007 http://www.emcdda.europa.eulhtmJ.cfm/index51519EN.html
, Ibid 6
8
9

Ibid 4
Ibid 4

10 Medicines and Health Products Regulatory Agency Press Release. Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are
dangerous and illegal. 20 Mar 2007.
II Agence fran~aise de securite sanitaire des produits de sante, Classement comme stupefiant de la BZP. 20
May 2008, http://afssaps.santeJrlhtmllO/filcoprsl080S03,htm
'. 12 Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland, Minister for Health and Children announces ban on
stimulant drug BZP, 31 Mar 09. http://www.dohc.ie/presslreleases/2009i20090331.html
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New Zealand Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) concluded that there was
insufficient objective evidence showing that these substances were hannful; thus they
recommended that/'pAlty pills" containing these substances should remain legal. IJ
In 2006, the EACD completed a further assessment of these substances and concluded that recent
studies had documented real harm, including potentially fatal seizures. They noted, however,
that there was still no information about the effects of long-tenn use of these substances on
humans.
In May 2007, the EACD again considered these substances in light of further scientific research
and evidence that was accumulated in studies conducted in New Zealand. The EACD focused its
attention on the increased availability of "party pills", which were being marketed and distributed
widely over the Internet, through counterculture retailers, and more recently in liquor outlets,
service stations and dairies. Other information considered included a number of reports that
showed evidence linking "party pills" to adverse reactions when taken with prescription
medicines, and a number of scientific studies that showed no known legitimate commercial uses
for these substances.
This growing evidence led to the tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse ofDnlgs Act and
list BZP, TFMPP and similar substances as scheduled substances on December 18, 2007. The
amendment was passed by Parliament and came into force on April I, 2008. In New Zealand, it
is illegal to possess and use, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP, TFMPP, pFPP,
MeOPP, mCPP ansi MijZP. The bill provided an amnesty provision that allowed individuals to
possess no more than 100 tablets/pills or 5 grams of these substances until no later than
September 30, 2008 at which time they would become illegal 1".
5.1.4 AustraUa

BZP and TFMPP were added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of Drugs
and Poisons (SUSDP) in February 2006 15 • In its decision to include BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (NDPSC) considered
information from the "Vaults of Erowid" website which includes links to drug experience
websites and information about drugs from both anecdotal and peer reviewed sources. The
NDPSC also considered actions taken in other jurisdictions such as the tabling of a proposal to
amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act in New Zealand to include azp and similar substances and the
addition ofBZP to Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act in the United States. They also
considered submissions from stakeholders that indicated that these substances were not being
used for any legitimate industrial purposes in Australia. They also noted that these substances

13 Alansari, M. and Hamilton, D., Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pills: A New Zealand case
report, The New Zealapd~dical Journal, 05-May-06, Vol 119 No. 1233
14 National Drug Policy of New Zealand, BZP change in legal status to Class Cl controlled drug, I April
2008, http://www.ndp.govt.nzlmoh.nsflindexcmlndp-news-home
15 Australian National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee, Record of Reasons of Meeling 46. February

21-23.2006
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were being misrepresented and marketed as a legal alternative to illicit drugs l6 •
5.1.5

United States of America

The use of BZP and TFMPP was first reported in California in late 1996 and has since spread
across the US. Both substances were placed on an emergency scheduling notice on July 18,
2002, with the intent of deeming them Schedule I drugs 17 • This action was taken in response to
local US. law enforcement agencies reporting a growing number of seizures ofBZP across the
US. The US Drug Enforcement Administration Office of Diversion Control also reported that
BZP had no curren\ly~cepted medical use and was not safe for use even with medical
supervision IS.
On March 18, 2004, BZP was officially listed in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act
(CSA). Schedule I of the CSA lists substances that have a high potential for abuse, have no
accepted medicinal use for treatment and for which there is a lack of an acceptable safe use under
medical supervision. TFMPP as of March 18, 2004, is no longer controlled under the eSA
because of a recommendation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a scientific
evaluation from the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)19 indicating that the controls
imposed by the CSA were not warranted.
I

5.2

Chemical and Pharmacological Similarity to Substances Listed in the Schedules to
the CDSA

5.2.1

Chemistry of BZP

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, -(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benzylpiperazine, 1benzyl-diazacyclohexane and does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercia4lfa\'ailable as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base fonn is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an initant to the eyes, respiratory system and the skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
and this does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

Ibid IS
17 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations. Schedules of Controlled Substances: Temporary placement
of BZP and TFMPP into Schedule I. 20 Sep 2002
hltp:/lwww.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regsisched_actions/2002/fr07182.htm
18 Ibid 17
19 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations. Schedules of Controlled Substances: Placement ofBZP into
Schedule I. 18 Mar 2004. http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regsirulesl2004/fr0318.htm
16
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5.2.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the form of a colourless or pale-yellow coloured liquid.
5.2.3

Pharmacology of BZP

The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects ofBZP are substantially similar to those of amphetamines and that it acts by increasing
the efflux of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway.20.21 BZP is thought to
have about one-tenth the potency of amphetamine. 22,23
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design study, orally administered BZP lOOmg
and dexamphetamine IOmg were associated with signi ticant increases in systolic blood pressure,
diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate compared to placebo. 24 The two active treatments were
not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A publication reporting on
two clinical trials ~S9.J!towed that both BZP and dexamphetamine resulted in significant
increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. 25
Only one pharmacokinetic study has been conducted in humans. 26 BZP concentration in plasma
was highest at 75 minutes after a single 200mg oral dose. The elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully elucidated. However, when BZP is
combined with TFMPP in vitro, the metabolism ofBZP is inhibited by 60% and that ofTFMPP
by 90%. Such metabolic interference can lead to elevated levels of both drugs in the plasma
thereby increasing their effects and accounting for the increase in adverse events. 27
5.2.4

Pharmacology of TFMPP

TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In vitro experiments using human liver microsomes detennined the polymorphic
20 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: l-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 2005/387/JHA on infonnation exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
21 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE. Rothman RB. N-substituted
piperazines abused by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of 3.4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
or 'Ecstasy'). Neurops~h~acology. 2005 Mar,30(3):550-60.
22 Ibid 20
23 Campbell H, Cline W, Evans M, Lloyd J, Peck AW. Comparison of the effects ofdexamphetamine and
l-benzyl~~erazine in fonner addicts. Eur J Clin Phannacol. 1973 Oct;6(3): 170-6.
- Ibid 23
25 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck AW, Young PA.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human perfonnance tests. Eur J Clin PhannacoI. 1973 Oct;6(3): 163-9.
26Antia U, Lee HS, Kydd RR. Tingle MD, Russell SR. Phannacokinetics of ,party pill' drug Nbenzylpiperazine (BZP) in healthy human participants. Forensic Sci Int. 2009 Apr 15:186(1-3):63-7. Epub 2009 Mar
3.
27 Antia U, Tingle MD, Russell DR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine·based 'party pilJ' drugs.
J Phann Pharmacol. 2009 Jul;61(7):877-82.
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CYP2D6 enzyme accounted for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic clearance. 28 FUl1hennoret
genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 could potentially account for differences in toxicity
following TFMPP intake.
I

~

It is now well established that TFMPP is a serotonin (S-HT) receptor agonist that stimulates

central serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in. vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
triggers presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons29JO.31.32t preferentially binds to multiple postsynaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes33.J4Js t and alters synaptic 5-HT function by inhibiting 5-HT
reuptake. 36.37
5.2.5 Pharmacology of BZPffFMPP combination

Some phannacodynamic infonnation exists regarding the combined effects of BZP and TFMPP.
Co-administration of BZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BlP alone. 38.39 Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia. These drug-induced seizures
occurred after a dose just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for serotonin and dopamine
release suggesting the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow therapeutic window of
safety.
One study measured a range of clinical outcomes in people taking pills containing both BZP
(30Omg) and TFMPP (74mg) alone or in combination with alcohol.40 The BZPITFMPP
28 Staack RF, Paul LD, Springer D. Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of
the new designer drug 1-{3-trifluorometbylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In vivo studies in Wistar and Dark Agouti
rats as well as in vitro studies in human liver micro somes. Biochem Phannacol. 2004 Jan 15;67(2):235-44.
29 Pettibone OJ, Williams M. Serotonin-releasing effects of substituted pipemzines in vitro. Biochem
Phannacol. 1984 May 1;33(9): 1531-5.
30 Auerbach SB, Ruiter JJ, Juliano PJ. Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular
serotonin in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropbarmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
31 Baumann MH. Clark RD. Budzynski AG. Partilla JS, Blougb BE, Rothman RD. Effects of "legal X"
piperazine analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct; 1025: 189-97.
32 Ibid 21
33 Fuller, R. I-Phenylpiperazines and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-HT
Agonists and Psychoactive Drugs, R. Rech, Gudelsky GA, Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor, MI. p. 35-59.
J4 Hoyer D. Functional correlates of serotonin 5-HTl recognition sites. J Recept Res. 1988;8(1-4):59-8l.
35 Schoeffier P, Hoyer D. Interaction ofarylpiperazines with 5-HTl~ 5-HTIB, 5-HTIC and 5-HT1D
receptors: do discriminatory 5-HTIB receptor ligands exist? Naunyn Schmiedebergs Arch Phannacol. 1989
Juo;339(6):675-83.
36 Ibid 30
37 WolfWA, Ziaja E, Arthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ, Levine RA, Kuhn DM. Effect oftetrahydrobiopterin
on serotonin synthesis. release, and metabolism in superfused hippocampal slices. J Neurochem. 1991
Oct;57(4):1191-7.
38 Ibid 21
39 Ibid 31
I ~
.w Thompson I. WiIJiams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S. Dick..c;on S. Lucas N. McDowall J, Weatherall M,
Robinson G, Beasley R. Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the 'party pills'
BZPffFMPP alooe and in combination with alcohol. J Psychophannacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
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combination gave rise to sympathomimetic effects similar to those observed with amphetamines
such as a significant increase in heart rate and both systolic and diastolic blood pressure. These
effects most like occurred through increased noradrenaline release.

5.3

Legitimate Use, Including Therapeutic, Scientific, Industrial and Commercial Uses.

Piperazines are a class of compounds primarily used as intennediates in the manufacture of
chemicals and phannaceuticals. The parent compound, piperazine, has been widely used for
many years as an anti-worming drug in animals. BZP, however, has never been used for such a
purpose:"
I ~
Throughout the 1970s, a compound with BZP as the active metabolite was investigated as a
potential anti-depressant in humans. 42 Its clinical use was short-lived however because of the
stimulant side-effects of the drug. 43
While BZP has no established or acknowledged medical value, TFMPP has widely been used as
a pharmacological probe drug for drug discrimination procedures in animals.w because of its
serotonergic properties. The INCB World Drug Report for 2007 also states that both these
substances are available primarily for use as intermediates in the manufacture of chemicals and
phannaceuticals and are used in neurochemical and psychiatric research throughout the world4s •
Health Canada is not aware ifBZP or TFMPP are in fact being used for such purposes in Canada.

5.4

Potential for Abuse and/or Addiction Liability

5.4.1

Potential for Abuse of BZP

BZP increases of extracellular levels of DA and 5-HT, features common to psychostimulants and
drugs of abuse such as amphetamines and cocaine. 46 Furthermore, BZP increase DA levels in a
dose-dependent manner in the rat nucleus accumbens:17 an area of the brain associated with the
processing of rewatdi~reinforcing behaviours. 48 These tindings suggest BZP has the potential
to be abused because it acts on neuronal pathways implicated in reward and activated by wellknown drugs of abuse.

41 European Union Commission Decision. Stronger control measures for the synthetic drug BZP. 2008 Mar
3. http://europa.eulscadpluslleglenllvb/133273.htm
42 Munro-Faure, A.D., Peck~ A.W .• Pullin. C.• Young. P.A. Detection ofdexamphetamine-Iike activity in
man. A comparison of several tests (1971) J. PlJarm. Claim. (PClri...). 2. pp. 228-229.
43 Tekes K, Thfalusi L.lgyi B. Herman F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action of EGYT475. a new antidepressant Polish Journal of Phannaco logy and Phannacy 1987:39(2):203-11 .
.wfu~~

.

International Narcotics Control Board. 2007 World Drug Report. p. 39
Howell, L.L., Kimmel, H.L. Monoamine transporters and psychostimulant addiction. Biochem
Phannacol. (2008); 75(1): 196-217.
Ibid 31
"8 Carlezo~ W.A.• Thomas, MJ. Biological substrates of reward and aversion: a nucleus accumbens
activity hypothesis. Neurophannacology. 2009: 56 (Suppl I): 122·32.
45

46

4'
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The rewarding properties of BZP have been well documented in animals. In rats, BZP produces
place preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, yields behavioural
responses similar to those induced by methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to
amphetamine. 49•50.5l.S2 In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self-administered, substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test. 53 These studies have
consistently found that BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers have
repeatedly suggested it carries potential for abuse.
Only three clinical trials have studied the abuse liability of BZP. A double-blind, placebocontrolled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of dexamphetamine and
BZP.s" Both drugs differed significantly from placebo on a number of behavioural and subjective
Based on findings that BZP produced effects to dexamphetamine in a group of former
amphetamine addicts, the Well come Foundation Ltd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and
suggested that it be placed under statutory controls similar to those regulating amphetamines.
Two other clinical pharmacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers,s, concluded that
BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine, but with one-tenth
the potency. 56
Another clinical dJUg.tQal did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP but concluded that
pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects. This was evidenced by
improved driving perfonnance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, as well as difficulty
getting to sleep. S7
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has the
potential for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The
degree with which BZP is likely to be abused remains uncertain and more phannacokinetic and
human abuse liability studies are needed.
5.4.2

Potential for Abuse of TFMPP

One common indication of a drugts potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbic DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release along this pathway

~9 Meririnne E, Kajos M. Kankaanpiiii A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of I-benzylpiperazine. a new
drug of abuse, in rats. Basic Clin Phannacol Toxicol. 2006 Apr~98(4):346-50.
50 Brennan KA. Lake B. Hely LS, Jones K, Gittings D. Colussi-Mas J. Fitzmaurice PSt Lea RA. Schenk S.
N.benzyl~iperazine has characteristics of a drug of abuse. Behav Phannacol. 2007 Dec;lS(S):785-90.
I Yarosh "L. Katz EO. Coop A. Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted
piperazines in the modse~armacol Biocbem Behav. 2007 Nov:88(1):18-27. Epub 2007 Ju16.
52 Ibid 21
53 Fantegros..o;i WE, Winger G. Woods JH. Woolverton WL. Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative
stimulus effects of I-benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol
Depend. 2005 Feb 14;77(2):16)·8.
54 Ibid 23
ss Ibid 2S
S6 Ibid 23
57 Ibid 40
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has not been shown convincingly. However, administration ofTFMPP in combination with
BZP, resulted in dramatic increases in brain DA levels, suggesting potential for abuse when the
drugs are combined. s1.ss In addition, the significant increases in both DA and S-HT levels are
similar to the neur&ch~ical effects produced by MOMA, indicating the combination of the two
drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. Indeed. this combination elicits MDMA-like
effects in animal modelss9.60.6J.62 and human case studies,61 wherein TFMPP is proposed to
account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like effects and BZP for the stimulant-like effects.
While animal studies have also shown that TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drugdiscrimination paradigm,64.6s.66 TFMPP failed to maintain self..administration in primates67 and
did not induce place preference in rats68 strongly suggesting the drug has minimal abuse potential
when taken on its own.

5.4.3 Addiction Liability
Few, if any, properly controlled scientific studies investigating BZP or TFMPP-related physical
dependence in animals or humans exist. In humans, it is unclear whether users develop tolerance
to the effects of BZP or TFMPP with higher doses, and whether withdrawal symptoms develop
after long term use.
One study assessed the psychological and physical dependence of human subjects to
BZprrFMPp-based pills. 18.2% of subjects showed psychological dependence on these pills
according to the standard DSM-IV criteria and 17.1 % of subjects showed visible signs of
tolerance and withdrawals. 69 However, these results should be interpreted with caution since
many participants Itlptmed consuming alcohol along with the pills.
A 2006 New Zealand household survey of 20 to individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZPITFMPP
pill addiction, using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SOS).70 The study found that 2.2%
(n=7) of past year BZPffFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZPITFMPP pills.
57
S8

Ibid 31
Ibid 21

s9 1bid 31
Ibid 21

60
61

Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of 3.4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA.

"ecstasy"). Phannacol Biochem Dehav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
62 Ibid 51
63 Wood OM. Button J. Lidder S, Ramsey J, Holt DW. Dargan PI. Dissociative and sympathomimetic
toxicity associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethyJphenyl) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine
(DZP). J Med Toxicol. 2008 Dec;4(4 ):254-7.
fH Ibid 62
6S

Ibid 51

Come SJ, Pickering RW. A possible correlation between drug-induced hallucinations in man and a
behavioural response in mice. Psychophannacologia. 1967; 11 (1 ):65-78.
67 Ibid 53
68 Mosher T, Hayes D, Greenshaw A.Differential effects of 5-HT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning
and locomotor activity in rats. Eur J Phannacol. 2005 May 16;515( 1-3): J07-16.
69 Ibid 40
I ~
10 Wilkins C. Girting M, Sweetsur P. The prevalence ofu~e. dependency and hanns oflega) 'party pills'
containing benzyJpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (TFMPP) in New Zealand. Journal of Substance
Use. 2007. 12(3): p. 213·224.
66
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Interestingly, the study also revealed that use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. The study documented that pills containing BZP and TFMPP
were the fourth most widely used recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis.
5.5

Evidence of Extent of Actual Abuse in Canada and Internationally

In Canada, the extent of actual abuse is relatively unknown as no studies or reports on the abuse
of these substances have been conducted. Health Canada is, however, aware that these pills are
being sold in Canada and are used in the rave and party scene as an alternative to ecstasy
(MDMA).
Health Canada is also Hng an increasing trend in activity with respect to the importation,
manufacture and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and TFMPP which
has led to a corresponding increase in activities related to compliance and enforcement. This is
indicative of an increased interest for these substances in Canada, despite the lack of legitimate
purpose.
•

CBSA has communicated to Health Canada the number of shipments that have been
seized at the border and referred to CBSA laboratories for analysis. From 2004 to 2008
the number of samples analyzed that contained BZP and/or TFMPP increased from 0 to
17. It should be noted, however, that these numbers do not reflect the total number of
shipments that have come across the border, only those that were seized or sent for
analysis. These seizures ranged in size from 1kg to 400kg of pure chemical, to 5000 to
40000 capsules of finished product and consisted either of BZP alone or in combination
with TFMPP or other substances such as ephedrine.

•

According to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 2007 Drug Situation Report,
there is an emerging trend in designer-type substance trafficking. BZP and TFMPP were
both found in pills seized by law enforcement which were thOUght to be MDMA due to
their similar markings. The RCMP has also observed that organized crime groups take
advantage of every opportunity to exploit emerging markets of rave or party drugs and
that BZP anrl'TPMPP would not be excluded. 71

•

Health Canada's Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzes samples of controlled
substances submitted by law enforcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP
and TFMPP are not controlled substances in Canada they have appeared in samples
received by Health Canada from police seizures. The following table outlines the
quantities of BZP and TFMPP samples received for analysis by DAS between 2006 and
December 2009.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

5

146

1061

2121

TFMPP

3

121

898

2077

71

Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Dnag Situation Report 2007. pg 26.
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•

Health Canada has been actively monitoring and taking compliance and enforcement
actions both at the border and domestically for bulk powder and other dosage fonn
finished products containing azp and TFMPP. The table below retlects the total number
of import shipments containing BZP or TFMPP that have been referred to Health Canada
for an admissibility decision and that were subsequently refused. Shipments ranged from
small personal shipments of one finished product package containing a few tablets to
large commercial shipments of bulk powder.

Total number of imports refused

•

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2

I

6

5

9

The Inspectorate's laboratory program receives samples of drugs seized by Health Canada
inspectors. As seen in the table below, BZP, TFMPP and a combination of both have
been dete«et-ie samples received by the lab. Since 2008, there has been an increase in
the number of samples that have tested positive tor BZP and TFMP P.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

0

0

2

14

TFMPP

0

0

0

1

BZP&TFMPP

0

0

4

7

Total # of samples tested by
Inspectorate labs

0

0

6

22

•

Since October 2007, the Inspectorate has taken numerous enforcement actions against
BZP and TFMPP products in Canada beginning with establishing a customs target tor
finished products. In April 2008, the Inspectorate targeted PurePHlz. Inc. who were
reported as selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. In July 2008.,
four PurePillz, Inc. products were subsequently seized from 24 store locations across
Canada further to the failure of the company to comply with stop-sale requests.

•

In 2009, ~ a~rse drug reaction report indicating that a consumer developed cardiac
arrhythmia (abnonnal electrical activity orthe heart) after consuming the product
RevolutionDS Weight LossTM, which was found to contain BZP in laboratory analysis,
led to coordinated compliance verification visits to multiple retailers in Ottawa and
subsequent administrative seizures and voluntary forfeitures of RevolutionDS Weight
Loss™product.

In the United States, the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) tracks drug seizure reports through
the National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS). In 2008, BZP replaced ketamine
as one of the 25 most frequently identified drugs. The report also outlines the number of club
drugs (MDMA, azp, MOA, ketamine, TFMPP, etc.) that have been identified in labs. Next to
14
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MDMA, azp appears second on the list of the most identified club drug and TFMPP appears
fifth.72 The DEA's System to Retrieve Infonnation From Drug Evidence (STRIDE) also

identified azp as being one of the most frequently identified drugs in the US. 73
5.6

Risk to Personal and Public Health and Safety

The easy availability of BlP and TFMPP products in Canada increases the potentia] risk to the
health and safety of Canadians. These products are marketed as a safe and legal alternative to
other illicit subs(an~ such as MDMA and amphetamines. It appears that these substances are
also being used and marketed for other purposes such as weight loss.
At present, toxicological profiles tor BlP or TFMPP have not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other drugs or ethanol,74.75.76.77 adverse effects attributable to BZP alone
are difficult to measure and could in fact be the result of toxic drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study of BZP toxicity have been published.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with signs ofBZP toxicity.78 Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4% heart
palpitations, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing
BlP plasma levels were linked to a signi ficant increase in the chances of having a seizure in
individuals who had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is also reported elsewhere
but again, only when no other substance or ethanol was co_ingested.'79·8o.81.82.81.84
All accounts ofTFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining BZprrF~IPp pill
intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological symptoms

----------~,~.~-----

DEA, National Forensic Laboratory Information System Annual Report 2008, pg 1·31.
Ibid 85
74 Gee P, Gilbert M. Richardson S, Moore G, Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from the recreational use of I·
benzylpi~erazine. elin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov~46(9):802· 7.
5 Gee P. Richardson S, WoltersdorfW. Moore G.Toxic effects ofBZP-based herbal party pills in humans:
a prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand. N Z Med J. 2005 Dec 16;118(1227):UI784
76 WilIdns C, Sweetsur P, Ca.~well S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand:
comparisons of fmdings from national household drug surveying in 1998, 2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006.
119(1244.,>,: p. U2285.
7 Nicholson, TC. Prevalence of use. epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those
presentin2 to the emergency department. Emerg Med Auscralas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
TS lbid 72
79 Ibid 21
80 BaumaM MH. Ayestas MA. Sharpe LG, Lewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Persistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated with GBR 12909 decanoate. J Phannacol Exp Ther.
2002 Jun;301(3):1190.7.
StWood DM. Dargan PI, Button J. Holt OW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL. Collapse, reponed seizure··
and an unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571): 1490.
82 King LA. Nun D. Seizures in a night club. Lancet. 2007 lul21 ;370(9583):220.
!3 1bid 13
84 Wilkins C, Sweetsur p, Girling M. Patterns ofbenzylpiperazine/trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine party
pill use and adverse effects in a population sample in New Zealand. Drug Alcohol Rev. 2008 Nov;27(6):633·9.
15
72
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associated with BZprrFMPp pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern the s)'lnptoms specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingestion ofBZP.85
A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the etTects BZPffFMPP alone or
in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent and severe adverse events in the groups
taking BZprrFMPp that the study was terminated. 86

In London, England, three cases were reported of patients presenting to the hospital emergency
department with dissociative-type symptoms and sympathomimetic toxicity. Subsequent
toxicological screening of blood and urine samples revealed the presence of both BZP and
TFMPP. 87
Several case reports have also suggested that co-abuse ofBZP and TFMPP along with other
drugs and alcohol could r~sdTMn death, although such a situation has not been commonly
observed.88.89.90
In view of these risks, Health Canada has released two separate public health advisories
regarding products containing azp. On July 10,2008, a public advisory was published on
Health Canada's website warning Canadians not to consume unauthorized products sold by
PurePiUz, Inc. as the products contain azp and may pose a serious risk to health. On December
24,2009, Health Canada released another health advisory warning Canadians not to use the
product RevolutionDS Weight LOSSTM, which contains BZP and has not been authorized for sale
by Health Canada.

In conclusion, ingestion ofBZP andlor TFMPP, alone or with other drugs, poses a significant
risk to users.
6.

ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

Although Health Canada possesses limited infonnation about the health risks associated with the
use ofBZP and TFMPP, scientific evidence suggests these substances have a potential tor abuse
and can hann public health. These substances have no known legitimate therapeutic use in
Canada and no knowp lG&itimate industrial applications. Theretore~ it would appear that
currently azp and TFMPP are mostly marketed and sold tor recreational purposes and to a
smaller extent as a weight loss product. No products containing BZP and TFMPP have been
authorized for sale in Canada. The import of these substances has also increased significantly_
85 Kushnir, V. 1-(-3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPI») abuse liability and dependence potential
assessment. Report prepared for Health Canada. October 2009.
86 Ibid 40
87 Ibid 64
.
88 Wikstrom M. Holmgren P, Ahlner J. A2 (N-benzylpiperazinc) a new drug ofabu~e in Sweden.l Anal
Toxieol. 2004 Jan-Feb;28(1):67-70.
89 Elliott S. Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the United Kingdom involving the detection and
quantitation of the piperazines BZP and 3·TFMPP. J Anal Toxico1.1008. 32(2): p. 172-7.
9() Balmelli C. Kupferschmidt H. Rentsch K. Schnecmann M. (Falal brain edema aner ingestion of ecstasy
and benzylpiperazine] Dtsch Med Wochenschr. 2001 Jull):126(2R-2Q):R09-11. [Article in Gennan)
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7.

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
I

~

Further to the assessment completed in Section 5, the following options have been identified.
Scheduling under the CDSA is a three-step process in that substances are first assessed as to
whether or not they should be regulated under the CDSA and then into which Schedule they best
fit and, then, depending on whether they have a legitimate use (scientific, medical or industrial),
a decision must be made as to which regulation the substance should be subject. This last step
will be carried out later on in this issue analysis.
Option 1 ; No Action. BZP and TFMPP remain as uncontrolled substancq
BZP and TFMPP are considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Dnlgs Act (FDA) and
require a DIN prior to being sold or marketed in Canada.

PROS:
a.
CONS;
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Consistent with the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not yet scheduled under any UN
Drug Control Conventions

The control of BZP and TFMPP would differ from the control mechanisms of the
European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia and
the United States
PenaltieJ ugQer the FDA are administrative in nature and law enforcement has no
authority under the FDA to take any criminal action against industry. Known
industry has not respected the fact that they are selling products containing an
unapproved drug, and in one case, has explicitly ignored regulatory actions taken by
HPFBI.
Would not address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment of BZP, e.g.
the lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate
to high potential for abuse.
Would not address the increased volume ofBZP and TFMPP being imported into
Canada or the manufacture and distribution of these substances in Canada. which
increases the risks of abuse/misuse.
The quality of products containing BZP and TFMPP is suspect given the noncompliance with the FDA and Good Manufacturing Practices.

Option 2 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III to the CDSA.

PROS:
a.

b.
c.

Control measures for BZP and TFMPP as imposed by Schedule III would be similar
to control measures imposed in other countries such as New Zealand and some
European nations
Would CX)IYwQl the manufacture, distribution and import of azp and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abuse
Would address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment ofBZP e.g. the
lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to
high potential for abuse.
17
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d.

CONS:
a.

BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are phannacologically similar to
amphetamines. The majority of substances in Schedule III are stimulants and BZP
and tF~ would therefore be regulated in a similar way

WilllikeJy be opposed by industry specializing in recreational products who have
been selling these products in Canada for several years without meeting any
regulatory requirements

Option 3: Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule IV to the CDSA
PROS:
a.
b.

Would control the manufacture, distribution and import ofBZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused/misuse
Would address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment ofBZP e.g. the
lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to
high potential for abuse.

CONS:

a.

b.

c.

Substances included in Schedule IV are not subject to possession offenses under the
CDSA, thus law enforcement would not be able to take action against individuals
who are in possession of BZP and TFMPP.
Ad~i~ZP and TFMPP to Schedule IV would differ from the control mechanisms
in the European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia
and the United States because there is no possession offence.
BZP and TFMPP are not phannacological1y similar to substances listed in Schedule

IV.
Option 4 ; Schedule BZP under Schedule III to the CDSA and leave TFMPP unregulated
PROS:

a.
b.

Would be similar to how these substances arc re&'Ulated in other countries e.g. the
United States.
Leaving TFMPP unregulated would be consistent with the fact that it is not yet
scheduled under any UN Drug Control Conventions.

CONS:

a.

The majority of products containing BZP also contain TFMPP to achieve a more
desired level of high. Leaving TFMPP unregulated would increase the risk of
TFMPP becoming an alternative or replaccment substance for BZP.

In consideration of the analysis above, it is recommended that BZP and TFMPP be added to
Schedule III to the CDSA.
I

~

In considering whether BZP and TFMPP should be rc!,'Ulated so as to provide a means by which
legitimate activities with these substances can be carried out., consideration has been given to the
18
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following options.
Option A : BZP and TFMPP remain unregulated
PROS:
a.

BZP and TFMPP would be controlled in 8 similar way as the control measures
imposed in other countries such as New Zealand, the United States and Australia

CONS:
8.

Access to these substances for a medical, scientific or public interest purpose would
only be possible via an exemption under s. 56 of the CDSA.
I

~

Option 8 : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under Part G of the Food and Drug Regulations

Part G of the Food and Dnlg Regulations (G-FOR) is the regulation that provides a licensing
and permit scheme that allows for the manufacture, distribution, sale, import and export of the
substances listed in its Schedule.
PROS:
a.

b.
CONS:
a.

Would allow industry to access azp and TFMPP for legitimate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are phannacologically similar to
amphetamines, which are regulated under the G-FOR.
Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where azp and TFMPP are completely banned.

Option C : Regulate BZP and TFMPP under Part J of the Food and Dnl~ RegulatiOns

Part J of the Food and Drllg RegulatiOns (J-FOR) regulates the use of controlled substances that
have no recognize'<! ~ical use. Substances listed in its Schedule can only be used for scientific
and research purposes.
PROS:

a.
b.

Would allow access to BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific or research
purposes should the need arise.
BZP and TFMPP have no known therapeutic use and would therefore be regulated in
a similar way as other stimulants that do not have any therapeutic use.

CONS:

a.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.
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8.

CONSULTATIONS

In order to detennine if there is any legitimate activity with BZP and TFMPP and to identify
stakeholders who might have a specific interest in this scheduling assessment, the Office of
Controlled Substances issued a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties in the Canada Gazette, Part
I on November 22, 2008. Five responses were received and these have been taken into
consideration in this analysis.

The Health Canada Drug Analysis Services, recommended that the tenn isomers should be
added to the TFMPP nomenclature as it would allow for easier identification of the substance
when perfonning lab analysis.
A submission from the British Columbia Ministry of Healthy Living and Sport expressed
concerns that the addition ofBZP and TFMPP to the Schedules to the CDSA may have an
unintended impact on the criminal justice system.
A submission from PurePillz, Inc. recommended that BZP and TFMPP should not be regulated
under the CDSA because of their potential use as a "hann reduction" alternative for
methamphetamil)C ~icts. The submission also alleged that scheduling could increase the use
of other stimulant drugs and that the risks associated with BZP-based pills are no more harmful
than those associated with alcohol.
Finally, comments were received from Stuart Rosenthal, a lawyer representing Dufore
Technologies Inc. who are importers and distributers of BZP in Canada. He expressed concerns
regarding what the company and its clients could do with current stock of azp and TFMPP
should they become controlled substances.
The Office of Controlled Substances has also consulted with Office of Drugs and Alcohol
Research and Surveillance, Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate and the Health
Products and Food Branch Inspectorate in delineating options for the suitable control of these
substances.
9.

CONSIDERATIONS

BZP and TFMPP may pose a significant risk to the health and safety of Canadians because of
their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. It is also unclear what effects ingesting these
substances could have when taken with other controlled substances or alcohol.
Both substances ka~onsistently been seized (as unidentified chemicals or inappropriately
labelled goods, etc) at the Canadian border and are readily available on the internet and in store
front locations. Recently, Health Canada discovered that BZP was an undeclared substance in
the weight loss product, RevolutionDS Weight Loss™. It is therefore possible that other
products containing BZP or TFMPP are currently being sold in Canada.
Law enforcement have expressed their concerns to Health Canada of the cha))enges they face
when conducting investigation and laying charges with respect to the trafficking of MDMA. In
20
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the past, charges have had to be withdrawn from court following analysis which confirmed that
the products believed to be MOMA were in fact BZP, tying up police and court resources
unnecessarily. Furthennore, law enforcement is also concerned with the diversion potential of
BZP by organized crime syndicates.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP to the CDSA would clearly establish their status in Canada. While
these substances are considered drugs and therefore fall within the purview of the FDA, the
health and safety risks posed by these substances and low penalties set out in the FDA warrant
consideration of increased control.
I

~

While regulating these substances as controlled substances would bea preemptive measure,
there have been some discussion at the international level regarding the scheduling under the UN
Drug Control Conventions. Should this occur, Canada will have to follow suit in any case.
10.

RECOMMENDATION

It is the recommendation of the Office of Controlled Substances, that BZP and TFMPP be added
to Schedule III to the COSA and regulated under Part J of the FOR.

II.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The addition of BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III of the CDSA and to Part J of the FOR requires
that Health Canada follow the federal regulatory process. The Policy and Regulatory Affairs
Division, OCS will work with drafters from the Department of Justice on the proposed
regulatory amendment, and when completed, the draft will be submitted to the Treasury Board
for pre-publication in Canada Gazette, Part I. Input received during the comment period will be
reviewed and considered in the preparation of the final regulation which will then be published
in Canada Gazette, Part II.
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Re: Fw: 2011 journal article on BZP
Suzanne Desjardins to: Hanan Abramovici

2012-02-14 12:02 PM

C:c Erfn RUlf,erford, Judy Snider

thank you very much !
Hanan Abramovici
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

I don't think there is anything in that paper that w...

2012-02-14 11 :03:09 AM

Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Erin Rutherford/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-1411:03AM
Re: Fw: 2011 journal article on BZP

I don't think there is anything in that paper that would change our scheduling assessment and I would also
tend to agree with Lori's conclusions.
Thanks,
H.
Judy Snider
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

a agree, Lori's'review was not meant to replace ...
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Erin Rutherford/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-1303:13 PM
Re: Fw: 2011 journal article on BZP

I agree, Lori's'review was not meant to replace Hanan's'review. It was sent in Hanan's'absence.
Judy

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Suzanne Desjardins
Judy Snider
Erin Rutherford; Hanan Abramovici
2012-02-1303:10 PM EST
Re: Fw: 2011 journal article on BZP

OK but I would still like Hanan to look as it related to the lAS (which I don't think Lori had been involved
with).
Thanks
Suzanne
JudySnider

Lori sent her reply to Angela ans id included beL ..

2012-02-1302:57:46 PM

Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzantle'rJtltsjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Cc:
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Erin Rutherford/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Date:
2012-02-1302:57 PM
~ubj~~!,~.~._.~__~!: Fw: 2?1! jo_u_rn'' ' ' a_l_.art_i_cl_e_o_n_B_Z_P_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
From:
To:

Lori sent her reply to Angela ans id included below.
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Judy
Suzanne Desj?rdins
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

thanks Has anyone replied to Angela?

2012-02-1302:55 PM EST

Suzanne Desjardins
Judy Snider
Hanan Abramovici; Erin Rutherford
2012-02-1302:55 PM EST
Re: Fw: 2011 journal article on BlP

thanks
Has anyone replied to Angela?
,,~

Suzanne
Judy Snider
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

'FYI ---- Forwarded by Judy Snider/He-SeiGer...

2012-02-09 05:40:48 PM

Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-09 05:40 PM
Fw: 2011 journal article on BlP

FYI
----- FOtwarded by Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-09 05:40 PM ----From:
To:
Oato:
Subject:

Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, erin_rutherford@hc-sc.gc.ca
2012-02-06 11 :51 AM
Fw: 2011 journal article on BlP

Hi there:
I read the article and there is nothing in there that would impact on what has been done to date on the
scheduling of BZP.

Lori
----- Forwarded by Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-06 11 :43 AM ----From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Judy Snidor/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth Dussault/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara
Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-0304:23 PM
Fw: 2011 journal article on BlP

------

Hi Laura:
Would it be yourself or Hanan that we should forward the article below to? We are just wondering if there
is anything in it that we need to make note of re BZP. To be honest, I have not had a chance to review it
yet myself.
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Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-03 04:18 PM ----From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Elizabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-0302:26 PM
Fw: 2011 journal article on 8ZP

Ang,
Here's the actual article.
EI izabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst I Analy~t~s politiques
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques n3glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T elfTel: 613-946-6523
Fax/Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-0302:24 PM ----From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-0301 :44 PM
Fw: 2011 journal article on 8ZP

Hi Tara,
FYI, if you haven't seen it already ...
[attachment "Cohen - BZP-party pills-A review of research.pdf' deleted by Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA]
Norma Won
Legal Counsell Avocate~
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocat/Protege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
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information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.

a

a

Cette communication est exclusivement destinee I'individu ou I'entite qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir- de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.
~

a

-...
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Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-1003:46 PM

To Richard Laing/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Angela
bcc
Subject Re: Status of the BZP and related compounds scheduling[j

Hi Rick
We continue to work on our regulatory proposal on BZP and TFMPP
Of late, we have been focussing on getting our triage questionnaire approved by Treasury
Board (mandatory part of the regulatory process), finalizing our internal scheduling assessment document
(which will form the basis of the RIAS that gets published in CG I) and launching a contract for a
consultant to do a "market assessment" of BZP and TFMPP, i.e., gather information on price, availability,
types of stores that sell etc, all in support of the cost-benefit analysis requirement in the regulatory
process.
We are conscious of the fact that CBSA and the DAS labs continue to see a lot of raw material and
finished product, and that everyone agrees the substances should be scheduled; the steps of the
regulatory process are not of our own making however, and my office has had a lot of competing priorities
on its plate this past year. In this regard, and please don't quote me on this, but I am hoping we may have
a regulatory proposal ready for review by TB in Winter 2011. Note that this will be a proposal for Canada
Gazette, Part I only, as even though we published a Notice of Intent back in 2008, we are still obligated to
provide Canadians with an opportunity to comment on the actual regulatory proposal before the law
comes into force.
Hope things are well with you. Keep meaning to send you those pics of the storage yard you took
Johanne and I too back in 2008!
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager! Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division! Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Richard Laing/HC-SC/GC!CA
Richard Laing/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-0902:28 PM

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Status of the BZP and related compounds scheduling

Hi Jocelyn,
I hope all is going well and that you have had a good summer!
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I'm writing you requesting an update on the scheduling of BZP et al and what time frame do you think it
will take? 'Last I heard was that Gazette I went through and then nothing after that?
Thanking you in advance,

Richard Laing

Manager DAS Laboratory ~ Burnaby
3155 V\/lmngdon Green
Burnaby, Be
V5G4P2
Phone: 604..6Sfi-.3582
Fax:

.+.

Cell:

604,.;fi66..Q957
604~240~235

~~
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To

20,10-08-11 03:26 PM

cc
bcc
Subject

CJ

DRAFT INVITE

Send the e-mail/invite to the following invitees:
ationale
stakeholder identification?

tatus
Liz has contacted Collin Pinto
bout this and he informed that his
oss Jean Saint Pierre will look
nto it. Angela will contact them
(e.g.

C7
/

ZPITFMPP?)
base case descriptions, data
ources for methodology, etc.
statistics/trends based on a)
aboratory Information
anagement System (UMS) data
ontaining exhibits analyzed as a
esult to non-guilty pleas to the
ourt, and b) Controlled Drugs and
ubstances Database (COSO)
ontaining information on
uspected substances as recorded
y the police at the time of the
eizure]
base case description and data
ources for methodology (seizure
ata)
type of stakeholder impact
enforcement, public security)
base case description and data
ources for methodology (border
eizure data) (enforcement, public
ecurity)

Liz will contact Suzanne
esjardins

Jocelyn said she would contact
hem - include in invite?

Jocelyn said she would contact
hem as well- include in invite?

Note: TPD not needed as assumed not used as or in a current or future therapeutic product in Canada. If
determining impact on health though, would they have experience with similar drugs or other expertise
that would make mean we should have there assistance?

'" S'tn u. -the'j ho,.~ <IJ\ r-(.Gt A
p-U\J \' ~~ ~~~ 't d.c.V' \~ \+\\ i\\<:.

'1

~lJ. " w tJV.,.\O~095~ ~vs:

do-

}-~

-

.

~.

I

I...
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Dear all:
As you are aware, we are currently in the process of preparing our regulatory proposal to schedule
...... (8ZP) and ......... (TFMPP) to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and to regulate it as a
restricted drug under Part J. The Triage questionaire has been completed and it was determined that this
is a medium-impact initiative. As a result, the completion of the Regulatory Impact Analysis Statement
(RIAS) will require a qualitative and quantitative cost-benefit analysis. I am writing to ask you (or a
delegate) to participate in upcoming meetings to assist us in completing the initial stages of this analysis.
It is anticipated that we will require two to three two-hour meetings. The first meeting will be held within
the next two weeks and the second will take place two weeks after the first session. The Centre for
Regulatory Expertise (CORE) will be leading the discussions and have provided the enclosed description
of the meetings (note that the first meeting described within the document has taken place).
Please advise me of whether you are able to participate in these meetings and if so, your availability for
the following proposed dates and times:
- Thursday, August 19th from 1:30pm-3:30pm
- Friday August 20th from 1:30pm-3:30pm
- Wednesday August 25th from 1:30pm'-3:30pm
- Thursday August 26th from 1:30pm-3:30pm
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Angela

CBA_Template_Genetic.doc eSls Meeting Descriptions.doc

for file/reference:
TRIAGE determined that we need to:
1. Estimate benefits and costs (e.g. cost-benefit analysis, risk assessments and environmental
assessment)
a) Quantitative costs for each stakeholder
b) Quantitative benefits for each stakeholder (only when data is available such as through a literature
review, departmental records, benefits transfer, consultation, expert advice, etc.)
c) Qualititative analysis of non measurable costs and benefits by stakeholder
Note: Do not need to complete the "Performance measurement and evaluation section" of the RIAS and a
Performance Measurement Evaluation Plan.
2. Report on any cooperation and coordination efforts undertaken, including blw federal departments, with
other governments in Canada, and internationally
3. Complete the" Implementation, enforcement and service standards' section of the RIAS template.

Elizabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA

•.. ~ J.

ft.,,,- ~ ,:_
... iJ....

...

Elizabeth
DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
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2010-08-1103:18 PM

cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

Subject BZP CBA process

Hi Angela,
Here's the list of names/organizations that should be involved in the CBA process with Tim.
- HPFB (I have already contacted Collin Pinto about this and he informed that his boss Jean Saint Pierre
will look into it. Probably best to contact them again)
- ODARS (Contact Suzanne Desjardins)
- RCMP (Jocelyn said she would contact them)
- CBSA (Jocelyn said she would contact them as well. I don't believe that she has yet)
- Public Safety (Wasn't sure if they would fit but I've included them nonetheless)
Here are the CBA process documents that Tim sent to me a while ago.

CSIS - Development Vl3.xls CSIS T001 Instructions V2.5.doc

If I think of anything else I'll let you know.
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
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<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc,
ca>
2010-08-11 04:49 PM

To <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>, <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<Daniel.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
bcc
Subject RE: BZP meeting

Elizabeth,
It was good to touch base on this project and starts things moving forward
again. Just for clarification here is my understanding of what our next steps
will be.
1. Early next week finalize details for the first CBIS meeting.
should occur within the next two weeks.

This meeting

2. Within two weeks of the first session we will need to schedule a follow-up
meeting to add details and finalize the outputs of the first session.
NOTE: For more detail on what will be covered in these sessions see the
attached document (CBIS Meeting Descriptions). Today's meeting would serve as
session one of the three meetings described.
3. After completing the CBIS process a final decision on if the attached CBA
template would be completed internally or with the assistance of a consultant
will be made.
If the consultant route is taken then this process will need to
be started as soon as possible to allow the RCP funds to be used in this
fiscal.
Also, for you review I have included the draft base-case and regulatory
descriptions below.
I hope you enjoy your upcoming
leave and I look
forward to working with the rest of the team on this proposa~ over the coming
seasons (fall & winter) .
Tim.
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Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: August 11, 2010 3:29 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Cc: Burns, Kyle; Angela Doyle; Richard J Robert; Daniel Galarneau
Subject: BZP meeting

Hi Tim,
Thanks again for coming to meet with us to discuss the whole CBA process.
I think we have a better understanding of what it required.
As discussed at the meeting, I did in fact send you and Kyle the Sole
Source Justification by accident.
Please find below the actual Statement
of Work for our contractor.
We are meeting with Mr. Maga tomorrow and we
will be able to iron out the details regarding what should be included in
the final report, further to your comments today.
(See attached file: CLEAN SOW - BZP 2010-07-22 .wpd)
Thanks again,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la
reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

CBA_ Template_Generic.doc CBIS Meeting Descriptions.doc
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Statement of Work for Services
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA

1.0

Scope
1. 1

Title

Professional assistance in support of the ongoing development of a regulatory proposal
seeking to add Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine
(TFMPP) to one of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA)
by the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS), Controlled Substances and Tobacco
Directorate (CSTD), Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB).

1.2

Introduction

The OCS initiated work on a scheduling assessment on BZP and TFMPP in late 2008. In
November 2008, a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties (NOI) was published in the
Canada Gazette, Part I seeking information from stakeholders on any legitimate activities
involving these substances. The only substantive replies were from individuals involved
in importing and/or distributing these substances as alternatives to ecstasy, which is
consistent with the fact that OCS is aware that products containing BZP and/or TFMPP
are being sold on the Canadian market regardless of the fact that both substances are
considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act (FDA) and cannot be sold in
Canada.
In completing its assessment of BZP and TFMPP, the OCS has determined that there is a
need for more information regarding products containing these substances that are being
sold at store-front locations and on the internet in Canada.

1.3

Estimated Value

The total value of this contract shall not exceed $15,000.00, including travel and living
expenses and all applicable taxes.

1.4

Objectives of the Requirement

The objective of this contract is to conduct a market analysis of BZP/TFMPP products in
the Ottawa and Toronto areas. Should the results of this analysis prove to be
insignificant, consideration may be given to extending the analysis to include the
Vancouver area.

Page 1
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1.5

Background, Assumptions and Specific Scope of the Requirement

The DCS is at a critical point in its work on the regulatory proposal to add BZP and
TFMPP to one of the Schedules to the CD SA. In order to move ahead with the regulatory
proposal, more information is required on the availability of products containing BZP and
TFMPP on the Canadian market. This information will prove useful in the costlbenefit
analysis that the DCS has to conduct in support of its regulatory proposal.
Although the DCS has some knowledge of the amount of BZP and TFMPP raw material,
as well as products containing BZP and/or TFMPP entering Canada via random searches
carried out by Canada Border Services Agency at various points of entry, and that there are
internet sites and store-front locations (head shops, sex shops, etc) that advertise products
containing these substances, it is unaware of the extent to which it is actually being sold at
these locations. The OCS is seeking the assistance of a Contractor who can complete a
market assessment of retail locations in the Ottawa and Toronto areas in order to gather
information about the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of BZP and
TFMPP.
The Contractor will be required to provide a report of the information gathered from
visiting retail locations that sell products containing BZP and TFMPP. In addition, the
Contractor will be required to conduct internet research, with a view to identifying sites
that sell products containing BZP and TFMPP, that are either of Canadian origin or, if
based in a foreign country, ship their product to Canada.

2.0

Requirements
2.1

Tasks, Activities, Deliverables and Milestones

The specific tasks associated with this Contract are as follows:
-Interviews with experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field, i.e. Toronto
Department of Health, Law Enforcement Agencies, to gain better insight on the
availability and pricing of BZP/TFMPP products.
-Site visits of retail locations in the Ottawa and Toronto areas that sell BZP/TFMPP
products in order to gather information about the promotion, pricing, distribution and
availability of these products.
-conduct on-line searches to identify Canadian websites offering these products and
foreign-based websites that ship these products into Canada.
-prepare a report further to these site visits, summarizing observations regarding the
prevalence of products containing these substances in the Canadian market and/or
presenting an estimate of the size of the Canadian market in products containing these
substances.
This analysis will be used in future policy development.

Page 2
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The deliverables associated with this Contract are as follows:
-submission of a workplan detailing the approach to be taken during the site visits and the
manner in which the internet searches will be conducted.
- submission of a draft report, including preliminary analysis of the results of the site visits
and internet research.
-submission of a final report that will be consistent with established objectives.
Work is to be initiated on or about August 3, 2010 and a final report to be submitted to
DCS no later than September 17, 2010.

2.2

Specifications and Standards

N/A.

2.3

Technical, Operational and Organizational Environment

The DCS will provide the Contractor with copies of all relevant reference materials. In
this regard, the Contractor can use the Technical Authority as his/her point of contact in
terms of accessing additional references beyond those provided at the inception of work.
Final reports should be submitted in electronic format, making use of either Word or
WordPerfect.

2.4

Method and Source of Acceptance

Draft documents will be acceptable when they meet with the approval of the Departmental
Representative. Final reports must meet with the approval of the Director, DCS.

2.5

Reporting Requirements

Although the Contractor will not be responsible for providing written progress reports, it is
expected that the Contractor will be in regular communication with the Technical
Authority and/or Departmental Representative in order to ensure that work on contract
deliverables is progressing in the required timelines.

2.6

Project Management Control Procedures

The Departmental Representative shall secure all required approvals.
The Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall arrange meetings
between the Contractor and/or other CSTD staff as required. The Technical Authority
and/or Departmental Representative shall also ensure the appropriate distribution of
meeting reports (draft and final) as required.

Page 3
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2.7

Change Management Procedures

Should changes to the timelines associated with this Contract be required, the Contractor
shall inform the Technical Authority in writing of the intended changes. No changes
however, will be made without the agreement of the Departmental Representative.

2.8

Ownership of Intellectual Property

The Crown will own all reports generated by the Contractor.

3.0

Other Terms and Conditions of the SOW
3.1

Authorities

Departmental Representative:
Ms Jocel yn Kula
Manager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: jocelynkula@hc-sc.gc.ca
Technical Authority:
Mr Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Administrative/ Financial Contact:
Ms. J ohanne Paquette
Manager, Business, Information and Authorization Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
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Health Canada
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
Email: johanne.paquette@hc-sc.gc.ca
The Contractor shall ,obtain all direction for the work from either the Departmental
Representative and/or the Technical Authority.

3.2

Health Canada Obligations

The Crown will provide the following:
-access to all required background and/or reference materials;
-access to the Technical Authority, for the purposes of coordinating meetings, obtaining
additional background/ reference material; and
-providing comments on draft documents and/or response to questions/comments within a
timel y manner.

3.3

Contractor s Obligations

The Contractor will submit all final reports in electronic format, making use of either
Word or WordPerfect.

3.4

Location of Work, Work site and Delivery Point

The work required from this contract will be largely carried out at the Contractor's home
and/or regular place of business.

3.5

Language of Work

All written documentation is to be produced in English. Should Health Canada determine
that translation is required for any purpose and/or for reference in its subsequent regulatory
proposal, it will generate the required translation via the Public Works and Government
Services Canada Translation Service.

3.6

Special Requirements

N/A

3.7

Security Requirements

It is a condition that, prior to performance of any obligation under any contract resulting
from this Statement of Work, the Contractor and any sub-contractors and/or their
employees assigned to the performance of such contract will be security cleared by the
federal government at the enhanced level.
PageS
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3.8

Insurance Requirements

N/A

3.9

Travel and Living

Travel and living expenses will be covered by the Contractor.

4.0

Project Schedule
4.1

Expected Start and Completion Dates

The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 6 weeks
commencing on or about August 3,2010. The expected completion date of this project is
September 17, 2010.

4.2

Schedule and Estimated Level of Effort (Work Breakdown Structure)

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by September 17, 2010,
including:
-1 day for the development/submission of workplan
-1 day to conduct internet searches
-3 days to conduct site visits in Ottawa / Toronto
-4 days to conduct site visits in Vancouver (if required)
-5 days for preparation of a draft report
-3 days for preparation and submission of final report

5.0

Required Resources or Types of Roles to be Performed
The Contractor shall have a solid background in public policy development and economic
analysis in support of regulatory development, so as to be able to appropriately analyse the
information collected during the field work component of this Contract.
In preparing the required analysis, the Contractor should also be able to summarize
information collected during field work and generate relevant observations and
conclusions as appropriate. The Contractor must be willing to accept constructive
criticism from CSTD on his/her draft report in order to generate a final report that
accurately presents the required analysis.
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6.0

Applicable Documents and Glossary
6.1

Applicable Documents

N/A

6.2

Relevant Terms, Acronyms and Glossaries

N/A
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1 Executive Summary
The executive summary should contain the information from the CBA as it
would appear in the Regulatory Impact Assessment Statement (RIAS). This
should include the following:

1.1 Abstract
The abstract a three paragraph summary of the CBA
costs, the estimated benefits, key qualitative ben
applicable), significant distributional impacts of t
any other essential consideration contained in the

1.2 Benefits and Costs
This section is a plain language
mmary of the CBA. Any major conclusions
from the analysis should be repo
Recommendations on the
preferred action as a result of the
Id be reported in addition to any
major concerns with options anal
·ble remedial actions. The
section should give the reader the a
e CBA, an intuitive
understanding of the methodology, a
preci
of the quality of the data,
the major assumptions underlying the
alysis and the known limitations of
the analysis. If further study is warran
major data gaps that could not
be overcome were encountered, these s
d also be highlighted. However,
this should
ndary in nature to what results were available. The
analyst
t to avoid making statements such as "insufficient
info
Ie to perform the analysis." If data gaps were
en
on should be very specific on what data gaps were
encoun
ques were considered to overcome these gaps, why
they we
ient, and what further research is required to
implement t
loped.
nalysis or a risk assessment has been done, a CostsStatement must be included in the RIAS to clearly
Benefits Accounti
communicate costs and benefits. A web-link to the full cost-benefit analysis
must also be included in this section.
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1.3 The Costs-Benefits accounting statement
A bottom-line statement of the costs ($) and a short statement of
what the benefits would be to protect and advance the public interest
in health, safety and security, the quality of the environment, and the
so cIa
. I an d economIc we II - b·
d ·lans.
elng 0 f e
ana
Costs, Benefits & Distribution

Base
Year

...

Final
Year

Total

Annual
Avera~e

A. QUANTIFIED IMPACTS IN $
Benefits

Stakeholders

Costs

Stakeholders

Net Benefits
B. QUANTIFIED IMPACTS IN NON-$ - RISK AS~T, e.g. mortality, morbidity
Positive Impacts

Stakeholders

Negative Impacts

Stakeholders

C. QUALITATIVE IMPACTS

,

Short List of Qualitative Impacts (Positive and Negative) by Stakeholders

The expected ben
categories:

ts are grouped into the following three

1. Section A - ua
generated from regu
be made using alternat
and costs that are mon

onetized impacts. As some of the benefits
cult to quantify, attempts should
tho
quantification. Only those benefits
n be aggregated to arrive at the net benefits.

2. Section B - Quantified but
monetized impacts. For the items where the
benefits or costs cannot be monetized, but they can be quantified, and then
they should be listed in physical units. Include both positive and negative
impacts that have been quantified, and indicate clearly the unit of measure
i.e. number of deaths or injuries avoided.
3. Section C - Qualitative or intangible impacts that are neither monetized
nor quantifiable. For those intangible or qualitative items that are likely to
have significant impacts on decision-making, they should be listed and their
importance briefly stated. These are the elements of your analysis that you
believe matter but you couldn't estimate. List both positive and negative
impacts by stakeholder. Remember, these qualitative impacts can be very
important to decision makers. Dollar estimates in Section A should be
expressed in constant dollar terms, with the units (thousands, millions,
billions) and constant dollar base year clearly indicated. Figures for the base
or initial year and the final year included in your analysis of costs and
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benefits should be shown. You may decide to select other important years
within the period of analysis i.e. those years for which significant or varying
costs and benefits are estimated to occur.
Total present value should be included for monetized costs and benefits, and
the discount rate applied should be indicated in the table. For most analyses,
a discount rate of 8% should be used to calculate present value. Average
annual figures should also be shown in the table.

1.4 Business and consumer impacts
A statement on the impacts on administrative burden,
competition and domestic and international trade im
imports).

1.5 Distributional impacts
This provides a description on how the costs and benefits and an
mary of
impacts are distributed among relevant affected parties. It is a s
the major findings of distributional analysis from the costs and benefits
analysis report.
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2 Background
Briefly describe any background that is essential to understanding the issue
and conditions that will be discussed in the remainder of the document.
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3 Regulatory Proposal
3.1 Context of the regulation
Describe the impetus of the regulation and under what legislative authority it
will be implemented. What has happened in the past, what is happening
now, and what will happen in the future in the absence of any intervention.

3.2 The Issue description
The CDSR states that departments and agencies are to explain fully to
decision makers and Canadians the nature of the issue and how its impacts
change over time. To do this the CBA should
Hthe main issues being
, the environment,
addressed by the regulation: public health
public security, or the economy.
This section will describe why the context d
why government intervention is required. Rea
intervention include:
•
•
•

Are there bystanders to the activity whom
negatively impacted without compensation externalities)?
Is there an .
nce of power? (monopolies, asymmetric
informaf
ublic good? (Heritage sites, public transit,
Are w
air etc ... )
public se

This section will also inc
should describe the scie

from any risk assessment. This
d empirical evidence, uncertainties, ethical
ic views of the public policy issue.

3.3 The regulatory proposal: An overview
Once policy issues have been assessed and it is determined that government
intervention is required, departments and agencies are responsible for
setting public policy objectives that outline tangible outcomes for Canadians.
This will involve describing what action(s) the government intends to take
and how this will alleviate the problem, what the goals of the regulation are
and the desired outcomes.
The CDSR requires that departments and agencies assess the effectiveness
and appropriateness of regulatory and non-regulatory instruments for
achieving policy objectives. This section is a good place to provide a
description of options considered and explain which ones were rejected, and
why, in favour of the options proposed for complete CSA analysis. In
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particular, provide a detailed description of the baseline scenario (what would
happen if no regulatory action was taken).
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3.4. A Profile of Affected Parties
Describe all the stakeholders who will be impacted by the proposed
regulations (and alternatives). This could include industrial profiles that
could form the basis for quantification of impacts in later sections. Keep in
mind the scope of the analysis, i.e. stakeholders are limited to those
impacted that are of Canadian origin or reside within Canada. The profile
should provide information about the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

number of firms/types of products directly affecte
products that compete with or are substitutes fo
affected (the product market(s))
foreign or Canadian firms not directly affect
relevant product market(s)
sales/value added/share of economy/growtH ates,
employment/share of economy/growth rates,
geographic extent of markets- domestic market trade
fiows/imports/exports/share of international market/growt
te,
the supply chain - suppliers, distribution/wholesale, retail, final
consumers, and
the extent and nature of
on and consumer choice
d be more detailed, with a
the market, supplytion, competitors,
olicy environment.

The stakeholders
e same as those identified in
the cost benefit iden
ile describing the stakeholders it is
not necessary to descri
Iy
e regulation will impact them as this
will be covered in the folio
section of the CBA. The level of
disaggregation that goes int
ribing the stakeholders should be
determined by your method
nalysis. If the method needed to analyse
impacts of a sub-group is different then they should be classified separately.
Also, if one group will be impacted to a greater degree than others then they
should be classified separately in order to support distributional analysis.
Because of this it may be necessary to re-classify stakeholders or add subgroups after the initial CBA in order to capture new information revealed by
the analysis. Always check with Statistics Canada (CANSIM or tabulation
from special surveys) to see whether they would be able to provide you data
for you to use in the statistical profile of the affected parties.

3.4 Stakeholder 1
3.5 Stakeholder 2 .....
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4 Costs & Benefits: Identification and
Description
4.1 Costs of the regulatory proposal
In this section a list of all the ways in which the proposed regulation may
negatively impact the identified stakeholders should be made. Impacts
should be listed in order of perceived importance.
While the primary goal of this section is to qualitatively describe the costs
associated with the proposed regulation thought should also be put into
which of these impacts will be quantifiable and monetizable (as measured in
description of what
comparison to the baseline). For these impa.
variables may be used to estimate outcom
n
ow these outcomes will
interact with other impacts should be m
pre aration for the next
section.

4.1.1

Cost 1

4.1.2

Cost 2 ...

4.2 Benefits of the regulatory propos
The same proces
that may result
As many of the unde
benefits or costs will be
underlying the costs and b

4.2.1

Benefit 1

4.2.2

Benefit 2 ...

CBA_Template_ Generic. doc

auld be repeated in this section for impacts
omes for the identified stakeholders.
es that determine the degree of
Important that the storylines
escriptions are consistent.
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5 Literature Review and Methodology
5.1 Literature Review
After the impacts have been identified and described, including initial
thoughts on underlying drivers, the next step will be to review the data and
methodologies that are available and what gaps will need to be filled.

5.1.1

Related Studies

Report on studies that are available related to the
ry issue bei ng
addressed. This may include results from CBAs
from
jurisdictions that have implemented a similar regu
ry
m. This may
also include the results from other studies that have been d
support
the regulatory program. Consider a range of sources such as:
• existing sources of information, experience and expertise
department;
• literature reviews (including research documents, market reports,
internet searches);
data - existing or commissioned;
• engineering studies, expe
your regulatory proposal
• economic models to predict
(production function models,
els);
sses;
• information obtained through
• industry surveys - existing or
• targeted questionnaires/intervi
• past cost benefit and regulatory i~8't:t
• experience in other jurisdictions;
d, estimates obtained from similar
sit
Canada, in other countries, international organisations
(local and international)

5.

tion &. Valuation Techniques

It will be n
iew methods that are available to both quantify and
value endpoi
pacts that have been identified. This will be of
particular impo
r non-market impacts. Due to the large amount of
resources that a
n required to do primary research the analyst is
encouraged to use benefit transfer techniques as a first option. In using this
approach, the CBA analyst will need to be explicit about the adjustment they
need to make to the estimates they borrow from the literature.

5.1.3

Supporting Data Sources

Briefly list the method used for finding data sources and any major results or
limitations. Actual data should be listed in the appendix, however, any
tables, graphs, of figures that are of central importance to the analysis could
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be listed here. If particular techniques or proxies were used to fill data gaps
then those procedures should be discussed in more detail in the next section.

5.1.4

Risk Assessment Results

State/explain/discuss the results from any risk assessment performed
including the risk assessment results from the literature review if no
original risk assessment is being done for the regulatory proposal.

5.2 Methodology
5.2.1

Options Descriptions

5.2.1.1

Baseline Scenario

5.2.1.2

Policy Option 1

5.2.1.3

Policy Option 2 ...

Since, these options including the baseline will have been described in
section 3.3; this section (5.2) should focus on issues related to substantive
Costs and Benefits ana

5.2.2

M

Underlying any CBA sh
so
m of model (or group of models). A
imilar fashion as a road map that informs us
model is used in analysis
and the consequences of turning left
how to get from point a to p
instead of right. A CBA witho a model is like a ship without a compass.
All the research in the world won't get you the answers you want without a
framework to focus on, for this reason the development of a methodology
should be considered a parallel process to the literature review.

5.2.2.1

Model Parameters & Assumptions

In the context of a CBA making assumptions based on best available
information is a matter of necessity. As CBAs deal with future events that
occur in a very complex world it is essential to make assumptions both to
simplify the analysis and to deal with inherent uncertainties. The important
point is that assumptions have some logical explanation or some theory to
support them. Assumptions and parameters should not be set in order to
achieve a desired outcome from the CBA. In other words the assumptions
should determine the results not the results determine the assumptions. In

CBA_Template_ Generic.doc
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this section both the value for key assumptions made in the model and the
logic behind there selection should be made here.
Some examples of common assumptions that may go into a model include
growth rates, discount rates, time frame of CBA, and valuation parameters
such as VSL. Assumptions that are critical need to be discussed and validated
with the clients and/or knowledgeable experts in and/or outside government.
Existing Performance Measurement and Evaluation Plans (PMEP) for similar
regulations may contain useful information and data that may help
formulate/validate assumptions.

5.2.2.2

Functional Forms of Impacts

Each impact identified as being quantifiable (including those that are
monetizable) will need to be based on some functional form (an equation)
and the variables that determine them (inpu
e equation). Some of
these may be very simple (x= a+b) but
s ou d still be explicitly
expressed such that how results calcula
ransparent and could be
established
replicated. In cases where more comp
(published), methodologies or models are e
erence may suffice.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
ation there should be at
least one underlying variable or parameter which t
lation is able to
influence. The way the functional forms of the impa
nteract with each
other and the drivers that determine them form the odel on which the CBA
is based.

5.2.3
There are likely to
that are not readily av
projections. In this case'
using proxies and foreca
explained in this section.

5.2.4

f data sets that you need for your model
rical data and for future
I to construct or expand a data set
is done then the method used should be

Optional Treatment of Risk & Uncertainty

It is often necessary to adjust and/or qualify values that are of a risky or
uncertain nature to properly communicate a range of possible outcomes. The
notions of "risk" and "uncertainty" relate to a probabilistiC conception of the
future and can be used to refer to both beneficial and harmful events. Risk is
the combination of probability or likelihood that a given event will occur and
the consequences of that event. Uncertainty refers to the quality of our
know/edge about the risk. There are a number of techniques that an analyst
can use to provide information on how both risk and uncertainty may impact
the results of the analysis such as sensitivity analysis using the interval
analysis method (for uncertainty) or expected outcomes and Monte Carlo
analysis (for communicating information on risk). The proposed methods for
dealing with this (if any) should be described in this section. At a minimum
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this section should describe intended sensitivity analysis for the discount
rate.

6 Costs and Benefits Valuation
Results from combining data, literature review and the proposed
methodology should be reported here.

6.1 Cost Estimates of Regulatory Proposal
6.1.1

Monetized Costs

6.1.2

Quantitative Costs

6.2 Benefit Estimates of the Regulatory Pro
6.2.1

Monetized Benefits

6.2.2

Quantitative B

6.3 Net Benefits & Bene
6.3.1

Results &. Compari

6.3.2

Risk &. Sensitivity An
tional Analysis

Recommendations
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Appendix

7.1 Data Appendix
Insert tables of data used in the analysis and sample calculations to
exemplify how data projections and forecasts were made.

7.2 References
Report sources for all major data sources and methodolo
material used for the analysis.
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Objectives, Agenda and Actions
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eBIS Meeting 1
Approx. time: 90 minutes
Description: The first meeting with a department requesting CORE assistance on a CBA
of a regulatory proposal is focused on setting expectations and clarifying roles. This is
essential to avoiding problems down the road due to misunderstandings.

OBJECTIVES
1. Explain to the department CORE's role as an enabler and the services that we
provide. CORE can:
a. coach the department as they perform the CBA using internal resources;
b. assist the department with contracting out an external consultant;
c. provide funding to towards CBA analysis;
d. provide analytical assistance on particular assessments and;
e. on rare occasions under special circumstances CORE can prepare a CBA
for a department.
2. Clearly differentiate between CORE's role and Operation's role. Any guidance
provided by CORE is only advisory and how the department uses that guidance is
the responsibility of the department. Analysis resulting from CORES assistance
is still subject to the challenge function and departments can not justify their
results by transferring responsibility to CORE.
3. Explain basic concepts of a CBA, the CDSR context and why it is important.
This will include:
a. the concept of additionality (net difference between scenario with and
without regulation);
b. indentify the three types of impacts (qualitative, quantifiable, and
monetizable) and;
c. the accounting statement.
4. Explain the connection between the TRIAGE and the level of effort required to
comply with the CDSR for the CBA.
5. Review the steps to the CBIS.
6. Verify understanding of the regulation in terms of the issue and objectives and the
department's need for assistance.
7. Verify understanding of basecase scenario and policy scenarios to be considered
in the CBA.

SUGGESTED AGENDA
1. Roundtable Introductions (Include participants role in the regulation and
background in Economics and CBA)
2. Explanation from department of regulation history, regulatory issue and
regulatory objectives.
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3. Presentation by CORE analyst.
4. Opening of CBIS and verification of scenarios.
5. Setting of next step and next meeting to begin CBIS Meeting 2.

PRE-MEETING ACTIONS
Prior to meeting with a group within a department the CORE analyst should:
1. Inform OPS analyst that a session with CORE has been initiated.
2. Review the triage and request any additional background information from the
client.
3. Send the client background documents which include:
a. The CORE Pamphlet.
b. The CORE CBA Template
c. Instructions for the CBIS Tool & The CBIS Tool
4. Request the client to assemble a CBA team of experts and send contact
information of people who can provide input during the CBIS sessions.
5. Make any required changes to the CBA presentation to make it more relevant to
the Department
6. Input initial information into the CBIS tool including a draft basecase and
regulatory case description based in triage.

POST-MEETING ACTIONS
After the initial meeting the CORE analyst should:
1. Send an e-mail to meeting participants. The e-mail should summarize any outputs
from the meeting. An attachment listing the base-line description and the
regulatory description along with any stakeholders identified should be included.
In addition the presentation should also be attached for reference.
2. A date and time for the second session should be set. This session should be done
within 2 weeks of the first session and should include all members who
participated in the first session.
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eBIS Meeting 2
Approx. time: 120 minutes
Description: The second meeting with a department requesting CORE assistance on a
CBA of a regulatory proposal is focused on getting primary input to solidify a qualitative
description of stakeholders and impacts. I clear description of impacts and a general
sense of if these impacts can be quantified and monetized will set the stage for the final
meeting which will focus on detailing methodologies and data sources.

OBJECTIVES
1. Confinn any inputs that were completed from the last meeting. This should
include the basecase and regulatory descriptions. This is also a good point to
discuss if any options were considered and why or why not they are being
considered as part of the analysis.
2. All stakeholders who will be impacted by the regulation should be identified and
described. If insufficient background infonnation on stakeholders exists there
should also be discussion on where data may be collected (i.e. the population).
Get details on any stakeholder consultations that have been completed.
3. Begin identifying impacts to stakeholders in tenns of costs and benefits.
4. For each impact a short description should be made and an indication of its
importance (low - medium - high). This is to indicate how much effort will be
put into measuring them. Also an initial decision on whether the impact will be
described qualitatively, quantifiably, or monetized should needs to be made.
5. Detennine how the client will proceed with the CBA (under next steps in agenda).
Will the client do the CBA internally or contract out the work. How active of a
role will CORE play in the analysis.
6. If time allows initial discussions on methodology and data sources should be
made with the objective of starting research into these areas before the next
meeting.

SUGGESTED AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review of progress.
Verification of scenarios - discussion of options.
Stakeholder Identification - Verification of stakeholders.
Identification of Impacts.
Next Steps - Action Items.

POST-MEETING ACTIONS
After the meeting the CORE analyst should:
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Book a follow-up session within two-weeks.
Review the CBIS output input for editing.
Send draft outputs from the CBrS to the clients to review and comment on.
Research any technical areas that the client may need to be debriefed on in terms
of methodology. For example on a regulation impacting the risk of premature
mortality the client may need to be debrieted on VSL methodologies and
application.
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eBIS Meeting 3
Approx. time: 120 minutes
Description: The third and final meeting with the department is focused on confirming
the inputs of the 2 nd session and next, on getting details on the impacts identified in the
second session that will assist with developing the methodologies and collecting data
needed to more deeply describe, quantify and monetize these impacts.

OBJECTIVES
1. Confirm any inputs that were completed from the last meeting. This should
include all the draft impacts and their descriptions. If all impacts appear to be
correct and none are missed then confirm the draft impacts.
2. Provide basic background on specialized methodological techniques that may be
required for assessment.
3. Add details on data sources, possible methodologies to assess, and time profiles to
impacts.
4. Decide on key assumptions (including discount rates).
5. Make a decision on a path forward. Will the client do the CBA independently,
with CORE assistance (what degree of assistance), or by contracting an external
consultant (with or without CORE financial aid).

·SUGGESTED AGENDA
1. Review of progress - Presentation of Methodological Issues.
2. Addition of Any Missed Impacts - Verification of Impacts Identified.
3. Adding Details to Benefits Identified (data sources & methodology) Verification of Benefits.
4. Adding Details to Costs Identified (data sources & methodology) - Verification
of Costs.
5. Confirmation of Valuation Options (Analysis Time Frame / Discount Sensitivity).
6. Production and Review of Summary Sheet Output
7. Discussion of Options to Complete Analysis
8. Next Steps - Action Items.

POST-MEETING ACTIONS
After the meeting the CORE analyst should:
1. Review the CBIS output input for editing.
2. Send Finalized Summary Worksheet and CBIS file to Client
3. Follow-up as required.
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When

:Starts 2010-08-11 Wed

01 :15 PM

2010-08-11 Wed

02:45 PM

Ends

D
Invitees

Where

Specify a different time zone

!>Invited

Scheduler

Description

Hi Kyle,
We're available to come on Wednesday, I'm also inviting Daniel Galarneau and Angela Doyle to the
meeting because they wi" be taking over the file once I'm gone. I've also attached a meeting agenda for
tomorrow. Please let me know if you have any questions or comments.

Agenda Meeting with T8 201 0-08-11. wpd

Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior- Policy Analyst f Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division I Division des politiques etde la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
<Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
<Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
2010-08-0605:12 PM

,

It :Angela DoylefHC-SCfGCfCA

To <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<Timothy. Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
cc <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject

Hi Elizabeth,

000985
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5.21 (1 )(b)

Thank you for
- unless I
have overlooked them, it will still be very useful to see the correspondence
that has been exchanged with retailers of these drugs/products.

Tim and I would be available to meet on Wednesday August 11 from 1:30 - 2:30
at 155 Queen St., 11th Floor Boardroom (exit elevators to your left).
However, as Tim has indicated below, it would be very helpful to have a sense
of the specific questions/issues you are hoping to discuss so that we may use
the time as efficiently as possible.
Please feel free to be in touch by phone on Monday if you have any outstanding
questions. We can confirm the necessity, direction & participation of/in the
meeting at that time.
Have a great weekend,
Kyle
995-2846

-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: August 6, 2010 3:25 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Cc: jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca; Burns, Kyle; richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Subject: RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine

Hi Timothy,
I think we might have misunderstood the purpose of the meeting. When Kyle
and I spoke we thought it would be a good idea to meet before I leave
(which maybe as early as next Friday) to discuss how the file is
progressing but also to inform you of our contract for a market assessment
and hope to get some feedback from you on how the contract will fit in with
the CBA requirements.
I've attached the SOW for the market assessment to
give you a better understanding of the contract, please let us know if you
feel there are any gaps.
Also note that the contract has not yet been
finalized.

This of course would

000986
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begin in September.
I think it is important that we meet to really iron out
especially for
my colleagues who will be taking over the

tl~e

wnen

~

~eave.

(See attached file: CLEAN Sole Source Justification 2010-07-22.doc)
Thanks again"
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la
reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

<Timothy.Folkins@
tbs-sct.gc.ca>
To
2010-08-06 12:09
PM

<elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
cc
<jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperaz'ine

Elizabeth,
I had a short discussion with Kyle on this and before we commit to a
meeting we would like to have a better idea of what you would like to
discuss at the meeting and what the intended outcome of the meeting would
be. This would be best laid out through an agenda.

However, if this contract has already been initiated and work on the CBA
will not commence until some time in September it is probably best to leave
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all further discussions on the CBA until that time as the sessions I do
build on each other they are most effective when done in succession without
large time gaps between them.
Tim.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.caJ
Sent: August 5, 2010 3:46 PM
To: Burns, Kyle; Folkins, Timothy
Cc: Jocelyn Kula; Richard J Robert
Subject: RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine

Hi Kyle and Timothy,
Further to numerous discussion with you and on our end and because I'll be
leaving
soon, I think scheduling a meeting is best.
Could you both let me know your availability for next week? So far the
morning of the 11th and all day of the 12th is not good for us.
Kyle, we've made a few changes further to your comments
also answered a few of your questions. We've also contacted HPFB about
getting copies of the notices and letters that were sent out to companies
selling BZP products.
I've also attached the
that we
collaborated on with HPFB for your information, please note that this
document is for internal purposes only.

Timothy, we agree that we need to get started on the CBA process. However,
we may only be able to begin in September.
I'm leaving soon and Richard
who will be taking over the file
for two weeks
beginning August 16th.
Perhaps at our meeting next week we can at least
discuss the process in detail.
Thanks again,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la
reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada

000988
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Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

<Kyle.Burns@tbssct.gc.ca>
To
2010-07-20 10:46

<elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>

AM

cc
<jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<Daniel.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine

Hi Elizabeth,
Thank you for taking some time by phone last week to discuss this file.
As mentioned, I have added some additional minor questions, comments and
suggestions
I would also suggest that we

I understand that this file will eventually be transferred to your
colleague.
I would be happy to continue this discussion with you at your
convenience.
Kind regards,

000989

s.21(1)(a)
s.21(1)(b)

Kyle
995-2846

-----Original Message----From: Burns, Kyle
Sent: June 10, 2010 5:40 PM
To: 'Elizabeth Dussault'
Cc: Jocelyn Kula; Daniel Galarneau
Subject: RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine
Hi Elizabeth,
We are starting to normalize once again after the end-of-session frenzy.
I'd be happy to offer some additional comments on the, but would be
interested in taking a few minutes by phone to gain a better understanding
of the file.
Please give me a call at your convenience.
Warm regards,
Kyle
995-2846
-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: May 19, 2010 1:58 PM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Jocelyn Kula; Daniel Galarneau
Subject: RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine
Hi Kyle,
Thank you for your previous comments regarding the
We've
revised again and thought you wouldn't mind taking a last look before we
have the
We'll also be speaking with John Giraldez about
the requirements for the CBA.
If you have any suggestions/comments please
let me know.

Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la
reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

<Kyle.Burns@tbs-s
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ct.gc.ca>
To
2010-02-04 05:29
PM

<elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
<daniel_galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine
1

Hi Elizabeth,
Thank you very much for your patience.
have reviewed
I have included some questions of a clarifying nature In the
attached document.
I

would also like to thank Alexandre for his
He and I both agree that 30 days would be
reasonable in this case.
I

Happy to discuss if needed,
Kyle
995-2846
From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: January 19, 2010 2:18 PM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: daniel galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca
Subject: Re: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine

Hello Kyle,
Further to your below email, we're finally ready to move on this regulatory
project.
I'm attaching
_.
to get your final
thoughts before we get approval from our Director.

000991
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I'll be away until next Wednesday but if you have any questions please
contact Daniel.
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la
n§glementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

<Kyle.Burns@tbs-s
ct.gc.ca>
To
2009-10-28 10:00
PM

<John.Giraldez@tbs-sct.gc.ca>,
<elizabeth dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<daniel_galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
<jocelyn_kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
Re: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine

Please forgive the delay in getting back to you. As you can imagine the
was dominating our time and, as fate would have it, I am
currently out of the office
As per John's messaqe,
. I would
be pleased to offer specific comments once I am back and you are ready to
submit.
Grateful for your understanding and looking forward to working

000992
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Best,
Kyle

----- Original Message ----From: Giraldez, John
To: 'Elizabeth Dussault' <elizabeth dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>;
daniel galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca <daniel galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Cc: jocelyn kula@hc-sc.gc.ca <jocelyn kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>; Burns, Kyle;
Giraldez, John
Sent: Fri Oct 16 11:28:17 2009
Subject: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine RegulationsI forward the

Let me know how you want to proceed.
Regards,
John C. Giraldez
Senior Regulatory Advisor I Conseiller Principal en Reglementation
Centre of Regulatory Expertise I Centre de competences en reglementation
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du conseil du Tresor du
Canada

Ottawa, Canada KIA ORS
Telephone I Telephone 613-996-0065
Government of Canada / Gouvernement du Canada
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Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-12 08:22 AM

To <Timothy. Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
cc DanieI.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca,
elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca, Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca,
richard.j .robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
bcc
Subject RE: BZP meeting~

Timothy:
Thank you for your notes below and this is also my understanding from our meeting. I am in the process
of drafting an invite and will be in touch with you by early next week.
Sincerely,
Angela
Regulatory Project Officer
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

<Timothy. Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.
ca>
2010-08-11 04:49 PM

To <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>, <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<DanieJ.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject RE: BZP meeting

Elizabeth,
It was good to touch base on this project and starts things moving forward
again.
Just for clarification here is my understanding of what our next steps
will be.
1. Early next week finalize details for the first CBIS meeting.
should occur within the next two weeks.

This meeting

2. Within two weeks of the first session we will need to schedule a follow-up
meeting to add details and finalize the outputs of the first session.
NOTE:
For more detail on what will be covered in these sessions see the
attached document (CBIS Meeting Descriptions). Today's meeting would serve as
session one of the three meetings described.
3. After completing the CBIS process a final decision on if the attached CBA
template would be completed internally or with the assistance of a consultant

000998
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WILLIAM MAGA
2010-08-1212:00 PM

To elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca,
richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
cc
bcc
Subject Work Plan

please find attached.
Please respond to let me know that you got it.
Thanks
Bill
Phase 0 ne Work Plan. doc:.:

000999
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Phase One Work Plan
1. Identification of Interviewees and interviews - 2.5 days (Aug 16 - Aug 28)
A series of interviews would be conducted of experts and interested parties in the illicit
drug field. A list would be developed, in collaboration with the departmental
representative, of key individuals and organizations at the federal, provincial and
municipal levels as well as in the domestic illicit drug control community.
Suggestions are as follows:
Toronto Public Health;
TRIP Program, Queen West Community Health Centre;
'Canadian Community Epidemiology Network on Drug Use;
Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate and Drug Analysis Service; Nmnes
Canadian Border Services Agency; N atnes
RCMP. Names

2. Literature Search - 1.5 days (Aug 16 - Aug 30)
To identify and examine, mainly through an internet search, the relevant literature related
to the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of illicit drugs as well as the
identification of issues particular to the analysis of illicit drug markets.
3. Site Visits - 4 days (Aug 23 - Sept 17)
Site visits of specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops etc.) in Ottawa and Toronto to
gather information about the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of
BZP/TFMPP.
Visit to Ottawa Police - how to approach the shops - .5 day
Ottawa - 1 day
Toronto - 2.5 days
4. Drafting of Initial Report - 2 days (Sept 17 - Sept 22)
A draft report would be presented to the Departmental Representative outlining the
findings and possible recommendations for follow-up.
Total days = 10
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Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-1309:58 AM

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Elizabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Re: Invitation: BZP Market Analysis (Aug 1209:15 AM EDT
in 123 Slater St, Rm A305)~

Hi Jocelyn,
Further to Elizabeth's e-mail.you.lIfindattachedBiIiMaga.sworkplan.This needs a bit of work as it's not
very detailed and doesn't go much beyond what is already in the SOW and his proposal.
We indicated that we would provide him with our comments by early next week.
Richard

Phase One Work Plan.docx

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

,.

Elizabeth
DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA

••.

2010-08-12 11 :54 AM

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Mr. Daniel
Galarneau" <DanieI.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Richard J
Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject Re: Invitation: BZP Market Analysis (Aug 1209:15 AM EDT
in 123 Slater St, Rm A305) ~

Hi Jocelyn,
We just finished our meeting with Bill and there are a few new developments.
First, further to our meeting yesterday with Tim, he had raised some concerns about our contract for the
market assessment in that it might be missing some key information that would be necessary for the CBA.
Tim suggested that the contract should include the status of BZPITFMPP markets in the past, up until now
and then a projection of the market for the next 10 years should these substances not be scheduled.
We spoke to Bill about how this kind of analysis could be included in the contract, he is going to provide
us with an addendum. We're also trying to evaluate if its even worth having him do the analysis or if we
could just use the information he collects to do projections later as part of the CBA process. We'll also
ask Tim what he thinks.
A part from that, Bill did provide us with a draft of his workplan, which we will be providing comments and
hope to have finalized by next week. We also discussed who he will be speaking with. I provided a list to
you of who he could talk to and I already spoke to Collin over at the Inspectorate but they have yet to
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provide a name, Angela will touch base with them next week. Also, for the CBSA and RCMP contacts I'm
not sure if you've had a chance to contact them yet? We also discussed at the meeting that perhaps it
would be a good idea to speak with someone from the US about distribution projections in order for Bill to
make some comparisons.
Further to that, Bill plans on heading to Toronto in the next two weeks to meet up with
Nho works with the TRIP program part of the Queen West Community Health Centre to take him
"shopping". After speaking with Angela and Richard, I don't think it would be a good idea to delay that
portion of the contract as we really thought that we wanted to move this ahead.
Also, we'll have to make an amendment to the contract, as we discussed, and move the end date to
December 31st. We may also have to do an amendment should more work and money may be involved
should we decide to have Bill do the projections.
Hopefully, we can have time tomorrow to discuss in more detail.
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
To - EHzabeth-BussaultlHC-Se/GC/eA@HWC

2010';08-12095rAM-

cc "Mr. Daniel Galarneau" <DanieI.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Angela
Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject Re: Invitation: BZP Market Analysis (Aug 1209:15 AM EDT
in 123 Slater St, Rm A305)~

Few considerations for the meeting with Bill:
-no contact with people to be consulted until we see the list and set up an introduction as required
-these intros will only be done once we see a detailed workplan as to who he wants to talk with and why
and where
-if this plan could be ready for early Sept, we can get started right after that
Hope it goes well
JK
Sent by blackberry
Jocelyn Kula
Managerl Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division/ Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Elizabeth Dussault

001003

----- Original Message ----From: Elizabeth Dussault
Sent: 2010-08-10 10:33 AM EDT
To: Angela Doyle; Richard J Robert
Cc: Daniel Galarneau; Jocelyn Kula
Subject: Declined: BZP Market Analysis
Hi Bill,
Give me a call (613-946-6435) when you arrive.
Thanks,
Elizabeth
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To identify and examine, mainly through an internet search, the relevant literature related
to the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of illicit drugs as well as the
identification of issues particular to the analysis of illicit drug markets.
3. Site Visits - 4 days (Aug 23 - Sept 17)
Site visits of specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops etc.) in Ottawa and Toronto to
gather information about the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of
BZPITFMPP.
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A draft report would be presented to the Departmental Representative outlining the
findings and possible recommendations for follow-up.
Total days = 10
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Phase One Work Plan
1. Identification of Interviewees and interviews - 2.5 days (Aug 16 - Aug 28)

A series of interviews would be conducted of experts and interested parties in the illicit
drug field. A list would be developed, in collaboration with the departmental
representative, of key individuals and organizations at the federal, provincial and
municipal levels as well as in the domestic illicit drug control community.
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Canadian Community Epidemiology Network on Drug Use;
Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate and Drug Analysis Service; Nanles
Canadian Border Services Agency; Names
RCMP. Nan1es
Suggestions are as follows:
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2. Literature Search - 1.5 days (Aug 16 - Aug 30)

To identify and examine, mainly through an internet search, the relevant literature related
to the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of illicit drugs as well as the
identification of issues particular to the analysis of illicit dI1lg markets.
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'-\ ~ Site Visits - 4 days (Aug 23 - Sept 17)
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Site visits of specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops etc.) in Ottawa and Toronto to
gather information about the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of
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BZP/TFMPP.
Visit to Ottawa Police - how to approach the shops - .5 day
Ottawa - 1 day
Toronto - 2.5 days
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'4.. Drafting of Initial Report - 2 days (Sept 17 - Sept 22)
A draft report would be presented to the Departmental Representative outlining the
findings and possible recommendations for follow-up.
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

201 0-08-13 11: 11 AM

cc
bcc
Subject

Jocelyn:
I meant to cc you on the message below.
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-13 11: 10 AM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-13 11 :09 AM

To Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA, Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA
cc
Subject

Hi all:
I have enclosed the,
Please advise if you have comments on the enclosed. I am planning on sending our comments to him by
4:00PM. If you would like to comment ahd require more time, please let me know.
Thank you!
Angela

001007

Page(s)

001008 to\a 001008

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

5.19(1)
5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Elizabeth

.

,:ti. DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

2010-08-1310:42 AM

To Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jean Saint Pierre/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Re: BZP I TFMPP~

Hi Collin,
Further to the below, we are hoping to begin the
within the next two weeks
and was hoping that we could have a participant name soon. Also, today is my last day before I begin my
leave and wanted to inform you that Angela Doyle will be taking over the file and any further
correspondence should be directed to her.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-0405:31 PM

To Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jocelyn KuJa/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jean Saint
Pierre/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZP I TFMPP(gJ

Hi Elizabeth
I have forwarded your requests to my manager, Jean Saint Pierre, and will be in a position to respond
shortly.
~8~~st,

Collin
Collin Pinto
Drug Investigation Specialist I Specialiste d'enquete des medicaments
Drug Compliance Verification 'and Investigation Unit I Unite d'enquete et verification de conformite des
drogues
Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (HPFBI) I Inspectorat de la Direction generale des
produits de sante et des aliments (DGPSA)
Health Canada I Sante Canada
250 Lanark Avenue, Ottawa, ON, K1A OK9
Tel: (613) 946-04181 Fax: (613) 946-5636
E-mailICourriel:collin_pinto@hc-sc.gc.ca

001009

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Elizabeih DussauitiHC-SCiGCiCA
Elizabeth
DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-04 02:59 PM

To Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZP I TFMPP

Hi Collin,

Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

001010

Page(s)

001011 to\a 001011

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

23

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth
DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Isabel
Shanahan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc

2010-08-1302:54 PM

Subject INVITE for BZP CBIA meetings - comments please[gJ
DRAFT INVITE
All: I will run this by Timothy as well, but would appreciate your comment on either the invite or the list of
people to invite (note the table below is for my own purposes/understanding about what the different areas
might offer). I will send the invite on Tuesday, as the first optional meeting date is Thursday.
Jocelyn: I require contact names for the CBSA and RCMP.
Thank you!
Angela

Dear all:
As you are aware, we are currently in the process of preparing our regulatory proposal to schedule BZP
and TFMPP to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and to regulate it as a restricted drug
under Part J. The Triage questionaire has been completed and it was determined that this is a
medium-impact initiative. As a result, the completion of the Regulatory Impact Analysis Statement (RIAS)
will require a qualitative and quantitative cost-benefit analysis. I am writing to ask you (or a delegate) to
participate in upcoming meetings to assist us in completing the initial stages of this analysis.
It is anticipated that we will require two to three two-hour meetings. The first meeting will be held within
the next two weeks and the second will take place two weeks after the first session. The Centre for
Regulatory Expertise (CORE) will be leading the discussions and have provided the enclosed description
of the meetings (note that the first meeting described within the document has taken place).
Please advise me of whether you are able to participate in these meetings and if so, your availability for
the following proposed dates and times:
- Thursday, August 19th from 1:30pm-3:30pm
- Friday August 20th from 1:30pm-3:30pm
- Wednesday August 25th from 1:30pm-3:30pm
- Thursday August 26th from 1:30pm-3:30pm
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Angela

CBA_Template_Generic.doc CBIS Meeting Descriptions.doc

Send the e-mail /invite to the fol/owing invitees:
Who
HPFB

Rationale
stakeholder identification?

~tatus

Liz has contacted Collin Pinto

001012

Jean ~arni t-'Ierre Will lOOK
nto it. Angela will confirm
participant.
Liz contacted Suzanne
Desjardins. Response will be sent
o Angela concerning participant.
0055

~DARS

base case descriptions, data
for methodology, etc.
statistics/trends based on a)
~aboratory Information
Management System (LlMS) data
containing exhibits analyzed as a
esult to non-guilty pleas to the
court, and b) Controlled Drugs and
Substances Database (COSO)
containing information on
suspected substances as recorded
by the police at the time of the
seizure]
base case description and data
require name of who to include in
sources for methodology (seizure nvite?
~ources

RCMP

~ata)

type of stakeholder impact
~enforcement, public security)

CBSA

r base case description and data
~ources for methodology (border
~eizure data) (enforcement, public

require name of who to include in
nvite?

~ecurity)

Note: My understanding is that TPD, DAS, NCE, and Public Safety expertise is not required at this time.

for file/reference (will not go out in invite):
TRIAGE determined that we need to:
1. Estimate benefits and costs (e.g. cost-benefit analysis, risk assessments and environmental
assessment)
a) Quantitative costs for each stakeholder
b) Quantitative benefits for each stakeholder (only when data is available such as through a literature
review, departmental records, benefits transfer, consultation, expert advice, etc.)
c) Qualititative analysis of non measurable costs and benefits by stakeholder
Note: Do not need to complete the "Performance measurement and evaluation section" of the RIAS and a
Performance Measurement Evaluation Plan.
2. Report on any cooperation and coordination efforts undertaken, including blw federal departments, with
other governments in Canada, and internationally
3. Complete the "Implementation, enforcement and service standards' section of the RIAS template.

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth
DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

001013

2010-08-11 03:18 PM

••.

cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZP CBA process

Hi Angela,
Here's the list of names/organizations that should be involved in the CBA process with Tim.
- HPFB (I have already contacted Collin Pinto about this and he informed that his boss Jean Saint Pierre
will look into it. Probably best to contact them again)
- ODARS (Contact Suzanne Desjardins)
- RCMP (Jocelyn said she would contact them)
- CBSA (Jocelyn said she would contact them as well. I don't believe that she has yet)
- Public Safety (Wasn't sure if they would fit but I've included them nonetheless)
Here are the CBA process documents that Tim sent to me a while ago.

CB IS· Developrnent V13. xis CB 1ST 0011 nstructions V2. 5. doc

If I think of anything else I'll let you know.
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

001014

Richard J
RoberVHC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-1303:00 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
bcc
Subject Re: INVITE for BlP CBIA meetings - comments please~

One quick comment.. .. you may want to provide them with a deadline/date by which to get back to you on
their preferences.
Richard Robert
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances / Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
E-maillcourrlel:richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-13 02:54 PM

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth
DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Isabel
Shanahan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject INVITE for BlP CBIA meetings - comments please~

DRAFT INVITE
All: I will run this by Timothy as well, but would appreciate your comment on either the invite or the list of
people to invite (note the table below is for my own purposes/understanding about what the different areas
might offer). I will send the invite on Tuesday, as the first optional meeting date is Thursday.
Jocelyn: I require contact names for the CBSA and RCMP.
Thank you!
Angela

Dear all:
As you are aware, we are currently in the process of preparing our regulatory proposal to schedule BZP
and TFMPP to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and to regulate it as a restricted drug
under Part J. The Triage questionaire has been completed and it was determined that this is a
medium-impact Initiative. As a result, the completion of the RegulatOly Impact Analysis Statement (RIAS)
will require a qualitative and quantitative cost-benefit analysis. I am writing to ask you (or a delegate) to
participate in upcoming meetings to assist us in completing the initial stages of this analYSis.
It is anticipated that we will require two to three two-hour meetings. The first meeting will be held within
the next two weeks and the second will take place two weeks after the first session. The Centre for
Regulatory Expertise (CORE) will be leading the discussions and have provided the enclosed description
of the meetings (note that the first meeting described within the document has taken place).

001015

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA

To ken.comell@rcmp-grc.gc.ca

2010-08-1608:38 AM

cc angela .doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca, daniel.galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca
bcc
Subject BZP/ TFMPP

Hi Ken,
As you may be aware, we are currently in the process of preparing a regulatory proposal to include BZP
and TFMPP in Schedule III to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and to regulate it as a restricted
drug under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (this would allow legitmate use for research purposes
only).
As our Triage Questionaire for this proposal has determined that this is a medium-impact initiative, we are
required to do a qualitative and quantitative cost-benefit analysis to support the proposal.
I am thus writing to ask for your assistance in identifying who from the RCMP Drug Enforcement Branch
can participate in a series of meetings aimed at assisting us in completing this analysis. It is anticipated
that we will require two to three two-hour meetings. The Centre for Regulatory Expertise (CORE) at TBS
will be leading the discussions but we will be providing all of the logistics support.
Accordingly, and especially as I am now out of the office for two weeks, can I pis ask you to respond to
Angela Doyle (address above)? I know Angela is keen to have meetings later this month.
Thanks in advance,
Jocelyn
Sent by blackberry
Jocelyn Kula
Manager! Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division! Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires

001016

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-16 08:40 AM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Isabel
Shanahan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bee
Subject Re: INVITE for BZP CBIA meetings - comments please~

Few comments on your text below:
Also don't think there is a need to consult Timothy on the invite; he knows we are planning the meetings ...
See next messages to CBSA and RCMP.
JK
*******
As you (,:Ire aware, we are currently in the process of preparing a regulatory proposal to include BZP and
TFMPP in Schedule III to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and to regulate it as a restricted drug
under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (this would allow legitmate use for research purposes
only).
As our Triage Questionaire for this proposal has determined that this is a medium-impact initiative, we are
required to do a qualitative and quantitative cost-benefit analysis to support the proposal. (Note to
Angela- the CBA will be summarized in the RIAS but is not "required" for it per se)
I am thus writing to ask you (or a delegate) to participate in a series of meetings aimed at assisting us with
in completing this analysis. It is anticipated that we will require two to three two-hour meetings. The first
meeting will be held within the next two weeks and the second will take place two weeks after the first
session. The Centre for Regulatory Expertise (CORE) at TBS will be leading the discussions and have
provided the enclosed description of the meetings (note that the first meeting described has already taken
place).
Please advise me as to whether you are able to participate in these meetings and if so, your availability for
the following proposed dates and times: Thursday, August 19th from 1:30pm-3:30pm- Friday August 20th
from 1:30pm-3:30pm- Wednesday August 25th from 1:30pm-3:30pm- Thursday August 26th from
1:30pm-3:30pm
Sent by blackberry
Jocelyn Kula
ManagerlGesHonnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division/ Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Angela Doyle
----- Original Message ----From: Angela Doyle
Sent: 2010-08-13 02:54 PM EDT
To: Jocelyn Kula; Daniel Galarneau
Cc: Richard J Robert; Elizabeth Dussault; Isabel Shanahan
Subject: INVITE for BZP CBIA meetings - comments please
DRAFT INVITE
All: I will run this by Timothy as well, but would appreCiate your comment on either the invite or the list of
people to invite (note the table below is for my own purposes/understanding about what the different areas
might offer). I will send the invite on Tuesday, as the first optional meeting date is Thursday.
Jocelyn: I require contact names for the CBSA and RCMP.

001017

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Sent by: Isabel Shanahan
2010-08-16 10:19 AM

To "Loo, Paul-B" <PauI.Loo@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca>
cc Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject BZPITFMPP

Hi Paul,
As you may be aware, we are currently in the process of preparing a regulatory proposal to include BZP
and TFMPP in Schedule III to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and to regulate it as a restricted
drug under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (this would allow legitmate use for research purposes
only).
As our Triage Questionaire for this proposal has determined that this is a medium-impact initiative, we are
required to do a qualitative and quantitative cost-benefit analysis to support the proposal.
I am thus writing to ask for your assistance in identifying who from the CBSA (lab and!or HQ) RCMP can
participate in a series of meetings aimed at assisting us in completing this analysis. It is anticipated that
we will require two to three two-hour meetings. The Centre for Regulc;ltory Expertise (CORE) at TBS will
be leading the discussions but we will be providing all of the logistics support.
Accordingly, and especially as I am now out of the office for two weeks, can J pis ask you to respond to
Angela Doyle (address above)? I know Angela is keen to have meetings later this month.
Thanks in advance,
Jocelyn Kula
Manager! Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Divisionl Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canadal Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224

001018

Page(s)

001019 to\a 001028

Is(are) under consultation

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-08-1708:32 AM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: Request for participation and information Re: BZP~

Thank you Suzanne.
Sincerely,
Angela
Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
,~

~.

Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA

~ 2010-08-1610:25 AM

To Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Hanan
Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: Request for participation and information Re: BZP~

Hanan Abramovici will participate.
thanks
Suzanne
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth
DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-13 10:06 AM

To Suzanne Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Request for participation and information Re: BZP

Allo Suzanne,
As you are aware, we're in the beginning stages of our regulatory proposal to add BZP and TFMPP to the
CDSA. As part of the Regulatory Impact Assessment we must complete a Cost Benefit Analysis. We
have enlisted the help of Treasury Board to help us put together the Cost Benefit Analysis which involves
a few brain storming sessions with several key individuals in order to gather pertinent information relating
to the potential impacts of the regulation. That being said, we would like to invite someone from ODARS
to take part in this information gathering process for the Cost Benefit Analysis. These sessions are
scheduled to begin within the next two weeks and we would like to know if you or someone from your
group would be interested in participating. As today is my last day before I leave on maternity leave,
Angela Doyle, who will be taking over the file, will be able to answer any of your questions on this matter.

001029

Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst I Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division I Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

001030

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-08-1809:25 AM

cc
bcc
Subject Fw: Benzyl and Phenyl piperazine I
correspondence enclosed

fyi. ..
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-18 09:25 AM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-1809:25 AM

To <Steven.Palisek@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
cc
Subject RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine
correspondence enclosed[§)

Thanks. Sounds great.
Angela
<Steven.Palisek@tbs-sct.gc.ca>

a.,'"
.... ·

VI

<Steven. Palisek@tbs-sct.gc.c
a>

To <Angela. Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>

2010-08-1809:11 AM

cc
Subject RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine
correspondence enclosed

Ok, I'll do a cursory review and
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: August 18, 2010 9:07 AM
To: Palisek, Steven
Subject: Fw: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine Regulations - correspondence enclosed
Dear Steven:
When Elizabeth (here in RPD) last spoke with Kyle, her understanding was
that he was happy
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

It may be best to

once you receive it, just to be sure

001031

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

you do not have any concerns? I have included, below, some of the e-mail
correspondence between Kyle and Elizabeth.
I have also read your previous e-mail and I will add the 11th floor.
Perhaps it will be easiest if we walk it over later.

Thank you and please call should you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Angela
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Forwarded by Elizabeth Dussault/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-17 03:39 PM
<Kyle.Burns@tbs-s
ct.gc.ca>
To
2010-08-06 05:12
PM

<elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
cc
<jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine

Hi Elizabeth,
Thank you for
I have overlooked them, it will still be very useful to see the
correspondence that has been exchanged with retailers of these
drugs/products.

001032
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5.19(1)
5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Tim and I would be available to meet on Wednesday August 11 from 1:30 2:30 at 155 Queen St., 11th Floor Boardroom (exit elevators to your left).
However, as Tim has indicated below, it would be very helpful to have a
sense of the specific questions/issues you are hoping to discuss so that we
may use the time as efficiently as possible.
Please feel free to be in touch by phone on Monday if you have any
outstanding questions. We can confirm the necessity, direction &
participation of/in the meeting at that time.
Have a great weekend,
Kyle
995-2846

-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: August 6, 2010 3:25 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Cc: jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca; Burns, Kyle; richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Subject: RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine

Hi Timothy,
I think we might have misunderstood the purpose of the meeting. When Kyle
and I spoke we thought it would be a good idea to meet before I leave
(which maybe as early as next Friday) to discuss how the file is
progressing but also to inform you of our contract for a market assessment'
and hope to get some feedback from you on how the contract will fit in with
the CBA requirements.
I've attached the SOW for the market assessment to
give you a better understanding of the contract, please let us know if you
feel there are any gaps.
Also note that the contract has not yet been
finalized.
j

ThlS ot course
oegln ln

WOU~Q

~ep~emner.

I think it is important that we meet to really iron out what requirements
are necessary for the CBA and for the regulatory proposal, especially for
my colleagues who will be taking over the file when I leave.
(See attached file: CLEAN Sole Source Justification 2010-07-22.doc)
Thanks again"
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la
n§glementation

001033

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

<Timothy.Folkins@
tbs-sct.gc.ca>
To
2010-08-06 12:09

PM

<elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
cc
<jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine

Elizabeth,
I had a short discussion with Kyle on this and before we commit to a
meeting we would like to have a better idea of what you would like to
discuss at the meeting and what the intended outcome of the meeting would
be.
This would be best laid out through an agenda.

However, if this contract has already been initiated and work on the CBA
will not commence until some time in September it is probably best to leave
all further discussions on the CBA until that time as the sessions I do
build on each other they are most effective when done in succession without
large time gaps between them.
Tim.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada KIA OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
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Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: August 5, 2010 3:46 PM
To: Burns, Kyle; Folkins, Timothy
Cc: Jocelyn Kula; Richard J Robert
Subject: RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine

Hi Kyle and Timothy,
Further to numerous discussion with you and on our end and because I'll be
leaving
soon, I think.scheduling a meeting is best.
Could you both let me know your availability for next week? So far the
morning of the 11th and all day of the 12th is not good for us.
Kyle, we've made a few changes further to your comments
and
also answered a few of your questions. We've also contacted HPFB about
getting copies of the notices and letters that were sent out to companies
selling BZP products.
I've also attached
that we
collaborated on with HPFB for your information, please note that this
document is for internal purposes only.

Timothy, we agree that we need to get started on the CBA process. However,
we may only be able to begin in September.
I'm leaving soon and Richard
who will be taking over the file will be on vacation for two weeks
beginning August 16th.
Perhaps at our meeting next week we can at least
discuss the process in detail.
Thanks again,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la
n§glementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

<Kyle.Burns@tbssct.gc.ca>
To
2010-07-20 10:46

<elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>

AM

cc
<jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<Daniel.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine
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Hi Elizabeth,
Thank you for taking some

tim~

by phone last week to discuss this file.

As mentioned, I have,

I understand that this file will eventually be transferred to your
colleague.
I would be happy to continue this discussion with you at your
convenience.
Kind regards,
Kyle
995-2846

-----Original Message----From: Burns, Kyle
Sent: June 10, 2010 5:40 PM
To: 'Elizabeth Dussault I
Cc: Jocelyn Kula; Daniel Galarneau
Subject: RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine Regulations-Regulatory Cooperation
Plan
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Hi Elizabeth,
We are starting to normalize once again after the end-of-session frenzy.
I'd be happy to offer some additional comments on the, but would be
interested in taking a few minutes by phone to gain a better understanding
of the file.
Please give me a call at your convenience.
Warm regards,
Kyle
995-2846
-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: May 19, 2010 1:58 PM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Jocelyn Kula; Daniel Galarneau
Subject: RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine
Hi Kyle,
Thank you for your previous comments regarding the
We've
revised again and thought you wouldn't mind taking a last look before we
have the
We'll also be speaking with John Giraldez about
the requirements for the CBA.
If you have any suggestions/comments please
let me know.

Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la
reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

<Kyle.Burns@tbs-s
ct.gc.ca>
To
2010-02-04 05:29
PM

<elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
<daniel galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
RE: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine
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Hi Elizabeth,
Thank you very much for your patience.
I have reviewed
I have included some questions of a clarifying nature in the
attached document.
I would also like to thank Alexandre for his assessment of the
pre-publication period. He and I both agree that 30 days would be
reasonable in this case.
Happy to discuS$ if needed,
Kyle
995-2846
From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: January 19, 2010 2:18 PM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: daniel galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca
Subject: Re: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine

Hello Kyle,
Further to your below email, we're finally
I'm attaching the
to get your final
thoughts before we get approval from our Director.

Finally, we were wondering if a comment period of 30 days would be
sufficient for .
given that we have already
published a Notlce ln CG 1 t144-4<'; NOV. 22, 2008) to provide interested
stakeholders with the opportunity to provide preliminary comments on Health
Canada's proposal.
I'll be away until next Wednesday but if you have any questions please
contact Daniel.
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la
reglementation
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Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health .Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196

<Kyle.Burns@tbs-s
ct.gc.ca>
To
2009-10-28 10:00
PM

<John.Giraldez@tbs-sct.gc.ca>,
<elizabeth dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<daniel_galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
<jocelyn_kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
Re: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine

Please forgive the delay in getting back to you. As you can imagine the
H1N1 submission was dominating our time and, as fate would have it, I am
currently out of the office
As per John's message,
. I would
be pleased to offer specific comments once I am back and you are ready to
submit.
Grateful for your understanding and looking forward to working together.
Best,
Kyle

----- Original Message ----From: Giraldez, John
To: 'Elizabeth Dussault' <elizabeth dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>;
daniel galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca <daniel galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Cc: jocelyn_kula@hc-sc.gc.ca <jocelyn_kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>; Burns, Kyle;
Giraldez, John
Sent: Fri Oct 16 11:28:17 2009
Subject: Benzyl and Phenylpiperazine
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Let me know how you want to proceed.
Regards,
John C. Giraldez
Senior Regulatory Advisor I Conseiller Principal en Reglementation
Centre of Regulatory Expertise I Centre de competences en reglementation
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
Ottawa, Canada KIA OR5
Telephone I Telephone 613-996-0065
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
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/~;~ Krista Riehard/HC-SC/GC/CA

!/V,
1(;-'::; 2009-08-1804:03 PM
,
,""-• If'",---..

~
\~_e:'
"-:J,':O

To Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
ec

('

) //
j/-

bce
Subject Re: Info request CDSD~

HI Elizabeth,
I've finally been able to access the data for you.
In the COSO - no cases have been reported for destruction of BZP or TFMPP.
In the LlMS database, the following number of seizures were reported:

BZP
TFMPP

2006

2007

2008

2009

5
3

146
121

1061
898

1140
1090

note - for 2009 data, the numbers are current as of August 18.
No seizures were found in the dataset prior to 2006.
Cheers,
Krista

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
4' _ Elizabeth
' ' ' DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
• •
' 2009-08-07 08:30 AM

.,'$ 1'tI',

•

..

To Krista Richard/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Re: Info request CDSD~

Hi Krista,
Just wondering, how the search for BZP and TFMPP is going?
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst I Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division I Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
Krista Richard/HC-SC/GC/CA
,/;:::~..'

Krista Richard/HC-SC/GC/CA
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To Elizabeth OussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Re: Info request COSD~

Hi Elizabeth,
sure I can have a look for you and have the numbers to you by end of week - however, just to clarify, do
you want the data from COSO (destruction orders) or from LlMS (DAS analyses)?
Krista

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

••

Elizabeth
DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

To Krista Richard/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2009-07-2703:16 PM

cc

•

Subject Info request COSO

Hi Krista,
I was wondering if I could get a search done in the COSO for the following substances:
BZP - benzyJpiperazine
TFMPP - 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine
I need to see how many seizures samples have been done by DAS labs for our issue analysis. I've had a
search done before and results showed BZP as far back as 1999 and so I'd like to see it from then as well.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst I Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division I Division des politiques et de la ff3glementation
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-08-18 09:24 AM

cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject

Dear Denis:
Below is a copy of text from an e-mail Jocelyn had sent to Richard Laing, Manager, DAS, for your
information which may be helpful.
Some points concerning the status:
- we continue to work on our regulatory proposal on BZP and TFMPP (not sure how much to say about
this but Jocelyn notes below that
~~~~~~~~~~~~

- we are currently in the process of having our Triage Statement approved by Treasury Board
- we are finalizing our internal scheduling assessment document, which will form the basis of the RIAS
that gets published in CG I (for your own information there will soon be Cost Benefit Identification
Sessions held with Treasury Board)
- we are launching a contract for a consultant to do a "market assessment" of BZP and TFMPP, i.e., gather
information on price, availability, types of stores that sell etc, all in support of the cost-benefit analysis
requirement in the regulatory process
Is this sufficient?
Angela

Hi Rick
We continue to work on our regulatory proposal on BZP and TFMPP
Of late, we have been focussing on getting our triage questionnaire approved by Treasury
Board (mandatory part of the regulatory process), finalizing our internal scheduling assessment document
(which will form the basis of the RIAS that gets published in CG I) and launching a contract for a
consultant to do a "market assessment" of BZP and TFMPP, i.e., gather information on price, availability,
types of stores that sell etc, all in support of the cost-benefit analysis requirement in the regulatory
process.
We are conscious of the fact that CBSA and the DAS labs continue to see a lot of raw material and
finished product, and that everyone agrees the substances should be scheduled; the steps of the
regulatory process are not of our own making however, and my office has had a lot of competing priorities
on its plate this past year. In this regard, and please don't quote me on this, but I am hoping we may have
a regulatory proposal ready for review by TB in Winter 2011. Note that this will be a proposal for Canada
Gazette, Part I only, as even though we published a Notice of Intent back in 2008, we are still obligated to
provide Canadians with an opportunity to comment on the actual regulatory proposal before the law
comes into force.
Hope things are well with you. Keep meaning to send you those pics of the storage yard you took
Johanne and I too back in 2008!
Jocelyn
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Denis ArsenauIUHC-SC/GC/CA
Denis
ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-08-18 08:59 AM

cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject

Angela,
Can you give me a quick e-mail update as to status?
Thanks
Denis

Denis Arsenault
Regulatory Policy Division I
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlle<iJ Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees,
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TellTel: (613) 957-6828
Fax I Telecopieur: (613) 946-4224
E-MaiIlCourriel:denis_arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-18 08:58 AM -----

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-1708:32 PM

To Mark Kozlowski/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc "Denis Arsenault" <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Isabel
Shanahan" <isabel.shanahan@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Angela Doyle"
<AnQela.Doyle@hc-sc.Qc;ca>
Subject Re:
~

Have not heard back from Collin Pinto but he may have been on leave. I wid go to Jean Saint Pierre next
- I cced him on my message to Collin.
Denis can provide an update as to where things are at with regs proposal. ... but details are not for wide
distribution though
JK
Sent by blackberry
Jocelyn Kula
Manager/ Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division/ Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Mark Kozlowski
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----- Original Message ----From: Mark Kozlowski
Sent: 2010-08-17 01:26 PM EDT
To: Jocelyn Kula
Subject: Re: Fw:
Jocelyn,
Have you received any update on this? I just want to know what I should respond back to RCMP with.
MK
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
08/06/2010 03:32 PM

To collin.pinto@hc-sc.gc.ca, "Mr. Jean Saint Pierre"
<Jean.Saint.Pierre@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc "Mark Kozlowski" <Mark.Kozlowski@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
"Elizabeth Dussault" <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject Fw: I

Are you aware of this? Regardless, this is for HPFBI action as appropriate given that BZP is not yet
scheduled.
If you are going to follow up, pis let us know so that we can let our RCMP contacts in HQ know.

Elizl Richard- FYI
Jocelyn
Sent by blackberry
Jocelyn Kula
Manager/ Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Divisionl Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Mark Kozlowski
----- Original Message ----From: Mark Kozlowski
Sent: 2010-08-06 01:50 PM EDT
To: Jocelyn Kula
Subject: Fw:
Thoughts?
MK
----- Forwarded by Mark Kozlowski/HC-SC/GC/CA on 08/06/201001 :50 PM ----"Ken Cornell"
<ken .comell@rcmp-grc.gc.c
a>

To <mark_kozlowski@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc "Christian Gauthier" <Christian.Gauthier@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
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08/06/2010 11 :41 AM

Subject

Mark,
Interesting.
What are your thoughts on this?
Hope you have a great weekend,

Ken Cornell, Sgt.
National Chemical Diversion Coordinator / Drug Branch / Federal and
International Operations
Programme national de lutte contre Ie detournement des precurseurs
chimiques / La Sous-direction de la police des drogues / Operations
federales et internationales
1200 vanier Parkway, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA OR2
tel: 613-993-3134
fax:613-993-5454
cell: 613-325-2641
e-mail/courriel:ken.comell@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Confidentiality Warning:
The information contained in this email is confidential.
It is
intended only for the individual{s) named above.
If the reader of this
email is not the intended recipient, any distribution or copying of this
email is prohibited.
If you received this email in error, please notify
the writer by return email and delete all copies.
Ce message peut contenir des informations confidentielles et / ou
privililegiees et est destine a l'usage exclusif de la personne ou a
l'entite nommee ici (recipient). si vous l'avez re9u par erreur,
veuillez aviser l'auteur immediatement en repondant a ce courriel et en
effacent l'original. Tout autre usage de ce message est strictement
interdit.

»> Mike Harding 8/6/2010 11:39 AM »>
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M.G. (Mike) HARDING, S/Sgt.
NCO i/c Drug Operations Support Unit
Drug Enforcement Branch
"E" Div.
Office: (604) 607-3055
Cell: (604) 617-2057
Fax:

(604)

607-1255
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<Timothy. Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.
ca>
2010-08-1912:52 PM

To <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
bcc
Subject RE: Invite to Sessions re: CSA for SZprrFMPp

Thanks Angela, look ±orward to getting this going next week.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A ORS
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: August 19, 2010 12:44 PM
To: Daniel Galarneau; Hanan Abramovici; Paul.Loo@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca;
douglas.culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca; Collin Pinto
Cc: Jean Saint Pierre; Richard J Robert; Folkins, Timothy
Subject: Invite to Sessions re: CBA for BZP/TFMPP
Dear all:
As you are aware, we are currently in the process of preparing a
regulatory proposal to include BZP and TFMPP in Schedule III to the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and to regulate it as a restricted drug
under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (this would allow legitimate
use for research purposes only) .
As our Triage Questionnaire for this proposal has determined that this is a
medium-impact initiative, we are required to do a qualitative and
quantitative cost-benefit analysis to support the proposal.
I am thus writing to ask you (or a delegate) to participate in a series of
meetings aimed at assisting us in completing .this analysis.
It is
anticipated that we will require two to three two-hour meetings. The first
meeting will be held within the next two weeks and the second will take
place two weeks after the first session. The Centre for Regulatory
Expertise (CORE) at TBS will be leading the discussions and have provided
the enclosed description of the meetings (note that the first meeting
described has already taken place) .
Please advise me as to whether you are able to participate in these
meetings and if so, your availability for the following proposed dates and
times:
- Wednesday, August 25th from 1:30pm-3:30pm;
- Thursday, August 26th from 1:30pm-3:30pm; or
- Tuesday, August 31st from 1:30-3:30pm.

001048

Please advise me of your preferred date/time by COB Friday, August 20th.
Thank you,
Angela
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
(See attached file: CBIS Meeting Descriptions.doc)
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Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-25 09:08 AM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
bcc
Subject

I have many comments to this document. I understand it is from the TBS analyst (Timothy?), but it should
be a little more accurate.

Head, Regulatory Affairs Section - Chef, Section de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances controIees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de la Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-2402:48 PM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject

What do you think of this? I assume I would give this back to Timothy (TBS) who could insert it into the
template and then the group would have the chance to comment/revise during the meeting ...

Angela
Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA
Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-08-16 09:44 AM

cc
Subject
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Angela,
We should talk when you are back. The statements are only partly correct. The possession and sale are
illegal only under specific circumstances under the FDA/FDR, i.e. only if the end-use is for human
consumption. If there were any other uses than the FDA might not apply, the products seized to date were
on the basis of end-use only (abuse).

Head, Regulatory Affairs Section - Chef, Section de ia reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances controiees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances controiees et de ia iutte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de la Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-13 11 :09 AM

To Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject

Hi all:
I have enclosed the

~

Please advise if you have comments on the enclosed. I am planning on sending our comments to him by
4:00PM. If you would like to comment and require more time, please let me know.
Thank you!
Angela
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Cost Benefit Identification Session

Angela Doyle

F:

F:\Health Canada-Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III-CBIS 2.xls

Confirm
descriptions as
finalized by
pressing this
button.

Press here to reset CBIS.
NOTE: This will delete any
information currently in the
sheet that has not been saved!

[
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DONE!

Confirm stakeholders as
finalized by pressing this
button.

Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III Regulatory Proposal: Affected Stakeholder Identification

Item No.

Affected Stakeholder

2

1

HC

17

2

Domestic Industry

24

3

Law Enforcement Agencies

5

4

Users

Details
The department of Health Canada
Canadian Industries involved in the production, export or
import of BZP and TFMPP within Canada.
RCMP, CBSA, Local Police Services.

9

5

Consumers

15

6

Canadian Public

People who consume the products with full knowledge of the
impacts in terms of recreational use.
People who consume the product assuming it is for nonrecreational purposes or are unaware that products being
consumed contain BZP and-or TZMPP.

Stakeholder count

People who are Canadian citizens or residents of Canada.

Researchers who may be investigating scientific and medical
uses.

11

7

Researchers

21

8

Health Care Providers

23

9

Criminal Justice System

3

10

GoC

0

11

Institutions that provide health care within Canada.
Courts that will need to process charges under these
regulations.
Government of Canada
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10

Confirm draft impacts as
finalized by pressing this
button.
Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III: Costs and Benefits Description

Item No.

Affected Stakeholders

Nature of Impact
(cost. benefit)

Level of Impacts
(High/MedfLow)

Description
These consumers will be able to avoid the
risk of negative health outcomes that they
may experience unexpectedly from products
that they considered to be safe.
There may exist an increase in efficient
operations from prosecuting expected
criminals when they are in possession of
these substances.
These agencies will need to undertake
increased activities to enforce the new
classification of these substances as illicit.
These indus tires will no longer be able to
profit from the export, sale or importation.
Inventory on stock of these products would
be lost.

Type (quantifiable.
monetlzable. Q&M.
Qualitative)

1

Consumers

Benefit

High

2

Law Enforcement Agencies

Benefit

Medium

3

Law Enforcement Agencies

Cost

Medium

4

Domestic Industry

Cost

High

5

Criminal Justice System

Cost

Medium

The court system will need to try people
charged with offenses. Some people found
guilty will also enter the rehabiltation system.

Monetizable

6

Criminal Justice System

Benefit

Low

Some money will be collected through fines.

Monetizable

I

Impact Count \

Monetizable

Qualitative

Monetizable

Monetizable

7
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Confirm costs as
finalized by pressing this
button.
Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III Regulatory Proposals: Costs and Benefit Identification
Item
No.

Affected
Stakeholders

Level of impacts
(Hlgh/Med/Low)

Detailed Description

Data Source

Additional Info

Time Profile/
Change over time

Type (Qualitative.
Quantifiable,
Monetlzable)

Part I: Detailed Description of Costs by Affected Stakeholder
1

2

3
4

5

6

7
8
9
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Benefit
Monetizable

8.0%
10.0%

"'Impact
Level
High
Medium
Low

. :) :;~{{~!{ Sessions Saved

:

1

3

'Date & Time Saved
2010-08-2613:15
2010-08-261535

DiScount to Year
2011

Do Risk Analysis?
FALSE

ROUND LEVEL

Selected

0
10
100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000
110.000000

Decimals
0
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5

-6
-7
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Cost Benefit Identification Session (CBIS) Tool

Introduction

One of CORE's primary roles is helping departments develop capacity to perform cost
benefit analysis (CBA) in support of achieving the goal of the (protection and
advancement of the public interest by working with Canadians and other governments to
ensure that its regulatory activities result in the greatest overall benefit to current and
future generations of Canadians. ,,]
One of the major activities that CORE carries out in this role is the cost benefit
identification session (CBlS). The CBlS is one of the first steps done with departments
whom have requested CORE's help in doing a CBA of a proposed regulation. The
primary goal of the CBlS is to bring together a group of experts on the regulation as well
as people who have knowledge of the issue/sector being regulated in order to identify
who the regulation will impact (the stakeholders) and describe how they will be impacted
(costs and benefits). Once the impacts are identified the CBlS serves the further purpose
of ascertaining the relative degree of the impact (high, medium, or low), how we expect
to be able to describe the impact (monetizable, quantifiable, or qualitative), and where it
is anticipated that the data to analyse these impacts will be available. The CBlS, once
completed, generates material which can be directly incorporated into sections of the
CBA document itself. The output of the CBlS has also, in the past, formed the basis of
the statement of work to CBA consultants.
It is to this end that the CBlS tool has been developed. The CBlS tool standardizes the
process, by which first stake holders are identified, benefits and costs are assigned and
described, details are fleshed out, and finally a template is produced to simplify the
creation of a cost and benefit summary table. It is intended to be a tool for the CORE
analyst going into a meeting with departments to ensure that information is gathered and
recorded in a transparent way and that the process is clearly understood by all parties.
While the tool is well suited to meet this purpose, it also has the potential to act as a stand
alone product which could be used by departments independently from CORE.

These instructions have been written to impart step-by-step actions on how to use the
CBlS tool. This should allow anyone familiar with the basic concepts of CBA to gather
their own tean1 of experts and get a head-start on completing a CBA independently of
CORE.

I

From The Cabinet Directive on Streamlining Regulation
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Stages to a CBIS

There are 6 stages needed to complete a costs and benefits identification session. Each
stage in the process builds on the previous one and it is very important that they are each
done completely and in order. The CBIS tool tracks your progress through this step by
step (discussed in the next section) and enforces the proper order by not allowing you to
continue until a step has been completed and confirmed. These stages can be seen in
Figure 1.

4. Details
Added to
Costs

~ Basecase
& Regulation
Descriptions
Completed

L,

""

2.
Stakeholders
Identified

3. Draft
Impacts
Added

Valuation
Options
Confirmed

6. Summary
Worksheet
Produced

5. Details
Added to
Benefits

Figure 1: Stages to a CBIS

(a) Stage 1: Base case & Regulation Description
The CBIS process starts by clearly defining the conditions that will exist ifno
'regulatory action is taken. To do this properly requires a clear understanding of what
problem the regulation is attempting to rectify, what the risks associated with the issue
are and how these risks will change into the future. The regulation description should
then clearly identify what actions are being proposed, how, and if known, by how
much these actions will ameliorate the problem.

(b) Stage 2: Stakeholder Identification,
Having a clear understanding of the base-case, (alternatively called baseline scenario,
or situation without the regulatory action) and the proposed regulation should make
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the next step of identification of stakeholders n1uch easier. In this step each group that
will be impacted by the proposed actions are named and described. It is not necessary
to go into the details of how they will be impacted (this will be covered in further
detail later) but simply to concentrate on how to meaningfully group stakeholders to
facilitate the description of the impacts.

(c) Stage 3: Draft Impacts
As stakeholders are being added it is necessary to simultaneous also consider how they
will be impacted. At this point in the CBIS it is time to start documenting these
impacts. While the parallel process of identifying stakeholders and impacts is
represented linearly in CBIS it is likely that adding a new impact may reveal new
stakeholders whom will be affected in a secondary nature. These newly identified
stakeholders will need to be added by returning to the previous stage in a reiterative
process. At this stage of the CBIS an impact will be identified as being either a cost or
a benefit, associated with a stakeholder, assigned a relative rank ofimportance (high,
medium, or low), detennined as being measured qualitatively, quantitatively, or
monetarily, and finally given a brief description.

(d) Stage 4&5: Details Added to Costs & Benefits
After draft impacts have been added, the next step in a CBIS is to dig deeper into the
details of the impacts in tenns of, detailed descriptions of what they are, types of
infonnation required and possible sources of data to assess them. At this stage, as the
impacts are no longer considered to be draft, costs and benefits are dealt with
separately as the methodologies used to assess them are considerably different and the
costs and benefits will be aggregated separately.

(e) Stage 6: Summary Work-Sheet
The final stage of the CBIS is also the starting off point for the majority of the rest of
the analysis that will go into the CBA. For this reason the CBIS tool produces a
template as a means of providing a road-map for the results of the work to follow.
This template also summarizes the infonnation that has been entered in the previous
steps.
Once the data from the analysis has been added to this template all the calculations
needed to produce a summary table displaying the discounted present value of
monetized costs and benefits will already be completed. The template also allows the
user to perfonn sensitivity analysis around the discount rate. Spaces for summary
information on quantitative and qualitative based analysis are also provided.
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(f) Valuation Options
As a sub-set to the above mentioned process, the CBIS tool can not produce a
valuation template unless certain options are set and confirmed. These options are the
anticipated start year to assess the regulation from, the expected lifetime, in years, to
assess the regulation over, and finally four alternative discount rates to base sensitivity
analysis around.

Article II.
Section 2.01

CBIS Tool Step by Step Instructions
Set up and Software Requirements

Welconle to CORE's Cost Benefit
Identification Session (CBIS)
Developed by: Tirnothy Folkins

I

f-·····

-"----.-~

'I

L. ."_. . . ._".~~. . . . . ". . _. .. 1

Figure 2: Welcome Form

Before running the CBIS tool there are a few things that need to be checked. First the
CBIS tool is a Microsoft Excel application, in particular, Microsoft Excel 2003. If you
try running the CBIS tool in another version of Excel, there is no guarantee that it will
work or that all the functionality will be available. Next, as the CBIS tool works by using
Macros, you will have to change the security settings on Excel before trying to open it.
Do this by running Excel, selecting froln the menu bar, Tools> Macros> Security, and
setting security to low. Once you have successfully opened the CBIS tool a welcome
form, as pictured in Figure 2, will pop-up.
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Setting the Regulation Details

Regulatio.... Lead

Department
ReqJlati0n

Name
RIAS Lead
COR€Lead

Anticip&ed Year Regulation will start?

Figure 3: Regulation Details

After you have pressed "OK" on the welcome form another form will pop-up asking you
to enter or confirm the regulation details. Not all of the fields are mandatory but at a
minimum you should enter the name of the regulation(use the title of the regulation that
you find on the triage document when avaialbale) Press the "Confirm Details" button to
continue.

Section 2.03
Setting and Confirming Base-case and
Regulation Descriptions
Confirm

Press here to reset eBls.

dHcription~ .'1$

fin~lized

NOTE: This will delete ~ny
Inform.ltlon currently In the
shut that has not bun saved!

by

pressing this

Figure 4: Base-Case and Regulation description
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The next step is one of the most important ones to the CBIS, accurately describing both
the base of comparison (the base-case) and the regulation. Most of this material should
be easily obtained from sources such as the regulations triage statement. Until
information is entered and confirmed in the cells provided on the worksheet "1
Regulation Information" it is not possible to move on to identifying stakeholders.
It is very important that all participants in the CBIS fully unuerstand how il11pacts are to
be measured, i.e. every impact is relative to what is expected to occur without the
proposed regulation only. Failure to recognize this will often result in unrelated impacts
being associated with the regulation and possible mis-categorization of a regulation in the
triage (e.g. a medium impact regulation being classified high). Once the information has
been entered and all CBIS participants agree that the descriptions are accurate you should
press the "Done" button (see Figure 4) and confirm the information.

Section 2.04
After the base-case and regulation details have been added and confirmed you are now
able to start to add stakeholders. You may have notice that the CBIS tool added a
customized toolbar to Excel when you opened it. The first toolbar button is "Add
Stakeholder" and pressing it will open the form shown in Figure 5.

$Cakeholcler (less Chan 28 Chars)
Descrip cion

Add Stakeholder

I

Figure 5: Adding a Stakeholder

In this form you are asked to enter a name for the stakeholder and a short description.
After you have added this information you will be asked if you wish to add another
stakeholder. If you say yes the form will be cleared (after the entered information is
saved on the spreadsheet) and a blank form will appear for you to enter in another
stakeholder.
After you are satisfied that all the stakeholders have been entered go to the "2
Stakeholders" worksheet of the excel file to see a list of all the stakeholders that have
been entered. If everything seems in order use the "Done" button to confirm the
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stakeholders list. Until you confinn the stakeholders you will not be able to continue to
the next steps.

Section 2.05
After stakeholders have been confinned you can now proceed to adding draft costs and
benefits. You will sec buttons to opcn thc appropriate fonns to add this infonnation on
the customized tool bar. The order in which you add draft costs and benefits doesn't
n1atter as they are parallel processes.

Impacted Stakeholder
Level of Impact

I
1r--------iJ--o

Measure Type
Impact Description

Cancel

Add Cost

Figure 6: Adding a Costly Impact

The form for adding draft costs can be seen in Figure 6. It is opened after you click the
"Add Cost" button from the toolbar. First you must select the stakeholder being
impacted. The list from which a stakeholder is selected was created in the previous step.
If while adding ilnpacts you realize you have missed a stakeholder then you will need to
go back to the previous step by adding a stakeholder and reconfinning the list.
After you have selected the stakeholder you will need to select the relative importance of
the impact (high, medium, low) and the way you anticipate measuring the impact
(qualitative, quantitative, monetizable). Finally, you should add a short description of the
impact. After you click "Add Cost" you will be asked if you wish to add another.
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Adding Benefits

Impacted Stakeholder
Level of Impact

'--1-------3--,

Measure Type

Cancel

Add Benefit

Figure 7: Adding a beneficial impact

Adding benefits is done in exactly the same way as adding costs. The fonn that opens
when you press the toolbar button for "Add Benefit" is shown in Figure 7.

Section 2.07

Adding Details

In the last two steps the draft impacts of benefits and costs were added. As with the
stakeholders list once you are comfortable that all of these impacts have been added it
will be necessary for you to confinn these impacts as finalized before continuing. To do
this move to the "3 'Draft Impacts" sheet and press the "Done" button. These impacts
will now be assessed according to whether they are costs or benefits and thus after you
confinn the draft impacts they will be moved to sheets "5 - Costs Details" and "6 Benefits Details".
As described in Section I.02(d) the next step is to add details to the draft impacts. Once
these details have been added they must also be confinned in the same manner as the
draft ilnpacts (by pressing the "Done" button) on sheets "5 - Costs Details" and "6 Benefits Details". Details added should now be associated with a more complete
description of the impacts, sources of data, and possible methodologies to assess (under
"additional infonnation"). Unlike previous steps details should be added directly to the
Excel worksheets rather than through pop-up fonns.

Section 2.08

~~=~~~ Valuation Options

If you have made it this far then you are only a few steps away from completing the
CBIS. However, before the CBIS tool will allow you to create a valuation worksheet you
must first verify a few details. To do this, press the "Valuation Options" button in the
toolbar. This will cause the fonn shown in Figure 8 to appear.
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Figure 8: Setting the Valuation Options

One of the first options you will notice is the four alternate discount rates that will be
used to calculate the present values of monetizable costs and benefits. The default values
are 3%,5%,8% (recommended value from TB CBA Guidelines) and 10%. You can
change these if you want but be prepared to defend your selection of a central discount
rate in your CBA write-up if it differs from the recommended 8%.
Next, you will have the option of selecting the start year of the regulation and how many
years you want to assess the regulation over. In theory you should assess the regulation
over as long a period as it is anticipated the regulation will have impacts, but in reality
due to the discount rate and uncertainties it may not be necessary to go much beyond 20
years (or less).
Once you press the "Confirm Valuation Options" button and all the other previous
steps have been completed you should be ready to produce the valuation worksheet.

Section 2.09

~~pro~d~uc~e~~~~~

Valuation Worksheet

As discussed in Section 1.02(e) the valuation worksheet is meant to be a template for all
of the follow-up analysis to the CBrS for the CBA. Figure 9 shows an example CBA
Summary table that could be produced using this template. This summary table is
loosely related to some impacts which may be expected from a clean-air regulation,
however, the numbers are completely fictional.
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___

Level

Benefit

17;

i
!

Pov'/er GenN.3tQrS

Cost

CCPA

Cost

; 8
:9

1.1 Q___T ?!~~I___
,

[11

Lower levels of alone
Increases crop yields
Power generators take steps
such as installing scrubbers
to decrease CAC emissions

TBD

Present Value
Costs

Medium

High
Medium

Present V,lltle
Bellefits

LilstYeal

Avelage

$ 3,678,440,309

$

300,000,000

$

437,043,352

$

364,460,547

$

$

10,000,000

$

10,000 ,ODD

$

10,000,000

$ 2,000 ,ODD ,ODD

$

100,000 ,DOD

$

205,000 ,ODD

100 ,ODD ,000

$

20 ,ODD ,000

$

26,500,000

106,035,992

$ 3,145,545,105
$

Fi,st Ye.u

338,368,280

$

_ __ ________________________ ~_~~31l1l2~2184.476)01

Nel PI eS€1I1

Val""

$

300,562,916

i 12

lit,.....·"'r"":-r""'!~t:~ l

r:-:!""i--=-:--:-~-":""-~..----

r~

Figure 9: CBA Summary Table

You will note that the summary table is broken down into three sections. Section A is for
monetized impacts, section B for quantified impacts, and section C for qualitative
impacts. As the summary sheet mostly has references to information on other sheets
and predetermined formulas there is no need to actual input information here. The one
exception to this is the "Discount Rate Code" which is entered in cell "B3". The
discount rate code is a number from 0 to 4 which corresponds to the discount rates listed
in the table above it. These are the discount rates which were entered during the
"Valuation Options" step (with the additional option ofa zero discount rate). Simply
changing the discount code here will allow you to do a quick sensitivity analysis around
the discount rate.
Under each section, in addition to the summary information listed, items are linked to
worksheets where results on valuation of benefits and costs can be entered (Figure 10).
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Add your values here, NOTE,
Do NOT edit other cells as
formulas have already been
entered

003DR
(105DR
!lOB DR
01 DR
$300,000,000.00
$300,000,000,00
$300 ,000 ,000,00 $300,000,000,00 _ $300,000 ,000,00
$306,000,000,00
$297,067,378.64
$291 ,426,571.43 ~283,333,333.33 $278,i81,f118 itr
$312,120,000.00
$294,203.035.16
$283,102,040,82
$267,592,592,59
$257,950,413,22
$318,362,400.00
$291,346,69501
$275,013,411.08
$:252,726,337:45' $239,190,383.17
$238,685,985,37
$221,794,718,94
$324,729,64800
$288,518,086.32
$267,155,88505
$331,224,240.96
$285,716,939.85
$259,522,85976
$225,425,652.85
$205,664,193.93
$337,848,72578
$282,942,988.98
$252,107,920.91
$212,902,005.47
$190j06,79800
$244,904,837.46
$201,074,116.27
$176,837,212.69
$344,605,70029
$280,195,96967
$351,497,814.30
$277 ,475,620.45
$237,907,556.39
$189,903,332,04
$163,976,324.50
$274,781,68239
$231,110,197.63
$179,353,146.92
$152,1)50,77363
$358,527,77059
$365,698,326.00
$272,113,899.06
$224,507,049.13
$169,389,083.21
$140,992,535.54
$373,012,292.52
$269,472,016.55
$218,092,562.01
$159,978,578.58
$131),738,532.96
$380,472,538.37
$266,855,783.38
$211,861,345.95
$151,090,879.77
$121,230,276.02
$388,081,98914
$264,264,950.53
$205,808,164.64
$142,696,942.01
$112,413,528.67
$395,843,628.92
$261,699,271.40
$199,927,931.36
$134,769,334.12
$104,237,999.31
$403,760,501.50
$259,158,501.77
$194,215,704.75
$127,282,148.89
$96,657,05391
$411,835,711.53
$256,642,399.81
$188,666,684.62
$120,210,918.40
$89,627,449.99
$420,072,42576
$254,150,726.03
$183,276,20791
$113,532,534.04
$83,109.08999'
$428,473,874 27
$251,683,24325
$178,039,744.83
$107,225,171.04
$77 ,064,792.53
$249,239,71662
$172,952,894.98
$101,268,217.09
$71,460,080.35
$437,043,351.76
$7,289,210,939.68' $5,477,548,904.88 $4,619,601,570.71 $3,678,440,309.44' $3.213,883,975.54
$364,460,54698

Figure 10: Impact Worksheet

The methodologies and collection of information from data sources used to fill in the
information in these sheets will constitute the majority of the analysis for the CBA. This
may take a considerable amount of time and effort to properly assess. The effort required
to do this should not be underestimated. While the valuation summary worksheet
provides a convenient way to put all of the CBA pieces together most of the heavy lifting
will need to be done separately.

Section 2.10
Checks

Showing Progress / Validation

As has been mentioned the CBIS tool performs several validation checks that require the
user to confirm various steps as complete before the tool will allow the user to continue
on to next steps. At any time it is possible to view which stages have been completed and
what stages remain by selecting the "Show Progress" button from the toolbar. When
this button is pressed the worksheet "7 - Progress Summary" will appear as shown in
Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Viewing Progress

When a step is complete it will be marked with a green background. In this particular
example the user has entered and confirmed the Basecase & Regulation descriptions, the
stakeholders, and the valuation options. However, before the user can complete the CBIS
and produce a valuation worksheet, they must now enter and confirm the draft impacts,
move these impacts and then add details to the costs and benefits and confirm these
details.

Section 2. 11

e s~~~J9n,1

Saving Sessions

While you can save information added to the CBIS tool simply by saving it as you would
any other Excel file you can also make use of the "Save Session" button in the toolbar.

Session will be saved as:

O.xls

Create New Session Number? ---,' ----'-"'-,- ---",- ""

C Save as new session (+ 1 to session #)
I;' Overwrite current session

Figure 12: Saving a Session

The advantage of using this option over just saving it through Excel is that it enforces a
common naming convention and tracks information related to the progress you have
made in completing the CBIS. The first time you use the "Save Session" button the file
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will be saved automatically using the naming convention "DEPARTMENT -REGNAME
SESSION 0". The department and regulation name will be based on the infonnation you
first entered when you opened the CBIS tool, the 0 represents the session number, and
this session number will be incren1ented in subsequent saves after the first one.
Subsequent uses of the "Save Session" button will cause the fonn shown in Figure 12 to
appear.
C entre of R egufatory Expertise - COR E

I"'.

~~:~~<>ardofC_d.t

~c~=~OJCoo*edtt.JTr"of

Canacf;11 __ _ _
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'~
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Cost Benefit Identification Session
EWlronment Camda
Clean Air
Mr Clean

C\cl:;an air regs

C:\clean a r regs\EnvironlTlent Canaca-Clean Air-eBIS OAs

Figure 13: Setting the File Folder

Before using the "Save Session" button you will also need to set the file folder you wish
to have the file saved. This information is entered in "File Folder" field on the
worksheet "1 Regulation Information" as shown in Figure 13.

Section 2.12

Resetting The CBIS Tool (OOPS!)

You may have already have noticed another button on the worksheet "1 Regulation
Information", the "OOPS" button (Figure 14). This button will clear all the details
entered into the CBIS tool. The only reason why you would really want to use this button
is if you have finished and saved the CBIS for the current regulation you are working on
and wish to start on a new one, or if you have made so many mistakes in the current
CBIS that it is easier to start over fresh.

OOPS!

Press here to reset eBIS.
NOTE: This will delete any
information currently in the
sheet that has not been saved!

Figure 14: Resetting the CBIS Tool

Be very careful when using this button, while a confirmation dialog box will pop-up
before action is taken once this has been approved there is no way to undo the deletions
unless you have saved a back-up.
Page 13 of 13

2010-08-27
Core Analyst: Timothy Folkins

Project Number: NI A
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To' WI LLiAM MAGA

2010-08-27 11 :18 AM

cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

<

bcc
Subject Fw: Latest Work Plan and Addendum

Please see revisions below (text in strikethrough).

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-27 11 :15 AM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-27 11: 14 AM

To WI LLiAM MAGA •
cc Daniel Galarneau <DanieI.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject Re: Latest Work Plan and Addendum~

Dear Bill:
The only comments on the addendum at this time concern the first paragraph.
One minor comment is that "if the status quo is maintained and" can be removed (since what is intended
by status quo is that no further restrictions are placed on the product).
In addition, please detail/clarify what is intended by the "evolution of the situation". For example, please
specify whether this includes what tfle-.products are marketed fef in Canada, the quantities, pricing, etc.
At this time, I do not have further input for you, therefore, we probably do not need to speak at 1:OOpm,
although you are always welcome to call.
Once you have amended the addendum to address the above, it would be helpful if you would provide me
with a revised version and I will then advise you if we have further comment on either document.
Sincerely,
Angela
WILLIAM MAGA <
WILLIAM MAGA
To Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-08-2608:48 AM

cc Daniel Galarneau <DanieI.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject Latest Work Plan and Addendum

I thought that I would f1lip to you a revised work plan and some thoughts on an addendum. We can
discuss them tomorrow at 1:00 if you are available. '
Bill
--- On Wed, 8/25110, Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@Jtc-sc.gc.ca> wrote:
From: Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject: Signing of original contract
_
To: "Bill Maga" <
Cc: "Daniel Galarneau" <Daniel.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Date: Wednesday, August 25,2010,6:45 PM
Dear Bill:
I also wanted to mention that I was advised that the original contract
Inailed to you should be signed and sent back to us. If it has already been
sent to us, please let Ine know and disregard this comment.
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Any amendments would follow after the signing of the original.
Thank you,
Angela

Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To
2010-08-24 10:26
AM

"Bill Maga"
cc

Subject
Re: Work Plan Addendum - question
(Document link: Angela Doyle)

Dear Bill:
I would be available to meet with you Friday afternoon between 1pm and 4pm.
Please let me know if you are available and I will check if there is a
boardroom we can meet in.
Sincerely,
Angela

"Bill Maga"
To
"Angela Doyle"
2010-08-22 12:11
<Ange1a.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
PM
cc
<vicki.rollin@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
Re: Work Plan Addendum - question
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Angela:
rve never done an addendum before and I'd like to speak to some contract
people about form etc. (Can you help in that regard?? Note I've copied
Vicki on this). I'd like to have it to you by mid-week.
In the meantime, do you have some names for me from the Inspectorate, RCMP
c..nd CBSA? And I've got a tentative date of Sept 9 & 10 for Toronto.

Bill

William (Bill) Maga
Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2

~v1aga

----- Original Message ----From: "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To: "Bill Maga" <
>
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2010 9:38 AM
Subject: Work Plan Addendum - question

Dear Bill:
I was wondering if you had a draft addendum ready and that we could comment
on it at the same time as your initial draft work plan?

Sincerely,
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GCICA on 2010-08-20 09:32 AM ----Elizabeth
DussaultlHC-SC/GC
ICA

To

"Bill Maga"
2010-08-1302:55
PM
00
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GCICA@HWC,
Richard J Robert/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject
Update

Hi Bill,
Just wanted to say that it was a pleasure working with you over the last
month or so!
001082

As today is Iny last day, please contact Angela Doyle
(angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca or 613-954-6792) should you have any questions.
I also wanted to let you know that we do have some preliminary comments on
the work plan and Angela should have them to you by early next week.

Thanks again and take care,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalteme des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la
reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
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Addendum to Contract
Purpose:
To respond to request from TBS to include analysis additional to the contract related to the
evolution of the situation in Canada regarding the promotion, pricing, distribution and
availability of BZT/TFMPP over the next ten years as the status quo changes and restrictions are
placed on the product.
Methodology:
Given the uncertainty and dynamic nature of illicit drug markets in Canada, three separate
analyses will inform this section of work:
1.

Examination of the BZP post-ban environment in other jurisdictions such as the US and
New Zealand;
2. Examination of the post-ban environment related to other drugs such as ketamine in other
jurisdictions; and
3. Exan1ination of likely scenarios in Canada based on assumptions of market reaction to
particular events. For example, in a post-ban environment, what would the situation be if
BZP and TFMPP remained available through illicit sources but the price of the drugs
rose?
This additional work would be done as part of the Phase I Preliminary Analysis and Draft
Report.
Value of Additional Work:
The additional analysis may require up to
total additional cost of $3200.

additional days at the fixed per diem of

for a

All prices and an10unts of money in the addendum, as in the original proposal, are exclusive of
HST, as applicable. HST is extra to the price herein. The estimated HST is included in the total
estin1ated cost of the addendum of$3616 (HST = $416).
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Purpose:

~~

~/)'

J--

To respond to request from TBS to include analysis additional to the contract related to the
evolution of the situation in Canada regarding BZT/TFMPP over the next ten years ifttre~
.q.w;us maintained and no further restrictions are placed on the prouuct.
Methodology:

Given the uncertainty and dynamic nature of illicit drug markets in Canada, three separate
analyses will inform this section of work:
1.

Examination of the BZP post-ban environment in other jurisdictions such as the US and
New Zealand;
2. Examination of the post-ban environment related to other drugs such as ketamine in other
jurisdictions; and
3. Examination of likely scenarios in Canada based on assumptions of market reaction to
particular events. For example, in a post-ban environment, what would the situation be if
BZP and TFMPP remained available but the price of the drugs rose?
This additional work would be done as part of the Phase I Preliminary Analysis and Draft
Report.
Value of Additional Work:

The additional analysis may require up to
total additional cost of $3200.

additional days at the fixed per diem of

for a

All prices and amounts of money in the addendum, as in the original proposal, are exclusive of
HST, as applicable. HST is extra to the price herein. The estimated HST is included in our total
estimated cost of the addendum of$3616 (RST = $416).
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DIZAFT August 30,2010
OCS (or other) Comments:

1. The complete infonnation that we would require will become clearer once the CBIS
process is completed. Ideally as a starting point the 10 year projections would look
something like the attached table. There may be more information available that would
be useful or which could be used to estimate these values. As we discussed there is likely
some good information available by exarniIliug what has happened in other jurisdictions
such as New-Zealand or by examining pattems of usage of other drugs in terms of
introduction, adoption and eventually replacement. The key thing to note is that we will
require two projections. One with these substances being listed as illicit (the regulatory
scenario) and one without (the non-regulatory scenario). [cOlnment by TES]

Addendum to Contract
Purpose:

To respond to request from TBS to include analysis additional to the contract related to the
evolution of the situation in Canada regarding the promotion, pricing, distribution and
availability of BZTITFMPP over the next ten years as the status quo changes and restrictions are
placed on the product.
Methodology:

Given the uncertainty and dynamic nature of illicit drug markets in Canada, three separate
analyses will inform this section of work:

.

Examination of the BZP post-ban environment in other jurisdictions such as the !uSl~ll:.~
New Zealand;
2. Examination of the post-ban environment related to other drugs such as ketamine in other
jurisdictions; and
3. Examination of likely scenarios in Canada based on assumptions of market reaction to
particular events. For example, in a post-ban environment, what would the situation be if
BZP and TFMPP remained available through illicit sources but the price of the drugs
rose?
1.

This additional work would be done as part of the Phase I Preliminary Analysis and Draft
Report.
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Value of Additional Work:

The additional analysis may require up to

additional days at the fixed per diem of:

for a

totfll flooitional co:;t of $3200.
All prices and amounts of money in the addendum, as in the original proposal, are exclusive of
HST, as applicable. HST is extra to the price herein. The estimated HST is included in the total
estimated cost of the addendum of $3616 (HST = $416).
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DRAFT August 30, 2010
OCS (or other) General Comments:
[Is there now sufficient detail outside of the comments below?]
Finalize the end date [May depend on whether hired to do the work described in the
addendum]

Phase One Work irian
1. Identification of Interviewees and interviews - 2.0 ~ay~ ....

A series of interviews would be conducted of experts and interested parties in the illicit
drug field. A list would be developed of key individuals and organizations at the federal,
provincial and municipal levels as well as in the domestic illicit drug control community.
Suggestions are as follows (with issues to be addressed):
Toronto Public Health (general
situation regarding "legal highs" and street drugs in Toronto, and more generally across
Canada);
will act as a link to the Canadian Community Epidemiology Network on
Drug Use (situation regarding '~legal highs" and street drugs more generally across
Canada);
TRIP Program, Queen West Community Health Centre (specifics
regarding BZP/TFMPP and other "legal highs" and street drugs in street/rave
environment in Toronto and non-retail sources);
Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate and Health Canada Drug Analysis Service
(legislative framework and importation and chemical composition of "legal highs" and
street drugs as well as BZP/TFMPP as precursor elements);
CanadaiaR Border Services Agency (volume of importation and rate of seizure as basis of
volume estimations);
RCMP (volume of importation and rate of seizure as basis of volume estimations);
Ottawa Police Drug Squad ("legal highs" and street drugs in Ottawa and non-retail
sources).
2. Literature Search and Development of Methodology - 2.0 days:
To identify and examine, mainly through an internet search, the relevant literature related
to the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of BZP/TFMPP and illicit drugs as
well as the identification of issues particular to the analysis of illicit drug markets (e.g.
how estimates of total demand are calculated). A methodology would be developed from
this information and the results of the interviews.
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3. Site Visits - 4 days
Site visits of specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops etc.) in Ottawa and Toronto to
gather infonnation about the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of
BZPITFMPP. (See proposed questionnaire in Appendix At
_____________ .__ ._._ .... __ ..... __ ._
Visit to Ottawa Police - how to approach the shops - .5 ~a)L_ .... _........ .
Ottawa - 1 day (potentially accompanied by Ottawa Police or City or Ottawa health
official)
Toronto - 2.5 days (supported by.
and
4. Drafting of Initial Report - 2 kIays! .
A draft report would be presented to the Departmental Representative outlining the
findings and possible recommendations for follow-~p:
Total days

=

10
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Appendix A

Questionnaire for Site Visits
Availability:
Is this product readily available to you as a retailer?

Is the availability continual, that is, perhaps only infrequent interruptions in supply?

Do you know of other sources of this product besides retail, e.g. internet or street?

How has its availability changed over time?

Distribution:
Do you know if this product is produced in Canada? If so, how many distributors are there?

If it is imported, do you know how it gets to this market? If so, how many importers are there?

Price:
In what units is the drug sold, e.g. individual pills, packages, bulk powder? What are the prices
of those units?

Promotion:
Do you promote the sale of this product or have you seen or been the target of promotional
activities related to this product?
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To WILLIAM MAGA '

2010-08-30 10:34 AM

cc daniel,galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca
bcc
Subject Re: Latest Versions of Work Plan and Addendum~

Dear Bill:
Thank you for the enclosed.

I cannot yet advise you about whether we can proceed in amending the contract. I need to first have the
approval of my manager and then I will let you know. My aim is to have a decision this week and provide
you with the contacts as well.
Thank you,
Angela

WILLIAM MAGA '
WI LLiAM MAGA
To angela .doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca
2010-08-3009:06 AM

cc daniel,galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca
Subject Latest Versions of Work Plan and Addendum

Angela:
Find attached the lastest versions of the work plan and the addendum. Note that I have used the term
"precursor" to note BZP's role in cutting illicit drugs such as Ectasy. I suspect the term is inaccurate
but I have not yet come across a more appropriate term. ~erhaps you could help.

Vlill I be able to get S0111e names for the Inspectorate, RCMP and CBSA this week?
Finally, should we proceed in amending the contract?
Bill
Phase One 'Worl< Plan,doc Addemdum to Contract.doc
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Addendum to Contract
Purpose:
To respond to request from TBS to include analysis additional to the contract related to the
, evolution of the situation in Canada regarding the promotion, pricing, distribution and
availability of BZTITFMPP over the next ten years as the status quo changes and restrictions are
placed on the product.

Methodology:
Given the uncertainty and dynamic nature of illicit drug markets in Canada, three separate
analyses will inform this section of work:
1.

Examination of the BZP post-ban environment in other jurisdictions such as the US and
New Zealand;
2. Examination of the post-ban environment related to other drugs such as ketamine in other
jurisdictions; and
3. Exan1ination of likely scenarios in Canada based on assumptions of market reaction to
particular events. For example, in a post-ban environment, what would the situation be if
BZP and TFMPP remained available through illicit sources but the price of the drugs
rose?
This additional work would be done as part of the Phase I Preliminary Analysis and Draft
Report.

Value of Additional Work:
The additional analysis may require up to
total additional cost of $3200.

additional days at the fixed per diem of

for a

All prices and mTIounts of money in the addendum, as in the original proposal, are exclusive of
HST, as applicable. HST is extra to the price herein. The estimated HST is included in the total
estimated cost of the addendum of $3616 (HST = $416).
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Phase One Work Plan
1. Identification of Interviewees and interviews - 2.0 days
A series of interviews would be conducted of experts and interested parties in the illicit
drug field. A list would be developed of key individuals and organizations at the federal,
provincial and municipal levels as well as in the domestic illicit drug control community.
Suggestions are as follows (with issues to be addressed):
Toronto Public Health (general
situation regarding "legal highs" and street drugs in Toronto, and more generally across
Canada);
will act as a link to the Canadian Community Epidemiology Network on
Drug Use (situation regarding "legal highs" and street drugs more generally across
Canada);
TRIP Program, Queen West Community Health Centre (specifics
regarding BZP/TFMPP and other "legal highs" and street drugs in street/rave
environment in Toronto and non-retail sources);
Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate and Drug Analysis Service (legislative
framework and importation and chemical c9mposition of "legal highs" and street drugs as
well as BZP/TFMPP as precursor elements);
Canadian Border Services Agency (volume of importation and rate of seizure as basis of
voltune estimations);
RCMP (volume of importation and rate of seizure as basis of volume estimations);
Ottawa Police Drug Squad ("legal highs" and street drugs in Ottawa and non-retail
sources).
2. Literature Search and Development of Methodology - 2.0 days
To identify and examine, mainly through an internet search, the relevant literature related
to the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of BZP/TFMPP and illicit drugs as
well as the identification of issues particular to the analysis of illicit drug markets (e.g.
how estimates of total demand are calculated). A methodology would be developed from
this information and the results of the interviews.
3. Site Visits - 4 days
Site visits of specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops etc.) in Ottawa and Toronto to
gather information about the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of
BZP/TFMPP. (See proposed questionnaire in Appendix A)
Visit to Ottawa Police - how to approach the shops - .5 day
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Ottawa - 1 day (potentially accompanied by Ottawa Police or City or Ottawa health
official)
and.
Toronto - 2.5 days (supported by
4. Drafting of Initial Report - 2 days
A draft report would be presented to the Departmental Representative outlining the
findings and possible recolnmendations for follow-up.
Total days = 10
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Appendix A

Questionnaire for Site Visits
Availability:

Is this product readily available to you as a retailer?

Is the availability continual, that is, perhaps only infrequent interruptions in supply?

Do you know of other sources of this product besides retail, e.g. internet or street?

How has its availability changed over time?

Distribution:

Do you know if this product is produced in Canada? If so, how many distributors are there?

If it is imported, do you know how it gets to this market? If so, how many importers are there?

Price:

In what units is the drug sold, e.g. individual pills, packages, bulk powder? What are the prices
of those units?

Promotion:

Do you pr01l1ote the sale of this product or have you seen or been the target of promotional
activities related to this product?
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Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-08-30 04:27 PM

cc isabel.shanahan@hc-sc.gc.ca
bcc
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP CBIS update~

History:

IjlJ This message has been replied to.

Thx Angela
Can I pis ask you to help Isabel figure out how to print the excel workbook so I can review in hard copy.
Also, pis confirm where the content in the workbook came from, i.e., is this content you developed, Tim V
developed or the outcome of the group's discussions as recorded by you .....
JK
Jocelyn Kula
Manager/ Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division/ Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-3003:31 PM

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZPITFMPP CBIS update

Jocelyn and Richard:
CBIS Update:
We had our first session/meeting re: BZPITFMPP [Cost-Benefit Identification Session (CBIS)] last week.
Representatives were:
Timothy Folkins (TBS) - Presenter/Chair
Daniel Galarneau
Collin Pinto (HPFB Inspectorate)
Doug Culver (RCMP)
Hanan Abramovici (ODARS)
Micheline Vanier (CBSA)
If you are interested the discussion was captured in the enclosed excel doc. People are providing their
feedback to myself and Timothy over the week, at which time the enclosed will be updated then
shared/discussed at a second meeting to be held next week. Note that I have not reviewed this yet
myself.
[Richard: I know you are just back

however, if you have an opportunity to provide comments
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that would be great and/or I'll be sure to invite you to the next meeting.]

[attachment "Health Canada-Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III-CBIS 2.xls" deleted by
Jocelyn KulaIHC-SC/GC/CA] [attachment "CBIS Tool Instructions V2.5.doc" deleted by Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA] [attachment "CSIS Meeting Descriptions.doc" deleted by Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA]
**Upon completion of the second meeting, we will need to advise IBS whether the attached CBA template
would be completed independently (with CORE assistance - and what degree of assistance) or by
contracting an external consultant (with or without CORE financial aid). I have been advised by ISS that
if the consultant route is taken, then this process will need to be started as soon as possible to allow the
RCP funds to be used in this fiscal. I am sure these are things you may already know.

[attachment "CBA_Template_ Generic. doc" deleted by Jocelyn KulaIHC-SC/GC/CA]
Sincerely,
Angela
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<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.
ca>
2010-08-3004:36 PM

To <Angela. Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
bcc
Subject RE: BZPITFMPP - Draft Work Plan and Addendum question

Feel free.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: August 30, 2010 3:23 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Subject: RE: BZP/TFMPP - Draft Work Plan and Addendum - question
Thank you so much Tim!
From TBS perspective, is it acceptable to share
this table with the consultant if we choose to do this?
Sincerely,
Angela

<Timothy.Folkins@
tbs-sct.gc.ca>
To
2010-08-30 10:29

<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>

AM

cc
<Daniel.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
RE: BZP/TFMPP - Draft Work Plan and
Addendum - question
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Angela,

Hope this helps.
Tim.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: August 30, 2010 8:36 AM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Cc: Daniel Galarneau
Subject: BZP/TFMPP - Draft Work Plan and Addendum - question
Good morning Tim,
I received the question below from the consultant who is doing the market
analysis for BZP/TFMPP.
I have enclosed his initial draft work plan, as well as his proposal should
he be requested to include in his report a projection of 10 years [you
reviewed this draft work plan (addendum) and we discussed it following our
last meeting] .
If you have the time, I was wondering if you could take a look at his
question, below, and let me know if you have anything to add to the e-mail
I had sent him on Aug 27 (below).
Sincerely,
Angela

Angela,
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Did they put anything down on paper??
Bill

--- On Fri, 8/27/10, Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> wrote:
From: Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject: Fw: Latest Work Plan and Addendum
To: "WILLIAM MAGA" ·
Cc: "Daniel Galarneau" <Daniel.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Date: Friday, August 27, 2010, 3:18 PM

Please see revisions below (text in strikethrough) .

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-27 11:15 AM ----Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To
2010-08-27 11:14

WILLIAM MAGA

AM
cc
Daniel Galarneau
<Daniel.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject

001100

Re: Latest Work Plan and Addendum
(Document link: Angela Doyle)

Dear Bill:
The only comments on the addendum at this time concern the first
paragraph.
One minor comment is that "if the status quo is maintained and" can be
removed (since what is intended by status quo is that no further
restrictions are placed on the product) .
In addition, please detail/clarify what is intended by the "evolution of
the situation".

For example, please specify whether this includes what

the
products are marketed for in Canada, the quantities, pricing, etc.
At this time, I do not have further input for you, therefore, we probably
do not need to speak at 1:00pm, although you are always welcome to call.
Once you have amended the addendum to address the above, it would be
helpful if you would provide me with a revised version and I will then
advise you if we have further comment on either document.
Sincerely,
Angela
(See attached file: Phase One Work Plan.doc) (See attached file: Addemdum
to Contract.doc)

001101

(See attached file: BZP Data.xls)
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-08-31 09:05 AM

bcc
Subject BZPITFMPP - Questions related to contract with William
Maga

Daniel and/or Richard:
1. I would like to contact Doug (RCMP), Collin (HPFB Inspectorate), and Micheline (CBSA) to find out
whether their names could be put forward as contacts for interviews/enquiries to be done by the
consultant? The type of information the consultant is seeking is outlined in his Phase One DRAFT
workplan, below. [see e-mail from Bill below rec'd this morning]
2. I am thinking of inviting the consultant to the second CBA meeting. Is it acceptable to invite him outside
of his contract? [I don't think his attendance needs to be part of the contract (paid time), but he asked if
he could attend. He may be interested in seeing how we are gathering information for the CSA and we
may find it useful that he is there as his work and the CSA are linked.]
3, The consultant's revised DRAFT work plans are enclosed and include comments I am aware of to date.
If you have further comment at this time, please let me know.
To finalize the workplans, I believe we should wait until the next meeting with TBS is complete, before
providing our final comments. So long as I can still revise the SOW in sufficient time (must be finalized by_
Friday, Sept17/201 0).
Ana since tnlS worK snoUla De aone anyway, It may oe oest
to see if Bill can do the work.)

Phase I Work Plan [Preliminary Analysis and Draft Report]

Addendum [proposed a~endment to date]

Excel table provided by TBS (referred to in comment in addendum)

Sincerely,
Angela

001103

Angela:
Thanks for your quick response. I would like to emphasize the need for an extension of the
contract, especially in light of the new TBS requirements that we discussed on August 12. In
addition, access to your contacts in the Inspectorate, the RCMP and CBSA are critical to
advancing the project. Thier input will be especially valuable in establishing a methodology to
estimate the size of the market that will satisfy TBS. I look forward to obtaining those contacts
as soon as possible so that I might set up interviews with them.
You should note that I will be travelling to Toronto next Thursday, Friday adn Saturday to
explore the retail situation there.
Thanks
Bill

001104

Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

With

• A user IS somebody who takes BZPITFMPP for recreational purposes as a substitute or compliment for other iIIe!=lal substances
.. A consumer is somebody who takes BZPfTFMPP because it is marketed for non-recreational. uses (diet pills) or they believe It to be a ieQai substance

001105

5.19(1)

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-31 09:29 AM

To WILLIAM MAGA

<

cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Re: Latest Versions of Work Plan and Addendum~

Dear Bill·
We will provide you with a response to your e-mail.below.this week.
As I believe Elizabeth may have discussed with you, our plan is to set up an introduction, as required,
prior to you contacting people to be consulted. Also, I would just like to clarify that no work should be
done on the part concerning the 10 year projection until/unless there is an agreement in place.
Thank you for your update concerning your visit to Toronto (Sept 9-11) to explore the retail situation there.
Thank you,
Angela

WI LLiAM MAGA •
WILLIAM MAGA
To Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-08-31 07:50 AM

cc daniel.galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca
Subject Re: Latest Versions of Work Plan and Addendum

Angela:
Thanks for your quick response. I would like to emphasize the need for aI). extension of the contract,
especially in light of the new TBS requirements that we discussed on August 12. In addition, access
to your contacts in the Inspectorate, the RCMP and CBSA are critical to advancing the project.
Thier input will be especially valuable in establishing a methodology to estimate the size of the
market that will satisfy TBS. I look forward to obtaining those contacts as soon as possible so that I
might set up interviews with them.
You should note that I will be travelling to Toronto next Thursday, Friday adn Saturday to explore
the retail situation there.
Thanks
Bill
--- On Mon, 8/30/10, Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> wrote:

001106

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-08-31 03:54 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates~

Thank you and I will provide you with an update on the status of this later this week.
Sincerely,
Angela

Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA
Johanne
Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-08-31 03:28 PM

cc vickLrollin@hc-sc.gc.ca
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates[§]

Yes, as mentioned below we will need a revised proposal from the contractor.
Thank you!!
Johanne
Manager I Gestionnaire
Business, Information and Authorization Division
Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controles
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directoratel
Direction des substances controles et de la lutte au tabagisme
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
Email ICourriel:johanne.paquette@hc-sc.gc.ca
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-31 03:08 PM

To Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates~

Thank you Johanne! Do you need an updated proposal from the contractor at the same time?
Angela
Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA

001107

Johanne
Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-08-31 03:05 PM

cc Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re datesl:!

Good afternoon Angela,
We would need the SOW and a revised proposal as soon as possible as we are already September 1st
(tomorrow) and we need to submit any document for upcoming admentment at least 10 business days
before the end of contract.
Thank you!!
Johanne
Manager I Gestionnaire
Business, Information and Authorization Division
Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controles
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directoratel
Direction des substances controles et de la lutte au tabagisme
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
Email /Courriel:johanne.paquette@hc-sc.gc.ca
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-31 02:43 PM

To Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Johanne Paquetle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re datesl:!

Thank you for your quick response!
Thanks also for clarifying that the end date of the contract is September 24th (that it is different than the
date on the SOW by which all of the deliverables need to be met September 17th).
It would be helpful if you could provide me with the latest date by which you could receive an amended
SOW. The reason I ask is that it would be helpful for us to finalize the any amendment after we know the
outcomes of a meeting I am holding mid to late next week.
Also, do you require the revised proposal from the contractor up-front with the SOW or after the contract
department reviews the SOW?
Sincerely,
Angela

Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA

001108

Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-31 02:16 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Johanne
Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re datesffiIl

Angela,
As per our conversation last week the sooner I get the revised SOW the better it is. I am afraid September
17 is too close to the end date of this contract since the end date is Sept. 24th. As soon as I get the new
proposal I will send it to our contract department for review and they will advise me on the next step. I
know for sure that if a new SOW is done, a new proposal will be required from the contractor.
Also note that the contract cannot exceed 25K including HST.
If you have any questions come see me. I will not be there for the rest of the week but I will be back on
Tuesday. If you have any questions or concern Johanne can help you.
Thank you
Vicki Rollin
Finance and Contracts Officer I Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division I Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlE3s
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directoratel Direction des substances controles et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater St. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1 A 1B9
Tel. I Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Emergency Drug Destruction (Section 29) & Emergency Destruction Invoices Fax I Destruction Urgente
de Drogue (Section 29) & Factures de Destruction Urgente Telecopieur: 613-941-4760
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-08-31 02:03 PM

cc
Subject BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates

Hi Vicki:
Just to be clear, can you confirm the timeline for documentation that you will need from me, if we need to
amend the contract for William Maga?
1. SOW - a redlined and clean version to you by September 17th, which has been reviewed and approved
by Jocelyn Kula?
2. other?
Thank you!
001109

5.19(1)

Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-31 01 :59 PM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-2609:17 AM

cc
Subject Fw: Signing of original contract

FYI. ..

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-26 09:16 AM ----WILLIAM MAGA

To Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-08-2504:12 PM

cc Daniel Galarneau <DanieI.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject Re: Signing of original contract

You should have received it. It was received by Allen McLaughlin on the 17th.
Are we good for Friday at 1:OO??
--- On Wed, 8/25/10, Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> wrote:
From: Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject: Signing of original contract
To: "Bill Maga" .
Cc: "Daniel Galarneau" <Danie1.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Date: Wednesday, August 25,2010,6:45 PM
Dear Bill:
I also wanted to mention that I was advised that the original contract
mailed to you should be signed and sent back to us. If it has already been
sent to us, please let me know and disregard this comment.
Any amendments would follow after the signing of the original.
Thank you,
-Anp'P-b
--0---

001110

.. Vanier. Micheline"
<M icheline. Va nier@cbsa-asfc
.gc.ca>

To 'Angela Doyle' <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
bcc

2010-08-31 03:57 PM

Subject RE: BZP - 2nd meeting date proposed - Wed, Sept. 8th
History:

Bonjour Angela,
I am available all day on the 8th.
Micheline Vanier, M.Sc.
Manager -Customs Analysis Section I Gestionnaire - Section d'analyse des
douanes
Science and Engineering Directorate I Direction des sciences et de
l'ingenierie
79 Bentley Ave I 79 avenue Bentley
Ottawa, Ontario
K2E 6T7
Information, Science and Technology Branch I Direction generale de
l'information, des sciences et de la technologie
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) I Agence des services frontaliers du
Canada (ASFC)
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
Telephone I Telephone 613-954-3985
Facsimilie I Telecopieur 613-952-7825
Teletypewriter I Teleimprimeur 1-866-335-3237
Micheline.vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, August 31, 2010 3:48 PM
To: Collin Pinto; Daniel Galarneau; douglas.culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca; Hanan
Abramovici; Vanier, Micheline; Richard J Robert
Cc: Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Subject: Fw: BZP - 2nd meeting date proposed - Wed, Sept. 8th
Dear all:
For those of you that have not yet had a chance to respond to my email below,
please let me know your availability for either of the times below b y noon
tomorrow.
- Wednesday, September 8th, morning
(9:30am-11:30am); or
- Wednesday, September 8th, afternoon (1:00pm-3:00pm).
In addition, if we could aim to have our comments on the output from the first
session by Friday, September 3rd, that would be appreciated.
Thank you!
Angela
Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-31 03:18 PM ----Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To
2010-08-27 01:40
PM

Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
douglas.culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca,
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Micheline.Vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
cc
Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Subject
BZP Session Output

Dear all:

001111

Thank you again for your taking the time to participate in the meeting
yesterday!
Please find the enclosed CBIS tool (and instructions) updated to include the
information from yesterdays session [Thanks Tim!]. As discussed yesterday,
please forward any comments you have to Tim and myself.
These will be
incorporated and considered/discussed during the next session.
Also, could you please let me know whether there are days/mornings/afternoons
you are not available between ~ednesday, Sept 8th and Friday, Sept 10th for
our second meeting.
Sincerely,
Angela
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate Healthy Environments and
Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

001112

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-31 05:13 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Questions related to contract with William

Maga~
OK. And we can move the end date for all the work to be done out when we amend the contract.
JK
Sent by blackberry
Jocelyn Kula
Manager/ Gestionnaire
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division/ Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Angela Doyle
----- Original Message ----From: Angela Doyle
Sent: 2010-08-31 04:46 PM EDT
To: Jocelyn Kula
Cc: Richard J Roberti Daniel Galarneau
Subject: Re: BZP/TFMPP - Questions related to contract with William Maga
Thank you. I will call Bill tomorrow morning and provide him with the contact names and invite him to the
meeting with TBS (outside of contract).
I was just advised that the very last date by which Vicki could accept a final, amended SOW (redlined &
clean copy) would be September 9/10.
(She also clarified that although the SOW indicates Sept 17 as the date of project completion, the contract
specifies/ends Sept 24).
In any case, I will work with Richard, Daniel and Bill Maga to further detail, this week, what the work is that
would be necessary for Bill to complete. We have a good idea about what is needed, it is just that after the
2nd meeting with TBS there may be a few more points to consider.
It seems we will need to make a decision about whether we are moving forward with proposing Bill do the
additional work in the next couple days. If we are moving forward:
1. I will ask Bill to update his proposal (Vicki will require a revised proposal with the SOW on Sept 9/10);
and
2. I will revise the SOW.
We can add last minute details to the proposal and SOW after the meeting with TBS next week (aiming for
Sept 8th), if necessary.
Sound ok?
Sincerely,
Angela

Jocelyn Kula/HC·SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-31 12:46 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Questions related to contract with William

Maga~

I will review today but like I, said, I also have comments on the workbook stuff. Re. changes to contract,
not sure what Sept 7 deadline is from or means but I will definitely want to approve the suggested
amendments/ revised SOW before we ask admin to process. One confusion I have is that it would appear
from below that Bill still doesn't know whether he can do what TB is looking for, so what does he need to
figure that out?? and reo the end date, surely if we are only amending contract on Sep 7, an end date of
Sep 17 is not realistic??
reo contact names, you should just go ahead, and pass on ...
JK

Jocelyn Kula
Manager/ Gestionnaire
001113

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division/ Division des politiques et affaires reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-31 09:05 AM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZPITFMPP - Questions related to contract with William
Maga

Daniel and/or Richard:
1. I would like to contact Doug (RCMP), Collin (HPFB Inspectorate), and Micheline (CBSA) to find out
whether their names could be put forward as contacts for interviews/enquiries to be done by the
consultant? The type of information the consultant is seeking is outlined in his Phase One DRAFT
workplan, below. [see e-mail from Bill below rec'd this morning]
2. I am thinking of inviting the consultant to the second CBA meeting. Is it acceptable to invite him outsice
of his contract? [I don't think his attendance needs to be part of the contract (paid time), but he asked if
he could attend. He may be interested in seeing how we are gathering information for the CBA and we
may find it useful that he is there as his work and the CBA are linked.]
3. The consultant's revised DRAFT work plans are enclosed and include comments I am aware of to date.
If you have further comment at this time, please let me know.
To finalize the workplans, I believe we should wait until the next meeting with TBS is complete, before
providing our final comments. So long as I can still revise the SOW in sufficient time (must be finalized cy_
Friday, Sept17/2010).
.. --- .
.. .
_.
..
..
And since this work should be done anyway, it may be best
to see if Bill can do the work.)

Sincerely,
Angela

Angela:
Thanks for your quick response. I would like to emphasize the need for an extension of the
contract, especially in light of the new TBS requirements that we discussed on August 12. In
addition, access to your contacts in the Inspectorate, the RCMP and CBSA are critical to
advancing the project. Thier input will be especially valuable in establishing a methodology to
estimate the size of the market that will satisfy TBS. I look forward to obtaining those contacts
as soon as possible so that I might set up interviews with them.
You should note that I will be travelling to Toronto next Thursday, Friday adn Saturday to
explore the retail situation there.
Thanks
Bill

001114

2010-09-01

Dear Bill,
Further to our telephone conversation this afternoon, below is a brief description of the
information that would, ideally, be obtainable/estimated from the market analysis (Note
that the complete information that would be beneficial will become clearer once the CostBenefit Identification Sessions (CBIS) process is completed).
Ideally, as a starting point, the 10 year projections would look something like the
attached table [see Excel spreadsheet enclosed in this e-mail]. There may be more
inforrnation available that would be useful or which could be used to estimate these
values. There is likely some good information available by examining what has
happened in other jurisdictions such as New-Zealand or by examining patterns of
usage of other drugs in terms of introduction, adoption and eventually replacement.
There would be two projections needed:
1. one "vith BZP and TFMPP being listed as illicit (the regulatory scenario); and
2. one without (the non-regulatory scenario).

As discussed, I would like to know:
1. if obtaining this infonnation is feasible, i.e., is it possible to obtain sufficient
infonllation to provide meaningful estimates for such areas as indicated in the
enclosed Excel spreadsheet; or
2. ifnot, the difference between what is being asked and that which could be reasonably
estimated; and
3. the impact on the original Project Proposal, e.g., the length of time that would be
required to produce this information.
I hope this makes sense. Please call me should you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Angela
Regulatory Project Officer
Regulatory Policy Division

001115
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To "Doug Culver" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>

2010-09-01 09:00 AM

cc
bcc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC; Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: Fw: BZP - 2nd meeting date proposed - Wed, Sept. 8th

@J
Dear Doug:
It is our hope that this second meeting will be the last meeting needed to complete the Cost-Benefit
Identification process. As your feedback and input is important, please feel free to provide your comments
concerning the excel workbook notes that were provided to you. In addition, I may contact you (likely via
email) with some questions in this regard.
In addition, I wanted to let you know that we are working with a contractor, William Maga, who is doing
some initial work concerning a market analysis for BZP and TFMPP. I will be providing your name to him
and he may contact you for information to assist him with this analysis.
Thank you for your time Doug and should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Angela
613-954-6792
"Doug Culver" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
"Doug Culver"
<Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.g
c.ca>

To "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc

2010-09-01 07:47 AM

Subject Re: Fw: BZP - 2nd meeting date proposed - Wed, Sept. 8th

Dear Angela,
regret I was unable to attend last week and have court commitments next week
in Toronto.

I

I am very interested in joining this group soon, sorry.
Doug
»> Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> 8/31/2010 3:48 PM »>
Dear all:
For those of you that have not yet had a chance to respond to my email
below, please let me know your availability for either of the times below b
y noon tomorrow.
- Wednesday, September 8th, morning
(9:30am-11:30am); or
- Wednesday, September 8th, afternoon (1:00pm-3:00pm).
In addition, if we could aim to have our comments on the output from the
first session by Friday, September 3rd, that would be appreciated.

001117

Thank you!
Angela

Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-31 03:18 PM ----Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To
2010-08-27 01:40
PM

Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
douglas.culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca,
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Micheline.Vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
cc
Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Subject
BZP Session Output

Dear all:
Thank you again for your taking the time to participate in the meeting
yesterday!
Please find the enclosed CBIS tool (and instructions) updated to include
the information from yesterdays session [Thanks Tim!]. As discussed
yesterday, please forward any comments you have to Tim and myself. These
will be incorporated and considered/discussed during the next session.
Also, could you please let me know whether there are
days/mornings/afternoons you are not available between Wednesday, Sept 8th
and Friday, Sept 10th for our second meeting.
Sincerely,
Angela
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

001118

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To "Vanier, Micheline" <Micheline.Vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca>

2010-09-01 09:12 AM

cc

bcc
Subject RE: BZPITFMPP - a heads up~

Bonjour Micheline:
I wanted to let you know that we are working with a contractor, William Maga, Maga Policy Consultants
Ltd., who is doing some initial work concerning a market analysis for BZP and TFMPP. I will be providing
your name to him and he may contact you for information to assist him with this analysis.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Angela

"Vanier, Micheline" <MicheJine.Vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca>

a. '.··.·,..r·.
.··.·

VI

"Vanier, Micheline"
<Micheline.Vanier@cbsa-asfc
.gc.ca>

2010-08-31 03:57 PM

To 'Angela Doyle' <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
Subject RE: BZP - 2nd meeting date proposed - Wed, Sept. 8th

Bonjour Angela,
I am available all day on the 8th.
Micheline Vanier, M.Sc.
Manager -Customs Analysis Section I Gestionnaire - Section d'analyse des
douanes
Science and Engineering Directorate I Direction des sciences et de
l'ingenierie
79 Bentley Ave I 79 avenue Bentley
Ottawa, Ontario
K2E 6T7
Information, Science and Technology Branch I Direction generale de
1 'information, des sciences et de la technologie
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) I Agence des services frontaliers du
Canada (ASFC)
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
Telephone I Telephone 613-954-3985
Facsimilie I T§l§copieur 613-952-7825
Teletypewriter I Teleimprimeur 1-866-335-3237
Micheline.vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, August 31, 2010 3:48 PM
To: Collin Pintoj Daniel Galarneau; douglas.culver@rcmp-grc.gc.caj Hanan
Abramovici; Vanier, Micheline; Richard J Robert

001119

5.19(1)

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To WILLIAM MAGA·

2010-09-01 01:17 PM

cc Catherine Macmillan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Meeting Invite - Sept 8th

Please consider this the formal invite.
This is to confirm that the meeting, i.e., Cost-Benefit Identification Session, concerning BZP and TFMPP
will take place on Wednesday, September 8th,
9:30am-11:30am at 123 Slater Street in Room
A305 (across from the elevators on 3rd floor).
Sincerely,
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-01 01 :14 PM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-0110:46 AM

To WILLIAM MAGA·
cc Catherine Macmillan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Fw: Latest Versions of Work Plan and Addendum

Bill:
It's great you can make it. I am going to send a formal invite later this afternoon, likely for the morning (I
just need to hear from one person). If you do not receive it, please let me know.
An alternate person you may contact when you arrive is Catherine Macmillan. I have cc'd her on this
e-mail. Her telephone number is 613-960-6069.
Sincerely,
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-01 10:32 AM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-0110:08 AM

To WILLIAM MAGA·
cc
Subject Fw: Latest Versions of Work Plan and Addendum

Dear Bill:
As per the v-mail I left you this morning, please find the contact information below.
In addition, please advise whether you will participate in the Cost-Benefit Identification Session, which I
am trying to arrange for Wednesday, Sept. 8, 9:30am-11 :30am or 1:00pm-3:00pm. As stated in my v-mail,
you had asked about attending this session and you are welcome to attend, however, please note that this
would involve time outside of the contract.

001120
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Please let me know should you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Angela

Sgt. Doug Culver,
National Coordinator
Synthetic Drug Operations, Drugs and Organized Crime
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
email: Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Micheline Vanier
Manager - Customs Analysis Section
Science and Engineering Directorate
Information, Science and Technology Branch
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
Government of Canada
Telephone: 613-954-3985
e-mail: Micheline.vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
Collin Pinto
Drug Investigations Specialist
Inspectorate Ottawa
Health Products and Food Branch (HPFB) Inspectorate
Health Canada
Telephone: 613-946-0418
e-mail: collin.pinto@hc-sc.gc.ca

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-01 08:50 AM -----

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-31 09:29 AM

To WILLIAM MAGA·
cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: Latest Versions of Work Plan and Addendum8]

Dear Bill:
We will provide you with a response to your e-mail.below.this week.
As I believe Elizabeth may have discussed with you, our plan is to set up an introduction, as required,
prior to you contacting people to be consulted. Also, I would just like to clarify that no work should be
done on the part concerning the 10 year projection until/unless there is an agreement in place.
Thank you for your update concerning your visit to Toronto (Sept 9-11) to explore the retail situation there.
Thank you,
Angela

001121
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-01 03:07 PM

To WILLIAM MAGA <,

cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Questions re: addendum

Dear Bill:
Further to our earlier conversation, please find the enclosed documents.
It would be appreciated if you were able to provide a response tomorrow, however, please let me know if
this is not possible. If you would like to discuss it by phone, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Angela
613-954-6792

Requirments for 10 year projection_Sept 1·1010.doc

001122

2010-09-01
Dear Bill,
Further to our telephone conversation this afternoon, below is a brief description of the
information that would, ideally, be obtainable/estimated from the market analysis (Note
that the complete information that would be beneficial will become clearer once the CostBenefit Identification Sessions (CBIS) process is completed).
Ideally, as a starting point, the 10 year projections would look something like the
attached table [see Excel spreadsheet enclosed in this e-mail]. There may be more
information available that would be useful or which could be used to estimate these
values. There is likely some good information available by examining what has
happened in other jurisdictions such as New-Zealand or by examining patterns of
usage of other drugs in terms of introduction, adoption and eventually replacement.
There would be two projections needed:
1. one with BZP and TFMPP being listed as illicit (the regulatory scenario); and
2. one without (the non-regulatory scenario).

As discussed, I would like to know:
1. if obtaining this information is feasible, i.e., is it possible to obtain sufficient
information to provide meaningful estimates for such areas as indicated in the
enclosed Excel spreadsheet; or
2. if not, the difference between what is being asked and that which could be reasonably
estimated; and
3. the impact on the original Project Proposal, e.g., the length of time that would be
required to produce this information.
I hope this Inakes sense. Please call me should you have any questions.

Sincerely,
Angela
Regulatory Proj ect Officer
Regulatory Policy Division

001123

IIV
Yea'
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

DOSES PER Consumer

W4h Requlallon

.. A user IS somebody who takes BZPfTFMPP for recreational purposes as a substitute or compliment for other IUeQal substances
.. A consumer is somebody lNho takes BZPITFMPP because it is marketed for non-recreational uses (diet pills) or they believe It to be a JeQal substance

001124

Richard J
RoberVHC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-0202:29 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
bcc
Subject Re: Fw: BZPITFMPP - Amending contract dateC]

Yes.

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-0202:27 PM

To Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Fw: BZPITFMPP - Amending contract date

ok to send this to Jocelyn for comment?

Bonjour Johanne:
I am writing to request an amendment to the end date of the contract pertaining to William E. Maga, Maga
Policy Consultants Ltd. from September 24,2010 to October 29,2010.
As per the current Project Proposal and Statement of Work, the contractor is responsible for conducting a
series of interviews with experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field to gain better insight on the
BZPITFMPP market (e.g. pricing, availability) in Canada. This extension is being requested as more time
is necessary to arrange the logistics for these interviews.
Please note that at this time, there is no change in the scope of the work or in the estimated maximum
contract value. Therefore, as discussed, the SOW and Project Proposal have not been revised.
Please let me know if you have any questions or require further information.
Sincerely,
Angela

613-954-6792

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-02 02:09 PM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-02 02:00 PM

To Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA
cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZPITFMPP - Amending contract date

Richard:

001125

As discussed, I spoke with Johanne Paquette and she agrees that since we need to extend the date of the
current contract (to end of October), we can do that first by sending her a rationale. Then, if we need to
propose a change in scope, etc., we can do so at a later date. This is great, as I am realizing we really
require more time to properly assess if and how the scope of the contract should be amended (concerning
the 10 year projection).
Below is the rationale. Please let me know if you feel we need to add anything to the rationale prior to
sending it to Jocelyn for approval.
It would be ideal to send this to Johanne as soon as possible, but the last date by which we could send
this is September 10, 2010.
Sincerely,
Angela
Original SOW (no change)
Original Project Proposal (no change)

BZPTFMPP Proposal 22010-07-22.doc

Bonjour Johanne:
I am writing to request an amendment to the date of the contract for William E. Maga, Maga Policy
Consultants Ltd. from September 24,2010 to October 29,2010. The rationale is that more time is
necessary to appropriately arrange and conduct the series of interviews with groups such as the RCMP,
etc.
Please note that at this time, there is no change in the scope of the work or in the estimated maximum
contract value. Therefore, as discussed, the SOW and Project Proposal have not been revised.
Please let me know if you have any questions or require further information.
Sincerely,
Angela
613-954-6792
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-09-0301:17 PM

cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Fw: BZPITFMPP- Request to extend contract as first step

Daniel:
As per your request, I am redirecting my question to you in Jocelyn's absence.
Thank you,
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-03 01 :16 PM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-0202:47 PM

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZPITFMPP- Request to extend contract as first step

Jocelyn:
Since we need to extend the date of the current contract (to end of October as confirmed with Bill), J have
drafted the rationale to send to JohanneNicki for your approval and/or comment.
Then, if we need to propose a change in scope, etc., we can do so at a later date.
Sincerely,
Angela

Bonjour Johanne:
I am writing to request an amendment to the end date of the contract pertaining to William E. Maga, Maga
Policy Consultants Ltd. from September 24, 2010 to October 29, 2010.
As per the current Project Proposal and Statement of Work, the contractor is responsible for conducting a
series of interviews with experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field to gain better insight on the
BZPITFMPP market (e.g. pricing, availability) in Canada. This extension is being requested as more time
is necessary to arrange the logistics for these interviews.
Please note that at this time, there is no change in the scope of the work or in the estimated maximum
contract value. Therefore, as discussed, the SOW and Project Proposal have not been revised.
Please let me know if you have any questions or require further information.
Sincerely,
Angela
613-954-6792

001133

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-0607:14 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP- Request to extend contract as first step@E}

Thanks but rule number one in GoC contracting is you only amend contracts when you really really need
to. and you don't amend them any more than you need to. As I don't see why we won't know how much
more it is going to cost! how the SOW has to change before we have to change the end date to
accommodate not only the current interviews that are taking longer than planned but also the newer work
to fit in with the CBA (in fact, I thought you had already received input from Bill on this), I say we don't
waste BIAD's time doing an end date amendment now, but rather wait and do all the amendments at once.

Pis arrange a meeting to discuss further if needed.
Jocelyn
PS As you are going to be "managing" this contract and potentially others, it might be a good idea if you
did the HC Learning Centre courses on contracting (if you have not already done them). The first one is
called The Acquisition of Goods and Services and there are also courses on How to Write an SOW and
How to Write an RFP. Dry stuff but nonetheless important. Richard, you may also want to include in your
learning plan .....

Jocelyn Kula
Manager/ Gestionnaire
Regulatory Policy Division/ Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-02 02:47PM

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
Robert/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZP/TFMPP- Request to extend contract as first step

Jocelyn:
Since we need to extend the date of the current contract (to end of October as confirmed with Bill), I have
drafted the rationale to send to Johanne/Vicki for your approval and/or comment.
Then, if we need to propose a change in scope, etc., we can do so at a later date.
S'ncerely,
Angela

Bonjour Johanne:
I am writing to request an amendmentto the end date of the contract pertaining to William E. Maga, Maga
Policy Consultants Ltd. from September 24, 2010 to October 29, 2010.
As per the current Project Proposal and Statement of Work, the contractor is responsible for conducting a
series of interviews with experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field to gain better insight on the
BZP/TFMPP market (e.g. pricing, availability) in Canada. This extension is being requested as more time
is necessary to arrange the logistics for these interviews.
Please note that at this time, there is no change in the scope of the work or in the estimated maximum
contract value. Therefore, as discussed, the SOW and Project Proposal have not been revised.
Please let me know if you have any questions or require further information.
Sincerely,
001134

Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-09-07 02:28 PM

cc Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates~

History:

~

This message has been replied to.

Angela,
Even a few days before then to give us enough time to prepare all the documentation and if we run into
any problems with contract we will have enough time to make sure everything is in place by the 24th.
Thank you
Vicki Rollin
Finance and Contracts Officer I Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division I Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controles
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directoratel Direction des substances controles et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater St. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 1B9
Tel. I Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Emergency Drug Destruction (Section 29) & Emergency Destruction Invoices Fax I Destruction Urgente
de Drogue (Section 29) & Factures de Destruction Urgente Telecopieur : 613-941-4760
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-07 02:06 PM

To Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates~

Hi Vicki:
I really appreCiated Johanne's advice. At this point, it could go either way.
Jocelyn and I spoke and if we can manage to provide you with only one amendment that includes all
changes, we will. Otherwise, it will be only the date for the existing work that will change at this time, in
which case I will ask the supplier to send us an e-mail indicating that he agrees to the new date.
I will know more tomorrow afternoon. My understanding is that regardless of which way we go, you would
need the information by COB September 10th. (10 working days before Sept 24th.).
Angela

Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA

001135

Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-07 01 :40 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Johanne PaqueUe/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re datesQ)

Angela,
After my conversation with Johanne this morning I was inform that there will be no amendment to the
SOW for now, but you would like to extend the end date. I would require an e-mail from the supplier
agreeing on the new end date to process the amendment.
Thank you
Vicki Rollin
Finance and Contracts Officer I Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division I Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controles
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directoratel Direction des substances controles et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater St. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 1B9
Tel. I Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Emergency Drug Destruction (Section 29) & Emergency Destruction Invoices Fax I Destruction Urgente
de Drogue (Section 29) & Factures de Destruction Urgente Telecopieur: 613-941-4760
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-31 02:43 PM

To Vicki Ro"in/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Johanne PaqueUe/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates Ell

Thank you for your quick response!
Thanks also for clarifying that the end date of the contract is September 24th (that it is different than the
date on the SOW by which all of the deliverables need to be met September 17th).
It would be helpful if you could provide me with the latest date by which you could receive an amended
SOW. The reason I ask is that it would be helpful for us to finalize the any amendment after we know the
outcomes of a meeting I am holding mid to late next week.
Also, do you require the revised proposal from the contractor up-front with the SOW or after the contract
department reviews the SOW?
Sincerely,
Angela

001136

Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-31 02:16 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Johanne
Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates~

Angela,
As per our conversation last week the sooner I get the revised SOW the better it is. I am afraid September
17 is too close to the end date of this contract since the end date is Sept. 24th. As soon as I get the new
proposal I will send it to our contract department for review and they will advise me on the next step. I
know for sure that if a new SOW is done, a new proposal will be required from the contractor.
Also note that the contract cannot exceed 25K including HST.
If you have any questions come see me. I will not be there for the rest of the week but I will be back on
Tuesday. If you have any questions or concern Johanne can help you.
Thank you
Vicki Rollin
Finance and Contracts Officer I Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division I Division des affaires, de I'informatipn et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances contr61es
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directoratel Direction des substances contr6lt3s et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater St. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 189
Tel. I Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Emergency Drug Destruction (Section 29) & Emergency Destruction Invoices Fax / Destruction Urgente
de Drogue (Section 29) & Factures de Destruction Urgente Telecopieur: 613-941-4760
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-08-31 02:03 PM

cc
Subject BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates

Hi Vicki:
Just to be clear, can you confirm the timeline for documentation that you will need from me, if we need to
amend the contract for William Maga?
1. SOW - a redlined and clean version to you by September 17th, which has been reviewed and approved
by Jocelyn Kula?

001137
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WILLIAM MAGA

2010-09-07 03:50 PM

To Collin Pinto <collin.pinto@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca
bcc
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP

Collin, thank you for responding. I'm afaid that I will not be available on Thursday as I am going to
Toronto to look at the BZP/TFMPP retail situation there. The next week in not much better as I am
from Wednesday on. Do you have some time Monday or Tuesday?
Inclusion of the regional drug inspectors would likely be a great help.
Thanks
Bill
--- On Tue, 9/7/10, Collin Pinto <collin.pinto@hc-sc.gc.ca> wrote:
From: Collin Pinto <collin.pinto@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject: Re: BZP/TFMPP
To: "Bill Maga"
Date: Tuesday, September 7,2010,6:32 PM
<

Hi Bill
I was out of the office on Friday. My apologies for not responding sooner.
I should have some time for a short meeting on Thursday afternoon - 2pm ? We
can discuss briefly what you have planned/in mind and decide whether it may
be useful to you if I include in a further discussion a few regional drug
Inspectors who have been involved in files related to BZP/TFMPP so that
they may provide you with their experiences with retail sales.
Thanks,
Collin
Collin Pinto
Drug Invcstigation Specialist I Sp6cialiste d'enquete des medicaments
Drug Compliance Verification and Investigation Unit I Unite d'enquete et
verification de conformite des drogues
Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (HPFBI) I Inspectorat de la
Direction generale des produits de sante et des aliments (DGPSA)
Health Canada I Sante Canada
250 Lanark Avenue, Ottawa, ON, KIA OK9

001138
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Tel: (613) 946-0418 I Fax: (613) 946-5636
E-mail ICourriel:collinpinto@hc-sc.gc.ca

"Bill Maga"
To
<collin.pinto@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-09-03 04:42
cc
PM
Subject
BZP/TFMPP

Collin:
I am the health policy analyst doing the market analysis as part of the
infonnation required to place BZP/TFMPP on a schedule under the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act. I suspect that we will meet on Wednesday the 8th
at the meeting at Health Canada but just in case, I wanted to make contact
and perhaps find a time when we could meet to discuss how I might conduct
this study - infonnationldata are going to be a challenge.
I am going to Toronto on the 10th and 11 th to do some exploratory work on
retail availability of these drugs and am out of town from Wednesday to
Friday the next week but if you could suggest a time that is convenient for
you, I'll do my best to oblige.
Thanks
Bill

William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.

001139
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32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K lW2
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<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.
ca>
2010-09-07 04:32 PM

To <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
bec
Subject RE: BZP - Question

Thanks.

See you tomorrow.

Tim.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: September 7, 2010 3:52 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Cc: Richard J Roberti Daniel Galarneau
Subject: RE: BZP - Question
Hi Tim:
I have enclosed a document that contains some initial thoughts and
comments.
I have not incorporated it into the excel sheet and not sure if i should
just print a copy and I can raise the points as we discuss it in the
meeting.
For the baseline description I have included two options in the document:
one description was built from the original text in the excel workbook and
is based on information contained in the IAS; and the other is the issue
section from the TRIAGE (statements we know OCS has reviewed and approved) .
Some of this I have not had a chance to run by the group here
(Daniel/Richard/Jocelyn), therefore, please note that there will be further
review required.
Sincerely,
Angela
(See attached file: CBIS Basecase and Regulatory Description_CLEAN.wpd)

001148

<Timothy.Folkins@
tbs-sct.gc.ca>
To
2010-09-07 02:02
PM

<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
Subject
RE: BZP - Question

OK,
We should be able to take a few minutes after our session to review and
discuss.
Tim.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada KIA OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: September 7, 2010 11:08 AM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Subject: Fw: BZP - Question
Good morning Timothy:
1. We are still working on the comments and I
they are done (probably mid-late aft) .

will notify/call you when

2.
I was told that if I amend the contract, re: the market analysis, I
need to have that done and submitted by end of week.
That means I would need to complete it on Wednesday aft/Thursday.
I appreciate and need your continued help with this and
-- I am wondering if you can make time to stay after the meeting with the
contractor and myself to discuss this; and
-- if it makes sense to move forward in amending the contract and we do so,

001149

I will be revising the SOW & he will need to revise his proposal and I will
send these to you for review to make sure we have captured everything.
Hope you enjoyed the long weekend!
Sincerely,
Angela

Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-07 10:57 AM ----Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To
2010-09-03 03:22
PM

<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
cc
Subject
RE: BZP Session Output (Document
link: Angela Doyle)

I'll just give him a break down/points about what we'll be discussing based
on the workbook instead.
Angela

<Timothy.Folkins@
tbs-sct.gc.ca>
To
2010-09-03 03:19
PM

<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
Subject
RE: BZP Session Output

Well, it's not a copyrighted methodology or anything so it is probably
alright to share.

001150

Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: September 3, 2010 3:03 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Subject: Fw: BZP Session Output
Quick question ... can I share the meeting description template with the
consultant? He is going to come to Wed's meeting.
Angela

Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-03 03:02 PM ----<Timothy.Folkins@
tbs-sct.gc.ca>
To
2010-09-03 02:16
PM

<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
Subject
RE: BZP Session Output

No problem.

I probably wouldn't get to them until Tuesday regardless.

Bonne Week-End!
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothv.folkins@tbs-sct.oc.ca
Teleph~ne I Telephone 613-947-9483

001151

BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-913-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
sent: September 3, 2010 2:16 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Subject: RE: BZP Session Output
Tim,
I don't think that I will have the comments to you by end of day, but
rather on Tuesday.
I just wanted to let you know, as I was hoping they
would be complete today. Also, so far I have only received comments from
Hanan.
I hope you have a great long weekend,
Angela

<Timothy.Folkins@
tbs-sct.gc.ca>
To
2010-09-03 08:54

<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc

AM

Subject
RE: BZP Session Output

Much appreciated.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: September 3, 2010 8:54 AM
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To: Folkins, Timothy
Subject: Fw: BZP Session Output
Timothy:
I'll look at these and see if I can collate comments with mine.
Angela
Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-03 08:51 AM ----Hanan
Abramovici/HC-SC/
GC/CA

To
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-09-02 05:12
PM

cc
Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Subject
Re: BZP Session Output (Document
link: Angela Doyle)

Hi,
Here are my comments.
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For the stakeholders sheet:
For law enforcement agencies: RCMP, CBSA, local and provincial police
services
For users: People who consume the products with full knowledge of the
impacts in terms of recreational use. My comment here would be that users
may not be aware of the full impact of these drugs even in the recreational
context because the effects of the drugs may be unpredictable and because
they may be duped into thinking that the pills only contain BZP and/or
TFMPP when in fact the pills may contain other drugs. Maybe we should
rephrase it to: "People who consume the products with the knowledge that
they may be exposing themselves to certain risks in the context of
recreational drug use".
For consumers: People who consume the product assuming it is for
non-recreational purposes or are unaware that products being consumed
contain BZP and-or TFMPP.
For researchers: Researchers who may be investigating the scientific and/or
medical uses or effects of BZP and/or TFMPP
For health care providers: Institutions and/or personnel that provide
health care within Canada.
That's all I have for now.
Thanks,
Hanan

Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To
2010-08-27 01:40

PM

Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
douglas.culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca,
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Micheline.Vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
cc
Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Subject
BZP Session Output
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WILLIAM MAGA

To Doug Culver <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
cc angela .doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca

2010-09-07 03:55 PM

bcc
Subject Re: BZPfTFMPP

Doug, thanks for getting back to me. Beginning of next week might work well. Perhaps we could
have an initial discussion by phone. I'm particularly interested in the Drug Price List and how the
RCMP might estimate the size of an illicit drug market.
Bill
--- On Tue, 9/7/10, Doug Culver <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca> wrote:
From: Doug Culver <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Subject: Re: BZP/TFMPP
To: "Bill Maga" ·
Date: Tuesday, September 7,2010,11:30 AM
Bill,
I am out of the office from the 8th - the morning of the 13th. Early next week is best.

Doug

»> "Bill Maga"
Doug:

. 9/3/2010 4:39 PM »>

I am the health policy analyst doing the market analysis as part of the information required to place
BZP/TFMPP on a schedule under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act. I suspect that we will
meet on Wednesday the 8th at the meeting at Health Canada but just in case, I wanted to make
contact and perhaps find a time when we could meet to discuss how I might conduct this study information/data are going to be a challenge.

I am going to Toronto on the 10th and 11th to do some exploratory work on retail availability of
these drugs and am out of town from Wednesday to Friday the next week but if you could suggest a
time that is convenient for you, I'll do my best to oblige.

Thanks
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Bill
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K lW2
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-09-0801 :29 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: BZPfTFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates~

Ok thank you!
Angela

Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-08 01 :28 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPfTFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates~

Angela,
There;s no need to make the changes on the SOW and proposal only an e-mail from the consultant is
sufficient enough.
Thank you
Vicki Rollin
Finance and Contracts Officer / Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division / Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled SUDstances I Bureau des substances controh§s
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate/ Direction des substances controles et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater St. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 1B9
Tel. / Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax / TelE~copieur: 613-946-4224
Emergency Drug Destruction (Section 29) & Emergency Destruction Invoices Fax I Destruction Urgente
de Drogue (Section 29) & Factures de Destruction Urgente Telecopieur: 613-941-4760
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-0801 :26 PM

To Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Re: BZPfTFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates~

Hi Vicki:
This is a heads up that I will be requesting only a change in the date at this time.

001164

I will send you the confirmation e-mail that I receive fiOm Bill. I will also amend the date on the SO'vV and
Proposal and forward that to you.
Sincerely,
Angela
Regulatory Project Officer
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-07 02:28 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re datesE¥l

Angela,
Even a few days before then to give us enough time to prepare all the documentation and if we run into
any problems with contract we will have enough time to make sure everything is in place by the 24th.
Thank you
Vicki Rollin
Finance and Contracts Officer I Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division I Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances contr61es
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directoratel Direction des substances contr61es et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater St. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 1 B9
Tel. I Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Emergency Drug Destruction (Section 29) & Emergency Destruction Invoices Fax I Destruction Urgente
de Drogue (Section 29) & Factures de Destruction Urgente Telecopieur: 613-941-4760
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-07 02:06 PM

To Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: BZPITFMPP - Amending SOW - question re dates[]
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-09-08 02:27 PM

cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Re:

- contact?81

Great thanks Daniel. I believe he leaves Ottawa tomorrow night to head to TO to start his visits there.
Angela

Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA
Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-09-08 02:22 PM

cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re:

- contact?S]

So hold off for now, I have left a message with Chantal and I am waiting for her to call me back.

Head, Regulatory Affairs Section - Chef, Section de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances controIees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances contrOlees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de la Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-0801 :16 PM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject

- contact?
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I checked the drive for information saved by Elizabeth and it appears that I

Also, could you please provide me with a contact name?
Thanks,
Angela
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Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GCICA
2010-09-0902:10 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Hanan
Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
bcc
Subject

Hi Angela, Hanan
As discussed, here is the info. I had previously shared with Jocelyn reo sales values for BZP.
Angela, you may wish to review and determine whether appropriate for/helpful to Bill's work.
Best,
Collin
----- Forwarded by Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-09 02:07 PM ----Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GCICA
2010-07-1303:31 PM

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
cc Jean Saint Pierre/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject

Hi Jocelyn
I realize from the most recent ROD that this info had never made its way over to you. I worked on these
values some time ago.

I hope you find this information useful.
Collin

POTENTIAL MARKETS for BZP
A. BZP sold as MDMA or "party" drug
Pursuant to Health Canada's publicly available "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including
Natural Health Products Into Canada" (POL-0019), Canadians can import up to three months supply of
drugs (unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use.
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5.23

Date:

September 9,2010 - DRAFT

To:

Health Canada Legal Services/Christine Evans (?), Legal Counsel

From:

Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled Substances,
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate, Health Canada

Subject:
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-09-0908:46 AM

cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc

Subject site visits - need to speak with you when you get in j.,.~t.
Daniel:

Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Ooyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-0908:44 AM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To "Bill Maga"

2010-09-09 08:36 AM

cc "Daniel Galarneau" <OanieI,Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject Re: site visits!]

Bill:
I need to clarify this and we will get back to you. Also, in case we require this information, can you clarify
any difference in the types of questions protocol you would be asking (protocol) at these places vs. those
you provided to us (below)?
Sincerely,
Angela

Questionnaire for Site Visits
Availability:

Is this product readily available to you as a retailer?
Is the availability continual, that is, perhaps only infrequent interruptions in supply?
Do you know of other sources of this product besides retail, e.g. internet or street?
How has its availability changed over time?

Distribution:
Do you know if this product is produced in Canada? If so, how many distributors are there?
If it is imported, do you know how it gets to this Inarket? If so, how many importers are there?

Price:
In what units is the drug sold, e.g. individual pills, packages, bulk powder? What are the prices
of those units?

Promotion:
Do you pr01110te the sale of this product or have you seen or been the target of promotional
activities related to this product?

"Bill Maga"
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"Bill Maga"
To "Daniel Galarneau" <DanieI.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-09-0805:32 PM

cc "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Richard J
Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject Re:

Thanks Daniel, I understand. But can I keep the meetings that I have set up
with experts or do I not go to Toronto at all?
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
----- Original Message ----From: "Daniel Galarneau" <Daniel.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To: "WILLIAM MAGA"
Cc: "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>; "Richard J Robert"
<richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Sent: WednesdaYI September 08 1 2010 4:39 PM
Subject: Re:

>
>

Billl

> I have been in touch with our
and we will have to get a
> formal review of the protocol you provided before we can let you ask
> questions to individuals.
>
>
>
>

> Thanks
>

> Daniel Galarneau
Regulatory Affairs Section - Chef l Section de la reglementation
> Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances controlees
> Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances
> controlees et de la lutte au tabagisme
> Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de
> la
> Sante Environnementale et de la Securite des Consommateurs
> Head l

> Tel:
> Fax:

(613)
( 6 1 3)

946-6521
94 6 - 4 2 2 4

>

>
>

>

WILLIAM MAGA

>

To

>
>

>
>

2010-09-08 04:32
PM

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

Angela Doyle
<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
Daniel Galarneau
<Daniel.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>1
Richard J Robert
<richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject
Re:

>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> Angela/Richard/Daniel:
>
>
>

Can I proceed with the Toronto trip and conduct the meetings I have set up
with Toronto Public Healht Queen Street Youth Centre and staff at CAMH.
l
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> I will get at last some appreciaiton of what is happening in Toronto.
>

> Please respond ASAP.
>

> --- On Wed,

9/8/10, Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> wrote:

>

>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject: Re:
To: "WILLIAM MAGA" .
Cc: "Daniel Galarneau" <Daniel.Galarneau@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<richard.j .robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Date: Wednesday, September 8, 2010, 8:18 PM

"Richard J Robert"

>
>

>

Dear Bill:

>

>
>

As per my v-mail of this afternoon, please do not proceed with the site
visits at this time.

>

>
>

Thank you,
Angela

>
>
>
>

Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-08 03:52 PM ----WILLIAM MAGA

>

>
>
>
>

To

>

Angela Doyle

>
>

2010-09-08 01:45

>
>
>

<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>

PM
cc

>
>

>
>

Subject
Re: confirmation of date requested

>

>
>

>
>
>

>
>

>
>
>
>

>

Yes, I agree with the extension of the contract to November I, 2010.

>
>

>

Thanks

>
>

>

Bill

>
>

>

PS: please confirm receipt of email.

>

>

>

--- On Wed,

9/8/10, Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> wrote:

>

>

>

From: Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>

>

>

Subject: confirmation of date requested

>

>

To: "WILLIAM MAGA"

<

>

>

Date: Wednesday, September 8, 2010, 5:23 PM

>
>
>

>

Dear Bill:

>

>

>

As discussed during our meeting this morning, please provide
001182

>
>

>
>
>
>

confirmation,
via e-mail, of your agreement to meet the end date of November I, 2010,
for

>

>
>
>
>

the existing contract.
Sincerely,

>

>

Angela

>
>
>

>
>

Regulatory Project Officer

>

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division

>
>

Office of Controlled Substances

>
>

Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate

>
>

Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

>

>
>

Tel.: 613-954-6792

>
>

>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-09-0903:38 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: Possible RCMP contact[iJ

Thanks Collin! I am not sure if I am permitted to contact him as I have Doug as a contact, but I will at least
keep this for reference.
Angela
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-0902:19 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Possible RCMP contact

Hi Angela
I mispoke at yesterday's meeting. Cpl. Conohan of the RCMP appears to be a police expert in ecstasy and
methamphetamine, not BZP as I had stated. Have a look at the excerpt below from an e-mail sent from
Cpl. Conohan to one of our Inspectors in Atlantic region last year. He may be worth contacting for more
information.

steve.conohan@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Thanks,
Collin

Mr. Budgell,
Pursuant to our phone conversation I can confirm the following:
1) I am recognized by both the Supreme Court and Provincial Court of
Newfoundland and Labrador as a police expert in ecstasy and
methamphetamine. I am also an instructor on its manufacture at the
Canadian Police College.
2) The story that you have linked would have been the largest ecstasy
seizure in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador.
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3) In two other separate incidences here in the Province of Newfoundland
and Labrador there were seizures made by the RCMP where it was thought
that it was actually 'ecstasy but again analysis proved it was BZP.
4) In one other incident on the west coast of the Province of Newfoundland
and Labr~dor, a charge of Possession for the Purpose of Trafficking in
MDMA had to be withdrawn in court by the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary

It would appear that this is a disturbing trend and that we have to be
proactive in our attempts to have the piperazines scheduled including BZP,
TFMPP and the others. In addition to the harmful physical effects it could
also hamper investigations into the trafficking of MDMA by tying up police
and court resources unnecessarily if an immediate analysis were not done.
It could also potentially lead to civil proceedings being initiated
against police trying to enforce the CDSA and discipline complaints.
The following would be an example of some challenges we could face. In the
event a large quantity of pills is intercepted being transported by a
person then they would likely be kept in custody, a charge laid and a
first appearance made the following morning.

I hope this helps and I wish to say thank you for checking out the sale of
those energy pills.
Kindest Regards,
Cpl. Conahan
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QUESTION PERIOD NOTE

Date:

September 10, 2009

NOTE POUR LA PERIODE DE
QUESTIONS

Classification HECS PROTECTED - SESe

PROTEGE

English:

BENZYLPIPERAZINE (BZP) AND TRIFLUOROMETHYLPHENYLPIPERAZINE
(TFMPP)
_, /
L
1_
' __ L
~"
~

vv-<-

W ~J

rv

~ 1 ~ dV\...J~'")

6w)

SYNOPSIS - SOMMAIRE
English:

Media interest in BZP and TFMPP has been focused on what these substances ~, how they are
used, and why they have not been banned in Canada yet. ThEi~Q '!JQS a spike-of ~edia interest ~lf\.L,~
, further to
' eizure of products containing BZP and trifluoromethylphenyl
~ r~
piperazine (TFMPP) m nufactured by a single company Purepillz, Inc., an action taken in
2ooG;"" '
response to the fact th these products are considered to be unapproved drugs, and were
o(
therefore not being sol in accordance with the Food and Drug Regulations.

·

ANTICIPATED QUESTION - QUESTION PREVUE
English:

Why is Health Canada moving to ban benzylpiperazine (8ZP) and
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP)?
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English:

,(

• BZP . and TFldPP Me commonly found in pills used recreationally at social events such
as raves due to their mr.oiBod stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. Scientific evidence
has shown that BZP Mel TlfPeIPP Il!ay pose serious toxicity in humans.

~

'l

~

,{

~

0Gv

• Health Canada is aware that a increased volume ofBZP..aF d TF! iPP are·
5fA? f
imported into Canada and
being marketed as a legal alternative t ecstac' and as
~ "natural" product'. In fact, t~ubstances al"e- entirely synthetic a
no scientific,
therapeutic or industrial ~

i~ Canada.

I~

V(}tV~ 4~~~

cr-

~
~

• Health Canada is concerned that ~ -substances may pose a significant risk to the
health and safety of Canadians and is currently considering adding BZP ana TF~IPR to
one ofthe5hedules to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act.

'f~L5

•

Francais:

BACKGROUND-CONTEXTE
English:

/1

c--

BZP aHa TPI (PP are derivatives of piperazine that are known to have stimulant and hallucinogenic properties.
Health Canada...f-> '1 ~

~ ~/ubstanc~QpS9:1i):;n Canada since 2004.

k ;e

There are no ap oved medical uses or known scientific or industrial uses for BZP er TP~,{W in Canada. ~
substance me t e definition of a dru as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations
requixf)
rug IdentificatIon Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in Canada. Pro ucts con aImng ZP and TFMPP are
being sold across the country on theJi!.temet and ~s despite a number of attempts by He~ Can~da to
~,-- U~
~
remove these products from the market.

~

;5 ~~~~~.ky
~~ftt!¥);4PP afe currently ~ incl ded in any of the three United Nations Dru~~ont~of Convention~
,!!2 Uif" the International Narcotics Contro Board and t World Health Organization~~ei~Z:B-aad
vz3

~

...

in one of the c nventions. A number of countries have chosen to regulate BZP an '
States, New Zealand, Australia, Belgium, and
Denmark have 11 made the decision to regul te BZP as a con lled substance while in New Zealand and
~~ J---'\.,~ YJ~
Australia, TFM is also regulated as,\ontro led substance_.
~ ""- (}'VtJ.-.}_-V \-:0 fA,
,-

~TFMPP as c trolled substances. For exam Ie, the Unit
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Health Canada is ~g whether nnB ill g~ TPI:nap should be regulated as controlled substances and added to
one of the Schedules to the CDSA. On November 22,2008, a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties was published
in Part I of the Canada Gazette requesting that stakeholders provide Health Canada with any information on~
legitimate medical or industrial uses of these substances in ~anadCf'
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Alternatel
Secondaire:
Andrew Adams
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Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
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Tel. no.lNo de tel.
613-946-0121
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Approved by/ Approuve par
Paul Glover)
Iritle!
Titre: Assistant Deputy Minister
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Tel. no.lNo. de tel.
946-6701
Mobile!
Cellulaire:

/

Mobile!
Cellulaire: 613-858-8404
v

Date Prepared/Prepare Ie :

~~

2008-11-26

v-vJjL( ~

Prepared by/Prepare par:

Jocelyn Kula

Office/Bureau :

Controlled Substances

Date Contact Signed/
Signature de Ia personne
ressource:

2008-11-26

Phone/ No de tel. :

D.G. Verification!
Verification par Ie D.E.

613-946-0125
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[;8J .Co~tact Signed - Signe

[??J D.G.Approved FApprouveD~E.

Date D.G. Verified/
Date verifie par Ie D.E. :
Programme:

r

Drug Strategy and Controlled Su

ADM Approved/ Approbation
par Ie SMA:
Branch/ Direction generale :

HECS/SESC

Department/ Ministere :

Health Canada / Sante Canada
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QUESTION PERIOD NOTE

Date:

September 10, 2009

NOTEPOURLAPtruODEDE
QUESTIONS

Classification HECS PROTECTED - SESC

PROTEGE

SUBJECT - SUJET
English:

BENZYLPIPERAZINE (8ZP)
Francais:

SYNOPSIS - SOMMAIRE
English:

Media interest in BZP and TFMPP has been focused on what these substances are, how they are
used, and why they have not been banned in Canada yet. Media interest increased in
2008/2009 further to the seizure of products containing BZP and trifluoromethylphenyl piperazine
(TFMPP) manufactured and distributed by a single company, Purepillz, Inc. This action was taken
in response to the fact that these products are considered to be unapproved drugs, and were
therefore not being sold in accordance with the Food and Drug Regulations.

ANTICIPATED QUESTION - QUESTION PREVUE
English:

Why is Health Canada moving to ban benzylpiperazine (8ZP) and
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP)?
Francais:

001190

English:

• BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used recreationally at social events such
as raves due to their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. Scientific evidence has
shown that BZP and TFMPP may pose serious toxicity in humans.
• Health Canada is aware that an increased volume of BZP and TFMPP are being
imported into Canada and are being marketed as a legal alternative to ecstacy and as a
"natural" product. In fact, these substances are entirely synthetic and have no scientific,
therapeutic or industrial value in Canada.
• Health Canada is concerned that these substances may pose a significant risk to the
health and safety of Canadians and is currently considering adding BZP and TFMPP to
one of the schedules to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act .

•

Francais:

BACKGROUND-CONTEXTE
English:

BZP and TFMPP are derivatives of piperazine that are known to have stimulant and hallucinogenic properties.
Health Canada first noted these substances appearance in Canada since 2004. Products containing BZP and
TFMPP are being sold across the country on the Internet and in specialty retail shops (head shops, sex shops, etc),
despite a number of attempts by Health Canada to remove these products from the market.
There are no approved medical uses or known scientific or industrial uses for BZP or TFMPP in Canada. As both
substances meet the definition of a drug as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations, products containing
these substances require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in Canada.
Both BZP and TFMPP are currently not included in any of the three United Nations Drug Control Conventions,
although the International Narcotics Control Board and the World Health Organization are assessing BZP and
TFMPP in order to determine if international control is warranted.
A number of countries have chosen to regulate BZP andlor TFMPP as controlled substances. For example, the
United States, New Zealand, Australia, Belgiulu, and Delllllark have all ll1ade the decision to regulate BZP as a
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controlled substance while in New Zealand and Australia, TFMPP is also regulated as controlled substances.
Health Canada is currently carrying out a scheduling assessment of BZP and TFMPP in order to determine if they
should be regulated as controlled substances and added to one of the Schedules to the CDSA. On November 22,
2008, a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties (NOl) was published in Part I of the Canada Gazette requesting that
stakeholders provide Health Canada with any information on any legitimate medical or industrial uses of these
substances in Canada. Very little response to this NOI was received. It is expected that the assessment will be
completed in late Fall 2009.

I

ATTACHMENTS I PII~CE(S).JOINTE(Sl

Contact/Personne ressource :
Jocelyn KulaIHC-SC/GC/CA
f\lternatel
Secondaire:
Diane Allen

Tel. no.lNo de tel.
613-946-0125

Approved by/ Approuve par
Paul Glover)

Mobilel
Cellulaire:
Telephonel
Telephone: 613-952-2177

rntlel
iTitre: Assistant Deputy Minister

Tel. no.lNo. de tel.
946-6701
Mobilel
Cellulaire:

Mobilel
Cellulaire:

Date Prepared/Prepare Ie :

2009-09-10

Prepared by/Prepare par:

Jocelyn Kula

Phone/ No de tel. :

Office/Bureau :

Office of Controlled Substances

Date Contact Signed/
Signature de Ia personne
ressource:
D.G. Verification/
Verification par Ie D.E.

613-946-0125

OGQntactSigned - Signe

Cathy Sabiston

Date D.G. Verified/
Date verifie par Ie D.E. :
Programme:
ADM Approved/ Approbation
par Ie SMA:

Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Paul Glover, ADM (HECS/SESC)
(946-6701)

Branch/ Direction generale :

HECS/SESC

Department/ Ministere :

Health Canada / Sante Canada
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QUESTION PERIOD NOTE

Date:

NOTE POUR LA PERIODE DE
QUESTIONS

Classification HECS PROTECTED - SESC

September 10, 2009

PROTEGE

SUBJECT - SUJET
English:

8ENZYLPIPERAZINE (8ZP) AND TRIFLUOROMETHYLPHENYLPIPERAZINE
(TFMPP)
Francais:

SYNOPSIS - SOMMAIRE
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Media interest in BZP and TF
P has been focused on what these substances a ,how they~
are
used, and why they have no een banned in Canada __ Media interest incre ed in
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2008/2009 further to the seizure of products containing BZP and trifluorometh~ henyl piperazine
(TFMPP) manufactured and distributed by a single company, Purepillz, Inc. baM·.....*.Qft!~l:fttl~
in response to the fact that these products are considered to be unapproved drugs, and were
therefore not being sold in accordance with the Food and Drug Regulations. ~~ S'

ANTICIPATED QUESTION - QUESTION PREVUE
English:

Why is Health Canada moving to ban benzylpiperazine (8ZP) and
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP)?
Francais:
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Health Canada is concerned that these substance may pose a sitnificant risk to the .
health and safety of Canadians and is currently nsidering adding BZP and TFMPP to
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BZP and TFMPP are deriv ives of piperazine that are known to have stimulant and hallucinogenic properties.
Health Canada first noted hese substances ap~81!Qi'ilRee in Canada since 2004. Products containing BZP and
TFMPP are being sold across the country on the Internet and in specialty retail shops (head shops, sex shops, etc).
~iSFite 2 DUmber of attempts by Health Capada J~ Fem~' ~ these l'todttets £rem the Hutrket.
There are no approved medical~r known scientific or industrial uses for BZP or TFMPP in Canada. As both
substances meet the definition of a drug as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations, products containing
these substances require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in Canada.
Both BZP and TFMPP are currently not included in any of the three United Nations Drug Control Conventions,
although the International Narcotics Control Board and the World Health Organization are assessing BZP and
TFMPP in order to determine if international control is warranted.
A number of countries have chosen to regulate BZP and/or TFMPP as controlled substances. For example, the
United States, New Zealand, Australia, Belgium, and Denmark have all mAti! ~ie s@eisioft to regulate BZP as a
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controlled substance while in New Zealand and Australia, TFMPP is also regulated as contro ed subst~ces.

Health Canada is currently carrying out a scheduling assessment ofBZP and TFMPP in orde to determine if they
should be F?§ubtea as QOp t rolleg gUbrtaB8ig Ql1d added to one of the Schedules to the CDS
On November 22,
2008, a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties (NOl) was published in Part I of the Canada Gazette B*I~MfJ~lM&i~
stakeholder provide Health Canada with any information on ttariegitimate medica 0r industrial uses of these
substances in
da. Very little response to this NOI was received. It is expected tflat the assessment will be
completed in late Fa 2009. . 1.0 I n ,
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ATIACHMENTS I PIECE(S)-JOINTE(S)

ContactlPersonne ressource :
Joce]yn KuJa/HC-SC/GC/CA
~Iternatel

Secondaire:
Diane Allen

Tel. no.lNo de tel.
613-946-0125

Approved by/ Approuve par
Paul Glover)

Mobilel
Cellulaire:
trelephonel
lTelephone: 613-952-2177

Titlel
Titre: Assistant Deputy Minister

Tel. no.lNo. de tel.
946-6701
Mobilel
Cellula ire:

Mobilel
Cellulaire:

Date Prepared/Prepare Ie :

2009-09-10

Prepared by/Prepare par:

Jocelyn Kula

Office/Bureau :

Office of Controlled Substances

Date Contact Signed/
Signature de la personne
ressource:
D.G. Verification/
Verification par Ie D.E.

613-946-0125

Phone/ Node tel. :

.0

Cathy Sabiston

~~~tact~igned - Signe

OD:(t:Apptoved I Approuve D.E.

Date D.G. Verified/
Date verifie par Ie D.E. :
Programme:
ADM Approved/ Approbation
par Ie SMA:

Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Paul Glover, ADM (RECS/SESC)
(946-6701)

Branch/ Direction generale :

RECS/SESC

Department/ Ministere :

Health Canada / Sante Canada
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QUESTION PERIOD NOTE

Date:

September 10, 2009

NOTE POUR LA ptruODEDE

Classification HECS PROTECTED - SESe

PROTEGE

QUESTIONS
SUBJECT - SUJET
English:

BENZYLPIPERAZINE (BZP) AND TRIFLUOROMETHYLPHENYLPIPERAZINE
(TFMPP)
Francais:

SYNOPSIS - SOMMAIRE
English:

Media interest in BZP and TFMPP has been focused on what these substances are, how they are
used, and why they have not yet been banned in Canada. Media interest increased in
2008/2009 further to the seizure of products containing BZP and trifluoromethylphenyl piperazine
(TFMPP) manufactured and distributed by a single company, Purepillz, Inc. These seizures were
carried out in response to the fact that these products are considered to be unapproved drugs,
and were therefore not being sold in accordance with the Food and Drug Regulations.

ANTICIPATED QUESTION - QUESTION PREVUE
English:

Why is Health Canada moving to ban benzylpiperazine (8ZP) and
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP)?
Francais:

001196

English:

• Scientific evidence has shown that BZP and TFMPP may cause serious toxicity in
humans.
• Health Canada is concerned that these substances may pose a significant risk to the
health and safety of Canadians and is currently considering adding BZP and TFMPP to
one of the schedules to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act .
• Health Canada is aware that increased volumes of BZP and TFMPP are being imported
into Canada. Products containing these substances are being marketed as a legal
alternative to ecstacy or as a "natural" product. In fact, these substances are entirely
synthetic and have no scientific, therapeutic or industrial purpose in Canada.

•

Francais:

BACKGROUND-CONTEXTE
English:

BZP and TFMPP are derivatives of piperazine that are known to have stimulant and hallucinogenic properties.
Health Canada first noted the presence of these substances in Canada since 2004. Products containing BZP and
TFMPP are being sold across the country on the Internet and in specialty retail shops (head shops, sex shops, etc).
BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used recreationally at social events such as raves due to their
stimulant and hallucinogenic effects.
There are no approved medical or known scientific or industrial uses for BZP or TFMPP in Canada. As both
substances meet the definition of a drug as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations, products containing
these substances require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in Canada.
Both BZP and TFMPP are currently not included in any of the three United Nations Drug Control Conventions,
although the International Narcotics Control Board and the World Health Organization are assessing BZP and
TFMPP in order to determine if international control is warranted.
A number of countries have chosen to regulate BZP and/or TFMPP as controlled substances. For example, the
United States, New Zealand,Australia, Belgium, and Denmark have all elected to regulate BZP as a controlled
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substance while in New Zealand and Australia, TFMPP is also regulated as controlled substances.
Health Canada is currently carrying out a scheduling assessment of BZP and TFMPP in order to determine if they
should be added to one of the Schedules to the CDSA and thus regulated as a controlled substances. On
November 22,2008, a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties (NOl) was published in Part I of the Canada Gazette
providing stakeholders with an opportunity to provide Health Canada with any information on legitimate medical,
scientific or industrial uses of these substances in Canada. Very little response to this NOI was received. It is
expected that the assessment will be completed in late Fall 2009.
IAnACHMENTS I PIECE(S)..JOINTE(S)

Contact/Personne ressource :
Jocelyn KulaIHC-SC/GC/CA
Alternate!
Secondaire:
Diane Allen

Tel. no:lNo de tel.
613-946-0125

Approved byl Approuve par
Paul Glover)

Mobile!
Cellulaire:
Telephonel
Telephone: 613-952-2177

Titlel
Titre: Assistant Deputy Minister

Tel. no.lNo. de tel.
946-6701
Mobile!
Cellulaire:

Mobile!
!Cellulaire:

Date Prepared/Prepare Ie :

2009-09-10

Prepared by/Prepare par:

Jocelyn Kula

Office/Bureau :

Office of Controlled Substances

613-946-0125

Phone/ No de tel. :

Date Contact Signed/
Signature de la personne
ressource:
D.G. Verification/
Verification par Ie D.E.

Contact Signed - Signe

Cathy Sabiston

D.G. Approved I Approuve D.E.

Date D.G. Verified/
Date verifie par Ie D.E. :
Programme:
ADM Approved/ Approbation
par Ie SMA:

Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Paul Glover, ADM (HECS/SESC)
(946-6701)

Branch/ Direction generale :

HECS/SESC

Department/ Ministere :

Health Canada / Sante Canada
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5.23

HI

Health Canada
Sante Canada

r---

I
I
!

To
A

Memorandum Note de service
~-I

Diane Labelle
General Counsel

I

Departmental Legal Services Unit
Our File-N/Reference

il _ _

~~

,----

I
From
De

Security Class
Classe de securite

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division,
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco
Directorate

-I

Your File-V /Reference

Date

September 10, 2010

-

I

Request for Legal Opinion:

Page 1 of 3
001199

Page(s)

001200 to\a 001201

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

23

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

Page(s)

001202 to\a 001210

Is(are) under consultation

5.23

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-14 12:20 PM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Re: Fw:

Hi Daniel,

Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;:u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;:u. Merci.
Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA
Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

13/09/201004:37 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fw:

001211

5.23

A/Manager Regulatory Policy Division -- Gestionnaire Interimaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances contr6lees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances contr6Iees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de la Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-13 04 :29 PM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Elspeth Gullen/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Fw:

Hi Daniel,

Thanks.
Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de IlavocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a Ilindividu ou Ilentite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
mien aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.
----- Forwarded by Lesley Cooke/HC-SC/GC/CA on 13/09/2010 11 :52 AM -----

Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA

13/09/2010 11 :37 AM

To Diane Labelle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Diane Allan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Isabel
Shanahan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject

001212

5.23

Bonjour Diane,

Merci

AlManager Regulatory Policy Division -- Gestionnaire Interimaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de la Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224

001213

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-21 10:37 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis
ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Re: RCP Project Number HC9 - September 21 , 2010[g}

History:

~

This me!ss(~oe has been forvvarcled.

This looks good ..... a few comments for your and Daniel's consideration:

3. For funding boxes in chart, the boxes on right should read Nil because I don't believe we asked for
funding from CORE for this particular project, just a portion of an FTE (Tim)
4. For status in the chart, I would say on schedule. (we are working as fas as we can .... )
happy to discuss
JK

Jocelyn Kula
Managerl Gestionnaire
Regulatory Policy Division/ Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-2111:18AM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis
ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject RCP Project Number HC9 - September 21, 2010[g}

Daniel:
Here is a draft...but we will need to discuss before finalizing. I have some comments/questions in purple.
Angela

001214

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Project Number: HC9
Reporting Month: September, 2010(02)
Deliverables:
01/2, Apr - Sept. 2010
- draft TRIAGE: TBS comment
02, Jul - Sept. 2010
- market analysis: TBS assistance in defining objectives
- CBA: TBS assistance in defining scope
03, Oct - Dec, 2010

04, Jan-Mar, 2011
- CBA - TBS assistance with CBA. Steps may include data collection, measurement of benefit/costs,
identification of impacts, cost-benefit and stakeholder analysis for each option, etc.
[Daniel:
- Amount of involvement required from TBS will depend on whether a consultant is hired for CBA.
- I am not familiar with the time required to complete a contract for this type of work and/or for the
consultant or TBS submit a final report to us for relevant information in the CBA. I will speak directly with
Tim (TBS) about this, if you do not have this information and would recommend doing so ... Note: ]
01:Apr-June,2011
- CBA: TBS assistance in writing/editing of final report
- regulatory package (finalize) and print in Gazette I - TBS assistance, per normal regulatory process

PER-CENT COMPLETE
MILESTONES REACHED

FUNDING USED
FUNDING INVOICED
STATUS

In increments of 5% (0-100)
TBS provided comment on the draft TRIAGE
TBS chaired two Cost-Benefit Analysis Sessions
TBS helped define objectives for an initial market analysis
$ Amount
$ Amount
[Daniel - what was our commitment??]
Select Delayed; On-Schedule; Ahead of Schedule; OR Cancelled

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-2005:54 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis Arsenault
Subject Fw: RCP 2010-2011 Progress Reporting [Due September
23,2010]

001215

e
Angela- can you please fill out the attached template out for BZP? Note timelines, and please allow
sufficient time for review and approval (I assume my level is OK as it does not say DG level signoff is
required).
Daniel- can you pis contact Wayne and ask whether we have to complete a report for initiative where we
have not yet started working with TBS, i.e., med mari, NCPR and rescheduling? The instructions below
are not clear.
thx
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager! Gestionnaire
Regulatory Policy Division! Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
----- Forwarded by Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-20 05:48 PM ----/;:::::::.:. Wayne Loo/HC-SC/GC!CA
f,r ,..-.........

~//.~"': 2010-09-2002:23 PM
-.~:if. ,'. -;.,. "...--.
\~~}~l

1;, /
j/

To Patrice Lemyre/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tracey
Snow/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Janet
Beardall/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Sheila
Dubois/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Cameron
Laing/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Bert
Dolcine/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Kelly
Lehman/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, hantz.prosper@BEEHIVE, Mei
Ke/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Nicole Boilard/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Mei
Ke/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject RCP 2010-2011 Progress Reporting [Due September 23,
2010]~

Hi all,
As indicated previously by Nicole, I have recently begun with LRPD and have been assigned the lead on
the co-ordination of Regulatory Co-operation Plans (RCPs) for the 2010-2011 cycle for the Health
Portfolio.
My apologies for not being able to personally meet with you and your team in advance of this request, but
as mandated in the MOU between TBS and Health Canada, the Department is required to provide brief
monthly written updates beginning in September 2010 on the status of financial and FTE assistance
approved for each RCP project. HC is also responsible for forwarding all RCP related deliverables (e.g.,
reports, studies, etc.) to TBS for potential interdepartmental sharing, as appropriate.
The approved 2010-2011 Health Portfolio RCP projects are listed as the Annex to the MOU, as described
in the CORlA Workbook link~. As the assigned lead on your respective RCP projects, you are
responsible for providing status updates to be communicated to TBS.
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To facilitate progress reporting for the 2010-2011 RCP cycle, TBS has provided a simplified tool to provide
feedback on the status of your RCP projects. The template is attached below. This process will need to
be repeated monthly until the end of the current fiscal year.
I apologize for the short turnaround but I require this information by COB Friday September 23,2010 (end
of week) in order to allow sufficient time to review this information and prepare the accompanying briefing
materials for our DG and subsequently meet the TBS reporting deadlines.
Please do not hesitate to contact me for further information or if I can be of any assistance.
Thanking you in advance for your co-operation,
Wayne Loo
Senior Policy Analyst
LRAD/LRPD/SPB

613-946-7541
--1/--

Should you prefer, you may simply email me directly with the information requested (Specifying your RCP
Project Number (i.e., HC4) and reporting Month in the Subject line of your email):

Project Number:
Reporting Month:
PER-CENT COMPLETE
MILESTONES REACHED
FUNDING USED
FUNDING INVOICED
STATUS

In increments of 5% (O-100)
Descriptive Text
$ Amount
$ Amount
Select Delayed; On-Schedule; Ahead of Schedule; OR Cancelled

This process will need to be repeated monthly until the end of the current fiscal year.

Nicole Boilard/HC-SC/GC/CA
Nicole
Boilard/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-08-19 11 :18 AM

To Patrice Lemyre/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tracey
Snow/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Janet
Beardall/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Sheila
Dubois/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Christine
Belie-lsle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Kelly
Lehman/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, hantz.prosper@BEEHIVE, Mei
Ke/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jennifer. Mooney@tbs-sct.gc.ca,
John.Giraldez@tbs-sct.gc.ca,
Timothy. Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca, Chi .Nguyen@tbs-sct.gc.ca,
Maggie.Nicholls@tbs-sct.gc.ca, Janet.King@tbs-sct.gc.ca,
Wayne Loo/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject RE: New RCP Coordinator for the Health Portfolio~
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Bonjour,
It is with great pleasure that the Regulatory Affairs Unit, Legislative and Regulatory Policy Directorate,
welcomes a new member within its fold: Wayne Loo joined our team on Monday, August 16,2010, as a
senior policy analyst. Wayne's experience at Health Canada and with the regulatory process, as well as
his strong analytical skills, will bring effective value-added to the Unit's ongoing projects, as well as new
initiatives.
Among other responsibilities, Wayne will lead the drafting prioritization exercise, the coordination of
. Regulatory Cooperation Plans and the implementation of the TBS Protocols. He can be reached at
946-7541.
Thank you for welcoming Wayne and we're looking forward to continue our collaboration.

Nicole.
946-7552
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-09-22 10:08 AM

cc
bcc
Subject Fw: Need to get this

'II print you a copy as well

Meant to indicate text in blue font as well.
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-22 10:05 AM ---Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

2010-09-22 10:05 AM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA
cc
Subject Need to get this out quickly - will print you a copy as weilL:]

Daniel:
Please let me know if it is acceptable to send this e-mail to Doug (RCMP) and the rep from CBSA.
Thanks!
Angela

Hi Doug:

:rAe ClOWn will ()w[Lall rApdtm 9 1101 It J l;) U'lQ CQRtCildor:-

'
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-conduct on-line searches to identify Canadian websites offering these pfoducts and foreign-based
websites that ship these'products into Canada.
-prepare a report further to these site visits, summarizing observations regarding the prevalence of
products containing these substances in the Canadian market and/or presenting an estimate of
the size of the Canadian market in products containing these substances.

Please let me know if i can be of further assistance.
Sincerely,
Angela

"Doug Culver" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>

a

..

"Doug Culver"
<Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.
gc.ca>
2010-09-2208:51 AM

To "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
Subject Re: BZP Session Output

Angela,
I have received emails from a Mr. Bill Maga regarding this project.
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Upon

closer reading I see that he is a hired "consultant" by your department.
Could you please advise me of his role for your agency and his current
security clearance.
Thank you,
Doug
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-22 10:50 AM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Fw:

azp - response to RCMP question concerning contractor

Fyi...
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-22 10:49 AM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-2210:49 AM

To Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
cc
Subject BZP - response to your question concerning contractor

Hi Doug:
Yes, as per my e-mail to you on September 1st, Bill is doing some work for Health Canada. He has been
retained to do a market analysis of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine
(TFMPP) in Canada that will ultimately support the cost-benefit analysis required to be completed for our
proposed regulation to add these substances to one of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDSA).
Bill has
;ecurity clearance. His work was initiated in August, 2010 and a final report is to be
submitted to OCS in October, 2010.
The specific tasks associated with the contract are as follows:
- carry out interviews with experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field, i.e. Toronto Department of
Health, Law Enforcement Agencies, to gain better insight on the availability and pricing of
BZPfTFMPP products;
- visit retail locations that sell products containing BZP and TFMPP in order to gather information about
the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of these products (this part of the work is
currently with our Legal Services Group);
-conduct on-line searches to identify Canadian websites offering these products and foreign-based
websites that ship these products into Canada; and
-prepare a report further to these site visits that summarizes observations regarding the prevalence of
products containing these substances in the Canadian market and/or presenting an estimate of
the size of the Canadian market in products containing these substances.
I hope that this information is helpful to you. Please let me know if i can be of further assistance.
Sincerely,
Angela

"Doug Culver" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>

•

" ........

. ..

.'

'

"Doug Culver"
<Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.g

c.ca>
2010-09-2208:51 AM

To "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc
Subject Re: BZP Session Output
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-09-2204:00 PM

cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Fw: RCP Project Number HC9 - September 21 , 2010

I realized that the RCP outputs in the table provided to us by Wayne for my project (HC9) are 0.1 FTE
(rather than .25) and $25,000. I am going to assume these outputs are correct.

Update:
- Tim will draft the portions of the CBA mainly concerning the measurement of cost-benefit (especially for
monetary or quantitative descriptions), which he believes he can accomplish with the time we have
requested to be allocated (0.1 FTE). The information from the MA is obtaining should help with this.
- I will draft the sections I am able, e.g., those concerning background or stakeholders, etc.
- The $25,000, if not being used for the current contract for the MA, could be used to hire a consultant, if
we find it is needed (for example, we may want a consultant to review the overall document for
assumptions made, etc, as I do not have experience in this area) or to extend the contract with Bill to
include other work, if need be.
Hope this is making sense. We can talk tomorrow and finalize the update to the RCP.
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-22 01 :59 PM ---Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-2201 :34 PM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA
cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Fw: RCP Project Number HC9 - September 21, 2010

Daniel:
As you know, Tim (TBS) asked whether we would contract out the CBA or do it ourselves or need
partial/full involvement from TBS. I spoke with Jocelyn and we are supposed to be given 25% of the time
of an FTE (3 months of the year) from CORE, TBS, to work on the CBA. This was with the expectation
that CORE (Tim) would do the CSA using this time and I am to be involved mostly from a learning
perspective, providing assistance and feedback of course.
[Jocelyn: Feel free to correct me, if needed]. I have called Tim to provide him with this clarification and
left a msg.
I will update you once he returns my call.
Thanks,
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-2211 :53 AM ---Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-2110:37 PM

To Angela DoyJe/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To "Vanier, Micheline" <Micheline.Vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca>

2010-09-22 04:02 PM

cc
bcc
Subject RE: BZP - information concerning contract for your records~

Dear Micheline,
I do not have another meeting planned as of yet, but there will be documents to review or for which I will
request your input.
Thank you for the information below and have a great evening!
Angela
"Vanier, Micheline" <Micheline.Vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca>
"Vanier, Micheline"
<Micheline.Vanier@cbsa-asfc
.gc.ca>

To 'Angela Doyle' <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc

2010-09-22 03:50 PM
Subject RE: BZP - information concerning contract for your records

Thank you· for the information.
One think I was suppose to come back to you and I forget to do is whether or
not we are a law enforcement Agency ( under stakeholder). We are not a law
Enforcement Agency.
So we should put CBSA under OGD instead.
Were we supposed to receive documents to review before the next meeting and I
do not recall if you have mentionned a date for the next meeting.
Sincerely,
Micheline
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2010 10:56 AM
To: Vanier, Micheline
Cc: Daniel Galarneau; Richard J Robert
Subject: BZP - information concerning contract for your records
Bonjour Micheline,
Further to my e-mail to you on September 1st, I have provided, below, some
additional information concerning the contract with Bill for your
information/records.
He is doing some work for Health Canada. He has been retained to do a market
analysis of Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine
(TFMPP) in Canada that will ultimately support the cost-benefit analysis
required to be completed for our proposed regulation to add these substances
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to one of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).
Bill has
security clearance. His work was initiated in August,
2010 and a final report is to be submitted to OCS in October, 2010.
The specific tasks associated with the contract are as follows:
- carry out interviews with experts and interested parties in the illicit
drug field, i.e. Toronto Department of Health, Law Enforcement
Agencies, to gain better insight on the availability and pricing of
BZP/TFMPP products;

products and foreign-based websites that ship' these products into
Canada; and
-prepare a report further to these site visits that summarizes observations
regarding the prevalence of products containing these substances in
the Canadian market and/or presenting an estimate of the size of the
Canadian market in products containing these substances.
Please let me know if you require any further information.
Sincerely,
Angela

Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-22 10:51 AM ----Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-01 09:12
AM

To
"Vanier, Micheline"
<Micheline.Vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca>
cc
Subject
RE: BZP/TFMPP - a heads up(Document
link: Angela Doyle)

Bonjour Micheline:
I wanted to let you know that we are working with a contractor, William Maga,
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd., who is doing some initial work concerning a
market analysis for BZP and TFMPP.
I will be providing your name to him and
he may contact you for information to assist him with this analysis.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Angela
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.. Vanier.
Micheline"
<Micheline. Vanier
@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca>

To
'Angela Doyle'
<Ang~la.Doyl~~hc-sc.gc.ca>

2010-08-31 03:57
PM

cc
Subject
RE: BZP - 2nd meeting date proposed
- Wed, Sept. 8th

Bonjour Angela,
I am available all day on the 8th.
Micheline Vanier, M.Sc.
Manager -Customs Analysis Section I Gestionnaire - Section d'analyse des
douanes Science and Engineering Directorate I Direction des sciences et de
l'ingenierie
79 Bentley Ave I 79 avenue Bentley
Ottawa, Ontario
K2E 6T7
Information, Science and Technology Branch I Direction generale de
l'information, des sciences et de la technologie Canada Border Services Agency
(CBSA) I Agence des services frontaliers du Canada (ASFC) Government of Canada
I Gouvernement du Canada Telephone I Telephone 613-954-3985 Facsimilie I
Telecopieur 613-952-7825 Teletypewriter I Teleimprimeur 1-866-335-3237
Micheline.vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
-----Original Message---~From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, August 31, 2010 3:48 PM
To: Collin Pinto; Daniel Galarneau; douglas.culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca; Hanan
Abramovici; Vanier, Micheline; Richard J Robert
Cc: Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Subject: Fw: BZP - 2nd meeting date proposed - Wed, Sept. 8th
Dear all:
For those of you that have not yet had a chance to respond to my email below,
please let me know your availability for either of the times below b y noon
tomorrow.
- Wednesday, September 8th, morning
(9:30am-11:30am); or
- Wednesday, September 8th, afternoon (1:00pm-3:00pm).
In addition, if we could aim to have our comments on the output from the first
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session by Friday, September 3rd, that would be appreciated.
Thank you!
Angela

Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-08-31 03:18 PM ----Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To
2010-08-27 01:40
PM

Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
douglas. cuI ver@rcmp-grc. gc .,ca,
Hanan Abramovici/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Micheline.Vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
cc
Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Subject
BZP Session Output

Dear all:
Thank you again for your taking the time to participate in the meeting
yesterday!
Please find the enclosed CBIS tool (and instructions) updated to include the
information from yesterdays session [Thanks Tim!]. As discussed yesterday,
please forward any comments you have to Tim and myself.
These will be
incorporated and considered/discussed during the next session.
Also, could you please let me know whether there are days/mornings/afternoons
you are not available between Wednesday, Sept 8th and Friday, Sept 10th for
our second meeting.
Sincerely,
Angela
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate Healthy Environments and
Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-09-2801 :57 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: Contract Amendment~

Are you ok with me sending this? Can you think of anything else i should ask or make him aware of?
Angela

Dear Bill:
1. I have spoken with Vicki about your first question of your e-mail below and will advise you ASAP.
2. What is the last date by which you would need to have HC's approval to move forward concerning site
visits, inorder to be able to incorporate the data into your report?
3. Are you able to achieve the other objectives/deliverables within the SOW/workplan? For example,
have you made progress in obtaining the information you require from the CBSA, RCMP, and HPFB
Inspectorate?
4. I will need to call you about your contact with NZ, US, UK, and EU to gain a better understanding about
who you contacted, how, what was asked, etc. Please keep in mind that we should be advised prior to
your making contact with regulatory jurisdictions internationally, inorder to di~cuss the protocol to obtain
the information.
Sincerely,
Angela
Regulatory Project Officer
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

"Bill Maga"
"Bill Maga"
To "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-09-2708:16 PM

cc
Subject Contract Amendment

Hi Angela, just one question. I received the amendment that specifies changes in A2.1 and E4.1 but don't
we have to amend E2.1 and E4.2 as well?
I've contacted groups in New Zealand, the US, UK and EU and hope to obtain material from them. There
seems to be little that I have found regarding the Canadian situation yet.

Thanks
Bill

William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy ConSUltants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
613-850-0572
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Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-29 11 :23 AM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Fw:

oest to move on, we can

but I did not want to delay this further. So if you can have a read see how
later today or this week.

OISCUSS

Thanks

Head, Regulatory Affairs Section - Chef, Section de la TC!glementation
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances controiees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de la Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224
----- Forwarded by Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-29 11 :22 AM ----

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-29 11 :21 AM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject

Hi Daniel,
I apologize for the delay in responding to your request.
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Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
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of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information
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Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Tele'phone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courrie/. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.
Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA
Daniel
Galameau/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

14/09/2010 12:31 PM

cc
Subject

A/Manager Regulatory Policy Division -- Gestionnaire Interimaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances contrOlees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de la Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
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2010-09-1412:20 PM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

cc
Subject

Hi Daniel,

Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee it I'individu ou I'entite it qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
mten aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merei.
Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA
Daniel

Galameau/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

13/09/201004:37 PM

cc
Subject
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A1Manager Regulatory Policy Division -- Gestionnaire Interirnaire, Division de la politique n~glementaire
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances controlt~es et de la lutte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de la Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-1304:29 PM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Elspeth Gullen/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject

Hi Daniel,

Thanks.
Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridique's
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited., If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copY,then delete.the
original message.;hank you.
..- - .~.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elte est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilE~giee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
mien aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.
---- Forwarded by Lesley Cooke/HC-SC/GC/CA on 13/09/2010 11 :52 AM --Daniel
Galameau/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Diane Labelle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

13/09/2010 11 :37 AM

cc Diane Allan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Isabel

Shanahan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject
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Bonjour Diane,

Merci

AlManager Regulatory Policy Division -- Gestionnaire Interimaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de la Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224
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Health Canada
Sante Canada

To
A

Diane Labelle
General Counsel

Memorandum Note de service
---l
I

Security Class
Classe de securite

!

Departmental Legal Services Unit

Our File-NlReference

---1
From
De

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division,
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco
Directorate

I

r-------------------I Your File-V/Reference
1------------ ---------------------- -----1
Date
1

I September 10, 2010
l ________________________________________ _

Request for Legal Opinion:

Page 1 of 3
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Page(s)

001236 to\a 001237

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

23

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-3001 :59 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Re: BZP Contract Amendmenttil

Angela,
As per my conversation with contract, the amendment should be sign and we will make another
amendment to the contract with the above changes once we get it back from him.
Thank you
Vicki Rollin
Finance and Contracts Officer I Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division I Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances contr61es
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directoratel Direction des substances contr61es et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater St. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 1B9
Tel. I Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax I TelE§copieur: 613-946-4224
Emergency Drug Destruction (Section 29) & Emergency Destruction Invoices Fax I Destruction Urgente
de Drogue (Section 29) & Factures de Destruction Urgente Telecopieur: 613-941-4760
(
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-28 08:55 AM

To Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject BZP Contract Amendment

Hi Vicki:
Further to our conversation, here is the part from his e-mail about the contract. As discussed, if you need
to make any changes ... le~ me know before they are made and we can discuss.
Thanks!
Angela

I received the amendment that specifies changes in A2.1 and E4.1 but don't we have to amend E2.1 and
E4.2 as well?
Thanks
Bill
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
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Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-10-06 10:46 AM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: Fw: Possible RCMP contactLJ

Thanks. Have a great day!
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-10-06 10:43 AM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Possible RCMP contactLJ

Hi Angela
It's ok with me.
Collin
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-10-06 10:29 AM

To Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Fw: Possible RCMP contact

Hi Collin:
Is it ok if I share the e-mail you forwarded to me (below) with Bill Magda (on contract) who is doing the
market analysis for BZP and TFMPP?
I will be asking though that he not contact Cpl Conohan. until he has contacted Doug Culver who is our
contact for this particular project.
Sincerely,
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GCICA on 2010-10-06 10:21 AM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-09 03:38 PM

To Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
cc
Subject Re: Possible RCMP contact~
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Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-10-06 11:42 AM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject Re: BZP & TFMPP - question~

JK

Jocelyn Kula
Acting Directorl Directrice par interim
Office of Controlled Substancesl Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branchl Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canadal Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 952-2177 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-10-06 11 :09 AM

To Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis
ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject BZP & TFMPP - question

Jocelyn:
Do I need to check with the RCMP before I can share_ the e-mail below with Bill? Collin, HPFB
Inspectorate, is fine with me sharing the information.
Also, I have sent an e-mail to the CBSA (Micheline) and RCMP (Doug) encouraging them to speak with
Bill this week or early next as he is having difficulty obtaining information from/making contact with them.
Also, Bill will be here or speaking with Richard and I by phone on Friday afternoon, so it is good that the
three of us (Richard, Jocelyn and myself) are meeting on Friday morning.
Sincerely,
Angela

Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
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2010-09-0902:19 PM
cc
Subject Possible RCMP contact

Hi Angela
I mispoke at yesterday's meeting. Cpl. Conohan of the RCMP appears to be a police expert in ecstasy and
methamphetamine, not BZP as I had stated. Have a look at the excerpt below from an e-mail sent from
Cpl. Conohan to one of our Inspectors in Atlantic region last year. He may be worth contacting for more
information.
steve.conohan@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Thanks,
Collin

Mr. Budgell,
Pursuant to our phone conversation I can confirm the following:
1) I am recognized by both the Supreme Court and Provincial Court of
Newfoundland and Labrador as a police expert in ecstasy and
methamphetamine. I am also an instructor on its manufacture at the
Canadian Police College.
2) The story that you have linked would have been the largest ecstasy
seizure in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador.

3) In two other separate incidences here in the Province of Newfoundland
and Labrador there were seizures made by the RCMP where it was thought
that it was actually ecstasy but again analysis proved it was BZP.
4) In one other incident on the west coast of the Province of Newfoundland
and Labrador, a charge of Possession for the Purpose of Trafficking in
MDMA had to be withdrawn in court by the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary
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The following would be an example of some challenges we could face. In the
event a large quantity of pills is intercepted being transported by a
person then they would likely be kept in custody, a charge laid and a
first appearance made the following morning.

I hope this helps and I wish to say thank you for checking out the sale of
those energy pills.
Kindest Regards,
Cpl. Conahan
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"Bill MaQa"

2010-10-0607:13 PM

To "Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Angela
Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
cc "Jocelyn Kula" <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
bcc
Subject BZP / TFMPP

History:

.(ilJ This message has been.replied.to.

Angela/Richard:
Below is a response from the RCMP which is typical and points to a significant dearth
of any information let alone quantitative. But I will continue to work at it. I will wait to
hear from Doug Culver before I try to contact the RCMP officer on the East Coast.
Bill
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
----- Original Message ----From: Melanie Perrier
To: MAGA, WILLIAM
Sent: Wednesday, October 06,20109:14 AM
Subject: Re: Rep. : Re: Fw: BZP / TFMPP
Good morning,
I looked into the information we have on BZP and TFMPP and I don't have more than what
Anthony Choy provided to you in the report. All the stats we have come from Health Canada as
well and i'm sure you have access to them. The only thing I can say for the province of Quebec is
that there is an increase of samples analysed since 2009. When I ask some of my contacts such
as drug counsellor, social workers etc... if they have info on the topic they usually don't even
know what it is as they never heard of it.
Sorry that I can't be of more help but do not hesitate to contact me if you have more questions.
Have a great day
Melanie
Melanie Perrier, Cap/Cpl
Service de sensibilisation aux drogues et au crime organise de la GRC
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RCMP Drug & Organized Crime Awareness Service
Bureau/Office 450-926-7277
Cellulaire / Cell Phone 514-220-8365
Pgr: 514-741-8893
TelecopieurlFax 450-926-7291
e-mail: melanie.perrier@rcmp-grc.gc.ca

»> WILLIAl\1 MAGA .
·9/29/20109:42 am »>
Melanie, thanks very much. The timing is fine; I'm working away slowly at it.
--- On Wed, 9/29/10, Melanie Perrier <melanie.perrier@rcmp-grc.gc.ca> wrote:
From: Melanie Perrier <melanie.perrier@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Subject: Rep. : Re: Fw: BZP / TFMPP
To: "Maga, Bill"
Date: Wednesday, September 29,2010,1:25 PM
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Hi Bill,
I just got back from a few day off and wanted to let you know that I did received your request of
info. I unfortunately will be out of the office for the next two days but will get back to you as soon
as possible. Hopefully it wont be to late.
Have a great day.
Melanie 0
Melanie Perrier, Cap/Cpl
Service de sensibilisation aux drogues et au crime organise de la GRC
RCMP Drug & Organized Crime Awareness Service
Bureau/Office 450-926-7277
Cellulaire / Cell Phone 514-220-8365
Pgr: 514-741-8893
Telecopieur/Fax 450-926-7291
e-mail: melanie.perrier@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
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»> "Bill Maga"
. 9/27/20108:17 pm »>
Thanks everyone. Any help is appreciated.
Bill
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K lW2
----- Original Message ----From: Bob HALL
To: Anthony Choy; Dave Goddard; Bill Maga
Cc: Melanie Perrier; Michelle Harvey; Sharon COOKE
Sent: Monday, September 27,2010 10:37 AM
Subject: Re: Fw: BZP 1 TFMPP
Hi Bill, we have experienced BZP in this province but like all the other drugs we look at it from a
pure prevention perspective and try to balance our enforcement efforts.
Sgt Anthony Choy is part of a working group that looks at drug trends. I will ask him to look into
this and any recommendations his group can give.
Bob?

SISgt Bob Hall
Drug & Organized Crime Awareness Service
Provincial Coordinator "E" Division
Office 604-598-4534
Fax 604-598-4596
Cell 309-8133

»> "Bill Maga"
Bob/Sharon:

<

. 9/26/2010 1:30 PM »>

I hope that you might be able to help me with this analysis. It's hard to analyze without
information and Treasury Board is looking for a sophisticated analysis. I thought that I
might be able to use the experience of other jurisdictions as a proxy for what might
happen in Canada after a ban but there appears to be a dearth of info on BZP
internationally. I might have to study another misused drug like ketamine to get some
appreciation of impact.
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What do you think?

William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
----- unglnal lVlessage ----From: Dave Goddard
To: Bill Maga
Cc: Bob HALL; Sharon COOKE
Sent: Sunday, September 26,20104:05 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: BZP / TFMPP
Hi Bill
Thanks for your email. I am not the most informed member in this division with regard to BZP
and would invite you to contact our DOCAS Regional co-ordinator S/Sgt. Bob Hall or his
subordinate Sgt. Sharon Cooke who are undoubtedly? more up to date the trends associated to the
use of this drug. I will include their email addresses in the cc so that you may correspond with
them directly.
Thanks Dave
D.R. (Dave) GODDARD, S/SGT.
Operations NCO G.V.D.S.
PH. #. 778-571-7540
FX. # 778-571-7576
Dave. Goddard@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
"Make failure your teacher, not your undertaker. "

This message, together with any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to
which it is addressed. It may contain information that is confidential and prohibited from
disclosure.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination or copying of
this
message or any attachment is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please
notify the original sender immediately by telephone or by return email and delete this message
along
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with any attachments, from your computer.

»> "Bill Maga"
. 9/26/2010 11 :04 AM »>
Dave, while doing research for Health Canada re: BZP, I saw your name in an article.
Do you know about the BZP situation on the west coast?
I am a consultant working for the Office of Controlled Substances in Health Canada. I've
been asked to do a market analysis of the party drug BZP/TFMPP as part of the process
to bring the drugs under the federal Controlled Drug and Substances Act.
The key objective of the project is to analyze the current situation with respect to the
availability of BZP/TFMPP, and produce a report that describes the promotion, pricing,
distribution and availability of these illicit drugs in Canada and how these factors might
change in a post-ban environment. This information will support additional controls on and
regulation of BZP/TFMPP as a controlled substance.

Thanks
Bill
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K lW2
613-850-0572
----- Original Message ----From: Patrice Poitevin
To: jcaldwe@toronto.ca
~
Cc: Chantal Wade ;
Sent: Thursday, September 16,2010 10:33 AM
Subject: BZP / TFMPP
Hello There,
I obtained your info from Chantal Wade at CAMH who advise me of your work with CCENDU.
I wanted to advise you that the RCMP Drugs and Organized Crime Awareness Service (DOCAS)
has done some work on the issue ofBZP that amy be of interest to your group. In particular, my
colleagues in Quebec (C Division) have been particularly active on this file since there is an
important prevalence of these drugs in certain areas of Quebec, specially Montreal. I would invite
you to contact the Divisional Coordinator, Sgt Michelle Harvey, or Cst Melanie Perrier to get more
information about their research and findings. They have worked with the local Health Canada lab
on this issue.
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Contact info:
Sgt Harvey: Email: michelle.harvey@rcmp-grc.gc.ca/Ph: 450-926-7277
Cst Melanie Perrier: melanie.perrier@rcmp-grc.gc.ca / PH: 450-926-7706
RCMP DOCAS has been involved in CCENDU in the past and if you are looking for more DOCAS
members to be involved, I would be most interested to discuss the possibility.
Lastly, I learned from Chantal Wade that CCENDU may also be looking at developing an on-line
database for the collection of data to identify local drug trends from the input of various local
service providers and agencies. If this is a project CCNEDU is contemplating, I would be most
interested in learning more about it and being involved. The development of such a tool would be
quite useful and is something that I have been trying to work on myself.
Looking forward to hearing from you.

Sgt.lSerg. Pat Poitevin
Coordinator / Coordinateur
Drug and Organized crime Awareness Service
Service de Sensibilisation aux drogues et au crime organis 0
RCMP - GRC (Division A)
155 McArthur Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario KIA OR4
Tel: (613) 993-9380
Fax: (613) 998-7358
e-mail/Couriel:pat.poitevin@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
"Building assets for our youth with our community"
"BOtir des acquis pour nosjeunes avec la communautO"
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-10-0708:50 AM

To "Bill Maga" <williammaga@rogers.com>
cc "Jocelyn Kula" <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Richard J
Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>, Denis
ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject BZP / TFMPP ~

Dear Bill:
I have not yet heard from Doug, but hopefully I will today. I believe he may be participating in meetings
over the next couple days.
Also, one of our divisions here provides stats for us, but these were included as part of the lAS forwarded
to you by Elizabeth. These concern:
- Laboratory Information Management System (UMS): data concerning exhibits analysed as a result to
non-guilty pleas to the court; and
- Controlled Drugs and Substances Database (COSO): data on suspected substances as recorded by the
police at the time of the seizure.
I am not sure if we would be able to generate any further data that would be of benefit to you, but if you
have questions, please let me know.
Below is the information received from Colin. Please note that this information is confidential, provided for
your own intelligence, and thus is not for distribution and/or recapitulation in your report other than in
summary form.
In addition, I wanted to let you know that Jocelyn Kula is now the AlOirector of OCS. Denis Arsenault is
the AlManager of our division. Therefore, it may be best to cc: Denis rather than Jocelyn in future e-mails.
Sincerely,
Angela
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA

2010-09-0902:19 PM

To Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

\

cc
Subject Possible RCMP contact
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DRAFT Notes
RE:

Teleconference held October 8, 2010 with Bill Maga (consultant) for a BZP and
TFMPP Market Analysis Update

DRAFT Agenda - Discussion Points
1.

Ask if rec'd the info from HPFB Inspectorate (Colin), that he had sent to us
via e-mail, when he interviewed him.

2.

Is he still keeping focused on obtaining information that will eventually help
to provide the type of information TBS suggested (~XCEL table) that will be
helpful for the CBA?

Jtp

~6J;;) ~ s~ ~/ #d kvc/~",4 /,"'6~t!-J ~cJ/4.vj(
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,
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3.

Progress on Work Plan

Q3 - what information is he requiring that he has not yet obtained

Q4 - what is the plan for obtaining that information (source, time line, etc.)

Q5 - what parts will be addressed in the report and not addressed in the report
should he not be able to obtain this information

Q6 - are there alternatives?
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b)

Literature Search and Development of Methodology

Q 1 - what information has been gathered to date

•"" ~'11
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is he requiring that he has not yet obtained

Q3 - what is the plan for obtaining that information (source, timeline, etc.)

Q4 - is it possible this information will not be found? If so, what parts will be
addressed in the report and not addressed in the report should he not be able to
obtain this information

Q5 - if potentially needed, are there alternatives?
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Q3 - what areas of report/market analysis will be deficient if this information is
not gathered?

Q4 - ifproceed with site visits, how might he go about this?
approach?
where? (just Ottawa for now?)
timeline?
Note:

He must preauthorize the approach
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Q5 - if this is not done, what is the impact on the report?

Q6 - are there alternatives to gathering the information?

d) Drafting the Initial Report

Q 1: Date draft will be submitted for review

Q2: .......... ..
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DRAFT Notes
RE:

Teleconference held October 8, 2010 with Bill Maga (consultant) for a BZP and
TFMPP Market Analysis Update

DRAFT Agenda - Discussion Points
1. Ask if rec'd the info from HPFB Inspectorate (Colin), that he had sent to us via
e-mail, when he interviewed him.

Response: No, don't believe so.
Action: HC to forward the information to Bill.

1.

Is he still keeping focused on obtaining information that will eventually help
to provide the type of information TBS suggested (EXCEL table) that will be
helpful for the CBA?

Response: Yes, however, probably at the stage where seeing that this level of detail is
not possible.
Action: Set up meetingltelecon with TBS to discuss the CBA requirements with Bill on
the line??

2.

Confirm that as verbally agreed to in our last meeting, that he will still be
estimating the feasibility of obtaining such information in terms of a 10 year
projection?

Response: Still looking, but does not expect to find it. Daniel had raised the idea of
examination based on what has been done in other countries. Only one with 10 year
experience is USA. RCMP report "Regional drug market analysis" has details of all
reports of seizures, but no to level of detail that seems to be required for CBA.
Action: Set up meetingltelecon with TBS to discuss the CBA requirements with Bill on
the line??
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3.

Progress on Work Plan

a.

Series of interviews of experts and interested parties

Q1 - who has he spoken with to date
Response:
of CAMH about methodology, i.e., if wanted to study this how would you
do it?
was previously on Drug Squad and City of Toronto for an idea about
prevalence and whether there is trafficking
Government Officials in UK, Europe, NZ to look at their experience and what they are
seeing. In ED they have asked member states to action.

Q2 - what information was gathered

Some issues: differentiation ofE and BZP

Q3 - what information is he requiring that he has not yet obtained

Response: He would like to get access to Drug Admissions Database. RCMP and
CBSA have not provided information other than anecdotal, if that
Action: HC to find out if this is possible. HC try to encourage RCMP and CBSA to
respond.
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Q4 - what is the plan for obtaining that information (source, timeline, etc.)

Q5 - what parts will be addressed in the report and not addressed in the report
should he not be able to obtain this information

Q6 - are there alternatives?

b)

Literature Search and Development of Methodology

Q1 - what information has been gathered to date
Action: Bill will send He a biography of information gathered so far.

Q2 - what information is he requiring that he has not yet obtained

Q3 - what is the plan for obtaining that information (source, timeline, etc.)
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Q4 - is it possible this information will not be found? If so, what parts will be
addressed in the report and not addressed in the report should he not be able to
obtain this information

Q5 - if potentially needed, are there alternatives?

Q3 - what areas of report/market analysis will be deficient if this information is
not gathered?
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Q5 - if this is not done, what is the impact on the report?

Q6 - are there alternatives to gathering the information?

d) Drafting the Initial Report

Q 1: Date draft will be submitted for review

,

DRAFT Notes
RE:

Teleconference held October 8, 2010 with Bill Maga (consultant) for a BZP and
TFMPP Market Analysis Update

DRAFT Agenda - Discussion Points
1. Ask if rec'd the info from HPFB Inspectorate (Colin), that he had sent to us via
e-mail, when he interviewed him.

Response: No, don't believe so.
Action: HC to forward the information to Bill.

1.

/

Is he still keeping focused on obtaining information that will eventually help
to provide the type of information TBS suggested (EXCEL table) that will be
helpful for the eBA?

'Iret"';
Yes, however, probably at the stage where seeing that this level of detail i~ r;t.fl-fpo'"

Response:
not possible.

~PJ, I
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Action: Set up meeting/telecon with TBS to discuss the CBA requirements with Bill on ~_
the line??
~ 7)IfF

2.

Confirm that as verbally agreed to in our last meeting, that he will still be
estimating the feasibility of obtaining such information in terms of a 10 year
projection?

~esponse:

Still looking, but does not expect to find it. Daniel had raised the idea of
examination based on what has been done in other countries. Only one with 10 year
experience is USA. RCMP report "Regional drug market analysis" has details of all
reports of seizures, but no to level of detail that seems to be required for CBA.
Action: Set up meeting/telecon with TBS to discuss the CBA requirements with Bill on
the line??

5.16(1 )(a)ii)
5.19(1)

3.

Progress on Work Plan
a.

Series of interviews of experts and interested parties
Ql - who has he spoken with to date

Response:
of CAMH about methodology, i.e., if wanted to study this how would you
do it?
was previously on Drug Squad and City of Toronto for an idea about
prevalence and whether there is trafficking
Government Officials in UK, Europe, NZ to look at their experience and what they are
s~eing. In EU they have asked member states to action.

Q2 - what information was gathered

Some issues: differentiation ofE and BZP

Q3 - what infonnation is he requiring that he has not yet obtained

___________- - - _

~

~

~
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Response: He would like to get access to Drug Admissions Database. RCMP and
CBSA have not provided information other than anecdotal, if that
~
Action: HC to find out if this is possible. HC try to encourage RCMP and CBSA to
respond.
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Q4 - what is the plan for obtaining that information (source, timeline, etc.)

Q5 - what parts will be addressed in the report and not addressed in the report
should he not be able to obtain this information

Q6 - are there alternatives?

b)

Literature Search and Development of Methodology

Q1 - what information has been gather~dto date

JJ).''W''fAy

Action: Bill will send He a b.iograph" of information gathered so far.

Q2 - what information is he requiring that he has not yet obtained

Q3 - what is the plan for obtaining that information (source, timeline, etc.)
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Q4 - is it possible this information will not be found? If so, what parts will be
addressed in the report and not addressed in the report should he not be able to
obtain this information

Q5 - if potentially needed, are there alternatives?

Q3 - what areas of report/market analysis will be deficient if this information is
- not gathered?
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Q5 - if this is not done, what is the impact on the report?

Q6 - are there alternatives to gathering the information?

d) Drafting the Initial Report

Ql: Date draft will be submitted for review

Q2: ........... .
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CRRS: Contract Performance Evaluation Report
Health
Canada

· d'··
C·arla
a

Sante
Canada

CRRS
Home

Home> Ad-hoc Queries> Contract Sl,unmary > Contract Performance Evaluation
Report

My Contracts
CONTRACT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION REPORT

Ad-hoc Queries
Predefined Queries
Manage Cost
Centre Groups
Non-Financial
Agreements
Logout

Status: Draft
CONTRACT #:
Contractor's Information:

Work Location:

4500240986
MAGA POLICY CONSULTANTS LTD
32 TIFFANY CRESCENT
OTTAWA, ON
K2K 1W2
(i 1. Health Canada Premises

r
r
Contractor Representative:

2. Contractor Premises
3. Other

IJocelyn Kula
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-10-1204:06 PM

To Bill Maga/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis
ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
bcc
Subject BZP and TFMPP - questions

Dear Bill,
1. Please find the e-mails below sent to us by HPFB Inspectorate, which I hope will be of assistance to
you. Again, this is confidential information.
2. I have noted that you would like access to the Drug Admissions Database and will advise you on this
as soon as possible.
3. I have not yet heard back from the RCMP or CBSA. Please let me know when you have heard from
them. Tomorrow, I will advise the RCMP contact which Collin provided that you may be contacting him.
4. Also, when you have a chance, as discussed during the telecon last Friday would you please forward:
a) the correspondence you have had with foreign jurisdictions; and
b) your bibliography to date.
5. In terms of quantitative data, can you confirm whether there have been additional sources of
information other than the following:
a) lAS
b) e-mail from HPFB Inspectorate (below)
c) foreign jurisdictions (?)
d) seizure data for regions in Canada from RCMP reports
6. My understanding is that you are confirming that it will not be feasible to provide monetary estimates
under the scenarios of regulating vs. not regulating in categories such as price per dose of BZPITFMPP, #
of users of BZPITFMPP, doses per user, consumers of BZPITFMPP, doses per consumer, domestic
production of BZPITFMPP, imports of bzp/tfmpp, exports of bzp/tfmpp. From the information you have
gathered to date, what quantitative data will you be providing in your report?
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

e-mail from HPFB Inspectorate:
Hi Jocelyn

I realize from the most recent ROD that this info had never made its way over to you. I worked on these
values some time ago.
I qualify that these are estimates only, based on information derived from websites and what inspectors
have been told by RCMP and other law enforcement in their day-to-day dealings. The only numbers we
can confirm are the seized product values and the personal shipment allowances. The seized product
amounts have not been made public via a public advisory/warning. You may wish to contact law
enforcement agencies to confirm street costs.
I hope you find this information useful.

Collin

POTENTIAL MARKETS for BZP
A. BZP sold as MDMA or "party" drug
Pursuant to Health Canada's publicly available "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including
Natural Health Products Into Canada" (POL-0019), Canadians can import up to three months supply of
drugs (unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
001272

NDIC Drug Market Analyses

Drug Market Analyses

N~ti9n~1
A..-Ssessment~

Bulletins & Briefs
Drug Asses'sments
Drug Market
Analyses
SENTRY Watches

Drug Market Analyses examine the market dynamics
and the trafficking, distribution, and abuse patterns
associated with cocaine, heroin, marijuana, MDMA,
methamphetamine, and other dangerous drugs
within United States High Intensity Drug Trafficking
Areas (HIDTAs).
If you cannot find a previously listed report, please
review our Archived Publications list.
PDF files are provided to produce high quality copies
of our products. These may be viewed with a free
copy of Adobe Acrobat Reader available at www.adobe.com.

SENTRY Warnings
Situation Reports
Title Listing
Archived
Publications

Listed Alphabetically
Appalachia High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
May 2010 2010-ROB13-001 html QQf (2,296 KB)
Previous years
Arizona High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
July 2010 2010-ROB13-002 bJmJ RJtf (1,934 KB)
Previous years
Atlanta High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
May 2010 2010-ROB13-003 html QQf (2,061 KB)
Previous years
California Border Alliance Group
March 2009 2009-ROB13-005 html QQf
1:revious years

(2,281 KB)

Central Florida High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
March 2009 2·009-ROB13-006b~ro.l R~tf (2,055 KB)
Central Valley California High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
June 2010 2010-ROB13-007 html QQf (1,901 KB)
Previous years
Chicago High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
April 2010 2010-ROB13-00B html QQf (1,723 KB)
Previous years
Gulf Coast High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
May 2010 2010-ROB13-009 html QQf (1,916 KB)
Previous years
Hawaii High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
May 2010 2010-ROB13-010 html QQf (2,402KB)
Previous years
Houston High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
April 2009 2009-ROB13-011 html QQf (1,764 KB)
Previous years
Lake County High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
April 2010 2010-ROB13-012 html QQf (1,539 KB)
Previous years
Los Angeles High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
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May 2010 2010-R0813-013 html Qdf (2,273 KB)
Previous years
Michigan High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
(2,022 KB)
June 2010 2010-R0813-014 .blml
Previous years

wl

Midwest High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
May 2010 2010-R0813-015 html QQf (2,453 KB)
Previous years
Milwaukee High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
March 2009 2009-R0813-016 html Q.Qf (1,218 KB)
Previous years
Nevada High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
April 2009 2009-R0813-017 html gQf (2,051 KB)
Previous years
New England High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
June 2010 2010-R0813-018 html QQf (2,240 KB)
Previous years
New Mexico High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
May 2010 2010-R0813-019 html QQf (2,238 KB)
Previous years
North Florida High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
March 2009 2009-R0813-020 html p_Qf (2,028 KB)
Previous years
North Texas High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
June2010 2010-R0813-021 html Q.Qf (1,999KB)
Previous years
Northern California High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
June 2010 2010-R0813-022 html Q.Qf (2,196 KB)
Previous years
Northwest High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
February 2009 2009-R0813-023 htlJlJ pdf (2,102 KB)
Previous years
Ohio High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
April 2010 2010-R0813-025 html QQf (2,118 KB)
Previous years
Oregon High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
April 2009 2009-R0813-026 html pQf (2,611 KB)
Previous years
Philadelphia/Camden High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
April 2010 2010-R0813-027 tltrnJ 12-91 (1,802 KB)
PrevLous_y'ear~

Puerto Rico/U.S. Virgin Islands High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
April 2009 2009-R0813-028 html Q.Qf (1,731 KB)
Previous years
Rocky Mountain High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
June 2010 2010-R0813-029 html gQf (2,017 KB)
Previous years
South Florida High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
May 2010 2010-R0813-030 tltrn.t QQf (2,077 KB)
Previous years
South Texas High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
February 2009 2009-R0813-031 html Q.Qf (2,135 KB)
Previous years
Washington/Baltimore High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
March 2009 2009-R0813-Q04 html Q.Qf (1,933 KB)
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Previous years

West Texas High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
March 2009 2009-R0813-032 html QQf (1,698 KB)
PrevlQu~_y~ar~

-----------------~---

To obtain copies of our publications please contact the
or call the Dissemination Line at (814 )-532-4541.

NQJ.C\{\l~t)J:nQ~t~I

'_L'--'-=.==_'-'-~_"'-"I Accessibility-.P_olig I QQJ Priv~ll PoliGY- ISjleJilap
questions, comments, and suggestions to the NJ:>l~W~b_m.asleI.

IA!-""..
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OAS Home: Alcohol, tobacco & drug abuse and mental health data from

SAMH£A~ :WilJ:t~lD(:i~f4~n~oJ0t:1.tjd!.h

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Statistics
New users may find that clicking on "Topics" or "Drugs" on the
Header above and on most OAS web pages the easiest way
to find a report or data of interest.

rflthdl in to.;:.rtlTh!'(b~'" Vi. (It ~<.tipli~ Pltir! R.iltw"J 11-"11 ~5 ~tX!
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Increases in Misuse, Dependenc
Treatment for Prescription Pain
from 2002 to 2009
Prescription pain relievers can be safe
when used as directed under a doctor'~
supervision, but nonmedical use of pre
pain relievers can result in serious hea
including dependence and overdose.

*,*";«'
"".",..-

R
Latest Data

OAS Publicatiolls
NHSDAlNSDUH
DAV,lN

SAMHSA's Office of Applied Studies (OAS) provides the latest
national data on (1) alcohol, tobacco, marijuana and other drug
abuse, (2) drug related emergency department episodes and
medical examiner cases, and (3) the nation's substance abuse
Treatment system.

DASIS
TEDS
N-SSATS
SMUIDA
Anal}1ic
!\'1etbodology
\Veb Ollly Repolis
I

TreatJnellt Locator

Welcome to the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), Office
of Applied Studies (OAS) website. All items on
the header are clickable, including the HHS and
SAMHSA logos. New users can click here.
Experienced users may access our data systems
by clicking on the boxes in the left column. Run
your mouse over each box and find relevant info
above.

OAS Data SystelllS
Specific Drugs
COllunellts

Latest
Report:

Persons with disabilities experiencing problems
accessing OAS files should contact our Help Desk
through e-mail at: oaspubs@samhsa.hhs.gov or
call 1.240.276.1212.

Emergency
_D..ggar_tm~nt Visit~JI]Y_Qlvin_g Patients
Discharged Back into Police Custody During 200S, there were nearly 4.4
million drug-related emergency
department (ED) visits; of these, 1.S
percent (79,400 visits) resulted in
discharge back into police custody. Illicit
drugs were involved in about three fifths
(61.6 percent) of these ED visits, with
cocaine (24.1 percent), heroin (lS'o~1276
NE~J

The DAWN Report

~

OAS Honle: Alcohol, tobacco & drug abuse and mental health data from

percent), and marijuana (17.4 percent)
being the three illicit drugs most
commonly involved. Visits resulting in a
discharge back into police custody that
were made by patients aged 21 or older
were more likely than those made by
patients younger than 21 to involve
cocaine (29.0 vs. 7.9 percent) or
pharmaceutical drugs (49.4 vs. 32.1
percent) and were less likely to involve
marijuana (12.3 vs. 33.9 percent).
NE~!

2009 National Survey on Drug Use
& Health - provides the latest data on
prevalence and correlates of substance
use, serious psychological distress,
depression, related problems, and
treatment in the civilian population aged
12 or older in the U.S .

• Full Report (HTML/PDF
mbytes)

I File size 2.1

The DAWN Rep-ort -The 2008 Drug
Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) report
on drug-related mortality, titled "Drug
Abuse Warning Network, 2008: Area
Profiles of Drug-Related Mortality" is now
available. This publication provides
detailed information about drug-related
deaths based on reports from
participating medical examiners and
coroners across the nation. The report
contains statewide coverage for 12 states
(Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New Mexico, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont,
Virginia, and West Virginia), and 373
jurisdictions in 153 metropolitan areas
throughout the nation.
NEv)

State Estimates of Substance Use
from the 2007-2008 National Surveys
on Drug Use and_Health (HTML) {PDF
Format)
NEW

2008 National Survey on Drug Use
& Health - provides the latest data on
prevalence and correlates of substance
use, serious psychological distress,
depression, related problems, and
treatment in the civilian population aged
12 or older in the U.S.
NE\»
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5.23

BZP - Options for moving forward
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault, Richard J Robert

2010-10-1511:47 AM

Cc: Daniel Galarneau

Just wanted to document our conversation & points to bring to Jocelyn.
Option 1:
- Aim for site visits
- Amend contract date now

- We decide before end of month whether still need to use the 25k, and if so, how it will be assigned
Option 2:
- Do not conduct site visits (will work with Vicki to modify SOW/contract, as necessary, to reflect that site
visits will be replaced by xx task)
In the next two weeks
- Bill finalizes his report
- We speak with TBS about our approach to the CBA
- We decide before end of month whether still need to use the 25k, and if so, how it will be assigned

Sincerely,
Angela
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Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP - questions

III

Angela Doyle to: Bill Maga
Cc: Richard J Robert, Denis Arsenault, Daniel Galarneau

2010-10-1809:04 AM

Dear Bill:
I will review your e-mail in more detail. However, please contact Collin directly concerning question #3
and other questions that have to do with compliance/enforcement based on the F&D Act and Regs. I will
request information pertaining to question #2 from the Division here responsible for providing such
information.
I will review your questions and address these shortly.
Thank you,
Angela

"Bill Maga"
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela: In response to your email below contain ...

2010-10~17 04:36:53

"Bill Maga'"
"Angela Doyle" <Angela.uoyle(gmc-sc.gc.ca>
"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-10-1704:36 PM
Fw: BZP and TFMPP - questions

Angela:
In response to your email below containing questions related to additional
sources of data and what we might expect in terms of monetary estimates, I
would like to assure you that I continue to look for whatever info might
allow such estimates, although the more I look into it, it appears that the
prospects are growing dim.
That recent email from the ED analyst presents
the common situation of seizure being the only hard data that is available.
Only in New Zealand have governments allocated funding to analysis of a
post-control BZP/TFMPP environment.
In other words, I have yet to find any
supportable information about dose per user, # of consumers, imports price
etc in Canada. The latest info that Collin is as detailed as I have seen
although as you will see below, I have some questions about that data.
If
you can answer my questions related to Collin's material, I would appreciate
it. Alternatively, I'll contact him directly.
Questions:
1. Something that has bothered me for weeks is the statement in the Issue
Analysis on page 2 that, ~An increased volume of these substances being
imported into Canada . . . " How do we know that is true? As well, on page
13, it states, ~HC is also seeing an increasing trend in activity with
respect to the importation, manufacture and sales of bulk materials and
finished products containing BZP and TFMPP which has led to a corresponding
increase in activities related to compliance and enforcement." Is there
info to support these assertions?
2. Can we gain access to Health Canada's Drug Analysis Service BZP/TFMPP
data for first half of 2010?
3. I have a couple of questions about the quantity and price data that
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Collin sent recently.
First, what is the BZP Action Plan that Collin
referred to in his email? Given the data that follows (200 mg of BZP x 2
doses/day), it looks like it might be a diet supplement but they are dealt
with under B. That regularity would not suggest a party drug pattern of
consumption. Under B, there is mention of a seizure of a natural health
product. Where did that happen? The seizure might indicate an area where
BZP use might be more common and might warrant a visit to health food
stores. The info is helpful but unfortunately what I would call hard data.
4. If I suggest that I would like to buy something on-line, e.g.
purepillz.cai would the lawyers have the same concerns as in a retail
setting?
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
Original Message ----From: "Bill Maga" <bill.maga@phac-aspc.gc.ca>
To:
Sent: Tuesday, October 12, 2010 4:13 PM
Subject: Fw: BZP and TFMPP - questions

>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Bill Maga
Chronic Disease Policy, Planning and Reporting Division
Centre for Chronic Disease Prevention and Control
785 Carling Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario
KIA OK9
613-960-2161
Forwarded by Bill Maga/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-12 04:13 PM ---->
>

Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

>
>
>
>
>
>

To
2010-10-12 04:06
PM

>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Bill Maga/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Richard J Robert/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Denis Arsenault/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject
BZP and TFMPP - questions

> Dear Bill,
>

> 1. Please find the e-mails below sent to us by HPFB Inspectorate, which I
> hope will be of assistance to you. Again, this is confidential
> information.
>

> 2.

I have noted that you would like access to the Drug Admissions
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Database
and will advise you on this as soon as possible.
3.
I have not yet heard back from the RCMP or CBSA.
Please let me know
when you have heard from them. Tomorrow, I will advise the RCMP contact
which Collin provided that you may be contacting him.
4.
Also, when you have a chance, as discussed during the telecon last
Friday would you please forward:
a) the correspondence you have had with foreign jurisdictions; and
b) your bibliography to date.

5.
In terms of quantitative data, can you confirm whether there have been
additional sources of information other than the following:
a) lAS
b) e-mail from HPFB Inspectorate (below)
> c) foreign jurisdictions (?)
> d) seizure data for regions in Canada from RCMP reports
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

6.
My understanding is that you are confirming that it will not be
feasible to provide monetary estimates under the scenarios of regulating
vs. not regulating in categories such as price per dose of BZP/TFMPP, # of
users of BZP/TFMPP, doses per user, consumers of BZP/TFMPP, doses per
consumer, domestic production of BZP/TFMPP, imports of bzp/tfmpp, exports
of bzp/tfmpp.
From the information you have gathered to date, what
quantitative data will you be providing in your report?
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Con~rolled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

e-mail from HPFB Inspectorate:

>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Jocelyn
I realize from the most recent ROD that this info had never made its way
over to you. I worked on these values some time ago.
I qualify that these are estimates only, based on information derived from
websites and what inspectors have been told by RCMP and other law
enforcement in their day-to-day dealings. The only numbers we can confirm
are the seized product values and the personal shipment allowances. The
seized product amounts have not been made public via a public
advisory/warning. You may wish to contact law enforcement agencies to
confirm street costs.
I hope you find this information useful.
Collin

>

>
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Fw: BZPITFMPP - contract
Bill Maga to: Angela Doyle
Cc: Richard J Robert, Vicki Rollin, Denis Arsenault

2010-10-20 08:37 AM

Hi Angela:
The changes look fine from my perspective; we can proceed.

Bill
613-960-2161
----- Forwarded by Bill Maga/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-20 08:28 AM -----

"Bill Maga"
To "William Maga" <bill.maga@phac-aspc.gc.ca>
2010-10-1910:18 PM

cc
Subject Fw: BZPITFMPP - contract

William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K lW2
Original Message ----From: "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To: .
Cc: "Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>; "vicki Rollin"
<vicki.rollin@hc-sc.gc.ca>; "Denis Arsenault" <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, October 19, 2010 3:50 PM
Subject: BZP/TFMPP - contract

>

> Dear Bill:
>

>
>
>
>

As per our telephone conversation, please find the enclosed annotated,
amended, Project Proposal. Normally you would make the changes and send
them to us for approval.
However, in the interest of time I have made the
changes and require your written agreement to the changes for my file.

>

> Thank you.
>

> Sincerely,
> Angela
>

> Office of Controlled Substances
> Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate

001282

> Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
> Tel.: 613-954-6792
>
>
>

(See attached file: Annot_BZPTFMPP_Proposal_Amend_2010-10-19.doc)
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Is(are) under consultation

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Fw: MDMA and BZP
Angela Doyle to: scott.TOgaen

2010-10-2002:32 PM

Dear Scott,
Thank you for the slide that you provided to us concerning
I would first like to confirm with you whether there was only one slide (with two graphs), as when I opened
the attachment, it appeared that there may have been other slides that I was unable to view.
Secondly, I have left you a v-mail and will be in the office tomorrow 8-4pm EST, should you have an
opportunity to return my call. Otherwise, we can discuss via e-mail.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-20 10:52 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Scott FOGDEN" <scott.fogden@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-19 09:59 PM
Re: MDMA and BZP

Thanks Scott,
I am copying Angela Doyle on this email as she is the lead on our scheduling assessment of BZP (she
was the analyst with me on the 6th). Angela is in a better place to say whether or how this data might be
used but we will certainly clear any public use of it with you.
Kind regards
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Acting Director/ Directrice par interim
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 952-2177 Fax: (613) 946-4224
"Scott FOGDEN"
From:
To:

Hi Jocelyn, We met briefly at the NADS meeting ...

2010-10-1805:24:29 PM

"Scott FOGDEN" <scott.fogden@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
<jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

MDMAand BZP
Jocelyn Kula to: Angela Doyle, Denis Arsenault
Sent
Carmen Berube

2010-10-20 10:24 AM

Jocelyn Kula

Here is the attachment
----- Forwarded by Carmen 8erube/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-20 10:24 AM -----

MDMA and BZP seizures
2010-10-1805:24 PM

Scott FOGDEN to: jocelyn.kula

Hi Jocelyn,
We met briefly at the NADS meeting on October 6th, and I promised to

Please advise if you plan to use
or distribute this information further.
Thanks,
Scott
Scott Fogden
Intelligence Analyst
"E" Division Criminal Analysis Section (EDCAS)
5255 Heather Street
Vancouver, BC V5Z 1K6
(P) 604.264.2132
(F) 604.264.2595
Email: Scott.Fogden@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
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Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

5.19(1)

Fw: BZPITFMPP - amended SOW enclosed
Angela Doyle to: Vicki Rollin
Ce: Denis Arsenault
Bee: Daniel Galarneau, Richard J Robert

2010-10-2009:10 AM

Good morning Vicki,
As discussed, here is the amended SOW.
Thank you!!
Angela

EI

Annotated amended SOW - BZP 2010-09-19 .wpd

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-20 09:08 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:

Bill Maga/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis
ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-20 08:37 AM
Fw: BZprrFMPp - contract

Date:
Subject:
Hi Angela:

The changes look fine from my perspective; we can proceed.

Bill \

613-960-2161
----- Forwarded by Bill Maga/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-20 08:28 AM ----"Bill Maga"
To "William Magan <bill.maga@phac-aspc.gc.ca>

2010-10-1910:18 PM

cc
Subject Fw: BZprrFMPp - contract

William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K lW2
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5.23

Statement of Work for Services
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA

1.0

Scope
1. 1

Title

. Professional assistance in support of the ongoing development of a regulatory proposal
seeking to add Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine
(TFMPP) to one of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA)
by the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS), Controlled Substances and Tobacco
Directorate (CSTD), Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB).

1.2

Introduction

The OCS initiated work on a scheduling assessment on BZP and TFMPP in late 2008. In
November 2008, a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties (NOI) was published in the
Canada Gazette, Part I seeking information from stakeholders on any legitimate activities
involving these substances. The only substantive replies were from individuals involved
in importing and/or distributing these substances as alternatives to ecstasy, which is
consistent with the fact that OCS is aware that products containing BZP and/or TFMPP
are being sold on the Canadian market regardless of the fact that both substances are
considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act (FDA) and cannot be sold in
Canada.
In completing its assessment of BZP and TFMPP, the OCS has determined that there is a
need for more information regarding products containing these substances that are being
sold at store-front locations and on the internet in Canada.

1.3

Estimated Value

The total value of this contract shall not exceed $15,000.00, including travel and living
expenses and all applicable taxes.
1.4

Objectives of the Requirement

The objective of this contract is to conduct a market analysis of BZP/TFMPP products
.

.

Health Canada Statement of Work (July 2010)
Amendment (October 2010)
,

Page 1
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5.23

1.5

Background, Assumptions and Specific Scope of the Requirement

The OCS is at a critical point in its work on the regulatory proposal to add BZP and
TFMPP to one of the Schedules to the CDSA. In order to move ahead with the regulatory
proposal, more information is required on the availability of products containing BZP and
TFMPP on the Canadian market. This information will prove useful in the costlbenefit
analysis that the OCS has to conduct in support of its regulatory proposal.
Although the OCS has some knowledge of the amount of BZP and TFMPP raw material,
as well as products containing BZP and/or TFMPP entering Canada via random searches
carried out by Canada Border Services Agency at various points of entry, and that there are,
internet sites and store-front locations (head shops, sex shops, etc) that advertise products
containing these substances, it is unaware of the extent to which it is actually being sold at
these locations. The OCS is seeking the assistance of a Contractor who can complete a
-in order to gather
market assessment 1
information about the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of BZP and
TFMPP.
The Contractor will be required to provide a report of the information gathered about the
products containing BZP and TFMPP.
sale of ~
-The Contractor will be required to conduct internet research, with a view to
identifying sites that sell products containing BZP and TFMPP, that are either of Canadian
origin or, if based in a foreign country, ship their product to Canada.

2.0

Requirements
2.1

Tasks, Activities, Deliverables and Milestones

The specific tasks associated with this Contract are as follows:
-Interviews with experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field, i.e. Toronto
Department of Health, Law Enforcement Agencies, to gain better insight on the
availability and pricing of BZP/TFMPP products.

-conduct on-line searches to identify Canadian websites offering these products and
foreign-based websites that ship these products into Canada to gather information about
the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of these products.
-prepare a report summarizing observations regarding the
prevalence of products containing these substances in the Canadian market and/or
presenting an estimate of the size of the Canadian market in products containing these
substances.
This analysis will be used in future policy development.
Health Canada Statement of Work (July 2010)
Amendment (October 2010)
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The deliverables associated with this Contract are as follows:
-submission of a workplan detailing the approach to the market analysis including the manner in which the internet searches will be conducted.
- submission of a draft report, including preliminary analysis of the results of interviews,
the
-internet research, etc.
-submission of a final report that will be consistent with established objectives.
Work is to be initiated on or about August 3,2010 and a final report to be submitted to
OCS no later than
December 31, 2010.

2.2

Specifications and Standards

N/A.

2.3

Technical, Operational and Organizational Environment

The OCS will provide the Contractor with copies of all relevant reference materials. In
this regard, the Contractor can use the Technical Authority as hislher point of contact in
terms of accessing additional references beyond those provided at the inception of work.
Final reports should be submitted in electronic format, making use of either Word or
WordPerfect.

2.4

Method and Source of Acceptance

Draft documents will be acceptable when they meet with the approval of the Departmental
Representative. Final reports must meet with the approval of the Director, OCS.

2.5

Reporting Requirements

Although the Contractor will not be responsible for providing written progress reports, it is
expected that the Contractor will be in regular communication with the Technical
Authority and/or Departmental Representative in order to ensure that work on contract
deliverables is progressing in the required timelines.

Health Canada Statement of Work (July 2010)
Amendment (October 2010)

Page 3
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2.6

Project Management Control Procedures

The Departmental Representative shall secure all required approvals.
The Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall arrange meetings
between the Contractor and/or other CSTD staff as required. The Technical Authority
and/or Departmental Representative shall also ensure the appropriate distribution of
meeting reports (draft and final) as required.

2.7

Change Management Procedures

Should changes to the timelines associated with this Contract be required, the Contractor
shall inform the Technical Authority in writing of the intended changes. No changes
however, will be made without the agreement of the Departmental Representative.

2.8

Ownership of Intellectual Property

The Crown will own all reports generated by the Contractor.

3.0

Other Terms and Conditions of the SOW
3.1

Authorities

Departmental Representative:
~is Jocelyn Kula Mr. Denis Arsenault [NOTE: ONLY CHANGE IF DATE OF
SOW SHOWS OCT/20l0]
AlManager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 957-6828
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: denisarsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
Technical Authority:
Mr Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Affair s Di vision Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
Health Canada Statement of Work (July 2010)
Amendment (October 2010)
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email: richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Administrative/ Financial Contact:
Ms. 10hanne Paquette
Manager, Business, Information and Authorization Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
Email: johanne.paguette@hc-sc.gc.ca
The Contractor shall obtain all direction for the work from either the Departmental
Representative and/or the Technical Authority.
3.2

Health Canada Obligations

The Crown will provide the following:
-access to all required background and/or reference materials;
-access to the Technical Authority, for the purposes of coordinating meetings,
obtaining additional background/ reference material; and
-providing comments on draft documents and/or response to questions/comments
within a timely manner.
3.3

Contractor's Obligations

The Contractor will submit all final reports in electronic format, making use of
either Word or WordPerfect.
3.4

Location of Work, Work site and Delivery Point

The work required from this contract will be largely carried out at the Contractor's
home and/or regular place of business.
3.5

Language of Work

All written documentation is to be produced in English. Should Health Canada
determine that translation is required for any purpose and/or for reference in its
subsequent regulatory proposal, it will generate the required translation via the
Public Works and Government Services Canada Translation Service.
3.6

Special Requirements

Health Canada Statement of Work (July 2010)
Amendment (October 2010)

Page 5
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N/A
3.7

Security Requirements

It is a condition that, prior to performance of any obligation under any contract
resulting from this Statement of Work, the Contractor and any sub-contractors
and/or their employees assigned to the performance of such contract will be
security cleared by the federal government at the enhanced level.

3.8

Insurance Requirements

N/A
3.9

Travel and Living

Travel and living expenses will be covered by the Contractor.
4.0

Project Schedule

4.1

Expected Start and Completion Dates

The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 6
weeks commencing on or about August 3,2010. The expected completion date of
this project is Scptclllbcr 17,2010. December3l, 2010.
4.2

Schedule and Estimated Level of Effort (Work Breakdown
Structure)

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by December 31, 2010
Scptclnbel 17, 2010, including:
-1 day for the development/submission of workplan
-1 day to conduct internet searches
-3 days to
acquire information from liasing
with both domestic and international experts/interested parties.

-5 days for preparation of a draft report
-3 days for preparation and submission of final report

s.o

Required Resources or Types of Roles to be Performed

The Contractor shall have a solid background in public policy development and
economic analysis in support of regulatory development, so as to be able to
Health Canada Statement of Work (July 2010)
Amendment (October 2010)
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appropriately analyse the information collected during the field work component
of this Contract.
In preparing the required analysis, the Contractor should also be able to
summarize information collected during field work and generate relevant
observations and conclusions as appropriate. The Contractor must be willing to
accept constructive criticism from CSTD on his/her draft report in order to
generate a final report that accurately presents the required analysis.

6.0

Applicable Documents and Glossary
6.1

Applicable Documents

N/A

6.2

Relevant Terms, Acronyms and Glossaries

N/A

Health Canada Statement of Work (July 2010)
Amendment (October 2010)
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Is(are) under consultation

BZPITFMPP Stats - Thank you! - no msg [if}
Angela Doyle to: Suzanne Desjardins

Suzanne Desjardins

we should be able to do that. Suzanne

2010-10-21 08:50 AM

2010-10-21 08:20:36 AM

Suzanne Oesjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Ooyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

From:

To:
Date:

2010-10-21 08:20 AM
Re: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Subject:

we should be able to do that.
Suzanne
Angela Doyle

Hi Suzanne, Thank you. Would it be possible to ...

2010-10-20 03:49:25 PM

Angela Ooyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne Oesjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

2010-10-20 03:49 PM
Re: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Hi Suzanne,
Thank you. Would it be possible to provide the information by Monday (October 25th) or Tuesday
(October 26th)? Is this reasonable?
Sincerely,
Angela

Suzanne Desjardins
From:

To:
Date:

Subject:

Hi Angela, I will see what we can do, but the i...

2010-10-2003:33:53 PM

Suzanne Oesjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Ooyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-2003:33 PM
Re: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Hi Angela,
I will see what we can do, but the information will obviously be only for part of the year. So I am not sure
how useful it will be.
What is your deadline?
Suzanne
Angela Doyle
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:

Subject:

Dear Suzanne: My apologies for the subject title ...

2010-10-20 02:57:57 PM

Angela Ooyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Suzanne Oesjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-2002:57 PM
BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------001307

Re: Amendment [il
Angela Doyle to: Vicki Rollin

2010-10-21 02:10 PM

Hi Vicki,
Let me know if you have questions or do not agree with this. Also, I changed one small point (last point
under "insert" under E1.5) where I am not sure if you need me to revise the SOW.
Sincerely,
Angela

Contract Amend 2 DRAFT OCT 21.wpd

Vicki Rollin
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela, Before I send this for approval could yo ...

2010-10-21 01 :03:52 PM

Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-21 01 :03 PM
Amendment

Angela,
Before I send this for approval could you review? make sure I didn't miss anything?
[attachment "Contract Amend 2 4500240986.wpd" deleted by Angela DoyJe/HC-SC/GC/CA)
Thank you
Should you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me,
Vicki Rollin
Finance and Contracts Officer / Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division / Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances / Bureau des substances controles
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate/ Direction des substances controles et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater St. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 1B9
Tel. I Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Emergency Drug Destruction (Section 29) & Emergency Destruction Invoices Fax / Destruction Urgente
de Drogue (Section 29) & Factures de Destruction Urgente TeJecopieur : 613-941-4760
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5.19(1)
5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
Contract Reference: 4500240986
Financial Code: 851092-54801-A6VD-830100
Vendor Number: 1154304

1+1

AMENDMENT NUMBER:

02

CONTRACT AMENDMENT
This Contract Amendment is made as of the flttr 2pt day ofSeptelnbel October, 2010.
between
. Her Majesty the Queen in right of Canada (referred to in the contract as "Her Majesty") represented by the
Minister of Health (referred to in the contract as the "Minister")
and
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K IW2
Telphone:

(referred to in the contract as the "Contractor").

Her Majesty and the Contractor agree to amend Contract number 4500240986 as follows:
ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT
A2.0

Date of Completion of Work and Description of Work

A2.1

Insert:

The Contractor shall, between the date of these Articles of Agreement and the 31 8t day of December, 2010

+ST day ef~~e't'eHlaef, 2010, perform and complete with care, skill, diligence and efficiency the work that is
described in the Statement of Work (Appendix "E").

E1.0 Objectives of the Requirement
E1.4

Insert:

The objective of this contract is to conduct a market analysis of BZP/TFMPP products.

Version 2003-01 [not sure what date here refers to1
Amendment 2: Oct 21,2010

Page 1
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

E 1.5

Deiete:

Insert:

The OCS is at a critical point in its work on the regulatory proposal to add BZP and TFMPP to one of the
Schedules to the CDSA. In order to move ahead with the regulatory proposal, more information is required
on the availability of products containing BZP and TFMPP on the Canadian market. This information will
prove useful in the cost/benefit analysis that the OCS has to conduct in support of its regulatory proposal.
Although the OCS has some knowledge of the amount of BZP and TFMPP raw material, as well as products
containing BZP and/or TFMPP entering Canada via random searches carried out by Canada Border Services
Agency at various points of entry, and that there are internet sites and store-front locations (head shops, sex
shops, etc) that advertise products containing these substances, it is unaware of the extent to which it is
actually being sold at these locations. The OCS is seeking the assistance of a Contractor who can complete
a market assessment in order to gather information about the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability
of BZP and TFMPP.
The Contractor will be required to provide a report of the market analysis t)f the informatit)n gtitheI ed tibt)trt
the Stile t)f pi t)duets et)nttiining DZP tind TFM:PP. The Contractor will be required to conduct internet
research, with a view to identifying sites that sell products containing BZP and TFMPP, that are either of
Canadian origin or, if based in a foreign country, ship their product to Canada.

E2.0 Requirements
E2.1

Delete

Version 2003-01 [not sure what date here refers to]
Amendment 2: Oct 21, 2010
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Insert

The specific tasks associated with this Contract are as follows:
Interviews with experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field, i.e. Toronto Department of
Health, Law Enforcement Agencies, to gain better insight on the availability and pricing of
BZP/TFMPP products.
Conduct on-line searches to identify Canadian websites offering these products and foreign-based
websites that ship these products into Canada to gather information about the promotion, pricing
distribution and availability of these products.
Prepare a report, summarizing observations regarding the prevalence of products containing these
substances in the Canadian market and/or presenting an estimate of the size of the Canadian market
in products containing these substances.
This analysis will be used in future policy development.
The deliverables associated with this Contract are as follows:
Submission of a workplan detailing the approach to the market analysis including the manner in
which the internet searches will be conducted.
submission of a draft report, including preliminary analysis ofthe results ofthe interviews, internet
research, etc.
Submission of a fmal report that will be consistent with established objectives.
Work is to be initiated on or about August 9, 2010 and a final report to be submitted to OCS no later
than December 31, 2010 ..

E3.0 Other Terms and Conditions of the SOW
E3.1

Delete

Departmental Representative:
Ms Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: jocelvnkula@hc-sc.gc.ca

Version 2003-01 [not sure what date here refers to]
Amendment 2: Oct 21,2010
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Technical Authority:
Mr Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.i.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca

Insert

Departmental Representative:
M. Denis Arsenault
A/Manager, Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 957-6828
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
Technical Authority:
Mr Richard Robert
Section Head, Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.i.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca

E4.0

Expected Start and Completion Dates

E4.1

Delete: The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 6 weeks commencing on or
about August 9,2010. The expected completion date of this project is September 24,2010.
Insert:

The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 20 weeks [does this need to
be approx 21 weeks or is approx 20 ok?] commencing on or about August 9,2010. The expected completion
date of this project is December 31,2010.

E4.2

Delete: It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by September 24,2010, including:
for the development/submission of workplan
to conduct internet searches
to conduct site visits in Ottawa / Toronto
to conduct site visits in Vancouver (if required)
for preparation of a draft report
for preparation and submission of final report

Version 2003-01 [not sure what date here refers to]
Amendment 2: Oct 21,2010
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Insert:

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by December 31, 2010, including:

for the development/submission of workplan
to conduct internet searches
:0 acquire infonnation from liasing with both domestic and international experts/interested

parties.
for preparation of a draft report
for preparation and submission of fmal report

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED
This Contract Amendment has been executed on behalf of Her Majesty and the Contractor by their duly
authorized officers.

FORTHECONTRACTOR _____________________________
William Maga, President

(Date)

Denis Arsenault, AlManager, Policy & Regulatory
Affairs Devision

(Date)

FOR HER MAJESTY

Version 2003-01 [not sure what date here refers to1
Amendment 2: Oct 21,2010
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Re: Amendment ~
Vicki Rollin to: Angela Doyle
History:

2010-10-21 02:31 PM

This message has been replied to.

Good thing you noticed the dates, I copied and paste the previous amendment without changing the
dates ... Sorry contract usually does the amendment of the contract until now, they decided it was our
responsibility now. Don't worry about your SOW I made the changes. I am submitting everything now.
will get back to you tomorrow as soon as I have approval to go ahead, the only thing is I changed the
amendment date to Monday so we have a few days to deal with it, if we have any problems.
Thank you for your help.
Vicki Rollin
Finance and Contracts Officer! Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division I Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances contr61es .
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate! Direction des substances contr6h§s et de la lutte au
tabagisme.
123 Slater S1. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 1B9
TeL! Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Emergency Drug Destruction (Section 29) & Emergency Destruction Invoices Fax I Destruction Urgente
de Drogue (Section 29) & Factures de Destruction Urgente Telecopieur: 613-941-4760
Vicki, Let me know if you have questions or d ...
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

2010-10-21 02:10:37 pM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-21 02:10 PM
Re: Amendment

Hi Vicki,
Let me know if you have questions or do not agree with this. Also, I changed one small point (last point
under "insert" under E1.5) where I am not sure if you need me to revise the SOW.
Sincerely,
Angela

[attachment "Contract Amend 2 DRAFT OCT 21.wpd" deleted by Vicki Rollin!HC-SC/GC/CA]

Vicki Rol/in

...............................................

Angela, Before I send this for approval

could yo~ ..

~A

,_

,,",00" <

2010-10-21 01:03:52 PM
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BZP - drafting responses to Bills questions
Angela Doyle to: Richard J Robert

2010-10-21 03:40 PM

Cc: Daniel Galarneau

Hi Richard:
Perhaps we can discuss tomorrow ...
Angela
DRAFT
Question 1
a) Something that has bothered me for weeks is the statement in the Issue Analysis on page 2 that, "An
increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada ... " How do we know that is true?
Response 1(a)
. / /
//
source of information and stats pertaining to increased importation /4c/Ci~ ~
CBSA (discussed in section 4.2 and 5.5 in lAS) py,d
Inspectorate (discussed in section 5.5 in lAS)
b) As well, on page 13, it states, "HC is also seeing an increasing trend in activity with respect to the
importation, manufacture and sales of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and TFMPP
which has led to a corresponding increase in activities related to compliance and enforcement." Is
there info to support these assertions?
Response 1(b)
Note: I believe in the lAS statement quoted above in (b), "BZP and TFMPP" should state "BZP andlor
TFMPP".
.
Import: see response to 1(a) above
Manufacture (bulk rriaterials & finished products): Please discuss with HPFB Inspectorate directly
(support info not provided in the lAS)
Sales (bull< materials & finished products): Please discuss with HPFB Inspectorate directly (discussed in
section 4.2 and 9 of the lAS)

Ref:
lAS, section 4.2 "Beginning in October 2007, the Inspectorate established a customs target for finished
products which was subsequently updated to include bulk powder in July 200B ... The Inspectorate has also
taken a number of enforcement actions targeted at PurePillz, Inc. who has been reported as selling
unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. PurePillz, Inc. have been notified that the sale of
and all activities with these products are in contravention of the Food and Drugs Act(FDA). Health
Canada has repeatedly requested that the company stop the import. distribution and sale of these
products."
lAS, section 9 "Recently, Health Canada discovered that BZP was an undeclared substance in the
weight loss product, RevolutionDS Weight LOSSTM. It is therefore possible that other products containing
BZP or TFMPP are currently being sold in Canada."

Question 2
Can we gain access to Health Canada's Drug Analysis Service BZPfTFMPP data for first half of 2010?
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Response 2(a)
The following information is based on data extracted on October 21, 2010.
Health Canada's Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyses samples of controlled substances submitted by
law enforcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP and TFMPP are not controlled substances in
Canada they have been identified in samples received by Health Canada from Police seizures. The
following table outlines the number of exhibits in which BZP and TFMPP were identified by DAS between
January 1, 2006 and October 20, 2010.

BZP
TFMPP

2006

2007

2008

2009

5
3

146
129

1061
920

2229
2188

2010 (as of
th
Oct. 20 )
988
958

The numbers for 2009 BZP & TFMPP have increased in some areas over the table in the lAS, because
the previous data was run at the start of 2010, so exhibits that were submitted at the end of 2009, but not
analysed until 2010 were not included. These exhibits are now in the database, so the numbers have
increased a little. Note that there is also an increase in the numbers for TFMPP, over the table presented
in the lAS, in other years.
Question 3
I have a couple of questions about the quantity and price data that Collin sent recently.
a) First, what is the BZP Action Plan that Collin referred to in his email? Given the data that follows
(200 mg of BZP x 2 doses/day), it looks like it might be a diet supplement but they are dealt with under
B. That regularity would not suggest a party drug pattern of consumption.

Thanks,
Angela
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Fw: eRRS-SORe: 4500240986 : Approved I Approuve
Vicki Rollin to: Angela Doyle

2010-10-2202:27 PM

This message has been replied to and forwarded.

Angela,
Contract with Maga has been approve. I will give the documentation to Jocelyn for her signature, since
Denis does not have delegation yet.
Thank you

Should you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me,
Vicki Rollin
Finance and Contracts Officer / Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division / Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances / Bureau des substances contr61es
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate/ Direction des substances contr61es et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater St. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 1B9
Tel. / Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax / Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Emergency Drug Destruction (Section 29) & Emergency Destruction Invoices Fax / Destruction Urgente
de Drogue (Section 29) & Factures de Destruction Urgente Telecopieur: 613-941-4760
----- Forwarded by Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-22 02:25 PM -----

eRRS-SORe: 4500240986 : Approved I Approuve
MMDDGM1 to: Vicki Rollin

2010-10-2202:07 PM

Cr::: Jocelyn Kula

Please click on the link below - Please do not "Reply" or "Reply to ALL" to this
automated message. /
Veuillez cliquer sur Ie lien ci-dessous - Veuillez ne pas "Repondre" ou "Repondre
tous" a ce message automatise.

a

(Ie fran9ais suit)

The above referenced agreement has been approved and you are now authorized to award the contract to
your selected supplier.
In issuing the contract, please remember to make three (3) copies of the contract and have them all signed
as original contracts by both parties. The copies are to be distributed as follows:
•
•

one copy remains with the other party;
one copy is sent to Finance; and
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•

one copy is placed on the official file of record (Le. a file registered in iRIMS, the department's
electronic file tracking system)

Once the above has been completed, re-enter CRRS and attest that the agreement has been signed and
distributed accordingly by pressing the confirmation button under "Please confirm when the contract has
been signed" on the Contract Summary page. Please scan and attach a copy of the signature page of the
contract. NOTE: for FNIH Branch the CCU performs the Signature Confirmation.
A link to CRRS is provided here for your convenience.

http://mmddgml.hc-sc.gc.ca/amd/crrs.nsf/CSummary?OpenForm&Login&L=E&ua=E&cn=4500
240986&po=PS1&ct=

L'accord en question a ete approuve. Vous avez I'autorisation de finaliser I'accord avec I'autre partie.
Au moment de signer I'accord, souvenez-vous d'en faire trois (3) exemplaires et de les faire signer par les
deux parties titre de contrats originaux. Les exemplaires doivent tre remis de la faGon suivante :

a

•
•
•

un exemplaire pour I'autre partie;
un exemplaire pour Ie Service des finances;
un exemplaire est place dans Ie dossier officiel (c.-a.-d. un dossier enregistre dans Ie iRIMS, Ie
systeme
ministeriel de reperage des dossiers electroniques).

Une fois ces etapes terminees, entrez de nouveau dans Ie SDRC et confirmez que I'accord a ete signe et
distribue en cliquant sur Ie bouton de confirmation « Veuillez confirmer quand Ie contrat a ete signe » situe
a la page de resume du contrat. Veuillez noter que la confirmation de la signature en ce qui concerne la
direction generale du DGSPNI est faite par I'UCC.
Vous pouvez vous servir du lien qui est inclus afin d'acceder au SDRG.

http://mmddgml.hc-sc.gc.ca/amd/crrs.nsf/CSummarY?OpenForm&Login&L=F&ua=E&Cn=45
00240986&po=PS1&ct=

Having Problems?

Des problemes?

- click reset password to reset your CRRS password

- cliquez sur reinitialiser mot de passe pour reinitialiser votre mot
de passe du SORC

- click set IE to set your Lotus Notes default browser

- cliquez sur fureteur IE pour etablir IE comme fureteur par detaut
dans Lotus Notes.

- click training to access the CRRS on-line training material

- cliquez sur formation pour acceder au materiel de formation du
SORC
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Fw: BZP and TFMPP - questions & responses
Angela Doyle to: Richard J Robert
Cc: Denis Arsenault, Daniel Galarneau

2010-10-2502:47 PM

Richard:
Below is the e-mail response I sent to Bill.
Sincerely,
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-25 02:46 PM -----

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Bill Magan <
2010-10-25 02:46 PM
Fw: BZP and TFMPP - questions

Dear Bill:
This e-mail is in response to your questions of early last week.
Question 1
a} Something that has bothered me for weeks is the statement in the Issue Analysis on page 2 that, "An
increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada .. " How do we know that is true?
Response 1(a}
The sources of this information included the CBSA (discussed in section 4.2 and 5.5 in lAS) and the
HPFB Inspectorate (discussed in section 5.5 in lAS). I have spoken with the CBSA and will provide you
with some general numbers pertaining to 2009/2010 soon.
b} As well, on page 13, it states, "HC is also seeing an increasing trend in activity with respect to the
importation. manufacture and sales of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and TFMPP
which has led to a corresponding increase in activities related to compliance and enforcement." Is
there info to support these assertions?
Response 1(b)
Note: I believe in the lAS statement quoted above in (b), "BZP and TFMPP" should state "BZP andlor
TFMPP".
Import. see response to 1(a) above
Manufacture (bulk materials & finished products): Please discuss with HPFB Inspectorate directly
(support info not provided in the lAS)
Sales (bulk materials & finished products): Please discuss with HPFB Inspectorate directly (discussed in
section 4.2 and 9 of the lAS)

Question 2
Can we gain access to Health Canada's Drug Analysis Service BZPfTFMPP data for first half of 201 O?
Response 2(a}
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5.23

The following information is based on data extracted on October 21, 2010.
Health Canada's Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyses samples of controlled substances submitted by
law enforcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP and TFMPP are not controlled substances in
Canada they have been identified in samples received by Health Canada from Police seizures. The
following table outlines the number of exhibits in which BZP and TFMPP were identified by DAS between
January 1, 2006 and October 20, 2010.

BZP
TFMPP

2006

2007

2008

2009

5

146
129

1061
920

2229
2188

3

2010 (as of
th
Oct. 20 )
988
958

The numbers for 2009 BZP & TFMPP have increased in some areas over the table in the lAS, because
the previous data was run at the start of 2010, so exhibits that were submitted at the end of 2009, but not
analysed until 2010 were not included. These exhibits are now in the database, so the numbers have
increased a little. Note that there is also an increase in the numbers for TFMPP, over the table presented
in the lAS, in other years.
Question 3
I have a couple of questions about the quantity and price data that Collin sent recently.
a) First, what is the BZP Action Plan that Collin referred to in his email? Given the data that follows
(200 mg of BZP x 2 doses/day), it looks like it might be a diet supplement but they are dealt with under
B. That regularity would not suggest a party drug pattern of consumption.

Thanks and please contact me should you have any questions,
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-25 02:31 PM ----From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Bill Maga" c
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis ArsenauIUHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel
Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-10-1809:04 AM
Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP - questions

Dear Bill:
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Information - for confirmation [jJ
Angela Doyle to: Micheline.Vanier

2010-10-25 04:03 PM

Cc: Richard J Robert

Dear Micheline:
Thank you for calling me
Below, as discussed, are numbers for you to confirm their accuracy.
Thank you again for your assistance and I hope it is a-kay with you if I touch base with you jf there are
other years, etc. for which the information would be of assistance.
Sincerely,
Angela
Samples seized at border to notify

He

BZP (alone or in combination, e.g. with TFMPP)
2009: 22 samples
2010: 5 samples
TFMPP (alone or in combination, e.g. with BZP)
2009: 21 samples
2010: 8 samples
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Fw: Contract Request - Market Analysis of BZPITFMPP
Richard J Robert to: Angela Doyle

2010-10-26 08:48 AM

-~~---~-~-~,.>~>.---»>~»~>"-""

Richard Robert
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances / Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
E-maiIlCourriel:richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-2608:48 AM ----Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-07-2708:40 AM
Fw: Contract Request - Market Analysis of BZPITFMPP

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Elizabeth,
I will be in meetings most of the morning. Could you start to fill this out. The formatting seems wonky by
the way (and only 20+ questions!).
At any rate, have saved on the L: drive in the "Contracting" folder with the other associated docs under
"CRF-Bill Maga".
Will try to touch base with you between meetings. Come see before 9 am if you'd like to discuss.
Thanks,
Richard
Richard Robert
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances / Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
E-maiIlCourriel:richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-07-2708:35 AM ----Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-07-2708:22 AM

To Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc Elizabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

Subject Re: Contract Request - Market Analysis of BZPITFMPP

Richard,
I need the following questions to be answer.
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Thank you.

~

CRF -Questions (CRHS).doc

Vicki Rollin
Finance and Contracts Officer I Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division I Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controles
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directoratel Direction des substances controles et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater St. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 1B9
Tel. / Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax / Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Emergency Drug Destruction (Section 29) & Emergency Destruction Invoices Fax / Destruction Urgente
de Drogue (Section 29) & Factures de Destruction Urgente Telecopieur : 613-941-4760
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA
Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA

To Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-07-26 10:27 AM

cc Elizabeth Dussau/tlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Re: Contract Request - Market Analysis of BZPITFMPPl!b

Hello Vicki,
Please note that we have slightly amended the SOW (section 4.2) and the project proposal (pages 5-6).
You will find these attached below.
Thanks,
Richard

Richard Robert
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
E-maiIlCourriel:richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca

CLEAN SOW - BZP 2010-07-22 .wpd BZPTFMPP Proposal 2 2010-07-22.doc

Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA
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Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA
2010-07-2309:41 AM

To Vicki Rollin/HC-SC/GC/CA
cc Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Ku/a/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject Contract Request - Market Analysis of BZPITFMPP

Hello Vicky,
I believe that both Jocelyn and Elizabeth have been in contact with you on this matter. We would like to
initiate a request for contract approval. Attached you will find the Statement of Work and Sole Source
Justification documents in relation to this contract, as well as the contractor's (Bill Maga) CV and project
proposal.
Should you have any questions, please contact me.
Thanks,
Richard
Richard Robert
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
E-mail/Courriel:richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca

CLEAN SOW - 8ZP 2010-07-22 .wpd CLEAN Sole Source Justification 2010-07-22.doc Bill Maga CV 060610.doc

BZPTFMPP Proposal 22010-07-22.doc
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CONTRACT REQUEST FORM QUESTIONS
Note: This form is intended for use on all service contracts requests other than the use of
942 Call-Ups against a Standing Offer or 9200 Requisitions to PWGSC. Once complete
please submit with associated documentation to the Procurement and Contracting
Division(PCD) for review and approval.
Requests for Goods Acquisition are to be processed by completing a Purchase Order for
Goods and will be submitted to the Procurement and Contracting Division for approval.

1. Is it your intention to process this requirement on a Sole Source Basis?

r

Yes

r

No
If yes, you must include the following documents for approval:
- Sole Source Justification (Referencing applicable GCR Exemption)
- Statement of Work
- Supplier Signed Proposal

2. Is it your intention to process this requirement competitively?

r
r

Yes

No
If yes, you must include the following for review:
- Statement of Work
- Evaluation Criteria (Mandatory and/or Point Rated Requirements)
- Basis of Award

3. Is it your intention to process
Notice (ACAN)

r

Yes

r

No
If yes, you must include the following for review:
-Statement of Work
-Mandatory Requirements
-Sole Source Justification (Referencing applicable GCR Exemption)
-if GCR exemption 6(d) is used, the Treasury Board Secretariat's 7 questions must be
answered.

4. Do you have a proposed (.;ontr·aC'tor

r
r

Yes
No

5. If yes, please indicate the name of the proposed contractor and/or firm:

I
6. Has the proposed contractor previously worked for, or provided services to your
Division?

r

Yes
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r

No
Note: PSAB is applicable for all goods and services performed by an Aboriginal supplier
or delivered to an Aboriginal Community in excess of $5 000.00. Please refer to the
PSAB policy for further information.

15. Will the services required be delivered to or acquired for an area falling under
one of the Comprehensive Land Claim Agreements (CLCA)?

r
r

r

Yes

No
Unknown

16. Is there an on-going re;quirement for the type of work or services to be provided
by the contractor?

r
r

Yes

No

17. Is the work of a kind that has been or could be performed by Health Canada
employees?

r
r

Yes

No

18. If yes, explain why the work will be done by the contractor and not by these
em 10 ees?

Treasury Board Secretariat Policy on
to Intellectual Property Arising Under
Crown Procuremen Contracts defines Intellectual Property as: "... all intellecutal
creation legally protected through patients, copyright, industrial design, integrated circuit
topograph, and plan breeders' rights, or subject to protection under the law as trade
secrets and confidential information. " Trade-marks and trade names are not covered by
the policy.
The intent of the Policy is to ensure that wherever possible, IP rights remain with the
Contractor. However, if a justification can be made under Section 6 or Section 8 of the
Policy, the rights may be retained by Crown.
Note: Questions or concerns relating to the ownership of intellectual property should be
directed to Dr. Julie Tan in the Intellectual Property and Technology Transfer Office at

613-941-8134.
19. Who will own the Intellectual Property created by the contractor under this
contract?

r

Contractor
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23. If Secret or Top Secret level of security is required,
rationale:

24. Will the contractor have access to any personal
on either Health
Canada employees or individuals who have provided personal information to
Health Canada?

r

r

Yes

No

NOTE: If the answer to question #24 is NO. then they do not need to answer any other
questions. Only if it is YES, then they need to indicate if an Impact Assessment has been
provided or not.

25. If yes, Has a Privacy Impact Assessment or Preliminary Privacy Impact
Assessment been completed?

r
r

Yes

No

26. If so, when?

f
27. If a Privacy Impact Assessment or Preliminary Privacy Impact Assessment has
not been completed. has the ATJP office been contacted?

r

Yes

No
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Fw: SOW and Sole Source
Richard J Robert to: Angela Doyle

2010-10-26 11 :01 AM

Here you go .....
----- Forwarded by Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-26 11 :01 AM ----Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-07-21 03:45 PM
Fw: SOW and Sole, Source

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Sole Source Justification - Maga - RR comments .doc

Hi Elizabeth,
As mentioned, I've re-worked the SSJ a bit. Take a look and let me know what you think.
I think the SOW looks good. We'll just need to nail down the timelines for the deliverables with Bill
tomorrow morning. I was thinking something along the following lines (though we can play with it, based
on a July 30th to September 15th period or equivalent):
Workplan - 2 days
Internet Searches - 2 days
Site visits in Ottawa I Toronto - 8 days
Site visit to Vancouver (if required) - 4 days
Preparation of draft report and review - 8 days
Preparation / submission of final report - 8 days
Richard
Richard Robert
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances contr61ees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTe/: 613-946-6523
Fax/Telecopieu r: 613-946-4224
E-mail/Courrie/:richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Richard J RobertlHC-Sc/GC/CA on 2010-07-21 02:28 PM -----

•••

Elizabeth
DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

To Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2010-07-2002:46 PM

cc

Subject SOW and Sole Source

Hi Richard,
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As discussed, here are the revised versions of the SOW and Sole Source. I had printed out the wrong
one earlier.

DRAFT SOW - 8ZP 2010-07-19 .wpd Sole Source Justification 8ZP TFMPP Market Analysis 201 0-07-07.doc

Here's Bill's CV for reference.

8ill Maga Q/ 060610. doc

Let me know if you have any further comments.
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division / Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: 613-946-6435
Fax: 613-952-2196
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Sole Source Justification - Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.

William Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Ottawa, Ontario K2K 1W2
Phone:
E-mail:
I

The objective of the proposed contract is to analyse the current situation with respect to the
availability of products containing BZP and/or TFMPP at retail locations (sex shops, drug
paraphernalia shops) and/or via the internet in order to identify the promotion, pricing,
distribution and availability of.')-u.~11p!<:)4!l~~~.i!1n~a.~(;i4.a.:: . T~~ . 9ffi.~~ . <:)rC::;<:?~t!.<:)~1~4.~t.I~~ta.~~e.~ .... n.
(OCS) wishes to obtain the services of William Maga as a sole source contractor to provide these
services~.Tll~re.slllts of Mr. M(;ig(i' s :work willp~ove useful in. the..a.:t.1.a.lysis that is ~.lll!e.n.tly~e.i~g
undertaken by the OCS.

. . . .j

["Deleted:

An accomplished professional with strong analytical skills and judgement honed during more
than 30 years as a policy and regulatory analyst in the federal government, including some 15

veal'S with Health Canada. Mr. Maga has a significant amount of experience dealing with varied
".{ Deleted: writing
complex, high-profile issues andj_n_!he pre.p_al~'!!~0l!_~f\y!i!te._n._~~P_<?!t.~~ .;~il~~e.J~~v}~!!)ef~ the.----------<'.::·/I Deleted: ~
Public Service in 2005, he has worked as a consultant on a number of projects
for HeaHh
.
I_~Mr. Maga has extensIve
Canada, the Public Health Agency, and various non-govemmental organisations dealing with
! experience working in the federal
health issnes. In these capacities, Mr. :tvla2a has providecl.e.~pe.1}:na.4yi~~?i.11-X()J.?:I.l.'l:!~<:)!1.'l.~.4n..
~,.,,;.~=~v=..~=~=.I~=en=t=. . .=..._=. . .= = = = = J
recommendations on various issues, including tobacco legislation, assisted human reproduction
. "1 Delete~:. and was responsible
d hr . d1\11
-- 11 JlJ. gh
b
f·
·th h
b
C
I
forprovldmg
~re~to~~~ ~:~~e~g~ p~~v~~:~1!~~~a;~h:~(ipoiIc~1l:&v1~to~~~~]i~io:!c'c~~;e~~ed~·~~uef:!r~-.
··-~>=..D=. . ~=._.~=..~~=.~=.:
= . .!=.. =. .=. . .=. . .=. . .=_. .=_. .=. . _=. . =...=. .=. . .=<.J

J1_'!Y9_11~~n._g~_~~~~~a.~g!!X'-J?.'l:~_~'!g~_~_i~~__'!~~~1?~~~~~<?~<:?t1~~9_4E~~~_!~~~)_~a.~~~_'!~ __

y ___________________ \---"".,

~:!:~~;o~~c~~,a~~l~~~t~:r

I subsequently presented to the

~I_.

Mr. Maga has demonstrated he has experience , understanding and knowledge of research
\;:''.':,.'. ConullIttee.
Tobac~o Control
Liaisonalso
Mr. Maga
activities related to policy developmen\e.p(l.:r1:i.~~1.(l.!!y~J:1:.Xe.J(l!~~11J<?.he.':l!!h.i.s.~.l:1~.s.~ ... r.J:1 . a.~9.iti.<?1~' . ~~r~ . . \ ,-:;: \, I provide~ policy advice relating to
Maga holds a
security clearance, which exceeds the requirement of an enhanced
\ \,:. :'.:--..t~~.~.~.~.~. Is.s.~~s.n.~~.~~.~.~~ll~. . . n. . . . . m'J
level clearance for this project.
\ \\.\l:::=;..D=
. ~=.le=. ~=~d=.:=.t~=. ~=
....= = = = =
I),:,. 'I Deleted:

It is the Project Authority'S belief that the Statement of Work sets out a rational work breakdown
structure. The work to be performed will meet or exceed the industry standards and it is the
Authority'S view that retaining Mr. Maga's services will allow the Department to receivey~a.:~!le
for money_

..

'....("''''=""'''''''''""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''."........

..J'J
.........

_._._.•....- tobacco
rD~I;~d: On another project, Mr.

-. I

Deleted:

',\.........

"

i

-'::-::.:,.

Maga analyzed the current

:" I situation with respect to the retail
I availability of tobacco products

..

1

where he identified and discussed

! important considerations for future
\'. i analysis regarding the availability

.:~

"'\ I of tobacco products at retail
':';ll?.c.~tio.ns.

"

J Deleted: ;

"J

\I;~~::~:;~,~~:i:.i.:,::, 1
'( ......................_..... _............. .

LDeleted: its
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Re: Interim Report
WILLIAM MAGA to: Angela Doyle

2010-10-2809:02 AM

Certainly.
I would appreciate the opportunity to get further instruction
after
a review of hte current status.
B.

----- Original Message ---From: Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To: WILLIAM MAGA <
Sent: Thu, October 28, 2010 8:05:48 AM
Subject: Re: Interim Report
Dear Bill:
Could you hold the time from 1:30 to 2:30pm for Thursday of next week? I
will speak with Denis and Richard, but I think it might make sense to have
you participate.
I will touch base with you next week to confirm.
Thank you!
Angela

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

WILLIAM MAGA '
Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-10-27 01:54 PM
Re: Interim Report

Fine Angela, do you need me at the meeting?
--- On Wed, 10/27/10, Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

From: Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Subject: Re: Interim Report
To: "bill maga" .
Date: Wednesday, October 27, 2010, 12:41 PM
Bill,

>

>
>
>
>
>

Would you please have the report here by Wednesday (noon)
next week, as I
am going to arrange a meeting with my manager to discuss
the results to
date on Thursday.

>

> Thank you,
> Angela
>
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>
>
>
>

Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

From:
"bill maga" .
To:
"Angela Doyle"
<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Date:
2010-10-26 07:25 PM
Subject:
Interim Report

>
>
>

> Angela, it was my intention to have an interim report to
> you on Friday, the
> 29th but I have had a minor setback.
IIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIII11111111111111111111111111111111111

>

>
>
>
>

there is material on the desktop that I need
to lncorporate
into the report.
I am not sure exactly when I will
get the desktop back
but I hope to have a report to you by mid-week next.

>

> If this presents a problem, contact me immediately and we
> will work around
> it.
>

> Sorry for the inconvenience.
>
> Bill
>

>
>
>
>
>

William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K lW2

>
>
>
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Re: Fw: MDMA and BZP seizures
Scott FOG DEN
to:
Angela Doyle
2010-10-28 04:51 PM
Show Details

History: This message has been replied to.
Hi Angela,
1 finally got the word from IBIT today and you have the go ahead to share this information and use it to support
the scheduling assessment. Sorry it's taken so long.
[1 left you a voicemail on this as well].
Best,
Scott
»> Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> 2010-10-28 11:14 »>
Dear Scott:

1 was wondering if you have heard anything as of yet about whether 1 can
share this information with our consultant who has
clearance and who
is putting together a market analysis to support our scheduling assessment.
If you have any questions, please let me know.
Also, if you do have the name of a contact at the IBIT office that 1 could
call that would be great.
Thanks again!
Sincerely,
Angela

From:
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Scott FOGDEN" <scottJogden@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
To:
2010-10-21 02:50 PM
Date:
Subject: Re: Fw: MDMA and BZP seizures

Hi Scott,
Thank you for your follow-up! 1 will look forward to hearing from you once
you receive a response.
I would be happy to contact the person you would suggest at the IBIT
office. Any data we can access to move forward with and complete our
assessment is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Angela
001334
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Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

From:
"Scott FOGDEN" <scottJogden@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
"Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To:
2010-10-21 02:39 PM
Date:
Subject: Re: Fw: MDMA and BZP seizures

Hi Angela,
I'm still waiting to hear back re: sharing the information.
With regard to further information, my report was an overview of the
situation here in BC, so I don't have much to add beyond that. If you are
looking for additional Pacific Region border seizure information, I could
put you in touch with someone from the IBIT office (where the data
originated).
Thanks,
Scott
»> Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> 2010-10-21 05:49 »>
'Morning Scott,
Thank you for looking into this.

If I am able to share the information with our consultant for the market
analysis, to support the assessment concerning the listing of the
substances in a Schedule to the CDSA, that would be great. My question
then would be whether he could contact you for further information or with
questions or whether the information is considered too sensitive. Also, as
Jocelyn stated, we would certainly clear any public use of the information
with you.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Angela

From:
"Scott FOGDEN" <scottJogden@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
"Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To:
2010-10-20 06:28 PM
Date:
Subject: Re: Fw: MDMA and BZP seizures

Hi Angela,
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Sorry to have missed your call.
There was only one slide (with two graphs) attached. Not sure what the
other attachment would have been.
I am following up with IBIT regarding further use of the data/graphs.
Best,
Scott
»> Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> 2010-10-20 11:32 »>
Dear Scott,
Thank you for the slide that you provided to us concerning border seizures.
I would first like to confirm with you whether there was only one slide
(with two graphs), as when I opened the attachment, it appeared that there
may have been other slides that I was unable to view.
Secondly, I have left you a v-mail and will be in the office tomorrow 8-4pm
EST, should you have an opportunity to return my call. Otherwise, we can
discuss via e-mail.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-20 10:52 AM ----From:
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Scott FOGDEN" <scottJogden@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
To:
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis Arsenault/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Cc:
2010-10-19 09:59 PM
Date:
Subject: Re: MDMA and BZP seizures

Thanks Scott,
I am copying Angela Doyle on this email as she is the lead on our
scheduling assessment of BZP (she was the analyst with me on the 6th).
Angela is in a better place to say whether or how this data might be used
but we will certainly clear any public use of it with you.
Kind regards
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Acting Director/ Directrice par interim
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
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RE: BZPITFMPP - proposed mtg on hold
Timothy.Folkins to: Angela.Doyle

2010-10-2901 :34 PM

This message has been replied to.

No problem.
In the meantime have you had a chance to start drafting any of
the initial sections in the CBA template?
-Tim.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: October 29, 2010 9:35 AM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Subject: Fw: BZP/TFMPP - proposed mtg on hold
Hi Tim,
I have left you a voice mail to ask that you disregard my meeting invite
for Monday November 8th.
I will be in touch with you once we have received
and reviewed the draft report.
Thanks,
Angela
Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-10-29 09:32 AM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-10-28 03:07 PM
RE: BZP/TFMPP - proposed mtg

Well do.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
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Re: Interim Report

lib

Angela Doyle to: Bill Maga
Cc: Richard J Robert, Daniel Galarneau, Denis Arsenault

2010-11-03 08:23 AM

Great. Thank you Bill and we will be in touch soon.
Angela

.. "Bill
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

~()gClU

Angela, please find attached the interim report 0 ...

2010-11-0208:14:31

"Bill Maga"·
"Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-0208:14 PM
Interim Report

Angela, please find attached the interim report of the market analysis of BZPITFMPP. As we have
discussed, there is little to support an econometric analysis that would allow estimates of future
consumption and price. The analysis focuses on the experiences, past and current in Canada and other
jurisdictions where BZP has been regulated, in order to give an, appreciation of what might happen in each
of the two scenarios - status quo (continued coverage under the FDA alone) or a post CDSA regulatory
environment. I have not included summary observations to conclude since I am not sure what direction
you might want to take after having read the piece.
I am of course very interested in hearing what those directions might be and would appreciate an
opportunity to discuss the project with you and Richard.
Thanks
Bill
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
_attachment "BZPTFMPP Draft Report 01110.doc" deleted by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA]
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Market Analysis of BZPITFMPP
Draft Report

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

Date: November 2, 2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd~
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
KlKIW2
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INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
piperazines or a segment of that family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDSA) A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic Impact
Analysis which is required before any proposed amendment to the CDSA regulation can be
presented for consideration. This market analysis will examine the availability, distribution,
pricing and promotion of the compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromenthylphenyl)_piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - BZP and TFMPP.
Currently, there are no known legitimate uses for either BZP or TFMPP in Canada." (Health
Canada, May 2010; pg 1) In early 2006, pills containing the active ingredients BZP and TFMPP
began to appear in Vancouver where they first gained popularity on the rave scene as a safer
alternative to many of the illicit drugs commonly available there such as Ecstasy, which is a
Schedule III drug under the CDSA. In 2007, piperazine based party-pill formulations started to
become widely available nationwide which is reflected in ~eizure dat~.u~~~!!h_~~~~~_!!~~~~~_m ____ -----"An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent
legitimate use ... " (Health Canada; 2010; pg 2)

I

In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market.analysis, this section
outlines the status ofBZP and.Ir:M~~,~}_t_~_~~~P~!.!~_~~_~J~_g~~A~!~~_~~l)_~~~~~(1t'?~~~~~~_~)!!_~1?:.~ ___ -- __ --{>=D=el=eted=:/=======<
Food and Drugs Act (FDA)~h~_~!?_~A _
~~~_!ht?~~_ ~~~p.~'?!Jx~_ !t?g~!~!J~!!~: ___ m _m ___ u _u m ___________________ -_--{>=D=el=eted=:=an=d======<

I ~1fRfa~I~~!to'iee~~~~;[~m~1tii~~~!~~:i;'l:~iMhi::t~~r:t/;::e~lJl1ti~~::

.. ··

Canada. (Health Canada; 2010) For a number of reasons, including the fact that there is no
'"
acknowledged therapeutic use for these drugs in Canada,l1o product containing BZP and/or
TFMPP h~~}~~_~!~~~_~P~.__ A~_~l:I~~_' it is _~_~_<?~~r~y_e~!!~~:~fth~:fP~j~:~~!(~~X-u~~~th~~!~~~::::>"
product containing either BZP or TFMPP in Canada a,r~Jh~R~~!!~J~~~~u~ts_ ~n_~J:~~~_~_~~~~~_____ ~'\ '\
Inspectorate (Inspectorate). Health Canada, has taken compliance and enforcement action to
\' \,
enforceJ~_t?_~~l~Y~l)_t_P~~x~~~~~~_~(~~_t?_r:p~_~l]~ f!?_~!_~~C~~~!~gl)/~_~ ___ u ___ m _____________________________ u_\,'-\~:,:

Comment [CP2]: Should
describe what DIN is, means,
in terms of market
authorization?
Deleted: they
Deleted: have never
Deleted: A
May be a good place here to briefly identify risk assessment and identified risk to health which
\\'- '-\, (. DeIeted : I nspectorate
was the driver to your next sentence. "Beginning in October, 2007, theJJ.?~p_t?~~9!a!~_t?~_t_~~H~h~_cl_~_, \\f Deleted.those
customs target for finished products (containing BZP and/or TFMPP) which was subsequently
\ \, >====.=======<
updated to include bulk powder forms in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to remove
\, ~~~~~~~~espect to
products containing BZP and .rfM~~ f~()ITI__t_h{!ir sl1elvt!~_ ~l)_~_ ~<:)n~ll_I1?~~~_l1~Y~ _~J_s.<:1_ .1?~eIl_ ",a~~_~_ ---- \ Deleted: (Health Canada)

.i!~<:1_l!~_!h~_ ~i_s.~_s._t~h{!~W~_R~_s.~d_~y_p_~<?~llct_s.-,?()~~~j~~~g_~~~_~~-Ir:Mr~:~~{t!~~J~l1-~~~~~~;-----_u_---'~\:"'>=D=e=le=ted=:-/===~===<
undated; pg 2, may wish to reference public advisories posted on HC website)

"" "" >==========<
"'" '{ Deleted: products
"{ Deleted: not to use
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The ~haracter of,the FDA could be considered administrative in natuniJ~~~~~!~!r~h~~ _____________ -------l
,,?rnpared.
~rirninal
CDSAj. ..I)'pic"ny, I'enaltie~uI1~e.r t.htl.l'l)~.aIIl()ll

nt.t()........1
~~~!::~:,:r~:! ~;:;~;e~~(j~~e~~ot~'A~t~ch:d~i~N~l!If¢tJi?t~~i~~t6~i,"" . . .
to thle

basis OJ the

as previously mentioned (where?), would make it a criminal offence to distribute (only
distribute? what about other activities? Suggest use specific wording under CDSA?) them.

,

I~~;;;isU!~~~:i~~":i~Sl~ji~r{#IT;;i9;
a:~~d1¥·a~:~\j~~\~~,;~~tri~~~\'t:!n:'U!,jiiied···":
tar~i»S-ubstancfs

Police (RCMP) does not specifically
ihatare-noi-schediiie<i'iincler-ihe-cYjSA-----\.
and the ~anadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) will seize shipments because ofthe products '\,\,
only when they are mistaken for ecstas~_(p~)~S_~_~~~_~y.«?[~~t_'?h_<?_~~_f<?~_~~g~_H~~~~_l:l~~~!_~h~ ____ , '\. \,
FDR without a D I N ? ) '
. . \\ \
\~ \\, ..
\

I ~r~:!~e:!~j~ih~eilii!\f~:;li:r;~r~iJOn~1eh~::~t~t~~~~!!~frr~~y~~:,~:~~~.\
Its status has lead to some confusion about its legality and the perception among users that the

'\.\:

\1,:,

Deleted: Because
Deleted: these drugs
Deleted: hard to find

~rugs are "legal'i·__ g~~~~I:t_~_~~~~_~_!~~R~~!~~~_h~~~_~~P~!"!~~_~k~~~sol!l~_!et~~~~tl:J?tJJ_~x~_~h~~~h~ ______ , \,\.
drugs are legal, and it has been argued by some.~h~~~_~~y'..~'p!<?:'{~~!~g_~_~~~~~~_t<?_~~_~~~)?)' _____ u_j \\:.

presenting a safe~~~~~}!1~!!Y_~_!~_l!l_<?~.~~~!~_!~E~j~_~~g~_~~~~~~_~~~~~y,__ {~~!~ph~l)~ ________________ ):'. \\\
conversation with, Inspectorate) Scheduling these drugs under the CDSA is likely to go a long . . . \'. \\\
way to infuse certainty into the market and clarify their status under federal law.
\\\.., \\,r--D-e-I--eted
--:M---oreover,

':' \. "">=='-==~-==--~~==<
'.\\\ \ Deleted:t

"Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA will generally prohibit the
following activities with these substances unless authorized by regulation: possession,
trafficking, possession for the purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the
purpose of exportation, and production .... The CDSA also sets out penalties for illegal
activities involving substances listed in its Schedules; and the regulations under the CDS A
establish tight controls on the movement of regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse
and diversion to the illicit market. As such, scheduling will enable law enforcement agencies to
respond to illegal activities. The ultimate goal is to reduce the risks to the health and safety of
Canadians posed by the easy availability ofBZP and TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated pg 2)
___________________________________________________

u

\\\1\\\
'"

\\', Deleted: retailers still believe
, Deleted: and

______ - - - - - - - {

Deleted:n

Deleted: I

BZP is an entactogen.1 that is, it makes users feel confident and relaxed in social situations, and
thus the product facilitates social interactions. TFMPP acts as a hallucinogenic. The combined
effect is characterized as similar to ecstasy. They are typically combined in pill form as a final
product before being marketed to users. While typically swallowed when in pill form, BZP
and/or TFMPP -E~I?_~1~~_~_t?~~~~~~_~~_~_r:I?~~~~~ __ ~~5}?-~~~~~~_~~_~~~~_~~~~~~_~_~~XJ~()_~!!h~~u ________ u _____ -------{ Deleted: the drugs
association with the products was their stimulant properties, with young people highlighting that
use ofthe substances enabled them to stay awake for longer periods to undertake a wide range of
activities. These included dancing, general socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The
drug has also been identified with weight loss as a positive outcome of use. (Butler, Rachael A,
Sheridan, Janie L; 2007)
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A wide range of adverse or negative health effects of';:p'~~J~~~~~:~_,?~~~~!~!!,lJ~_~~~_~_~Y.~_E~~~ _________ ------{ Deleted: BZP
identified by users-'rlIl_~~<?~!~_~~_~~_~~~;~~~!_~!j~_~~~~~~!1\¥_~~f~~~ll!<?~~~Y:!§:~~r_<?f1l1~~~ ________ ~:-----i>=D=e=leted=:,=a=lth=o=ug=h====<
negat.lve hea.lth effects to BZP party pIlls alone. ~.CO.'. mbmatlop of.~Z
. . Pf..Q•.~~_.~l!!p.t~g~.~..9...g!!9.:.ur
. . . _X;.~L,,""~'I Deleted:i
use of alcohol and other substances, extended penods of exertioD,lack of sleep, and dehyqratton
-----{>=D=leted=.=='1=1=====<
may all contribute to these negative effects.t(~.tI!!~~_~~~_~1.I_~~j~~I})J~~~<?~!~_~_~_~<?~_~~_~_~~~l________________ e . party pi
that, at the time when these drugs were legal in New Zealand, the same study noted that young
people found the legal status of BZP party pills conveyed a message that they were safe to use
which lead some young users to exceed the recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on
the packaging.
THE CANADIAN MARKET FOR BZP ANDYII~:1J~r _____________ m;~ .. ________________________________________________ ,

In the market analysis ofBZP and TFMPP, ideally the intent isto describe the size of the market, \,
including its geographical con~ati(;n~-consumer-demographTes;tlie-prfce-profiles-ofthe-drug----\ \,
and the trends over time. In the market for a typical legal consumett product, information about
\, \
these factors is quite easy to obtain. However, largely due to their legal status, the situation for
\.'!)=D=e=leted=:='= = = = = = : :
BZP and TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size; distribution and price
' Deleted: /
~--------------~
presents a particular challenge. A thorough examination of potential sources of information has
yielded little in terms of data which would allow forecast$ of quantity and pric~tJt is, however,
sometimes possible to get an appreciation of general dom~s~ic trends and future scenarios related
to volume and price by examining the information derivedfroPl seizures of the drugs by the
CBSA, RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate.
QUANTITY

CBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 (2004 )(?) to 17 (2008)(?), including seizure
of various sizes. These seizures consisted ofBZP a1(me or a combination ofBZP and TFMPP or
BZP withother substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug
Situation Report states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an emerging trend
with BZP and TFMPP being found in pills thought to be MDMA (3,4Methylenedioxymethamphetamine) commonly known as ecstasy. In addition, Health Canada's
Drug Analysis Service (DAS) has analyzed a significantly increasing number of samples from
police seizures going from 8 in 2006 to 4417 in 2009. (See BCDSIWG page 7 - conflicting
numbers)
If we can get these broken down by region or urban centre, we might be able to say something
about geographical aspect. (Although it is likely to show up as Vancouver, Toronto and
Montreal I would guess.)
Seizures

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP
TFMPP
Total

5
3
8

146
121
267

1061
898
1959

2229
2188
4417

20109 Oct
'10)
988
958
1946
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It should also be noted that in 2008, Health Canada inspectors reported that four products from
PurePillz, Inc. were seized in ~4 retail outlets across Canad~_(~h~~~_??l:JY-I.<?!~~~~!-,_~~_~_9Q~!j~ _______ ------·
was reported that in Ottawa a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to the weight
loss product RevolutionDS Weight Loss that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. Source?? Public
advisory on HC website.

Moreover, drug control officials in BC's lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government have recently reported that ''the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors can contribute to this situation, such as:
• "the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;• regulation of BZP by other countries;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product." (BCDSIWG; 2009)
These factors have raised the profile ofBZP and.IfM~~_~~~~_W~_~t~~~t~s!1J?_<?~~':l~~~_!h~mm_-------l Deleted:/
number ofBZP and'lTfMP_~_-x~J~!~_~_~!1:~J.~~~~~_~~_th~_':l!~~.. J~!_Y':l~~_<?~X~!,_P~_~_h~~ ___ m_m __
>=~D=el=eted==:/===========:
correspondingly found that since 2006, more cases have occurred where piperazines were
identified. It is the opinion of the pfficial~th~~,_~~~h-i~__~~g~'_~Y.~E-_~~~~g_~~_~~~_~~~~~_~~_J?~! _____ ------ Comment (CP11]: Describe who
likely going to resolve the BZP problem in Canada because a black-market will surely develop
'-th_e_se_a_re_o_ _ _ _ ____
after prohibition .. ° the problem of BZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly".
(BCDSIWG; 2009) And as will be seen later, export of BZPITFMPP to the US has sparked
concern among US drug control officials.
n

___ n

____ / - - - -

piven that the Health Canada's Inspectorate has taken action inthb'retail sector,itwould seem
obvious that most of the distribution would currently occur over theIntemet.L~~~H':lJ?W!X_~~ __________ ------ Comment [CP12):I don't
quite evident upon examination of websites. Various sites include:
understand this statement
Table I Internet Sources and Prices
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Onto
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.lnc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thm TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.comlUK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

PRICE
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (105mg Bzp 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram
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It should be noted that BZP products are not always presented as available on these sites and
many sites advertise legal products free of ingredients like BZP andlfMf.~.~~.~!h~!JIJ}.~!! _________ ---_/{ Deleted:/
chemicals.
'--------PRICING

BZP and TFMPP have values and derived prices that stem from different roles in the drug
markets. The first of course is their value either alone or in combination with each other, or in
combination with other drugs, to achieve a specific stimulant effect. In the case of BZP and
TFMPP, BZP provides the "high" and TFMPP the hallucinog~ni~ effect. As seen above in Table
1, the price for either drug varies considerably by form, loc~io~1of source and volume of
purchase. For example, it appears that the price for BZPalQQ~!from a domestic source is $3.00
to $4.00 per gram. The price in combination with TFM}?P is higller; and it is assumed that the
combined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the price is significantly
higher for products from Asian countries. It shoufd'be noted that pol{ce in New Zealand
continue to seize illegal BZP and'[':ffMJ:>~.~J.1.t'?hj~.!h~l!gh!.!~.~~}g!~~~~:!9:~~h~.~:._~.~.~!~l!!~)~ ______ ---.---{~D_el_eted_:/_ _ _ _ _~
November 2009 of 6 kg. is believed to be worth a total ofNZ$I80,000, or' about NZ$30/g. (New
Zealand Police web reports, 2009)

The second role refers to these drugs simply, as a cheap filler;which mimics ecstasy. An
appreciation of the value of the drugs as filler, which leads to·a,.derived price for these drugs, can
be obtained from additional sources as well. (Saffer;n & Chaloupka, 1999) Substitution of
BZP for sale as ecstasy or as a filler for ecstasy productsis'ofpurring in many western countries.
Its entactogenic characteristics and the fact that BZRis so easy to produce is likely responsible
for this role. With respect to price, the Inspectorate reports that the RCMP lm§,.~~~~-':l!!!~!¥i~~_ .. /-/'{ Deleted: is
seiz~R~~~.l!.~!~.~~.l!~~ni.J?S.~~.~.~~t ~.<?!!!g.~~~~~~~,~~.~~.~!~~'c~!~H~p~j~~-,.R~~~~g~~}.J?R~~~ ..... _~ .... -. Deleted: ing
counted lots like ecstasy with impririted;pop~cultUreil<?gos like ecstasy). Health Canada drug
" ... . Deleted: ing
Inspectors.have observed .pri~.~~J<?! .~~.~~iJ:~g\\1:& f~t?~. ~! .Q. =-. ~~~ p~~ .p}}J.. (~~.~~~~i.~~!~~.1!...... ~... _.. . Deleted: It is reported that the
with Jr.t_~p_~~!~,~':l~~), .Ih~, ~':lJ~~~':l~~~~~. ~~~~. ~l}. ~~~<?~~~i.~~. f!~~ .!J.1.~. !'!!~E~.~!~~~~~.!!! .~ER~~~!~ ,~... , '>'~'" common
suggests that the low price of BZPITFMPP as an intermediate input yields a significant return
\\> Deleted: can
when presented as ecstasy. BZP/TFMPP's relatively low input price would suggest a sustained
\, '.
Deleted:e
demand as long as ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among drug users.
'-.
Deleted: ,

There is almost no statistically founded information available regarding the use ofBZP and/or
l.F.M-r,~ ,in ~.~!1a<i~.,. I.1!K<?~~ti~.1!. !h~.t, <i~~.s .~~!~~. ~~ .I.~~g~.~y' ~~~~~.<?~~!~ .. ,...................... ,..... ,.. ,......... _.' - {~D_el_et_ed_:/_ _ _ _ _~
>'

FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS

As mentioned above, ideally, a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumption and price ofBZP andTI~M~~.~.~.~~.~~.!~.~.~~~.~~~~P!~j~~J.i~~~.~~~J:1:!t?~J?~~JJ~","'-"{,-D_el_eted_:/_ _ _ _ __
changes in consumption and price in a post-regulation environment. Given the lack of
information about Canadian trends, however, it is instructive to look at the experience in other
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jurisdictions that have imposed restrictions on the use and distribution ofBZP and,IfMr~~ _______ m-------{ Deleted:/
~--------------~
specifically in New Zealand, US and UK/EU.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, thereby making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance without
authorization. Table 1 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP under legal
restrictions.
Table 2: Countries which have ~anned ~~~J~~!?~_~WQt _____ .. _~. _____________________________________________ _
Countries

Year

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden
Ireland

2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009

- Comment ICP13): Is wording
accurate to all of these
countries?

New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand from 2000, provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs in Canada. It could be argued that the current ambiguous nature of the market
in Canada is close to the situation experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 2008 when
BZP was legal. Although BZP and TFMPP are not openly promoted and distributed in Canada
as they were in New Zealand during that period, lessons might be drawn from that situation. It
must also be noted, however, that the New Zealand drug culture seems to be unique. The EU
acknowledged that uniqueness of the New Zealand markets; " ... most of the data concerning
BZP use ('party pills') originate from New Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation,
which may not translate to the European context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This caution should also
apply to Canada.
Legal party pills containing BZP? began to emerge,i~J~t!~_~t!_~~~l)._4_~r~_lJ!1~_~_Q~Q!_~!!~_\V~~~n
__ ------{
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
lightly regulated with access restricted to those 18 years and older and restrictions on media
promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other jurisdictions,
into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight control and
studyingru. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey (check on age range of all
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respondents) that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in seven
had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 18-24
year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of20-24 year oids having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy." At the time (in 2006?), BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal
and safer alternatives to the illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use in NZ found that the drug types considered by
"last-year users" (describe what these are - those who have con)umed at least one product
containing BZP within the previous 12 months?) to be mo~~,easllyavailable were alcohol,

=::~~~~~-~1>:-:-:=:/=====~

survey on how the availability of the drugs had changed'compareqto a year ,.~~~E~!_~(!~~_~!~~_~h~~ ____ ------{ Oeleted:ago
users considered them to have become easier to obtain in the past 12 months, similar to the
'---------'---------'
situation with ~av~_~_~~_~~x~~_4_~~~~h~LJ:~!1X:!!~~_p~~~_(!!!!_~(~~_~~_~_~~~.h~~_~~~~_p~t:!Y_pm~AJ?____ ------- Comment ICP14J: Describe if
the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier to obtain in 2006 compared to the
you wish to include.
preseeding12 months.-_(W~J~!!!~_~_~~~~~_~~~~_?.QQ?l .. ~ ________ ._._ .. ______________________
/---/{~o_el_eted_:-=ag=-o_ _ _ _~
h

________________________

This popularity was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the Auckland
Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased frqm one in 2002 (0.07 percent oftotal
overdoses) to 21 ( 1.58 percent) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,009!llg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et al.; 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule. (Theron et al. 2007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers, in 2005 it was estimated that the BZP and/or TFMPP
"industry" had annual sales of$24 million~J:~R~~_?.QQ?}~_~~~_~_~~~l1?_~!~~_~h~~_~~~_~_?~ ____________ -------{'-o_e_leted_:_,an_d_i_ _ _ _
million pills had been soldisince 2000. (Quilliam~ 2006) The industry projected that an
estimated 5 million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to
promote the industry illustrates how close the industry came to social acceptability. The Social
Tonics Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itselfas representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that much of the supply of the pills in Britain was imported from New Zealand.
Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be manufactured l!:Land,.(!?'R~_~(!~ _______ -------{ Oeleted: imported
from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the chemical process to manufacture BZP is
straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the constant potential for domestic
production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)

-.J

The Misuse of Drugs (Classification ofBZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date forward the manufacture, importation, sale and supply ofBZP and related
substances, the main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6
month 'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of
BZP and related substances. Once this amnesty expired on
September 2008~ pt!n_~l!!~~ _f()r

pO
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possession and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C 1
controlled substances. Penalties included ...
Drug researchers contend that)r~_~~gK~_p_~~_~~~!!~_~-,_!h~~_~~~_~~~~_~_~~~!~_~~_~~-~~~!~~-~!1~~J----:.r-------- >=D_e_leted~:...., I~·n==ge_n_er_al=,====<
decrease in availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There .Ms.twUj ___ ------ Comment ICP16J: What are
main analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZPITFMPP in New Zealand.
these - briefly describe or
The first is derived from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) which was established in
identify here for flow of
argument
2005 to provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New
Zealand. The fmdings from the IOMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and
drug related problems. Research from the IOMS is utilised by a wide range of government and
non-government organisations concerned with drug issues" including government ministries and
departments, drug treatment organisations, drug prevention organisations, health and welfare
services and needle exchanges. (Wilkins et al.; 2010)
The primary source of information in the IDMS is interviews· with three groups of frequent drug
users (f~~_q~~l)_t_ ~~~I!_~~P_~~~~~~~_ ~~_t?~~,_ J~~9!!~_1}f~~~~~y. ~~~~_ ~~~_ J~~9!!~.~~_ ~~l~_~!!~l)_ ~~g _l!_~~_~~) _____ ----1~D=e=leted=:=i.e=.==========<
recruited from the community in the three main centres of New Zealand. includingA~~~I~n~~ _________ ----- ( Deleted: (i.e.
Wellington and Christchurc~_ Ih~ X~~_q~~l)~_ ~~g -~~~!~'~~~~c'~~~~ _~~~l!_t_ ~h~ _~!!~~!l:~ _~~_t?! ______________ ~_- -----~>=D=e=leted=:=)=========<
availability, purity and price of key drug types and how these measures may have changed over
- 1Deleted:are
the previous six months.
'-------------'
The 2008 IOMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use ofBZP following its
ban. The 2009 IDMS indicatefL~h~_~~_~~~_~~J)?_t?_~~~~!~!YJ~_!I!_t?_~y~!!~~_inry_~r~~r-!~.2.QQ~~---- ______ -------l>=D=e='eted=:s==o=======
however %1h~ _~~~}J_a~~!i~~~f ~:?Jl}ll_ ~~9~_ ~!~~1}~!. ~~~~~_t_~~~!~~~)-~-~~-~~~~~~ _ill_ ~h~_ Y~~_~_~h~ll__i~____ <- -- - - >=D=e=leted=:. = = = = = =
was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010YOneconcemduring the debate on the prohibition ------{ Deleted: However, t
was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely be filled by
a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances, such as ecstasy, black market BZP, and
alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 200S), The authors contend that there was strong evidence of a
demand for black market BZP after the imposition 0£~_~_~_(P~~l.1:ibi~~~~1?~_,?nf~_,,:~cu_~~~~ _______ -,--.--{'-....D_el_eted_:a_ _ _ _ _____
wording and ensure consistent use) and ample suppliers to meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et aI., ~99~_ ~~~_i_~_~~lIX ~~_':lgh~ _~'?_ ~~_~_l!!.t? _!h~_ ~~R~~! _'?X _tJ~l~ ______________ ~ __ --' -- Comment [CP17): Referencing,
i.e.2009(b), 2009(c), etc.
prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of any ,
Deleted: December
black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys in
2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition of BZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was available to
teens and ~ery young peopl~JI)_ ~~_~_ ~~~J~!l:~_ !_,!!~_i~g _~~~~_t?~~_ ~~_'?~!_ !h~J~R':l~! _~_~_ h~_'!!!h~ ______________ ----- Comment [CP18): How are
these defined?
Among respondents who had used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23
years and more women had used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of
European descent with Moari (1lpresenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were
employed (with close to average incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary
institutions.
In the 2009 survey, thep1_':lj~~!!Y_~Xp~~!_~~~~~_!.t?R~~~~_!h':l!_~h~Xh?_~_?_~C?I?R~_~_l!~~~g_~~r_?:~_~~_J!l~ ____ -.-----{'_D_e_let_ed_:.::...gr_ea_t_ _ _ __
point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less over
that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for using BZP less were that it was too
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expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in numbers)
physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they stopped
because BZP was illegal fuld/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for quitting
entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's illegal status,
hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk ofBZP was consumed in private
homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although music
concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is not
typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
Observations:
- Deleted: entirely
• As a legal drug, lots of potential for broad use bQt,jt;~notJ~_g~Li_I)_~~!!~~~_J)_<?~~_.,Q!"!~__
theory may attribute its current availability in CMadatothe inability for current
Deleted: But restrictions are too
lax to deter suppliers
compliance and enforcement measures and penalties under the FDA and FDR to
effectively deter its sale;
• Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
• rrhe great bulk of BZP was consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene as
was typically thou&ht to be the case, although the rave and music scenes remain
--- --I
important venues. l _______ ---- ___ ... __ ....... ________________ .__________________________________________________________ -_

United States
While New Zealand seemed to have a very intense drug experience per capita generally,
including party pills, the US has had the longest eXperience with,BZP/TFMPP as controlled
substances. In the US, the Drug Epforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to
temporarily place BZP and,TFMPPunder Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA)
because of its high abuse potentialandl~k~of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18,
2004, the DEA published a Final Rule in tl1eFederal Register permanently placing BZP on
Schedule I,. meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
_ ____
a toEA licens~~ _______________________________ ..... ______ _____ _____ ___ ____ _____
u

_____ u

u_uuu

_____ _

Posting on Schedule I of the CDA means that:
• the drug or other{1} substance has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug or other substance has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the
United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug or other substance under
medical supervision. Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana.
(N ew Zealand Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law enforcement
officials submitted 48 drug items/exhibits to federal, state and local forensic laboratories
identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items/exhibits increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088 in
2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items/exhibits rose from 6,088 to
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13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions occur largely through
smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with connections to overseas
sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and tablets and are often
l_eR~_~~_nte~ _~~_ ~c_~~y,_ .de~R!te_ ~h~ Xa~~ _~~_~ J~~J~~s_ ~~__t:l~! _~~~~it:l_ ~l)_Y_ ~~_~~y. ______________________________ <: ----- Comment [CP21):
- Deleted: sold as ecstasy

The market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the drug in each
country. Sufficient demand in the US would obviously foster production in Canada where the

1egal s~atus remains ~biguou( [rr<,clll~()Il.!J.l ~8Ila.d.a.",-o\llcl.also ()l1c<)utag() .c()l1s~.p.ti()ll.il1 ........ .

Canad : _I~_~ _~1:l!1:~!!!_ ~~~~~ _~~ J)_~~~~~~~t fC?~_ (~~_~~ _~~_ ~~_t_ ~~_ ~ _~~~_~~~ _~L~~R(J;'~Mr~_ fC?~_ !h~______ ,
US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.
"
In the US Northwest region, the distribution and abuse of ecstasy are a growing concern to law
enforcement and BZP is implicated in that distribution •. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in
Canada is destined for U.S. markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to
the region, particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a
demand for the drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and
distributed in the region are often adulterated with other substances, including
methamphetamine, MDA LSD, BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine. According to the US
National Drug Intelligence Center, the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug
trafficking organizations are increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some
instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine
point of entry (where is this?) in October:2008, 203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be
ecstasy. They were later detennined to be BZP through lab analysis. (references?)

"1

Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern areas such as Chicago and
the Northeast(better way to say this?}. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in
Canada and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations,
including substances such asMDMA; BZPand TFMPP methamphetamine, amphetamine,
mephedrone,J:~RJ_~.~f(~!~~-,_~R~~rt~~_~_~~}~~~~i_Il~ {~efe_re~~_t?s?l ____________________________________________ -----{__D_el_eted_:,_ _ _ _ _____
J.t:l_~9.9_~J_!h~_P~!!~~_~_I?_C?JJ~~_P~p~~~t?!!!.~!.i~~_~~J?~~~~<?ryJ_Al!!<?_~~_R~I~c~_I?~pa~~l)_t_(~!~~ _________ ------Laboratory, and Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of37 BZP sample exhibits. In
January 2009 alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible
increase in the recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent ofBZP availability and
abuse in the region is, however, unknown at this time.

In Michigan, figures aren't available on BZP use with teens, but ecstasy use among 10th- and
12th-graders was higher in 2009 than five years ago, according to an annual study of drug trends
conducted by University of Michigan professor Lloyd Johnston (reference?).
Observations:
• Even when ~rohibite{(~~~~!~)?H~~x_~~_~~!~~;_________________________ _ ______________________ _________ ___ _
• pO_~t?l1t~~J_ for (;()~~.illtl~_4_ ~~_4_,R()s~_i)?IX ~t.l~r~~_~~~ p~()~_u(;ti~_~_ if! _~~~ _~!llllggl~f!g fr()Ill_~a_nClda
in light of continuing demand in the USC?);
• Increased availability in Canada through domestic production is likely to increase
domestic consumption; and
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•

It is the opinion of the US Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scene. This is consistent with the survey findings in New Zealand that the bulk of
BZP was consumed in private homes (shouid this be above observations section?)
(reference?).

United KingdomlEuropean Union
In May 2009, the Home Office (is this a department?) in the UK announced plans to ~an
confirm accurate wordinto"each,re"" Jato 'urisdiction and then use consistent! for that
coun - "ban"I" rohibition' __~~~.?_~~J~l:l~~1)_~~_~_~~_I)~l:lJ.~!!~I)._~~_!~t?J~~~P5?~~tJ~_Q~!~_~_~~ ________ ----- Comment[CP25]:WHl need to
2009, it was announced that,AA_~rJ;?~'?~~_~~~}9_Q~~_~~~_~~.r~!~~t?~_p}_p~~~~~~_~_~~~!~_~~ ____________ ,
~~~::~~~e:~~:~~ntrol vs
included as Class C drugs under the Misuse Of Drugs Act (MDA). It is not yet known what the \,
prohibit and what the
effect of the restrictions would be on sales or prevalence of the drug, but many observers (qualify \,
differences are under their
- who are these observers) speculate that prohibition(wording) does little to dampen either
\
respe(:tiv~ legislations
demand or supply of any drug. Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online (what
\ and/or frameworks .1 do not
. .
think they mean the same
about retai I?) despite the risk of prosecution under the Medicines Act, as part of a regulatory
\ thing and can be used
regime similar to that of Canada. (Drugscope; 2010) The legislative actioRdoes not, however,
\, interchangeably.
seem to have had a significant impact on availability in the UK. The Transform Drug Policy
, Deleted: from
~==============~
Foundation (TD PF) is aJ~_~~~R ~~~!!"~,;9..(~~R~!f:i_~~__~~~~~gJ!~~~,?Y _~~ J~~ _
~~X~~ _~Jh~JJ~_· ___________ ----{Deleted:
TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits,ofsuch a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily
'----------~
political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on drugs'credentials). A deterrent effect from such a
prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there is already an established demand for these
drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute back to other illegal equivalents. Such a
deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF, 2010)
Moreover, the UK Scienc_~ and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to SUPporl1;t!\~ existence Qt:a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Governnieni!spolicy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcillg the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness."
On 8th March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of BZP
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for BZP, in veterinary use for
example) by subjecting it across the EU Member States to 'control measures and criminal
provisions' as a new psychoactive substance (are these ted into a schedule of some sort?
Elaborate on legislation that subjects these to "control measures and criminal provisions").
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP Chow? In what way?). This is part of the trend in last few years for countries to
classify BZP an illegal substance.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
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related to health and social risks and the fear was brought to officials' attention that prohibition
would lead to the use of criminally associated alternative substances like ecstasy (reference?).
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should pot inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks ofBZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
in respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences."· (EMCDDA 2009) This view is
shared by TDPF, "Piperazines (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of countries
including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of use, and
knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such research has
been undertaken."

OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

To be completed after further discussions between the Technical Authority and the Contractor
about direction and priorities.
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APPENDIX A

rrhe Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution ffimight be fostered by
Health Canada's "PolicY"onJmportations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health
Products Into Canadalt (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply
of drug~_(!-!~~~~_~_~~~_~!.~J!~~~~t<?~_~~_~~~':lJ_~J{~J_~~~~at_~[~~p1ail) -':Vh_~~_~_~~~~~le r~~2X<?_~_p_~~~_<?~~~ ___ --_/- Comment [CP26]: BIU will need
to review and provide
use. It should be noted that this Policy is intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic
comment.
use. Assuming a successful argument is made for eligibility at an upper dosage of200 mg of
BZP per unit, 2 doses per day for 90 days, this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, if
it were possible to import three months of BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide
36 g ofBZP for conversion into an ecstasy imitation. The following is an analysis from the
Inspectorate of the derived value of converting BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.
At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of36,000 mg ofBZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of;S}~3.~~/g_<?r~~~(~!sr_egar_~~~g ___ -_/-{
other unknown production or distribution costs).

Deleted: $
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~t ~~~~!t;~U:~~;:~:t::~:~;~~~I~_~~:~~_:~;k~~u::(~~~~~e_ahi~SU~Cient
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) = 1800 tablets x $20/tablet = $36,000 or a yield of $1 OOO/g.
Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

In a different vein of dealing with the use of BZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP (consistent with what was observed in NZ
according to statement made earlier in this document. Subsequent compliance and enforcement
actions followed and yielded the following information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate fmished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
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Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
200,000,000 mg /3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80lbottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Further to the compliance and enforcement action and seized amounts described above, values
for potential "street" sale may be projected. For example,;?Q9._~g_~fJ~~rJf~<?}_~)!'!_':l_J?j~~mm __________ -----containing 20, 70 or 150 mg per dose/pill would potentially yield the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$13,333,333
$28,571,428
$100,000,000

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP for the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request ~
Matthew James Dann to: Angela Doyle

2010-11-0303:34 PM

This message has been replied to and forwarded.

Hi Angela,

Matt
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Matt: I left you a phone message, as it might...

2010-11-03 03:27:50 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Matthew James Oann/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-03 03:27 PM
Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP Statistics - request

Hi Matt:
I left you a phone message, as it might be easier if we chat.
Essentially, the regional information has been requested from our consultant/contractor who is doing a
market analysis for us in relation to BZprrFMPP.
I will go through Suzanne when/if I ask for the information from your area, but I wanted to first better
understand what types of regional stats are available.
If we could chat tomorrow for a minute that would be great!
Thanks!
Angela

Matthew James Dann
Hello Angela, I was wondering if you could Ie ...
Angela Doyle
Dear Matt, I was wondering if the database cont...
Matthew James Dann
Hi Angela, Angela Doyle
Hello Matthew: Wow, thank you for providing thi. ..
Matthew James Dann
Hello Angela,
Suzanne Desjardins
Hi Lori/Matt. Not sure to whom I should be sen ...

2010-11-0303: 15:39 PM
2010-11-0301:42:16 PM
2010-10-21 12:09:51 PM
2010-10-2111:42:13AM
2010-10-21 10:56:17 AM
2010-10-20 03:52:34 PM

Suzanne Desjardins
Angela Doyle

2010-10-20 03:33:53 PM
2010-10-20 02:57:57 PM

Hi Angela, I will see what we can do, but the i. ..
Dear Suzanne: My apologies for the subject title ...
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Re: Interim Report ~
Angela Doyle to: Bill Maga
Cc: Richard J Robert, Daniel Galarneau, Denis Arsenault

2010-11-03 08:23 AM

Great. Thank you Bill and we will be in touch soon.
Angela

"Bill Magan
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:

Subject:

Angela, please find attached the interim report 0 ...

2010-11-0208:14:31

"Bill Maga'"
"Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-0208:14 PM
Interim Report

Angela, please find attached the interim report of the market analysis of BZPITFMPP. As we have
discussed, there is little to support an econometric analysis that would allow estimates of future
_ consumption and price. The analysis focuses on the experiences, past and current in Canada and other
jurisdictions where BZP has been regulated, in order to give an appreciation of what might happen in each
of the two scenarios - status quo (continued coverage under the FDA alone) or a post CDSA regulatory
environment. I have not included summary observations to conclude since I am not sure what direction
you might want to take after having read the piece.
I am of course very interested in hearing what those directions might be and would appreciate an
opportunity to discuss the project with you and Richard.
Thanks
Bill
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
attachment "BZPTFMPP Draft Report 01110.doc" deleted by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA]
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Market Analysis of BZP/TFMPP
Draft Report

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

Date: November 2, 2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2KIW2
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INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office ofContr<)lfed Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
or a segment of that family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDSA) A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic Impact
Analysis which is required before any proposed regulation can be presented for consideration.
This market analysis will examine the availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the
compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).
Ilip~razines

BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many phafI!1~al products and -are also used in I
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake t1uiiEiiiCEother industrial materials.
I
There are, however, two derivatives in this class thaLa~sed ieC:Jcationally in the rave and party,
scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stim1iliiit properties~P and TFMPP.
,
Currently, there arell9 known legitimate uses.,:f§5Ether BZP or TFMroeu Canada." (Health
Canada, May 2010; pg 1) In early 2006, pills~c~I,1taining the active ingretIfunts BZP and TFMPP
began to appear in Vancouver where they first gain~~tpopul_~~ on the rav'(5;jee)le as a safer
alternative to many of the illicit druga.,commonly avaiJable::tfiife such as Ecstis~which is a
Schedule III drug under the CDSA:iIEitlQ7, piperazine:ij~sea party-pill formulatIons started to
become widely available nationwide·~1ric1ES:.reflected iIi~zure data. Health Canada noted,
"An increased volume of these substanc-~beihW!?:?E0rted m~nada with no apparent
legitimate use ... " (HealtlU:anada; 20IG;fES 2) ~
.. _ ..

,,---

'~~-

"-::::::

In order to provide a~re~iat~f the c~iifex~un~e market analysis, this section
outlines the status of BWTFMPP:With respecEfiithe legislateo mandates contained in the Food
and Drugs Act (FDA) intEthe CD~and their rem.,ective regulations.

currentl~~s'w~~~~P

or a combination of them in Canada.
BZP aii~'TFMPP meertfil:&iefmi~of a drug'aElefmed under the Food and Drugs Regulations
(FDR) a~:therefore requirea.Drug.Iifentificatio~-Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. (lJil1lth Canada; 20tn:). For a~~ber of reasons, including the fact that there is no
acknowledged?tllerapeutic use" f& these dings in Canada, they have never received a DIN. And
the Inspectorate ~~ken actioiffR> enforce those provisions of the FDA with respect to
BZP/TFMPP.
_==
-.::~:.. . "--::~~f.\Pfl):r
"Beginning in October, 2ae~~ (Health Canada) Inspectorate established a customs target for
finished products (containiri BZP and/or TFMPP) which was subsequently updated to include
bulk powder in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to remove BZP/TFMPP products
from their shelves and consumers have also been warned not to use products containing BZP and
TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated; pg 2)

g

The character of the FDA could be considered administrative in nature, particularly when
compared to the criminal basis of the CDSA. Typically, penalties under the FDA amount to
simple seizure and a fine of $500, and are not as severe as those that might be applied under the
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CDSA. Scheduling BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA, as previously mentioned, would make it
a criminal offence to distribute them.
Because of their legal status, information about the availability, distribution and price of these
drugs is hard to find. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) does not specifically target
substances that are not scheduled under the CDSA and the Canadian Border Services Agency
(CBSA) will seize shipments b~ofthe'~roducts only when they are mistaken for ecstasy.
(Does CBSA ever watch out for drugs listed under the FDR without a DIN?)
Moreover, there appears to have been little research into the pre~lence of BZP/TFMPP use in
Canada. In fact, some experts in the illicit drug field had n9tIiEifd of the drug before they were
interviewed. Its status has lead to some confusion abou~ality and the perception among
users that the drugs are "legal". Health Canada inspe~!Oiaiav~ported that retailers still
believe that the drugs are legal and that they are pro.Yidmg a sefV:iCe.to users by presenting an
alternative to more harmful, illicit drugs such as..ees5Sy/ (telephoii"enversation with Collin
Pinto, Inspectorate).. Scheduling these drugs utfdeF'the CDSA is likely:t!Ego a long way to infuse
certainty into the market and clarify their statUS::~..Qer federal law.

-=--

;i-;m;sn.9~ill generally:~~!ttbit

"Scheduling BZP and TFMPP withirtJhe scope
the
following activities with these subsrim.~unless authoitiiif by regulation: possession,
trafficking, possession for the purpose:afmmicking, impOi&!ion, exportation, possession for the
purpose of exportation, and production.- . Tne:EASA also's~~ut penalties for illegal
activities involving substan~ listed in its'?..EhedrlJes;' and the iem,nations under the CDSA
establish tight control&:~iEthlf.l'l1aYement o~~latet£sn6ibmces with a view to reducing abuse
and diversion to the iltiitT markeSs such, sCliediiliiig wilI~enable law enforcement agencies to
respond to illegal activIties. The iiiimate goaFfsffi5 reduce the risks to the health and safety of
Canadians posed by the:ei§y. avail~mlity of BZ:P7ind TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated pg 2)
~::...

Nature

<,'::::::=~

..~--

ofBZPrrFNiPP.~

-

BZP is ali~tactogen thaff#i! make~~ers feel confident and relaxed in social situations, and
thus the prodtt£t facilitates soFial intei~ictions. TFMPP acts as a hallucinogenic. The combined
effect is charact~~zed as simila€to ecstasy; They are typically combined in pill form as a [mal
product before bein&marketedtQ:!lsers. While typically swallowed, the drugs can also be
snorted or smoked. 'rn:iJ1tervie~with users, a key positive association with the products was
their stimulant propertieSr::witll::!.oung people highlighting that use of the substances enabled
them to stay awake for l()ng~EPeriods to undertake a wide range of activities. These included
dancing, general socialising;:'work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified
with weight loss as a positive outcome of use. (Butler, Rachael A, Sheridan, Janie L; 2007)
A wide range of adverse or negative effects of BZP party pills have been identified by users,
although it should be noted that it is reasonably difficult to attribute many of these to BZP party
pills alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and other
substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute to
these negative effectSjf(Butler and Sheridan)1 It should be noted as wel~th~~,...":t..t:l:t:<!..!~.~~I:t<!.~_ .._---- (E;.;t-;d;-~=~=~=_==J
these drugs were legal in New Zealand, the same study noted that young people found the legal
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status of BZP party pills conveyed a message that they were safe to use which lead some young
users to exceed the recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging.
THE CANADIAN MARKET FOR BZPffFMPP

In the market analysis of BZP/TFMPP, ideally the intent is to describe the size of the market,
including its geographical concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug
and the trends over time. In the market for a typical legal consumer product, information about
these factors is quite easy to obtain. H~~~Y,e!.!..!argely due to their legal status, the situation. for
BZP a7d TFMPP is uniqne an~ien-about HUli:ket--si-z-e,tiistributlon.-and.p.ric.e
~esen s a partict.!1~.Lchalleng6:-A-th.orough examination o(llntilltial sources of information h~
YIelded httIeffi terms of data which would allow foreca~~antity and price. It is, however,
sometimes possible to get an appreciation of general dOmstiHends and future scenarios related
to volume and price by examining the information denved from~sei2ures of the drugs by the
CBSA, RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorat,*

-==---.--

~A~

.-.-

QUANTITY

••

-

~=....

""--'-'

CBSA data indicate that between 2Q04 and 2008, th1EDlw&f samples ref~~o that
Agency's laboratories for analysis ~n from 0 t~mcluding seizure of various sizes.
These seizures consisted of BZP aloiRI a::cQInbination 6+:BlP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health~a~) The REMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-typ~etic substatae traf~ is an e~~ng trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found ~t to be '~MA~lenearoxymethamphetamine)
commonly known ~cstasy. ~ition, H~da'S""~ Analysis Service (DAS) has
analyzed a significaritlE!lcreasin!E.!!lmber of~les from police seizures going from 8 in 2006
to 4417 in 2009. (See B~WG:~7 .- cont~g numbers)

--

...... ~~--

If we ca.n::g¢-fhese-5rnIren doWi£tiY region m::Ulban-::e.entre, we might be ab1e to say something
about:g§faphical as~(A1tFiiiiIW it is like~ show up as Vancouver, Toronto and
Mon treaEEwould guess.

r-=. ".

:.:=-

Seizures

-=
~:.

.~

:::=

~ ..

~=.•

:;

2006

:::::;
-::::=: :=.

~

BZP
TFMPP
Total

-:- "

.~~5

":t-:E
8-==-

2007

2008

2009

146
121
267

1061
898
1959

2229
2188
4417

20109 Oct
, 10)
988
958
1946

~

It should also be noted that in 2008, Health Canada inspectors reported that four products from
PurePillz, Inc. were seized in 24 retail outlets across Canada (where??). Moreover, in 2009, it
was reported that in Ottawa a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to the weight
loss product RevolutionDS Weight Loss that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. Source??

Moreover, drug control officials in BC's lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
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(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors can contribute to this situation, such as:
• "the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation of BZP by other countries;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product." (BCDSIWG; 2009)
These factors have raised the profile of BZPITFMPP on the West Coast and increased the
number of BZP/TFMPP-related incidents in the area. In Vaneouver, DAS has correspondingly
found that since 2006, more cases have occurred where meines were identified. It is the
opinion of the officials that, "at this stage, even banni:rr~ sut1stance is not likely going to
resolve the BZP problem in Canada because a black!maifet wilESU;ely develop after prohibition
... the problem ofBZP can become prominent m:.9iiiada remarka~uickly". (BCDSIWG;
2009) And as will be seen later, export of BZ.etEFMPP to the US haS::sl1arked concern among
US drug control o f f i c i a l s . , _
",::__

can(;(fr.~QIlI'!orate ~:i;IF<IC~

s~~elt

Given that the HealliL
has
the retail
would seem
obvious that most of the distribution:-'lWiWd currently occw::over the Internet. Availability is
quite evident upon examination of s{t~.:~mlS sites U;:c@e:
Table 1 Internet Sources

~nd.Prices

sol::1R6B '.

"'",

.

~ ,. ,

' " -::- .

PRICE

Price per kilogram

~ckyherbs.commK.

-

"'-

.<N _ _ _

_

_

$150-$200US/ am BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/ am

,,.,,,,..,---

It should be noted that BZP,lroducts are not always presented as available on these sites and
many sites advertise legal products free of ingredients like BZP/TFMPP and other illicit
chemicals.

I

PRICING

BZP and TFMPP have values and derived prices that stem from different roles in the drug
markets. The first of course is their value either alone or in combination with each other, or in
combination with other drugs, to achieve a specific stimulant effect. In the case of BZP and
TFMPP, BZP provides the "high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect. As seen above in Table
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1, the price for either drug varies considerably by fonn, location of source and volume of
purchase. For example, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a domestic source is $3.00
to $4.00 per gram. The price in combination with TFMPP is higher; and it is a,ssumed that the
combined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the price is significantly
higher for products from Asian countries. It should be noted that police in New Zealand
continue to seize illegal BZP/TFMPP which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in
November 2009 of6 kg. is believed to be worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about NZ$30/g. (New
Zealand Police web reports, 2009)

The second role refers to these drugs simply as a cheap fil1~h mimics ecstasy. An
appreciation of the value of the drugs as filler, which le~ derived price for these drugs, can
be obtained from additional sources as well. (Saffer, !#E€h~ka, 1999) Substitution of
BZP for sale as ecstasy or as a filler for ecstasy productiis occm'mJg in many western countries.
Its entactogenic characteristics and the fact thatHC15s so easy to p~ce is likely responsible
for this role. With respect to price, the Inspectorate reports that the R~ is encountering and
seizing products being marketed as ecstasy (siffiilarprice, packaged in p~unted lots like
ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos like ecs~ It is reported that thSQmmOD pace for
ecstasy can range from $10 - $20 pg.l (Cowwutij,BtioiEiith Collin Pinto;~l~ectorate) The
calculations based on infonnation frOl1flhe Inspectora~ppendix A suggests that the low
price of BZP/TFMPP as an intennedliisJ~elds a sigijjj,ant return when presented as
ecstasy. BZP/TFMPP's relatively low' ut~ould su - - a sustained demand as long as

acity-amotlg ~

Demographics of

~~eiFMPP-Else in C~ila:'iC CCS16m.vey 16 years +)
~

=

-==- ---.~~~-~--=-

<
~

There is almost no statistt~ly fo~infonn& available regarding the use ofBZPITFMPP
in Canada. InfArmation th~ist Ii largely ~dotal.

.

.'c,__

FUTU~~E'NARIOS~ NX2ERIENEEll.F OT~EIrJm{J~nICTIONS
~

~_.

men~~n~bove, idea;iy;::zmark~sis

As
would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumptioI,Fand price of ~ITFMPYin order to make some projections with respect to
changes in consinnpJion and p~in a post-regulation environment. Given the lack of
information about eajadian tremi, however, it is instructive to look at the experience in other
jurisdictions that havelmP.J>~trictions on the use and distribution of BZP/TFMPP,
specifically in New Zealatt~ and UK/EU.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, thereby making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance without
authorization. Table 1 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP under legal
restrictions.

-

Table 2: Countries which have b,anned BZP (BCDSIWG)
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Countries

Year

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden
Ireland

2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009

New Zealand

--

The experience of New Zealand frotn.2000, providei;ihindmlffion of the
for extensive
use of these drugs in Canada. It coii'i£5:;argued that tliBlifrent ambiguous
of the market
in Canada is close to the situation expmeIl~y New ie~!n.d between 2000 and 2008 when
BZP was legal. Although BZP and TF~P are::tm.bQpenly p·i6ihoted and distributed in Canada
as they were in New Zealand, during that~mttiod, IeS"~JB.lllight15e:arawn from that situation. It
must also be noted, hnw~et;.t&at the Ne~aland.:.~re seems to be unique. The EU
acknowledged that m,ltqueness o8he New ~rketS: t~ ; most of the data concerning
BZP use ('party pi1ls'~~ginate fiiii:.t New Ze"iiiiK, a country with a distinctive drug situation,
which may not translate~e Eume~an contexY;;,{EMCDDA, 2009) This caution should also
apply to Can~~:::::=:,",
. ,-,
~
.

-

-=-

---

Legal paJ:tY pills begafr~erge:B'::legal pr~~ts='in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasirigl)£popular in su6~uenfYlm.:s, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
lightly regula~fl with accesstt?!.trictectnehose 18 years and older and restrictions on media
promotion. TIi~,has been conii!lerablemearch in New Zealand, relative to other jurisdictions,
into the drug's appearance on trre:tave scene in urban areas and its use for weight control and
studying. Wilkins e~I:'-..(2006).:ffiillld in a 2006 household survey (check on age range of all
respondents) that "one'iiEfiY~i2ewle had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in seven
had used them in the prece:dinifwelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 18-24
year age group, with around=One third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and safer
alternatives to the illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZPITFMPP party pills.
Approximately three-quarters of users of these drug types described their availability at the time
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as "very easy". In fact, findings from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had
changed compared to a year ago revealed that users considered them to have become easier to
obtain in the past 12 months, similar to the situation with kava, ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five
percent of those who had used party pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months ago. (Walkins & Sweetsur, 2007)
This popularity was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the Auckland
Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 percent of total
overdoses) to 21 (1.58 percent) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a stanciard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,OQtErigwere also available in some
areas. (Gee et a1.; 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005-tliaEiome companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per c~~e. ~~eron et a1. 2007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers, in 2005 it was:estimated thai~'industry" had annual
sales of $24 million, and in February 2007 it wffistimated that over-241nillion pills had been
sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The indus~!9jected that an estirrlate~5 million "servings"
would be sold in 2007. The development of an of&;!nizatio:q..;tO:promote the:-inUustry illustrates
how close the industry came to socia.hacceptability.=:'§e Social Tonics Assodiitkm of New
Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself~enting "the:~1!!lor manufacturers, dl"stnbutors,
marketers and retailers of social tonics:an~ed produc~metimes referred to as legal
highs". Pills were also exported abroad:Elnde~'jt::has been temwed that much of the supply of
the pills in Britain was im~d from NeW:ZealailtE~~urrently~t BZP on the New Zealand
market appears to be m~d and impOtted f!2:m:&j~sia. -:'I~ust be noted, however, the
chemical process t<>:ti'mJlfifactute=BP is straiiltigavard ancECOuld be duplicated anywhere,
leading to the constad~ential f~omestic ~auction. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library;
2007)
---:~_
-

-

---.

./-

The Misy~~assifl~tibn-~f B~~e~ament Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From ttiiFOate the m~e,-~rtation, saI~d supply of BZP and related substances, the
main a~gredients ~ajori~f 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' p~ fOf individrli.f!Jn poss~on of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related sliiitances. Once ~est)r-expired on 30 September 2008, penalties for
possession and ~BZP and::te1ated substances applied, consistent with other Class Cl
controlled substan6eS:::::...
:~

--. ----Drug researchers conten(fY§!¥in general, if a drug is prohibited, this new status would be
~.

,~

reflected in a decrease in availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et a1. 2010)
The~ two main analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZPITFMPP in New
Zealand. The first is derived from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) vnr.;< established in
2005 to provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New
Zealand. The fmdings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and
drug related problems. Research from the IDMS is utilised by a wide range of government and
non-government organisations concerned with drug issues, including government ministries and
departments, drug treatment organisations, drug prevention organisations, health and welfare
services and needle exchanges. (Wilkins et a1.; 2010)
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The primary source of information in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug
users (i.e. frequent methamphetamine users, frequent ecstasy users and frequent injection drug
users) recruited from the community in the three main centres of New Zealand (i.e. Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch). The frequent drug users are asked about the current use,
availability, purity and price of key drug types and how these measures may have changed over
the previous six months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP following its
ban. The 2009 IDMS indicates there was some recovery in th~ilability of BZP in 2009.
However, the availability of BZP in 2009 did not match tht!.1eveJS observed in the years when it
was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concelil:auring the debate on the prohibition
was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a cons~DCe:mtp that would likely be filled by
a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances;;suCIlas ecsla~black market BZP, and
alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authorsuultend that the~ strong evidence of a
demand for black market BZP after the imposiu01l"of a ban and ampfe:wWliers to meet that
~demand.
~--.

The second study (Wilkins et aI., De£gllber 2009) ~i~cificall¥Sought to meastrti:the impact of
the prohibition of BZP on the use a~CEnann of BZP in 'N~w:2ealand, including
emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Ze-arnil~ study cOlnRilLed results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and aftei1lkpiOliiijjtiQn ofBZTh:1t~ in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a popUlation a~ to 45 yea:iialJ age.-1¥kH: to prohlibion, BZP was available to
teens and very young~ew Zealaiil:raisin~ili1S abC5urute impact on health.
Among respondents:~J!Uhad usea:BZP in th~aFll'ior to~tlrBurveys, the average age was 23
years and more wotriet;had used IEP than mefEef the users, The significant majority were of
European descent with l\IfOari pre~ anothe;"~eable group. The vast majority were
employed (witb:elose to avetiif3nyg~ stud~ls in post-secondary or secondary
instituti~~.~ .~~":::":.~.- _
"--:' . ~.' ' ..-::

the

~

In the 2on9:~~urvey, the greiiEmajoiiiSfpast users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some poinHj~~een the surV~ 94%~mtl that they had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time:~od. The mos&ommortty reported reasons for using BZP less were that it was
t.2.0 expensive, tlie::'J:mpg-over was::too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in numbers)
phYSIcal and lIIentat.:n~lth reas~ and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they stopped
because BZP was illeg3€~DcILg:Efiar of the police. The most common reasons for quitting
entirely were that past user~JUst didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's illegal status,
hang-over effect and healt1iteasons. Interestingly, the bulk ofBZP was consumed in private
homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although music
concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. I~ is important to Dote that BZP is not
typically consumed alone. In the stu
90% of users r~porte9 using other ,§,!!Qstances, in
partlcu ar a cohoLmhacco, c.mmab.~,_~n.~.Igy_dtipks~and..s.alyj,~","~J.Q.illL~ith~~

L

Observations:
• As a legal drug, lots of potential for broad use but it is not entirely legal in Canada now.
But restrictions are too lax to deter suppliers;
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•
•

Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
The great bulk of BZP was consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene as
was typically thought to be the case, although the rave and music scenes remain
important venues.

United States
While New Zealand seemed to have a very intense drug experience per capita generally,
including party pills, the US has had the longest experience ~!tli:BZP/TFMPP as controlled
substances. In the US, the Drug Enforcement Administrati~@EA) issued a rule in 2002 to
temporarily place BZP and TFMPP under Schedule I o(tlie:EOntrolled Substances Act (CSA)
because of its high abuse potential and lack of acceptet!:mealc~T:use or safety. On March 18,
2004, the DEA published a Final Rule in the Federal:Register perHl@ently placing BZP on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture?:!?$possess or distribute the substances without
_~_"--a DEA license.
Posting on Schedule I means that:_~_
__
• the drug or other substance .!t!!::! high poteniiiE(QaiiSe;
":::~
• the drug or other substance lli!S=IlQ!GUJI"ently acc'epted medical use in treatment in the
, . ."
'-:::.-.
United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safe~tocol:~se of tlIe:S!R!g or other substance under
medical supervision;£)ther Sched'1l1kI substmlC!~includ~l!eroin, LSD and marijuana.
(New Zealanq;~~ Libra~OOI)
. "~

--,

-

- - --

According to the S;~terJlE'm Retri~VJElnformat~diEffom Drug E~idence (STRIDE) and the
National Forefl:~ic Laboia~Inf~tWn Syste~LIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the pas~ith the:::t.ffi~iei!tls..occumng after 2006. In 2004, law enforcement
officiaIs::siibiriitte~g itetit!.lezhibits ~ral:,'State and local forensic laboratories
identifi~as BZP. Thengmper o~ items/eilfibits increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088 in
2008 an~er increase~% froiif%008 to 2009 when items/exhibits rose from 6,088 to
13,822. (U~artment ofJ\ilice, Ma~~)10) Illicit distributions occur largely through
smuggling of~powder thronjil drug trafficking organizations with connections to overseas
sources of suppl~.he bulk poiiler is then processed into capsules and tablets and are often
sold as ecstasy ~ ~

-----

£=

y~=-. ~

'.

The market in Canada wl1t:e~;ly be influenced by the relative status of the drug in each
country. Sufficient demand-in the US would obviously foster production in Canada where the
legal status remains ambiguous. Production in Canada would also encourage consumption in
Canada. The current status and potential for Canada to act as a source of BZP/TFMPP for the
US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.

In the US Northwest region, the distribution and abuse of ecstasy are a growing concern to law
enforcement and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in
Canada is destined for U.S. markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to
the region, particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a
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demand for the drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and
distributed in the region are often adulterated with other substances, including
methamphetamine, MDA LSD, BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine. According to the US
National Drug Intelligence Center, the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug
trafficking organizations are increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some
instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine
point of entry in October 2008,203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be ecstasy. They
were later determined to be BZP.
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in northeq;::areas such as Chicago and the
Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originit~ in Canada and seized in New
England often contain multiple ingredients in various c~mliiiiilions, including substances such as
MDMA, BZP and TFMPP methamphetamine, amphet~me;~hedrone, tLSD, caffeine,
ephedrine and ketamine.
.~7:".• ~ ..

--

.

Even relatively southern regions of the US ar~~@~encing an influ~~ZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increase<Eii!~ances of BZP seizurestill 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Poltc,~Depart!!!~.t Crime La~ory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation repmied a total of3%BZl!Esample exhibits.~fiElanuary 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a tot~EHl BZP exhibT~maicating a possible mcrease in the
recreational use of the drug in the regili"n7-".EI:ie:full exten(OEIl~P availability and abuse in the
region is, however, unknown at this tillie::. ~:::~:--. .
.:::.~

---

~"'''''''-''''''''''''''''''''-

'''--

In Michigan, figures a{tnia~~llable on B~!!se ~i.!iL::reefiirbut ecstnsy use among 10th- and
12th-graders was higne¥ill 2069:tlJan five yeafg ags::3ccormn&;!9 an annual study of drug trends
conducted by Univeisi~f Michl@ professo~EfOyd Johnston.
"~
.,..V~_

=--~

Observations-.,.::::;:;;;;.....
.- - - .' • EYe#WIfeiF~lilllibited::a~labilitY~~s;·_
• . q~~t potentiaffO~contmued:and even'iif(~reased production and smuggling from Canada
iriJig!It of continuine.emartdF
• Inc'ieq~d availabilitf:i~anada:tlirough domestic production is likely to increase
domestiit~nsumption~md
~• It is the opm1on of the lfs::Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scene. 1i!fs; is con~~nt with the survey findings in New Zealand that the bulk of
BZP was consurii~tLitEpnvate homes.
United Kingdom/European Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to ban BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announcttd that from December 2009, BZP
and related piperazines would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse OfDrugs Act
(MDA). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions would be on sales or prevalence of
the drug, but many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen either demand or
supply of any drug. Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of
prosecution under the Medicines Act, as part of a regulatory regime similar to that of Canada.
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(Drugscope; 2010) The legislative action does not, however, seem to have had a significant
impact on availability in the UK. The Transfonn Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is a leading
centre of expertise on drug policy and law refonn in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that
"Benefits of such a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating
'tough on drugs' credentials). A_d~t~IT~nt
from such a rohibition is possible, but doubtful
gjven that there is already an established demand for these drugs, and those eterred would likel¥-.
substitute back to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is ~~!ly s,~Pl'_9E~"~~..!?X__
eriden~e..~(.Il2.fE, 2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee.recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deten:eriteff~ct, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classificat!2!E.In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the p~1ialtle~ociated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so littlelilowledge,;about the system's
effectiveness."
, '---;
'::::="

--

-""'--

On 8th March 2008, the European Council respn,nded to concerns over tlnellicit misuse of BZP
(!here are some EU mem
.
'-.
.
.-....... ,
.
e.~~Dliife) ~by subjecting it across theElJ Member Siat&t~ol measures in~riminal
provisions' as a new psychoactive Sii5i&nce. MembeRm.n!'S of the European Union then had
one year in which to implement apprOiEate:'oontrols on B~under their domestic legislation and
in accordance with the provisions of th~7l'enl~ Natioris:Eonvention on Psychotropic
Substances. All EU member.: states have·~gulate~:!t..This 'i~ of the trend in last few
years for countries to "clasSl~ an illeg~ubstaJ1~ .. - .
•

~

'A"~~.

"~

-=--

~

During the debate, h.o~e\Cer, conJ~ were ra1S:~bout the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the c~.in the:6:K.Observ~ffilns were made about the lack of evidence
related to heaJtfl..and sociaJ~i\§earwasBrtlught to officials' attention that prohibition
would lead:fo=me-usiS)£crimiiii{i' assoda~lwrrfifive substances like ecstasy.
~
. '~~
.~
.~:::--.

"Howev~ should als~DiSloted 1:lliEtbe eviden~e for hanns arising from this drug are not

strong and'c~.!r0l measuresumld lead=tltincreasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement W11ft..other substan~. The G<5mmittee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP unde~l!.trol, this s~ld not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZ~users an£i> relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)

-"'"-

.., ...

.,..----

~.-

~-.--

The Committee observe{f~Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks of BZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
in respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view is
shared by TDPF, "Piperazines (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of countries
including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of use, and
knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such research has
been undertaken."
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OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

To be completed after further discussions between the Technical Authority and the Contractor
about direction and priorities.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVED VALUE OF BZP/TFMPP
The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg of BZP per ~~ 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg of BZP. Therefore, if it w~ossible to import three months of
BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36.,~ZP for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. The following is an analysis from the Ins}2ectOratt;Ot the derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.
,_ . ' -: ::_ .

,."'----

At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value .086,'000 mg of BZP is::mJ)oo mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = ~gUO or a yield of$$133:34:tg..ofBZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distribu~g~ co~ts~
.. -_~?N,"'_

+_ _

" ' _ 0 ._ _
.~

At 20 mg/pill (although it would see~tausible that tlils:~~ount would produce-a high sufficient
to satisfy users), the maximum po tentiai.vaHie::o f 36,000 iI1~ofBZP is (36,000
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) = 18!Ifl ta51eIi:x..$20/tab~36,000 or a yield of $1 OOO/g.
~

~~--::-,

Price/pill~_~~

$20

Dosage (mg
150
70

di~nt

<'-=-

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

w~tause 0;

'~-

In a
vein :r'Jeatm&
BZFlls diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
. reporteifilmtin becember:-~, a proouct marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found'tiifuIDltain the undiitared irigtedient, BZP. Subsequent compliance and enforcement
actions followtrdf~d yielded tnw::followin-g information:

.-.,.-

-

.........

The approximate' co~f manillicture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sal~perJJfiile: $80
Each bottle contained 6OC@lS
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate fmished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
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200,000,000 mg /3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Recent compliance and enforcement action for BZP with respect to sales as ecstasy has yielded
the following estimates. 200 kg ofBZP if sold in units containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield
the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

.-::::.=::::;

$20

---..

.-~

~~.-

$13,333,333;=,-:,$28,571,4z.g-:~ .
$100,OOJ;.OOO

.

~,----.

;;-=

,--

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

1

~
)
.~

I

.J

Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region an¢:j!1te~Fffii=:use ofthe:~pmduct. For example, a diet
supplement would
at approxiinately1li~ame pri<5e::aeross the country whereas a
party pill might have
price i~oro.ut!5onmM~d t6:Vancouver depending on
demand and
--:::.~~
~.::::=....

,-,-
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FW: Some Good Info
Timothy.Folkins
to:
Angela.Doyle
2010-11-0404:24 PM
Show Details

History: This message has been replied to.

Meant to send this to you instead of Elizabeth. I need to update my project database!
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
11rrLothy. fol ~lD~@tbs-sct.g~~q
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada

From: Folkins, Timothy

Sent: November 4, 2010 12:01 PM
To: 'Elizabeth Dussault'
Subject: Some Good Info
Elizabeth,
While I have been waiting to review the draft report from Bill I have been doing some literature review and data
collection to start assessing the benefits and costs we had previously identified. I thought I would share with you
two files from studies based in New Zealand that I think have a lot of good information that could be applied in our
CBA. Let me know when you can share results from the study so I can also incorporate these results into my
assessment.
Tim.

Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
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Re: Fw: Interim Report ~
Richard J Robert to: Angela Doyle
History:

2010-11-0510:51 AM

This message has been replied to.

Ok ... 1think "m done.

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Opps, here is the document L:\OCS\PRAD\BZP ...

2010-11-0302:26:14 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-0302:26 PM
Fw: Interim Report

Opps, here is the document L:\OCS\PRAD\BZP & TFMPP\Market
Analysis\BZPTFMPP _Market_Analysis_Draft_Nov3,201 O_ADoyle_comments.doc

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-11-03 02:17 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-0302:17 PM
Fw: Interim Report

Her'e are my own comments on the draft report if you are curious.
Other questions, which I have not addressed yet, but that I think we may need to address include:
- Is what he provided with the data available to him adequate?
- Does the report meet the project deliverables? (as far as I know it does)
- Is the previously discussed 2nd phase of draft work plan possible? (Le. extension of analysis to market
in Canada, 10 year projection of market in Canada ... )
- How can this information be used to support the CBA?
- What are our the next steps?
- Other?
Sincerely,
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-11-03 02:06 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-0310:39 AM
Fw: Interim Report

Dear Richard:
I am going to add my comments to the consultant's draft paper.
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5.19(1)
5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re: BZP - e-mail forwarded to Bill ~
Richard J Robert to: Angela Doyle

2010-11-0512:25 PM

Ok ... thanks.
Angela Doyle

Richard: E-mail that I sent to Bill is below.

2010-11-0511:23:15 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-05 11 :23 AM
BZP - e-mail forwarded to Bill

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Richard:
E-mail that I sent to Bill is below.
Also, I advised Bill via phone that we would like to forward our comments (including those of HPFB
Inspectorate and TBS) to him by late next week or early the following week. I also advised him that I
estimate we will require the revised report from him by end of Nov. He stated that he was going to aim for
this in any case.
Sincerely,
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-11-05 11: 19 AM ----Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

LU 1 U-11-UO 11: 1 ~ AM

Dear Bill:
This e-mail is further to our telephone conversation this morning.
1. Thank you for the draft report of the market analysis received on Wednesday. We have reviewed the
repor:t and have comments, which we will forward to you once we have also had the document reviewed
by the HPFB Inspectorate and TBS. Please note that we have removed the personal reference within the
document to Collin Pinto at the HPFB Inspectorate.
2. I have enclosed stats in response to one of your questions about regional data. Thestats are by
province, which I hope is of assistance to you. Please treat these as confidential.
deleted by Angela
[attachment
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA1
I

This information is not to be distributed further.

[attachment

bmp" deleted by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA]
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RE: BZPITFMPP
Timothy.Folkins to: Angela.Doyle
History:

2010-11-05 02:07 PM

This message has been replied to.

Next Wednesday should be no problem.
that was made.

I look forward to seeing the progress

Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: November 5, 2010 8:20 AM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Subject: BZP/TFMPP
Hi Tim,
This is just a heads up that we will be forwarding you a formal meeting
request soon. The date/time requested will likely be next Wednesday
afternoon.
Is there a time you are available that afternoon?
Sincerely,
Angela
Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-11-04 04:05 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
2010-10-29 02:06 PM
RE: BZP/TFMPP - proposed mtg on hold

Thanks for asking. Believe it or not, I have been working on an ATI
request for the last 3-4 weeks.
Next week I am hoping my time will be free
again to work on this file.
I had done a little bit of work before I rec'd
the ATI request, but not a lot.
I am sure I will have some questions for you once I return to filling it
out.
Sincerely,
Angela
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Re: TFMPP/BZP - Draft MA report for comment [!b
Collin Pinto to: Angela Doyle

2010-11-0906:16 PM

This message has been replied to.

HI Angela,
I've had this on my to do list and have not been able to get to it. What are your timelines? I am out of the
office tomorrow and on Thursday. I am away for three weeks as of Monday but on training. I will try to
have something to you as soon as I can. Aiming for end of this week but if need be I will look at it over the
weekend and have something for Monday at the latest.
Collin

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Collin: Would you mind taking a look at this a ...

2010-11-0504:01 :24 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-05 04:01 PM
TFMPP/BZP - Draft MA report for comment

Hi Collin:
Would you mind taking a look at this and providing us with your comments? If possible, it would be great
to receive these by end of day on Nov 10, 2010.
Hope you are well!
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

BZPTFM PP Draft Report_woucpersonal_reference .doc
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Market Analysis of BZP/TFMPP
Draft Report

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

Date: November 2, 2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2KIW2
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
piperazines or a segment of that family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDSA) A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic Impact
Analysis which is required before any proposed regulation can be presented for consideration.
This market analysis will examine the availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the
compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaimiifcal products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fl1.lRt3mC1-~olher industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class tlylt.areused r&ieationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and s~t properties ~ZP and TFMPP.
Currently, there are no known legitimate use~her BZP or TFMP~:in Canada." (Health
Canada, May 2010; pg 1) In early 2006, pills liBltaining the active ingrooi~llts BZP and TFMPP
began to appear in Vancouver where they first g~populatity on the ravE~~pe as a safer
alternative to many of the illicit dru~ommonly a~b~ such as EcstasYi:which is a
Schedule III drug under the CDSA.~o.7 , piperazin~-Wd party-pill formulations started to
become widely available nationwide~C'fR'S:t:eflected in'SelZure data. Health Canada noted,
"An increased volume of these substan'CeSbeinW!U!orted in1iE€anada with no apparent
legitimate use ... "(Health£anada; 20f~g 2) . ~.
-~~

-- ,

~

-===-~

In order to provide c!§preciaIiOii:of the co~undfiiiJhe market analysis, this section
outlines the status ofB'2WfFMPlSiith respe~he legislated mandates contained in the Food
and Drugs Act (FDA) ai'ii:Etbe coB. and their ~ctive regulations .
.. _ "
'~v.M<-_._

-

_.

-=..
-

Curren~leg2ff!t.O distrioiiLeither ~F1VJPP or a combination of them in Canada.
BZP aiiEfFMPP mee'Ffl.1e:defmiti;a of a drug:i@efined under the Food and Drugs Regulations
(FDR) aiia:therefore reqUlte:a Dru~tification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. (li§!!.h Canada; 2~ For ail9mber of reasons, including the fact that there is no
acknowledgeCf:lTrerapeutic usew. these dmgs in Canada, they have never received 'l- DIN. And
the InspectoratenasJ:akeri action:io enforce those provisions of the FDA with respect to
BZPffFMPP.
~
_

--.- ---

"Beginning in October, 2tJ.mthe (Health Canada) Inspectorate established a customs target for
finished products (containirrg BZP and/or TFMPP) which was subsequently updated to include
bulk powder in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to remove BZP/TFMPP products
from their shelves and consumers have also been wa~ed not to use products containing BZP and
TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated; pg 2)
The character of the FDA could be considered administrative in nature, particularly when
compared to the criminal basis of the CDSA. Typically, penalties under the FDA amount to
simple seizure and a fine of $500, and are not as severe as those that might be applied under the
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CDSA. Scheduling BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA, as previously mentioned, would make it
a criminal offence to distribute them.
Because of their legal status, information about the availability, distribution and price of these
drugs is hard to find. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) does not specifically target
substances that are not scheduled under the CDSA and the Canadian Border Services Agency
(CBSA) will seize shipments because of the products only when they are mistaken for ecstasy.
(Does CBSA ever watch out for drugs listed under the FDR without a DIN?)
Moreover, there appears to have been little research into the p~lence of BZP/TFMPP use in
Canada. In fact, some experts in the illicit drug field had n~~rd of the drug before they were
interviewed. Its status has lead to some confusion abouti@iiality and the perception among
users that the drugs are "legal". Health Canada inspect6!ElicNEre ported that retailers still
believe that the drugs are legal and that they are prmdiirg a seiVtee to users by presenting an
alternative to more harmful, illicit drugs such a§;§iSaSy. (telephone::;conversation with,
Inspectorate) Scheduling these drugs under ~SA is likely to go"18o!,!g way to infuse
certainty into the market and clarify their stahl'S3lllder federal law.
~.~
"Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within.the scope of t~ill generally proliibit the
following activities with these subs~ces;..unless autho~y regulation: possession,
trafficking, possession for the purpo~r taJficking, impoifiition, exportation, possession for the
purpose of exportation, and production."r£,.. ~A also se&..out penalties for illegal
activities involving subs~ listed in itd..chedu~ the rej!@.ations under the CDS A
establish tight controls::oIdlli3iio.vement olBgula~es WifIl a view to reducing abuse
and diversion to th~illlcit marKea.s such, ~~ wiTFiihle law enforcement agencies to
respond to illegal acfmues. The·iiHimate goal!BO reduce the risks to the health and safety of
Canadians posed by the'e~avaii§lliy of BZp;:and TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated pg 2)
"..",~.y_<.""'''''''''''''''V·'''''''''''fr

Nature offiZPITFNfP£-!:;..
".

,-"'--,,...

.,....."'"'~-~

-

-

BZP i~-an:en,tactogen th~f-t!2t mak5asers feel ~nfident and relaxed in social situations, and
thus the proouct facilitates sOCial intera~ps. TFMPP acts as a hallucinogenic. The combined
effect is characterized as simiIii:to ecstasy.They are typically combined in pill form as a final
product before bema-marketed lQ:Users. While typically swallowed, the drugs can also be
snorted or smoked~:intervielYSVith users, a key positive association with the products was
their stimulant properti~iBung people highlighting that use of the substances enabled
them to stay awake for IOJlilEPeriods to undertake a wide range of activities. These included
dancing, general socialising~work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified
with weight loss as a positive outcome of use. (Butler, Rachael A, Sheridan, Janie L; 2007)
A wide range of adverse or negative effects of BZP party pills have been identified by users,
although it should be noted that it is reasonably difficult to attribute many of these to BZP party
pills alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and other
substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute to
these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan) It should be noted as wel1.. ~h':l~'..~!~~<?.!~.e..~~<?.~ . .. .. ,-·-,C~.~~~~;~~=~~.=:~:~·.=.~.=~.~:~::::.~,~:.~~~~:.~]
these drugs were legal in New Zealand, the same study noted that young people found the legal
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status of BZP party pills conveyed a message that they were safe to use which lead some young
users to exceed the recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging.
THE CANADIAN MARKET FOR BZPffFMPP

In the market analysis ofBZPITFMPP, ideally the intent is to describe the size of the market,
including its geographical concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug
and the trends over time. In the market for a typical legal consumer product, information about
these factors is quite easy to obtain. However, largely due to their legal status, the situation for
BZP and TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about maxket size, distribution and price
presents a particular challenge. A thorough examination o~ial sources of information has
yielded little in terms of data which would allow foreca~antity and price. It is, however,
sometimes possible to get an appreciation of general doiiiisttC4tends and future scenarios related
to volume and price by examining the informationAer'iv.e"d from~<a~.!.lfes of the drugs by the
CBSA, RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate

-=-

QUANTITY

CBSA data indicate that between 2~and 2008, tlie;::num~ samples refet'reikto that
Agency's laboratories for analysis ~n from 0 t~cluding seizure ofvarious sizes.
These seizures consisted of BZP alo~bination ~P and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health '"einada~
Q) The ~ 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type~hetic substaiii:e tra~is an "8D1t.[ging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found iJl.~t to be 1iIDMA~yleneilfuxymethamphetamine)
commonly known a~sy. na&idition, IIiilth:eiiiada~ Analysis Service (DAS) has
analyzed a significanll}9ncreasin __mber of SiHPles from police seizures going from 8 in 2006
to 4417 in 2009. (See B~JWG~ 7 - conffiilipg numbers)

zru

If we c~the§~ll dOWD:b~ region ur urban ~ntre, we might be able to say something
about_graphical as!"IUm (Al~ it is lik~show up as Vancouver, Toronto and
Montr~ould guess.)

-

- -=-

Seizures

2007

2008

2009

BZP
TFMPP
Total

146
121
267

1061
898
1959

2229
2188
4417

20109 Oct
'10)
988
958
1946

It should also be noted that in 2008, Health Canada inspectors reported that four products from
PurePillz, Inc. were seized in 24 retail outlets across Canada (where??). Moreover, in 2009, it
was reported that in Ottawa a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to the weight
loss product RevolutionDS Weight Loss that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. Source??

Moreover, drug control officials in BC's lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
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(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors can contribute to this situation, such as:
• "the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation of BZP by other countries;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product." (BCDSIWG; 2009)
These factors have raised the profile of BzprrFMPp on the Wm. Coast and increased the
number of BZPrrFMPP-related incidents in the area. In VaniiiiWer, DAS has correspondingly
found that since 2006, more cases have occurred where ~ines were identified. It is the
opinion of the officials that, "at this stage, even bann~'§QbsJance is not likely going to
resolve the BZP problem in Canada because a blacjap1tfket wilt=Eitely develop after prohibition
... the problem of BZP can become prominent ~ada remarkallrsuickly", (BCDSIWG;
2009) And as will be seen later, export of B~P to the US ha~ked concern among
US drug control officials.·
- ~

--

--.

-

Given that the Health Canada's InsRectorate has takMElc.timEiH the retail secto~ would seem
obvious that most of the distributio~d currently o~ver the Internet. Availability is
quite evident upon examination of sites;.~s sites inCtMe'
~

Table 1 Internet Sources and Prices
SQ~

--

~

----=--=--=...
~.

-=-

PRICE
$
BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 .tab lets (200 m BZP only)
8.75 (6 tablets of70m BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
5/2 capsules (105mg Bzp 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$ 150-$200US/ am BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
25 ills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

,~_vv~

_ _

~.,.~--,~~--

It should be noted that BZP..:products are not always presented as available on these sites and
many sites advertise legal products free of ingredients like BZP/TFMPP and other illicit
chemicals.
PRICING

BZP and TFMPP have values and derived prices that stem from different roles in the drug
markets. The first of course is their value either alone or in combination with each other, or in
combination with other drugs, to achieve a specific stimulant effect. In the case of BZP and
TFMPP, BZP provides the "high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect. As seen above in Table
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1, the price for either drug varies considerably by form, location of source and volume of
purchase. For example, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a domestic source is $3.00
to $4.00 per gram. The price in combination with TFMPP is higher; and it is assumed that the
combined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the price is significantly
higher for products from Asian countries. It should be noted that police in New Zealand
continue to seize illegal BZP/TFMPP which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in
November 2009 of6 kg. is believed to be worth a total ofNZ$lSO,OOO, or about NZ$30/g. (New
Zealand Police web reports, 2009)

The second role refers to these drugs simply as a cheap fill~h mimics ecstasy. An
appreciation of the value of the drugs as filler, which lea~derived price for these drugs, can
be obtained from additional sources as well. (Saffer, gElHS.I.upka, 1999) Substitution of
BZP for sale as ecstasy or as a filler for ecstasy pr*cTis occiIf!1h~ in many western countries.
Its entactogenic characteristics and the fact that~ so easy to pmduce is likely responsible
for this role. With respect to price, the Inspew.mmte reports that the ReN:1P is encountering and
seizing products being marketed as ecstasy (siJrIibir price, packaged in prucounted lots like
ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos like ecS_). It is~rted that ~comrnon price for
ecstasy can range from $10 - $20 p~ll. (Comrnul'lt!MieJliWtth, Inspectora~he calculations
based on information from the Inspeaiiate in AppendtJe!a"'uggests that the low-price of
BZPITFMPP as an intermediate inpu~liIB:..significanfY9:lm when presented as ecstasy.
BZPITFMPP's relatively low input priceroUttr'D:ggest a su§hiined demand as long as ecstasy
userS;
_
maintains its role and popularity among _
.=....

-

Demographics of B~rFMPlEBse in CanmlU!(lB CC~ey 16 years +)
~

~..~

There is almost no statistically fouiifed informaiia available regarding the use of BZP/TFMPP
in Canad~a~
. ...Info~'
~'"=' ,~a:;tio;::~ th~""::::..
-= ii4.iElim
__-_-e_Iy at!s.dotal.
nn="

----

-,-

FUTU«EBCENARIOS - EE$.RIENetEBF OTHEIt

i.I~ICTIONS

As mentionat:above, ideall~arket'4!!!!Ysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumpfi<m::and price of~/TFMPP-in order to make some projections with respect to
changes in cons~e&on and pn~in a post-regulation environment. Given the lack of
information about Gaiiadian treffilS, however, it is instructive to look at the experience in other
jurisdictions that have~~J?:2seEestrictions on the use and distribution of BZP/TFMPP,
specifically in New ZeaHiii$';s.tffi and UK/EU.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, thereby making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance without
authorization. Table 1 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP under legal
restrictions.
Table 2: Countries which have banned BZP (BCDSIWG)
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Countries

Year

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden
Ireland

2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009

New Zealand

--

-

The experience of New Zealand from2000, provides:an..maiCifion of the
for extensive
use of these drugs in Canada. It c01l1~!gued that tliii$ITent.ambiguous
of the market
in Canada is close to the situation experiene:eti::.by New Z~d between 2000 and 2008 when
BZP was legal. Although BZP and TFJiiIEP are:not openly pIV.mQted and distributed in Canada
as they were in New Zeal'lndJiuring that~od, lessons..mightliSkawn from that situation. It
must also be noted, h~~the New~land @Is cldture seiifis to be unique. The EU
acknowledged that un:iI{neness~ New Z6itanCEmarkets, !!J
most of the data concerning
BZP use ('party pills1:m:lginate ft!Ib New Zeiliim, a country with a distinctive drug situation,
which may not translate-tiEthe Eu~ contex~MCDDA, 2009) This caution should also
apply to :~~~~~::~::~_

-

'

Legal:IiaifY pills begarr:tBInerg<SiS1egal prodtt~in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasiiigly_popular in sub:s:e~uent y.eats, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
lightly regulated with accesmstricteCffCi:those 18 years and older and restrictions on media
promotion. there has been colBtderableresearch in New Zealand~ relative to other jurisdictions,
into the drug's ap~earance on tiiBave scene in urban areas and its use for weight control and
studying. Wilkins eeL (20062:::f!!md in a 2006 household survey (check on age range of all
respondents) that "one~t!!4lv~~ple had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in seven
had used them in the preceg.mgtwelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 18-24
year age group, with around-one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and safer
alternatives to the illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZPffFMPP party pills.
Approximately three-quarters of users of these drug types described their availability at the time
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as "very easy". In fact, findings from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had
changed compared to a year ago revealed that users considered them to have become easier to
obtain in the past 12 months, similar to the situation with kava, ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five
percent of those who had used party pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months ago. (Walkins & Sweetsur, 2007)
This popularity was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the Auckland
Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 percent of total
overdoses) to 21 (1.5 8 percent) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a stan<iaI4 dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pm;e BZP powder of up to 1,0QG:;mg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et al.; 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005.J1iiiibme companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per cap!!:9!. ~eron et al. 2007)

-

From the standpoint of the suppliers, in 2005 it~timated thaflH'e:"industry" had annual
sales of$24 million, and in February 2007 it s~stimated that over 2J?million pills had been
sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The indus~ojected that an estimared:5 million "servings"
would be sold in 2007. The development of an ~zation..-m:promote the"lnaustry illustrates
how close the industry came to sociaL.acceptability:~.s.mmrt Tonics AssociatiOn of New
Zealand (STANZ) referred to itselfiEiipresenting "th~r manufacturers, distributors,
marketers and retailers of social toni~d produ~metimes referred to as legal
highs". Pills were also exported abroaClBvd~s been rq;e(ted that much of the supply of
the pills in Britain was imported from N~eal~ently;most BZP on the New Zealand
market appears to be maniiEicfiited and imll'D'ited fn&?liit:Asia:tEnust be noted,however, the
chemical process to.:iiianufactut2BZP is stniihtfl:iii1ifd ~d be duplicated anywhere,
leading to the constaiit32otential IoEilomestic ~ction. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library;
2007)
__
~
--.
The Misuse:.ofD~assificidti2n of ~en1liiient Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From i1liFQate the manufiicture,1iii.2rtation, ~d supply of BZP and related substances, the
main actae ingredients ilHlie majo~f 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' peaod for individffiili: in posStmSion of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related sU6ilances. Once tlii$..amnes~xpired on 30 September 2008, penalties for
possession and u~f BZP andmated substances applied, consistent with other Class Cl
controlled substances.;~
:::::

--.-----

Drug researchers contena~n general, if a drug is prohibited, this new status would be
reflected in a decrease in aViilability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010)
There two main analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZP/TFMPP in New
Zealand. The first is derived from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) was established in
2005 to provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New
Zealand. The findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and
drug related problems. Research from the IDMS is utilised by a wide range of government and
non-government organisations concerned with drug issues, including government ministries and
departments, drug treatment organisations, drug prevention organisations, health and welfare
services and needle exchanges. (Wilkins et al.; 2010)
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The primary source of information in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug
users (i.e. frequent methamphetamine users, frequent ecstasy users and frequent injection drug
users) recruited from the community in the three main centres of New Zealand (i.e. Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch). The frequent drug users are asked about the current use,
availability, purity and price of key drug types and how these measures may have changed over
the previous six months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use ofBZP following its
ban. The 2009 IDMS indicates there was some recovery in th~ilability ofBZP in 2009.
However, the availability of BZP in 2009 did not match th~s observed in the years when it
was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One conc~ing the debate on the prohibition
was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a coIl!iiJ!la~p that would likely be filled by
a mixture ofaltematives including illicit substance.B!lClfas ecs~lack market BZP, and
alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authoriiYDtend that thef6ias strong evidence of a
demand for black market BZP after the impositi2trof a ban and ampl~liers to meet that
demand.
_
-:--- .

-

The second study (Wilkins et aI., D~ber 2009) ~~ought to measu~e impact of
the prohibition of BZP on the use ana4itm of BZP in ~ealand, including die emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Ze3:Jip~ study comp!£ed results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after~ p~n of BZi5ise in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population a~ to 45 yeal£iif age. #SRi to profiibition, BZP was available to
teens and very youngp.srG]l1i3tFNew Zealiiii:raisiIl~ abOiifthe impact on health.
Among respondent~(}had u~ZP in ~c#iiirtor t~rveys, the average age was 23
years and more womeh?had used sa> than m~f the users, the significant majority were of
European descent with-Moari pre~ anotheSizeable group. The vast majority were
employed.~Jb::~lo~e to avera~e(;)~ stuQefits in post-secondary or secondary
institutl·Qn~····--:::::;::·:~::::;;;M

'''''.U.'

Yi~'''W

<.N;C::::::;"o,,,.

-::::=::~

.~-=
.~.-

--

In the 20Q~urvey, the greaa;pajon~fpast users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point=1mtween the sUrV~ 94%"Sald that they had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time~riod. The mo§Qommomy reported reasons for using BZP less were that it was
too expensive, th~tfbang-over waBoo bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in numbers)
physical and menti8iealth reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they stopped
because BZP was illegatandioffiar of the police. The most common reasons for quitting
entirely were that past use~~ifst didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's illegal status,
hang-over effect and health~reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed in private
homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although music
concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is not
typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
Observations:
• As a legal drug, lots of potential for broad use but it is not entirely legal in Canada now.
But restrictions are too lax to deter suppliers;
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•
•

Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
The great bulk of BZP was consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene as
was typically thought to be the case, although the rave and music scenes remain
important venues.

United States
While New Zealand seemed to have a very intense drug experience per capita generally,
including party pills, the US has had the longest experience w.id£:!3ZPffFMPP as controlled
substances. In the US, the Drug Enforcement Administrat~A) issued a rule in 2002 to
temporarily place BZP and TFMPP under Schedule I of~trolled Substances Act (CSA)
because of its high abuse potential and lack of accept~drem:use or safety. On March 18,
2004, the DEA published a Final Rule in the Federal:.Register peffiianently placing BZP on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture,.;..~ossess or distti15ute the substances without
a DEA license.
_

-==-

->_

Posting on Schedule I means that:
~
• the drug or other substance b&:s! high potenfiiEforiibuse;
. .
• the drug or other substance NiQIEfmrrently accepl@ medical use in treatment in the
~ -=-..
United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safe1Y-m:9toc&t30T-use of tIiiiJtug or other substance under
medical supervisinn:flther Schecffife.I subs~clu~oin, LSD and marijuana.
(New Zealand::Birl~ LibraiEOO~ -=- ~
~
According to the System.:to RetrieiEInfonnatiOiEffom Drug E~dence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laborai~ Intai5ation SystetfEtNFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the pa~ith th~ occll1!tng after2006. In 2004, law enforcement
official£SD1m1itte~g itehiSlexhibits rc;:reaeral,"':s'tate and local forensic laboratories
identitiS:as BZP. The"ll1llhber o-r:szP items/exnmits increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088 in
2008 ano=1W:ther increase~% frulli::2008 to 2009 when items/exhibits rose from 6,088 to
13,822. (~artment of JiiSlice, MaS910) Illicit distributions occur largely through
smuggling ofb~owder thr~ drug trafficking organizations with connections to overseas
sources of suppl~:he bulk poiiaer is then processed into capsules and tablets and are often
sold as ecstasy.
-,

-=-

-

--=-==-

.

--------

The market in Canada wiIEaearly be influenced by the relative status of the drug in each
country. Sufficient demand in the US would obviously foster production in Canada where the
legal status remains ambiguous. Production in Canada would also encourage consumption in
Canada. The current status and potential for Canada to act as a source of BZP/TFMPP for the
US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution and abuse of ecstasy are a growing concern to law
enforcement and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in
Canada is destined for U.S. markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to
the region, particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a
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demand for the drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and
distributed in the region are often adulterated with other substances, including
methamphetamine, MDA LSD, BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine. According to the US
National Drug Intelligence Center, the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug
trafficking organizations are increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some
instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine
point of entry in October 2008,203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be ecstasy. They
were later determined to be BZP.
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in northellSlreas such as Chicago and the
Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder ori~ in Canada and seized in New
England often contain multiple ingredients in various contiiiiilons, including substances such as
MDMA, BZP and TFMPP methamphetamine, amphetamiiie~hedrone, , LSD, caffeine,
ephedrine and ketamine.
~ -:"

-=-

-Even relatively southern regions of the US arSEB,lferiencing an influx:OEBZP. Officials in the

Rocky Mountain region are reporting increas~tances of BZP seizurei3n 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora P~epa~t Crime Laooratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total o~~ple exhibits. '":fi?January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a tofiE()~ BZP exhibla;:Hrdicating a possible mcrease in the
recreational use of the drug in the re~~l1 extent ftffizp availability and abuse in the
region is, however, unknown at this timE:. -

-=-

,

'

_

ON.

' .

In Michigan, figures areii!t?iiiilable on Bzr§Jse wi~ut eCSfasy use among 10th- and
12th-graders was higIjen; 2009:Bian five y~g~ccordfug::w an annual study of drug trends
conducted by UniverSiJY;Qf Mich~ professo1$l<5yd 10hnstori.
.

==

-=-

United Kingdom/European Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to ban BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that from December 2009, BZP
and related piperazines would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse OfDrugs Act
(MDA). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions would be on sales or prevalence of
the drug, but many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen either demand or
supply of any drug. Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of
prosecution under the Medicines Act, as part of a regulatory regime similar to ;hat of Canada.
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(Drugscope; 2010) The legislative action does not, however, seem to have had a significant
impact on availability in the UK. The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is a leading
centre of expertise on drug policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that
"Benefits of such a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating
'tough on drugs' credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful
given that there is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely
substitute back to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by
evidence." (TDPF, 2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee~ently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterr~ct, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classific.a.tiifin view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the p~~ciated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little lm"owledgBhout the system's
effectiveness."
~_
,..=-

-_.

On 8th March 2008, the European Council restnntded to concerns over tffallicit misuse ofBZP
(there are some EU members that recognize som~timat~s for BZP ,1iE.ileterinary use for
example) by subjecting it across the..E1J Member St!it9::.t~rol measures ~a:criminal
provisions' as a new psychoactive siiiii!w;e. Membe~ of the European Union then had
one year in which to implement approeaf!3!wtrols on BtJli.under their domestic legislation and
in accordance with the provisions oftha97r-tmited Nations:Eonvention on Psychotropic
Substances. All EU me~tates have~lated-ffAP This ls::part of the trend in last few
years for countries to ~ an il1e~ubstan~
.-::-

-

.

During the debate, h~l:er, conc~ were nllsea:about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the cum:in the..BK. Observcrtmns were made about the lack of evidence
related to heaiUEmd social1!§k~ was _ght to officials' attention that prohibition
would lSi:iti dieu~rimiii§. as soclata13dtem""ij:ive substances like ecstasy.

==-

~~

.~

"Howe~t should also liEaoted ffiiii:the eviden~e for harms arising from this drug are not
strong anCfiihtrol measures~d leaCEfO:increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement wttb::J:>ther substaies. The ffimmittee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP unde~tmtrol, this stmnld not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZp~m.:users aniR> relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)

---

The Committee observe<Ff1iiE!Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks of BZP couTcl be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
in respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view is
shared by TDPF, "Piperazines (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of countries
including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of use, and
knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such research has
been undertaken."
.
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OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

To be completed after further discussions between the Technical Authority and the Contractor
about direction and priorities.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVED VALUE OF BZP/TFMPP
The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human,Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg of BZP per J.lJlit, 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg of BZP. Therefore, if it w~ssible to import three months of
BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36~ZP for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. The following is an analysis from the Insp,em:m'ale3l£the derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.
~-=-~

.:='"

'-

At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value ,~OOO mg of BZP i$..§QOO mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = §til.QD or a yield of$$133.3it7~fBZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distritilJ1i~~

-=-_m

At 20 mg/pill (although it would se~usible that tHtEmfount would produc~~ high sufficient
to satisfy users), the maximum poten~valtte;.of36,000 fiiEpfBZP is (36,000
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) = 1~ taT11~20/table.E§::$36,000 or a yield of$1000/g.

-=-

Price/pill
Dosage(m~

150
70

--

~A-~'

.

~~.

-=.

-=-

$10

--$5BO

-=-

--.

- $5Jai
~18,ocm::.

---

-:=-

.-

~

-

$20
$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

-::--

In a di!Rfent vein of dm!!s witfi& use of BZiSiS a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reportecR1iitin December:aJB9, a p~t marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found~ontain the undEaared in~ent, BZP. Subsequent compliance and enforcement
actions followoo;and yielded tliaollowing information:

--

--

The approximate cost.ofmanUfiicture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
Th~ cost of retail sa1e:.uet: bUitle: $80
Each bottle contained 66~fls
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate fmished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle

= 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
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200,000,000 mg /3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value

=

66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP

Recent compliance and enforcement action for BZP with respect to sales as ecstasy has yielded
the following estimates. 200 kg of BZP if sold in units containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield
the following revenue:
~-

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

;;;:::::::

$10

$20

~-

--

$13,333,333
$28,571..&8$100,G.QQWOO

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

~

-::::

~

=
-,~

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP'for:the 150 m&..dosage peFpill would be
$ 133.34/g.
~

-=-

-==-

Note:

--'---,
---,
---

'~-,

-

-

Pricing will of course vary by region an1Einterit=rofuse ofthe-pJQ.Quct. For example, a diet
supplement would
at approx:1inatelyt1i6ame pric~oss the country whereas a
price1iE:ror~-oiieared to=Vancouver depending on
party pill might
demand and
~
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Drug Compliance Verification and Investigation Unit I Unite d'enquete et verification de conformite des
drogues
Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (HPFBI) Iinspectorat de la Direction generale des
produits de sante et des aliments (DGPSA)
Health Canada I Sante Canada
250 Lanark Avenue, Ottawa, ON, K1A OK9
Tel: (613) 946-0418 I Fax: (613) 946-5636
E-mailICourriel:collin_pinto@hc-sc.gc.ca

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Collin: Thank you for your follow-up.

2010-11-10 09:37:02 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-1009:37 AM
Re: TFMPP/BZP - Draft MA report for comment

Hi Collin:
Thank you for your follow-up.
If there is any way that you could provide comments for Wednesday of next week (Nov 17) that would be
truely appreciated. It would be great to receive your comment,s as there is information in the document
that is from yourself/HPFB Inspectorate.
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I can provide him with our comments in the mean time.
Would that be acceptable?
Sincerely,
Angela
Collin Pinto

HI Angela, I've had thison mytodolist and hav...
Hi Collin: Wouldyou mind taking a look at this a ...
""

Arlg~!9P(?yl~ .

. , _ , . _"

,,~.

,~.

,"m"'A'

_Y

2010-11-0906:16:29 PM
2010-11-05 04:01 :24 PM
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Statement of Work for Services - DRAFT
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under th CDSA

1.0

Scope
1. 1

Title

Professional assistance to assist wit a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) required for the
development of a regulatory proposal seeking to add Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) to one of the Schedules to the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and regulate the substances under Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations, by the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate (CSTD), Healthy Environments and Consumer
Safety Branch (HECSB).

1.2

Introduction

The OCS initiated work on a scheduling assessment on BZP and TFMPP in late 2008 and
is now at the stage of completing a Cost BeRetit l'dlalysi~CBAJ to support the regulatory
proposal. The CBA will be prepared in part by the OCS and Centre of Regulatory
Expertise (CORE), Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat-Regulatory Affairs Sector
(TBS-RAS). Professional assistance is required to f~t numbers that can be used to
ruuu~.,vst
prepare the CBA.

1.3

Estimated Value

r

The total value of this contract shall not exceed $25,000.00, including any travel and/or
fP'
living expenses and all applicable taxes.

1.4

Objectives of the .Requirement
\~.)

rftJf
/
lfj

A ~ 1., p/dt-i
JJ
J

A.

/1

_.1. ~

"'~ L!r" CJA'"

~J; ~ jJJJ"-r ""''''~-J

The objective of this contract is to ~cas.t thetn~er e>fUSCfS. [any other groups? e.g~
importers/exporters, traffickers/sel~:~~:~roducers] m CauadAdBZP and T~, both
with and without regulatory interventiolljto list these substances in a Schedule to the
CDSA. It is expected that the contractor will determine and apply appropriate statistical
methodology, inc1udi~g diffusion models, to project the number of users [any o!~~r
groups? e.g. importers/exporters, traffickers/sellers, producers J for e~ear in a 10 year
eriod (2010 to 2020). Once these numbers ar@ BQl.Beet=S are fo~sted ITiformation from
th~experience will be used [by He? or contractorJe:stimate bepefits and
';:J.
costs for this regulation in Canada.

Health Canada Statement of Work
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1.5

Background, Assumptions and Specific Scope of the Requirement

Baekg.t=QlIud· In order for the OCS to complete its assessment to determine whether to list

BZP and TFMPP in a Schedule to the CDSA, and regulate them under Part J of the Food
an
Regulations, a CBA must be pre are. he OCS is seeking the assistance of a
(Sontractor at wIll mee he r guuements of this contrac thereby, providing information
necessary for a quantiative analysi of impacts on stakeholder and/or other interested

r( parties.

'?.~NZ study
. ....

t4I

~

~J ~

- - ~1Jr'
~~
fts~~re
• -It is

'(.'it is

CvW~:

is appropriate methodology to meet the contract objective.

that it is possible to determine the values ofparmeters, e.g., the coefficients
of external (P) and internal (q) influence for the diffusion model, under both a regulatory
and non-regulatory scenario.
~
aSSHffiSQ

• l1..is tt5SU1nee that Sler@ is a new substitute recreational subtance'\ntroduced, e.g., within
the first year for the regulated scenario and within five years for the non-regulatedlbase
scenario, that would complete with the market potential ofBZP and TFMPP. For the
I
diffusion model, it is also assumed that a particular diffusion will need to be assumed forll#~

'~ tA-~ ,4~~

the substitute substance.
• · It is ftsstlfHea that the New Zealand experience
the absence of regulatory action.

I
0.A.
'

replesCHtMa~appen in Canada in
~J

The contractor will have access to information from HC documented as part of the
scheduling analysis to date, such as the Issue Analysis Summary (IAS), BZP Risk
Assessment, the most recent draft of the Market Analysis Report for these substances [we
may need permission from the various groups from whom data was gathered to share the
MA for this??], etc.

The projected 10 year estimates for the baseline and regulated scenarios will be limited to
the number of users in Canada. The estimates do not address, but will be used [by
HC/TBS or the contractor?] to fofast, importation, exportation, sale and/or distribution
parameters, i.e., the differences in models for the two scenarios would help to assess the
costs and benefits of a broader range of stakeholders/interest groups. [Tim ..
Health Canada Statement of Work
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~
~
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2.0

Requirements
2.1

ifr l (

~c~'e

Tasks/Activities

~/~

o-S i

'

Tasks, Activities, Deliverables and Milestones

The contractor will gather infonnation necessary to meet the objective,
to. ecifx

•,

J

[N~
'5;

~
~~

~-lsk~ ~\ ~ ""Jv.A. - , .
i{ The contractor will submi9a workplan to He for review and authorization within the
. agreed upon timeframes.
-The contractor will
timeframes.
..

~

~-\-

submi~a draft report for review by He within the agreed upon

/

The contractor will
-timeframes.

2.2

submi~ a final report for approval by He within the agreed upon

1

DeliverableslMilestones

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by xxxxxxxxx
including:

- preparation and submission of a draft workplan
- completion and submission of a final workplan

The CBA will be used in future scheduling assessments, as applicable, and/or in future
policy development.

Health Canada Statement of Work
Date: November 12, 2010
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"

2.2

Specifications and Standards

N/A.

2.3

Technical, Operational and Organizational Environment

The OCS will provide the contractor with copies of materials prepared by the OCS
concerning the scheduling analysis for these substances, such as the Issue Analyis
Summary. h1 this regatd, the contractor can tIse the Technical AuthoritjJ as hislher point of
contact in ternlS of accessing additional refer ences beyond those pr 0 vided at the inception
of work.
Final reports should be submitted in electronic format, making use of either Word or
WordPerfect.

2.4

Method and Source of Acceptance

Draft documents will be acceptable when they meet with the approval of the Departmental
Representative ..
Final reports must meet with the approval of the Director, OCS.

2.5

Reporting Requirements

Although the Contractor will not be responsible for providing written progress reports, it is
expected that the Contractor will be in regular communication with the Technical
Authority and/or Departmental Representative in order to ensure that work on contract
deliverables is progressing in the required timelines.

2.6

Project Management Control Procedures

The Departmental Representative shall secure all required approvals.
The Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall arrange meetings
between the Contractor and/or other CSTD staff as required. The Technical Authority
and/or Departmental Representative shall also ensure the appropriate distribution of
meeting reports (draft and final) as required.

2.7

Change Management Procedures

Should changes to the timelines associated with this Contract be required, the Contractor
shall inform the Technical Authority in writing of the intended changes. No changes
Health Canada Statement of Work
Date: November 12, 2010
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however, will be made without the agreement of the Departmental Representative.

2.8

Ownership of Intellectual Property

The Crown will own all reports generated by the Contractor.

3.0

Other Terms and Conditions of the SOW
3.1

Authorities

Departmental

Representat~: .:.5 ~

Ms. Jocelyn Kula -rtv ~
Manager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: jocelypkula@hc-sc.gc.ca
Technical Authority:
Mr. Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Administrative/ Financial Contact:
Ms. J ohanne Paquette
Manager, Business, Information and Authorization Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
Health Canada Statement of Work
Date: November 12, 2010
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Email: iohanne.paquette@hc-sc.gc.ca
The Contractor shall obtain all direction for the work from either the Departmental
Representative and/or the Technical Authority.

3.2

Health Canada Obligations

The Crown will provide the following:
-access to materials prepared during the assessment to date, such as the Issue Analysis
Summary;
-access to the Technical Authority, for the purposes of coordinating meetings, obtaining
additional background! reference material; and
-providing comments on draft documents and!or response to questions/comments within a
timely manner.

3.3

Contractor's Obligations

The Contractor will submit all final reports in electronic format, making use of either
Word or WordPerfect.

3.4

Location of Work, Work site and Delivery Point

The work required from this contract will be largely carried out at the Contractor's home
and!or regular place of business.

3.5

Language of Work

All written documentation is to be produced in English. Should Health Canada determine
that translation is required for any purpose and!or for reference in its subsequent regulatory
proposal, it will generate the required translation via the Public Works and Government
Services Canada Translation Service.

3.6

Special Requirements

N/A

3.7

Security Requirements

It is a condition that, prior to performance of any obligation under any contract resulting

from this Statement of Work, the Contractor and any sub-contractors and/or their
employees assigned to the performance of such contract will be security cleared by the
federal government at the enhanced level.
Health Canada Statement of Work
Date: November 12. 2010
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3.8

Insurance Requirements

N/A

3.9

Travel and Living

Travel and living expenses will be covered by the Contractor.

4.0

Project Schedule
4.1

,

Expected Start and Completion Dates ~.

.-fO

Jl"

The services of the Contractor will be rem~ for a period of approximately 6 weeks
commencing on or about xxx~xxxxxZxTh; expected completion date of this project is

xxxxxxxxxxxx '-

4.2

~ ~\,«-:

Schedule and Estimated Level of Effort (Work Breakdown structnreJ. / .

~

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by xxxxxxxxx
().f'including:
x day( s) for the preparation and submission of a draft workplan
- x day(s) for the completion and submission of a final workplan
- x day( s) for the preparation and submission of a draft report (applicable sections)
[sh d w
ake . "draft(s)" and ut a range Q ates aboy. . line with d . erable in
case he has to do multip e reVIsions (alt
e wou
to avo'
.
x day(s) for the completion and submission of a final report (applicable sections)

t
f5.0

Required Resources or Types of Roles to be Performed

The Contractor shall have a solid background in public policy development and economic
analysis in support of regulatory development, so as to be able to appropriately analyse the
- - - - infonnation collected during the field work component of this Contract.
In preparing the required analysis, the Contractor should also be able to
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx sunullatize infonnation collected dUling field wOlk
and genelate lelevaIlt obsel vatiolls and conclusions as appropriate.

The Contractor must be willing to accept constructive criticism from CSTn on hislher
draft report in order to generate a final report that accurately presents the required analysis.

6.0

Applicable Documents and Glossary

Health Canada Statement of Work
Date: November 12, 2010
Revision date: xxx
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6.1

Applicable Documents

N/A

6.2

Relevant Terms, Acronyms and Glossaries

N/A

Health Canada Statement of Work
Date: November 12, 2010
Revision date: xxx
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Statement of Work for Services - DRAFT
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA
1.0

Scope

1. 1

Title

Professional assistance to assist with a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) required for the
development of a regulatory proposal seeking to add Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) to one of the Schedules to the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and regulate the substances under Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations, by the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate (CSTD), Healthy Environments and Consumer
Safety Branch (HECSB).
1.2

Introduction

The OCS initiated work on a scheduling assessment on BZP and TFMPP in late 2008 and
is now at the stage of completing a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) to support the regulatory
proposal. The CBA will be prepared in part by the OCS and Centre of Regulatory
Expertise (CORE), Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat-Regulatory Affairs Sector
(TBS-RAS). Professional assistance is required to forcast numbers that can be used to
prepare the CBA.
1.3

Estimated Value

The total value of this contract shall not exceed $25,000.00, including any travel and/or
living expenses and all applicable taxes.
1.4

Objectives of the Requirement

The objective of this contract is to forecast the number of users [any other groups? e.g.
importers/exporters, traffickers/sellers, producers] in Canada ofBZP and TFMPP, both
with and without regulatory intervention to list these substances in a Schedule to the
CDSA. It is expected that the contractor will determine and apply appropriate statistical
methodology, including diffusion models, to project the number of users [any other
groups? e.g. importers/exporters, traffickers/sellers, producers] for each year in a 10 year
period (2010 to 2020). Once these numbers are numbers are forcasted, information from
the New Zealand experience will be used [by HC? or contractor] to estimate benefits and
costs for this regulation in Canada.

Health Canada Statement of Work
Date: November 12, 2010 ~
Revision date: xxx
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1.5

Background, Assumptions and Specific Scope of the Requirement

Background: In order for the OCS to complete its assessment to determine whether to list
BZP and TFMPP in a Schedule to the CDSA, and regulate them under Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations, a CBA must be prepared. The OCS is seeking the assistance of a
contractor that will meet the requirements of this contract, thereby, providing information
necessary for a quantiative analysis of impacts on stakeholder and/or other interested
parties.
NZ study....
Assumptions:
It is assumed that there is appropriate methodology to meet the contract objective.
It is assumed that it is possible to determine the values ofparmeters, e.g., the coefficients
of external (P) and internal (q) influence for the diffusion model, under both a regulatory
and non-regulatory scenario.
It is assumed that there is a new substitute recreational subtance introduced, e.g., within
the first year for the regulated scenario and within five years for the non-regulatedlbase
scenario, that would complete with the market potential ofBZP and TFMPP. For the
diffusion model, it is also assumed that a particular diffusion will need to be assumed for
the substitute substance.
It is assumed that the New Zealand experience represents what could happen in Canada in
the absence of regulatory action.

The' contractor will have access to information from HC documented as part of the
scheduling analysis to date, such as the Issue Analysis Summary (lAS), BZP Risk
Assessment, the most recent draft of the Market Analysis Report for these substances [we
may need permission from the various groups from whom data was gathered to share the
"
MA for this??], etc.
Scope:
The projected 10 year estimates for the baseline and regulated scenarios will be limited to
the number of users in Canada. The estimates do not address, but will be used [by
HC/TBS or the contractor?] to forcast, importation, exportation, sale and/or distribution
parameters, i.e., the differences in models for the two scenarios would help to assess the
costs and benefits of a broader range of stakeholders/interest groups. [Tim ..
Health Canada Statement of Work
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The countries for which a comparison will be drawn to estimate the potential [use]
situation in Canada is limited to New Zealand. for which there appears to be the most
extensive quantitative data available [ should this be the' case?? should Daniel or SPD
contact USA to see if have quantitative analysis?]

2.0

Requirements
2.1

Tasks, Activities, Deliverables and Milestones

Tasks/Activities
The contractor will gather information necessary to meet the objective. [Note: do we need
to specify that site visits to retailerslhead shops are not an option??]
The contractor will submit a workplan toHC for review and authorization within the
agreed upon timeframes.
The contractor will submit a draft report for review by HC within the agreed upon
timeframes.
The contractor will submit a final report for approval by HC within the agreed upon
timeframes.
.

2.2

DeliverableslMilestones

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by xxxxxxxxx
including:

- preparation and submission of a draft workplan
- completion and submission of a final workplan
- preparation and submission of a draft report (applicable sections)
[should we make this "draft(s)" and put a range of dates above in line with deliverable in
case he has to do multiple revisions (although we would try to avoid this)]
- completion and submission of a final report (applicable sections)
The CBA will be used in future scheduling assessments, as applicable, and/or in future
policy development.
Work is to be initiated on or about January 10,2010, and a final report is to be submitted
to HC by March 2,2010 [Note to self: Contract date end needs to be later, e.g., March 16,
2010, to leave time for HC approval of final document]
Health Canada Statement of Work
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2.2

Specifications and Standards

N/A.

2.3

Technical, Operational and Organizational Environment

The OCS will provide the contractor with copies of materials prepared by the OCS
concerning the scheduling analysis for these substances, such as the Issue Analyis
Summary. In this Iegatd, the eontlaetoI eatl use the Technical AttthOIity as hislheI point of
contact in teIms ofaecessing additional IefeIences beyond those pIovided at the inception
of wOIk.
Final reports should be submitted in electronic format, making use of either Word or
WordPerfect.

2.4

Method and Source of Acceptance

Draft documents will be acceptable when they meet with the approval of the Departmental
Representative.
Final reports must meet with the approval of the Director, OCS.

2.5

Reporting Requirements

Although the Contractor will not be responsible for providing written progress reports, it is
expected that the Contractor will be in regular communication with the Technical
Authority and/or Departmental Representative in order to ensure that work on contract
deliverables is progressing in the required timelines.

2.6

Project Management Control Procedures

The Departmental Representative shall secure all required approvals.
The Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall arrange meetings
between the Contractor and/or other CSTD staff as required. The Technical Authority
and/or Departmental Representative shall also ensure the appropriate distribution of
meeting reports (draft and final) as required.

2.7

Change Management Procedures

Should changes to the timelines associated with this Contract be required, the Contractor
shall inform the Technical Authority in writing of the intended changes. No changes
Health Canada Statement of Work
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however, will be made without the agreement of the Departmental Representative.

2.8

Ownership of Intellectual Property

The Crown will own all reports generated by the Contractor.

3.0

Other Terms and Conditions of the SOW
3.1

Authorities

Departmental Representative:
Ms. Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: jocelvnkula{@.hc-sc.gc.ca
Technical Authority:
Mr. Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Administrative/ Financial Contact:
Ms. lohanne Paquette
Manager, Business, Information and Authorization Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
Health Canada Statement of Work
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Email: johanne.paquette@hc-sc.gc.ca
The Contractor shall obtain all direction for the work from either the Departmental
Representative and/or the Technical Authority.

3.2

Health Canada Obligations

The Crown will provide the following:
-access to materials prepared during the assessment to date, such as the Issue Analysis
Summary;
-access to the Technical Authority, for the purposes of coordinating meetings, obtaining
additional background/ reference material; and
-providing comments on draft documents and/or response to questions/comments within a
timely manner.

3.3

Contractor's Obligations

The Contractor will submit all final reports in electronic format, making use of either
Word or WordPerfect

3.4

Location of Work, Work site and Delivery Point

The work required from this contract will be largely carried out at the Contractor's home
and/or regular place of business.

3.5

Language of Work

All written documentation is to be produced in English. Should Health Canada determine
that translation is required for any purpose and/or for reference in its subsequent regulatory
proposal, it will generate the required translation via the Public Works and Government
Services Canada Translation Service.

3.6

Special Requirements

N/A

3.7

Security Requirements

It is a condition that, prior to performance of any obligation under any contract resulting
from this Statement of Work, the Contractor and any sub-contractors and/or their
employees assigned to the performance of such contract will be security cleared by the
federal government at the enhanced level.
Health Canada Statement of Work
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3.8

Insurance Requirements

N/A

3.9

Travel and Living

Travel and living expenses will be covered by the Contractor.

4.0

Project Schedule
4.1

Expected Start and Completion Dates

The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 6 weeks
commencing on or about xxxxxxxxxxxx The expected completion date of this project is
xxxxxxxxxxxx

4.2

Schedule and Estimated Level of Effort (Work Breakdown Structure)

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by xxxxxxxxx
including:
- x day( s) for the preparation and submission of a draft workplan
- x day( s) for the completion and submission of a final workplan
- x day(s) for the preparation and submission of a draft report (applicable sections)
[should we make this "draft(s)" and put a range of dates above in line with deliverable in
case he has to do multiple revisions (although ,we would try to avoid this)]
- x day(s) for the completion and submission of a final report (applicable sections)

5.0

Required Resources or Types of Roles to be Performed
The Contractor shall have a solid background in public policy development and economic
analysis in support of regulatory development, so as to be able to appropriately analyse the
information collected during the field work component of this Contract.
In preparing the required analysis, the Contractor should also be able to
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx stun1natizc infottnation collcctcd dOling field wotk
and gcnctatc tdcvant obsct vations and conclusions as apptoptiatc.
The Contractor must be willing to accept constructive criticism from CSTD on his/her
draft report in order to generate a final report that accurately presents the required analysis.

6.0

Applicable Documents and Glossary
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6.1

Applicable Documents

N/A

6.2

Relevant Terms, Acronyms and Glossaries

N/A
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5.21(1)(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re: SOW - draft enclosed riil
Richard J Robert to: Angela Doyle

2010-11-1502:00 PM

Let me know when you want to discuss ...

~D9~ICJ. poyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Denis and Robert: Here is where I am at. Pleas ...

2010-11-1203:50:35 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-1203:50 PM
SOW - draft enclosed

Denis and Robert:
Here is where I am at. Please take a peek and let me know if you are ok with me sharing this (or
something close to it after I review it with a clear head on Monday) with TBS for their input.
Thanks and have a great weekend,
Angela

L1

SOW - CBA for BZP ,TFMPP_DRAFT_Nov12,201 O.wpd
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-11-12 03:46 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<Timothy. Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-12 12:42 PM
SOW input and data to share.

Angela,
As discussed on Wednesday, attached is a spreadsheet with some of the work that I have been doing in
relation to Diffusion curves. I have also attached a short document I threw together to give some
background that might help with the SOW.

If you have any questions feel free to contact me and as usual you can share this mat9rial with \AlhQ~w~r
you feel may be interested as long as it is clear that these are just exploratory estimates and not a
finalized analysis (although they may not be far off ..... )
Tim.

Timothy Forkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du Canada
001427

155 Queen Street Suite 1100

Ottavv'a, Canada K1A DR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I T eh3phone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada

Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III CBIS Output I+.xls

DIFFUSION MODELS.doc
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Statement of Work for Services - DRAFT
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA
1.0

Scope
1. 1

Title

Professional assistance to assist with a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA} required for the
development of a regulatory proposal seeking to add Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) to one of the Schedules to the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and regulate the substances under Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations, by the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate (CSTD), Healthy Environments and Consumer
Safety Branch (HECSB).
1.2

Introduction

The OCS initiated work on a scheduling assessment on BZP and TFMPP in late 2008 and
is now at the stage of completing a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) to support the regulatory
proposal. The CBA will be prepared in part by the OCS and Centre of Regulatory
Expertise (CORE), Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat-Regulatory Affairs Sector
(TBS-RAS). Professional assistance is required to forcast numbers that can be used to
prepare the CBA.
1.3

Estimated Value

The total value "of this contract shall not exceed $25,000.00, including any travel and/or
living expenses and all applicable taxes.
1.4

Objectives of the Requirement

The objective of this contract is to forecast the number of users [any other groups? e.g.

importers/exporters, traffickers/sellers, producers] in Canada ofBZP and TFMPP, both
with and without regulatory intervention to list these substances in a Schedule to the
CDSA. It is expected that the contractor will determine and apply appropriate statistical
methodology, including diffusion models, to project the number of users [any other
groups? e.g. Importers/exporters, traffIckers/sellers, producers] for each year In a 10 year
period (2010 to 2020). Once these numbers are numbers are forcasted, information from
the New Zealand experience will be used [by HC? or contractor] to estimate benefits and
costs for this regulation in Canada.
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1.5

Background, Assumptions and Specific Scope of the Requirement

Background: In order for the OCS to complete its assessment to detennine whether to list
BZP and TFMPP in a Schedule to the CDSA, and regulate them under Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations, a CBA must be prepared. The OCS is seeking the assistance of a
contractor that will meet the requirements of this contract, thereby, providing infonnation
necessary for a ,quantiative analysis of impacts on stakeholder and/or other interested
parties.
NZ study....
Assumptions:
It is assumed that there is appropriate methodology to meet the contract obj ective.
It is assumed that it is possible to detennine the values of panneters, e.g., the coefficients
of external (P) and internal (q) influence for the diffusion model, under both a regulatory
and non-regulatory scenario.
It is assumed that there is a new substitute recreational subtance introduced, e.g., within
the first year for the regulated scenario and within five years for the non-regulatedlbase
scenario, that would complete with the market potential ofBZP and TFMPP. For the
diffusion model, it is also assumed that a particular diffusion will need to be assumed for
the substitute substance.
It is assumed that the New Zealand experience represents what could happen in Canada in
the absence of regulatory action.

The contractor will have access to infonnation from HC documented as part of the
scheduling analysis to date, such as the Issue Analysis Summary (lAS), BZP Risk
Assessment, the most recent draft of the Market Analysis Report for these substances [we
may need pennission from the various groups from whom data was gathered to share the
MA for this??], etc.
Scope:
The projected 10 year estimates for the baseline and regulated scenarios will be limited to
the number of users in Canada. The estimates do not address, but will be used [by
HC/TBS or the contractor?] to forcast, importation, exportation, sale and/or distribution
parameters, i.e., the differences in models for the two scenarios would help to assess the
costs and benefits of a broader range of stakeholders/interest groups. [Tim ..
Health Canada Statement of Work
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The countries for which a comparison will be drawn to estimate the potential [use]
situation in Canada is limited to New Zealand. for which there appears to be the most
extensive quantitative data available [ should this be the case?? should Daniel or SPD
contact USA to see ifhave quantitative analysis?]

2.0

Requirements
2.1

Tasks, Activities, Deliverables and Milestones

Tasks/Activities
The contractor will gather information necessary to meet the objective. [Note: do we need
to specify that site visits to retailers/head shops are not an option??]
The contractor will submit a workplan to HC for review and authorization within the
agreed upon timeframes.
The contractor will submit a draft report for review by HC within the agreed upon
timeframes.
The contractor will submit a final report for approval by HC within the agreed upon
timeframes.

2.2

Deliverables/Milestones

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by xxxxxxxxx
including:
- preparation and submission of a draft workplan
- completion and submission of a final workplan
- preparation and submission of a draft report (applicable sections)
[should we make this "draft(s)" and put a range of dates above in line with deliverable in
case he has to do multiple revisions (although we would try to avoid this)]
- completion and submission of a final report (applicable sections)
The CBA will be used in future scheduling assessments, as applicable, and/or in future
policy development.
Work is to be initiated on or about January 10,2010, and a final report is to be submitted
to HC by March 2,2010 [Note to self: Contract date end needs to be later, e.g., March 16,
2010, to leave time for HC approval of final document]
Health Canada Statement of Work
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2.2

Specifications and Standards

N/A.

2.3

Technical, Operational and Organizational Environment

The OCS will provide the contractor with copies of materials prepared by the OCS
concerning the scheduling analysis for these substances, such as the Issue Analyis
Summary. hl this regard, the contractor can tlse the Technical Authority as his/her point of
contact in terms of accessing additional references beyond those plovided at the inception
of wOlk.
Final reports should be submitted in electronic format, making use of either Word or
WordPerfect.

2.4

Method and Source of Acceptance

Draft documents will be acceptable when they meet with the approval of the Departmental
Representative.
Final reports must meet with the approval of the Director, OCS.

2.5

Reporting Requirements

Although the Contractor will not be responsible for providing written progress reports, it is
expected that the Contractor will be in regular communication with the Technical
Authority and/or Departmental Representative in order to ensure that work on contract
deliverables is progressing in the required timelines.

2.6

Project Management Control Procedures

The Departmental Representative shall secure all required approvals.
The Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall arrange meetings
between the Contractor and/or other CSTD staff as required. The Technical Authority
and/or Departmental Representative shall also ensure the appropriate distribution of
meeting reports (draft and final) as required.

2.7

Change Management Procedures

Should changes to the timelines associated with this Contract be required, the Contractor
shall inform the Technical Authority in writing of the intended changes. No changes
Health Canada Statement of Work
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however, will be made without the agreement of the Departmental Representative.

2.8

Ownership of Intellectual Property

The Crown will own all reports generated by the Contractor.

3.0

Other Terms and Conditions of the SOW
3.1

Authorities

Departmental Representative:
Ms. Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: jocelynkula@hc-sc.gc.ca
Technical Authority:
Mr. Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.i.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Administrative/ Financial Contact:
Ms. J ohanne Paquette
?vianagel, Business, Infoftflation and A:uthorization Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
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Email: johanne.paquette@hc-sc.gc.ca
The Contractor shall obtain all direction for the work from either the Departmental
Representative and/or the Technical Authority.

3.2

Health Canada Obligations

The Crown will provide the following:
-access to materials prepared during the assessment to date, such as the Issue Analysis
Summary;
-access to the Technical Authority, for the purposes of coordinating meetings, obtaining
additional background/ reference material; and
-providing comments on draft documents and/or response to questions/comments within a
timely manner.

3.3

Contractor's Obligations

The Contractor will submit all final reports in electronic format, making use of either
Word or WordPerfect.

3.4

Location of Work, Work site and Delivery Point

The work required from this contract will be largely carried out at the Contractor's home
and/or regular place of business.

3.5

Language of Work

All written documentation is to be produced in English. Should Health Canada determine
that translation is required for any purpose and/or for reference in its subsequent regulatory
proposal, it will generate the required translation via the Public Works and Government
Services Canada Translation Service.

3.6

Special Requirements

N/A

3.7

Security Requirements

It is a condition that, prior to performance of any obligation under any contract resulting
from this Statement of Work, the Contractor and any sub-contractors and/or their
employees assigned to the performance of such contract will be security cleared by the
federal government at the enhanced level.
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3.8

Insurance Requirements

N/A

3.9

Travel and Living

Travel and living expenses will be covered by the Contractor.
4.0

Project Schedule
4.1

Expected Start and Completion Dates

The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 6 weeks
commencing on or about xxxxxxxxxxxx The expected completion date of this project is
xxxxxxxxxxxx
4.2

Schedule and Estimated Level of Effort (Work Breakdown Structure)

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by xxxxxxxxx
including:
- x day( s) for the preparation and submission of a draft workplan
- x day( s) for the completion and submission of a final workplan
- x day(s) for the preparation and submission of a draft report (applicable sections)
[should we make this "draft(s)" and put a range of dates above in line with deliverable in
case he has to do multiple revisions (although we would try to avoid this)]
- x day(s) for the completion and submission of a final report (applicable sections)

5.0

Required Resources or Types of Roles to be Performed
The Contractor shall have a solid background in public policy development and economic
analysis in support of regulatory development, so as to be able to appropriately analyse the
information collected during the field work component of this Contract.
In preparing the required analysis, the Contractor should also be able to
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 5tlnlnlalize infolluation collected dtlling field wOlk
tina genet tite t ele vtint ob~eI (i atio113 and eenelttsiens as appt apt iate.
The Contractor must be willing to accept constructive criticism from CSTn on his/her
draft report in order to generate a final report that accurately presents the required analysis.

6.0

Applicable Documents and Glossary
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6.1

Applicable Documents

N/A

6.2

Relevant Terms, Acronyms and Glossaries

N/A
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DIFFUSION MODELS
From Wikipedia
The Bass diffusion model was developed by Frank Bass and describes the process of how new
products get adopted as an interaction between users and potential users. It has been described
as one of the most famous empirical generalizations in marketing, along with the Dirichlet model
of repeat buying and brand choice. l1 ] The model is widely used in forecasting, especially product
forecasting and technology forecasting. Mathematically, the basic Bass diffusion is a Riccati
equation with constant coefficients.
Frank Bass published his paper "A new product growth model for consumer durables" in 1969.[2]
Prior to this, Everett Rogers published Diffusion of Innovations, a highly influential work that
described the different stages of product adoption. Bass contributed some mathematical ideas to
the concept. [3]
This model has been widely influential in marketing and management science. In 2004 it was
selected as one of the ten most frequently cited papers in the 50-year history of Management
Science [41. It was ranked number five, and the only marketing paper in the list. It was
subsequently reprinted in the December 2004 issue of Management SCience.[4]
The Bass Diffusion model can be described by the below equation.

Nt = N t - 1+ P (m - Nt-I) + q

N

,;;1 (m- Nt-I)

In this formula, Nt indicates the number of companies (or people) using the innovation at time t.
The three parameters of the model are:
•
•

•

=

m the market potential; the total number of people who will eventually use the product
p= the coefficient of external influence; the likelihood that somebody who is not yet using
the product will start using it because of mass media coverage or other external factors
q= the coefficient of internal influence; the likelihood that somebody who is not yet using
the product will start using it because of "word-of-mouth" or other influence from those
already using the product.

The standard Bass curve (with the average values of p and q of 0.03 and 0.38, respectively)
looks like this:
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Time after Introduction 01 Innovation

***If we wish to implement a diffusion model under both a regulatory and non-regulatory scenario
using the Bass model to forecast uptake of BlP and TFMPP based substances then we need to
determine what the values of these parameters might be. If we assume that the New Zealand
experience represents what could happen in Canada in the absence of regulatory action then we
do have some information that could be very helpful in achieving this goal.
NEWlEALAND
A random national household sample of 2 010 people aged 13-45 years in 2006 from New
Zealand, found that 20.3 % had ever tried BlP and 15.3 % had tried it in the previous year
(Wilkins et.al, 2006).
This is a very high usage rate but it may be reasonable to assume that 15.3% of people aged 1345 in Canada may represent (m - the market potential) in the diffusion model in the absence of
regulatory action. For Canada this represents about 2.2 million people. (p) and (q) are more
difficult to determine and it will be particularly challenging to determine how the regulation will
impact these parameters. This is where I see the consultant focusing most of their work. In the
analysis I have done I have just selected some parameters that seem reasonable to me in order
to get a perspective on the magnitude of users and impacts this model might produce. In addition
to the standard model I have also assumed that there may be a new substitute recreational
product introduced that would compete with BlP and reduce (m). Under the non-regulated
scenario it is introduced five years from now but in the regulated case this substitute product is
introduced one year from now. The adoption of this new product is also assumed to follow a
Bass diffusion. The results from this model are shown below.
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Bass Diffusion for BZP & TFMPP
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The difference between these two models would be the primary driver to assess most of the costs
and benefits that were identified in our CBIS sessions.
For example we could apply the information from the Churchill study in New Zealand:
Christchurch study:
The majority of the toxic effects information came from a study conducted between 1
April 2005 to 1 September 2005. The study recorded all presentations associated with
party pill use at the Emergency Department of Christchurch Hospital, New Zealand by
recording them on a prospective data collection form. The aim was to study the patterns
of human toxicity related to the use of benzylpiperazine-based 'party pills'. 61 patients
presented on 80 occasions. Patients with mild to moderate toxicity experienced
symptoms such as insomnia, anxiety, nausea, vomiting, palpitations, dystonia, and
urinary retention. Significantly, fourteen toxic seizures were recorded with two patients
suffering life-threatening toxicity with status epilepticus and severe respiratory and
metabolic acidosis. It was concluded that BZP appears to induce toxic seizures in
neurologically normal subjects.[2S]
This information, with some additional analysis, could be applied to the Canadian context. The
population of the city where the study was conducted was approximately 340,000. Of that
340,000 we can assume that roughly 43% are within the target age-group of 13-45 years of age
and of that age group 15.3% had likely used BZP based products that year. This represents a
population of about 22,000 users that resulted in 80 emergency hospital visits. The 80 hospital
visits were over a 5 month period and thus we might expect that over a 12 month period this
number would be 192. Using these numbers we could expect 8.6 emergency hospital visits per
1,000 BZPITFMPP party pill user. Applying this rate to the reduction in users (as calculated from
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the difference in the baseline and the regulation) would result in an estimate of the reduction of
emergency room visits.
Reduction in Users
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034

Reduction in Emergency Visits
0
0
0
0
0
127,882
273,507
424,020
563,960
681,198
755,786
816,661
853,289
930,380
1,015,526
1,172,746
1,299,276
1,446,074
1,485,285
1,533,812
1,468,201
1,449,103
1,321,320
1,271,845
1,112,616
1,052,419
883,309
824,048
663,865

0
0
0
0
0
1,104
2,361
3,660
4,868
5,880
6,524
7,050
7,366
8,031
8,766
10,124
11,216
12,483
12,822
13,240
12,674
12,509
11,406
10,979
9,605
9,085
7,625
7,113
5,731

It has been estimated that each visit to an emergency room costs approximately $930. Thus the
product of reductions in emergency room visits and their cost would allow us to estimate a portion'
of the benefit from this regulation. One could also further assume that individuals visiting
emergency rooms would also miss on average two days of productivity. Assuming an 8 hour
workday and a wage of $22 an hour that would result in an additional benefit of $352 in reduced
lost productivity per emergency room visit avoided due to the regulation. These benefits alone,
over a 20 year period, could result in $97 million in benefits.
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Estimated Benefit
Level

Benefit Description

Medium

Users will be avoid the risk of negative health
outcomes that they may experience from use.

Data Source

Additional
Information
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Benefit Type

Monetizable

Accounting Summary

Year

Non-Discounted Value
$1,415,236.67
$3,026,821.94
$4,692,498.63
$6,241,178.40
$7,538,616.96

0.03 DR
$1,415,236.67
$2,938,662.08
$4,423,130.01
$5,711,562.35
$6,697,963.53

0.05 DR
$1,415,236.67
$2,882,687.57
$4,256,234.58
$5,391,364.56
$6,202,038.83

0.08 DR
$1,415,236.67
$2,802,612.91
$4,023,061.24
$4,954,448.63
$5,541,108.52

0.1 DR
$1,415,236.67
$2,751,656.31
$3,878,098.04
$4,689,089.70
$5,148,976.82
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$8,364,056.50
$9,037,740.45
$9,443,090.22
$10,296,236.41
$11,238,516.71
$12,978,430.10
$14,378,697.52
$16,003,269.01
$16,437,205.13
$16,974,240.34
$16,248,141.93
$16,036,782.96
$14,622,651.15
$14,075,126.48
$12,312,989.49

$7,214,908.61
$7,568,965.35
$7,678,096.50
$8,127,944.10
$8,613,387.26
$9,657,170.86
$10,387,477.02
$11,224,370.90
$11,192,936.86
$11,221,972.53
$10,429,064.02
$9,993,592.96
$8,846,944.42
$8,267,653.40
$7,021,925.85

$6,553,457.13
$6,744,101.08
$6,711,027.92
$6,968,898.09
$7,244,448.08
$7,967,630.25
$8,406,926.65
$8,911,219.00
$8,717,000.83
$8,573,144.82
$7,815,634.08
$7,346,635.05
$6,379,814.26
$5,848,505.77
$4,872 668.05

$5,692,436.31
$5,695,309.53
$5,509,952.45
$5,562,736.16
$5,622,056.38
$6,011,524.31
$6,166,776.91
$6,355,1"18.31
$6,043,926.21
$5,779,067.54
$5,122,091.97
$4,680,984.08
$3,952,048.59
$3,522,286.74
$2,853,068.21

$5,193,421.03
$5,101,568.87
$4,845,798.41
$4,803,270.28
$4,766,228.17
$5,003,746.63
$5,039,645.76
$5,099,134.69
$4,761,272.83
$4,469,848.00
$3,889,676.00
$3,490,071.22
$2,893,013.57
$2,531,535.22
$2,013272.17
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Y.",
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
• A user IS somebodv who takes BZPfTFMPP for recreational purposes as a substitute or comphment for other illeqal substalces
,. A consumer IS somebody who takes BZPfTFMPP because it is marketed for non-recreational uses (d~t pills) or they believe it to

be a leQaI substance
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IIN1;RoDuCI1oNi .......................................•....................................................................•.........····1
It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
piperazines or a segment of that ~amil~_<?f~~~g~_~~_~~h~_~~!~~_~~~~~_~h~_~~_'-'_~~~~~i!~_!?!~g~_~~t! _____ -------I
Substances Act (CDSA) 'A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic Impact
i
Analysis which is required before any proposed regulation can be presented for consideration.
This market analysis will examine the availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the
compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).
iBACKGROUNlll ____________________________________________________________________ . _________________________________________________ -------

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - BZP and rrFMPpt._________________ _
'
Currently, there are no known legitimate uses for either BZP or TFMPP in Canada." (Health
Canada, May 2010; pg 1) In early 2006, pills containing the active ingredients BZP and TFMPP
began to appear in Vancouver where they first gained popularity on the rave scene as a safer
alternative to many of the illicit drugs commonly available there such as Ecstasy, which is a
Schedule III drug under the CDSA. In 2007, piperazine based party-pill formulations started to
become widely available nationwide.1 which is reflected in seizure data. Health Canada noted,
"An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent
legitimate use ... " (Health Canada; 2010; pg 2)

Comment (A4]: We understand
that thisis a quote, however, could
be organized better for clarity. For
example, could rephrase stating
that many piperazines have... uses,
however, there are 2 derivatives
that are used recreationally with no
apparent legitimate use in Canada

In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status ofBZP/TFMPP with respect to the legislated mandates contained in the Food
and Drugs Act (FDA) and the CDSA and their respective regulations.
Currently, it is illegal to distribute either BZP or TFMPP or a combination of them in Canada.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug" as defined under the Food and Drugs
Regulations (FDR) as there is currently no known legitimate use for these in Canada and because

~~l?~~~~~~_~~~!~!~g_~~~~~~!_!l_~~~~~~_~X~~~~_~~~~y}_tx~<?_~l~_~~~~_~~}_~_~_~t}~!!!~l)_·__ I~~~t:_(t?~~~ _________ ------- ~~:~~~~!~~i~~Ww~~~~;g

require a Prior to its sale in Canada, such a product must be authorized for sale inJhe c~untry ~~~__
in the next amended version of this
issued a Drug Identification Number (DIN) by Health Canada. for them to be sold or marketed in "'"
document should then be
Canada. (Health Canada; 2010) for a number of reasons, ineluding the faet that there is no
""" conf'irmedwithHPFB.
aelmowledged therapeutie use for these drugs in Canada, they have never reeeiyed a Dll>L To
Deleted: Canada
date, there are no such products for which this authorization has been granted. l~_~_tI:~~~~~____________ -------{'_D_e_let_ed_:_An_d_t_ _ _ __
Protection Food Branch (HPFB) Inspectorate has taken action to enforce those provisions of the
FDA with respect to BZP/TFMPP.
"Beginning in Octobe~_~QQ?_'_~h~{H~~J_th~_~~~~~2_~~~R~_~!~~~t_~_~_~!~_~l~~_~~~__~_~_l:l_~~<?_~~__t_~~g~_~K<?_~ _____ -------{'_D_e_let_ed_:_'_ _ _ _ __
finished products (containing BZP and/or TFMPP) which was subsequently updated to include
bulk powder in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to remove BZP/TFMPP products
from their shelves and consumers have also been warned not to use products containing BZP and
TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated; pg 2)
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The character of the FDA could be considered administrative in nature, particularly when
_------ Corome~[~fi]~The~jsa
compared to the criminal basis of the CDSA. Typically, ~~iiilti~~ under the FDA amount to
simple seizure and a fine of up to $500, and are not as severe as those-ihai-migh---i-be-ap--p-Ifed---------pro~s~o11~.r!!n~ris9nmentofup
to'3. months: (I·offence) .
under \tti~-GF.i·sA!: __~_~h~_4~!!~g~~~_~~~_JJM~~_~1)_4~~_~h~_~P~~_'_~~J~~~yJ~~~Jx_~~~!!~l)_~~! _________________ >-'c"""o=.nS":'1;n"""·ti"""·i1t:';:;: t"""i1"""··1S":'i:"""sh=ou=ld=t"""he==<
would make it a criminal offence to distribute them.
penalties ~listea(Section 46)1

I A~_~_~~.sl!At ~f~h~}_~)_~g~J__~~~~~_,_~!!f~~~~J~!!_~)?~~~_~~~_~~~~I_~~!!!!r,__4J.s_~~~~_1:l~J~~_~!!~_p!i_~~_C!K_t_~~~~ ___ -------{ Deleted: Because

drugs is hard to find. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) does not specifically target
substances that are not scheduled under the CDSA, while,. ~h~ _~~~~~ ~_C!!.4~~ _~~!..y~~~_~ _.1g~_I].~Y ___ m ___ ----{>=D=e=let=ed=:=an=d======<
(CBSA) will seize shipments ~cau$e:O~jI,le4l:(,Qducts~_~J):,_~_~~Il~h~y_a~~_1!lJ_~~~~~I].J<?!..~~_~~~_~y_.______ ~------{ Deleted: ian
(Does CBSA ever watch out for drugs listed under the FDR without a !DiN[~)mmm __________ mm _______ ~~~---{>=Co=m=m=e=nt=[=R8='=]:=R=e.=wo=rd=?==<
Moreover, there appears to have been little research into the prevalence ofBZP/TFMPP use in
Canada. In fact, some experts in the illicit drug field had not heard of the drug before they were
interviewed. Its status has 1t;C! _~~ _~~~_~ _~-<?!!fl!~J~r-.~~~~jl~-~ _~~g~l}_~_ ~4_~h~ _P~~~_~£~!~l)_ ~~C!~g ________ ,
users that the drugs are "legal". Health Canada ~nspec~rs have reported that retailers still m m "'"
believe that the drugs are legal and that they are providing-a-s-ervice-io-';sers-by-preserliing-an -- "",,""{ Deleted: a
alternative to more harmful, illicit drugs such as ecstasy. (telephone conversation with Ir-ollin
",,>============<
~
I"-'
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Pinto, Inspectorat ___ ~~h~4_1:lJJ!!g_~~_~~~_~_~~g~_l!!!~~!.._t_~~.~R~_~.!~_J~~Jy~~_gc!_~_!c!_l)K~_~):'_~<?_J!!~~_~ __ ~
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"Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA will generally prohibit the
following activities with these substances unless authorized by regulation: possession,
trafficking, possession for the purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the
purpose of exportation, and production .... The CDSA also sets out penalties for illegal
activities involving substances listed in its Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA
establish tight controls on the movement of regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse
and diversion to the illicit market. As such, scheduling will enable law enforcement agencies to
respond to illegal activities. The ultimate goal is to reduce the risks to the health and safety of
Canadians posed by the easy availability of BZP and TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated pg 2)

Corritnent {Hi]: Personal
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Nature of BZP/TFMPP
BZP is an entactogen, which means~h~!1!_~_~~~_~_~~~_~~J~~J_~<?_~fl.4~1)_~~~4J~!~~_~~J1)__~<?_~!~th _____ m=---_--{>=D=e=let=ed=:======<
situations, and thus the product facilitates social interactions. TFMPP acts as a hallucinogenic.
------{ Deleted: is,
The combined effect is characterized as similar to ecstasy. They are typically combined in pill
form as a final product before being marketed to users. WhileRs_u~!lY_~~_~!!~~~~_,_~_~~_4!l!g~_~~J?m_---_/{ Deleted: typically
also be snorted or smoked. In interviews with users, a key positive association with the products
was their stimulant properties, with young people highlighting that use of the substances enabled
them to stay awake for longer periods to undertake a wide range of activities. These included
dancing, general socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified
with weight loss as a positive outcome of use. (Butler, Rachael A,~_~~r!~~!!~}~~i_~_!-:-;}9q.?L ____ m_----_--{~D_e_let_ed
__: __________~
~--------------~

A wide range of adverse or negative effects of BZP party pills have been identified by users,
although it should be noted that it is reasonably difficult to attribute many of these to BZP party
pills alone. A combination ofBZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and other
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substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute to
these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan) It should be noted as well that, at the time when
these drugs were iegai in New Zeaiand, the same study noted that young peopie found the iegal
status ofBZP party pills conveyed a message that they were safe to use~ which lest~~~~_)'~l}:.~K ___ -------{
users to exceed the recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging.

Deleted: a

~--------------~

trnF}<BANADIAN MARKET FORBZPITFMP~ ____________________________________________________________________________ -__ --In the market analysis ofBZP/TFMPP, ideally the intent is to describe the size of the market,
including its geographical concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug
and the trends over time. In the market for a typical legal consumer product, information about
these factors is quite easy to obtain. However, largely due to their legal status, the situation for
BZP and TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distribution and price
presents a particular challenge. A thorough examination of poteritial sources of information has
yielded little in terms of data which would allow forecasts of quantity and price. It is, however,
sometimes possible to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and future scenarios related
to volume and price by examining the information derived from seizures of the drugs by the
CBSA, RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate.

Comment [R12]:Tbe overall
message in this paragraph sbould
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the report. ,

QUANTITY

CBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure~ of various sizes.
These seizures consisted ofBZP alone or a combination ofBZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in piUs thought to be MDMA (3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine)~
commonly known as ecstasy~ In addition, Health Canada's Drug Analysis Service (DAS) has
analyzed a significantly increasing number of samples from police seizures going from 8 in 2006
to 4417 in 2009. (See BCDSIWO page 7 - conflicting numbers)
[If we can get these broken down by region or urban centre, we might be able to say something
about geographical aspect. (Although it is likely to show up as Vancouver, Toronto and

<----

Montreal I would gues~2L_ -----..... -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------__

~~::~~i~~:~J~;~~~he
contractor on Nov5, 2010

Seizures

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP
TFMPP
Total

5
3
8

146
121
267

1061
898
1959

2229
2188
4417

20109 Oct
'10)
988
958
l194~
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It should also be noted that in 2008, Health Canada inspectors reported that four products from
PurePillz, Inc. were seized in 24 retail outlets across Canada dwhertf?!1~ __~_()_~~~y'~!-,_J!!_?_9g~~j~ ______ - - Comment [AI6]: Ask HPFB
was reported that~ in Ottawa~ a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to the
~l=ns::::pe=ct=or=ate==========~
weight loss product RevolutionDS Weight Loss that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. ~ourc~~? _______ ------- Comment [AI7]: Ask HPFB
Inspectorate
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J_~ ~4_d~ti~~~_~~g_~_<?~!~~L~f~~}_~!~J~_~~~~_!~~_~~_~~}~!~I)_d, r~R~~_~~~!!~&.~~~_~~M}·\k!~_~!!h ___________ ~=-----{
Canada and the BC government~ have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP
signify that (BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada._ Potentially BC and other
places in Canada can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North
America". The report indicates that a number of factors can contribute to this situation, such as:
• "the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation ofBZP by other countries;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product." (BCDSIWG; 2009)

~--------------~

These factors have raised the profile of BZP/TFMPP on the West Coast and increased the
number of BZP/TFMPP-related incidents in the area. In Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly
found that since 2006, more cases have occurred where piperazines were identified. It is the
opinion of the officials that, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to
resolve the BZP problem in Canada because a black market will surely develop after prohibition
... the problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG;
2009) And as will be seen later, export of BZP/TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among
US drug control officials.
Given that the Health Canada's Inspectorate has taken action in the retail sector, it would seem
obvious that most of the distribution would currently occur over the. Internet. Availability is
quite evident upon examination of sites. Various sites include:
Table 1 Internet Sources and Prices
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Onto
Purepillz.lnc (Buzzl
Purepillz.Tnc (Freq)
Purepillz.lnc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B,C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.com/UK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thm ecplaza.net)

PRICE
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (105mg Bzp 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

It should be noted that BZP products are not always presented as available on these sites and
many sites advertise legal products free of ingredients like BZP/TFMPP and other illicit

~hemical~.

. ....................................................................................................................
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PRICING

BZP and TFMPP have vaiues and derived prices that stem from different roies in the drug
markets. The first of course is their value either alone or in combination with each other, or in
combination with other drugs, to achieve a specific stimulant effect. In the case of BZP and
TFMPP, BZP provides the "high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect. As seen above in Table
1, the price for either drug varies considerably by form, location of source and volume of
purchase. For example, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a domestic source is $3.00
to $4.00 per gram. The price in combination with TFMPP is higher; and it is assumed that the
combined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the price is significantly
higher for products from Asian countries. It should be noted that police in New Zealand
continue to seize illegal BZP/TFMPP which is thought to originate in China. A seizure;L in
November 2009;L of6 kg_!~_P~}}_~~~_!~_~_~_~C?~J?_~_~C?~~L~X.~~~J_~.QJQQ9-,_~~_~~_C?~!_~_~$~Q~g.__ ili~_~ __ -------{;:;;;;;D=e=let=ed=:=.====~
Zealand Police web reports, 1"-007[1 ____________________________________________________________________________________________ ------

~:;;:!~i::tl;'~}ei~~f:~~~~let~e~~~s s~;f.lie~~hl~;;a~~~-i~:W~~~~~;_~;ili~st<lr\Jgs,can. : ,\
be obtained from additional sources as well. (Saffer,H & Chaloupka, 1999) Substitution of
\\ \,
BZP for sale as ecstasy or as a filler for ecstasy products is occurring in many western countries. \\ \
Its entactogenic characteristics and the fact that BZP is so easy to produce is likely responsible
\ \ ' Comment [A20]:The word
,,
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for this role. With respect to price, the Inspectorate reports that the RCMP is encountering and
\\ in the product. I assume that this
seizing products being marketed as ecstasy (similar price, packaged in pre-counted lots like
\\ is either intending to refer to
, BZPf!FMPPas filler in ecstasy
ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos like ecstasy).. It is reported that the common price for
\\ prOducts OR as an alternative to
ecstasy can range from $10 - $20 per pill. (Communication with ~ollinPinto, Inspectorat~ The
\'.>=ec=s=tas=y=.~========<
calculations;L based on information from the Inspectorate found in Appendix A~ suggests that- the --\, \,:'>=D=e=let=ed=:=~======<
low price ofBZP/TFMPP as an intermediate input yields a significant return when presented as
\, Comment [A21]: May need to
ecstasy. BZP/TFMPP's relatively low input price would suggest a sustained demand as long as
\ ;::.c=tan=:fy=.="d=er=;=iv=ed="=======<
ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among drug users.
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Demographics of BZPffFMPP Use in Canada (see CCSA survey 16 years +)
There is almost no statistically founded information available regarding the use ofBZP/TFMPP
in Canada. Information that does exist is largely anecdotal.
FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS

As mentioned above, ideally, a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumption and price of BZP/TFMPP in order to make some projections with respect to
changes in consumption and price in a post-regulation environment. Given the lack of
information about Canadian trends, however, it is instructive to look at the experience in other
jurisdictions that have imposed restrictions on the use and distribution of BZP/TFMPP,
specifically in New Zealand, US and UK/EU.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, thereby making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance without
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authorization. TablelJ~_~_~~_~<?~~!~g}~~l}_JJ_~~_<?K_~~~l)~_ry_t?~__~~~~h_~~!:~_~!~~~.4x_P_l!~_~_~~_l!~~~_~)_t?g~J___ --_---{,-D_e_let_ed_:_I_ _ _ _ ____
restrictions.
Table 2: Countries which have banned BZP (BCDSIWG)
Countries

Year

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden

2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

U.K.
Ireland
New Zealand

The experience of New Zealand ~~om 2000},_ pr~~!~t?~- _~~ _~1)_4~~~~J~~ _<?K _~~~ _p_<?~~~~i_~! _f~~_ ~~~~~~~X~______ ----- Comment (R23]: From 2000
onw~ds~ $in~ 2000? Counting
use of these drugs in Canada. It could be argued that the current ambiguous nature of the market
from 20007 . .
in Canada is close to the situation experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 2008 when
BZP was legal. Although BZP and TFMPP are not openly promoted and distributed in Canada
as they were in New Zealand during that period, lessons might be drawn from that situation. It
must also be noted, however, that~h€(t~rew;:Zealand.larUg~cultureseems t(fbe:uniqu~:_-'!~_t?_~~L ________ ----- Comment [R24]: Do we know
why?
acknowledged that uniqueness of the New Zealand markets; " ... most of the data concerning
BZP use ('party pills') originate from New Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation,
which may not translate to the European context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This caution should also
apply to Canada.
Legal party pills began to emerge as legal products in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
lightly regulated with access restricted to those 18 years and older and restrictions on media
promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other jurisdictions,
into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight control and
studying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey (check on age range of all
respondents) that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in seven
had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 18-24
year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
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Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZP/TFMPP party pills.
Approximately three-quarters of users of these drug types described their availability at the time
as "'Very easy". In fact, findings from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had
changed compared to a year ago revealed that users considered them to have become easier to
obtain in the past 12 months, similar to the situation with kava, ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five
percent of those who had used party pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months ago. (Walkins & Sweetsur, 2007)
This popularity was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the Auckland
Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 percent of total
overdoses) to 21 (1.58 percent) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose._ Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et al.; 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg ofBZP per capsule. (Theron et al. ~007Q ______________________ _
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From the standpoint of the suppliers, in 2005." it was estimated that the "industry" had annual
sales of$24 million, and"" in February 2007"" it was estimated that over 24 million pills had been
sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5 million "servings"
would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the industry illustrates
how close the industry came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics Association of New
Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major manufacturers, distributors,
marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products, sometimes referred to as legal
highs". Pills were also exported abroad~ .Indeed, it has been reported that much of the supply of
the pills in Britain was imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand
market appears to be manufactured, and importedJrom East Asia. It must be noted, however,
that the chemical processto manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated
anywhere, leading to the constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply ofBZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. _Once this amnesty expired on 30 September 2008, penalties for
possession and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C 1
controlled substances.
Drug researchers contend that, in general, if a drug is prohibited, this new status Iwoul~~e__ uumm_-------{ Comment [R21]: Should?
reflected in a decrease in availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et a1. 2010)
There are two main analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZP/TFMPP in
New Zealand. The first is derived from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (lDMS) established
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in 2005 to provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New
Zealand. _The findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and
drug related problems. Research from the IDMS is utilised by a wide range of government and
non-government organisations concerned with drug issues, including government ministries and
departments, drug treatment organisations, drug prevention organisations, health and welfare
services and needle exchanges. (Wilkins et al.; 2010)
The primary source of information in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug
users (i.e. frequent methamphetamine users, frequent ecstasy users and frequent injection drug
users) recruited from the community in the three main centres of New Zealand (i.e. Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch). The frequent drug users are asked about the current use,
availability, purity and price of key drug types and how these measures may have changed over
the previous six months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use ofBZP following its
ban. The 2009 IDMS indicates that there was some recovery in the availability ofBZP in 2009.
However, the availability of BZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years when it
was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the prohibition
was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely be filled by
a mixture ofaltematives including illicitsubstances such as ecstasy, black market BZP, and
~lcoho~. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong evidence of a
_----demand--[or-bIacfmarkei-BZP-afterthe'imposiiion-o{a-ban-ar1<i'ampie-sup-pHers-io-meei-ihai---------demand.
The second study (Wilkins et aI., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and2009,just before and after the. prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featuredJ.t:.p.~p_':lJ~!!~l).~g~~_~}_~~_~?_)'~':l~~_<?r':lg~:.. f~_i~~_!~_p_~<?_~~~!!!~J1-'_~_~~_~~~_~~_~!!~~l~_~<?__________ =------{;,:o=e=let=ed=:========<
teens and very young people in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health.
------{'-o_e_leted
__: _ _ _ _ _----->
Among respondents who had used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23
years and more women had used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of
European descent with Mill?lLR!~_~~-l)!J~g_':l~~~~_~~_~}_~~':l~!~_g!~~R.__ I~~_~_~~_t_~~j_<?_~ity~~!~ ______________ -------{'___o_e_let_ed_:_oa_ _ _ _ _
employed (with close to average incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary
institutions.

..J

In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for the decrease in.)3:ZJ>_~?_~J'~_~~~ ______ -------{>=o=e=let=ed=:=us=in~g=====<
that it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in -------{'___o_e_let_ed_:_les_s_ _ _ _______
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they
stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
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not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported.f<?I!l.l?~~~t:tJ$_~!h~~_~~_~~~~~~_t:!~m ___ -------{ Deleted: using
with BZP, in particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvi'\r_________________________________ ------{?=D=e=let=ed=:=,a=lo=ng=w=ith=BZ=P==::
Observations:
• As a legal drug,.h!g~_P~!~I?~.i~Lf~~_~_~<?_'!~_~se =~ltJ1~~gbr~~~_p~t?~_t?~~~y_ t?~!~re}xJ~R'!U~ __ m __ ----/{
CanadaJt:!~_t_~~~~~~~~_ ~~_~~~ }_'!~_!<?__~~!~~_~~ppg~~~; ___________________________________________________________ ---- --• Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug -- -was legal; and
.
• The great bulk of BZP was consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene as
was typically thought to be the case, although the rave and music scenes remain
important venues.
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United States

While New Zealand seemed to have a very intense drug experience per capita generally,
including party pills, the US has had the longest experience with BZPITFMPP as controlled
substances. In the US, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to
temporarily place BZP and TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA)
because of its high abuse potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18,
2004, the DEA published a Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
a DEA license.
Posting on Schedule I means that:
• the drug or other substance has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug or other substance has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the
United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug or other substance~ under
medical supervision. OthetScheduleI substances include heroin, LSD and marihp~~~._______ -------{'_D_e_let_ed__=:j~_ _ _ ____'
(New Zealand Par1iament~ry Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Infonnation from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law enforcement
officials submitted 48 drug items/exhibits to federal, state and local forensic laboratories
identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items/exhibits increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088 in
2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items/exhibits rose from 6,088 to
13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions occur largely through
smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with connections to overseas
sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and tablets, whicn._~~t:!_~f!~_I?____ -------{~D_e_let_ed_:_an_d_ _ _ _____
sold as ecstasy.
The market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the drug in each
country. Sufficient demand in the US would obviously foster production in Canada where the
legal status remains ambiguous. Production in Canada would also encourage consumption in
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Jh!~_ ~~un~ry~ __ Ih~_ ~~t:t:~_~~_ ~_t_~!~~_ ~~_4J~~~~~!!~)_ K<?~ _~~~~~_~_!~ _~~~ _~~__~ _~~~~~_~ _~(~~~!J~_~_~_~_ K<?~ ________ ----{ Deleted: Canada
the US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution and abuse of ecstasy are a growing concern to law
enforcement and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in
Canada is destined for U.S. markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to
the region, particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a
demand for the drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and
distributed in the region are often adulterated with other substances, including
methamphetamine, MDA LSD, BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine. According to the US
National Drug Intelligence Center, the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug
trafficking organizations are increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some
instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine
point of entry in October 2008,203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be ecstasy. They
were later determined to be BZP.
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in'])Ji_4~~_~~~!l!_ ~~~_~~~_~_ll~~__~~_~1)}_~~g.<?~_~~~ _____ -------{ Deleted: northern
in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada and seized in
New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including substances
such as MDMA, BZP and TFMPP methamphetamine, amphetamine, mephedrone~J:-_~::Q! ______________ -------{ Deleted: ,
~==============~
caffeine, ephedrine and~~~~~!~~: ______ .... _____ ... _.. ________________________________________________________________________ ------{'--De_let_ed_:_ _ _ _ ______
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx of BZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent ofBZP availability and abuse in the
region is, however, unknown at this time.
In Michigan, figures are not_~_~~!~~J.?!~.<?~_~~_~_~~_~_~.i~_ll_!~~~~_'_~~~_~~~!~~y_l!_~~_~~<?~g_LQ~h~_~t:l.4______ -------{'_D_e_let_ed_:_n't_ _ _ _ ___
12th-graders was higher in 2009 than five years ago, according to an annual study of drug trends
conducted by University of Michigan professor Lloyd Johnston.
Observations:
• Even when prohibited, availability remains;
• Great potential for continued and even increased production and smuggling from Canada
in light of continuing demand;
• Increased availability in Canada through domestic production is likely to increase
domestic consumption; and
• It is the opinion of the US Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scene. This is consistent with the survey findings in New Zealand that the bulk of
BZP was consumed in private homes.
United KingdomtEuropean Union
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In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to ban BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that~ from December 2009,
BZP and reiated piperazines wouid be inciuded as Ciass C drugs under the Misuse Of Drugs Act
(MDA). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions would be on sales or prevalence of
the drug, but many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen either demand or
supply of any drug. Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of
prosecution under the Medicines Act, as part of a regulatory regime similar to that of Canada.
(Drugscope; 2010) The legislative action does not, however, seem to have had a significant
impact on availability in the UK. The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is aJ~~~}}?-K _____ -------{ Deleted:
~--------------~
centre of expertise on drug policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that
"Benefits of such a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating
'tough on drugs' credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful
given that there is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely
substitute back to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by
evidence." (TDPF, 2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness."
On 18th March 2008b_!h~.~~~P.~~~_~~':l_~~~~_~~~p,<?~~~~.!~_~~!,!cl_~!"!'!j-~~~~~h~}_V}_~~!_~~~~~~_~r~~~ ____ ------(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate use~ for BZP, in veterinary use for
example) by subjecting it across the EU Member States to 'controfrrleasures-ancfcriminaC-----------------provisions' as a new psychoactive substance. Member states of the European Union then had
one year in which to implement appropriate controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and
in accordance with the provisions of the 1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic
Substances. All EU member states have regulated BZP. This is part of the trend in last few
years for, countries to classify BZP an illegal substance.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the.~<?!'!~~!ll_~~~__~!.o~gh_t_~.o_~ff~~~~J~_'__~!!~I1_ti_<?!'!_!h~!_mm _________ -------i__D_e_let_ed
__
: _fear
__________-'
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks ofBZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
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I '(~~!h_~~?_p~~_~~_<?_R~_~~!'!!!~J_~~l!_~~~~~!~j~x_~1)_~_?_<?~!~J_~~1)_~~g~~_I?~~_~·_':__ (~M_~PQ~_~Q~?}_J~j_~_y_i~~_____ -------{~D_e_let_ed_:I_·n_ _ _ _ _......is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of countries
including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of use, and
knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such research has
been undertaken."
OVERVIEW OFPBSERVATION~ _______________________________________________________________________________________________ -------

To be completed after further discussions between the Technical Authority and the Contractor
about direction and priorities.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVED VALUE OF BZP/TFMPP
The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-OO 19), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of200 mg ofBZP per unit, 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg of BZP. Therefore, if it were possible to import three months of
BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36 g of BZP for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. The following is an analysis from the Inspectorate of the derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.
At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of36,000 mg ofBZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of$$133.34/g ofBZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs).
At 20 mg/pill (although it would seem plausible that this amount would produce a high sufficient
to satisfy users), the maximum potential value of36,000 mg. ofBZP is (36,000
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) = 1800 tablets x $20/tablet = $36,000 or a yield of$1000/g.
Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

In a different vein of dealing with the use of BZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP. Subsequent compliance and enforcement
actions followed and yielded the following information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pilI)
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200,000,000 mg /3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Recent compliance and enforcement action for BZP with respect to sales as ecstasy has yielded
the following estimates. 200 kg of BZP if sold in units containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield
the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$13,333,333
$28,571,428
$100,000,000

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP for the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$ 133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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Re: ~
Angela Doyle to: Bill Maga

2010-11-1712:31 PM

Hi Bill:

I am not sure, but hope I mentioned previously that the stats/graphs were to represent (provide an
overview) of the situation in Be. I did not receive information beyond that.
I split the graphs into two documents, but I am not sure if this will help you.

.•k1

~
I~
Average Seizure Size_RCMP.doc

"Bill Maga"
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

MDMA,BZP Units_RCMP.doc

Angela, is there any way that you can separate 1...

2010-11-17 10:36:13 AM

"Bill Magan
"Angela Doyle·· <Angela.uoyle(gJnc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-1710:36AM
Re:

Angela, is there any way that you can separate the graphs.
I can't manipulate them in their current form.

It appears that

Thanks
B.
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2

Original Message ----From: "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To:
Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 10:18 AM

>

> Dear Bill:
>

> This e-mail is further to our telephone conversation this morning.
>

>
>
>
>
>

1.
Thank you for the draft report of the market analysis received on
Wednesday.
We have reviewed the report and have comments, which we will
forward to you once we have also had the document reviewed by the HPFB
Inspectorate and TBS.
Please note that we have removed the personal
reference within the document to Collin Pinto at the HPFB Inspectorate.

>
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Re: Re:
Bill Maga to: Angela Doyle

2010-11-1702:19 PM

I get it!!
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
----- orlglnal Message ----From: "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To: "Bill Maga" <
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 2:11 PM
Subject: Re:
> We can use it for the purpose of the report, but the information cannot be
> shared beyond that use unless we have their permission to share it.
>

> Hope that makes sense,
>

> Angela
>
>
>
>
>

> From:
To:
> Date:
> Subject:
>

"Bill Maga" <
"Angela Doyle" <Ange.la.Doy.le@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-17 01:44 PM
Re:

>
>
>

> Angela, when you say that the info in 2. is confidential, that does not
> preclude its use in the report, does it??
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2

>

>
Original Message ----> From: "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
> To:
> Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 10:18 AM
>
>

»

»

Dear Bill:

»

»

This e-mail is further to our telephone conversation this morning.

»

»1.

Thank you for the draft report of the market analysis received on
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RE: DRAFT SOW - for your comment
to: Angela.Doyle

2010-11-1704:49 PM

Hopefully I can get something to you tomorrow.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada KIA OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: November 17, 2010 3:53 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Cc: Richard J Robert
Subject: DRAFT SOW - for your comment

Dear Tim:
1. Please find the enclosed draft of the SOw for your comment. You work so
quickly I don't think I need to ask for a specific date, but I am at a
course during the day on Thursday/Friday and may look at this one of those
evenings if you do provide comments. Working toward a final version for
early next week.
(See attached file: SOW 3.wpd)
2. I have also provided your information to the Contractor for the MA
Report. He is working toward providing us with another draft for early
next week.
Thanks! !
Angela

Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-11-17 03:47 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-15 02:02 PM
RE: SOW input and data to share.

That sounds good to

m~.
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Statement of Work for Services - DRAFT
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA
1.0

Scope
1. 1

Title

Professional assistance to assist with a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) required for the
development of a regulatory proposal seeking to add Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) to one of the Schedules to the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and regulate the substances under Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations, by the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate (CSTD), Healthy Environments and Consumer
Safety Branch (HECSB).

1.2

Introduction

The OCS initiated work on a scheduling assessment on BZP and TFMPP in late 2008 and
is now at the stage of completing a CBA to support the regulatory proposal. The CBA
will be prepared in part by the OCS and Centre of Regulatory Expertise (CORE),
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat-Regulatory Affairs Sector (TBS-RAS).
Professional assistance is required to forecast numbers that can be used to prepare the
CBA.

1.3

Estimated Value

The total value of this contract shall not exceed $25,000.00, including any travel and/or
living expenses and all applicable taxes.

1.4

Objectives of the Requirement

The objective of this contract is to forecast the extent of BZP and TFMPP usage amoyng
Canadians, both with and without, regulatory intervention to list these substances in a:
Schedule to the CDSA and regulate the substances under Part J of Food and Drug
Regulations.
For the pupose of is contract, it will be assumed thaty/e New Zealand ~xperience:l ith
7what could happen in ~, in the absence of regulatory
these substance
action.

~'1o~c/-- ~~

It is expected that the ContractorCt"i determine and apply appropriate statistical
methodology, such as diffusion models, to project the number of users in Canada [any
groups other than users important here? e.g. importers/exporters, traffickers/sellers,
producers] for each year in a 10 year period (2010 to 2020). The.numbers f~ will

(,

1/)

H;'~
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then be utilized [by HC? Contractor?] to estimate various benefits and costs of regulating
these substances Canada.

1.5

Background, Assumptions and Specific Scope of the Requirement

In order for the OCS to complete its assessment to determine whether to list BZP and
TFMPP in a Schedule to the CDSA and regulate them under Part J of the Food and Drug
Regulations, a CBA must be prepared. The OCS is seeking the assistance of a Contractor
to provide information necessary for a quant\ative analysis of impacts on various
stakeholders and interested parties.

1-'

Initiatiaves taken to date to support the development of the CBA have included the
prparation of a market assessment report for BZP and TFMPP. A draft report has been
completed and submitted to HCI~ew.
Essentially, the market analysis provided only limited data. Ideally, it would have
included a description o~and trending dat"for the market size (including how the market
is concentrated geographically), consumer demographics, and price profiles. However,
BZP and TFMPP are not~~ for which this data is easily obtain'lble and there can
also be legal/policy issue~lin obtaining such information. -thcrefore; i1 second phase of

w0J>~~p;:::Lt0pment of the CBA.

~

As a second phase to this project, an appreciation of general domestic trends and future
scenarios will be gained through examination of information about the experiences
of~ jurisdiction;, i.e., the market for BZP and TFMPP in New Zealand. One potential
methodology to indicate the market for these substances over time, involves the use of a
Diffusion model, for which some of the parameters could be derived from the New
Zealand experience, e.g., the market potential [parameter (m)]. The values of other
parmeters, e.g., the coefficients of external (P) and internal (q) influence, would need to be
determined by the Contractor for both a regulatory and non-regulatory scenario.

~rket

-

I

();/

In order to utilize such'staticical model to estimate the potential usage of these
substances in Canada, a series of assumptions HCe6 ~, such as thosc 6tttlisSG
bel"",
foJl~
MY '~

hw

•

•

:

~

primary a5~puupti9Fl is that the market for BZP and TFMPP in New Zealand
represents what could happen in Canada in'the absence of regulatory action. [Do
we require a rationale for this assumption?]
~~
~ that ~

a new substitute recreational subtance~ntroduced to
the Canadian market, e.g., within the first year for the regulated scenario and
within five years for the non-regulated/base scenario, that would compete with the
market potential of BZP and TFMPP. For the diffusion model, a particular
diffusion will need to be assumed by the Contractor for the substitute substance.
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The Contractor will be given access by HC to documentation, such as HC's Issue Analysis
Summary (lAS) for BZP and TFMPP and the most recent draft of the Market Analysis
Report for these substances [we may need permission from the various groups from whom
data was gathered to share the markefanalysis for this??], etc.
The projected 10 year estimates for the baseline and regulated scenarios will be limited in
scope to the number of users in Canada. The estimates do not address, but will be used
[by HC/TBS or Contractor?] to forecast [importation, exportation, sale and/or distribution
parameters, and the impact of changes in the xxxx of these activities] on various
stakeholder and interest groups. For example, differences in Diffusion models/curves for
the two scenarios would help to assess the costs and benefits to a broader range of
stakeholders/interest groups.

2.0

Requirements
2.1

Tasks, Activities, Deliverables and Milestones

Tasks!Activities
The Contractor will:
•
obtain the information necessary to meet the contract objective;
select and utilize the appropriate methodology to meet the contract objective; and
•
draft a report that includes ................. for submission to Health Canada.

· <:2.2

DeliverableslMilestones

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by xxxxxxxxx
including:

·1
•
•
•

preparation and submission of a draft work plan for review by HC;
preparation and submission of a final workplan for approval ofHC;
preparation and submission of a draft report for review by HC;
preparation and submission of a final report for approval by HC.

The CBA information that this data will be utilized to generate will be used in future
scheduling assessments, as applicable, and/or in future policy development.

Work is to be initiated on or about xxxx and a final report is to be submitted to HC by

xxxxx.
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**Note to self: Perhaps December 15 to February 23? All invoicing for the project must be
complete by March 16,2010.
2.2

Specifications and Standards

N/A.

2.3

Technical, Operational and Organizational Environment

The OCS will provide the Contractor with copies of materials prepared by the OCS
concerning the scheduling analysis for these substances, such as the Issue Analyis
Summary. The Contractor can use the Technical Authority as hislher point of contact in
terms of accessing references beyond those provided at the inception of work.
Final reports should be submitted in electronic format, making use of either Word or
WordPerfect.

2.4

Method and Source of Acceptance

Draft documents will be acceptable when they meet with the approval of the Departmental
Representative.
Final reports must meet with the approval of the Director, OCS.

2.5

Reporting Requirements

Although the Contractor will not be responsible for providing written progress reports, it is
expected that the Contractor will be in regular communication with the Technical
Authority and/or Departmental Representative in order to ensure that work on contract
deliverables is progressing in the required timelines.

2.6

Project Management Control Procedures

The Departmental Representative shall secure all required approvals.
The Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall arrange meetings
between the Contractor and/or other CSTD staff as required. The Technical Authority
and/or Departmental Representative shall also ensure the appropriate distribution of
meeting reports (draft and final) as required.

2.7

Change Management Procedures
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Should changes to the timelines associated with this Contract be required, the Contractor
shall inform the Technical Authority in writing of the intended changes. No changes
however, will be made without the agreement of the Departmental Representative.

2.8

Ownership of Intellectual Property

The Crown will own all reports generated by the Contractor.

3.0

Other Terms and Conditions of the SOW
3.1

Authorities

Departmental Representative:
Ms. Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: jocelynkula@hc-sc.gc.ca
Technical Authority:
Mr. Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Administrative/ Financial Contact:
Ms. Johanne Paquette
Manager, Business, Information and Authorization Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
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Email: iohanne.paquette@hc-sc.gc.ca
The Contractor shall obtain all direction for the work from either the Departmental
Representative and/or the Technical Authority.

3.2

Health Canada Obligations

The Crown will provide the following:
-access to materials prepared during the assessment to date, such as the Issue Analysis
Summary;
-access to the Technical Authority, for the purposes of coordinating meetings, obtaining
additional background/ reference material; and
-providing comments on draft documents and/or response to questions/comments within a
timely manner.

3.3

Contractor's Obligations

The Contractor will submit all final reports in electronic format, making use of either
Word or WordPerfect.

3.4

Location of Work, Work site and Delivery Point

The work required from this contract will be largely carried out at the Contractor's home
and/or regular place of business.

3.5.

Language of Work

All written documentation is to be produced in English. Should Health Canada determine
that translation is required for any purpose and/or for reference in its subsequent regulatory
proposal, it will generate the required translation via the Public Works and Government
Services Canada Translation Service.

3.6

Special Requirements

N/A

3.7

Security Requirements

It is a condition that, prior to performance of any obligation under any contract resulting
from this Statement of Work, the Contractor and any sub-contractors and/or their
employees assigned to the performance of such contract will be security cleared by the
federal government at the enhanced level.

3.8

Insurance Requirements
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N/A
3.9

Travel and Living

Travel and living expenses will be covered by the Contractor.

4.0

Project Schedule
4.1

Expected Start and Completion Dates

The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 6 weeks
commencing on or about xxxxxxxxxxxx The expected completion date of this project is
xxxxxxxxxxxx

4.2

Schedule and Estimated Level of Effort (Work Breakdown Structure)

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by xxxxxxxxx
including:
- x day( s) for the preparation and submission of a draft workplan
- x day(s) for the preparation and submission of a final workplan
- x day( s) for the preparation and submission of a draft report
- x day( s) for the preparation and submission of a final report

5.0

Required Resources or Types of Roles to be Performed
The Contractor shall have a solid background in public policy development and economic
analysis in support of regulatory development, so as to be able to appropriately analyse the
information collected during the field work component of this Contract.
In preparing the required analysis, the Contractor should also be able to summarize
information collected during field work and generate relevant observations and
conclusions as appropriate.
The Contractor must be willing to accept constructive criticism from CSTD on his/her
draft report in order to generate a final report that accurately presents the required analysis.

6.0

Applicable Documents and Glossary
6.1

Applicable Documents

N/A
6.2

Relevant Terms, Acronyms and Glossaries

N/A
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Statement of Work for Services - nHAFT
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDS A
1.0

Scope
1. 1

Title

Professional assistance to assist with a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) required for the
development of a regulatory proposal seeking to add Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) to one of the Schedules to the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and regulate the substances under Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations, by the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate (CSTD), Healthy Environments and Consumer
Safety Branch (HECSB).

1.2

Introduction

The OCS initiated work on a scheduling assessment on BZP and TFMPP in late 2008 and
is now at the stage of completing a CBA to support the regulatory proposal. The CBA
will be prepared in part by the OCS with the assistance of theJ:;~~.t!_~_~fJ~.~~!~t<?fY............... //-{ Deleted: and
Expertise tQQBJD~I!~~~_ll!.Y_!?_<?~!~L<?K_Q~~~~_~_~~_~!~t~!}_~!~R~g~1_~!~!X_~[~~!!~__~_~~t<?!. __ . _______ ...... ---- comm~nt ~lJ:.A)though. we
(TBS-RAS). Professional assistance is required to forecast the number of users that will
maydra . "fflaJor sectJ~s of the
CBA. tlle fmat report Itself should
consnme BZP and TFMPP based products under both regulated and non-regulated
be from OCS.
~================~
scenarios.r. ... Ih.~~~p~l!!l.1?~~~~!~..th~:t1. j!l!~~.~i~l.it<?_~e..p.~~4.~.<?pr.~Pc:l!~_t.h..~.G~A.: ........ ___ ._......
Deleted: numbers
.................-1

J

.--.. {. D~I~t~d~-··~~~~. ~~;~··~~···-···

1.3

Estimated Value

The total value of this contract shall not exceed $25,000.00, including any travel
and/or living expenses and all applicable taxes.
1.4

Objectives of the Requirement

The objective of this contract is to forecast the extent of BZP and TFMPP usage among
Canadians, both with and without, regulatory intervention to list these substances in a
Schedule to the CDS A and regulate the substances under Part J of Food and Drug
Regulations.
For the pUIPose of this contract, it will be assumed that New Zealand's experience, a
country with a similar political, legal, and cultural framework to Canada's, with these
substances can be drawn upon to project what could happen in this country, in the
absence of regulatory action.
It is expected that the Contractor will determine and apply appropriate statistical
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

methodology, such as diffusion models, to project the number and types 1 of users in
Canada [any groups other than users important here? e.g. importers/exporters,
traffickers/sellers, producers] for each year in a 10 year period (2010 to 2020). The
p1pi(!~~~4. t.J:l:l.I1?:~~r.~_ ~i.1.I. _t.h~I.1..~.~ _l:lt.i.li_~e.~.ID?Y J~~? ~<?~~~c~g~J]1. ~~e~.t.i.IJ:l~~e. Y~r.i~l:l~1J~t.J:efi.ts
and costs of regulating these substances Canada.
1.5

Background, Assumptions and Specific Scope of the Requirement

In order for the OCS to complete its assessment to determine whether to list BZP and
TFMPP in a Schedule to the CDSA and regulate them under Part J of the Food and Drug
Regulations, a CBA must be prepared. The OCS is seeking the assistance of a Contractor
to provide information necessary for a quantitative analysis of impacts on various
stakeholders and interested parties.

l Deleted: j

J.llit.i.~tj\festa~~n to.date to supp~rt the dev~lop~~!lt_()fthe.~~Al1ave il1cl~ded the...
- .-{>.~~Ieted: Initiatiaves.u,====~~c,.c,
J?l~eR~}:~~j~n _()L<!_~~!~~!_~~_~~_~~~~_1}~J_~R()_~X()_t:_~?:R_~~4JJ~MRR~uA_~~f!_~~p~!!:_h~_~_1J_~~_l} ______ -.. ··· t Deleted: prparation
..__ '
completed and submitted to HC for review.
Essentially, the market analysis provided only limited data. Ideally, it would have
included a description of and trending data, for the market size (including how the market
is concentrated geographically), consumer demographics, and price profiles. However,
BZP and TFMPP are not substances for which this data is easily obtainable and there can
also be legal/policy issues involved in obtaining such information. A second phase of
work is therefore, necessary to support the development of the CBA.
As a second phase to this project, an appreciation of general domestic trends and future
market scenarios will be gained through examination of information about the experiences
of another jurisdiction, i.e., the market for BZP and TFMPP in New Zealand. One
potential methodology to indicate the market for these substances over time, involves the
use of a Diffusion modelZ, for which some of the parameters could be derived from the
New Zealand experience, e.g., the market potential [parameter (m)]. The values of other
.p_,!!·am_e!~}~s, ~:g:~ _t.11_~_~5?~f~~~(!t.J:!~_~f~~_t_~!"t.J:~}__V!}_'!~~ j~!~~~J_{q)_!t.J:!!~(!~~~~_~_()~!~_l}_~~_~_!~ ____
be determined by the Contractor for both a regulatory and non-regulatory scenario.

u'

In order to utilize such a..?t~~~~tic;~l~()~~U()~~t.i1!1~!~tl1~p()!~:tl.t.i.~~.~~i;lg~.~rt.1:J..~~~ ..
substances in Canada, a series of assumptions are required, such as the following:

_ _ .• -

-., {

-·f

Deleted: parrneters

Deleted: staticical

J Types of users may include those that use party pills as a substitute for more damaging drugs such as
~Inph~!.~'!]Jin~~,Jh.Q.~.~:'UJ.1~t.Y..i.~.':y'j.t;!$...~.J~gll.L$..l.1.!nn~D..~~.JJmUn!J.I...r~.~.r.9.!ni.QJl.;:!JJ.,Jh.Q.$.~Jh.~l.n§~Jh.~!.D....i!.§.i!. Q.i~.tpi!J, ..::llJQ..

other possible users ........................................................................... _......................................................... ............. . . . ..... . .. .
2 PreliminarY analysis has already been attempted by He to test the principal:ofthis approach using a Bass Diffusion
model. This analysis would be made available to the consultant but the consultalll would still he expected to do
r~§.~.~.r.~b... t.Q. ~.t::l~f.ul!~ . nl.Q.§J.ll.PlmmLi?J~...Q.iffE$..i.Q.IJ...m.9.g.~lJQ.i.mpJ.9I)J~m. ;t.D~J . ;t_t1~.I.DpL.~Q...~.~~im~Jr;. Jhr; . P9r?.PJt~r§ . Q.fJbll.t.

model for the regulatOlY and nOJ1-rc\lulatorv scenarios· ..

u_uuu ______________________ u_________________ u________ u_________ _

Date: November 18. 20 10
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'1,

Formatted: English (Canad~! __

J

(Formatted: English (Canad~Lj

That the market for BZP and TFMPP in New Zealand represents what could
happen in Canada in the absence of regulatory action . .,Whi!~ _this _,!~_~~lI!lJ2!i~n _~~i!L m ' - ---'
be key to enabling the application of available data sets the consultant would also
be requested to analysis the appropriateness of this assumption.

Deleted: [Do we require a
rationale for this assumption?]

._ .. -."{>=D=e=le=t=ed=:=a=t======)
The possibility tha~.~ . ~.~~ . s.~~s.!!!l:l.~~. !.~~T~~.ti.<:>~~l]t~~l?s.!(;ll!.c:.~_~~1.1..~~ . i.~.t~<:>.~..ll~.~.q . !<:>._
the Canadian market and that the re2:ulation mav in-fact accelerate its introductio~,"······"" ..... { Deleted: subtance
J
for exampl~ 'Yithin the first year for the regulated scenario andwithinfiveye~rs
... -····rD;i~t~d;···~·:~:. . · . .· · ·. . . . · . . . . . ._. . . ._.]
for the non-r~gulatedlb~se sce~a~i~.T};i~ 'n~~~ ·s~bst~~~c~i~~)~_~~<?riiR~_t~_~hh_!h~___ ~_:./f Deleted: ,that
............
market potential ofBZP and TFMPP. A~t;p.~~~t~. Ai.ff:L!~.i.<?~~9.q~~.!l~.~Yl~~eq!<:> . ~~..(·=·D=';=Ie=ted=:F=o=r=the=====J
estimated to simulate this effect by
the Contractor .for
the substitute
substance.
'·,>",. l Deleted.
~
.. .... .
... .......
. .. . . . . .
I

J

,r·. · . _·· _ . .· · .:· ·.

.. . . . . . . . .

",," rD;I;t;d·;··~··~ ;~~i~~I~~"'"
The Contractor will be given access by HC to documentation, such as HC's Issue Analysis
Summary (lAS) for BZP~~~If_MPP,_ ~!aftJ~ro.of-::9f-ct~~hm ~~ffusi~!l_Il!_<?s!~l s.p_read~heet~)
and the most recent draft of the Market Analysis Report for these substances [we may need
permission from the various groups from whom data was gathered to share the market
analysis for this??], etc.

......J

"I Deleted: diffusion will need to

l.~.: ~.s..s.~~ed_
·. . . f

...........

The projected 'b,O y~ar~stiIllates .f.<?!.the baseline 't.114!.~guJ(l!ed scenarios.'Yill be limit~~in
scope to the number and type of users in Canada. The estimates do not address, but will
be used [by HC/TBS or Contractor?] to forecast [importation, exportation, sale and/or
distribution parameters, and the impact of changes in the xxxx of these activities] on
various stakeholder and interest groups. For example, differences in Diffusion
models/curves for the two scenarios would help to assess the costs and benefits to a
broader range of stakeholderslinterest groups.

2.0

'I

..
..........._..................... ......1
Deleted:
-.

_...)

j

Requirements
2.1

Tasks, Activities, Deliverables and Milestones

Tasks/Activities
The Contractor will:
obtain the information necessary to meet the contract objective;
select and utilize the appropriate methodology to meet the contract objective; and
draft a report, submitted to Health Canada. that includes~
.ac. lea r Lle~c.!i ptj (?J:lof'~h~I1)~th()cll)l (?gy ~ppl j .~cl.~J:l.cl::t?sllI?-~p!! (?1~ll.S~4 m(ir.>:cll! cling".>_,·. .tJ?~.I.~~~~.:m:.:.::~:.:.:.::.::::·:.: .. m.mm.mmmm.j
assumption appropriateness and uncertainty):
. . Formatted: Indent: Left: 2.54 '1
~~~t; tables of results for the years of2006-2030 and f<)f each user type identified
,··t·::r~~;~d;m·B·Ullets and ...·.. ··..

'1

spreadsheets including model estimated and all underlying data sources used in
modeL..

L. ~.~.~.~.~!.~~.~ ..m_......_.....m. . .m....)
{ Deleted: for submission to
I, Health Canada.
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2.2

DeliverableslMilestones

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by xxxxxxxxx

including:
preparation and submission of a draft work plan for review by HC;
preparation and submission of a final.v\,.():rl~~J~l(ll~. fC?r. (lPP~c?:Y(l~.C?LH.G;
preparation and submission of a draft report for review by HC;
preparation and submission of a final report for approval by HC.

-_ ..•.• _. -_ .•.•..•..•.•... .. -~j

The CBA information that this data will be utilized to generate will be used in future
scheduling assessments, as applicable, and/or in future policy development.
Work is to be initiated on or about xxxx and a final report is to be submitted to He by

xxxxx.
**Note to self: Perhaps December 15 to February 23? All invoicing for the project must be
complete by March 16,2010.
2.2

Specifications and Standards

N/A.

2.3

Technical, Operational and Organizational Environment

The OCS will provide the Contractor with copies of materials prepared by the
OCS concerning the scheduling analysis for these substances, such as the Issue
Analyis Summary. The Contractor can use the Technical Authority as his/her
point of contact in terms of accessing references beyond those provided at the
inception of work.
Final reports should be submitted in electronic format, making use of either Word
or WordPerfect.
2.4

Method and Source of Acceptance

Draft documents will be acceptable when they meet with the approval of the
Departmental Representative.
Final reports must meet with the approval of the Director, OCS.

2.5

Reporting Requirements
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Although the Contractor will not be responsible for providing written progress
reports, it is expected that the Contractor will be in regular communication with
the Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative in order to ensure
that work on contract deliverables is progressing in the required timelines.

2.6

Project Management Control Procedures

The Departmental Representative shall secure all required approvals.
The Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall arrange meetings
between the Contractor and/or other CSTD staff as required. The Technical Authority
and/or Departmental Representative shall also ensure the appropriate distribution of
meeting reports (draft and final) as required.

2.7

Change Management Procedures

Should changes to the timelines associated with this Contract be required, the
Contractor shall inform the Technical Authority in writing of the intended changes.
No changes however, will be made without the agreement of the Departmental
Representative.

2.8

Ownership of Intellectual Property

The Crown will own all reports generated by the Contractor.

3.0

Other Terms and Conditions of the SOW
3.1

Authorities

Departmental Representative:
Ms. Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: jocelynkula@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Technical Authority:
Mr. Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Administrative! Financial Contact:
Ms. Johanne Paquette
Manager, Business, Information and Authorization Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
Email: johanne.paguette@hc-sc.gc.ca
The Contractor shall obtain all direction for the work from either the Departmental
Representative and!or the Technical Authority.
3.2

Health Canada Obligations

The Crown will provide the following:
-access to materials prepared during the assessment to date, such as the Issue Analysis
Summary;
-access to the Technical Authority, for the purposes of coordinating meetings, obtaining
additional background! reference material; and
-providing comments on draft documents and!or response to questions/comments within a
timely manner.
3.3

Contractor's Obligations

The Contractor will submit all final reports in electronic format, making use of
either Word or WordPerfect.
3.4

I

Location of Work, Work site and Delivery Point

Date: November 18. 201 ()
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The work required from this contract will be largely carried out at the Contractor=s
home and/or regular place of business.

3.5

Language of Work

All written documentation is to be produced in English. Should Health Canada detennine
that translation is required for any purpose and/or for reference in its subsequent regulatory
proposal, it will generate the required translation via the Public Works and Government
Services Canada Translation Service.

3.6

Special Requirements

N/A

3.7

Security Requirements

It is a condition that, prior to perfonnance of any obligation under any contract resulting

from this Statement of Work, the Contractor and any sub-contractors and/or their
employees assigned to the performance of such contract will be security cleared by the
federal government at the enhanced level.

3.8

Insurance Requirements

N/A

3.9

Travel and Living

Travel and living expenses will be covered by the Contractor.

4.0

Project Schedule
4.1

Expected Start and Completion Dates

The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 6
weeks commencing on or about xxxxxxxxxxxx The expected completion date
of this project is xxxxxxxxxxxx

4.2

Schedule and Estimated Level of Effort (Work Breakdown Structure)

It is expected that the consulting services will
including:
- x day(s) for the preparation and submission
- x day(s) for the preparation and submission
- x day(s) for the preparation and submission

be provided by xxxxxxxxx
of a draft workplan
of a final workplan
of a draft report
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- x day(s) for the preparation and submission of a final report
5.0

Required Resources or Types of Roles to be Performed
The Contractor shall have a solid background in public policy development and economic
analysis in support of regulatory development, so as to be able to appropriately analyse
the information collected during the field work component of this Contract.

In preparing the required analysis, the Contractor should also be able to summarize
information collected during field work and generate relevant observations and
conclusions as appropriate.
The Contractor must be willing to accept constructive criticism from CSTD on his/her
draft report in order to generate a final report that accurately presents the required
analysis.

6.0

Applicable Documents and Glossary

6.1

Applicable Documents

N/A

6.2

Relevant Terms, Acronyms and Glossaries

N/A
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Re: TFMPP/BZP - Draft MA report for comment ~
Angela Doyle to: Collin Pinto

2010-11-1806:32 PM

..

..

"--""~"~"-~-<----------~------------¢~------.~-.-----~.-- -"".-----.~

Thank you Collin,
Angela

Collin Pinto
From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Angela Please see attached preliminary edits ...

2010-11-1801:23:28 PM

Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Courtney Smith/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-1801 :23 PM
TFMPP/BZP - Draft MA report for comment

Hi Angela
Please see attached preliminary edits. I say preliminary because I would like to review a revised version
and this document will likely be need to be reviewed by senior management at the Inspectorate prior to
being finalised. You'll find that I've included many comments. These will require some additional research
on yours and/or Bill's part - I'm happy to discuss any comments where needed but please bare in mind
that I am away from the office until December 6 and so my response time is slow, hence my delay in
getting this to you.
I have copied Courtney Smith of BIU on this as I believe there are some points that require BIU's
attention/input and because there is at least one incident that may require confirmation (re. PurePiliz file)
and Courtney likely has access to the Inspectorate incident system. Refer to comment. I should note that
there may be privacy considerations in including specific information and I recommend speaking to
compliance and enforcement surrounding specific files in very general terms, i.e. remove any names
where possible, but refer/link to any information already in the public domain, e.g. Public Advisories,
where these exist.
[attachment "Market Analysis of BZP_prelim edits.docx" deleted by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA]
Best,
Collin

Angela Doyle

Hi Collin: Would you mind taking a look at this a ...

2010-11-0504:01 :24 PM
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Market Analysis of BZP/TFMPP
Draft Report

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

Date: November 2, 2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2KIW2
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

4

INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
piperazines or a segment of that family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDSA) A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic Impact
Analysis which is required before any proposed amendment to the CDSAf~J-?~.P!..~~~!'!~~~J~~_____ /-----{ Deleted: regulation
consideration. This market analysis will examine the availability, distribution, pricing and
promotion of the compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)
piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - BZP and TFMPP.
Currently, there are no known legitimate uses f.or either BZP or TFMPP in Canada." (Health
Canada, May 2010; pg 1) In early 2006, pills c.ontaining the active ingredients BZP and TFMPP
began to appear in Vancouver where they first gained popularity on the rave scene as a safer
alternative to many ofthe illicit drugs commonly available there such as Ecstasy, which is a
Schedule III drug under the CDSA. In 2007, piperazine based party-pill formulations started to
become widely available nationwide which is reflected in [seizure dat~.__ H~~!!~_~~~~~_!'!<!.~~~~ _______ ------"An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent
legitimate use ... " (Health Canada; 2010; pg 2)
In o~der to provide an appr<}ciation .of the. context surroundin~ the market analysis, this .secti~n

,----__._ _ _ _ _ _-,

outhnes the status of BZP and .TI'~r..~lth.l'lOs~t_t() .th.e.Iegl"Iated.lll,uld,.tes{1tc()ntallledln the _ /-l>=D=e=let=ed=.I=======<
Food and Drugs Act (FDA)4h~~.sP§A_~~.~~_~!~}~~p'~_~~!~~_!~g~~~~!~!,!~: __________ ~!~~~_~_________________ ------- ~D_el_eted_:_an_d_ _ _ _

-,J

I ~1fRf!!~~Jo%e~~~f~.~~m~~cf!ttj}.~!i:~~~~r~iMhi~~~~t~n:r~':teg~~~C1ti~ns.J ..····

J

Canada. (Health Canada; 2010) For a number of reasons, including the fact that there is no
-ld
. use ~l.or th ese d rugs III
. C anad a, .pOJ?~~ d__~~!_~g~!~_n)~g
. . BZP
dIor_________ ~
Comment [CP2]: ShOll
I d ge d t herapeutlc
ac knowe
__ a1)m
describe what DIN is, means,
TFMPP h~~ r~~_~!y.~.~t~.Q~_·__ A~.~l:l~~_'_ it_ is__a ~_<?~!~aY~~!!9.I!_ <?f!he ~D~_!~_~~~I_~!1X_l:l~aut~~ri~e~mu "'"
in terms of market
product containing either BZP .or TFMPP in Canada ap~Jh~Jj~_~~th_~~9.~u~!s ~n4 F~9.~_~_~~!l~~ ____ ~'\ "\, >=a=u=th=,o=riz=a=ti=on=?=====<
Inspectorate (Inspectorate), Health Canada, has taken compliance and enforcement action to
\' \, '{ Deleted: they
enforceJh_t?_~~~e~~I!t P~~X~~!~~~_~(~~~_R!?_~ ~I!~_R!?_~!_a~<?<?~~inglx:_~uu_u_uu_uu __ u _______________ u_u __ ~ \:::<'t>=D=e=leted=:=ha=y=en=e=ye=r====<

I

V
,..

~

)

J

\:\ \:'{ Deleted: A

May be a good place here to briefly identify risk assessment and identified risk to health which
\\ \( Deleted: Inspectorate
was the driver to your next sentence. "Beginning in October, 2007, thelIl~p_t:?~~<?~~!~_t:?~_t_~~H~h~_4_~ __, \\{ Deleted· those
customs target for finished products (containing BZP and/or TFMPP) which was subsequently
\ \>===.=.======<
updated to include bulk powder fonns in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to remove
..\ ~~~~;;;~;respect to

products c?ntaining BZP and.,If~~Jt~~ut_~~~~_.~~~1_Y~~_~1)._4_~~_I!~_l}~~~~_h~y_t?_~J~~J?~t?~_~_af!!~~u ___ ,_ '--{ Deleted: (Health Canada)
~b~_1l(t~~_!1~~_~_t9._~eaJthRo~e_4 ~XP!..<?.4~~~_~_<?~~~_l~!~g)~~~R_~I!.4J~~MRR:~'u(H~~J~h_~~~~.4~;____ . _______ ,"<----f
undated; pg 2, may wish to reference public advisories posted on He website)
\ -", l>=D=e=leted=:=/_======<

\J Deleted: products

'{ Deleted: not to use
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~haracter

Xl

The
of the FDA couid be considered administrative in naturd,.Jl"-fticlliari)'.when mnnm ....
compared to tht~riminai basis the CDSA[ nl)'PIc>li'\Y,. Jle.naities. .un~er th" .I'I>ft."lllount t(). moo

'1

00

simple seizure ~ud a fine 0~$50~!P~~ CO~!~~~!l!~~n?_~_~7~_s.}J~fFD~)-,_~~~_~~_~~t~_~~~~~~ ___ ~, --]1
as those that mIght be apphed under the CDSA. Scheduhng BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA, """
as previously mentioned (where?), would make it a criminal offence to distribute (only
'1
distribute? what about other activities? Suggest use specific wording under CDSA ?) them.

I ~~~:~~~~~:i~~e:i~s~&~!r~r;;J;;~t~~~1fxa~;~\i:~\~~'j~~t1~~:j'~:~l~~iJ:unted •• ·\

J

Police (RCMP) does not specifically target substances that are not scheduled under the CDSA
\\
and the ~anadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) will seize shipments because of the products \. \
only when they are mistaken for ecstas~_(!?_~~~_~~~~~_~y.f?~~t~h_~_~!_[<?~_~~~g~_!~S!~~__~~~~!~h~ ____, \\'\
FDR without a DIN?)
'\ \\'\ ;>=====~====-

\\ '(

Deleted: Because

l1!r~:!~e~~~~!~~~emi~\i~:iA~~h~~~oii~r~;da~t':~:;jr!~1:re1~y~~;~~~i:~:~!~:\\\: Deleted: these drugs
Its status has lead to some confusion about its legality and the perception among users that the

)

~

---\\\

~rugs are "legal't __ !t~~I_~~_~_~~~~~_~~~R~~!~_~~_h~~~_~f?P2~~~_~~~~~_Il!~_!~_~~ile~_'p'~J}_~V~_!h~~~_~~ ______ , '\'\,

\ Deleted: hard to find

\

drugs are legal, and it has been argued by some,th3:t~~y_~'p!~~!~~~g~_~~~y'i_~~_~~_~~_~~~_~)' _______ j \\\
presenting a safe~~!!~~~!~Y_~_!~_JXl~~.~_~~!~_g!~~j~_~!!!g~.~~~~_~_~~~_~~~_Y: __ (!~!~J?h~I)~ ________________ ~\\, \\\
conversation with, Inspectorate) Scheduling these drugs under the CDSA is likely to go a long \\\'-, \\\
way to infuse certainty into the market and clarify their status under federal law.
\\\\ \\'f Deleted: Moreover,

\\'\\r

"Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA wiII generally prohibit the
following activities with these substances unless authorized by regulation: possession,
trafficking, possession for the purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the
purpose of exportation, and production.... The CDSA also sets out penalties for illegal
activities involving substances listed in its Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA
establish tight controls on the movement of regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse
and diversion to the illicit market. As such, scheduling will enable law enforcement agencies to
respond to illegal activities. The ultimate goal is to reduce the risks to the health and safety of
Canadians posed by the easy availability ofBZP and TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated pg 2)

Deleted: t

X

\\,'\'\

'\\\'\1
\'-,\
\,\t'--D-el-eted-:-re-ta-ile-rs-s-tiii-believe

\t Deleted: and
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, Deleted: n

Nature of BZP andJ~~f~r______ ... ____________ m ___ n _____ n _____________ m _nn __ n __ n _n ________ m n __ n ___________________ ----{~D_el_eted_:1_ _ _ _ _--'
BZP is an entactogen.,. that is, it makes users feel confident and relaxed in social situations, and
thus the product facilitates social interactions. TFMPP acts as a hallucinogenic. The combined
effect is characterized as similar to ecstasy. They are typically combined in pill form as a final
product before being marketed to users. While typically swallowed when in pill form, BZP
and/or TFMPP f~I)_~~~~_~_~_~~~~~_~_.<?~_~_l!l.<?~~.<!:n!~5_1).~_~~!~~~_~!~~_~~_~!~'n~_~~),J~<?_~!H~~m ___ m ___ m __ -- ----{ Deleted: the drugs
association with the products was their stimulant properties, with young people highlighting that
use of the substances enabled them to stay awake for longer periods to undertake a wide range of
activities. These included dancing, general socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The
drug has also been identified with weight loss as a positive outcome of use. (Butler, Rachael A,
Sheridan, Janie L; 2007)
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A wide range of adverse or negative health effects of':P_~~y'J~~~~~~~_<?~t:I_~~!~!~lJ~J~.~~_~_~~~_~~~~ __ hhh-------{ Deleted:BZP
identified by userslf~_~~~!!!~_~~_~<?~~~!~~!~!(!~_!~~~<?~!!~.1X:~!~£~~~~.~~~~~E~~':l~~_~_~~y._~f~.h~~~ ___________ -----i>=D=eI=eted=:=,a=lt=ho=u=gh====<
negativ,e~ealth effects to BZP party pills ~one:~ combinatio?_ ofBZP f_c?~~.l}mR~!<?_I}~_~<?n~~!!~ __ ~_~-----t Deleted: i
use of alcohol and other'substances, extenaea. perIods of exertIon, lack of sleep, and dehydratIOn
-----i>=D=leted=.==.=lI====<
may all contribute to these negativeeffects~_O~~~!~~_~~_~I!_t?~!~~I).})~_~~_~~!~_~_t?_~<?~_t?~_~~_~~l)________________ e
. party pI
that, at the time when these drugs were legal in New Zealand, the same study noted that young
people found the legal status of BZP party pills conveyed a message that they were safe to use
which lead some young users to exceed the recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on
the packaging.
THE CANADIAN MARKET FOR BZP AND-1Jn"J~~ _____ h _______

h m ____

hh ___ h __ hhhh ___ h_h _____________ hh_~

In the market analysis ofBZP and,Jf.M~~Li_~_t?~IJY!h~)!!!~I).~J~.~~.~~_~~_~~~_t?_!ht?_~}~~h<?K!h~_I??~~~~~J __ \\
including its geographical concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug \, \
and the trends over time. In the market for a typical legal consumer product, information about
\, \
these factors is quite easy to obtain. However, largely due to their legal status, the situation for
\ '( Deleted: j
BZP and TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distribution and price
\(>=D=e=let=ed=:=j=======::
presents a particular challenge. A thorough examin'ltion of potential sources of information has
yielded little in terms of data which would allow forecasts of quantity and price. It is, however,
sometimes possible to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and future scenarios related
to volume and price by examining the information derived from seizures of the drugs by the
CBSA, RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate.
QUANTITY

CBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008"the number of samples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown framO (2004)(?) to 17 (2008)(?), including seizure
of various sizes. These seizures consisted of BZP'alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or
BZP with other substances suchas.ephedrine~.·.(Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug
Situation Report states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an emerging trend
with BZP and TFMPP being found in pills thought to be MDMA (3,4Methylenedioxymethamphetamine) commonly known as ecstasy. In addition, Health Canada's
Drug Analysis Service (DAS) has analyzed a significantly increasing number of samples from
police seizures going from 8 in 2006 to 4417 in 2009. (See BCDSIWG page 7 - conflicting
numbers)
If we can get these broken down by region or urban centre, we might be able to say something
about geographical aspect. (Although it is likely to show up as Vancouver, Toronto and
Montreal I would guess.)
Seizures

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP
TFMPP
Total

5
3
8

146
121
267

1061
898
1959

2229
2188
4417

20109 Oct
'10)
988
958
1946
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It should also be noted that in 2008, Health Canada inspectors reported that four products from
PurePillz, Inc. were seized in ~4 retail outlets across canad~_(~h~~~_?~t __M<?!~~~~!-,j!!}9Q~~5_~ ______ -------1
was reported that in Ottawa a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to the weight
loss product RevolutionDS Weight Loss that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. Source?? Public
advisory on HC website.

Moreover, drug control officials in BC's lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. PotentiaHy BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors can contribute to this situation, such as:
• "'the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation ofBZP by other countries;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product." (BCDSIWG; 2009)
These factors have raised the profile ofBZP and.,IfMrr_Q~_~h~_W~_~t~~~_~t~!!~J_tl_(;~~~~~_!h~________ ------{ Deleted:/
~==============~
number ofBZP and;r.fMJ~)Y~~~J~!~_cl_!~~J.<J~~~~_~~~_~~_~!_~~·_J-"-_Y~9_<?~~~!,_p~_~_h~ ________________________ ------{~D_el_eted_:/_ _ _ _ _ _
correspondingly found that since 2006; more- cases have occurred where piperazines were
identified. It is the opinion of the pfficial~~h~~_~~~~~h~~__~!~g~-'_~~~_~_~~~~tl_R~h~_~~~_~!~n~~_~~ ~~! ____ ------- Comment [CPll]: Describe who
likely going to resolve the BZP problem in Canada because a black market will surely develop
,,--t_h_es_e_ar_e_._ _ _ _ _
after prohibition ... the problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly".
(BCDSIWG; 2009) And as will be seen later,export of BZP/TFMPP to the US has sparked
concern among US drug control officials.

-.J

__

-J

piven that the Health Canada's Inspectorate has taken action in the retail sector, it would seem
obvious that most of the distribution would currently occur over the Internett~_,,~g~J?~~~!yj~ __________ ------ Comment [CP12}:I don't
quite evident upon examination of websites. Various sites include:
understand this statement.
Table 1 Internet Sources and Prices
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
PurepilIz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.comlUK
htlp://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

PRICE
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (1 05mg Bzp 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$ 150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram
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It should be noted that BZP products are not always presented as available on these sites and
many sites advertise legal products free of ingredients like BZP andlfM_:rY.'!~~_~!h~!.:JIJ}_~!! _________ -------{ Deleted:/
chemicals.
'-----------'
PRICING

BZP and TFMPP have values and derived prices that stem from different roles in the drug
markets. The first of course is their value either alone or in combination with each other, or in
combination with other drugs, to achieve a specific stimulant effect. In the case of BZP and
TFMPP, BZP provides the "high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect. As seen above in Table
1, the price for either drug varies considerably by form, location of source and volume of
purchase. For example, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a domestic source is $3.00
to $4.00 per gram. The price in combination with TFMPP is higher; and it is assumed that the
combined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the price is significantly
higher for products from Asian countries. It should be noted that police in New Zealand
continue to seize illegal BZP andlfMJ>J>_~~~~!!J~_!h~l!gh!_~~_~~_ig!~~~~j~_~h~l)_~: __~_~_~!~_l!~~_!~m ___ -------{,-D_e_leted_:_1_ _ _ _ _~
November 2009 of6 kg. is believed to be worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about NZ$30/g. (New
Zealand Police web reports, 2009)

The second role refers to these drugs simply as a cheap filler. which mimics ecstasy. An
appreciation of the value of the drugs as/filler, whi.ch leads to a derived price for these drugs, can
be obtained from additional sources as well. (Saffer;H'& Chaloupka, 1999) Substitution of
BZP for sale as ecstasy as a filler for ecst(tSy products is. occurring in many western countries.
Its entactogenic characteristics and the fact thatBZP·is so easy to produce is likely responsible
for this role. With respect to price, the Inspectorate reports that the RCMP ~_~~~_~~!!!~_~~~~ ___ <------{ Deleted: is
~==============~
seizm R~~~l!~!~_ ~~)?~.'!~~i_~i_ ~~_:r_ .by! !>.~!~g _t:n-.'!~~~~~~ _~_ ~~_~!~_~yJ~!~~~~~ P~~~~-,_ R~~~~g~~ }_l)_ R~~-: ______ ,-, -, -'l;:=D=e=leted=:=in=g=========<
counted lots like ecstasy with irQprintedpgp;cultureJogos like ecstasy). Health Canada drug
",
Deleted: ing
Inspectors have observed P~!~_~!f<?!. ~~_~!~~~g!I!~f!.~~ _~! _9_ =-_ ~~Q_ p~~ _p,iJ.t _(~~_t:n-~~~i_~~~~~_l)_ -----~ ---, -- >=D=e=leted=.=It=is=r=ep=ort=e=d=th=at=t=he==<
with ;:I).~p'~~~~-~~!~} _IhC?_ ~tt!£~l_~!i~~~.~~~~ _~l)_J)?f~~~~i,<?~ _f~~~ _~~_~ _!!!~R~_~!~~~~~_!!! _~PR~~~!~ _~ _____>':'" >=c=o=m=m=o~=========<
suggests that the low price of BZPITFMPP as an intermediate input yields a significant return
\ \>i Deleted: can
when presented as ecstasy. BZP/TFMPP'g relatively low input price would suggest a sustained
\, \{>==I=.=======<
• . Its
. ro Ie and popuIanty
' among drug users.
'\{>==========<
. De eted. e
d emand as 1ong as ecstasy mamtams

or

t Deleted:,

_____ m- _-----{ Deleted: /

'---------~

There is almost no statistically founded information available regarding the use ofBZP and/or
l:r:f_~Y.i.1)_~_~!!~_4~·__ J_l)K<?~!??~~~~)?_!h~t_~~~_~_~~!~~JsJ~~g~}X~~~~~_<?!~~'____________________________________________ -------{'-D_e_leted_:_1_ _ _ _ _--"
FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS

As mentioned above, ideally, a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumption and price ofBZP and"If'M~~j~_<?~~~~J~}J.)~~_s_<?~~p~<?j~<?~J_<?~~_~W)J~~p~<?t_~~u- _----{'-D_e_let_ed_:_1_ _ _ _ _~
changes in consumption and price in a post-regulation environment. Given the lack of
information about Canadian trends, however, it is instructive to look at the experience in other
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jurisdictions that have imposed restrictions on the use and distribution ofBZP and'l'IfMR~L _______ /-----{ Deleted:/
~--------------~
specifically in New Zealand, US and UKJEU.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, thereby making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance without
authorization. Table 1 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP under legal
restrictions.
Table 2: Countries which have ~anned ~~~JI~l_~Q~_~W~U _______ .... ____________________________________________ _
Countries

Year

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Gennany
New Zealand
Sweden
Ireland

2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009

Comment [CP13): Is wording
accurate to all of these
countries?

New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand from 2000, provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs in Canada. It could be argued that the current ambiguous nature of the market
in Canada is close to the sitUation experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 2008 when
BZP was legal. Although BZP and TFMPP are not openly promoted and distributed in Canada
as they were in New Zealand during that period, lessons might be drawn from that situation. It
must also be noted, however, that the New Zealand drug culture seems to be unique. The EU
acknowledged that uniqueness of the New Zealand markets; " ... most of the data concerning
BZP use ('party pills') originate from New Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation,
which may not translate to the ~uropean context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This caution should also
apply to Canada.
j
Legal party pills containing BZP?· began to emerge j_~_ ~~~ _?;~_'!!~~ _~~<?_~!!~ _~_QQQ,- _'!~~ _~~~~_ _____ ________ ---{ Deleted: as legal products
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
lightly regulated with access restricted to those 18 years and older and restrictions on media
promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other jurisdictions,
into the dru 's a earance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight control and
studyingill. Wilkins et aI. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey (check on age range of all
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respondents) that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in seven
had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 18-24
'year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year oids and 38% of20-24 year oids having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy." At the time (in 2006?), BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal
and safer alternatives to the illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use in NZ found that the drug types considered by
"last-year users" (describe what these are - those who have consumed at least one product
containing BZP within the previous 12 months?) to be most easily available were alcohol,

:~~~~~~~~~~-===l~:=:=:~~:/~~~~~~~
survey on how the availability of the drugs had changed compared to a year ~~~E~I"J~~~~!~~_~h~~ ____ ------{ Deleted: ago
users considered them to have become easier to obtain in the past 12 months, similar to the
'--------'-------'
situation with ~av~_~~~~~Y~l)_~_~l~~h~t_J:~!1X:!1~~p~~~_t?~!_~(~1)..<?~_t?_~_1)..<?_h~~_!-!~~~_p~~rpm~_}_l)____ ------- Comment (CP14): Describe if
the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier to obtain in 2006 compared to the
you wish to include.
preseeding 12 month~JW~)_~~!!~_~_ ~~~~_~~~~,-_~~Q?} ________________
D_el_eted_:--'ag=-o_ _ _ _- '
p

________________________________________________ - - - - - --{
__

This popularity was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the Auckland
Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 percent of total
overdoses) to 21 (1.58 percent) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et al.; 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg ofBZP per capsule. (Theron et al. 2007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers, in 2005 it was estimated that the BZP and/or TFMPP
"industry" had annual sales of$24 millionJi!_!:~~~I"_1:l~X_~~Q?jt_~~_~_~!tl):l_~!~~Jh~t<?~~~_~~ __
Deleted:, and i
'---------~
million pills had been sold-cSince 2000. (Quilliam,2006) The industry projected that an
estimated 5 million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to
promote the industry illustrates how close the industry came to social acceptability. The Social
Tonics Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that much ofthesupply of the pills in Britain was imported from New Zealand.
Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be manufactured in and,@~p.<?r!t?~ ____ m_------{ Deleted: imported
from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the chemical process to manufacture BZP is
straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the constant potential for domestic
production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
m m ____ - - - - - - - {

The Misuse of Drugs (Classification ofBZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on I April 2008.
From that date forward the manufacture, importation, sale and supply ofBZP and related
substances, the main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6
month 'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of
BZP and related substances. Once this amnesty expired on ~O September 200~,__p~n_a!!!e_~J~~ _________ ---_/-
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possession and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C 1
controlled substances. Penalties included ...
Drug researchers contend that)L~_~~g}_~_p_~~N~!!~_~J_!h~~_!!~~_~~~~~~_~~!-!!~_~~_~~-~~~~~~-!!1:':~J----:..r-------- >-D"",e"",leted_:_,i_n_ge....n....
er....
al_,~===<
decrease in availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There ID:atw~ _------ Comnlent[CP16J£Whatare
main analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation ofBZP/TFMPP in New Zealand. -these~ brietlydescriheor
The first is derived from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (lDMS) which was established in
identify here fortlow of
argument
2005 to provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New
Zealand. The findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and
drug related problems. Research from the IDMS is utilised by a wide range of government and
non-government organisations concerned with drug issues, including government ministries and
departments, drug treatment organisations, drug prevention organisations, health and welfare
services and needle exchanges. (Wilkins et al.; 2010)
The primary source of information in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug

=~i~I~~;;{\1'ee~~:!~~\ii!~'ih~i~~:r~~'fnn!e;;~~':~f~~';;;i!~:j~!I~~f~!iru~hl~~e~):·:: ••••• l>=:-:=::=:=i~~="e=.=======<
W e~lin~t~n and .Christch~rc~_ Ih~ X~~_q~~1)~_ ~~~g _~_~~.~ Jl~_~~~ .~_~~~ _~~~1:l~_ ~h~ _,?~~~J):~ _~~" ______________ ~~_- ----{ Deleted:)
avaIlabIlIty, pUrIty and prIce of key drug types and how these measures may have changed over
-----I>=D=leted=.=======<
.
.
h
l e
. are
the prevIOUS SIX mont s.
'---------~
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP following its
ban. The 2009 IDMS indicate~!h~_~~_~~_~QIJJ~_~~,?~~~ry)!!_~~_~_~Y~H':l_~~n~),_Q(~~r_!!!_~gQ~~u ____ u __ ---_---{>=D=e'=et=ed=:s=======<
however'Y!h~_~~?JJ_~~t!~Q'_~[~~~.i.:I)_~~9'?_~!~.IJ._<?!_~~~~~_~~~}~~~I.~_Q~~~!Y~~}_I)_!h~_Y~?!~_~h~I)_j!_____~------{>=D=e1=eted=:'======<
was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the prohibition ------1 Deleted: However, t
was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely be fined by
a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy, black market BZP, and
alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong evidence of a
demand for black market BZP after the imposition of!hs_~_~ (Rr~l)_i.1?H~9J):?_ C0I!t1~ ~c.;~ur~~~_m _____ /---{ Deleted: a
'----------------~
wording and ensure consistent use) and ample suppliers to meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et al.,~gQ~t~p~<?j_f.i_~~ny.~~_l:lght~<?_~~_~~_l:l~.~.~h~_h!~R~~t~r~l)~ ______________ ~------- Comment (CP17I: Referencing.
i.e. 20Q9(b), 2009(c), etc.
prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of any '-{
Deleted:December
black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys in
2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was available to
teens and ~ery young peopl~jI)}:-!~_~_~~~J~_~_r~!~jng_'?~~<?_~~~_~~_<?~!_!h~j~Ra~~_<?_~_h~_~!!h: ____________ ------- Comment ICP18): How are
these defined?
Among respondents who had used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23
years and more women had used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of
European descent with Moari ffipresenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were
employed (with close to average incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary
institutions.
In the 2009 survey, theJ.1:l_~j~~!~_<?Kp~~~_~~~~~_~_~R<?_~~~_!h~~.!h~Yh~.q_~~_opRe~.~~~!!g_~~R_~t__~<?_~~ ____ -.-_---{,-D_el_eted_:_gr_ea_t______-->
point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less over
that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for using BZP less were that it was too
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expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in numbers)
physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they stopped
because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for quitting
entirely.were that past users 'just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's illegal status,
hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk ofBZP was consumed in private
homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although music
concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is not
typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
Observations:
• As a legal drug, lots of potential for broad use but it is notJ~g~U}?_~~~~~_~<?~~_yQ~~_________ //- Delete<t:entirely
theory may attribute its current availability in Canada to the inability for current
-Deleted: But restrictions are too
compliance and enforcement measures and penalties under the FDA and FDR to
lax to deter suppliers
effectively deter its sale;
• Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
• trhe great bulk of BZP was consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene as
~as typically thou,ht to be the case, although the rave and music scenes remain
Important venues. --- _-- _______
----I
-< _

<

<- - - - _

- - - ___ - - - _____________ - - - - _______________ - - - - - - _____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _

-- ----- -- -- _

United States
While New Zealand seemed to have a very intense drug experience per capita generally,
including party pills, the US has had the longest experience with BZP/TFMPP as controlled
substances. In the US, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to
temporarily place BZP andTFMRPunder Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA)
because ofi~high abuse potentiai:and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18,
2004, theDEA published a Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP on
Schedule 1.1 meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
a iDEA licens~.-------------------..

---------~-----CS'lJ"---..:------------ -------------------------------------------------

Posting on Schedule I of the CDA means that:
• the drug or other0 substance has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug or other substance has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the
United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug or other substance under
medical supervision. Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana.
(New Zealand Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law enforcement
officials submitted 48 drug items/exhibits to federal, state and local forensic laboratories
identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items/exhibits increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088 in
2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items/exhibits rose from 6,088 to
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13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions occur largely through
smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with connections to overseas
sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and tablets and are often
lreR~~_~~_I}~~d _~_~~_~~}'-,_~~~R!~~_~h~_fa~tt~_~_!~b!~t~_~~ _1}~!_~'?!1ta}n ~J_~~~~~~Y______
m _ m __ m

________ m

__ - : : - - - - -

Comment [CP21):

- Deleted: sold as ecstasy

The market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the drug in each
country. Sufficient demand in the US would obviously foster production in Canada where the

~:~tj;:;~;t;~:~~1!I~ii~il;~~~~~~~:I!~~:~~~~PJfW~~~l~~i~e· . . ..
US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.

-- --

- ---------'\

In the US Northwest region, the distribution and abuse of ecstasy are a growing concern to law
enforcement and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in
Canada is destined for U.S. markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to
the region, particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a
demand for the drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and
distributed in the region are often adulterated with other substances, including
methamphetamine, MDA LSD, BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine. According to the US
National Drug Intelligence Center, the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug
trafficking organizations are increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some
instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine
point of entry (where is this?) in October 2008,203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be
ecstasy. They were later determined to be BZP through lab analysis. (references?)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern areas such as Chicago and
the Northeast(better way to say this?). Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in
Canada and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations,
including substances such asMDMA, BZP and TFMPP methamphetamine, amphetamine,
mephedrone,b~_~~_~~f(~!~~_'_~P_~~~~~~~_~l)_4 __ ~~~~i_l)~ (r~f~~enc_~~?): _____________________________
m

____ m

_____

//-{,-D_e_leted_:_,_ _ _ _ _--'

J!?_~9..Q_~~_!h~_!?~!?~~!}~_'?n~~_!?~1?~~~_~~!_~ti~~_~~~~~~~<?!y~_Al}!<?_~~_~~:*~~_Q~R~~~l)_t_~~!~_~_________ -------

Laboratory, and Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of 37 BZP sample exhibits. In
January 2009 alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible
increase in the recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent ofBZP availability and
abuse in the region is, however, unknown at this time.

Deleted: Even relatively
southern regions of the US are
experiencing an influx of BZP.
Officials in the Rocky
Mountain region are reporting
increased instances of BZP
seizures.

In Michigan, figures aren't available on BZP use with teens, but ecstasy use among 10th- and
12th-graders was higher in 2009 than five years ago, according to an annual study of drug trends
conducted by University of Michigan professor Lloyd Johnston (reference?).
Observations:
• Even when ~rohibite~_~~.'!!la~m!y_~e_~.'!!~~; ___________________________________________________________________ ------- comme~~P241:prohibited or
•

f:-~-f;~i~~{~~~~~~~u:~-:~1::~~i~l; ~-~i~re-4-R~~d-U~!i~n- i~ -~~ -~~~ggH~g _f~~~ -~~!?~~-~--~,::::,--{~~=:n=le:=o=:=~=r:=at======<

•

Increased availability in Canada through domestic production is likely to increase
domestic consumption; and
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•

It is the opinion of the us Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scene. This is consistent with the survey findings in New Zealand that the bulk of
BZP was consumed in private homes (should this be above observations section?)
(reference?).

United KingdomlEuropean Union
In May 2009, the Home Office (is this a department?) in the UK announced plans to ~an
(confirm accurate wording to each regulatory jurisdiction and then use consistently for that
country - "ban"/ "prohibition'1t ~~~, _~_~J~':l_J?~~_t?~ _~_ ~~J?~':l}~_'!!!~~._<?~ Jht?J~~~p_<?~~J:_ J~_Q~!~~_t?~_________ --- - Comment [CP2S): Will need to
2009, it was announced that-il_~_<?r~~~~~_~~~}9_Q~~_~~r_~_~_r~!~lt_t?~p}J?~~~!~~_~_~~~l~_1?~ ____
~~~~~:~l~~~~~ntrolvs
included as Class C drugs under the Misuse Of Drugs Act (MDA). It is not yet known what the . .,
prohibit and \Vh~t the
effect of the restrictions would be on sales or prevalence of the drug, but many observers (qualify \.
differences are under their
- who are these observers) speculate that prohibition(wording) does little to dampen either
\.
respectivelegisiations
demand or supply of any drug. Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online (what
\. and/orX~amew:orks.1 do not
think they'mean the same
about retail?) despite the risk of prosecution under the Medicines Act, as part of a regulatory
\. .thing and can be used
regime similar to that of Canada. (Drugscope; 2010) The legislative action does not, however,
\., interchangeably.
m m __ ,

~~~:~~~~~~~ __ ~~:=:=::=:=fr=~=====~
TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of such a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily
political (Le. demonstrating 'tough on drugs' credentials). A deterrent effect from such a
prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there is already an established demand for these
drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute back to other illegal equivalents. Such a
deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF, 2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to qnderpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness."
On 8th March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of BZP
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for BZP, in veterinary use for
example) by subjecting it across the EU Member States to 'control measures and criminal
provisions' as a new psychoactive substance (are these ted into a schedule of some sort?
Elaborate on legislation that subjects these to "control measures and criminal provisions").
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP (how? In what way?). This is part of the trend in last few years for countries to
classify BZP an illegal substance.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
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related to health and social risks and the fear was brought to officials' attention that prohibition
would lead to the use of criminally associated alternative substances like ecstasy (reference?).
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
. information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks of BZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
in respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view is
shared by TDPF, "Piperazines (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of countries
including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of use, and
knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such research has
been undertaken."

OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

To be completed after further discussions between the Technical Authority and the Contractor
about direction and priorities.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVED VALUE OF PRODUCTS THAT CONTAiN BZr ANDiOR_T_f~U~r_h __ m_m_m __ n__ -----{ Deieted:/

~--------------~

rrhe Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution Cllmight be fostered by
Health Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health
Products Into Canadaft (POL-00 19), that allows Canadians tc)"import up to three moriths supply
of drugst(!-!~1_t?~_~_~~_t?X_l:l~t?J!~!~~5?~_~~~~~~J_t?J(~I_~~~~l:l~_t?[~~1?!~~1)_ wh~~ ~~~e4!-!!~ f i~2J~~P~~~_'?~~~m_------l
use. It should be noted that this Policy is intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic
use. Assuming a successful argument is made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg of
BZP per unit, 2 doses per day for 90 days, this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, if
it were possible to import three months of BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide
36 g of BZP for conversion into an ecstasy imitation. The following is an analysis from the
Inspectorate of the derived value of converting BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.
At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of 36,000 mg of BZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of.$_~~~_._~1[~t'?L~?:R_(~!~~~gl:l~4~~g ___ ------{ Deleted: $
other unknown production or distribution costs).

~--------------~

~tS~~i:'~~l,t~~~U:~::~~l~:t:~~~l~~~l:.m~~~:~;;[~~~U::(~~~~Qe_~~i~~s~f~:e~t _ _ -----l
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) = 1800 tablets x $20/tablet= $36,000 or a yield of $1 OOO/g.
Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

In a different vein of dealing with the use of BZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP (consistent with what was observed in NZ
according to statement made earlier in this document. Subsequent compliance and enforcement
actions followed and yielded the following information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
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Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
200,000,000 mg /3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Further to the compliance and enforcement action and seized amounts described above, values
for potential "street" sale may be projected. For example,';?QQ_~g_~f~~r_~f.~~A4)~_~}?J~~h_hm __ mh_-_/containing 20, 70 or ISO mg per dose/pill would potentially yield the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10
$13,333,333
$28,571,428
$100,000,000

$20
.

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP for the 150 mgdosage per piIl\vould be
$133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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Re: Fw: TFMPP/BZP - Draft MA report for comment
Richard J Robert to:

I!b

Doyle

2010-11-1908:07 AM

Thanks. From Collin's e-mail below, however, it appears that these are only preliminary comments and
more are to come.
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

In the e-mail below are the comments from HBF ...

2010-11-18 06:37:53 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-1806:37 PM
Fw: TFMPP/BZP - Draft MA report for comment

In the e-mail below are the comments from HBFB Inspectorate received to date. As requested during our
meeting with Denis, I did not send them the version that had our comments. Therefore, really their
comments should be consolidated with ours.
Yet, in the interest of time, I am forwarding this to you. If you do have time to review it and want to send
this to Bill (he is working on the document this weekend) then please feel free to do so. Perhaps you
could mention that the comments were not consolidated with ours? Bill is attempting to send us
something for Monday.
Angela
P.S. Have a wonderful weekend!

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-11-18 06:32 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Courtney Smith/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-1801:23 PM
TFMPP/BZP - Draft MA report for comment

Hi Angela
Please see attached preliminary edits. I say preliminary because I would like to review a revised version
and this document will likely be need to be reviewed by senior management at the Inspectorate prior to
being finalised. You'll find that I've inc.luded many comments. These will require some additional research
on yours and/or Bill's part - I'm happy to discuss any comments where needed but please bare in mind
that I am away from the office until December 6 and so my response time is slow, hence my delay in
getting this to you.
I have copied Courtney Smith of BIU on this as I believe there are some points that require BIU's
attention/input and because there is at least one incident that may require confirmation (re. PurePillz file)
and Courtney likely has access to the Inspectorate incident system. Refer to comment. I should note that
there may be privacy considerations in including specific information and I recommend speaking to
compliance and enforcement surrounding specific files in very general terms, i.e. remove any names
where possible, but referllink to any information already in the public domain, e.g. Public Advisories,
where these exist.
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BZPITFMPP Draft SOW
Richard J Robert to: Denis Arsenault

2010-11-1912:59 PM

Cc: Angela Doyle, Isabel Shanahan

Hi Denis,
Attached below is the latest version of the SOW, complete with Tim's comments, for your review.
Thanks,
Richard
Richard Robert
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
E-mail/Courriel:richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
lR1.~

~
SOW 4 - Clean.doc
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Statement of Work for Services - DHAFT
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA
1.0

Scope
1.1

Title

Professional assistance to assist with a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) required for the
development of a regulatory proposal seeking to add Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) to one of the Schedules to the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and regulate the substances under Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations, by the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS), Controlled
Substances and Tobacco Directorate (CSTD), Healthy Environments and Consumer
Safety Branch (HECSB).
1.2

Introduction

The OCS initiated work on a scheduling assessment on BZP and TFMPP in late 2008 and
is now at the stage of completing a CBA to support the regulatory proposal. The CBA
will be prepared in part by the OCS with the assistance of the Centre of Regulatory
Expertise (CORE), Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat-Regulatory Affairs Sector
(TBS-RAS). Professional assistance is required to forecast the number of users that will
consume BZP and TFMPP based products under both regulated and non-regulated
scenarios. These numbers are then intended to be used to prepare the CBA.
1.3

Estimated Value

The total value of this contract shall not exceed $25,000.00, including any travel and/or
living expenses and all applicable taxes.
1.4

Objectives of the Requirement

The objective of this contract is to forecast the extent of BZP and TFMPP usage among
Canadians, both with and without, regulatory intervention to list these substances in a
Schedule to the CDSA and regulate the substances under Part J of Food and Drug
Regulatiolls.
For the purpose of this contract, it will be assumed that New Zealand's experience, a
country with a similar political, legal, and cultural framework to Canada's, with these
substances can be drawn upon to project what could happen in this country, in the
absence of regulatory action.
It is expected that the Contractor will determine and apply appropriate statistical

-1-
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methodology, such as diffusion models, to project the number and types) of users in
Canada [Tim: Am I correct that we do not need to include any groups other than user~?
e.g. importers/exporters, traffickers/sellers, producers (as not sure if this would be
possible)] for each year in a 10 year period (2010 to 2020). The Contractor will then
utilize the projected numbers to estimate various benefits and costs of regUlating these
substances Canada, i.e. quantify some of the associated health impacts.
1.5

Background, Assumptions and Specific Scope of the Requirement

In order for the OCS to complete its assessment to determine whether to list BZP and
TFMPP in a Schedule to the CDSA and regulate them under Part J of the Food and Drug
Regulations, a CBA must be prepared. The OCS is seeking the assistance of a Contractor
to provide infonnation necessary for a quantitative analysis of impacts on various
stakeholders and interested parties.
Initiatives taken to date to support the development of the CBA have included the
preparation of a market assessment report for BZP and TFMPP. A draft report has been
completed and submitted to HC for review.
Essentially, the market analysis provided only limited data. Ideally, it would have
inc1uded a description of and trending data, for the market size (including how the market
is concentrated geographically), consumer demographics, and price profiles. However,
BZP and TFMPP are not substances for which this data is easily obtainable and there can
also be legal/policy issues involved in obtaining such infonnation. A second phase of
work is therefore, necessary to support the development of the CBA.
As a second phase to this project, an appreciation of general domestic trends and future
market scenarios will be gained through examination of infonnation about the experiences
of another jurisdiction, i.e., the market for BZP and TFMPP in New Zealand. One
potential methodology to indicate the market for these substances over time, involves the
use of a Diffusion modee, for which some of the parameters could be derived from the
New Zealand experience, e.g., the market potential [parameter (m)]. The values of other
parameters, e.g., the coefficients of external (P) and internal (q) influence, would need t o /
be determined by the COlltqlCt.or for lJoth a r~gulatory an<~ l19n-regul'!to~ scenario.

--

In order to utilize such a statistical model to estimate the potential usage of these
substances in Canada, a series of assumptions are required, such as the following:

I Types of users may include those that use party pills as a substitute for more damaging drugs such as
amphetamines, those that view it as a legal substance (but still recreational), those that use them as a diet pill, and
other possible Llsers.
2 Preliminary analysis has already been attempted by He to test the principal;ofthis approach using a Bass Diffusion
Illodel. This analysis would be made available to the consultant but the consultant would still be expected to do
research to select the most appropriate diffusion model to implement and attempt to estimate the paramters of that
model for the regulatory and non-regulatory scenanos.

-2-
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That the market for BZP and TFMPP in New Zealand represents what could
happen in Canada in the absence of regulatory action. While this assumption will
be key to enabling the application of available data sets the consultant would also
be requested to analysis the appropriateness of this assumption.

The Contractor will be given access by HC to documentation, such as HC's Issue Analysis
Summary (lAS) for BZPand TFMPP, draft proof-of-design diffusion model spreadsheets,
and the most recent draft of the Market Analysis Report for these substances.:. [Richard:
We may need permission from_groups from whom data was gatheredi.. to share the market
analysis. We can discuss.]

1.0

Requirements
2.1

Tasks, Activities, Deliverables and Milestones

Tasks/Activities
The Contractor will:
obtain the information necessary to meet the contract objective;
select and utilize the appropriate methodology to meet the contract objective; and
clra n a report, submitted to Health Canada, that includes~
a clear description of the methodology applied and assumption used (including
assumption appropriateness and uncertainty);
data tables of results for the years of2006-2030 and for each user type
identified, and;
spreadsheets including model estimated and all underlying data sources used in
mo el.
I Date:

-3-
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2.2

DeliverableslMilestones

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by xxx xxx xxx
including:

preparation and submission of a draft work plan for review by HC;
preparation and submission of a final work plan for approval of HC;
preparation and submission of a draft report for review by HC;
preparation and submission of a fmal report for approval by He.
The CBA information that this data will be utilized to generate will be used in future
scheduling assessments, as applicable, and/or in future policy development.
Vi ork is to be initiated on or about xxxx and a final report is to be submitted to HC by
x:\x:o.:.

Tim: What sort of time frame do you think is reasonable to
- prepare the draft workplan
- prepare the draft final report
Note to self: Perhaps December 15 to February 23? All invoicing for the project must be
complete by March 16,2010.

2.2

Specifications and Standards
_.-- i Formatted:

t Roman

2.3

Font: Times New

Technical, Operational and Organizational Environment

J~~_Q~~_~})J_I?!~~~~~_!h~_~_<?~!!~~!_<?!_~~~1?__~~jJAt?~_~f~~_t.t?!~~~~J~~~p~~e_~_~x_t.1?~_Q~~_____________ concerning the scheduling analysis for these substances, such as the Issue Analyis
Summary. The Contractor can use the Technical Authority as his/her point of contact in
terms of accessing references beyond those provided at the inception of work.

Formatted: Font: Times New
Roman

Final reports should be submitted in electronic format, making use of either Word or
WordPerfect.
2.4

Method and Source of Acceptance

praft documents will be acceI?tabl~ when they rp.e~t with the approval of the Dep~rtmelltal
Representative.

-4-
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Formatted: Font: Times New

l Roman

Final reports must meet with the approval of the Director, OCS.

2.5

Reporting Requirements

.A It hou gh the Contractor will not be resp()nsib Ie fo~ providi l1gwritten p'~og~~ss.r~p()~s, it. ~s.
expected that the Contractor will be in regular communication with the Technical
Authority and/or Departmental Representative in order to ensure that work on contract
deliverables is progressing in the required timelines.

2.6

Formatted: Font: Times New
Roman

Project Management Control Procedures

The Departmental Representative shall secure all required approvals.
The Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall arrange meetings
between the Contractor and/or other CSTD staff as required. The Technical Authority
and/or Departmental Representative shall also ensure the appropriate distribution of
meeting reports (draft and final) as required.
2.7

Change Management Procedures

ie~r\~f~:;~~~.f~~~;~~{1~i~:;;~;:~iJ~i1f~fi~i::J~;~~Z~i::'d}});~f~~~:ctor .. ·····r~Jn~;fun!:ii;;;~;N~~l
however, will be made without the agreement of the Departmental Representative.
2.8

Ownership of Intellectual Property
.,' Formatted: Font: Times New
i'--_.
Roman
__....•_. ......•._..._......._...-........•.

__

3.0

Other Terms and Conditions of the SOW
3.1

Authorities
," '1(

.ocpcllimental Represe~tative:

I,

Ms. Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125
FZlx: (613) 946-4224
emZlil: jocelyn kula@hc-sc.gc.ca

-5-
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Formatted: Font: Times New
Roman

Technical Authority:
Mr. Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Administrative/ Financial Contact:
Ms. 10hanne Paquette
Manager, Business, Information and Authorization Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
Email: johanne.paguette@hc-sc.gc.ca
Jh~~9~~!9:C;~.9!.~119:lto~t9:iIl:::l)1~i~e~tion for the work from either~l1~p~P::l:rt~~~~9:I ...
Representative and!or the Teclmical Authority.

3.2

Health Canada Obligations

The Crown will provide the following:
-access to materials prepared during the assessment to date, such as the Issue Analysis
Summary;
-access to the Technical Authority, for the purposes of coordinating meetings, obtaining
additional background! reference material, and;
-providing comments on draft documents and!or response to questions/comments within
aJimely manner.

3.3

Contractor's Obligations

:rhe C011!r(lct.9r '\Yi}l..~~l?!1?~!.<l1)..fi.n.~l.~~p.'?!1~ .i.n. ~le~!r~~.ic. f~~~t,. ~a}.~jl1g .1l.~<?9( ~i.~~.~!
'vV ord or WordPerfect.

3.4

Location of Work, Work site and Delivery Point

-6-
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Formatted: Font: Times New
Roman

.The \\'.OFk requirecl. fr()~t.lli.s.cpl1t.r(;l.ct.will be la~gely c.a~ied out at the G()l1tra~t'?r==s h9.l)1e.
and/or regular place of business.

3.5

_-.- Formatted: Font: Times New
Roman

Language of Work

All written documentation is to be produced in English. Should Health Canada determine
that translation is required for any purpose and/or for reference in its subsequent regulatory
proposal, it will generate the required translation via the Public Works and Government
Services Canada Translation Service.

3.6

Special Requirements

N/A

3.7

Security Requirements

It is a condition that, prior to performance of any obligation under any contract resulting
from this Statement of Work, the Contractor and any sub-contractors and/or their
employees assigned to the performance of such contract will be security cleared by the
federal government at the enhanced level.
3.8

Insurance Requirements

N/A

3.9

Travel and Living

Tr3vel and living expenses will be covered by the Contractor.

4.0

Project Schedule
4.1

Expected Start and Completion Dates

..The services of the Contractor will be requiredr,?r(;lpe.~i.()~()((;lpp~()?Cir.n:(;lte.Jy~_~e.e..l<:~_._ .. ___ /--( Formatted: Font: Times New
commencing on or about xxxxxxxxxxxx The expected completion date of this project is
l . ~~~.~.~.__.__. . . _._. . .
xxxxxxxxxxxx

4.2

Schedule and Estimated Level of Effort (Work Breakdown Structure)

ltis.~xp~ct~d

that the consulting services will be provided~y:xxxxxx?C~x.

Formatted: Font: Times New
Roman

including:
- x day(s) for the preparation and submission of a draft workplan
- x day(s) for the preparation and submission of a final workplan
of a draft re ort
/):llC:
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- x day(s) for the preparation and submission of a final report

5.0

Required Resources or Types of Roles to be Performed
The Contractor shall have a solid background in public policy development and economic
~)Jlalysis in support of regulatory development, so as to be able to appropriately analyse
the information collected during the field work component of this Contract.

In preparing the required analysis, the Contractor should also be able to summarize
information collected during field work and generate relevant observations and
conclusions as appropriate.
The Contractor must be willing to accept constructive criticism from CSTD on hislher
draft repoli in order to generate a final report that accurately presents the required
analysis.

6.0

Applicable Documents and Glossary

6.1

Applicable Documents

N/A
6.2

Relevant Terms, Acronyms and Glossaries

I N/;\

-8-
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5.19(1)

Fw: BZPITFMPP Draft MA Report
Richard J Robert to: Angela Doyle

2010-11-1902:34 PM

FYI------ Forwarded by Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-11-19 02:34 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA
"Bill Maga" <
2010-11-1902:33 PM
Re: BZPITFMPP Draft MA Report

I'm open generally on either day. Angela won't be back in the office until Monday.

"I? illry19g9"
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Richard/Angela: Just had a quick look at Collin's ...

2010-11-1902:32:09 PM

"Bill Maga" <
"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
"Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-19 02:32 PM
Re: BZPITFMPP Draft MA Report

Richard/Angela:
Just had a quick look at Collin's comments. We might have to have a brief
teleconference on Monday or Tuesday to discuss.
How do your days look right
now??
B.
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
Original Message ----From: "Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To:
Cc: "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2010 2:04 PM
Subject: BZP/TFMPP Draft MA Report
Hi Bill,
I hope that you're doing well on this chilly Friday, a sign of things to
come.
Please find attached the draft report that you provided with Collin
Pinto's comments.
From what Angela tells me, you are currently working on
a revised version of the report for Monday and this should prove useful.
Note that we did not provide Collin with a copy containing our comments
(and therefore no consolidation has occurred).
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Have a good weekend,
Richard
Richard Robert
Section Head / Chef de section
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances / Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel/Tel:
613-946-6523
Fax/Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
E-mail/Courriel: richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

RE: BZPITFMPP - SOW 4 - question ~
Angela Doyle to: Timothy.Folkins

2010-11-1905:05 PM

Thank you Tim.
Enjoy your weekend,
Angela

Here are my responses to the questions posed ...
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2010-11-1903:29:19 PM

<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
<richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
<Angela. Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-1903:29 PM
RE: BZPITFMPP - SOW 4 - question

Here are my responses to the questions posed by Angela:

Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada KIA OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
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BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: November 18, 2010 6:28 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy; Richard J Robert
Subject: BZP/TFMPP - SOW 4 - question
Tim: Thank you for taking the time to comment today, that's great.
I have
a couple questions in the document for you in blue font.
If you have time,
could you take a look and then send your response to Richard (and cc
myself)?
The course is on writing and I am hoping it will benefit me.
it today.

I did enjoy

Richard: As I will be at the course again tomorrow (Friday), perhaps you
could run the draft by Denis for his comment?
I apologize as the format
changed while I was working on the document. The original version with
Tim's comments annotated is in the e-mail below.
Sincerely,
Angela
(See attached file: SOW 4 - Clean.doc)

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-18 11:47 AM
SOW 3 TDF Comments

Angela,
Attached are my edits and comments in track changes mode.
you have any questions.

Let me know if

Hope you are enjoying your training.
Tim.
(See attached file: SOW 3 TDF Comments.doc)
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5.19(1)

Fw: BZPITFMPP Draft MA Report
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault

2010-11-22 09:39 AM

Cc: Daniel Galarneau, Richard J Robert

I have booked a meeting for Richard, Bill and myself to discuss the next draft report. The mtg will be held
at 2pm, Tuesday, Nov. 30, in our building, assuming Richard is here tomorrow.
Sincerely,
Angela

"Bill Maga"
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela: Well, the weekend went well. I incorpor. ..

2010-11-2209:14:50 AM

"Bill Maga'"
"Angela Doyle <AngeJa.DoyJe@hc-sc.gc.ca>
"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-2209:14 AM
Re: BZPITFMPP Draft MA Report
n

Angela:
Well, the weekend went well.
I incorporated the comments to the extent
possible. There were some of Collin's comments that would require
additional time to track down; we can discuss them tomorrow.
I've also made
some pretty significant changes, so the latest tracked version might be a
little hard to follow.
We might have to "accept the changes" in order to
get a version to review but we can discuss that.
I'm going to read it again this morning and get the latest version to you
later today.
If that's OK, we might want to schedule a meeting for tomorrow
pm.
I have to be downtown tomorrow afternoon so we could meet "in person"
around 2:00 or so and go through it paragraph by paragraph, if you wish.
Bill
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
----- Original Message ----From.'

"A:aggl.SI Ooylg"

<A:agel.a Doyl.e@bc

5C

gc ca>

To: "Bill Maga"
Cc: "Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 8:55 AM
Subject: Re: BZP/TFMPP Draft MA Report
Bill:
Richard is not in today.
Would you provide me your availability to discuss
the report tomorrow and I will arrange for a telecon?
Hope you had a good weekend,
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5.19(1)

Fw: Revised Draft of BZPITFMPP Analysis
Doyle to: Richard J Robert, Denis Arsenault

2010-11-22 03:34 PM

Daniel Galarneau

Enclosed below is the second draft I rec'd from Bill. I have not had a chance to review it yet.
Angela

FOf'QvElfded by AAgelEl Doy le/IIG SGfGGfGA OA 2010 11 22 03:33 PM
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Bill Maga" <
"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-22 03:30 PM
Revised Draft of BZPITFMPP Analysis

Angela/Richard:
Find attached the latest draft. Note that it incorporates many of the changes suggested by you and Collin,
although as I mentioned, we'll need to discuss them tomorrow. I have not at this point tried to incorporate
the methodology suggested by TBS; that again we can discuss tomorrow.
See you at 2:00.
Bill
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2

BZPTFMPP Revised Draft Report 221110.doc
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Market Analysis of BZP/TFMPP
Revised Draft Report

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

November 22,2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2KIW2
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
a segment of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDSA) A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic Impact
Analysis which is required before any proposed regulation can be presented for consideration.
This market analysis will examine the availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the
compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3 -Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharma~~iiHcal products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake flUittifittTIther industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class tl:l(lIi~~hsed i~ifi~ationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant propertieS-=~~P and ~MP~.....
.
Currently, there are no known legitimate use~:::t2i::either BZP or TFMPP3n Canada." (Health
Canada, May 2010; pg 1) In early 2006, pil1s~ntaining the active inieoients BZP and TFMPP
began to appear in Vancouver where they first gatn:e:dpopularity on the ra~~~cep.e as a safer
. _... .
alternative to many of the illicit dru~c.ommonly av:a:l}!~llfiireie such as ~~~~~~x~"':'h!~h.!~..~ ............ _
Schedule III drug under the CDSA.::lif~!>,Q2, piperazine:1l1rsed party-pill formulations started to
become widely available nationwide''Y:hlch:I~"reflected in-:SelZure data. Health Canada noted,
"An increased volume of these substanc~&dbeiIlgirrmorted illf~:~~nada with no apparent
legitimate use ... :1I-I~~_~f~;~~~~~a;?.9)~-;::~~ ~)-::::.~~~~~~

,._----.i Comment [Bl]: Angela, need
i to discuss A4 comment with you
! re: clarity - not sure what you

l want.

.

C~·~.I.~~.~~: ~....

. .. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... "'J

---l Deleted: " (

In order to provide '!.~t~preciatiq!]~Qf the CO·nteiKljjlrrbunain·g~the market analysis, this section
outlines the status ofB~!liTFMPISV"ith respe2t::t(fthe legislate-cfmandates contained in the Food
and Drugs Act (FDA) arr1t1he CDg=1\.~nd their tapective regulations.
--

~,,,,,-,,,x_

...--_-'

_ _ " "_ _

~

"*'"

"",ij,

~_~

Curren!!iEtf~lg.1n~;aEto&~is;~i6ii~~~ithe~ 'n::~p~9J..JFNipP or a combination of them in Canada.
BZP aIfi:E:TFMPP

meel::fue~~definTt{OJ!:-of a "ne\\rOrog" as defined under the Food and Drugs

~. . . . . . . . . . . .............................
.-l Oeleted: as

.. . n.,
..J

!:~~~::~~~laa~~=~l:~~;O~~;r1:~:~~~t:;r~a~:!~ri~~~1~; ~~e 7a~~ ~~at<:/J~E:--~;;~~t;~;;f~;;hj
~::;;:~sf~Ma;~~r~~~fJ,,~h~~?i1r~~: ,~lL~~~~:~~e~iI;:~~f;;;~ WbWi~;~llt~0n~BZp -,

f&"mment -[B21:R-;;75,d~~;~-

unauthorized product:containim.;:elther drug in Canada and the IIealth Protection Food Branch
.' ;~;:~~i~e~~~~~ ~:s:r:rt:lking
(HPFB) Inspectorate JiaS:1akeri:.~uil1pliance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant
, about here!
provisions of the FDA and:.FIDR. accordinglvL
...J: ..... f>=o=e=let=e=d'='b=e=ca=us=e=an=y=p=ro=d=uc=t==:
"Beginning in October, 2007, the (Health Canada) Inspectorate established a customs target for
II claiming
central nervous system
activity would meet this definition.
finished products (containing BZP and/or TFMPP) which was subsequently updated to include
I Prior to its sale in Canada, such a
bulk powder in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to remove BZP/TFMPP products
must be authorized for sale
II product
in the country and issued a Drug
from their shelves and consumers have also been warned not to use products containing BZP and
i Identification Number (DIN) by
TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated; pg 2)
I Health Canada. (Health Canada;
! 2010) To date, there are no such
'I'

i products for which this

The character of the FDA could be considered administrative in nature, particularly when
compared to the criminal basis of the CDSA. Typically, penalties under the FDA amount to
simple seizure and a fine up to $500, and are not as severe as those that might be applied under

i authorization has been granted.

i And the Health Protection Food

I
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I

Branch (HPFB) Inspectorate has
taken action to enforce those
provisions of the FDA with respect
\ to BZP/TFMPP.~
)
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5.21 (1 )(b)
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the CDS~: _"Tl1eCpSAals()s~ts()lltp~I1~lti~~f~)rilleg(llH~ctivitif;si~ly()l\fillg~llbs~all~~~li.~!~_~_ i l l . . ' f
,,' I
regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse and diversion to the illicit market. As such.
l~

!1'i. Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA establish tight controls on the movement of

scheduling will enable law enforcement agencies to respond to mega} activities. The ultimate
Wi is to reduce the risks to the health and safety of Canadians posed by the easy availability of
I3ZP and TFMPP." (Health Canada: undated pg 2) Scheduling BZP and TFMPP under the
CDSA, ~~~~A~.~(l_~~_~~_(;1_~~~t.I}-}_I1~L()Kf~.r?-~~_ to. _(;1t1l~1!g ()~!~er. t~~!!gs,.R0.~~~~?,_J1()~?~~_~ r~~ ~h~. ___
m

__

•
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Given the uri.2:crtainty and dYi!cLIl1ic mltUre::of illicit drug markets in Canada, in order to perform a
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well. A series of questions (contained in Appendix B) provided a guide to the interviews but did
not constitute a structured interview.
An Internet search was conducted to .. i~t:!p:t~fyt;lp:4l'e~(l]Jlil~(:t]1~~t!1e.v(ln!(ic:a~e.T11tc(l11du
governmental literature and legislation related to the promotion, pricing, distribution and
availability of BZP/TFMPP and illicit drugs in general. In addition, an.~_~a.n}ina.tion__\\fas
conducted of the post-prohibition/contTol envirollments in other jurisdictions such as the US and
New Zealand to obtain an appreciation of the consequences of action to prohibit or control
BZP/TFMPP in Canada . .,

To
examine, mainly
an intemet search, the
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BZP is an entactogen-l that is, it makes users fe~aDJltrdent and rel~i~~:~n social situations, and
thus the product facilitates social interactions~MPP acts as a hallucmogenic. The combined
-effect is characterized as similar to ecstasy. Th~e typically combinecriJ]EpiJI form as a final
product before being marketed to users. While typleally swa1fewed, the dru~an also be
-~-snorted or smoked. In interviews ~iJh· users in New~eal~ key positive fCaMe 0\ the
products was their stimulant prope~--' '1:1 young pe~ple:highlighting that use of the' Un . .............
substances enabled them to stay awa
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2007)
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i Is this product readily available to

I you as a retailer?,!

lis the availability continual, that is,

! perhaps only infrequent

! intenuptions in supply?~

! Do you know of other sources of
I this product besides retail, e.g.

I ~~~~~~sOrt::~:~~~~i1ity changed
! ~ver time?,!1

! Distribution:,!
I Do you know ifthis product is
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\~
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produced in Canada? Ifso, how
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to
these
ne~tive eft&ts. (ButlermifSheridan) It should be noted as well that, at
\ I,;;': I individual pills, packages, bulk
-,e~
___
-'t.............. _ "., ! powder? What are the prices of
the time:"Y!I~J1 these drugs\.Vere lega}:tl1:New Zealand, the same study noted that young people
:. :, ~.,) ! those units'~1
found the legijl:status ofBZ~artY pills:£Eonveyed a message that they were safe to use which ICfl ,: "':", I ~
.
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packaging.
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': ~ ; '\\\'::i related to this product'!.,!
THE CANADIAN MARR~it£f'fiZP/TFMPP
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scenarios related to volume and price by examining the information derived from seizures of the
drugs by the CBSA, RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate.
~.-
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CBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes.
These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an:elllerging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in pills thought to be MDMA (3,4-Me.thY!en:edioxymethamphetamine).l
commonly known as ecstasy. In addition, Health Canada~.&Eli5.ig Analysis Service (DAS) has
analyzed a significantly increasing number of samples:frofir p~iic.e seizures going from 8 in 2006
to 4417 in 2009.
-::--'f...

The following information is based on data e~tt~d on October 21,2~!QJrom thePA.S~ .
Laboratory Information Management System(bIMS) database.

2010 (as of
Oct 20 '10
ZP
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7
20
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7
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138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

117
65
11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

The significant difference between Ontario, QueQ~1~nd British Columbia and the rest of the
provinces and telTitories would certainly suggest~iregional concentiition of these drugs.
Moreover, in all likelihood, there is to be an iiilifn concentration
focu§~iton
Toronto .
...... --- .. - .. --------.• ____ ... Montreal,
---- ______________________
and Vancouver.
T-------------""'~J-------.,----
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InSJ1~_reported that fOli¥fProducts from
PurePillz, Inc. were seized in 24 retaiJ:oU![~!S across Caf11u;ta..(where??). Moreover, in 2009, it
was reported that in Ottawa a consumer:!!eveI.fu?,~Q cardiaclfffhythrnia possibly due to the weight
loss product RevolutionDS Weight Loss~Jlt con~rned BZP audlor TFMPP. Source??
It should also be noted that in 2008i:!!ealih Canada

~*u~_=_

v.=::"

~ ._~

-:::::

Moreover, drug contr()I::.~ffi~~l~~BC's 1~~Imai~na~rrmn;Jhe-RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government ha~ii~"fently rep5aed that ''tlf~int~rging trerrd~ related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat fu~!itish Coh!!pbia and Cmada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become iWJ)grtant BZP:3i?LOdl!~JE1}_d/or trl'fficking centres for North America". The report
r-------------------t Deleted: can
indicatesJlj?J::?:im..mJ?~r of factQfSC~t.It.~~~JE9)~i~_~ftu.(l~i~t.I,~tl<?h.(l_~:.... .,',.. ,' __ . ......... ,.,. .._ ".
..=.~~IIeutility~of:BZ.p in tQ~thetic dnfg:market;
~:::;;r.egulation of ~tr;by otlie6Quntries;-:::;:::'
··~t1ie,:accessibility iir:;a~ to bCit'lEthe raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC!fbusiness infraSi(ilcture antf:expertise which include its international transport and
shipmellt}acilities for ific_':distributlon of this ~roduc~:"(I?GI?~~\yq;..2Q.9~L
' ... ",,' _.
These factors have rafSe,~.the~~!fle of BZP/TFMPP on the West Coast and increased the
number of BZP/TFMPP::tebiteC1:ihcidents in the area. In Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly
found that since 2006, m~f~ases have occurred whereJ?i1?~ra_~in~ ~~!~_!~~~!!fl~~._)~j~u~l?-~_u __
opinion of the officials that, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to
resolve the BZP problem in Canada because a black market will surely develop after prohibition
... the problem of BZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG;
2009) And as will be seen later, export of BZP/TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among
US drug control officials.

m_"-'

Given that~g~~~~l]._~~~~"~~:~_!}?-~p_~~_~<?!~!~_l].~~_~~~t.I_~~~~~_IJ_ j~_~~~_~~~~_iJ"~_~~~~_~,_j_t_~~l!A~_~_~~I!!__________ ..
obvious that mud\. of the di~tr~b~ti<?t.I.~<?~1.~<::~~~Il_t.ly" ()~.<?~~.(Jver ~e Intertlet. AvailalJili!yis
quite evident upon examination of sites. Various sites include:
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. Table
.
1:. Internet Sources and Prices
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc
(Rush)
I
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
I
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PRICE
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of 70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (l05mg BZI:50mg TFMPP)

""",,,,,,,,J

Price per kilogram
$f50-$200US/gram BZP
4::=~::1 0 pills/Price: £24

Wackyherbs.comlUK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)
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is:J5iUs $34.95 (BZP-free)
8E:'euro or 12 $/gram
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BZP and TFMPP have valu~~_I]~ !l~ef~<-?r~ _deriX~_~_R!'!~,=~:nn¥r~~~~J~<?~_~~ff~~~~~!~~j~_~~~ ______ ,
~r~:~~:;~~~~n!:!i~~~~i~ike
drug markets. The first of course is't~ir:Y~lJle either alone:or in combination with each other, or '
chemicals, Experts have also
in combination with other drugs, to achiS(ve"i~SPy~ific sti~~iv~l.~alltl~~i.ll()ge11jc.~Kfec.t. In the
:~~en~!~t~~:a~t~a~~:e~;~:~l~iII
case of BZP and TFMPP, BZP provides~e "high~and TFMP~,2fue hallucinogenic effect. As
have a simulative influence on the
seen above in Table 1.~!!~]~ric~J()r~it~c:f~<frugy~d~~~!~~~(l,~1~J()~,I.<?c.~!i<?11.()f~.()~!c.~
~::~~:'B~~~;:~:'~h~c~i~~:~~
and volume of purchase.~,,:For-::e~~!!!ple, it appears tlilrEtne:pa:Qe_for 'BZP alone from a domestic
'"
BZP and TFMPP on the market
source is $3.00 to $4:()C,tper gram~:~he price-::in:.c15mbination-w.lth TFMPP is higher; and it is
\ \... :~\~!~~~~~a:~t~:;~~!~~n
assumed that the comhin~4 effect ot:the two diU~. warrants the higher price. Note that the price
\","" higher priced, iIIicitdrugs such as
is significantly~higher for:PfQQ.uc.,t5::tt-Qm.Asian countries, although the reason for this is not
\\'\~ ~~~y.~. _._._.._.........._--..._.__........._........._._.....-'
known. It should'be ~oted tnit:l1~;di~fii::f!~~~ZeaIana continue to seize illegal BZP/TFMPP
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which is tho~gh.i'io brigI~~te in':(;hiPa. A seIzU@;:ipNovember 2009 of6 kg. is believed to be
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worth atotal ofNZ$180,OOOj;or ab~~tNZ$30/g~=(New Zealand Police web reports, 2009)
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The second role refers to these'drugs simp1.y as a cheap a1tematjve'l''\Y~ich mi_tp.ic.~~csta.~y:
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produce is likel~ resports!!?:!~~@this rol~ili<?iI14~c.a.ti~.I1..~v.~s._ fC>.~l~.<i. ~s !~t.h;e.ea~c:<?fp~?4l!c.tioll. . \,>\ ~d:~~:::u~~~~~~9~ell. (Saffer,
ofTFMPP.) WIth respecttn:pnce, the Inspectorate reports that the RCMP IS encountenng and
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~cts .emg mar ete as ecstas~ SImI ar pnce, .pac ge III pre-counte ots ~ e
ecstasy WIth Imprmted pop-culture logos lIke ecstasy). It IS reported that the common pnce for
\'r.,. ~='"~,.,..~,.~'".=."'=.".~""",~.=.~".,.,="""'~.,."'''''''''.~"",''''='''':'
ecstasy can range from $10 - $20 per pill. (Communication with the HPFl!JIl~l?~c.~()~~!~___ ._______
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Demographics of BZP/TFMPP Use in Canada
There is almost no statistically founded information available regarding the demogpphic
characteristics of use~ of BZP/TFMPP in Canada. Information that does exist is largely
anecdotal.
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The significant increase in the number of samples from seizures analyzed by the DAS would
suggest that there has been a similar increase in the use of BZE::and TFMPP across Canada,
especially in Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia. Howe"y~!~ih apparent decline in analyzed
samples in 2010 presents a curious reversal of trend andc.lo~onitoring of the trend is
required. Finally, there are a number of domestic alld:ulmrfi~1follal factors,.,which wili have a
simula6ve influence on the level of BZP/TFMPP .~:.!~.~tfV in Cari~~a;
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As mentionedal?9ye, ideally, i;lli~rket analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumption'andprice ofB~(TFMPP in order to make some projections with respect to
changes in consumptio!l,and p!:ic~:'in a post-regulation environment. Given the lack of
information about CanaCiJ1ln:*te:i1ds, however, it is instructive to look at the experience in other
jurisdictions that have impQhs:ecr restrictions on the use and distribution of BZP/TFMPP,
specifically ~e_~_~~~1.~~~-'_l)~_~!!~_y~~~. __________ . _____________________________________ . ___________ . __________________ --- ...

,_D_e_let_e_d_:_in_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Dmg Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled dmg, thereby making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance without
authorization. Table ~j_~_a_~1.\~0!1~!~gi~~})j_~t_<?K.~~~I)~_~i_t?~_~ht~h_h~~~__~!!~~.4),_P_l!~_~_~~_l!!1~~_~_~t?g~L ... - ". D
.....e...I..e....t....e....d
......:.....2.......................................................................,
restrictions.
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Countries
U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
.--france-Germany
New Zealand
Sweden
IJK
Ireland
Source: BCDSI\VG

Year
2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008 .-....... ~......._.___ .~_. __... __._~._.~__ ..... _._~;:;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;_.____.__.__......_ .. ___ . _._..__. . ___.._ .... ____ ....___.....___....___......_____.. __
2008
2008
2008

2009
2009
~WU/=~>

.y,_.

...,'"......>.w"""""'~_""-'*'
--~"'>.-,..,..-

...-

New Zealand
"-,",--"",,

The experience of New Zealand since 20QQ,pro~rd~Suundic~i&1:ofthe potential for extensive
use of these drugs in Canada::]t-c()Uld be aflWcd thaEilie:~iUrr~nt am15iguous nature of the..9!~l_g)u/ /-{ Deleted: market .........................
leQal status in Canadais close to.the situationie:xpeRehced bY£lStew Zealand between 2000 and
..........................-................. .
2008 when BZP was legal. Although BZP and~tFMPP are notopenly promoted and distributed
in Canada as they wereiil:New Z~~!nd_ during ilii£::period, lessons might be drawn from that
situation. It. must also be rioted,~ho:we\!i!r;:that the¥.."B~w Zealand drug culture seems to be unique
in that the use of dmgsls tllo;'-~~~ilv a~~~d:_4>Y ~ain segments oethe population. ThSSr.m_m._ .. /{~D_e_let_e_d_:_is_ _ _ _ _--'
unique nature of the New:Zealaria~g markeFis:~flected in a new report from police that
"paints' a grim picture offhe:New Ze~~d drug scene with more young people using opiate
drugs, world-leading rates offuethampli*~!lline use, and an entrenched and "self-sufficient"
cannabis culture;" (www.stuft:~tj;nz) Tne'2010 Organised Crime Assessment for New Zealand
report, released' in September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug trade and
notes for example that OceaniaI~:!ecognised internationally as having one of the highest
amphetamine type subst~Il~ell~~frates in the world 'per capita'. The ED acknowledged that
uniqueness of the New Zeal~ild'markets in an analysis of the status ofBZP in that iurisdiction; " .
.. most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New Zealand, a country
with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European context." (EMCDDA,
2009) This caution should also apply to Canada.

J

Legal party pills began to emerge as legal products in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
lightly regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
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control and studying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as ;Ecstasy{[~5_~1:~_/\!Jh<?_!~~<?-,_;E?_~~_P_~~x_p}}A~_~~~~_~~~iV_~!XE~<?~~!<?_4_~~J~_g~L~~~ __
safer alternatives to the illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the:drug types considered by "lastyear users" to be most easily available were alcohol, tobac~o:~l!(l13ZP/TFMPP party pills.
Approximately three-quarters of users of these drug typ~s.:~~I~~£ribed their availability at the time
as "very easy". In fact, findings from the 2006 surveY;:::9[:Jiow:1'h~ availability of the drugs had
changed compared to a year ago revealed that users:co-nsidered-tllem to have become easier to
obtain in the past 12 months, similar to the situatibn;With kava, ecs~~y~and alcohol. Forty-five
percent of those who had used party pills in tll~i~:htonths prior said-Hiit:party pills were easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months ear1i~~~\~~J.~~~~_~_~~~~_~~~~~MI'q9ll ________
m

__ m

____ m m _____

("_" __ __
'~

'_'_"_"'_'~"._'._'

---

(Deleted:
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This popularity was reflected in the number of party-~1!t9:vef9<fse presentatio~io the Auckland
Hospital Adult Emergency Departnfefii~which increasedliQJl1 one in 2002 (O.Oipercent of total
overdoses) to 21 (1.58 percent) in 26crn.~~:Olie:_contributing:r~tor would be the increase in the
strength of BZP products since their inttoduCfR5ff;:irom a stanQ_aLd dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags_Q(pure BZP p-6~Qer of~p~~::11900 ri1~ere also available in some
areas. (Gee et aI., 20Q5J;:Iii~1~ct~-jt was rep~n~d in2l!QY"::ffiatsome::tmmpanies were promoting
their products as hayfiig=a:t least BJIo mg of B~gJ~e;:capsule:=:::€f!1eron
et aI., 2007)
,__
M''o~''''

.~=-

~=,~
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From the standpoint ofth~~suppliefsdt was est;m1~d that in 2005 the "industry" had annual
sales of $2~JaiUtQQ, and tiii[~g~bru~~P27 it ~estimated that over 24 million pills had
been so19iiiii:Ce:rOOQ.~(Quilliaffi;:2006) TIiaD.dustt¥Projected that an estimated 5 million
"serviigs~Lwould be
206i~1:he devek;pment of an organization to promote the industry
illustrate~how close the iii'dustry ca~:t9 social acceptability. The Social Tonics Association of
New Zeala=i1tl(STANZ) referretl to itseI£.~,~"_ representing "the major manufacturers, distributors,
marketers ancfie-tailers of sOcl~1 tonics aria related products, sometimes referred to as legal
highs". Pills were. also exported~~broad. Indeed, it has been reported that much of the supply of
the pills in Britain wasimported:fr0m New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand
market appears to be minufacffiiid and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the
chemical process to maniifa~~re BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere,
leading to the constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library;
2007)

sola;tn

The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply of BZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired ip$t?P~~r.tl:~~~~.9Q~'.p<?~c:t~~i.~~J()tp~~~.<?~~i()n
and use ofBZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class Cl controlled
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substances. which are detelmined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances. but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a tetm not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ... ".
\Vith respect to assessing the impact of regula tionl prohibition on a drug's availability and price.
9[ug researchers contend that, in general, if a 4rug isprol1i~ited, fl.1is ne\\Tstatus\\,<'>1l14_b~ ... .
reflected in a decrease in availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et a1. 2010)
There are two main analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZP/TFMPP in
New Zealand. The first is derived from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS)Te~t(l~lished
in 2005 to provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use anttdrug related harm in New
Zealand. The findings from the IDMS are intended to infofta.=&trategic responses to drug use and

. --( Deleted:
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--.----~---drug-r.elatecLp-r.oblems-uResearch-fromJheIDMSjs-util~~~~ wjde_range.-O.LgQy..emmenLa~________~_______________

non-government organisations concerned with drug isslles,:lneluding government ministries and
departments, drug treatment organisations, drug pr~~:v:~tiiilin orgIihl~~(l!ions, health and welfare
services and needle exchanges. (Wilkins et a1.; 201Qf
u:=_
w

The primary source of information in the IDMS"iS.. interviews with three-g;:o1!Ps of frequent drug
users (p1e.th(l~p he.t~I?iI1e" ye(;st~s~al1~ ,inje.c~i<'>l1u~~~~!1:~.e.r.~2~®~~!~_4Jr~!!i:~().~1lI?:i.o/jl1t?e." __ --- { Deleted: i.e_ frequent
three main centres of New Zealand~:~1l~~I_aI14,__~~J.lJ!!~~<!_~1Ei~!~J!~~~~I:~~e.i!l~~~ie.~~~~ ___ '<:-:~:--{ Deleted: users
~easked ab()ut the current use, a~~il~~~W¥'Pll~!Y_~!1.<l::@~~ _<?f~~y~~g_t.yp~~~~J?_4.h()~th~~~ ....,\~.\.<,{ Deleted: frequent
measures may have changed over the ~revIQu$.:six months·· ~-::-:-..:::::..
Deleted: users
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The 2008 IDMS found a si~iJicant redmition in tfie1i~~~bility:anc:L use of BZP following its
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The second stuay(Wilkins et al.;:December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use~nd harm of BZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for~aZP in N~iY~Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, justb~fQr~~j~nifafter the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population agecl.:Ji;to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was available to
teens and very young people-in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health.
Among respondents who had used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23
years and more women had used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of
European descent with Maori presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were
employed (with close to average incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary
institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less
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over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that
it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only l3% reported that they
stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia{;a.long with IBz~.

__________________________ -

.Q~~_~_~_Y~IJg}~_~~ _________ ,___________________ ., ______ ., _________ ._______ ~_~__ ~- _______________________________________________ ,

•

,- rComme~t[B8]~-R-;:-;~~~-;s-t~d'
edits - other substances are not
! "combined with" BZP but used in
i addition to BZP

i

.r;~-;;;;~d:;~~~:";-7;~;=~~;;~-'~1

The New Zealand experience demonstrates tha~~~fIe"@bs.Il1lg,I?~p sh()weds.ignifical1,t ,
potential for broad use. Although not preseI1tlV15erceiveCiis'l}lleg~Jj!!_~~~~~~_~~__
compared to other illicit drugs such as ecsia5v:.~estri~~ioI?-~:~~t()()}::tx.:Ht<?A~~~~~llPpli~~s;H
Even when prohibited, availability rerri~41~:-a1though not at the~iji~Js seen when the drug
,_.
--~-=:#.
was legal; and
The great bulk of BZP was consumed in p-ii~~te hom~Iather than 6if~e, rave scene as
was typically thought to be tlly·case, althougrr1h~.-ritii"1ind music sce~~~;!emain
important venues. This sugge-s-rs:rhat the potent1irl::[Qr a broader range o{~se than
previously believed.
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While New Zealand:R~med to rray<t a very iftrens'§jfug expeifence per capita generally,
including party pills,tnr:1IS has hia~the longe§l~perience with BZP/TFMPP as controlled
substances. In the US, iIii:~rug BiifQ(~ement AOiiiinistration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to
temporariJN:@ace:=~~p and~.P-"Un:def::Schedu'i~~:_<?f the Controlled Substances Act (CSA)
because.."'OEtshTgTi-ab~~~potemtiLand lack~;;6~acceptea medical use or safety. On March 18,
2004, i:liiiDEA publislle4:~':finai:-;RUle in the Fe'1le7a1 Register permanently placing BZP on
Schedule:t=:m,eaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
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• there is a lack of iC:~epted safety protocol for use of the drug or other substance under
medical supervision. Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana.
(New Zealand Parliamentary Library, 2007)
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According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law enforcement
officials submitted 48 drug items/exhibits to federal, state and local forensic laboratories that
were identified as BZP. The number of BZP items/exhibits increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088
in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items/exhibits rose from 6,088 to
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13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions occur largely through
smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with connections to overseas
sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and tablets whicn,are often
represel1te(lase(;~ta~y,despite tIJ~fact.thatthe tablets do.notcont<ljI1anyecsta~yy

.. ' ." t.'?el~~~~:.. and

.' t'?~"~!.=d: sold

"" f Deleted: .
The market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the drug in each
country. Sufficient demand in the US would obviously foster production in Canada where the
legal status remains ambiguous. Production in Canada would also encourage consumption in
this country"JPr~)of!) .1'h.ecurrentst(ltusandpotential forC:.aIlacia to (lct as Cl source of
BZP/TFMPP for the US is illustrated by the circumstances in 1?Q~sler regions.
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enforcement and BZP is implicated in that distributio.Q::~·Mt.ich~QfJhe ecstasy manufactured in
Canada is destined for U.S. markets through the N()~west region and, as such, poses a risk to
the region, particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college:<:lge population creates a
demand for the drug. Officials in the region r~£:ort that ecstasy tablets:pXQduced in Canada and
distributed in the region are often adulteratedwi.;hother substances, )nCIiiding
methamphetamine, MDA.l. LSD, BZP, TFMPP, ke~IBine, a.Q(t~?ffeine:. Ac~~rding to the US
National Drug Intelligence Center, th.e.. CBSA is ofth~~Qpitiioliihat Canada-b';SFltdrug
trafficking organizations are increa~~gIy::p.:!"()ducing adiiJ!~i:<iied ecstasy tablets, and in some
instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy·c()ntain.little, if any;:~cs!asy. For example, at the Blaine"
vVashington point of entry in October 2QQ8, '263';8~7 tablets~~re. seized that appeared to be
ecstasy. They were laterdeJermined to be.:.!3ZP. (US:Bepartmcllf'of Justice, National Drug
bltelligellce Centre, P'.~t,~gJ~laj"~~.t...Analvsi.".;:~009) .::'"
'" .
Much of what occurs in: the NorthW~st is duplic~~~d in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the NortIi~ast. SYlltli:etic drug tabJ~ts, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seizedj~~£wJ~p.gland:6fte¢~bhf~ilfmu1tiple~·iiigredients in various combinations, including

:::m;t=:li::::~;~::;~:~~::~ene~~in~·~nin~~~Of·~~~'·~~lCi~lS~·t~:···········{ ~~!~i~~~~:~~.l

Rocky Mountain region are'reiiorting iri~1eased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Departrtient Crime Lab&atory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureat1oflnvestigati6n~reported a total of 37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencleianalyzeda~t6tal of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of th~~~t;!lg .!!!:~e:region. The full extent of BZP availability and abuse in the
region is, however, unkrio~2irthis time.

In Michigan, figures are)\Qtay~il(lp~~ oIl13~?llst!\\,itl1t~eI1~,~lltt!~~!/lsyll~~/l1!1:0Ilg~.95h~ . /l~4.
12th-graders was higher in 2009 than five years ago, according to an annual study of drug trends
conducted by University of Michigan professor Lloyd Johnston. (reference if to be kept)
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Great potential for continued and even increased production and smuggling from Canada
in light of continuing demand; and
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rave scene. This is consistent with the survey findings in New Zealand that the bulk of
BZP was consumed in private homes.
United Kingdom/European Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to ban BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that from December 2009, BZP
and related.piperazine......would
be included-. as Class C drugs - under
the MisuseR[Drugs Act.
.............. .....
(MDA). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions .would be on sales or prevalence of
the drug, but many observers speculate that prohibition does:liiti~· to dampen either demand or
supply of any drug. Prior to its control under the MDA,~~~;;~as sold online despite the risk of
prosecution under the Medicines Act, which is.part()ff!~gtilafO!"y'regiI11e similar t()!llat()f
Canada. (Drugscope; 2010) The legislative action.does~iiot, how~j:~~, seem to have had a
significant impact on availability in the UK. The~fafisfonn Drug'EQl!fY Foundation (TDPF) is
a )~c:l~~I1g. ~~n.!~~ofe:xpe~ise ()I1~~g.p~licya!!.~!W:refonn ill. tIle. UK~IQPF i~ ()ftp~()pinion
that "Benefits of such a move (prohibition) woula:..seem to be primarily PQIitical (i.e.
demonstrating 'tough on drugs' credentials). A (f~teiTent effeel:from such a;-p~Qhibition is
possible, but doubtful given that theJ:~js already an i~~blish~a':'"demand for these:751rugs, and
those deterred would likely substitUi~liij:ck to other illbg:~t~g"uivalents. Such a deterrent effect is
poorly supported by evidence." (TDP~!~:?Oi~!::::.
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Moreover, the UK Scien~~~'!Rg TechnoI6:gy~SeleCi~l1Inmittee ie~~mly concluded that, "We have
found no solid evideI!9#to:sUQm~.rt the exi~~hce of:afa~t~rrent effect; despite the fact that it
appears to underpin:ffi~:60ve~l)J's policY':bb""c1'i§sifica-tion~3n view of the importance of
drugs policy and the ai[qllnt spent:2p enforcing:lii~- penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsansiactory..:tlittJhere is s&~1!tle knowledge about the system's
effective~~
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(there are;sQ!l1e EU members:that re<ro~ize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the tr~~twent of roun~rm infehlations for example) by sUbjecting BZP across the EU
Member State~IQ~'control meiijjres anl6fiminal provisions' as a new psychoactive ~ubstanc~: ..
Member states Of-ib:.e~European~nion then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP unli~their doiiiiStic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations ~entl~fi::on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated !Bz~~"y.... . ..~.-~= ~

.. --{

.

., ..

",.

During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concerr~~~.s._b.!.()~gl?~_t_()_()ff~~~~J.s'__~~~~t.J:~i5?n._!~~~__
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated alternative substances like ecstasy.
m

______ m

"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for hanns arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
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replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks of BZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine :what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. TransfQl1l1'is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken."
.,. '...

.

It is not vet known what the effect of the restrictions would be on sales::orprevalence of the dru2:,
but many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen either demand or supply of
anv drug.
OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned. obtaining inf6nnatibifabout the l1iarket related to BZP/TFMPP
presents a particular challenge. An exanifnation ()'F~atential sOlii<:cs of in fotmation has vielded
little data with which for~oo:grif:Gfquantityde11landed.::aii(Ejirice co'itld be made. This might be
largely due to their legafstatus tiEi;anada wliich ,m~es the':sitiiation for BZP and TFMPP
unique. It was. how~vet, possible::ttJ get an appreciation of the 'general domestic situation and
possible future scenarios:'r~lated to~~\ti11u11le and price by examining the infOlmation related to
enforcement activities of th~~tBSiX~Gi\1P,and H'BFS' s Inspectorate. Tn addition, information
related to:'tlie::expeiience of ()iii¥~jt~llisdicffir6ift~~ch as'New Zealand. the United States and the
UK!E(~jj~ovided an apm:~~231tio~J:he drugs"roles and potential.
~

In examililng~the market in ~G@ada forBZP and TF~1PP, available data indicates that there
seems to hav&:heen a significaUE1ncrease::Yn: activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006,
especially in Orl:t~iio, Quebec aifd:British Columbia. Expert opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB
Inspectorate reintof6~sJhis vie\V~~A number of factors have been identified which mav be
relevant to BZP/TFMpp::relatici:activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• Ambiguous legalsianis:Creates confusion in the market:
• Availability remains relatively easy through Illtelllet and traffickers. despite Inspectorate
activity at retail:
• the relatively inexpensive price of HZP and TFMPP on the market which miliht stiu1lllate
consumption and encourage their role as altematives to the higher priced. illicit dnlg.
ecstasy;
• the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation of HZP by other countries including the US;
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The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fully examined) showed that despite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remained widely available and affordable. The New Zealand experience demonstrates that, as . ;!
}ellal dWll. HZP showed sillnificant potential for use across a substantial segment of the
population.
Both \Vest Coast Canadian and US officials were clearly of the opinion that there is great
potential for continued and even increased production ill Canada and smuggling from Canada
into the US in light of continuing demand there. It is the opinion of the US Department of
Justice and New Zealand substance control researchers that BZE:. use is sp[eading beyond the
rave scene and that the bulk of nzp was consumed in private]iomes.
Deleted: To be completed after
further discussions between the
Technical Authority and the
Contractor about direction and
priorities·'l
~
These should be the
observations/conclusions taken at
the next level up from those
relating to each individual
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identify the lessons leamed.'1

'Observation:
1
decline in seizures in
Canada in 2010 should be
monitored - compare to SHORE
2006 which observed a decline in
consumption due allegedly to
prohibition~
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APPENDIX A
DERIVED VALUE OF BZP;frFMPPt ..

i Comment [Bll}: SEE

I, COLLIN'S COMMENTS

The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 20,0 mg of BZP per unit, 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,00,0 mg of BZP. Therefore, if it Werei10s~sible to import three months of
BZP as a Hseessary drug, th@ shipm@nt c(mld provide 36giffCBZP for corl"ersiou jnto au ecstasy
imitation. The following is an analysis from the Inspe~i6rate::ofthe derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.
~_~ -:::::::":::::
At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential valuec9rj~()~bOO mg ofBZP is::"C3:6t ,OOO mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $2'o/tablet = $(&,0,0 or a yield of$$133":34!KPfBZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distrihuh~ COS!~l.:.:.
",,,*».

~,~-.

At 2,0 mg/pill (although it would seeIn::iil~usible that thi§iIftount would produce a high sufficient
to satisfy users), the maximum potentijiJ:yalY~:9J36,'oO'o-fri8~:~fBZP is (36,,00,0
mg. divided by 2,0 mg. BZP/tablet) = r&O() ta1Jle~~520/tablef~JS36,O'oO or a yield of $1 'oOO/g.
_'",""" .. ",

"""'"_.,..~' "'-»~

W

Price/pill
Dosage (mgt:··
150

N»> ~ """,..

$20
$4,800
$1,0,286
$36,000

In a difI~~int vein of d·~~~g. witfi~e- use of
a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
a PI'Q.Q~t marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was founliircontain the undeclared ingllnlient, BZP. Subsequent compliance and enforcement
actions follo~~(ra!1d yielded tlie:Iollowin-ginformation:

BZFlis

reported~lliatin December~'2£109,

The approximate co~tgf mayiigcture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.,0,0
The cost of retail salep§rJ;>QuJe: $8,0
Each bottle contained 60.pJIls
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate fmished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
2,00 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
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200,000,000 mg 13000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80lbottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g of BZP
Recent compliance and enforcement action for BZP with respect to sales as ecstasy has yielded
the following estimates. 200 kg of BZP if sold inunits containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield
the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

~:;

$10

$20

.~:c":';"

_··.~.~.'M~'

$13,333,33z~~ ~=

$28,57td2_8·
$100,000;000

-::: r::;,;:.
,-,,~.

~",,-~.~

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

~~,~.

And as an example, the yield per gram ofBZP~fifu!~e 150 mgdosage p~~:pil1would be
$133.34/g.

----'->"""-

'~",,'N./""""_.'

Note:

- ---

-:::::".,~

..
Pricing will of course vary by region a~a::inten1=rot::use ofth~:Pm.guct. For example, a diet
supplement would
at appro-x;matelyme.::Same price:j~Loss the country whereas a
party pill might
price -fi,i:IT'or<2.!!!O:comEared to=Vancouver depending on
. :::-.
-:::=:.
demand and
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APPENDIX B

Questionnaire for Site Visits
Availabilitv:

Is this product readily available to you as a retailer?
[s the availability continuaL that is. perhaps only infrequent i1}t"e.!:t.~uptions in supply?

How has its availability changed over time?
Distribution:

Do

YOli

know if this product is 12rodllced in Canaa:~?::,:1.r so.J~~?:many distrihutors are there?

If it is imported, do you know how jf"~t~:!()this marke:i?W~~o, how many importers are there?
Price:

In what units is the dnlif~tr((~:u., individu~~:J?jl1s:.{f~~ulk j!owder? \\'113t are the prices
of those units?
. .
"."~
:=~.-=:=:::::::'-~,
' A__

Promotion:

Do you promote tne"salc.of tllii:pioduct ~~wYOlI~~een or been the target of promotional
activitiesielated to thisproduct-i:'==~
_....
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Examination of BZP the post-ban environment in other jurisdictions such as the
US and New Zealand;
Examination of the post-ban environment related to other drugs such as ketamine
in other jurisdictions; and
Examination of likely scenarios in Canada based on assumptions of market
reaction to particular events. For example, in a post-ban environment, what
vv'ould the situation be if BZP and TF}"4PP remained available but the price of the
drugs rose?
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INTRODUCTION

it is the intention of the Office ofControiied Substances (OCS) of Heaith Canada to propose that

f~_~~~f!A~ti~~tiv~~ ~f!h~_J?!R~~~~~l~_f~}Jy~f~~~_R~_~_~_~~~t?~~~~~_~l)_~~~_!~~_r;f!~~~f!!!~t!p~,!g~ ______ ----/{ Deleted: a segment
and Substances Act (CDSA) A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic
Impact Analysis which is required before any proposed regulation can be presented for
consideration. This market analysis will examine the availability, distribution, pricing and
promotion of the compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3Tritluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).

/

1/

BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake tluid and other industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - BZP and rrFMPI1__________________ ------- Comment [B1]: Angela, need
Currently, there are no known legitimate uses for either BZP or TFMPP in Canada." (Health
~~:~=~~1t0=c:~;~~ou
Canada, May 2010; pg 1) In early 2006, pills containing the active ingredients BZP and TFMPP
want.
~--~------------~
began to appear in Vancouver where they first gained popularity on the rave scene as a safer
alternative to many of the illicit drugs commonly available there such as ~~!~~~'u~h~~h_!~_~ ___ u___ u-------{ Deleted: E
~----------------~
Schedule III drug under the CDSA. In 2007, piperazine based party-pill formulations started to
Deleted: "(
become widely available nationwide which is retlected in seizure data. Health Canada noted,
Deleted: For a number of
"An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent
, : reasons,
including the fact that
legitimate use ... :1g~~I_~~_(~~~~~~;}9)Q;_p_g)L __ ..... _. ____________________________________________________________ ~/
Deleted: as

In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status of BZP/TFMPP with respect to the legislated mandates contained in the Food
and Drugs Act (FDA) and the CDSA and their respective regulations.

"
"
"

, Deleted: there is

!j/"l Deleted: currently

::,"(
i,:i/:
Deleted: no acknow
,,', '{
::/:/, Deleted: n

Currently, it is illegal to distribute either BZP or TFMPP or a combination of them in Canada.
:;:,/:',i Deleted: ledged therapeutic use
for these dmgs
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug" as defined under the Food and Drugs
Regulations (FDR) and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or
ii{,> Deleted: legitimate use for these
marketed in Canada. (Health Canada; 2010). However, M P!O~~~J_~9.1)t_a!~l)R~_~P ~f!~!f!~ ___________ J':~/ Deleted: in Canada, n
, Comment. [82]: Re: AS, do we
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention of the FDR to sell any unauthorized
need to specifY .that these are
product containing either drug in Canada and the Health Protection Food Branch (HPFB)
piperazine products we are talking
about herel .
Ins ectorate has taken com liance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant rovisions of
the FDA and FDR accordinol ______________________________________________________ _______________________________________ J:----- Deleted: because any product

f(>"

"Beginning in October, 2007, the (Health Canada) Inspectorate established a customs target for
finished products (containing BZP and/or TFMPP) which was subsequently updated to include
bulk powder in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to remove BZP/TFMPP products
from their shelves and consumers have also been warned not to use products containing BZP and
TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated; pg 2)
The character of the FDA could be considered administrative in nature, particularly when
compared to the criminal basis of the CDSA. Typically, penalties under the FDA amount to
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activity would meet this definition.
Prior to its sale in Canada, such a
product must be authorized for sale
in the cmmtry and issued a Dmg
Identification Number (DIN) by
Health Canada. (Health Canada;
2010) To date, there are no such
products for which this
authorization has been granted.
And the Health Protection Food
Branch (HPFB) Inspectorate has
taken action to enforce those
provisions of the FDA with respect
to BZP/TFMPP.~

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
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~~~::~~; ;~:~!;~e_~f~;~!;;::t;~~~r;;~~;~J;~:~~;~~~~~~~~~~:J_~!! ___ """"
its Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA establish tight controls on the movement of
regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse and diversion to the illicit market. As such,
, Deleted: as previously
scheduling will enable law enforcement agencies to respond to illegal activities. The ultimate
,: mentioned,
goal is to reduce the risks to the health and safety of Canadians posed by the easy availability of ,,:/,:,A>=D=e=let=ed=:=d=istn='b=u=te====<'
BZP and TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated pg 2) Scheduling BZP and TFMPP under the
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CBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes.
These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in pills thought to be MDMA (3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine),.
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The significant difference between Ontario, Quebec and HritishColumbia and the rest of the
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It should also be noted that m 2008, Health Canada mspectors reported that four products from
PurePillz, Inc. were seized in 24 retail outlets across Canada (where??). Moreover, in 2009, it
was reported that in Ottawa a consumer developed cardiac ~9ythmia possibly due to the weight
loss product RevolutionDS Weight Loss that contained HZP and/or TFMPP. Source??
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Moreover, drug control officials in BC's lower mainland fro~ the RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. PotentialIy Be and other places in Canada
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These factors have raised the profile of BZP/TFMPP on the West Coast and increased the
number of BZP/TFMPP-related incidents in the area. ~n Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly
found that since 2006, more cases have occurred where.pJ1?~r~!~~_~t?!_~J~t?~!!tJ~~._J~_J~__t_~~ ____
opinion of the officials that, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to
resolve the BZP problem in Canada because a black market will surely develop after prohibition
... the problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG;
2009) And as will be seen later, export ofBZP/TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among
US drug control officials.
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Custompowders, Hamilton, Onto
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freg)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)

$31 gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (105mg BZ£.50mg TFMPP)
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Price per kilogram
$150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pillslPrice: £24

Wackyherbs.comlUK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
GalangaJI Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram
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There is almost no statistically founded information available regarding the demographic
characteristics ofuse~ ofBZP/TFMPP in Canada. Information that does exist is largely
fuiecdotal.
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The relatively inexpensive pri~ ofBZP and TFMPP on the market will also stimulate
consumption and their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit ecstasy.
BZP/TFMPP's relatively low ingut cost would suggest a sustained demand as long as
ecstasy maintains its role and popUlarity among drug users: and

related to these drugs
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FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIEN~.§. OF OTHER JY;RISDICTIONS

As mentioned above, ideaIly,a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumption and price ofBZP/TFMPl? in order to make some projections with respect to
changes in consumption and price in a post-regulation environment. Given the lack of
information about Canadian trends, however, it is instructive to look at the experience in other
jurisdictions that have imposed restrictions on the use and distribution ofBZP/TFMPP,
specifically l-!~~_~~~J~~~)_~h~.ld~_~~~.!h~_~~~~: _____________________________________________________________________ -- ---- {,-D_e_let_ed_:i_n_ _ _ _---'
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, thereby making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance without
authorization. Table ~J_~_~_~~<?~~!~gJ~~J_J}_~~_<?r~~~I1~!5.t?~_~h~<:h_h~~~__~!~~~~X_P_l:l~_~_~~_l!~~~!J_t?g~J__ -------{,_D_e_let_ed_:_2_ _ _ _ _--,
restrictions.
_------{ Deleted: 2
'------{ Deleted: (BCDSIWG)

Countries

Year
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U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden

UK
Ireland
Source: BCDSIWG

2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000, provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs in Canada. It could be argued that the current ambiguous nature ofthe..d_~l!_g) ____ --_/{ Deleted: market
legaJ status in Canada is close to the situation experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and
2008 when BZP was legal. Although BZP and TFMPP are not openly promoted and distributed
in Canada as they were in New Zealand during that period, lessons might be drawn from that
situation. It must also be noted, however, that the New Zealand drug culture seems to be unique
in that the use of drugs is more readily accepted by certain segments of the population. Th~ __
Deleted: is
~--------------~
unique nature of the New Zealand~drug market is reflected in a new report from police that
"paints a grim picture of the New, Zealand drug scene with more young people using opiate
drugs, world-leading rates of methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "self-sufficient"
cannabis culture." (www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment for New Zealand
report, released in September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug trade and
notes for example that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the highest
amphetamine type substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged that
uniqueness of the New Zealand markets in an analysis of the status ofBZP in that jurisdiction; " .
. . most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New Zealand, a country
with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European context." (EMCDDA,
2009) This caution should also apply to Canada.
m _ m __ - - - - - {

Legal party pills began to emerge as legal products in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
lightly regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
~ontrol and studying. Wilkins et aI. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
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seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popuiarity in New Zeaiand, particuiariy
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as !Ecstas~_[~}_~l~~ __~!_!~~_!~!!!~J_~_~~'p_~_p}JJ_~_~~~~_~~~~y_~!):'p!~~~!~_~_~_!~_g~!_~~~ ______ ------- Comm_IB':6]= Re: R25, it is
ecstasy butJhis isa quote.
safer alternatives to the illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZP/TFMPP party pills.
Approximately three-quarters of users of these drug types described their availability at the time
as "very easy". In fact, findings from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had
changed compared to a year ago revealed that users considered them to have become easier to
obtain in the past 12 months, similar to the situation with kava, ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five
percent ofthose who had used party pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months earlier.,.fW~ll_~J!!~_~_~~~~~_~!lF.,--~Q~?l _________ mm __________ m_------{,-o_e_leted
__
: --=ag_o_ _ _ _~
This popularity was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the Auckland
Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 percent of total
overdoses) to 21 (1.58 percent) in 2004. One contributing f~ctor would be the increase in the
strength ofBZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et aI., 2005) In fact, it wasreportedin2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg ofBZP per capsule. (Theron et aI., 2007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the "industry" had annual
sales of $24 million, andthat in February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million pills had
been sold since 2000. (Quilllam, ?OO,61 The industry projected that an estimated 5 million
"servings" would be, sold 1112007., The development of an organization to promote the industry
illustrates how close the industry came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics Association of
New Zealand (STANZ) referred toltself as representing "the major manufacturers, distributors,
marketers and retailers of social tonics. and related products, sometimes referred to as legal
highs". Pills were also exported abroad~ Indeed, it has been reported that much of the supply of
the pills in Britain was imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand
market appears to be manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the
chemical process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere,
leading to the constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library;
2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification ofBZP) Arriendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply ofBZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired jp~ep~~1))_~~~_~Q_Q~d~e!"!?J_t}_~~J<?~1?~~~_~~_~!~lJ___ m_--_/{ Oeleted: 0
and use ofBZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class Cl controlled
-------{>=o=e=let=ed=:=30======<
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
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minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ...".
With respect to assessing the impact ofregulationlprohibition on a drug's availability and price,
9.r~g_~~_~~~~~1)._~~~__~~~~~!!~_~1).~!!_~1!_g~1!_~~~l,_}r~_~~~g_}_~F_t:<?N~!!~_~J_!h!~_~~~_~~~~l!_~_~~~l~_~~ _____________ -------{__o_e_let_ed_:_D_ _ _ _ ____
reflected in a decrease in availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010)
There are two main analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation ofBZP/TFMPP in
New Zealand. The first is derived from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (lDMS)._~~~~~!!~h~~____ -------{,-O_e_let_ed_:_wa_s_ _ _ _~
in 2005 to provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New
Zealand. The findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and
drug related problems. Research from the IDMS is utilised by a wide range of government and
non-government organisations concerned with drug issues, including government ministries and
departments, drug treatment organisations, drug prevention organisations, health and welfare
services and needle exchanges. (Wilkins et al.; 2010)
The primary source of information in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug
users ~_~!h~Rh~~~l!l.i_~~y_~~~!~~_~!!~y}_~j~~~j~!!.~_~l!K~~~~~)_~~~~~!~~.4_f!"~!,!!.~1)._~_~_<?~!,!!~~j~_!~_~1).~_",~:-----{ Oeleted: i.e. frequent
three main centres of New Zealand ~ ~_t.t~~l_~!!~,__~~))}~g!~~_~~_ ~_~i_~!~_4~~~1).}...I1)._~ Jn~~~~~~e~_s ___ \:::~ --{ Oeleted: users
~~_~~~~.4_~~~~!_~1)._~_~_l!!_~~!!!_~~~,__~y"~jJ~~i_~i_~,_R~~!!Y:~~.P!1£~__<?f~~Y.4!,!-!g_~Y.P~~_~.4_h()_~_!h~~_~ ____ ,\,\<:'{>=O=e=let=ed=:=freq=u=e=nt=====<
measures may have changed over the previous six months.
'\\\'\'{ Oeleted: users
\ \\ \(>=O=e=let=ed=:=freq=u=e=nt=====<

The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availabiHty and use ofBZP following its
ban. The 2009 IDMS indicate!1~h~tJh~~~_~~_~_~~l!l_~_r~~~~~_ry_j!!_!h~_~y_~!!~~.iJ_i~_~f.~f~_j!!}Q_Q~_____
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was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely be filled by \,\J>=o=e=let=ed=:s = = = = = = <
a mixture ofaIternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy and black market BZP,.wl~_____ \,'(>=o=e=let=ed=:=.= = = = = = <
alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong evidence of a
"-'"
Oeleted: H
demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample suppliers to meet that
"'{>=o=e=let=ed=:=an=d=al=co=ho=l====<
demand.

'l

The second study (Wilkins et ai., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was available to
~eens and very young people ~1)_N~_~_?;~~!~_~_~_~!~j!!g_(;~~~_~~~_~~_<?~!.!h~_i~R~~!_()!?_h~_~!!h~ ___ _
Among respondents who had used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23
years and more women had used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of
European descent with Maori presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were
employed (with close to average incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary
institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either s~opped or were consuming less
over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that
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it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they
stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk ofBZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with !Bz~.---------------------------

_------

OBSERVATIONS:
.4----------------------------------------------------_____________________________ ..... __ . ___________________________________________________ _
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United States
Comment [HABR20]: I
While New Zealand seemed to have ~ very intense drug experience ~~~_~_~R~t~_ge_n_e~~ny_'____ _
wouldn't use this kind of phrasing.
including party pills, the US has had the longest experience with BZP/TFMPP as controlled
substances. In the US, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to
temporarily place BZP andTFMPPunder Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA)
because of its high abuse pot~ntial;andlack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18,
2004, the DEA published a Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
p.~~_ p~~t~~.io~ ________________ .. _. ___________ .. __________________________________________________________________________________ ~:., ---{>=D=e=let=ed=:a======<
-----{ Deleted: license

Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug h~_~_~Jgh .P_<?~~~~!~L f~~_ ~1?_~~_~; ___________________________________________________________________________ ._--' -{Deleted: or other substance
• the drug h~~_ !'!~.<?~~~~~tJi'. ~~~~p~~~ _~~~i_~~Ll}_~~_ J!! J~~_~~~~nU!! _~he J.J_~J~~~L~J_~!~_~; _~~ __________ ._----{Deleted: or other substance
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug or other substance under
medical supervision. Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana.
(New Zealand Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law enforcement
officials submitted 48 drug items/exhibits to federal, state and local forensic laboratories that
were identified as BZP. The number of BZP items/exhibits increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088
in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items/exhibits rose from 6,088 to
13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions occur largely through
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smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with connections to overseas
sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and tablets whic~_~~_~f!~}?-_____ -------{ Deleted: and
~==============~
represented,_~_ ~~_~!~y,_ d~sRi!~_ th~ fa~t~~_~t!~e !~~J_e!~_ ~o I!0!_ ~<?!l!~~I!__~ny ~~_st~YL ______________________ <' _- - - - {~D=e=let=ed==:=so=ld==========<
------{ Deleted: .

The market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the drug in each
country. Sufficient demand in the US would obviously foster production in Canada where the
legal status remains ambiguous. Production in Canada would also encourage consumption in
this countrYt (~ro~f..?l I~~ _
~_~~~~! _~!~~_~ _~~ F5?!~~~~~L f~~_ ~~~~ _t_<?_ ~'?!_ ~ _~ _~~1!_~'?~ _<?L _____________________ --{ Deleted: Canada.
BZP/TFMPP for the US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution and abuse of ecstasy are a growing concern to law
enforcement and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in
Canada is destined for U.S. markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to
the region, particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a
demand for the drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and
distributed in the region are often adulterated with other substances, ~including
methamphetamine, MDA~ LSD, BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine:. According to the US
National Drug Intelligence Center, the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug
trafficking organizations are increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some
instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine~
Washington point of entry in October 2008,203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be
ecstasy. They were later determined to be BZP. (US Department of Justice, National Drug
Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analvsis. 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
and • TFMPP
_---{
substances such as y ••BZP
___________
____ ••••• __'i. __ ._._ ..... _______ ..... __ .. ____________ .. ______ .. ___ . _________ . ___ • ___ .. _. ____________ =:=_.
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx of BZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of BZP availability and abuse in the
region is, however, unknown at this time.
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In Michigan, figures are)\Q!_~~~H~~!~_<?~J~~R.~~_~_~}~_~.!~_~~~J_~~~_~~~!~y.1!_~~_~~_<?~g.!g!h:-.~1!_4. ____ .-.-----{'-D_e_let_ed_:_'_ _ _ _ _--'
12th-graders was higher in 2009 than five years ago, according to an annual study of drug trends
conducted by University of Michigan professor Lloyd Johnston. (reference if to be kept)
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United Kingdom/European Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to ban BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that from December 2009, BZP
and related.p}p~~~J!1~_ ,:\,~~I_~_~~}!?-~~l}_~~~_~~_~~~~_~_~~~g~_~I)_~~~Jh~_M!~H~_e._1Ji/2~lfg~_1_~t____________ <-----{ Deleted: piperazines
(MDA). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions would be on sales or prevalence of -----{ Deleted: OJ
the drug, but many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen either demand or
~------------>
supply of any drug. Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of
prosecution under the Medicines Act, which iSJ?~_~(~_!~gl}:l_~~~~_~~_g~!!,!~__~~~i}_~_!~_!h~!_~(uuuu __ -_-----{,-D_e_let_e_d_:_as_ _ _ _ _____
Canada. (Drugscope; 2010) The legislative action does not, however, seem to have had a
significant impact on availability in the UK. The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is
aJ~~~i_I?-K~~~!!~_~K_~~~~~j~~_~~_~~g_~~)j~x_~~f!J~~_~~K<?~_~~_!h~_~L~:_I!?J?_f_i_~_~K~_l?-~_~J?!~!~I?-______ -------{,-D_e_let_ed_:_ _ _ _ _~
that "Benefits of such a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e.
demonstrating 'tough on drugs' credentials). A deterrent effect;from such a prohibition is
possible, but doubtful given that there is already an established demand for these'drugs, and
those deterred would likely substitute back to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is
poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF, 2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness."

JAM~r~))_f.Q9_~J_!h~_~_~I<?P~.~_~~~J!g!L~~~R<?_I)~~~_~~_~_<?~~~~~__<?~~_~_~l?-~_gE~j~_!!,!!~~~_~_~(p}p~~~!~~___ =------{>=D=e=let=ed=:=o======<
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
------{ Deleted: 8th
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive ~ubstanc~: _____ ----/ Comment [821]: Are these
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
tied to a schedule?
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
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During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
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prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated alternative substances like ecstasy.
'---------~
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
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replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks of BZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken."
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It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions would be on sales or prevalence of the drug,
but many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen either demand or supply of
any drug.
OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market related to BZP/TFMPP
presents a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded
little data with which forecasts of quantity demanded and price could be made. This might be
largely due to their legal status in Canada which makes the situation for BZP and TFMPP
unique. It was, however. possible to get an appreciation of the general domestic situation and
possible future scenarios related to volume and price by examining the information related to
enforcement activities of the CBSA, RCMP and HPFB's Inspectorate. In addition, information
related to the experience of other jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the United States and the
UKIEU provided an appreciation of the drugs' roles and potential.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a significant increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006,
especially in Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia. Expert opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB
Inspectorate reinforces this view. A number of factors have been identified which may be
relevant to BZP/TFMPP-related activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• Ambiguous legal status creates confusion in the market;
• Availability remains relatively easy through Internet and traffickers, despite Inspectorate
activity at retail;
• the relatively inexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP on the market which might stimulate
consumption and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug,

•
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The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fully examined) showed that despite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remained widely available and affordable. The New Zealand experience demonstrates that, as a
legal drug, BZP showed significant potential for use across a substantial segment of the
population.
Both West Coast Canadian and US officials were clearly of the opinion that there is great
potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling from Canada
into the US in light of continuing demand there. It is the opinion of the US Department of
Justice and New Zealand substance control researchers that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scene and that the bulk ofBZP was consumed in private homes.
1'____________________________________________ ---
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APPENDIX A

DERIVED VALUE OF BZP,{rFMPP! ----------------------------- -------------------------------------- ---------------- _------

Comment [823]: SEE
COMMENTS

The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg of BZP per unit, 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, ifit were possible to import three months of
BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36 g of BZP for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. [The following is an analysis from the Inspectorate of the derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstas~. ______ ..... ________________ ... ," _________________________________________ -------

Comment [HABR24]: Convert

/At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of36,000 mg ofBZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of$$133.34/g ofBZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs)L _________________________________________________ --

/At 20 mg/pill (although it would seem plausible that this amount would produce a high sufficient
to satisfy users), the maximum potential value of36,000 mg. ofBZP is (36,000
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) = 1800 tablets x $20/tablet = $36,000 or a yield of$1 OOO/g.
Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

In a different vein of dealing with the use of BZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP. Subsequent compliance and enforcement
actions followed and yielded the following information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
~OO kg = 200,000,000 mg

Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
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200,000,000 mg / 3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP

Comment [HABR27]: This is
better and easier to follow than
above.

Recent compliance and enforcement action for BZP with respect to sales as ecstasy has yielded
the following estimates. 200 kg of BZP if sold in units containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield
the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$13,333,333
$28,571,428
$100,000,000

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

And as an example, the yield per gram ofBZP for the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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APPENDIXB

Questionnaire for Site Visits
Availability:
Is this product readily available to you as a retailer?
Is the availability continual, that is, perhaps only infrequent interruptions in supply?
Do you know of other sources of this product besides retail. e.g. internet or street?
How has its availability changed over time?

Distribution:
Do you know if this product is produced in Canada? [fso, how many distributors are there?
If it is imported, do you know how it gets to this market? If so, how many importers are there?

In what units is the drug sold, e.g. individual pills, packages. bulk powder? What are the prices
of those units?

Promotion:
Do you promote the sale of this product or have you seen or been the target of promotional
activities related to this product?
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Examination of BZP the post-ban environment in other jurisdictions such as the
US and New Zealand;
Examination of the post-ban environment related to other drugs such as ketamine
in other jurisdictions; and
Examination of likely scenarios in Canada based on assumptions of market
reaction to particular events. For example, in a post-ban environment, what
would the situationbe if BZP and TFMPP remained available but the price of the
drugs rose?
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Questionnaire for Site Visits
Availability:
Is this product readily available to you as a retailer?
Is the availability continual, that is, perhaps only infrequent interruptions in supply?
Do you know of other sources of this product besides retail, e.g. internet or street?
How has its availability changed over time?
Distribution:
Do you know if this product is produced in Canada? If so, how many distributors are
there?
If it is imported, do you know how it gets to this market? If so, how many importers are
there?
Price:
In what units is the drug sold, e.g. individual pills, packages, bulk powder? What are the
prices of those units?
Promotion:
Do you promote the sale of this product or have you seen or been the target of
promotional activities related to this product?
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is an entactogen, that is, it makes users feel confident and relaxed in social situations, and
thus the product facilitates social interactions. TFMPP acts as a hallucinogenic. The
combined effect is characterized as similar to ecstasy. They are typically combined in pill
fOI1J1.qs a finalprodus:t before being marketed to users.
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In interviews with users in New Zealand, a key positive feature of
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; with young people highlighting that use of the substances
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INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
a segment of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDSA) A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic Impact
Analysis which is required before any proposed regulation can be presented for consideration.
This market analysis will examine the availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the
compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceutical products and are also used in

the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid arid other indu~~,t ee,',rir,',i:als'1
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outlines the status of BZP/TFMPP with respect to the legislated mandates contained in the Food
and Drugs Act (FDA) and the CDSA and their respective regulations.
Currently, it is illegal to distribute ~dther BZP or TFMPP or a combination of them in Canada.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug" as defined under the Food and Drugs
Regulations (FDR) and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or
marketed in Canada. (Health Canada; 2010) For a number of reasons, including the fact thatm ___ /'~/:, >==========<
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and/or TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention ofthe FDR to sell any
unauthorized product containing either drug in Canada and the Health P•
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f.~e~~~~~~g°fnt~c~~~r~go~!~ (~~~~~~~ada)InSp"cior;,te established acustoms targe-or ~ ..
finished products (containing BZP and/or TFMPP) which was subsequently updated to inclu
bulk powder in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to remove BZP/TFMPP products
from their slJeJ-ves andSQnsumers have-~o been warned not to use products containing BZP and
TFMPP.'~~lth Canada; u~~t~d_d~g)))--;---' }
('

The character of the FDA cduld be considered administrative in nature, particularly when
compared to the criminal basis of the CDSA. Typically, penalties under the FDA amount to
simple seizure and a fine up to $500, and are not as severe as those that might be applied under
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The,_~~t~yi_~i5~?_}_~~~~_~~ci_~~~'?!~g,__g~~~!~!.~f}-~~~_~~_~<?!~!-~-~~~g~!-p-l!!-~~i-~~-~~-~~ciy-·--Ih~-~!l:lg--.\\ \
has also been identified with weight loss as'<! posiiiv~'.£'utcome >of~e. (Butler_~L~~~!!~~ _________ \\\ \
2007)
:\,:, \

On the other hand, Jl wi<i<: ,range o(!ifIver.;e or fi<?Jl!I.tiv<:,e,ffe"ts () f 13,z,r, jJllrlyjJills,llllv:e,1Je"11

,
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u"""

~
I
J

\
\

Is this product readily available to
you as a retailer?1
Is the availability continual, that is,
perhaps only infrequent
interruptions in supply?'\[
Do you know of other sources of
this product besides retail, e.g.
internet or street?1
How has its availability changed
overtime?1
'\[
Distribution:~

Do you know if this product is
produced in Canada? If so, how
many distributors are there?'\[
If it is imported, do you know how
it gets to this market? If so, how
many importers are there?1
~

\

identified by llsers, although it sh9i!1~,qe noted th~tit is reasonably difficult to attribute many of \ \\\ :
these to ~Z.epartypi11s alone. A'combination ofBZ~ party pill consumption, concurrent use of \ \\\ \
alcohol (lndother substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may
\ \~: :.
all contribute to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan) It should be noted as wel~_~~~!!_~~_____ \. ;:.\\ \.
the time when these drugs were legal in New Zealand, the same study noted that young people
\ \ \:.\\ \
found the legal status ofBZP party pills conveyed a message that they were safe to use which _ \ \\\: \.
~~~ers to ~)f£~~J~~~_~mended dosage ~nor~~fe warnings on the
.'\ :,\:\\\'
packagmg.
~---~:.: ,::.\\':

.y: ~--

\

'\~,

Availability:~

\:'

THE CANADIAN MARKET FOR BZPffFMPP

Price:~

In what units is the drug sold, e.g.

individual pills, packages, bulk
powder? What are the prices of
those units?1
'\[
Promotion:,
Do you promote the sale ofthis
product or have you seen or been
the target of promotional activities
"':i'\:;
::. related to this product?1

\\ \:\\\, :.
"
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scenarios related to volume and price by examining the information de ived from seizures of the
drugs by the CBSA, RCMP and Health'Canada's Inspectora .
~___._~_

AVAILABILITY AND DISTRIBUTION.. __________

n

______ m

_____ n

__ m

__ n

::0

___ n m __ n

______ n m _ m _____ n m n n

__ m

_____ /

_- - - - {

CBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes.
P-with'other-~--These seizures consisted of BZP '!JQne or a co . . of BZP and TF
substances such as ephedrintt~Healtlrcan;da; 2010
2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type syn~ubstaneeiratllcking" is an emerging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in pills thought to be MDMA (3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine),.
commonly known as ecstasy. In addition, Health Canada"s.~Q'hIg Analysis Service (DAS) has
analyze~ a significantly increa~in~ n~~ber of samP.I.e. s from r>olif~ .seizures gOingtL~~§~Q;Q§it+iI);;

to 441{0!n2009.,~~_~

~

fromJhe~ ____ -------

The following information is based on data
on October 21, 2(}110
Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) database.
/ ././

I
I
I
I
I

Seizures

2006

2007

PZP
. TFMPP
.
Total

5
3
8

146
121(129)
267

y , ~:...

p009

.v>."A

/

1061 ':"'3":':
898~ID"/

""'}959/

""-,,

~

'10

2229
2188
4417

~~';'~;::~~~IWGP,g'7
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Table 1: National Total Analvzed Samples
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Table 2: Analvzed Samples ofIlZP by PrOVincelrL

2007

2006
BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NUINWT

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

23
10
1
10 /
56/
1:?/

it3

/
I
/

/19
!
0
/
1
0
0

l/
/t

/

r

8

126
47
7
29
637
172
7
20
4
11
1

0

- ----

2009

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th)

139
114
15
28
1168
621
53
53
0
38
0
0

119
66
11
17
544
188
22
16
0
4
0
1
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BC
AB

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SK

MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl

NL
YT
NU/NWT

24
10

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0 ///

1-

7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

di1!er~nce

117
65
11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

~ntario, Quelll9lt~dBritish~bm3iid
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The significant
between
the rest of the
provmces and terrItOrIeS would certamly suggest~~mrtCOilcentratlon of these drugs.
\
Moreover, in all likelihood, there iSy_~~~_<?~~<?~J?_t~~~~~~J~<?~~~~~'?E_M~~~~~_~!~I~~~_J?~~ ____ -_-----{=D=e=.et=ed==:l=ike=I~=========
and Vancouver.
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It should also be noted that in 2008, Health Canada inspectors/reported that four products from
PurePillz, Inc. were seized in 24 retail outl~ts across Canada:(where??). Moreover, in 2009, it
was reported that in Ottawa a consumer dev~loped cardiac ~hythmia possibly due to the weigh1
BZP and/or TFMPP. Source??
loss product RevolutionDS Weight Loss that contained
; t
.
.

\ Moreover, drug control officials in BC's

low~f ~ainl~dft6rnthe RCMP, Health Canada and the

i

- BC government have recently rep~rted that "the ~erging trends related to BZP signifY that

(BZP) poses.a threat to British Colm.nbia and C3!!3d a .. Potentially BC and other p!aces in Canada

r

.....

~

I

I

jl=~~,~"P,_,~=~~~~~~b~~e-~-ed-:-~~\----~
• ''the utility ofBZP in the synthetic dritgrW,arket;
v '

• regulation of BZP by other countries;
• the accessibility inBC to both'the raw materials ofBZP and its illi;; markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise Wh,i~~,!11clude its i~t~ational transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this ~~QQJlct'..C~gp~~~i_~.QQ~2. ______________________ -------

\

\

J

These factors have raised the profile of BZP/TFMPP on the West Coast and increased the
number of BZP/TFMPP-related incidents in the
0'·
. eshave " .
_______________________________
~~; n----;>t·l'ieieted: piperazines
found that since 20
opinion of th~fici,:!.~" at, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to
--...--.-'
resolve the BZP pr~tlem in Canada because a black market will surely develop after prohibition
... the problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG;
2009) And as wj'fl be seen later, export of BZP/TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among
US drug control' officials .
h

. c,:·--:c-:=r-·

______________

_____

"'----"--_.,,-._ _
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quite evident upon examination of sites. Various sites include:
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.Table
.
.!;. Internet Sources and Prices
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PRICE
$31 gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (l05mg BZ~50mg TFMPP)

SOURCE
Custom powders, Hamilton, Onto
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.lnc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)

I

I

------{ Deleted: 1
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Price per kilogram
$150.-$200US/gram BZP
10 pillslPrice: £24

Wackyherbs.comlUK

.!t'i;<~;;~·i;·+>

http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

>,'

25·pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8e~\lro or 12 $1gram
Deleted: It should be noted that
BZP products are not always
presented as available on these
sites and many sites advertise legal
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BZP and TFMPP have

value,.?:I?~ttfit~f~!~}~J!<?!!!_~Eff~~~ht~~!~_~_~Jh~ ______ ,

i:;~~:;; :~n;r~:~~~~i~ike

drugmar~ets~:.::~~<~~t~f.~OUf~~(,other;,()r \.

chemicals. Experts have also

j~t£g~hip~tiomWlilt'otherJkugs;

.
the
..
~~:~t~~:~~a~~~e~~~C~:ill
case ofBZP and TFMPP, BZP provides:the
effeci.--As-------\.",',\""
have a simulative influence on the
b
. T bl L1 th
. -6
'th dru
ff
level ofBZPffFMPP activity in
seen a ove III a e =¥ ____~_l?!!£~\_~~_~~ ___t?~__ ~~.~g---- ,
__-6<?~~ __I
9.<;~_~()_J?_~ __ ~~~~~~______ , ,
Canada. Moreover, the price of
and volume of purchase. For example, it appe~.rs" > ','
.' .....'.• lor
alone from a domestic
\ \. \ BZP and TFMPP on the market
source is $3.00 to $4.00 per gram. The price c()mtinatiort With TFMPP is higher,' and it is
\, '. , . ., will
also stimulate consumption
and their role as alternatives to
assumed that the combined effect ofthe two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the price
. . ...... higher priced, illicit drugs such as
is significantly higher for productS from Asian d{untries, although the reason for this is not
'. ...... >=ec=s=ta".,;sy=.~~=========<
known. It should be noted that police in New Zealand continue to seize illegal BZP/TFMPP
\,\:'>=D=e=let=ed=:=s= = = = = = <
which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in November 2009 of 6 kg. is believed to be
\,::(>=D=e=let=ed=:=n= = = = = = <
':orth a total ofNZ$ I 80,000, or aboutNZ$30/g. (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009)
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Demographics of BZP/TFMPP Use in Canada
There is ~ statistically founded infonnation available regarding the demographic
characterIstics ofuse~ ofBZP/TFMPP in Canada. Infonnation that does exist is largely
aneCdOlalo

__ ----
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__
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Th~_.-significant increase in the number of samples from seizures analyzed by the DAS would
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suggest that there has been a similar increase in the use of BZltand TFMPP across Canada,
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es~cially in QJ1tarin,...Quehec.,.and~llf.it-ish-G01tlmb1a:--How~~~;tlfrHppa~nt.decline.in~analyzed ".,~ ....-.
samples in 2010 presents a curious reversal of trend andcl~semonitoring of the trend is
required. Finally, there are a number of domestic and international factors,Y~h!~_~_~~~~_~~~~_~m ____ ------- Deleted: including price of the
simulative influence on the level of BZP/TFMPP activitY in Canada~ ___ m_m ____ m __ m ____
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Ambiguous legal status creates confusion in the market which still allows their promotion+',_ ""{
as safer alternatives to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
"""

•

Availability remains relatively easy, despite Insp~~rate activity at retail, through
internet and traffickers;
,"
\.~.:, '1

•

•

e market will also stimulate
~lced illicit ecstas .
sustiined demand as Ion as
ers: and
It is felt that, eveiiw~th pro~ibiti~n or control, availability will persist through illegal
<~0;:!~
distribution mechanisms. , \ " ,
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FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIENCE'"bFOTHER JURISDICTIONS

As mentioned above, ideally, atnarket analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumption and price ofBZPtTFMPP in order to make some projections with respect to
changes in consumption and pribe;in a post-regulation environment. Given the lack of
infonnation about Canadian tfetlds, however, it is instructive to look at the experience in other
jurisdictions that have imposea restrictions on the use and distribution ofBZP/TFMPP,
specifically f.J~~,~~~}_~~~_,_Y~_~~~_Y~Y:______________________________ .____________ ______________________________ .

_------{'-.D_e_let_e_d_:_in_ _ _ _ _---'

In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, thereby making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance without
authorization. Table ~}_~_~_~lJ!~!?-~!~gi_~~I_J}_~!_~L~~~~~!i_~~__~~~~h_h~~~__~~r~~_4),_p.l!~_;I:J_~~_l!~~~_rl_~g~J__ -------{ Deleted: 2
restrictions:
'-----------'
Table ~,-,.,
5' Countries
which have banned BZP
-. -, -....... -- --, --------' -------- --- -- -.. ----~- ----------- -- -------- ---- --- --- -------------- ---- --- --, -- --- -"
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Countries

Year

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden

2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

UK

Ireland
Source: BCDSIWG

I

New Zealand

The experience of New ~5~1~?d since 20qglipro;fd~~~fflt}P I~\ ,
. LfoLextell£iy,e_.,.~
use of these. drugs in C.anaaa. It coul~ be ~rmed t~at
. 4:Gjwe,.~~nt ambiguous nature._o the.,g,~~_g) __ ,- .... '-{ Deleted: market
legal status ill Canada IS close to the sItuatIon expenencecl
~i1e~9-and----..."
2008 when BZP was l~gal. 'A.lthoqW BZP and:,n-MPP are not openly promoted and distributed -~----__
in Canada as they were in ~ew Zeat~cl ?uring thitperiod, lessons. might be drawn from that
situation. It must also be note,41,~Qweyer,that the'New Zealand drug culture seems to be unique
. ____ ,-1oeleted: is
in that the use ofdrugsi~,mo~er~;~ilY a~~epi,~d b)"~ertain segments of the population. Th~
unique nature of the Ne-vv ;~~alan;i(9;Rlg marketis'reflected in a new report from police that --------,
"paints a grim picture ofthe,~ew Zealand drug scene with more young people using opiate
drugs, world-leading rates ofmethamp'heWpline use, and an entrenched and "self-sufficient"
cannabis culture~" (www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment for New Zealand
report, released in September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug trade and
notes for example that QceaniaiS recognised internationally as having one of the highest
amphetamine type substance uSer rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged that
uniqueness of the New Zealand'markets in an analysis of the status ofBZP in that jurisdiction; " .
.. most of the data concernfug BZP use ('party pills') originate from New Zealand, a country
with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European context." (EMCDDA,
r 200~!_IhiS_lution should also apply to Canada.
,',

,

'

.

Legal pal}y/pills began to emerge as legal products in New Zealand around 2000, and were
i~asu;gly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
lightly regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
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control and studying. Wilkins et aI. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years ()f age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and ~nein
seven had used them in the pr~cedi~g tvve,~y;e months. Lev~l,~ of use were highest among the 18'1"'..
24 year age group, with around one tlllr(i'of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
I drugs such as tEc~tas){[~}_~r~ __~!_!~~_!~~~-,_~_~~E~_P}JJ_~_~~~~_~~~~y_~!Xp_~()~~!~_~_~~_!~_g~!_~~~ ______ ------\ safer alternatives to the illicit drugs.
'-----"'-'----'----'---~_ _-.-/
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" to be most easily available were alcohol, tobac90'.iridBZP/TFMPP party pills.
Approximately three-quarters of users of these drug types'described their availability at the time
as "very easy". In fact, findings from the 2006 surveYQlihowthe availability of the drugs had
changed compared to a year ago revealed that user.~ cpnsidered tllem to have become easier to
obtain in the past 12 months, similar to the situ~tiOilwith kava, ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five
percent of those who had used party pills in th~!}t~{rnonths prior said that party pills were easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months earlie~~f~~~~A~~~~_~_~~_~~_~~~~~_~gQZ2nn __ nn ____ n _____ nn_n_-------{'-o_e_let_ed_:a_go_ _ _ _----'
This popularity was reflected in the nU1!1ber ofpa
sepresentationstQ the Auckland
Hospital Adult Emergency Departrit~~~ch increase om one in 2002 (0.07 percent of total
r oses) to 21 (1.58 percent) in 2004-•. ·.o.ne CQntr
.... l.·•.b.utingf,acto.r would be the increase in the
~tr gth ofBZP products since their introductio~:lx:om a standard dose of70 to 80 mg per dose
to 2 0 mg per dose. Bags ?fl?ure BZP po,\\,der of uPJQ.. l_,OOO mg~~re also available in some
areas. (Gee et aI., 2005t'IIifac't)t was reported in20p55ffia~ ~ome{1e6mpanies were promoting
their products as having at leasti5~mg of If'"' /:?~c~psul&:: t~heron et aI., 2007)

!

~t.-"-'

1~~,.'

From the standpoint oft1ie;SlfPpli~f~Jt.was esf'
d that in 2005 the "industry" had annual
sales of $24 million, and tha'f~'
."t~p:07 it V(~, estimated that over 24 million pills had
been sold since 2000. (Quilli: ......; 6) 'TH~tiit~\!s~projected that an estimated 5 million
"servings~' would be sold in 2007J~~~l1e developtij:~nt of an organization to promote the industry
illustrates how close the ind~!ry c~~() social acceptability. The Social Tonics Association of
New Zealand (STANZ) referreqto its~lf~ representing "the major manufacturers, distributors,
marketers and retailers of socihl:~onics aria'related products, sometimes referred to as legal
highs". Pills were also exporte~'·abroad. Indeed, it has been reported that much of the supply of
)he pills in Britain was importe4~J¥om New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand
market appears to be manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the
chemical process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere,
leading to the constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library;
2007)

t....-.-..,\

The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply ofBZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession ofless than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams ofBZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired ~~~p~~~~~~}9_Q~~_p'~~~I_tAt??J()!'J?~~~~~~i~n__ n_-------{ Oeleted:·o
and use ofBZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class CI controlled
-------{ Oeleted: 30
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substances, which are detennined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a tenn not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ...".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation/prohibition on a drug's availability and price,

~g_~~_~~_~~~~_~~~__~~~~~~~_~~~!~_~_g~p_~~~~~A(~_~~gj_~ _p!<?h!~!!~_~!_!~~~_~~~_~!?:~_~_~~~!~_~~ _____________ ---- ---{~D_e_let_ed_:D_ _ _ _ _-----'
reflected in a decrease in availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010)
There are two main analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation ofBZP/TFMPP in
New Zealand. The first is derived from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS)~_~~_~~~!!~h~~_m_------{~D_e_let_ed_:w_a_s_ _ _ _~
in 2005 to provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related hann in New
Zealand. The findings from the IDMS are intended to info~ strategic responses to drug use and
drug related problems. Research from the IDMS is utili~~~ by'~wide range of government and
non-government organisations concerned with drug is~~e§, ih~lH:~ing government ministries and
departments, drug treatment organisations, drug pr~ fitton orgartisations, health and welfare
services and needle exchanges. (Wilkins et al.; 4Q'i .~

.,-

y

-..',1;'\t';'-%5./f'

The primary source of infonnation in the IDMSis interviews with three groups of frequent drug
users (p:1_~!~~~R~~!~AIJ.~y_~~~!~~_~~~y}_IJ.j~~~J~~_§g*~~~~~tt:~£~~!~.<!_f!~~_~l?:t:_~_<?~~IJ.j!y_!~_t~_~_-,"------{ Deleted: i.e. frequent
three main centres of New Zealand~~}!~~~~~'nW~JJ!#m<?q,~~_flJ!i_~!~_~~!~~2:I~_~j~te!!'~~~~~_~n_":~::~~--{ Deleted: users
~t?_~~~~.<!_~~~~!_!~~_~_l!!!t?~!_~~~,__~~~J~~lit.Y)_R~~~~_~~'P#,~~__<?f~~¥_.<!!~g_ryp~~_~J?.<!_h<?_~_!~t?_~t?____ ,\:,\:-:,"{>=D=e=let=ed=:=freq=u=e=nt=====<
measures may have changed over the previous six months;!"- \,\:,:\:'{ Deleted: users
.
._:_____,},_ _
\ \'\ ' {>=D=e=let=ed=:=freq=u=e=nt=====::
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reductIon in the~yailabilitY.~~ use ofBZP following its
\\\(
..
ban. The 2009 IDMS indicate9.~ttl1"re~'~()~,;Fy.~;~~tJjeJv.ail"biIityofl3:ZPin?009Ln \. '(
~' t dru

=:

~~~~~--~~~~~Dcl~:aeq~n glli~S

was that the ban on BZP party pilliwould createiiconsiderable gap that would likely be filled by \:\J>=D=e=let=ed=:s======<
a mixture ofalterIlatives in~~u4}l:lg illlclfsub~tance~.such as ecstasy and black market BZP,.jffidnm \:l>=D=e=let=e=d=:='======<
alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2'09~) The aulliprs ~ontend that there was strong evidence of a
""'" '{>=D=e=let=ed=:H======<
demand for black market BZP after the imposition 'of a ban and ample suppliers to meet that
,,{ Deleted: and alcohol
demand;
The second stUdy (Wilkins et ai., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and hann ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just beforeand'after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population agedt3 t() 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was available toteens and very young people in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health.
Among respondents who had used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 2l
years and more women had used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of
European descent with Maori presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were
employed (with close to average incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary
institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less
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over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that
it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they
stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
,
quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk ofBZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with !§~~.___________________________ ------• ""'>';';"."0 .e- ------------------------------------------------~

•

Even when prohibited, avail .... v.Lu~ Ye.k'
:was,legal,;~and'"

•

'"
The great bulk of BZP was consumed in priy~te hol1J.;cs rather than on the rave scene as
was typically thought to be the"e~ase, although4heraiefuId music scenes remain
important venues. This suggests that the potential fo'r a broader range of use than
,"
previously believed.
<1~,'~ ~.,

,..v,,<,,§~, .J/

United States
While New Zealand ;e~~ed to'hay:,~.a very in~~~~~~Rt~ ex~'erl:~pce per capita generally,
including party pills, th~,:!JS has h~$\the longest 7~perience with BZP/TFMPP as controlled
substances. In the US, ihe)t)~g E»~qI;9~~ent A~istration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to
temporarp~r::p_laceBZ:P,and'~~gun<te~§~l1edule:J:,pfthe Controlled Substances Act (CSA)
because of its liighabus~poten~~.~d lackofaCG,~pted medical use or safety. On March 18,
2004, the'DEA publishe(l1il.£inar1:r~l~in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP on
Schedule lmeaning it is iIl~gal to ~~ufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without

P~!\ p~rm~~~i~lJin __ m n _n __ m_m".m _m __ _

u w _ w ___

n n mnm _m __ n ____ n __ m _____ n _n ______ n n ____ m __ nmn n <: _----{>=o=e=let=ed=:=a= = = = = = <
-----{ Oeleted: license

Posting on ScheduleIofthe CSi,\'means that:
• the drugJ?~~_~.W£;h_pg~~~!t~JJ~~_~~~~~; __________________________________________________________________________ ,---,-' >=o~e=let=ed=:=of=o=the=f=su=bs=tan=c=e==<
• the drugJ?~~_~~_~~~!!~l':~~-'~~.P~~<J..}!l~<J..~<?~1_1:l_~~_!~_!~~~~~_I?_~_~J1!:~_VI?_!~~<J.._~J.~!~~;_?!l~ _________ --"-" '-O_e_let_ed_:_of_o_the_f_su_bs_tan_c_e_---'
• there is a lack of ac~pted safety protocol for use of the drug or other substance under
medical supervision. Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana.
(New Zealand Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law enforcement
officials submitted 48 drug items/exhibits to federal, state and local forensic laboratories that
were identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items/exhibits increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088
in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items/exhibits rose from 6,088 to
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13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions occur largely through
//
smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with connections to over~

~~~~~~h~~~=:==>:=:=:_:=;=:=~====~
Deleted: .

The market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the drug in each
country. S
clen-qe
d in the US would obviously foster production in Canada where the
legal status re 'ns ambiguous .. . - oduction in Canada would also encourage consumption in

I ~~P~TF~Pfor -iheys~t~ii,"tt:dcf~~~:l!~~sC::!~~~ ~~i:n~_s::;ce of
In the US Northwest region,

the~1ion

abuse-ofeCs,~y

p

p

p

n

-

n

n

/ {

D<>k!ted:

c"..._

are a growing concern to law

enforce~ent ~BZPts-iIDpI[cated in that istribut~?n.· Much?f the ecstasy manufactur:d in

Canada IS dest ed fOf U.S. markets4hreHgh~theNOffhwest regIOn and, as such, poses a fIsk to
the region, particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a
demand for the drug. Officials in the region repQrt that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and
distributed in the region are often adulterated with other substances, ~including
(
methamphetamine, MDA~ LSD, BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and,~ffeine:. According to the US
National Drug Intelligence Center, th~~A is of th~_~~lh~tCanada-base~~
trafficking organizations are increasingly prOdUcmfadulte,rated ecstasy tablets, and in some------. ___
instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if any,~cstasy. For example, at the Blaine~
Washington point of entry in October 2008, 20~;897tabletsWere seized that appeared to be
ecstasy. They were later determined to be·BZP. (US )Department of Justice, National Drug
Intelligence Centre. DrugMarketAnalvsis. 2009)
Much of what occurs in'the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada

:~s:n,i:t ~e:~:'~:~;,~,t"_j'~:U9iPIe,_i gretn~in ~~OUSCO~bin~tio~'inCIUd~g<{ Dek!ted: MDMA,
. ;

.

"

Even relatively southern regions oftbeUS are exp encing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
. ".. •
' ",',
•
• '
.
Rocky MountWI region are reportmg mcreased mstances ofBZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Labor~tory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a ,total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of BZP availability and abuse in the
region is, however, unknown at this time.

I

- Deleted: methamphetamine,
amp~etamine, ~ephedrone" LSD,
caffeme, ephednne and ketamme

In Michigan, figures areJ~!_':l~~~~':l!?!~5?~J~~Y~~_~_~}~J!_!~_e~~-,_~~~_~~~!~)'_u_~~_~~<?~g_LQ~h~_~J?_~______ -_-/-{~D_e_let_ed_:'_ _ _ _ _~
12th-graders was higher in 2009 than five years ago, according to an annual study of drug trends
conducted by University of Michigan professor Lloyd Johnston. (reference if to be kept)
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United KingdomlEuropean Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to ban BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that from December 2009, BZP
and related,p5_Rt?~~~!!!e w~~l~_!?~_AI1~~~_~~~_(l~nQ~(l_~~_~_~~g~_~t,1_~~~_!~f?_M[~_l!~~l!fI]!".l!g~_d__q!____________ <-----{ Deleted: piperazines
(MDA). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions would be on sales or prevalence of -----{ Deleted: Of
the drug, but many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen either demand or
~---------'
supply of any drug. Prior to its control under the MDA'J3:?Pwas sold online despite the risk of
prosecution under the Medicines Act, which is.p(l!!_~(~!~~I_(lt~!'Y.._~f?_g~~~n~!~~l(l!".!~_!~(l~_~L_nn_n_-------{'-D_e_let_ed_:_as_ _ _ _ _~
Canada. (Drugscope; 2010) The legislative action.dQe'srtot, however, seem to have had a
'
significant impact on availability in the UK. The'frarisform DrugPolicy Foundation (TDPF) is
aJf?~~~t,1_R~f?!!~~_~K_t?~p.f?!!J~f?_~~_~~g_p.~JA'?x_(l!!5t!~~_~f?K~~_!!!_!~f?_y~:_:!!?}~X__i_~_~K~h_~_~p!!!!~t,1______ -------{~D_e_let_ed_:_ _ _ _ _
that "Benefits of such a move (prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e.
demonstrating 'tough on drugs' credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is
possible, but doubtful given that the,re is already an eStttblis,hed demand for these drugs, and
those deterred would likely substitutezBriekto other illega}iequivalents. Such a deterrent effect is
poorly supported by evidence." (TDPE"~OlO)
--.-J

1

11
\1'

Moreover, the UK Scienc.e and Technold~\Select ~ittee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evide1}ce t(jstipl?()~the existeIlfe o~;~geterre,nteffect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the.60vernment's policy'on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent'on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is hi.~hly unsa:tisf~tory/thatthere is so:litt:le knowledge about the system's
effectiven~s.s." ----------·.r;:i~),iT . 1. . . , ' •.•. ' 7'·

JAM~~ti~Q9-~-'-~~--~1!~l?~~-g~~<!!L~~~R~t,1-~~~J~-~~~~f?!J?~-~~~-~_~~_~_!!!!~}~_~!~~~_f?_~f.p}p~~¥!!!~__ <-----{>=D=e=let=e=d=:=o======<

(there are~p1e EU memberS that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
-----{ Deleted: 8th
use in the treatInent of roundV(orm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
'-----------'
Member Sta~s to 'control measUres and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive
Member states of the EuropeanJiJ~ion then had one year in which to implement appropriate -----controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated IBZ~~_ L __ n n n ____ m ___ ~.~ ____ n ______ h __ m __ .. ___ h --___ . _____ n n _. ---_-__ ---h_n m __ mm --n_ h -hh hn ---- h <::_-,--1

q. _------

During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
- Deleted: This is part of the trend
.
in last few years for countries to
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
classifY BZP an illegal substance.
related to health and social risks and the concem~(l~h~!.<?~g~_tJ~_~ft}~~(lJ~'__~~~~~i_~!!_!~(l~mhhmmm._-----{ Deleted: fear
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated alternative substa~_~esJi~~ ~csta.sY.
'-----------'
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [§kinot
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
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replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks ofBZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken."
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OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned, obtaining infonnation about the mark,et related to BZP/TFMPP
presents a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded
little data with which forecasts of quantity demanded and price could be made. This might be
largely due to their Jegal status in Canada which makes the situation for BZP and TFMPP
unique. It was, however, possible to get an appreciation of the general domestic situation and
os sible future scenarios related to volume and rice b eX
the informatio _relatoo.-te
enforcement activities of the CBSA RCMP ,an,!" PFB' s Ins ectorate~ n addition information
related to the experience, of other jurisdictions' such as '-ew-zealarra, the United States and the
UKIEU pr,ovided an appreciation of the drugs' roles and potential.

"\

'",.

In examining the market in Canada forBZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
\
seems to have been a si nificant increase in activi relate to these dru s in Canada since 2006
\
.
uebe&- d British Columbia."Ex ert 0 inion of the R
and the HPFB")
es e . Ib in-O
Inspectorate__reinforces this view. _ number of factors- hav-e-beeni'ZrenrrtleCfWIiicnmay"Ee- -----------relev;nt to BZP/TFMPP-related activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
"\
• -, 'Amoh?:uous legal status creates confusion in the market;
\'c
/ . A~tlabit1tY-remains relatively easy through Internet and traffickers, despite Inspecto;~
activity at retail;
-1~/
/
____

>/ --- -

~'CO\=:_:_

• the _:.~lative!yJ,nexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP on the market which/n'iight s§ula~~')
------.JC9hsumption/and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priceG: illicit drug:--r
~---,,---/
ecstasy;
.
• the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;.---\J,~lyL- -)
• regulation ofBZP by other countries including the US;
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The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fully examined) showed that despite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remained widely available !:'Il1d affordable. The New Zeala.TJ.d experience demonstrates that, as a
legal drug, BZP showed sign~fic~pt potyntia\ fpr u~ acr9ss a substantial segmeIJt of the
population.

r

Both West Coast Canadian and US officials were clearly of the opinion that there is great
potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling=-from-Canada
into.the us in light of continuing demand there. It is the opinion oft~¢/'US D:partment of ~~~~. uJl/,,-(~\/Z)
JustIce and New Zealand substancecontrolresearchers:tha1llZP use Is\preadmg.heyond-the~
.
rave scene and that the bulk ofB P was consumed In rivate:hom~

1

Deleted: To be completed after
further discussions between the
Technical Authority and the
Contractor about direction and
priorities.~

~

These should be the
observations/conclusions taken at
the next level up from those
relating to each individual
jurisdiction and combined to
identify the lessons learned~
~

Observation: decline in seizures in
Canada in 2010 should be
monitored - compare to SHORE
2006 which observed a decline in
consumption due allegedly to
prohibition~

~
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APPENDIX A
DERIVED VALUE OF BZP.1rFMPPI ___________________________________________________________________________________ ------The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-OO 19), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs~ (
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg of BZP per unit, 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, ifit were possible to import three months of
BZP as a ne essary drug, the shipment could provide 36 g o(BZP for conversioll ~I1t~~Cl.f.1: _ec_stasy
_i~itation.. ::r-he-followjn~j~--an-analysisfrom the Inspectorafe~~ftlie·"aerivea v~e of conve~
{B
0 tamed through thIS program to ecstasr
_----~:~---. (~.""
,,'

j!

'------~.,~.---..•. -'-------,-.,.-.-,--

-

.----- •.

, -,

---

..

-'

At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of36,000 mg ofBZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of$$133.34/g ofBZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs).

.,

/I

_/
, At 20 mg/pill (although it would seem plausible that this amount would produce a high sufficient
\ to satisfy users), the maximum potential value of36,000 mg. ofBZP is (36,000
\~. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) = 1800 tablets x $20/tablet = $36,000 or a yield of $1 OOO/g.
Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

In a different vein of dealing with the use ofBZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP. Subsequent compliance and enforcement
actions followed and yielded the following information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle

=

3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
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200,000,000 mg /3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Recent compliance and enforcement action for BZP with respect to sales as ecstasy has yielded
the following estimates. 200 kg ofBZP ifsold in units containing 20,70 or 150 mg would yield
the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$13,333,333
$28,571,428

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

$100~OOO,000

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP fcr the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have avery different price in TorontO' compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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APPENDIXB

Questionnaire for Site Visits
Availability:
Is this product readily available to you as a retailer?
Is the availability continual, that is, perhaps only infrequent interruptions in supply?
Do you know of other sources of this product besides retail.'e.g. internet or street?
How has its availability changed over time?
Distribution:
Do you know if this product is produced in Canada? If so, how many distributors are there?
If it is imported, do you know how it gets to this market?

If so, how many importers are there?

In what units is the drug sold, e.g. individual pills, packages, bulk powder? What are the prices
of those units?
Promotion:
Do you promote the sale of this product or have you seen or been the target of promotional
\,
activities related to this product?
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Examination of BZP the post-ban environment in other jurisdictions such as the
US and New Zealand;
Examination of the post-ban environment related to other drugs such as ketamine
in other jurisdictions; and
Examination of likely scenarios in Canada based on assumptions of market
reaction to particular events. For example, in a post-ban environment, what
would the situation be if BZP and TFMPP remained available but the price of the
drugs rose?
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BZP
Doyle to: nina.alfaro

2010-11-24 12:55 PM

Denis Arsenault, Mark Kozlowski, Richard J Robert

Dear Nina:
I am writing in response to your e-mail to Reem Mahmoud on November 23, 2010, and to ,confirm that we
are completing an assessment to determine if BZP and TFMPP should be listed in a Schedule to the
CDSA.
Should you have any further questions, please let me know.
Sincerely,
Angela
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

"Alfaro, Nina"
</I=XlG=Nina/S=Alfaro/O=ms/PRMD=gc+rc/ADMD==govmt.canada/C=CAI@hcx400.hc-sc.gc.ca>
(DN: NXF142, USERS, 503, NIAGARA, SOUTHONT, RECIPIENTS, DA, REVENUE CANADA)
"Mahmoud, Reem: HC" <Reem_Mahmoud@hc-sc.gc.ca> (DN: REEMMAHMOUDLOTUSHC.SC,
RECIPIENTS, DA, REVENUE CANADA)
2010-11-2305:02 PM

-------,.--,=--'--------------------------------------Hi Reem,
Did you say that BZP was on its way to being scheduled?
Nina Alfaro
Senior Intelligence Officer/Agente principale du renseignment
Organized Crime and Contraband Intelligence Section/Section du renseignment
sur Ie crime organise et de la contrabande
Intelligence Directorate/Direction du renseignment
Canada Border Services Agency/Agence des services frontaliers du Canada
300 Slater Street, 11th Floor/ 300 rue Slater 11e etage
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OL8
Tel: 613-948-8595 Cell:
Fax:
613-957-8555
Email/Courriel:

613-219-2082

nina.alfaro@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca

24 Hour Duty Phone:

613-957-8397
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Re: Fw: BZP

GJ

Denis Arsenault to: Angela Doyle
----,~-,-~--~'---

2010-11-24 10:22 AM

----------------------------This message has been forwarded.

Looks good. Please cc Richard, Mark Kozlowski and myself when you respond.
Denis

Denis Arsenault, AlManager I Gestionnaire p.i.
Regulatory Policy Division I
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances contr6Jees,
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TelITel: (613) 957-6828
Fax I Telecopieur : (613) 946-4224
E-Mail/Courriel:denis_arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Suggested response: Dear Nina:

2010-11-24 10:14:50 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-24 10:14 AM
Fw:BZP

Suggested response:
Dear Nina:
I am writing in response to your e-mail to Reem Mahmoud on November 23, 2010, and to confirm that we
are completing an assessment to determine if BZP and TFMPP should be listed in a Schedule to the
CDSA.
Should you have any further questions, please let me know.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

"Alfaro, Nina"
<//=XlG=Nina/S=Alfaro/O=ms/PRMD=gc+rc/ADMD=govmt.canada/C=CAI@hcx400.hc-sc.gc.ca>
(ON: NXF142, USERS, 503, NIAGARA, SOUTHONT, RECIPIENTS, DA, REVENUE CANADA)
"Mahmoud, Reem: HC" <Reem_Mahmoud@hc-sc.gc.ca> (ON: REEMMAHMOUDLOTUSHC.SC,
RECIPIENTS, DA, REVENUE CANADA)
2010-11-2305:02 PM

Hi Reem,
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Did you say that BZP was on its way to being scheduled?
Nina Alfaro
Senior Intelligence Officer/Agente principale du renseignment
Organized Crime and Contraband Intelligence Section/Section du renseignment
sur Ie crime organise et de la contrabande
Intelligence Directorate/Direction du renseignment
Canada Border Services Agency/Agence des services frontaliers du Canada
300 Slater Streetl 11th Floor/ 300 rue Slater lIe etage
Ottawa l Ontario KIA OL8
Tel: 613-948-8595 Cell:
Fax:
613-957-8555
Email/Courriel:

613-219-2082

nina.alfaro@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca

24 Hour Duty Phone:

613-957-8397
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Re: BZPITFMPP- proposed mtg - afternoon of Dec 2
2010-11-2907:29 PM

Bill Maga to: Angela Doyle
This message has been replied to.

Angela, Thursday afternoon is fine with me.
meeting.

We should speak before the

B.

William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
Original Message ----From: "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To:
Sent: Monday, Novemoer L~, LUlO 10:02 AM
Subject: Fw: BZP/TFMPP- proposed mtg - afternoon of Dec 2

>

> Dear Bill:
>

> I know that you are out of the office, however, if you receive this e-mail
> and are able to let me know if you are available for the afternoon on
> Thursday (Dec 2) I would appreciate it. TBS is holding this time for us
> at
> the moment, but I don't know if they will be able to continue holding it
> if
> I do not confirm the meeting.
>

> Thank you!
> Angela
>
>
>

Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-11-29 09:59 AM -----

> From:
To:
Cc:
> Date:
> Subject:

>
>

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Richard J Robert/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-26 09:14 AM
BZP/TFMPP- proposed mtg - afternoon of Dec 2

>
>

> Dear Bill:
>

>
>
>
>

As per my v-mail of this morning, I am wondering what your availability is
next week on Thursday afternoon (Dec 2).
I have left a v-mail with TBS
and
will let you know once I have heard from them.

>

> Thank you,
> Angela
>
>
>
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Fw: BZPITFMPP - proposed meeting - Thurs Dec 2 - afternoon
Angela Doyle to: Richard J Robert

2010-11-2910:45 AM

fyi. ..

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-11-29 10:44 AM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
<Angela. Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-2910:31 AM
RE: BZPITFMPP - proposed meeting - Thurs Dec 2 - afternoon

will do.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada KIA OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: November 29, 2010 9:59 AM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Cc: Richard J Robert
Subject: Fw: BZP/TFMPP - proposed meeting - Thurs Dec 2 - afternoon
Hi Tim,

I have not heard from Bill as of yet.
I believe he is away until
Wednesday.
If you are still able to hold Thursday afternoon that would be
great.
I'll let you know as soon as I hear from him.
Angela
Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-11-29 09:54 AM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
Thanks Tim.

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
2010-11-26 12:15 PM
RE: BZP/TFMPP - proposed meeting - Thurs Dec 2 - afternoon
I hope to hear back from Bill by COB.

Angela
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-26 12:13 PM
RE: BZP!TFMPP - proposed meeting - Thurs Dec 2 - afternoon

Thursday is available so just let me know the time and place.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada KIA ORS
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: November 26, 2010 9:23 AM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Cc: Richard J Robert
Subject: BZP!TFMPP - proposed meeting - Thurs Dec 2 - afternoon
Dear Tim:
As per the v-mail I left with you this morning, I am wondering if you would
be available to meet with me, Richard, and Bill on Thursday, December 2 for
an hour or two to discuss our assumptions in drawing a comparison to NZ,
etc.
If this date is open for everyone, I will confirm the time/place for the
meeting with you.
Sincerely,
Angela
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Nov. 29, 2010 - DRAFT
BZP & TFMPP
Direction for Cost-Benefit Analysis
For Meeting on December 2,2010, with TBS and Contractor (MA Report)
Participants:

A. Doyle (PRAD)
R. J. Robert (PRAD)
Timothy Folkins (CORE, TBS-RAS)
Bill Maga (Maga Consulting Inc (?))

Agenda:

The decision to date has been use the scenario for NZ to estimate the market
potential of BZP and TFMPP in Canada. In fact, an SOW has been drafted with
this intention in mind. Before we move forward, however, this meeting is to
ensure the best approach is determined, that any assumptions have been layed
out, and that they are reasonable.
DRAFT Agenda (for your comment):
- confirm decision statement
- document objectives
- document options/approaches and include data sources and potential
methodology
- run options against objectives
- decide on/confirm best approach

Decision Statement:

Determine the optimal way to measure cost/benefit with information we have
Facts and/or Assumptions:

Project to be complete by -- End of February 2011
Maximum budget - 25K
f'vlaximum staff -- 2 HC (xxx FTE), 1 TBS (0.1 FTE)
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Limits of available expertise - Policy Analysts, Economist and can consult with
ODARS, Inspectorate, CBSA, RCMP.
Scope:
Minimum activities on which impact needs to be evaluated include: use (Nice to
haves: dose, import, export, sale, ... )
Minimum stakeholders on which impacts need to be measured include:
Canadian public (Nice to haves: RCMP, CBSA, Court System, ... )
Substances to evaluate potential impact on Regs are: BZP/TFMPP (Nice to
haves: derivatives/isomers, etc?)
Trends should/must be over the period: 2000-2020 (20 years?)

Questions to determine objective (Use these for testing whether the
options are viable)
Which am I most comfortable using to provide a recommendation to the Minister?
Which can be carried out in the given amt of time? (end of February 2011)
Which measures the impacts on the necessary activities? (use and type
of use)
Which measures the impacts on the groups for which we want to measure
the impact? (Canadian public, other?)
Which permits measurement re BZPITFMPP (and Ecstasy - way to obtain
info on BZPITFMPP)
Which provides data in the period over which data needs to be obtained?
(2000-2020)
Which can be carried out within limits of expertise?
Which can be carried out within the budget constraints? (25K)
Which requires the most reasonable assumptions?
Which carries the least risk?
Which is the most cost-effective method?
Which is the most cost-effective method?
Which has the most reasonable assumptions?
Other?
Options (to estimate bzp/tfmpp in CanadaL
a) Canadian data

foec-s~nd~to estimate bzp/tfmpp

What?
Where?

001603

How? (data source? methodology?)
When?
Who?
Assumptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?

b) NZ study data for BZP and TFMPP to estimate BZP and TFMPP in Canada
What?
Where?
How? (data source? methodology?)
When?
Who?
Assumptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?

b) NZ study data for BZP and TFMPP and ecstasy, compare with Canadian data
for ecstasy
What?
Where?
How? (data source? methodology?)
When?
Who?
Assu mptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?
-~

c) data from oth r jurisdiction with either of two above options

~

What?
\AJhere?
How? (data source? methodology?)
\Nhen?
Who?
Assumptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?

001604

e) data from Market Analysis of BZPITFMPP in Canada
What?
Where?
How? (data source? methodology?)
When?
Who?
Assumptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?
f) (meta-analysis or systematic review?) of information from surveys in Canada
and HC databases concerning Ecstasy, e.g. CADUM.S

What?
Where?
How? (data source? methodology?)
When?
Who?
Assumptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?

g) develop and conduct a random/household survey -

not sufficient time/fU:]ds

(?) (was this previously considered??)
~

"""'

,

h) study hospital visits - procedure?? time/funds/access ~
i) combination of the above?
j) other?

Recommendation:
The best approach to compl@t@ the cost benefit

~n~ly~i~ i~

to use the NZ

situation to estimate the market potential for BZP and TFMPP in Canada.

Potential Sources of Information:
The New Zealand Medical Journal- Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party
pills ...
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"herbal party pills w BZP as principal ingredient sold without regulation
since 2000"
"herbal party pills with BZP as principal ingredient widely used since 2004
by young New Zealanders"
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Nov. 29, 2010 - DRAFT
BZP & TFMPP
Direction for Cost-Benefit Analysis
For Meeting on December 2, 2010, with TBS and Contractor (MA Report)
Participants:
A. Doyle (PRAD)
R. J. Robert (PRAD)
Timothy Folkins (CORE, TBS-RAS)
Bill Maga (Maga Consulting Inc (?))

Agenda:

The decision to date has been use the scenario for NZ to estimate the market
potential of BZP and TFMPP in Canada. In fact, an SOW has been drafted with
this intention in mind. Before we move forward, however, this meeting is to
ensure the best approach is determined, that any assumptions have been layed
out, and that they are reasonable.
DRAFT Agenda (for your comment):
- confirm decision statement
- document objectives
- document options/approaches and include data sources and potential
methodology
- run options against objectives
- decide on/confirm best approach

Decision Statement:
Determine the optimal way to measure cost/benefit with information we have

Facts and/or Assumptions:
Project to be complete by -- End of February 2011
Maximum budget - 25K
Maximum staff -- 2 HC (xxx FTE), 1 TBS (0.1 FTE)
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Limits of available expertise - Policy Analysts, Economist and can consult with
ODARS, Inspectorate, CBSA, RCMP.
Scope:

Minimum activities on which impact needs to be evaluated include: use (Nice to
haves: dose, import, export, sale, ... )
Minimum stakeholders on which impacts need to be measured include:
Canadian public (Nice to haves: RCMP, CBSA, Court System, ... )
Substances to evaluate potential impact on Regs are: BZP/TFMPP (Nice to
haves: derivatives/isomers, etc?)
Trends should/must be over the period: 2000-2020 (20 years?)

Questions to determine objective (Use these for testing whether the
options are viable)

Which am I most comfortable using to provide a recommendation to the Minister?
-

Which can be carried out in the given amt of time? (end of February 2011)
Which measures the impacts on the necessary activities? (use and type
of use)
Which measures the impacts on the groups for which we want to measure
the impact? (Canadian public, other?)
Which permits measurement re BZPITFMPP (and Ecstasy - way to obtain
info on -SZP/TFMPP)
Which provides data in the period over which data needs to be obtained?
(2000-2020 )
Which can be carried out within limits of expertise?
Which can be carried out within the budget constraints? (25K)
Which requires the most reasonable assumptions?
Which carries the least risk?
Which is the most cost-effective method?
Which is the most cost-effective method?
Which has the most reasonable assumptions?
Other?

Options (to estimate bzp/tfmpp in Canada)

a) Canadian data for ecstasy and for bzp/tfmpp to estimate bzp/tfmpp
What?
Where?

001612

How? (data source? methodology?)
When?
Who?
Assumptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?

What?
Where?
How? (data source? methodology?)
When?
Who?
Assumptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?

What?
Where?
How? (data source? methodology?)
When?
Who?
Assumptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?
c) data from other jurisdiction with either of two above options
What?
Where?
How? (data source? methodology?)
When?
Who?
Assumptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?
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e) data from Market Analysis of BZPITFMPP in Canada
What?
Where?
How? (data source? methodology?)
When?
Who?
Assumptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?
f) (meta-analysis or systematic review?) of information from surveys in Canada

and HC databases concerning Ecstasy, e.g. CADUM~
What?
Where?
How? (data source? methodology? )
When?
Who?
Assumptions?
Risks?
Input?
Output?

_

~ve--/ dc~ ;V~~()'~ __ ,

S;

g) combination of the above?
h) other?

Recommendation:

The best approach to complete the cost-benefit analysis is to use the NZ
situation to estimate the market potential for BZP and TFMPP in Canada.

otJY
Zoot)
2oo~
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USE OF BZP/TFMPP

Role of BZP/TFMPP in Canada (focuses on ecstasy-like characteristics)
• Domestic recreational use (15-24 years)
• Exported recreational use (15-24 years)
• Use as ecstasy - substitute/alternative
BZP Use = !(ECSt-l; Pbzp ; Pesc ; Generah - Generah-l; Legal Status (Cdn vs US)
•
•

Using, in part, expert opinion from BCDSIWG as basis of parameter identification
Even without data, it might be possible to "talk through" the scenarios. For example,
diversion of domestic production to export rather than domestic consumption would
decrease health care system costs.

What we know:
• Ecstasy users are mainly young "party" group - avg age 23 years, student or employed.
(SHORE 2009/CADUMS); :. concentrate on 15-24 years
• Use varied but largely event-oriented
• Significant price advantage over ecstasy
• Use broadening to other venues like homes; not just clubs
:. ecstasy substitution provides only a portion of total use but probably a significant portion
General Trends (CAS/CADUMS)
•
•
•

Ii

-FJ-t"C)!?e

\.~kJ
.
()I\~t)~S
I,",

~

C'OA/c/#{;.~
~'t~/4~1V"'~/I~.
eCc,;.v'),eK')J'C

Past year use of one of five main illicit 15 to 24 years
2004
(15+ 2.00/0)
2004 37% 2009
Past year use of cannabis 15 to 24 years
2004 3.0% 2009
Past year other than cannabis

11.3% 2009 5.5%
26.3%
2.0%

Specific Trends (CADUMS)
.9% of 15 years +
• Ecstasy use
Past Year Use 15 to 24 years
CAS
4.4%
Ecstasy
37.00/0
Cannabis

\
CADUMS '08
6.50/0
32.7%

if
CADUMS '09
3.60/0
26.3%

Although lifetime use remains largely the same as 2004, past year use has declined significantly.
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Does this contradict DAS data?

n

Table 1: National Total Analyzed Samples
Seizures

2006

2007

2008

BZP
TFMPP
Total

5

146
121(129)
267

1061
898(920)
1959

3

8

II
!

I
I

!

2009

2229
2188
4417

'\

2010 (as of
r\Oct 20 '10)
1

.I

/
I
/
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988
958
1946
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BZPITFMPP Project Update
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault
Cc: Richard J Robert. Daniel Galarneau

2010-12-03 03:44 PM

Market Analysis Report
Status:
The Contractor has submitted a second draft of the report.
Next Steps:
- The Inspectorate and TBS are providing comments on the report by December 10, 2010. Note: Our
assumption is that the RCMP and CBSA do not need to be asked to review the document. We will
assume this is acceptable unless we hear otherwise from you.
- The Contractor will revise the report and submit to us a final version based on our comments. Will are
requesting this by December 16, 2010.
- We wi" require a SIGNED/APPROVED copy from you before December 23,2010. [Contract ends Dec
31,2010. but no-one here during holidays]

CBA
Status:
We have begun to draft some sections of the CBA.
Rational for direction of work to be assigned in next Contract to support the CSA:
We met with TBS and the Contractor (Bill Maga) on Thursday (Dec 2) about whether estimating the
market potential for BZP and TFMPP in Canada based on NZ's experience is the best approach. We
discussed other options and the conclusion/decision was that this approach is best.
Some of the reasons are:
- There are no studies we are aware of in other jurisdictions as extensive as the NZ study
- There are some general similarities b/w NZ and Canada
- We can still use data on National drug use, e.g. use of ecstasy (e.g. from CADUMS), to cross-reference
or compare findings
- A quantitative analysis is worth dOing as it wi" strengthen our recommendation
- Using an approach such as Diffusion models to project the market potential for a 20 year period for such
substances has not been done before, as far as we (and TBS) know. Normally, a market potential might
be assumed the same year after year. Using the NZ study and Diffusion models (or something similar as
suggested by the Contractor) appears the best approach that would give us a reasonable range of
outcomes (as explained by TBS). Our understanding is that we would account, as much as possible, for
known and assumed differences between NZ and Canada by using, for instance, regression models.
Next Steps:
To support the CBA we are contracting out work to estimate the market potential for BZP and TFMPP in
Canada based on the situation with BZP in New Zealand. We are on 2nd round of revisions for SOW and
plan to finalize SOW by Tuesday, December 7,2010.
We will contact/start negotiations with the company that has a Standing Offer on December 8.2010.
The Contract wi" extend from approx. January 1 - March 4, 2011. We are keeping in mind that the
invoice(s) for reimbursement as an RCP project need to be issued by March 16, 2011.
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We aim to finalize the CSA by end of April, 2011.

Our first draft is complete.

Please advise if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
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RE: BZP/TFMPP - SOW 4 - question
Timothy.Folkins to: Angela.Doyle, richard.j.robert

2010-12-0304:08 PM

Cc: denis.arsenault
History:

This message has been replied to and forwarded.

1 attachment

SOWS TDF Comments.doc

A few small comments for your consideration.
Tim.
Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du
Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada KIA OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
-----Original Message----From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: December 3, 2010 2:09 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy; richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Cc: Denis Arsenault
Subject: Fw: BZP/TFMPP - SOW 4 - question

Based on our meeting yesterday, please find a revised version of the SOW
enclosed for your comment.
Thanks and have a great weekend!
Jl.ngela
(See attached file: SOWS.doc)
Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-12-03 02:06 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

<Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
<richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
<Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-11-19 03:29 PM
RE: BZP/TFMPP - SOW 4 - question
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Statement of Work for Services - DRAFT
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA
1.0

Scope
1. 1

Title

Professional assistance with a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) required for the
development of a regulatory proposal seeking to add Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and
1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) to. one of the Schedules to the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDS A) and regulate these substances
under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations, by the Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS).

1.2

Introduction

The OCS initiated work on a scheduling assessment on BZP and TFMPP in late
2008 and is now at the stage of completing a CBA to support the regulatory
proposal. The CBA will be prepared in by OCS with the assistance of the Centre
of Regulatory Expertise (CORE), Treasury Board of Canada SecretariatRegulatory Affairs Sector (TBS-RAS). Professional assistance is required to
forecast the number of users that will consume BZP and TFMPP based products
under both regulated and non-regulated scenarios. These figures will then be used
to support preparation of the CBA.

1.3

Estimated Value

The total value of this contract shall not ~xceed $25,000.00, including any travel
and/or living expenses and all applicable taxes.

1.4

Objectives of the Requirement

The objective of this contract is to forecast the extent of BZP and TFMPP usage
among Canadians with and without a regulatory intervention to list these
substances in a Schedule to the CDSA and regulate them under Part J of Food and
Drug Regulations.
For the purpose of this contract, it will be assumed that New Zealand's
experience, a country with a similar political, legal, and cultural framework to
Canada's, with these substances can be drawn upon to project what could happen
in this country, in the absence of regulatory action.
It is expected that the Contractor will determine and apply appropriate statistical
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methodology, such as regression analysis and diffusion models, to project the
number and types] of users in Canada for each year in a 20 year period (2010 to
2030). Additional outputs that may be requested of the Contractor include
estimates on the average dose size and average times per year that a user would
consume a BZP/TFMPP party pill. The Contractor will utilize the projected
numbers to estimate various benefits and costs of regulating these substances
Canada, i.e. quantify some of the associated health impacts.

1.5

Background, Assumptions and Specific Scope of the Requirement

In order for the OCS to complete its assessment to determine whether to list BZP
and TFMPP in a Schedule to the CDSA and regulate them under Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations, a CBA must be prepared. The OCS is seeking the
assistance of a Contractor to provide information necessary for a quantitative
analysis of impacts on various stakeholders and interested parties.
Initiatives taken to date to support the development of the CBA have included the
preparation of a market assessment report for BZP and TFMPP. A draft report has
been completed and submitted to HC for review.
Essentially, the market analysis provided only limited data. Ideally, it would have
included a description of and trending data, for the market size (including how the
market is concentrated geographically), consumer demographics, and price
profiles. However, BZP and TFMPP are not substances for which this data is
easily obtainable and there can also be legal/policy issues involved in obtaining
such information. A second phase of work is necessary to support the
development of the CBA to help gain an appreciation of general domestic trends
and future market scenarios in Canada.
The Contractor will help achieve this aim thorough examination and presentation
of information about the experiences of another jurisdiction, i.e., the market for
BZP and TFMPP in New Zealand. Based on this tht?_~_<?~!r~~_~<?.t:_~Ht~~~j~_~!_~~ ________ ------{,-De_le_te_d_:T_ _ _ _ ____
year (2010-2020)2 estimates for baseline and regulated scenarios for substance use
within Canada. The Contractor should assess use by type of user, where possible.
Outputs should include estimates on overall use, average dose size and average
times per year a user would consume/use the pill. Health Canada, is open to the
Contractor's suggestions to achieve the most useful interpretation of available data.
The Contractor should report on different scenarios to reflect known and/or
assumed differences between the Canadian and New Zealand environment, e.g.,
using regression models. An understanding of people's use of such substances in
Canada should be gleaned from information including the Canadian Alchohol and
1 Types of users may .jnc!'!~t?_~jvi~~<?!1: ~},_!l_ge ~_nd_ gt?n~~r_~n~L~}'_ th_<?~~_~h~!_'!~~E~EiIJ.s_~~_~_~'!_~~!itl:l!~J9_~ ___ ------{ Deleted: include
more damaging drugs such as amphetamines, those that view it as a legal substance (but still recreational),
those that use them as a diet pill, and other possible users.
2 This should also include estimates for historical use from 2006-2010.
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Drug Use Monitoring Survey (CADUMS), numbers of exhibits/samples ofBZP
and/or TFMPP submitted by law enforcement agencies for court purposes, etc.
The Contractor will be given access by HC to documentation such as HC's Issue
Analysis Summary (lAS) for BZP and TFMPP, and draft proof-of-design
diffusion model spreadsheets.
One potential methodology to indicate the market for these substances over time,
is the Bass Diffusion modee, for which some of the parameters could be derived
from the New Zealand experience, e.g., the market potential [parameter (m)]. The
values of other parameters, e.g., the coefficients of external (P) and internal (q)
influence, would need to be determined by the Contractor for both a regulatory
and non-regulatory scenario.
A comparison of the baseline and regulated scenarios, e.g., by examining the
differences between Diffusion models/curves, could help assess the costs and
benefits to a broader range of stakeholders/interest groups.
In order to utilize such a statistical model to estimate the potential usage of these
substances in Canada, a series of assumptions are required, sueh as the following
assumption is made:
•

e

2.0

That the market for BZP and TFMPP in New Zealand provides information
that can be used to estimat~~~_~t~~_~l.4_h~pp~l)J~_~_~~~~_~_!~_~~_t?_~~~~_~~~__<?L_-------{
regulatory action. While this assumption will be key to enabling the
application of available data sets the consultant would also be requested to
analysis the appropriateness of this assumption and adjustments that may
need to be taken to make information from New Zealand more appropriate
in the Canadian context.
The possibility that a ne)',' substitute reereational sHbstaflee 'liill be
introdueed to the Canadian market and that the regulation may in faet
aeeelerate its introduetion, for example, within the first year fur the
regulated seenario and within five years fur the non regHlated/base
seenario. This new substanee would eompete with the marl"et potential of
HZP and TFMPP. A separate diffusion model m~r need to be estimated to
simulate this effeet by the Contraetor for the substitute soostaflee.

Requirements
2.1

Tasks, Activities, Deliverables and Milestones

Tasks/Activities
3 Preliminary analysis has already been attempted by He to test the principal;of this approach using a Bass
Diffusion model. This analysis would be made available to the consultant but the consultant would still be
expected to do research to select the most appropriate diffusion model to implement and attempt to estimate
the paramters of that model for the regulatory and non-regulatory scenarios.
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The Contractor will:
• obtain the information necessary to meet the contract objective;
• select and utilize the appropriate methodology to meet the contract
objective;
• and draft a report, submitted to Health Canada, that includes:
o a clear description of the methodology· applied and assumption
used (including assumption appropriateness and uncertainty);
o data tables of results for the years of 2006-2030 and for each user
type identified;
o and spreadsheets including model estimated and all underlying
data sources used in model.

2.2

Deliverables/Milestones

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided Mon~~y~;t"1J]tUlt';
28, 2011, including:
preparation and submission of a draft work plan for review by HC;
preparation and submission of a final work plan for approval of HC;
preparation and submission of a draft report for review by HC;
preparation and submission of a final report for approval by HC.
The CBA information that this data generates will be used in future scheduling
assessments, as applicable, and/or in future policy development.
Work is to be initiated on or about January 3, 2011, and a final report is to be
submitted to HC by February 18,2011.

2.2

Specifications and Standards

N/A.

2.3

Technical, Operational and Organizational Environment

The OCS will provide the Contractor with copies of materials prepared by the
OCS concerning the scheduling analysis for these substances, such as the Issue
Analyis Summary. The Contractor can use the Technical Authority as his/her
point of contact in terms of accessing references beyond those provided at the
inception of work.
Final reports should be submitted in electronic format, making use of either Word
or WordPerfect.
2.4

Method and Source of Acceptance
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Draft documents will be acceptable when they meet with the approval of the
Departmental Representative.
Final reports must meet with the approval of the Director, OCS.

2.5

Reporting Requirements

Although the Contractor will not be responsible for providing written progress
reports, it is expected that the Contractor will be in regular communication with
the Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative in order to ensure
that work on contract deliverables is progressing in the required time lines.

2.6

Project Management Control Procedures

The Departmental Representative shall secure all required approvals.
The Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall arrange
meetings between the Contractor and/or other CSTD staff as required. The
Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall also ensure the
appropriate distribution of meeting reports (draft and final) as required.

2.7

Change Management Procedures

Should changes to the timelines associated with this Contract be required, the
Contractor shall inform the Technical Authority in writing of the intended
changes. No changes however, will be made without the agreement of the
Departmental Representative.

2.8

Ownership of Intellectual Property

The Crown will own all reports generated by the Contractor.

3.0

Other Terms and Conditions of the SOW
3.1

Authorities

Departmental Representative:
Ms. Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125
Fax: (613) 946-4224
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email: jocelynkula@hc-sc.gc.ca
Technical Authority:
Mr. Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.i.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Administrative/ Financial Contact:
Ms. 10hanne Paquette
Manager, Business, Information and Authorization Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
Email: johanne.paquette@hc-sc.gc.ca
The Contractor shall obtain all direction for the work from either the
Departmental Representative and/or the Technical Authority.

3.2

Health Canada Obligations

The Crown will provide the following:
- access to materials prepared during the assessment to date, such as the Issue
Analysis Summary;
- access to the Technical Authority, for the purposes of coordinating meetings,
obtaining additional background/ reference material;
- and providing comments on draft documents and/or response to
questions/comments within a timely manner.

3.3

Contractor's Obligations

The Contractor will submit all final reports in electronic format, making use of
either Word or WordPerfect.

3.4

Location of Work, Work site and Delivery Point
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The work required from this contract will be largely carried out at the
Contractor's home and/or regular place of business.

3.5

Language of Work

All written documentation is to be produced in English. Should Health Canada
determine that translation is required for any purpose and/or for reference in its
subsequent regulatory proposal, it will generate the required translation via the
Public Works and Government Services Canada Translation Service.

3.6

Special Requirements

N/A

3.7

Security Requirements

It is a condition that, prior to performance of any obligation under any
contract resulting from this Statement of Work, the Contractor and any subcontractors and/or their employees assigned to the performance of such contract
will be security cleared by the federal government at the enhanced level.

3.8

Insurance Requirements

N/A

3.9

Travel and Living

Travel and living expenses will be covered by the Contractor.
4.0

Project Schedule
4.1

Expected Start and Completion Dates

The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 8
weeks commencing on or about xxxxxxxxxxxx The expected completion date of
this project is xxxxxxxxxxxx

4.2

Schedule and Estimated Level of Effort (Work Breakdown Structure)

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by Friday, March 4,
2011 including:
- 4 working days for the preparation and submission of a draft workplan
- 2 working days for the preparation and submission of a final workplan
- 10 working days for the preparation and submission of a draft report
- 7-10 working days for the preparation and submission of a final report
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5.0

Required Resources or Types of Roles to be Performed
The Contractor shall have a soiid background in public policy development and
economic analysis in support of regulatory development, so as to be able to
appropriately analyse the information collected during the field work component
of this Contract.
In preparing the required analysis, the Contractor should also be able to
summarize information collected during field work and generate relevant
observations and conclusions as appropriate.
The Contractor must be willing to accept constructive criticism from CSTD on
his/her draft report in order to generate a final report that accurately presents the
required analysis.

6.0

Applicable Documents and Glossary

6.1

Applicable Documents

N/A

6.2

Relevant Terms, Acronyms and Glossaries

N/A
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5.19(1)

Re: SZPITFMPP - Next steps to support CSA
Pill

to: Angela Doyle
"Richard J Robert"

Thanks Angela.
I'll work that into my next steps.
an-undertaking-for the next consultant.

2010-12-0604:31 PM

BTW, that will be quite

Bill
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
I<anata, Ontario
K2K lW2

Orlginal Message ----From: "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To:
Cc: "Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 3:44 PM
Subject: BZP/TFMPP - Next steps to support CBA

>

>

Good afternoon Bill:

>

>
>
>
>
>

Thank you for meeting with us last week.
It is good to see that people
are
in agreement with next steps, which I have briefly described below. Some
of this is from your draft Market Analysis Report.
If you have concerns,
please let me know.

>
>

Background

>

Essentially, the market analysis provided limited data.
Ideally, it would
have included a description of and trending data, for the market size
> (including how the market is concentrated geographically), consumer
> demographics, and price profiles. However, BZP and TFMPP are not
> substances for which this data is easily obtainable and there can also be
> legal/policy issues involved in obtaining such information.
A second
> phase
> of work is necessary to support the development of the CBA to help gain an
> appreciation of general domestic trends and future market scenarios in
> Canada.
>

>

>
>

Next Steps include:

>

>
>
>
>

1. Thorough examination and presentation of information about the
experiences of another jurisdiction, i.e., the market for BZP and TFMPP in
New Zealand
- 20 year (2010-2020) projection and estimates for historical use from
> 2006-2010.
> - Estimates for baseline and regulated scenarios for substance use within
> Canada.
> - Should assess use by type of user, where possible.
> - Outputs should include estimates on overall use, average dose size and
> average times per year a user would consume/use the pill.
> - Should report on different scenarios to reflect known and/or assumed
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>
>
>

>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

differences between the Canadian and New Zealand environment, e.g., using
regression models.
- An understanding of people's use of such substances in Canada should be
gleaned from information including the Canadian Alchohol and Drug Use
Monitoring Survey (CADUMS), numbers of exhibits/samples of BZP and/or
TFMPP
submitted by law enforcement agencies for court purposes, etc.
- Other documentation/information sources include HC's Issue Analysis
Summary (lAS) for BZP and TFMPP, and draft proof-of-design diffusion model
spreadsheets.
- One potential methodology to indicate the market for these substances
over time, is the Bass Diffusion model
- Research to select the most appropriate diffusion model to implement and
attempt to estimate the paramters of that model for the regulatory and
non-regulatory scenarios, for which some of the parameters could be
derived
from the New Zealand experience, e.g., the market potential [parameter
(m)].
The values of other parameters, e.g., the coefficients of external
(

p) and internal (q) influence, would need to be determined for both a
regulatory and non-regulatory scenario.
- A comparison of the baseline and regulated scenarios, e.g., by examining
the differences between Diffusion models/curves, could help assess the
costs and benefits to a broader range of stakeholders/interest groups.

>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

In order to utilise such a statistical model to estimate the potential
usage of these substances in Canada, the following assumption is made:
That the market for BZP and TFMPP in New Zealand provides information that
can be used to estimate what could happen in Canada in the absence of
regulatory action. While this assumption will be key to enabling the
application of available data sets, [the person charged with the work]
would also be requested to analyse the appropriateness of this assumption
and to make adjustments so that the information from New Zealand is more
appropriate in the Canadian context.
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Statement of Work for Services - DRAFT
Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA
1.0

Scope
1. 1

Title

Professional assistance with a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) required for the
developlnent of a regulatory proposal seeking to add Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and
1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) to one of the Schedules to the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and regulate these substances
under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations, by the Office of Controlled
Substances (OCS).
1.2

Introduction

The OCS initiated work on a scheduling assessment on BZP and TFMPP in late
2008 and is now at the stage of completing a CBA to support the regulatory
proposal. The CBA will be prepared by OCS with the assistance of the Centre of
Regulatory Expertise (CORE), Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat-Regulatory
Affairs Sector (TBS-RAS). Professional assistance is required to forecast the
number of users that will consume BZP and TFMPP based products under both
regulated and non-regulated scenarios. These figures will then be used to support
preparation of the CBA.
1.3

Estimated Value

The total value of this contract shall not exceed $25,000.00, including any travel
and/or living expenses and all applicable taxes.
1.4

Objectives of the Requirement

The objective of this contract is to forecast the extent ofBZP and TFMPP usage
among Canadians with and without a regulatory intervention to list these
substances in a Schedule to the CDSA and regulate them under Part J of Food and
Drug Regulations.
For the purpose of this contract, it will be assumed that New Zealand's experience
with these substances, a country with a similar political, legal, and cultural
framework to Canada's, can be drawn upon to project what could happen in this
country, in the absence of regulatory action.
It is expected that the Contractor will determine and apply appropriate statistical
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methodology, such as regression analysis and diffusion models, to project the
nUluber and types! of users in Canada for each year in a 20 year period (2010 to
2030). Additional outputs that may be requested of the Contractor include
estiluates on the average dose size and average times per year that a user would
consume a BZP/TFMPP party pill. The Contractor will utilize the projected
numbers to estimate various benefits and costs of regulating these substances
Canada, i.e. quantify some of the associated health impacts.
1.5

Background, Assumptions and Specific Scope of the Requirement

Tn order for the OCS to complete its assessment to determine whether to list BZP
and TFMPP in a Schedule to the CDSA and regulate them under Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations, a CBA must be prepared. The OCS is seeking the
assistance of a Contractor to provide information necessary for a quantitative
analysis of impacts on various stakeholders and interested parties.
Initiatives taken to date to support the development of the CBA have included the
preparation of a market assessment report for BZP and TFMPP. A draft report has
been cOlnpleted and submitted to HC for review.
Essentially, the market analysis provided only limited data. Ideally, it would have
included a description of, and trending data for, the market size (including how the
market is concentrated geographically), consumer demographics, and price
profiles. However, BZP and TFMPP are not substances for which this data is
easily obtainable and there can also be legal/policy issues involved in obtaining
such information. A second phase of work is necessary to support the
developluent of the CBA to help gain an appreciation of general domestic trends
and future market scenarios in Canada.
The Contractor will help to achieve this objective thorough examination and
presentation of information about the experiences of another jurisdiction, i.e., the
market for BZP and TFMPP in New Zealand. Based on this, the Contractor will
project 20 year (2010-2030)2 estimates for baseline and regulated scenarios for
substance use within Canada. The Contractor should assess use by type of user,
where possible. Outputs should include estimates on overall use, average dose size
and average times per year a user would consume/use the pill. Health Canada is
open to the Contractor's suggestions to achieve the most useful interpretation of
available data.
The Contractor should report on different scenarios to reflect known and/or
assumed differences between the Canadian and New Zealand environments, e.g.,
using regression models. An understanding of the use of such substances by
I Types of lIsers may include division by age and gender and by those that use party pills as a substitute for
lllnrc damaging dlllgS such as amphetamines, those that view it as a legal substance (but still recreational),
those that use them as a diet pill, and other possible users.
2 This should also include estimates for historical use from 2006-2010.
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individuals in Canada can be gleaned from various sources of information,
including the Canadian Alcohol and Drug Use Monitoring Survey (CADUMS),
numbers of exhibits/samples ofBZP and/or TFMPP submitted by law enforcement
agencies for court purposes, etc. The Contractor will be given access by He to
documentation such as HC's Issue Analysis Summary (lAS) for BZP and TFMPP,
and draft proof-of-design diffusion model spreadsheets.
One potential methodology to indicate the market for these substances over time is
the Bass Diffusion model 3 , for which some of the parameters could be derived
from the New Zealand experience, e.g., the market potential [parameter (m)]. The
values of other parameters, e.g., the coefficients of external (P) and internal (q)
influence, would need to be determined by the Contractor for both a regulatory and
non-regulatory scenario.
A comparison of the baseline and regulated scenarios, e.g., by examining the
differences between Diffusion models/curves, could help assess the costs and
benefits to a broader range of stakeholders/interest groups.
In order to utilize such a statistical model to estimate the potential usage of these
substances in Canada, the following assumption is made:
•

2.0

That the market for BZP and TFMPP in New Zealand provides information
that can be used to estimate what could happen in Canada in the absence of
regulatory action. While this assumption will be key to enabling the
application of available data sets, the consultant would also be requested to
analyze the appropriateness of this assumption and adjustments that may
need to be made in order to render information from New Zealand more
appropriate to the Canadian context.

Requirements
2.1

Tasks, Activities, Deliverables and Milestones

Tasks/Activities

The Contractor will:
• obtain the information necessary to meet the contract objective;
• select and utilize the appropriate methodology to meet the contract
objective; and
• draft a report, for subn1ission to Health Canada, that includes:
.3 Preliminary analysis has already been attempted by He to test the principal of this approach using a Bass
Diffusion model. While this analysis would be made available to the consultant, he/she would still be
expected to conduct research in order to select the most appropriate diffusion model to implement, as well
as making an attempt to estimate the parameters of that model for the regulatory and non-regulatory
scenanos.
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o

o
o

2.2

a clear description of the methodology applied and assumption
used (including assumption appropriateness and certainty);
data tables of results for the years of2006-2030 and for each user
type identified; and
spreadsheets including model, forcasted estimates and all
underlying data sources used in model.

Deliverables/Milestones

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by February 25, 2011,
including the preparation and submission of the following:

a draft work plan for review by He;
a final work plan for approval by He;
a draft report for review by He; and
a final report for approval by He.
The CBA information that this data generates will be used in future scheduling
assessments, as applicable, and/or in future policy development.
Work is to be initiated on or about January 3,2011, and a final report is to be
submitted to HC by February 18, 2011.
.

2.2

Specifications and Standards

N/A.

2.3

Technical, Operational and Organizational Environment

The OCS will provide the Contractor with copies of materials prepared by the
OCS concerning the scheduling analysis for these substances, such as the Issue
Analysis Summary. The Contractor can use the Technical Authority as hislher
point of contact in terms of accessing references beyond those provided at the
inception of work.
Final reports should be submitted in electronic format, making use of either Word
or WordPerfect.
2.4

Method and Source of Acceptance

Draft documents will be acceptable when they meet with the approval of the
Departmental Representative.
Final reports must meet with the approval of the Director, OCS.
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2.5

Reporting Requirements

Although the Contractor will not be responsible for providing written progress
reports, it is expected that the Contractor will be in regular communication with
the Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative in order to ensure
that work on contract deliverables is progressing in the required timelines.
2.6

Project Management Control Procedures

The Departmental Representative shall secure all required approvals.
The Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall arrange
nleetings between the Contractor and/or other CSTD staff as required. The
Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shall also ensure the
appropriate distribution of meeting reports (draft and final) as required.
2.7

Change Management Procedures

Should changes to the timelines associated with this Contract be required, the
Contractor shall inform the Technical Authority in writing of the intended
changes. No changes however, will be made without the agreement of the
Departmental Representative.
2.8

Ownership of Intellectual Property

The Crown will own all reports generated by the Contractor.

.1.0

Other Terms and Conditions of the SOW
3.1

Authorities

Departmental Representative:
Ms. Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: jocelynkula@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Technical Authority:
Mr. Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca
Adn1inistrative/Financial Contact:
Ms. lohanne Paquette
Manager, Business, Information and Authorization Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 954-2625
Fax: (613) 941-4760
Email: johanne.paquette@hc-sc.gc.ca
The Contractor shall obtain all direction for the work from either the
Departmental Representative and/or the Technical Authority.

3.2

Health Canada Obligations

The Crown will provide the following:
- access to materials prepared during the assessment to date, such as the Issue
Analysis Sumlnary;
- access to the Technical Authority, for the purposes of coordinating meetings,
obtaining additional background/ reference material;
- and providing comments on draft documents and/or response to
questions/comments within a timely manner.

3.3

Contractor's Obligations

The Contractor will submit all final reports in electronic format, making use of
either Word or WordPerfect.

3.4

Location of Work, Work site and Delivery Point

The work required under this contract will be largely carried out at the
Contractor's home and/or regular place of business.
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3.5

Language of Work

All written documentation is to be produced in English. Should Health Canada
determine that translation is required for any purpose andlor for reference in its
subsequent regulatory proposal, it will generate the required translation via the
Public Works and Government Services Canada Translation Service.

3.6

Special Requirements

N/A

3.7

Security Requirements

It is a condition that, prior to performance of any obligation under any contract
resulting from this Statement of Work, the Contractor and any sub-contractors
and/or their employees assigned to the performance of such contract will be
security cleared by the federal government at the enhanced level.

3.8

Insurance Requirements

N/A

3.9

Travel and Living

Travel and living expenses will be covered by the Contractor.

4.0

Project Schedule
4.1

Expected Start and Completion Dates

The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 8
weeks commencing on or about January 3, 2011. The expected completion date
of this project is February 25, 2011.

4.2

Schedule and Estimated Level of Effort (Work Breakdown Structure)

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by February 25, 2011

including:
- 4 working days for the preparation and submission of a draft work plan;
- 2 working days for the preparation and submission of a final work plan;
- 10 working days for the preparation and submission of a draft report; and
- 8 working days for the preparation and submission of a final report.
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5.0

Required Resources or Types of Roles to be Performed
The Contractor shall have a solid background in pub~ic policy development and
econoll1ic analysis in support of regulatory development, so as to be able to
appropriately analyse the information collected during the field work component
of this Contract.
In preparing the required analysis, the Contractor should also be able to
summarize information collected during field work and generate relevant
observations and conclusions as appropriate.
The Contractor must be willing to accept constructive criticism from CSTD on
his/her draft report in order to generate a final report that accurately presents the
required analysis.

6.0

Applicable Documents and Glossary
6.1

Applicable Documents

N/A

6.2

Relevant Terms, Acronyms and Glossaries

NIA
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Re: Fw: TFMPP/BZP - Draft MA report for comment

I!b

Collin Pinto to: Angela Doyle
Cc: Courtney Smith

2010-12-1309:30 AM

Hi Angela
Just wish to reiterate my comments from last week when we spoke. I would like to see the names of firms
removed unless already public information (e.g. public advisory). Also, would like to see a final draft, prior
to sign off, once everyone's comments have been incorporated.
Thanks,
Collin

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Courtney:

2010-11-3003:05:32 PM

Hi Courtney: Here is the most recent version. ...

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Courtney Smith/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-11-3003:05 PM
Re: Fw: TFMPP/BZP - Draft MA report for comment

Here is the most recent version.

Collin: Not all comments have been addressed and those that require further research may not be able to
be addressed in this report. I have not yet provided my comments.
Sincerely,
Angela
Please note the confidential nature of this report.

BZPTFMPP Revised Draft Report 22111 O.doc

Courtn~y. Smith

Hi Angela I don't think that I had received this do ...

2010-11-30 02:55:43 PM

Angela Doyle

Hi Collin: Would you mind taking a look at this a ...

2010-11-05 04:01 :24 PM
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Market Analysis of BZP/TFMPP
Revised Draft Report

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

November 22,2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
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INTRODUCTION

Ii is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances COCS) of Heaith Canada to propose that
a segment of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDSA) A market analysis is a key component of the Socio-economic Impact
Analysis which is required before any proposed regulation can be presented for consideration.
This market analysis will examine the availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the
compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).
BACKGROUND

"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharmaceUtical products and are also used in
the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake fluid and other industrial materials.
There are, however, two derivatives in this class that are used recreationally in the rave and party
scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - BZP and rrFMt!~.__________________ ------Currently, there are no known legitimate uses for either BZP or TFMPP in Canada." (Health
Canada, May 2010; pg 1) In early 2006, pills containing the active ingredients BZP and TFMPP
began to appear in Vancouver where they first gained popularity on the rave scene as a safer
alternative to many of the illicit drugs commonly available there such as ~~~~X!'~~h!~J~j~__~ __ m __ m---_---{,-D_e_let_ed_:E_ _ _ _ ____
Schedule III drug under the CDSA. In 2007, piperazine based party-pill formulations started to
become widely available nationwide which is reflected in seizure data. Health Canada noted,
"An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent
legitimate use ... ~!i~~~~1?:_c;.'.l~~~_~; }9J Q; J)g_ ~)___________ .. ___________ .... _______________________________________________ ----{,--D_e_let_ed_:_"-'-(_ _ _ _-'
In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status of BZP/TFMPP with respect to the legislated mandates contained in the Food
and Drugs Act (FDA) and the CDSA and their respective regulations.

,.{ Deleted: as
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//, Deleted: n
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Currently, it is illegal to distribute either BZP or TFMPP or a combination of them in Canada.
BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of
a "new drug" .
as defined
under the Food and
Drugs
.
,
.
, ,',', e
: egItImate use for these
Regulations (FDR) and therefore regUlre a Drug IdentIficatIon Number (DIN) to be sold or
,: ,':'/
=,,~,=, ,==<
marketed in Canada. (Health Canada; 2010) For a number of reasons, including the fact that_______
~aft°!!~
there is. ~~ _~~~<?):VJ~_dg~_q_ ~e~p.~l!~i~ _u_se_ (o_~ ~_h~~~ _q!.u_g§r _i~ _~_~'.l~~_ ~~ _R~~_q~~t~~~~~~~~gJ~~~ __ j;' /" about h~ ,nets '!~ ar~ talking
and/or TFMPP has receIved a DIN. As such, It IS a contraventIon of the FDR to sell any
:' >=="''''''''::!='::!='",;;",~===~~""""",==<
unauthorized -product containing- either drug- in Canada and the Health Protection Food Branch
:': " " cirummg
~I~ed: because any product
central nervous system
(HPFB) Inspectorate has taken compliance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant
/,/ ac~ivity ~ould ~eet this definition.
provisions of the FDA and FDR, accordinglyt_m __ m _____ mm_m _______ m __ m_m ___ m _________ m __ m __ m_/
:~~I~ :u~~l:~:~:~~~ds~~~s~le
"Beginning in October, 2007, the (Health Canada) Inspectorate established a customs target for
in the country and issued a Drug
. hed pro ducts (contammg
.. BZP and/or TFMPP) wh'IC h was sub
I yd
. Iude
Identification Number (DIN) by
fimiS
sequent
up ated to mc
Health Canada. (Health Canada;
bulk powder in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to remove BZP/TFMPP products
2010) To date, there are no such
~
Id
"
BZP and
products for which this
Lrom th'
elf sh
eves
an consumers have a1so b een warned not to use pro ducts contammg
authorization has been granted.
TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated; pg 2)
And the Health Protection Food

//>,' ,:' {

"'l',

Branch (HPFB) Inspectorate has
taken action to enforce those
provisions of the FDA with respect

trhe character of the FDA could be considered administrative in nature, particul~ly wheQ
compared to the criminal basis of the CDSAj. J):pic~ny,J)e_I)~m~_~_~_I)~~_~_~~~JPA_'.l~~~I)J_~~ _______________ ":=t=o=BZ=P=IT=FMP=P=.~====::;:;:
simple seizure and a fine up to $500, and are not as severe as those that might be applied under
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as well as in the domestic illicit drug control community. These contacts._~~~~~_~<?_~.<?n!X_~~_~_m ____ -------{
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BZP is an entactogen~ that is, it makes users feel confident and relaxed in social situations, and
thus the product facilitates social interactions. TFMPP acts as a hallucinogenic•. The combined
effect is characterized as similar to ecstasy. They are typically combined in pilf.{onn as a final
product before being marketed to users. While typically sw~llowed, the drugs can also be
snorted or smoked. In interviews with users in New Zealand, a key positive feature o'-t.1?-~ ________ m_ \.
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Distribution:~

Do you know if this product is
produced in Canada? Ifso, how
many distributors are there?~
If it is imported, do you know how
it gets to this market? If so, how
many importers are there~
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[n what units is the drug sold, e.g.
individual pills, packages, bulk
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Promotion:~

Do you promote the sale of this
product or have you seen or been
the target of promotional activities
related to this product~
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however, sometimes possible to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and future
scenarios related to volume and price by examining the information derived from seizures of the
drugs by the CBSA, RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate.
AVAILABILITY AND DISTRIBUTION. _______________________

m

____________ m

____ m m ___ m m ____ m _ m ________ m

_______ - - - - - - - {

CBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes.
These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an ettlerging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in pills thought to be MDMA (3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine)~
commonly known as ecstasy. In addition, Health Canada's Drug Analysis Service (DAS) has
analyzed a significantly increasing number of samples from police seizures going from 8 in 2006
to 4417 in 2009. ~ __________________________________________ ..... _.. _____________________ .•,. ... ______________________________________ -------
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The significant difference between Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia and the rest of the
provinces and territories would certainly suggest a regional concentration of these drugs.
Moreover, in all likelihood, there iSyJg_~~_~~_lJ!J?~_~~~~~J)_1!~~!Q~J~~~~~~Lt?~_M~~~~~_~!~I~~~J)Jgh __ -------{~o_e_let_ed_:I_ik--=ely'---_ _ _--'
and Vancouver.
It should also be noted that in 2008, Health Canada inspectors reported that four products from
PurePillz, Inc. were seized in 24 retail outlets, across Canada(where??). Moreover, in 2009, it
was reported that in Ottawa a consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to the weight
loss product RevolutionDS Weight Loss that contained BZP and/orTFMPP. Source??
Moreover, drug control officials inBC's lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government have recently reported that ''the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors~~~~~!~~~~J~.th!~_~!~~!~~~,__~~~h_~~=- _________________________________________ -------{'-o_e_let_ed_:c_an_ _ _ _----'
• "the utility ofBZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation of BZP by other countries;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this ~~otitlg~~~'J~g~~!WQ;JQQ~2. ______________________ -------These factors have raised the profile of BZP/TFMPP on the West Coast and increased the
number of BZP/TFMPP-related incidents in the area. In Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly
found that since 2006, more cases have occurred where,pJl?~~~_~!~~ we_~t?_!~~~!!t}~~._J~J~_~~~hh_hh_-------{ Oeleted: piperazines
opinion of the officials that, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to
resolve the BZP problem in Canada because a black market will surely develop after prohibition
... the problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG;
2009) And as wil1 be seen later, export of BZP/TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among
US drug control officials.
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Table!;. Internet Sources and Prices
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, ant.
Purepillz.lnc (Buzz)
Purepillz.lnc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.comlUK

_-----{ Deleted: 1
------{ Formatted: Font: Bold
PRICE
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
_-----{ Deleted: zp
$15/2 capsules (105mg Bzp.50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
. f

${SO-$200US/gram BZP
10 pillslPrice: £24
;

http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

25 pills $34~95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

'f __________________________________________________ • _ •••••• ___________________ ••••••••• _____________________________________________________ ----

PRICING

- Deleted: It should be noted that
BZP products are not always
presented as available on these
sites and many sites advertise legal

BZP and TFMPP have valu~~~~_!~~~~f~~~~~~!~~J?!!£~~_~~~!.~!~.ft<?~_~~tI~~~~~}.<?!~~_!~_~~~_______
i:~~~:;;~~n;rr:~~~~~i~ike
drug markets. The first of course is their value either alone or in combination with each other, or . .
chemicals. Experts have also
in combination with other drugs, to achieve a specific stimul~v.~~~JJ~£iJ:lgg~_~~~_~Xf~~!~ __~Il_~h~ _____ \,
~:;!~~~:a~t~~:se~~::~i11
case of BZP and TFMPP, BZP provides the "high" and TFMPPthe hallucinogenic effect. As
\. \.
have a simulative influence on the
seen above in Table ~.!h~.J?~j~~J<?r_~~!ht?~_~~g_'!!ti~~_~_<?~~j~~~~~Jx_~.YJ<?~~J~~~!!9_~_~[~.<?~~~~______ \, \, ~:~~:'B~:!:~~h~c:~~~!~
and volume of purchase. For example, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a domestic . \ \ \ BZP and TFMPP on the market
source is $3.00 to $4.00 per gram. The price in combination with TFMPP is higher,· and it is
\,\,\, will
also stimulate
consumption
and their
role as alternatives
to
assumed that the combined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the price \ \ \ higher priced, illicit dmgs such as
is significantly higher for products from Asian coUntries, although the reason for this is not
\. \\>=ec=s=ta~sy~.~~======<
known. It should be noted that police in New Zealand continue to seize illegal BZP/TFMPP
\,\~>=D=e=let=ed=:=s======<
which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in November 2009 of 6 kg. is believed to be
\'(>=D=e=let=ed=:=n======<
worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about NZ$30/g. (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009)
'(~--------------~
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leads to aderived price for these
products, that is, ecstasy cut with BZP/TFMPPrt.i_~_~~~~~gJ~_~~~x_~~~~~~_<;~~l)_~~t?~·_}~~ ___ uuu,\"
dmgs, can be obtained from
mimicking entactogenic and hallucinogenic characteristics and the fact that BZP is so easy to
\, \
additional sources as well. (Saffer,
produce is likely responsible for this rolt;. (No indication was found as to the ease of production
\. \. H & Chaloupka, 1999)
ofTFMPP.) With respect to price, the Inspectorate-reports th-ai-ihe-RCMP-is en-countering and --~\ \, Deleted: filler
seizing products being marketed as ecstasy (similar price, packaged in pre-counted lots like
\,,' { Deleted: is
ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos like ecstasy). It is reported that the common price for
\{>=D=e=let=ed=:=.======<
ecstasy can range from $10 - $20 per pill. (Communication with the HPFJ!J!!~J?~<;~.<?~~~~__________
Deleted: D
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relatively low input cost_~~~l~_~~_gg~_~!_~_~~_~~j~~~_~~J):)_~~_~_J~~g_C!~_~~_~~~y_~~~~~!~~_!!~_!gJ~ ____ -------{,-D_e_let_ed_:=--pn_·ce_ _ _ _~
and popularity among drug users.

Demographics of BZP/TFMPP Use in Canada
There is almost no statistically founded information available regarding the demographic
characteristics ofuse~ of BZP/TFMPP in Canada. Information that does exist is largely
anecdotal.
.Q~~}~:~~_~1'9_~~:" ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ --- -- --1 Formatted: Font: Times New
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suggest that there has been a similar increase in the useofBZP and TFMPP across Canada,
especially in Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia.. However, an apparent decline in analyzed
samples in 2010 presents a curious reversal of trend and close monitoring of the trend is
required. Finally, there are a number of domestifllnd international factors'"f~h!~_~_~~l~J?-~y.~_~ _______ ------- Deleted: including price of the
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distribution mechanisms
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FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS

As mentioned above, ideally, a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the consumption and price of BZP/TFMPP in order to make some projections with respect to
changes in consumption and price in a post-regulation environment. Given the lack of
information about Canadian trends, however, it is instructive to look at the experience in other
jurisdictions that have imposed restrictions.on the use and distribution ofBZP/TFMPP,
specifically ~~~_~~~J~~~-,_Y~_~~~_Y~~~.._______________________________________________________________________________ -------{,-D_e_let_ed_:_in_ _ _ _ _-'
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, thereby making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance without
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authorization. Table ~J_~_~_~~_~<?~~!~Ri~~lJJ_~!_<?X_~~~~~!i_~~__~h~~~_h~~~__~!~~~XJ)_~~_~_~~_~~~~_~)_~g~J___ --_---{,-D_e_leted
_ _: _2_ _ _ _ _
restrictions.

Table 5<_<::()unt rie_s _which_ h"v,,_b_aune<l)3zp_< ___
Countries
U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden

UK
Ireland
Source: BCDSIWG

n_ n__ ,___ un _----__ nu ___ Un __ n--n_ -----nu __ --n<::::i

=:

-J

;BCDSIWG)

Year
2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
'2008
2008
2009
2009

New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000, provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use ofthese drugs in Canad~' It could.be'argued that the current ambiguous nature ofthe,g~_g:~ ____ ------{ Deleted: market
legal status in Canada is close to the situation experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and
2008 when BZP was legal. Although BZP and TEMPP are not openly promoted and distributed
in Canada as they were in New Zealand during that period, lessons might be drawn from that
situation. It must also be noted, however, that the New Zealand drug culture seems to be unique
in that the use of drugs is more readily accepted by certain segments of the population. Th~ _________ /_/{,-~_e_let_ed_:_is_ _ _ _ ___
unique nature of the New Zealand drug market is reflected in a new report from police that
"paints a grim picture ofthe New Zealand drug scene with more young people using opiate
drugs, world-leading rates of methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "self-sufficient"
cannabis culture." (www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment for New Zealand
report, released in September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug trade and
notes for example that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the highest
amphetamine type substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged that
uniqueness of the New Zealand markets in an analysis of the status ofBZP in that iurisdiction; " .
.. most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New Zealand, a country
with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European context." (EMCDDA,
2009) This caution should also apply to Canada.
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Legal party pills began to emerge as legal products in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
lightiy regulated with access restricted to those i 8 years of age and oider and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as !Ei:iiiij)i [~5_~ l-~~ __~t !h~J~~-,_~~~ 1'_~ _p5}Il! ..w~~_~~~~Y_~!}: 1'_~~~~!~_4_ ~~ _!~_g~l_~~~ _______ -----safer alternatives to the illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use;found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" to be most easily available were al<;c:>hol, tobacco and BZPffFMPP party pills.
Approximately three-quarters of users of these drug types described their availability at the time
as "very easy". In fact, findings from the 2006 surVey on how the availability of the drugs had
changed compared to a year ago revealed that users considered them to have become easier to
obtain in the past 12 months, similar to the situation with,kava, ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five
percent of those who had used party pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months earlieli..(~~I~~~~_~_§W~~_t_~~~!_~_QQ?} _____________________________ -_----{I.....0_e_let_ed_:. . :::ag'--o_ _ _ _--'
This popularity was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the Auckland
Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased fromone in 2002 (0.07 percent of total
overdoses) to 21 (1.58 percent) in2p04. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength of BZP products:since the~*introduction; from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg pef dose. Bags of purel;BZltpowder of up;to 1,000 mg were also available in some
areas. (Geeet al.,2005) In fac4it was reportedjn 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having,atleast 500mg ofBZP per capsule. (Theron et aI., 2007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the "industry" had annual
sales of $24 million, and that February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million pills had
been sold since 2000. (Quilliani,2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5 million
"servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the industry
illustrates how close the industry came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics Association of
New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major manufacturers, distributors,
marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products, sometimes referred to as legal
highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been reported that much of the supply of
the pills in Britain was imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand
market appears to be manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, the
chemical process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere,
leading to the constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library;
2007)

in
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The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 Apri1200S.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply ofBZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired ~~~.p~~~~~r)9.Q_~d~~~~t~i_~~J<?!P~~~~~~!~~__
Oeleted: 0
and use ofBZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class CI controlled
-------{>=De=leted==:3=O=====<
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ...".
u

__ - - - - - - - {

With respect to assessing the impact of regulation/prohibition on a drug's availability and price,
~g_~~_~~_~r~~_~r~_~~~~~~~_~l)._~!L~~_g~~_~r~lLir~_~~g}_~jl_~<?J!!k!!~JJh~~_~~~_~~~~_~_<?~!~_~~ _____________ -------{'_o_e_leted
_ _:_D_ _ _ _ _----'
reflected in a decrease in availability accompanied byCiPl increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010)
There are two main analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation ofBZP/TFMPP in
New Zealand. The first is derived from the IllicitDrug Monitoring System (IDMS)._~~~J:?!!~.h~~____ -------{'_o_e_let_ed_:_wa_s_ _ _ ____'
in 2005 to provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related hann in New
Zealand. The findings from the IDMS are intended to' inform strategic responses to drug use and
drug related problems. Research from the IDMS is utilised by a wide range of government and
non-government organisations concerned with drug issues; including government ministries and
departments, drug treatment organisations, drug preventi~n organisations, health and welfare
services and needle exchanges. (Wilkins et al.;201 0)
The primary source of information in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug
users ~_~!h~~Rh~!~i.~fx._~~~Y.-~~~yJ}~j~~}1<?~-~1}lB~~~~1.~~~~!~_f~~~.!~_~_~<?~~IJjJY_!~_~l)._~_,=------{ Deleted: i.e. frequent
three main centres of New Zealand'-!\':l~~l~~~LW~J.lJ~g!~l)_~~~~l)!t~!~_l)..l:lr~~1_Th~1n!~!_~~~'Y~~_~ ___ \::~~-- Oeleted: users
~~_~~~~_~_~~_<?~!_!ht?_~l:l~~~!_~~~,__~y~~J~~tlt~-'-R~~.~~~P!}~~_<?f~~y_~~.l:lg_~p~~_~~~_h<?_~_!h~_~~____ ,'\,\:<'>=o=e=leted==:=freq=ue=nt====<
measures may have changed over the previous six months.
\,\:,:\'{ Oeleted: users
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The 2008 IDMS found asignificant reduction in the availability and use ofBZP following its
'-, \:\{
ban. The 2009 IDMS indicat~~h~~~~~~_~~~_~~~~}~~_<?~~}y_i~_!h~_~~~H~~}J}JY_~f~~_~j~}Q_Q~.__ n, \,\(
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was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely be filled by \:--J>=o=e=let=ed=:s======<
a mixture ofaltematives including illicit substances such as ecstasy and black market BZP,AA~_n__ \.'f>=De='eted==:=.======<
alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong evidence of a
""" '{ Oeleted: H
demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample suppliers to meet that
"'l>=o=e=let=ed=:=an=d=al=co=h=ol====<
demand.
The second study (Wilkins et ai., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was available to
teens and very young people in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health.
Among respondents who had used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23
years and more women had used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of
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European descent with Maori presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were
employed (with close to average incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary
institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that
it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they
stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Intere$t~gly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically'thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 900/0 of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with IBz~.
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potential for broad use. Althougb,not presently perceived as illegal in Canada as
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compared to other illicit drugs such as ecstasy,,,_~~~!rl£!i_<?~~_~~_~~gj~j~~~~~~!~~~R~l~~~~~~~> '","{>=De=let=ed=:=A======<
Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug ""'" ,,{ Deleted: entirely
was legal; and
,,{ Deleted: now. But
The great bulk ot'BZP was consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene as
was typically thought to be the case, although the rave and music scenes remain
important venues~· This suggests that thtf,OOtential for a broader range of use than
previously believed.

While New Zealand seemed to have a very intense drug experience per capita generally,
including p1lrty. pills, the USb:as had the longest experience with BZP/TFMPP as controlled
substances. Ihthe US, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to
temporarily place BZP and TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA)
because of its high abuse potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18,
2004, the DEA published a Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without
pgA_ p~~~~~i_o~ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ::-----{>=D=e=let=ed=:=a======<
-----{ Deleted: license

Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drugJ?~~_~_~Jgh_p.<?~~P:~t~JJqt~}}~~t?;m ___________ m _________ mmmm _______________ m______ n_____ n___ -------{
• the drugJ?~~_!!~_~!-!!"!"~P:~I.Y.~~_~~.P~~~LIJ?~~t~~Ll)_~~j!!.!~~~~~_J?~j!!_fut?_VJ?J~~~_~~_~!~_~;_~~ __ nnm-------{
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug or other substance under
medical supervision. Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana.
(New Zealand Parliamentary Library, 2007)
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According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law enforcement
officials submitted 48 drug items/exhibits to federal, state and local forensic laboratories that
were identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items/exhibits increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088
in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items/exhibits rose from 6,088 to
13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions occur largely through
smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with connections to overseas
sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and tablets which,_~~_~ft~l)_u __ -------{ Deleted: and
~==============~
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The market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the drug in each
country. Sufficient demand in the US would obviously foster production in Canada where the
legal status remains ambiguous to some. Production in Canada would also encourage
consumption in this country"lJ!~!~~f?}u,[1!~_~~!!.~nt~~~_~_~~'pg~~I)_~i.~Lf~r.~~~~~_t_'?_~'?~_~~_~u ____ u-------{ Deleted: Canada.
source ofBZP/TFMPP for the US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution and ahllse of ecstasy are a growing concern to law
enforcement and BZP is implicated i~ that distribution., Much of the ecstasy manufactured in
Canada is destined for U.S. markets through the Northwestregion and, as such, poses a risk to
the region, particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a
demand for the drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and
distributed in the region are, <;>ften adulterated with other substanw~, ~including
methamphetamine, MDA,. LSI), BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, ami caffeine:. According to the US
National Drug Intelligence Center, the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug
trafficking organizations are increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some
instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine~
Washington point of entry in October 2008,203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be
ecstasy. They were later determined to be BZP. (US Department of Justice, National Drug
Intelligence Centre. Drug Market Analysis. 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain mUltiple ingredients in various combinations, including
substances such as'f_~~~_~~_If~~~ __ mm ____ u ____ m_uu ___ m_uu ______ uumuuu_mu __ u_uuuu_uu_u ___ -------{
----

Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of BZP availability and abuse in the
region is, however, unknown at this time.
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12th-graders was higher in 2009 than five years ago, according to an annual study of drug trends
conducted by University of Michigan professor Lloyd Johnston. (reference if to be kept)
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United KingdomlEuropean Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to ban BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that from December 2009, BZP
and related,p_tp~~~zJ~e._~~~I_~_~~_.i_~~~~~~~_~~__~~~~_~_~~~g~_~I?_~~~_!h~_M!~_l!§"f!J?[/2!-,:!g§..!!._q!. ___________ <-----{ Deleted: piperazines
(MDA). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions would be on sales or prevalence of -----{ Deleted: Of
the drug, but many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen either demand or
supply of any drug. Prior to its conttbI,iinder the MDA,BZP was sold online despite the risk of
prosecution under the Medicines Act, whicll is,p~!1_~f.~!.~g~l~~~ry_~~_g!.!!!~_~~~iJ_~J~.!h~~_~L_m_h __ -------{,-D_e_let_ed_:_as_ _ _ _ _--'
Canada. (Drugscope; 2010) The legislative action does not, however, seem to have had a
significant impact on availability in the UK~ The Transfonn Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is
~--~----~
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that "Benefits of such a move (pronibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e.
demonstrating 'tough on drugs' credentials). A,dclerrent effect from such a prohibition is
possible, but doubtful given that there is already~~ established demand for these drugs, and
those deterred would likely substifute back to oth~fillegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is
poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF, 2010),
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Goverhment's poticy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness."
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Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive ~uHstanc~
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Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
----tiedtQ.ascl!edulet
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
""'j
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During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
Deleted: fear
related to health and social risks and the concem W.~__~!~~gl1_~~~_~f~~~~J~'__~~~:t:l.~i~~jh~~________________ /----{~--------------~
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks ofBZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken."
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It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions would be on sales or prevalence of the drug,
but many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen either demand or supply of
any drug.
OVERVIEW OF OnSERVATIONS

As previoUSly mentioned, obtaining information about the market related to BZP/TFMPP
presents a: particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded
little daui with which forecasts of quantity demanded and price could be made. This might be
largely due to their legal status in Canada which makes the situation for BZP and TFMPP
unique. It was. however. possible to get an appreciation of the general domestic situation and
possible future scenarios related to volume and price by examining the information related to
enforcement activities of the CBSA. RCMP and HPFB' s Inspectorate. In addition, information
related to the experience of other jurisdictions such as New Zealand. the United States and the
UKIEU provided an appreciation of the drugs' roles and potential.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a significant increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006.
especially in Ontario. Quebec and British Columbia. Expert opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB
Inspectorate reinforces this view. A number of factors have been identified which may be
relevant to BZP/TFMPP-related activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• Ambiguous legal status creates confusion in the market;
• A vailability remains relatively easy through Internet and traffickers, despite Inspectorate
activity at retail;
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•

•
•

the relatively inexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP on the market which might stimulate
consumption and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug,
ecstasy;
the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
regulation ofBZP by other countries including the US;

The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fully examined) showed that despite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remained widely available and affordable. The New Zealand experience demonstrates that, as a
legal drug, BZP showed significant potential for use across a substantial segment of the
population.
Both West Coast Canadian and US officials were clearly of the opinion that there is great
potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling from Canada
into the US in light of continuing demand there. It is the opinion of the US Department of
Justice and New Zealand substance control researchers that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scene and that the bulk ofBZP was consumed in private homes.
~-----------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX A
DERIVED VALUE OF BZpkrFMP~ ___________________________________________________________________________________ ------The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-OO 19), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of200 mg of BZP per unit, 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg of BZP. Therefore, if it were possible to import three months of
BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36 g of BZP for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. The following is an analysis from the Inspectorate of the derived value of converting
BlP obtained through this program to ecstasy.
At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of 36,000 mg of BlP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of$$133.34/g ofBlP
(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs).
At 20 mg/pill (although it would seem plausible that this amount would produce a high sufficient
to satisfy users), the maximum potential value of 36,000 mg. of BZP is (36,000
mg. divided by 20 mg. BlP/tablet) = 1800 tablets x $20/tablet = $36,000 or a yield of$1000/g.
Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

In a different vein of dealing with the use ofBlP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP. Subsequent compliance and enforcement
actions followed and yielded the following information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BlP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
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200,000,000 mg / 3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of $26.67/g of BZP
Recent compliance and enforcement action for BZP with respect to sales as ecstasy has yielded
the following estimates. 200 kg of BZP if sold in units containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield
the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$13,333,333
$28,571,428
$100,000,000

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP for the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intenffor use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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APPENDIXB

Questionnaire for Site Visits
Availability:
Is this product readily available to you as a retailer?
Is the availability continual, that is, perhaps only infrequent interruptions in supply?
Do you know of other sources of this product besides retail, e.g. internet or street?
How has its availability changed over time?

Distribution:
Do you know if this product is produced in Canada? If so, how many distributors are there?
If it is imported, do you know how it gets to this market? If so, how many importers are there?

In what units is the drug sold. e.g. individual pills, packages, bulk powder? What are the prices
of those units?

Promotion:
Do you promote the sale of this product or have you seen or been the target of promotional
activities related to this product?
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Examination of BZP the post-ban environment in other jurisdictions such as the
US and New Zealand;
Examination of the post-ban environment related to other drugs such as ketamine
in other jurisdictions; and
Examination of likely scenarios in Canada based on assumptions of market
reaction to particular events. For example, in a post-ban environment, what
would the situation be if BZP and TFMPP remained available but the price of the
drugs rose?
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APPENDIX A
BACKGROUND
TRIAGE Requirements
To list BZP and TFMPP in a Schedule to the CDSA is expected to have an overall medium level
of impact on the areas covered by the TRIAGE Statement. Areas covered by the TRIAGE
Statement included, but were not limited to: health and safety; social [aspects (?)]; public
security; public interest, stakeholder support & potential controversy; and regulatory coordination
and cooperation.
According to the template for the TRIAGE Statement, the responses we gave to questions it
contained mean that we must complete the following to support this initiative:
1. consultation prior to publication in Canada Gazette Part I, which we achieved via
publication of an NOI in 2008
2. estimation of benefits and costs, e.g., cost-benefit analysis, risk assessments and
environmental assessment, that includes:
(a) quantitative costs by stakeholder
(b) quantitative benefits by stakeholder when data is available, i.e., literature
review, departmental records, benefits transfer, consultation, expert advice, etc.
(c) qualitative analysis of non-measurable costs and benefits by stakeholder
(d) report on any cooperation and coordination efforts undertaken, including between
federal departments, with other governments in Canada, and internationally
(e) complete the "implementation, enforcement and service standards" section of the
RIAS template

OR
3. a rationale in writing if the final regulatory submission deviates from the requirements list
above.
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APPENDIXB
DRAFT used for discussion from TBS Representative

BACKGROUND
DIFFUSION MODELS
From Wikipedia
The Bass diffusion model was developed by Frank Bass and describes the process of how new
products get adopted as an interaction between users and potential users. It has been described as
one of the most famous empirical generalizations in marketing, along with the Dirichlet model of
repeat buying and brand choice. [I] The model is widely used in forecasting, especially product
forecasting and technology forecasting. Mathematically, the basic Bass diffusion is a Riccati
equation with constant coefficients.
Frank Bass published his paper "A new product growth model for consumer durables" in 1969Y]
Prior to this, Everett Rogers published Diffusion ofInnovations, a highly influential work that
described the different stages of product adoption. Bass contributed some mathematical ideas to
the concept. [3]
This model has been widely influential in marketing and management science. In 2004 it was
selected as one of the ten most frequently cited papers in the 50-year history of Management
Science [4]. It was ranked number five, and the only marketing paper in the list. It was
subsequently reprinted in the December 2004 issue of Management Science.[4]
The Bass Diffusion model can be described by the below equation.

1

Nt = N 1_ + P (m- Nt-I) +q

~:;l (m - Nt-l)

In this formula, Nt indicates the number of companies (or people) using the innovation at time t.

The three parameters of the model are:
•
•

m = the market potential; the total number of people who will eventually use the product
p- the coefficient of external infllJence; the likelihood that somebody who is not yet

•

using the product will start using it because of mass media coverage or other external
factors
q= the coefficient of internal influence; the likelihood that somebody who is not yet using
the product will start using it because of "word-of-mouth" or other influence from those
already using the product.

The standard Bass curve (with the average values of p and q of 0.03 and 0.38, respectively) looks
like this:
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Time after Introduction of Innovation

***Ifwe wish to implement a diffusion model under both a regulatory and non-regulatory
scenario using the Bass model to forecast uptake of BZP and TFMPP based substances then we
need to determine what the values of these parameters might be. If we assume that the New
Zealand experience represents what could happen in Canada in the absence of regulatory action
then we do have some information that could be very helpful in achieving this goal.
NEW ZEALAND
A random national household sample of2 010 people aged 13-45 years in 2006 from New
Zealand, found that 20.3 % had ever tried BZP and 15.3 % had tried it in the previous year
(Wilkins et.al, 2006).
This is a very high usage rate but it may be reasonable to assume that 15.30/0 of people aged 13-45
in Canada may represent (m - the market potential) in the diffusion model in the absence of
regulatory action. For Canada this represents about 2.2 million people. (P) and (q) are more
difficult to determine and it will be particularly challenging to determine how the regulation will
impact these parameters. This is where I see the consultant focusing most of their work. In the
analysis I have done I have just selected some parameters that seem reasonable to me in order to
get a perspective on the magnitude of users and impacts this model might produce. In addition to
the standard model I have also assumed that there may be a new substitute recreational product
introduced that would compete with BZP and reduce (m). Under the non-regulated scenario it is
introduced five years from now but in the regulated case this substitute product is introduced one
/ year from now. The adoption of this new product is also assumed to follow a Bass diffusion. The
results from this model are shown below.
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Reduction in Users
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034

Reduction in Emergency Visits
0
0
0
0
0
127,882
273,507
424,020
563,960
681,198
755,786
816,661
853,289
930,380
1,015,526
1,172,746
1,299,276
1,446,074
1,485,285
1,533,812
1,468,201
1,449,103
1,321,320
1,271,845
1,112,616
1,052,419
883,309
824,048
663,865

0
0
0
0
0
1,104
2,361
3,660
4,868
5,880
6,524
7,050
7,366
8,031
8,766
10,124
11,216
12,483
12,822
13,240
12,674
12,509
11,406
10,979
9,605
9,085
7,625
7,113
5,731

It has been estimated that each visit to an emergency room costs approximately $930. Thus the
product of reductions in emergency room visits and their cost would allow us to estimate a
portion of the benefit from this regulation. One could also further assume that individuals visiting
emergency rooms would also miss on average two days of productivity. Assuming an 8 hour
workday and a wage of $22 an hour that would result in an additional benefit of $352 in reduced
lost productivity per emergency room visit avoided due to the regulation. These benefits alone,
over a 20 year period, could result in $97 million in benefits.
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It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that a
segment of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to these drugs having
no known therapeutic use, there is no evidence that they can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use. . As part •.of
__ ......the
_. I preparations for! Cabinet
'
consideration, a market analysis has been performed lthat examines ~h~::l:Y'1.~!<.l~ility'j~i~!ti~lltion?1
pricing and promotion of these compounds.
Comment [A3l: "Distribution"
used in wider sense here meaning

The situation for BZP and TFMPP is, however, u~i9.!!.e:·and obtait1Jng information about market
size, distribution and price presents a particular .cliallenge. A thorough.,examination of potential
sources of information has yielded little in ter.tilsJ5fdata from which rore!;Lasts of quantity and
price could be made. It was, however, possibl~!£:get an appreciation of:general domestic trends
related to volume and price by examining the inIor;m~tion d.~!:i"~d from seIzures of the drugs by
the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate and a search
of literature and the Internet.'
.

"~of~andsel'\ljces
from the ~ through the

distribution channel, .d.glu up to the
finaJ~~or~

and the movement of~ in
the opposite direction, right up to
tbe Qriginal ~or ~:'
(hup:!/www.businessdictionary.co
m!detinitionldistn'bution.html)

In examining the market in Canada foi:BZP ~~iii1~{;::r¥~PP, avaiJ~l?le data indicates that there
seems to have been a significant increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006,
especially in Ontario, Quebec and British ;Columbi~:)~~P~E!.9P.~~~J~~IXlJh~~).~~~.~~_g~~!~ __ -.. ·
Canada's Inspectorate reinforces this view. '¥J!~!fei offa:ct§!~.have been identified which may
be relevant to BZP an(fTg.MPP-re!!y~d activitEit§Canada, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
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•

..ambiguoll~ l{!gars(att;~_c.r.~£~g" ~Bl1ft1~i9.ifin th~ Illar~{!t;.. .
relativel¥.~~~~. avamioili~£l1iioligl:f~~~)ntel11..J:l and traffickers, despite compliance and
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the relatively in~~p~l!§ive prlC:e.. ofBZP aIfd TFMPP on the marketJ-yNc.~.~igl1~~t.iI.l:l.l:ll.(:lt.~__ .... ~ Formatted: Strikethrough
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consumption and encourage thdr role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug
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ecstasy~..
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the utility ofBZP in the ~~thetic drug marke~;'1.l1~
regulation ofBZP by ~!!iii countries including the US.
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Given the limited informati~8ri'::~bout Canadian trends, it is also instructive to look at the
experience in other jurisdictions that have had to cope with an emerging market for BZP and
TFMPP, specifically New Zealand, the US and the UK/EU.
The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience showed that despite a
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!There are, however, some additional analysis that could be perfonned to provide a better
appreciation of the potential for BZP and TFMPP in Canada. Although beyond the scope of this
analysis, the use of prevalence data related to BZP and ecstasy from New Zealand and the
application of consumer product models could infonn future discussion of unregulated and postregulatory environments in Canadat ________________________________________________________________________________________ _
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availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of the compounds Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and
1-(3 -Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP).
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"Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many pharniaceutlcal products and are also used in
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the illicit market. As such, scheduling will enable law enforcement agencies to respond to illegal
activities. The ultimate goal is to reduce the risks to the health and safety of Canadians posed by
the easy availability ofBZP and TFMPP." (Health Canada; undated pg 2) Scheduling BZP and
TFMPP under the CDSA, would make it a criminal offence to, among other things, possess,
possess for the purpose of trafficking or import them with fines up to $5,000, up to three years
imprisonment or bothU___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _
Because of their legal status, information about the availability, distribution and price of products
containing HZP and/or TFMPP is difficllJt to find. T.}1e}{()yalGanadian Mounted Police
...... -' i Deleted: these drugs is hard to I
(RCMP) does not specifically target substances that are not scJ!~p]lled under the CDSJ\ _______________ .
l=fi=nd=.=T=======
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. ". '. fD~·i~~d;u.:. n. uu
.nn'n'
commercial shipment of BZP referred by the CBSA. Seiiiiie:nlay occur in the event that the
" .. ·fD~I;~~";~h·ii~-~h~·C;~~d~unu ..
importer has a history of non-compliance with FDA arKfitS:R:egnlations.
I ~~~ds~;:~~~:~~:~~r)~~;nA)
l they are mistaken for ecstasy.
......... J
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fact, some experts in the illicit drug field had. l1ot neard of the drug befQre. they were interviewed
for this analysis. Its status has led to some cob.~ion about its legality ilud:Jhe perception among
users that the drugs are "legal". Health Canada ~~p~<::tors h(l~e.,reported arte:Cdotally that some
u
retailersJ?_~!!~_~~_~~_<:i!_!h~_~~g~_a._~~_!~g!!.a.!!~_i!_~l_<:is !?e~~:a.t~gH~aJ?y_~o~eJha.~~h~i~~~_p!()~!~~g_~ __ ::' ······r~.~.I~~-;···~.~i.1.1-u~.:. :....n.n.mu·.u·u. :,]
service to users by presenting a safei:J!!~~!ti"e t()I110 i:e:liaTiilful,. illicit 4fllg~ sll~h as. ecs.tas.Y:·· t~~.I~~:hHh . .
HJ
Scheduling these drugs under the CDSh~hisJilct;:l)' to go a lO1J¥:way to clarify their status under
·t~~~~!~.:.~~._.....
federal law and introduce some certaint¥)ntot1iem~Eket.

:J

l

"Scheduling BZP andTEMPR::within the ~~9j)he of!h~~~D~~ will generally prohibit the
following activities ·Wiili:fuese substances unle~~.:i,iithorizedby:regulation: possession,
trafficking, possessi()iifor the pUfpo'se of traffic1Q.1ig, importation, exportation, possession for the
purpose of exportation,~a~~l?rod~s:~~!l.:: .. " (H~a1th Canada; undated pg 2)

Given the uncertainty andd~amic n~~Ee of illicit drug markets in Canada, in order to perform a
market analysis for BZP ancfTFMPP ,hlf~l:lhs necessary to search for information pertaining to
consumption; distribution and::price in three different ways:
• throughh~e~tablished datab(lses held by Health Canada or law enforcement organizations
such as the RQMP or C~~A;
• the opinion o(experts iii'the illicit drug control and law enforcement communities; and
• an internet search~
Data was mainly obtained ifro~~E:lI.?Cl~Cli\:I1i:lly~is . S.e_~7i.()~(?rtl1~I_n~pE:l~~()Ta!(3yy1l.i~l'lPr.9'1i~(34tl .....
time series of the samples referred to the Service by enforcement agencies.
A series of interviews was conducted of experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field.
The list included key individuals and organizations at the federal, provincial and ~~l!_i_~!p'':l~. ~~y_~!~_
as well as in the domestic illicit drug control community. For example, experts associated with
the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto Health Department and the HPFB
Inspectorate all provided advice and suggested material to be used in the analysis. These contacts
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acted not only as a source of fact or opinion through interviews, but as a source of documentation
or statistics as well.
An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
govemmentalliterature and legislation related to the promotion, pricing, distribution and
availability of BZP and TFMPP and illicit drugs in general. In addition, an examination was
conducted of the.E~Y:!~~~5~~~~_!~_<?_th~~j~~~~~!~_t}_<?~~_~_l!~~_~~__the Uni!~d_~t?te~~_<?K A~_t?ri~?.~~~ ______
New Zealan~ to obtain an appreciation of the possible consequences of action to"fc<?~t~<?l~~~ .
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CBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes.
These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in pills thought to be ecstasy. In addition, Health Canada's Drug Analysis
Service (DAS) has analyzed a significantly increasing number of samples from police seizures
going froml
The following information is based on data ~xtractedL '" ______
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I Table 4: Internet Sources and Prices
SOURCE
Custompowders, H<1mijton, Ont,
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)

J

:;::,··"···CF~;;~tt;d;. ·st;i·k~th;~·~9h
J
': . \'rD~. .;~d·;hH~~J~~·c~~~~I~;~ '... h,h

PRICE
$11 gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
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Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)

$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mgITFMPP) _,-' "f Comment [All]: Table would
be better values were streamlined
$15/2 capsules (l05mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
to reflect the cost per gram of

Wackyherbs.com/UK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

for example as there is a
It ulateriaJ,
lot of
crammed in here.

Price per kilogram

data

$150-$200US/ gram BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram
~,~

PRICING

BZP and TFMPP have prices that stem from diffe~e!lt roles in the:drng markets. [The first role of
course is their value either alone or in combination with each other, or in combination with other
drugs, to achieve a specific stimulativelhallucinogenic effect As previously mentioned, BZP
provides the "high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect.IAsseena~0y:e::m~Table4, the price .. _,for either drug varies considerably by form, 10catio1!:of SO~!2~~nd v()l~me 61·:~~chase·.'For .
example, it appears that the price for-BZP alone from'a'{lQ!n~stic source is $3.00:10 $4.00 per
gram. The price in combination with~:iEMPP is higher;~(Uld it is assumed that the combined
effect of the two drugs warrants the hi~ifp~~~ .. Note that:th~.price is significantly higher for
products from Asian countries, althougn:llle reasoji:for this is"iiUllrnown. It should be noted that
police in New Zealand continue to seize iI!~gal BZP~~FMPP:~Which is thought to originate in
China. A seizure in Noverti~t':2009 of 6 k~i~ beh~;y~a:fo:J!~'Worilf:a total ofNZ$180,000, or
about NZ$30/g. (New:iealand-P~!~ce web rep~JjK~':2009)-=~:::::::~:;'
The second role refers t(fili~~e df!!gs~§EPply as ere.heap alternative which mimics ecstasy.
SubstitutionJj'f.sZPand Tfl4:gPIor~sale:~;~cstasy:or as a complementary component for
ecstasy produ-cts, thaUs~:ecstasY?§l!! with BZP-~J].,Q TFMPP, is occurring in many western
countries:;'.. ~~~. ~~~!~_~~g~~~!~~~~g~!i!S...~~~ h~~~~~~~?g~~~~_ ~I::~~~~~_~~~~_t}_~~_ ~~~~X~~! .~_~!J~~~.J~ __ ' .
ec:mment [A35]: Insert
so easy to produce is likely responsible for this role. (No indication was found as to the ease of
:=re==er=en=ce============~
production ofTFMPP.) ~~~~:!~!'.P~~_t_~§~PJi~_~z_~I::~_J~~J?~~J~~~~_!~R~_~_!h~~_~~_gGMJ:*_~~_~ ___________ '-'-'-"{1
encountered and seized products:containing BZP but marketed as ecstasy (similar price,
i
packaged in pre-coll.l!!ed lots 1i¢~::ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos like ecstasy). HPFB,{..
r
JJ1~pectors have obseiY~-'ipric~l~Fecstasyrangi~gf~oIl1$l Ot()~20pe~ pilL(Go~u~ic~ti()n.. ,," '.l
WIth an Inspectorate represe~t!!ive) The calculatIOn of these estimates, based on mformatIOn
"."', \
from the Inspectorate, is fciiljid in Appendix A, and the results suggest that the low cost of BZP
". ".
and '(TFI'v1PP. as.jllternative or cOll1pl~ll1eIltary cOll1pom~nt~ields a sigIlificaIlt _r~turn when. ....., '...-'( Delet;d;'''~;~i;h'Callada
presented as ecstasy..Q£)3~R_ ~n.ci'Y'fI<Mr:p'_s_r~J_,!!i\,elx_!?\V.i~P_l!_t_~?s!_~-,?~!~_~~gg~~!_~_~~~!~~I?-_~~ ______ .~:,:-, Y-D~-i;t~d;"·i.
"-j
demand as long as ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among drug users.
\\·:::::~J:~~I_~~~".:':::~:"··.'

l

'J

- m. . .

m

',' '. 1Deleted: all
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Demographics of BZP and TFMPP Use in Canada
There iSJlo statistically founded information aval1abJe.regar~lng thedemographic.ch,!racteristics
of users of BZP and TFMPP in Canada. Information that does exist is largely anecdotal.
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ambiguous legal status creates confusion in the market which still allows their promotion
as safer alternatives to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at retaiL availability remains relatively easyJP:rC>llgp
internet and traffickers;
the relatively inexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP o!!:Jh$! market will also stimulate
consumption and their role as alternatives to the higb_~ipiiced, illicit ecstasy.
BZP/TFMPP's relatively low input cost would sJmg~j[fl sustained demand as long as
ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among:j1:ugus~rs: and
it is felt that, even with prohibition or contrQI~=--availabi1iiy:Will persist through illegal
~ ...::.~:...
'"
distribution mechanisms

In the last few years, despil~:the f~ff:.thal BZP artt:tTFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United::rsationsDrug coiili:QfeonvehftQn~, a ti\:iffiber of countries have declared BZP a
controg~d .drifg~ih~tiriy:~<?asesn1~king it illegal::1Q_pf6duce, sell and possess the substance
withOl.it~allthorization. Ta~~.t;_ 5 is~a~chronologicaffist of countries which have already put BZP
under legaL~~strictions.
_.

Table 5: Countries. which have regulated BZP

U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France

2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008

! in the number of samples from

i seizures analyzed by the DAS

! would suggest that there has been a
i similar increase in the use of BZP

i and TFMPP across Canada,
! especially in Ontario, Quebec and

i British Columbi~.

\
\

i

1,

",,'

Ho~ever, an
apparent overestImate III 2009 or a

I decline in 2010 of analyzed

! sanlp]es presents a curious reversal

c, ;, i of trend and close monitoring is
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l activity at retail,

As mentioned above, ideally, a ma~ket analysis wouI[JQQ}(:~it~turrent trends in· Canada related to
the consumption and price ofBZP ~lildJI:I~lPRiIlor.~.~fi~~a.~epr()jectioIls\Vith respectto .
changes in consumption and price in a.miriim~nY regulatea:and post-regulation environments.
Given the lack of information about Caiiadian·tr~n£l~howev~f;;lLis instructive to look at the
experience in other jurisdictions that have~iixperienc~::the_ eme~g~1ice of a significant market for
BZP and TFMPP andha~i:itril¥6sed restriCduns ou::th~:us~and di~fulmtion ofBZP and TFMPP,
specifically New Zealand, US andUKIEU.
'..
.,--..~~

Year .

"'---.. _...._-
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FUTURE SCENARIOS - EXPERIENCE OF OTHER~iURISDICTIONS

Countries

j

2002~2004
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Germany
New Zealand
Sweden
UK
Ireland

2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

Source: BCDSIWG
New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indicaH:On of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs.._}t~~~~~_!?~_~~g~~_~Jh~_t_~~__~~g~~~E~~~~9f_!h~_~~g'_~J~g_~L~t~~_~_~_~~~~~_~ ____ -is close to the situation experienced by New Zealand hetWeen:~OOO and 2008 when BZP was
:legaLAlthough13Z:J>all d TFMPP are not ()penlYPIoJrtbfed anddistribllted iI1~anada(.ls tll~Y
were in New Zealand during that pefiod,iessol1.srnjglithe· dr~l\vn'fro~:_!hatsituation. Two .
considerations must, however, be noted. Fir~t):the'New Zealand drugciilture seems is unique in
that the use of drugs is more readily accepted'6~:,certain segments of th~PQ.Plllation. The unique
nature of the New Zealand drug market is reflecteti::1n a new.r~p.ort from poli¢~.that "paints a
grim picture of the New Zealand dfljg:,§cene with mOfe~YQungpeople using opi~~.drugs, worldleading rates of methamphetamine U~~;;(l1Jst an entrenclie-=tt:iifid "self-sufficient" cannabis culture."
(www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organis·e.9Crim~;£\ssessmeht'Jor New Zealand report, released in
September 2010, outlines trends in orgailjsedcrim.~Lilnd the dt!!g.:~ade and notes for example that
Oceania is recognised internationally ashayjng one:p't:::the higliesEamphetamine type substance
user rates in the world.:~p:er:'Capita:. The Eti~acknowle:age~a:that ~~fqueness of the New Zealand
markets in an analysisoC the siatUs:of BZP illft11at:Jtit1sdicti()n;:;~ . . most of the data concerning
BZP use ('party pills') originate froin New Zeafand, a country"with a distinctive drug situation,
which may not translateto the Eur§i?:e,.an conteii~~'{~MCDDA, 2009) This caution should also
...
apply to Canada.
Secondly, the data collection and@~ysis undefta.ken in New Zealand focused mainly on BZP
withourmuch mention ofTE.M,PP or~lli~. BZP/TFMPP combination.
Legal party piUs containing BZPbegan to"emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with acces.s;~~stricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et a1. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year oids and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
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Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
months) to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZP/TFMPP party pills.
Approximately three-quarters of users of these drug types described their availability at the time
as "very easy". In fact, findings from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had
changed compared to the previous year revealed that users considered them to have become
easier to obtain in past 12 months, similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five
percent of those who had used party pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier
to obtain in 2006 compared to 12 months earlier. (Walkins & Sweetsur, 2007)
Thi~¥vv~sr~f1ected in the nllIll~~rofp~r.ty_pi~~<?yer~<?~l?p~e~~~~i}J~~~~Il~t<?~h~Auckland Ho~pital

Adult Emergency Department which increased from oneiii::~Q92 (0.07 percent of total
overdoses) to 21 (1.S8 percent) in 2004. One contribllti!lg~factQL!Vould be the increase in the
strength of BZP products since their introduction,frorii:a:-standard~q()se of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 2S0 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder <?f~pio 1,000 mg \V~[~;also available in some
areas. (Gee et aI., 200S) In fact, it was repoq~~~iri200S that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least SOO mg ofBZE:p~r capsule. ~Theron efa(•.?007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers,:it was estimatea~~tiil:200S the BZP and:TFMPP party pill
"industry" had annual sales of $24 itiillion,and that in'F~Qfpary 2007 it was estimated that over
24 million pills had been sold since iOOO:{~uilliam, 2006):-:~The industry projected that an
estimated S million "servings" would b~:soldin;~007. The d~yelopment of an organization to
promote the industry illustrates how clo~~p(lrty piils~~~~~le to so:Qial acceptability. The Social
Tonics Association ofNi,-wZealal1d (STAN:~) refe~4Jf~j~_~lf as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and ret<!!!~~(5rsociaEtQ!!!cs and related products,
sometimes referred to legal higIiiE. Pills we~~~¥Iso exported-abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to proiu~ition ni::N.e\\, Zealand;~much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported fromNew2:ealand~~guftBfli~;;1nost BZP:~_QP the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and nuP9rted ffi5ih:~ast Asili~,~~~t:musfl)e noted, however, the chemical process to
manufacture BZP is strai1Wtfo~fu;d:and could:'ff~duplicated anywhere, leading to the constant
potential- tor domestic pro-a~-ction. -~~~ Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)

as

of

The Misuse Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date th.emanufacture~importation, sale and supply of BZP and related substances, the
main active ingredIents in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individua}s:jn possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or S grams of BZP
and related substances. Once,_this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
and use ofBZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class Cl controlled
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$SOO or to both ... ".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation/prohibition on a drug's availability and price,
drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is prohibited, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et a1. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZP in New Zealand. The first was
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based on information from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New Zealand. The
findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and drug related
problems. (Wilkins et al.; 2010)
fThe primary source of information in the IDMS is interviews with three groups of frequent drug
users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection drug users) recruited from the community in the
three main centres of New Zealand ( Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch). [he interviewees
were asked about the current use, availability, purity and price of key drug types and how these
aspects may have changed over the previous six months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availabllliY and use of BZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that there was someretbvery in the availability of BZP in
2009 however; the availability of BZP in 2009 did not" match the levels observed in the years
when it was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur,2Ql:OY One concem:~l!~ing the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BZP party piUswpuld create a consider~b!e gap that would likely
be filled by a mixture of alternatives including Illicit substances such as e9"~~sy and black market
BZP, and alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) i1ie:~authors contend that ther(!yas strong
evidence of a demand for black mark;~tBZP after the impositIon of a ban and ample suppliers to
meet that demand.
,~"~",'~~
The second study (Wilkins et a1., December20Q9tspecificaIly:sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition of BZP on the use and hann:pf Bzp::fiEN~w ZeaIaft<.l, including the emergence of
any black market for B~~in:N~!yZealand::~'Ihe studyipQmparedres~lts from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, jll:sfgefore ari(r~(ter the prohibiflEn-ofBZPUse in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population:ageci13 to 4'~Jtears of age:drior to prohibition, BZP was available to
teens in New Zealand raising con£~D1s about th~pact on health. Among respondents who had
used BZP!rt,they~~!prior"t<i:tb~ij!iVeY~;:l.h~ avei~ge.~age was 23 years and more women had
used B~~harimerL~Qfthe Us~mj-Jhe signifiCMtIriajority were of European descent with Maori
pre sentm g' another sizeabIt!:,group~be vast maJ<iinty were employed (with close to average
incomes) or: students in POS~~~fcond~~~r secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great ri1}il,?rity o{pa:st users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys2;94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time period. irl1(:!~()st~:tl'l~()lllyrep()~~<.lr.e~s()IlsJo~Aecreased BZP llsage were that
it was too expensive, the:hang'::Q:ver was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they
stopped because BZP was iflegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
OBSEH.VATIONS:
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The New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a legal drug, BZP showed significant
potential for [broad us~: __A!!h~ll_gh_~<?_tj~~~~~I.1_~l)'J~~_~~~~Y_~~_~I.1__~<?_l!l_~_~_i!~~~~_!~_~~_~~9:~_~~ _______ - Comment [A4l]: What does
broad use mean?
illegal, compared to other illicit drugs such as ecstasy, restrictions are too lax to deter
suppliers;
/Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
, .-r Comment [A43]: Please
was legal; and,
clarify, e.g, in the supporting text
The great bulk ofBZP was consumed in private homes rather than on the rave scene.,__ _
,
as stat~ 94% Slopped or were
although the rave and music scenes remain important venues. This suggests Jhep()tential >', consummg less
for a broader, more frequent range of use \than previously believedl~ .. . .
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United States
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While New Zealand seemed to have a hi!':!h rate ofuseli~lper:::c~p~!a generally, illcluding party,
pills, the US has had the longest experience with ~~~. and TF~lPP.as controlled substances. In
the US, the Drug Enforcement Administration (Q£b:J issued a rule'hi 2002 to temporarily place
BZP and TFMPP under Schedule I of the COI1trqlIed Substances Act (CSA) because of their high
abuse potential and lack of accepted medical us~~()r safety. On March 18:,:2004, the DEA
published a Final Rule in the Federal Register periijanently pJiI~ing BZP andl!,MPp on
Schedule I meaning it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess'or distribute the substances without
DEA permission.
' .,
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA meanS:~~at:-'~'::-'-'
• the drug has a high;Iu)j~ntial for abuse;
• the drug has n6--~iiW~tiil~:accepted~~QicaL~~~-iii:t(~atrpent in the United States; and
• ther~ . ~s a~lac;k,'~t~~.~~pt~~~·!f~~p~()t~<f() t¥.F~se () (!h~~~ gllIl4~Fl11~cli c~ls11pe~isi on.
Other Schedule:t~:t!bstanc~§~clude heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
," ."
Parliamentary Libij.:Iy, 29.Q1J~:::-" _
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According'to theSyste.~:t5l Retijiy.e InfomlatiQn

from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the

Nationalj~()rensic Laborat,Qry InformaJion System~-(NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US:~ii:tp.e past six yea~;:\yith ihe~largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law

enforcemeriEoff!cials submitf~~A8 dnig:J.tems or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories thafw~re identifieqi:!~ BZP. The number of BZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,08~jn 2008 ari~tJurther increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6:088 to 13",8:ZZ. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sourc:es of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
.' { Comment [A46]: Add
, reference

The BZP al1dJ'fMRR_~~_~~_~!_~~_C;:~_~~~~_!y:~l~_~I~a!hT_lJ~_~!!n~e~~~_4_lJy',t_ht::_~~A'!ti'l~_~_~a~~_~f.th~,_,
drug in each country. Sufficient demand in the US could possibly foster production in Canada
,
should the subS1ancc~J.lot b~ ScllCdulcd tothe~':[)SA.froduction in Canada might also
encourage consumption in this ~ounir}1. __ !h~_~~~t::nL~!~_~~_~~~_l?~!~_n~~~Lfo_r_C;:(ln_,!~~_!~_':l_~!_a_s_':l_____ _
source of BZP and TFMPP for the US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.
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In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern to law enforcement
and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a demand for the
drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and distributed in the
region are often adulterated with other substances, "including methamphetamine, MDA, LSD,
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine". According to the US National Drug Intelligence Center,
the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug trafficking organizations are increasingly
producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain
little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine, Washington point of entry in October 2008,
203,897 tablets were seized that appeared to be ecstasy. They were later determined to be BZP.
(US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence C;ei!!EiJ:~' Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other north~m border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tabl~ts,capsules, or p()wder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and frFMPP: ______________________________________ , __ . __ .. _________________
______________________ .. ' -

rl

Comment [A491: Add
reference

Even relatively southern regions of the US are experi¢Il~iIlgan influx of BZP. -'officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reportingillcreased instancesj)fBZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory/Ailio;~~<:>lice Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation report~!:! a totaL~f37 BZP:sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of lOBZP exhibits~ indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the driig:inJhe.region. rI:t~ full eX!5!nf9fBZP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time.
OBSERVATIONS:

•

,~,

Even:when ~ontrolle(te~I~~~TI~~~!~JE~~~_~~~~:.·. ___ -. __ . ________ . __ . ______ ..... ___ . _______ . ____________________ _

• trhere may be greaterl~i:l.~~.~J<?~.c~,~.~~_tp.~~<?~~_!~~.R~!~!!!!?.1.X<?.~.i_1~~~~f:\s.e~_p'~~~~!~~i_<?n ~~. _
exporting from Canada if the substances are not controlled in Canad~_~~~
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rtlsthe opinion oftfie::pS Dep~~ent of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave sc~ne. This is coIi§i~tent wit!!~t:p.e survey findings in New Zealand that the bulk of
BZP was consumed in <pnyate homes.
-) Deleted: continued and even
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In May 2009, the Home Office' in the UK announced plans to prohibit)3ZP, and launched a
( Deleted: ban
J
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as oCP~5~~I:r?-~~~_~_Q.Q~~_~~~a .. ··- (Deleted: from
J
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse ofDrugs Act
(MDA). Jt is not yet known what the effect ofl~~tri~tions\VillJ:>eon sales orpr~val~n~e ()fthe
/{"""ho=he=let=ed=:t=he=====h.=
.....)
drug, 1?:ut_~~l1x_~_1?~e~~r~y_?_u~~_f:\~Uh~~~})!_~~~~~_I?-~~_1?~l~~_'_~l?~c:u!a_~c:~tt~_at E~~~hi_1?_it!f!g_B~~\y)}]
'. '. rD~I;~d: w;~]'d-h.h.-.-hm.
QQ)ittlet()AaIl1peI1eith~r.~eIl1(i114()r~llpply ()((illyd ru g·?rior to its control undertlle MDr\"
'. '. fco~;~;t [AS-2]: Similar to
I Canada
BZP was sold online despite the risk of prosecution under the Medicines Act, which is part of a
regulatory regime similar to that of Canada. (Drugscope; 2010)
C~~_I~~~~:~~?~i~~t~~.~h~oes
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The legislative action does noUe~Il1.t()?~v~l1a_4a _si~~fi~~l1tiIl1.pac;tol1~v~~I~~ilitY~I.1tl1~Y~:_
The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF) is a leading centre of expertise on drug policy
and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of such a move (prohibition)
would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on drugs' credentials). A
deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there is already an
established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute back to other
illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF, 2010)

{ Deleted: ; however, s

Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrenteffect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification:~ln::view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties'associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowl~dge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over thei~h(;it misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize someJegitimate uses for pipe~~ine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example ) by·subjecting B?;1.?..across the EU
Member States to 'control measure~_.~!lp criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive ~ubstanc~ _____ -__ ----1
Member states of the European UniQD::;-fu~n_had one year in which to implement appropriate
I
controls on BZP under their domestic::t~gislati9J1 and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on psyc}lOtropipSubstances. All EU member states have
______ ..."'..... _____ . ________ ~ ..... ___________ ,
_____________________________ _
regulated ~Z~..
During the debate, h()~ever, COl1.C~f!1s were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the,!JJ(. Observatibns were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and soCi~rrisks an~nh~ concern:was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition_wou~~jead to tli~;it~~-pfcnijlin(,llly associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.

"Howevef~ it should ~I§(j~e notedjhat the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strongar{d,,£()ntrol measti"t€t~_()uld
to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement~l.vAth other subst~~es. The Gommittee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP undercontrol, this should not-Inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users aria-tp relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)

lead

The Committee observedt,hgl'~Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks ofBZP
answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken." (TDPF, 2010)______________
____________________ _

could.be

OBSERVATIONS:
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It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be on sales or
prevalence of the drug, but,.som~,o~servers speculate that prohibition does litt1~t().dampeneither
demand or supply of any drug.
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OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded little data
with which forecasts of quantity demanded and price could be made. This might be largely due
to their legal status in Canada which makes the situation for BZ13. and TFMPP unique. It was,
however, possible to get an appreciation of the general domestic situation and possible future
scenarios related to volume and price by examining the information related to_enforcement
activities of the CBSA, RCMP and HPFB' s ~nspectoratti:in .addition, information related to the .... "... ' . ··r Comment [AS6]: Tended to 1
experience of other jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the Un{ted States and the UK/EU .... .
I refer topeopJe whoreferto RCMP
provided an appreciation of the drugs' roles and potential.
~BS~__._____.._ ............
In examining the market in Canada for BZP andTFMPP, available datairi<ii9ates that there
seems to have been a significant increase in activity related to fuese drugs inG~!1ada since ~OO6,v. ... ,. ·.
Expert opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB InspectonttereiIlforces this view.·:~:number o f ' ,
factors have been identified which may be. relevant to BZPand TFMPP-related activity in
\\
Canada, including but not limited to:
'.

·f

• Jh. e l~g'llst'ltlls,;

•
•

''[

•

~¥uI~tion ()(B.zf?)'oth~~;:~ountri~s·~~!!:!4ing the US.

g:~:::~~d ~~~t:~I~o;~~~lit:rio,

.

l consumption and

'<>{ Deleted:

role
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The observ"~tipns drawn fr0t!1:~the New~Zealand and US experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fiilly.;examined) sh-()\\r~d that <tespite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remained wideIY.available and:affordable. Moreover, the New Zealand experience demonstrates
that, as a minimallyregulated drug, BZP showed significant potential for use across a substantial
segment of the population!: .......":. ...................
. .................................................. .
Both West Coast Canadian and US officials were clearly of the opinion that there is considerable
potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling from Canada
into the US in light of continuing demand there. It is the opinion of the US Department of
Justice and New Zealand substance control researchers that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scene and that the bulk of BZP was ~onsumed in private homes~ This lllight suggestthat the .
number of situations in which BZP and TFMPP are consumed might be expanding, creating a
broader, more frequent pattern of use.
NEXT STEPS
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availability remains relatively easy through Internet and traffickers, despite Inspectorate
activity at retail;
the relatively inej(pensive price of BZP and TFMPP products on the market which might
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In order to obtain a better appreciation of the potential for the market related to BZP and TFMPP
in Canada, it would be informative to apply some established models for predicting the market
penetration of conventional consumer goods to the market for BZP and TFMPP. While this
exercise is beyond the scope of this project, there are observations derived from this analysis that
might contribute to a more complex and methodologically sophisticated exploration of
unregulated and post-regulatory scenarios for BZP and TFMPP consumption in Canada.
Combining information about Canadian ecstasy use with data from New Zealand on ecstasy and
BZprrFMPP could provide a baseline for Canadian BZPITFMPP use. (While New Zealand
clearly has a culture of drug use which is different than that of Canada in terms of prevalence,
certain trends in New Zealand might help in estimating recent and current BZPITFMPP use in
Canada.)
For example, if it is assumed that the demand for the combination of BZPITFMPP is based on its
effects that mimic those of ecstasy, it might be reasonable to further assume that users of ecstasy
in Canada represent the upper potential for consumption of BZPITFMPP in Canada. (Although
there is the possibility that, should the current legal status of BZP and TFMPP continue
unchanged, this would send a message to potential users that the drugs do not impose hann to the
degree of i1licit drugs like ecstasy, and increase consumption beyond that theorized limit.) There
is certain information available about the use of ecstasy across age and sex groups in Canada.
Since it appears that ecstasy users remain a largely young "party" group with an average age 23
years, who are students or employed, it would then seem reasonable to focus any future analysis
on those 15-24 years of age. (SHORE 2009ICADUMS) Data from the Canadian Addiction
Survey (CAS) for 2004 and the Canadian Alcohol and Drug Use Monitoring Survey (CADUMS)
for 2008 and 2009 summarize thel?£evalence of ecstasy use over a five year time period:

Table 6: Trends of Ecstasy Use in Canada
(Past Year Use 15 to 24 years)

Ecstasy
Cannabis

CAS'04
4.4%
37.0%

..
CADUMS '08

CADUMS '09

6.5%
32.7%

3.6%
26.3%

Note: Cannabis prevalence is provided as a reference.
The development of future scenarios could then be supported by the established consumer
product models as well as analysis of the impacts of the imposition of regulatory controls on
BZP availability and consumption in New Zealand (e.g. Wilkins et a1.; December 2009). The
results could then inform future discussion of unregulated and post-regulatory environments in
Canada. I
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APPENDIX A
DERIVED VALUE OF PRODUCTS THAT CONTAIN BZP AND/OR TFMPP
The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-OO 19), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal ~s~)t_~h~uJ_~)~_~~!~_~_!h~~_~h!~J~~!!~Y_~~___________ -_----intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. ASSuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg of BZP per,iiult, 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, ifitwereipossible to import three months of
BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36g-ofBZP for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. [he following is an analysis from the Inspectorate of the derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.J
... :::_:..
_.... -···f Comment [A63]: Converting

BZP to ecstacy? This needs to be
rephrased.

..

At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of36,000 mg ofBZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of$$133.34/g ofBZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs)t ______________________ ~:-:::;~ _______________________ .-.-.,.
:At 20 mg/pill ;( al~hough it would seem plausible that this amount would produce a high sufficient
to satisfy users), ~~~_t.I!~~~t.I!~~_P.<?~~~~i~,LY~.1~~_<?K.~§!~9g_~g:_5?f~~~_i_~_(~~,g~9. __________________ .________
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) = 1800 tablets x $20/tablet = $36,000 or a yield of $1 OOO/g. I.
Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10 ...

$20

J'

',{comment [A64]: This ---"-'-~I
paragraph of ca.lculations needs to
! be broken down in steps. One
cannot lump all of this infonnation

intoone)ongsentellCtl.

_..-

"I Comment [A66]: Same as
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$2;400
$5,14.3
$18,000

~

.
«.

-

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

'"

In a different vein of dealing "Yith the lJse of BZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 200~, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP; as was the case in New Zealand.
Subsequent compliance and enforcement actions followed and yielded the following
information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate finished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg

001713
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Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
200,000,000 mg / 3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80lbottle

= $5,333,280 or a yield of $26. 67/g ofBZP

- --{ Comment [A67]: ntis is better ]

l and easier to follow than above

Further to the compliance and enforcement action and seized amounts described above, values
for potential "street" sale may be projected. For example, 200 kg of BZP if sold in units
containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield the following revenue: ___.

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
ISO
70
20

$10
-

$20

....
--

$13,333,333
$28.571,428
$1 OO~OOO,OOO

,,..

------

$26,666,667
$57,142,857

-~::::$.2_00,000,OOO
..

~ -~

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP for theL?Q)p.gaosage per pill WOUld be
$I33.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary byregjon and irit~nt fOLu~~:6f:tlie product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be soldarapproxiniat~ly_the samepr~~e across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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(Chicago, North West Region, Colorado Regioni:,g~ral Valley Caltf?~ia)
US Department of Justice, Office of Diversion:QQgtrol; Chemical and DrugS,or Concern - NBenzylpiperazine (BZP); ODC website, May 20 10':~-"""
http://www.justice.gov/ndic/pubs32/3~783/drugover.htm):::::::=:~
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Page 5: [1] Deleted

AN DOYLE

2010-12-16 11:18:00 AM

For a number of reasons, including the fact that there is no acknowledged therapeutic use
for these drugs in Canada, no product containing BZP and/or TFMPP has received a DIN.
As such, it is a contravention of the FDR to sell any product containing either drug in
Canada and t
Page 5: [2] Comment [All]

AN DOYLE

2010-12-16 2:08:00 PM

May wish to reference Public Advisory on He website
Page 5: [3] Comment [A12]

AN DOYLE

2010-12-162:08:00 PM

Confirm with s. 23 and 31 of the Food and Drugs Act
Page 5: [4] Deleted

ANDOYLE

2010-12-161:20:00 PM

The character of the FDA could be considered administrative in nature, particularly when
compared to the criminal basis of the CDSA·. Typically,
Page 8: [5] Deleted

ANDOYLE

2010-12-162:23:00 PM

Seizures

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010 (as of
Oct 20 '10)

BZP
TFMPP
Total

5
3
8

146
129
267

1061
920
1959

2229
2188
4417

988
958
1946

T a bl e 2 : A nalyze
I d S amp.es
I 0 fBZP b.y P rOVlnceIT ern°tory

BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC

NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/N'VT

2006

2007

2008

2009

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

23
10
1
10
56
13
13
19
0
1
0
0

126
47
7
29
637
172
7
20
4
11
1
0

139
114
15
28
1168
621
53
53
0
38
0
0

-_.------_._---_._-------------_.
Page 8: [6] Deleted

ANDOYLE

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th)
119
66
11
17
544
188
22
16
0
4
0
1

2010-12-162:30:00 PM

T a bl e 3 A Dalyze
I d S ampies 0 fTFMPPb~y P rOVlnceIT ern°tory

BC
AB
SK
MB

2006

2007

2008

2009

0
3
0
0

24
10
2
7

106
37
6
25

138
112
14
28

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th )
117
65
11
17
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ON
QC

NB
NS
PEl

NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

45
13

518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

9

18
0
1
0
0

1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

The significant difference between Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia and the rest of
the provinces and territories would suggest a regional concentration of these drugs.
Moreover, in all likelihood, there would be an urban concentration focused on Montreal,
Toronto and Vancouver.
Page 8: [7] Comment [A27]

ANDOYlE

2010-12-162:39:00 PM

Add reference s- public advisories on He website?
Page 8: [8] Comment [A30]

AN DOYLE

2010-12-162:47:00 PM

Page 8: [9] Comment [A32]

AN DOYLE

2010-12-16 2:44:00 PM
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Fw: Latest Version of MA - update & comment
2010-12-1608:50 AM

Angela Doyle to:
Cc: Richard J Robert
&&$& twJLX

", Amx;:;

;g

ttJUUCb·"

Good morning Bill:
My meeting was rescheduled to this Friday at 3pm and the meeting may generate further comment.
We actually received quite a few comments on the MA Report and I am working on putting them together.
I will get as much done as possible today. I have enclosed an e-mail below, which I received concerning
the numbers of exhibits. The most important piece is that the numbers are not additive ... which I believe
affects conclusions drawn in the report, but I have not confirmed this.
Sincerely,
Angela

Hi Angela and Richard:
As per our discussion earlier today, please find below, the numbers of exhibits containing BZP and
TFMPP. These are based on a November 24,2010 extraction of data from the LlMS database in DAS.
Please remember that exhibits are only analysed by DAS for cases that are going to court when a not
guilty plea is entered and not for all seizures. Also note that these numbers may differ from those sent to
you in October due to the later data extraction date:
Exhibls analysed byOAS containing BZP and/or TFMPP

Number of Exhibits containng BZP
Number of Exhibits containng TFMFP
Number of Exhibits containng BZP &lor TFMPP

2006

2007

2008

5
3
8

146
129
151

1061
920
1161

Source: Llriv1S database, DAS, November 24,2010 extraction

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to be in touch.
Lori Petts
Research Analyst I Analyste en recherche
Office of Research and Surveillance I Bureau de la recherche et de la surveillance
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I
Direction des substances contr61ees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Phone: (613) 954-7401
Fax:
(613) 952-4622
e-mail: laura.petts@hc-sc.gc.ca

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-12-16 08:40 AM ----From:
To:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Bill Maga'"
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2010 ;
(until Nov 24)
1213
2232
2191
1170
1289
2366
2009

5.19(1)

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-12-12 09:22 PM
Re: Latest Version of MA

Hi Bill:
Thank you. I will review the comments I received Friday with this report, rather than send you the
comments on the previous version. We also have a meeting tomorrow late afternoon about some related
aspects of the project, so I will touch base with you late Monday or early Tuesday before I send our
comments.
Sincerely,
Angela

"Bill Maga"
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela/Richard: Attached you will find the latest...

2010-12-12 03:40:07 PM

"Bill Maga'"
"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Angela Doyle" <AngelaDoyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-12-1203:40 PM
Latest Version of MA

Angela/Richard:
Attached you will find the latest version of the MA. If I can get a copy of the comments from the Analysis
section (and anyone else), we can review it again within the context of those comments. It might be a
good idea if we did it together; things seem to move more quickly that way. I'm shooting to have a final
version to you by Friday COB.
Thanks
Bill

William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
attachment "BZPTFMPP 2nd Revised Draft Report 061210.doc" deleted by Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA]
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BZPITFMPP - MA Report - for comment by noon Wed Dec 15th
Angela Doyle to: Judy Snider, Hanan Abramovici
Cc: Laura Petts, Richard J Robert

2010-12-2001:47 PM

Dear Judy and Hanan:
Thank you for your previous comments on the Market Analysis Report. Enclosed is the final draft.
We would like to provide you with an opportunity to comment on this version of the document and
appreciate your feedback. I know that this is a busy time for you. I am requesting comments from
yourself and Jocelyn concurrently and unfortunately, I need to request your comments by noon on
Wednesday, December 22nd, as the contract is coming to completion.
Hopefully you will find that most of the points you raised have been addressed within the document. For
example, the table in the document of exhibits analysed in Canada was revised to the most recent table
submitted to us in an e-mail by Laura. In addition, I believe all inferences made from the numbers of
exhibits sampled in the regions have been removed.
Thank you,
Angela

BZPTFMPP Final Report 17121 O.doc
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BZP and TFMPP - draft e-mail for comment
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault
Cc: Richard J Robert

2010-12-21 09:36 AM

Hi Denis:
The enclosed is for your comment, so that that the final email meets your needs.
Thanks,
Anqela
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Fw: BZP and TFMPP - Statistical Modelling - for comment early today
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault

2010-12-2208:42 AM

Cc: Richard J Robert

Hi Denis:
Judy (ODARS) provided some information in an email in this chain about the discussion at the UNODC
meeting. I have not incorporated this into the email to Tim, as per our discussion yesterday, but I wanted
to share the information with you.
I have removed bullets from the e-mail to Tim based on your recommendation.
Please feel free to suggest changes.
Sincerely,
Angela

Good morning Tim:
I am writing in connection to the cost-benefit analysis (CSA) for BZP and TFMPP.
As you know, we were considering going the route of using statistical models to estimate usage of BZP
and TFMPP in Canada under two scenarios: with or without a regulatory intervention, based on studies of
SZP use in New Zealand (NZ) and other available information. However, after internal deliberations and
discussions with management, we have decided not to move forward with this approach.
While we appreciate the benefits of generating estimates that could be used to quantify and forecast costs
and benefits for relevant stakeholders/interested parties, our decision is based on a number of
considerations.

Your feedback would be appreciated on how we can use the materials in hand, i.e., the Risk Analysis for
SZP, to support the RIAS.
We appreciate the time and effort you have given and continue to give this initiative.
Sincerely,

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-12-22 08: 17 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-2208:16 AM
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Subject:

Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP - Statistical Modelling - for comment early today

Hi Judy:
Thank you very much for the information you provided below.
Sincerely,
Angela
Tel.: 613-954-6792

JudySnider
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Angela, In follow-up to our telephone convers ...

2010-12-21 04:44:10 PM

Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-21 04:44 PM
Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP - Statistical Modelling - for comment early today

Hi Angela,
In follow-up to our telephone conversation, I spoke to Suzanne last evening to clarify what supporting
information might be available to you. She did check the reports which came out of the UNODC meetings
she recently attended. In the official reports, there was no mention of the discussions that were had
regarding modelling drug information however she was able to clarify the situation and provide some
insight.

In the overall, it seems that a lot of caution is applied to the concept of modelling using drug data. Support
to model data to fill gaps when there is a paucity of data in a country is not supported, nor is using supply
data to predict demand.
I hope this helps.
Judy

Angela Doyle

Good morning Judy, Thank you and it will be hel. ..

2010-12-20 11 :25:24 AM

From:
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
To:
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Cc:
Date:
2010-12-20 11 :25 AM
Subject: _ _ _ _
Re:_
Fw:
and
TFMPP
Statistical
- for
early today
_..:....-_
_ BZP
__
__
_ __
_ _ _ Modelling
____
_ comment
_
"
____
.
~.

Good morning Judy,
Thank you and it will be helpful to have your comments in writing.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _•.__
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As well, you had mentioned during our meeting last week that the UNODC decided that these types of
estimates/forecasts should not be done for substances of an illicit nature/used recreationally, such as BZP
and TFMPP. Do you know if their decision/rationale was documented, that I might refer to it?
Sincerely,
Angela
Judy Snider
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

---+--"'-_. ,

Hi Angela, Sorry not to have responded sooner, ...

2010-12-1704:59:25 PM

Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-1704:59 PM
Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP - Statistical Modelling - for comment early today
.

~~.----~-

Hi Angela,
Sorry not to have responded sooner, but we were dealing with a number of time sensitive issues that
could not be deferred. Even though it is later that you had hoped, I will look at the draft and send you any
comments Lori and I have.
Thanks,
Judy
Angela Doyle
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Good morning Judy: The enclosed DRAFT docu ...

2010-12-15 09:23:20 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-15 09:23 AM
Fw: BZP and TFMPP - Statistical Mode"ing - for comment early today

Good morning Judy:
The enclosed DRAFT document is meant to capture the pros and cons of using a qualitative vs.
quantitative analysis (based on NZ data, etc.) to estimate the market potential/use of BZP and TFMPP in
Canada. My intention is to capture ODARS' concerns, expressed during the meeting on Monday and in
e-mails, accurately and to gather any additional comments you may have. Currently, the points for not
doing the quantitative analysis to estimate use are similar to what I e-mailed you yesterday.
I have not completed the document or run it by my manager yet, but in the interest of time, I am sending it
to you now. I would appreciate your comments as early as possible today, as we have a meeting with
Jocelyn at 3:30PM today about the path forward.
Also, I have not run the document by TBS, but have tried to capture points that we had discussed with
TBS at previous meetings.
Thank you again for your time,
Angela

[attachment "Issue Sheet_DRAFT_personal_Dec14,201 D.doc" deleted by Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA]
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----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-12-15 08:58 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-1402:04 PM
BZP and TFMPP - Statistical Modelling - draft notes for comment

-----------------------------"

___,_.___

'~=~--

~_'_"_"'.

Hi Judy:
Further to our meeting yesterday, I have drafted some notes. Although I am not done my thinking on this,
I though I would share what I have so far and hopefully you can provide me with any thoughts.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

2.
Qualitative Analysis plus Quantitative Analysis: Statistical Modelling using
Available Data, i.e., NZ data, CADUMS data, departmental records of seizure data, other?
Reasons against:

001728

___

,_'""'_.',',~"00~.

Reasons for:
There are no studies that we are aware of in other jurisdictions as extensive as the NZ
study
A quantitative analysis could strengthen our recommendation, if sufficiently credible and
only a portion of the analysis
Normally a market potential might be assumed constant, i.e., the same year after year
[need to confim1 this point, i.e., need to confirm if this is what was said in meeting].
Using the NZ study and Bass Diffusion Models appears to be the best approach that
would give us a reasonable range of outcomes (as explained by TBS).
The assumption of similarity between the markets in NZ and Canada would be l11ade
more reasonable through application of, for example, regression models and there would
need to be caveats.
Neutral:
Using an approach such as Diffusion models to project the market potential for a 20 year
period for such substances has not been done before, as far as we (and TBS) know.
Parameters selected for this approach would need to give a reasonable perspective on the
magnitude of users and impacts this model might produce.
The potential for a new substitute recreational product introduced that would compete
with BZP and reduce (m) would be discussed only qualitatively as there are too many
unknowns.

001729

Comments from PRAD/ODAR on Final DRAFT

Market Analysis of BZP/TFMPP
Final Draft Report

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

December 22, 2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2KIW2
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It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that a
segment of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to having no known
therapeutic use, there is no evidence that these substances can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use. As part of the development of a regulatory
proposal, the present market analysis has been performed that was meant to examines .......... ~ ____ ------- Deleted: the availability,
distribution, pricing and promotion
The situation for BZP and TFMPP is unique because of its recreational use and obtaining
of these compounds
information about market size, distribution and price presents a particular challenge. A thorough
examination of potential sources of information yielded little in terms of data from which
forecasts of quantity and price could be made. It was, however, possible to get an appreciation
of general domestic trends related to volume and price by examining the information derived
from activities related to these substances by the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP
and Health Canada's Inspectorate and a search of literature and the Internet.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a significant increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006.
Expert opinion from the RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate reinforces this view. A
number of factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related
activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• legal status perceived in some circles creating confusion in the market;
• relatively easy availability~ through the Internet.A~.s_p'i.t.~.~_<?~P.~~~~~_~_~Il~. _m _____ . ________ /-_---{ Deleted: and traffickers
enforcement activities of the HPFB Inspectorate;
• the relatively inexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP on the market which might stimulate
consumption and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug
,,( Deleted: also
ecstasy; and
i (~=,=d=======<
:' " De ete : US
• regulation ofBZP and/or TFMPP by other countries including the US.
Deleted: UK/EU.
:' /:' :( Deleted: us
Given the limited availability of information about Canadian trends, it isj~~!~~_tA~~_~<?}~~~_~!_!~~_-,:' :;//,( Deleted: ed
experience in other jurisdictions that have had to cope with an emerging market for BZP and
:/ //,{>=D=e=let=ed=:=a=c=on=tro=I=le=d=sta=tu=s==<
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2.

INTRODUCTION

___________________________________________________________________________________ -------{ Formatted: Underline

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that

certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). This market analysis is meant to support the development of the
regulatory proposal for Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl) piperazine
(TFMPP). The first section of this report provides context to this issue and the status of these
substances with respect to the Food and Drugs Act (FDA), the CDSA and their respective
Regulations. This is followed by brief descriptions o{the methodology used to carry-out the
market analysis, the situation concerning BZP and TFMPP in Canada and that within other
jurisdictions. An overview of observations made from examination conclude~ the report.L _____________ ------- Comment [A1]: Better way to
satctbis?
'f __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _

3.

BACKGROUND

Piperazine salts or derivatives are used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake
fluid and other industrial materials and are found in many pharmaceutical products.
There are two derivatives in this class that have no known legitimate use in Canada: BZP and
TFMPP. These substances are used recreationally in the rave and party scenes for their
stimulative and hallucinogenic properties. (Health Canada, May 2010; pg 1) !In early 2006, pills
containing the active ingredients BZP and TFMPP appeared in Vancouver where they gained
popularity on the rave scene as a safer alternative to illicit drugs, such as 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, ecstasy), which is listed in Schedule III to the
CDSA. ~iperazine based party-pill formulations started to become available nationwide. In

Deleted: was meant to examine
the availability, distribution,
pricing and promotion of the
compounds Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine
(TFMPP)_ ~

addition,,_~~~_~th-_~_~~~~~_~.<?~~_~_~~}_~~~~_~~_~~_g_~~~_~_!!!_~~!!~~~y~~!~~~~_!~_#~E~~~_t}g!!~_J?:.l_~!!~f~~~~~__ .-----.- Comment [A2l: See ODARS
comment. could not find this
and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and TFMPP. This was viewed
infonnation
as indicative of an increased interest for these substances in Canada (Health Canada; 2010; pg 2t

In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status of BZP and TFMPP with respect to the FDA, the CDS A and their respective
regulations.
Currently, Health Canada's authorization is necessary to sell BZP or TFMPP or a combination of
them in Canada. BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug", as defined under the
Food and Drugs Regulations (FDR), and require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold
or marketed in Canada.(Health Canada; 2010). To date, no product containing BZP and/or
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention of the FDA and its Regulations to sell
any product containing either substance in Canada and the Health Products Food Branch (HPFB)
Inspectorate takes compliance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant provisions of the
FDA and FDR, accordingly. Beginning in October, 2007, the HPFB Inpsectorate established a
customs target for finished products containing BZP and/or TFMPP, which was subsequently
updated to include bulk powder fonn in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to remove
products containing BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been warned about
the risks to health posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP. (Health Canada; undated; pg.
2). The HPFB Inspectorate also recommends refusal of entry into Canada of any commercial
shipment of BZP referred by the CBSA. A seizure of the material may occur if the importer has
a history of non-compliance with FDA and its Regulations. Penalties under the FDA include
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seizure and a fine up to $500 and are not as severe as those that might be applied under the
CDSA.

Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA would prohibit activities with these
substances unless authorized by regulation, i.e., possession, trafficking, possession for the
purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and
production. (Health Canada; undated pg 2). Law enforcement agencies, e.g., Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP), would respond to illegal activities. The CDSA sets out penalties for
illegal activities involving substances listed in its Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA
establish tight controls on the movement of regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse
and diversion to the illicit market. Scheduling BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA would make it
a criminal offence to possess, possess for the purpose of trafficking, or import them with fines up
to $5,000, up to three years imprisonment or both.
The ultimate goal of regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances is to reduce the risks
to the health and safety of Canadians (Health Canada; undated pg 2). The status of BZP and
TFMPP has led to some confusion about its legality and the perception among users that the
drugs are "legal". HPFB inspectors have reported anecdotally that some retailers believe that the
drugs are legal and it has been argued by some that they are providing a service to users by
presenting a safer alternative to more harmful, illicit drugs such as ecstasy. Scheduling these
drugs under the CDSA is likely to go a long way to clarify their status under federal law and
introduce some certainty into the market.
4.

METHODOLOGY

In a market analysis, ideally the intent is to describe the size of the market, its geographical
concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug and trends over time. In
the market for a typical legal consumer product, information about these factors is quite easy to
obtain. However, because the substances are used recreationally, the situation for BZP and
TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distribution and price presents a
particular challenge. A thorough examination of potential sources of information yielded little in
terms of data from which forecasts of quantity and price could be made. Moreover, there has
been little research into the prevalence of use of BZP and TFMPP in Canada.
An attempt was made to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and future scenarios
related to the use of these substances by searching and examining:
• information from established databases held by Health Canada or law enforcement
organizations such as the RCMP or CBSA;
• the opinion of experts in the illicit drug control and law enforcement communities; and
• information on promotion, pricing, distribution and/or availability of BZP and TFMPP
and illicit drugs in general and the regulation of these substances in other jurisdictions
through an internet search.

Data used for this market analysis was mainly obtained from a Health Canada's Laboratory
Information Management System (LIMS). Extracted information included a time series of
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numbers of exhibits that contained BZP and/or TFMPP (Tables 1 and 2). Health Canada's Drug
Analysis Service (DAS) is responsible for testing suspected illegal substances that are seized by
Canadian police officers and Canada Border Services Agency agents for court cases that are
proceeding to trial where a 'not guilty' plea has been entered by the defendant. For each exhibit,
the test results are entered into the Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) which
captures information such as the date of the seizure, the substance found in the exhibit and any
other adulterants if analyzed, and police detachment or Canada Border Services Agency office
location. Drug enforcement activities are affected by the extent, focus and effectiveness of
interception and detection activities by police and Canada Border Services Agency. These
activities along with criminal charges and associated pleas have an impact on the illicit drug
exhibit data stored in the LIMS database. For example, a targeted crackdown on
methamphetamine will increase the number of arrests and if exhibits from the seizure are
analyzed there will be an increase in exhibits in the LIMS, but this does not necessarily indicate
an increased presence or use of that drug on the streets. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) does not target substances that are not illicit, further limiting the ability to make
inferences from this infonnation about the extent ofBZP and TFMPP in Canada.
A series of interviews was conducted of~xperts and interested parties ~_~~~_~~~~~~~_~~g.x~.~J~.L _______ ..... ·"
The list included key individuals and organizations at the federal and municipal levels as well as
in the domestic illicit drug control community. For example, experts associated with the Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto Health Department and the HPFB Inspectorate
all provided advice and suggested material to be used in the analysis. These contacts acted not
only as a source of fact or opinion through interviews, but as a source of documen~a!i~ ~r_
statistics as well lthou some OfthJ.::vice rna not be eerreeor
--~~~'-~r~.AA.I':'~-'-"'-'
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An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
govemmentalliterature and legislation related to pJiemenoa,priemg, distribution and
availability of BZP and TFMPP and illicit drugs. In addition, an exammation was conducted of
the pre and post-prohibition/control environments in other juris,dictions such as the US and New
Zealand to obtain an appreciation of the possible consequences of action to control BZP and
TFMPP in Canada.
5.

from ODARS comment.

SlTlJATION IN CANADA

5.1 Use and Effects
BZP and TFMPP are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared
to those produced by ecstasy. Whil~usuaUy~~_'!!!9..~~~,_~~_~~g~_~~!?-_~~~9.._~_~.~~9..~~_~_~~______________ ,,-,'-'
smoked. Users of BZP party pills reported that using these substances enabled them to stay
awake for longer periods to undertake a wide range of activitie~}'J~~~~_~~~~y_i_t_i_~~_j~~~l_l!~~~ _____ . ____ _
dancing, general socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified \
with weight loss, perceived as a positive outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan;
....
2007)
'\
On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects of BZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is relatively difficult to attribute many of
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these to BZP alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan). In Canada, in 2009, it was reported that a
consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to consumption of a weight loss product
that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. It should be noted as well that, at the time when these drugs
were minimally regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and promotional
restrictions), the same study noted that young people found the legal status of BZP party pills
conveyed a message that they were safe to use. This led some young users to exceed the
recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging.
5.2 Availabilitv and Distribution
jCBSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes.
These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in pills thought to be ecstasy. In 2008, HPFB inspectors reported that four
products from a retailer were seized in 24 of its outlets across Canada. In addition, Health
Canada's Drug Analysis Service (DAS) has found an increasing number of exhibits containing
BZP andlor TFMPP in their chemical composition. Approximately 18% (895) of the total
number of exhibits analyzed between 2006 and 2010 (4975) contained only BZP andlor TFMPP
(no other substances were identified). For 782 of these exhibits, the seized substance was
suspected to be MDMA (ecstasy)./

Seizures

2006

2007

8

151

BZP & lor

TFMPP

--------------- ----------------------- --2010-(until------2008
2009
Nov. 24

1161

'-----------'
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2006

2007

2008

2009
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0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0

23
10
1
10
56
l3
13
19
0
1
0

126
47
7
29
637
172
7
20
4
11
1

139
114
15
28
1168
621
53
53
0
38
0

119
66
11
17
544
188
22
16
0
4
0
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BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

2006

2007

2008

2009

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

24
10
2
7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0
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65
11
17
502
203
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0
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1
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BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
\,
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada \,
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report . .
indicates that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
..
• the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
\
• regulation ofBZP by other countries such as the US;
..
~
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product. (BCDSIWG; 2009)

I

~r~~.~~p~!1s_t~t~~.!hCl~_!h~_~~K~~_~<?~~_h~~~_~~!~_t?~_~l)_t?J)_~~~~~_~f~_?::r__~~~I:f}~'ir.~_C!~_!h~_~_t?~_t_~<?_~~_t_________ _
and increased the number J~~~_Cl~~}~MRR~~~!~_~t?~}?5~~~~~!~__~_!h~_~~~_Cl:J!j~.!h~_~p'~~_i_<?~_~f .. _____ _
officials in Be that, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to resolve the
--.BZP problem in Canada" because a black market will surely develop after prohibition ... the
_----problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG; 2009) j
And as will be seen later, export ofBZP and TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among US-----drug control officials.

morl

Interesting to note, is that in Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly found that since 2006,
cases have occurred where piperazine ~erivatives ~t?!_t?_!~t?~!!~~~:_J~_~~~!!!~~,__th.~~~_~~_~~_~~~~_____ -----exhibits containing BZP and TFMPP, among other substances, in Ontario and Quebec (see
Tables 2 and 3).
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rrable 4: Internet Sources and Price~
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.comlUK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

PRICE
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (105mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$ 150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/ gram

5.3 Pricing

jBzp and TFMPP have prices that stem from different roles in drug markets. One could assume
that the first role is their value either aloneor in combination with each other, or in combination
with other drugs, to achieve a psychotropic effect. As previously mentioned, BZP provides the
"high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect. As seen above in Table 4, the price for either drug
varies considerably by form, location of source and volume of PlU'chase. For example, it appears
that the price for BZP alone from a domestic source is $3.00 to $4.00 per gram. The price in
combination with TFMPP is higher; and it is assumed that the combined effect of the two drugs
warrants the higher price. Note that the price is significantly higher for products from Asian
countries, although the reason for this is not kIlown. It should be noted that police in New

Zealand continue to seize illegal BZP and TFMPP which is thought to originate in Cbinal_~----------l

~~u;~/; ~~:~m::~I~orP~~~k!! ~:~:~i~;9r~l1ha~~~f~~18~,~oo,_or_~~ut______ __ ~

-'--- --1

The second role refers to these drugs simply as a cheap alternative ~o ecstasy, to which the
combination of drugs is often compared by those selling the product. ~_l!~~_t}_~~~~~_<?_U~·~~R_~~~ ___________ TFMPP for sale as ecstasy or as a complementary component for ecstasy products, that IS,
ecstasy cut with BZP and TFMPP, is occurring in many western countries. (BCDSIWG; 2009;
US Department of Justice, May 2010) The drugs' psychotropic effects mimicking entactogenic
and hallucinogenic characteristics and the ease of production of BZP specifically are factors
contributing to this role. (No indication was found as to the ease of production ofTFMPP.)
Infornlation regarding the ease of production ofTFMPP has not been found. /With respect to
price, the HPFB Inspectorate reports that the RCMP has encountered and seized products I-----------containing BZP but marketed as ecstasy (similar price, packaged in pre-counted lots like ecstasy
with imprinted pop-culture logos like ecstasy). HPFB inspectors have observed prices for
ecstasy ranging from $10 to $20 per pill. (Communication with an Inspectorate representative)
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rrhe calculation of these estimates, based on infonnation from the Inspectorate, is found in
Appendix A, and the results suggest that the low cost ofBZP and TFMPP combined as an
alternative or complementary component yields a significant return when presented as ecstasy.
BZP and TFMPP's relatively low input cost would suggest a sustained demand as long as
ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among drug userst ______________________________________________________ -------

?

Observations:

There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level of BZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• their legal status can perceived as ambiguous creating confusion in the market which
means they may still be promoted by sellers on the internet or dealers as safer alternatives
to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
despite HPFB I
o~te activity at retail, availability remains relatively easy through
internet and tra Ickers it does for controlled substance ;---------------------------------------------------1 Comment [A20]: This text was
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6. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS
As mentioned above, ideally, a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the Lonsumption
and price ofBZP and TFMPP in order to make projections
with respect to
~
J
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Given the lack of information about ~he use of BZP and TFMPP in Canada, however, it may be ""'" popularity among drug users
helpful to understand potential situations based on the ~xperience in other jurisdictions that have
.
experienced the emergence of a significant market for BZp-an(rTFMPP-aI;d-ii~;ve-nnpose(r---------~'\ 7
",restrictions on the use and distribution.
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In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.
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, Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP
Countries
U.S.A.
Greece
JaJ!.an
Denmark
Australia

Year
2002-2004
2003

2003
2005
2006
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I Isreal

I Italv
I -France
I Germanv

I New Zealand
Sweden
IJK
Ireland

11

2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

Source: BCDSIWG

I

Within this context, it is useful to examine the regulatory environments concerning BZP and

TFMPP in other jUrisdiCtiO~d their impacts on use of these substances.
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6.1 New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs. It could be argued that the current nature of the drug's legal status in Canada
is close to the situation experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 2008 when BZP was
minimally regulated. The rate of use in Canada would likely not reach that in New Zealand, as
BZP and TFMPP are not openly promoted and distributed in Canada as they were in New
Zealand during that period. Nevertheless, lessons migh(be drawn from that situation. Two
considerations must, however, be noted. First, the New Zealand drug culture differs from that of
other coun~ries~n that the use of drugs is more readily accepted by. certain segments of the
population!·__ I~~_1l~~g~t?_~~~!_~_9L~_~_N"_~~_~t?~~~~~_~_~_K~~!~~!_~~_!~f!~_~!~~__~_~~~~_!_~R9_~X~~~___ ----police that "paints a grim picture of the New Zealand drug scene with more young people using
opiate drugs, world-leading rates of methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "selfsufficient" cannabis culture." Kwww.stuff.co.nzX_I~~_~QJ_9_.Q!g~~j~t?~_~~~~_~~_~~_~~~~~~_K<?!_________ ----New Zealand report, released in September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug
/
"trade and notes for example that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the
highest amphetamine type substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged
that uniqueness of the New Zealand markets in an analysis of the status ofBZP in that
jurisdiction noting that "most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New
Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European
context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This caution should also apply to Canada.

~econdly, the data collection and analysis undertaken in New Zealand focused mainly on BZP
without much mention ofTFMPP or the BZPITFMPP combination.!. ______________________________ _
Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et a1. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
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to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
months) to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZPJ?~~X_p}JJ_~:)t_~J:1<?~_I~_~_~_m ____ -------{ Deleted: ITFMPP
noted that the pills were sold in comer stores and head shops. Approximately three-quarters of
users of these drug types described their availability at the time as "very easy". In fact, findings
from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had changed compared to the previous
year revealed that users considered them to have become easier to obtain in past 12 months,
similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. F orty-five percent of those who had used party
pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier to obtain in 2006 compared to 12
mn ______ m __________
m _m _______ mu_---· --- { Deleted: a
months earlier. (Wj!~~I1.~ f!: _f!?Y__~QQ?2 ______ m
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This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
",{ Formatted: Font: Italic
J
Auckland Hospital Adult Emer~ency Department ,:hic~ increased from one in.2002 (0.?7 ,.~)pf. ___-:----{ Deleted: percent
J
total overdoses) to 21 (1.58~)_~.?gQ1:_g~~_~<?_J?~)?~!~~gK~~!<?_~_~~~~~_~~_~~_~_c:~~~_~~_~~_~~n_mn, ""'{ Deleted:
)
strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
"""-{>==========<-l
..
_Deleted: percent
_
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also avaIlable ill some
areas. (Gee et al., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule. (Theron et al., 2007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP J?~~_p_i.~l_~~~~~~~_~ry:~ ____ //·{
had annual sales of $24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million
pills had been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5
million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the
industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics
Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, that the chemical
process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the
constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply of BZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
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and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C 1 controlled
substances, which are detennined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ... ".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation/prohibition on a drug's availability and price,
drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is prohibited, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on infonnation from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related hann in New Zealand.
The findings from the IDMS are intended to infonn strategic responses to drug use and drug
related problems. (Wilkins et al.; 2010):-The primary source ofinfonnation in the IDMS is
interviews with three groups of frequent drug users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection
drug users) recruited from the community in the three main centres of New Zealand (Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees were asked about the current use, availability,
purity and price of key drug types and how these aspects may have changed over the previous six
months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that there was some recovery in the availability of BZP in
2009 however; the availability of BZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years
when it was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely
be filled by a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy and black market
BZP, and alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong
evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample suppliers to
meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et aI., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition of BZP on the use and hann of BZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. ~rior to prohibition, BZP was available to
teens in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health. ~-<?~g-~~-~P.<?-~~~I?-~_~_~h~_~-'!~-----r-(
used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
V
used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that
it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they
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stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.

Observations
• The New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potential for high rates of use in certain segments of popUlation;
• Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
• Post regulation, there was a shift in where BZP was consumed from the rave scene to
private homes.e_~J~~~g~_!h~_!_~~~_~~~_~~~~~_~~_~~~_~_~~_~~~~#~£~~~E~_~~E~~_~:_[~A~ ____________ ------suggests the potential for a broader range of use.
1
t _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _

6.2 United States
While New Zealand reported a high prevalence of drug use, both lifetime and past year use, the
US has had the longest experience with BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. In the US,
the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place BZP and
TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high abuse
potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18, 2004, the DEA published a
Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP and TFMPP on Schedule I meaning
it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without DEA permission.
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number of BZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 to 13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
ecstasy. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis,
2009)
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The BZP and TFMPP market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
drug in each country. US officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
foster production in Canada should the substances' legal status remains the same. The current
status and potential for Canada to act as a source of BZP and TFMPP for the US is illustrated by
the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern to law enforcement
and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a demand for the
drug. pfficial~j1)._th~ !.~.g~~~!.~p.~!!Jh~~. ~£~~~~y. ~~J.~~~. P~5?~~£~~Li~.g.~~~~ .~!!~L~~tr!~.~.t~~}.1). ~~ __ _
region are often adulterated with other substances, "including methamphetamine, MDA, LSD,
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine", This is also seen when we analyze the information from
DAS. k\~~~~<:i.~_K!~_tJ:1_~_!.J_~_~~_tj_<?~~_lJ!~g_~Il_t_~!!!g~~~~_~_~!!!~!,_~h-~_~~_~~_~~_~t!J:1_~_~P(Ilj~~_!J:1_'!! ____
Canada-based drug trafficking organizations are increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy
tablets, and in some instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For
example, at the Blaine, Washington point of entry in October 2008,203,897 tablets seized that
appeared to be ecstasy_were later determined to be BZP. (US Department of Justice, National
Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
u

__

- Comment [A32]: Which
officials?

-

---{

Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and TFMPP.
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of 37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of BZP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)

Observations
• even when controlled, availability remains;
• ~here may be reason§ for concern regarding increased production in Canada in light of
continuing demand and controlled status in the U,:.S,:; an~ ______________________________________________ _
• it is the opinion of the U:.S:. Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the

'v

~~~ ~:~~~~~~~IY:~~~:iet!~e--s;:}~n;-{r:alat1~thatthe-bulko~----- _ _ _ .
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In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse ofDrugs Act
(MDA). Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of prosecution
under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime similar to that of Canada.
(Drugscope; 2010). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the
drug, but as described below, many observers_speculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any drug.
The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF)La leading centre of expertise on drug
policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of such a move
(prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on drugs'
credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there
is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute back
to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF,
2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some ED members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
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The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks of BZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken." (TDPF, 2010)

Observations
It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be on BZP supply
or prevalence of its use the drug, but some observers speculate that prohibition does little to
dampen either demand or supply of any drug.

7. OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS
As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded little data
to provide a picture of BZP and TFMPP demand or supply in Canada. This might be largely due
to their legal status in Canada which makes the situation for BZP and TFMPP unique. ~t was,
however, possible to get an appreciation of the general domestic situation and possible future
\
scenarios related to ~olum~~_~_p'!"!~.C?~y'.C?~~~~~g)~f~~~~_<?~.~~~.ty~~.(r.~~.~llJ~_~~~~~~t _____ . ------activities of the CBSA, RCMP and HPFB's Inspectorate. l!-~_~_~~!!!~ll-,_~f~~~_t.i.<:?!!_~~I-,~~~<!._t~_!h~____ _
experience of other jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the United States and the UK/EU
provided a perspective of the potential for the drugs' roles. Y ________
_________________
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priced, illicit drug, ecstasy; and
regulation of BZP by other countries including the US.

The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fully examined) showed that despite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remained !widely available and affordabldL __ M~~e_o~~_~c _t"l}~ _~~~_~_~~~~!!~ _~~p~~i.~!!~.~ .~~!l!~1)_s!~~_t~s ____ -----( Comment [A42]: Define
that, as a minimally regulated drug, BZP showed ~ignificant potential for use across a substantial
segment of the population.
Comment [A43]: See ODARS
comment
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~oth West Coast Canadian and US officials were clearly of the opinion that there is considerable
potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling from Canada
into the US in light of continuing demand there. Itis the opinion of the US Department of
Justice and New Zealand substance control researchers that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scene and that
1 of BZP was consumed in private homes. This might suggest that the
number of situations' which BZP and TFMPP are consumed might be expanding, creating a
broader, more freque t pattern of use. '-------_._-------------
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APPENDIX A
DERIVED VALUE OF PRODUCTS THAT CONTAIN BZP AND/OR TFMPP
The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg of BZP per unit, 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg of BZP. Therefore, if it were possible to import three months of
BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36 g of BZP for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. The following is an analysis from the Inspectorate of the derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.
At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of36,000 mg ofBZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) = 240 tablets x $20/tablet = $4,800 or a yield of $$133 .34/g of BZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs).
At 20 mg/pill (although it would seem plausible that this amount would produce a high sufficient
to satisfy users), the maximum potential value of 36,000 mg. ofBZP is (36,000
mg. divided by 20 mg. BZP/tablet) = 1800 tablets x $20/tablet = $36,000 or a yield of$1000/g.
Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,000

In a different vein of dealing with the use of BZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP; as was the case in New Zealand.
Subsequent compliance and enforcement actions followed and yielded the following
information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate fmished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
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Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
200,000,000 mg /3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80lbottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Further to the compliance and enforcement action and seized amounts described above, values
for potential "street" sale may be projected. For example, 200 kg of BZP if sold in units
containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
20

$10

$20

$13,333,333
$28,571,428
$100,000,000

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$200,000,000

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP for the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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3
1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that a that
certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the
rave and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to
having no known therapeutic use, there is no evidence that these substances can be used safely.
Moreover, adverse health consequences have been noted from their use. As part of the
development of a regulatory proposal, the present market analysis has been performed to
examine the availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of these compounds. It should be
noted that the situation for BZP and TFMPP is unique, because of their recreational use, and
obtaining information about market size, distribution and price presents a particular challenge. A
thorough examination of potential sources of information yielded little in terms of data from
which forecasts of quantity and price could be made. It was, however, possible to get an
appreciation of general domestic trends related to volume and price by examining the
information derived from activities related to these substances by the Canada Border Services
Agency, the RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate and a search of literature and the Internet.

In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a significant increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006.
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INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). This market analysis is meant to support the development of the
regulatory proposal for Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl) piperazine
(TFMPP). The first section of this report provides' context to this issue and the status of these
substances with respect to the Food and Drugs Act (FDA), the CDSA and their respective
Regulations. This is followed by brief descriptions o{the methodology used to carry-out the
market analysis, the situation concerning BZP and TFMPP in Canada and that within other
jurisdictions. An overview of observations made from examination conclude~ the report.1
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Piperazine salts or derivatives are used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake
fluid and other industrial materials and are found in many pharmaceutical products.
There are two derivatives in this class that have no known legitimate use in Canada: BZP and
TFMPP. These substances are used recreationally in the rave and party scenes for their
stimulative and hallucinogenic properties. (Health Canada, May 2010; pg 1) ~n early 2006, pills
containing the active ingredients BZPand.TFMPP-appeared.jniVancouverwhere they gained
popularity on the rave scene as asafer\al~ematiye:;to;~citdrU~,;~u~has'a',,~"
methylenedioxymethamphetamine(MI>l\1A., ecslasY);~hiChyisJist~~ 1n~~clj.e~dle\IIlto the
CDSA. Piperazine based party~pill.fonini1ationsstarted~tobecome'avaibtble-nationwide. In

additionJ_H~~J~.h_~_'!~~.4~}?·~!~~_~~_~J?~~~_~~_~J?g_!~~l1_~_~~_~~!!~i_~y_!_~!~_~~~_!()_j~2~~~_t_i_<?~~_t:t!_'!~':l.f~~~~~___ -'and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and TFMPP. This was viewed
as indicative of an increased interest for these substances in Canada (Health Canada; 2010; pg 2t

In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status of BZP and TFMPP with respect to the FDA, the CDSA and their respective
regulations.
Currently, Health Canada's authorization is necessary to sell BZP or TFMPP or a combination of
them in Canada. BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug", as defined under the
Food and Drugs Regulations (FDR), and require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold
or marketed in CanadaJHealth Canada; 2010). To date, no product containing BZP and/or
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention of the FDA and its Regulations to sell
any product containing either substance in Canada and the Health Products Food Branch (HPFB)
Inspectorate takes compliance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant provisions of the
FDA and FDR, accordingly. Beginning in October, 2007, the HPFB Inpsectorate established a
customs target for fmished products containing BZP and/or TFMPP, which was subsequently
updated to include bulk powder form in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to remove
products containing BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been warned about
the risks to health posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP. (Health Canada; undated; pg.
2). The HPFB Inspectorate also recommends refusal of entry into Canada of any commercial
shipment of BZP referred by the CBSA. A seizure of the material may occur if the importer has
a history of non-compliance with FDA and its Regulations. Penalties under the FDA include
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seizure and a fine up to $500 and are not as severe as those that might be applied under the
CDSA.

Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA would prohibit activities with these
substances unless authorized by regulation, i.e., possession, trafficking, possession for the
purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and
production. (Health Canada; undated pg 2). Law enforcement agencies, e.g., Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP), would respond to illegal activities. The CDSA sets out penalties for
illegal activities involving substances listed in its Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA
establish tight controls on the movement of regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse
and diversion to the illicit market. Scheduling BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA would make it
a criminal offence to possess, possess for the purpose of trafficking, or import them with fines up
to $5,000, up to three years imprisonment or both.
The ultimate goal of regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances is to reduce the risks
to the health and safety of Canadians (Health Canada; undated pg 2). The status of BZP and
TFMPP has led to some confusion about its legality and the pe~ception among users that the
drugs are "legal". HPFB inspectors have reported anecdotally that some retailers believe that the
drugs are legal and it has been argued by some that they are providing a service to users by
presenting a safer alternative to more harmful, illicit drugs such as ecstasy. Scheduling these
drugs under the CDSA is likely to go a long way to clarify their status under federal law and
introduce some certainty into the market.
4. METHODOLOGY

In a market analysis, ideally the intent is to describe the size of the market, its geographical
concentration, consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug and trends over time. In
the market for a typical legal consumer product, information about these factors is quite easy to
obtain. However, because the substances are used recreationally, the situation for BZP and
TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distribution and price presents a
particular challenge. A thorough examination of potential sources of information yielded little in
terms of data from which forecasts of quantity and price could be made. Moreover, there has
been little research into the prevalence of use ofBZP and TFMPP in Canada.
An attempt was made to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and future scenarios
related to the use of these substances by searching and examining:
• information from established databases held by Health Canada or law enforcement
organizations such as the RCMP or CBSA;
• the opinion of experts in the illicit drug control and law enforcement communities; and
• information on promotion, pricing, distribution and/or availability of BZP and TFMPP
and illicit drugs in general and the regulation of these substances in other jurisdictions
through an internet search.

Data used for this market analysis was mainly obtained from a Health Canada's Laboratory
Information Management System (LIMS). Extracted information included a time series of
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numbers of exhibits that contained BZP and/or TFMPP (Tables 1 and 2). Health Canada's Drug
Analysis Service (DAS) is responsible for testing suspected illegal substances that are seized by
Canadian police officers and Canada Border Services Agency agents for court cases that are
proceeding to trial where a 'not guilty' plea has been entered by the defendant. For each exhibit,
the test results are entered into the Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) which
captures information such as the date of the seizure, the substance found in the exhibit and any
other adulterants if analyzed, and police detachment or Canada Border Services Agency office
location. Drug enforcement activities are affected by the extent, focus and effectiveness of
interception and detection activities by police and Canada Border Services Agency. These
activities along with criminal charges and associated pleas have an impact on the illicit drug
exhibit data stored in the LIMS database. For example, a targeted crackdown on
methamphetamine will increase the number of arrests and if exhibits from the seizure are
analyzed there will be an increase in exhibits in the LIMS, but this does not necessarily indicate
an increased presence or use of that drug on the streets. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) does not target substances that are not illicit, further limiting the ability to make
inferences from this information about the extent of BZP and TFMPP in Canada.
]Comment [A3]: ODARS WOUld-"j
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! like to s~ a list of these in an
The list included key individuals and organizations at the federal and municipal levels as well as
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in the domestic illicit drug control community. For example, experts associated with the Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto Health Department and the HPFB Inspectorate
all provided advice and suggested material to be used in the analysis. These contacts acted not
only as a source of fact or opinion through interviews, but as a source of documentation or
statistics as well. @Ithough some of the advice may not be corrector complete...
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An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
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govemmentalliterature and legislation related to promotion, priemg, distribution and
availability of BZP and TFMPP and illicit drugs. In addition, an examination was conducted of
the pre and post-prohibitionlcontrol environments in other jurisdictions such as the US and New
Zealand to obtain an appreciation of the possible consequences of action to control BZP and
TFMPP in Canada.
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SITUATION IN CANADA

5.1 Use and Effects
BZP and TFMPP are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared
to those produced by ecstasy. Whil~ usually swallowed, the_.....................
drugs can
also _be
_...............
...... _snorted or
.... .
smoked. Users of BZP party pills reported that using these substances enabled them to stay
awake for longer periods to undertake a wide range of activitie~I~~~~...a.~.t.iy.~t.i~~i~~11l4~~
dancing, general socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified \
with weight loss, perceived as a positive outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan;
,
2007)
,

.....................................

.................. __

On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects of BZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is relatively difficult to attribute many of
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these to BZP alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan). In Canada, in 2009, it was reported that a
consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to consumption of a weight loss product
that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. It should be noted as well that, at the time when these drugs
were minimally regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and promotional
restrictions), the same study noted that young people found the legal status of BZP party pills
conveyed a message that they were safe to use. This led some young users to exceed the
recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging.

502 Avnilabilitv and Distribution
~BSA data indicate that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that

Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes.
These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in pills thought to be ecstasy. In 2008, HPFB inspectors reported that four
products from a retailer were seized in 24 of its outlets across Canada. In addition, Health
Canada's Drug Analysis Service (DAS) has found an increasing number of exhibits containing
BZPand/or TFMPP in their chemical composition. Approximately 18% (895) of the total
number of exhibits analyzed between 2006 and 2010 (4975) contained only BZP and/or TFMPP
(no other substances were identified). For 782 of these exhibits, the seized substance was
suspected to be MDMA (ecstasy).
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~
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I 'ffable 2: Analvzed Samples of BZP by Provincerrerritor~*
BC
AB
SK
MB
ON

~

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th )

0
0
0
0
0

23
10

126
47
7
29
637

139
114
15
28
1168

119
66
11
17
544

1
10
56
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QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

5
0
0
0
0
0
0

rr a ble 3 : Analyze dS amples
1

2006
BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

13
13
19
0
1
0
0
0f

172
7
20
4
11
1
0

621
53
53
0
38
0
0

p rOVIncerrernto ry[*
F
T.MPPbv
2007
2008
2009

24
10
2
7
45
l3
9
18
0
1
0
0

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

188
22
16
0
4
0
1
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2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th )
117
65
11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0

1

*Note: Due to the nature of the provincial/territorial data, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions from them
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BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
.
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
•
•
•

regulation of BZP by other countries such as the US;
the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
~ '1"
"b
' 0 f th'IS pro duct. (C
·
Sh Ipment
laCI
Ihes C'lor the d
Istn
utlOn
B D SIW G ; 2009 )

I products from a retailer were
I seized in 24 retail outlets across

Canada. Moreover, in 2009, it was

I reported that in Ottawa a consumer
Ii

officials in BC that, "at this stage,even banning the substance is not likely going'to resolve the
BZP problem in Canada~ because a black market will surely develop after J>1"9lUbition ...Jhe
problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWO;2009) I.
And as will be seen later, export of BZP and TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among US
drug control officials.
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Interesting to note, is that in Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly found that since 2006, more
cases have occurred where piperazine derivatives ""ere identified. In addition, there \Vere more
exhibits containing BZP and TFMPP, among other subst~~ces, iri 6ntano~ridQtiebec (see .
Tables 2 and 3).

(fable 4: Internet Sources and Prices
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.com/UK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

. .J Comment [AI2]; Check with!

t Bill jf"derivatives" is correct _J

PRICE
$31 gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (1 05mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$ 150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8E euro or 12 $/gram

5.3 Pricing
.jBZP,and TFMPP have prices that stem from different roles in drug markets. One could assume
that'9te first role is their value either alone or in combination with each othet:br,7iriicQmpfuation
\YHh:oth~r drugs, to achieve a psychotropic effect. As previously m~ntioneq, BZP prb~des the
"hi'gJi" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect. As seen above in Table 4;tJt~priqe'fo~'~~t!terdrug
varies considerably by form, location of source and volume of purchase>'For'exatnple,-if appears
that the price for BZP alone from a domestic source is $3.00 to'$4.00 p,erS,fat1,1;0 Thepncein
combination with TFMPPis higher; and it is assumed that the combineci'"effe9foftbe'two drugs
warrants the higher price. Note that the price is significantly higher for products' from Asian
countries, although the reason for this is not known. It should be noted that police mNew
Zealand continue to seize illegal BZP and TFMPP which is thought to originate in Chin~: ..JA.
seizure in November 2009 of6 kg is believed to be worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about
NZ$30/g. (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009~ ....... ..
. .•..
..
. ...." ...... " ... .
The second role refers to these drugs simply as a cheap alternative ko ecstasy, to whichlhe
combination of dnlgs is often compared by those selling the product. . ~t.l~~ti~tlti()!l.~.f~~R(lIl4.
TFMPP for sale as ecstasy or as a complementary component for ecstasy products, that is,
ecstasy cut with BZP and TFMPP, is occurring in many western countries. (BCDSIWG; 2009;
US Department of Justice, May 2010) The drugs' psychotropic effects mimicking entactogenic
and hallucinogenic characteristics and the ease of production of BZP specifically are factors
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contributing to this role. (No indication was found as to the ease of production ofTFMPP.)
Information regarding the ease of production of TFivlPP has not been found. With respect to
price, the HPFB Inspectorate reports that the RCMP has encountered and seized products I. .
containing BZP but marketed as ecstasy (similar price, packaged in pre-counted lots like ecstasy
with imprinted pop-culture logos like ecstasy). HPFB inspectors have observed prices for
ecstasy ranging from $10 to $20 per pill. (Communication with an Inspectorate representative)
trlle calculation of these estill}ates, based on information from the Inspectorate, is found in
AppendiX A, and the results suggest that the low cost of BZP and TFMPP combined as an
alternative or complementary component yields a significant return when presented as ecstasy.
BZP and TFMPP's relatively low input cost would suggest a sustained demand as long as
ecstasy,maintains its role and popularity among drug users.1

Observations:
There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level ofBZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• their legal status can perceived as ambiguous creating confusion in the market which
means they may still be promoted by sellers on the internet or dealers as safer alternatives
to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
• despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at retail, availability remains relatively easy through
'''- (C:;';';~~t [Algi: This text was
internet and traffickers ~s it does for controlled substance~;_nn.nnnn.nnnn,.......... n.n..
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demand based on its role and popularity among drug users would be ~ustaine<t.na.!l:4......
\ "l
it is felt that, even with prohibition or control, availability will persist through illegal·\'~','.:',\,_,_l,
distribution mechanisms. as with other abused controlled substances.
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6. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS
As mentioned above, ideally, a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the pon~~ption and pti~~,~fBZP and TFMPP.in order tom.~eprojectio~with,'r~~p'ect to
changesinconsumptio~;andpricein a minimally regulatc;danapost-r~~latiOrl'enViio~~ri,t~.. "__
Given the lack of information about khe use of BZPand TFMPP in Canada, however. itmaybe
helpful :to,understand potential situations based on the ~~p~ri_e.~~e. )n.:<?th~! jll!i.~4.~~.t.i~r.1.s. ~a..~ h(;iYe.
experienced the emergence of a significant market for BZP and TFMPP and have imposed
restrictions on the use and distribution.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.
,.
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I Countries
I U.S.A.
I Qre~~
I .lallan
I Denmark
I Australia
I J\/lalta
I Isreal
I Ita Iv
France
Germanv
New Zealand
Sweden

UK
Ireland

Yenr
2002-2004
2003

2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

Source: BCDSIWG

..

Within this context, it is useful t~.examine the regulatory environments concerning BZP and
TFMPP in other jurisdiction and their impacts on use of these substances.
6.1 New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs. It could be argued that the current nature of the drug's legal status in Canada
is close to the situation experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 2008 when BZP was
minimally regulated. The rate of use in Canada would likely not reach that in New Zealand, as
BZP and TFMPP are not openly promoted and distributed in Canada as they were in New
Zealand during that period. Nevertheless, lessons mightbe drawn from that situation. Two
considerations must, however, be noted. First, the New Zealand drug culture differs from that of
other countries ~ that the use of drugs IS more readily accepted by certain segments of the
population... 'fh~llIl~qlI.e.~(;l.hl~.e9ft.h.eNe\V..Ze(;iland drugII1arketisr~f1ect~d in a n~\V rep9rt.fr9~
police that "paints a grim picture of the New Zealand drug scene with more young people using
opiate drugs, world-leading rates of methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "selfsufficient" cannabis culture." Kw)VW.stuff.co.nzX_Ih~_~QJ_9__Q~g~I?}_~~~_~~i_~~_~~_~~_~~~~J?_~K<?!_________ .-... -.New Zealand report, released iri/September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug
trade and notes for example that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the
highest amphetamine type substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged
that uniqueness of the New Zealand markets in an analysis of the status ofBZP in that
jurisdiction noting that "most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New
Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European
context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This caution should also apply to Canada.
~econdly,

the data collection and analysis undertaken in New Zealand focused mainly on BZP
without much mention ofTFMPP or the BZPffFMPP combination.l ___________________________________________ ..... -
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Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
months) to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZP.J?~~x_p_iJA~~}t_~~<?_~J~_~_<? ___ mm_-'-'" (Deleted: ITFMPP
noted that the pills were sold in corner stores and head shops. Approximately three-quarters of
users of these drug types described their availability at the time as "very easy". In fact, findings
from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had changed compared to the previous
year revealed that users considered them to have become easier to obtain in past 12 months,
similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five percent of those who had used party
pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier to obtain in 2006 compared to 12
months earlier. (Wj!~I?-_~fL~~("'n?QQ?2nmnnm __ nnmummmmm _______________ m ____ m __ n ___________________ -' -,- ,LI?,~!~~~,~,:_ ,a __... , - - 1
<;'<---{ Deleted: & swe~~~'~~------'--·--,:::::.:J
This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
"-t;~';;'~;~d'~--F~~'~;--I't~'ii~ _
--=)
Auckland Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 :6l,pf~::,-'--{ Deleted: percent
_ _ ,. -]
total overdoses) to 21 (1.58~)jJ:t. _ ?.QQ4~.Q~~_~<.)11.t,r.i,~l1.!~~gKa.~t.<.)~,~<.)':lI~~~t~~il1<?~~(l~eil1t.he
-- -f Deleted:
---\
strength ofBZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of70 to 80 mg per dose----tDeleted: percentJ
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et aI., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule. (Theron et aI., 2007)

,J

From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP J?~~X_pAIJ_~~~~~_~~_t_l~i~ ____ ,
had annual sales of $24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million
pills had been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5
million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the
industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics
Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, that the chemical
process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the
constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
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The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply of BZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C 1 controlled
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ... ".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation/prohibition on a drug's availability and price,
drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is prohibited, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on information from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (lDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New Zealand.
The findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and drug
related problems. (Wilkins et al.; 2010)~The primary source of information in the IDMS is
interviews with three groups of frequent drug users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection
drug users) recruited from the community in the three main centres of New Zealand ( Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees were asked about the current use, availability,
purity and price of key drug types and how these aspects may have changed over the previous six
months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that there was some recovery in the availability of BZP in
2009 however; the availability of BZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years
when it was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely
be filled by a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy and black market
BZP, and alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong
evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample suppliers to
meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et aI., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. ~riorto,prolubition, BZP was available to
teens in New Zealand raising concerns ab'out the impact on health. ~ong
respondents who had
............
used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
...

-

__.................. __.......................................... - ... .
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In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that
it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they
stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
Observations
• The New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potential for high rates of use in certain segments of population;
• Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
• Post regulation, there was a shift in where BZP was consumed from the rave scene to
private home~.~J!h~'::l:gh_!~i?_~.a.Y.i?,~,:_~_~~s.!~_s.~_~~i?,~ _ r.i?tp.~t~__itp.R()ti.<lI1 t "e I111 e.s.: _ Il1i s.
s~ggests the potentiaf for a' broader range
use:

of

r·····················································..............................................

i scene as was typIcally thought to
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6.2 United States

l

While New Zealand reported a high prevalence of drug use, both lifetime and past year use, the
US has had the longest experience with BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. In the US,
the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place BZP and
TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high abuse
potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18, 2004, the DEA published a
Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP and TFMPP on Schedule I meaning
it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without DEA permission.
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
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exhibits rose from 6,088 to 13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
ecstasy. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis,
2009)
The BZP and TFMPP market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
drug in each country. US officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
foster production in Canada should the substances' legal status remains the same. The current
status and potential for Canada to act as a source of BZP and TFMPP for the US is illustrated by
the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern to law enforcement
and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a demand for the
drug. pfficial~" ~l), ~~~ .~~,g!~~ E~E~~t~~~.~~~~~YJ~~.t~~J?~2~~~~_.ill_g~~~~~_~~_~!~~~~l!:~~~ .~Jh~.,
region are often adulterated with other subsWlces, "inqluding methamphetamine, MDA, LSD,
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine'!. This is: also seen when we analyze theinfonllation from
DAS.lAc~()~~ingt()t~t;:y~~(l~i,()~(lXJ?~g,~n.:~t;:!!~ge.~~e.,~,e.~~~F",th~,G!3.,~Ais,.()r~~t;: . ()p~i()n that
Canada-based drug trafficking organizations are increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy
tablets, and in some instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For
example, at the Blaine, Washington point of entry in October 2008,203,897 tablets seized that
appeared to be ecstasy_were later detennined to be BZP. (US Department of Justice, National
Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and TFMPP.
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of 37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of BZP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
Observations
• even when controlled, availability remains;
• ~here may be reason~;for concem:regarding increased "production in Canada in light of
continuing demand and controlled status in the UI.S:.; an~",
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it is the opinion of the U:.S:. Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
~ve scen~. This is consistent with the survey findings in New Zealand that the bulk of

BZP was consumed-In -pr{vate-homes.- -- -- --- ------------ ------- -------- -- ------------------- -- ---------------

6.3 United KingdomlEuropean Union

In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse of Drugs Act
(MDA). Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of prosecution
under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime similar to that of Canada.
(Drugscope; 2010). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the
drug, but as described below, many observers_speculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any drug.
The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF)~a leading centre of expertise on drug
policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of such a move
(prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on drugs'
credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there
is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute back
to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF,
2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)

In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
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"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks of BZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken." (TDPF, 2010)

Observations
It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be on BZP supply

or prevalence of its use the drug, but some observers speculate that prohibition does little to
dampen either demand or supply of any drug.

7.

OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded little data
to provide a picture of BZP and TFMPP demand or supply in Canada. This might be largely due
to their legal status in Canada which makes the situation for BZP and TFMPP unique. ~t was,
however, possible t? get an; appreciation ofth~gell~ral dOn;lestic:,~ituation and possible future
scenarios related to ~01umeL~~J~!!9.~.~y"~~~
....:.. ~._gJ!}f~!m._1i.·~~.~.!1. ~~._e._Ii_~..t:~.!!._~_.~.__ ~~~.._~c._~.~...
_e.. n.
__ t._.______.._____. - -activities of the CBSA, RCMP and HPFB's Inspectorate'-'!ln addition, information related to the
experience of other jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the"ljn'{ted 'States-ancltlie-UKi'Ety'" .. -provided a perspective of the potential for the drugs' roles. 'c_
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been ~ significant increase in activity' r~lated to these drugs in ,Canada since ~O.o6.
Expert opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB Inspecto~te'reinforces this viewt_~_~~~~~~_~L _____ _
factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in
Canada, including but not limited to:
• the legal status;
• availability remains relatively easy through Internet and traffickers, ~espite Inspectorate
activity at retail;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP on the market which might~
/theoretically, ~t.i~l1.ICl:t.~_~<:Jn.:~t.ZIl].p.~i.<:Jn.:..~!1:~.,~!1:<:;~~r.~.g~_t.~.~j!.!9..I.~_Cl.s._a.!~~.f.1:1a.~i.y~~_t.<:J.t.P.~lligl1~r
priced, illicit drug, ecstasy; and
•

regulation of BZP by other countries including the US.
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The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fully examined) showed that despite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remained /widely available and affordable. Mor.eC?Y~r.,~~e New Ze<lla~~e~p.~r.i"ence demonstrates
that, as a minimally regulated drug, BZP showed ~ignificant potential for use across a substantial
segment of the population.
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iBoth West Coast Canadian and US officials were clearly of the opinion that there is considerable
potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling from Canada
into the US in light of continuing demand there. It is the opinion of the US Department of
Justice and New Zealand substance control researchers thatBZPuse is spreading beyond the
rave scene and that the bulk of BZP was consumed in private homes. This might suggest that the
number of situations in which BZP
TFMPP are consumed might be expanding, creating a
broader, more frequent pattern of use.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVED VALUE OF PRODUCTS THAT CONTAIN BZP AND/OR TFMPP
(iiven the infonnation on page 13 - "One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 2S0 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1.000 nlg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et a1., 200S) In fact. it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule. (Theron et al., 2007)" The cost
model presented here is neither intuitive nor useful.
Given that the majority of BZP!TFMPP found though chemical analysis in Canada was found in
conjunction with a number of other chemicals including MDMA, methamphetamine, etc. These
calculations may not prove to be infoIDlative rather they may be quite misleading. lu.

_1
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The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-00 19), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg of BZP per unit, 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, ifit were possible to import three months of
BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36 g of BZP for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. The following is an analysis from the Inspectorate of the derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.

;At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potential value of36,000 mg (or 36 grams) ofBZP is SI33.34/g of
BZP.
Calculation:

36,000 mg/ 150 mg ofBZP per tablet = 240 tablets
240 tablets x $20 per tablet = $4,800
$4,800/36 grams ofBZP = S133.34/gram ofBZP

(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs).
At 20 mg/pill (although it would seem implausible that this amount would produce a high
sufficient to satisfy users), the maximum potential value of3~,pOO mg (Qr 36 gram~) ofBZP is
$l,OOO/g ofBZP.
Calculation:

36,000 mgl20 mg ofBZP per tablet = 1800 tablets
1800 tablets x $20 per tablet = $36,000
$36,000/36 grams ofBZP = $l,OOO/gram ofBZPI ..
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At 150 mwpill, the minimum potential value of36,000 mg ofBZP is (36,000 mg. divided by 150
mg. BZP/tablet) - 240 tablets }( $20/tablet $4,800 or a yield of$$133.34Ig ofBZP
(disregarding other unknown production or distribution costs).
¢\t 20 mwpill (although it l.vould seem plausible that this amount would produce a high sufficient
to satisfy users), the maximum potential value of36,000 mg. efBZP is (36,000
mg. dh4ded by 20 mg. BZP,ltablet) 1800 tablets x $201tablet - $36,000 or ~ yield of$1000lg.
Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
[20

$10

$20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,0001

In a different vein of dealing with the use of BZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP; as was the case in New Zealand.
Subsequent compliance and enforcement actions followed and yielded the following
information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate fmished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
200,000,000 mg /3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80lbottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Further to the compliance and enforcement action and seized amounts described above, values
for potential "street" sale may be projected. For example, 200 kg ofBZP if sold in units
containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70

$10

$20

$13,333,333
$28,571,428

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
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And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP for the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet
supplement would likely be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a
party pill might have a very different price in Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on
demand and supply.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that a that
certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the
rave and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to
having no known therapeutic use, there is no evidence that these substances can be used safely.
Moreover, adverse health consequences have been noted from their use. As part of the
development of a regulatory proposal, the present market analysis has been performed to
examine the availability, distribution, pricing and promotion of these compounds. It should be
noted that the situation for BZP and TFMPP is unique, because of their recreational use and legal
status, and obtaining information about market size, distribution and price presents a particular
challenge. A thorough examination of potential sources of information yielded little in terms of
data from which forecasts of quantity and price could be made. It was, however, possible to get
an appreciation of general domestic trends by examining the information derived from activities
related to these substances by the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP and Health
Canada's Inspectorate and a search ofliterature and the Internet.

inf9jjnltijori

In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, availa~Je
indicates that
there seems to have been a increaseinacHvj~ related to these drugs in Canada since 2006.
Expert opinion from the RCMP and Health Canada's Inspectorate reinforces this view. A
number of factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related
activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• legal status perceived in some circles creating confusion in the market;
• relatively easy availability, e.g., through the Internet, despite compliance and
enforcement activities of the HPFB Inspectorate;
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). This market analysis is meant to support the development of the
regulatory proposal for Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl) piperazine
(TFMPP). The first section of this report provides context to this issue and the status of these
substances with respect to the Food and Drugs Act (FDA), the CDSA and their respective
Regulations. This is followed by brief descriptions of.the methodology used to carry-out the
market analysis, the situation concerning BZP and TFMPP in Canada and that within other
jurisdictions. An overview of observations made from examination concludes the report.

2. BACKGROUND
Piperazine salts or derivatives are used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake
fluid and other industrial materials and are found in many pharmaceutical products.
There are two derivatives in this class that have no known legitimate use in Canada: BZP and
TFMPP. These substances are used recreationally in the rave and party scenes for their
stimulative and hallucinogenic propert.ies. (Health Canada, M~y 2010; pg 1) lI?earlf~O?6, pm~
containing ~e .active ingredien~:B~fan'
.'. . . . .
'b~~i~~YSlajll~
popularif.Y,'0n.theJaye: sce~e/~.a~

methylenedioxym.ethatnphe~jtl(:

'. '. .•. . . . . .

i. .•

'•.. i

dt~!l~r~<l'tnl

CDSA" {>iperazine based·pa1i¥~piJl
.
.··~e::avajt~.,..
it(ej.; l~
additionJ. tI~~I~~ ~ClJ1~4~n~t~q .~~i~~~~~i.Ilg~~~~4 ~~ . ~~~! xity ~~ !~te.4..t.~~t:I1I?~~(l.ti~~~~~~l:lf~~~~~.
and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and TFMPP. This was viewed
as indicative of an increased interest for these substances in Canada (Health Canada; 2010; pg 2t
In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status of BZP and TFMPP with respect to the FDA, the CDSA and their respective
regulations.
Currently, Health Canada's authorization is necessary to sell BZP or TFMPP or a combination of
them in Canada. BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug", as defined under the
Food and Drugs Regulations (FDR), and require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold
or marketed in Canada (Health Canada; 2010). To date, no product containing BZP and/or
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention of the FDA and its Regulations to sell
any product containing either substance in Canada and the Health Products Food Branch (HPFB)
Inspectorate takes compliance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant provisions of the
FDA and FOR, accordingly. Beginning in October, 2007, the HPFB Inpsectorate established a
customs target for finished products containing BZP and/or TFMPP, which was subsequently
updated to include bulk powder form in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to remove
products containing BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been warned about
the risks to health posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP. (Health Canada; undated; pg.
2). The HPFB Inspectorate also recommends refusal of entry into Canada of any commercial
shipment of BZP referred by the CBSA. A seizure ofthe material may occur if the importer has
a history of non-compliance with FDA and its Regulations. Penalties under the FDA include
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seizure and a fine up to $500 and are not as severe as those that might be applied under the
CDSA.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA would prohibit activities with these
substances unless authorized by regulation, i.e., possession, trafficking, possession for the
purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and
production. (Health Canada; undated pg 2). Law enforcement agencies, e.g., Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP), would respond to illegal activities. The CDSA sets out penalties for
illegal activities involving substances listed in its Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA
establish tight controls on the movement of regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse
and diversion to the illicit market. Scheduling BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA would make it
a criminal offence to possess, possess for the purpose of trafficking, or import them with fines up
to $5,000, up to three years imprisonment or both.
The ultimate goal of regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances is to reduce the risks
to the health and safety of Canadians (Health Canada; undated pg 2). The status of BZP and
TFMPP has led to some confusion about its legality and the perception among users that the
drugs are "legal". HPFB inspectors have reported anecdotally that some retailers believe that the
drugs are legal and it has been argued by some that they are providing a service to users by
presenting a safer alternative to more harmful, illicit drugs such as ecstasy. Scheduling these
drugs under the CDSA is likely to go a long way to clarify their status under federal law and
introduce some certainty into the market.
3. METHODOLOGY

An attempt was made to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and future scenarios
related to the use of these substances by searching and examining:
• information from established databases held by Health Canada or law enforcement
organizations such as the RCMP or CBSA;
• the opinion of experts in the illicit drug control and law enforcement communities; and
• information on promotion, pricing, distribution and/or availability of BZP and TFMPP
and illicit drugs in general and the regulation of these substances in other jurisdictions
through an internet search.
Data used for this market analysis was mainly obtained from a Health Canada's Laboratory
Information Management System (LIMS). Extracted information included a time series of
numbers of exhibits that contained BZP and/or TFMPP (Tables 1 and 2). Health Canada's Drug
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Analysis Service (DAS) is responsible for testing suspected illegal:substances that are seized by
Canadian police officers and Canada Border Services Ag~ncy agents for court cases that are
proceeding to trial where a 'not guilty' pleabas bee» entered by;9!~defendant For each exhibit;
the test results are entered into, the LaboratoryJnfdrfi1atid~;M~a¢e~entSyst~m(LIMS) whi~li
captures infonnation such as the date ofthes~izure;'~~1subStattce'fo~nd'in tfi~"exl1ibiHind)any
other adulterants if analyzed, and police detachtnentQrt;anwj~J30rder Services A.gencY,<>ffice,
location. Drug enforcement activities are affectedcby, ~he" extent,;f'oc~sa~~'effecti)~ness ot:
interception and detection activities by'poUceand CanadaB9rderSetvices.,AgetreY.These
acti vi ties along with criminal'charges and~'~s<:Jciat¢pJe,fi$\~¥ye ,all im,pact,on fileiillicif drug
exhibit data stored in the LIMSdatabase:,:'F?:fexaIllpl~i;~~eted<tmckdown?n
methamphetamine will incr~~e;tbe nllmberofa:rj~~lili4!j~Wxhi"~H ','" m'the, seizure are
analyzed there will be an increase in exhibi~;.inthe;'LI~S;:~)it,thisi,a<t~~;not'n~cessatilY,indicat~
an increased presence or use of that drug on. the'streets~~frheR()yal Calladian Mounted Police ,
(RCMP) does not target substances that are not illicit, further limiting the ability to make
inferences from this information about the extent of BZP and TFMPP in Canada.
A series of interviews was conducted of experts and;mtereste(fpafties~n the illicit drug field:
The list included key individuals and organizations at the federal and municipal levels as well as
in the domestic illicit drug control community. For example, experts associated with the Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto Health Department and the HPFB Inspectorate
all provided advice and suggested material to be used in the analysis. These contacts acted not
only as a source of fact or opinion through interviews, but as a source of documentation or
statistics as jWeltl
....

_-

..............

--.......

.......................-.------

An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
governmental literature and legislation related to availability ofBZP and TFMPP and illicit
drugs. In addition, an examination was conducted of the pre and post-prohibition/control
environments in other jurisdictions such as the US and New Zealand to obtain an appreciation of
the possible consequences of action to control BZP and TFMPP in Canada.
4.

SITUATION IN CANADA

4.1 Use and Effects
BZP and TFMPP are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared
to those produced by ecstasy. The drugs can be swallowed, _snorted or smoked. Users ofBZP
party pills reported that using these substances enabled them to stay awake for longer periods to
undertake a wide range of activities. These activities included dancing, general socialising,
work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified with weight loss, perceived
as a positive outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan; 2007)
On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects ofBZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is relatively difficult to attribute many of
these to BZP alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan). In Canada, in 2009, it was reported that a
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consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to consumption of a weight loss product
that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. It should be noted as well that, at the time when these drugs
were minimally regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and promotional
restrictions), the same study noted that young people found the legal status ofBZP party pills
conveyed a message that they were safe to use. This led some young users to exceed the
recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging.

4.2 Availability and Distribution
CBSA data indicate that between2004 and 2008, the number ofsamples referred to that
Agency's laboratories for analysis had grown from 0 to 17: includitigseiiUreofvariolls sizes;
These seizures consisted of BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other
substances such as ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010) The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report
states that "designer-type synthetic substance trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and
TFMPP being found in pills thought to be ecstasy. In 2008, HPFB inspectors reported that four
products from a retailer were seized in 24 of its outlets across Canada. In:
Healtli
Canada's Drug Analysis Service (OAS) hasfoun~,an increaSing;'ll,~Re~9f:e~i~!~,conta!ning
BZP and/or TFMPP in their chemi~al compositiorii·. Appr(}xim~~lyJ8~,(89S):ilf;thetotat
number of exhibits analyzed between 2006and.20 lO(4976lco~tahle.~A~~;~ZI!,~dlor TFMP:P;
(no other substances were identified); For782oftheseexhibiiS, the sei~'SP~§~9~ 'wa&
suspected to be MDMA (ecstasy)L .. '
.. . .. '. .. . . .. ... ..... '. ". .. . ..

adiiiti9n,

T a bl e 1: N'
I d bOAS
I I S A natyze
ty
atlona I TIE
ota x hObOt
Number of
Exhibits
2006
2007
2008

I

Containing
BZP
Containing
TFMPP
Containing
BZP&/or
TFMPP

2009

5

146

1061

3

129

. 920

2191

8

151

1161

2366

2232

2010
(until
Nov. 24)
1213

20062010

1170

4413

1289

4975

4657

•. . 'err

Table 2: A na(yzed Samples ofBZPb)y ProvIDe erritoot':
2006
2007
2008
BC
AB

0
0

SK

0
0

MB
ON
QC
NB

NS

0
5
0
0

23
10
1
10
56
13
13
19

126
47
7
29
637
172
7
20

2009
139
114
15
28
1168
621
53
53

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th )
119
66
11
17
544
188
22
16
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NL
YT
NUINWT

8
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

4
11
1
0

0
38
0
0

0
4
0
1

I Table 3: Analyzed Samples ofTFMPP by Provincefferrifori*
BC
AB

SK
MB

ON
QC

NB
NS
PEl

NL
YT
NUINWT

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th )

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

24
10
2
7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

117
65
11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

~N.Q..~~..;..._Due to the nature of the provincial/territorial data, it is not possible to draw any finn conclusions from them
with respect to ~egiona1diStrib!1tiot(. __r~~~~ J~_l1~ }-,!fo_fI!1.a!i()!l_~~~}J~_~!t! _~t!g'!~~~!lg _!~~A~~~S!"~Q~J~ ~~~'?!t!~~t!'?~ _()K ___ ...
users of BZP and TFMPP in Canada.
~

M_<?!_~~y~!-,_~~~g_c~~t~o}_~rfi_(*~~s_i~_~~)_~<?_~~_rIl)~!~l':l~~Xr~~_t_~~_~~_M~\~~_~!!h_~~I?-~~':l_~Il_~_!he_,

BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
.
indicates that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation of BZP by other countries such as the US;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product. (BCDSIWG; 2009)
Thereport states that these factors have raised the profile ofBZP and TFMPP on the West Coast
and iinc~a,S«t the number I<?f BZP and TFMPP-r~!~!ed incidents !Il t~e area: J~J~:m~~~p.~~~o*~~! ...
offio~a1i{'mt~<:. that, Uat .this· stage~even,banning~li~ s,';lbstance is;I1~t,like~f,=.g,?i!t.~1.~r}~~Jye the
BZP problem tn Cana~ because a black market wlnsurelY4evelopafterptO,h16itlQil:~[~.;the
problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly~'. (BCDSIWG;2009)
And as will be seen later, export of BZP and TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among US
drug control officials.
Interesting to note, is that in Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly found that since 2006, more
cases have occurred where piperazine derivatives were identified. In addition, there were more
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exhibits containing BZP and TFMPP, among other substances, in Ontario and Quebec (see
Tables 2 and 3).
Distribution of the product occurs over the Internet. Their availability is quite evident upon
examination of sites.

Table 4: Internet Sources and Prices [as of Fall 20101
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
Wackyherbs.com/UK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

PRICE
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
$15/2 capsules (105mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Price per kilogram
$ 150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

4.3 Pricing
BZP and TFMPP have prices that stem from different roles in drug markets. One could assume
that the first role is their value either alone or in combination with each other, or in combination
with other drugs, to achieve a psychotropic effect. As previously mentioned, BZP provides the
"high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect. As seen above in Table 4, the price for either drug
varies considerably by form, location of source and volume of purchase. For example, it appears
that the price for BZP alone from a domestic source is $3.00 to $4.00 per gram. The price in
combination with TFMPP is higher; and it is assumed that the combined effect of the two drugs
warrants the higher price. Note that the price is significantly higher for products from Asian
countries, although the reason for this is not known. It should be noted that police in New
Zealand continue to seize illegal BZP and TFMPP which is thought to originate in China. ~
sei~.Ii~;N()yember 2009of,~:kg: is believed to be;wo~ afutalofNZ$180,0061:O,r~a6~Ut
NZ$~O/~:n~:ew Zealand Police web reports,2009j
~
~ ~ ~ . .... .. .
The second role refers to these drugs simply as a cheap alternative~ \vhichmimlckteeSft$ilu
Substitution ofBZP and TFMPP for sale as ecstasy or as a complementary component for
ecstasy products, that is, ecstasy cut with BZP and TFMPP, is occurring in many western
countries. (BCDSIWG; 2009; US Department of Justice, May 2010) The drugs' psychotropic
effects mimicking entactogenic and hallucinogenic characteristics and the ease of production of
BZP specifically are factors contributing to this role. (No indication was found as to the ease of
prod ucti on 0 f TFM P P.) I.pJl).lJn.?!j.Qn ..x9.g0.:1~~nngJbs~.u.~~~~?:9.....Qf.p[9.~h:lg.1j..Qnu. 9.Llf..M.e.eJ!.~1'iJ~Q.L.b.~gn
fl1llnd.With respect to price, the HPFB Inspectorate reports that the RCMP has encountered
seized products~ontaining BZP but marketed as ecstasy (similar price, packaged in pre-counted

and
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lots like ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos like ecstasy). HPFB inspectors have observed
prices for ecstasy ranging from $10 to $20 per pill. (Communication with an Inspectorate
representative) ~he calculation of these estimates, based on informa:tioll from thelnsllectorate, Js
found in Appendix A, and tHe results suggest that the Iowcost[ofBZP and,TFMPPcombfnedas
an alternative or complementary component yields a significant return when presented as
ecstasy. BZP and TFMPP's relatively low input cost would suggest a sustained demand as long
as ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among drug users~

Observations:
There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level of BZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• their legal status can perceived as ambiguous creating confusion in the market which
means they may still be promoted by sellers on the internet or dealers as safer alternatives
to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
• despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at retail, availability remains relatively easy through
internet;
• theoreticallYl~~(!rela!!yelyinexpensivt!price of BZP and TFMPP on theIll(lrke~~maJs()
stimulate consumption_and their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit ecstasy.
BZP/TFMPP's relatively low input cost would suggest a sustameddemaIid.as long~
ecstasy maintamsilS':ro1eartd poularity among drug users: and
• it is felt that, even with prohibition or control, availability will persist through illegal
distribution mechanisms.:

5. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS
As mentioned above, ideally, a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to
the ;cO~~i?~O~i,"'k; ":"r:~MP~1in;or4er;t().iliat<ep:~oj,~~~wi
t,;'
chang~Jit}c9~tim

Jm'

, ". Jiiial1y:r~gulatt;~l,andr ~"

'w

"

,

Given the lack of information about
,~ , , '
h
tOtr1i~mand;'
tbtio~nS*base
xperience in other jurisdicti(ms,.:.,..~~~
i~td~,~Jj.9!J.Qn~ that have experienced the emergence of a market for BZP and TFMPP and have
imposed restrictions on the use and distribution.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.

Comment [ill]: Txt from
ODARS

Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP
Countries

Year

J)",S.,,-,f.'\,"
Greece
,Jaj)an

2003
2003
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2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

Denmark
Australia
Malta

I
I
I Isn~al
I Ita!y
I France
I Germanv

New Zealand
Sweden
UK
Ireland
Source: BCDSIWG

Withinthis conte;t;:it iSuSe~, to examine the regulatory environments,'concerQing BZPand
TFMPR in other jurisdictiohlandtheii:iirlpacts on use of these substahcestl :
5.1 New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs. ,It~ul<lbe'argue~,~at th~ Cl.lTrent nature of the drugt$le~'$U\t!:tsinCatlat.lij

is'ctos

.situatioIr

·>"'·en~' ".w~\'N'e~MZeat~d 6e~een2QO~>and2008:~~emB~;t'aa

l a t " " ,f~;J~Canada'~oul<:nikeht ,',

,"an'd"

Q(Spetilypromoted anddistribut6tl it\':

>'Wavin'~~~
: '~~tfie1:were iQ

w~.~a';·,'
evertheless, lessons migh(be drawn from that situation. Two
considerations must, however, be noted. First, the New Zealand drug culture differs from that of
other countries in that the use of drugs is more readily accepted. The unique nature of the New
Zealand drug market is reflected in a new report from police that "paints a grim picture of the
New Zealand drug scene with more young people using opiate drugs, world-leading rates of
methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "self-sufficient" cannabis culture."
(ww\y~stUffCO.nztTl1~~9J9Qrg(1I~ise4 Crime J\ssessment for New Z~(l1~4r~p()rt,r~leas~4il1
September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug trade and notes for example that
Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the highest amphetamine type substance
user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged that uniqueness of the New Zealand
markets in an analysis of the status of BZP in that jurisdiction noting that "most of the data
concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug
situation, which may not translate to the European context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This caution
should also apply to Canada.

SecondlYt the data colle~tion arid analysis undertaken in New Zealand focused/mainly on BZR
without much mention ofTFMPR ~br the BZPffFMPP combinatio~
Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
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jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
months) to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZPpartypills. It should be
noted that the pills were sold in comer stores and head shops. Approximately three-quarters of
users of these drug types described their availability at the time as "very easy". In fact, findings
from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had changed compared to the previous
year revealed that users considered them to have become easier to obtain in past 12 months,
similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five percent of those who had used party
pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier to obtain in 2006 compared to 12
months earlier. (Wj!~~~_~l!:_~l~Y'c_~QQ?lmm_m ______________________ _

Deleted: ITFMPP
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This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
... :
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total overdoses) to 21 (1.5~) in 2004. One contributi I1 g factor would be theincreaseiIltl1e-~ :::::: percent
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areas. (Gee et aI., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule. (Theron et aI., 2007)
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP party pill "industry"
had annual sales of $24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million
pills had been sold since 2000. (QuilIiam, 2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5
million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the
industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics
Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, that the chemical
process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the
constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on I April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply of BZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
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'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
and use ofBZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C I controlled
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ...".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation/prohibition on a drug's availability and price,
drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is prohibited, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on information from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New Zealand.
The findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and drug
related problems. (Wilkins et a1.; 2010):.-The primary source of information in the IDMS is
interviews with three groups of frequent drug users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection
drug users) recruited from the community in the three main centres of New Zealand (Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees were asked about the current use, availability,
purity and price of key drug types and how these aspects may have changed over the previous six
months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that there was some recovery in the availability of BZP in
2009 however; the availability of BZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years
when it was legaL (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely
be filled by a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy and black market
BZP, and alcohoL (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong
evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample suppliers to
meet that demand.

The second study (Wilkins et aI., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior, to prQhibition, BZP was being used by
teens in New zeal8Jl4«~is;~g'co~~~rIls,t!PQutthe:ifupacton health. ,~ol1gr~~p()I1~~nt~ who had
used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that
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it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they
stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "'just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
Observations
• The New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potential for high rates of use in certain segments of population;
• Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the drug
was legal; and
'. '~~':cbIisumed·ftom the rave scene to
• Post re lation

private:home~~
suggests tile' po
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While New Zealand reported a high prevalence of drug use, both lifetime and past year use. the
US has had the longest experience with BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. In the US, the
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place BZP and
TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high abuse
potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18,2004, the DEA published a
Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP and TFMPP on Schedule I meaning
it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without DEA permission.
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• . the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
o
there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 to 13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
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ecstasy. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis,
2009)
The BlP and TFMPP market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
drug in each country. US officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
foster production in Canada should the substances' legal status remains the same. The current
status and potential for Canada to act as a source of BlP and TFMPP for the US is illustrated by
the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern to law enforcement
and BlP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a demand for the
drug. It is the opinion of the lJ .S~ DeParnnentofJ~sticethatl3Zlluse is spreading beyond the
rave scen~_ . ~()ffi~~~i!!!~~~J~gJ~~.~~!'.t~!!!~~~!aS· ·;~R!~~P!~~~~}~_.~~!!~·.~~.~.i~~!~~te4
in theregi~n are often adulterated"with;otlier;'subs . . '~~inpludhig metilampnetamine, MDA,
LSD,BZP; TFMPP, keiatnine; an&caffein.~'f~":rfiis isalsoseefl.inGanada when we analyze the
infol·mationfrom DAS~;~~~<?~c!!~g_~<?_thC?_Y~_~~t~o_r:t~IJ?_t:1:lgJ~~C?}}}g~I1<?~~~n~~r,_the.C:BS_J\ is of
the opinion that Canada-based drug trafficking organizations are increasingly producing
adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain little, if
any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine, Washington point of entry in October 2008, 203,897
tablets seized that appeared to be ecstasy_were later determined to be BZP. (US Department of
Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre, Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
r

Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BlP and TFMPP.
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx of BlP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of37 BlP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of BlP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
Observations
• even when controlled, availability remains;
• there may be reasonstope:c~ncem~ abbu~,iipossibmty ()fJ.~C?~~~~4.Rr~~.u~~~()l1iI! ..
Canada in light o{;continuing'(femattd and controlled statUS in the U.!S::; an~
• it is the opinion of the U-,S" Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scen~~ This is consistent with the suryey findings in New Zealand that the bulk of
BlP was consumed in private homes.
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5.3 United Kingdom/European Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse of Drugs Act
(MDA). Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of prosecution
under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime similar to that of Canada.
(Drugscope; 2010). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the
drug, but as described below, many observers.speculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any drug.
The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF):!-a leading centre of expertise on drug
policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of such a move
(prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on drugs'
credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there
is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likdy substitute back
to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF,
2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of p)pt;!r¥ine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
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The Committee observed that "Many of the questions posed by the lack of evidence on the health
and social risks of BZP could be answered through relatively simple and inexpensive research.
A strong conclusion of the Committee was that further studies are needed, especially
with respect to potential neurotoxicity and social consequences." (EMCDDA 2009) This view
is shared by TDPF, "Piperazines [sic] (primarily BZP) have been prohibited in a number of
countries including the US and it would be useful to examine what effects this had on patterns of
use, and knock on effects on the use of other drugs. Transform is not aware that any such
research has been undertaken." (TDPF, 2010)

Observations
It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be on BZP supply
or prevalence of its use the drug, but some observers speculate that prohibition does little to
dampen either demand or supply of any drug.
Comment [A34]~ ODARS
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As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded little data
to provide a picture ofBZP and TFMPP demand or supply in Canada. This might be largely due
to their legal status in Canada which makes!he sittlation ~orBZP and TF:r'1PP unique. ~twas~

howev~r) l'0s.~ible;to et:miapp~~iation;pftne~r~~~*, '(lQf!1~~S.~;i~~n1~~'PQss~~~e, (utur~~,
scenariosJ?}!:~:._:.....
.~~~q$!~~y£g;ttq~~~!!"'.. ___ :":4~~:~y!~~~:~(~~:g~~_~J~·g~_
and HPFB'sIiJsP,~¢~raf , _~ _~~~~~i_<?~? _~~f<?}!))_~!!~~ !~J~~~~ J~ _~~~ _~~R~_~~~~~~ _~(~~~~~____________________/
jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the United States and the UKIEU provided a perspective of
1.h~"lli?teIl1i~liQL!lle 4rugs~[Qle~ ,, ___________________________________________________________________________________ _
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been aJ!!9!.<:~~.~q~~~'!'~~.t~~~~~J~t:-~ ..__ ~;~
,~.~~~~e»~006. Exp<:~
opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB Ihspectot;ate,~m
sstPis
. A number of factors have
been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in Canada, including
but not limited to:
• the legal status;
•
•

•

relatively easy availability, e.g., Jh~~l}_ghJ~~~~~~_~~~1?!i~Hp~Jij?~~~~t~!~_~~~yi~~~!
retail~,
t.h9.,m,:£r..i..9.;l.U.Y!Jhe relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP on the market which
might,stimulate consumption and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced,
illicit drug, ecstasy; and
regulation of BZP by other countries including the US.

The observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience (the two jurisdictions that
were most fully examined) showed that despite a controlled or prohibited status, the drugs
remain, available and affordabl~. __ M~~~_<?_~~~ ~ _~l:I_e _N'_~~ _~~~l~I1~ _e~IJ~r:~e~9_e _~~J1"lC!~~tr~~e~ _th_a!~a? a
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minimally regulated drug, BZP showed potential for use across a substantial segment of the
population.
Both West Coast Canadian and US officials ,wereiclearly of the opinion thattherejg considerable
potential for continued 'and 'even' increasedprodiictiori:in'€anadaandsri'mggling'from Canada
into the US inlightofcontil1uing'demand therd,.It)~th~opiI1~<?no.(th~Y~D~p~rtIl1ent of
Justice and New Zealand substance control researchers that BZP use is spreading or shifting
beyond the rave scene and that the BZP is being consumed in private homes. T
.............................
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APPENDIXA/
DERIVED VALUE OF PRODUCTS THAT CONTAIN BZP AND/OR TFMPP
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The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution might be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Including Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-OO 19), that allows Canadians to import up to three months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should be noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assuming a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of200 mg ofBZP per unit, 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, if it were possible to import three months of
BZP as a necessary drug, the shipment could provide 36 g of BZP for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. The following is an analysis from the Inspectorate of the derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.

At 150 Il1g/pilI,the' minjmumpotehliaI- valueofj6~(jOOmg7(oij¥lt~1!:Qf:)3~':!s'l133.34/g,~t
w

B2g!
,~6,OOO ni~J50:mgof BzBpett~blet~.21.(rta11,e~
240,tabl~tS,:x $2{l.p~~let~~ '$4,80~ .'
. . . .'
$4,8QO(36grams'ofB~'= $ I,33.34/gram, ofBZfj

(disregarding otber'·unknown prooudioIi or distribution costS)]
At 20 mglpiU. (although it woultl.f~iii implausible;th~this'amo~t:,,-(r";' ,~firoatJc~.a.ltigli
sutlibi~et:.t9.satisfy users), tbe.Jna.~PnuIl1potential value 9f36;Ogt5·g;tg;(
;~)~9fBZP·i~

$1·,oo07i·of)lZP~.. ............................... ............................................................................. .

Calculation:

36,000 mgl20·mgofBZP per tablet~ 1800 tab]e~
1800 tablets x $20'per tablet = $36,000
$36,000/36 grams ofBZP = $l,OOO/gramofBZP

Price/pill

$10

$20
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Dosage (mg)
150
70

;20

$2,400
$5,143
$18,000

$4,800
$10,286
$36,00d;

In a different vein of dealing with the use of BZP as a diet supplement, the Inspectorate also
reported that in December 2009, a product marketed as a natural health product for weight loss
was found to contain the undeclared ingredient, BZP; as was the case in New Zealand.
Subsequent compliance and enforcement actions followed and yielded the following
information:
The approximate cost of manufacture per bottle: $1.50 - 2.00
The cost of retail sale per bottle: $80
Each bottle contained 60 pills
Approximately 200 kg of bulk BZP and TFMPP (mostly BZP) was found and seized while
inspectors carried out compliance and enforcement activities. Based on the amount seized, the
following represents the approximate fmished product value if sold as adulterated weight loss
product:
200 kg = 200,000,000 mg
Bottle = 3000 mg (60 pills x 50 mg/pill)
200,000,000 mg /3000 mg = 66,667 bottles (assuming no manufacturing error)
Potential value = 66,667 bottles x $80/bottle = $5,333,280 or a yield of$26.67/g ofBZP
Further to the compliance and enforcement action and seized amounts described above, values
for potential "street" sale may be projected. For example, 200 kg of BZP if sold in units
containing 20, 70 or 150 mg would yield the following revenue:

Price/pill
Dosage (mg)
150
70
[20

$10

$20

$13,333,333
$28,571,428
$100,000,{)0(1

$26,666,667
$57,142,857
$2Q():060~OO~

And as an example, the yield per gram of BZP for the 150 mg dosage per pill would be
$ 133.34/g.
Note:
Pricing will of course vary by region and intent for use of the product. For example, a diet supplement would likely
be sold at approximately the same price across the country whereas a party pill might have a very different price in
Toronto compared to Vancouver depending on demand and supply.
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Fw: DRAFT from phone conversation
Bill Maga to: Angela Doyle
History:

2010-12-23 03:49 PM

This message has been replied to.

BZP Additional Material.doc

William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2
----- Original Message ----From: "Bill Maga" ,
To: "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Sent: Thursday, December 23, 2010 3:48 PM
Subject: Re: DRAFT from phone conversation
> Angela, here is some material that you could add.
Please note that it is
> incomplete as I am having some trouble finding the quotes from the US drug
> analyses.
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2

>

>
>
>
>
>
>

----- Original Message ----From: "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To: "Bill Maga"
Cc: "Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Sent: Thursday, December 23, 2010 2:35 PM
Subject: DRAFT from phone conversation

>
>

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Here is a slightly annotated version for you to add your few comments.
Thanks!!

Need to give to Denis around 3:30 if possible.

(See attached file: BZPTFMPP Final Report_v6.doc)

Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-12-23 02:34 PM ----From:
To:
Date:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Bill Maga"
2010-12-23 10:53 AM
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- National Drug Policy, Population Health Directorate, Ministry
of Health, New Zealand
William T. Smith, Liaison Officer, Office of Policy and Interagency Affairs, National
Drug Intelligence Center, Department of Justice
Transform Drug Policy Foundation, UK
Action on New Drugs • Epidemiology, Crime and
Markets Unit, European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA)
Municipal
Toronto Drug Strategy Secretariat, Toronto Public Health
TRIP Program, Queen West Community Health Centre

Spread beyond raves - US Evidence
According to RCMP "E" Div DOCAS, the use of synthetic poly-drugs such as Ecstasy (MDMA)
has spread beyond raves in the last few years. This emerging trend is caused by the increase in
the production of synthetic illicit drugs which, in tum, has lowered the cost of production. As the
price goes down, the accessibility of these substances is broadened in almost all social settings.
(Synthetic Drugs in British Columbia, 2007-2009; BCDSIWG, May 2010)

Statement that smuggling from Canada into US is inflammatory
See BCDSIWG Conclusion (page 10):
"It is estimated that if Canada does not take appropriate actions in time, there is a potential for
the country to develop into a major production and/or trafficking centre of the substance."

"Without doubt, the current non-parity situation places Canadians on a dangerous
ground, increasing the chance of BC/Canada to become a BZP production and/or trafficking
centre of North America or even the world."
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Vancouver use in 2006
"Officers first noticed BZP hit Vancouver's mainstream about two years ago, he said, causing
them concern its users are engaging in unsafe behaviours like high-risk sex." said Scott Rintoul,
a B.C.-based RCMP officer who's been working the rave and clubbing scene since 1998.
Natural ecstasy" popular with Gen Y despite Health Canada warning; www.healthzone.ca;
January 8, 2009

"In early 2006 pills containing the active ingredients BZP and TFMPP first began to appear in
the city of Vancouver, Canada, where they quickly gained popularity with late-night partygoers
as a safer alternative to the illicit street drugs currently available there."
http://www.party-pill.biz/htmllbzp_benzylpiperazine-hcl_.html

6.1 New Zealand (first paragraph)
The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs. While the current nature of the drug's legal status in Canada creates a more
restricted situation than that experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 2008 when BZP
was minimally regulated, nevertheless, lessons might be drawn from that situation. Two
considerations must, however, be noted.

Appendix of Parties Interviewed
Academic
Social and Community Prevention Research Unit,
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
Law Enforcement
Collin Pinto, Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate and Drug Analysis Service
R.C.M.P
Drugs and Organized Crime Awareness Service
Ottawa Police Drug Squad
International
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Market Analysis of BZP/TFMPP
Final Draft Report

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

December 23, 2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K1W2
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that~

certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the
rave and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to
having no known therapeutic use, there is no evidence that these substanc can be used safely.
---~
Moreover, adverse health consequences have been noted from their use
s part of the
development 0 regulatory proposal, the present market analysis ~t:¥==~B:mz=bili_
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e availability, distribution, pricing a
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In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available information indicates that
there seems to have been a increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006.
p
1
ro
c r ' for
". A
number of factors have been identified which may be relevant to
P and TFMPP-re1ated
activ'
including but not limited to:
" legaI'\tatus p rceived in some circles creating confusion in the market;
• relatively easy availability, e.g., through the Internet, despite compliance and
enforcement activities of the HPFB Inspectorate;
~rr,n~;atlY7'CfJe-rehtti':vel'y inexpensive price m-tf.r"'~~l"jjP~a;-;;n:::1dmlEr:<lI'\7lvln:r~F""o""l""'l*tl'""le...,t""'ll"rT'aIbt 13mi'il "Yt~
stimulate consumptio~nd encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced,
illicit drug ecstasy; and
of. '6L1I-rFylA.PP
'O'~:H&EiUJTt>rn:zp and/or TFMPP by other countries .
the U ~ ~ 1~
Given the limited availability of information about Canadian trends, it is instructive to look at the
experience in other jurisdictions that have had to cope with an emerging market for BZP and
TFMPP, specifically New Zealand, the United States and the United Kingdom/European Union.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that

certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). This market analysis is meant to support the development of the
.
regulatory proposal for Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphen I '
(TFMPP). The first section of this report provides c
and,e status of these
substances with respect to the F
t (FDA), the CDSA·and their respective
it I Regulations. This i
e by brief descriptions o(the methodology used to carry-out the
f4
mar~jJmalysts; the situation concerning BZP and TFMPP in canada, ,an,d, that withip otber\
' ~ An~rview of observations made from examination concludes the report.
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2. BACKGROUND
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~iperazine salts or derivatives are used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake
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fluid and other industrial materials and are found in many pharmaceutical products.
)h
There are two derivatives in this class that have no known legitimate use in Canada: BZP and
TFMPP. These substances are used recreationally in the rave and partY-sce~tz,for their / ~'7-'
stimulative and hallucinogenic properties. (Health Canada, May 2010; pg l¥nearly20[Jt,-:pills
\SG~
containing the active ingredients BZP and TFMPP appeared in Vancouver where theYigained
popUlarity on the rave scene as a safer alternative to illicit drugs,. such as 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, ecstasy), ~hich isrlistedin Schedule Ill-to the
CDSA. Piperazine based party-pill fonnulations startedto'become available nationwide. In

Co\.lYL--tY', ~
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::i:~:Jo~'f,~m~!i'~:1~~:J:;~~'J~:fllITsn~()::;;;i:~b1J~~1tj~~~~~'::~f:~T:·······r
as indicative of an increased interest for these substances in Canada (Health Canada; 2010; pg 2t

In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status of BZP and TFMPP with respect to the FDA, the CDSA and their respective
regUlations.
Currently, Health Canada's authorization is necessary to sell BZP or TFMPP or a combination of
them in Canada. BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug", as defined under the
Food and Drugs Regulations (FDR), and require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold
or marketed in Canada (Health Canada; 2010). To date, no product containing BZP andlor
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention of the FDA and its Regulations to sell
any product co~taining either substance in Canada and the Health Products Food Branch (HPFB)
Inspectorate takes compliance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant provisions of the
FDA and FDR, accordingly. Beginning in October, 2007, the HPFB Inpsectorate established a
customs target for fmished products containing BZP and/or TFMPP, which was subsequently
updated to include bulk powder form in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to remove
products containing BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been warned about
the risks to health posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP. (Health Canada' undated; p&.;.
,1,). The HPFB Inspectorate also recommends refusal of entry into Canada of any commercial
shipment of BZP referred by the CBSA. A seizure of the material may occur if the importer has
nalties under the FDA include
a history of non-complianc~ Wi~ and its Regulations.
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Analysis Service (DAS) is responsible for testing suspected illegal substances that are seized by
Canadian police officers and Canada Border Services Agency agents for court cases that are
proceeding to trial where a 'not guilty' plea has been entered by the defendant. For each exhibit,
the test results are entered into the Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) which
captures information such as the date of the seizure, the substance found in the exhibit and any
.
J~
other adulterants if analyzed, and police detachment or Canada Border Services Agency office
J i tKfO VA ~
location. Drug enforcement activities are affected by the extent, focus and effectivenes~ o~
\- (J'A,A-- l v "Q.
interception and detection activities by police and Canada Border Services Agency. ~
~ [N'f't\.
activities along with criminal charges and associated pleas have an impact on the illicit drug
exhibit data st~red in the LIMS database. For example, a targeted crackdown on
methamphetamine will increase the number of arrests and if exhibits from the seizure are
analyzed there will be an increase in exhibits in the LIMS, but this does not necessarily indicate
an increased presence or use of that drug on the streets. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) does not target substances that are not illicit, further limiting the ability to make
inferences from this information about the extent of BZP and TFMPP in Canada.

fl "(

A seri~s of interviews was conducted of~xperts and interested parties ~~_~~j!!~<?j~_~~gXj:~J~~ ________ ------The list included key individuals and organizations at the federal and municipalleve1s as well as
in the domestic illicit drug control community (see Appendix A). For example, experts
associated with the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto Health Department
and the HPFB Inspectorate all provided advice and suggested material to be used in the analysis.
These contacts acted not only as a source of fact or opinion through interviews, but as a source of
documentation or statistics as well~
An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
govemrnentalliterature,and legislation related to a-vailability of BZP and TFMPP and illicit
drugs. In addition, an examination was conducted of the pre and post-prohibition/control
environments in other jurisdictions such as the US and New Zealand to obtain an appreciation of
the possible consequences of action to control BZP and TFMPP in Canada.

r--

~

~

S",

~SITUATION IN CANADA

iii Use and Effects
BZP and TFMPP are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared
to those produced by ecstasy. The drugs can be swallowed, _snorted or smoked. Users ofBZP
party pills reported that using these substances enabled them to stay awake for longer periods to
undertake a wide range of activities. These activities included dancing, general socialising,
work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified with weight loss, perceived
as a positive outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan; 2007)
On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects of BZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is relatively difficult to attribute many of
these to BZP alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan). In Canada, in 2009, it was reported that a
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!fable 3: Analyzed Samples of TFrtlPP by Provincerrerritont*
2008
2009
2006
2007
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

24
10
2
7
45
13
9

18
0
1
0
0

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

0
4
0
1

2010 (as of
th
Oct. 20 )
117
65
11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

*Note: Due to the nature of the provincial/territorial data, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions from them
with respect to regional distribution. ~ere is no information available regarding the demographic characteristics of
users ofBZP and TFMPP in Canad~

Moreover, drug control officials in BC's lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the
BC government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that
(BZP) poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada
can become importan.t BZP.production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regula\ion ofBZP by other countries such as the US;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product. (BCDSIWG; 2009)
The report states that these factors have raised the profile of BZP and TFMPP on the West Coast
and increased the number of BZP and TFMPP-related incidents in the area. It is the opinion of
officials in BC that, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to resolve the
BZP problem in Canada.>. because a black market will surely develop after prohibition ... the
problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG; 2009)
And as will be seen later, export of BZP and TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among US
drug control officials.
~,_
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sy). HPFB inspectors have observed
prices for ecstasy ranging from $10 to $20 per pill. (Communication with an Inspectorate
representatLve) I
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Observa lions:
There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level of BZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• their legal status can perceived as ambiguous,creating confusion in the market which
means they may still be promoted by sellers on the internet or dealers as safer alternatives
to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
• despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at retail, availability remains relatively easy through
internet;
./
• theoretically, the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP on the market will alSO,}
stimulate consumption_and their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit ecstasy.
BZP/TFMPP's relatively low input cost would suggest a sustained demand as long as
ecstasy maintains its role and popularity among drug users: and
• it is felt that, even with prohibition or control, availability will persi~t through illegal
distribution mechanisms:.

~il'J ;;\~

5. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS
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Given the lack of information about the use of BZP and TFMPP in Canada, however, it
helpful to uflderstafldl'{)tcntial situations based {)fi4he eXpeH~Ge iB 6thCI j misdictieRs. ,2hese
jw-isdictjODS have experienced the emergence of a market~ and TFMPP aud have
imposed rcstrictions on the use and distri9ytIon.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.

Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP
Countries

Ja an

Year
2002-2004
2003
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~(2006)

control and studying. Wilkins
fouu};;;' a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year oids having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
months) to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZP"party pills. It should be
noted that the pills were sold in corner stores and head shops. Approximately three-quarters of
users of these drug types described their availability at the time as "very easy". In fact, findings
from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had changed compared to the previous
year revealed that users considered them to have become easier to obtain in past 12 months,
similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. F orty-five percent of those who had used party
pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier to obtain in 2006 compared to 12
months earlier. (Wilkins et. ai., 2007)
This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
Auckland Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 %) of
total overdoses) to 21 (1.58 %) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
are~s,f (Gee et aI., 20.05),In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
thelr products as havmg at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule" (Theron et aI., 2007)",

.,I'

. From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP party pill "industry"
had annual sales of $24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million
pills had been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5
million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the
industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics
Association of New Zealand (ST ANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New,Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, that the chemical
process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the
constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on I April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply of BZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
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numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13 % reported that they
stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note'that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
Observations
• The New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potential for high rates of use in certain segments of population;
• Even when prohibited, availability remains although not at the levels seen when the
was legal· arul
• fost re~lation, thet:e was a s~ift i~_'Y~er~ BZ~ \\Tas con~um~d from the rave scene to
private homes, although the rave and music scenes remain important venues. This
suggests the potential for a shift in or a broader range of use.

l \' S u .~
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Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items' or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number of BZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 to 13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
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While New Zealand reported a high prevalence of drug use, both lifetime and past year use, the
US has had the longest experience with BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. In the US, the
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place BZP and
TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high abuse
potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18, 2004, the DEA published a
Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP and TFMPP on Schedule I meaning
it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without DEA permission.
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5.3 United Kingdom/European UnioJl._
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse ofDrugs Act
(MDA). Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of prosecution
under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime similar to that of Canada.
(Drugscope; 20 10). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the
drug, but as described below, many observerfpeculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any drug.
The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF)lIleading centre of expertise on drug
policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of such a move
(prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on drugs'
credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there
is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute back
to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF,
2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
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minimally regulated drug, BZP showed poteptial for use a,crQss a substantial
population,

-7

s~gIlJent

of tile

Both West Coast Canadian and US officials were clearly of the opinion that there is considerable
potential for continued and even increas~d production in Canada and smuggling from Canada
into the US in light of continuing demand ther4. It is th~ opini~n of the US .Dc:partment .<?f
Justice and New Zealand substance control researchers that BZP use is spreading or shifting
beyond the rave scene and that the BZP is being consumed in private homes.
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APPENDIXID.____________:----DERIVED VALUE OF PRODUCTS THAT CONTAIN BZP AND/OR TFMPP

The Inspectorate considers it plausible that in Canada substitution ight be fostered by Health
Canada's "Policy on Importations of Drugs for Human Use Inclu g Natural Health Products
Into Canada" (POL-0019), that allows Canadians to import up to ee months supply of drugs
(unless they are listed on Schedule F) for personal use. It should noted that this Policy is
intended for drugs which have a legitimate therapeutic use. Assu ing a successful argument is
made for eligibility at an upper dosage of 200 mg ofBZP per uni 2 doses per day for 90 days,
this would amount to 36,000 mg ofBZP. Therefore, if it were po sible to import three months of
BZP as a necessary drug, the s Ipment cou
. e 36 g of BZ for conversion into an ecstasy
imitation. The following is n analysis from the Insp
rate of he derived value of converting
BZP obtained through this program to ecstasy.

At 150 mg/pill, the minimum potentialvalue of 36,000 mg (or 36

'l

Formatted: Highlight

ofBZP is $133.34/g of

BZP.
Calculation:

36,000 mg/ISO mg ofBZP per tablet = 240 t;lbJets
240 tablets x $20 per tablet = $4,800
$4,800/36 grams of~ZP = S133.34/gram ofBZP

(disregardin g other unknown production or distribution costs).

At 20 mg/pill (although it woulds~etn:.impl~usible thafthis amo~~ w,oql4"produce a high
sufficient to satisfy users), the maxhiiumpotential 'V'alueof36~060 n;'g(6i,3:ti-grams) ofBZP is
$1 ,OOO/g ofBZP.
Calculation:

36,000 mg/20 mg ofBZP per tablet == 1800 tablets
1800 tablets x $20 per tablet = $36,000
$36,000/36 grams ofBZP = Sl,OOO/gram ofBZPL ______________________________________________ --_---

r

Comment [ft17]: This way of
presenting the mIonnation was
suggeSted by ODARS.
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Conclusion in Exec Sum & may add to overall observations at end of report
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault

2010-12-2410:51 AM

Denis:
If you are interested, the text in blue font (last para below) is the text I used to conclude the Exec
Sum and that I might add to end of report in overall observations section ... thinking this is the one
part of the report you might want to look at.
Will work on rest now ...
Ange

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that certain

derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act . There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to having no known
therapeutic use, there is no evidence that these substances can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use.
As part of the development of this regulatory proposal, the present market examines the
availability, distribution, and pricing of these compounds. In so doing, it provides and overview
of general domestic trends in these areas by examining information derived from activities
related to these substances by the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP and Health
Canada's Inspectorate and a search of literature and the Internet.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available information indicates that
there seems to have been an increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006. A
number of factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related
activity in Canada, including but not limited to' 57 lit s,.,~e ClrJe..S ~
• perceived "legal" status 111!11iiOlH : ' ii' Igs efeating confusion in tIt: market;
• relatively easy availability, e.g., through the Internet~espite compliance and enforcement
activities of the HPFB Inspectorate;
• the inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption ofBZP and
TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug ecstasy;
and
~ -le,,--h~ (
• then~ may be reasons to be eonecrned about a possibility ()f. increased production in
Canada, in light of continuing deman~ and the lack of controls in Canada compared to the
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BZP and TFMPP Market Analysis -for review and approval by Dec 31
Angela Doyle to: Jocelyn Kula, Bill Maga

2010-12-2412:45 PM

Cc: Denis Arsenault, Richard J Robert
, kWWC

Hi Jocelyn: Here is the revised BZP and TFMPP Market Analysis. I am cc'ing Bill as well.
Hi Bill: As discussed, if you have any minor comments (editing), you can make them as discussed and
send your final version to Jocelyn and cc myself, Richard, and Denis, to finalise the contract.
Thank you everyone have a very merry holiday!!
Sincerely,
Angela
Personal CELL:

Backup of BZPTFMPP Final Report_vS.doc
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that certain
derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to having no known
therapeutic use, there is no evidence that these substances can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use.

As part of the development of this regulatory proposal, the present market examines the
availability, distribution, and pricing of these compounds. In so doing, it provides and overview
of general domestic trends in these areas by examining information derived from activities
related to these substances by the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP and Health
Canada's Inspectorate and a search of literature and the Internet.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, information about the availability,
distribution and price indicates that there seems to have been an increase in activity related to
these drugs in Canada since 2006. For example, the HPFB Inpsectorate reports that the RCMP
has encountered and seized products containing BZP, but marketed as ecstasy. A number of
factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in
Canada, including but not limited to:
• perceived "legal" status in some circles;
• relatively easy availability, e.g., through the Internet, despite compliance and
enforcement activities of the HPFB Inspectorate;
• the inexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption of BZP and
TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug ecstasy;
and
• there may be reasons to be concerned about a possibility of increased production in
Canada, in light of continuing demand and the lack of controls in Canada compared to the
U.S.
Given the limited availability of information about Canadian trends, however, it is instructive to
look at the experience of other jurisdictions that have had to cope with an emerging market for
BZP and/or TFMPP. The observations drawn from the New Zealand and United States
experience show that despite their status as controlled substances, the substances remained
available. The New Zealand experience, however, does demonstrate the potential for regulatory
controls, or lack there of, to influence the price and extent of availability ofBZP. In 2008, for
example, information recorded in New Zealand's Illicit Drug Monitoring System (lDMS)
showed a significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP when it was prohibited, no
longer legally available to the individuals aged 18 and over. While there was some recovery in
the availability of BZP in 2009, it was not to the extent observed in the years when it was legal.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). This market analysis is meant to support the development of the
regulatory proposal for Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl) piperazine
(TFMPP). The first section of this report provides background information on the use of these
substances and their status with respect to the Food and Drngs Act (FDA), the CDSA and their
respective Regulations. This is followed by brief descriptions of the methodology used to carryout the market analysis. The following sections examine the situation concerning BZP and
TFMPP in Canada and the experience of other countries in regulating these substances. An
overview of observations made from this examination concludes the report.

2. BACKGROUND
Piperazine salts or derivatives are used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake
fluid and other industrial materials and are found in many pharmaceutical products.
There are two derivatives in this class that have no known legitimate use in Canada: BZP and
TFMPP. These substances are used recreationally in the rave and party scenes for their
stimulative and hallucinogenic properties. (Health Canada, May 2010; pg 1) BZP and TFMPP
are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared to those
produced by ecstasy. The drugs can be swallowed, snorted or smoked. Users of BZP party pills
reported that using these substances enabled them to stay awake for longer periods to undertake a
wide range of activities. These activities included dancing, general socialising, work, outdoor
pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified with weight loss, perceived as a positive
outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan; 2007)
On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects of BZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is relatively difficult to attribute many of
these to BZP alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan). In Canada, in 2009, it was reported that a
consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to consumption of a weight loss product
that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. It should be noted as well that, at the time when these drugs
were minimally regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and promotional
restrictions), the same study noted that young people found the legal status of BZP party pills
conveyed a message that they were safe to use. This led some young users to exceed the
recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging.
In early 2006, officers noticed and retailers indicate that pills containing the active ingredients
BZP and TFMPP appeared in Vancouver where they gained popUlarity on the rave scene as a
safer alternative to illicit drugs, such as 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
ecstasy), which is listed in Schedule III to the CDSA (www.healthzone.ca and http://www.partypill.bizlhtmllbzp benzylpiperazine-hcl .html). Piperazine based party-pill formulations started
to become available nationwide. In addition, Health Canada noted an increasing trend in activity
related to importation, manufacture and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing
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BZP and TFMPP. This was viewed as indicative of an increased interest for these substances in
Canada (Health Canada; 2010; pg 2).
In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status of BZP and TFMPP with respect to the FDA, the CDS A and their respective
regulations.
Currently, Health Canada's authorization is necessary to sell BZP or TFMPP or a combination of
them in Canada. BZP and TFMPP meet the definition ofa "new drug", as defined under the
Food and Drugs Regulations (FDR), and require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold
or marketed in Canada (Health Canada; 2010). To date, no product containing BZP and/or
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention of the FDA and its Regulations to sell
any product containing either substance in Canada and the Health Products Food Branch (HPFB)
Inspectorate takes compliance and enforcement action to enforce the relevant provisions of the
FDA and FDR, accordingly. Beginning in October, 2007, the HPFB Inspectorate established a
customs target for fmished products containing BZP and/or TFMPP, which was subsequently
updated to include bulk powder fonn in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to remove
products containing BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been warned about
the risks to health posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP. (Health Canada; undated; pg.
2). The HPFB Inspectorate also recommends refusal of entry into Canada of any commercial
shipment of BZP referred by the Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA). A seizure of the
material may occur if the importer has a history of non-compliance with FDA and its
Regulations. While penalties under the FDA include seizure and a fme up to $500, these
penalties are not as severe as controls that would be applied under the CDSA.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA would prohibit activities with these
substances unless authorized by regulation, i.e., possession, trafficking, possession for the
purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and
production. The CDSA sets out penalties for illegal activities involving substances listed in its
Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA establish tight controls on the movement of
regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse and diversion to the illicit market.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA would make it a criminal offence to possess,
possess for the purpose of trafficking, or import them with fines up to $5,000, up to three years
imprisonment or both. On this basis law enforcement agencies would be able to take action on
illegal activities involving BZP and TFMPP.
The status of BZP and TFMPP has led to some confusion about its legality and the perception
among users that BZP and TFMPP are "legal". HPFB inspectors have reported anecdotally that
some retailers believe that the drugs are legal as they are not controlled under the CDSA and it
has been argued by some that they are providing a service to users by presenting a safer
alternative to more hannful, illicit drugs such as ecstasy. Scheduling these drugs under the
CDSA is likely to go a long way to clarify their status under federal law and introduce some
certainty into the market.
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3.

METHODOLOGY

Ideally a market analysis, should describe the size of the market, its geographical concentration,
consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug and trends over time. For a typical legal
consumer product, information about these factors is quite easy to obtain. However, because
they are used in an unauthorized fashion for recreational purposes, the situation for BZP and
TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distribution and price presents a
particular challenge. A thorough examination of potential sources of information yielded little in
terms of data from which trends in consumption and price could be determined. Moreover, there
is no information available regarding the demographic characteristics of users of BZP and
TFMPP in Canada and there has been little previous research into the prevalence of use of BZP
and TFMPP in Canada.
An attempt was made to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and future scenarios
related to the use of these substances by searching and examining:
• information from established databases held by Health Canada or law enforcement
organizations such as the RCMP or CBSA;
• the opinion of experts in the illicit drug control and law enforcement communities; and
• information on promotion, pricing, distribution and/or availability of BZP and TFMPP
and illicit drugs in general and the regulation of these substances in other jurisdictions
through an internet search.
Data used for this market analysis was mainly obtained from a Health Canada's Laboratory
Information Management System (LIMS). Extracted information included a time series of
numbers of exhibits that contained BZP andlor TFMPP (Tables 1 and 2). Health Canada's Drug
Analysis Service (DAS) is responsible for testing suspected illegal substances that are seized by
Canadian police officers and Canada Border Services Agency agents for court cases that are
proceeding to trial where a 'not guilty' plea has been entered by the defendant. For each exhibit,
the test results are entered into the Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) which
captures information such as the date of the seizure, the substance found in the exhibit and any
other adulterants if analyzed, and police detachment or Canada Border Services Agency office
location. Drug enforcement activities are affected by the extent, focus and effectiveness of
interception and detection activities by police and Canada Border Services Agency. It is
important to point out that these activities along with criminal charges and associated pleas have
an impact on the illicit drug exhibit data stored in the LIMS database. For example, a targeted
crackdown on methamphetamine will increase the number of arrests and if exhibits from the
seizure are analyzed there will be an increase in exhibits in the LIMS, but this does not
necessarily indicate an increased presence or use of that drug on the streets. The Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP) does not target substances that are not illicit, further limiting the ability
to make inferences from this information about the extent of BZP and TFMPP in Canada.
A series of interviews was conducted of experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field.
The list included key individuals and organizations at the federal and municipal levels as well as
in the domestic illicit drug control community (see Appendix A). For example, experts
associated with the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto Health Department
and the HPFB Inspectorate all provided advice and suggested material to be used in the analysis.
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These contacts acted not only as a source of fact or opinion through interviews, but as a source of
documentation or statistics as well.
An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
governmental literature and legislation related to availability of BZP and TFMPP and illicit
drugs. In addition, an examination was conducted of the pre and post-prohibition/control
environments in other jurisdictions such as the US and New Zealand to obtain an appreciation of
the possible consequences of action to control BZP and TFMPP in Canada.

4.

SITUATION IN CANADA

4.1 Availability and Distribution
The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report states that "designer-type synthetic substance
trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and TFMPP being found in pills thought to be
ecstasy. This observation is supported by various sources. For example, the CBSA data indicate
that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that Agency's laboratories for
analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes. These seizures consisted of
BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other substances such as
ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010). In addition, in 2008, HPFB inspectors reported that four
products from a retailer were seized in 24 of its outlets across Canada. Finally, Health Canada's
Drug Analysis Service (DAS) has found an increasing number of exhibits containing BZP and/or
TFMPP in their chemical composition. Approximately 18% (895) of the total number of
exhibits analyzed between 2006 and 2010 (4975) contained only BZP and/or TFMPP (no other
substances were identified). For 782 of these exhibits, the seized substance was suspected to be
MDMA (ecstasy).

T a bl e 1 : N·
I E x h·b·
ahona I T
ota
I Its Ana~ze dbIy DAS
Number of
Exhibits
2006
2007
2008
Containing
BZP
Containing
TFMPP
Containing
BZP &/or
TFMPP

SK

2232

5

146

1061

3

129

920

2191

8

151

1161

2366

T a bl e 2 : A nalyze
I d S amJ!les 0 fBZP bIy P rOVlllceITern·torv'*
2006
2007
2008
BC
AB

2009

0
0
0

23
10
1

126
47
7

2009
139
114
15

2010
(until
Nov. 24)
1213

20062010

1170

4413

1289

4975

4657

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th )
119
66
11
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MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl

NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
56
13
13
19
0
1
0
0

29
637
172
7
20
4
11
1
0

28
1168
621
53
53
0
38
0
0

T a bl e 3 : A nalyze
I d S ampes 0fTFMPPbIy ProvmceITerntory*

BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl

NL
YT
NU/NWT

17
544
188
22
16
0
4
0
1

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th )

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

24
10
2
7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

117
65

11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

*Note: Due to the nature of the provincial/territorial data, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions from them
with respect to regional distribution.

Distribution ofBZP and TFMPP products is occurring over the Internet. Availability of these
products is quite evident upon examination of sites (Table 4). In British Columbia, moreover,
drug control officials in the lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the BC
government have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that (BZP)
poses a threat to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada can
become important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report
indicates that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation of BZP by other countries such as the US;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product. (BCDSIWG; 2009)
The report states that these factors have raised the profile of BZP and TFMPP on the West Coast
and increased the number ofBZP and TFMPP-related incidents in the area. It is the opinion of
officials in BC that, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to resolve the
BZP problem in Canada, because a black market will surely develop after prohibition ... the
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problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG; 2009)
And as will be seen later, export of BZP and TFMPP to the US has sparked concern among US
drug control officials. It is interesting to note that in Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly
found that since 2006, more cases have occurred where piperazine derivatives were identified.
In addition, there were more exhibits containing BZP and TFMPP, among other substances, in
Ontario and Quebec (see Tables 2 and 3).

Table 4: Internet Sources and Prices [as of Fall 2010]
PRICE
SOURCE
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
$3/ gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
$1512 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
$1512 capsules (105mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
Price per kilogram
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
Alibaba.com (India)
$150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
Wackyherbs.com/UK
http://buyspicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

4.2 Pricing
BZP and TFMPP have prices that stem from different roles in drug markets. One could assume
that the first role is their value either alone or in combination with each other, or in combination
with other drugs, to achieve a psychotropic effect. As previously mentioned, BZP provides the
"high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect. As seen above in Table 4, the price for either drug
varies considerably by form, location of source and volume of purchase. For example, it appears
that the price for BZP alone from a domestic source is $3.00 to $4.00 per gram. The price in
combination with TFMPP is higher; suggesting that the combined effect of the two drugs
warrants the higher price. Note that the price is significantly higher for products from Asian
countries, although the reason for this is not known. It should be noted that police in New
Zealand continue to seize illegal BZP and TFMPP which is thought to originate in China. A
seizure in November 2009 of6 kg is believed to be worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about
NZ$30/g. (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009)
The second role of these drugs can be said to be simply a cheap alternative, which mimics
ecstasy. Substitution of BZP and TFMPP for sale as ecstasy or as a complementary component
for ecstasy products, that is, ecstasy cut with BZP and TFMPP, is occurring in many western
countries. (BCDSIWG; 2009; US Department of Justice, May 2010) The drugs' psychotropic
effects mimicking entactogenic and hallucinogenic characteristics and the ease of production of
BZP specifically are factors contributing to this role. Information regarding the ease of
production is not available.
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With respect to price, the HPFB Inspectorate reports that the RCMP has encountered and seized
products containing BZP but marketed as ecstasy (with a similar price and packaged in precounted lots much like ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos). HPFB inspectors have
observed prices for ecstasy ranging from $10 to $20 per pill. (Communication with an
Inspectorate representative)

Observations:
There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level of BZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• their legal status can perceived as ambiguous creating confusion in the market which
means they may still be promoted by sellers on the internet or dealers as safer alternatives
to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
• despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at retail, availability remains relatively easy through
internet;
• the inexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption of BZP and
TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug ecstasy;
and
•

it is felt that, even with prohibition or control, availability will persist through illegal
distribution mechanisms.

5. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS
Ideally, a market analysis would look at current trends in Canada related to the consumption and
price under two scenarios: with or without a regulatory intervention, based on studies of BZP use
in New Zealand (NZ) and other available infonnation. Given the lack of infonnation about the
use of BZP and TFMPP in Canada, however, it is useful to examine the experience of other
jurisdictions to gain insight regarding the potential impact of regulatory measures on market for
BZP and TFMPP.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.

Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP
Countries
U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta

Year
2002-2004
2003

2003
2005
2006
2006
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Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden
UK
Ireland

2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

Source: BCDSIWG
The next sections will examine the experience of specific jurisdictions, i.e., New Zealand, the
United States. and the United Kingdom/European Union. These jurisdictions had an emergence
of a market for BZP and TFMPP and imposed restrictions on their use and distribution.
5.1 New Zealand

The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs. While the current nature of the drug's legal status in Canada creates a more
restricted situation than that experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 2008 when BZP
was minimally regulated, lessons might be drawn from that situation.
Two considerations must, however, be noted. Two considerations must, however, be noted.
First, the New Zealand drug culture differs from that of other countries in that the use of drugs is
more readily accepted. The unique nature of the New Zealand drug market is reflected in a new
report painting "a grim picture of the New Zealand drug scene with more young people using
opiate drugs, world-leading rates of methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "selfsufficient" cannabis culture." (www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment for
New Zealand report, released in September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug
trade and notes for example that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the
highest amphetamine type substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged
that uniqueness of the New Zealand markets in an analysis of the status of BZP in that
jurisdiction noting that "most of the data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New
Zealand, a country with a distinctive drug situation, which may not translate to the European
context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This caution should also apply to Canada. Secondly, the data
collection and analysis undertaken in New Zealand focused mainly on BZP without much
mention of TFMPP or the BZP/TFMPP combination.
Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et at. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 18-
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24 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
months) to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZP party pills. It should be
noted that the pills were sold in comer stores and head shops. Approximately three-quarters of
users of these drug types described their availability at the time as "very easy". In fact, fmdings
from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had changed compared to the previous
year revealed that users considered them to have become easier to obtain in past 12 months,
similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five percent of those who had used party
pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier to obtain in 2006 compared to 12
months earlier. (Wilkins et. at., 2007)
This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
Auckland Hospital Adult Emergency Department which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 %) of
total overdoses) to 21 (1.58 %) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
areas (Gee et at., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule (Theron et aI., 2007).
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP party pill "industry"
had annual sales of $24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million
pills had been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5
million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the
industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics
Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, that the chemical
process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the
constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 Apri12008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply of BZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C 1 controlled
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
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minimum would be "imprisonment for a tenn not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ... ".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation/prohibition on a drug's availability and price,
drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is prohibited, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on infonnation from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related hann in New Zealand.
The findings from the IDMS are intended to infonn strategic responses to drug use and drug
related problems. (Wilkins et al.; 2010). The primary source ofinfonnation in the IDMS is
interviews with three groups of frequent drug users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection
drug users) recruited from the community in the three main centres of New Zealand (Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees were asked about the current use, availability,
purity and price of key drug types and how these aspects may have changed over the previous six
months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that there was some recovery in the availability of BZP in
2009 however; the availability of BZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years
when it was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable gap that would likely
be filled by a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy and black market
BZP, and alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was strong
evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample suppliers to
meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et al., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and hann ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household .surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was being used by
teens in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health. Among respondents who had
used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported that they had stopped using BZP at
some point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less
over that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that
it was too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in
numbers) physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they
stopped because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for
quitting entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore/experimenting", the drug's
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illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.

Observations
• The New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potential for high rates of use in certain segments of popUlation;
• When prohibited, availability remained, but not at the levels seen when the drug was
legal; and
• Post regulation, there was a shift in where BZP was consumed from the rave scene to
private homes, although the rave and music scenes remain important venues. This
suggests the potential for a shift in or a broader range of use.

5.2 United States
While New Zealand reported a high prevalence of drug use, both lifetime and past year use, the
US has had the longest experience with BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. In the US, the
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place BZP and
TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high abuse
potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18, 2004, the DEA published a
Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP and TFMPP on Schedule I meaning
it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without DEA permission.
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number of BZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 to 13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
ecstasy. (US Department of Justice; 2009)
The BZP and TFMPP market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
drug in each country. US officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
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foster production in Canada particularly if the substances' remain outside the ambit of the
CDSA. The current status and potential for Canada to act as a source of BZP and TFMPP for the
US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern to law enforcement
and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a demand for the
drug. It is the opinion of the U.S. Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scene (BCDSIWG;20 10) Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in
Canada and distributed in the region are often adulterated with other substances, "including
methamphetamine, MDA, LSD, BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine". This is also seen in
Canada when we analyze the information from DAS. According to the US National Drug
Intelligence Center, the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug trafficking organizations
are increasingly producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some instances, tablets marketed as
ecstasy contain little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine, Washington point of entry in
October 2008,203,897 tablets seized that appeared to be ecstasy were later determined to be
BZP. (US Department of Justice; 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and TFMPP.
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx of BZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of 3 7 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of BZP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)

Observations
• even when controlled, availability remains;
• potential for increased production in Canada, in light of continuing demand and the lack
of controls in Canada compared to the U.S.; and
• it is the opinion of the U.S. Department of Justice that BZP use is spreading beyond the
rave scene. This is consistent with the survey findings in New Zealand that the bulk of
BZP was consumed in private homes.
5.3 United Kingdom/European Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse ofDrugs Act
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(MDA). Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of prosecution
under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime similar to that of Canada.
(Drugscope; 2010). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the
drug, but as described below, many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any drug.
The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by The Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF), a leading centre of expertise on drug
policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of such a move
(prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on drugs'
credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there
is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute back
to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF,
2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)

Observations
It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be on BZP supply

or prevalence of its use the drug, but some observers suggest that prohibition does little to
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dampen either demand or supply of any drug. However, the actual impact of the regulation of
BZP and TFMPP remains to be seen.
6. OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS
As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded little data
to provide a picture of BZP and TFMPP demand or supply in Canada. It was, however, possible
to get an appreciation of the general domestic situation by examining information derived from
enforcement activities of the CBSA, RCMP and HPFB's Inspectorate. In addition, information
related to the experience of other jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the United States and the
UKJEU provided a perspective to potential potential impact of regulation of BZP and TMFPP
markets.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been a increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006. Expert
opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB Inspectorate reinforces this view. A number of factors have
been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in Canada, including
but not limited to:
• the perceived "legal" status;
• relatively easy availability, e.g:, through Internet, despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at
retail;
• the inexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption of BZP and
TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug ecstasy;
and
• there may be reasons to be concerned about a possibility of increased production in
Canada, in light of continuing demand and the lack of controls in Canada compared to the
U.S.
Observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience show that despite a controlled or
prohibited status, the drugs remain available and affordable. The New Zealand experience,
however, does demonstrate the potential for regulatory controls, or lack there of, to influence the
price and extent of availability of BZP. When BZP was prohibited, there was a significant
reduction in its availability and use. While there was some recovery in the availability of BZP in
2009, it was not to the extent observed in the years when it was legal.
Both West Coast Canadian and U.S. officials were clearly of the opinion that there is
considerable potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling
from Canada into the US in light of continuing demand there. It is the opinion of the US
Department of Justice and New Zealand substance control researchers that BZP use is spreading
or shifting beyond the rave scene and that the BZP is being consumed in private homes.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix of Parties Interviewed
Academic

Dr. Russell C. Callaghan, Social and Community Prevention Research Unit,
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
Law Enforcement

Collin Pinto, Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate and Drug Analysis Service
Sgt. Anthony Choy, Island and North District Coordinator, R.C.M.P
Drugs and Organized Crime Awareness Service
Rob Kerr, Ottawa Police Drug Squad (retired)
International

Mark Heffernan, Analyst - National Drug Policy, Population Health Directorate, Ministry
of Health, New Zealand
William T. Smith, Liaison Officer, Office of Policy and Interagency Affairs, National
Drug Intelligence Center, Department of Justice
Steve RoUes, Transform Drug Policy Foundation, UK
Ana Gallegos, PhD, Scientific analyst, Action on New Drugs • Epidemiology, Crime and
Markets Unit, European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA)
Municipal

Jayne Caldwell, Toronto Drug Strategy Secretariat, Toronto Public Health
Lisa Campbell Salazar, TRIP Program, Queen West Community Health Centre
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that certain

derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to having no known
therapeutic use, there is no evidence that these substances can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use.
As part of the development of this regulatory proposal, this market analysis was meant to
examine the availability, distribution, and pricing of these compounds. In so doing, it provides
an overview of general domestic trends in these areas by examining information derived from
activities related to these substances by the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP and
Health Canada's Inspectorate and a search of literature and the Internet.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, information about the availability,
distribution and price indicates that there seems to have been an increase in activity related to
these drugs in Canada since 2006. For example, the HPFB Inspectorate reports that the RCMP
has encountered and seized products containing BZP, but marketed as the illicit drug, ecstasy. A
number of factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related
activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• perceived "legal" status in some circles;
• relatively easy availability, e.g., through the Internet, despite compliance and
enforcement activities of the HPFB Inspectorate;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption ofBZP
and TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced ecstasy; and
• continuing demand in the US and Canada as well as the lack of controls in Canada
compared to the U.S. has lead to concern about a possibility of increased production in
Canada.
Given the limited availability of information about Canadian trends, however, it is instructive to
look at the experience of other jurisdictions that have had to cope with an emerging market for
BZP and/or TFMPP. The observations drawn from the New Zealand and United States
experience show that despite their status as controlled substances, the substances remain
available. The New Zealand experience, however, does demonstrate the capacity for regulatory
controls, or lack there of, to influence the price and extent of availability ofBZP. In 2008, for
example, information recorded in New Zealand's Illicit Drug Monitoring System showed a
significant reduction in the availability and use ofBZP after it was prohibited.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). This market analysis is meant to support the development of the
regulatory proposal for Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl) piperazine
(TFMPP). The first section of this report provides background information on the use of these
substances and their status with respect to the Food and Drugs Act (FDA), the CDSA and their
respective regulations. This is followed by brief descriptions of the methodology used to carryout the market analysis. The following sections examine the situation concerning BZP and
TFMPP in Canada and the experience of other countries in regulating these substances. An
overview of observations made from this examination concludes the report.
2. BACKGROUND
Piperazine salts or derivatives are used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake
fluid and other industrial materials and are found in many pharmaceutical products.
There are two derivatives in this class that have no known legitimate use in Canada: BZP and
TFMPP. These substances are used recreationally in the rave and party scenes for their
stimulative and hallucinogenic properties. (Health Canada, May 2010; pg 1) BZP and TFMPP
are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared to those
produced by 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, also known as ecstasy), which is
listed in Schedule III to the CD SA. The drugs can be swallowed, snorted or smoked. Users of
BZP party pills reported that using these substances enabled them to stay awake for longer
periods to undertake a wide range of activities. These activities included dancing, general
socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified with weight
loss, perceived as a positive outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan; 2007)
On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects of BZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is relatively difficult to attribute many of
these to BZP alone. A combination ofBZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan; 2007). In Canada in 2009, it was reported that a
consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to consumption of a weight loss product
that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. It should be noted as well that, at the time when these drugs
were minimally regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and promotional
restrictions), the same study noted that young people found the legal status ofBZP party pills
conveyed a message that they were safe to use. This led some young users to exceed the
recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging. (Butler and Sheridan; 2007)
In early 2006, law enforcement officers and retailers indicated that pills containing the active
ingredients BZP and TFMPP appeared in Vancouver where they gained popularity on the rave
scene as a safer alternative to illicit drugs, such as ecstasy (www.healthzone.ca and
http://www.party-pill.biz/htmllbzp benzylpiperazine-hcl .htnll). Piperazine based party-pill
formulations started to become available nationwide. In addition, Health Canada noted an
increasing trend in activity related to importation, manufacture and sale of bulk materials and
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finished products containing BZP and TFMPP. This was viewed as indicative of an increased
interest for these substances in Canada (Health Canada; 2010; pg 2).
In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status ofBZP and TFMPP with respect to the FDA, the CDSA and their respective
regulations.
Currently, Health Canada's authorization is necessary to sell BZP or TFMPP or a combination of
them in Canada. BZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug", as defined under the
Food and Drugs Regulations (FDR), and require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold
or marketed in Canada (Health Canada; 2010). To date, no product containing BZP and/or
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention of the FDA and FDR to sell any
product containing either substance in Canada and the Health Products Food Branch (HPFB)
Inspectorate takes compliance and enforcement action to implement the relevant provisions of
the FDA and FDR, accordingly. Beginning in October 2007, the HPFB Inspectorate established a
customs target for finished products containing BZP and/or TFMPP, which was subsequently
updated to include the bulk powder fonn in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to
remove products containing BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been
warned about the risks to health posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP. (Health Canada;
undated; pg. 2). The HPFB Inspectorate also recommends refusal of entry into Canada of any
commercial shipment ofBZP referred by the Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA). A
seizure of the material may occur if the importer has a history of non-compliance with the FDA
and FDR. While penalties under the FDA include seizure and a fine up to $500, these penalties
are not as severe as controls that would be applied under the CDSA.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA would prohibit activities with these
substances unless authorized by regulation, i.e., possession, trafficking, possession for the
purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and
production. The CDSA sets out penalties for illegal activities involving substances listed in its
Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA establish tight controls on the movement of
regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse and diversion to the illicit market.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA would make it a criminal offence to possess,
possess for the purpose of trafficking, or import them with fines up to $5,000, up to three years
imprisonment or both. On this basis, law enforcement agencies would be able to take action on
illegal activities involving BZP and TFMPP.
The status of BZP and TFMPP relative to the FDA and CDSA has led to some confusion about
its legality and the perception among users that BZP and TFMPP are "legal". HPFB inspectors
have reported anecdotally that some retailers believe that the drugs are legal as they are not
controlled under the CDSA and it has been argued by some that they are providing a service to
users by presenting a safer alternative to more hannful, illicit drugs such as ecstasy. Scheduling
these drugs under the CDSA is likely to go a long way to clarify their status under federal law
and introduce some certainty into the market.
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3. METHODOLOGY
Ideally, a market analysis should describe the size of the market, its geographical concentration,
consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug and trends over time. For a typical legal
consumer product, information about these factors is quite easy to obtain. However, because
they are used in an unauthorized fashion for recreational purposes, the situation for BZP and
TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distribution and price presents a
particular challenge. A thorough examination of potential sources of information yielded little in
terms of data from which trends in consumption and price could be determined. Moreover, there
is no information available regarding the demographic characteristics of users of BZP and
TFMPP in Canada and there has been little previous research into the prevalence of use of BZP
and TFMPP in Canada.
An attempt was made to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and future scenarios
related to the use of these substances by searching and examining:
• information from established databases held by Health Canada or law enforcement
organizations such as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) or CBSA;
• the opinion of experts in the illicit drug control and law enforcement communities; and
• information on promotion, pricing, distribution and/or availability of BZP and TFMPP
and illicit drugs in general and the regulation of these substances in other jurisdictions
through an internet search.
Data used for this market analysis was mainly obtained from Health Canada's Laboratory
Information Management System (LIMS). Extracted information included a time series of
numbers of exhibits that contained BZP and/or TFMPP (Tables 1 and 2). Health Canada's Drug
Analysis Service (DAS) is responsible for testing suspected illegal substances that are seized by
Canadian police officers and CBSA agents for court cases that are proceeding to trial where a
'not guilty' plea has been entered by the defendant. For each exhibit, the test results are entered
into LIMS which captures information such as the date of the seizure, the substance found in the
exhibit and any other adulterants if analyzed, and police detachment or CBSA office location.
Drug enforcement activities are affected by the extent, focus and effectiveness of interception
and detection activities by police and the CBSA. It is important to point out that these activities
along with criminal charges and associated pleas have an impact on the illicit drug exhibit data
stored in the LIMS database. For example, a targeted crackdown on methamphetamine will
increase the number of arrests, and if exhibits from the seizure are analyzed, there will be an
increase in exhibits in the LIMS; but this does not necessarily indicate an increased presence or
use of that drug on the streets. Finally, the RCMP does not target substances that are not illicit,
further limiting the ability to make inferences from this information about the extent of BZP and
TFMPP in Canada.
A series of interviews was conducted of experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field.
Interviewees included key individuals and organizations at the federal and municipal levels as
well as in the domestic and international illicit drug control community (see Appendix A). For
example, experts associated with the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto
Health Department and the HPFB Inspectorate all provided advice and suggested material to be
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used in the analysis. These contacts acted not only as a source of fact or opinion through
interviews, but as a source of documentation or statistics as well.
An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
governmental literature and legislation related to availability of BZP and TFMPP and illicit
drugs. In addition, an examination was conducted of the pre and post-prohibition/control
environments in other jurisdictions such as New Zealand and the United States to obtain an
appreciation of the possible consequences of action to control BZP and TFMPP in Canada.

4.

SITUATION IN CANADA

4.1 Availability and Distribution
The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report states that "designer-type synthetic substance
trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and TFMPP being found in pills thought to be
ecstasy. This observation is supported by various sources. For example, the CBSA data indicate
that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that Agency's laboratories for
analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes. These seizures consisted of
BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other substances such as
ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010). In addition, in 2008, HPFB inspectors reported that four
products from a retailer were seized in 24 of its outlets across Canada. Finally, Health Canada's
DAS has found an increasing number of exhibits containing BZP and/or TFMPP in their
chemical composition (see Table 1). Approximately 18% (895) of the total number of exhibits
analyzed between 2006 and 2010 (4975) contained only BZP and/or TFMPP (no other
substances were identified). For 782 of these exhibits, the seized substance had been suspected
to be ecstasy.

T a ble 1 : N
f l Ttl
I d b.y DAS
oa E xh·b·t
1 1 S A nalyze
a lona
Number of
2008
Exhibits
2006
2007
Containing
BZP
Containing
TFMPP
Containing
BZP &/or
TFMPP

2009

5

146

1061

3

129

920

2191

8

151

1161

2366

2232

2010
(until
Nov. 24)
1213

20062010

1170

4413

1289

4975

4657

It is interesting to note that in Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly found that since 2006, more
cases have occurred where piperazine derivatives were identified. In addition, there were more
exhibits containing BZP and TFMPP, among other substances, in Ontario and Quebec (see
Tables 2 and 3).

2009

2010 (as of
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BC
AB

SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

23
10
1
10
56
13
13
19
0
1
0
0

126
47
7
29
637
172
7
20
4
11
1
0

139
114
15
28
1168
621
53
53
0
38
0
0

I 0 fTFMPP bIy P rOVlnceIT ern·tory'*
T a ble 3 : A nalyze
IdS amples
2008
2006
2007
2009

BC
AB

SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

24
10
2
7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

138
112
14·
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

Oct. 20 th )
119
66
11
17
544
188
22
16
0
4
0
1

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th )
117
65
11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

*Note: Due to the nature of the provincial/territorial data, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions from them
with respect to regional distribution.

Distribution ofBZP and TFMPP products is occurring over the Internet. Availability of these
products is quite evident upon examination of sites (Table 4).
Table 4: Internet Sources and Prices [as of Fall 2010]
PRICE
SOURCE
$31 gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
$15/2 capsules (l05mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
Price per kilogram
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
~150-~200US/pram
BZP
.Alibaba.com (India)
o
/
\
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Wackyherbs.comIUK
httg://buysgicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

10 pills/Price: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

Law enforcement organizations are becoming increasingly concerned. In British Columbia, drug
control officials in the lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the BC government
have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that (BZP) poses a threat
to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada can become
important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report indicates
that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation ofBZP by other countries such as the US;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials ofBZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC' s business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product. (BCDSIWG; 2009)
The report states that these factors have raised the profile of BZP and TFMPP on the West Coast
and increased the number of BZP and TFMPP-related incidents in the area. It is the opinion of
officials in BC that, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to resolve the
BZP problem in Canada, because a black market will surely develop after prohibition ... the
problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG; 2009)
And as will be seen later, export of a number of illicit drugs including BZP and TFMPP to the
US has sparked concern among US drug control officials.

4.2 Pricing
Theoretically, it could be argued that BZP and TFMPP have prices that stem from different roles
in drug markets. One could suppose that the first role is their value either alone or in
combination with each other, or in combination with other drugs, to achieve a psychotropic
. effect. As previously mentioned, BZP provides the "high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect.
As seen above in Table 4, the price for either drug varies considerably by form, location of
source and volume of purchase. For example, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a
domestic source is $3.00 to $4.00 per gram. The price in combination with TFMPP is higher;
suggesting that the combined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the
price is significantly higher for products from Asian countries, although the reason for this is not
known. It should be noted that police in New Zealand continue to seize illegal BZP and TFMPP
which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in November 2009 of 6 kg is believed to be
worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about NZ$30/g. (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009)
The second role of these drugs can be said to be simply a cheap substitute, which mimics
ecstasy. Substitution of BZP and TFMPP for sale as ecstasy or as a complementary component
for ecstasy products, that is, ecstasy cut with BZP and TFMPP, is occurring in many western
countries. (BCDSIWG; 2009; US Department of Justice, May 2010) The drugs' psychotropic
effects mimicking ecstasy's entactogenic and hallucinogenic characteristics and the ease of
production ofBZP specifically are factors contributing to this role.
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With respect to price, the HPFB Inspectorate reports that the RCMP has encountered and seized
products containing BZP but marketed as ecstasy, with a similar price and packaged in precounted lots much like ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos. HPFB inspectors have
observed prices for ecstasy ranging from $10 to $20 per pill. (Communication with an
Inspectorate representative)

Observations:
There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level of BZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• their legal status can perceived as ambiguous creating confusion in the market which
means they may still be promoted by sellers on the internet or dealers as safer alternatives
to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
• despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at retail, availability remains relatively easy through
the internet;
• theoretically, the inexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption of
BZP and TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug
ecstasy; and
• it is felt that, even with prohibition or control, availability will persist through illegal
distribution mechanisms.
5. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS
Ideally, a market analysis would look at future trends in Canada related to the consumption and
price under two scenarios: with or without a regulatory intervention. Given the lack of
information about the use of BZP and TFMPP in Canada, however, it is useful to exaniine the
experience of other jurisdictions to gain insight regarding the potential impact of regulatory
measures on markets for BZP and TFMPP.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.

Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP

I

Countries
U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta

2003
2005
2006
2006

T~r~H~!

2007

~~---

Year
2002-2004
2003
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Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden
UK

Ireland

2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

Source: BCDSIWG
The next sections will examine the experience of specific jurisdictions, i.e., New Zealand, the
United States and the United Kingdom/European Union. These jurisdictions had an emergence
of a market for BZP and TFMPP and imposed restrictions on their use and distribution.

5.1 New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs. While the current nature of the drug's legal status in Canada creates a more
restricted situation than that experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 200S when BZP
was minimally regulated, lessons might be drawn from that situation.
Two considerations must, however, be noted. First, the New Zealand drug culture differs from
that of other countries in that the use of drugs is more readily accepted. The unique nature of the
New Zealand drug market is reflected in a new report painting "a grim picture of the New
Zealand drug scene with more young people using opiate drugs, world-leading rates of
methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "self-sufficient" cannabis culture."
(www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment for New Zealand report, released in
September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug trade and notes for example,
that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the highest amphetamine type
substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged that uniqueness of the New
Zealand markets in an analysis of the status of BZP in that jurisdiction noting that "most of the
data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New Zealand, a country with a distinctive
drug situation, which may not translate to the European context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This
caution should also apply to Canada. Secondly, the data collection and analysis undertaken in
New Zealand focused mainly on BZP without much discussion ofTFMPP or the BZP/TFMPP
combination.
Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 200S, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those IS years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the lS24 year age group, with around one third of lS-19 year olds and 3S% of 20-24 year olds having
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used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "1astyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
months) to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZP party pills. It should be
noted that the pills were sold in comer stores and "head" shops. Approximately three-quarters of
users of these drug types described their availability at the time as "very easy". In fact, findings
from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had changed compared to the previous
year revealed that users considered them to have become easier to obtain in past 12 months,
similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five percent of those who had used party
pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier to obtain in 2006 compared to 12
months earlier. (Wilkins et. al., 2007)
This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
Auckland Hospital Adult Emergency Department, which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 %) of
total overdoses) to 21 (1.58 %) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength ofBZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et al., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg ofBZP per capsule (Theron et al., 2007).
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP party pill "industry"
had annual sales of $24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million
pills had been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5
million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the
industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics
Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, that the chemical
process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the
constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification ofBZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply of BZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
and use ofBZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C1 controlled
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
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minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ... ".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation or prohibition on a drug's availability and
price, drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is controlled, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation ofBZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on information from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New Zealand.
The findings from the ID MS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and drug
related problems. (Wilkins et al.; 2010). The primary source of information in the IDMS is
interviews with three groups of frequent drug users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection
drug users) recruited from the community in the three main centres ofNew Zealand (Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees were asked about the current lise, availability,
purity and price of key drug types and how these aspects may have changed over the previous six
months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that, while there was some recovery in the availability of
BZP in 2009, the availability ofBZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years when
it was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable product gap that
would likely be filled by a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy, a
black market BZP and alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was
strong evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample
suppliers to meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et al., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was being used by
teens in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health. Among respondents who had
used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported reducing the use ofBZP at some
point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less over
that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that it was
too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in numbers)
physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they stopped
because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for quitting
entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore, had been experimenting", the drug's
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illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
Observations
• the New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potential for high rates of use in certain segments of population;
• after prohibition, availability remained, but not at the levels seen when the drug was
legal; and
• post regulation, there was a shift in where BZP was consumed from the rave scene to
private homes, although the rave and music scenes remain important venues. This
suggests the potential for a shift in or a broader range of use.
5.2 United States

While New Zealand reported a high prevalence of drug use, both lifetime and past year use, the
US has had the longest experience with BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. In the US,
the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place BZP and
TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high abuse
potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18, 2004, the DBA published a
Final Rule in the Federal Register pennanently placing BZP and TFMPP on Schedule I meaning
it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without DEA permission.
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the

National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring just after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number of BZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 to 13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
ecstasy. (US Department of Justice; 2009)
The BZP and TFMPP market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
drug in each country. US officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
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foster production in Canada particularly if the substances' remain outside the ambit of the
CDSA. The current status and potential for Canada to act as a source ofBZP and TFMPP for the
US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern for law enforcement
and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a demand for the
drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and distributed in the
region are often adulterated with other substances, "including methamphetamine, MDA, LSD,
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine". According to the US National Drug Intelligence Center,
the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug trafficking organizations are increasingly
producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain
little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine, Washington point of entry, 203,897 tablets
seized in October 2008 that appeared to be ecstasy were later determined to be BZP. (US
Department of Justice; 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain mUltiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and TFMPP.
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of 37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent ofBZP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
Observations
• even when controlled, availability remains; and
• there is potential for increased production in Canada, in light of continuing demand and
the lack of controls in Canada compared to the U.S.
5.3 United Kingdom/European Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse ofDrugs Act
(MDA). Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of prosecution
under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime similar to that of Canada.
(Drugscope; 2010). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the
drug, but as described below, many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any drug.
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The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by the Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF), a leading centre of expertise on drug
policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of such a move
(prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on drugs'
credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there
is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute back
to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF,
2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
Observations
•

It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be on BZP
supply or prevalence of its use, but some observers suggest that prohibition does little to
dampen either demand or supply of any drug. However, the actual impact of the
regulation of BZP and TFMPP remains to be seen.
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6.

OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded little data
to provide a picture of BZP and TFMPP demand or supply in Canada. It was, however, possible
to get an appreciation of the general domestic situation by examining information derived from
enforcement activities of the CBSA, RCMP and HPFB's Inspectorate. In addition, information
related to the experience of other jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the United States and the
UK/EU provided a perspective to the potential impact of regulation ofBZP and TMFPP markets.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been an increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006. Expert
opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB Inspectorate reinforces this view. A number of factors have
been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in Canada, including
but not limited to:
• the perceived "legal" status;
• relatively easy availability, e.g. through the Internet;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption ofBZP
and TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug
ecstasy; and
• continuing demand in the US and Canada as well as the lack of controls in Canada
compared to the U.S. has lead to concern about a possibility of increased production in
Canada.
Observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience show that despite a controlled or
prohibited status, the drugs remain available and affordable. The New Zealand experience,
however, does demonstrate the potential for regulatory controls, or lack there of, to influence the
price and extent of availability ofBZP. When BZP was prohibited, there was a significant
reduction in its availability and use. While there was some recovery in the availability ofBZP in
2009, it was not to the extent observed in the years when it was legal.
Both West Coast Canadian and U.S. officials were clearly of the opinion that there is
considerable potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling
from Canada into the US in light of continuing demand there.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix of Parties Interviewed
Academic

Dr. Russell C. Callaghan, Social and Community Prevention Research Unit,
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
Law Enforcement

Collin Pinto, Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate and Drug Analysis Service
Sgt. Anthony Choy, Island and North District Coordinator, R.C.M.P
Drugs and Organized Crime Awareness Service
Rob Kerr, Ottawa Police Drug Squad (retired)
International

Mark Heffernan, Analyst - National Drug Policy, Population Health Directorate, Ministry
of Health, New Zealand
William T. Smith, Liaison Officer, Office of Policy and Interagency Affairs, National
Drug Intelligence Center, Department of Justice
Steve Rolles, Transform Drug Policy Foundation, UK
Ana Gallegos, PhD, Scientific analyst, Action on New Drugs • Epidemiology, Crime and
Markets Unit, European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA)
Municipal

Jayne Caldwell, Toronto Drug Strategy Secretariat, Toronto Public Health
Lisa Campbell Salazar, TRIP Program, Queen West Community Health Centre
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

~

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that certain
derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to having no known
therapeutic use, there is no evidence that these substances can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use.
As part of the development of this regulatory proposal,Jhj~~(lF~~~jl.~~ly~js.n~Y~~HI!:l~(l.~~~?n'H"'--/{ Deleted: the present
1
examine the availability, distribution, and pricing of these compounds. In so doing, it provides
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activities related to these substances by the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP and
Health Canada's Inspectorate and a search of literature and the Internet.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, information about the availability,
distribution and price indicates that there seems to have been an increase in activity related to
.... j
these drugs in Canada since 2006. For example, the HPFBJ!l.~l~~_~!~~~·~~~_~~p_<?~~_~~a.~.!ht?_~~M~. ____ --·---·{~~~~~~j~i~~.~~~~;.~·n···.
has encountered and seized products containing BZP, but marketed as the illicit drug. ecstasy. A
number of factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related
activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
,..{ Deleted: , illicit drug
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• perceived "legal" status in some circles;
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• relatively easy availability, e.g., through the Internet, despite compliance and
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Given the limited availability of information about Canadian trends, however, it is instructive to
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the A-C;().'!!r.()'!!f!.4,Pr.l':g~ ,," "
Formatted: Font: Not Bold
and Substances Act (CDSA). This market analysis is meant to support the development of the
regulatory proposal for Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl) piperazine
(TFMPP). The first section of this report provides background information on the use of these
substances and their status with respect to the Food and Drugs Act (FDA), the CDSA and their
respective Ie L'1l]'.lti~tls., ,Ih~s isfoll<?!y~d.,~'y' h.~ie( <I.escripti<?l1,s, ()f the methodology used to carry- , _ .. -rD~leted: Regulations
""J
out the market analysis. The following sections examine the situatIon concemll1g I3ZP and ' ,
TFMPP in Canada and the experience of other countries in regulating these substances. An
overview of observations made from this examination concludes the report.
2. BACKGROUND
Piperazine salts or derivatives are used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake
fluid and other industrial materials and are found in many pharmaceutical products.
There are two derivatives in this class that have no known legitimate use in Canada: BZP and
TFMPP. These substances are used recreationally in the rave and party scenes for their
stimulative and hallucinogenic properties. (Health Canada, May 2010; pg 1) BZP and TFMPP
are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared to those
produced by 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (:rv1DMA, also known as ecstasy), which is
listed in Schedule III to the CDSA. The drugs can be swallowed, snorted or smoked. Users of
BZP party pills reported that using these substances enabled them to stay awake for longer
periods to undertake a wide range of activities. These activities included dancing, general
socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified with weight
loss, perceived as a positive outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan; 2007)
On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects of BZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is relatively difficult to attribute many of
these to BZP alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan; 2007). In Canada in 2009, it was reported that a
consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to consumption of a weight loss product
that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. It should be noted as well that, at the time when these drugs
were minimally regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and promotional
restrictions), the same study noted that young people found the legal status of BZP party pills
conveyed a message that they were safe to use. This led some young users to exceed the
recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging. (Butler and Sheridan; 2007)
In early 2006, law enforcement officers and retailers indicated that pills containing the active
ingredients BZP and TFMPP appeared in Vancouver where they gained popularity on the rave
scene as a safer alternative to illicit drugs, such as ecstasy (www.healthzone.ca and
http://www.party-pill.bizlhtml/bzp benzylpiperazine-hcl .html). Piperazine based party-pill
formulations started to become available nationwide. In addition, Health Canada noted an
increasing trend in activity related to importation, manufacture and sale of bulk materials and
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finished products containing BZP and TFMPP. This was viewed as indicative of an increased
interest for these substances in Canada (Health Canada; 2010; pg 2).
In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status of BZP and TFMPP with respect to the FDA, the CDS A and their respective
regulations.
Currently, Health Canada's authorization is necessary to sell BZP or TFMPP or a combination of
them in Canada. BZP and TFMPP meet the defmition of a "new drug", as defined under the
Food and Drugs Regulations (FDR), and require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold
or marketed in Canada (Health Canada; 2010). To date, no product containing BZP and/or
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention of the FDA and FDR to sell any
product containing either substance in Canada and the Health Products Food Branch (HPFB)
Inspectorate takes compliance and enforcement action to$.~f~~~,9Jh<:!F~~~Y(;l~~p~()Y~~~()~~.<:>(~h~.../· _If Comm~nt(A21: -Biil:-Ind~~-;-~FDA and FDR, accordingly. Beginning in October 2007, the HPFB Inspectorate established a ... \
should,befollowingtheRegsand
\.
Inspectorate cbecks for compliance
customs target for finished products containing BZP and/or TFMPP, which was subsequently':;, I,wi*th~~fgs ...sonotsurethat
updated to include the bulk powder fonn in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to
'.\ .~impIement"works. Inspectorate
. .\ Win have the chance to provide
remove products containing BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been
\\ comm~ts; '4'
warned about the risks to health posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP. (Health Canada;
\' Deleted: implement
undated; pg. 2). The HPFB Inspectorate also recommends refusal of entry into Canada of any
''( Deleted:
commercial shipment ofBZP referred by the Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA). A
--------seizure of the material may occur if the importer has a history of non-compliance with the FDA
and FDR. While penalties under the FDA include seizure and a fine up to $500, these penalties
are not as severe as controls that would be applied under the CDSA.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA would prohibit activities with these
substances unless authorized by regulation, i.e., possession, trafficking, possession for the
purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and
production. The CDSA sets out penalties for illegal activities involving substances listed in its
Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA establish tight controls on the movement of
regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse and diversion to the illicit market.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA would make it a criminal offence to possess,
possess for the purpose of trafficking, or import them with fmes up to $5,000, up to three years
imprisonment or both. On this basis, law enforcement agencies would be able to take action on
illegal activities involving BZP and TFMPP.
The status of BZP and TFMPP relative to the FDA and CDSA has led to some confusion about
its legality and the perception among users that BZP and TFMPP are "legal". HPFB inspectors
have reported anecdotally that some retailers believe that the drugs are legal as they are not
controlled under the CDSA and it has been argued by some that they are providing a service to
users by presenting a safer alternative to more hannful, illicit drugs such as ecstasy. Scheduling
these drugs under the CDSA is likely to go a long way to clarify their status under federal law
and introduce some certainty into the market.
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3. METHODOLOGY
Ideally, a market analysis should describe the size of the market, its geographical concentration,
consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug and trends over time. For a typical legal
consumer product, infonnation about these factors is quite easy to obtain. However, because
they are used in an unauthorized fashion for recreational purposes, the situation for BZP and
TFMPP is unique and obtaining infonnation about market size, distribution and price presents a
particular challenge. A thorough examination of potential sources of infonnation yielded little in
tenns of data from which trends in consumption and price could be detennined. Moreover, there
is no infonnation available regarding the demographic characteristics of users of BZP and
TFMPP in Canada and there has been little previous research into the prevalence of use of BZP
and TFMPP in Canada.
An attempt was made to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and future scenarios
related to the use of these substances by searching and examining:
• infonnation from established databases held by Health Canada or law enforcement
organizations such as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) or ~BSAl;
_- ...---f Com';'ent [A31~-cBSA-=-is---• the opinion of experts in the illicit drug control and law enforcement commu~iti~~-;-~~-d-----I ~:::!~rfs~a1.:f<~:~~:~:'
• infonnation on promotion, pricing, distribution and/or availability of BZP and TFMPP
l~o_rga_n_iz_atl_'o_n_ _ _ __
and illicit drugs in general and the regulation of these substances in other jurisdictions
through an internet search.
Data used for this market analysis was mainly obtained from Health Canada's Laboratory
Infonnation Management System (LIMS). Extracted infonnation included a time series of
numbers of exhibits that contained BZP and/or TFMPP (Tables 1 and 2). Health Canada's Drug
Analysis Service (DAS) is responsible for testing suspected illegal substances that are seized by
Canadian police officers and CBSA agents for court cases that are proceeding to trial where a
'not guilty' plea has been entered by the defendant. For each exhibit, the test results are entered
into LIMS which captures infonnation such as the date of the seizure, the substance found in the
exhibit and any other adulterants if analyzed, and police detachment or CBSA office location.
Drug enforcement activities are affected by the extent, focus and effectiveness of interception
and detection activities by police and the CBSA. It is important to point out that these activities
along with criminal charges and associated pleas have an impact on the illicit drug exhibit data
stored in the LIMS database. For example, a targeted crackdown on methamphetamine will
increase the number of arrests, and if exhibits from the seizure are analyzed, there will be an
increase in ex4ibits in the LIMS; but this does not necessarily indicate an increased presence or
use of that drug on the streets. Finally, the RCMP does not target substances that are not illicit,
further limiting the ability to make inferences from this infonnation about the extent of BZP and
TFMPP in Canada.
A series of interviews was conducted of experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field.
Interviewees included key individuals and organizations at the federal and municipal levels as
well as in the domestic and international illicit drug control community (see Appenqix A). For
example, experts associated with the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, City of Toronto
Health Department and the HPFB Inspectorate all provided advice and suggested material to be
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used in the analysis. These contacts acted not only as a source of fact or opinion through
interviews, but as a source of documentation or statistics as well.
An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
governmental literature and legislation related to availability of BZP and TFMPP and illicit
drugs. In addition, an examination was conducted of the pre and post-prohibition/control
environments in other jurisdictions such as New Zealand and the United States to obtain an
appreciation of the possible consequences of action to control BZP and TFMPP in Canada.

4.

SITUATION IN CANADA

4.1 Availability and Distribution
The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report states that "designer-type synthetic substance
trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and TFMPP being found in pills thought to be
ecstasy. This observation is supported by various sources. For example, the CBSA data indicate
that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that Agency's laboratories for
analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes. These seizures consisted of
BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other substances such as
ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010). In addition, in 2008, HPFB inspectors reported that four
products from a retailer were seized in 24 of its outlets across Canada. Finally, Health Canada's
DAS has found an increasing number of exhibits containing BZP and/or TFMPP in their
chemical composition (see Table 1). Approximately 18% (895) of the total number of exhibits
analyzed between 2006 and 2010 (4975) contained only BZP and/or TFMPP (no other
substances were identified). For 782 of these exhibits, the seized substance had been suspected
to be ecstasy.
T a bl e 1 : N·
I E x h·b·
I db'y DAS
atlOna I T
ota
1 Its A nalyze
Number of
2006
2008
Exhibits
2007
Containing
BZP
Containing
TFMPP
Containing
BZP &/or
TFMPP

2009
2232

5

146

1061

3

129

920

2191

8

151

1161

2366

2010
(until
Nov. 24)
1213

20062010

1170

4413

1289

4975

4657

It is interesting to note that in Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly found that since 2006, more
cases have occurred where piperazine derivatives were identified. In addition, there were more
exhibits containing BZP and TFMPP, among other substances, in Ontario and Quebec (see
Tables 2 and 3).
Table 2: Anal
2009
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BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NUINWT

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

23
10
1
10
56
13
13
19
0
1
0
0

126
47
7
29
637
172
7
20
4
11

1
0

139
114
15
28
1168
621
53
53
0
38
0
0

Oct. 20 th )
119
66
11
17
544
188
22
16
0
4

0
1

T a bl e 3 : A nalyze
I d S amp es 0 fTFMPP b'y P rovillcerr erntory'*

BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th)

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

24
10
2
7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

117
65
11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

*Note: Due to the nature of the provincial/territorial data, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions from them
with respect to regional distribution.

Distribution of BZP and TFMPP products is occurring over the Internet. Availability of these
products is quite evident upon examination of sites (Table 4).
Table 4: Internet Sources and Prices [as of Fall 2010]
PRICE
SOURCE
$31 gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
$18.75
(6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
Purepillz.lnc (Freq)
$1512 capsules (105mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
Price per kilogram
B.C. thm TradeKey.com (email only)
$ 150-$200US/gram BZP
Alibaba.com (India)
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Wackyherbs.com/UK
httQ://bui::sQicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

10 pills/Price: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8£ euro or 12 $/gram

Law enforcement organizations are becoming increasingly concerned. In British Columbia, drug
control officials in the lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the BC government
have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that (BZP) poses a threat
to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada can become
important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report indicates
that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation of BZP by other countries such as the US;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product. (BCDSIWG; 2009)
The report states that these factors have raised the profile of BZP and TFMPP on the West Coast
and increased the number of BZP and TFMPP-related incidents in the area. It is the opinion of
officials in BC that, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to resolve the
BZP problem in Canada, because a black market will surely develop after prohibition ... the
problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG; 2009)
And as will be seen later, export of a number of illicit drugs including BZP and TFMPP to the
US has sparked concern among US drug control officials.
4.2 Pricing

Theoretically, it could be argued that BZP and TFMPP have prices that stem from different roles
in drug markets. One could suppose that the first role is their value either alone or in
combination with each other, or in combination with other drugs, to achieve a psychotropic
effect. As previously mentioned, BZP provides the "high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect.
As seen above in Table 4, the price for either drug varies considerably by form, location of
source an<.i volume of purchase. For example, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a
domestic source is $3.00 to $4.00 per gram. The price in combination with TFMPP is higher;
suggesting that the combined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the
price is significantly higher for products from Asian countries, although the reason for this is not
known. It should be noted that police in New Zealand continue to seize illegal BZP and TFMPP
which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in November 2009 of 6 kg is believed to be
worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about NZ$30/g. (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009)
The second role of these drugs can be said to be simply a cheap substitute, which mimics
ecstasy. Substitution ofBZP and TFMPP for sale as ecstasy or as a complementary component
for ecstasy products, that is, ecstasy cut with BZP and TFMPP, is occurring in many western
countries. (BCDSIWG; 2009; US Department of Justice, May 2010) The drugs' psychotropic
effects mimicking ecstasy's entactogenic and hallucinogenic characteristics and the ease of
production of BZP specifically are factors contributing to this role.
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With respect to price, the HPFB Inspectorate reports that the RCMP has encountered and seized
products containing BZP but marketed as ecstasy, with a similar price and packaged in precounted lots much like ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos. HPFB inspectors have
observed prices for ecstasy ranging from $10 to $20 per pill. (Communication with an
Inspectorate representative)

Observa (ions:
There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level of BZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• their legal status can perceived as ambiguous creating confusion in the market which
means they may still be promoted by sellers on the internet or dealers as safer alternatives
to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
• despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at retail, availability remains relatively easy through
the internet;
• theoretically, the inexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption of
BZP and TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug
ecstasy; and
• it is felt that, even with prohibition or control, availability will persist through illegal
distribution mechanisms.
5. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS
Ideally, a market analysis would look at future trends in Canada related to the consumptiort and
price under two scenarios: with or without a regulatory intervention. Given the lack of
information about the use of BZP and TFMPP in Canada, however, it is useful to examine the
experience of other jurisdictions to gain insight regarding the potential impact of regulatory
measures on markets for BZP and TFMPP.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.
Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP
Countries
U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel

Year
2002-2004
2003

2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
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Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden
UK
Ireland

2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

Source: BCDSIWG
The next sections will examine the experience of specific jurisdictions, i.e., New Zealand, the
United States and the United Kingdom/European Union. These jurisdictions had an emergence
of a market for BZP and TFMPP and im~osed restrictions on their use and dist~ibution.
5.1 New Zealand

The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs. While the current nature of the drug's legal status in Canada creates a more
restricted situation than that experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 2008 when BZP
was minimally regulated, lessons might be drawn from that situation.
Two considerations must, however, be noted. First, the New Zealand drug culture differs from
that of other countries in that the use of drugs is more readily accepted. The unique nature of the
New Zealand drug market is reflected in a new report painting "a grim picture of the New
Zealand drug scene with more young people using opiate drugs, world-leading rates of
methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "self-sufficient" cannabis culture."
(www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment for New Zealand report, released in
September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug trade and notes for example,
that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the highest amphetamine type
substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged that uniqueness of the New
Zealand markets in an analysis of the status of BZP in that jurisdiction noting that "most of the
data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New Zealand, a country with a distinctive
drug situation, which may not translate to the European context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This
caution should also apply to Canada. Secondly, the data collection and analysis undertaken in
New Zealand focused mainly on BZP without much discussion ofTFMPP or the BZP/TFMPP
combination.
Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et ai. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
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used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
months) to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZP party pills. It should be
noted that the pills were sold in comer stores and "head" shops. Approximately three-quarters of
users of these drug types described their availability at the time as "very easy". In fact, findings
from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had changed compared to the previous
year revealed that users considered them to have become easier to obtain in past 12 months,
similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five percent of those who had used party
pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier to obtain in 2006 compared to 12
months earlier. (Wilkins et. al., 2007)
This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
Auckland Hospital Adult Emergency Department, which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 %) of
total overdoses) to 21 (1.58 %) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength of BZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of 70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et al., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule (Theron et al., 2007).
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP party pill "industry"
had annual sales of $24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million
pills had been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5
million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the
industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics
Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, that the chemical
process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the
constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification of BZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply of BZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession ofless than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams ofBZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C I controlled
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
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minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ... ".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation or prohibition on a drug's availability and
price, drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is controlled, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et at. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation of BZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on information from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New Zealand.
The findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and drug
related problems. (Wilkins et at.; 2010). The primary source of information in the IDMS is
interviews with three groups of frequent drug users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection
drug users) recruited from the community in the three main centres of New Zealand (Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees were asked about the current use, availability,
purity and price of key drug types and how these aspects may have changed over the previous six
months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that, while there was some recovery in the availability of
BZP in 2009, the availability of BZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years when
it was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable product gap that
would likely be filled by a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy, a
black market BZP and alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was
strong evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample
suppliers to meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et at., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition of BZP on the use and harm of BZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was being used by
teens in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health. Among respondents who had
used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported reducing the use ofBZP at some
point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less over
that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that it was
too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in numbers)
physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they stopped
because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for quitting
entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore, had been experimenting", the drug's
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illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.

Observations
• the New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potential for high rates of use in certain segments of population;
• after prohibition, availability remained, but not at the levels seen when the drug was
legal; and
• post regulation, there was a shift in where BZP was consumed from the rave scene to
private homes, although the rave and music scenes remain important venues. This
suggests the potential for a shift in or a broader range of use.

5.2 United States
While New Zealand reported a high prevalence of drug use, both lifetime and past year use, the
US has had the longest experience with BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. In the US,
the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place BZP and
TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high abuse
potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18, 2004, the DEA published a
Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP and TFMPP on Schedule I meaning
it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without DEA permission.
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring just after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number of BZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 to 13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
ecstasy. (US Department of Justice; 2009)
The BZP and TFMPP market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
drug in each country. US officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
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foster production in Canada particularly if the substances' remain outside the ambit of the
CDSA. The current status and potential for Canada to act as a source of BZP and TFMPP for the
US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.
In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern for law enforcement
and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a demand for the
drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and distributed in the
region are often adulterated with other substances, "including methamphetamine, MDA, LSD,
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine". According to the US National Drug Intelligence Center,
the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug trafficking organizations are increasingly
producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain
little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine, Washington point of entry, 203,897 tablets
seized in October 2008 that appeared to be ecstasy were later determined to be BZP. (US
Department of Justice; 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and TFMPP.
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx of BZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory,·Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of 37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent of BZP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)

Observations
• even when controlled, availability remains; and
• there is potential for increased production in Canada, in light of continuing demand and
the lack of controls in Canada compared to the U.S.
5.3 United Kingdom/European Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse ofDrugs Act
(MDA). Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of prosecution
under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime similar to that of Canada.
(Drugscope; 2010). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the
drug, but as described below, many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any drug.
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The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by the Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF), a leading centre of expertise on drug
policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of such a move
(prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on drugs'
credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there
is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute back
to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF,
2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)

Observations
•

It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be on BZP
supply or prevalence of its use, but some observers suggest that prohibition does little to
dampen either demand or supply of any drug. However, the actual impact of the
regulation ofBZP and TFMPP remains to be seen.
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6. OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS
As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded little data
to provide a picture of BZP and TFMPP demand or supply in Canada. It was, however, possible
to get an appreciation of the general domestic situation by examining information derived from
enforcement activities of the CBSA, RCMP and HPFB's Inspectorate. In addition, information
related to the experience of other jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the United States and the
UKJEU provided a perspective to the potential impact of regulation of BZP and TMFPP markets.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been an increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006. Expert
opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB Inspectorate reinforces this view. A number of factors have
been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in Canada, including
but not limited to:
• the perceived "legal" status;
• relatively easy availability, e.g. through the Internet;
• the relatively inexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption of BZP
and TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug
ecstasy; and
• continuing demand in the US and Canada as well as the lack of controls in Canada
compared to the U.S. has lead to concern about a possibility of increased production in
Canada.
Observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience show that despite a controlled or
prohibited status, the drugs remain available and affordable. The New Zealand experience,
however, does demonstrate the potential for regulatory controls, or lack there of, to influence the
price and extent of availability of BZP. When BZP was prohibited, there was a significant
reduction in its availability and use. While there was some recovery in the availability of BZP in
2009, it was not to the extent observed in the years when it was legal.
Both West Coast Canadian and U.S. officials were clearly of the opinion that there is
considerable potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling
from Canada into the US in light of continuing demand Ither~._____________________________________________________ ""
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APPENDIX A

Appendix of Parties Interviewed
Academic
Dr. Russell C. Callaghan, Social and Community Prevention Research Unit,
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
Law Enforcement
Collin Pinto, Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate and Drug Analysis Service
Sgt. Anthony Choy, Island and North District Coordinator, R.C.M.P
Drugs and Organized Crime Awareness Service
Rob Kerr, Ottawa Police Drug Squad (retired)
International
Mark Heffernan, Analyst - National Drug Policy, Population Health Directorate, Ministry
of Health, New Zealand
William T. Smith, Liaison Officer, Office of Policy and Interagency Affairs, National
Drug Intelligence Center, Department of Justice
Steve RoUes, Transform Drug Policy Foundation, UK
Ana Gallegos, PhD, Scientific analyst, Action on New Drugs • Epidemiology, Crime and
Markets Unit, European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA)
Municipal
Jayne Caldwell, Toronto Drug Strategy Secretariat, Toronto Public Health
Lisa Campbell Salazar, TRIP Program, Queen West Community Health Centre
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Fw: Draft Email to TBS re CBA for BZPITFMPP
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault

2011-01-04 02:23 PM

Cc: Richard J Robert

Hi Denis:
Do we know when we might hear from Jocelyn further to your email below?
Sincerely,
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-01-04 02:20 PM ----From:
To:

Cc:
Date:

Subject:

Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2010-12-24 12:07 PM
Draft Email to TBS re CSA for SZPITFMPP

Hi Jocelyn,
Further to our recent collective discussion regarding the proposed CSA for SZPITFMPP, below is a draft
of the email I propose to send to Timothy Folkins at TSS.
Any thoughts?
Denis
****************************************

Hello Tim:
I am writing in connection to the cost-benefit analysis (CSA) for SZP and TFMPP.
As you know, we were considering going the route of using statistical models to estimate usage of SZP
and TFMPP in Canada under two scenarios: with or without a regulatory intervention, based on studies of
SZP use in New Zealand (NZ) and other available information. However, after internal deliberations and
discussions with managemen,t, we have decided not to move forward with this approach.
In speaking with our subject matter experts, we have come to the conclusion that the limited nature of the
available data means that projections for usage of SZP and TFMPP could not be relied upon. Given these
difficulties, and the fact that we are not aware of any legitimate commercial or industrial uses for SZP and
TFMPP that would be impinged by their scheduling under the CDSA, we are of the view that the proposed
CSA is neither required, nor feasible in terms of generating reliable data. I should also point out that we
are concerned that the preparation of CSA for such an illicitly used substance would create a precedent
for the scheduling of other substances in the future.
In light of the above, we would be appreciated your feedback on how we can use the materials in hand,
e.g .. , the Market Assessment and Risk Analysis for SZP, etc. to support the development of the RIAS.
We appreciate the time and effort you have given and continue to give this initiative.
Sincerely,
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Denis

Denis Arsenault, NManager I Gestionnaire p.i.
Regulatory Policy Division I
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances contr61ees,
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TellTel: (613) 957-6828
Fax I Telecopieur: (613) 946-4224
E-Mail/Courriel:denis_arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Re: Fw: This contract ended on 201 0-12-31. ~
Edith Anderson to: Angela Doyle

2011-01-0607:44 AM

-~~"'~~-~-~.----'".--'~--~".'-~~~'~"

Good Morning
Please see attached

~
~
Contract Performance Evaluation Report.pdf

Edith Anderson
AlFinance and Contracts Officer / Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division / Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances / Bureau des substances controles
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate! Direction des substances controles et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater St. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 1B9
Tel. ! Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax! Telecopieur: 613-946-4224

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:

PDF would be great when you get a chance ... Fr. ..

2011-01-0503:25:34 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Edith Anderson/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-0503:25 PM
Re: Fw: This contract ended on 2010-12-31.

PDF would be great when you get a chance ...
Edith Anderson
From:
To:
Date:

I just tried it and it worked for me. Try again as I. ..

2011-01-05 03:05:28 PM

Edith Anderson/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-0503:05 PM
Re: Fw: This contract ended on 2010-12-31.

I just tried it and it worked for me. Try again as I can't seem to save it into a different format.. .. if you want I
can scan it and send it to you in PDF ....

Edith Anderson
AlFinance and Contracts Officer / Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division! Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances controles
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate! Direction des substances controles et de la lutte au
tabagisme
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123 Slater S1. AL3503A
Ottawa ON K1A 189
Tel. / Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax / Telecopieur: 613-946-4224

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:

2011-01-05 03:00:37 PM

Hi Edith: I tried the link for the "Guide for CampI...

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Edith Anderson/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-0503:00 PM
Re: Fw: This contract ended on 2010-12-31.

Hi Edith:
I tried the link for the "Guide for Completion" etc, but it is not bringing me to the right page. Do you
happen to have this?
Thanks,
Angela

Edith Anderson
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

2011-01-05 12:04:37 PM
2011-01-05 10:33:25 AM

Hi A WP document would be fine with me. Belo .. .
Just noted I will need a copy (electronic or hard .. .

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Edith Anderson/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-05 10:33 AM
Fw: This contract ended on 2010-12-31.

Just noted I will need a copy (electronic or hard copy) of the original contract as well.
Thanks,
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-01-05 10:32 AM ----From:
To:
Date:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Edith Anderson/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-05 10:30 AM
Fw: This contract ended on 2010-12-31.

Would you also please send me a copy of the most recently amended Contract?
Thank you,
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-01-05 10:30 AM ----From:
To:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/C~
Edith Anderson/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
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Date:
Subject:

2011-01-05 10:26 AM
Fw: This contract ended on 2010-12-31.

Hi Edith:
I saved the file as a WP file which I am completing. Is that format going to be acceptable for you?
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-01-05 10:26 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-05 10:00 AM
Fw: This contract ended on 2010-12-31.

Hi there
Can I please ask you to take care of this?
thx
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Acting Director/ Directrice par interim
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction gemerale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 952-2177 Fax: (613) 946-4224
----- Forwarded by Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-01-05 09:59 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:.
Date:
Subject:

Edith Anderson/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Johanne Paquette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-0509:57 AM
Fw: This contract ended on 2010-12-31.

Good Morning,
The Maga Policy Contract has ended and I would need for you to fill in the form at the link below and send
back to me so that I can add it to the file in CRRS
http://intranet.hc-sc.gc.ca/mw-mtlalt_formatlfmm-fgm/mam-gmb/cp-ac/tf-fm/evalu-2005-09_e.wpd

Thank you!
Edith Anderson
NFinance and Contracts Officer / Agente des finances et contrats
Business, Information and Authorization Division / Division des affaires, de I'information et d'autorisation
Office of Controlled Substances / Bureau des substances controles
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate/ Direction des substances controlE~s et de la lutte au
tabagisme
123 Slater Sl. AL3503A
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Ottawa ON K1A 189
Tel. I Tel.: 613-954-6536
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-946-4224

----- Forwarded by Edith Anderson/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-01-05 09:55 AM -----

This contract ended on 2010-12-31.
MMDDGM1 to: Vicki Rollin

2010-12-31 07:05 AM

Cc: Edith Anderson, Vicki Rollin

Please click on the link below - Please do not "Reply" or "Reply to ALL" to this
automated message. /
veuillez cliquer sur Ie lien ci-dessous - Veuillez ne pas "Repondre" ou "Repondre
tous" a ce message automatise.

a

(le fran9ais suit)
CONTRACT #: 4500240986
Title:
Start Date:
End Date:
Amount ($) :

Professional assistance.CDSA
2010-08-09
2010-12-31
$14,252.00

This contract has ended.
Please complete the on-line Contract Performance and Evaluation Report (CPER) by following the
link at the end of this message.
A Contract Performance and Evaluation Report (CPER) should now be completed as per Section
16.11.8 of the Treasury Board Contracting Policy which states that "On completion of the contract, the
contracting authority should evaluate the work performed by the consultant or professional".
Health Canada contracts greater than $10,000 are subject to the following procedures after the
deliverables have been completed by or received from the contractor and the contractor's final invoice
has been received by the appropriate Cost Centre Manager (CCM):
The program official responsible for managing the contractor's performance over the course of the
contract (the Project Authority) must complete the departmental CPER. An accompanying Guide for
Completion is available on the Materiel and Assets Management Intranet site.
http://MMDDGMl.hc-sc.gc.ca/amd/crrs.nsf/CPER?openform&login&L=E&cn=4500240986

CONTRAT # : 4500240986
Titre :

Professional assistance.CDSA
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Date de debut : 2010-08-09
Date de fin
2010-12-31
Montant ($) :
$14,252.00

Ce contrat est termine.
Veuillez remplir en ligne Ie Rapport d'evaluation de l'execution du contrat (REEC) en cliquant sur Ie
lien a la fin du message.
II faut maintenant remplir un Rapport d'evaluation de I'execution du contrat (REEC) conformement a
la partie 16.11.8 de la Politi que sur les marches du Conseil du Tresor, qui precise qu'« a l'achevement du
marche, l'autorite contractante devrait evaluer Ie travail execute par Ie consultant ou Ie professionnel. »
Les contrats de plus de 10 000 $ conclus par Sante Canada seront vises par la procedure suivante une fois
les produits livrables termines par I' entrepreneur ou rec;us de lui et une fois que Ie gestionnaire du centre
de couts (GCC) competent aura rec;u la facture finale de I' entrepreneur.
L'agent de programme responsable de Ia gestion du rendement de l'entrepreneur pendant la duree du
contrat (Ie charge de projet) doit remplir Ie Rapport d'evaluation de l'execution du contrat (REEC) dans Ie
SDRC. Le directive sur la preparation est disponible sur Ie site Intranet sous Gestion du materiel et des
biens.
http://MMDDGM1.hc-sc.gc.ca/amd/crrs:nsf/CPER?openform&login&L=F&cn=4500240986

Having Problems?

Des problemes?

• click reset password to reset your eRRS password

• cliquez sur reinitialiser mot de passe pour rE3initiaiiser votre mot
de passe du SORe

• click set IE to set your Lotus Notes default browser

• cliquez sur fureteur IE pour etablir IE comme fureteur par detaut
dans Lotus Notes.

• click training to access the eRRS on-line training material

- cliquez sur formation pour acceder au materiel de formation du
SORe
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Contract Performance Evaluation Report

I Contract Reference Number
Contractor'S Name and Address:

Work Location:
Project Description:

Health Canada Premises 0

Contractor Premises 0

Other 0

Contractor Representative:
Section (A) - SOLICITATION
METHOD and CONTRACT
VALUE

Non Competitive (Sole Sourced)
Directed (ACAN)
Competitive (Traditional)
Competitive (MERX)

Contract Amount

Contract Amount

($) Original

($) AClllal

0
0

o

Section (8) - CONTRACT
COMPLETION DATE

Original (Articles of Agreement)
_ _, _ _, _ _(yy/mmldd)

Actual
_ _, _ _, _ _ (yy/mmldd)

o

Note: If/here is a difference in either the Original and Ac/ual Contract Amoun/ or the Original and Actual Contract
Dates in Sections "A" and "B" respectively, please provide afllll explanation here. (Do'wnloadfrom the eRRS electronic
file, if available).

Section (e)

During the course of the contract, was the original Statement of Work (SOW)
changed?

Yes 0

No 0

If "yes". please describe all changes and give a/ull rationale andjllstijication. using a separate page ifrequired
Downloadfrom the CRRS electronic file. if available.

Contract Performance Evaluation Report (2005·09)

Page 1
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I

2.

If not, please provide a fuJI explanation here. Downloadfrom the eRRS electronic file. if available.

3.

What lessons were learned by the Project Authority (PA) through the management of this contract?

REQUIRED SIGNATURES
Health Canada Project Authority
Name and Title:
Signature:
Date:

Health Canada Cost Centre Manager
I concur with this evaluation
Name and Title:

0

Signature:
Dale:

Creator-Government of Canada, Health Canada, Chief Financial Officer Branch, Materiel and Assets
Management Directorate, Procurement and Contracting Division
Owner= (Director)
review date=2009~06-0 1

Page 3

Contract Performance Evaluation Report (2005-09)
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP - chemical names/salts/derivatives - question [i)
Daniel Galarneau to: Angela Doyle

2011-01-0709:37 AM

This message is digitally sinned.

Just a note, if the other substances are captured under derivatives or analogs, we may want to take a few
minutes to determine the impact before stating we don't want to include them. Given that the NOI covered
the other products, if there are no approved uses, we might want to simply include them and publish in CG
I. If industry reacts and someone realizes that we are including substances that we should not, we can
correct this at CG II.
Although it was not my decision, and I was not fully involved in the change of scope of this project, I still
believe that if we only cover 2 substances, we will simply displace the issue to the other similar
substances which will still be legal in Canada.
My two cents .... we can visit this when Evelyn provides you with the information.

Head, Regulatory Affairs Section - Chef, Section de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances contr6lees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances contr61ees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de la Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela [)c:>yle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

fyi. .. (and thanks for your advice!) ----- Forwarde ...

2011-01-07 09:27:32 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-0709:27 AM
Fw: BZP and TFMPP - chemical names/salts/derivatives - question

fyi ... (and thanks for your advice!)
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-01-07 09:27 AM ----From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Evelyn Soo/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Marianne Tang/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-0709:26 AM
BZP and TFMPP - chemical names/salts/derivatives - question

Dear Evelyn:
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me this morning.
I am preparing the DRAFT drafting instructions document and RIAS to list BZP and TFMPP in Schedule III
of the CDSA and in the Schedule to Part J of the FOR. (

The lAS that was approved in July 2010 is available here.

Questions
1. I would like to know the chemical names of BZP and TFMPP to list in the CDSA and FOR. As
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

discussed, their IUPAC names are slightly different than the names used in the lAS.
2. In addition, I am wondering what it would mean/what substances would be included if we were to
include salts, derivatives, etc, of BZP and TFMPP. J

Thanks for your help and please let me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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Page(s)

001897 to\a 001900

Is(are) under consultation

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP - chemical names/salts/derivatives - question [!iJ
Evelyn Sao to: Angela Doyle
History:

2011-01-0703:21 PM

This message has been replied to.

I guess the decision to exclude the other analogues was based on prevalence so in considering whether
to include these, we should bear that in mind.
Any thoughts?
Evelyn

Evelyn C Soo, PhD
National Compliance and Exemption Division 1Division de la conformite et des exemptions nationales
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Branch (HECS) 1Direction de la sante environnementale et de la
securite des consommateurs (DSESC)
Health Canada I Sante Canada
123 Slater St. Ottawa ON K1A OK9 1123 rue Slater Ottawa ON K1A OK9'
evelyn .soo@hc-sc.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-948-8964
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-952-8576
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada

Angela [)(>yle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Evelyn: Thank you for addressing this so quic ...

2011-01-07 03:01 :27 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Evelyn Soo/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2011-01-0703:01 PM
Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP - chemical names/salts/derivatives - question

------------------------------------------------~------------------------------Hi Evelyn:

Thank you for addressing this so quickly.
Do you happen to know who would be the best person to provide advice on the scope of derivatives of
TFMPP and BZP ? (what they are, so that we may assess whether there would be any foreseen obstacles
to scheduling them?)
Also, do you know if the only analogues to TFMPP and BZP are those mentioned in the NOI?
Sincerely,
Angela

Evelyn Soo

Hi Angela After reviewing the CDSA, I think the ...

2011-01-0702:01:17 PM
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Angela Doyle

No problem at al\ and hope class goes well. Als .. .

2011-01-07 09:43:49 AM

Angela Doyle

FYI...This is the DRAFT text I currently have in .. .

2011-01-0709:35:20 AM
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP - chemical names/salts/derivatives - question ~
Evelyn Soo to: Angela Doyle

2011-01-11 11 :37 AM

This message has been replied to.

Hi Angela
I agree with DAS' comments to include the isomers of TFMPP (though I believe the hallucinogenic
potential of the isomers 2- and 4-isomers have not been established).
2C-B-BZP cannot be considered as a substance containing BZP as its a different chemical entity
completely. I think for Section 2(a) of the CDSA, this infers for example mixtures of drugs one of which is
a controlled substance, or a natural product which contains a controlled substnace.
With regard to 2C-B, the heading does not include any derivatives or analogues of 2C-B and therefore
2C-B-BZP cannot be included under item 24 of Schedule III to the CDSA ( 4-bromo-2,5dimethoxybenzeneethanamine).

I have a feeling this will have to be a policy decision.
Let me know if I am making sense.
Best wishes
Evelyn
Evelyn C Sao, PhD
National Compliance and Exemption Division 1Division de la conformite et des exemptions nationales
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Branch (HECS) 1Direction de la sante environnementale et de la
securite des consommateurs (OS ESC)
Health Canada 1Sante Canada
123 Slater St. Ottawa ON K1A OK9 1123 rue Slater Ottawa ON K1A OK9
evelyn .soo@hc-sc.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-948-8964
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-952-8576
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

2011-01-1111:17:04 AM

Hi Evelyn, I apologize I did not respond sooner....

Angela DoyJe/HC-SC/GC/CA
Evelyn Soo/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

2011-01-1111:17AM
Re: Fw: BZP and TFMPP - chemical names/salts/derivatives - question

Hi Evelyn,
I apologize I did not respond sooner. I was away yesterday.
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A question for you: I noted in the lAS that the "Health Canada Drug Analysis Services, recommended that
the term isomers should be added to the TFMPP nomenclature as it would allow for easier identification of
the substance when performing lab analysis.". I am wondering what your thoughts are on this.
Also, it is a good suggestion you had concerning 2C-B-BZP
[1-(2-bromo-4,5-dimethoxyphenylmethyl)piperazine] .
- Perhaps this substance be considered as containing BZP and therefore be subject to Section (2)(a) of
the CDSA? [Le. " (2) For the purposes of this Act, (a) a reference to a controlled substance includes a
reference to any substance that contains a controlled substance; and; .. "] or
- perhaps the substance would be covered due to the regulation in Schedule III to the CDSA of 4-bromo2,5-dimethoxybenzeneethanamine and any salt, isomer or salt of isomer thereof as a controlled substance
for the same rationale?
If the substance 2C-B-BZP is not covered due to its association with the controlled substance in Schedule
III mentioned above, then it is worth me looking into whether we should regulate it. The substance
appears to be used only in research and not for a legitimate commercial/industrial use (from a quick
internet search). I will email for a formal "status decision request" on this substance.
Angela
Angela's for Reference:
Substances in NOI: BZP, MBZP, DBZP, MDBZP, TFMPP, pFPP, MeOPP, mCPP
Other to consider: 2C-B-BZP

Ev~lyn Soo
Angela Doyle

One of the examples I am thinking of combines, ,.
Hi Evelyn: Thank you for addressing this so quic .. .
Hi Angela After reviewing the CDSA, I think the .. .
No problem at all and hope class goes well. Als .. .

2011-01-07 03:21:49 PM
201f~61~0763:01 :27 PM
2011-01-07 02:01: 17 PM
2011-01-07 09:43:49 AM

Angela Doyle

FYI. .. This is the DRAFT text I currently have in ...

2011-01-0709:35:20 AM

Evelyn.Soo
. _.".

. ..

,ll.rlQ.~.I.~. . P9.yl.~
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Page(s)

001905 to\a 001905

Is(are) under consultation

5.19(1)

Fw: Market Analysis of BZPITFMPP - Final Report
Angela Doyle to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-01-1703:01 PM

Jocelyn,
Further to our discussion, the latest version of the MA is in the e-mail below.
I did not want to make any further changes until I had your feedback. If you prefer, feel free to just scan
for now and we can send to RCMP, CBSA, HPFB Inspectorate (and legal if need be). Afterwards, I could
send it to yourself and Research & Surveillance again.
Also, we have our meeting with TBS on January 27th.
Sincerely, '
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-01-17 01 :20 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

"Bill Maga" <
"Jocelyn Kula" <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
"Richard J Robert" <richard.j.robert@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Angela Doyle" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2010-12-31 12:20 PM
Market Analysis of BZPITFMPP - Final Report

Jocelyn:
Attached is the final report associated with Contract # 4500240986. Hard copy to follow.
I am of course available for any further discussion related to the contract.
Thanks
Bill
William (Bill) Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K 1W2

3ZPTFMPP Final Report_MPC.doc
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Market Analysis of BZP/TFMPP
Final Report

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada

December 31, 2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
KlK lW2
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that certain
derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to having no known
therapeutic use, there is no evidence that these substances can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use.
As part of the development of this regulatory proposal, this market analysis was meant to
examine the availability, distribution, and pricing of these compounds. In so doing, it provides
an overview of general domestic trends in these areas by examining information derived from
activities related to these substances by the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP and
Health Canada's Inspectorate and a search of literature and the Internet.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, information about the availability,
distribution and price indicates that there seems to have been an increase in activity related to
these drugs in Canada since 2006. For example, the HPFB Inspectorate reports that the RCMP
has encountered and seized products containing BZP, but marketed as the illicit drug, ecstasy. A
number of factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related
activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• perceived "legal" status in some circles;
• relatively easy availability, e.g., through the Internet, despite compliance and
enforcement activities of the HPFB Inspectorate;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption ofBZP
and TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced ecstasy; and
• continuing demand in the US and Canada as well as the lack of controls in Canada
compared to the U.S. has lead to concern about a possibility of increased production in
Canada.
Given the limited availability of information about Canadian trends, however, it is instructive to
look at the experience of other jurisdictions that have had to cope with an emerging market for
BZP and/or TFMPP. The observations drawn from the New Zealand and United States
experience show that despite their status as controlled substances, the substances remain
available. The New Zealand experience, however, does demonstrate the capacity for regulatory
controls, or lack there of, to influence the price and extent of availability ofBZP. In 2008, for
example, information recorded in New Zealand's Illicit Drug Monitoring System showed a
significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP after it was prohibited.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that
certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). This market analysis is meant to support the development of the
regulatory proposal for Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl) piperazine
(TFMPP). The first section of this report provides background information on the use of these
substances and their status with respect to the Food and Drugs Act (FDA), the CDSA and their
respective regulations. This is followed by brief descriptions of the methodology used to carryout the market analysis. The following sections examine the situation concerning BZP and
TFMPP in Canada and the experience of other countries in regulating these substances. An
overview of observations made from this examination concludes the report.
2. BACKGROUND
Piperazine salts or derivatives are used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake
fluid and other industrial materials and are found in many pharmaceutical products.
There are two derivatives in this class that have no known legitimate use in Canada: BZP and
TFMPP. These substances are used recreationally in the rave and party scenes for their
stimulative and hallucinogenic properties. (Health Canada, May 2010; pg 1) BZP and TFMPP
are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared to those
produced by 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, also known as ecstasy), which is
listed in Schedule III to the CDSA. The drugs can be swallowed, snorted or smoked. Users of
BZP party pills reported that using these substances enabled them to stay awake for longer
periods to undertake a wide range of activities. These activities included dancing, general
socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified with weight
loss, perceived as a positive outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan; 2007)
On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects ofBZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is relatively difficult to attribute many of
these to BZP alone. A combination ofBZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan; 2007). In Canada in 2009, it was reported that a
consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to consumption of a weight loss product
that contained BZP and/or TFMPP. It should be noted as well that, at the time when these drugs
were minimally regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and promotional
restrictions), the same study noted that young people found the legal status of BZP party pills
conveyed a message that they were safe to use. This led some young users to exceed the
recommended dosage and ignore safety warnings on the packaging. (Butler and Sheridan; 2007)
In early 2006, law enforcement officers and retailers indicated that pills containing the active
ingredients BZP and TFMPP appeared in Vancouver where they gained popularity on the rave
scene as a safer alternative to illicit drugs, such as ecstasy (www.healthzone.ca and
http://www.party-pill.biz/htmllbzp benzylpiperazine-hcl .htn1l). Piperazine based party-pill
formulations started to become available nationwide. In addition, Health Canada noted an
increasing trend in activity related to importation, manufacture and sale of bulk materials and
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used in the analysis. These contacts acted not only as a source of fact or opinion through
interviews, but as a source of documentation or statistics as well.
An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
govemmentalliterature and legislation related to availability of BZP and TFMPP and illicit
drugs. In addition, an examination was conducted of the pre and post-prohibition/control
environments in other jurisdictions such as New Zealand and the United States to obtain an
appreciation of the possible consequences of action to control BZP and TFMPP in Canada.

4. SITUATION IN CANADA

4.1 Availability and Distribution
The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report states that "designer-type synthetic substance
trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and TFMPP being found in pills thought to be
ecstasy. This observation is supported by various sources. For example, the CBSA data indicate
that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that Agency's laboratories for
analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes. These seizures consisted of
BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other substances such as
ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010). In addition, in 2008, HPFB inspectors reported that four
products from a retailer were seized in 24 of its outlets across Canada. Finally, Health Canada's
DAS has found an increasing number of exhibits containing BZP and/or TFMPP in their
chemical composition (see Table 1). Approximately 18% (895) of the total number of exhibits
analyzed between 2006 and 2010 (4975) contained only BZP and/or TFMPP (no other
substances were identified). For 782 of these exhibits, the seized substance had been suspected
to be ecstasy.
,

f l Ttl
T a bl e 1: N
310n3
o a E x hObOt
1 1 S A nalyze db'Y DAS
Number of
2006
Exhibits
2007
2008
Containing
BZP
Containing
TFMPP
Containing
BZP &/or
TFMPP

2010
2009

5

146

1061

3

129

920

2191

8

151

1161

2366

2232

(until
Nov. 24)

1213

20062010
4657

1170

4413

1289

4975

It is interesting to note that in Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly found that since 2006, more
cases have occurred where piperazine derivatives were identified. In addition, there were more
exhibits containing BZP and TFMPP, among other substances, in Ontario and Quebec (see
Tables 2 and 3).

Table 2: Anal

Province/Territor

2008

*
2009

2010 (as of
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.

BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

23
10
1
10
56
.13
13
19
0
1
0
0

126
47
7
29
637
172
7
20
4
11
1
0

139
114
15
28
1168
621
53
53
0
38
0
0

T a bl e 3 : A nalyze
I d S ampies 0 fTFMPPb'Y P rOVlnceIT erntory*
2008
2009
2006
2007
BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

24
10
2
7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

-

119
66
11
17
544
188
22
16
0
4
0
1

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th)
117
65
11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

*Note: Due to the nature of the provincial/territorial data, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions from them
with respect to regional distribution.

Distribution of BZP and TFMPP products is occurring over the Internet. Availability of these
products is quite evident upon examination of sites (Table 4).
Table 4: Internet Sources and Prices [as of Fall 2010]
PRICE
SOURCE
$31 gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
$15/2 capsules (105mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
Price per kilogram
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
$150-$200US/gram BZP
Alibaba.com (India)
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Wackyherbs.comfUK
httQ:llbuysQicegolddiamond.sikika.co.ke
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

10 pillslPrice: £24
25 pills $34.95 (BZP-free)
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

Law enforcement organizations are becoming increasingly concerned. In British Columbia, drug
control officials in the lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the BC government
have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that (BZP) poses a threat
to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada can become
important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report indicates
that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation ofBZP by other countries such as the US;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC' s business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product. (BCDSIWG; 2009)
The report states that these factors have raised the profile of BZP and TFMPP on the West Coast
and increased the number of BZP and TFMPP-related incidents in the area. It is the opinion of
officials in BC that, "at this stage, even banning the substance is not likely going to resolve the
BZP problem in Canada, because a black market will surely develop after prohibition ... the
problem ofBZP can become prominent in Canada remarkably quickly". (BCDSIWG; 2009)
And as will be seen later, export of a number of illicit drugs including BZP and TFMPP to the
US has sparked concern among US drug control officials.
4.2 Pricing

Theoretically, it could be argued that BZP and TFMPP have prices that stem from different roles
in drug markets. One could suppose that the first role is their value either alone or in
combination with each other, or in combination with other drugs, to achieve a psychotropic
effect. As previously mentioned, BZP provides the "high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect.
As seen above in Table 4, the price for either drug varies considerably by form, location of
source and volume of purchase. For example, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a
domestic source is $3.00 to $4.00 per gram. The price in combination with TFMPP is higher;
suggesting that the combined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the
price is significantly higher for products from Asian countries, although the reason for this is not
known. It should be noted that police in New Zealand continue to seize illegal BZP and TFMPP
which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in November 2009 of 6 kg is believed to be
worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about NZ$30/g. (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009)
The second role of these drugs can be said to be simply a cheap ,substitute, which mimics
ecstasy. Substitution ofBZP and TFMPP for sale as ecstasy or as a complementary component
for ecstasy products, that is, ecstasy cut with BZP and TFMPP, is occurring in many western
countries. (BCDSIWG; 2009; US Department of Justice, May 2010) The drugs' psychotropic
effects mimicking ecstasy's entactogenic and hallucinogenic characteristics and the ease of
production of BZP specifically are factors contributing to this role.
001913
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With respect to price, the HPFB Inspectorate reports that the RCMP has encountered and seized
products containing BZP but marketed as ecstasy, with a similar price and packaged in precounted lots much like ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos. HPFB inspectors have
observed prices for ecstasy ranging from $10 to $20 per pill. (Communication with an
Inspectorate representative)

Observations:
There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level of BZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• their legal status can perceived as ambiguous creating confusion in the market which
means they may still be promoted by sellers on the internet or dealers as safer alternatives
to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
• despite HPFB Inspectorate activity at retail, availability remains relatively easy through
the internet;
• theoretically, the inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption of
BZP and TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug
ecstasy; and
•

it is felt that, even with prohibition or control, availability will persist through illegal
distribution mechanisms.

5. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS
Ideally, a market analysis would look at future trends in Canada related to the consumption and
price under two scenarios: with or without a regulatory intervention. Given the lack of
information about the use ofBZP and TFMPP in Canada, however, it is useful to examine the
experience of other jurisdictions to gain insight regarding the potential impact of regulatory
measures on markets for BZP and TFMPP.
In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chrono10gica11ist of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.

Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP
Countries
U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel

Year
2002-2004
2003

2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
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Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand
Sweden
UK

Ireland

2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

Source: BCDSIWG
The next sections will examine the experience of specific jurisdictions, i.e., New Zealand, the
United States and the United Kingdom/European Union. These jurisdictions had an emergence
of a market for BZP and TFMPP and imposed restrictions on their use and distribution.
5.1 New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs. While the current nature of the drug's legal status in Canada creates a more
restricted situation than that experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 2008 when BZP
was minimally regulated, lessons might be drawn from that situation.
Two considerations must, however, be noted. First, the New Zealand drug culture differs from
that of other countries in that the use of drugs is more readily accepted. The unique nature of the
New Zealand drug market is reflected in a new report painting "a grim picture of the New
Zealand drug scene with more young people using opiate drugs, world-leading rates of
methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "self-sufficient" cannabis culture."
(www.stuffco.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment for New Zealand report, released in
September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug trade and notes for example,
that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the highest amphetamine type
substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The ED acknowledged that uniqueness of the New
Zealand markets in an analysis of the status of BZP in that jurisdiction noting that "most of the
data concerning BZP use ('party pills') originate from New Zealand, a country with a distinctive
drug situation, which may not translate to the European context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This
caution should also apply to Canada. Secondly, the data collection and analysis undertaken in
New Zealand focused mainly on BZP without much discussion ofTFMPP or the BZP/TFMPP
combination.
Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and stUdying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
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used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
months) to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZP party pills. It should be
noted that the pills were sold in comer stores and "head" shops. Approximately three-quarters of
users of these drug types described their availability at the time as "very easy". In fact, findings
from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had changed compared to the previous
year revealed that users considered them to have become easier to obtain in past 12 months,
similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five percent of those who had used party
pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier to obtain in 2006 compared to 12
months earlier. (Wilkins et. al., 2007)
This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
Auckland Hospital Adult Emergency Department, which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 %) of
total overdoses) to 21 (1.58 %) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength ofBZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of70 to 80 mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et al., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg ofBZP per capsule (Theron et aI., 2007).
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP party pill "industry"
had annual sales of $24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million
pills had been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5
million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the
industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics
Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, that the chemical
process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the
constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification ofBZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 April 2008.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply of BZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 2008, penalties for possession
and use of BZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C 1 controlled
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
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minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ... ".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation or prohibition on a drug's availability and
price, drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is controlled, there is a decrease in
availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation ofBZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on information from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New Zealand.
The findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and drug
related problems. (Wilkins et al.; 2010). The primary source of information in the IDMS is
interviews with three groups of frequent drug users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection
drug users) recruited from the community in the three main centres of New Zealand (Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees were asked about the current use, availability,
purity and price of key drug types and how these aspects may have changed over the previous six
months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use ofBZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that, while there was some recovery in the availability of
BZP in 2009, the availability of BZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years when
it was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable product gap that
would likely be filled by a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy, a
black market BZP and alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there was
strong evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample
suppli ers to meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et a/., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was being used by
teens in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health. Among respondents who had
used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported reducing the use ofBZP at some
point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less over
that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that it was
too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in numbers)
physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they stopped
because BZP was illegal andlor fear of the police. The most common reasons for quitting
entirely were that past users 'just didn't like it anymore, had been experimenting", the drug's
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illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk of BZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 90% of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
Observations
• the New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potential for high rates of use in certain segments of population;
• after prohibition,. availability remained, but not at the levels seen when the drug was
legal; and
• post regulation, there was a shift in where BZP was consumed from the rave scene to
private homes, although the rave and music scenes remain important venues. This
suggests the potential for a shift in or a broader range of use.
5.2 United States
While New Zealand reported a high prevalence of drug use, both lifetime and past year use, the
US has had the longest experience with BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. In the US,
the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place BZP and
TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high abuse
potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18, 2004, the DEA published a
Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing BZP and TFMPP on Schedule I meaning
it is illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without DEA permission.
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring just after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 1270/0 from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 to 13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
ecstasy. (US Department of Justice; 2009)
The BZP and TFMPP market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
drug in each country. US officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
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foster production in Canada particularly if the substances' remain outside the ambit of the
CDSA. The current status and potential for Canada to act as a source ofBZP and TFMPP for the
US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.

In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern for law enforcement
and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a demand for the
drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and distributed in the
region are often adulterated with other substances, "including methamphetamine, MDA, LSD,
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine". According to the US National Drug Intelligence Center,
the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug trafficking organizations are increasingly
producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain
little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine, Washington point of entry, 203,897 tablets
seized in October 2008 that appeared to be ecstasy were later determined to be BZP. (US
Department of Justice; 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and TFMPP.
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver .
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of 37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent ofBZP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)
Observations
• even when controlled, availability remains; and
• there is potential for increased production in Canada, in light of continuing demand and
the lack of controls in Canada compared to the U.S.
5.3 United Kingdom/European Union
In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse ofDrugs Act
(MDA). Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of prosecution
under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime similar to that of Canada.
(Drugscope; 20 10). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the
drug, but as described below, many observers speculate that prohibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any dnlg.
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The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on availability in the UK is
shared by the Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF), a leading centre of expertise on drug
policy and law reform in the UK. TDPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of such a move
(prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on drugs'
credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there
is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute back
to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF,
2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by subjecting BZP across the EU
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
Observations
•

It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and EU would be on BZP
supply or prevalence of its use, but some observers suggest that prohibition does little to
dampen either demand or supply of any drug. However, the actual impact of the
regulation of BZP and TFMPP remains to be seen.
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6. OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded little data
to provide a picture of BZP and TFMPP demand or supply in Canada. It was, however, possible
to get an appreciation of the general domestic situation by examining information derived from
enforcement activities of the CBSA, RCMP and HPFB's Inspectorate. In addition, information
related to the experience of other jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the United States and the
UK/EU provided a perspective to the potential impact of regulation of BZP and TMFPP markets.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been an increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006. Expert
opinion of the RCMP and the HPFB Inspectorate reinforces this view. A number of factors have
been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in Canada, including
but not limited to:
• the perceived "legal" status;
• relatively easy availability, e.g. through the Internet;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption ofBZP
and TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug
ecstasy; and
• continuing demand in the US and Canada as well as the lack of controls in Canada
compared to the U.S. has lead to concern about a possibility of increased production in
Canada.
Observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience show that despite a controlled or
prohibited status, the drugs remain available and affordable. The New Zealand experience,
however, does demonstrate the potential for regulatory controls, or lack there of, to influence the
price and extent of availability of BZP. When BZP was prohibited, there was a significant
reduction in its availability and use. While there was some recovery in the availability of BZP in
2009, it was not to the extent observed in the years when it was legal.
Both West Coast Canadian and U.S. officials were clearly of the opinion that there is
considerable potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling
from Canada into the US in light of continuing demand there.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix of Parties Interviewed
Academic
Dr. Russell C. Callaghan, Social and Community Prevention Research Unit,
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health

Law Enforcement
Collin Pinto, Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate and Drug Analysis Service
Sgt. Anthony Choy, Island and North District Coordinator, R.C.M.P
Drugs and Organized Crime Awareness Service
Rob Kerr, Ottawa Police Drug Squad (retired)

International
Mark Heffernan, Analyst - National Drug Policy, Population Health Directorate, Ministry
of Health, New Zealand
William T. Smith, Liaison Officer, Office of Policy and Interagency Affairs, National
Drug Intelligence Center, Department of Justice
Steve Rolles, Transform Drug Policy Foundation, UK
Ana Gallegos, PhD, Scientific analyst, Action on New Drugs • Epidemiology, Crime and
Markets Unit, European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA)

Municipal
Jayne Caldwell, Toronto Drug Strategy Secretariat, Toronto Public Health
Lisa Campbell Salazar, TRIP Program, Queen West Community Health Centre
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Re: BZPITFMPP - Request for Availability for Meeting
Laura PeUs to: Angela Doyle

t:J
2011-01-2601:41 PM

Perfect. Talk to you then.
Angela Doyle

Perfect. Thank you and I'll touch base with you ...

2011-01-2601:40:10 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-2601 :40 PM
Re: BZPfTFMPP - Request for Availability for Meeting

From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

Perfect. Thank you and 1'/1 touch base with you when I get in tomorrow and send you a copy of the email
Judy had sent to me with her comments which should help.
Angela

Hi Angela: "m glad to help out but wonlt be able ...

Laura Petts
From:
To:
Date:

Subject:

2011-01-2601:31:20 PM

Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-2601 :31 PM
Re: BZPfTFMPP - Request for Availability for Meeting

Hi Angela:
I'm glad to help out but won't be able to look at anything until tomorrow morning (a little overwhelmed at
the moment with everything on my plate). I will try to review what we had discussed in e-mails and final
discussions. Anything you can send me in advance would be great.

L
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:

Subject:

Hi Laura, I am

today, but wanted to to ...

2011-01-26 12:35:00 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Laura PeUs/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-2612:35 PM
Re: BZPfTFMPP - Request for Availability for Meeting

Hi Laura,
I am
today, but wanted to touch base before the meeting tomorrow. I wrote a quick
summary/agenda and my supervisor is looking at it, so I probably can't send it to the group until tomorrow.
My current understanding is that we will be focusing on whether or not we move forward with a
cost-benefit analysis for bzp and tfmpp, but I am waiting for direction from management about the
approach we should take. So far, it sounds like TSS-CORE is okay with taking a different approach to the
CSA than we discussed originally, but we would hear more about their thoughts tomorrow on what it
would entail. If I need to, I may ask you to share an agenda item with me where I would state the
documentation completed to date and you could relay some of the concerns about the use of certain data
to support a cost-benefit analysis. Would that be okay if need be?
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I will let you know as soon as I receive direction about the approach to the meeting and fill you in.
Thank you,
Angela

Laura PeUs
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Angela: I'm available at any of those times.

2011-01-12 03:54:43 PM

Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-1203:54 PM
Re: BZPITFMPP - Request for Availability for Meeting

Hi Angela:
I'm available at any of those times.

L
Dear all: As many of you have been made awar. ..
From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2011-01-12 03:52:55 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Timothy .Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca, Kyle. Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca, Suzanne
Desjardins/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis
ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Isabel Shanahan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Chantal Routhier-Garner/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-01-1203:52 PM
BZPITFMPP - Request for Availability for Meeting

. .-<

-~---------~-----...;....---..;..--------<~---------~--"---"-

Dear all:
As many of you have been made aware, we would like to hold a meeting next week concerning the
scheduling assessment for BZP and TFMPP. The meeting will be kept within one hour. The location is
TBD.
Please advise me of your availability for the dates and times outlined below:
- Monday, January 17, 2011 between 1:30PM-3:30PM
- Thursday, January 20, 2011 between 9:00AM-11 :OOPM
- Friday, January 21, 2011 between 1:30PM-3:30PM
Further details will follow as part of a formal, meeting invite.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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To:

(:c:

Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca, Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca, Laura
PeUs/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Richard J
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA,
Caroline.Marinier@tbs-sct.gc.ca, Chantal Routhier-Garner/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Isabel
Shanahan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,

Bee:

Subject: Meeting this Afternoon - document enclosed

Good afternoon all:
Please find the enclosed document for this afternoons meeting. The location for the meeting is indicated in
the document. It is on the 11 th floor of the building.
The instruction to the Boardroom that I was given is:
•
Take the elevator to 11 th floor
•
Turn left and hang up the phone we will open the door for you.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

~

Prep Doc - Meeting with TBS - BZP- January 27,201 O.doc
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BZP and TFMPP
Work to Support the Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA)
Preparation for Discussion to be held
2:30PM-3:30PM
Thursday, January 27,2011
Boardroom, 11th Floor, 155 Queen Street

Participants:
Treasury Board of Canada
•
•

Timothy Folkins, AdvisorlPrincipal Economist, Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat
Kyle Bums, Senior Advisor, Cabinet Committee Operations Division, Treasury Board of
Canada

Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate, Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety
Branch, Health Canada
•
•
•
•
•

Denis Arsenault, AlManager, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled
Substances,
Daniel Galarneau, Section Head, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled
Substances,
Richard Robert, Section Head, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled
Substances,
Angela Doyle, Senior Regulatory Project Officer, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of
Controlled Substances
Laura Petts, Research Analyst, Surveillance Division, Office of Research and
Surveillance

Regrets:
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate, Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety
Branch, Health Canada
•
•
•

Jocelyn Kula, AJDirector, Office of Controlled Substances
Suzanne Desjardins, Director, Office of Research and Surveillance
Judy Snider, Manager, Surveillance Division, Office of Research and Surveillance
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'.
AGENDA
Item
1.

Time
(minutes)
5 minutes

2.

15 minutes

Description

Presenter

Round Table I Review and Approval
of Agenda

All

Overview - Status of Assessment for

Angela Doyle

BZP/TFMPP

-

3.

30 minutes

Outline status of documentation
Outline Health Canada concerns
(with originally proposed approach
for CBA)

- Discussion of Information/Data

All

Needs to Support Development of
aRIAS
- Discussion of Options/Path
Forward
6.

10 minutes

Next Steps

Denis Arsenault
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Page(s)

001931 to\a 001932

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

request for your direction
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault

2011-02-01 09:35 AM

Hi Denis:
This is to request your direction in a couple of areas:
1. For the Market Analysis for BZP & TFMPP, Jocelyn was going to provide comments before I send it to
the Inspectorate, RCMP, CBSA, etc. If she does not have time, I am wondering if it should go out to the
other groups first? Should I send her an email directly, asking this?
2. In terms of reporting structure, should I report now to Daniel for parts of the project? Perhaps the
following would work?
a) Market Analysis - continue to report to Richard
b) CBA - report to Richard
c)
- report to Richard [OR Daniel ?]
d)
- report to Daniel
e) dratt mmutes tor I tj$ meeting - report to you directly?
3. Do you agree that we should aim to decide in the next two weeks whether the precursor scheduling
policy can be sent out for comment internally? We would need to determine who to send it to, e.g., the
previous precursor WIG members, the WIG Tiana had review the policy for scheduling of controlled
substances (for consistency, etc.), or to the managers of ODARS, EAD, etc. to delegate its review.
Thank you,
Angela
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5.21 (1 )(b)

BZP and TFMPP -minutes -TBS Mtg Jan27,2011 - for comment
Angela Doyle to: Richard J Robert

2011-02-0210:54 AM

Bee: Angela Doyle

Good morning Richard,
Enclosed are draft minutes from meeting with TBS on January 27th concerning BZP and TFMPP for your
comment please. Ideally I would send this to the group today/tomorrow or you.
Also, I will send Kyle a copy of the
during the meeting.

since this was agreed to

Thanks,
Angela

Key Messages - DRAFT- Meeting with TBS - BZP- February 2,2011.doc
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BZPITFMPP - for your reference
Angela Doyle to: Richard Laing
Cc: Richard J Robert

2011-02-0201 :22 PM

Dear Richard:
Thank you for your return call.
I have enclosed a draft issue sheet I am working on concerning the naming of the substances to list in the
Schedule to the CDSA.
Please note that this is a rough draft and it is only for your personal reference (not something I want to
circulate at the moment, though you are of course welcome to comment).
On the last page of the document is the recommendation we are considering at this point. I am hoping for
your feedback about whether this seems appropriate/adequate to cover what DAS is seeing.
In terms of the status of the scheduling assessment, we are working on a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) at
this time and I am hoping to send drafing instructions out soon, so that we are ready should our analysis
continue to indicate that the substances should be scheduled.
Thank you and please call should you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

~

BZP & TFMPP _Naming of Substances_Feb2,2011.doc
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BZP / TFMPP - Contract Performance Evaluation Report - for approval
Angela Doyle to: Richard J Robert
Cc: Denis Arsenault, Edith Anderson

2011-02-0203:32 PM

Hi Richard:
Here is the completed Contract Performance Evaluation Report for Maga Policy Consultants Ltd. Let me
know if you would like revisions or if this is acceptable to forward to Edith for Jocelyn's signature.

PerCEvaluation_Feb2_2011.wpd
The guide to complete the form is available at:
http://intranetlmw-mtlfmm-fgm/mam-gmb/cp-ac/tf-fm/comp-pre p-eng.php

Edith: I am just cc'ing you, so that you are aware I am working on this.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
Appendices:

-\"",

4500240986 Contract (signed).pdf

4500240986 Amendment 1 signed.pdf

1~1
~

4500240986 amendment contract signed.pdf
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5.19(1)

1.1

Hoalth
Canada

Santo
G..1f1ada

Contract Perlormance Evaluation Report
4500240986

Contract Reference Number
Contractor's Name and Address:
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K lW2
Telphone:
I

Work Location:

Health Canada Premises D

Other D

Contractor Premises •

Project Description:
The objective of the contract was to conduct a market analysis of BZP/TFMPP products.

Contractor Representative: William (Bill) Maga

Section (A) - SOLICITATION
METHOD and CONTRACT

Contract Amount
($) Original

Contract Amount
($) Actual

Section (B) - CONTRACT
COMPLETION DATE

_$14,252 _ _

_$14,252_

Original (Articles of Agreement)
2010109124
Actual
2010112/31

VALUE
Non Competitive (Sole Sourced)
Directed (ACAN)

•

Competitive (Traditional)
Competitive (MERX)

D
D

D

Note: If there is a difference in either the Original and Actual Contract Amount or the Original and
Actual Contract Dates in Sections "A" and "E" respectively, please provide a full explanation here.
(Download from the eRRS electronic file,

if available).

The Contractor Representative was to conduct a series of interviews with experts and interested parties in the illicit drug
field to gain better insight on the BZP/TFMPP market (e.g. pricing, availability) in Canada. The first amendment to the
SOW included an extension of the due date to Nov. 1, 2010, to permit more time for arranging logistics for these
interviews. A second amendment was then required to remove the requirement for site visits. At the same time, the date
was to be revised in sections of the contract where the first amendment had failed to change the initial end date (Sept. 24,
2010) to the new end date (Nov. 1,2010). As a result of this and to account for additional time that might be required to
obtain and address comments on the draft report, we amended the due date to Dec. 31,2010.

Section (C)
During the course of the contract, was the original Statement of Work (SOW)
changed?

Yes.

No

D

Page 1

Contract Performance Evaluation Report (2005-09)
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If "yes ", please describe all changes and give a full rationale and justification, using a separate page if required. Download
from the CRRS electronic file, if available.
Amendment #1 Rationale
The Contractor Representative was responsible for conducting a series of interviews with experts and interested parties in
the illicit drug field to gain better insight on the BZP/TFMPP market (e.g. pricing, availability) in Canada. The due date
for the Market Analysis Report was extended from September 24,2010 to November 1,2010, to permit more time for
arranging logistics for these interviews.
Amendment #2 Rationale
Requirement to visit retailers/headshops concerning BZP and TFMPP was removed from the contract to avoid the risk of
policy/legal issues that could result from such visits. The end date was amended to December 31,2010.
See enclosed: Amendments 1 and 2

Section (D)
Did the Contractor assign any portion of the contract to a subcontractor?

Ifyes, please provide details of all subcontracting, using a separate page
file, if available.

Yes 0

if required.

No •

Download from the eRRS electronic

Section (E) - Performance
Element (PE)
PE Rationale - When assigning a
rating of 1, 2, or 5 to any
Peljormance Element, please
provide factual detail and
rationale.

1. Unacceptable
2. Marginal
3. Satisfactory
4. Very Good
5. Excellent

Estimating and Managing Scope

4

Contract Representative adjusted his approach to the analysis to
match changes to the project tasks/SOW.

Schedule

4

The contractor's schedule was flexible. For example, the work
schedule was revised in the SOW, as site visits were no longer
required. In addition, there were several rounds of comments on
the MA draft report. The Contractor Representative could be
reached as required to address these comments within tight
timeframes, including days close to the Holiday Season
(December, 2010). The contract was, however, extended for
reasons including accomodation for difficulty in arranging
interviews with certain interested parties.

Contract Performance Evaluation Report (200S-09)

Page 2
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Cost

5

I have indicated a rating of 4, based on a reasonable assumption
that the cost was assessed as "very good" prior to the signing of
the original contract. This cost was maintained, although the
requirement for site visits was removed from the sow. This
was because the time for site visits was used by the Contractor
instead to address several comments on drafts, draw
comparisons to other jurisdictions, etc.

Quality of Work

3

The Contractor Representative's final report was done
reasonabily well considering the limited amount of infonnation
that could be sourced to detennine the potential 'market' in
Canada for a recreational substance with no known legitimate
use.

Documentation

4

Communica tion

5

The Contractor Representative was in touch with us throughout
the project, available when we tried to contact him, and attended
meetings with us that were not required by contract, but that
might be helpful in carrying it out.

Relationship

5

Friendly, professional manner.

Problem Resolution

4

The contractor responded promptly to problems and worked
cooperatively with the project lead to resolve them.

Risk Management

3

Total Performance Level

37/45

OVERALL PERFORMANCE
RATING

Very Good

The Contractor Representative submitted all of the
documentation requested. Further documentation could have
been requested to make a more complete determination of cost
efficiency.

Risk management was raised concerning a potential shift in data
sources, should site visits no longer be possible due to potential
legal/policy issues. We did not request, however,
documentation in which risks were fully identified to assess
whether they were managed appropriately. (See lessons learned)

(Please refer to rating
assignment table at the end of
Section "E" of "Guide for
Completion" document.)
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Section (F)
1.

Were the overall objectives of the contract realized, as specified in the SOW?

Yes.

No 0

This contract was designed to support a cost-benefit analysis to schedule BZP and TFMPP under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). Its objective was to analyze the "market" for these products and this was not met in its
entirety: some interested parties were not available for interviews by the Contractor Representative and visits to
retailers/headshops were not conducted due to potential policy/legal issues. While such an analysis for a marketed product
might focus on first obtaining information from industry about product availability, pricing, distribution, etc., the focus of
this subject analysis was on experiences with BZP/TFMPP in other jurisdictions inorder to provide a general appreciation
of the market for BZP /TFMPP in Canada.
This project demonstrated the difficulty in obtaining information to assess/estimate the market for products of a
recreational nature that are not scheduled to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).

if available.

2.

If not, please provide a full explanation here. Download from the CRRS electronic file,

3.

What lessons were learned by the Project Authority (P A) through the management of this contract?

- to consider more fully the policy/legal ramifications of tasks prior to finalizing the contract
- to ensure the contract provides for an adequate amount of time to review and address several rounds of comments on a
draft report and potential delays, e.g., due to logistics to arrange for interviews
- to consider requiring that the Contract Representative document a complete Risk Management Strategy to outline how to
mitigate risks, e.g., interviewees might be unavailable to provide needed information
- to request, over the course of the contract, documentation/evidence to permit a more throrough assessment of the product
quality, cost efficiency, and timeliness of the contractor's performance

REQUIRED SIGNATURES
Health Canada Project Authority
Name and Title: Jocelyn Kula, AlDirector, Office of Controlled Substances
Signature:
Date:

Health Canada Cost Centre Manager
I concur with this evaluation

0

Name and Title:
Signature:

Date:

Contract Performance Evaluation Report (2005-09)
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Contnlct Hcfercnce: 4500240986
Finuncial Code: 851092-54801-A6VD-830100
Vendor Number: 1154304

LONG FORM CONTRACT
ARTICLES OF AGREEl\lENT

These Articles of Agreement are madc us of the 91h day of August, 2010.
between
Iler l\'lajcsty the Queen in right of Canada (.·cferred to in the conernet us "Her Mnjcsty") represented by the Minister
of lIealth (referred to in the contract as the "Minister")
alld
~laga Policy Consultants Ltd
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2K lW2
Telephone:
I

(referred to in the contract as the "Contractor").

I ler Majl..'sry and the Contractor agree as follows:
A 1.0

Contract

A 1.1

The following docullll.!nts and any related amendments form the contract between Her Majesty and the Contractor:
A 1.1.1

these Articles of Agreement;

!\ 1.1.2

the document attachl..'d as Appendix i'A" and entitled "General Conditions", refelTcd to as the Gl.!neral
Conditions;

,\ 1.1.3 the document attachl..'d as Appendix "B" and entitled "Owncrshipoflntellectual and Othl:r Propcny Including
Copyright" rcfarcd to as Ownership of Intellectual and Other Property Including Copyright;
A 1.).4 the dOCUIlH.'llt attached as Appendix
Supplementary Conditions:

'Ie"

and entitled "Supplementary Conditions", referred to as the

and entitled "Terms of Payment", refem.:d

as the Terms of

:\ 1.1.5

the ducumCIll attached as Appendix
Payment;

i\ 1.1.6

the document attached as Appendix "E" and entitled "Statement of \Vork", referred to as the Statement of
\Vork. or SOW;

i\ 1.1.7

if applicable, the document attached as Appendix "F" and cntitkd "Trave1 and Living Expenses", referrc:d
to as the Travel and Living Expenses.

;'f)"

Version 2069-05

to

Page 1
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Contract Reference Number:

4500240986

A 1.2

In the ewnt of discrepancies. inconsistencies or ambiguities in the wording of thescdocuments. the wording or the
document that first appears 011 the above list shall prevail over the wording of tile doclllllent subsequclltly appearing
on the list.

A2.0

Date of Completion

A2. I

The Contractor shall! bct\\'ccn the date of these Articles of Agrecmcntand the 241h day of September. 20 I 0 perform
and complete with care, skill, diligence and t:fficienc), the work that is described in the Statement ofWark (Appcndix

or \Vorl, and Description of \Vork
I

"E").

A3.0

Contract Amount

:\3.1

Subject to the tcmlS and conditions of this contract and in consideration tor the performance oftht: work, Her Majesty
shall pay to the Contractor a slim not to exceed S 14,252.00 inclusive of GST or HST where applicable.

A4.0

Appropriate Law

A·L I

This conlract shall be governed by and construed in accordance wilh the laws in force in the Province of Ontario.

AS.O

Departmental Hcprcscntativc(s)

A5.1

For the purpost: of the contract, the fvtinister hereby designates:

lvls Jocelyn Kula
ivtanager, Policy and Regulatory Affllirs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and 'robacco Directorate
Healthy Environn1cr1ts and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
TeI: (613) 946-0125
fax: (613) 946-4224
email: jocelvnkula((vhc-sc.gc.ca
as the Departmental Representalive.

This contract has been executed on behalfofthc Contractor and on bchalfofl ler Majesty the Queen in right ofCan;lda by Ilh:li
duly authorized officers.

FOI~

THE CONTRACTOR

FOIl HER MAJESTY
(Sigll11111 re)

joce(J'1l

Kulu, i\l(JJlfIger, Policy & Regulutory Affairs Dh'isioll

Version 2009·05

Page 2
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Contract Reference Number: 4500240986

APPENDIX "A"

GENERAL CONDITIONS
(;C1.0

Interpretation

Gel.1

In the contract,
Gel.l.!

"Minister" includes a person acting for, or if the office is vacant, in place of the Minister and the
i'vlinistL'r's successors in the oflicc, and the t..,linister's or their lawful deputy and any ofthc tvl inistcr's
or their representatives appointed for the purpose of the contract;

GC 1.1.2

"Departmental Representative" means the officer or employee of Her r.,·lajcsty who is designated
by the Anicles of Agrcemcntand includes a person authorized by the Departmental Representative
to perform any of the Departmental Representative's functions under the contract;

GC 1.1.3

"work", unless otherwise expressed in the contract, means everything that is necessary to be done,
furnished or cklivcred by (he Contractor to pcrfonll the Contractor's obligations undcrthc contract.

(;C2.0

Successors and Assigns

GC1.1

The (tHltract shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties ,mel their lawful heirs, executors,
administrators, successors and assigns.

GC3.0

Assignment

GC3.1

The contract shull not be assigned in whole or in part by the Contractor without the prior writtcn consent of the
Nt in iSle!' and any assignment made without that consent is void and of no effect.

GC3.2

No assignment of the contract shall relieve the Contractor from any obligation under the contract or imposc any
liability upon lIer Majesty or the Minister.

GC·LO

Time of the Essence

GC4.1

Time is of the essence of the contract.

GC4.2

Any delay by the Contractor in performing the Contractor's obligations under the contract which is caused by all
event beyond the control of the Contractor, and which could not have been avoided by the Contractor without
incurring unreasonable cost through the lise of work-around plans including alternative sources or O[hcr means,
constitutes an excusable delay. Events may include, but an! not restricted to: acts of God. acts of Her Majesty,
acts of local or provincial governments, fires. floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes or 1abour unrest,
freight embargoes and unusually severe weather.
The Contractor shall give notice to the Minister immediately after the occurrence of the event that causes the
excusabk'delay. T'he notice shall state the cause and circumstances of the delay and indicate the portion orthe
work affected by the delay. When requested to do so by the Dcpar1mcntal Representative, the Contractorshall
deliver a description. in a form satist11ctory to the Minister, of v;ork-around plans including altcmative sources
and any other means that the Contractor will utilize to overcome the delay and endeavour to prevent any further
dday. Upon approval in writing by the tvtinistcr of the work-around plans, the Contractor shall implement lhe
work-around plans and U$C all reasonable means to recover any time lost as a result of the excusable delay.
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GC·L·l

Unless the Contractor complies with the requirements of GC4.3. any delay that would constitutc an cxcusabk
(klay :;hall be deemed not [0 be an excusable dclay.

GCi.L5

No!withstandingthat the Contractor has complied with the requirements ofGC4.3, Her Majesty may exercise any
right of termination contained in GC7.0.

GC5.0

Indemllification

GCS.I

The Contractor shall indemnify and save harmless Her Majesty, the Minister and their servants and agents from
and against all claims, losses, damages, costs, t!xpcnscs, actions and other proccedings, madc, sustained, brought.
prosecuted. threatened to be brought or prosecuted, in any manner based upon, occasioned by or attributable to
any injury to or death of a person or clamage to or loss of property arising from any wilful or negligent act,
omission or delay on the part oflhc Contractor, the Contractor's servants, agents or subcontractors in performing
tht: work or as a result of the work.

GC5.2

The Contractor shall indemnify Her lvlajesty, the Minister and their servants ~md agents from all costs, charges
and expt:nscs whatsoever that Her Majesty sllstains or incurs in all claims, actions, suits and proceedings for the
lise of the invention claimed in a patclH, or infringement or alleged infringement of any patent or any registered
industrial design or any copyright or other intellectual propcI1y right resulting from the performance of the
Contr~lctor'$ obligations un(ler the contract, and in respect of the lise ofor disposal by Her Majesty of anything
rum ished purSlI,Hlt to the contract.

GC5.3

The COlltractor's liability to indemnifyor reimburse Her Majesty under the contract shall not affect or prejudice
IIcr jvlajesty from exercising any other rights under law.

GC5A

The Contractor agrees that Her Majesty shall not be liable for, and agrees to protect and indemnify Her Majesty
with respect to, any injury or damage (including death) 10 the Contractor or to the person of any officer, servant
or agent or the Contrilclor or for the loss of or damage to the propcI1y of the Contractor or its ofticers. servants
or agenls in any manner based upon, occasioned by, or in any way attributable to the pcrfonnance of the said work
unkss the injury, loss or damage is caused by the negligence of an officer. servant or agent of Her Majesty while
acting within the scope ofllis or her employment.

GC6.0

Notices

GC6.1

Wht'rt: in llle contract any Ilotice, request. direction, or other communication is required to be given or made by
either party. it shall be in writing and is effective if delivered in person, sent by registered mail, telegram.
racsimile or electronic mail addressed to the party for whom it is intended at the address mentioned in the contract
and any notice, n..'quest. direction or other communication shall be deemed to have been given by registered mail,
when the postal receipt is acknowledged by the other party; by telegram, when transmitted by the carrier; and,
by tdex, facsimile or electronic mail. when transmitted. The address of either party may be changedby nolice
in the manner set out in this provision.

GC7.0

Termination or Suspension for Courcnit:nce

Ge7.1

The Minister may. by giving notice to the Contractor, terminate or suspend thc work with respect to all or any part
or parts of the work not complcted.

GC7.2

i\ 11 work completed by the Contractor to the satisfilction of Her Majesty before the giving of notice shall be paid

for by Her Majesty in accordance with the provisions of the contract and, for all work not completed before the
giving of notice, Her Majesty shall pay the Contractor's costs as determined under the provisions ofthe contract
and, in addition, an amount representing a fair and reasonable fec in respect of the work not complcted.
VerSIon
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GC7.]

In addition to the amount which the Contractor shall be paid uncler GC7.2, the Contractor shall be reimbursed for,
till: Contractor's cost of, and incidental to, the cancellation of obligations incurred by the Contractor pursuant to

the notice and oblioarions
incurred by. the Contractor or to which the Contractor is subject with respect to the
:;:,
work.
CiC7.·l

Payment and rdmbursement under the provisions ofGC7.0 shall be made only to the extent that it is established
to the satisfaction of the Minister that the costs and expenses were actually incun'cd by the Contractor and that
the same are fair and reasonable and arc properly attributable to the ternlination or suspension of the work or the
part of the work terminated.

GC7.5

The Contractor shall not be entitled to be reimbursed any amount which. taken together \vith any amounts paid
or becom ing due to the Contractor under the contract, exceeds the contract price applicable to the work or the
particular part of the work.

GC7.6

The Contractor shnll have no claim for damages, compensation, loss of profit, allowance or othcnvise by reason
of or directly or indirectly arising out of any action taken or notice given by the Minister under the provisions of
GC7.0, except as expressly provided.

GC8.0

Termination Due to Default of Contractor

GC~LI

The ivtinister may, by notice to the Contractor, tCllninale the whole or any part of the work if:
GCB.1. )

the Contractor becomes bankrupt or insolvent, or a receiving order is made against the Contractor.
or an assignment is made for the benefit of creditors, or if an order is made or resolution passed for
the winding up of the Contractor, or if the Contractor takes the benefit of any statute for the time
being in force relating to bankrupt or insolvent debtors; or

GC8.1.2

the Contractor fails to perform any of the Contractor's obligations under the contract, or, in the
Minister's vic\\', so fails to make progress as to endanger perfonnancc ofthe contract in accordance
with its lenns.

GCS.2

In the event that the Ministcrtcrminates the work in \vhole or in part underGC8.1 the Minister Illay arrange, upon
such terms and conditions and in slIch manneras the Minister deems appropriate, for the work to be completed
that was so tcmlinated, and the Contractor shall be liable to Iler Majesty for any excess costs relating to the
completion of the work.

(1C8.3

Upon termination of the work under GCS.I, the Minister may require the Contractor to deliver and transfer title
to Her ~lajcsty, in the manner and to the extent directed by the Minister, any finishcdwork \. . hich has not been
delivered and accepted prior to stich termination and any materials or work-in-process which the Contractor has
specifically acquired or produced for the fulfilment of the contract. Her Majesty shall pay the Contractor for all
finished work delivered pursuant to the direction and accepted by the Minister, the cost to the Contractor of the
finished work plus the proportionate part of any fec fixed by the contract and shall payor reimburse the
Contractor the fair and reasonable cost to the Contractor of all materials or work-in-process delivered pursuant
to the direction. Her fv1ajesty may withhold from the amounts due to the Contractor the sumsthat the Minister
detcrlll inl's to be necessary to protect Iler Majesty against excess costs for the completion of the work.

GCXA

The Contractor shall not be entitled to be reimbursed any umount which, taken together with nny amounts paid
or becoming due to the Contractor under the contract, exceeds the contract price applicable to the work or the
panicuhlr pan of the work.

GC8.5

If~ after the Minister issues a notice oftcrminatiol1 under GC8.1, it is delcmlincd by the Minister that the default
of the Contractor is due to causes beyond the control of the Contractor, the notice oftcm1ination shall be deemed
to have been issued pursuant to GC7.} and the rights Hnd obligations of the parties shall be governed by GC7.0.

t
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CC9.0

Records to be Kept by Contractor

GC9.1

The Contractor shall keep proper accounts ,md records of the cost of the work and of all expenditures or
comm itmentsmade bv the Contractor including invoices, original receipts and vouchers, which shall at reasonable
times be open to audii and inspection by the authorized representatives of the Minister who may make copies and
take extracts.

GC9.2

The Contractor shall afford facilities for audit and inspection and shall furnish the authorized representatives of
the Minister with such information as the t\'linister or they may from time to time require with reference to the
documents referred to in GC9.1.

GC9.3

The Contraclor shall not dispose of the documents referred to in GC9.1 without the written consent of the
J\linistcr. but shall preserve and keep them avaHabJe for audit and inspection for the period of time specified
elsewhere in the contract or, in the absence of such specification, for ~l period of six years following completion
of the work.

Gelo.o

Ownership of 1l1teJ)cctuaJ nud Other Property Including Copyright
REFER TO APPENDIX '-B"

CCIl.O

Conflict of Interest

Gel!.1

The Contractor agrees that its signature on the contract certifies that the government' srules on contlict ofintcrest,
summarized below, have been discussed with the Contractor, and that the Contractor complies in every respect
with the ruics.
The government has adopted a policy to ensure that hiringnnd contracting of suppliers ofgoods and services
will meet the highest ethical srandards. Health Canada wishes 10 make it clear that these standards will be
scrupulously observed. The relevant portion of the policy precludes appointment not only ofa Minister's
immediatc family. that is, Minister's spouse, parents, children, brothers and sisters, but also any member of
the immediate l;lInily of his or her spouse, the imll1cdi:ltc £1rniJies of other Ministers and ofpurty colleagues
in the House of Commons and the senate. It applies, as well, to organizations outside of government in
which such family members are employed in senior positions of authority including, membership on Boards
of Directors. Your signature on this contract or agreement certifies that this aspect of the government mles
on conflict ofintcrcst has been discussed with you and that you and your firm comply in every respect with
thl:sc rules.

Gel I.::;

It is a term oflhis contract that no individual, for whom the post-cmp!oymcntprovisions of the Conflict oj/meresl
{llld /)(Js{-!::mph~l'llIent Cock for Public Q/}7ce Ho/ders or the Values and Ethics Code for lire Public Sen'ice
apply, shall derive a direct benefit from this contract unless that individual is in compliance with the applicable
post-employment provisions;

GC 11.3

The Contractor declares that the Contractor has no pecuniary interest in the business orany third party that would
calise a conflict of interest or seem to cause a conflict of interest in carrying out the work. Should slIch an interest
be acquired during the life of the contract, the Contractor shall declare it immediately to the Departmental
Representative.

GC11.0

Contractor Stutus

Ge12.l

This is a COlHraCI for the perfornwnce of a service (lnd [he Contractor is engaged under the contract as an
independent contractor for the sole purpose of providing a service. Neither the Contractor nor any of the
Contractor's personnel is engaged by the contract as an employee, scrvmlt or agent of Her Majesty. The
Contractor agrees to be solely responsible for any and all payments and/or deductions required to be made
including those required for Canada or Quebec Pension Plans, Employment Jnsurance, Worker's Compensation,
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or

Incom~

Tax.

GCI3.0

\\'arrallty by Contractor

Ge13.1

The Contractor warrants that the Contractor is competent to perform the work required under the contract in that
the Contractor has the necessary qualilications including the knowledge, skill and ability to pcrfonn the work.

(1CI3.2

The Contractor warrants that the Contractor shall provide a quality of service at least equal to that which
contractors generally would expect of a competent contractor in a like situation.

CCI ..UI

i\-lcmhcr of Parliamcnt

ClCI-LI

No ll1f.:mbcrofParliamcl1t shall be admitted to any share or pcil1 of this contract or to any benefit to arise from this
contract.

GC15.0

Security and Protection of \Vorl\

GC15.1

The Contractor shall keep confidential all information provided to the Contractor by or on behalf of Canada in
connection with the \Vork, including any information (hac is contickntial or proprietary to third parties, and all
information conceived, developed or produced by the Contractor as part ofthe Work where copyright or any other
intellectual property rights in such infonl1ation (except a licence) vests in Canada under the Contract. The
Contractor shall not disclose any such information to any person without the written pcmlission of the Minister,
eXCi.:pl that the Contractor may disclose to n Subcontractor information ncccssaI)' for the performance of the
Subcontract, on the condition that the Subcontractor agrees that it will be used solely for the purposes of such
Subcontract. Infonl1ation provided to the Contractor by or on behalf of Canada shall be used solely for the
purpose of the Contract and shall remain the property of Canada or the third party, as the case may be. Unless
the Contract otherwise expressly provides, the Contractor shall deliver to Canada all such infonnation, together
\\'ith cvery copy, draft, working paper and note thereof that contains such information, upon completion or
termination oCtile Contract or at slich earlier time as the Minister may require. This section does not apply to any
information that:

(1CI5.2

GClS.1.1

is publicly available from n source other than the Contractor; or

GC15.1.2

is or becomes known to the Contractor from a source other than Her Majesty, except any source that
is known to the Contractor to be under an obligation to Her Majesty not to disclose the infomultion.

When the contract, the work, or any infonmltion referred to in GC 15.1 is identified as TOP SECRET, SECRET,
CONFIDENTIAL or PROTECTED by Her Majesty,

GCJ6.0

GC 15.2.1

the Contractor shall, at all times, take all measures reasonably necessary forlhe safeguarding of the
material so identified, including any other instructions issued by the Minister.

GC 15.2.2

the rvtinisler shull be entitled to inspect the Contractor's premises and the premises of a
subcontraclor at any tier for security purposes at any time during the termof the contract, and the
Contractor shall comply with, and ensure that any subcontractor complies with, all written
instructions issued by the Ministerdcaling with the material so identified, includinganyrcquircmenl
that employees of the Contractor or of any subcontractor execute and deliver declarations relating
(0 reliability screenings. security clearances and other procedures.
~

Cl'rtification - Contingenc)' Fees
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GCJ6.1

The Contractor certifies that it has not directly or indirectly paid or agreed to pay and covenants that it will not
directly or indirectly pay a contingency fcc for the solicitation, negotiation or obtaining of this contract to any
person other than an employee acting in the normal course of the employee's duties.

GC16.2

All accounts and records pertaining to payment.s of fees or other compensation for the solicitation, obtaining or
negotiation of the contract shall be subject to the accounts and audit provisions of this contract.

GCIG.3

1ftbc Contractor ccnifies Chlsely under this section or is in default ofthe obligations contained in this section, the
Minister may either terminate this contract in accordance with the default provisions of this contract or recover
from the Contractor by way of reduction 10 the contract price or otherwise the fuJI amount of the contingency fcc.
In this section:
GC IG.-l.1

"contingency fee" meansanypaymcntor othercornpensalion that is contingent upon or is calculated
upon the basis ora degree of success in soliciting or obtnining a government contract or negotiating
the \vhole or any part of irs terms;

GC 16.4.2

"employee" means a person with whom the Contractor has an employer/employee relationship;

GC 16.-1.3

"person" includes an individual or group of individuals, a corporation, a partnership, an
organization and an association and. without restricting the generalilyofthc foregoing, includesnny
individual who is required to file a return with the registrar pursuant to section 5 of the Lobbyist
Registratioll Ael, R.S.C. ) 985, c. 44 (4th Supp.) as the sallle may be amended from time 10 time,

GC17.0

\Vork Force Hcduction Programs

Ge17.1

The Contractor acknowledges and agrcl!s that any person, including the Contractor, can)ting out this contract,
shall make available to the Departmental Representative any details of the status of the person with respect to cash
out benefits as well as details of any pension payments under Work Force Reduction Programs.

GC17.2

Tile Contractor shall, if asked in writing and where necessary, sign or cause to have signed on behalf of any
person. a waiver of privacy with respect (0 any and all information in relation to any such benefits and payments.

GCJ8.0

Amendments

GeIS.1

No amcndmentofthe contract norwaivcrofany of the terms and provisions shall be deemed valid unless effected
by 3 wrinen amendment.

C;C 19.0

Entire Agreement

GCI')'l

The contract constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject maHer orthe contr,lct
and supersedes alJ previous negotiations. communications and other agreements relating to it unless they are
incorporated by reference in the contract.
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O\VNERSHIP OF INTELLECTUAL AND OTHER PROPERTY INCLUDING COPYRIGHT
Crown to fhYH Intellectual Property Rights
GC 10.0 Canada to Own Intellectual Property Rights in Foreground Information
I.
')
3.
'J.
5.
6.
7.

I nterprcr(lt ion
Disc/OSllft.! of Foreground Information

Canada to Own Intellectual Property Rights in Foreground Infonnation
Lic<:ns.: 10 lntdlcctual Property Rights in Background Infommtion
Right to License
Access to Information; Exception to Contractor Rights
Waiv<:r of iv10ral Rights

GC 10. J /Il/l'l'prt!w{ioll

In thl: Contract,

VersIon

GC I0.1.1

"Background Infomlation" means all Technical Infonnation that is not Foreground Infonnation and that
is proprietary to or the confidential information of the Contractor, its Subcontractors or any other
supplier of the Contractor;

GC I O. J.2

"Firmware" means any computer program stored in integrated circuits, read-only memory or other
similar devices;

GC I0.1.3

'"Foreground Inronnation"means any Invention first conceived, developed or reduced to practice as part
of the Work under the Contract and uJl other Technical Information conceived, developed or produced
as part or the \Vork under the Contract;

GC I0.1.-1

"Intellectual Property Right" means any intellcctual property right recognized by the law, including any
intelkctual property right protectcd through legislation (such as that governing patents, copyright,
industrial design. integrated circuit topography, or plant breeders' rights) or arising from protection of
information as a trade secret or as confidential information:

GC I0.1.5

"Invention" means any new and useful art, process, machine, manufacture or composition of malter, or
~ny new and useful improvement in any art, process, Inuchinc, manufacture or composit.ion of matter,
whether or not patentable;

GC 10.1.f>

"Solin-arc" means any cornplltcr program whether in source or object code (inc1udingFinnwarc), any
complllcr program documentation ft:cordcd in any form or mediulll, and any computer database, and
includes modi ficaliolls to any of the foregoing;

GC 10.1.7

",),cchnicallnformution" means all information of a scicnti lic, technical or artistic nature relating to the
Work, whdhcr oral or recorded in any fann or medium and whether or not subject to copyright,
including but not limited to any Inventions, designs, methods. processes, techniques, know-how,modcls,
prototypes, palkrns. samples, schematics, experimental or test data, reports, drawings, plans,
spcci fications, photographs. collections of informal ion. manuals and any other documents, and Software.
Technical Information docs not include data concerned with the administration of the Contract by
Canada or the Contractor, sllch as internal financial or management infonllalion, unless it is a deliverable
under the Contract.
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GC I o.~

[)iscloSIIFL' (~lF()rt.!grOllJJd Illj(Jrmafioll
GCIO.~.l

Tht? Contractor shall promptly rcport and fully disclose 10 the Minister all Foreground Infonmllion that
could be Inventions, and shall report and fully disclose to the Minister all other Foreground Infonnation
not laler than the time of completion of the \Vork or at slIch earlier time as the Minister or the Contract
may require.

GC 10.2.2

Before and after final payment to the Contractor, the Minister shall havc the right to examine all records
and supporting data of the Contractor which the Ministcrrcasonablydccrns pertinent to the identification
of Foreground Information.

GC I 0.3 Cunada

t(J

OWlJ Intellectual Properly Righls ill Foreground 11I/i.)f·I1/(lIion

GCI0.3.1

Without affecting any Intellectual Proper1y Rights or interests therein that have comc into being prior
to the Contract, all Intellectual Property Rights in the Foreground Information shall immcdiately,as soon
as they come into existence, vest in and remain the property of Canada. The Contractor shall have no
right in or to any such Intellectual Property Rights in the Foreground lnfoffilution except any right that
may be granted in writing by Canada.

GCIO.3.:.?

Tilt.: Contractor shall incorporate the copyright symbol and either of the following copyright notices, as
appropriaw, into all Foreground Infonnation that is subject to copyright, regardless of the form in or
medium upon which it is recorded:
,~)

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF CANADA (2010)
or
~) SA MAJE.5Tf: LA REINE DU CHEF DU CANADA (2010)

ClCIO.3.3

(i) For greater certainty, the Contractor agrees that where the \Vork under the Contract involves the
prl.'paralion of a database or other compilation using information or data supplied by Canada or personal
information referred to in paragraph (ij), then the Contractor shall not use or disclose any such

infonnation or data or personal information for any purpose other than completing the \Vork under the
Contract. The Contractor shall not dispose of such information or data or personal infornlation except
by returning it to Canada. The Contractor shall comply with the General Conditions of the Contract in
regard to maintaining the contidc:ntiality ofstleh information, data, or personal information. Unless the
Contract otherwise expressly provides. the Contractor shall deliver to Canada nil such infonnation, data,
or pl'rsonal information, together with Cycrycopy, draft, working paper and note thereof that contains
stich information, data, or personal information upon completion or termination of the Contract or at such
l!arlier time as the Minister may require.
(ii) For greater certainty and without limiting sub-section GC 10.3.1, if the \Vork under the Contract
involvcs the collection of personal infonnation as that term is defined in the Privw.JI Act (R.S.C., c.
P~21), then all Intellectual Property Rights in and title to that personal infonnation shall, immediately
upon the cullection of it by the Contmctor, vest in Canada, and the Contractor shall have no right or
interest in it.

GC IO.3..l

The Contractor shall execute such conveyances or other documents relating to the Intellectual Property
Rights in rhe Foreground Information as the minister for whose department or agency the Work is being

or was carried out may require, and the Contractor shall, at Canada's expense, afford that minister all
rcasonable assistance in the preparation of applications and in the prosecution of any applications for
registration of any IntcllectlUil Property Right in any jurisdiction, including without limitation the
assistance of the inventor in the case of Inventions.
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GC IO ...t

LicL'11.I1! to IlIlt:lIL'cl1la!

GCIOA.I

ProperZl' Rights

in

Contractor's lJackground In/ormation

Without restricting the scope of any licence to exercise the Intellectual Property Rights in the
Background Information that Canada may otherwise hold, the Conrraclor hereby grants 10 Canada a
non-exclusive, perpetual, irrevocable, \\'orld-widc, fully-paidand royalty-free license \0 exercise such
of the Intdlcctual Property Rights in any Background Information incorporated into the Work or
necessary for the pcrfonnance of the \Vork as may be required for the following purposes:
(a) for the usc, operation, maintenance, repair or overhaul of the \Vork;
J .1./.1.1.1 ill

the manufacluringofsparc parts for maintenance, repair or overhaul of any custom part of

the Work by Canada if thost: parts arc not reasonably available to enable timely maintenance, repair or overhaul;

t c) for disc losure to any contractor engaged by Canada (or bidder for such a contract) to be used solely

ror a purpose set out in paragraph (a) or (b), but only ifthe Contractor is unable or unwillingto carry
out the maintenance, repair or overhaul or provide the spare parts on reasonable commercial temlS
and within reasonable delivery times;
and thl: Contractor ngrees 10 make any such Background Infonnation (including, in the case of
Soft\,,:an.::, source code) promptly available to Canada for any such purpose.
GC I 0..1.:2

Without restrictillg the scope of any licence to exercise the Intellectual Property Rights in Ihe
Background In formation that Canada may otherwise hold~ the Contractor hereby further grants to Canada
a non-exclusive, pcrpelUal, irrevocable, world-\vidc, fully-paid and royalty-free license to exercise such
of the Intellectual Property Rights in the Background Information incorporated into the Work or
necessary for the performance of the Work as arc necessary in order for Canada to modify, improve or
further develop rhe Foreground Infonnation. Canada's rights under this subsection GC 10.4.2 shall not
include lhe right to reproduce the whole or part of any deliverable under the Contract that does not
incorporate Foreground Information, save that Canada may reproduce any drawings, plans, designs, or
otht:r Background Information that are subject to copyright or industrial design protection, for purposes
of modification, improvement or further development of the Foreground Information by or for Canada.
The Contractor agrees to make any such Background InfomHltio!l (including, in thc case of Software,
source code) promptly available 10 Canada for any sllch purpose.

GC 1004.3

Notwithstanding subsections GC I0.4.1 and GC I 0.4.2, the license set out therein shall not apply to any
Software that is subject to detailed license conditions that are set out elsewhere in the Contract.

GC I 0.4 A

The Contractor acknowledges that, subject to paragraph (c) of subsection GC I0.4.1, Canada may wish
to award contracts for any of the purposes contemplated in subsections GC 10.4.1 and GC 10.4.2 and that
slIch contract awards may follow n competitive process. The Contractor agrees that Canada's license in
relation to the Intellectual Property Rights in Background Information includes the right to disclose the
Background Information to bidders for such contracts, and to sub-license or othcnvisc authorize the usc
or that information by any conlraclOr engaged by Canada solely for the purpose of carrying out sucha
contract. Canada shall require bidders and the contractor not to lise or disclose any Background
InltH"mation except as may be necessary to bid for or 10 carry out [hat comract.

(Ie I 0.-1.5

Where the Intelkctual Property Rights in any Background Information are owned by a Subcontractor
at any tier, the Contractor shall either obtnin u license from that Subcontractor that permits compliance

with subsections GC I 0.4.1 and GC 10.4.2 or arrange for the Subcontractorto convey directly to Canada
tht' same rights by execution of the Conn provided for that purpose by the Minister, in which case the
Contractor shall deliver that form to the Minister, duly complctcd and executed by the Subcontractor,
no later Ihan the time of disclosure to Canada of that Background Information.
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GC 10.5 Right to Licel1st!
GCIO.).!

The Contractor represents and warrants that the Contractor has, or the Contractor undertakes to obtain,
tile right to gram to Canada (he license to exercise the Inwllectual Property Rights in the Background
Int~)nllalion as n:quircd by the Contract.

GC I 0.6 Access /0 ;'~lomUlli(})J: Erct'fJlio!1 to COIl/raclO" Rights
GeIO.G.I

Subject to the Access to Information Act, R.S.C., c. A-I and to any right of Canada under the Contract,
Canada shall not release or disclose olltside the Government of Canada any Background Information
del ivercd to Canada undcrthe Contrnct that is confidential infonnation or a trade secret ofthe Contractor
or a Subcontractor.

Gelo.G.}

Nothing in these terms and conditions shall be construed as limiting Canada's right to exercise the
Intellectual Propaty Rights in any Background Jnfomlation. arlO disclose any Background Infonnation,
to thl: extent that slIch information:
(a) is or becomes in the public domain, or to the extent that the Contractor does not benefit from or
ceases to b<.:IH:lit from any intellectual property rights protection for such infonnation under
legislation or at law (other than under the tcnllS Oflhc Contract), for any rcason including as a result
of Canada's lise or disclosure of de live rabIes undcrthc Contract for any purpose \vhatevcrlhat is not
expressly excluded under the Contract;
(b) is or becomes known to Canada from a source other than the Contractor, except from any source
that is known to Canada to be under an obligation to the Contractor not to disclose the information;

(c) is independently developed by or for Canada; or

(d) is disclosed under compulsion of a legislative requirement or any order of a court or other tribunal
having jurisdiction.
GC 10.7 l1'airt.'r u/;\/ul'af Rig/us
GC 10.7.1

GC 10.7.2

VerSion

The Contractor shall provide to Canada, at the completion of the Work or at such other time as the
fvl ill isler may require. a written permanent waiver of moral rights (as that teml is defined in the
Copvrighr :leI, R.S.C., c. C-:12), in () form acceptable to the Minister, from every author that contributed
to any Foreground Illformation \vhich is subject to copyright protection and which is deliverable to
Canada under the terms or the Contract.
If the Contractor is an author of the Foreground Information referred to in subsection GC 10.7.1, the
Contractor hereby permanently waives the Contractor's moral rights in that Foreground Information.
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APPENDIX

"e"

SUPPLElVIENTARY CONDITIONS
C 1.0

Security Clearance

C I.!

It is a condition tlial, prior 10 performance of obligations under this contract, the Contractor and any of the
Contractor's employees assigJled to the performance of the contract HUlst be security clem·cd at the Enhanced
Reliability kvd.

C2.0

Rcphlcl·UH.·nt Personnel

C2.1

The Contractor shall provide the services of the persons named in the proposaJ which is referenced in the
Statemellt of Work and any additional persons necessary to perfonn the work and provide the services required
under this contract, unless the Contractor is unable to do so for rcasons beyond the Contractor's control.

C2.2

Should till' Contractor, at allY time, be unable to provide their services, the Contractor shall be responsible for
providing replacements who shall be of similar ability and attainment and \vho shall be acceptable to the
Departmental Rcpn:scntJr ivc. In slich case the Contractor shall notify the Departmental Representative in \\'riling
and provide:
C2.2.1

the rcason for the removal of the named person from the project;

C2.2.2

the name of the proposed replacement;

C2.2.3

an ourlinc

C2.2.·\

an accepted security clearance certificate, ifapplicablc.

or the qualifications and experience of the proposed replacement;

The notice shall be sellt at least sevcn (7) days in advance of the date upon which the replacement is to
commencc work. Any change in the terms and conditions of this contract which result from n replacement of
personnel shall be effected by a contract amendment.
C2.4

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Contractor is required to perform the work and provide the services in
accordance with the terms oCthis contract.

C3.0

Criminal Codc of Canada

C3.1

The contractor certifies that the company has never been convicted of an offence under the following sections of
the Criminal Code of Canada:
Section 12), Frauds on the govl?rnmcnt;
Section 12·L Selling or purchasing ornec; or
Section d I X, Selling defective stores to Her Ivlajesty.

C3.1

It is a term oflhis cOlltractlhat the contractor and any of the contractor's employees assigned to the performance
orIhc contract arc in compliance with Section 748 of the Criminal Code of Canada which prohibits anY()Jlc who
has been convicted of an offence under:
Section 121, Fmuds on the government;
Section 114, Selling or purchasing office; or
Section 418, Selling defective stores to Her Majesty,
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from holding public office, contracting wilh the government or receiving a bcnelit from a government contract,
unless the Governor in Council hns restored (in whole or ill part) these capacities to the individual or the
individual has received a pardon.

C4.0

InSpcl'tion/Acccptancc

C4.1

All the work performed under this contract shall be subject to inspection by the Departmental Representative,
prior to acccpwncc. Should {he work or any portion of the work not be in accordance with the requirements of
the cDntract, th~ I)\.:parllllcrnal Reprl.:sclltative shall have the right to reject it or require its correction.

CS.O

Notices

CS.l

All notices. requests, directions or other communications to or for the Contractor in connection \vith this contract
shall bl.! addressed to:

to

Contructor

William (Bill) rvlaga
President
J'\'1aga Policy Consultants Ltd
32 Timmy Crescent
Ottawa, Ontario K2K I W2

TelephoJle
C6.0

Non-Residents
Not Applicable
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TER1VIS OF PA YlV1ENT
D1.0

B~,sis

D 1.1

Her Majesty shall pay to the Contractor for the satisfactory performance of the agreed to services an amount not
Fourteen Thollsand Two Hundred ilnd Fifty-Two dollars ($14.252.00), inclusive of all expenses and
applicable taxes.

of Payment

cxcc~ding

D 1.1

All prices and amounts of money in the Contract arc exclusive of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) or
Ilarlllollized Sales Tax (liST). whichever is applicable, unless otherwise indicated. aST or HST, to the extent
applicable, will be incorporated into nil invoices and progress claims for goods supplied or work performed and
will be paid by Her Majcsty. The Contractor agrees 10 remit to Canada RCvclHlcAgcncy any GST or HST paid
or due.

D 1.3

Any payment by Her ~'lajesty under this contract is subject to there being an appropriation for the fiscal year in
which the payment is to be made.?

D2.0

Limit~ltjon

D2.1

No increase in the tolal liability of Her ivlajcsty or in the price of Work resulting from any design changes,
modifications or interpretations of specificatiolls made by the Contractor will be authorized or paid to the
Contractor unless such changes, modifications or interpretations have been approved in writing by the
Departmental Representative prior to their incorporation into the work. The Contractor is not obliged to pcrfonn
any' work or provide any service that would cause the total liability of Her Majesty to be exceeded without the
prior written approval of the Dcpanmental Representative. The Contractor will notify thc Departmental
Representative in writing as to the adequacy or this slim:

of Expenditures

(a) when it is seventy five percellt (75%) committed, or
(b) four (4) months prior to the Contract expiry date, or
(c) if the Contractor considers the funds provided to be inadequate for the completion of the work,
whichever comes first.
D2.1.1

D2.2

In the event that the notification refers to inadequate funds, the Contractor will provide to the
Departmental Rcprcsl.!ntlllivc, in writing, an estimate for the additional funds required. Provision of such
notification and estimate for the additional fund does not increase the liability or Her Majesty.

Cost breakdown:

D2.2.1

Professional Services

For the Professional Services of William (Bill) Maga. an all inclusive fixed per diem rate of
lcrson-days, for a total estimated amount not to exceed S I 0,400.00 .
D2.1.2

for up to

Translation Services

Not Applicable
D2.2.3

Estimated HST S 1,352.00

D2.2.4 Travel and Living Expenses
VerSIon
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Travel and living expenses nrc not to exceed (inclusive oIGS?' or IIS7) S2,500.00
SlIbject (0 the prior authorization of (he Dcpartmental Rcprcscntath'c, Travel nnd Living Expcnses
incurred in the pcrfornwncc of the work will be reimbursed, with no allowance for overhead andlor profit,
within the limits permitted by the currcnt Trcasury Board Travcl Directivc. (Consult Appendix .oF"
herein: HTnll'el and Lh'illg 1:.:tpel1se.'l".)
D2.2.5
NOl

D3.0

Miscellaneous or Unforeseen Expenses

Applicable

Schedule of Payments

Claims for tnlVcl, ~\Cc()IlIf1)()(lation and other expenses may he submitted as costs nrc incurred. \Vhcrc
required, these must be supported by original receipts. Expcnses will be reimbursed at actual cost, with
no allowance for o\'erhcad aud/or profit, us permitted by the curTl'nt Treasury Board Secretariat Travel
Directive.
D3.l

Payment for services rendered will be made by Her Majesty to the Contractor on monthly intervals upon receipt
of an itemized invoice setting out, in detail. the \vork performed, the progress towards the completion of the
tasks/dclivcrables identified in the contract and the number of person days expended, and the certificate orthe
Departmental Representative that the invoice is true and exact and that the Contractor has during the period
covered by the invoice proceeded with the performance of the work.

D3.2

Payments by Her
DJ.2.1

~!tajcsty

to the Contractor shall be made:

within thirty (30) days following the date of receipt ora duly completed invoice as described in section
D3.1;

D3.2.2 within thirty (30) days following the dateof receipt of a duly completed final invoice, or within thirty
(30) days following the date on which all work is accepted, whichever date is later.
D.t.O

Form uf In\'oice
"Form of Invoice" means 1111 invoice which contains, or is Hc.:compnnicd by, the informntiou or such
substantiating doeu,nents as Her Majesty requires.

D·L I

Payments will be made provided that:
D4.1.1

the Contractor submits to the Departmental Representative an original and one (I) copy of the invoice;

D·L 1.2 each invoice shO\vs:
(a) the Contract Reference Number and Financial Code as shown on Page I of the contract;
(b) the amount of GST or HST payable as a separate amount;
(c) the Contractor's GST/HST Registration Number, or if not registered, a certification that he/she is
not registered;
(d) all the information listed in section D4.2; and
(e) hold back at I o(};>, if applicable.
[}:L 1.3 each invoice is accompanied by supporting documents (invoices, prepaid bills. time sheets etc.), as
<lpplicabJe; and
D4,1.4

each invoice and supporting documentation, if applicable. arc properly and accurately completed.
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D4.2

Pursuant to paragraph 221 (1)( d) of the Income Tax A CI, payments made by departments and agencies under
applkable service contracts (including contracts involving a III ix of goods and services) must be reported on a
T 120·t supplementary slip. To comply with this requirement, the Contractor is required to provide the following
information on each invoice:
(a) the legal name of the Contractor, i.e. the flilme associated with the Social Insurance Number (SIN) or
Business Number (BN), as well as the address nnd rhe poslal code;
(b) the status of the Contractor, i. e. individual, unincorporated business, or corporation;
(c) for individuals and unincorporated businesses, the Contractor's SlN and, ifnpplicable, the BN;
(d) for corporations, the BN. Ir there is no I3N or GST/HST number, as per section D4.1.2(c), the '1'2
Corporation Tax number mllst be shmvn; and
(c) the following certification signed by thc Contractor or an authorized officer:

"\ Cl.!rli(y that 1 have examined the information cont'lined in this invoice, including the legal name, address
and Canada Revenue Agellcy identifier, and that it is correct and complete, and fully discloses the
identification of this Contractor."
1)4.3

Invoices submitted by the Contractor that do not complywilh (he requirements of sections D4.1 and D4.2 shall
be returned to the Contractor for correction and re-submission.

I),t..t

Within tiftecll (15) days of receipt of an invoice. the Departmental Representative shall notify the Contractor of
any objection (0 the fonTI of (he invoice and the nature of the objection. Failure to act within t1frecn (15) days
will only result in the date specified in section D3.2 b<:ing lIsed for the sole purpose of calculating interest on
overdue accounts.

OS.Olntcrest on Overdue Accounts
D5.1

For the purposes of this clause:
(a) "average rate" means the simple arithmetic mean of the bank rates in effect at 4:00 p.m. Eastern Siandard
Time each day during the calendar month which imm(:dialclyprecedes the calendar month in which payment
is made, where the "bank rate" mi:ans the fate of interest established from time to lime by the Bank of Canada
as the minimum rate at which the Bank or Canada makes shon term advances (0 members ofthe Canadian
P,lyrncnts Association;
(b) "date or payment" means the date of the negotiable instrument drawn by the Receiver General for Canada
and given for payment of an amount due and payabk;
(c) an amount is "due and payable" when it is due and payable by Her Majesty to the Contractor in accordance
with the terms of the contract; and
(d) an amount becomes "overdue" when it is unpaid on the first day following the day upon which it is due and
payablc.

D5.2

Her lvtajcsty shaH be liable to pay to the Contractor simple interest at the average rate plus three (3) percellt per

annllm on any amount that is overdue, from the dale such amount becomes overdue until the day prior to the date
of payment, inclusive. Interest shall be paid without notice from the Contractor except in respect of payment
which is less than 15 days overdue. No interest will bl! payable or paid in respect of payment made within such
J 5 days unless the Contractor so requests after payment has becorne due.
D5.3

Her tvlajcsty shall not be liable to pay interest in 4lccordancc with this clause if' I fer rv1ajesty is not responsible for
the dc/ay in paying the Contractor.

D5 A

Her rvlnjcsty shall not be liable to pay interest on overdue advance payments.
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bDBjtaMill
STATEIVIENT OF \VORK
E 1.0

Scope

El.1

Tift<.'

Professional assistance in support oCthe ongoing development of a regulatory proposal seeking
to add Bcnzylpiperazinc (HZP) and 1-(3-Tritluofomcthylphenyl)piperazine (TFtvlPP) to one
of the Schedules to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) by the Office of
Controlled Substances (OC8), Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate (CSTD),
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch (IIECSB).
E 1.1

Introductioll

The OCS initiated work on a scheduling assessment on BZP and TFl\1PP in late 2008. In
November 2008, a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties (NOl) was published in the Canada
Gazelle, Part I seeking information 1'rmn stakeholders on any Iegitilnate activities involving
these substances. The only substantive replies were from individuals involved in importing
and/or distributing these substances as alternatives to ecstasy, which is consistent \"lith the fact
that OCS is aware that products containing BZP and/or TF.tvlPP arc being sold on the Canadian
111arket regardless of the fact that both substances are considered unapproved drugs under the
Food and Drugs ."leI (FDA) and cannot be sold in Canada.
In cornpleting its asseSSlnent ofBZP and TFtv1PP, the OCS has detennined that there is a need
for more information regarding products containing these substances that are being sold at
store-iront locations and on the internet in Canada.
E 1.3

Estimated Value

The lotal value of this contract shall not exceed S 14,252.00, including travel and living
expenses and all applicable taxes.
EtA

Objectives of the Rcquirement

The objective of this contract is to conduct a market analysis of BZP/TFtvlPP products in the
Ottawa and Toronto areas. Should the results of this analysis prove to be insignificant,
consideration Inay be given to extending the analysis to include the Vancouver area.
E1.5

Background, Assumptions and Specific Scope of the Rc:'quirclIlcnt

The DeS is at a critical point in its work on the regulatory proposal to add BZP and TFMPP
to one of the Schedules Lo the CD SA. In order to Inove ahead with the regulatory proposal,
more inforrnation is required on the availability of products containing BZP and TF~1PP on
the Canadian market. This information will prove useful in the costlbencfit analysis that the
oes has to conduct in support of its regulatory proposal.
Although the
~

oes has some knowlcd!!c of the amount of BZP and TF!\'lPP raw material, as
~
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well as products containing BZP and/or TFlvlPP entering Canada via random searches carried
out by Canada Border Services Agency at variolls points of entry, and that there are internet
sites and store-front locations (head shops, sex shops, etc) that advertise products containing
these substances, it is unaware of the extent to which it is actually being sold at these locations.
The OCS is seeking the assistance of a Contractor who can complete a n1arkel assessment of
retail locations in the Ottawa and Toronto areas in order to gather information about the
promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of HZP and TFrvlPP.
The Contractor will be required to provide a report of the infonnation gathered from visiting
retail locations that sell products containing BZP and TFlv1PP. In addition, the Contractor \vill
be required to conduct internet research, with a vie\v to identifying sites that sell products
containing BZP and TFrvlPP, that are either of Canadian origin or, if based in a foreign
country, ship their product to Canada.
E2.0

Requirements

E2.1

Tasl,s, Activities, Dclivcrablcs and l\li1cstoncsl

The specific tasks associated with this Contract arc as follows:

Interviews with experts and interested parties in the illicit drug ficld, i.c. Toronto Department
of Health, Law Enforcement Agencics, to gain bctter insight on the availability and pricing of
BZP/TFiv1PP products.
Site visits of rctaillocations in the Ottawa and Toronto areas that sell BZP/TFiv1PP products
in order to gather inforn1ation about thepromotion~ pricing, distribution and availability of
these products.
Conduct on-line searches to identity Canadian websites offering these products and forcignbased websites that ship these products into Canada.
Prcpare a report further to these site visits, summarizing observations regarding the prevalence
of products containing these substances in the Canadian market and/or presenting an estimate
of the size of the Canadian market in products containing these substances.
This analysis will be used in future policy devcioplnent.

The deliverablcs associated with this Contract arc as follows:
Submission of a workplan dctailing the approach to bc taken during the site visits and the
manner in which the internet searches will be conducted.
submission ofa draft report, including preliminary analysis of the results of the site visits
and internet research.
Submission of a final report that will be consistent with established objectives.
\Vork is to be initiated on or about August 9, 20 10 and a final report to be submitted to OCS no
later than September 24, 2010.
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Sp('cificaliollS nlld Standards

Not Applicable
E2.3

Technical, Opcrationnlund OrgallizHtionnl Environment

The OCS will provide the Contractor\\'ith copics of all rcJcvant rderence materials. In this regard,
the Contractor can use the Technical Authority as his/her point of contact in terms of accessing
additional references beyond those provided at the inception of work.
Final reports should be submitted in electronic format, making usc of either \Vord or \VordPcrlcct.
E2.4

Method and Source of Acceptance

Draft doclltnents will be acceptable when they tneet with the approval of the Departmental
Representative. Final repol1s IHust tneet with the approval of the Director, OCS.
E2.5

Reporting Requirements

Although the Contractor \vil1 not be responsible for providing written progress reports, it is
expected that the Contractor will be in regular communication with the Technical Authority and/or
Departmental Representative in ordcr to ensure that work on contract delivcrablcs is progressing
in thc required timelincs.
E2.6

Project Management Control Procedures

The [)cpartmental Representative shall secure all required approvals.

The Technical Authority and/or Departmental Representative shan arrange meetings between the
Contractor and/or other CSTD staff as required. The Technical Authority and/or Departmental
Representative shall also ensure the appropriate distribution of meeting reports (draft and final)
as required.
E2.7

Change Mallagement Procedures

Should changes to the timclincs associated with this Contract be required, the Contractor shall
inform the Technical Authority in writing of the intended changes. No changes however, will be
made without the agreement of the DepartJnenlal Representative.
£2.8

Ownership of Intellectual Property
The Crown will own IP - 6.4.1 to generate knowledge and information for public dissemination

E3.0

Other Terllls and Conditions of the SO\V

EJ.l

Authorities
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Departmental Representative:
0./ls Jocelyn Kula

rvlanager) Policy and Regulatory Afnlirs Division
Oftice of Controlled Substances
ControIJed Substances and Tobacco Directorate

Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125
Fax: (613) 946-4224

email: jocelynkula(tvhc-sc.uc.ca
Technical Authority:

ivIr Richard Robert
Section I-lead, Policy and Regulatory

An~lirs

Division

Office of Controlled Substances

Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Ilealthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224

email: richard.j.robertr@hc-sc.(!c.ca
Administrative! Financial Contact:

\:1s. Johanne Paquette

rvlanager, Business, Infonnation and Authorization Division
Oflicc of Controlled Substances

Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthv., Environments and Consumer Safet\'" Branch
Heal th Canada

Tel: (G 13) 954-2625
Fax: (6 I 3) 941-4760

Email: johanne.paquettct@hc-sc.f!c.ca
VerSion
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The Contractor shall obtain all direction for the work frOIl1 either the Departmental Representative
andlor the Technical Authority.
E3.2

Ilcalth Canada Obligations

The Crown will provide the following:
access to all required background and/or reference Inaterials;
Access to the Technical Authority, for the purposes of coordinating meetings, obtaining
additional background/ reference material; and
providing comments on draft documents and/or response to questions/comments within
a tinlei), manner.
E3.3

Contrnctor's Obligations

The Contractor will subrnit alllinal reports in electronic format, rnaking use of either \Vord or
\VordPerfect.
E3A

Location of \Vork, \Vor){ Site and Delivery Point

The work required from this contract will be largely carried out at the Contractor's home and/or
regular place of business.
Due to existing workload and deadlines, all personnel assigned to this contract must be ready to
work in close and frequent contact with the DcpartlllcntaI Representative and other departmental
personnel.
E3.5

L~lllguagc

of \\'orli

All written documentation is to be produced in English. Should Health Canada determine that
translation is required for any purpose and/or for reference in its subsequent regulatory proposal,
it will generate the required translation via the Public \\'orks and Government Services Canada
Translation Service.
E3.6

Special I{cquircmcnls

Not Applicable
E3.7

Security Ih'quircmcnts

It is a condition that, prior to performance ofany obligation under this contract~ the Contractor and
sub-contractors and their employees assigned to the perfonnance of such contract will be security
cleared by the federal govcnl111ent at the Enhanced Rc]iability Level.
EJ.8

Insurance Requirements

It is the sole responsibility of the contractor to decide whether or not any insurance coverage is

necessary for its own protection or to fultil it obligations under the contract and to ensure
compliance with required federal, provincial or municipal law. Any such insurance shall be
provided and maintained by the contractor at its own expense.
Page 22
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E3.9

Tr<ln~1

and Living Expenses

Travel and living expenses associated with this contract must be calculated in accordance with
current 'freasury Board policies and directives and must be included \vithin the cost proposal.
Please refer to Appendix "F'~

E. LO Project Schedule
E4.1

Expected Start and COJllplction Dat<.'s

The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approxinlately 6 weeks
comlnencing on or about August 9, 2010. The expected completion date of this project is
September 24, 20 10.
E4.2 Schedule and Estitllutcd Lcvcl of Effort (\Vork Breakdown Structure)

It is expected that the consulting services will be provided by Septernbcr 24, 2010, including:
:Or the dcvelopnlent/subnlission of workplan
o conduct internet searches
to conduct site visits in Ottawa I Toronto
to conduct site visits in Vancouver (if required)
for preparation of a draft report
for preparation and submission of final report
ES.O Required Resources or Types of Roles to be Perfot"ll1ed

The Contractor shall have a solid background in public policy development and economic analysis
in support of regulatory development, so as to be able to appropriately analyse the information
collected during the field work component of this Contract.
In preparing the required analysis, the Contractor should also be able 10 sU111marize information
collecled during field work and generate relevant observations and conclusions as appropriate.
The Contractor must be willing to accept constructive criticisnl frOlTI CSTD on his/her draft report
in order to generate a final report that accurately presents the required analysis.
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E6.0 Applicable DocUlllcnts and Glossary

Eo.! Applicable Docunlcnts:

Not Applicable
E6.2 H.clevnn t Terms, ACl"()nyn)s, G lossadcs

Not Applicable
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APPENDIX "F"
TRAVEL AND LIVING EXPENSES

Travel and Living expenses incurred by the Contractor are enlireiy subject to the content o/the current
Treasury Board Travel Directive (hap://www.tbs-sct.l!c.ca/pubs pollhrpubs/tbm 113/td-dv-l e.html) and
fhe Treasury Board Secretariat Special Travel Authorities, Section 7, "Persons on contract"
(http://www.tbs-sct.e.c.ca/pubs pol/hrpubs/TBM I 13/sta 1 c.asp# Toc65556472 and
http://www.tbs-SCLf!c.calpubs pollhrpubs/TBivl 113/STA e.asp).
Travel and Livillg expellses are considered to be part ofthe lotal cost ofthe COil tract. Expenses lvhich
exceed the Directive will no! be paid. Prior authorization /I'om the Departmental Representative/oJ'
projected Travel amI Living expenses is required.

F1.0

General

r 1.1

Travel and living expenses are to be claimed at actual cost but are not to exceed current
Treasury Board Secretariat guidelines.

F 1.2

A statement indicating the names of travellers; places visited; dates and length of visits;

and purpose of travel must be sublnitted with each claim fortravel and living expenses.

F 1.3

Insurance for all 111cthods of travel; accidents; illness; cancellations; immunizations; and
other obligations are the sole responsibility of the Contractor.

F2

IVlcthod of Transportation

F2.1

Air travel. The standard for air travel is economy class only. Upgrades to Business or
First class are the sole financial responsibility of the Contractor.

F2.2

Rail Travel. The standard for rail travel is the next higher class after the full economy
class.
Rental vehicle. The standard for rental vehicles is mid size. Vchicle rental 11lust be preapproved by the Departmental Representative.

F2.4

Private vehicle. The Contractor may claim only [or distances necessarily driven on
'IS"alt,le'"...S
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government business, using the rnost dircct~ safe and practical road routes. The rate per
kilometre which is payable is specified in the current Treasury Board Secretariat Travel
Directive. Insurance is the responsibility ofthc Contractor. Health Canada will not assume
responsibility for deductible amounts related to comprehensive or collision coverage.
F3

lVleal, accomlllodation, transportntiofl and other alhnvanccs

F3.1

For same day {ravel, with no overnight stay, the applicable lneals allowance is paid, as
speci tied in the current Treasury Board Secretariat Travel Directive. Receipts arc not
required.

F3.1

for same day travel, with no overnight stay, the appJicable transportation allowance is
paid, as spcci ned in the current Treasury Board Secretariat Travel Directivc. Original
receipts are required.

1"3.3

For travel of two (2) or more consecutive days, the applicable 111eal allowances, and the
incickntal expenses aJ lowanccs pCI' day are paid, as specit1ed in the current Treasury Board
Secretariat Travcl Dircctive. Rcceipts arc not required.

F3.4

For travel of two (2) or Inore consecutive days, the applicable travel and accomnl0dation

allowances per day are paid, as specified in the current Treasury Board Secretariat Travel
Directive. Original receipts are required, except whcn privatc, non-coIlln1crciaI
accomnl0dation is used.
'' 1""'.-).)

rvkal allowanccs afC not paid in rcspect of meals includcd in a fare (e.g. airplane or clubcar ticket), or provided free of charge in a governnlcnt mess~ or included as part of the cost
of an event or other function.

F3.6

Professional fees, or similar equivalent costs cannot be claiIucd for travel time.

F3.7

Original rcceipts and vouchers for accolnmodation and transportation are required to be
submitted with each cJainl, except when private, non-commercial accommodation is used.
Photocopies arc not c1ailnablc.

F3.8

Luxury aCC0I11Illodation is not pcnnitted.

f3.9

Entertaintnent is not an allowable expensc.
Page 26
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Conlrnct Reference: 4500240986
Financial Code: 851092-54801-1\6\,D-830100

Vendor Number: 1154304
AMENDMENT NUMBER:

01

This Contract Amcndment is madc as of the 1111 day of September, 2010.
berwn'll

lIer ,\lajesty the Queen in right of Canada (referred to ill the contract as •• Her l\1ujcsty") represented by the
i\linister of Hcalth (referred to in the contract as the "Minister")
alld
~laga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata. Ontario

K2K I \\,2
Tclphonc:

(rl'fcrrcd to in (he contract as the "Contractor").

Her iVlajesty and the Contracto .. agree to amend Contract numbcr4S00240986 as follows:
ARTICLES OF

ACI~EEI\:lENT

A2,O

Date of Completio(} of \Vork und Dt.'scriptiun of \\lork

A::!. I

[kkte: The Contractor shall. betwcen the da!~ ofthcse Artkles of Agreement and the 24th day of September, 2010,
perform and complclc with care, skill, diligence and efficiency the work that is described in the Statement

or Work (Append", "E").
Insi.:r1:

The Contractor shall. between tht:

Liat\:

or lh~se Articles of Agreement and the I" day of November, 20 I0,

pcd(>nn and complctl! with carl', skill. diligence and efficiency the work that is describcdin the Statement

of \Vork (Appendix

HE").

E4.U

EXpl'ctcd Start und Completioll Dales

E..l. I

Delete: The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 6 weeks commencing on or

Inst..'rt:

abollt August 9, 20 IO. The expc(ted cl)mplction date of this project is September 24, 2010.
The 5t..·rvices of thc Contractor will be required for a pl~riod of approximately 12 weeks commencing all or
about August 9, 2010. The cxpcch:d Ctllllpidion date of this project is November 1. 2010.

VerSion 2003-01
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ALL OTHER TERi'vIS AND CONDITIONS REiVIAIN UNCHANGED

Til is Contract Amendmcnt has been exccuted on behal forI 1cr 1\,1 ajcsty and the Con ~ ractor by their duly
authorized officers.
""

FOR THE COi\'TRACTOR

:t~/:" t»{'~~.------

'Villiam ;\laga, Preside'lll

FOI{ llER l\IA.JEST'{

(

/

J.Kfl.

,-----------------

.Jocelyn Kula, iVl:uwgcr. Policy & Hcgulatory
AITairs De\'isioll

\/erSI0n 2003-01
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Contract Reference: 4500240986
Financi411 Code: 851092-54801-A6VD-830100
VClldor Numher: 1154J04

Hrollh
C~l!kld.."l

AMENDiVIENT NUMBER:

02

CO\TRACT A;\lEND;\IENT

This Contract Amcndment is made as of the 25 1h day of Octohcr, lOlO,
het w('en

11('1' \lajcsty (hc Queen in right ufCallmJa (referred to ill the contract as hHer Majesty") represented by the
;\]inistcr of Health (refcrred to in the contract as the HMinistcr")

Maga Policy' Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata. Ontarill
K2K I \V2

Tclphonc:
(referred to in the contract as the "Contnlctor").

lIer ;'tajcsty and [he Contrat'tor ngrcc to amend Contract number4500l40986 as follows:
:\RTICLES OF AGREEMENT

A2.0

Date of Co III plction of \\'ork and Description of \Vorl,

:\2.1

Dekle: The Contractor shall. between the date of these Articles of Agreement and the I\l day ofNowmbcr, 2010;

[nscn:

perform and complete with care, skill. diligencc and erfich:ncy the work that is described in the Statement
of Work (Appendix "E").
The Contractor shall. Ddwcen the date of these Articles of Agreement and the 311t day of December, 20 10
perform and complete with care, skill, diligence and eftlciclH':Y the work that is described in the Statement
of \Vork (Appendix ·'E").

E 1.0 Objectives of the Req uiremcnt

E I.-l

Dt!IL'It"

Insert:

The objective of this contract is to conduct a market analysis of BZPJTF~'lPP products in the Ottawa and
Toronto areas. Should the results of this analysis prove to be insignificant consideration may be given to
cxtl.!nding the analysis to include the Vancouver arca.
Tlh.' objectivc of {his contract is to conduct a market analysis of BZP!TFivl Pi> products.

Version 2003-01
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E 1.5

D\.'kl<:: The OCS is at a critical poilll in its work on the regulatory proposal to add BZP and TFMPP to one of the
Schedules to the CDSA. In order to move ahead with the regulatory proposal, more infonllation is required
on the availability, of products containing BZP and TFMPP on the Canadian market. This information will
prove useful in the cost/benefit analysis that the OCS has to conduct in support of its regulatory proposal.
A Itlwugh [he oes has some knowledge of the amount ofBZP and TFMPP raw material, as well as products
containing BZP and/or TFtvlPP entering Canada via random searches carried Ollt by Canada Border Services
Agency at various points of entry, and thalthere arc internet sites and store-front locations (head shops, sex
shops, etc) that advertise products containing these substances, it is unaware of the extent to which it is
actually being sold at these locations. The OCS is seeking the assistance of a Contractor who can complete
a market assessment of retail locations in the Ottu\va and Toronto arcas in order to gather information about
the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability of HZP and TFM PP.
The Contractor will be required to provide a report ofthc infonnalion gathered from visiting rctaillocations
that sell products containing HZP and TFrvIPP. In addition, the Contractor will be required to conduct
intcrnct research, with a "kw (0 identifying sites that sell products containing BZP and TFlvtPP. that are
either of Canadian origin or, if bascd ill a foreign country, ship their product to Canada.
Insi.'rt:

Thl.? OCS is at a critical point in its work on thc regulatory proposal to add BZP and TFtvt!>P to one of the
Schedules to the CDSA. In order t.o move ahcad with the regulatory proposal, more information is required
011 the availability of products containing BZP and TFMPP on the Canadian market. This information will
prove useful in the cost/benefit analysis that the OCS has to conduct in support oi its regulatory proposal.
A Ithough the oes has some knowledge of the mnollnt of BZP and TFMPP raw material, as well us products
containing BZP and!orTFMPP entering Canada via random searches carried Ollt by Canada Border Services
Agency at various points of entry, and that there arc internet sites and store-front locations (hend shops, sex
shops, etc) !hm :ldveni:;c products cOnlaining these substances, it is unaware of the extcnt to which it is
actually bi..'ing sold at these locations. The OCS is seeking thc assistance of a Contractor who can complete
a market 4lsscSSmcni in order to gather information about the promotion, pricing, distribution and availability
of BZP and TFMPP.
The Contractor will be required to provide a report of thc market analysis. The Contractor will be required
to conduct intclllct r~scarch, with a view to identifYing sites that sell products containing BZP and TFrvlPP,
that ,HT either of Canadian origin or, if based in a foreign country, ship their product to Canudn.

E2.0 l{equin:lIll'llts

L:2. I

lklL'le

The specific tasks associated with this Contract arc as follows:

Interviews with experts and interested panics in the illicit drug field, i.e, Toronlo Department of
Health, Law Enforcement Agcncies, to gain better insight all the availability and pricing of
BZP/TFMPP products.
Site visits of rctaillocations in the OttaW4l and Toronto areas that sell BZP/TFMPP products in
order to gather informntiotl about the promotion, pricing, distribution and availllbility of these
products.
Conduct on-line searches lO identify Canadian wcbsites offering these products and forcign.based
websilcs that ship these proJucls into Canada.
Prepare a report fllrther to these site visits, summarizing observations regarding the prevalence of
products cOIlli:dning these substances in the Canadian market and!or presenting an estimate of the
size of the Canadian market in products containing these substances,
This analysis will be used ill future policy development.
Version 2003·01
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TilL' deliverables associated with this Contract arc as follows:

Submission ofa workplan detailing the approach to be taken during the site visits and the manner
in which the internet searches will be conducted.
submission of a draft report. including preliminary analysis of the results of the site visits and
intcl11ct research.
Submission of a final rcpol1 that will be consistent with established objectives.
Work is lO be initiated on or about August 9,20 I0 and a final rcport to be submitted to OCS no later
than September 24,2010.
Illsert

The specific tasks associated with this Contract arc as follows:
Intcrvicws with experts and interested parties in the illicit drug field, i.c. Toronto Department of
Health. L,uw Enforcement Agencies, to gain better insight on the availability and pricing of
BZP/TFM PP products.
Conduct on-line searches to identify Canadian websites offering these products and foreign-based
wt.!bsitcs that ship these products into Canada to gather infonl1<ltion about the promotion, pricing
distribution and availability of these products.
Prepare a repon, summarizing observations regarding Ihe prevalence of products containing these
substances in the Canadian market and/or presenting an estimate of the size of the Canadi;Hll1larkcl
in products containing these subswnces.
This analysis \vill be used in future policy development.
The dclivcrablcs associated with this Contract nrc us follows:

Submission of a workplan detailing the approach to the market analysis including tilt! manner in
which the internet searches will be conducted.
submission ora draft report including preliminary analysis ofthe results of the interviews. internet
research, etc.
Submission of a final report that will be consistent with established objectives.
Work is to be initiated on or about Augllst9. 20 I 0 and a tinal repOrllO be submitted to OCS no latt;'r
than December 31. 20 10 ..

1':3.0 Otlli:r Terllls and Conditions of the SO\\'

Deparlmental Representative:
)\1s Jocelyn Kula
I\lanagcr, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Oflicc of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances ancl Tobacco Directorate
I kallhy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
lkalth Canada
Td: (613) 946~0125
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: jocclYIl._kula@hc-sc.gc.ca

Technical Authority:
tvlr Richard Robert
Section Head, Policy and Regulatory Aft1lirs Division
Page 3
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onic~ of Controlled Substances
COlllrolkd Substances and Tobacco Directorate
lk~dthy Environments and Consumcr Safely Brandl
I kalth Canada
Tt:I: (613) 946-6523

Fax: (613) 946-~t224

l.mail: richard.j.robertf([ihc-sc.!le.ca
IlIsl'r!

[kpartll1clltal Representative:
~vls Jllcdyn Kula
/\/Dircctor
OffIce of COlltrolled Substances
COllI rolled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
I kalth Canada
Tel: (613) 952-2177
Fax: (613) 9-l6-4224
elllail: jocclyn~"kula@hc-sc.gc.ca

Tcchnical Authority:
\11' Richard Robal
Sectiun I lead. Rcgulatol)' Policy Division
Onicc of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorale
llcalthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Ilcalth Canada
Tel: (613) 946-6523
Fax: (613) 946-4224
email: richard.i.robcrt(llhc-sc.t!.c.ca

E--t.O

Expected Start ami Complction Datcs

E·1. I

Dekle: Tilt..: scrvict:s of the Contractor will be required for a period ofapproximately 6 weeks commencing on or

about August 9, 2010. The expected "omplclion datc of this project is September 24,2010.
InslTt:

The services of the Contractor will be required for a period of approximately 21 weeks commencing on or
about August 9, 20 I O. The expected completion dare of this project is December 31, 20 I O.

1:·1.2

Ddctc: It is c.\pccted that the consulting si:fvict..:s will be providl.!d by September 24,2010, including:
'or the development/submission of workpian
o conduct internet searches
to conduct site visits in Ottawa I Toronto
to

conduct site visits in Vancouver (if required)

for preparation of a draft report
for preparation and submission of linal report
Insert:

II is expected that the consulting services will be provided by December 31,2010, including:
for the development/submission of work plan

Version 2003-01
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to conduct internet $~archcs
to acquire informatio/l frolll]iasillg with both domestic and internalional expertsiinlcrcstcd
partics.

for preparation or a draft report
for preparation and submission of final report

ALL OTHER TERi\lS AND CONDITIONS REiVIAIN UNCHANGED

'This Contract :\mendmcnt has been executed on behal fof Her lVlajcsty and the Contractor by their duly
authorized on~ccrs.
. "',

/l

t}

/i///"'.(. /'--

.

FOR TIlE CONTRACTOR
>/' I
\Villian~ JVlaga, Prcsidcl}t \;' I

FOR IIER l\IA,JESTY
.Jocelyn Kula, A/Din.'ctor

(Dlllej

Page 5
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Page(s)

001974 to\a 001977

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

5.23

BZP and TFMPP Angela Doyle to: Kyle.Burns

2011-02-0309:36 AM
,~~~-~~~~-~-~~-~~-"---------,--~---------,~--------~--~~"

Good morning Kyle,

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

----- Forwarded by Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010-09-29 11 :22 AM ---Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
2010-09-2911 :21 AM

To Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject

Hi Daniel,
I apologize for the delay in responding to your request.

001978

5.23

Feel free to contact me if you wish to discuss further.
Norma Won

001979

5.23

Legal Counsell Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.

a

a

Cette communication est exclusivement destinee I'individu ou I'entite qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.
Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA
Daniel
GaJarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

14/09/201012:31 PM

cc
Subject

AlManager Regulatory Policy Division -- Gestionnaire Interimaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Generale de la Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA

001980

5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23

Re: BZPITFMPP - update re:
Daniel Galarneau to: Angela Doyle
Cc: Denis Arsenault, Richard J Robert

2011-02-03 10:15 AM

Hlis message is digitally signed.

DAS being the authority for the certificates, the WG might be interested in the information, but apart from
Evelyn in EAD, I doubt that there are anyone on the board that would be able to provide insight into the
actual official name of the product for scheduling purposes. Then again I am not familiar with the TOR of
the WG and I cannot tell you if they actually approve the chemical name ....

Head, Regulatory Affairs Section - Chef, Section de la reglementation
Office of Controlled Substances -- Bureau des substances contr61ees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate - Direction des substances contr61ees et de 1a 1utte au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch -- Direction Genera1e de 1a Sante Environnementale et de la
Securite des Consommateurs
Tel: (613) 946-6521
Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela Doyle
From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

To keep you in the loop: J am hoping we will hav ...

2011-02-03 09:22:45 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Richard J RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel Galarneau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-02-0309:22 AM
BZPITFMPP - update re:

To keep you in the loop:
I am hoping we will have DAS' opinion concerning the naming of BZP and TFMPP by Monday, February
it might be good to flag the naming
14th, 2011. If so,
decided upon to the Controlled Substances WIG, in case th,ere are any unforeseen objections or
considerations? My understanding is that the next WIG meeting is February 18th.
Your thoughts?
Sincerely,
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-02-03 08:49 AM ----From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

Angela DoyJe/HC-SC/GC/CA
Guy Aucoin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-02-0308:49 AM
RE: Fw: BZPITFMPP - for your reference

Yes that would work well. I will touch base with you Friday, February 11,2011.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

001981

Page(s)

001982 to\a 002002

Is(are) under consultation

Fw: BZP and TFMPP - draft e-mail toCnst.Slinn - for approval
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault

2011-02-11 03:12 PM

Denis:
I have enclosed the draft e-mail, below, for your comment/approval to forward to Jocelyn.
Sincerely,
Angela

[send to Eric.Slinn@rcmp-grc.gc.ca (cc: Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca)]
Dear Constable Slinn:
I am writing in relation to two substances used for recreational purposes: BZP and TFMPP.
As you may be aware, we are in the process of completing a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) for BZP and
TFMPP to determine if they should be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act as
controlled substances and regulated under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations.
In this context, the Treasury Board Secretariat has recommended we demonstrate that the RCMP
supports scheduling these substances. In particular, we have been asked to provide a qualitative and
quantitative analysis of the potential impact (positive and negative) that scheduling the substances would
.
have on Law Enforcement.

I would appreciate if you could indicate what type of information the RCMP has in this regard, and whether
this could be shared with us. We would require the information by March 4, 2011, in order to complete the
analysis that we are currently conducting.
Should you have any questions or wish to further discuss, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Jocelyn Kula
AfDirector
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: (613) 952-2177

002003

Bee:

Draft for your comment

[send to Eric.Slinn@rcmp-grc.gc.ca (cc: Doug/as.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca)]
Dear Constable Slinn:
I have been given your name by Jocelyn Kula, AlDirector, Office of Controlled Substances, and I am
writing in relation to two substances used for recreational purposes: BZP and TFMPP.
As you may be aware, we are in the process of completing a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) for these
substances to determine if they should be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Actas
controlled substances and regulated under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations.
As part of this initiative, the Treasury Board Secretariate has recommended that we demonstrate that the
RCMP supports this scheduling initiative. In particular, we have been asked to provide a qualitative and
quantitative analysis of the potential impact that scheduling the substances would have on Law
Enforcement.
Please advise whether you (or delegate) could provide information that would assist us with an analysis of
the impacts on Law Enforcement in Canada and the type of information you would be able to provide.
This might include costs/benefits concerning Law Enforcement resources (e.g. resource shifts, new
resources) to administer any changes to enforcement strategies that would result from scheduling the
substances (e.g., targeted enforcement, general raids) versus the current enforcement situation (e.g. drug
analysis of exhibits seized identify the substance as BZPITFMPP).
As our interest is to complete the first draft of the CBA by end of March and because we know moving
forward with this scheduling initiative is important to Law Enforcement, we would appreciate your
response to this e-mail by Wednesday, February 16th.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
T eJ.: 613-954-6792

Law Enforcement Profile
number and type and geographic extent of offices/organizations directly affected. This might
include, for example, the Drug Enforcement Branch (Drug Operations Review Section, Foreign
Drug Cooperation Section, Policy Research and Program Evaluation Section, Drug Awareness
Service and National Precursor Chemical Diversion Program), divisional operational drug units
within the regions, international drug law enforcement community, Proceeds of Crime Program,
Organized Crime Branch, etc.1 and how these organizations/offices work together in relation to
drug enforcement
foreign or Canadian organizations indirectly affected, e.g., CBSA (?)
geographic extent that could be impacted (information such as domestic

002004

trafficking/imports/exports/impact on international situation)
Cost to Law Enforcement of Scheduling BZP and TFMPP
In this section a list of all the ways in which the proposed regulation may negatively impact Law
Enforcement should be made. Impacts should be listed in order of perceived importance. While the
primary goal of this section is to qualitatively describe the costs associated with the proposed regulation,
thought should also be put into which of these impacts will be quantifiable and monetizable (as measured
in comparison to the baseline). For these impacts a description of what variables may be used to estimate
outcomes and how these outcomes will interact with other impacts should be made.

Benefits to Law Enforcement of Scheduling BZP and TFMPP
The same process as above should be repeated in this section for impacts that may result in
positive outcomes for law enforcement. As many of the underlying driving variables that
determine the degree of benefits or costs will be the same, it is important that the storylines
underlying the costs and benefits descriptions are consistent.

002005

Page(s)

002006 to\a 002010

Is(are) under consultation

Page(s)

002011 to\a 002015

Is(are) under consultation

Page(s)

002016 to\a 002020

Is(are) under consultation

Page(s)

002021 to\a 002030

Is(are) under consultation

DRAFT - February 21,2011
BZP and TFMPP
Work to Support the Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA)
Key Points from Discussion held
2:30PM-3:30PM
Thursday, January 27, 2011
Boardroom, 11th Floor, 155 Queen Street

Participants
Treasury Board of Canada
•

Timothy Folkins, Advisor/Principal Economist, Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat
Kyle Bums, Senior Advisor, Cabinet Committee Operations Division, Treasury Board of
Canada

•

Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate, Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety
Branch, Health Canada
•

Denis Arsenault, AlManager, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled
Substances,
Daniel Galarneau, Section Head, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled
Substances,
Richard Robert, Section Head, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled
Substances,
Angela Doyle, Senior Regulatory Project Officer, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of
Controlled Substances
Laura Petts, Research Analyst, Surveillance Division, Office of Research and
Surveillance

•
•
•
•

Regrets
Controlled Sub nces and Tobacco Directorate, Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety
Branch, Health Ca da
•
•
•

tor, Office of Controlled Substances
Suzanne Desjardins, Dir or, Office of Research and Surveillance
Judy Snider, Manager, Survel
ce Division, Office of Research and Surveillance

002031

Page(s)

002032 to\a 002034
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Acronyms

BZP: Benzylpiperazine
CBA: Cost-Benefit Analysi
CBSA: Canada Border S
CDSA: Controlled Dru
HC: Health Canada
F&D Act and Regul Ions: Food and Drugs Act and Food and Drug Regulations
MA: Market Anal); is
RCMP: Royal Ca adian Mounted Policy
RIAS: Regulato Analysis Impact Statement
RPD: Regulato Policy Division
CCOD: (Seni Advisor) Cabinet Committee Operations Division, Treasury Board of Canada
TBS-CORE: Advisor/Principal Economist) Centre of Regulatory Expertise Regulatory Affairs,
Treasury Bo d of Canada Secretariat
TFMPP: 1- -Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine
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Re: BZPITFMPP - question

f!ll

Dina Aly to: Angela Doyle

2011-03-07 10:12 AM

Hi Angela,
Sorry for the delay in responding. Not sure if any of this is new information, but just in case, I've copied
below. Also, I'm still following up on the other related file and whether or not we can release those details.
Finally, the information below is for FYI only - I'm not sure how widely any of these details can be shared.
Thanks!

D.

-there have been no new incidents since 2009

-the BZP and TFMPP industry in Canada that the HPFB Inspectorate is aware of (type of businesses,
number of businesses, regions, etc.)
There were 29 customs refusals since 2009 from 24 different importers in Ontario and British Columbia.
The majority of importers were individuals rather than companies.
- any further information to reinforce that there is no legitimate industry in Canada known by Health
Canada
The Inspectorate Border Integrity program is not aware of a legitimate industry in Canada.
- past and current action taken by the HPFB Inspectorate concerning these substances and/or products
containing these substances
The Inspectorate Border Integrity Program recommends refusal of entry into Canada for commercial
shipments of BZP in dosage form (e.g. tablets, powder). Inspectors may seize the drug under certain
circumstances (e.g. history of non-compliance).
- the antiCipated impact (positive and negative) that scheduling the substances in the CDSA and in the
Schedule to Part J of the F&DR will have on the HPFB Inspectorate.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP on the schedule to Part J of the F&DR would reduce the Inspectorate Border
Integrity Program's workload. CBSA officers would be responsible for detaining and seizing any illicit
importations and the Inspectorate would no longer be called upon to make admissibility recommendations
for these substances.
Scheduling the substance will finally bring some clarity to our inspectors. Previously it was considered a
New Drug without a DIN and the Inspectors felt that was inaccurate considering it's harm potential. It will
also align ourselves with other foreign countries and their scheduling efforts.

Angela Doyle

Good morning Dina: I am wondering whether yo ...

2011-02-1601:16:36 PM
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From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Dina Aly/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-02-1601 :16 PM
BZPITFMPP - question

Good morning Dina:
I am wondering whether you have any current information available, i.e., beyond what was provided to us
for the lAS (enclosed below), which you could share with us concerning, for example:
- the BZP and TFMPP industry in Canada that the HPFB Inspectorate is aware of (type of businesses,
number of businesses, regions, etc.)
- any further information to reinforce that there is no legitimate industry in Canada known by Health
Canada
- past and current action taken by the HPFB Inspectorate concerning these substances and/or products
containing these substances
- the anticipated impact (positive and negative) that scheduling the substances in the CDSA and in the
Schedule to Part J of the F&DR will have on the HPFB Inspectorate.
Sincerely,
Angela

[attachment "FINAL (signed) BZP-TFMPP lAS 2010-07-13.pdf" deleted by Dina
Aly/HC-SC/GC/CA]
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Email to Eric Slinn re: BZPITFMPP
Denis Arsenault to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-03-11 10:48 AM

Cc: Angela Doyle, Richard J Robert

Hi Jocelyn,
Further to our previous discussions around the cost-benefit analysis for BZPfTFMPP and TBS' request for
input potential costs to law enforcement arising from this regulatory proposal, below is a draft email to Eric
Slinn requesting input in this regard. Once we've sent the email, I can ask Angela to follow-up by phone
with Eric next week.
Apologies for the delay in sending you this. In fact, I thought I already had(!), but realized this morning it
was still in my "draft" box.
Denis
*********************

To: Eric.Slinn@rcmp-grc.gc.ca (cc: Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca)]
Subject: Information on potential law enforcement costs of regulating BZPfTFMPP
Hi Eric,
As you may be aware, we are in the process of completing an assessment of whether benzyl piperazine
(BZP) and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP) should be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act as controlled substances and regulated under Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations.
As part of this exercise, we are currently working with the Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS) to develop a
cost-benefit analysis to support this regulatory proposal. In this context, the TBS has requested we show
RCMP supports the scheduling of these substances. Moreover, we have been asked to work with the
RCMP to obtain quantitative data (if available) or at least a qualitative description of potential costs that
could be incurred by the RCMP (and perhaps law enforcement agencies in general) to take enforcement
action on BZP and TFMPP should these substances be scheduled.
I would appreciate if you could indicate what type of information the RCMP could provide in this regard as
it would greatly assist us in moving forward on this regulatory proposal. Would it be possible for you to
provide information in this regard by Tuesday, March 22?
Should you have any questions or wish to discuss further, please contact Angela Doyle (Tel:
613-954-6792; Email: angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca).
Sincerely,
Jocelyn Kula
**************************

Denis Arsenault, AlManager / Gestionnaire p.i.
Regulatory Policy Division /
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances contr61ees,
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelfTel: (613) 957-6828
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Fax I TelEkopieur : (613) 946-4224
E-Mail/Courriel:denis_arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Scheduling of BZPITFMPP
Jocelyn Kula to: eric.slinn

2011-03-1402:36 PM

Cc: Denis Arsenault, Angela Doyle

Hi Eric,
Just fol/owing up with you further to our aborted discussion on this file at one of the CND meetings a while
ago.
As you may know, we have been working on a regulatory proposal that would add benzyl piperazine
(8ZP) and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP) to Schedule III to the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act as controlled substances and regulate them under Part J of the Food and Drug
Regulations. As part of this initiative, we are currently working with Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS) on a
supporting cost-benefit analysis,
"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""""""""""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""""""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""""""""""""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""""""""""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

I know that our office has reached out to Doug Culver on BZP in the past but it appears he was never able
to attend any of the TB-Ied meetings we had on this initiative, and now TB is running out of time to fulfil its
commitment to help us with this analysis (the terms of the cooperation plan we have with them are such
that all assistance must be completed by March 31, 2011).
Realizing that you probably don't have this information at your fingertips, can you please identify who
within your branch we can work with on this, and have that person contact Angela Doyle (email address
above) as soon as possible.
On an unrelated note, can you please advise who from your shop is going to be attending the
ONDCP/DEA National Methamphetamine and Pharmaceuticals Strategy Initiative conference in
Indianopolis in May 2011, and whether you think it would be helpful! appropriate to have someone from
OCS there. Although we have not specifically received an invitation this year, we have, as you may know,
sent someone from our Compliance Division in the past.
Thanks in advance,
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Acting Director/ Directrice par interim
Office of Controlled Substancesl Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 952-2177 Fax: (613) 946-4224
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BZPITFMPP - DRAFT Mtg Minutes - for your review/comment
Angela Doyle to: Laura Petts, Kyle.Burns, Timothy.Folkins
Cc: Denis Arsenault, Richard J Robert

2011-03-15 10:11 AM

Dear all:
Please find the enclosed DRAFT key messages from our meeting concerning BZP and TFMPP held on
January 27, 2011, for your review/comment.
If you could provide your comments by Friday, April 1, 2011, that would be greatly appreciated.
My sincere apologies for any inconvenience caused by the delay in sending this to your attention.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

i1'
E!I
Key Messages - DRAFT- Meeting with TBS - BZP- Feb 28,2011.doc
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DRAFT - February 28,2011
BZP and TFMPP

Key Points from Discussion held
2:30PM-3:30PM
Thursday, January 27, 2011
Boardroom, 11 tb Floor, 155 Queen Street

Participants
Treasury Board of Canada
•
•

Timothy Folkins, AdvisorlPrincipal Economist, Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat
Kyle Bums, Senior Advisor, Cabinet Committee Operations Division, Treasury Board of
Canada

Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate, Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety
Branch, Health Canada
•
•
•
•
•

Denis Arsenault, AiManager, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled
Substances,
Daniel Galarneau, Section Head, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled
Substances,
Richard Robert, Section Head, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled
Substances,
Angela Doyle, Senior Regulatory Project Officer, Regulatory Policy Division, Office of
Controlled Substances
Laura Petts, Research Analyst, Surveillance Division, Office of Research and
Surveillance
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DEA Forn1 225 - Application for Registration -Manufacturer, Distributor,

Registration Applications
DEA Form - 225
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION
Manufacturer, Distributor, Researcher,
Analytical Laboratory, Importer, Exporter

Got Drugs?

This form is for new applicants. Any person who does not currently possess a DEA regis
business with controlled substances in the following categories may access the applicati
categories of applicant who can apply using this form are manufacturers, distributors, im
exporters, researchers and analytical laboratories.

Disaster

•

Complete DEA Form 225 Online
If possible, you are encouraged to use the On-Line forms system to apply fOI
registration.

•

Download DEA Form 225 to apply via U.S. Postal Service.
Before you enter the form, you may wish to print the instruction pages (recommen l
assist in completing the form. After completing the form, print, sign and mail to DE

• Instructions

DEA FORM 225 INSTRUCTIONS
•

SECTION 1. APPLICANT IDENTIFICATION

•

SECTION 2. BUSINESS ACTIVITY

•

SECTION 3A. DRUG SCHEDULES
o 3B. MANUFACTURERS ONLY
o 3C. SCHEDULE CODES
• TABLE OF SCHEDULES & DRUG CODES

•

SECTION 4. STATE L1CENSE(S)

• SECTION 5. LIABILITY
•

SECTION 6. EXEMPTION

•

SECTION 7. METHOD OF PAYMENT

•

SECTION 8. APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE

• ATTACHMENTS:
•

NOTICE TO REGISTRANTS PAYING BY CHECK

SECTION 1. APPLICANT IDENTIFICATION
Information must be typed or printed in the blocks provided to help reduce data e
errors. A physical address is required in address line 1; a post office box or contil
address may be entered in address line 2. Fee exempt applicant must list the adl
~,<~~h..~<L~~~~.~.Et~stitutio~. Th~~~!L~~~~ss, poinl~~~nt~£h natio~al.E~?_,,-iE~Ei
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date of birth are new data items that are in the process of OM8 approval and will
mandatory. They are requested in order to facilitate communication oOr as requir
inter-agency sharing requirements. Applicants must enter a valid social security r
(SSN), or a tax identification number (TIN) if applying as a business entity.

Debt collection information is mandatory pursuant to the Debt Collection Improve
of 1996.
SECTION 2. BUSINESS ACTIVITY
External links included in this
website should not be construed
as an official endorsement of the
views contained therein.

Indicate only one. Each type of business activity requires a separate application.
required to register as a "manufacturer" if you manufacture a controlled substanc
chemical and then distribute it.
SECTION 3A. DRUG SCHEDULES
Applicants should check all drug schedules to be handled. However, applicants r
comply with state requirements; federal registration does not overrule state restri
Check the order form box only if you intend to purchase or to transfer schedule 1
controlled substances. Order forms will be mailed to the registered address follolJ
issuance of a Certificate of Registration.
3B. MANUFACTURERS ONLY
Mark the controlled substance schedule(s) handled in each manufacturing stage
3C. SCHEDULE CODES
Report all drug codes as required for your business activity. Analytical labs are n
to list drug codes. Researchers of schedule 2-5 need only report schedule 2 dru~
that will be manufactured or imported as part of the research activity. Researchel
schedule 1 must report drug codes. Distributors or reverse distributors must list 8
schedule 1 and/or 2012 codes. Importers and Exporters must check all schedul~
handled. Manufacturer must report all schedule 1 and 2 drug codes, and check a
that are manufactured in bulk.
SECTION 4. STATE LlCENSE(S)
Federal registration by DEA is based upon the applicant's compliance with appli'
and local laws. Applicants should contact the local state licensing authority prior 1
completing this application. If your state requires a license, provide that number (
application.
SECTION 5. LIABILITY
Applicants must answer all four questions for the application to be accepted for p
If you answered "Yes" to any question, provide an explanation in the space provi
answered "Yes" to several of the question, then you must provide a separate ex~
describing the location, nature, and result of incident for each "Yes" answer. If ad
space is required, you may attach a separate sheet of paper.
SECTION 6. EXEMPTION
Exemption from payment of application fee is limited to federal, state or local gO\l
official or institution. The applicant's superior or agency officer must certify exen
The signature, authority title, and telephone number of the certifying official (othe
applicant) must be provided. The address of the fee exempt institution must appE
Section 1.
SECTION 7. METHOD OF PAYMENT
Indicate the desired method of payment. Make checks payable to "Drug Enforcer
Administration". Third-party checks or checks drawn on foreign banks will not be
002051
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FEES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE.
SECTION 8. APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE
Applicants MUST sign in this section or the application will be returned. Card hoI!
signature in section 7 does not fulfill this requirement.
ATTACHMENTS:
Researchers must attach 3 copies of protocol, including curriculum vitae, to cond
research with schedule I controlled substances. For clinical investigations, reseal
must first submit to FDA a "Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption for New
(INO)". See OEA website or CFR 1301.18 for further details.
NOTICE TO REGISTRANTS PAYING BY CHECK
Authorization to Convert Your Check:
Checks will be converted via electronic fund transfer (EFT). EFT is the term used
the process where we electronically instruct your financial institution to transfer fl
your account to our account, rather than processing your check. By sending a co
signed check, you authorize us to copy your check and to use the account inforrr
your check to make an EFT from your account for the same amount on the checl
EFT cannot be completed for technical reasons, you authorize us to process the
your check.
Insufficient Funds:
The EFT from your account will usually occur within 24 hours, which is faster tha
is normally processed. Therefore, make sure there are sufficient funds available I
checking account when you send us your check. If the EFT cannot be completed
of insufficient funds, we may try to make the transfer up to two times.
Transaction Information:
The EFT from your account will be on the account statement you receive from yc
financial institution. However, the transfer may be in a different place on your sta
than the place where your checks normally appear. For example, it may appear I
"Other Withdrawals" or "Other Transactions". You will not receive your original ct
from your financial institution. For security reasons, we will destroy your original (
we will keep a scanned copy of the check for record-keeping purposes.
Your Rights:
You should contact your financial institution immediately if you believe that the EI
reported on your account statement was not properly authorized or is otherwise i
Consumers have protections under Federal law called the Electronic Fund Trans
an unauthorized or incorrect electronic fund transfer.
CONTACT INFORMATION
1.

INTERNET: Information can be found on our website at www.deadiversion.usdoj

2.

TELEPHONE: Headquarters Call Center: (800) 882-9539

3.

WRITTEN INQUIRIES:
Drug Enforcement Administration
Registration Section/OOR
P.O. Box 2639
Springfield, VA 22152-2639
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SCHEDULE AND DRUG CODES
Listed below are examples of drug codes for schedules I-V. Check all drug codes you he
If you bulk manufacture a substance, check the bulk column after the applicable drug co'
For more information, see our website at www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov, 21 CFR 1308,
-9539.
!Analytical Lab

not required to list drug codes

jDistributor
must list all schedule I and/or 2012 drug codes
lResearcher w/Sched I
must list schedule I drug codes
lResearcher w/Sched II - V ----rmust list schedule II drug codes to be manufacture(
las part of research
IResearch~r Dog
l-lm-a":"'y-h-a-n-d-Ie-s-c-h-ed-u-Ie-s-I--V-;-m-u-st-I-is-t-sc-h-e-d-ul-e-I-dr

I

'Manufactu~~_____
Manufacturer BULK
[Reverse Dis'triliu't~r ---~

must list all schedule I & II drug codes
must list all schedule I & II
codes
must list all schedule I and/or 2012

l~xport.!r or Impo~ter
~anine Handler

must list all schedule I - V drug codes_ _ _ _~
may handle schedule 1-5; must list schedule 1 drug

,..---------

--

-

SCHEDULEI
NARCOTIC & NON-NARCOTIC BASIC CLASSES
3,4-Methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDA)
i3,4-Methylene~ioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)

codes

--_.

,..--,

CODE
7400
7405

4-Methyl - 2,5 - Dimethoxyamphetamine (DOM, STP)
4-Methylaminorex (cis isomer) (U4Euh, McN-422)

7395
1590
9603
7433
7360/73,

A.lphacetylmethadol (except LAAM)
Bufotenine (Mappine)
Marihuana / Cannabidiol

7434
9167
7435
9056
2010
9200
7260

Diethyltryptamine (DET) (
Difenoxin 1MG/25UG AtS04 /DU (Motofen)
Dimethyltryptamine (DMT)
Etorphine (except HCL)
Gamma Hydroxybutyric Acid (GHB)
Heroin (Diamorphine)

f-----.

Ibogaine
Lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD)
Mescaline
Marihuana
..Methaqualone (Quaalude)

1---'

17315
7381
7360
2565
1

~.

---------~-¥--------

-----,,-----,-.----

~ormorph~----------______----__--____________~9-3-1-3-_~~______._______
7415
Psilocybin
7437
Tetrahydrocannabinols
7370
CHEDULE II
NARCOTIC & NON-NARCOTIC BASIC CLASSES
Amobarbital (Amy tal, Tuinal)
Amphetamine (Dexedrine, Adderall)

CODE
2125
1100
tc-;;~ai~~~ethyl be·-nz-o-y-Ie-c-go-n--i-ne-)....:----------_=_~~-__+9__04_1__

----------------------------+------

Codeine (Morphine methyl ester)

9050

Dextropropoxyphene (bulk)

\9273
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IOiphenoxylate

9170

IOiprenorphine (M50-50)
fEthylmorphine -(Oionin) ----.-----.-------

9058

[Etorphine Hydrochloride (M-99)
Fentanyl (Ouragesic)

9190

-

9059
---19801--

------------------

--.--

1---

~

Hydrocodone (Oihydrocodeinone)
Hydromorphone (Oiaudid)

9150

Levo-Alphacetylmethadol (LAAM)

9648

Levorphanol (Levo-Oromoran)

9220

Meperidine (Oemerol, Mepergan)

9230

.-----

jM8--~--------

Methado_~~~~lop~~~e, ~tha_~~___

IMethamphetamine (Oesoxyn)

9250

-

·1105
1724

-

1----

Methylphenidate (Concerta, Ritalin)

-

1---

Morphine (MS Contin, Roxanol)

9300

Opium, powdered

9639

Opium, raw
--,r-:'
IOxycodone (Oxycontin, ~ercocet)

9600

-

Oxymorphone (Numorphan)

-

Pentobarbital (bulk) (Nembutal)

--

9143
9652

---

2270

-------------------~--.----

Phencyclidine (PCP)

---,-------

tc·------·~--

iSecobarbital (Seconal, Tuinal)
!

Thebaine

-

\7471 ._2315
9333

-

SCHEDULE III

i--.

NARCOTIC & NON-NARCOTIC BASIC CLASSES

I

Anabolic Steroids

CODE
4000

Barbituric acid derivative

2100

Benzphetamine (Oidrex, Inapetyl)

1228

Buprenorphine (Buprenex, Temgesic)

9064

Butabarbital
Butalbital

2100/21E

2100/217

-

-

Codeine combo product (Empirin)

9804

IOihydrocodeine combo product (Compal)
Oronabinol in sesame oil soft cap (Marinol)

19807
7369

Gamma-Hydroxybutyric Acid preparations (Zyrem)

2012

r

----~

Hydrocodone combo products (Lorcet, Vicodin)
Ketamine (Ketaset, Ketalar)

9806
7285

Morphine combo product

9810
9400

~-

Nalorphine (Nalline)

-

-Phendimetrazine (Plegine, Bontril)
SCHEDULE IV

2100/23i

-

-~

--

1615

-

TIIIUiJ~llldl

-

9809
2270

Opium combo product (Paregoric)
Pentobarbital suppository dosage (FP3)

NARCOTIC & NON-NARCOTIC BASIC CLASSES

CODE

Alprazolam (Xanax

2882

Barbital (Veronal, Plexonal)

12145

-~

Chloral Hydrate (Noctec)

12465
2744

Chlordiazepoxide (Librium)

-Clonazepam (Klonopin)
iClor
.' ..

2737

(Ti c1II)1.t:;;II~)
w

2768

.•

-

'
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IDiazepam (Valium)
2765
/Flurazepam (Dalman e) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2767
~epam (Ativan)
---------112-88- 5- [Meprobamate (M-i1lt-o-wn-,-E'-Q-u-a-m-·I)---------------)'r28-2-0-fMidazolam (Versed)'-------~-----12884 -rOxazepam (Serax, Serenid-D) --------,-'------,----.j---,2835

2285
l~henobarbital (Fastin, Zantryl)----~-~~~--,==---,-~-----l__--
1640
~hentermine
Temazepam (Restoril)

~~pide~ (~mbj~~,

2925
2783
Stilnm~~___~~__________,_____.+---

--

-----------,-----------r-----

r----

SCHEDULE V

NARCOTIC & NON-NARCOTIC BASIC CLASSES
Codeine preparations (Robitussin A-C, Pediacof)

CODE
----------.---------------r----9050

1485

Pyrovalerone (Centroton, Thymergix

You may write in additional drug codes in this section. Attach a separate sheet if additior
must be reported.
Back to Top
Enforceme-nt Adn
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N-BENZYLPIPERAZINE (Street Names: BZP, A2, Legal E or Legal X)

Drugs and Chemicals of Concern
N-BENZYLPIPERAZINE
(Street Names: BZP, A2, Legal E or Legal X)
May 2010
DEAlOD/ODE
Introduction:
N-Benzylpiperazine (BlP) was first synthesized in 1944 as a potential antiparasitic agent. It was
subsequently shown to possess antidepressant activity and amphetamine-like effects, but was not
developed for marketing. The amphetamine-like effects of BlP attracted the attention of drug abusers.
Since 1996, BlP has been abused by drug abusers; as evidenced by the encounters of this substance by
law enforcement officials in various states and the District of Columbia. The Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) placed BlP in schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of its
high abuse potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety.
Licit Uses:
BZP is used as an intermediate in chemical synthesis. It has no known medical use in the United States.
Chemistry and Pharmacology:
BZP is an N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative available as either base or the hydrochloride salt. The
base form is a slightly yellowish-green liquid. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid. BlP base is
corrosive and causes burns. The salt form of BZP is an irritant to eyes, respiratory system and skin.
Both animal studies and human clinical studies have demonstrated that the pharmacological effects of
BZP are qualitatively similar to those of amphetamine. BZP has been reported to be similar to
amphetamine in its effects on chemical transmission in brain. BZP fully mimics discriminative stimulus
effects of amphetamine in animals. BlP is self-administered by monkeys indicating reinforcing effects.
Subjective effects of BlP were amphetamine-like in drug-naive volunteers and in volunteers with a history
of stimulant dependence. BlP acts as a stimulant in humans and produces euphoria and cardiovascular
effects, namely increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. BZP is about 10 times less potent
than amphetamine in producing these effects in subjects with histories of amphetamine dependence.
Experimental studies demonstrate that the abuse, dependence potential, pharmacology and toxicology of
BlP are similar to those of amphetamine. Public health risks of BlP are similar to those of amphetamine.
Illicit Uses:
BZP is often abused in combination with 1-[3-(trifluoro-methyl)phenyl]piperazine (TFMPP), a noncontrolled
substance. This combination has been promoted to the youth population as a substitute for MDMA at
raves (all-night dance parties). However, there are no scientific studies indicating this combination
produces MDMA-like behavioral effects. BZP may also be abused alone for its stimulant effects. BlP is
generally administered orally as either powder or tablets and capsules. Other routes of administration
included smoking and snorting. In 2001, a report from University in Zurich, Switzerland described the
death of a young female which was attributed to the combined use of BZP and MDMA.
User Population:
Youth and young adults are the main abusers of BlP.
Illicit Distribution:
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the National Forensic
Laboratory Information System (NFLlS), BlP seizures increased substantially in the past six years. The
largest increases occurred after 2006. In 2004, law enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items/exhibits
to federal, state and local forensic laboratories identified as BlP. The number of BlP items/exhibits
increased from 437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008. BlP items/exhibits submitted to forensic laboratories
increased 127% from 6,088 in 2008 to 13,822 in 2009.
Illicit distributions occur through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to oversea sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and tablet.
BlP is encountered as pink, white, off-white, purple, orange, tan, and mottle orange-brown tablets.
These tablets bear imprints commonly seen on MDMA tablets such as housefly, crown, heart, butterfly,
smiley face or bull's head logos and are often sold as "ecstasy." BlP has been found in powder or liquid
form whichis, pa~~,~ge~,i~~small convenienc~sizes §lnd sold on the Internet.
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Summary
This final rulemaking is issued by the Acting Deputy Administrator of the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) to place 2,5-dimethoxy-4-(n)-propylthiophenethylamine (2C-T-7) and Nbenzylpiperazine (BZP) into Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA). This action by the
DEA Acting Deputy Administrator is based on a scheduling recommendation by the Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS) and a DEA review indicating that 2C-T -7 and BZP meet the
criteria for placen1ent in Schedule I of the CSA. This final rule will continue to impose the regulatory
controls and criminal sanctions of Schedule I substances on the manufacture, distribution, and
possession of 2C-T -7 and BZP.
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PART 1308-SCHEDULES OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
Authority:

EFFECTIVE DATE: Back to TOil
March 18, 2004.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

B.fl_c.k . . tQ._._IQ}}
Christine A. Sannerud, Ph.D., Chief, Drug and Chemical Evaluation Section, Office of Diversion
Control, Drug Enforcement Administration, Washington, DC 20537, Telephone (202) 307-7183.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Back to

---------

On September 20, 2002, the Deputy Administrator of the DEA published two separate final rules in the
Federal Register (67 FR 59161 and 67 FR 59163) amending § 1308.11(g) of Title 21 of the Code of
Federal Regulations to temporarily place 2C-T-7, BZP and TFMPP (1-(3-trifluromethylphenyl)
piperazine into Schedule I of the CSA pursuant to the temporary scheduling provisions of21 U.S.C. 811
(h). These final rules, which became effective on the date of publication, were based on findings by the
Deputy Administrator that the temporary scheduling ofBZP, TFMPP and 2C-T-7 was necessary to
avoid an imminent hazard to the public safety. Section 201 (h)(2) of the CSA (21 U.S.C. 811(h)(2))
requires that the temporary scheduling of a substance expires at the end of one year from the effective
date of the order. However, if proceedings to schedule a substance pursuant to 21 U.S.C 811(a)(1) have
been initiated and are pending, the temporary scheduling of a substance may be extended for up to six
months. On September 8, 2003, the Administrator published a notice of proposed rulemaking in the
Federal Register «(i8J~'R~2872) to place BZP, TFMPP and 2C-T -7 into Schedule I of the CSA on a
permanent basis. The temporary scheduling ofBZP, TFMPP and 2C-T-7 which would have expired on
September 19, 2003, was extended to March 19, 2004 (9_~FR_53289). One comment was received
regarding the proposed placement of these substances in Schedule I of the CSA.
The DEA has gathered and reviewed the available information regarding the pharmacology, chemistry,
trafficking, actual abuse, pattern of abuse and the relative potential for abuse for 2C-T-7, BZP and
TFMPP. The Administrator has submitted these data to the Assistant Secretary for Health, Department
of Health and Human Services (DHHS). In accordance with 21 U.S.~ll(b), the Administrator also
requested a scientific and medical evaluation and a scheduling recommendation for 2C-T -7, BZP and
TFMPP from the Assistant Secretary of DHHS. On March 10, 2004, the Acting Assistant Secretary for
Health recommended that 2C-T-7 and BZP be permanently controlled in Schedule I of the CSA.
However, under recommendation of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a scientific
,evaluation of the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), the DHHS did not recommend control of
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TFMPP. Accordingly, TFMPP will no longer be controlled under the CSA after March 19,2004.
BZP is a piperazine derivative. This substance has not been evaluated or approved for medical use in the
U.S. The available scientific evidence suggests that the pharmacological effects ofBZP are substantially
similar to amphetamine.
BZP is self-administered by monkeys maintained on cocaine and fully generalizes to amphetamine's
discriminative stimulus in monkeys. The effects ofBZP in amphetamine-trained monkeys strongly
suggest that BZP will produce amphetamine-like effects in humans. BZP acts as a stimulant in humans
and produces euphoria and cardiovascular changes including increases in heart rate and systolic blood
pressure. BZP is about 20 times more potent than amphetamine in producing these effects. However, in
subjects with a history of amphetamine dependence, BZP was found to be about 10 times more potent
than amphetamine. The risks to the public health associated with amphetamine abuse are well known
and documented. BZP is likely to share these same public health risks.
The abuse ofBZP was first reported in late 1996 in California. Since that time, the DEA, state and local
law enforcement agencies have encountered BZP in California, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, Texas, Virginia, Washington, DC, and Wisconsin. Since 2000, there have been 83 cases
involving the seizure of nearly 18,000 BZP tablets and over 600,000 grams ofBZP powder. Seizures
involving the combination ofTFMPP and BZP include over 55,000 tablets and over 80 grams of
powder.
BZP has increasingly been found in similar venues as the popular club drug MDMA (also known as
Ecstasy). BZP, often in combination with TFMPP, is sold as MDMA, promoted as an alternative to
MDMA and is targeted to the youth population. BZP (alone or in combination with TFMPP) has been
encountered in powder and tablet form and sold on the Internet.
2C-T -7 is the sulfur analogue of 4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxyphenethylamine (2CB) and shares structural
similarity with other Schedule I phenethylamine hallucinogens including 2,5-dimethoxy-4methylamphetamine (DOM) and 1-(4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-2-aminopropane (DOB). Based on
its structural similarity to 2CB, one would expect 2C-T -7's pharmacological profile to be qualitatively
similar to 2CB.
2C-T -7 is abused for its action on the central nervous system (CNS), and for its ability to produce
euphoria with 2CB-like hallucinations. 2C-T -7 has not been approved for medical use in the United
States by the FDA and the safety of this substance for use in humans has never been demonstrated.
Drug discrimination studies in animals indicate that 2C-T -7 is a psychoactive substance capable of
producing hallucinogenic-like discriminative stimulus effects (i.e., subjective effects). 2C-T-7's
subjective effects were shown to share some commonality \xlith LSD; it partially substituted for LSD up
to doses that severely disrupted performance in rats trained to discriminate LSD. In rats trained to
discriminate DOM, 2C-T-7 fully substituted for DOM and was slightly less potent than 2CB in eliciting
DOM -like effects. The ability of 2C-T-7 to function as a discriminative stimulus has been evaluated in
rats trained to discriminative 1.0 mg/kg of 2C-T -7 from saline. After stimulus control was established,
2C-T-7, 2CB (0.6,1.0, and 2.0 mg/Kg) and LSD (0.1 mg/kg) were substituted for 2C-T-7. Results
suggest that both 2CB and LSD share 2C-T-7-like discriminative stimulus effects. 2CB generalized to
the 2C-T-7 stimulus cue; 96 percent 2C-T -7 -appropriate responding was observed. LSD elicited 95
percent 2C-T -7-appropriate responding.
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The subjective effects of2C-T-7, like those of2CB and DOM, appear to be mediated through central
serotonin receptors. 2C-T-7 selectively binds to the 5-HT receptor system. Users indicate that the
hallucinogenic effects of 2C-T -7 are comparable to those of 2CB and mescaline.
The abuse of stimUlant/hallucinogenic substances in popular all night dance parties (raves) and in other
venues has been a major problem in Europe since the 1990s. In the past several years, this activity has
spread to the United States. MDMA and its analogues, are the most popular drugs abused at these raves.
Their abuse has been associated with both acute and long-term public health and safety problems. These
raves have also become venues for the trafficking and abuse of other controlled substances. 2C-T -7 has
been encountered at raves in Wisconsin, California, and Georgia.
The abuse of 2C-T-7 by young adults in the United States began to spread in the year 2000. Since that
time, 2C-T -7 has been encountered by law enforcement agencies in Wisconsin, Texas, Tennessee,
Washington, Oklahoma, Georgia, and California. 2C-T -7 has been purchased in powder form over the
Internet and distributed as such. In the United States, capsules containing 2C-T -7 powder have been
encountered.
2C-T -7 can produce sensory distortions and impaired judgment can lead to serious consequences for
both the user and the general pUblic. To date, three deaths have been associated with the consumption of
2C-T -7 alone or in combination with MDMA. The first death occurred in Oklahoma during April of
2000; a young healthy male overdosed on 2C-T -7 following intranasal administration. The other two
2C-T -7 related deaths occurred in April 2001 and resulted from the co-abuse of 2C-T -7 with MDMA.
One young man died in Tennessee while another man died in the state of Washington.
In 2002, law enforcement data identified an Internet site that sold 2C-T-7. This site was traced to an
individual in Indiana who had been selling large quantities of this substance since January 2000. Sales
through this Internet site were thought to be the major source of this drug in the U.S. After further
investigation, one clandestine laboratory was identified in Las Vegas, Nevada who was the supplier of
2-C-T -7 for the individual in Indiana.
The DEA received one comment from an organization in response to the proposed placement of 2C-T -7,
BZP and TFMPP into Schedule I of the CSA. This organization did not support the proposed placement
of these drugs into Schedule I on the following basis: (1) They felt insufficient data exists to support
placement into Schedule I as the mere use of these substances was not abuse and (2) Prohibiting the
possession of these substances is a substantial infringement of the fundamental right of adults to
freedom of thought. Both the DEA and the DHHS have found that sufficient scientific, trafficking and
abuse data, as summarized herein, does exist to place 2C-T -7 and BZP in Schedule I of the CSA on a
permanent basis. As these substances have no legitimate medical use in the U.S., the trafficking in, and
use by individuals for the psychoactive effects they produce, is considered abuse. In addition, the control
of these substances in Schedule I of the CSA does not violate any legally protected right.
Based on all the available information gathered and reviewed by the DEA and in consideration of the
scientific and medical evaluation and scheduling recommendation by the Assistant Secretary of the
DHHS, the Acting Deputy Adn1inistrator has determined that sufficient data exist to support the
placement of2C-T-7 and BZP into Schedule I of the CSA pursuant to 21 U.S.C. 811(a). The Acting
Deputy Administrator finds:
(1) 2C-T -7 and BZP have a high potential for abuse.
(2) 2C-T -7 and BZP have no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States.
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(3) 2C-T -7 and BZP lack accepted medical safety for use under medical supervision.
In accordance with 21 U.S.C. 811 (h)(5), the Acting Deputy Administrator hereby vacates the orders
temporarily placing 2C-T -7, BZP and TFMPP into Schedule I of the CSA published in the Federal
Register on September 20, 2002.
The Acting Deputy Administrator of the DEA hereby certifies that the placement of 2C-T -7 and BZP
into Schedule I of the CSA will have no significant impact upon entities whose interests must be
considered under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 601 et seq. This action involves the control of
two substances with no currently accepted medical use in the United States.
This final rule is not a significant regulatory action for the purposes of Executive Order (E.O.) 12866 of
September 30,1993. Drug Scheduling matters are not subject to review by the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) pursuant to provisions ofE.O. 12866, section 3(d)(1).
This action has been analyzed in accordance with the principles and criteria in E.O. 13132, and it has
been determined that this rulemaking does not have sufficient federalism implications to warrant the
preparation of a Federalism Assessment.

Regulatory Requirements Back to Top
With the issuance of this final order, 2C-T -7 and BZP continue to be subject to regulatory controls and
administrative, civil and criminal sanctions applicable to the manufacture, distribution, dispensing,
importing and exporting of a Schedule I controlled substance, including the following:
1. Registration. Any person who manufactures, distributes, dispenses, imports or exports 2C-T -7 and
BZP or who engages in research or conducts instructional activities with respect to 2C-T -7 and BZP or
who proposes to engage in such activities must submit an application for Schedule I registration in
accordance with part 1301 of Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).
2. Security. 2C-T -7 and BZP are subject to Schedule I security requirements and must be manufactured,
distributed and stored in accordance with §§ 1301.71, 1301.72(a), (c), and (d), 1301.73, 1301.74,
1301.75 (a) and (c) and 1301.76 of Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
3. Labeling and Packaging. All labels and labeling for commercial containers of2C-T-7 and BZP which
are distributed on or after April 19,2004, shall comply with requirements of §§ 1302.03-1302.07 of
Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
4. Quotas. Quotas for 2C-T -7 and BZP are established pursuant to Part 1303 of Title 21 of the Code of
Federal Regulations.
5. Inventory. Every registrant required to keep records and who possesses any quantity of 2C-T -7 and
BZP is required to keep an inventory of all stocks of the substances on hand pursuant to §§ 1304.03,
1304.04 and 1304.11 of Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Every registrant who desires
registration in Schedule I for 2C-T -7 and BZP shall conduct an inventory of all stocks of 2C-T -7 and
BZP.
6. Records. All registrants are required to keep records pursuant to §§ 1304.03, 1304.04 and §§ 1304.211304.23 of Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
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7. Reports. All registrants required to submit reports in accordance with § 1304.31 through § 1304.33 of
Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations shall do so regarding 2C-T-7 and BZP.
8. Order Forms. All registrants involved in the distribution of 2C-T -7 and BZP must comply with the
order form requirements of part 1305 of Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations
9. Importation and Exportation. All importation and exportation of2C-T-7 and BZP must be in
compliance with part 1312 of Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
10. Criminal Liability. Any activity with 2C-T -7 and BZP not authorized by, or in violation of, the
Controlled Substances Act or the Controlled Substances Import and Export Act occurring on or after
March 18, 2004, will continue to be unlawful.

List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 1308B_3Ck__lQ
I_op
Adnlinistrative practice and procedure, Drug traffic control, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.
Under the authority vested in the Attorney General by Section 201(a) of the CSA (21 U.S.C. 811(a)),
and delegated to the Administrator of the DEA by the Department of Justice regulations (28 CFR 0.100)
and re-delegated to the Deputy Administrator pursuant to 28 CFR 0.104, the Acting Deputy
Administrator mnends 21 CFR Part 1308 as follows:

PART 1308-SCHEDULES OF
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES Back to Ton
1. The authority citation for Part 1308 continues to read as follows:

Authority: Back to Ton
21 U.S.C._alL 812, 871(b) unless otherwise noted.
2. Section 1308.11 is amended by:
A. Removing paragraphs (g)(3), (4) and (5) and redesignating paragraphs (g)(6) and (7) as (g)(3) and (4)
respectively;
B. Redesignating existing paragraphs (d)(6) through (d)(31) as paragraphs (d)(7) through (d)(32)
respectively;
C. Adding a new paragraph (d)(6),
D. Redesignating existing paragraphs (£)(2) through (£)(7) as paragraphs (f)(3) through (£)(8)
respectively; and
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E. Adding a new paragraph (f)(2) to read as follows:

§ 1308.11 Schedule 1.

*****
(d)

***

(6) 2,5-dimethoxy-4-(n)-propylthiophenethylamine (other name: 2C-T -7) 7348

*****
(f)

***

(2) N-Benzylpiperazine (some other names: BZP, I-benzylpiperazine) 7493
Dated: March 15,2004.
Michele M. Leonhart,
Acting Deputy Administrator.
[FR Doc. 04-6110 Filed 3-17-04; 8:45 am]
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Re: Fw: Status of piperazine or some derivatives of piperazine

lib

Thea Mueller to: Ben Lobo, Mary-Jane Ireland

2011-04-20 12:39 PM

Cc: Isabel Brazeau, Angela Doyle

Ben, regarding your questions about the status of piperazine. The number of vet products that contain this
ingredient far outnumber the human products (18 to 1). Since piperazine is OTC at the federal level, it the
provinces, via NAPRA, that determine whether piperazine containing products are sold behind the
counter (schedule II) or from self selection shelves of a pharmacy (schedule III). Only unscheduled
products can be sold at other retail outlets, such as Walmart. As far as I am aware, NAPRA deals only
with drugs used in humans. Therefore, these schedules would not apply to veterinary products, Le.,vet
products containing piperazine could be sold in various retail outlets provided they are indicated that they
are not for human use.
There is concern that certain piperazine derivatives are psychomimetic drugs for which there are no
approved medicinal uses. Importation of these substances are being prevented by CBA but Health
Canada has had to go to court to defend this action. These activities do not impact piperazine product.per

se
Here are some excerpts from an affidavit that I prepared recently
•

BZP is a synthetic N monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1
(phenylmethyl)piperazine, N (phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzyl piperazine, N benylpiperazine, 1 benzyl
diazacyclohexane; it does not have any stereoisomer.
BZP can be manufactured easily by
reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride. This does not require a sophisticated
laboratory. BZP can be fabricated into dosage forms that are suitable for human use as a powder or in
capsules. BZP meets the definition of a drug as per section 2 (b) of the FDA in that it is a chemical
substance that is known to modify organic functions in human beings. There is sufficient evidence
from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has the potential for abuse, with findings from human
clinical studies supporting this assertion.

•

Although some retailers claim that BZP is a "natural" product, describing it as "pepper extract" or
"herbal high", the drug is entirely synthetic and does not occur naturally. The available scientific
evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological effects of BZP are
substantially similar to those of amphetamines and that it acts by increasing the efflux of dopamine
and serotonin within the brain reward pathway. This is a common feature for psychostimulants such
as amphetamines and cocaine and suggests that BZP acts via a mechanism of a reinforcing drug.
BZP has approximately one tenth the potency of amphetamine.

•

BZP and TFMPP (another piperazine derivative) are commonly found in pills used in the rave and
party scene in Canada because of their stimulant and hallucinogenic effect, and can also be
consumed in their bulk forms. BZP has also been found in products indicated for other purposes,
such as weight loss. They are readily available for sale on the fnternet and in specialty retail outlets
(head shops, sex shops, etc.) in Canada. The Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) has maintained
a "substance of concern" file on both BZP and TFMPP since 2004.

•

BZP has no known legitimate therapeutic use in Canada and there are also no known legitimate
industrial applications for the drug. Health Canada has been actively monitoring and taking
compliance and enforcement actions, both at the border and domestically, for bulk powder and other
dosage forms of finished products that contain BZP and TFMPP. Health Canada has released two
public health advisories regarding products containing BZP. On July 10, 2008, a public advisory was
published on Health Canada's website warning Canadians not to consume unauthorized products
sold by PurePillz, Inc. as the products contain BZP and may pose a serious risk to health. On
December 24, 2009, Health Canada released another health advisory warning Canadians not to use
the product RevolutionDS Weight Loss, which contains BZP and has not been authorized for sale by
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Health Canada. This warning was released subsequent to a HRA in which it was determined that the
undeclared BZP in the weight !oss product posed a Type I hazard to the health of Canadians

•

Beginning in October 2007, the Inspectorate established a customs target for finished products, which
was subsequently updated to include bulk powder in July 2008. Retailers have also been advised to
remove products from their shelves and consumers have been warned not to use products containing
BZP and TFMPP.

Isabel Brazeau
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Thea, please see email below. Thanks, .

2011-04-1902:19:35

Isabel Brazeau/HC-SC/GC/CA
Thea Muelier/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-04-19 02:19 PM
Fw: Status of piperazine or some derivatives of piperazine

Thea, please see email below.
Thanks,
Isabel

Isabel Brazeau
Scientific and Regulatory Officer, External Scientific Consultation I
Agente des sciences et de la reglementation, Consultation scientifique exteme
Office of Science I Bureau de la science
Therapeutic Products Directorate I Direction des produits therapeutiques
Tel: 613-957-1059
Fax: 613-941-5035
Email: isabeLbrazeau@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Isabel Brazeau/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-04-19 02: 18 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Ben Lobo/HC-SC/GC/CA
Isabel Brazeau/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Mary-Jane Ireland/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-04-1312:17 PM
Status of piperazine or some derivatives of piperazine

Hello Isabel,
Here is an extract from an inquiry we have received:
"What the client is seeing is communication that provincial pharmacy boards (Alberta, Quebec and
Newfoundland/Labrador) have piperazine on their Schedule II meaning they have to be behind the
counter/out of self-selection area. Not, of course, an ideal situation for a veterinary product normally in a
pet area of Walmart or Shoppers.
As mentioned, I did see a CG1 in November 2008 indicating HC was considering regulating some
piperazine derivatives under Controlled drug but not sure where that went.
Client is wondering if Health Canada is going to be implementing any controls in this same area or if it is
just the individual provincial boards that are handling."
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PM

Apparently some piperazine derivatives can be diverted and have street value. Please shed some light on
this issue. Thanks,
Ben
Ben Lobo, DVM, DVPM
Senior Advisor
Clinical Evaluation Division
Veterinary Drugs Directorate
Tel.: (613) 957-3881
Fax.: (613) 957-3861
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23

Fw:
Jocelyn Kula to: Denis Arsenault
Cc "Angela Doyle"

2011-05-0601 :07 PM

:an I get a copy and status as cathy is asking in light of
below ... also she wants to see a workplan before I leave so angela pIs focus on that in preferred template
pIs
JK
Sent by blackberry
Sharon Mullin
----- Original Message -----

From: Sharon Mullin
Sent: 2011-05-06 11:34 AM EDT

To: Jocelyn Kula
Cc: Diana Dowthwaitei.Cathy A Sabiston
Subject: "' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '" " " " " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '" " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '" " " " " " " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '" " " " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '" "'"
Hi Jocelyn, """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

s.
----- Forwarded by Sharon Mullin/HC-SC/GC/CA on 06/05/2011 11 :30 AM ----From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA
Sharon.Mullin@hc-sc.gc.ca, diana.dowthwaite@hc-sc.gc.ca, "lrit Weiser"
<Irit_Weiser@hc-sc.gc.ca>, Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, "Kim McKay"
<kim.mckay@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Mary Ormerod" <Mary_Ormerod@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Tom.Barker@hc-sc.gc.ca, neeraj.pandey@hc-sc.gc.ca, "Dr. Colette Strnad"
<Colette.Strnad@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Susan Robertson" <Susan_Robertson@hc-sc.gc.ca>
05/05/2011 04:59 PM

Barb
Solicitor-Client Privilege
... Health Canada ...

002092

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23

Re:
Jocelyn Kula to: Angela Doyle

2011-05-06 02:09 PM

Cc: Denis Arsenault

JK

Jocelyn Kula
Acting Director/ Directrice par interim
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 952-2177 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela Doyle
From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Jocelyn: .

2011-05~06

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-05-06 01 :50 PM

Hi Jocelyn:

Thanks!
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-05-06 01 :37 PM ----From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-05-06 01 :21 PM

Hi Angela,

002093

01 :50:21 PM

5.23

Thanks.

Norma Won
Legal Counsell Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re~u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re~u. Merci.
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

06/05/2011 08:00 AM

To Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject

Thank you Norma.
Sincerely,
Angela
2011-05-05 03:26:42 PM

Norma Won
Hi Angela,
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

05/05/2011 01 :18 PM

To Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject

002094

5.23

Hi Norma:

Please let me know if you have further questions.
Sincerely,
Angela

Norma Won

Hi Angela,

2011-05-05 12:01 :02 PM

002095

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Fw: BZP Action Plan Revised & in new format
Denis Arsenault to: Jocelyn Kula
(~c:

.-- --"'''''- .... _.._..• .....

2011-05-0604:21 PM

Angela Doyle

"

Hi Jocelyn,
As discussed, here is a first cut of the

(have not looked at it yet).

Denis

Denis Arsenault, NManager I Gestionnaire p.i.
Regulatory Policy Division I
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances contr6lees,
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TelfTel: (613) 957-6828
Fax I Telecopieur: (613) 946-4224
E-MaiIlCourriel:denis_arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-05-06 04:19 PM ----From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-05-06 03:46 PM
BZP Action Plan Revised & in new format

002096

Page(s)

002097 to\a 002098

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information
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To:

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA

Cc:
Bee:

Good morning Norma,

Hope this helps and it is no problem if you have further questions,
Sincerely,
Angela

Norma Won
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Angela,

f

2011-05-0605:19:37 PM

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-05-0605: 19 PM

Hi Angela,

Thanks.
Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1 A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.

a

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

002099
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
06/05/2011 08:00 AM

To Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject

Thank you Norma.
Sincerely,
Angela

2011-05-0503:26:4ipM

Norma Won
Hi Angela,
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
05/05/2011 01 :18 PM

To Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject

Hi Norma:

Please let me know if you have further questions.
Sincerely,
Angela

002100
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Norma Won

Hi Angela,

2011-05-05 12:01 :02 PM

002101

Re: Fw: BZP Action Plan Revised & in new format

lib

Denis Arsenault to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-05-09 11 :21 AM

Angela Doyle, Lisa Marie NG

Hi Jocelyn,
Approved on my end (all of your comments have been incorporated).
Denis

Denis Arsenault, AlManager I Gestionnaire p.i.
Regulatory Policy Division I
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances contr6lees,
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TellTel: (613) 957-6828
Fax I Telecopieur : (613) 946-4224
E-Mail/Courriel:denis_arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

'Morning Jocelyn: Here is the revised document...

2011-05-09 11: 13: 14 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Lisa Marie NG/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-05-09 11 :13 AM
Fw: BZP Action Plan Revised & in new format

'Morning Jocelyn:
Here is the revised document with your comments incorporated.
[attachment "BZPandTFMPP _WorkPlan_New Format_May9,2011_Final.doc" deleted by Denis
Arsena uItlHC-SC/GC/CAj
Also, we will run the Market Analysis Report by the other Directorates prior to obtaining your approval on
the document, as you have suggested.
Thank you,
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SCIGC/CA on 2011-05-09 11 :08 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-05-0604:21 PM
Fw: BZP Action Plan Revised & in new format

Hi Jocelyn,
As discussed, here is a first cut of the BZPITFMPP workplan (have not looked at it yet).
Denis

002102

Page(s)
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~
2011-05-1209:12 AM

Hi Angela,

Denis

Denis Arsenault, AlManager I Gestionnaire p.i.
Regulatory Policy Division I
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees,
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TellTel: (613) 957-6828
Fax I Telecopieur : (613) 946-4224
E-Mail/Courriel:denis_arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
Jocelyn Kula
From:
To:
Date:

2011-05-1208:13:01 AM
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-05-1208:13 AM

:)
Sent by blackberry
Ang~la

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Doyle

Good morning Denis:

2011-05-1208:09 AM EDT

Angela Doyle
Denis Arsenault
Jocelyn Kula
2011-05-12 08:09 AM EDT

Good morning Denis:

Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-05-12 07 :50 AM ----From:
To:

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

002105
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Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Diane Labelle
2011-05-11 04:27 PM

Hi Denis,

d

Regards,
Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1 A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.

Denis
ArsenaultlHC·SC/GC/CA

To Diane Labelle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

26/04/2011 03:05 PM

cc

002106
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Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Angela
Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Subject

Hi Diane,

please feel free
to contact Angela Doyle (Tel: 613-954-6792; Email: angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca).
Thank You.
Denis Arsenault, AlManager / Gestionnaire p.i.
Regulatory Policy Division /
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances contr6lees,
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: (613) 957-6828
Fax / Telecopieur : (613) 946-4224
E-MaiIlCourriel:denis_arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-04-26 02:57 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Nathan J Isotalo/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Stephanie Chandler/HC-SCIGC/CA@HWC
2011-04-26 02:53 PM

Hi Denis:

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

002107

Page(s)
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Angela Doyle to: Norma Won

2011-05-1812:47 PM

Cc: Denis Arsenault

Hi Norma,

Sincerely,
Angela

Norma Won
From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

2011-05-18 12:06:10 PM

Hi Angela,
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-05-18 12:06 PM

Hi Angela,

Norma Won
Legal Counsell Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I TelE~copieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.

a

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
09/05/2011 10:40 AM

To Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

cc
Subject

002116
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Sincerely,
Angela

Norma Won
Thanks Angela.
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

2011-05-0909:26:24 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
09/05/2011 08:49 AM

To Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

cc
Subject

Good morning Norma,

Sincerely,
Angela

2011-05-0605: 19:37 PM

Norma Won
Hi Angela,
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
06/05/2011 08:00 AM

To No~aWo~HC~QGC~A@HWC

002117

5.23

cc
Subject

Thank you Norma.
Sincerely,
Angela
Norma Won
Hi Angela,
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

2011-05-05 03:26:42 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
05/05/2011 01 :18 PM

To Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject

Hi Norma:

Please let me know if you have further questions.
Sincerely,
Angela

002118
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Norma Won

Hi Angela,

2011-05-05 12:01 :02 PM

002119

RE: Market Analysis of BZP & TFMPP - for comment by Fri. May 27,2011
Angela Doyle to: Vanier, Micheline

til

2011-05-2707:53 AM

Hi Micheline:
Thank you very much for taking time to review the report.
Have a wonderful weekend!
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

"Vanier, Micheline"
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Good afternoon Angela, I reviewed the report a ...

2011-05-26 02:37:37 PM

"Vanier, Micheline" <Micheline.ValJier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca>
'Angela Doyle' <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
. 2011-05-2602:37 PM
RE: Market Analysis of BZP & TFMPP ""I. for comment by Fri. May 27, 2011

Good afternoon Angela,
I reviewed the report and find it very accurate and depict very well the situation in Canada and what is
happening across the globe.
I discuss it with my director Paul Loo and we are very please that this process continue to move forward.
Hoping that you will have a positive respond to your report.
If you need more info do not hesitate to contact me.

Micheline Vanier, M.Sc.
Manager -Customs Analysis Section I Gestionnaire - Section d'analyse des douanes
Science and Engineering Directorate I Direction des sciences et de I'ingenierie
79 Bentley Ave I 79 avenue Bentley
Ottawa, Ontario K2E 6T7
Information, Science and Technology Branch I Direction generale de I'information, des sciences et de la
technologie
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) I Agence des services frontaliers du Canada (ASFC)
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
Telephone I Telephone 613-954-3985
Facsimilie I Telecopieur 613-952-7825
Teletypewriter I T eleimprimeur 1-866-335-3237
Micheline.vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca

002120

From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2011 9:23 AM
To: Collin Pinto; douglas.culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca; Vanier, Micheline; Dina Aly
Subject: Market Analysis of BZP & TFMPP - for comment by Fri. May 27, 2011

Dear all:
As you know from our previous discussions, a market analysis was conducted last fiscal to
support the regulatory proposal to add BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III to the CDSA and regulate
them under Part J of the FOR.
I would like to request your input concerning the enclosed Market Analysis by COB Friday, May
27,2011, otherwise I will assume that the report is acceptable to you.
My apologies for the delay in sending this to you and I hope that the time frame for your response
is reasonable.
Thank you.
Sincerely
Angela
(613) 954-6792

(See attachedfile: BZPTFMPP Final Rep 0 rt_MPC. doc)

002121

Fw: Market Analysis of BZP & TFMPP - for comment by Fri. May 27, 2011
Angela Doyle to' Collin Pinto, douglas.culver, Micheline.Vanier,
. Dina Aly

2011-05-2708:04 AM

Hello everyone:

I would like to say thank you to those of you who provided your feedback on the MA report to date. At this
point, there have been no amendments to the report suggested.
Also, just a friendly reminder that I will assume that the report is acceptable to you, should I not receive
any further comments.
Have a great weekend and thanks again for your time.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-05-27 07:56 AM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Collin Pinto/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, douglas.culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca,
Micheline.Vanier@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca, Dina Aly/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-05-1209:22 AM
Market Analysis of BZP & TFMPP - for comment by Fri. May 27, 2011

Dear all:
As you know from our previous discussions, a market analysis was conducted last fiscal to support the
regulatory proposal to add BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III to the CDSA and regulate them under Part J
of the FDR.
I would like to request your input concerning the enclosed Market Analysis by COB Friday, May 27.2011,
otherwise I will assume that the report is acceptable to you.
My apologies for the delay in sending this to you and I hope that the time frame for your response is
reasonable.
Thank you.
Sincerely
Angela
(613) 954-6792

BZPTFMPP Final Report_MPC.doc

002122
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lil

Rob Billingsley to: Angela Doyle

2011-06-1701 :05 PM

Cc: Danielle Beauchemin

Hello Angela:
Thanks for your email. We'll follow up with a timeline shortly.

I hanks.
Danielle and Rob

Rob Billingsley
Legislative Counsel I Conseiller )(~gislatif
Health Canada Regulations Section I Section de la rE§glementation - Sante Canada
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
400 Cooper Street, 2nd floor
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
rob.billingsley@hc-sc.gc.ca
Telephone I Tei«§phone 613-952-9667
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-954-4627
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
This communication contains information that may be confidential, exempt from disclosure, subject to
litigation privilege, to solicitor-client privilege or, in Quebec, to professional secrecy of notaries. If you are
not the intended recipient, you should not read, rely on, retain, or distribute it. Please delete or otherwise
destroy this communication and all copies of it immediately, and contact the sender at 613-952-9667 or by
email atrob.billingsley@hc-sc.gc.ca. Thank you.
Ce message contient des renseignements qui pourraient etre confidentiels, soustraits a la
communication, proteges par Ie privilege relatif au Iitige ou proteges par Ie secret professionnel de
I'avocat ou, au Quebec, du notaire. S'jJ ne vous est pas destine, vous etes prie de ne pas Ie lire, I'utiliser,
Ie conserver ou Ie diffuser. Veuillez sans tarder Ie supprimer ou Ie detruire, de me me que toute copie de
celui-ci, et communiquer avec I'expediteur au 613-952-9667 ou a rob.billingsley@hc-sc.gc.ca. Merci de
votre collaboration.

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Dear Rob and Danielle: My name is Angela and ...

2011-06-1608:04:07 AM

Angela Doy/e/HC-SC/GC/CA
Rob Billings/ey/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Daniel/e Beauchemin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-06-16 08:04 AM

Dear Rob and Danielle:
My name is Angela (

002123
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Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

002124
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lib
Rob Billingsley to: Angela Doyle
Cc: Danielle Beauchemin
History:

2011-06-22 09:42 AM

This message has been replied to and forwarded.

Hello Angela:
Sorry for the delay in replying to your email.

Danielle and Rob

Rob Billingsley
Legislative Counsel I Conseiller legislatif
Health Canada Regulations Section I Section de la reglementation - Sante Canada
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
400 Cooper Street, 2nd floor
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
rob.billingsley@hc-sc.gc.ca
Telephone I TelE~phone 613-952-9667
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-954-4627
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
This communication contains information that may be confidential, exempt from disclosure, subject to
litigation privilege, to solicitor-client privilege or, in Quebec, to professional secrecy of notaries. If you are
not the intended recipient, you should not read, rely on, retain, or distribute it. Please delete or otherwise
destroy this communication and all copies of it immediately, and contact the sender at 613-952-9667 or by
email atrob.billingsley@hc-sc.gc.ca. Thank you.
Ce message contient des renseignements qui pourraient etre confidentiels, soustraits a la communication,
proteges par Ie privilege relatif au litige ou proteges par Ie secret professionnel de I'avocat ou, au Quebec,
du notaire. S'il ne vous est pas destine, vous etes prie de ne pas Ie lire, I'utiliser, Ie conserver ou Ie
diffuser. Veuillez sans tarder Ie supprimer ou Ie detruire, de meme que toute copie de celui-ci, et
communiquer avec I'expediteur au 613-952-9667 ou a rob.billingsley@hc-sc.gc.ca. Merci de votre
collaboration.

Angela Doyle

Dear Rob and Danielle: My name is Angela and ...

2011-06-16 08:04:07 AM

002125

5.23

From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Rob Billingsley/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Danielle Beauchemin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-06-16 08:04 AM

Dear Rob and Danielle:
My name is Angela;

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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f!I

Jocelyn Kula to: Richard Laing
Andre Fouquet, Benoit Archambault, Catherine Smith, David
Cc: Kitchen, Guy Aucoin, Henry Ip, ron_armstrong, Angela Doyle,
Suzanne Desjardins, Johanne Beaulieu

2011-06-27 12:38 PM

Thanks for this Rick.
I realize that our progress on this file has been slower of late, but my division has had to respond to
stakeholder inputs received by the very high profile Red Tape Reduction Commission, and that has
required reallocation of some resources. Accordingly, we are just now in the process of updating our
workplan for this project. You are right that the entry of shipments like this is not a desired state.
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division! Gestionnaire, Division de la politique rt3glementaire
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
. Please see below, All the more reason why the ...
From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Richard Laing/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andre FouqueUHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, benoit archambault, Catherine
Smith/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, David Kitchen/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Guy
Aucoin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, ron_armstrong@hc-sc.gc.ca
henry ip, Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-06-22 06:06 PM

Fw: CBSA- sUbstituted piperazines

Please see below,
All the more reason why the scheduling of BZP and TFMPP should be fast tracked! It is most likely that
this quantity will make its way in to ecstasy tablets or look-alike tablets.

Richard Laing
Manager DAS Laboratory. Burnaby
3155 Wi1Iingdon Green

Burnaby, Be
V5G 4P2
Phone: 604-666·3582
Fax:
604-£66-0957
Cell~
604-240-0235

.+, =-

.~
Laing_Richard.vcf
----- Forwarded by Richard Laing/HC-SC/GC/CA on 22/06/2011 02:49 PM ----From:
To:

Date:

Warren Shauer/HC-SC/GC/CA
Richard Laing/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
22/06/2011 02:44 PM
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Re: Update to

for comment

I!!l

Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault

2011-06-28 12:06 PM

Hi Denis:
In case you want to review before I send this to Jocelyn ....

Denis Arsenault
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Jocelyn, I am about to provide Angela with m ...

2011-06-28 09:33:30 AM

Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, isabel.shanahan@hc-sc.gc.ca
2011-06-2809:33 AM
Re: Update to
- for comment

Hi Jocelyn,
I am about to provide Angela with my comments
your review asap.

We will prepare a revised version for

Denis

Denis Arsenault,
Section Head - Policy / Chef - Section des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division /
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances contr6lees,
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Telrrel: (613) 957-6828
Fax I Telecopieur: (613) 946-4224
E-Mail/Courriel:denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
Jocelyn Kula
J\flg~la Doyl~

thanks I will review when I get in; Isabel pis print...
Hi Jocelyn and Denis: Enclosed is the revised a ...

2011-06-2809:14:00 AM
2011-06-28 09:00:24 AM
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Fw: Update to Action Plan - BZP - for comment
Angela Doyle to: Jocelyn Kula, Denis Arsenault
...- ..
....
~-~,~~-

-~.-~-~.-.~-

~-

... ---..

2011-06-30 10:38 AM

Hi Jocelyn:
Thank you for your comments. Enclosed are the

documents. A couple points ...

Please advise if any changes.
Sincerely,
Angela

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-06-30 10:28 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Isabel Shanahan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-06-28 12:24 PM
Re: Update to Action Plan - BZP - for comment

Hi Jocelyn:
Here are the updated versions of the
consultation with Denis.

developed in

Sincerely,
Angela

Denis Arsenault

Hi Jocelyn, I am about to provide Angela with m...

..

-~~-.---~.--.------~--~-~--~--

2011-06~2809:33:30 AM
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From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, isabel.shanahan@hc-sc.gc.ca
2011-06-28 09:33 AM
Re: Update to Action Plan - BZP - for comment

Hi Jocelyn,
I am about to provide Angela with my comments on the workpklan. We will prepare a revised version for
your review asap.
Denis

Denis Arsenault,
Section Head - Policy I Chef - Section des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division I
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances contr6h§es,
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TelITel: (613) 957-6828
Fax I Telecopieur: (613) 946-4224
E-Mail/Courriel:denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
JocelYrl Kula
Angela Doyle

thanks I will review when I get in; Isabel pis print..
Hi Jocelyn and Denis: Enclosed is the revised a ...

2011-06-28 09:14:()()AM
2011-06-28 09:00:24 AM
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Re: ciead ~
Angela Doyle to: Sultana Haidar

2011-07-1312:57 PM

Cc: Denis Arsenault

Scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the COSA and its Regulations
Piperazines are a large chemical family; many of which have pharmacological uses. Some derivatives of
piperazine, particularly, benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) are
known to have central nervous system (CNS) stimulant and hallucinogenic properties similar to those of
amphetamines and/or ecstasy. BZP and TFMPP have become popular in the rave and club scene across
Canada. Over the last few years, Health Canada has received a number of enquiries from both law
enforcement agencies and the Canada Border Services Agency on the legal status of both these
substances. Health Canada has also been advised that increasing numbers of shipments of large
quantities of BZP and TFMPP (in pill and bulk powder) have been detected at the Canadian border.
Health Canada is currently in the process of determining whether these substances should be listed in
Schedule III to the CDSA and the Schedule to Part J of the FOR.
am not sure how much it is ok to share, but so that you know, we are aiming to pre-publish in CG Part 1
Feb/March 2012.
Proposed listing:
Benzylpiperazine [BZP], namely 1-benzylpiperazine and its salts, isomers and salts of isomers and
Trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine[TFMPP], namely 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine and its salts,
isomers and salts of isomers.
Hope this helps!
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Sultana Haidar
From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

Good morning Angela,

2011-07-1308:38:10 lA.M

Sultana Haidar/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-07-1308:38 AM
cicad

Good morning Angela,
Hhpe you are doing well. I need your help, I have problem accessing wordperpect from the Ecuador, could
you please email me with info on scheduling BZP in Canada.
Your help is greatly appreciate
Thanks
Sultana

002161

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

BZP/Disposition Project Update
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault

2011-07-15 09:24 AM

Cc: Isabel Shanahan
Bee: Angela Doyle

Update with status/next steps on projects/files:

BZPITFMPP

[had
estimated utilizing Tim in 01, so there is some delay (I informally made Wayne aware of this)].
Disposition
- SOW forwarded to Chemlnfo on Tues, July 12; will receive response from Chemlnfo Tues., July 19, Will
likely be at least 1 week behind in work plan (will update once we know rather than spend time updating
twice)
Red Tape
- I will update the volumentric tables with information we rec'd from Carol, and discuss with Waleed to see
if anything more needs to be done prior to August or if we just forward that to him and he inserts any GDP
info he found ...
- as advised by you: upcoming meeting may be called to review response plan in light of strategic review
- we have not rec'd any further guidance from Waleed's group about Part D (therefore on hold for now).

Rep
- monthly updates do not start until 3rd week in August.
OHS Committee
- Johanne B. asked for an e-mail that she can send to staff to remind them to report to facilities when see
an issue. I am doing this.
- Johanne P. wants me and Cam to brief her on OHS issues - I am arranging a mtg for late next week.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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Re:
Jocelyn Kula to: Angela Doyle

2011-08-0603:19 PM

Denis- I will leave this to you to finalize and send off to TB as required (although one assumes it normally
would go in the triage questionnaire?). I don't have the password to open the doc.
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division! Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branchl Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canadal Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Angela D()yle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Good Afternoon Jocelyn: Thank you for your co ...

2011-07-26 02:12:15

Angela Doyfe/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-07-2602:12 PM

Good Afternoon Jocelyn: Thank you for your
I believe I have addressed all or your comments wltnm tne enClosed document.

Denis/Jocelyn: Please let me know if you are ok with me forwarding the enclosed to Kyle at TBS.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-07-26 09:30 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Isabel Shanahan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-07-1807:02 AM

Good morning Jocelyn,
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5.19(1)

RE: BZPRCP
Timothy.Folkins
to:
Angela.Doyle
2011-08-25 03:59 PM
Show Details

History: This message has been replied to and forwarded.

How does 9:00 am sound?
Timothy Folkins
Advisor I Principal Economist I Conseilier/Economiste principal
Centre of Regulatory Expertise I Centre de competence reglementaire
Regulatory Affairs I Affaires rE3glementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du Canada
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483 / Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071 I Teletypewriter I Teleimprimeur
613-957 -9090
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada

'1.1
;

Treasti1)' Board of canada
Secretariat

Secretariat W Conseil du Trooar
du Canada

Better government: with partners., for Canadians

Canada

I Un meilleu( gouvemement : avec nos partenaires, pour les Canadiens

From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.qc.ca]

Sent: August 25, 2011 3:44 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Subject: RE: BZP Rep

Hi Tim,

That sounds great.
Elizabeth will be back on Monday (
even in my place again), so I'll have her along.

and I have been advised she may be working on this too (or

What time is good for you? We can holda time tentatively ...
Any time is good for me.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
002169

5.19(1)

---2011-08-2503:15:19 PM---Angela, How is next Wednesday? We could just have a quick catch up and set a
forward agenda over co
From: <Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>

To: <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Date: 2011-08-2503:15 PM
Subject: RE: BZP RCP

Angela,
How is next Wednesday? We could just have a quick catch up and set a forward agenda over coffee in the AM.
Tim.
Timothy Folkins
Advisor I Principal Economist I Conseiller/Economiste principal
Centre of Regulatory Expertise I Centre de competence reglementaire
Regulatory Affairs I Affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du Canada
Ottawa, Canada K 1A OR5
Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483 I Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071 / Teletypewriter I Teleimprimeur
613-957 -9090
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada

1. . .1
..

Treasury Board of Canada

Secretariat

Sooretanat du Consejl du Trooor

du Canada

Better govemment: with partners, f(J( Canadians

Canada

I Un meilteur gouvernement : avec nos patienaires, pollr fes Canadiens

From: Angela Doyle [mailto:Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.qc.ca]
Sent: August 24, 2011 2:20 PM
To: Folkins, Timothy
Subject: Fw: BZP Rep

Thank you Tim for your telephone msg.
I have added the e-mail chain, below, from when we (OCS) were trying to obtain more information from the RCMP.
I am not sure where best to take it from here. I know that originally you said that we could draft something to run
by the RCMP for their approval/feedback?
As per your msg, I'd be happy to meet next week with you. How about Wednesday or Thursday next week?
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
----- Forwarded by Angela DoylefHC-SCfGCfCA on 2011-08-24 02:11 PM ----From: Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

002170
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To: <Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
Date: 2011-07-22 01 :39 PM
Subject: Re: BZP RCP

Good morning Tim,
Hope you are doing well!
Yes, I learned recently that our request to work with you was approved. That is great.

-----------------

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
---2011-07 -22 09:43:36 AM---Angela, I was hoping to get an update on the BZP project. I have noted that it is in
the RCP for th
From: <Timothy.Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
To: <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Date: 2011-07-2209:43 AM
Subject: BZP RCP

Angela,
I was hoping to get an update on the BZP project. I have noted that it is in the RCP for this year as well to get
information on costing of enforcement. I will be off
information even while I am away it would still be very useful.

Jntil August 11 tho But if you can send me some

Thanks,
Tim.
Timothy Folkins
Advisor I Principal Economist I Conseilier/Economiste principal
Centre of Regulatory Expertise I Centre de competence reglementaire
Regulatory Affairs I Affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du Canada
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
Timothy. Folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483 I Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071 I Teletypewriter I Teleimprimeur
613-957 -9090
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
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"Doug Culver" ---2011-03-23 07:03:41 AM--From: "Doug Culver" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
To: "Doyle, Angela" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Date: 2011-03-23 07:03 AM
Subject: Re: Fw: Scheduling of BZPITFMPP

D

»> Angela Doyle <Ange1a.Doy1e@hc-sc.gc.ca> 2011-03-22 15:37 »>
Laura:

Thank you and I will look forward to speaking with Ellen upon her return.
Doug:

Thank you both for your time.
Sincerely,
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-03-22 03:23 PM ----From: "Laura Jane Benoit" <Laura-Jane.Benoit@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
To: "Doyle, Angela" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Cc: "Cornell, Ken" <ken.comell@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Culver, Doug" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Leader, Ellen" <Ellen.Leader@rcmpgrc.gc.ca>, "Slinn, Eric" <eric.slinn@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Smith, Josee M." <JoseeM.Smith@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Date: 2011-03-22 03:18 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Scheduling of BZPITFMPP

Dear Angela,
I'm sorry for the delay in replying: I have been out of the office
On Question 1)

002172
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She is away until Monday, 28 March, 2011, but I have
copied her on this email.
On Question 2:
----------------------------------------------------

Cheers,
Laura-Jane
»> Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> 3/2112011 11:18 AM »>
Dear Laura-Jane,
You name was forwarded to me from Jocelyn Kula, AlDirector, OCS, and I understand that as an
analyst, you may be able to assist our office.

Would it be possible to provide a response on or before Friday, March 25th? My apologies for this
short time frame, however, .

Please note that any information that should be treated in confidence, will not be released to the
public without the approval of the RCMP.
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Angela
Question:

002173
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Realizing that you probably don't have this information at your fingertips, can you please identify
who within your branch we can work with on this, and have that person contact Angela Doyle
(email address above) as soon as possible;
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-03-21 10:35 AM ----From: Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
To: "Eric Slinn" <eric.slinn@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Cc: "Doug Culver" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Ken Cornell" <ken.comell@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Laura Jane Benoit" <LauraJane.Benoit@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Date: 2011-03-17 07:30 PM
Subject: Re: Scheduling of BZPITFMPP

--------,-------------------------------------------------------Thanks Eric,
No doubt Angela will be in touch with Doug and/or Laura-Jane as needed.
Jocelyn
Jocelyn Kula
Acting Director/ Directrice par interim
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante
environnementale et de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 952-2177 Fax: (613) 946-4224

"Eric Slinn" ---2011-03-15 10:02:00 AM---Good morning Jocelyn,
From: "Eric Slinn" <eric.slinn@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
To: "Jocelyn Kula" <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Cc: "Doug Culver" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Ken Cornell" <ken.comell@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Laura Jane Benoit" <LauraJane.Benoit@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Date: 2011-03-1510:02 AM
Subject: Re: Scheduling of BZP/TFMPP

Good morning Jocelyn,
Upon consulting with Doug Culver and Ken Cornell,
002174
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If Angela has any questions, or might be looking for something specific I would
recommend contacting Laura-Jane Benoit, Doug Culver or Ken Cornell and they
will help in whatever way they can. I have cc'd them for ease of reference.
Thanks and see you on Sunday.
Eric

Supt. E.K. (Eric) Slinn, surint.
Director, Drug Branch,
Directeur de la police des drogues
(613) 949-4265 (office/bureau)
(613) 889-3041 (cellular/cellulaire)
eric.slinn@rcn1p-grc.gc.ca
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BZPITFMPP - Action plan updated
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault

2011-09-06 11 :37 AM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault
Angela Doyle

BZPfTFMPP - Action plan updated

Hi Denis:
Proposed chanQes to date to action plan are in blue font. October 15 may seem like a bit of a stretch for
the

----------------------------------------------------------

E/izabeth: These
the common drive.

are for your reference/use/edit moving forward, and have been saved to

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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Elizabeth Dussault to: Kyle.Burns

2011-09-07 11 :15 AM

Cc: Angela Doyle, Denis Arsenault, Jocelyn Kula

Good morning Kyle,
I'm back from

leave and I'll be working again on BZP with Angela's help. Angela informed me
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

If you have any questions please give me a call.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6523
FaxlTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Lisa.Muliins to: Kyle.Burns, elizabeth.dussault

2011-09-15 10:33 AM

Cc: angela.doyle, denis.arsenault, jocelyn.kula, matthew.smith,
Duncan.deLugt
This message has been replied to.

History:

Good morning,
Thanks Kyle for your phone call and emails on this subject. I appreciate being brought into your
discussion and will be happy to assist. I just spoke with our Enquiry Point Cooridnator who is verifying if
your 2008 NOI was notified. Would addressees be able to provide me with a copy of the 2008 NOI or a
date on which it went to CGI?
Thanks and best regards,

Lisa Mullins
Senior Trade Policy Officer / Agent principale de la politique commerciale
Technical Barriers and Regulations Division / Direction des reglements et des obstacles techniques
Foreign Affairs and International Trade / Affaires etrangeres et Commerce international Canada
T: (613) 944-1417 C: (613) 790-7307
F: (613) 943-0346
lisa.mullins@international.gc.ca

1"'1

Foreign Affairs and
IntemruionafTrade Canada

Affairesetran .eteS el
CommerCe inPernationalCanada

Canadfi

From: Burns, Kyle [mailto:Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca]
Sent: September 15, 201110:15 AM
To: 'Elizabeth Dussault'; Mullins, Lisa -11B
Cc: Doyle, Angela: HC.SC; Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC; Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC

BZP

Subject:
Hi Elizabeth,
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Please let me know if you have any questions and please keep me posted.
Kind regards,
Kyle
995-2846

From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]

Sent: September 14, 2011 2:24 PM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Doyle, Angela: HC.SC; Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC; Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC

Subject:

BZP

Hi Kyle,
Further to our discussion this afternoon regarding
-------------------------------------

Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques n§glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxlTelecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca

From:

"Burns, Kyle" <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>

'Elizabeth Dussault' <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To:
Cc:
"Doyle, Angela: HC.SC"
<IMCEAEX-_O=FINTBSSCT_OU=EXCHANGE+20ADMINISTRATIVE+20GROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDL T +29_CN=RECIPIE
NTS_CN=AngelaDoyle@tbs-sct.gc.ca>, "Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC"
<IMCEAEX-_O=FINTBSSCT_OU=EXCHANGE+20ADMINISTRATIVE+20GROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDLT+29_CN=RECIPIE
NTS_CN=DenisArsenault@tbs-sct.gc.ca>, "Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC"
<IMCEAEX-_O=FINTBSSCT_OU=EXCHANGE+20ADMINISTRATIVE+20GROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDLT+29_CN=RECIPIE
NTS_ CN=JocelynKula@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
Date:
Subject:

2011-09-1305:27 PM
BZP
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5.19(1)
5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Hi Elizabeth,

I would be pleased to find some time to discuss the options above.
Kind regards,
Kyle
995-2846

From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: September 7, 201111:15 AM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Doyle, Angela: HC.SC; Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC; Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC
Subject
Good morning Kyle,
and I'll be working again on BZP with Angela's help. Angela informed me
I'm back from
that we needed
I've attached our rationale below tor concurrence.

If you have any questions please give me a call.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques n§glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controh§es
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxlTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
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BZP - Market Assessment
Elizabeth Dussault to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-09-19 10:59 AM

Angela Doyle
Elizabeth Dussault

BZP - Market Assessment

Hi Jocelyn,
You'll find attached the final version of the BZP Market Assessment with the comments from the
Inspectorate incorporated. Angela and I were also wondering about the process to have the market
assessment approved and by whom?

~

FINAL Draft Market Analysis 2011-09.doc

Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controJees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6523
Fax/T elE~copieu r : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Market Analysis of BZP/TFMPP
Final Report

Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Health Canada

December 31, 2010

Submitted by William E. Maga
Maga Policy Consultants Ltd.
32 Tiffany Crescent
Kanata, Ontario
K2KIW2
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances of Health Canada to propose that certain

derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act. There are two derivatives in this family that are used recreationally in the rave
and party scenes in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant properties - Benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In addition to having no known
therapeutic use, there is no evidence that these substances can be used safely. Moreover, adverse
health consequences have been noted from their use.
As part of the development of this regulatory proposal, this market analysis was meant to
examine the availability, distribution, and pricing of these compounds. In so doing, it provides
an overview of general domestic trends in these areas by examining information derived from
activities related to these substances by the Canada Border Services Agency, the RCMP and
Health Canada's Inspectorate Program (Inspectorate) and a search of literature and the Internet.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, information about the availability,
distribution and price indicates that there seems to have been an increase in activity related to
these drugs in Canada since 2006. For example, the Inspectorate reports that the RCMP has
encountered and seized products containing BZP, but marketed as the illicit drug, ecstasy. A
number of factors have been identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related
activity in Canada, including but not limited to:
• perceived "legal" status in some circles;
• relatively easy availability, e.g., through the Internet, despite compliance and
enforcement activities of the Inspectorate;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption ofBZP
and TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced ecstasy; and
• continuing demand in the US and Canada as well as the lack of controls in Canada has
lead to concerns about a possibility of increased production in Canada.
Given the limited availability of information about Canadian trends, however, it is instructive to
look at the experience of other jurisdictions that have had to cope with an emerging market for
BZP and/or TFMPP. The observations drawn from the New Zealand and United States
experience show that despite their status as controlled substances, the substances remain
available. The New Zealand experience, however, does demonstrate the capacity for regulatory
controls, or lack there of, to influence the price and extent of availability ofBZP. In 2008, for
example, information recorded in New Zealand's Illicit Drug Monitoring System showed a
significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP after prohibition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is the intention of the Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) of Health Canada to propose that

certain derivatives of the piperazine family of drugs be scheduled under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act (CDSA). This market analysis is meant to support the development of the
regulatory proposal for Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3-Trifluoromenthylphenyl) piperazine
(TFMPP). The first section of this report provides background information on the use of these
substances and their status with respect to the Food and Drugs Act (FDA), the CDSA and their
respective regulations. This is followed by brief descriptions of the methodology used to carryout the market analysis. The following sections examine the situation concerning BZP and
TFMPP in Canada and the experience of other countries in regulating these substances. An
overview of observations made from this examination concludes the report.
2. BACKGROUND
Piperazine salts or derivatives are used in the manufacture of plastics, resins, pesticides, brake
fluid and other industrial materials and are found in many pharmaceutical products.
There are two derivatives in this class that have no know'n legitimate use in Canada: BZP and
TFMPP. These substances are used recreationally in the rave and party scenes for their
stimulative and hallucinogenic properties. (Health Canada, May 2010; pg 1) BZP and TFMPP
are typically combined to induce psychotropic effects that have been compared to those
produced by 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, also known as ecstasy), which is
listed in Schedule III to the CDSA. The drugs can be swallowed, snorted or smoked. Users of
BZP party pills reported that using these substances enabled them to stay awake for longer
periods to undertake a wide range of activities. These activities included dancing, general
socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified with weight
loss, perceived as a positive outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan; 2007)
On the other hand, a wide range of adverse or negative effects ofBZP party pills have been
identified by users, although it should be noted that it is relatively difficult to attribute many of
these to BZP alone. A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and
other substances, extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute
to these negative effects. (Butler and Sheridan; 2007). In Canada in 2009, it was reported that a
consumer developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to consumption of a weight loss product
that contained BZP. It should be noted as well that, at the time when these drugs were minimally
regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and promotional restrictions), the same
study noted that young people found the legal status ofBZP party pills conveyed a message that
they were safe to use. This led some young users to exceed the recommended dosage and ignore
safety warnings on the packaging. (Butler and Sheridan; 2007)
In early 2006, law enforcement officers and retailers indicated that pills containing the active
ingredients BZP and TFMPP appeared in Vancouver where they gained popularity on the rave
scene as a safer alternative to illicit drugs, such as ecstasy (www.healthzone.ca and
http://www.pm1y-pill.biz/htn11/bzp benzylpiperazine-hcl .html). Piperazine based party-pill
formulations started to become available nationwide. In addition, Health Canada noted an
increasing trend in activity related to importation, manufacture and sale of bulk materials and
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finished products containing BZP and TFMPP. This was viewed as indicative of an increased
interest for these substances in Canada (Health Canada; 2010; pg 2).
In order to provide an appreciation of the context surrounding the market analysis, this section
outlines the status ofBZP and TFMPP with respect to the FDA, the CDSA and their respective
regulations.
Currently, Health Canada's authorization is necessary to sell BZP or TFMPP or a combination of
them in Canada. HZP and TFMPP meet the definition of a "new drug", as defined under the
Food and Drugs Regulations (FDR), and require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold
or marketed in Canada (Health Canada; 2010). To date, no product containing BZP and/or
TFMPP has received a DIN. As such, it is a contravention of the FDA and FDR to sell any
product containing either substance in Canada and the Inspectorate takes compliance and
enforcement action to enforce the relevant provisions of the FDA and FDR, accordingly.
Beginning in October 2007, the Inspectorate established a customs target for finished products
containing BZP and/or TFMPP, which was subsequently updated to include the bulk powder
form in July 2008. In addition, retailers were advised to remove products containing BZP and
TFMPP from their shelves and consumers have been warned about the risks to health posed by
products containing BZP and TFMPP. (Health Canada; undated; pg. 2). The Inspectorate also
recommends refusal of entry into Canada of any commercial shipment of BZP referred by the
Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA). While the Inspectorate has a range of enforcement
measures available to them (i.e. prosecution, public warning, forfeiture, revocation/cancellation
of authorization/product licence, seizure and detention) these penalties are not as severe as
controls that would be applied under the CDSA.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP within the scope of the CDSA would prohibit activities with these
substances unless authorized by regulation, i.e., possession, trafficking, possession for the
purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and
production. The CDSA sets out penalties for illegal activities involving substances listed in its
Schedules; and the regulations under the CDSA establish tight controls on the movement of
regulated substances with a view to reducing abuse and diversion to the illicit market.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA would make it a criminal offence to possess,
possess for the purpose of trafficking, or import them with fines up to $5,000, up to three years

imprisonment or both. On this basis, law enforcement agencies would be able to take action on
illegal activities involving BZP and TFMPP.
The status ofBZP and TFMPP relative to the FDA and CDSA has led to some confusion about
its legality and the perception among users that BZP and TFMPP are "legal". Health Canada
inspectors have reported anecdotally that some retailers believe that the drugs are legal as they
are not controlled under the CDSA and it has been argued by some that they are providing a
service to users by presenting a safer alternative to more harmful, illicit drugs such as ecstasy.
Scheduling these drugs under the CDSA is likely to go a long way to clarify their status under
federal law and introduce some certainty into the market.
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3. METHODOLOGY

Ideally, a market analysis should describe the size of the market, its geographical concentration,
consumer demographics, the price profiles of the drug and trends over time. For a typical legal
consumer product, information about these factors is quite easy to obtain. However, because
they are used in an unauthorized fashion for recreational purposes, the situation for BZP and
TFMPP is unique and obtaining information about market size, distribution and price presents a
particular challenge. A thorough examination of potential sources of information yielded little in
terms of data from which trends in consumption and price could be determined. Moreover, there
is no information available regarding the demographic characteristics of users ofBZP and
TFMPP in Canada and there has been little previous research into the prevalence of use of BZP
and TFMPP in Canada.
An attempt was made to get an appreciation of general domestic trends and future scenarios
related to the use of these substances by searching and examining:
• information from established databases held by Health Canada or law enforcement
organizations such as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) or other government
bodies, such as CBSA;
• the opinion of experts in the illicit drug control and law enforcement communities; and
• information on promotion, pricing, distribution and/or availability of BZP and TFMPP
and illicit drugs in general and the regulation of these substances in other jurisdictions
through an internet search.
Data used for this market analysis was mainly obtained from Health Canada's Laboratory
Information Management System (LIMS). Extracted information included a time series of
numbers of exhibits that contained BZP and/or TFMPP (Tables 1 and 2). Health Canada's Drug
Analysis Service (DAS) is responsible for testing suspected illegal substances that are seized by
Canadian police officers and CBSA agents for court cases that are proceeding to trial where a
'not guilty' plea has been entered by the defendant. For each exhibit, the test results are entered
into LIMS which captures information such as the date of the seizure, the substance found in the
exhibit and any other adulterants if analyzed, and police detachment or CBSA office location.
Drug enforcement activities are -affected by the extent, focus and effectiveness of interception
and detection activities by police and the CBSA. It is important to point out that these activities
along with criminal charges and associated pleas have an impact on the illicit drug exhibit data
stored in the LIMS database. For example, a targeted crackdown on methamphetamine will
increase the number of arrests, and if exhibits from the seizure are analyzed, there will be an
increase in exhibits in the LIMS; but this does not necessarily indicate an increased presence or
use of that drug on the streets. Finally, the RCMP does not target substances that are not illicit,
further limiting the ability to make inferences from this information about the extent ofBZP and
TFMPP in Canada.
A series of interviews was conducted of experts and interested parties in the licit and illicit drug
field. Interviewees included key individuals and organizations at the federal and municipal
levels as well as in the domestic and international illicit drug control community (see Appendix
A). For example, experts associated with the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, City of
Toronto Health Department and the Inspectorate all provided advice and suggested material to be
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used in the analysis. These contacts acted not only as a source of fact or opinion through
interviews, but as a source of documentation or statistics as well.
An Internet search was conducted to identify and examine the relevant academic and
govemmentalliterature and legislation related to availability of BZP and TFMPP and illicit
drugs. In addition, an examination was conducted of the pre and post-prohibition/control
environments in other jurisdictions such as New Zealand and the United States to obtain an
appreciation of the possible consequences of action to control BZP and TFMPP in Canada.
4. SITUATION IN CANADA

4.1 Availability and Distribution
The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report states that "designer-type synthetic substance
trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and TFMPP being found in pills thought to be
ecstasy. This observation is supported by various sources. For example, the CBSA data indicate
that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that Agency's laboratories for
analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes. These seizures consisted of
BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other substances such as
ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010). In addition, in 2008, Health Canada inspectors reported that
four products from a retailer were seized in 24 outlets across Canada. Finally, Health Canada's
DAS has found an increasing number of exhibits containing BZP and/or TFMPP in their
chemical composition (see Table 1). Approximately 18% (895) of the total number of exhibits
analyzed between 2006 and 2010 (4975) contained only BZP and/or TFMPP (no other
substances were identified). For 782 of these exhibits, the seized substance had been suspected
to be ecstasy.

T a bl e 1 : N
f l Ttl
I d b.y DAS
a Jona
oa E xh·b·t
J J S A nalyze
Number of
Exhibits
2006
2008
2007
Containing
BZP
Containing
TFMPP
Containing
BZP&
TFMPP

2009
2232

2010
(until
Nov. 24)

20062010

1213

4657

5

146

1061

3

129

920

2191

1170

4413

8

151

1161

2366

1289

4975

It is interesting to note that in Vancouver, DAS has correspondingly found that since 2006, more
cases have occurred where piperazine derivatives were identified. In addition, there were more
exhibits containing BZP and TFMPP, among other substances, in Ontario and Quebec (see
Tables 2 and 3).
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T a bl e 2 A nalyze
amp es 0 fBZPb.y P rOVlnceIT ern°tory *
· IdS
2006
2007
2008
BC
AB
SK
MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL

YT
NU/NWT

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

23
10
1
10
56
13
13
19
0
1
0
0

126
47
7
29
637
172
7
20
4
11
1
0

2009
139
114
15
28
1168
621
53
53
0
38
0
0

T a bI e 3 ·· A nalyze
I d S ampes
I 0 fTFMPPb.y P rOVlnceIT ern°t ory*
2006
2007
2008
2009
BC
AB
SK
MB

ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

24
10
2
7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

106
37
6
25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

138
112
14
28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th)
119
66
11
17
544
188
22
16
0
4
0
1

2010 (as of
Oct. 20 th)
117
65
11
17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

*Note: Due to the nature of the provincial/territorial data, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions from them
with respect to regional distribution.

Distribution of BZP and TFMPP products is occurring over the Internet. Availability of these
products is quite evident upon examination of sites (Table 4).
Table 4: Internet Sources and Prices [as of Fall 2010]
PRICE
SOURCE
$31 gram BZP/$4/gram TFMPP
Custompowders, Hamilton, Ont.
$15/2 tablets (200 mg BZP only)
Purepillz.Inc (Buzz)
$18.75 (6 tablets of70mg BZP, 34mg TFMPP)
Purepillz.Inc (Freq)
$15/2 capsules (1 05mg BZP 50mg TFMPP)
Purepillz.Inc (Rush)
Kratom-Salvia Botanicals.com; Kamloops,
Price per kilogram
B.C. thru TradeKey.com (email only)
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Alibaba.com (India)
, Wackyherbs.comlUK
Galangall Kft (thru ecplaza.net)

$150-$200US/gram BZP
10 pills/Price: £24
8€ euro or 12 $/gram

Law enforcement organizations are becoming increasingly concerned. In British Columbia, drug
control officials in the lower mainland from the RCMP, Health Canada and the BC government
have recently reported that "the emerging trends related to BZP signify that (BZP) poses a threat
to British Columbia and Canada. Potentially BC and other places in Canada can become
important BZP production and/or trafficking centres for North America". The report indicates
that a number of factors contribute to this situation, such as:
• the utility of BZP in the synthetic drug market;
• regulation ofBZP by other countries such as the US;
• the accessibility in BC to both the raw materials of BZP and its illicit markets; and
• BC's business infrastructure and expertise which include its international transport and
shipment facilities for the distribution of this product. (BCDSIWG; 2009)
The report states that these factors have raised the profile of BZP and TFMPP on the West Coast
and increased the number ofBZP and TFMPP-related incidents in the area. And as will be seen
later, export of a number of illicit drugs including BZP and TFMPP to the US has sparked
concern among US drug control officials.
4.2 Pricing

Theoretically, it could be argued that BZP and TFMPP have prices that stem from different roles
in drug markets. One could suppose that the first role is their value either alone or in
combination with each other, or in combination with other drugs, to achieve a psychotropic
effect. As previously mentioned, BZP provides the "high" and TFMPP the hallucinogenic effect.
As seen above in Table 4, the price for either drug varies considerably by form, location of
source and volume of purchase. For example, it appears that the price for BZP alone from a
domestic source is $3.00 to $4.00 per gram. The price in combination with TFMPP is higher;
suggesting that the combined effect of the two drugs warrants the higher price. Note that the
price is significantly higher for products from Asian countries, although the reason for this is not
known. It should be noted that police in New Zealand continue to seize illegal BZP and TFMPP
which is thought to originate in China. A seizure in November 2009 of 6 kg is believed to be
worth a total ofNZ$180,000, or about NZ$30/g. (New Zealand Police web reports, 2009)
The second role of these drugs can be said to be simply a cheap substitute, which mimics
ecstasy. Substitution ofBZP and TFMPP for sale as ecstasy or as a complementary component
for ecstasy products, that is, ecstasy cut with BZP and TFMPP, is occurring in many western
countries. (BCDSIWG; 2009; US Department of Justice, May 2010) The drugs' psychotropic
effects mimicking ecstasy's entactogenic and hallucinogenic characteristics and the ease of
production ofBZP specifically are factors contributing to this role.
With respect to price, the Inspectorate reports that the RCMP has encountered and seized
products containing BZP but marketed as ecstasy, with a similar price and packaged in pre-
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counted lots much like ecstasy with imprinted pop-culture logos. Health Canada inspectors have
observed prices for ecstasy ranging from $10 to $20 per pill. (Communication with an
Inspectorate representative)

Observations:
There are a number of domestic and international factors, which might have a stimulative
influence on the level of BZP and TFMPP activity in Canada:
• their legal status can be perceived as ambiguous creating confusion in the market which
means they may still be promoted by sellers on the internet or dealers as safer alternatives
to illicit drugs such as ecstasy;
• despite Inspectorate activity at retail, availability remains relatively easy through the
internet;
• theoretically, the inexpensive price of BZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption of
BZP and TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug
ecstasy.
5. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS
Ideally, a market analysis would look at future trends in Canada related to the consumption and
price under two scenarios: with or without a regulatory intervention. Given the lack of
information about the use ofBZP and TFMPP in Canada, however, it is useful to examine the
experience of other jurisdictions to gain insight regarding the potential impact of regulatory
measures on markets for BZP and TFMPP.

In the last few years, despite the fact that BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of
the United Nations Drug Control Conventions, a number of countries have declared BZP a
controlled drug, in many cases making it illegal to produce, sell and possess the substance
without authorization. Table 5 is a chronological list of countries which have already put BZP
under legal restrictions.

Table 5: Countries which have regulated BZP
Countries
U.S.A.
Greece
Japan
Denmark
Australia
Malta
Israel
Italy
France
Germany
New Zealand

Year
2002-2004
2003
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
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Sweden
UK
Ireland

2008
2009
2009

Source: BCDSIWG
The next sections will examine the experience of specific jurisdictions, i.e., New Zealand, the
United States and the United Kingdom/European Union. These jurisdictions had an emergence
of a market for BZP and TFMPP and imposed restrictions on their use and distribution.
5.1 New Zealand
The experience of New Zealand since 2000 provides an indication of the potential for extensive
use of these drugs. While the current nature of the drug's legal status in Canada creates a more
restricted situation than that experienced by New Zealand between 2000 and 2008 when BZP
was minimally regulated, lessons might be drawn from that situation.
Two considerations must, however, be noted. First, the New Zealand drug culture differs from
that of other countries in that the use of drugs is more readily accepted. The unique nature of the
New Zealand drug market is reflected in a new report painting "a grim picture of the New
Zealand drug scene with more young people using opiate drugs, world-leading rates of
methamphetamine use, and an entrenched and "self-sufficient" cannabis culture."
(www.stuff.co.nz) The 2010 Organised Crime Assessment for New Zealand report, released in
September 2010, outlines trends in organised crime and the drug trade and notes for example,
that Oceania is recognised internationally as having one of the highest amphetamine type
substance user rates in the world 'per capita'. The EU acknowledged that uniqueness of the New
Zealand markets in an analysis of the status of BZP in that jurisdiction noting that "most of the
data concerning BZP use ('party pills ') originate from New Zealand, a country with a distinctive
drug situation, which may not translate to the European context." (EMCDDA, 2009) This
caution should also apply to Canada. Secondly, the data collection and analysis undertaken in
New Zealand focused mainly on BZP without much discussion of TFMPP or the BZP/TFMPP
combination.
Legal party pills containing BZP began to emerge in New Zealand around 2000, and were
increasingly popular in subsequent years, especially around 2004. Prior to 2008, the drugs were
minimally regulated with access restricted to those 18 years of age and older and restrictions on
media promotion. There has been considerable research in New Zealand, relative to other
jurisdictions, into the drug's appearance on the rave scene in urban areas and its use for weight
control and studying. Wilkins et al. (2006) found in a 2006 household survey of individuals 15
to 45 years of age that "one in five people had ever tried BZP-containing party pills, and one in
seven had used them in the preceding twelve months. Levels of use were highest among the 1824 year age group, with around one third of 18-19 year olds and 38% of 20-24 year olds having
used legal party pills in the preceding year. Their current popularity in New Zealand, particularly
amongst young people, may be related to the relatively restricted and expensive illicit market for
drugs such as Ecstasy [sic]." At the time, BZP party pills were actively promoted as legal and
safer alternatives to illicit drugs.
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Moreover, the 2006 household survey of drug use found that the drug types considered by "lastyear users" (those who have consumed at least one product containing BZP in the last 12
months) to be most easily available were alcohol, tobacco and BZP party pills. It should be
noted that the pills were sold in comer stores and "head" shops. Approximately three-quarters of
users of these drug types described their availability at the time as "very easy". In fact, findings
from the 2006 survey on how the availability of the drugs had changed compared to the previous
year revealed that users considered them to have become easier to obtain in past 12 months,
similar to the situation with ecstasy and alcohol. Forty-five percent of those who had used party
pills in the 12 months prior said that party pills were easier to obtain in 2006 compared to 12
months earlier. (Wilkins et. al., 2007)
This level of consumption was reflected in the number of party pill overdose presentations to the
Auckland Hospital Adult Emergency Department, which increased from one in 2002 (0.07 %) of
total overdoses) to 21 (1.5S %) in 2004. One contributing factor would be the increase in the
strength ofBZP products since their introduction, from a standard dose of70 to SO mg per dose
to 250 mg per dose. Bags of pure BZP powder of up to 1,000 mg were also available in some
areas. (Gee et aI., 2005) In fact, it was reported in 2005 that some companies were promoting
their products as having at least 500 mg of BZP per capsule (Theron et al., 2007).
From the standpoint of the suppliers, it was estimated that in 2005 the BZP party pill "industry"
had annual sales of$24 million, and that in February 2007 it was estimated that over 24 million
pills had been sold since 2000. (Quilliam, 2006) The industry projected that an estimated 5
million "servings" would be sold in 2007. The development of an organization to promote the
industry illustrates how close party pills came to social acceptability. The Social Tonics
Association of New Zealand (STANZ) referred to itself as representing "the major
manufacturers, distributors, marketers and retailers of social tonics and related products,
sometimes referred to as legal highs". Pills were also exported abroad. Indeed, it has been
reported that prior to prohibition in New Zealand, much of the supply of the pills in Britain was
imported from New Zealand. Currently, most BZP on the New Zealand market appears to be
manufactured and imported from East Asia. It must be noted, however, that the chemical
process to manufacture BZP is straightforward and could be duplicated anywhere, leading to the
constant potential for domestic production. (New Zealand Parliamentary Library; 2007)
The Misuse of Drugs (Classification ofBZP) Amendment Bill was enacted on 1 Apri1200S.
From that date the manufacture, importation, sale and supply of BZP and related substances, the
main active ingredients in the majority of 'party pills', were illegal. There was a 6 month
'amnesty' period for individuals in possession of less than 100 tablets/pills, or 5 grams of BZP
and related substances. Once this amnesty expired in September 200S, penalties for possession
and use ofBZP and related substances applied, consistent with other Class C1 controlled
substances, which are determined in a graduated fashion dependent on the circumstances, but at a
minimum would be "imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or a fine not exceeding
$500 or to both ... ".
With respect to assessing the impact of regulation or prohibition on a drug's availability and
price, drug researchers contend that, in general, when a drug is controlled, there is a decrease in
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availability accompanied by an increase in price. (Wilkins et al. 2010) There are two main
analyses that shed light on that prospect for the situation ofBZP in New Zealand. The first was
based on information from the Illicit Drug Monitoring System (IDMS) established in 2005 to
provide an annual 'snapshot' of trends in drug use and drug related harm in New Zealand.
The findings from the IDMS are intended to inform strategic responses to drug use and drug
related problems. (Wilkins et al.; 2010). The primary source of information in the IDMS is
interviews with three groups of frequent drug users (methamphetamine, ecstasy and injection
drug users) recruited from the community in the three main centres of New Zealand (Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch). The interviewees were asked about the current use, availability,
purity and price of key drug types and how these aspects may have changed over the previous six
months.
The 2008 IDMS found a significant reduction in the availability and use of BZP following its
prohibition. The 2009 IDMS indicated that, while there was some recovery in the availability of
BZP in 2009, the availability ofBZP in 2009 did not match the levels observed in the years when
it was legal. (Wilkins, Griffith, Sweetsur, 2010) One concern during the debate on the
prohibition was that the ban on BZP party pills would create a considerable product gap that
would likely be filled by a mixture of alternatives including illicit substances such as ecstasy, a
black market ofBZP and alcohol. (Bryson and Wilson; 2008) The authors contend that there
was strong evidence of a demand for black market BZP after the imposition of a ban and ample
suppliers to meet that demand.
The second study (Wilkins et at., December 2009) specifically sought to measure the impact of
the prohibition ofBZP on the use and harm ofBZP in New Zealand, including the emergence of
any black market for BZP in New Zealand. The study compared results from household surveys
in 2006 and 2009, just before and after the prohibition ofBZP use in New Zealand. The surveys
featured a population aged 13 to 45 years of age. Prior to prohibition, BZP was being used by
teens in New Zealand raising concerns about the impact on health. Among respondents who had
used BZP in the year prior to the surveys, the average age was 23 years and more women had
used BZP than men. Of the users, the significant majority were of European descent with Maori
presenting another sizeable group. The vast majority were employed (with close to average
incomes) or students in post-secondary or secondary institutions.
In the 2009 survey, the great majority of past users reported reducing the use ofBZP at some
point between the surveys. 94% said that they had either stopped or were consuming less over
that time period. The most commonly reported reasons for decreased BZP usage were that it was
too expensive, the hang-over was too bad, (these first two reasons were quite close in numbers)
physical and mental health reasons and social pressure. Only 13% reported that they stopped
because BZP was illegal and/or fear of the police. The most common reasons for quitting
entirely were that past users "just didn't like it anymore, had been experimenting", the drug's
illegal status, hang-over effect and health reasons. Interestingly, the bulk ofBZP was consumed
in private homes rather than on the rave scene as was typically thought to be the case, although
music concerts and raves still presented heavy use scenarios. It is important to note that BZP is
not typically consumed alone. In the study, 900/0 of users reported using other substances, in
particular alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, energy drinks and salvia, along with BZP.
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Observations
• the New Zealand experience demonstrates that as a minimally regulated drug, BZP
showed significant potential for high rates of lise in certain segments of population;
• after prohibition, availability remained, but not at the levels seen when the drug was
legal; and
• post regulation, there was a shift in where BZP was consumed from the rave scene to
private homes, although the rave and music scenes remain important venues. This
suggests the potential for a shift in or a broader range of use.
5.2 United States
While New Zealand reported a high prevalence of drug use, both lifetime and past year use, the
US has had the longest experience with BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. In the US,
the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) issued a rule in 2002 to temporarily place BZP and
TFMPP under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) because of their high abuse
potential and lack of accepted medical use or safety. On March 18, 2004, the DEA published a
Final Rule in the Federal Register permanently placing only BZP on Schedule I meaning it is
illegal to manufacture, buy, possess or distribute the substances without DEA pennission.
Posting on Schedule I of the CSA means that:
• the drug has a high potential for abuse;
• the drug has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States; and
• there is a lack of accepted safety protocol for use of the drug under medical supervision.
Other Schedule I substances include heroin, LSD and marijuana. (New Zealand
Parliamentary Library, 2007)
According to the System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) and the
National Forensic Laboratory Information System (NFLIS), BZP seizures increased substantially
in the US in the past six years with the largest increases occurring just after 2006. In 2004, law
enforcement officials submitted 48 drug items or exhibits to federal, state and local forensic
laboratories that were identified as BZP. The number ofBZP items and exhibits increased from
437 in 2007 to 6,088 in 2008 and further increased 127% from 2008 to 2009 when items and
exhibits rose from 6,088 to 13,822. (US Department of Justice, May 2010) Illicit distributions
occur largely through smuggling of bulk powder through drug trafficking organizations with
connections to overseas sources of supply. The bulk powder is then processed into capsules and
tablets which are often represented as ecstasy, despite the fact that the tablets do not contain any
ecstasy. (US Department of Justice; 2009)
The BZP and TFMPP market in Canada will clearly be influenced by the relative status of the
drug in each country. US officials have stated that sufficient demand in the US could possibly
foster production in Canada particularly if the substances' remain outside the ambit of the
CDSA. The current status and potential for Canada to act as a source of BZP and TFMPP for the
US is illustrated by the circumstances in border regions.
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In the US Northwest region, the distribution of ecstasy is a growing concern for law enforcement
and BZP is implicated in that distribution. Much of the ecstasy manufactured in Canada is
destined for US markets through the Northwest region and, as such, poses a risk to the region,
particularly in markets like Seattle, where a large college age population creates a demand for the
drug. Officials in the region report that ecstasy tablets produced in Canada and distributed in the
region are often adulterated with other substances, "including methamphetamine, MDA, LSD,
BZP, TFMPP, ketamine, and caffeine". According to the US National Drug Intelligence Center,
the CBSA is of the opinion that Canada-based drug trafficking organizations are increasingly
producing adulterated ecstasy tablets, and in some instances, tablets marketed as ecstasy contain
little, if any, ecstasy. For example, at the Blaine, Washington point of entry, 203,897 tablets
seized in October 2008 that appeared to be ecstasy were later determined to be BZP. (US
Department of Justice; 2009)
Much of what occurs in the Northwest is duplicated in other northern border areas such as
Chicago and in the Northeast. Synthetic drug tablets, capsules, or powder originating in Canada
and seized in New England often contain multiple ingredients in various combinations, including
BZP and TFMPP.
Even relatively southern regions of the US are experiencing an influx ofBZP. Officials in the
Rocky Mountain region are reporting increased instances of BZP seizures. In 2008, the Denver
Police Department Crime Laboratory, Aurora Police Department Crime Laboratory, and
Colorado Bureau of Investigation reported a total of 37 BZP sample exhibits. In January 2009
alone, these agencies analyzed a total of 10 BZP exhibits, indicating a possible increase in the
recreational use of the drug in the region. The full extent ofBZP availability in the region is,
however, unknown at this time. (US Department of Justice, National Drug Intelligence Centre,
Drug Market Analysis, 2009)

Observations
• even when controlled, availability remains; and
• there is potential for increased production in Canada, in light of continuing demand and
the lack of controls in Canada compared to the U.S.
5.3 United Kingdom/European Union

In May 2009, the Home Office in the UK announced plans to prohibit BZP, and launched a
consultation on the proposal. In October 2009, it was announced that as of December 2009, BZP
and related piperazine would be included as Class C drugs under the Misuse ofDrugs Act
(MDA). Prior to its control under the MDA, BZP was sold online despite the risk of prosecution
under the Medicines Act, which is part of a regulatory regime similar to that of Canada.
(Drugscope; 2010). It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions will be on use of the
drug, but as described below, many observers speculate that propibition does little to dampen
either demand or supply of any drug.
The view that the legislative action will not have a significant impact on avaiiability in the UK is
shared by the Transform Drug Policy Foundation (TDPF), a leading centre of expertise on drug
policy and lavl reform in the lTK. TnPF is of the opinion that "Benefits of such a move
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(prohibition) would seem to be primarily political (i.e. demonstrating 'tough on drugs'
credentials). A deterrent effect from such a prohibition is possible, but doubtful given that there
is already an established demand for these drugs, and those deterred would likely substitute back
to other illegal equivalents. Such a deterrent effect is poorly supported by evidence." (TDPF,
2010)
Moreover, the UK Science and Technology Select Committee recently concluded that, "We have
found no solid evidence to support the existence of a deterrent effect, despite the fact that it
appears to underpin the Government's policy on classification. In view of the importance of
drugs policy and the amount spent on enforcing the penalties associated with the classification
system, it is highly unsatisfactory that there is so little knowledge about the system's
effectiveness." (TDPF, 2010)
In March 2008, the European Council responded to concerns over the illicit misuse of piperazine
(there are some EU members that recognize some legitimate uses for piperazine, in veterinary
use in the treatment of roundworm infestations for example) by sUbjecting BZP across the ED
Member States to 'control measures and criminal provisions' as a new psychoactive substance.
Member states of the European Union then had one year in which to implement appropriate
controls on BZP under their domestic legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the
1971 United Nations Convention on Psychotropic Substances. All EU member states have
regulated BZP.
During the debate, however, concerns were raised about the benefits and effectiveness of
prohibition, as was the case in the UK. Observations were made about the lack of evidence
related to health and social risks and the concern was brought to officials' attention that
prohibition would lead to the use of criminally associated, alternative substances like ecstasy.
"However, it should also be noted that the evidence for harms arising from this drug are [sic] not
strong and control measures could lead to increasing criminal involvement and possible
replacement with other substances. The Committee recommended that if a decision is made to
place BZP under control, this should not inhibit the gathering and dissemination of accurate
information on BZP to users and to relevant professionals." (EMCDDA 2009)
Observations
•

It is not yet known what the effect of the restrictions in the UK and ED would be on BZP

supply or prevalence of its use, but some observers suggest that prohibition does little to
dampen either demand or supply of any drug. However, the actual impact of the
regulation ofBZP and TFMPP remains to be seen.
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6.

OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS

As previously mentioned, obtaining information about the market for BZP and TFMPP presents
a particular challenge. An examination of potential sources of information has yielded little data
to provide a picture ofBZP and TFMPP demand or supply in Canada. It was, however, possible
to get an appreciation of the general domestic situation by examining information derived from
enforcement activities of the CBSA, RCMP and the Inspectorate. In addition, information
related to the experience of other jurisdictions such as New Zealand, the United States and the
UK/EU provided a perspective to the potential impact of regulation ofBZP and TFMPP markets.
In examining the market in Canada for BZP and TFMPP, available data indicates that there
seems to have been an increase in activity related to these drugs in Canada since 2006. Expert
opinion of the RCMP and the Inspectorate reinforces this view. A number of factors have been
identified which may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in Canada, including but
not limited to:
• the perceived "legal" status;
• relatively easy availability, e.g. through the Internet;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMPP may stimulate consumption ofBZP
and TFMPP and encourage their role as alternatives to the higher priced, illicit drug
ecstasy; and
•

continuing demand in the US and Canada as well as the lack of controls in Canada
compared to the U.S. has lead to concern about a possibility of increased production in
Canada.

Observations drawn from the New Zealand and US experience show that despite a controlled or
prohibited status, the drugs remain available and affordable. The New Zealand experience,
however, does demonstrate the potential for regulatory controls, or lack there of, to influence the
price and extent of availability of BZP. When BZP was prohibited, there was a significant
reduction in its availability and use. While there was some recovery in the availability ofBZP in
2009, it was not to the extent observed in the years when it was legal.
Both West Coast Canadian and U.S. officials were clearly of the opinion that there is
considerable potential for continued and even increased production in Canada and smuggling
from Canada into the US in light of continued demand.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix of Parties Interviewed
Academic

Dr. Russell C. Callaghan, Social and Community Prevention Research Unit,
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
Law Enforcement

Collin Pinto, Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate and Drug Analysis Service
Sgt. Anthony Choy, Island and North District Coordinator, R.C.M.P
Drugs and Organized Crime Awareness Service
Rob Kerr, Ottawa Police Drug Squad (retired)
International

Mark Heffernan, Analyst - National Drug Policy, Population Health Directorate, Ministry
of Health, New Zealand
William T. Smith, Liaison Officer, Office of Policy and Interagency Affairs, National
Drug Intelligence Center, Department of Justice
Steve Rolles, Transform Drug Policy Foundation, UK
Ana Gallegos, PhD, Scientific analyst, Action on New Drugs • Epidemiology, Crime and
Markets Unit, European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA)
Municipal

JaYne Caldwell, Toronto Drug Strategy Secretariat, Toronto Public Health
Lisa Campbell Salazar, TRIP Program, Queen West Community Health Centre
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

to: Denis Arsenault, Elizabeth Dussault

2011-09-21 01 :35 PM

Angela Doyle

Denis will take a look at this. Elizabeth, we need to advise him if any changes.

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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002214 to\a 002217

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

5.23

BZP
Angela Doyle to: Barbara Ursel

2011-09-21 02:05 PM

Cc: Denis Arsenault, Elizabeth Dussault

Dear Barbara,

Please feel free to contact us should you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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5.23

BZP - Purepillz
Angela Doyle to: Denis Arsenault

2011-09-21 02:13 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault

Solicitor-Client Privilege
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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Kula to: Johanne Beaulieu

2011-09-21 04:05 PM

"Sherstone, Andria", "Arsenault, Denis", "Seguin, Melanie", Angela
Doyle

Denis Arsenault

Jocelyn, Below is my proposed response. Angela is trying to contact

Jocelyn Kula

Hi Johanne

Johanne Beaulieu

Merci. Johanne

Jocelyn Kula
Johanne Beaulieu

Good Day Jocelyn. Did you talk to Kyle about this? What is

Hi Johanne
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5.19(1)
5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23

Happy to discuss further.
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Johanne Beaulieu
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2011-09-21 01 :26:05 PM

Good Day! Would you please phone me at

Johanne 8eaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Kula, Jocelyn" <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Arsenault, Denis" <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
"Sherstone, Andria" <andria.sherstone@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Seguin, Melanie"
<melanie.seguin@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2011-09-21 01 :26 PM

,----

Good Day!
Would you please phone me at
Thanks.
Johanne
Cathy A Sabiston
----- Original Message ----From: Cathy A Sabiston
Sent: 2011-09-21 01:03 PM EDT
To: Hilary Geller; "Cathy Sabiston" <cathy_a_sabiston@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Cc: Ian Hobleri Johanne Beaulieu
Subject:
Johanne and Jocelyn are looking into it. Will advise as soon as possible.
Hilary Geller
Paul Glover

Cathy?

----- Original Message -----

2011-09-21 12:33 PM EDT

----- Original Message ----From: Paul Glover
Sent: 2011-09-21 11:08 AM EDT
To: Nancy Othmer
Cc: Catherine MacLeod; Barbara J Sabourin; Supriya Sharma;
hilary_geller@hc-sc.gC.cai Cathy A Sabiston; Sarah Wiles
Subject:
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Thanks
Paul
Nancy Othmer

Hello,

2011-09-2005:18:39 PM

Nancy Othmer to: Catherine Macleod, Paul Glover

2011-09-2005:18 PM

Hello,

Thanks in advance,
Nancy.
----- Forwarded by Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010912011 05:12 PM ----Barbara
UrseIlHC-SC/GC/CA

To Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

20109/2011 09:52 AM

cc
Subject
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Barb

Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected

Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA
Nancy

Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Barbara_Ursel@hc-sc.gc.ca

2010912011 08:33 AM

cc
Subject
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Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

5.23

Angela Doyle to: clizabeth Uussault

2011-09-22 07:54 AM

Cc: Denis Arsenault

fyi. ..

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-09-22 07:53 AM ----From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-09-21 05:47 PM

Just got off the phone with Barb Ursel and Norma Won, and I would like to add to my note below:
(content subject to solicitor client privilege)

JK

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Johanne Beaulieu
From:

Merci. Johanne

2011-09-21 04: 18:32 PM

Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA
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RE:
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

......

Elizabeth Dussault to: Lisa.Mullins

2011-09-2201 :19 PM

Cc: angela.doyle, denis.arsenault, Duncan.deLugt, jocelyn.kula
'Elizabeth Dussault
Burns, Kyle

Hi Elizabeth, Thank you vel}' much for providing the attached summa

Elizabeth Dussault

Hi Kyle, Thanks for the heads up. I informed Angela of the situa

Burns, Kyle

Hi Elizabeth, Friday is almost completely booked, but tom

"Elizabeth Dussault

How about this afternoon? Elizabeth Dussault Juni

Hi Lisa,

I was wondering if there is any news yet with regards to the

?

-------------------------------

Could you please let me know ASAP.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel/Tel: 613-946-6523
FaxlTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
2011-09-1510:42:18 AM

IManythanksElizabeth,thiswill assist usgreatly.
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

<Lisa.Mullins@international.gc.ca>
<elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
<angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<Duncan.deLugt@international.gc.ca>, <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
2011-09-1510:42 AM

Many thanks Elizabeth, this will assist us greatly.
Lisa

From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: September 15, 201110:40 AM
To: Mullins, Lisa -TIB
Cc: angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca; denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca; de Lugt, Duncan -TIB;
jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca; Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca; Smith, Matthew -TIB
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Subject:
Hi Lisa,
Thank you for assisting us in this matter. The NOI was published in CGI on November 22, 2008. I've
attached it be/ow.

Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst! Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division! Division des politiques rt3glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances!
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada! Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxlTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email!Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca

From:
To:
Cc:

<Lisa.Mullins@international.gc.ca>
<Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>, <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
<angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>,

<matthew.smith@international.gc.ca>, <Duncan.deLugt@international.gc.ca>
Date:

2011-09-1510:33 AM

Subject:

Good morning,
Thanks Kyle for your phone call and emails on this subject. I appreciate beinQ brouQht into your
discussion and will be happy to assist.
Would addressees be able to provide me with a copy of the 2008 NOI or a
date on which it went to CGI?
Thanks and best regards,

Lisa Mullins
Senior Trade Policy Officer / Agent principale de la politique commerciale
Technical Barriers and Regulations Division / Direction des reglements et des obstacles techniques
Foreign Affairs and International Trade / Affaires etrangeres et Commerce international Canada
T: (613) 944-1417 C: (613) 790-7307
F: (613) 943-0346
lisa.mullins@international.gc.ca
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1+1

Foreign AffaIrs and
Intematfonal Trade Canada

Affairesetranaeres et
Commerce infernmional Canada

Canada

From: Burns, Kyle [mailto:Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca]
Sent: September 15, 201110: 15 AM
To: 'Elizabeth Dussault'; Mullins, Lisa -TIB
Cc: Doyle, Angela: HC.SC; Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC; Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC
Subject:
Hi Elizabeth,

Please let me know if you have any questions and please keep me posted.
Kind regards,
Kyle
995-2846

From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: September 14, 2011 2:24 PM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Doyle, Angela: HC.SC; Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC; Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC
Subject:
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RE:
Lisa.Mullins
to:
elizabeth.dussault
2011-09-2203:25 PM
Cc:
denis.arsenault, Angela.Doyle, jocelyn.kula, matthew. smith, Duncan.deLugt
Show Details

History: This message has been replied to and forwarded.

6 Attachments

ATT843017.jpg ATT843018.jpg GTbtn08CAN241.doc GTbtn08CAN241Al.doc GTbtn09CAN290.doc

~

gtbtn09CAN290Al.doc
Elizabeth It is a one page template and its completion is not onerous in any way. Translation will likely take longer than
completion :)
Samples attached.
Lisa

From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]

Sent: September 22, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Mullins, Lisa -TIB

Cc: Denis Arsenault; Angela Doyle; Jocelyn Kula
Subject: RE: - ., .,. -_.
.
Thank you Lisa for the information.

Thanks again,

Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
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Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T el/Tel: 613-946-6523
Fax/Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca

From:
To:
Cc:

<Lisa.Mullins@international.gc.ca>
<elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
<angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <Duncan.deLugt@international.gc.ca>, <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>,

<maUhew.smith@international.gc.ca>, <Michael.Lazaruk@international.gc.ca>, <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
Date:

2011-09-22 02:56 PM

Subject:

Hello again Elizabeth,
Thanks for your message.

I hope this is helpful, I will be happy to speak further or answer any questions.
Kind regards,

Lisa Mullins
Senior Trade Policy Officer I Agent principale de la politique commerciale
Technical Barriers and Regulations Division I Direction des reglements et des obstacles techniques
Foreign Affairs and International Trade I Affaires etrangeres et Commerce international Canada
T: (613) 944-1417 C: (613) 790-7307
F: (613) 943-0346
lisa.mullins@international.gc.ca

·. · I
T
I •.

F()reighAffairsand

IntemaUonsl Trade Canada

Affairesatranoeres el
Commerce imermitionaiCanada

Canadtl
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From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: September 22, 20111:19 PM
To: Mullins, Lisa -TIB
Cc: angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca; denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca; de Lugt, Duncan -TIB; jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca
Subject:
Hi Lisa,

Could you please let me know ASAP.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques rE§glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel/Tel: 613-946-6523
Fax/Telecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca

From:
To:
Cc:

<Lisa. Mullins@international.gc.ca>
<elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
<angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <Duncan.deLugt@international.gc.ca>, <jocelyn .kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>,

<Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
Date:

2011-09-1510:42 AM

Subject:

Many thanks Elizabeth, this will assist us greatly.
Lisa

From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: September 15, 2011 10:40 AM
To: Mullins, Lisa -TIB
Cc: angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca; denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca; de Lugt, Duncan -TIB; jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca;
Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca; Smith, Matthew -TIB
Subject: -Hi Lisa,
Thank you for assisting us in this matter. The NOI was published in CGI on November 22, 2008. I've attached it
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below.

Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel/Tel: 613-946-6523
Fax/Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca

From:
To:
Cc:

<Lisa. Mullins@international.gc.ca>
<Kyle. Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>, <elizabeth .dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
<angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <matthew.smith@international.gc.ca>,

<Duncan.deLugt@international.gc.ca>
Date:

2011-09-15 10:33 AM

Subject:

Good morning,
Thanks Kyle for your phone call and emails on this subject. I appreciate being brought into your discussion and
will be happy to assist.
Would addressees be able to proVide me with a copy ot the ~OOB NUl or a date on whiCh It went to t.,;GI?

Thanks and best regards,
Lisa Mullins
Senior Trade Policy Officer / Agent principale de la politique commerciale
Technical Barriers and Regulations Division / Direction des reglements et des obstacles techniques
Foreign Affairs and International Trade / Affaires etrangeres et Commerce international Canada
T: (613) 944-1417 C: (613) 790-7307
F: (613) 943-0346
lisa.mullins@international.gc.ca

. ·.· . 1
....
1-*-

Foreign Affairs and
Intem at ion al Trade Canada

AffaJrasetranueres Ell

Commerce infemationalCanada

Canadl

From: Burns, Kyle [mailto:Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.qc.ca]

Sent: September 15, 201110:15 AM
To: 'Elizabeth Dussault'; Mullins, Lisa -TIB
Cc: Doyle, Anqela: HC.SC; Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC; Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC
Subject:
Hi Elizabeth,
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WORLD TRADE

G/TBT/N/CAN/241
27 May 2008

ORGANIZATION
(08-2457)

Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade

Original: French

NOTIFICATION
The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.6.

1.

Member to Agreement notifying: CANADA
If applicable, name of local government involved (Articles 3.2 and 7.2): Quebec

2.

Agency responsible: Ministere du Developpement durable, de l'Environnement et des
Pares (Ministry of Sustainable Development, the Environment and Parks)
Name and address (including telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and web site
addresses, if available) of agency or authority designated to handle comments
regarding the notification shall be indicated if different from above:
Canadian Enquiry Point
270 Albert Street, Suite 22
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada, KIP 6N7
+1 613 2383222
Tel.:
Fax:
+1 6135697808
E-mail: enquirypoint@scc.ca

3.

Notified under Article 2.9.2 [ X], 2.10.1 [

4.

Products covered (HS or CCCN where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading.
ICS numbers may be provided in addition, where applicable): Wood-fired heating

],5.6.2 [X], 5.7.1 [

], other:

appliances (ICS: 97.100)

5.

Title, number of pages and language(s) of the notified document: Projet de reglement Appareils de ehauffage au bois (Draft Regulation - Wood-Fired Heating Appliances)
(2 pages, in French).

6.

Description of content: This draft regulation seeks to ensure increased protection of the
environment against particle emissions from wood-fired heating appliances by prohibiting
the manufacture, sale and distribution in Quebec of wood-fired heating appliances that do
not comply with the standards proposed therein.
All wood-fired heating appliances manufactured, sold, offered for sale or distributed in
Quebec from 8 May 2008 must, in terms of the particles that they emit into the atmosphere,
comply with at least one of the following standards:

. /.
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6.

7.

Description of content: (cont'd)
(1)

CAN/CSA - B415.1 - "Performance Testing of Solid-Fuel-Burning Stoves, Inserts,
and Low-Burn-Rate Factory-Built Fireplaces" , published by the Canadian
Standards Association;

(2)

"Standards of Performance for New Residential Wood Heaters", 40 CFR 60,
subpart AAA, published by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.

Objective and rationale, including the nature of urgent problems where applicable:
Protection of the environment and human health.

8.

Relevant documents: Gazette Officielle du Quebec, Part 2, 23 April 2008, pages 18041805 (available in French).

9.

Proposed date of adoption:

Not stated

Proposed date of entry into force:

8 May 2008

10.

Final date for comments: 22 June 2008

11.

Texts available from: National enquiry point [X] or address, telephone and fax
numbers, e-mail and web-site addresses, if available of the other body:
htt~:LLmembers.wto.orgLcrnattachmentsL2008LtbtLcanL08

1498 00 f.Qdf
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G/TBT/N/CAN/241/Add.1
21 August 2009

ORGANIZATION
(09-3967)

Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade

Original: French

NOTIFICATION
Addendum

The following communication, dated 14 August 2009, is being circulated at the request of the
delegation of Canada.

Regulations on wood-fired heating appliances
The proposal notified in document GrrBT/N/CAN/241, dated 27 May 2008, was adopted on
13 May 2009 as the Regulation on wood-fired heating appliances.
The provisions of the above-mentioned Regulation will enter into force on 1 September 2009.
However, they will apply to furnaces and boilers only from 1 April 2010 and to stove cookers only
from 1 September 2014.
The full text of the measure adopted can be downloaded from the following internet address:
http://members.wto.org/crnattachments/2009ltbtlcan/09 2895 00 f.pdf
or requested from:
Canadian Enquiry Point
Standards Council of Canada
200-270 Albert Street
Ottawa (Ontario)
KIP 6N7
Tel.:
(613) 238-3222
Fax.:
(613) 569-7808
E-mail: enquirypoint@scc.ca
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GffBT/N/CAN/290
23 December 2009

ORGANIZATION
(09-6694)

Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade

Original: English

NOTIFICATION
The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.6

1.

Member to Agreement notifying: CANADA
If applicable, name of local government involved (Article 3.2 and 7.2):

2.

Agency responsible: Department of Health
Name and address (including telephone and fax numbers, email and website
addresses, if available) of agency or authority designated to handle comments
regarding the notification shall be indicated if different from above: Canadian Enquiry
Point, 200-270 Albert Street, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K1P 6N7 Tel.: +1 613 238 3222,
Fax.: +1 613 569 7808, E-mail: enquirypoint@scc.ca

3.

Notified under Article 2.9.2 [X], 2.10.1 [ ],5.6.2 [ ],5.7.1 [ ], other:

4.

Products covered (HS or CCCN where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading.
ICS numbers may be provided in addition, where applicable): Consumer Products (not
including food, therapeutics or cosmetics) (ICS: 97.020,97.140,97.190,97.200)

5.

Title, number of pages and language(s) of the notified document: Bill C-6 the proposed
Canada Consumer Product Safety Act (44 pages, available in English and French)

6.

Description of content: The Canada Consumer Product Safety Act is a proposed legislation
respecting the safety of consumer products. The proposed legislation would replace Part I of
the Hazardous Products Act (HPA) and introduce a new regulatory regime.
The current product-specific regulations (e.g., consumer chemicals, toys, cribs) under the
Hazardous Products Act (HPA) would continue to be in effect under the new Act and new
product-specific regulations, as required, would be introduced under the new Act as necessary
to address product-specific hazards.
The Canada Consumer Product Safety Act includes the following new provisions for
consumer products:
•

a general prohibition on marketing products presenting a danger;

•
a prohibition on marketing products that have been the subject of recall or other
corrective measures not carried out;
•
a prohibition on false or misleading packaging, labelling or advertising as related
to health and safety, including false certification marks;
•
a provision for the Minister to ask for test reports or studies where there are
indicators of non-compliance;
•
a requirements that industry maintain records related to product source and
distribution;
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•

a requirements that industry report serious incidents with their products;

•
a provision for the disclosure of confidential business information to other
organizations carrying out functions related to consumer product safety (where
confidentiality agreements are in place);
•
and
•

a provision for Health Canada Inspectors to order recalls and corrective measures;
an administrative penalty scheme for failure to comply with an Inspector's order.

There are a certain number of proposed product-specific requirements that are being
considered to be added to the text of the Canada Consumer Product Safety Act, including:
•
a proposal for Part I of the Modernization of Canada's Safety Legislation for
Children's Toys: Mechanical and Electrical Hazards
•
a proposal on the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of
Chemicals (GHS)
•

a proposal for prohibition of polycarbonate baby bottles that contain bisphenol A

•
a proposal for lead content limits in products intended to be or likely to be placed
in the mouth
•
a proposal on phthalates regulations for soft vinyl children's toys and child care
articles

7.

•

a proposal for regulations amending the hazardous products (kettles) regulations

•

a proposal for legislative action on ski and snowboarding helmets

•

a proposal for amendments to the hazardous products (mattresses) regulations

Objective and rationale, including the nature of urgent problems where applicable: The
purpose of this Act is to protect the public by addressing or preventing dangers to human
health or safety that are posed by consumer products in Canada, including those that circulate
within Canada and those that are imported

8.

Relevant documents: Additional and background information on the Canada Consumer
Product Safety Act (Bill C-6) is available from the following web sites, in English and
French.
English:
http://www2.parl.gc.ca/Sites/LOP/IEGISINFO/index.asp?Language=E&Chamber=N&Start
List=A&EndList=Z&Session=22&Type=O&Scope=l&q uery=5655&List=toc-l
French:
http://www2.parl.gc.calSites/LOP/LEGISINFO/index.asp?Language=F&Chamber=N&StartL
ist-A&EndList-Z&Session-22&Type-O&Scope-l&query=5655&List=toc-l
Part I of the Hazardous Products Act (HPA) is available online in English and French:
http://laws.justice.gc.ca/englH-3/page-2.html#anchorbo-ga:1 I (English)
http://laws.justice.gc.ca/fralH-3/page-2.html (French)
List of past and current consultations on proposed product-specific requirements (available in
English and French):
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Consultation - Proposal for Part I of the modernization of Canada's safety legislation for
children's toys: mechanical and electrical hazards - httQ:LLwww .hc-sc. gc.caLcQssQcLlegislationLconsultationl2009toy-jouetLindex-eng.Qhp
Consultation - The Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of
Chemicals (GHS) - http:LLwww.hc-sc.gc.caLahc-ascLintactivLghs-sghLindex-eng.Qhp
Consultation - Proposed prohibition of polycarbonate baby bottles that contain bisphenol Acompleted
September
10,
2009
httQ:LLwww .hc-sc. gc.caLcpssQcLlegislationLconsultationibisQhenol a-eng.Qhp
Consultation - Proposal for lead content limits in products intended to be or likely to be
placed in the mouth - completed September 3, 2009 - http:LLwww.hc-sc.gc.caLc12ssQcLlegislationLconsul tationllead mouth-1210mb bouche-eng.QhQ
Consultation - Proposal for phthalates regulations for soft vinyl children's toys and child
care articles - completed September 3, 2009 - httQ:LLwww .hc-sc.gc.caLc12ssQcLlegislationLconsultationmhthalates-12htalates-eng.QhQ
Consultation - Proposal for regulations amending the hazardous products (kettles)
regulations
- completed August 6, 2009 - httQ:LLwww.hc-sc.gc.caLcQssQcLlegislationLconsultationL2009kettles-reg-bouilloiresLindex-eng.QhQ
Consultation - Proposal for legislative action on ski and snowboarding helmets - completed
June 1, 2009 - http:/Lwww.hc-sc.gc.caLcQs-spcLlegislatiogLconsultationLhelmets-casgueseng.Qhp
Consultation - Proposal for amendments to the hazardous products (mattresses)
Regulations completed
April
2009
3,
htt12:LLwww .hc-sc.gc.caLcpssQcLlegislationLconsultatiogLmattresses-matelas-eng.Qhp

9.

Proposed date of adoption:

This bill is currently before Parliament - the
date of adoption is unknown at this time.

Proposed date of entry into force:

On the date the measure is adopted.

10.

Final date for comments: 28 February 2010

11.

Text available from: National enquiry point [X], or address, telephone and fax
numbers, e-mail and web-site addresses, if available of the other body:
The electronic version of the notified text can be downloaded at:
httQ:LLwww2.parl.gc.caLcontentLhocLBillsL402LGovernmentLC-6LC-6 3LC-6 3.PDF
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WORLD TRADE

GffBT/N/CAN/290/Add.!
23 February 2010

ORGANIZATION
(10-0985)

Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade

Original: English/
French

NOTIFICATION

Addendum

The following communication, dated 17 February 2010, is being circulated at the request of
the delegation of Canada.

Bill C-6: The proposed Canada Consumer Product Safety Act: Extension on the comment period
Notice is hereby given that the period within which interested persons may make
representations with respect to Bill C-6 the proposed Canada Consumer Product Safety Act is
extended until 12 March 2010.
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BZP - DRAFT for BN
Angela Doyle to: Elizabeth Dussault

2011-09-2203:44 PM

Cc: Jocelyn Kula, Denis Arsenault
Angela Doyle

8ZP - DRAFT for 8N

Here is a start ...
Don't have a formal request yet, so not sure what format will be but assumed "for information"
Has some of the important info, but not at all refined and has additional info you may not need
Have a great day tomorrow and weekend!
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

##### XX Memo on 8ZP - September 22,2011- DRAFT(1).wpd
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FOR INFORMATION

xx-XXXXXX -XX
MEMORANDUM TO THE ASSISTANT DEPUTY MINISTER
Status of the Regulatory Proposal to List BZP and TFMPP in a
Schedule to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act
SUMMARY
•

This note is to brief you on the status of the regulatory proposal to list benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and 3-trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP) in a Schedule to the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA),
........................................•..........................................•.........................................•..........................................•..........................................•.........................................•..........................................•..........................................•...........................

•
•

BZP and TFMPP are used recreationally for their hallucinogenic and stimulant effects.
BZP has also been sold in products ......... .
For products containing BZP and/or TFMPP in Canada, the HPFB Inspectorate takes
action on the basis that these products meet the definition of drug in the
and do not have the required authorization for sale by Health Canada.
The defence is challenging the the definition of drug under FDAlFDR.

•

•

BACKGROUND:
In July, 2008, Health Canada published an advisory to consumers not to use drugs sold by the
company Purepillz that were unauthorized for sale by Health Canada. Products such as "Peaq",
"Freq", "PureRush", and "PureSpun" were mentioned as promoted on the company's Web site as
"social tonics" described as "safer legal alternatives to more dangerous street drugs." Health
Canada advised that the products contained BZP and 3-TFMPP, which may cause effects such as
increased body temperature, increased blood pressure, dilated pupils, increased euphoria,
alertness and paranoia. BZP and TFMPP taken together and in high doses they have been
reported to cause hallucinations, convulsions and slowed breathing.
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Health Canada has been carrying out an assessment to detennine whether it would be appropriate
for these substances to be regulated under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA),
and it published a notification for the Canadian public in this regard in 2008.

CURRENT STATUS:

In light of this, we discussing if and how we could accelerate work on this file.

CONSIDERATIONS:
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PORTFOLIO CONSIDERATIONS:

The HPFB Inspectorate, Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and .............. CBSA support
scheduling BZP and TFMPP to the CDSA.
RECOMMENDATION/NEXT STEPS:

Director General
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate

MECS# ........... .
Contact:

Cathy Sabiston, Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate

Telephone:

(613) 941-1977

Document created on:
Docunlcnt revised on:
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Re:
Burns, Kyle
to:
Mullins, Lisa: DFAIT.MAECI, Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC
2011-09-2208:14 PM
Cc:
"Doyle, Angela: HC.SC", "Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC", "de Lugt, Duncan: DFAIT.MAECI",
"'elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca"', "Smith, Matthew: DFAIT.MAECI"
Show Details

History: This message has been replied to.

2 Attachments

graycol.gif lC937741.jpg
Hi everyone,
Unfortunately, it will be extremely difficult for me to join the call tomorrow. That said, as per my initial email on

Happy to discuss next week as needed,
Kyle

From: Lisa.Mullins@international.gc.ca [mailto:Lisa.Mullins@international.gc.ca]
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 07:26 PM
To: Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC
Cc: Doyle, Angela: HC.SC; Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC; de Lugt, Duncan: DFAIT.MAECI; elizabeth.dussault@hcsc.gc.ca <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>; Burns, Kyle; Smith, Matthew: DFAIT.MAECI

Subject:
Hi JocelynThanks for your clarification below. I understand the circumstances more clearly now.

I will be happy to set up a call tomorrow (Friday) I am in the office all day. Would be good for Kyle to call in too I
think. I have a permanent teleconf bridge I can provide once we have established a time. What would work on
your end?
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Lisa

From: Jocelyn Kula <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To: Mullins, Lisa -TIS
Cc: Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>; denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca <denis.arsenault@hcsc.gc.ca>; de Lugt, Duncan -TIS; elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>;
Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>; Smith, Matthew -TIS
Sent: Thu Sep 22 17:49:23 2011

Subject:
Hi Lisa

Hopefully my questions are not too nonsensical! In light of the fact that we are being asked to refine our workplan
for this initiative ASAP and I am not in the office tomorrow, I think Elizabeth, Angela and my colleague Denis
Arsenault are likely to try and set up a quick call with you tomorrow so that hopefully we can hash this out
together.
Very appreciative of your advice
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
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Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224

---2011-09-22 04:20:25 PM---Indeed it is not. It is also rather a bit of an "obligation". Or in trade agreement
talk a hard ob
From: <Lisa.Mullins@international,gc.ca>
To: <elizabeth .dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Cc: <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <Duncan.deLugt@international.gc.ca>, <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>,
<matthew.smith@international.gc.ca>, <Kyle. Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
Date: 2011-09-22 04:20 PM
Subject:

Indeed it is not. It is also rather a bit of an "obligation". Or in trade agreement talk a hard obligation ... which
means "must" or "shaW.
An "early appropriate appropriate stage when comments can be taken into account and changes made" means
before the measure is final/final but with enough fleshed-out and succinct information about the regulation
("technical regulation") that Trading Partners can reasonably be consulted on and have an opinion about potential
impact(s) of the measure to their exports. You could also think of it as making sure foreign manufacturers are
aware of measures in time to ensure that they may comply with them.
By publication I think you might mean transmission by the Enquiry Point to trading partners? If so, with a
complete and translated notification the Enquiry Point endeavours to work within a 4 business day (same week)
timeframe.
I am not sure I understand your CGI question? The TBT Agreement obligation is for a 60 day comment period, it
is not linked to the domestic comment period. Kyle Burns (copied here) may have another view? Kyle?
My turn for a question: what implementation plans or schedule is envisaged for this regulation? Will new or
revised requirements be onerous on business to implement?
I would also be happy to set a time to meet to speak more about our trade obligations as they relate to
transparency if such a discussion would be helpful to you and your colleagues.

Lisa

From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: September 22, 2011 4:00 PM

To: Mullins, Lisa -TIS
Cc: Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca; denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca; de Lugt, Duncan -TIS; jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca;
Smith, Matthew -TIS

Subject: RE:
It doesn't seem very onerous at all!
Just for our information and for process purposes, how long would it take for it to be published once its submitted?
Also what would be considered "an early appropriate stage" from the end of the comment period before we could
publish in CGI.
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Thanks again!
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques rt3glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel/Tel: 613-946-6523
Fax/Telecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca

From:
To:
Cc:

<Lisa.Mullins@international.gc.ca>
<elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
<denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <Angela. Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <jocelyn. kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>, <matthew.smith@international.gc.ca>,

<Duncan.deLugt@international.gc.ca>
Date:

2011-09-22 03:25 PM

Subject:

Elizabeth It is a one page template and its completion is not onerous in any way. Translation will likely take longer than
completion :)
Samples attached.
Lisa

From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.qc.ca]
Sent: September 22, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Mullins, Lisa -TIB
Cc: Denis Arsenault; Angela Doyle; Jocelyn Kula
Subject: - Thank you Lisa for the information.
Would you be able to send us the template and perhaps examples of notifications that have been published, if
available. We would like to know how lengthy of a process it would be to prepare the notification.
Thanks again,

Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel/Tel: 613-946-6523
Fax/Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Fw:
Uenls Arsenault to: Elizabeth Dussault, Angela Doyle
Denis Arsenault

2011-09-23 09:02 AM

Fw:i

FYI
Denis

Denis Arsenault,
Section Head - Policy I Chef - Section des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division I
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees,
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TellTel: (613) 957-6828
Fax I Telecopieur: (613) 946-4224
E-MaiIlCourriel:denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-09-2309:01 AM -----

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Denis Arsenault" <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2011-09-23 08:42 AM
Fw:

So it sounds to me like no call is needed and we just revert to 75 days in order to cover the 60-day
consultation period.
(Good thing our workplan has that included!)
If you agree, can you pis respond to Lisa et al on my behalf and I will inform Johanne B as soon as I hear
back from Claude as to drafting progress. We do still need to figure out the CBA issue so Angela should
still set up the mtg with me on Thurs as well as the one with Kyle later that day or Friday.
JK
Sent by blackberry
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Scheduling of BZPITFMPP - RCMP feedback when asking for Cost
Information
Angela Doyle to: Elizabeth Dussault
Angela Doyle

2011-09-26 10:36 AM

Scheduling of BZPfTFMPP - RCMP feedback when asking for Cost Informati

----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-09-26 10:36 AM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Doug Culver" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
2011-03-23 08: 11 AM
Re: Fw: Scheduling of BZPfTFMPP

Thank you Doug. I appreciate your feedback and comment concerning what you are currently observing.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

"Doug Culver"
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

There is no accurate way to speculate on potent...

2011-03-23 07:03:41 AM

"Doug Culver" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
"Doyle, Angela" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2011-03-2307:03 AM
Re: Fw: Scheduling of BZPfTFMPP

D

»> Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> 2011-03-22 15:37 »>
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Laura:
Thank you and I will look forward to speaking with Ellen upon her return.
Doug:

Thank you both for your time.
Sincerely,
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GCICA on 2011-03-2203:23 PM ----From: "Laura Jane Benoit" <Laura-Jane.Benoit@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
To: "Doyle, Angela" <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Cc: "Cornell, Ken" <ken.comell@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Culver, Doug" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Leader, Ellen"
<Ellen.Leader@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Slinn, Eric" <eric.slinn@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Smith, Josee M." <JoseeM.Smith@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Date: 2011-03-22 03:18 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Scheduling of BZPITFMPP

Dear Angela,
I'm sorry for the delay in replying: I have been out of the office

On Question 1)

This is not information that the DIAS would have. This is information that Drug Branch
would have to provide, as it is police enforcement information.
I hope you are able to obtain the information you require. I am sorry I wasn't able to
provide you with anything significant. Weare all very much looking forward to the
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scheduling of BZP and I would like to help, but I just don't have the information. Should
you require information on clandestine labs or precursor chemicals, please don't hesitate
to contact me.
Cheers,
Laura-Jane
»> Angela Doyle <Angela.Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca> 3/2112011 11:18 AM »>
Dear Laura-Jane,
You name was forwarded to me from Jocelyn Kula, AlDirector,
analyst, you may be able to assist our office.

oes, and

I understand that as an

I would like to request your assistance with reference to my question, be/ow, concerning the
Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) for BZP and TFMPP to support Scheduling these substances in a
Schedule to the CDSA.
Would it be possible to provide a response on or before Friday, March 25th? My apologies for this
short time frame, however, TBS is available to assist me until the end of March in applying this
information to support Scheduling the substances, and I am hoping to use their assistance
concerning information you are able to send me.
Please note that any information that should be treated in confidence, will not be released to the
public without the approval of the RCMP.
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Angela

Question:
TBS has provided me with advice on the information from the RCMP that would be of most
assistance to complete the CBA.

Text from original question sent from Jocelyn to Eric:
As you may know, we have been working on a regulatory proposal that would add benzyl
piperazine (BZP) and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP) to Schedule III to the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act as controlled substances and regulate them under Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations. As part of this initiative, we are currently working with Treasury Board
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Secretariat (TBS) on a supporting cost-benefit analysis,

TB is running out of time to fulfil its commitment to help us with this analysis (the terms of the
cooperation plan we have with them are such that all assistance must be completed by March 31,
2011 ).

Realizing that you probably don't have this information at your fingertips, can you please identify
who within your branch we can work with on this, and have that person contact Angela Doyle
(email address above) as soon as possible.
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-03-21 10:35 AM ----From: Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
To; "Eric Slinn" <eric.slinn@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Cc: "Doug Culver" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Ken Cornell" <ken.comell@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Laura Jane
Benoit" <Laura-Jane.Benoit@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, Angela Doy/e/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Date: 2011-03-17 07:30 PM
Subject: Re: Scheduling of BZPfTFMPP

Thanks Eric,
No doubt Angela will be in touch with Doug and!or Laura-Jane as needed.
Jocelyn
Jocelyn Kula
Acting Director! Directrice par interim
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction genera Ie de la sante
environnementale et de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 952-2177 Fax: (613) 946-4224

"Eric Slinn" ---2011-03-15 10:02:00 AM---Good morning Jocelyn,
From: "Eric Slinn" <eric.slinn@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
To: "Jocelyn Kula" <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Cc: "Doug Culver" <Douglas.Culver@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Ken Cornell" <ken.comell@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "Laura Jane
Benoit" <Laura-Jane.Benoit@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Date: 2011-03-15 10:02 AM
Subject: Re: Scheduling of BZPfTFMPP

Good morning Jocelyn,
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If Angela has any questions, or might be looking for something specific I would
recommend contacting Laura-Jane Benoit, Doug Culver or Ken Cornell and they
will help in whatever way they can. I have cc'd them for ease of reference.
Thanks and see you on Sunday.
Eric

Supt. E.K. (Eric) Slinn, surint.
Director, Drug Branch,
Directeur de 1a police des drogues
(613) 949-4265 (officelbureau)
(613) 889-3041 (cellularlcellulaire)
eric.slinn@rclnp-grc.gc.ca
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BZP - Documentation for Regulatory Package
Angela Doyle to: Elizabeth Dussault
Angela Doyle

2011-09-26 10:56 AM

BZP - Documentation for Regulatory Package

1. From our action plan, these are the components of a reg pkg (+ briefing) ... assume communications
plan and supplementary note are optional?

- Brief DGO/ADMO - prior to requesting Approval on Regulatory Package (CG Part I)
- Memo to the Minister
- Letter of Transmittal
- Stamped Notice and Regulations
- RIAS, including Cost-Benefit Component
- Supplementary Note
- Communications Plan
- Request for Insertion in the Canada Gazette
- CD
2. I think if we share our Workplan template with Kyle that would suffice for the Critical Path
Template he mentions in his e-mail (saved on common drive under BZP in Workplan folder)

Critical-Path-T emplate.rtf

Angela
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Treasury Board of Canada
Secretariat

Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor
du Canada

Critical Path
Stage-Pre-Publication

Triage

Name of the Initiative
Critical Date

Key Points

The level of impact should be agreed upon
prior to writing the RIAS.

Departmental analysis
(e.g., cost-benefit analysis and
consultations), which might also
occur in parallel to other stages
RIAS

The RIAS should be sent to TBS-RAS for
review and concurrence as soon as
possible.

Drafting regulations

Approval of the drafting instructions by the
regulatory organization's director general
and departmental legal services unit.

Review of the RIAS and
regulation by TBS-RAS
Examination of the proposed
regulations by JUS
Stamping
Departmental approvals
Regulatory submission

A regulatory submission must be received
at PCO-OIC 15 working days prior to being
scheduled for a Treasury Board meeting.
The submission should be sent to the
attention of the Assistant Clerk of the Privy
Council.
For urgent requests, a letter of urgent
consideration should be signed by the
minister, addressed to the President of the
Treasury Board, and sent to the Assistant
Clerk.

Treasury Board meeting

The Treasury Board usually meets weekly
when Parliament is in session.
A departmental representative, usually ADM
level, may be asked to be available during
the meeting.

Pre-publication

Exemption from pre-publication requires
written approval of TBS-RAS analyst.
The usual period is 30 days. Proposals
affecting NAFTA or international trade must
be pre-published for 75 days.
The Canada Gazette, Part I, is published
every week, on Saturday. Pre-publication
will occur 10 days following the Treasury
Board's consideration of the regulation.
~
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Treasury Board of Canada
Secretariat

Stage-Making

Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor
du Canada

Critical Dates

Key Points

Departmental review

There should not be more than an 18-month
period between the pre-publication and final
approval of a regulation.

RIAS

Adjust RIAS and add information on
comments received during pre-publication
and the responses made.

Drafting regulations
Review of the RIAS and the
regulation by TBS-RAS

Revise the regulation as required, based on
comments received during pre-publication.

Examination of the regulations
byJUS
Stamping
Departmental approvals
GIC proposal

The proposal must be received at PCO-OIC
15 working days prior to being scheduled
for a Treasury Board meeting.
The proposal should be sent to the
Assistant Clerk of the Privy Council
(PCO-OIC).
For urgent requests, a letter explaining the
nature of the urgency should be signed by
the minister, addressed to the President of
the Treasury Board, and sent to the
Assistant Clerk of the Privy Council
(PCO-OIC).

Treasury Board approval

A departmental or agency representative,
usually ADM level, may be asked to be
available during the meeting.

Registration

Registration is required a maximum of
seven days after GIC signature.
Registration is done by PCO-OIC.

Coming into Force
Publication

Publication is required a maximum of 23
days following registration.
The Canada Gazette, Part II, is published
every second week, on Wednesday. Final
publication occurs within 23 days following
GIC approval of the regulation.
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BZP Angela Doyle to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-09-2709:43 AM

Cc; Elizabeth Dussault

BZP-

Angela Doyle

Ok cOQl How ate we doing with adraftemailto Kylere CBAand t"is i

Jocelyn Kula
Elizabeth Dussault

I'm working on it right now. You should hopefully have it for revi

Jocelyn Kula

Great!! Sent by blackberry

FYI. ..
The reason we have not yet approved the
comment period for CG I.
I spoke with the

I

is that we are waiting to confirm the

today (they called) and advised them of this.

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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BZP - Enclosed Document - Costs/Benefits
Angela Doyle to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-09-2703:59 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault
Angela Doyle

BZP - Enclosed Document - Costs/Benefits

Jocelyn:
Sorry for the millions of e-mails I seem to be sending today. I am leaving now, so this is the last.
For BZP, enclosed is as far as I got with the CBA (it is not really a CBA so far I don't think ... it would need
more work ... but it is trying to get at costs/benefits ... at least qualitatively using the information we have).
Information we rec'd from Tim in in Annex B I believe, with ODARS comments we rec'd at that time.
Sincerely,
Angela

CBA_Template_August 28, 2011.doc
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SECRET

Regulation of BZP and TFMPP as Controlled Substances in Canada
A Costs-Benefits Analysis (CBA)
By:
Regulatory Policy Division,
Office of Controlled Substances,
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate,
Health Environments and Consumer Safety Bra]}£b~
Health Canada
with assistance from:
Treasury Board Secretariate - Centre of Regulatory~Expertise .(r~~:-CORE)
Bill Maga, Maga Consulting Ltd., CQntractor (support documentati~ft).

Treasury Board Secretarjat~: Regulatory Affait~fSector (TBS-RAS)

Royal Canadian Mounj~d ponC:~:(R~MP)
Canadian Border Serjlrces Agency:CCBSA)
Prepare~a: f<2!"~

Health Canada
,"/.".C,",

Contact: Angela R. Doyle, Reg~Lqtory Policy Division,
123 SlatgrStreet, Ottawih~QN, AIL.3503A
Telepholle: (613) 954-6792~::.
.
E-mail: angela doyle@hc-.~c.gc.c
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

[The executive summary should contain the information from the CBA as it would appear in the
Regulatory Impact Assessment Statement (RIAS).]

2. ISSUE
Benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine:/fFMEP) are used recreationally
for their hallucinogenic and stimulant effects, which poses a:·i?otentiaf~~~~ to the health of
Canadians.
~.
As a result, a Cost-Benefit Analysis was carried Q].tt:in order to determine the i!pp,!ct on the
Canadian public, industry, government, and other srakeholder.s~ofcontrol1ing t~ese substances in
Canada, i.e., listing the BZP and TFMPP in Schedule Ittofthe Co·ntrolled Drugs and Substances
Act (CDSA) and the Schedule to Part J ofthe F&DR.

2. ASSESSMENT LIMITATIONS
Limited information was available for this amilysis~:due'~io:ihe:substances' nature of use; data is
not available concerning s!!bsta:!!£~~~ of recreational use, notJor substances whose sale is in
contravention of the Foo.ifand Drugs Act (F&DA::) and Food and DrRegulations (F&DR), as
compared to that which: m~¥l1t be av~ilable for app~2~ed, marketed substances/products.
Hence, the CB~js!':l!g~!y quali!~tive~in:m:ifute;,::

3. BACKGROUND
BZP has a moderate to high pot~ntial for abuse, an association with serious and life-threatening
adverse events wlj.~n abused, all~ a lack of evidence to demonstrate its safeti. [Health Info for
TFMPP?]. In the m~d:: 1990s jf was reported that BZP was being used as a party/rave drug in the
United States. In 1999~the first shipment ofBZP (bulk powder and finished tablet form)
, ....
I
entering Canada was detected .
Since that time, Health Canada has been advised that there have been increases in BZP and
TFMPP on the streets noted by law enforcement agencies, in the number of analyzed samples of
I

Risk Assessment of l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine (N-Benzylpiperazine, BZP), Health Products and Food Branch and

Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch, July 2008

CBA_Template_August 28, 2011.doc
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BZP from seizures made by law enforcement agencies (over time from 1999)2, and in
importation of these substances into Canada noted by the Canada's Border Services Agency
(CBSA), without any apparent legitimate purpose.
In fact, Health Canada is not aware of an accepted medical or other legitimate use in Canada for
BZP, TFMPP, or products containing these substances. Sale of these products for claims such as
weight loss has resulted in [industry's] non-compliance with the F&gA and the F&DR.
The Health Products and Food Branch (HPFB) Inspectorate continues to pursue various
enforcement measures against distributers, importers and manlifacttiers of these products in
Canada. Beginning in October 2007, the HPFB Inspectorai~7e:stabli-glied a customs target for
finished products which was subsequently updated to i1!CIlld~ bulk powder~in July 2008.
Retailers have also been advised to remove product~Jrom their shelves and consumers have also
been warned not to use products containing BZPan<i:::[FMPP.
This next section briefly describes the regulatory contex't:s,~!!ounding this analysis.

3.1 Regulatory Context
Currently, Health Canada's authorization is n~cessaiftQ:~~l1 BZP;TFMPP, and/or a combination
of them in Canada. BZP an4.I!¥PP meet th~;9~finition:of~~'new drug", as defined under the
F&DR, and require a DrugJdent!fJ£~tion Numoir (DIN) to be sold or marketed in Canada
(Health Canada; 2010):=!2 date, ii§:product containing BZP and/or TFMPP has received a DIN.
As such, it is a contraveiifi9Itofthe:r&DA and F&DR to sell any product containing either
substance in Canada.
""'-'
,"
The HPFB Irispectora:te:tlkes comRJif:!pce and enforcement action to enforce the relevant
provisions:~fthe F&DA '~ri(I:E&DR; aC,QQrdingly. Beginning in October 2007, the HPFB
Inspecto;~t~:~e~,tablished a c;ft'ilms targi~(for finished products containing BZP and/or TFMPP,
which was sub~¢q!Jently upda(~q. to include bulk powder form in July 2008. In addition, retailers
were advised to~rem2ve produ~!s containing BZP and TFMPP from their shelves and consumers
have been warned ab.QJll the tLsks to health posed by products containing BZP and TFMPP.
(Health Canada; undated; pg. 2). The HPFB Inspectorate also recommends refusal of entry into
Canada of any commercial shipment of BZP referred by the Canadian Border Services Agency
(CBSA).
While the HPFB Inspectorate has a range of enforcement measures available to them, i.e.
prosecution, public warning, forfeiture, revocation/cancellation of authorization/product licence,
The number or volume of seizures over a given period of time cannot be derived from the number of samples
analyzed within that time period; the relationship of these has not been recorded.

2
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seizure and detention, these penalties may not be as appropriate for BZP and TFMPP as controls
that could be applied under the CDSA. The CDSA prohibits and sets out penalties for activities
with substances listed in its Schedules, while its regulations establish tight controls on movement
of the substances with a view to reducing abuse and diversion to the illicit market. Once
Scheduled to the CDSA, law enforcement agencies could take legal action on prohibited
activities involving BZP and TFMPP.
The status ofBZP and TFMPP relative to the F&DA and CDSA has Ied'to some confusion about
its legality and the perception among users that BZP and TFMgp~:~re "legal". Health Canada
inspectors have reported anecdotally that some retailers beli~ye~ thaf!lt~ drugs are legal as they
are not controlled under the CDSA and it has been argued by§ome that!hey are providing a
service to users by presenting a safer alternative to more,'h~rmful, illicifdIlIgs such as ecstasy.
Scheduling these drugs under the CDSA is likely to.go a long way to clariryjheir status under
federal law and introduce some certainty into themar~~t.

3.2 Regulatory Proposal
As published in the Notice of Intent (Noff(2008), the current tl1~regl!latory proposal under
consideration is to add the items outlined b~iC;w:t6 Schedule III the CDS A and Part J of the
F&DR.

to

o
o

BenzylpiperazineJBZP]'i~:namely I-benzylpiperazineand its salts, isomers and salts of
Isomers
Trifluoromethylph~nylpipeiaZine [TFMPPJ~:namely 1-(3trifluoromethylpheny~)piE~tazine.~~ . its salts, isomers and salts of isomers

Controlled Drugs anlfSubstanc~sACt (CDSA),Schedule III
The CDS'A>pl:ovides a legislatiye fram~work set to control substances that can alter mental
processes and'produce harm to~the health of an individual and/or society when diverted or
misused.
'
The CDSA and its Regulations seek to support the legal manufacture, trade and possession of
controlled substances for medical and scientific purposes while minimizing diversion for illicit
purposes. The CDSA carries punishments for various offences and the requirements specified in
the regulations allow for more restricted control and closer monitoring of drug use.
The Act also provides the Governor in Council with authority to amend, by order in Council, any
Schedules to the Act when the Governor in Council deems the amendment necessary in the
public interest. The Act contains five schedules listing controlled substances and one schedule
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listing precursors. Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments
described in Part I of the CDSA.
Schedule III

Activities prohibited include simple possession, trafficking/possession for the purpose thereof,
importing/exporting/possession for the purpose thereof, or production of controlled substances
listed in Schedule III to the CDSA, unless authorized by Regulation. [Check Accuracy].
Offenses associated with substances in Schedule III can be prosecuted.either by summary
conviction (e.g., a fine and up to six months imprisonment f6tfirst off~nce of simple
possession/double doctoring to a larger fine and up to ()neyearfor a second offence, up to 18
months imprisonment for trafficking/possession forJhe purpose thereof,
,.".,
importing/exporting/possession for the purpose tbereof, or production) or indictE!ent (up to three
years imprisonment for simple possession or up to tenyears iortrafficking, etcJ; as chosen by
the Crown. Substances listed in Schedule III of the CDSAinclude amphetamines, hallucinogens
and others.
Food and Drug Regulations (F&DR), Part l

Substances listed in Part J of !~ef&DR regulatesJhe use' Of~y9ritrolled substances that have no
recognized medical use. Ilierr'~e:is restricted to scientific and research purposes. Listed in this
Schedule are substances ~ilch as LSQ.

4.0 APPROAg!!~!\NQ~lY1ETH()DOLOGY:::
This an~J)~~!~ is to estimate:Eg~itive' arid negative impacts oflisting BZP and TFMPP in Schedule
III oftne C~.~A and the Sch(~jlJe to Part J of the F&DR on the government, agencies, and
various stakeli()I~~r groups.
Firstly, a market analysis for:eZP and TFMPP was attempted.

As a result,
the Market Assessment Report focused on the regulatory environment concerning these
substances in other jurisdictions ~nternationall)t _______________________________________________________________ _
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Secondly, during this time two Cost-Benefit Identification Sessions (CBIS) were held to identify
affected parties and potential impacts of implementing the regulatory proposal. Sessions were
chaired by TBS-CORE and organized by Office of Controlled Substances (OCS), HECSB.
There was representation from the CBSA, HPFB Inspectorate, and the Regulatory Policy
Division of OCS 3 •
Thirdly, once impacts were identified and described, the next step wa~Jo determine the data
methodologies available to support a CBA. Initial data was collecJea~ through review of internal
(HC) reports, e.g., lAS, MA, BZP Risk Analysis Report. Also a.va:jlable were two study reports
on pre- and post-regulatory environments concerning BZP party pllfuse in New Zealand.
Estimation ofBZP's market potential in Canada was, hO\ye~er, limii~d;:=Statistical modelling
such as diffusion curves and regression analysis were deeme4 -unwarranfedand conclusions
drawn from what analysis was possible, would needjO"be drawn with cautioh:s,? as not to render
"
the conclusions relatively meaningless.

[Note: Add any additional methodology used once it iskllown what we have from the RCMP or
Justice]
[Finally, consultation was held with the [RCMP 1], [CBSA?], [HPFB Inspectorate?], [TPD?],
[Justice?] on the conte)Cts of this report. TBS-CORE provided a challenge function for this
initiative and a tremendous amount of assistance and guidance in compiling this report.j

---------------

5.0 RISK ASSESSM~:NI

Comment [A2]: [Note: 111is
paragrapb asSUll1es that
consultation with these groups will
be held prior to finalizing this
document}.

Although Health Canada pos~essc:$~lijJl:itt!~ !nfofI11atIon, scientific evidence suggests these
substances hav~~9~RQJ~ntial for-~PJ!~e and-:canhiii1n public health. HC's Risk Assessment Report
of July 200St;c'oncluded::fugt BZR"ba.~ a moderate to high potential for abuse, no currently
accepted_riie,dical use, an"assQciatioll-with,serious and life-threatening adverse events when
abused;'-andj~lack of evidenc~to demonstrate its safety. The recommendation of the Report was
to consider Scheduling BZP as:.:a. controlled substance in Canada to the CDSA.
Too little is known toestimate'any general risk to health from Scheduling BZP and TFMPP. If
Scheduled to the CDS*:~the:risks to health of Canadians associated with recreational use of these
substances would be expected to decline due to decreased availability of the substances.
However, the RCMP has indicated that there appears to be a trend toward making potent drugs
available to Canadians that are not yet Scheduled. Indeed, there is a risk that Scheduling these
3

_------

The RCMP was invited, but unable to participate in the sessions.

Risk Assessment of l-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine (N-Benzylpiperazine, BZP), Health Products and Food Branch and
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch, July 2008

4
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substances may lead to new or increased use of a substitute drugs. It is unknown which drugs
could be substituted, how often they would be used, etc.
Also, due to the prohibitive nature of the CDSA, other activities with these substances would
also be expected to decline. Yet the risk that activities could continue or increase once the
substances are Scheduled (with this or with a substitute drug). This risk could be mitigated by
agencies such as the CBSA, RCMP, and other law enforcement in accordance with the CDSA
and/or Part J of the F&DA.
There should be no risk to Scheduling for any legitimate inq!lstry,' a~J:p.ese substances have no
known legitimate therapeutic use in Canada or legitimatejndllstrial appJ.j<;ation. It appears that
BZP and/or TFMPP are mostly marketed and sold for recibational.purposes, and to a smaller
degree, perhaps for other claims. Should industry \\,~sh to use these substariQ~~ for a legitimate
purpose in the future, Health Canada could assessw):l~!her it is:appropriate to0am~.na the
Regulations by listing the substances under a differenE?£p.eduJefset of Regulations.

6. BENEFITS AND COSTS
Implementation of this regulatory proposal could affect the Canadian public, current and/or
future industry involved in activities concem~g BZPa~dJor TFMPP, and Health Canada and its
~.
Federal partners, as presented in the following.section.
Canadian Public

The Canadian public, for the purp.ose of this report, is composed of three groups: consumers,
users, and others~. "
Consumersf:'People who consume the product for non-recreational purposes who may be unaware that
the producis contain BZP and/or JFMPp5
Users: People who consume the product for recreational use. There may be cases where the user
believes he/she is gett~n~g ectasy,when it is a product containing BZP and/or TFMPP.
Others: Members of the Canacfian public that do not consume/use BZP and/or TFMPP.

Benefits/Costs

(Error! Main Document Only.Health Canada discovered BZP was undeclared in the weight loss
product Revolution DS Weight LOSS™).

5
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Below is a description of positive and negative impacts from the perspective of users, consumers,
and others:
• on use/consumption of BZP/TFMPP;
• overall risk to health from use of BZP/TFMPP;
• finances;
• public security;
• sociaL ..... .

1. Use/Consumption
Although products containing BZP andlor TFMPP may remain~ availabl~~tlrr0ugh organized
crime groups once the substances are Scheduled to th~~CDSA, it is anticipated that ovenill,
activities with these substances including consuml?!igpJuse will decrease, at ]e~~tt~mporarily.
This expectation is due to a number of factors: controls~that ~~~ltQe placed on a91ivities such as
simple possession; the size of the penalties for offencesui]cte."rthe CDS A (see Annex B); the
authority for seizure by the RCMP; etc. The expectation is "also reinforced through observations
drawn from the New Zealand experience, t!Iat:~emonstrate th~ potential for regulatory controls,
or lack there of, to influence price and extent of availability ofBZP. When BZP was prohibited,
there was a significant reduction in its availability and use. While there was some recovery in
the availability ofBZP in 2009, it was not to the extent observed in the years when it was legalL~ _____ --A primary reason people:m'lY not be deterred froniengaging in activities with BZP andlor
TFMPP, including consumption and pse, is that the substances are not Scheduled. Canadians at
large could per~~ivC!_thClt schedulingthe sut)stances will help prevent new use/consumption by
new indivi4:uaIS~andistlier~by a benefit, while users might not substitute activities with an
alternate dDig, unless it t60isnot Scheduled. This could mean less use of substitute/alternatives
for these indiyiduals, depending upon availability and accessibility ofunscheduled~ubstance~._A __ ------perceived costfor these userscQuld be that they would no longer be able to enjoy the
"recreational effects" ofBZP auG/or TFMPP, ~or reported advantages such enabling users to stay
awake for longer periods to undertake a wide range of activities. These activities included
dancing, general socialising, work, outdoor pursuits and study. The drug has also been identified
with weight loss, perceived as a positive outcome of use among teenagers. (Butler & Sheridan;
2007~" ______________________________ "______ "_____________________________________________________________________________________________ ------Other users may be/get involved with drug activity regardless of a drug's regulatory status, and
could continue use with BZP, TFMPP, and other illicit substances. The scheduling of the
substances may not impact their use.
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For those that decrease consumption/use of BZP/TFMPP, there may be the added benefit of
decreasing any risk to their health.

2. Risks to Health
Scheduling BZP andlor TFMPP is expected to reduce any risk to the health of Canadians by
limiting access to substances, thereby, reducing ~n~_~.s_~~~j~!~_~_R~~~~ti~JJ<?~_~~':l_~~_~~~_~~Y_~~.s_~ ______ ------health effects, i.e., hallucinations, respiratory depression, heart p~lp.rtati()ns,and seizures.
\Although, products containing BZP sold for such claims as weight loss, may be viewed as safe
by a consumer, there have been no such products authorized for sale by Health Canada to date.
This means that the safety, quality, efficacy, consumer information/labelling, etc. for these
products has not been evaluated by Health Canada, and the consequences of concomitant
administration of other substances such as narcotics or alcohol..
A wide range of adverse or negative effects ofBZP party pills have been identified by users,
although it should be noted that it is relatively difficult to attribute many of these to BZP alone.
A combination of BZP party pill consumption, concurrent use of alcohol and other substances,
extended periods of exertion, lack of sleep, and dehydration may all contribute to these negative
effects. (Butler and Sheridan; 2007). In Canada in 2009, it was reported that a consumer
developed cardiac arrhythmia possibly due to consUmption of a weight loss product that
contained BZP. It should be noted as well that, at the time when these drugs were minimally
regulated in New Zealand (minimum age of 18 years and promotional restrictions), the same
study noted that young people found the legal status ~fBZP party pills conveyed a message that
they were safe to use. This led some young users to exceed the recommended dosage and ignore
safety warnings on the pa~kaging. (Butler and Sheridan; 2007t __________________________________________________ -----An estimat~:of the health'ben~fits oftpi.s~egulatory proposal was prepared, based upon a
comparison.fo studies in NewZealanq~(see Annex B) on recreational use ofBZP party pills.
Due to the number and type of-differences between the regulatory and drug usage environments
in New Zealanland in Canada:;:there is not sufficient confidence to report or to rely upon the
numbers generated-from this aSsessment. It did, however, generate evidence to suggest the
following general stateme~tS~ could be accurate.

Scheduling BZP and TFMPP could result in:

1.

a reduction in the number of recreational users ofBZP, TFMPP, andlor products
containing these substances;
5New

Zealand Studies
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II. a potential [ though not statistically significant (??)] decrease in the recreational user's
risk in emergency room visits; and an
III. associated benefit of fewer negative health impacts, such as avoided cost of treatment,
avoided lost productivity, avoided pain and suffering experienced while at the hospital,
avoided pain and suffering while the user is outside the hospital.
Impacts were not assessed concerning the potential for a user ofBZP and/or TFMPP to switch to
using a substitute or designer drug, whether the substances could }:)(!:considered gateway drugs or
the likelihood for emergency visits, which could have occurreq d~~~: ~o using other substances or
no substances.

In addition, it has been suggested to Health Canada that lBzp and TFMPP should not be regulated under
the CDSA, because of their potential use in "harm reduction" for methamphetamine addicts. To be used
for such a claim, the sponsor company would need to receive authorization from Health Canada for its
sale in Canada. Listing BZP and TFMPP in Schedule III to the CDSA and in Part J to the F&DR would
mean that an individual/organjzation could submit an application to Health Canada for authorization for
such sale. Health Canada could then consider listing the substances in the Schedule to Part G of the
F&DR. in order that it could issue such authorizationLI~~_~P5?~~~~~~~~t.nP-'!!lY!p"~),J?~~~~~\l~~h~J!c_~l1~~~l1g_~ ~ __ ----- Comment [AS]: My
scheme under Part G as a cost, whereas such scheduling would aim to protect the Canadian public from
I understanding. Need to COn finn
this is accurate. Comment was
diversion.
received by Health Canada from
Purepillz in response to the Notice
to .Interested Parties (NOI)
published in 2008

3. Financial Impact
For consumer or user groups, financial costs coulqincrease as a result of scheduling. Firstly,
fees paid to obtain any unused, unscheduled BZP and/or TFMPP, or product containing these
substances, would be lost andprodtict woul~needto be disposed of. Secondly, the inability to
purchase in th~Jutur~:9QP:ld be perceived" bithe:consumer/user as a cost. However, the
substances. should not hayy; been sold:to consumers without the required authorization under the
F&DR. rfiirdly, there couJ'(fbe an iric!~.~ed financial cost if a user were to use the substances
once Scheduledjf the price wire to in~rease, or switch to using a more expensive substitute drug.
There is not, however, sufficie"nt information to calculate such probability or associated costs.
Finally, under the"CDSA, persbns possessing BZP and TFMPP could be charged with an offence
under the CDSA result~g inJines and/or imprisonment.
For the Canadian public as a whole, reducing the risk of health impacts related to BZP and
TFMPP could reduce financial costs, i.e., through less recreational use of the substances, less
emergency visits, fewer negative health impacts, avoided cost of treatment, avoided cost of lost
productivity, etc. (see Section 2 above)
4. Public Security
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Providing Law Enforcement Agencies with the authority to respond to activities with BZP and
TFMPP could be received positively by the Canadian public as a whole. Any potential for
violence associated with illicit activities with the substances, should be mitigated by the fact that
Scheduling would give the agencies the tools/authority to respond to illegal activity, thereby
improving community safety and/or decreasing any risk of an unsafe environment. On the other
hand, such law enforcement and any associated offences could be viewed negatively by those
using BZP and TFMPP.
5. Social Impacts
'H-

As stated earlier, scheduling BlP and TFMPP might lessen the ljk~lihood of a non-user becoming a user.
Scheduling the substances should reduce and possibly e1imiDJlte'tbe perception that these substances are
natural, therefore, less harmful than illicit drugs. In addt!!On, there may be a different perception that
'
exists in using substances scheduled vs. unscheduled t~Jlie CDSA.

Scheduling the substances could also help address concefI1~xpressed by the media. Media
interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004, b~thas remained steady since July
2008 following the deaths of two individuals_that were initiaUYtllOught to be related to the
ingestion of pills containing BZP. The medhiexpressed concems(hat Health Canada had not
taken a more proactive stance in regulating BZPiti'd1TEMPP as controlled substances, because
of the health risks associated with these substances. J~tiesiionswere also raised regarding the
easy availability of these pillsit;lpublic fora.
,-,
Industry [Coll{itientiallll(ormatioll - (or Suppleinel1tarv lVote 0111v1
Profile

I

Industry:

Includes individuaIsibusinesses that are involved in the movement of/activities with BlP and/or TFMPP
such as production, import, export. trafficking, etc. There is currently no legitmate use for these
substances known to Health Canada. Examples ofJegitimate business with BZP and/or TFMPP could
include research 6, activities with substances that will not be sold in Canada (do no require a DIN), etc. L____ ------ Comment [A9]: Must be a
[Health Canada is aware of two companies in Canada who have distributed product, at least one of which
~be=t1er::::::d::::::e::::::fin::::::it::::::io::::::n=====~
has been prosecuted under a Provincial Court for non-compliance with the F&DA and its Regulations. Lu_-------{ Comment [AlO]: Accurate'!

By research, it is meant: personnel that use the substances in the course of a chemical or analytical
procedure for medical, laboratory, industrial, educational, or research purposes, e.g. to study the scientific
and/or medical uses or effects ofBlP and/or TFMPP.
6
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The sale ofBZP and/or TFMPP is currently in contravention of the F&DA and F&DR. Unless Health
Canada is made aware of a legitmate business in Canada, ~hese products are assumed not to contribute to
[legitmate] Canadian economy or the international market.

L ____________________________________________________________ -------

Comment [AU]: Cbeckwith
Tim if statement appropriate

The profile of any existing non-Iegitmate industry is largely unknown, i.e., the number and
organizationslindividuals and the activities in which they are engaged, sales, share of economy and
international market, growth rates, etc.!{X Number] rf~_<?!1:l.p~l1i~~_~~y_e}~~l1_~~~~f!~_~~y_~~a)_t.h ______________ ------- Comment [A12]: Does HPFB
know?
Canada that the sale of, and all activities associated with these products~are in contravention of
the F&DA. Health Canada has repeatedly requested that [PurePillz], for example, stop the
import, distribution and sale of these products. :Overall, there were 29 customs refusals since
2009 from 24 different importers in Ontario and British Columbia. The majority of importers
were individuals rather than companiesL _____________________ .. _... ___________________ ~_---------------------------------------- Comment [A13]: Confidential.
The geographic extent of the market also cannot be reliably determined. However, analysis of exhibits
seized by the RCMP has identified both substances across Canada. Both substances ha'le consistently
been seized (as unidentified chemicals Of inappropriately labelled goods, etc) at the Canadian border and
are readily available on the internet and in store front locations. (See the section on HPFB Inspectorate
activity)
The extent of competition for this market and;:C(m~).lmer choice is also unknown. BZP and TFMPP are
used for their hallucinogenic and stimulant prop_ertiesasa_ substitute or concurrently with other substances
such as alcohol, ecstasy, etc. The relationship be!ween themarket for BZP and/or TFMPP and the
demand for such alternate substances is unknownto Health--Canada~- Jt is assumed that use of BZP and/or
TFMPP could be demonstrated to both compete with and stimulate demand for other substances. L_______ -

Info. SuppJied from HPFB
Inspectorate.
'

-

Comment [A14]: Should I

remove this since can't confirm"

Cost/Benefit

Health Canada is not awareo£_~!!y-legitifu~t~_!!!gustry for BZP and TFMPP in Canada, hence,
there has beerulo quantificationo-f::Jhe potential financial impact on industry in this report. It is
expected that="financiaCtosts" wheth~t:J9 a legitimate or non-legitimate industry would range,
depending:on the activities ~~~ whether the activities with these substances constituted a minor
or major compoI1ent of its business. Assumed losses would include invested business start-up
fees, expected~~ture profitlrev~riue, ~osts for closing or replacing that aspect of the business
,
including stocked product disposal cost~,_~!~_.__ ~xJ!~~t:l_~!?_1J?~~_~fi~_ ~()_ulc!_ ~~~~~! J~~1)!_ ~p!?_~~ _()L __ ,-,,/
a more profitable busitless. ~ersonslbusinesses already involved in organized crime may
continue dealing with th~se substances once Scheduled, generating higher profit margins per
substance sold, as the substances are Scheduled and the business would be incurring higher risk.
Any persons conducting research with BZP and TFMPP would need to incur any costs to bring
them into compliance with Part J of the F&DR.lAs costs for the research community to comply
with Part J would have been taken into consideration at the time of Part J's inception, it is
[A16]:' Is this a safe
expected that these costs would be reasonable/absorbable. lI~~_~~!~!~_I?~_~_9_~_I?~_l1?~~r_~f_~~~_e~!_c:~_______ /----- Comment
assumption or is this sometimes
not the case? Do we know the cost
to research firms from the RIAS'!
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firms, whether there are alternate substances/products that would achieve their research objectives are
unknown to Health Canada.

Currently, industry involved in the sale of product unauthorized for sale in Canada by
Health Canada risks prosecution under the F&DA and F&DR. In the future, persons who
continue to be engaged in activities without a required licence and/or permit under Part J of the
F &DR may be charged and be faced with absorbing any attributed financial cost, i.e., fine or lost
salarylbusiness due to imprisonment under the CDSA (Annex C). Offenses associated with
substances in Schedule III of the CDS A can be prosecuted either by summary conviction (e.g., a
fine and up to six months imprisonment for first offence of simple'possessionJdouble doctoring
to a larger fine and up to one year for a second offence, up to '18 months imprisonment for
trafficking/possession for the purpose thereof, importing/exporting/possession for the purpose
thereof, or production) or indictment (up to three years imprisonment for simple possession or up
to ten years for trafficking, etc.), as chosen by theCiown. Substances listed in Schedule III of the
CDSA include amphetamines, hallucinogens and others.
Government of Canada and Federal Partners

Health Canada
Profile

!within the Department of Health Canada, The CDsA' and its Regulations are administered by the
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate of HECSB. The Therapeutic Products Directorate
administers the F&DA and F&DR it would be involved in the review and approval of new drugs
proposed for sale in Canada that contain BZP and TFMPP. The HPFB Inspectorate is responsible for
compliance and enforcement activities under the F&DA and F&DR.L _________________________________________________ ------

Comment [A17]: Does this

need further infoimation such as
size/resoUrces? ' t' ,

Costs/Benefits

Incremental c~ststo Health C~~ada are presumed insubstantial. frhe operational costs associated
with regulating research activities with BZP and TFMPP would be minimalJ~~_th~_~~)?__'!!~~~~X_~ ___ ------- Comment [A18]: Should we
add approxim~fe
system in place to obtain other controlled substances for this purpose, and the amount of studies
time/resources/salary dollars for a
licenc~.ot permit to t)e issued'! Do
requiring use of the drug:islikely not substantial [true??]. As currently there are no products
we have this information?
containing BZP and/or TFMPP authorized for sale in Canada under the F&DA and F&DR,
currently any operational costs adsorbed by Health Canada for compliance and enforcement
activities would be transferred from HPFB Inspectorate to HECSB and Law Enforcement
agencies respectively.

HPFB Inspectorate [Colljidentia/- for supplementary note only]
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Profile
The HPFB Inspectorate is composed of an Ottawa based office responsible for ...... and regional
offices that carry out compliance and enforcement activities within the regions. Concerning past
and current action taken by the HPFB Inspectorate concerning these substances and/or products
containing these substances, the HPFB Inspectorate Border Integrity Program recommends
refusal of entry into Canada for commercial shipments of BZP in dosage form (e.g. tablets,
powder). Inspectors may seize the drug under certain circumstances (e.g. history of noncompliance ).
The following was confirmed with the HPFB Inspectorate (confidential at this time):
- Concerning any BZP and TFMPP industry in Canada that the HPFB Inspe~torate is aware of
(type of businesses, number of businesses, regions, ~tc.), there were 29 custOms refusals since
2009 from 24 different importers in Ontario and British Columbia. The majority. of importers
were individuals rather than companies.
- There have been no new incidents concerning BZP or TFMPP since 2009.
- The HPFB Inspectorate Border Integrity program is not aware of a legitimate industry in
Canada.
- Health Canada has moved ahead with the prosecution and charges have been laid against
Purepillz Inc. under the F &DA&Rs

Cost/Benefit
The following was confirmeci.:witlI the HPFB Inspectorate.
Known indl.lstry

has not ~'espected~jhe fact that they are selling products containing an

unapproy~t?~drug,
Inspectorate~ . ::.

and in ()ne"case, hase}):plicitly ignored regulatory actions taken by the HPFB
.

The anticipatedimp~~t (positive and negative) that scheduling the substances in the CDSA and
in the Schedule toPaI1} ofth~F&DR will have on the HPFB Inspectorate is that listing BZP
and TFMPP on the sche9ule to Part J of the F&DR will reduce the HPFB Inspectorate Border
Integrity Program's workl()ad. The CBSA officers will be responsible for detaining and seizing
any illicit importations and the HPFB Inspectorate would no longer be called upon to make
admissibility recommendations for these substances.
Scheduling the substance will finally bring some clarity to inspectors. Currently it is considered a
New Drug without a DIN and the Inspectors feel this is not sufficient considering it's hann
potential. It will also align them with other foreign countries and their scheduling efforts.
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Health Canada has been actively monitoring and taking compliance and enforcement actions
both at the border and domestically for bulk powder and other dosage form finished products
containing BZP and TFMPP. The table below reflects the total number of import shipments
containing BZP or TFMPP that have been referred to Health Canada for an admissibility
decision and that were subsequently refused. Shipments ranged from small personal shipments
of one finished product package containing a few tablets to large commercial shipments of bulk
powder.
.

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
....

Total number of imports
refused

2

I

6

5

9
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5.23

8.0 RECOMMENDATION

•

Although sale in Canada ofBZP, TFMPP and/or products containing these substances
requires prior authorization from HC under the F&DR, this has not prevented the
marketing of such products~ as a safe and legal alternative to substances made illicit under
the CDSA, such as MDMA (ecstasy) and amphetamines. This could be the result of
confusion about the legality of the substances' sale or the difference in weight of potential
offences under the CDSA vs. the F&DA [?check if offences laid out there or in Regs].
Nevertheless, this type of marketing hampers effective compliance and enforcement.
HC is seeing an increasing trend in activity with respect to the importation, manufacture,
and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing these substances. This is
indicative of an increased interest for these substances in Canada, despite a lack of
legitimate purpose. It is expected that this trend would continue in the absence of
regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances. As a result, the potential risk to the
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health and safety of Canadians could also increase. Consumers (those purchasing an
unauthorized product marketed for an indication such as weight loss, etc.) and users
(those who use/abuse the product for recreational use) would continue to have an
associated risk of suffering a number of negative health outcomes such as increased heart
rates & blood pressure, heart palpitations, seizures, agitation, psychiatric disturbances and
potential exacerbation of certain related existing health conditions.
In addition, the HPFB Inspectorate would continue to pursue various enforcement
measures against distributers, importers and manufacturers of prod,ucts in Canada that are
subject to and in non-compliance with the F&DA and F&DR. Howeyer, police forces
would be unable to bring to court charges (unless it was in am.lxture with other illicit
substances) when these drugs have been confiscated, as p()s~~'~~i(>ll would not be illegal
and in some cases, law enforcement would be obliged to~~tum -th~ pr,oduct.

We understand that not all potential problemi:wilLhe,solved li,¥scheduling BZP and
TFMPP as controlled substances under th~. CDSAind:Vle:recognize possible criticisms.
For example,
.. ~
".:;;;:~
A decline in·the.. use of th~ substances oI1c~.illicit, may result in positive health
outcomes for sonj~, alth.24~it is possil1)e'that others might switch to using other
substances havings!.Tl1iJar·or;wo~~!legative health impacts. In the long run, new
substances 'luay be developed to replace BZP and TFMPP.
Individuals/ groups may chO,oseJo engage in prohibited activities with these
substances and riskthe poss.!bility of an offence or violence associated with such
actions.
A determination ofthe health impacts of BZP and TFMPP is complicated by the
fact that the substances are possibly taken with other substances, such as alcohol.
Some public:may hold the view that increased access to drugs that do not appear
as harmful as currently illicit substances should be permitted.
[other. .. from NOI?]
We do, however, believe that there is sufficient evidence to support scheduling 'BZP and
TFMPP. For this reason, the costs and benefits of regulating are being assessed in this
report. We believe that we have a responsibility to the Canadian Public as a whole, to
prevent substances used for recreational pur,poses and we expect that there will be a
decreased likelihood that someone will be exposed to the drug.
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This CBA supports the recommendation to add the items below to Schedule III to the

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and Part J of the F &DR.
o
o

Benzylpiperazine [BZP], namely I-benzylpiperazine and its salts, isomers and
salts of isomers
Trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine [TFMPP], namely 1-(3trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine and its salts, isomers and salts of isomers

Annex A

RCMP submitted BZP and TFMPP Exhibits
Analysed bv ProvincelTerritory I~~'"~
The Market Analysis Report related to BZP and TFMPPreported the number of exhibits
submitted by the RCMP for analysis fromregions that resulted in confirmation of the presence of
BZP and TFMPP. The Report, however, emphasized that it is not possible to use this data to
generate reliable regional distribution/demographics information related to BZP and TFMPP, due
to the nature of the data, i.e., the databases in which the number of exhibits sampled were
recorded did not link the number of samples analyzed to the number of seizures and/or charges
laid, etc.) for each region.~
__________________
0 ______

,,"_<'- ________________________________________________________

T a bl e 1 : Nurn b er 0 f Analyze
I d E x h'b't
- f BZP-b~-P-~'
I ISO
Iy- ~·n:~ymceITern'tory *
,-2008 .
2009
2006
2007
-"','

,-

::'Q.

BC
AB
SK

MB
ON
QC
NB
NS

PEl

NL
YT
NU/NWT

,

0
0

---

_.,-

0
0 -""--5
0
0
0
0:
0
0

~.

""

---""

-

23
10

-~

F=:----:-- .:::'

-~.:

.

10
-56
:::13
13
19
0
1
0
0

.J26
47
7
29
637
172
7
20
4
11
1
0

139
114
15
28
1168
621
53
53
0
38
0
0

2010 (as of
Oct, 20 th)
119
66
11
17
544
188
22
16
0
4
0
1

T a bl e 2 : N urn b er 0 f A nalyze
I d E x h'b't
I ISO fTFMPP bIy P rovmce IT ern'tory *
2009
2010 (as of
2006
2007
2008
Oct, 20 th)
24
106
138
117
0
BC
10
37
112
3
65
AB
SK

0

6

2

14

11
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MB
ON
QC
NB
NS
PEl
NL
YT
NU/NWT

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7
45
13
9
18
0
1
0
0

28
1107
648
51
53
0
37
0
0

25
518
202
5
14
4
2
1
0

T a bI e 3 : N"
I E x hOb"
I ze d bry DAS
atlOna I T
ota
I Its A nal'
Number of
Exhibits
2006
2007
20Q~

H

>,

,,*,Y,",",,

.

17
502
203
22
16
0
4
0
1

-~

. 2010

(uiitiL

2009

*"""'"

20062010

Nov" 241
Containing
BZP
Containing
TFMPP
Containing
BZP&
TFMPP

5

146

1061

3

129~:: f=~ 920
i*'~,

8
,

.,

,

.....

151

.,

...

...

.,:::,'

"

2232

1"

.':

2191

'~'.

4657

1170

4413

1289

4975

..C .

......

1161"'·, .

1213

"

.

2366

'

It is interesting to notethat in Vancouver, DA~~h<!s correspondingly found that since
2006, more cases have occurredwhe.re piperazine derivatives were identified. In
addition, th~re w~remore"e.iliiblis:1;6i1taining BZP and TFMPP, among other substances,
in OntarioariaQueb~2={see 'T~bl~s 2 an~f3Y

Annex B

Literature Review
Estimation of He'alth Benefits from Listing of BZP and TFMMP to the
Controlled Substance List in Canada
REVIEW ON NEW ZEALAND EXPERIENCE

{ 1

Users of BZP party pills (SHORE, 2006)

Benzylpiperazine party pill users tend to be young adults who use party pills as a social
lubricant (Wilkins, Girling, Sweetsur, Huckle, & Huakau, 2006). A major study of BZP
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party pill use in New Zealand found that one in five (20.3%) New Zealanders had, tried
party pills, while one in seven (15.3%) had used party pills in the previous 12 months
(Wilkins, Girling, Sweetsur, Huckle, & Huakau, 2006). Party pills were most popular
among the 18 - 24 year old age group. A third (33.9%) of 18 - 19 year olds had used
party pills in the preceding year, and 38% of 20 - 24 year olds had done so. According to
Wilkins, Girling, Sweetsur, Huckle, and Huakau (2006), party pills were most commonly
used in public places such as concerts, on the street, at the beach or park, in pubs, bars or
at dance parties. According to the results of this study, BZP party pills are used by young
New Zealanders to enhance their social experiences in much the same way as illicit
substances and alcohol are used.

1.2

Substances used in combination with lega(party P~lIs

Those who had used legal party pills in the previQu's 12 months were as~~~~ what
substances, if any, they usually use with legalparty pills. Nearly nine ouf6f:10 (86.4%,
81.6-90.1) legal party pill users said they use'otlier;substances with their leg~rparty pills.
The most common substance used with legal partypiils Was alcohol (91.1 %, 86.3-94.3),
followed by tobacco (39.6%, 33.1-46~6) and cannabis C22}%, 17.0-28.7) (Table 2.1).
The next most commonly used substillce.s.were so calle&ir~covery pills' which are often
sold from retail outlets that sell legal pI0y;pig~,:.¥anufacturet:~.~cJaim that these
substances assist drug users to recover fi~.~ tliel[~hg9yer effec'ts and long term harms
associated with legal party pill use and oth~r dnIg use::::EcsJasy (MDMA) was the
amphetamine type stimulanII~IS) drug mQ~Fcommonlyused with legal party pills, with
approximately one i~::Jwenty(5.3%, 2.8-9.5) users saying they usually used it with their
legal party pills. Airiphetaminearid crystal methamphetamine were only rarely used with
legal party pills (Table'2';))'

Tablet: Substances'used in combination with Ie

ills, 2006

:<Dru
Alcohol
Tobacco/ cigarettes
Cannabis
Recovery pills
Ecstasy (E, MDMA)
Nitrous oxide
Hallucinogenic mushrooms
Amphetamines (meth, P, pure)
LSD
GHB (gamma-hydroxybutyrate)
Rush (Amyl nitrate, Butyl nitrate)
Cocaine
Ice (crystal meth)

22.3
9.2
5.3
4.5
2.4
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.0
0.6
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Other opiates
Kava
Other hallucinogens (PCP, datura)

1.3

0.6
0.6
0.5

Other drug use by legal party pill users

Legal party pill users were asked whether they had recently used a list of other drug
types, including alcohol and tobacco and twenty-four other drug types. Nearly all the
legal party pill users (97.2%) had used other drugs in the preceding 12 months. The drug
types they most commonly used are summarised in Table 2J.":Six out of 10 (60.8%; 54.3,
66.9) legal party pill users had used cannabis in the last year,'one:in five (21.0%; 16.3,
26.6) had used ecstasy in the last year and one in six (15.9%; 11.8/~1.1) had used
amphetamines in the last year. One in seven (14.4%,1004, 19.6) legaI'party pill users had
used nitrous oxide in the preceding 12 months and"'\one in 10 (10.0%; 6.8:.14.4) had used
LSD in the previous year. One in 29 (3.5%; 1.8~fi~5) legarparty pill users repOlied they
had used crystal methamphetamine in the previousjl~ar.' "

Table 2: Other drug types used by legal" party pill users in"the previous year, 2006
Drug type
. Percent (%)
94:6::::·
Alcohol'
.,
".
Tobacco/cigarettes
68.0
Cannabis
60.8
',21.0
,.
Ecstasy (E,MDMA): .,
Amphetamines (meth,P~pure)
15.9
Nitrous oxide
14.4
,.
10.0
LSD
,:
Hallucinogenic mushrooms
9.1
..
..
Cocaine:.
6.2
..
K"
.,
ava
5.1
Ice (crystalmeth)
3.5
Tranquillizers{downers,valium,serepans)
3.0
Morphine
2.1
GHB (gamma-hydroxybutyrate)
1.7
Poppies (opium)
1.5
Rush (Amyl nitrate,Butyl nitrate)
1.5
Crack cocaine
1.4
Solvents (glue,petrol,spray paint)
1.2
Other hallucinogens (PCP,datura)
1.2
Source: SHORE, 2006
,

~"':~:

,~

'",.

",,,,'

"',',
"

",

',.

~w"

"

"',

,

ww'O,

'"

Table 3: Se1f re orted harmful effects from the use of Ie al arty
Area of life
Percent (%)
Lower CI (%)
Upper CI (%)
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Energy and
19.3
vitality
Health
14.6
Financial
8.8
position
Outlook on life 6.3
Home life
4.7
Friendships and 4.0
social life
Work and study 2.9
life
Source: SHORE, 2006

14.8

24.8

10.6
5.7

19.9
13.4

3.8
2.6
2.0

10.3
8.1
7.9

1.3

6.2

"

.

1.4 Relationship between legal party pil/s~nd" illicit drug" qse
Those who had used legal party pills and an illi~itdrug in the previous y~~if"were asked
how their use of legal party pills fits into their cUlT~nt illicit drug use.
"" ".".
Respondents were read out a number of statements""describinghow their current use of
legal party pills interrelates with their current illicit drug use and asked to select the one
that best describes their experience. One third of the respondents to the question
(33.2; 26.0-41.2) indicated that they hadrecently 'stopped:the!! illicit drug use'. Of those
who were current illicit drug users, approximately: three out 6(10 (27.9%; 19.937.8) indicated that they only 'use legal party pillS: when they cannot get illicit drugs'
(Figure 6.1). A further thre~out of 10 (26.9%;J8.8-36":9):indicated that they 'use legal
party pills with illegal drugs to enhance their effects or duration of their effects' .
Over four out of 10:(fl.5.2%; 35.600::55.1) repori~d that they 'use legal party pills so they do
not have to use ill~g~Ldrugs' .
"

1.5

~flaiacteiis'ti~s of lega/party pills most liked

Those wllohad used legaf party pills in the previous year were asked the three things they
most like(fabout legal part§pills. Approximately half of users (53.2%; 46.3-60.0) said
they most liked the' energy' that legal party pills provided (Table 7.1).
Over four out of1Q(45.1 %; 38.3-52.0) users said the euphoric effects of legal party pills
was the characteristic they most liked. Other attributes of legal party pills which users
commonly reported as characteristics they most liked included that they were 'legal'
(22.5%; 17.4-28.5), inexpensive (21.2%; 16.1-27.4), 'easy to buy' (19.9%; 15.0-26.0),
'enhanced ability to socialise' (7.8%; 5.0-12.1), were perceived to be safer than illegal
drugs' (6.7%; 4.0-11.0) and 'increased confidence' (4.9%; 2.7-8.8).
. f ICS 0 fl ega parry
t pI'11 S Wh'IC h users mos t rk
T a bI e 4 : Ch arac t ens
I ed, 2006

Attribute
Energy/keeps you going all night
The 'high' /effects/ euphoria

Percent (%)
53.2
45.1
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They're legal
22.5
They're cheap
21.2
They're easy to buy
19.9
Enhance ability to socialise
7.8
Better/safer than illegal drugs/alternative
6.7
substance
Increase confidence
4.9
Calm me down/relaxing effect
2.7
You can drink more alcohol
2.2
The new names
1.8
Hallucinations
1.6
Allows you to work longer
1.3
,=-=,
'"
Helps me think/reflect
1.1
0.8 ,~~"~
Makes sex better
Packaging! adverts
0.8
Make other illegal drugs better/last longer
0.6,.'
....
. -'
Makes music better
0.5
(Percentages are of those who had used legal party pillfih the last year excluding don't
know and refused; n=252)
Source: SHORE, 2006
~~~

< ,-

~

""-

~.

.".~~~

Figure 6.1: Role legal party pills play in current illicit drug use, 2006
Percentage
100~----------------------------------------------------~

90+-----------------------------------------------------~
80+-----------------------------------------------------~
70+-----------------------------------------------------~
60+-----------------------------------------------------~

50+---------------------------~------------------------~

40+---------------------30+---=====±===-=-------20
10

o
Use only w hen can't get

Use so don't have to use

illegal drugs

illegal drugs

Use IN ith illegal drugs

Use of BZP

Figure 1: Role Legal Party Pills Play in Current Illicit Drug Use
Source: SHORE, 2006
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Christchurch study (Gee, 2005)

The majority of the toxic effects information came from a study conducted between 1
April 2005 to 1 September 2005. The study recorded all presentations associated with
party pill use at the Emergency Department of Christchurch Hospital, New Zealand by
recording them on a prospective data collection form. The aim was to study the patterns
of human toxicity related to the use of benzylpiperazine-based 'party pills'. 61 patients
presented on 80 occasions.
Comment [h29): Should note
the ages and sources of the data

'I·

since different than ages in the bzp
report

'--..:._------

Source: The demand for~'llcohoI::tobacco and ~arijuana: international evidence (By
Saroja SelvanaJl1~n, E. AntoJ:l¥Selvanath~l!-)
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Benefits Assessment Model
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Annex C
OFFENCES

UN~ER

THE CDSA

Table XX: Potential Offences for Schedule III Controlled Substances
CDSA
£ossessioni
Schedule.: .·Multiple
Doctoring
Schedule
III

Indictable
Offence: up to
3 years
Summary
Conviction:
first offence
$1000 or up
to 6 months or
both,
subsequent
offence $2000
or 1 year or

Tnifficking/Possession
for the purpose thereof

Indictable Offence: up to
10 years

Importing/
Exporting/
Possession for the
purpose thereof
Indictable Offence:
up to 10 years
Summary Conviction:
up to 18 months

Summary Conviction: up
to 18 months

Production

Indictable
Offence: up
to 10 years
Summary
Conviction:
up to 18
months
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BACKGROUND NOTES:
Will not be in report unless In case wish to incorporate into report A number of factors
may be relevant to BZP and TFMPP-related activity in Canada, including, but not limited
to:
• perceived "legal" status in some circles;
compliance and
• relatively easy availability, e.g., through the Inten1et,
enforcement activities of the Inspectorate;
• the relatively inexpensive price ofBZP and TFMJ~P, whicJiQ1ay also encourage
their role as alternatives to ecstasy;
•
•

continuing demand in the US and
lack of controls in Canada.

Canad~";-and
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Re:BZP ~
Jocelyn Kula to: Johanne Beaulieu

2011-09-2705:14 PM

Cc: "Angela Doyle", "Elizabeth Dussault"
Jocelyn Kula

Yes and no. I just got a voice mail from Claude Lesage and the good n

Yes and no. I just got a voice mail from Claude Lesage and the good news is

Hope this helps. Happy to discuss further on Thurs.
Jocelyn
Sent by blackberry

From: Johanne Beaulieu
Sent: 2011-09-27 01: 12 PM EDT
To: Jocelyn Kula
Subject: Fw: BZP

Good Day Jocelyn.
Did you talk to '

and to Kyle on this? What did they say re: 75 days?

Let me know.
Johanne
Johanne Beaulieu
Director I Directrice
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au

002302

5.21 (1 )(a)
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tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
dela securite des consommateurs
123 Slater Street, Room D-387 I 123 rue Slater, Piece D-387
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
(T) 613 952-2177
(F) 613 946-4224
----- Forwarded by Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-09-27 01 :11 PM -----

From:

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA

To:

Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

Cc:

Cathy A Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

Date:
Subject:

2011-09-22 03:42 PM
BZP

Hi Ian,
With respect to BZP, please find an update on scheduling:
-There is a meeting next week to TB to discuss speeding up the process to schedule. Specifically, the
meeting will focus on discussing how we can cooperatively developing the
to ensure that we can
move forward more quickly. A CBA has already been developed in cooperation with TBS.

-DCS will be speaking with the

this afternoon to determine if BZP can be moved

up their list of priorities.
-Should OCS receive the go ahead that
can prioritize and once we receive approval in principle
from TBS, OCS will move the package up for approvals. This will have to be sped up on our end to
ensure that the package is sent to TB
We will ensure that it goes up to ADMO quickly.
Let me know if you have any additional questions.
Thanks!
-A
Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances contr61ees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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Jocelyn Kula to: Johanne Beaulieu, Angela Doyle
History:

2011-09-2807:56 AM

This message has been forwarded.

Jocelyn Kula

Noted. We will keep pushing as working as fast as we can

'ke

Noted. We will keep pushing as working as fast as we can and I will keep you posted re further
discussions with TB.
JK
Sent by blackberry
Johanne Beaulieu
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Fyi Johanne

2011-09-28 07:26 AM EDT

Johanne Beaulieu
Jocelyn Kula; Angela Doyle
2011-09-2807:26 AM EDT

Fw:Fw:

Fyi
Johanne
Hilary Geller
----- Original Message ----From: Hilary Geller
Sent: 2011-09-27 05:44 PM EDT
To: Paul Glover
Cc: Barbara J Sabourini Catherine MacLeodi Cathy A Sabiston; Claudia
Lafleuri hilary geller@hc-sc.gC.cai Nancy Othmeri Sarah Wilesi Supriya Sharmai
Ian Hobleri Linsey Hollett
Subject: Re: Fw:
JJaUI,

002304
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Hilary Geller
Assistant Deputy Minister / Sous-ministre adjointe
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
Direction generale de la sante environnementale et de la securite des consommateurs
(DGSESC)
Phone / Tel.: (613) 946-6701
Fax / Telecopieur: (613) 946-6666
EA / AE: Megan McMaster (613) 946-6700
megan.mcmaster@hc-sc.gc.ca
Paul Glover

2011-09-21 11 :08:20 AM

TPD, who do you recommend as our expert witn ...

1

Re: FW:I
Paul Glover to: Nancy Othmer

2011-09-21 11 :08 AM

Sent by: Claudia Lafleur
Cc:

Catherine Macleod, Barbara J Sabourin, Supriya Sharma, hilary_geller,
Cathy A Sabiston, Sarah Wiles

Thanks
Paul
Nancy Qthmer

2011-09-20 05: 18:39 PM

Hello,

Fw:
Nancy Othmer to: Catherine Macleod, Paul

~Iover

2011-09-20 05: 18 PM

Hello,

Thanks in advance,
Nancy.
----- Forwarded by Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010912011 05:12 PM ----Barbara UrseIlHC-SC/GC/CA
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U rseIlHC-SC/GC/CA

To Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

20/09/2011 09:52 AM

cc
Subject

Barb

Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected

Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA
Nancy
Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA

002306

To Barbara_Ursel@hc-sc.gc.ca

20/09/2011 08:33 AM

cc
Subject

002307

Re: BZP - question re mtg this morning with RCMP in case asked
Angela Doyle to: Jocelyn Kula

f!b

2011-09-28 12:20 PM

i:.J

Jocelyn Kula

Sorry I was in my panel discussion so it is probably too late. I wId just (

2:J

Jocelyn Kula

Highly likely as the Bill was introduced last week and the f.

1:.:1

Angela Doyle

did check it.. .. but it was not updated yet... From: Jar.

W

Jocelyn Kula

Kk. Sent by blackberry

did check it.. .. but it was not updated yet. ..
Jocelyn Kula
From:

Highly likely as the Bill was introduced last wee ...

2011-09-28 12:16:04 PM

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-09-2812:16 PM
Re: BZP - question re mtg this morning with RCMP in case asked

To:
Date:
Subject:

Highly likely as the Bill was introduced last week and the plan was to move quickly. Can you check on
parl.gc.ca?
Not urgent :)
Sent by blackberry
Angela D9.yl~

I went ahead and shared the information as Jo...

To:

Angela Doyle
Jocelyn Kula

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2011-09-28 11 :59 AM EDT
Re: BZP - question re mtg this morning with RCMP in case asked

From:

2011-09-28 11:59 AM EDT

I went ahead and shared the information as Johanne was not there (as a target). Hope that's ok. FYI. .. I
believe during the discussion it was stated that there was a second reading which passed for Bill C-10,
today I believe.
Angela

Sorry I was in my panel discussion so it is proba ...

Jocelyn Kula
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

2011-09-28 11 :24:09 AM

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-09-28 11 :24 AM
Re: BZP - question re mtg this morning with RCMP in case asked

Sorry I was in my panel discussion so it is probably too late. I wid just defer to Johanne on this one.
JK
Sent by blackberry
Angela Doyle

Can I communicate to the RCMP (if asked) th ...

2011-09-2809:01 AM EDT

002308

From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle
Jocelyn Kula
Elizabeth Dussault
2011-09-28 09:01 AM EDT
BZP - question re mtg this morning with RCMP in case asked

Can I communicate to the RCMP (if asked) that we are aiming for Jan/Feb 2012 for CG Part I?
Sincerely,
Angela

002309
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Draft email to Kyle reo BZP
Elizabeth Dussault to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-09-28 03:39 PM

Cc: Angela Doyle
Elizabeth Dussault
Elizabeth Dussault

Draft email to Kyle reo BZP

Kyle. Further to the emails last week regarding the comment period 1

Hi Jocelyn,
Here's the draft email to Kyle that Angela and I worked on.
Kyle,

As for our CSA (see attached), this is as far as we have gotten with the CSA component. In general, it
does not provide a quantitative analysis, however, would the content considered be sufficient to support
the RIAS, considering the time constraints (it is understood that it needs some quick cleaning up, probably
in consultation with Tim at TSS CORE)? We are confidant that further information gathered in this regard
would not reverse our recommendation.
[Attach CSA, if necessary]

Please advise.
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst I Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email!Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca

002310

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re:
Bums, Kyle
to:
'elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca'
2011-09-2908:20 PM
Cc:
"Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC", "Doyle, Angela: HC.SC"
Show Details

Hi Elizabeth,

That said, I will be acting for another week and would be able to engage substantively following Thanksgiving
(and on other questions before that time).
Kyle
From: EUzabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 04:04 PM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC; Doyle, Angela: HC.SC
Subject:

Kyle,

We are aware that this means a lot of work on our part on the RIAS between now and the end of October and
hope that we can arrange a meeting soon. Could you please let us know your availability for the coming weeks?
Thank you,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst! Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division! Division des politiques n§glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances!
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel/Tel: 613-946-6523
Fax!Telecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email!Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Fro.m:
To:
Cc:

"Burns, Kyle" <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
'Elizabeth Dussault' <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
"Doyle, Angela: HC.SC" <angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC" <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC"

<jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Date:

2011-09-2309:22 AM

Subject:

RE

Hi Elizabeth,
In addition to regular duties, I am currently acting for Vince, so time is scarce. If you could kindly layout exactly
what you would like to discuss as well as the options that you are examining, a critical path for each and any
questions you may have, I would be happy to review and we could determine how best to proceed.
Kind regards,
Kyle
995-2846

From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]

Sent: September 23, 2011 9:17 AM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Doyle, Angela: HC.SC; Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC; Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC
Subject: Re:
Good morning Kyle,
Further to all the emails yesterday, would you be available for a meeting with us either next Thursday afternoon or
Friday?
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst I Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel/Tel: 613-946-6523
Fax/Telecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email ICourriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca

From:

"Burns, Kyle" <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>

"Mullins, Lisa: DFAIT.MAECI" <lisa.mullins@international,gc.ca>, "Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC" <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To:
Cc:
"Doyle, Angela: HC.SC" <angela.doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC" <denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "de Lugt, Duncan:
DFAIT.MAECI" <duncan.delugt@international.gc.ca>, "'elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca'" <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Smith, Matthew:
DFAIT.MAEC'" <matthew.smith@international.gc.ca>
Date:

2011-09-2208:14 PM

002312

5.15(1 )(9)
5.21 (1 )(e)
Subject:

Re

Hi everyone,
Unfortunately, it will be extremely difficult for me to join the call tomorrow. That said, as per my initial email on the
notification process, this strategy would work if the WTO notification was to take place well in advance of seeking approval
for pre-publication. While there is no firm rule as to 'how close is too close' as a general rule of thumb, the notifying
department should, at the very least, be able to include a summary of the comments received in the RIAS. There should be
no risk of overlap whatsoever.

Happy to discuss next week as needed,
Kyle

From: Lisa.Mullins@international.gc.ca [mailto:Lisa.Mullins@international.qc.ca]
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 07:26 PM
To: Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC

Cc: Doyle, Angela: HC.SC; Arsenault, Denis: HC.SC; de Lugt, Duncan: DFAIT.MAECI; elizabeth.dussault@hcsc.gc.ca <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>; Burns, Kyle; Smith, Matthew: DFAIT.MAECI
Subject: Re:
Hi JocelynThanks for your clarification below. I understand the circumstances more clearly now.

I will be happy to set up a call tomorrow (Friday) I am in the office all day. Would be good for Kyle to call in too
think. I have a permanent teleconf bridge J can provide once we have established a time. What would work on
your end?

J

In the meantime, may I ask how soon you expect to have the reg(s) complete and available? Normally the "full
text" of the measure (ie a link to the CG posting) is provided in the notification. This is not necessarily a "show
stopper" in every case provided a full text could be provided should a trading partner request it.
Lisa

From: Jocelyn Kula <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>
To: Mullins, Lisa -TIS

Cc: Angela. Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca <Angela. Doyle@hc-sc.gc.ca>; denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca <denis.arsenault@hcsc.gc.ca>; de Lugt, Duncan -TIS; elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>;
Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>; Smith, Matthew -TIB
Sent: Thu Sep 22 17:49:23 2011
Subject: RE:
Hi Lisa
002313
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BZP - Supplementary Note - items to discuss- please advise
Angela Doyle to: Jocelyn Kula, Elizabeth Dussault
Angela Doyle

2011-09-3002:24 PM

BZP - Supplementary Note - items to discuss- please advise

Hi Jocelyn/Elizabeth:
Here are some considerations, some of which could go into the Supplementary Note. Please let me know
your thoughts when you have a second.
Thanks!

•

Regulatory Status [Context]

•

Regulatory Proposal [Context]

•

Health Canada Inspectorate: Related Activity (just some general info they shared confidentially)

•

RCMP: Fact they have been needing to drop/withdraw charges

•
•

Bill C-10: Schedule 1 vs. Schedule III?

•

Reason focused on BZP and TFMPP & did not include analogues mentioned in NOI (

•
•
•

Not sure if they care ...
ANNEXES or APPENDICES- assume will not send information on assessing health impacts
(TBS-CORE) .... HPFB Legal Risk Note as annex?? any annexes?

Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
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Tel.: 613-954-6792
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Page(s)
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Is(are) under consultation
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tjaroara ursel to: Angela uoyle
History:

2011-10-0604:40 PM

This message has been replied to and forwarded.

Barbara Ursel

Angela Doyle

Thank you very much Barb! ,

Barbara Ursel
Angela Doyle

Thank you Barb and I will do that. Have a great Thanks

Barbara Ursel

Thanks. Hope you have a great Thanksgiving too.

Hello Angela,

-

-

-

Please contact me if you need anything more or if you have any questions.
Barb
Barbara Ursel
Senior Counsel/Avocate-conseil
Department of Justice/Ministere de la Justice
Health Canada Legal Services/Services juridiques - Sante Canada
Brooke Claxton Building/Edifice Brooke Claxton
70 Colombine Driveway
Postal Locator 0902D/localisation postale: 09020
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Tel: 613-952-4674
Fax: 613-954-9485
barbara_ursel@hc-sc.gc.ca
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying or re-transmission is prohibited. Modification of the transmission is
prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending me a
return e-mail copy. Then, delete the original message. Thank you.
Secret professionnel de l'avocatlProtege
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est adressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.

a
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Department of Justice
Ministere de la
Justice
Canada
Canada
Legal Services / Services juridiques
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Brooke Claxton Building / Immeuble
Brooke Claxton
2nd Floor I 2e etage
70 promenade Colombine Driveway
Postal Locator: 0902D I Localisation
postale: 0902D
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario)

Security classification -- Cote de
securite
Solicitor-Client Privilege
File number -- Numero de dossier
3970-417
Date
6 October 2011
Telephone
613-952-4674

K1AOK9

MEMORANDUM I NOTE DE
SERVICE

TO/DEST:

Angela Doyle
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch, Health Canada

FROM/ORIG:

Barbara Ursel
Senior Counsel, Health Canada Legal Services
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Re:
Barbara Ursel to: Angela Doyle

2011-10-07 09:03 AM

Barbara Ursel
Angela Doyle

Thank you very much Barb!

Barbara Ursel
Angela Doyle

Thank you Barb and I will do that. Have a great Thanks

Barbara Ursel

Thanks. Hope you have a great Thanksgiving too.

Thanks. Hope you have a great Thanksgiving too. Sounds like we will get super weather for it! And best
of luck with Treasury Board.
Barb
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
07/10/2011 08:59 AM

To Barbara UrseIlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

cc
Subject Re:

Thank you Barb and I will do that.
Have a great Thanksgiving weekend,
Angela

Barbara Ursel
From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

Yes. '

2011-10-07 08:57:33 AM

Barbara UrseIlHC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-10-0708:57 AM
Re:

Barb
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected
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Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
07/10/2011 08:50 AM

To Barbara UrseIlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC .
cc
Subject Re:

Thank you very much Barb!

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Barbara Ursel
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hello Angela,

2011-10-0604:40:05 PM

Barbara UrseI/HC-SC/GC/CA

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-10-0604:40 PM

Hello Angela,

Please contact me if you need anything more or if you have any questions.
Barb
Barbara Ursel
Senior Counsel/Avocate-conseil
Department of Justice/Ministere de la Justice
Health Canada Legal Services/Services juridiques - Sante Canada
Brooke Claxton Building/Edifice Brooke Claxton
70 Colombine Driveway
Postal Locator 0902D/localisation postale: 09020
Ottawa, Ontario K1 A OK9
Tel: 613-952-4674
Fax: 613-954-9485
barbara_ursel@hc-sc.gc.ca
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected

002332

This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying or re-transmission is prohibited. Modification of the transmission is
prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending me a
return e-mail copy. Then, delete the original message. Thank you.
Secret professionnel de l'avocatiProtege
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est adressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
mien aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.
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Fw:
Angela Doyle to: Tara E Phillips
Cc: Elizabeth Dussault
History:

2011-10-07 10:26 AM

This message has been replied to.

Fw:

Angela Doyle

thanks ang.. jk cc'd me too. I'll send Tara the RIAS market analysis

Elizabeth Dussault

1

sounds great From: Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA

Angela Doyle

FYI. ..
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-10-07 10:26 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-10-07 10:23 AM
Re:

Pretty much ... and I don't see that happening, hence the discussion with Kyle re
Let's sit on this until I am back next week. Pis aslo share docs with Tara so she can
weigh in.
JK
Sent by blackberry
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Do you think the only way we could have this ...

2011-10-0709:57 AM BOT

Angela Doyle
Jocelyn Kula
Elizabeth Dussault
2011-10-07 09:57 AM EDT
Re:

Do you think the only way we could have this scheduled in CGII by April would be to go directly to CGI??
Angela
Jocelyn Kula
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

So some of this will need to be worked into the ...

2011-10-07 09:37:07 AM

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-10-0709:37 AM
Re:-

So some of this will need to be
JK
Sent by blackberry

which I will have back to you on Tues.
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Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

From: Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA To: Angel...

Angela Doyle
Elizabeth Dussault
Jocelyn Kula
2011-10-0709:17 AM EDT
Re: -

Barbara Ursel
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

2011-10-0709:17 AM EDT

2011-10-0708:57:33 AM

Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-10-07 08:57 AM
Re:

Barb
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
07/10/2011 08:50 AM

To Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject Re: I

Thank you very much Barb!

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Barbara Ursel

Hello Angela, I

2011-10-06 04:40:05 PM
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-10-06 04:40 PM

Hello Angela,

Please contact me if you need anything more or if you have any questions.
Barb
Barbara Ursel
Senior CounsellAvocate-conseil
Department of Justice/Ministere de la Justice
Health Canada Legal Services/Services juridiques - Sante Canada
Brooke Claxton Building/Edifice Brooke Claxton
70 Colombine Driveway
Postal Locator 0902Dllocalisation postale: 0902D
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Tel: 613-952-4674
Fax: 613-954-9485
barbara_ursel@hc-sc.gc.ca
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying or re-transmission is prohibited. Modification of the transmission is
prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending me a
return e-mail copy. Then, delete the original message. Thank you.
Secret professionnel de l'avocatiProtege
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est adressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information priviJegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u ceUe communication par erreur, veuillez
mIen aviser immediatement par retour de courrie!. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.
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Angela Doyle to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-10-11 09:35AM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault, Tara E Phillips
History:

This message has been replied to.
Angela Doyle
Elizabeth Dussault

Hi Tara, Here's the most recent versions of the

Jocelyn Kula

to be c/ear- is this the market ana/ysisincluding my comments
yup.

Elizabeth Dussault
"Tara E Phillips

mdthe CBA as

Was going to come see you about the conclusion?

Angela - the version of the CBA below is still the most recent, ri

Hi Jocelyn:

Hi Tara: Please feel free to comment as well!
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
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Comms Plan for Regulatory Proposal
Elizabeth Dussault to: Jocelyn Kula
Elizabeth Dussault

2011-10-1212:34 PM

Comms Plan for Regulatory Proposal

I don't what happened but I did cc you on this email.
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelfTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Elizabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-10-1212:33 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Christine Roush/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-10-1212:05 PM
Comms Plan for Regulatory Proposal

Hi Christine,
Jocelyn requested that I contact you about the comms plan for our regulatory proposal to add BZP and
TFMPP to the CDSA. In terms of timelines,
I've attached our Issue Analysis Summary for you to
familiarise yourself with the issue.

~:
"'
......

~:

FINAL (signed) BZP-TFMPP lAS 201 0-07-13.pdf

If you have any questions please let me know.
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory POlicy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Control/ed Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6523
002340

FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email!Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca

002341
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ISSlle Analysis Sllnlmary
Office of Controlled Suhstances

R.egulatiol1 of 13enzylpiperazine (BZP) and 1-(3'Tri fluorOlllethylphenyl)pi perazine CfFMPP)
CONTENTS:
1.
2.

l.

APPI~OVALS

J.
4.

ISSUE
PURPOSE
CONTEXT

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
ll.

ASSESS1\lENT OF BZP AND TFI\IPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES
ASSESS1\IENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
CONSULTATIONS
CONSIDERAl"IOl\;S
RECOi'l1\-lENDATION
1\IPLEl\lENTATION AND EVALUATION

APPROVALS

This Issue Analysis Summary is considered approved.

Diane Al1an
Office of Controlled Substances
C'ontrollcd Substances and 'l'ohacco Directorate

IDD/N]ivl/YYYY]

2.

ISSUE

The piperazincs arc a class

or ~ompounds containing a piperazine ring as part of their chemical

structure. Piperazine salts or derivatives are found in many phannaccutical products and arc also
lIsed in the JlWl1ut11cturc of plastics. resins. pesticides. hrake l1uid and other industrial materials.
llo\vcvcr. there arc two derivatives in this class that arc llsed rccreationally for their

hallucinogenic and stimulant properties. These arc: B7.P (I-(Phenylmcthyl)piperazinc) and
TF)'vIPP (l-(J-Tritluoromcthylphcnyl)piperazillc).

002342
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Health Canada is not aware that either of these substances are being used commercially in the
production of any industrial or phannaceutical products in Canada.
An increased volume of these substances being imported into Canada with no apparent legitimate
use coupled with infonnation regarding the use and appearance of azp and TFMPP products
across Canada have prompted the need to detennine whether these substances should be
regulated as controlled substances under the Controlled Dnlgs and Substances Act (CDSA).

3.

PURPOSE

To assess these substances against the factors considered by the Office of Controlled Substances
(OCS) when deciding to add substances to one of the Schedules to the CDSA, and examine
possible options for the regulation of these substances.
4.

CONTEXT

4.1

Legislative Frameworks

Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations
The Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) provides a legislative framework for the
control of substances that can alter mental processes and may produce hann to the health of an
individual or to society when diverted or misused. Except as authorized under re!:,'Ulation,
activities such as possession, possession for the purpose of trafficking, traffIcking, importation,
exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and production of controlled substances
are prohibited under the CDSA.
The CDSA and its re!:,'Ulations seek to support the legal manufacture, trade and possession of
controlled substances for medical and scientific purposes while minimizing diversion for illicit
purposes. The CDS A carries punishments for various offences and the requirements speci tied in
the rC1:,rulations allow for more restricted control and closcr monitoring of drug use.
The substances regulated under the CDSA are grouped into eight schedules. Schedules I to V
lists controlled substances while Schedule VI lists precursor chemicals. Schedules VII and VIII
provides the threshold quantities tor trafficking and possession offenses involving cannabis and
cannabis resin.
Each Schedule is associated with particular offences and punishments described in Part I of the
CDSA. Offenses associated with Schedule IV are similar to those associated with substances in
Schcdu1es I, II and III except that there is no offence for simple possession.
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4.2

Background

BZP and TFMPP are commonly found in pills used in the rave and party scene in Canada
because of their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. BZP has also been found in products
targeted for other purposes such as weight loss. They are readily available for sale on the Internet
and in specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops, etc.) in Canada.

BZP and TFMPP are not currently included in any of the Schedules to the CDSA. However, The
Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) has maintained a "substance of concern" file on both
BZP and TFMPP since 2004.
The Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzed samples of BZP from seizures made by law
enforcement as early as 1999 and has observed a steady increase in the number of samples
submitted for analysis since that time. Law enforcement agencies have also informed Health
Canada directly that they have seen an increase of BZP and TFMPP on the streets. Health
Canada has also received correspondence from Canada Border Services Agency (CaSA)
requesting that Health Canada schedule 8ZP and TFMPP under the CDSA because of the
increased importation of these substances into Canada without any apparent legitimate purpose.
Media interest in these substances has been sporadic since 2004 but has remained steady since
July 2008 following the deaths of two individuals that were initially thOUght to be related to the
ingestion of pills containing BZP. The media expressed concerns that Health Canada had not
taken a more proactive stance in regulating BZP and TFMPP as controlled substances because of
the health risks associated with these substances. Questions were also raised regarding the easy
availability of these pills in public fora.
8ZP and TFMPP meet the definition ofa drug as defined under the Food and Drugs Regulations
(FOR) and therefore require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in
Canada. The Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate (Inspectorate) continues to pursue
various enforcement measures against distributers, importers and manufacturers of these products
in Canada. Beginning in October 2007, the Inspectorate established a customs target for
finished products which was subsequently updated to include bulk powder in July 2008.
Retailers have also been advised to remove products from their shelves and consumers have also
been warned not to use products containing BZP and TFMPP.

In the summer of 2008, the Inspectorate and the OCS collaborated on a risk assessment on BZP.
The risk assessment concluded that consideration should be given to adding BlP to one of the
Schedules to the CDSA.
The Inspectorate has also taken a number of enforcement actions targeted at PurePillz Inc. who
has been reported as selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. PurePillz,
Inc. have been notified that the sale of and all activities with these products are in contravention
of the Food and Drugs Act (FDA). Health Canada has repeatedly requested that the company
stop the import, distribution and sale of these products. In July 2008, Health Canada posted a
health advisory, advising consumers to not use unauthorized products being sold by PurePillz,
9
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Inc. due to the serious health risks associated with its products.' PurePillz, Inc. has yet to take
the necessary steps to comply with Health Canada's requests.
In December 2009, Health Canada posted another health advisory, this time advising consumers
not to use an unauthorized product containing BZP named Revolution DS Weight LOSSH.I, due to
the serious health risks associated with the product. 2
5.

ASSESSMENT OF BZP AND TFMPP FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES

The following factors 3 are assessed when substances are being considered for scheduling under
the COSA:

•
•
•

International requirements and trends in control andlor scheduling;
Chemical andlor phannacological similarity to substances listed in the Schedules to the
CDSA;
Legitimate use of the substance, including therapeutic, scientific, industrial and
commercial uses;
Potential for abuse and/or addiction liability;
Evidence of extent of actual abuse in Canada and internationally; and,
Risk to personal and public health and safety.

5.1

International Requirements and Trends in Control and/or Scheduling

5.1.1

International Control

•

Neither BZP nor TFMPP are currently listed in any of the three United Nations Drug Control
Conventions. That said the International Narcotic Control Board (INCB) has requested that
governments provide the World Health.Organization (WHO) and the INCB with any infonnation
on the abuse of and trafficking of piperazine derived compounds~, and has also requested that the
WHO take the necessary measures to assess piperazine derived compounds in order to determine
whether to recommend that they be placed under international controls.
5.1.2

European Union

The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) Scientific
Committee together with the European Commission, Europol and European Medicines Agency
I Health Canada Advises Consumers Not To Use Purepl1Jz Unauthorized ProduclS.
hnp://www.hc-sc.gc.caJahc-asclmediaiadvisories-avisl_200S/200S _1 08-eng.php, 2008-07-10
.
~ Health Canada Warns Consumers Not To Use The Unauthorized Product "RevolutionDS Weight LosS 1M ..
http://www.hc-sc.gc.calahc-asc/medialadvisories-avisl_200912009 _211-eng.php. 2009- J 2-24

) Controlled Substance Scheduling Working Group. Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate,
Health Canada, Draft document "Factors Considered When Assessing a Substance To Detennine Whether To
ScheduJe It Under The CDSA", 16 April 2010.
~ International Narcotics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report, Resolution 28. page 1 J I.

~ lmemational Narco(ics Control Board, 2007 World Drug Report. Resolution 45. page 114.
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completed a joint risk assessment of BZP in May 2007. That assessment suggested that BZP
should be controlled due to its stimulant properties, lack of medical benefits and lack of evidence
that it is safe for human consumption6 •
On March 3, 2008, the Council of the European Union issued a decision defining BZP as a new
psychoactive substance which is to be made subject to control measures and criminal provisions.
Member states were called upon to place BZP, within 1 year, under their respective drug control
regulations that fall in line with the obligations imposed by the 1971 United Nations Convention
on Psychotropic Substances7 •
Many EU member states (Belgium, Denmark, Gennany, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Fin]and, Croatia and Sweden) have already taken the decision to regulate BZP as a controlled
substances. Other jurisdictions currently regulate BZP differently and they would have to make
changes in order to be in line with the requirements of the 1971 United Nations Convention. In
the Netherlands, for example, BZP in pharmaceutical fonn is regulated as a medicinal product. 8
Similarly, Spain considers BZP to be a substance which modifies physiological functions when
administered to humans as defined under applicable Spanish legislation. It is therefore subject to
certain control measures such as inspections, annual reporting to the Spanish Medicines Agency
and is subject to enforcement measures for non-compliance9 • In the United Kingdom, vendors
and retailers of BZP may face prosecution as the drug is classified as unlicensed under the
Medicines Act 1968.10 In France, BZP is classified as a narcotic further to the publication of an
order in the "Journal officielu by the Agence franyaise de securite sanitaire des produits de
sante.) I Finally, the Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland reJeased a statement on March
31, 2009, indicating that BZP has now been declared a controlled substance because of its
potential for abuse and for causing significant harm to public health.12
Although, the European Union has focused mainly on BZP, some member states have also taken
steps to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance. Greece, Sweden, Croatia and Denmark have
all elected to regulate TFMPP as a controlled substance.
5.1.3

New Zealand

The history ofBZP regulation in New Zealand is complex. An April 2004 assessment of "party
pills" (which included substances such as BZP, TFMPP and other piperazine derivatives) by the

Sedefov, R, BZP to be placed under control across the EU. News release from the EMCDDA. April-June
2007 http://www.emcdda.europa.eulhtml.cfmlindex51519EN.html
7 Ibid 6
8 Ibid 4
9 Ibid 4
6

10 Medicines and Health Products Regulatory Agency Press Release, Benzylpiperazine (PEP) pills are
dangerous and illegal. 20 Mar 2007.
II Agence fran~aise de securite sanitaire des produils de sante, Classement conune stupefiant de la BZP. 20
May 2008, http://afssaps.sante.tr/hlmlI0/filcoprsf080503.htm
. 12 Ministry of Health and Children of Ireland. Minister for Health and Children announces ban on

stimulant drug BZP, 31 Mar 09.

hHp:llwww.dohc.ie/press/reJenses/2009/2009033I.html
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New Zealand Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) concluded that there was
insufficient objective evidence showing that these substances were hannful; thus they
recommended that "party pills" containing these substances should remain legal. 13
In 2006, the EACD completed a further assessment of these substances and concluded that recent
studies had documented real harm, including potentially fatal seizures. They noted, however,
that there was still no information about the effects of long-tenn use of these substances on
humans.
In May 2007, the EACD again considered these substances in light of further scientific research
and evidence that was accumulated in studies conducted in New Zealand. The EACD focused its
attention on the increased availability of "party piJls", which were being marketed and distributed
widely over the Internet, through counterculture retailers, and more recently in liquor outlets,
service stations and dairies. Other information considered included a number of reports that
showed evidence linking "party pills" to adverse reactions when taken with prescription
medicines, and a number of scientific studies that showed no known legitimate commercial uses
for these substances.
This growing evidence led to the tabling of a bill seeking to amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act and
list BZP, TFMPP and similar substances as scheduled substances on December 18, 2007. The
amendment was passed by Parliament and came into force on April 1, 2008. In New Zealand, it
is illegal to possess and use, sell, supply, import, export or manufacture BZP, TFMPP, pFPP,
MeOPP, mCPP and MBZP. The bill provided an amnesty provision that allowed indivjduals to
possess no more than 100 tablets/pills or 5 grams of these substances until no later than
September 30, 2008 at which time they would become illegal 14.

5.1.4 Australia
BZP and TFMPP were added to Schedule 9 of the Standard for the Unifonn Scheduling of Drugs
and Poisons (SUSOP) in February 2006 '5 • In its decision to include BZP and TFMPP in
Schedule 9, the National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee (NDPSC) considered
infonnation from the "Vaults of Erowid" website which includes links to drug experience
websites and infonnation about drugs from both anecdotal and peer reviewed sources. The
NDPSC also considered actions taken in other jurisdictions such as the tabling of a proposal to
amend the Misuse ofDrugs Act in New Zealand to include BZP and similar substances and the
addition of azp to Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act in the United States. They also
considered submissions from stakeholders that indicated that these substances were not being
used for any legitimate industrial purposes in Australia. They also noted that these substances

Alansari, M. and Hamilton, D., Nephrotoxicity of BZP-based herbal party pills: A New Zealand case
repoll. The New Zealand Medicallournal. 05-May-06. Vol I 19 No. 1233
14 National Drug Policy of New Zealand. BZP change in legal status to Class C I controlled drug. 1 April
2008, http://www.ndp.govt.nzlmoh.nsf/indexcmlndp-news-home
15 Australian National Drugs and Poisons Schedule Committee. Record of Reasons of Meeting 46, February
21-23,2006
13
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were being misrepresented and marketed as a legal alternative to illicit drugs 1b •

S.l.S

United States of America

The use ofBZP and TFMPP was first reported in California in late 1996 and has since spread
across the US. Both substances were placed on an emergency scheduling notice on July 18,
2002, with the intent of deeming them Schedule I drugs 17. This action was taken in response to
local US. law enforcement agencies reporting a growing number of seizures of BZP across the
US. The US Drug Enforcement Administration Office of Diversion Control also reported that
BZP had no currently accepted medical use and was not safe for use even with medical
supervision '8 •
On March 18, 2004, BZP was officially listed in Schedule [ of the Controlled Substances Act
(eSA). Schedule I of the eSA lists substances that have a high potential for abuse, have no
accepted medicinal use for treatment and for which there is a lack of an acceptable safe use under
medical supervision. TFMPP as of March 18, 2004, is no longer controlled under the eSA
because of a recommendation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a scientific
evaluation from the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)19 indicating that the controls
'
imposed by the- eSA were not warranted.
5.2

Chemical and Pharmacological Similarity to Substances Listed in the Schedules to
the CDSA

5.2.1

Chemistry of BZP

BZP is a synthetic N-monosubstituted piperazine derivative, also known as 1(phenylmethyl)piperazine, -(phenylmethyl)piperazine, benzylpiperazine , N-benzylpiperazine, 1benzyl-diazacyclohexane and does not have any stereoisomers.
BZP is commercially available as a base or hydrochloride salt. The base fonn is a pale yellowgreen liquid which is corrosive and can cause bums. The hydrochloride salt is a white solid
which is an irritant to the eyes, respiratory system and the skin.
BZP can be manufactured easily by reacting piperazine monohydrochloride with benzyl chloride
and this does not require a sophisticated laboratory.

1bid 15
17 US Federal Register Rules and RebJUlations. Schedules ofControlIed Substances: Temporary placement
of BZP and TFMPP into Schedule I. 20 Sep 2002
hltp:llwww.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regslsched_actions.2002/frt)7182.htm
18 Ibid 17
19 US Federal Register Rules and Regulations. Schedules of Controlled Substances: Placement ofBZP into
Schedule I. 18 Mar 2004. http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fedJegsirulesl2004/fr0318.htm
J6
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5.2.2

Chemistry of TFMPP

TFMPP or 1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine is a synthetic piperazine derivative. It comes
in the fonn of a colourless or pale-yellow coloured liquid.
5.2.3

Pharmacology of BZP

The available scientific evidence obtained from animal studies suggests that the pharmacological
effects of BZP are substantially similar to those of amphetamines and that it acts by increasing
the efflux of dopamine and serotonin within the brain reward pathway.20.21 BZP is thought to
have about one-tenth the potency of amphetamine. 22 •23
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design studYt orally administered BZP lOOmg
and dexamphetamine IOmg were associated with significant increases in systolic blood pressure,
diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate compared to placebo. 24 The two active treatments were
not significantly different from each other in terms of these changes. A publication reporting on
two clinical trials also showed that both BZP and dexamphetamine resulted in significant
increases in heart rate and systolic blood pressure. 2S
Only one pharmacokinetic study has been conducted in humans. 26 BZP concentration in plasma
was highest at 75 minutes after a single 200mg oral dose. The elimination half-life of 5.5 hours.
The exact metabolic pathway of BZP has not yet been fully elucidated. However, when BZP is
combined with TFMPP in vitro, the metabolism of BZP is inhibited by 60% and that ofTFMPP
by 90%. Such metabolic interference can lead to elevated levels of both drugs in the plasma
thereby increasing their effects and accounting for the increase in adverse events. 27
5.2.4

Pharmacology of TFMPP

TFMPP has been shown to be extensively metabolized and almost exclusively excreted as
metabolites. In vitro experiments using human liver microsomes detennined the polymorphic
20 EMCDDA Risk Assessment Report of a new psychoactive substance: l-benzylpiperazine. In accordance
with Article 8 of Council Decision 200S/387/JHA on infonnation exchange, risk assessment and control of new
psychoactive substances, 2005.
21 Baumann MH, Clark RD, Budzynski AG, Partilla JS, Blough BE, Rothman RB. N-substituted
piperazines abused by humans mimic the molecular mechanism of3.4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA,
or 'Ecstasy'). Neuropsychophannacology. 200S Mar;30(3):SSO-60.
22 Ibid 20
23 Campbell H. Cline W, Evans M.LJoyd J, Peck AW. Comparison of the effects ofdexamphetamine and
I-benzyl~~erazine in fonner addicts. Eur J Clin Phannacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):170-6.
- Ibid 23
25 Bye C, Munro-Faure AD, Peck AW, Young PA.A comparison of the effects of I-benzylpiperazine and
dexamphetamine on human perfonnance tests. Eur J Clin Phannacol. 1973 Oct;6(3):163-9.
26Antia U, Lee HS, Kydd RR, Tingle MD, Russell BR. Pharmacokinetics of'party pill' drug Nbenzylpiperazine (8ZP) in healthy human participants. Forensic Sci Int. 2009 Apr 15;186(1-3):63-7. Epub 2009 Mar

3.
27 Antia U, Tingle MD, Russell SR. Metabolic interactions with piperazine-based 'party pill' drugs.
J Pharm PhannacoJ. 2009 Jul;61 (7):877-82.
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CYP2D6 enzyme accounted for approximately 81 % of the intrinsic clearance. 28 Furthennore,
genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 could potentially account for differences in toxicity
following TFMPP intake.
It is now well established that TFMPP is a serotonin (5-HT) receptor agonist that stimulates
central serotonergic neuronal systems. As demonstrated in in vivo and in vitro studies, TFMPP
triggers presynaptic 5-HT release from neurons29.JO.31.32, preferentially binds to multiple postsynaptic 5-HT receptor subtypes33.J4.35, and alters synaptic 5-HT function by inhibiting 5-HT
reuptake. 36.37
S.2.S Pharmacology of BZPffFMPP combination

Some phannacodynamic infonnation exists regarding the combined effects of BZP and TFMPP.
Co-administration of 8ZP and TFMPP in rats led to dramatic increases in dopamine and
serotonin levels in the brain compared to BZP alone. 38.39 Moreover, several rats receiving the
combination developed short-lived seizures and subsequent ataxia These drug-induced seizures
occurred after a dose just three-fold greater than the threshold dose for serotonin and dopamine
release suggesting the combination of the two drugs has a very narrow therapeutic window of
safety.
One study measured a range of clinical outcomes in people'taking pills containing both BZP
(300mg) and TFMPP (74mg) alone or in combination with alcoho1. 40 The BZP/TFMPP

28 Staack RF, Paul LD, Springer D, Kraemer T, Maurer HH. Cytochrome P450 dependent metabolism of
the new designer drug 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP). In vivo studies in Wistar and Dark Agouti
rats as well as in vitro studies in human liver micro somes. Biochem Phannacol. 2004 Jan 15;67(2):235-44.

29 Pettibone DJ, Williams M. Serotonin-releasing effects of substituted piperazines in vitro. Biochem
PharmacaL 1984 May 1;33(9):1531-5.
30 Auerbach SB, Rutter 11, Juliano PJ. Substituted piperazine and indole compounds increase extracellular
serotonin in rat diencephalon as determined by in vivo microdialysis. Neuropharmacology. 1991 Apr;30(4):307-11.
31 Baumann MH. Clark RD. Budzynski AG. Partilla JS, Blough BE. Rothman RB. Effects of "Legal X"
piperazine analogs on dopamine and serotonin release in rat brain. Arm N Y Acad Sci. 2004 Oct; 1025: 189-97.
32 Ibid 21
33 Fuller. R. I-Phenylpiperazines and related compounds as centrally acting serotonin agonists in 5-HT
Agonists and Psychoactive Drugs, R. Rech. Gudelsky GA, Editor. 1988, NPP Books: Arbor. MI. p. 35-59.
34 Hoyer D. Functional correlates of serotonin 5-HTl recognition sites. J Recept Res. 1988;8( 1-4):59-81.

35 Schoeffter P, Hoyer D. Interaction ofarylpiperazines with 5-HTIA, 5-HTIB, 5-HTIC and 5-HTJD
receptors: do discriminatory 5-HTIB receptor ligands exist? Naunyn Scluniedebergs Arch Phannacol. 1989
Jun~339(6):675-83.
36 Ibid 30

37 WolfWA, Ziaja E. Arthur RA Jr, Anastasiadis PZ. Levine RA. Kuhn OM. Effect oftetrahydrobiopterin
on serotonin synthesis, release. and metabolism in superfused hippocampal sJices. J Neurochem. 1991
Oct;57(4):1191-7.
38 Ibid 21
39 Ibid 31
40 Thompson I. Williams G, Caldwell B, Aldington S, Dickson S. Lucas N. McDowall J. \Veatherall M,
Robinson G, Beasley R. Randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effect'" of the 'pany pills'
BZP/TFMPP alone and in combination with alcohol. J Psychophannacol. 2009 Mar 27. [Epub ahead of print]
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combination gave rise to sympathomimetic effects similar to those observed with amphetamines
such as a significant increase in heart rate and both systolic and diastolic blood pressure. These
effects most like occurred through increased noradrenaline release.
5.3

Legitimate Use, Including Therapeutic, Scientific, Industrial and Commercial Uses.

Piperazines are a class of compounds primarily used as intennediates in the manufacture of
chemicals and phannaceuticals. The parent compound, piperazine, has been widely used for
many years as an anti-wonning drug in animals. BZP, however, has never been used for such a
purpose:H
Throughout the 1970s, a compound with BZP as the active metabolite was investigated as a
potential anti-depressant in humans. 42 Its clinical use was short-lived however because of the
stimulant side-effects of the drug:u
While BZP has no established or acknowledged medical value, TFMPP has widely been used as
a pharmacological probe drug for drug discrimination procedures in animals.... because of its
serotonergic properties. The INCB World Drug Report for 2007 also states that both these
substances are available primarily for use as intennediates in the manufacture of chemicals and
phannaceuticals and are used in neurochemical and psychiatric research throughout the world 4s .
Health Canada is not aware if BZP or TFMPP are in fact being used for such purposes in Canada.
5.4

Potential for Abuse and/or Addiction Liability

5.4.1

Potential for Abuse of BZP

BZP increases of extracellular levels ofDA and 5-HT, features common to psychostimulants and
drugs of abuse such as amphetamines and cocaine.46 Furthennore, azp increase DA levels in a
dose-dependent manner in the rat nucleus accumbens,47 an area of the brain associated with the
processing of rewarding/reinforcing behaviours:~8 These findings suggest BZP has the potential
to be abused because it acts on neuronal pathways implicated in reward and activated by wellknown drugs of abuse.

41

European Union Conunission Decision. Stronger control measures for the synthetic drug BZP. 2008 Mar

3. http://europa.eulscadpluslleglenllvblJ33273.htm
42 Munro-Faure, A.D., Peck. A.W.• Pullin. C .• Young. P.A. Detection ofdexamphetamine-like activity in
man. A comparison ofseverallests (1971) J. Pharm. Chim. (Par;s). 2. pp. 228-229.
"3 Tekes K, Thfalusi L.lgyi B. Herman F, Magyar K. Studies on the biochemical mode of action of EGYT475. a new antidepressant. Polish Journal of Ph annaco logy and Phannacy 1987:39(2):203-11 .
.... Ibid 28
.$5 International Narcotics Control Board. 2007 World Drug Report. p. 39
46 Howell. L.L., Kimmel, H.L. Monoamine transporters and psychostimulant addiction. Biochem
Phannacol. (2008); 75(1): 196-217.
"7 Ibid 31

"8 CarJezon. W.A .• Thomas. MJ. Biological substrates of reward and aversion: a nucleus accumbens
activity hypothesis. Neuropharmacology. 2009: 56 (Suppl 1): 122-32.
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The rewarding properties of BZP have been well documented in animals. In rats, BZP produces
place preference, is self-administered, substitutes for cocaine and MDMA, yields behavioural
responses similar to those induced by methamphetamine and produces physical effects similar to
amphetamine.49.S0.SI.S2 In rhesus monkeys, BZP is also self-administered, substitutes for cocaine
and is non-distinguishable from amphetamine in a drug discrimination test. S3 These studies have
consistently found that BZP exhibits similar properties to amphetamines and researchers have
repeatedly suggested it carries potential for abuse.
Only three clinical trials have studied the abuse liability ofBZP. A double-blind, placebocontrolled, crossover design study compared the subjective effects of dexamphetamine and
BZP. 54 Both drugs differed significantly from placebo on a number of behavioural and subjective
Based on findings that BZP produced effects to dexamphetamine in a group of fonner
amphetamine addicts, the Well come Foundation Ltd. stopped further clinical studies on BZP and
suggested that it be placed under statutory controls similar to those regulating amphetamines.
Two other clinical phannacological trials conducted with healthy volunteers,Ss concluded that
BZP was a psychomotor stimulant with activity similar to dexamphetamine, but with one-tenth
the potency. 56
Another clinical drug trial did not directly examine the abuse liability of BZP but concluded that
pills containing BZP and TFMPP have amphetamine-like effects. This was evidenced by
imprOVed driving perfonnance, increased heart rate and blood pressure, as well as difficulty
getting to sleep.57
Overall, there is sufficient evidence from preclinical research to suggest that BZP has the
potential for abuse, with findings from human clinical studies supporting this assertion. The
degree with which BZP is likely to be abused remains uncertain and more phannacokinetic and
human abuse liability studies are needed.

5.4.2

Potential for Abuse of TFMPP

One common indication of a drug's potential for abuse is its ability to stimulate DA release along
the mesocorticolimbic DA system. TFMPP's ability to facilitate DA release along this pathway

49 Meririnne E, Kajos M. Kankaanpaa A, Seppala T. Rewarding properties of I-benzylpiperazine. a new
drug of abuse. in rats. BasicClin Phannacol Toxicol. 2006 Apr;98(4):346-50.

50 Brennan KA, Lake B. Hely LS. Jones K, Gittings D. Colussi-Mas J, Fitzmaurice PS, lea RA. Schenk S.
N·benzylp'iperazine has characteristics ofa drug of abuse. Behav PhannacoJ. 2007 Dec: 18(8):785-90.
,\ Yarosh HL. Katz EB. Coop A, Fantegrossi WE. MDMA-like behavioral effects ofN-substituted
piperazines in the mouse. Pharmacol Biochem Sehav. 2007 Nov:88( I): 18-27. Epub 2007 Jul 6.
52 Ibid 21
5J Fantegrossi WE, Winger G, Woods JH. Woolvenon WL. Coop A.Reinforcing and discriminative
stimulus effects of ] -benzylpiperazine and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine in rhesus monkeys. Drug Alcohol
Depend. 2005 Feb 14;77(2):161-8.
5-l Ibid 23

S5 Ibid 25
56
57

Ibid 23
Ibid 40
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has not been shown convincingly. However, administration ofTFMPP in combination with
BZP, resulted in dramatic increases in brain DA levels, suggesting potential for abuse when the
drugs are combined. 51•58 In addition, the significant increases in both DA and 5-HT levels are
similar to the neurochemical effects produced by MDMA, indicating the combination of the two
drugs may mimic the effects produced by MDMA. Indeed. this combination elicits MDMA-Jike
effects in animal models59.60.61.62 and human case studies/,J wherein TFMPP is proposed to
account for the mood-elevating, hallucinogen-like effects and BZP for the stimulant-like effects.
While animal studies have also shown that TFMPP generalizes to MDMA in the drugdiscrimination paradigm,64.65.66 TFMPP failed to maintain self-administration in primatesb7 and
did not induce place preference in rats68 strongly suggesting the drug has minimal abuse potential
when taken on its own.

5.4.3

Addiction Liability

Few, if any, properly controlled scientific studies investigating BZP or TFMPP-related physical
dependence in animals or humans exist. In humans, it is unclear whether users develop tolerance
to the effects ofBZP or TFMPP with higher doses, and whether withdrawal symptoms develop
after long tenn use.
One study assessed the psychological and physical dependence of human subjects to
BZPffFMPP-based pills. 18.2% of subjects showed psychological dependence on these pills
according to the standard DSM-IV criteria and 17.1 % of subjects showed visible si&'Ils of
tolerance and withdrawals. 69 However, these results shouJd be interpreted with caution since
many participants reported consuming alcohol along with the pills.
A 2006 New Zealand household surveyof2010 individuals aged 13-45 assessed BZPITFMPP
pin addiction, using a five-item Short Dependency Scale (SDS).10 The study found that 2.2%)
(n=7) of past year BZPffFMPP pill users were classified as dependent on BZPITFMPP pills.
51

Ibid 31

58

Ibid 21

Ibid 31
Ibid 21
61 Schechter MD. Serotonergic-dopaminergic mediation of 3.4-methylcnedioxyrnclhamphecamine (MDMA.
"ecstasy"). Phannacol Biochem Behav. 1988 Dec;31(4):817-24.
62 Ibid 51
63 Wood OM. Button J~ Lidder S. Ramsey 1. Holt OW. Dargan PI.Oissociative and sympathomimetic
toxicity associated with recreational use of 1-(3-trifluoromethyJphenyJ) piperazine (TFMPP) and I-benzylpiperzine
(BZP). J Med ToxieoJ. 2008 Oec;4(4):254-7.
b-4 Ibid 62
65 Ibid 51
66 Come 51. Pickering RW. A possible correlation betwcen drug-induced haJJucinations in man and a
behavioural response in mice. Psychophannacologia. 1967; 11 (1 ):65-78.
b7 Ibid 53
68 Mosher T. Hayes D. Greenshaw A.DifferentiaJ effCClS of 5-HT2C receptor ligands on place conditioning
and locomotor activity in rats. Eur J Phannacol. 2005 May 16;515( 1-3): 107-16.
69 Ibid 40
70 Wilkins C, Girling M. Sweetsur P. The prevalence of U$C. dependency and hanns of legal 'pany pills'
containing benzyJpiperazine (BZP) and trifluorophenylpiperazine (lTMPP) in New Zealand. Journal of Substance
Use. 2007. J2(3): p. 213-224.
59

60
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Interestingly, the study also revealed that use of these pills was quite broad and not limited to
individuals who attended raves. The study documented that pills containing BZP and TFMPP
were the fourth most widely used recreational drugs behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis.
5.5

Evidence of Extent of Actual Abuse in Canada and Internationally

In Canada, the extent of actual abuse is relatively unknown as no studies or reports on the abuse
of these substances have been conducted. Health Canada is, however, aware that these pills are
being sold in Canada and are used in the rave and party scene as an alternative to ecstasy
(MDMA).
Health Canada is also seeing an increasing trend in activity with respect to the importation,
manufacture and sale of bulk materials and finished products containing BZP and TFMPP which
has led to a corresponding increase in activities related to compliance and enforcement. This is
indicative of an increased interest for these substances in Canada, despite the lack of legitimate
purpose.
•

CBSA has communicated to Health Canada the number of shipments that have been
seized at the border and referred to CBSA laboratories for analysis. From 2004 to 2008
the number of samples analyzed that contained BZP and/or TFMPP increased from 0 to
17. It should be noted, however, that these numbers do not retlect the total number of
shipments that have come across the border, only those that were seized or sent for
analysis. These seizures ranged in size from I kg to 400kg of pure chemical~ to 5000 to
40000 capsules of finished product and consisted either of BZP alone or in combination
with TFMPP or other substances such as ephedrine.

•

According to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 2007 Drug Situation Report,
there is an emerging trend in designer-type substance trafficking. BZP and TFMPP were
both found in pills seized by law enforcement which were thought to be MDMA due to
their similar markings. The RCMP has also observed that organized crime groups take
advantage of every opportunity to exploit emerging markets of rave or party drugs and
that BZP and TFMPP would not be excluded. 71
Health Canada's Drug Analysis Services (DAS) analyzes samples of controlled
substances submitted by law enforcement agencies for court purposes. Although BZP
and TFMPP are not controlled substances in Canada they have appeared in samples
received by Health Canada from police seizures. The following table outlines the
quantities of BZP and TFMPP samples received for analysis by DAS between 2006 and
December 2009.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

5

146

1061

2121

TFMPP

3

121

898

2077

71

Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Drug Situation Report 2007. pg 26.
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•

Health Canada has been actively monitoring and taking compliance and enforcement
actions both at the border and domestically for bulk powder and other dosage tonn
finished products containing BZP and TFMPP. The table below retlccts the total number
of import shipments containing BZP or TFMPP that have been referred to Health Canada
for an admissibility decision and that were subsequently refused. Shipments ranged from
small personal shipments of one finished product package containing a few tablets to
large commercial shipments of bulk powder.

Total number of imports refused
•

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2

I

6

5

9

The Inspectorate's laboratory program receives sampJes of drugs seized by Health Canada
inspectors. As seen in the table below, 8ZP, TFMPP and a combination of both have
been detected in samples received by the lab. Since 2008~ there has been an increase in
the number of samples that have tested positive tor BZP and TFMP P.

2006

2007

2008

2009

BZP

0

0

2

14

TFMPP

0

0

0

1

BZP& TFMPP

0

0

4

7

Total # of samples tested by
Inspectorate labs

0

0

6

22

•

Since October 2007, the Inspectorate has taken numerous enforcement actions against
BZP and TFMPP products in Canada beginning with establishing a customs target tor
finished products. In April 2008, the Inspectorate targeted PurePillz~ Inc. who were
reported as selling unapproved drug products containing BZP and TFMPP. In July 2008~
four PurePillz, Inc. products were subsequently seized from 24 store locations across
Canada further to the failure of the company to comply with stop-sale requests.

•

In 2009, an adverse drug reaction report indicating that a consumer developed cardiac
arrhythmia (abnonnal electrical activity of the heart) after consuming the product
RevolutionDS Weight LOSSTM, which was found to contain BZP in laboratory analysis,
led to coordinated compliance verification visits to multiple retailers in Ottawa and
subsequent administrative seizures and voluntary torfeitures of RevolutionDS Weight
Loss1M product.

In the United States, the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) tracks drug seizure reports through
the National Forensic Laboratory Infonnation System (NFLIS). In 2008, BZP replaced ketamine
as one of the 25 most frequently identified drugs. The report also outlines the number of club
drugs (MDMA, BZP, MDA, ketamine~ TFMPP, etc.) that have been identified in labs. Next to
14
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MDMA, BZP appears second on the list of the most identified club drug and TFMPP appears
tifth.72 The DEA's System to Retrieve Infonnation From Drug Evidence (STRIDE) also
identified BZP as being one of the most frequently identified drugs in the "US.73

5.6

Risk to Personal and Public Health and Safety

The easy availability of BZP and TFMPP products in Canada increases the potentia) risk to the
health and safety of Canadians. These products are marketed as a safe and legal alternative to
other illicit substances such as MDMA and amphetamines. It appears that these substances are
also being used and marketed for other purposes such as weight loss.
At present, toxicological profiles tor BZP or TFMPP have not yet been established. As BZP is
often co-ingested with other drugs or ethanol/4.75.76.77 adverse effects attributable to BZP alone
are difficult to measure and could in fact be the result of toxic drug-drug interactions.
Nevertheless, several case reports and a large cohort study ofBZP toxicity have been published.
The largest international cohort study examined patients presenting to the emergency department
with signs ofBZP toxicity.7B Of these individuals, 16.7% reported confusion, 32.4% heart
palpitations, 29.6% agitation, 38.4% anxiety, 38.9% vomiting, and 29.6% seizures. Increasing
BZP plasma levels were linked to a significant increase in the chances of having a seizure in
individuals who had not co-ingested ethanol. This positive association is also reported elsewhere
but again, only when no other substance or ethanol was co_ingested.79.8o.81.82.83.84
All accounts ofTFMPP-related toxicity have come from studies examining BZPffFIvIPP pill
intake. As several studies have documented both physical and psychological symptoms

DEA, National Forensic Laboratory Infonnation System Annual Report 2008, pg J -31.
73 Ibid 85
74 Gee P, Gilbert M. Richardson S, Moore G. Paterson S, Graham P.Toxicity from (he recreational use of Ibenzylpi~erazine. elin Toxicol (Phila). 2008 Nov;46(9):802-7.
S Gee p. Richardson S, WoltersdorfW, Moore G.Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans:
a prospective study in Christchurch. New Zealand. N Z Med J. 2005 Dec 16;1 J8(l227):U1784
76 Wilkins C, Sweetsur P, Ca.'iswell S. Recent population trends in amphetamine use in New Zealand:
comparisons of fmdings from national household drug surveying in 1998. 2001, and 2003. N Z Med J, 2006.
119( 124~: p. U2285.
7 Nicholson, Te. Prevalence of use, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal party pills' among those
presentin~ to the emergency department. Emerg Med Australas, 2006. 18(2): p. 180-4.
8 Ibid 72
79 Ibid 21
80 Baumann MH, Ayestas MA. Sharpe LG, Lewis DB, Rice KC, Rothman RB.Persistent antagonism of
methamphetamine-induced dopamine release in rats pretreated with GBR J2909 decanoate. J PhannacoJ Exp Ther.
2002 Jun:301(J):1190-7.
81 Wood OM, Dargan PI, Button J. Holt DW, Ovaska H, Ramsey J, Jones AL. Collapse~ reported seizure-·
and an unexpected pill. Lancet. 2007 Apr 28;369(9571): 1490.
82 King LA. Nutt D. Seizures in a night club. Lancet. 2007 lul2) ;370(9583):220.
72

Ibid 13
Wilkins C. Sweetsur P. Girling M. Patterns of benzylpiperazine/trifiuoromethylphenylpiperazine party
pill use and adverse effects in a population sample in New Zealand. Drug Alcohol Rev. 2008 Nov;27(6):633-9.
%3

84
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associated with BZPffFMPP pill ingestion, it is difficult to discern the sytnptoms specific to
TFMPP effects and some may in part be due to the co-ingestion ofBZP.~5
A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial examining the effects BZPITFMPP alone or

in combination with alcohol resulted in such frequent and severe adverse events in the groups
taking BZPffFMPP that the study was tenninated. Sb
In London, England, three cases were reported of patients presenting to the hospital emergency
department with dissociative-type symptoms and sympathomimetic toxicity. Subsequent
toxicological screening of blood and urine samples revealed the presence of both BZP and
TFMPP.87
Several case reports have also suggested that co-abuse ofBZP and TFMPP along with other
drugs and alcohol could result in death, although such a si tuation has not been commonly
observed. 88.89.90
In view of these risks, Health Canada has released two separate public health advisories
regarding products containing BZP. On July 10, 2008~ a public advisory was published on
Health Canada's website warning Canadians not to consume unauthorized products sold by
PurePillz, Inc. as the products contain azp and may pose a serious risk to health. On December
24, 2009, Health Canada released another health advisory warning Canadians not to use the
product RevolutionDS Weight LOSSTM, which contains BZP and has not been authorized for sale
by Health Canada.
In conclusion, ingestion of BZP andlor TFMPP, alone or with other drugs, poses a signiticant
risk to users.
6..

ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

Although Health Canada possesses limited infonnation about the health risks associated with the
use ofBZP and TFMPP, scientific evidence suggests these substances have a potential for abuse
and can harm public health. These substances have no known legititnate therapeutic use in
Canada and no known legitimate industrial applications. Therctore. it would appear that
currently BZP and TFMPP are mostly marketed and sold tor recreational purposes and to a
smaller extent as a weight loss product. No products containing BZP and TFMPP have been
authorized for sale in Canada. The import of these substances has also increased significantly.

85 Kushnir, V. 1-{-3-Trifluoromelhylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) abuse liability and dependence potential
assessment. Report prepared for Health Canada. October 2009.
86 Ibid 40
87 Ibid 64
88 Wikstrom M. Holmgren P, Ahlner J. A2 (N-benzylpiperazine) a new drug of abuse in Sweden.l Anal
Toxicol. 2004 lan-Feb;28( 1):67-70.
89 Elliott S. Smith C. Investigation of the first deaths in the Unired Kingdom involving the delection and
quanlitation of the piperazines BZP and 3-TFMPP. J Anal Toxicol. .:!008. 3~(2): p. 17'2-7.
90 Balmel1i C~ Kupferschmidt H. Rentsch K. Schneemann M. I Faral brain edema after ingestion of ecstasy
and benzylpiperazine] DISch Med Wochenschr. 2001 luI 13:1:!6(2R<!Q):R{)9-11.[Arlicle in German]
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7.

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS

Further to the assessment completed in Section 5, the following options have been identified.
Scheduling under the CDSA is a three-step process in that substances are first assessed as to
whether or not they should be regulated under the CDS A and then into which Schedule they best
fit and, then, depending on whether they have a legitimate use (scientific, medical or industrial),
a decision must be made as to which regulation the substance should be subject. This last step
will be carried out later on in this issue analysis.
Option 1 : No Action. BZP and TFMPP remain as uncontrolled substances
BZP and TFMPP are considered unapproved drugs under the Food and Drugs Act (FDA) and
require a DIN prior to being sold or marketed in Canada.

PROS:
a.

Consistent with the fact that azp and TFMPP are not yet scheduled under any UN
Drug Control Conventions

CONS:
a.

h.

c.

d.

e.

The control of BZP and TFMPP would differ from the control mechanisms of the
European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, AustraJia and
the United States
Penalties under the FDA are administrative in nature and law enforcement has no
authority under the FDA to take any criminal action against industry. Known
industry has not respected the fact that they are selling products containing an
unapproved drug, and in one case, has explicitly ignored regulatory actions taken by
HPFBI.
Would not address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment of BZP, e.g.
the lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate
to high potential for abuse.
Would not address the increased volume ofBZP and TFMPP being imported into
Canada or the manufacture and distribution of these substances in Canada. which
increases the risks of abuse/misuse.
The quality of products containing azp and TFMPP is suspect given the noncompliance with the FDA and Good Manufacturing Practices.

Option 2 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule III to the CDSA.

PROS:
a.

h.
c.

Control measures for BZP and TFMPP as imposed by Schedule III would be similar
to control measures imposed in other countries such as New Zealand and some
European nations
Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abuse
Would address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment of BZP e.g. the
lack of evidence tor safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to
high potential for abuse.
17
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d.

CONS:
a.

BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are phannacologically similar to
amphetamines. The majority of substances in Schedule III are stimulants and BZP
and TFMPP would therefore be regulated in a similar way

Will likely be opposed by industry specializing in recreational products who have
been selling these products in Canada for several years without meeting any
regulatory requirements

Option 3 : Schedule BZP and TFMPP under Schedule tV to the CDSA
PROS:
a.
b.

Would control the manufacture, distribution and import of BZP and TFMPP into
Canada and thus reduce the potential risks of abused/misuse
Would address the concerns raised by TPD in their risk assessment ofBZP e.g. the
lack of evidence for safety, no current accepted medical use in Canada, moderate to
high potential for abuse.

CONS:
a.

h.

c.

Substances included in Schedule IV are not subject to possession offenses under the
CDSA, thus law enforcement would not be able to tuke action against individuals
who are in possession of BZP and TFMPP.
Adding BZP and TFMPP to Schedule IV would differ from the control mechanisms
in the European Union but also from other countries such as New Zealand, Australia
and the United States because there is no possession offence.
BZP and TFMPP are not phannacoIogicaIIy similar to substances listed in Schedule
IV.

Option 4 : Schedule BZP under Schedule III to the CDSA and leave TFMPP unregulated
PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

Would be similar to how these substances are reb'Ulated in other countries e.g. the
United States.
Leaving TFMPP unregulated would be consistent with the fact that it is not yet
scheduled under any UN Drug Control Conventions.

The majority of products containing BZP also contain TFMPP to achieve a more
desired level of high. Leaving TFMPP unregulated would increase the risk of
TFMPP becoming an alternative or replacement substance f'Or BZP.

In consideration of the analysis above, it is recommended that BZP and TFMPP be added to
Schedule III to the CDSA.
In considering whether BZP and TFMPP should be regulated so as to provide a means by which
legitimate activities with these substances can be carried out, consideration has been given to the
18
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following options.
Option A: BZP and TFMPP remain unregulated

PROS:
a.

azp and TFMPP would be controlled in a similar way as the control measures
imposed in other countries such as New Zealand, the United States and Australia.

CONS:
a.

Access to these substances for a medical, scientific or public interest purpose would
only be possible via an exemption under s. 56 of the CDSA.

Option 8: Regulate BZP and TFMPP under Part G of the Food and Dnlg Regulations
Part G of the Food and Drug Regulations (G-FDR) is the regulation that provides a licensing
and pennit scheme that allows for the manufacture, distribution, sale, import and export of the
substances listed in its Schedule.
PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

Would allow industry to access BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific,
therapeutic or industrial purposes
BZP and TFMPP are known stimulants and are phannacologically similar to
amphetamines, which are regulated under the G-FDR.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australi~ where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.

Option C : Regulate

azp and TFMPP under Part J of the Food and Dnlg Regulations

Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (J-FDR) regulates the use of controlled substances that
have no recognized medical use. Substances listed in its Schedule can only be used for scientific
and research purposes.

PROS:
a.
b.

CONS:
a.

Would allow access to BZP and TFMPP for legitimate scientific or research
purposes should the need arise.
BZP and TFMPP have no known therapeutic use and would therefore be regulated in
a similar way as other stimulants that do not have any therapeutic use.

Would differ from how these substances are controlled in the United States, New
Zealand and Australia, where BZP and TFMPP are completely banned.
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8.

CONSULTATIONS

In order to determine if there is any legitimate activity with BZP and TFMPP and to identify
stakeholders who might have a specific interest in this scheduling assessment, the Office of
Controlled Substances issued a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties in the Canada Gazette, Part
I on November 22, 2008. Five responses were received and these have been taken into
consideration in this analysis.
The Health Canada Drug Analysis Services, recommended that the term isomers should be
added to the TFMPP nomenclature as it would allow for easier identification of the substance
when perfonning lab analysis.
A submission from the British Columbia Ministry of Healthy Living and Sport expressed
concerns that the addition ofBZP and TFMPP to the Schedules to the CDSA may have an
unintended impact on the criminal justice system.
A submission from PurePillz, Inc. recommended that BZP and TFMPP should not be regulated
under the CDSA because of their potential use as a "hann reduction alternative for
methamphetamine addicts. The submission also alleged that scheduling could increase the use
of other stimulant drugs and that the risks associated with BZP-based pills are no more hannful
than those associated with alcohol.
U

Finally, comments were received from Stuart Rosenthal, a lawyer representing Dufore
Technologies Inc. who are importers and distributers ofBZP in Canada. He expressed concerns
regarding what the company and its clients could do with current stock ofBZP and TFMPP
should they become controlled substances.
The Office of Controlled Substances has also consulted with Office of Drugs and Alcohol
Research and Surveillance, Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate and the Health
Products and Food Branch Inspectorate in delineating options for the suitable control of these
substances.
9.

CONSIDERATIONS

8ZP and TFMPP may pose a significant risk to the health and safety of Canadians because of
their stimulant and hallucinogenic effects. It is also unclear what effects ingesting these
substances could have when taken with other controlled substances or alcohol.

Both substances have consistently been seized (as unidentified chemicals or inappropriately
labelled goods, etc) at the Canadian border and are readily available on the internet and in store
front locations. Recently, Health Canada discovered that BZP was an undeclared substance in
the weight loss product, RevolutionDS Weight Loss TM. It is therefore possible that other
products containing BZP or TFMPP are currently being sold in Canada.

Law enforcement have expressed their concerns to Health Canada of the cha))enges they face
when conducting investigation and laying charges with respect to the trafficking of MDMA. In
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the past, charges have had to be withdrawn from court following analysis which confirmed that
the products believed to be MOMA were in fact BZP, tying up police and court resources
unnecessarily. Furthennore, law ·enforcement is also concerned with the diversion potential of
BZP by organized crime syndicates.
Scheduling BZP and TFMPP to the CDS A would clearly establish their status in Canada. While
these substances are considered drugs and therefore fall within the purview of the FDA, the
health and safety risks posed by these substances and low penalties set out in the FDA warrant
consideration of increased control.
While regulating these substances as controlled substances would bea preemptive measure,
there have been some discussion at the international level regarding the scheduling under the UN
Drug Control Conventions. Should this occur, Canada will have to follow suit in any case.
10.

RECOMMENDATION

It is the recommendation of the Office of Controlled Substances, that BZP and TFMPP be added
to Schedule III to the COSA and regulated under Part J of the FOR.

11.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The addition of BZP and TFMPP to Schedule III of the CDSA and to Part J of the FOR requires
that Health Canada follow the federal regulatory process. The Policy and Regulatory Affairs
Division, OCS will work with drafters from the Department of Justice on the proposed
regulatory amendment, and when completed, the draft will be submitted to the Treasury Board
for pre-publication in Canada Gazette, Part I. Input received during the comment period will be
reviewed and considered in the preparation of the final regulation which will then be published
in Canada Gazelle, Part II.
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Some Good Info
Timothy.Folkins
to:

elizabeth. dussault
2010-11-04 12:01 PM
Show Details

Elizabeth,
While I have been waiting to review the draft report from Bill I have been doing some literature review and data
collection to start assessing the benefits and costs we had previously identified. I thought I would share with you
two files from studies based in New Zealand that I think have a lot of good information that could be applied in our
CBA. Let me know when you can share results from the study so I can also incorporate these results into my
assessment.
Tim.

Timothy Folkins
CORE - Centre of Regulatory Expertise
Regulatory Affairs Sector I Secteur des affaires reglementaires
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat I Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor du Canada
155 Queen Street Suite 1100
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR5
timothy.folkins@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-947-9483
BlackBerry 613-882-2077
Facsimile I Telecopieur 613-943-5071
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
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Re: BZP & TFMPP - Stats
Laura Petts to: Angela Doyle
Cc: Judy Snider
Angela Doyle
Judy Snider

2011-11-0401:28 PM

BZP & TFMPP - Stats 1
Hi Angela, Good to hear about movement on the file. Lori (aka Laura I

Angela Doyle

Thank you both! Angela

Laura Petts

I'll get right on that! From: Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA

I'll get right on that!
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Thank you both! Angela

2011-11-0401:19:51 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Laura· Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-0401:19 PM
Re: BZP & TFMPP - Stats

Thank you both!
Ang~la

, ~u~y Snider
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Angela, Good to hear about movement on the ...

2011-11-0401:15:16 PM

Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-0401:15 PM
Re: BZP & TFMPP - Stats

Hi Angela,
Good to hear about movement on the file. Lori (aka Laura Peus) will look after your request. Once she
has the analyses, she'll send it to the DAS folks for comment (as per our protocol) and send you the info
as per your request.
Thanks,
Judy
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Judy: We are finally moving forward with the r. ..

2011-11-0412:49:02 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-0412:49 PM
BZP & TFMPP - Stats
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5.21 (1 )(b)

Hi Judy:
We are finally moving forward with the regulatory package for BZP and TFMPP and are finalising the

However, my question is whether you would mind I
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Hope things are well with you,
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Extracted from Market Analysis Report:

4. Situation in Canada
4.1 Availability and Distribution
The RCMP 2007 Drug Situation Report states that "designer-type synthetic substance
trafficking" is an emerging trend with BZP and TFMPP being found in pills thought to be
ecstasy. This observation is supported by various sources. For example, the CBSA data indicate
that between 2004 and 2008, the number of samples referred to that Agency's laboratories for
analysis had grown from 0 to 17, including seizure of various sizes. These seizures consisted of
BZP alone or a combination of BZP and TFMPP or BZP with other substances such as
ephedrine. (Health Canada; 2010). In addition, in 2008, Health Canada inspectors reported that
four products from a retailer were seized in 24 outlets across Canada. Finally, Health Canada's
DAS has found an increasing number of exhibits containing BZP and/or TFMPP. (see Table 1).
Approximately 18% (895) of the total number of exhibits analyzed between 2006 and 2010
(4975) contained only BZP and/or TFMPP (no other substances were identified). For 782 of
these exhibits, the seized substance had been suspected to be ecstasy.
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Number of
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2010
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2007

2008

2009
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2006-20
10

Nov. 24)
Containing
BZP
Containing
TFMPP
Containing
BZP&
TFMPP

5

146

1061

3

129

920

8

151

1161

2232

1213

4657

2191

1170

4413

2366

1289

4975
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re: DAS Ana/sysis - can we potentially get updated numbers?

I!!l

Tara E Phillips to: Angela Doyle

2011-11-0412:52 PM

This message has been replied to.
DAS Analsysis - can we potentiall~ get updated numbers?

Tara E Phillips

Angela Doyle

i

j

Requested an update. I will keep you posted. From: Tara E Phillips .

Tara E Phillips

Thanks. For now, I have updated

Angela Doyle

!:J

"

to reference 2232 sa

Can't remember. I think we should mention both as well.

Tara E Phillips

Hi Angela, I assume you haven't heard back on this. Do you h

Thanks. For now, I have updated

to reference 2232 samples in 2009.

Do you remember why you chose to use the numbers for BZP only? I'm thinking we should consider
including TFMPP numbers since our proposal is to control both.
Tara

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Requested an update. I will keep you posted. Fr. ..

2011-11-04 12:50:36 PM

Angela Ooyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-04 12:50 PM
Re: DAS Analsysis - can we potentially get updated numbers?

Requested an update. I will keep you posted.
Tara E Phillips
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

For example, in 2006, a total of 5 samples was f ...

2011-11-0412:27:37 PM

Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Ooyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-04 12:27 PM
DAS Analsysis - can we potentially get updated numbers?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For example, in 2006, a total of 5 samples was found to contain BZP; by contrast, a total of 2121
samples were found to contain BZP in 2009.
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re: DAS Analsysis - can we potentially get updated numbers?
Tara E Phillips to: Angela Doyle
History:

2011-11-08 09:33 PM

This message has been replied to.
Tara E Phillips
Angela Doyle

DAS Analsysis - can we potentially get updated numbers?

Requested an update. I will keep you posted. From: Tara E Phillips!

Tara E Phillips

Thanks. For now, I have updated,

to reference 2232 sa

Can't remember. I think we should mention both as well.

Angela Doyle

Hi Angela, I assume you haven't heard back on this. Do you hav

Tara E Phillips

Hi Angela,
I assume you haven't heard back on this. Do you have any expectations (i.e., any idea of how long this
sort of request would typically take to get answered)? I'm just asking blc if we need Jocelyn to make a
request, we can do that.
Thanks,
Tara

Tara E. Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques rf3glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.e.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Requested an update. I will keep you posted. Fr ...

2011-11-04 12:50:36 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-04 12:50 PM
Re: DAS Analsysis - can we potentially get updated numbers?

Requested an update. I will keep you posted.
Tara E Phillips
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

For example, in 2006, a total of 5 samples was f...

2011-11-04 12:27:37 PM

Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-04 12:27 PM
DAS Analsysis - can we potentially get updated numbers?

For example, in 2006, a total of5 samples was found to contain BZP; by contrast, a total of 2121
samples were found to contain BZP in 2009.
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

For Your Action: CADUMS Q. for BZPITFMPP
Tara E Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault
Tara E Phillips

2011-11-09 09:20 AM

For Your Action: CADUMS Q. for BZPITFMPP

Hi Elizabeth,
At the bottom of page 9, Jocelyn asks the question "what does CADUMS say re: stimulant use overall?".
This is part of the rationale section. I took a quick look and it appears that CADUMS info is available
online; however, it wasn't immediately clear to me whether or not there was anything we could use in
response to Jocelyn's question. Could you please take a look and see if you can find something useful?
Thank you,
Tara
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re: Fw: For Your Review: BZP & TFMPP
Elizabeth Dussault to: Tara E Phillips
Tara E Phillips

2011-11-0901 :27 PM

Fw: For Your Review: BZP & TFMPP

Elizabeth Dussault

Will do Tara! Thanks!

Will do Tara!
Thanks!
Elizabeth Dussault
Junior Policy Analyst / Analyste subalterne des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
Tara E Phillips
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

. Hi Elizabeth, The Costs and Benefits section is ...

2011-11-09 01 :25:51 PM

Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-09 01 :25 PM
Fw: For Your Review: BZP & TFMPP I

Hi Elizabeth,
The Costs and Benefits section is now in the
with today's date on the shared drive. Please take
a look with any time you have this afternoon, as per my message below.
Thank you,
Tara
----- Forwarded by Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-09 01 :24 PM ----From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-09 11: 18 AM
For Your Review: BZP & TFMPP

Hi Elizabeth,
In the interests of me not holding this up any longer, please go in the shared drive and take a look at the
BZP and TFMPP
with today's date.

002421

Note that the Costs and Benefits section is missing as I'm still working on it. I just thought it might be nice
if you could look at everything else and then that last section when I finally finish tinkering with it.
All comments are welcome and I would appreciate if you could check to make sure we have incorporated
Jocelyn's comments and also that we have used the conditional throughout.
Thank you,
Tara
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Re: Does this paragraph look okay to you? ~
Tara E Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault
History:

2011-11-16 11 :29 AM

This message has been replied to.
Tara E Phillips

I

Does this paragraph look okay to you?

j

I feel the two sentences about the health advisories should have their

Elizabeth Dussault

J

Tara E Phillips

Issuesecllon. Thank~

Tara E Phillips

D.oes this seem any better? I am trying to respond to Jocelyn's c

Elizabeth Dussault

--_.

Its better. It works for the purposes of the section. Eliza

Does this seem any better? I am trying to respond to Jocelyn's comments about the temporal relationship
of these events. That's why they're combined.

T

In July 2008, in response to complaints received by the Health Products and Food Branch
Inspectorate, Health Canada issued a public health advisory regarding the sale of unapproved
products containing BZP and TFMPP. At the time of this advisory, the Department was in the
midst of a risk assessment for BZP, which concluded that consideration should be given to
regulating it as a controlled substance. As TFMPP is generally found in products that contain
BZP, including those covered by the advisory, the Notice of Intent (NOl) published by Health
Canada in November 2008 was not limited to BZP but rather included several piperazine
derivatives for the purpose of determining whether one or all should be regulated under the
CDSA. In December 2009, a second public health advisory concerning BZP was issued warning
consumers not to use "RevolutionDS Weight Loss", an unauthorized health product promoted for
weight loss containing BZP.
Elizabeth Dussault
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

I feel the two sentences about the health adviso ...

2011-11-1611:05:54 AM

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-16 11 :05 AM
Re: Does this paragraph look okay to you?

I feel the two sentences about the health advisories should have their own paragraph. It feels disjointed
right now.
Is this for the comms section?
Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst / Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6523

002431

Fax/T elE~copieur : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
Tara E
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Phillip~

In July 2008, Health Canada issued a public hea ...

2011-11-16 10:53:23 AM

Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-1610:53AM
Does this paragraph look okay to you?

In July 2008, Health Canada issued a public health advisory concerning BZP in response to
complaints received by the Health Products and Food Branch Inspectorate regarding the sale of
unapproved products containing BZP and/or TFMPP being sold by the company Purepillz. The
Department conducted a risk assessment for BZP, which concluded that consideration should be
given to regulating it as a controlled substance. As TFMPP is generally found in products that
contain BZP, presumably to achieve a more desired level of "high", the Notice of Intent (NOl)
published by Health Canada in November 2008 was not limited to BZP but rather included
several piperazine derivatives for the purpose of determining whether one or all should be
regulated under the CDSA. In December 2009, a second public health advisory concerning BZP
was issued warning consumers not to use "RevolutionDS Weight Loss", an unauthorized health
product promoted for weight loss containing BZP.
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For Your Review: Supp Note
Tara E Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault
Tara E Phillips

2011-11-1702:03 PM

For Your Review: Supp Note

Supplementary Note - BZP & TFMPP 2011-11-17.doc
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For Your Review: BZP & TFMPP Supp Note
Tara E Phillips to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-11-1703:29 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault, Angela Doyle
Tara E Phillips

For Your Review: BZP & TFMPP Supp Note

Hi Jocelyn,
For your review.

~

Supplementary Note - BZP & TFMPP 2011-11-17 .doc

Thank you,
Tara
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5.23

Fw:
Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault, Angela Doyle
~

Tara Phillips

2011-11-2401 :44 PM

Fw:

I

This will be more meaningful with the attachment.
Tara

----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-24 01 :44 PM ----From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-2304:46 PM

Fw:1

Hi Tara,

If you have any questions or wish to discuss further, please do not hesitate to contact either myself or
Barb.
Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 0902D I Edifice Brooke Claxton 0902D
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de "avocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.

002467

5.23

Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
mIen aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.
----- Forwarded by Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA on 21/11/2011 01 :50 PM ----Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
21/11/2011 11 :03 AM

To Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject

Hi Barbara,

Thank you and please contact me if you require clarification, more information, etc.
Tara

Tara E. PhiJIjps
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.e.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Fw:

BZP or TFMPP

Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault
Tara Phillips

Fw:

2011-11-24 10:59 PM
BZP orTFMPP

I realized after sending that I had gC.gc - oops! I corrected it to gc.ca and resent so hopefully Lisa will have
received the email. I'm sorry if you have already been in touch with her. I'm trying to cover all my bases
tonight and make sure I am not holding anything up.
Have a great weekend!
Tara
----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-24 10:58 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Lisa.Mullins@dfait.gc.gc, Lisa.Mullins@international.gc.ca
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-2410:57 PM
ZP orTFMPP

Hi Lisa,
As I mentioned in my voicemail of earlier today, our office is very interested infinding out,
We tried to find
this out by searching the TBT Information Management System but it was unavailable today. We also
spoke to Andrea Spencer of the Canada Standards Council and she searched the WTO docs database for
us.

As I will be out of the office until Wednesday, November 30th, I would be grateful if you could correspond
with my colleague, Elizabeth Dussault.
Thank you,

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division! Division des politiques n§glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances!
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada! Sante Canada
TelfTel: 613-946-6521
FaxiTefecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email!Courriel:tara.e.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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RE:
BZP orTFMPP
Lisa.Mullins
to:
tara.phillips, elizabeth.dussault
2011-11-25 09:32 AM
Cc:
Angela.Doyle, Duncan.deLugt, matthew.smith, Kyle.Bums
Show Details

Hello,
I was out of the office yesterday and did not get your voice mails and email (1 0:58pm) until this morning. If HC
has had the Enquiry Point search the WTO database I do not have additional sources of information ~

Please call me to discuss.
Lisa

Lisa Mullins
Senior Trade Policy Officer / Agent principale de la politique commerciale
Technical Barriers and Regulations Division / Direction des reglements et des obstacles techniques
Foreign Affairs and International Trade / Affaires etrangeres et Commerce international Canada
T:(613) 944-1417 C: (613) 790-7307
F: (613) 943-0346
lisa.mullins@international.gc.ca

1+1

Foreign Affairs and
International Trade Canada

Affaires etrangeres at
Comrnerce infernational Canada

From: Tara Phillips [mailto:tara.phillips@hc-sc.qc.ca]

Sent: November 24, 2011 10:58 PM
To: Lisa.Mullins@dfait.gc.gc; Mullins, Lisa -TIB
Cc: Elizabeth Dussault; Angela Doyle

Subject:

BZP orTFMPP

Hi Lisa,
As I mentioned in my voicemail of earlier today, our office is very interested in finding out
We tried to find this out by searching
the TBT Information Management System but it was unavailable today. We also spoke to Andrea Spencer of the
Canada Standards Council and she searched the WTO docs database for us. ' ...

As I will be out of the office until Wednesday, November 30th, I would be grateful if you could correspond with my
colleague, Elizabeth Dussault.
Thank you,
002472

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel/Tel: 613-946-6521
Fax/Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email ICourriel:tara.e.phi .. ips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Fw: De-brief: BZP & TFMPP ADM Briefing
Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault

2011-11-25 10:05 AM

Fw: De-brief: BZP & TFMPP ADM Briefing

Tara Phillips

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521"
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email!Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-25 10:04 AM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-2502:13 AM
De-brief: BZP & TFMPP ADM Briefing

Hi Jocelyn,

I hope you and your friends are doing well.
Here is a summary of the BZP & TFMPP ADM Briefing.
Participants @ 269 Laurier Avenue
- Hilary Geller
- Ian Hobler
- Cathy Sabiston
- Andria Sherstone
- Johanne Beaulieu
- Norma Won
- Me
The only participant from HPFB was Diana Dowthwaite, DG of Inspectorate Directorate who called in.
PART 1: BZP & TFMPP
- Norma gave background - Hilary asked Diana whether MU nas been brleted by prosecutIon on tne ..... urepillz case and Diana said
yes and that the scheduling action would have been mentioned in those briefings, mostly in passing (as in
a statement that this scheduling action is in the works but no specific details re: timeline or anything else).
- Timelines were discussed in detail and Johanne committed that Cathy would see package by Nov. 30th
(consistent with previous communication on timeline).
.

..

-

...-

002488
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PART 2:

Johanne B and I discussed Hilary's request
I'm not sure who we would
like to have work on this (trying to recall the white board in your office and who, if anyone, I
__
. I do have a hardcopy file that I got from Martina in my office. I'm happy to do it as soon as I'm
back (next Wed).
I realize this is painfully long-winded. Hope there are some useful bits.
Tara
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Fw:
Tara pnllilps to: JOcelyn Kula

2011-11-25 10:26 AM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault
Tara Phillips

FW:1

Jocelyn,

Tara

----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-25 10:24 AM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-25 10:16 AM

Re

Hi Tara,

Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
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Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de
l'avocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged or confidential
and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Unauthorized
disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you
have received this transmission in error, please notify me immediately by
sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the original message. Thank
you.

a

Cette communication est exclusivement destinee I'individu ou I'entite
qui elle est addressee. Elle peut contenir de I'information privilegiee,
confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie
non-autorisee ou re-transmission non-autorisee de ce message sont
defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
mIen aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie
courriel rec;u. Merci.

a

a

Tara Phillips
From:
To:

Cc:
, Date:
Subject:

Hi Norma,

2011-11-2501 :45:58 AM

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-2501:45 AM

Hi Norma,

Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxiTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Fw:1
Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault

2011-11-3003:48 PM

Fw:

Tara Phillips

----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-30 03:48 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Cathy A Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-3001:54 PM
Re:

Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Norma Won
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Cathy,

2011-11-30 01 :49:48 PM

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Cathy A Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-3001 :49 PM

Hi Cathy,
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Thanks.
Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou "entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
"espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.
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Re: BZP Package I.ii1
Jocelyn Kula to: Andria Sherstone

2011-12-02 10:26 AM

Cc: Tara Phillips, Elizabeth Dussault
Jocelyn Kula
Andria Sherstone

BZP Package

Hi Jocelyn, I thought that the package that was sent up was the formal

Jocelyn Kula

Tara can engage you if she needs to on your list below but re

th~

Tara can engage you if she needs to on your list below but re the regs package, what we sent up was
merely an accumulation of draft docs. Things need to be on letterhead, we need input from TB on some
docs, and we have special aqua dockets we use for reg packages.
Happy friday!
JK
JK
Sent by blackberry
Andria Sherstone
From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Jocelyn, I thought that the package that wa ...

2011-12-0210:01 AM EST

Andria Sherstone
Jocelyn Kula
Tara Phillips; Elizabeth Dussault
2011-12-0210:01 AM EST
Re: BZP Package

Hi Jocelyn,
I thought that the package that was sent up was the formal one. Cathy reviewed the documents and only
had a few minor revisions. Once these revisions have been completed, she will sign off on and it will be
routed up to ADMO.
Under the portfolio considerations, we
I spoke with Denis yesterday about the references to
need to state that this would impact HPFB. Denis and I agreed that the language could be fairly high level
and reference the Supps Note, which would then be added as an appendix to the package.
For the exemption, it was my understanding that
Jnfortunately, I do not have the Supps Note in front
of me, nor is it in MECS, so I am not sure of the current wording. I think that, at this point, we need to
state that we are exploring an exemption.
Happy to discuss.
Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
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DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances contr6h§es et de la luUe au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction gemerale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

Jocelyn Kula
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Andria I am not here tomorrow and would like to ...

2011-12-01 07: 17:29 PM

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-01 07:17 PM
BZP Package

Andria
I am not here tomorrow and would like to be very clear as to next steps with the BZP package.
If I understand correctly, DGO now wants to see a formal regulatory package in an aqua folder and with a
new routing slip etc.
Tara is following up
-this can wait to go up until we have comments on I
on this tomorrow

Hopefully my thoughts are clear, please feel free to call Tara directly if I have got things wrong.
thx
Jocelyn

JOGelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
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Re:

~

Angela Doyle to: James MacDonald

2011-12-0510:16 AM

Cc: Danielle Beauchemin, Elizabeth Dussault, Tara Phillips, Norma Won
Angela Doyle
James MacDonald

Hello Angela,

~

Tara Phillips

Hi Angela,

Angela Doyle

Good morning James, ..

Angela Doyle

Good morning Daniel/e and James:

Good morning James,

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
James MacDonald

Hello Angela,

2011-12-0509:32:31 AM

From:
To:
Cc:

James MacDonald/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Danielle Beauchemin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara
Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

Date:
Subject:

2011-12-0509:32 AM

Re

Hello Angela,

Thank you,
James.
James MacDonald
Legislative Counsel I Conseiller legislatif
Section de la reglementation de Sante Canada (SRSC) I Health Canada Regulations Section (HCRS)
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Indice d'adresse 4602B I Postal Locator 4602B
400 Cooper S1. I 400, Rue Cooper
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A OK9
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james.macdonald@hc-sc.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-952-9670
Facsimile I Telecopier 613-954-4627
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
Ce message contient des renseignements qui pourraient etre confidentiels, soustraits a la
communication, proteges par Ie privilege relatif au litige ou proteges par Ie secret professionnel de
I'avocat ou, au Quebec, du notaire. 8'il ne vous est pas destine, vous etes prie de ne pas Ie lire, I'utiliser,
Ie conserver ou Ie diffuser. Veuillez sans tarder Ie supprimer ou Ie detruire, de meme que toute copie de
celui-ci, et communiquer avec I'expediteur au 613-952-9670 ou james.macdonald@hc-sc.gc.ca. Merci
de votre collaboration.

a

This communication contains information that may be confidential, exempt from disclosure, subject to
litigation privilege, to solicitor-client privilege or, in Quebec, to professional secrecy of notaries. If you are
not the intended recipient, you should not read, rely on, retain, or distribute it. Please delete or otherwise
destroy this communication and all copies of it immediately, and contact the sender at 613-952-9670 or by
email atjames.macdonald@hc-sc.gc.ca. Thank you.

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Dear Danielle and James:

2011-12-0203:02:14 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Danielle Beauchemin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, James MacDonald/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-0203:02 PM

Dear Danielle and James:

Thank you and please advise should you have any questions.
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-12-02 02:57 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Melanie
Seguin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-0812:19 PM

Hi Johanne
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[attachment "81200-2-152-cacToClient-Aug2911.pdf' deleted by James MacDonald/HC-SC/GC/CA]
[attachment "81200-2-153-cac-ToClient-Aug2911.pdf' deleted by James MacDonald/HC-SC/GC/CA]

Please let me know if you have any concerns with the aforementioned documents. In the absence of any
feedback, we will continue to proceed with preparation of the regs package.
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Divisionl Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substancesl Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branchl Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canadal Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
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For Decision: Path Forward on BZPITFMPP
Tara Phillips to: Johanne Beaulieu

2011-12-0711:19AM

Cc: Jocelyn Kula, Elizabeth Dussault
Tara Phillips

For Decision: Path Forward on BZPITFMPP

Hi Johanne,
Yesterday, I discussed the BZPITFMPP regulatory proposal with Kyle Burns, our TB analyst,
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

had a few outstanding comments on the RIAS, which
we Will aauress. lVIore slgnmcanuy, ne proposed doing a new NOI since our 2008 one is dated and then
going straight to CG2.
With Kyle's introduction of this new option, there are now three options for a path forward on the
BZPITFMPP regulatory proposal:

Please advise.
Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6521

002499

Faxrr eh§copieu r : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Draft Regs for BZPI TFMPP - please hold

ldl

Angela Doyle to: Danielle Beauchemin, James MacDonald
Cc: Elizabeth Dussault, Tara Phillips

2011-12-0809:11 AM

r--·-------·----------------------------------.......,

L.J

Angela Doyle

I.
F
b
I.

Draft Regs for aZPI TFMPP - request

James MacDonald

L::J

i
b

Hello Angela, Your instructions did not mention the length of the propo

Tara Phillips

Hi Angela, We should have more clarity around the comment pe

Angela Doyle

Good morning James, My apologies. I have been advised that
Good morning Danielle and James: I am writing to inform you that upo

Angela Doyle

Good morning Danielle and James:
I am writing to inform you that upon further discussion concerning the BZP and TFMPP file, a decision has
been made to re-post the NOt.
If you could please hold on blue stamping the regulations at this time, we will let you know when we are
ready to move forward.
My apologies for needing to change our request to move forward and for any confusion this may have
created.
Sincerely,
Angela
Tel.: 613-954-6792

Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Dear Danielle and James: I have been advised t. ..

2011-12-0203:02:13 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Danielle aeauchemin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, James MacDonald/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-0203:02 PM
Draft Regs for aZPI TFMPP - request

Dear Danielle and James:
I have been advised that we have the approval to move forward with the having the regulations blue
stamped, with a couple of minor changes revisions (please see e-mail below).
Thank you and please advise should you have any questions.
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-12-02 02:57 PM ----From:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
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Disposition Methods
Angela Doyle to: Tara Phillips

2011-12-0812:06 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault

6

Angela Doyle

Disposition Methods

II
I
L

Hi Tara:
Concerning BZP and TFMPP, I looked in the guidance to see if it described methods for disposition.
Instead, it states "Similarly, this guidance document does not specify the methods by which disposition is
to be carried out. Law enforcement agencies should consult relevant provincial and/or municipal
environmental and health/safety authorities."

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792

002513

Re: BZP Articles

I!b

Tara Phillips to: Laura Petts
Cc: Elizabeth Dussault, Judy Snider

~

Tara Phillips

BZP Articles

Laura PeUs

••

~

Hi Tara: I found a copy of

Tara Phillips

l

2011-12-0802:44 PM

Thank you vel)' much. Tara

-------------------------------------------------------------

Thank you very much.
Tara

Tara Phiffips
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlE3es
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
Laura Petts
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2011-12-08 02:43:06 PM

Hi Tara: I found a copy of

Laura PeUs/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-0802:43 PM

Re: BZP Articles

Hi Tara:
I found a copy of
(1) Gee Pet al Toxicity from recreational use of 1-8ZP Clin Toxicol2008 46 892-807
that had been forwarded to us at the beginning of our involvement of the process.
[attachment "Churchill toxic impacts study.pdf' deleted by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA]
For the other article, Hanan Abramovich found a hard copy which we can scanned and have attached.
Apologies for the lightness of the type.
[attachment "Randomised double-blind 'partypills'.pdf' deleted by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA]

Hope that helps.
Lori Petts
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Research Analyst I Analyste en recherche
Office of Research and Surveillance I Bureau de la recherche et de la surveillance
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I
Direction des substances controlt§es et de la lutte au tabagisme
Phone: (613) 954-7401
Fax:
(613) 952-4622
e-mail: laura.petts@hc-sc.gc.ca
Tara Phillips

Hi Judy, I am a relatively new Section Head in th ...

From:

2011-12-08 01 :19:47 PM

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Judy Snider/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Laura Petts/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-0801:19 PM
BZP Articles

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Judy,
I am a relatively new Section Head in the Regulatory Policy Division of OCS (under Jocelyn Kula). One of
the files I am working on is BZPITFMPP, which is really moving along these days!
As you will see below, we have been asked to locate a couple of articles that were used in the Issue
Analysis Summary. I understand from my colleagues here that ORS may have them as you provided
assistance with the lAS.
Could you please send the articles over to us or let us know if you are not able to locate them? We have
already checked our files and they are not there.
Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxlTelE§copieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca

Thea Mueller

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

2011-12-0603:54:36 PM

Hello Jocelyn. I have been called to be cross -e ...

Thea Muelier/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-06 03:54 PM

Hello Jocelyn.
the lAS prepared by your group and quoted some references
have copies of:

I used
I cannot find. Would you

(1) Gee Pet al Toxicity from recreational use of 1-BZP Clin Toxicol2008 46892-807

002515
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(2) Thompson I et al Randomized, double -blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effects of the party pills,
BZPITFMPP, alone and in combination with alcohol. J Psychopharmacol2009 Mar 27 vol ??? pp ??
If so, could you please send them to me?
Also could you tell me if;
(1) you are aware of any commercial uses of BZP or than as a street drug?

Anything else I should be aware of??
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THE NEW ZEALAND
MEDICAL JOURNAL
Vol 118 No 1227 ISSN 1175 8716

Toxic effects of BZP-based herbal party pills in humans: a
prospective study in Christchurch, New Zealand
Paul Gee, Sandra Richardson, Wolfram Woltersdorf, Grant Moore
Abstract
Aim This study describes patterns of human toxicity related to the use of 1benzylpiperazine (BZP)-based 'herbal party pills' .
Methods From 1 April 2005 to 1 September 2005 all presentations associated with
party pill use were captured on a prospective data collection form.
Results There were 61 patients who presented on 80 occasions to the Emergency
Department of Christchurch Hospital, New Zealand. Patients with adverse effects
took an average of 4.5 tablets/capsules. Patients with mild to moderate toxicity
experienced symptoms such as insomnia, anxiety, nausea, vomiting, palpitations,
dystonia, and urinary retention. Some adverse reactions persisted up to 24 hours after
ingestion. Fifteen toxic seizures were recorded. Two patients suffered life-threatening
toxicity with status epilepticus and severe respiratory and metabolic acidosis.
Conclusions Herbal party pills have been sold without regulation since 2000, and are
now widely used by young New Zealanders. The principal ingredient of these pills is
I-benzylpiperazine (BZP). They appear to have a narrow safety margin when used
recreationally by some humans, possibly because of intrinsic pharmacodynamic
properties, self-dosing variability, or genetic polymorphism. Those with seizure
disorders or coronary disease should avoid BZP as should those taking prescription
sympathomimetics or anticholinergics. Coingestion with MDMA or amphetamine
should also be cautioned against. The results of this study indicate that BZP can cause
unpredictable and serious toxicity in some individuals. Furthermore, the results of this
study should be carefully considered in any discussion on the legal status of
piperazine-based party pills.

(Herbal) party pills have become widely available and are very commonly used
amongst young New Zealanders during the past 18 months (since mid-2004). These
pills have been marketed as 'herbal' and 'safe'. The accumulating evidence of toxicity
challenges these claims, however.
Party pills are taken for their ability to increase alertness as well as elevate mood and
energy. The main ingredient in most party pills in New Zealand (NZ) is 1benzylpiperazine (BZP) which is predominantly a synthetic sympathomimetic of
approximately one-tenth the potency of dexamphetamine l (see Figure 1 for structural
comparison). BZP is one of a family of piperazine-based psychoactive compounds. It
is sometimes mixed with a similar compound trifluormethylphenylpiperazine
(TFMPP) in an attempt to mimic the psychoactive effects of
methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA or 'ecstasy,).2

NZMJ 16 December 2005, Vol 118 No 1227
URL: http://www.nzma.org.nzljournaIlI18-12271I784/

Page 1 of 10
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Figure 1. Structural comparisons of four related substances, including BZP
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BZP is chemically synthesised and is not a naturally occurring substance. It is most
commonly classified under the class of 'designer drugs'. Most BZP on the NZ market
seems to be manufactured and imported from East Asia. The chemical process to
manufacture BZP is straightforward and there are reports that it is being locally
manufactured in kitchens.
BZP was originally synthesised by Well come Research Laboratories UK as a
potential anthelmintic for livestock. 3 It was not used because it was relatively
ineffective and caused adverse effects such as seizures inmammals. Decades later, it
was found that BZP caused hyperactivity, involuntary head movements, and a
reduction in reaction times in humans-reactions also associated with amphetamines. 1
A cluster of human studies was done in the 1970s to investigate BZP as a potential
antidepressant.drug. 1,4,5 Research was halted after it was found to have subjective and
physiological effects very similar to dexamphetamine. One study showed that chronic
amphetamine users could not distinguish between equipotent doses of BZP and
dexamphetamine. 4 The researchers recommended that BZP be placed under the same
statutory control as amphetamines. A BZP prodrug was investigated as an
antidepressant in Hungary in the 1980s but abandoned in phase 2 trials because of
adverse side effects. 6 BZP is a schedule 1 illegal stimulant in the USA 7 and is
controlled in all states of Australia.
BZP has a complex action working directly and indirectly on central monoamine
receptors. It can cause the stimulation independent release of noradrenaline as well as
blocking synaptic reuptake. 8
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BZP also shows amphetamine like stimulation and reuptake inhibition of dopamine
(DA) and serotonin. These neurotransmitters are responsible for the psychoactive
properties of BZp. 9,10 The peripheral actions of BZP on alpha-2 adrenoceptors
mediate reflex tachycardia and hypertension.
The pharmacokinetics and human metabolism of BZP are incompletely understood,
although BZP is known to be poorly metabolised and is largely excreted unchanged
by the kidneys. Staack et al have recently carried out studies on metabolic pathways
and postulated several enzymatic steps. 11 The cytochrome P450 enzyme system
CYP2D6 appears to be a central component in the degradation of BZP. This enzyme
is known for its genetic polymorphism, which may explain the erratic distribution of
adverse toxic effects, especially when coadministered with other drugs such as
MDMA.12 Another enzyme involved in the breakdown of BZP is catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), which is also known to express genetically determined
variations of activity. No information is available on interactions with other
prescribed or recreational drugs, effects on carrier protein binding, or toxicity of
metabolites. Additive effects are likely but more research is required in the area.
BZP is occasionally misrepresented to users as the illicit drug known as 'ecstasy'. For
several years BZP has been sold free of any legal constraint. As of July 2005, BZP is
legally available for sale only to adults over 18 years of age in New Zealand. It is
available under at least 120 brand names/synonyms (including Frenzy, Bliss, Charge,
Herbal ecstasy, A2, and Legal X). It is sold in capsules, pill, or powder form from an
increasing number of retailers.
Patients presented to Christchurch Hospital's Emergency Department (ED) with BZP
toxicity as early as 4 years ago. Presentations were very infrequent up till 2004,
however, when a sudden escalation began. In 2005, four to five patients per weekend
have been seen with adverse and toxic effects from these pills. This increase in
presentations is consistent with the increasing number of outlets seen in Christchurch.
There is almost no human toxicity research available that can help us manage these
cases. Experimental research was based on much smaller "therapeutic" doses. There
have been recent case reports of deaths associated with BZP in combination with
other sympathomimetics though no deaths attributed to BZP alone. 13 ,14 There are no
series describing BZP toxicity in humans.

Methods
Christchurch Hospital's Emergency Department has an annual census of 65,000 patients, and services a
city population of 340,000. All ambulance and emergency self-referrals are seen in this facility.
An increase in presentations was detected in late 2004 and a pilot retrospective audit of BZP
presentations was undertaken to detect general patterns of toxicity. From this study, a
standardised reporting form was developed. From 1 April 2005 to 1 September 2005 all
presentations associated with party pill use were prospectively captured. Several
representative cases had their hospital visits cost-analysed to estimate the financial impact of
BZP patients on our institution. Selected cases with severe toxicity had urine or blood
samples sent to confirm the presence of BZP or other illicit substances.

Results
During the 5 months of data collection (1 April 2005 to 1 September 2005), 61 patients
attended a total of 80 occasions with adverse effects after ingestion of party pills. The
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male to female ratio was 1: 1.3. The age range was 15 to 36 years with a mean of 20.4
and a mode of 18 years (see Figure 2). Patients reported the number of pills they had
taken in 61 instances (not known or unrecorded in 19 instances); the average was 4.5
tablets (range was 1 to 25). Alcohol was coingested on 39/80, marijuana in 12/80, and
nitrous oxide used in 10/80 presentations respectively. Four patients used multiple
illicit coningestants which included MDMA, LSD, and ritalin.

Figure 2. Age distribution of BZP users admitted to Christchurch Hospital's
Emergency Department from April to September 2005 for adverse reactions
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Patients experienced symptoms such as anxiety, vomiting, headache, palpitations,
confusion, collapse, and seizures. Some symptoms had persisted for up to 24 hours
after ingestion. Symptoms and their frequency are listed in Figure 3.
Vital signs showed expected sympathomimetic effects in patients with tachycardia
and hypertension. Electrocardiograph recordings showed all patients were in sinus
rhythm and most had a sinus tachycardia. A prolonged QTc was noted in 32% of
patients. All other intervals were within normal limits and no supraventricular or
ventricular arrhythmias were detected. Vital sign recordings and QTc are recorded in
Figure 4.
One patient presented with minor symptoms of BZP toxicity and a plasma sodium of
118 mmollL. Serum osmolality measured 242 mosmollkg and other biochemical and
haematological indices were normal. The measurement was repeated to rule out
sampling error. The sodium returned to normal 5 hours later.
Seizures after BZP-use occurred in 14 patients, with one patient having had seizures
on two occasions. Seizures when witnessed or described were of the grand mal type.
Seizures occurred on average 3.9 hours after reported ingestion of party pills with a
range between 30 minutes and 8 hours.
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Figure 3. Symptoms of BZP ingestion noted in 80 admissions of 61 patients
attending Christchurch Hospital's Emergency Department in mid-2005
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Figure 4. Vital signs of BZP-toxic patients, N=80
Temperature mean (OC)

37.8 (range 34.3 to 38.6)

Heart rate mean (bpm)

119 (range 72-170)

Systolic blood pressure mean (mmHg)

140 (range 70-180)

Diastolic blood pressure mean (mmHg)

77 (range 70-109)

ECG aTc mean 424mS (normal <430) 32% had a aTC between 430-490

Patients who had seizures appeared not to have taken more tablets than non-seizingpatients (average taken 4.3 pills vs 4.55 in non-seizing patients p=O.75).
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Following are details of three cases from the severe toxicity group.
Patient 1-A 16-year-old female was out at a sporting event with friends. She had
taken three party pills at 1900 hours (7pm) and took one more pill at 2030 hours
(8:30pm). No alcohol had been used. She had no suicidal or self-harm intent.
At 2300 hrs (11 pm) she collapsed in a crowd and had a witnessed tonic clonic seizure.
The ambulance arrived when the patient was postictal. Seizure activity started again
and two doses of diazepam were required to stop the seizures. The patient was totally
unresponsive, with a Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) of 3/15 and she was intubated for
airway control then transferred to Christchurch Hospital. On arrival she had a heart
rate of 149, a blood pressure of 70/55 mmHg, blood sugar level of 5.6 mmollL, and a
temperature of 36°C.
She had three further seizures in the Emergency Department and her first blood gas
showed a severe combined metabolic and respiratory acidosis with a pH of 6.87,
pe02 of 60 mmHg, p02 of 115 mmHg on supplemental oxygen, HC03 of
10.7 mmollL (23.0-29.0), and base excess of -23 mmollL (-3 to +3). The patient was
transferred to Intensive Care Unit (lCU). She was extubated and 12 hours later she
had a GCS of 15/15. This patient had no history of seizure disorders or drug abuse. A
week later she reported that she" felt unwell but better" and appeared to have
suffered no apparent long-term adverse effects. Subsequent toxicological analysis of
urine revealed the presence of BZP and metabolites and no other identifiable illicit
drugs or alc~hol.
Patient 2-An 18-year-old female patient had a total of five seizures and had a
recorded plasma pH of 6.64 (again a mixed metabolic and respiratory acidosis). This
patient was intubated and transferred to the ICU. Urinalysis from this patient also
confirmed the presence of BZP with no other toxic agents. Patient 2 was subsequently
extubated and recovered with no apparent long-term effects.
Patient 3-A 25-year-old male patient took two party pills with alcohol in the
evening, then he took two more the following morning. He then had a tonic seizure 3
hours later while driving a car. The front passenger took control to avert a head-on
collision and was able to bring the vehicle to a halt. The seizure lasted approximately
3 minutes followed by a postictal phase. The patient had a pulse of 170 bpm, blood
pressure of 148/75 mmHg, and blood sugar level of 5.4 mmollL. On arrival to the ED
he was drowsy but conversant with no focal neurological signs. He had no known
seizure disorder or alcohol dependence. Plasma biochemistry was normal; and urine
showed metabolites of BZP, ethanol, and no other drugs.
During the study period benzodiazepines were administered in 14/80 cases for general
agitation, in 11180 cases for panic attacks or palpitations, and for seizures in 3/80
cases (the remaining 12 seizure cases stopped fitting spontaneously). Antiemtics and
intravenous fluids were required in 11180 cases. Two patients required urinary
catheterisation for retention.
Forty-nine patients were seen and treated in the ED with an average length of stay
(LOS) of 4.2 hours. The average cost of these consultations was $NZ350 per visit
which includes investigations, doctor time, staff nurse time, and fixed overhead
expenses. Twenty-nine patients were admitted for a period of observation (average
LOS 11 hours at an average cost of $NZ500 per visit). Two patients were admitted to
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the ICU then stayed a further day on an inpatient ward (average cost of $NZ3500 per
visit).

Discussion
This study group is the largest cohort with BZP toxicity recorded internationally. This
study was possible because of the unrestricted availability and use of BZP in New
Zealand.
Females presented with adverse effects more frequently than males. This may be
because the BZP-containing party pills are not dosed per weight; therefore females
being generally smaller may be taking a relatively higher dose than. BZP is available
in dose packages ranging from 70 mg to 1000 mg in Christchurch so analysis of pill
numbers taken bears no relation to actual dose taken. This is reflected in the average
number of pills taken in seizure versus non-seizure patients of 4.3 and 4.5,
respectively.
Many patients take multiple doses of BZP because the first dose does not produce the
desired effects immediately. Previous research confirmed that the physiological
effects of BZP are not felt for up to 2 hours after oral ingestion. 1 Slow onset of action
and slow abatement of symptoms are characteristic for this drug when taken orally.
Exceeding recommended package doses may result in increased toxicity with some
patients experiencing palpitations and/or vomiting for up to 24 hours after ingestion.
Furthermore, some users now inject BZP intravenously to experience a faster onset of
action, although this is reported as being painful due to is alkalinity (raw BZP in
solution has a pH~12).
Most patients with minor toxicity present with palpitations, agitation, nausea, and
vomiting. Other effects observed were intractable vomiting, confusion, and collapse.
Some presented with insomnia or inability to pass urine. Most of these patients
responded to reassurance, a period of observation, and very selective use of
benzodiazepines. The number of patients who present to hospital for treatment
probably represent a very small fraction of users in any particular weekend. Indeed, it
has been estimated by the Social Tonics Association New Zealand CSTANZ) that
more than 8 million doses of BZP have been sold in NZ to date. 14
Also observed (but not tallied) were patients with facial dystonia and trismus. One
patient presented with minor symptoms and a plasma sodium measured at 118
mmollL. Acute hyponatraemia has been well-described with MDMA and is possibly
caused by the stimulated release of antidiuretic hormone. A similar mechanism may
be responsible with BZP. There have also been reports of BZP causing either a toxic
paranoid psychosis or exacerbations of existing mental illness. 15 ,16 Such events were
not observed during the study period, however.
Of greatest concern are 14 patients who had seizures after the ingestion of party
drugs. BZP appears to induce toxic seizures in neurologically normal subjects. Two
displayed airway compromise and metabolic derangements that were potentially fatal.
It is not clear whether this is a dose-related effect as yet-one patient reported taking
12 tablets before a seizure and one reported having only taken two tablets prior to
having a seizure. In animal studies, 10 mg/kg of BZP is enough to induce seizures in
most laboratory rats. 9 Genetic polymorphism in the cytochrome P450 or COMT
system may possibly account for severe toxicity in some patients. One of the 14
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patients had known epilepsy but the remainder had no past history of neurological
disorders.
Based on this study's results, the authors make the following recommendations for the
management of BZP toxicity. Patients with seizure disorders, psychiatric illness or
coronary disease should avoid BZP as should those taking prescription
sympathomimetics or anticholinergics (prescription antidepressants). Coingestion
with MDMA or amphetamine should also be cautioned against, as this combination
could lead to fatal toxicity.12,13 And users should not drive for at least 8 hours after
ingesting BZP.
When patients present to healthcare-facilities with BZP toxicity they should receive
an electrocardiograph and an estimation of plasma sodium. Those with moderate to
severe toxicity may require treatment with benzodiazepines, intravenous fluids, and
antiemetics. These patients should be observed for 6-8 hours post-BZP ingestion in
case of delayed seizure. Toxic seizures should be treated with benzodiazepines and
airway management. Barbiturates may be required in status epilepticus. 17
The World Anti-Doping Agency and the New Zealand Sports Drug Agency have
banned BZP in competitive sport from 2005. The Misuse of Drugs (Amendment) No.
3 Bill has now been enacted creating a new category of controlled but not banned
substances (Schedule D). BZP has been placed on this schedule and it is now illegal to
sell BZP to minors. The Ministry of Health (MOH) in NZ has determined that there is
inadequate information about BZP to put stronger controls on its distribution at
present. IS They have commissioned research into BZP toxicity and studies are under
way at the National Poisons Centre and other centres.
More research is needed into the pharmacokinetics and dose response of BZP in
humans, as is research to monitor the social impact of having designer drugs legally
available in NZ. There are at least three other piperazine-based substances and other
psychoactives that could potentially be marketed in NZ under Schedule D. These
substances are not classified as foods, dietary supplements, or medicines so no
evidence of safety in human consumption is required before they can be sold to the
public.
Many users are currently taking BZP-based pills without significant adverse effects.
,However, the results of this study indicate that BZP can cause unpredictable and
serious toxicity in some individuals. BZP is currently a legal stimulant in NZ and this
status makes it available and attractive to a far wider market of users than if it were
illicit. Moreover, it has propagated a culture of accepting pill use as a normal
behaviour at parties. These factors should be carefully weighed in any consideration
of the legal status of piperazine-based party pills.
In 2006, the Drug Policy Unit at the MOH plan to review the available evidence on
the safety of BZP.
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Effects of f3ZP/TF}IIPP in combination with alcohol

Introduction

Doses and administration
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plpcr:lzine,'[),,",cd ch~mically synthesisi::d comp()lIm!s, which
alt' mixt?d to mimic the psychO;tCliw eflect~ oj" m('lhylencdiO\Yllld\)'ll11pht'lill'nini.': (MDfvIA or E'cslasy) (Baumann, l'f

til.,

2o.US: Gee. ,I (;/ .. 201.l~: Gel: and Ft)ttnltlin, 2(07). T\\'o iil1i<il1

dil1ll'<l1

uds un HZP in the 1970s round that it lias

cJr~('ts on

clrdiov<lsl'ular and ('cnlral n~rvous systems similar to dtxam·
ph~!:lIl1ine. hut (Ine-knl.h the puleney ! Bye. c/ ill .. ]973: Camp·
bell, ('! til., J()73). Despitc the frequent conslimption of
BZP/TFi'v1pp·oased party pills. dllcll vvith alcohol {Nichob,)J1.
:!I)06; Wilkins. cf (/1 .. 20(6), lh~n: haw been no previolls c1ini·
Ltl lrials Oll this comhinalioll.
Th(' New Zl'<lI,md Minislry or I'kalch l'~)mllli;,;sioned
J'Cs(',]fch prior It) cl:!:;sirying HlP and reht(ed sub~tanc\!s IInd(~r
tlw Misl1S~ or Drugs (\cl (details in online suppJcm;:rll). Thi;.,;
innovalive <lpproach to e\.'idcnc~·k.as~d public health policy
rot iht:;l~ psycbnilctiv¢ drug:s hil~ int~rnati~mHI rl.'lev<tllcc, parlicllbrly in (h~ Uniled Kingdom, \vhere the drug da~sillcati()n
:-;ys!em hils he.:n cl'ili . .'i:;ed ror [.tiling to meet its ,'ommitmenls
to s(icncc .. based policy (Cit.l ssop,20(i(1). The objeclivt' of this
study, \vhich \V,iS funded by Ihe Ministry ~)f Health, was to

ddtrlllinc ih~ clinil"al elreels

or

HZP/TFMPP ah·nt' and in

combin,:!i(m with 'lkoho!. A wide range of dinical

oulCdme~

weI',: llki.\Surt:d incluJing driving performance. physiological
alld psydiOh"gi"'al fUllClion and sleep in an atlt-Illpt to obtain
;tn ext~n:,jve clinical profile:
lIg<l[ed preVi,)ll:;ly ill ueLtiL

or drugs

Ihat have

liol

been invcs ..

Methods

Subjects

The study \Va~ initially sllbl11itl~u to lhe AlI~lralian C\inir:il Trials Regi~lry (ACTR) in febrllilfY 2006
(ACTR NO! 2(1060005045 !6) <IS a croSS-lweI' d~sjgn with 24 subjeCli> receiving the four U'('illments on (Hll' st.'pnr<lte occasions.
(·i()\\,\:,yer. pri~)r to n:el'uilmenl il was recognised th~ll i[ wouid
be lInreasol1uble to c."'pe(;t \-,O!lIlHCef:i to participate in such a
rjgorol1~; study. As n result. the design was modified such tha!.
subjects rt'ct:ivcd ()l1e or the jtHl{ irealmenls, accpruing to a
double-blind nlndomi:{ed PI'<.)\()col. The Central Regional
J-:thics C:mlinillet.' Wi.l) advised of the ch,mt:e in protocul, and
further ethicli dpproval was l)btainl~d in June. prior to thl" lirst
sllbj~(:i tx:ing enrolled in JUly.
The lI1L'dii:ati()n:; aUlll inistered \vere (I) double placebo,
(1) 300 inr', BZP!74 mg TFMPP 'lIHJ <llmhol placebo, 0) placebo capsLlle;,; anJ 57'{; g ({, unih) or alcohol :1110 (4) 300 mg
BZP174 mg TFl\:lPP and 57.6 g (6 units) of alcohol. Thc BZPi
TFMPP "rudy capsules \V0.21'C d~rivt~d from the contellts of [WO
.It.'( and two Bli:-:s l'ap~lllc", lep~lcked by equal w~ight in(o "our
l\\tHone green gelatine capsult:s. Analysis of 10 BZP/TFivlPP
slUdy c<lpsltk~ randoml,Y chosell from the biltdl idtntilit.::u thill
1he me;lO (SO) dose incJtHkd ;Ill!ach C;lrsule was 75.0 mg 0.1)
BlP,2HCI ,1Iid HL4 \Ilg {1.0) Th\'1PP,2Hc'l. The placehc)
cap:-'ltles ('omprised a homogcnol1$ mix Illr~ of lactose powder
and thiamil1l.'! packed into two-tone green gelatine capsuks.
Approximately /14- 11lg of thiamine was lidded to ~nch placebo
ci\p$lIle to ,,;;;si~t blinding: by replkating lht" char;lclerislic "mell
or the vilamin B compk:x ..'onlaincd in the party pill prodllct~,
The ralldomi;;atiol) wa:; cpmplIkr g~l)erakd by the study
statistician who was Hot involved \,,,·itl! tlw recruitmcnl or sub ..
jeers. ;ldminislnni(.n of th~ treatments, or mCaSlllt.'Illt!lll or outcome"), The s.. qucnc.: W,IS concealed lIlll!1 the Ir~alJTJellts wc-rt;
assigned. Two 75,0 mg BZP!l8.4 1l1g: TFMPP or placebo ...'apsuIt" ,.j' identical appe;tun.::c, gmt'i\, anu taste ,:vert given at
b,lsclin.: and 12.0 ll1in. Six drinks ('OD$i~lillg of' 290 m L freshly
:;qth..'I.'ZCJ ordnge juice mix.,'d wil.h ,;ithcr 30 tnL wldk,L (AhsolUi, Sweden 4(t';'~' ukuhl)lIVOl) t}!' water were given al 0, 54, 96,
12ft, 138 aDd 156 min from baseline. Subjects were t;lsted prior
to <lnd during dosing, Tht> p,trlicip;\I\\s, tile inVl.!SLigatol's
udmini!'kring the l1\?;llmen\s and undertaking the clinical
invt's(iga!iun~ and the imcsl.igator;-; asse~sing the :;evt'rily or
the ;!dverse (;·V:;.'Jils Ivert: all strictly blind.:d (0 the gl")llP
~l ssignmenl.

SUbjects \\'ere recruited by public ;iovcrti;;ell1en( ,1llU were
r,-~quirt'd \') tJc ulda than 20 yearc-;, h<lVt' prcviou=,ly taken
p,jl ly l,if!s conlaining 13ZP 011 lh! ee ,ll' more m:casion;;. willhHll
sc'li,lU\ ;ldVclSC re<ldiol1s. have a v:lIid drivcrs lil'cllCe ;lnd havt.:
pr,;\·j<'ll-;Iy (,lkcn alcohol. Subjects wilh ~l history 01 didgno-<ed
pc;vchialnc l..'oncJilipn:;, cpilep:;y. 11lude-r:tle to q~"l':re a:'lhllliL
~';lldi\l\,ii';cul;II'

di:'ea';(', hyperkll;.;i()Jl (or Be>.> !50N5 ClI SCf<:.'(·ngLuu.:In<1. lll;-Tpid di:-;,)I'lkrs, diabde::, uriJ)~try dil'liculties.
Llcln:-:t: il11.lltrilnr:.:- \)J llsing 111t'dic;[(joH with ;11l dre~'( I)n :;erukniJ" ,)1' d f1 palllinc \Y~~re exdwkd. All :;ubjt:;(:t:; gave \\friU::ll
ini;HIl](:d ,:tln.~CI1t. ilnJ tlie study W<1S apprl)\ cd by (he \V,,"llill~
lOil" Cerlll;)] R('.!!i\H),1l Ethics C\lnlmiiil..'e,
ili)..':l.

Procedures
Illt<:mkrJ the hospil:ll-based rt's~ar('h unil Oil three
At (lit: fiist vi',it. <l CU;l1PlH(,I'.b;l~ed qI.H..':'!.ioflllairc: Of)
pl\~vi()u;;; p;tr!.y pill ,ind alcohol lISC. driving hi,,(ury iI!lel
'ien:;aiion's('cklllg l,'f1Uell\'ie:;: \\',1) per/(:lrll1cod. Tile /)SM.l V tTi~
feria (or sub~LJflce dependellce wa.) us('d ill a (:1)1)lpUkris<;t/
'ltiestiolll1ail'e /(nlO<lt /I) dckllllillc which ;,chJl'CiS displayeu
,i,S,li:) \)I'a ~,lIh:,Lll1ce lise dlsordl'l (:\I11i:.'ricHll P:-;ychialric ;\S~()(,l
,Hinn, ?OOOi. Suoj('('/s ih'.'ll n_'l'civ<.:'d tlaining Oil tlk driving :-;im··
uhlhir tST/SI:ypr,l Uri\.; Sy'ikllIS I t'l'hl)()lngy Inc, H~l\I.'tlH)rlle,

The

subj~i.:ts

U('(.',!:-:i(>JlS,
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C"iit()fI)ia. USA L which pl"':'S~'l)t$ a realistil: P('.-b;)s~d driving
pcdolillimcc test (Allen, er It! .. 191)X I. Subjects were ildvised 10
:lvnid (/11.' lI'Se (lr any recreational drugs from one w~ek bd'ore
unri! (1I11? \:\,cek uttcr Ihe :)~'cL)J1d visit (te:>i day) to avoid th~
llSt' Ill' ;dcoilllj from ~ r.m. lhe night herore lhe h.'5t day and
to fast from food 1'01' (I minimull1 of (I h before tht: start (.\(' the
ksl day. On Ih~ second vi~it. subjecls allemh:d the r~s~an::h
llniL al around S :1.111. am! underwent n baseline S(Tt"~n for
drugs ()j' abll~t' in Ihe urine. The seqUt'Dce ()f testing per·
fOrlll('d Oil the study day j~ slwwlI in T;)ble L I (Appendix J),
wilh tlle lime in hours after initial do:;!; adrnini:;lrmion ;;hown
for each (e~L Mellis were provided at 4 and 7 h ane!' the drug
,idll1inistnj(ioll, ()n Ihe third visi!. :mbjt'''''iS C()mpkfed ;1 i'urtlwl'
qlK~sljnlln;lir~ .)1' "dverse events and handed in their sleep
diaries.

Measures
primary oult.:omc variable was the SDLP llICaSllICU al
(;5 h. The SOLP mcasl1l'CS the ability of the driver to control
w(':\ving lIf the ell' anJ has been sll()wn If..) be ,) s(,llsitive indica·
tor i)1' ,,!colli)! and drug·induced driving, imp<lirment (flrl)()khuis and d.:: Waard. 1994: Bn',)khllis. 1l}08). ;\ larger value
or SDLP :;ugg~Sb worst:: driving, The se~llndary driving out·
emIl<: \iari:lh[~" measure (ht! uriver's performal1ct' in I'~JJlo\Villg
;(flolher c:(r ;tlld induded a time- delay. wJ:kh llI('a:>uJ"eS h()w
quie!.:)y llle driver It'sponds (0 th~ ll~;ld ..:ar's a";:('e\<::!ration ~Illd
del'ekl·~l(ioll. ;tlld co\)er<::!IH.'I!. \'ihich mC~lsurcs th~ correlatioll
lx:tw.:.,:n th~ driv':I':-> actit.ns ~lllU those \)f Ille lead car. :\ !(\rg~
'.'<lllI~ for time de1cr)' ~lIg.gC$lS worse driving and for coh::rcllce,
;md a :'iec)re i)r I reprcs~nl-; perfect performance.
Phy..;iolog.il',l1 '>i:'condary oUlcome variabks indudeJ lhe l',11'diovas('ubr m~nslln.'s of lil':<l1'1 rClte. syst~)h: :md di;lsloJic bioGO
prt~S)lll~ and Qlc intervaL the lhXly tCl1lperatUl'e \'\'<1:; abo
TtK

mCHsurcJ.

Ai lh\.' end of the test day ..~It:'cp diaries were given [() eadl
I~n .... ornpktioll (WI?I' the j()lk)wing 7 d<l.vs. r::iiCh subjcl,:t

subjed

W~l:-; asked 10 rail: tlwir degree (1f s\eepint'ss (Stani()rd SJct'pint's:>
S<':illeJ (Hoddes, ('( al., 1(73), wilh (I higher valLIe illJicaling
):trealer sh::r:pine~s. and ftHlr ':omp(menlS of perl'l:'ived qll~lIily
of' sk~p (Ll'l'ds Sleep EvalH<ltinn Questionnaire, ISEQ) (1):11'lott and Hindman:h, 1990) ;It about lh';: same lime e;)(;11 day
tthe tim.: reC:oll1menckd was :24 h dOer (he illlCrvt~lltion d\):;e
on the test uav), 'I hese methods havt.' beel) u;;;:d (i) monitor
subjectively perceived (;hiJng'~s in sleep pulti?mS during psycho··
phann;lto/(,gi ...·al invt'slig::ltidJl:> involving it variety or psycho ..
;lClivt: agents. including central nervous system slimubnl$
I'p~lrrou and HinJlll;\fch, J 9 x(i). The LSEQ 'gt'tling \0 sk.::p'
(iTS) rarillllder was the key ~kep OUI~l)nlt: variable, wilh
higher values illdicating gre;ikr ~aSe in gelting l() sleep. The
olher parameters wer~ 'pt>lct:iy~d quality or sk~p' (QOS).
\'Vifh higher value;; inuieal ing greater rt':-;t1"ulness; "east' or ilwak ..
I"ning. i'1\Hll ~;Jcep' ~AFS), with higher V:dllCS indicating g.rt:!Hler
case in \,Vilkillg liP; ano bd)ilviour fo!/..)\ving \V<lking (BF\V).
with higher vailles indicatillg ~reater a/er(ne:;s. At the f()/I()wup visit 7 uay.;; <Ina the te"t day, skt'p questionnaires \vere
l'eiurned, and ;my side dTed!'> nperi':llced ]"ollm.ving Ihe test
day ,Vt:lt~ reporlt'd in i"l :;trllctureu interview.
A post-hoc nlling of the scveri(y of aCUk and d~layed
advt')'se e\'C:nt~ was t1ndertilkcl) according to tile stlndardised
def'initilltls or Clinic,1i Hese<ll't:h Adverst~ EveJlts (UnivC'r:;ily of
Kcnl1lcky. ;lvail;)blc onlinC:L with the nh)JiJicnlil')n that any
event rated by the ~lIbjecl. as 'se\"cre' W,I:; inCluded us a se\'\~rt'

(riln~iel1( :-ymptom. but c;'H:-:ily Ll.dt.'ralcd
\·loderilte· mark,xl symplonls, IllOder;.lle inleJ"lcrCnCt' with

MilJ

usual aClivity
Seven' coniidcrab!e inl('rt\:-ll.'l)cc with u:>,ual ;lc\ivity; t'<lied
by slIbjerl as ~:ever~.

Psy<:hologk'al~xondilfY outcome

from three

;ls!,;essmt'nlS.

invmi(]blcs wert' derived
The Digil Symlx)l Sllb~tjtUlion Tc;'st

(l)SST) ~!sses,es p:-;ydwllJ,.)tor pCrll)n11tlIiCc (\Veschlc-r. 19~ I),

with a higher ~c\)l'e indicating better performance. Til,: Profile
(,I' Mc\)(\ Stak$ (POivl::;) aSst;;;:ieS trall;;it:l1l. llm:lu;lting atTectivc
nwod sl,Hes (l'vkNair and lleucben, :~O{)5). 11 cOlnpl'ise'i six
COll1p\)/icnts llct):,ion, dcpr.:.'sjio!l. ;mgcr, ViW)tIL f;)tiguo:: ,\lid
l'1'IlI"lIsil)Jj L with higher :·:cnr<:s indiclting a higher levd of the
"p . . .cilk l.'UI11J1(I11<:nr., The lotal HlI)od disturbllnct' is c<llculalo::ti
hv .';unlrill'ling the vigour score 1'1'0111 the other ccmpnn(·nts.
wilh it liigher S((lre illJicilLing worse ,)\cr:1I1 mood sl<lte. The
('onm:rs' COlllinuf..Hts PerL)f"lnance Tes\ lCPT) ~Isses~es 1)111;';si,'n crrC'rs, c()ll1l11issirlil t'l rurs and reaction limt':o whi •.:h lTH;'<Isure::' aUel~li')ll <lnJ vigilance. requiring spi.'\!d and ,l,-,cuLley \.111
it slI,;lalllcd r\~~\cti('n iime l,\SK (\)!lnel~ . .W(j·~l. F\,l' all Ihr,-~e
lllc,\:,urcs, :', Iar~~l?r sc . .'l"C indiC:l1('s Wllrst' perfoflwiJlCC.
T e'11

hl'ur'.:

a['lel"

Ih(' dnse ill;,!\'Sli(lll.

'ubiec1~

re!,()rlcd

whetlwi lh.:y Iud c:-;pcrit'lli...'cd ;illV or ii computerised lisl ,lj' .:;2
<tUlle ,ide dkcls (J/l Iht' le;.;t d:1Y, ;!I1U if so. 1be .~eH:ri(y Ill' lh\.'
::;vlll rtolll.

!\s all p:lrticip;'lnts had prcvi(Hlsiy i'cl)L)['kJ t"king p<lrty pills.
lhe slwJV prll\OCllJ diu !lul include [I saf'.:ty !l)oni[(nillg boaru.
\Vhen seYer~ adverse en:nb wer(~ n;pol'it:d. ,Ill ad-h ..K :.;al"ety
ll1oJ)iloritlg board \V;JS convened by the senior investigator.
whIch included a spt?l'i;di;;t ph.vsi..:;i;m in drug alld ;Ikuhol
addicti()11 anJ ;\ clinical trials docie'l" with t::xlt'llsive. phase JI
l't')!:';lrch l'\IWrh?Jlce who IV"S cOlnpleh?ly jlldep~lldenl l)f tile
re:;eald) h';HI1, The :-:c\~lily ()( the ddv.;rse ,'vents wa~ c!ilssificd
by lite prinC'ip;d iflvdtigatOl' and the ~cni(lr invesLigalor.
\'.Iindd (0 Ihe tr(;~lllnenl <)s5ignlllcnl. The :;aCelY n)L)njlorin~
lWierd bruke tile LlnJoll1isaliull COt!':: 10 d.::tt:rtlline th(' IrealI\l<;'nl groups to whiL'h t hI? subjeds witb Scv(,lf. clliverse ev(~l1ts
\V('te :d!O(·akd. Althuugh lid slupping [ult' had !)t't:ll spcl'iJied
tidl1rc :,tudy COlTllil..::ncelllcnl. Cullowing Iht~ COlltpklion or .))
'iub.ll'l'L\, il W;I~ . .·uil!'idcIL,d til;!! Ille l'requl'lll'Y, n;llult' ill)d S,.'VCl'it)' l)!" Ihe Jlht;'iSe events jlJSlifkd ,;Iopping t\)(' trial. Thi~ Jt:ci
:~i ..'n \\<1:. CllllfirlllC'd by Ill,' \\\:lIil1)!lOli R('gi\lfl~ll Ethic,
COll ill 1itlc:t:, \\hich jlldg(~J \h~ll the d,.:cisi('11 W;lS ill (11(' hest
inlelc:,h or pi otedi,',g the p(\rti(':ipan\s.
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Analytical assays
Blood sampks (5 ml. El)TA lubes) wcre obtained for ;ll1<1lyticll Cil1alysi::: PI' BZP, TFMPPand "h;oho} le\'~ls :l( b~I:::e1in~ ilnd
diredly before each driving teSt. BZP and TFM PP were
cxlclcled by solid phase ('xtJ'a~ti,)n and liquid dir(HlWlography
tanl..!em mass :>pl;!ctn. . mctry. The mdhl)d was validated on 3
ditTcrcnl davs using it range or 301495 ng/mL II/' BZP and
4207 nghnl of TF1\.fPP. Calibration curves establi:;h~J wcrt'
linear alld had correlation codficients of O.99Y or more. Alcohol k:vels were dctermim.'d by gas chrommography \vith (lime
ionisation detection,
Statl~<;tical

Tlw study

analysis
ral1domis~d

I'ach)rial design based on
For conlinuous 'variables. an«lysiii
of I:(lvdrianl:c \\;as U);~J. wil.h the baseline measuremenl bcfvr~
11\';ltmo01 admi.llistrmion used n:-: i.l continuolls covariate, For
the Stanford Sleepiness Scale, an ordin;lJ-scaled variable \vilb
St~vell levels, POiSS!)ll regression W,b w;;ed. For categorical variables. chi-square c(lnlingcncy table analysis and logistic reg:e:>,ion W.;'I'e lls~d. Where (lppropri:1te. an interaction term
b(,tw~.:n ;Ikoh{)l and BZprrn",1 PP \vas tcsied first, and if I his
waS nol ,)tdlislically significant at P = 0.05. tlltll main e1Teds
for akuhol ~lIld BZP ,vert.> fitted.
For th~ analysis of continuous variables. nOlTnality C1SSUllipliollS w~r¢ checked by residua) an.dysis. If' norlllalily a~mtmp
lions were poorly rnel. (hen nHempls \\'er~ l1l~lUe to perform
anillys(';s with single outlying values I'CIllOYCU, II' normalilY
assumptions wer(! still not m~t, thell it Jwn-paraHlelric analv;;is
usil1/:! the KruskaJ Wallis test wa~ pcrrornwd to eX:llnillc dith,'l'
c.:nn~s between treai.l!H.'nls in' d particular olllctlme 'variable.
NOl'liHllity assullIptions v.,~re met i'or nearly all <InalY;)C$, and
omlltiog outliers aI)(.I/nr non-pal'~lmctric tests lett to no dilTer;':IH
c!,lnclu"ions than the pan.llllclric analy.ses, No adjustment \Ii,)$
1l1;\(k for multiple statistical lestin!; ror tbe secnndary outcome
'..'ilri;lbk:~ and j mJivid\l;l) tests were milde \Vith ;1 Tvp(' I en-or
('lle o( 0.05 ('xpre;;sed as C)5':,~, conlidt'l1cc intervals.
The study aimed to recruit 64 -;lIbjects in one of the Com
helori;}l combimliions of lreatment <llld had ;';0':<, power [0
I.klecl ~I difference of 1.0 of n $undan.l d ..'viaiion ror the priIll.'lry <'IU1C<U1C vtI!i:lble ,if SDLP ~ll fl tyre l. enol' r;nc or 5';;,
A <;(;\ndard ,kviaLioll 01" \.0 for SDLP repres;;nls it clinic:\lly
'.\',lS

illtentioll-t(Hrcal

,I

~\lHtly:)e".

il11l'orLlnt dilferenct: (Lennc.
,\:b u~cd in tlK' ill1,dysis,

('f

fl/ .. :0(3). SAS \"t:fsipn 9,1

Results
Baseline characten'stics
file: nm\- ,)1' partidpilnts lhr011gn each st;)g.: or Ih~ study is
:ilwwn ill r:iguri;? I. The charackrisliu or thL' }5 "ubjLLb wb"
('(lmpkICd Illc sludy ;\re shown in Tabie 1. ;md baseline llle'''"
o;m(;s ror' lhe driving. l';mlill\,il~(;llIaL illid p:-Yi.'h,·,Jo<!itlll tests in

Table E2 (Appendix 1). The b:lsdin~ measures by factorial
ll'eilim~nt$ ;irl:' ~hOWll in T:lole [:3 (Appendix I). and til.;:
dl.!scriptivc st;l1istics lor tHllcOllle v'lri'lbles arc shown in
Table E4 (App~lldix I).
A wide rnng,o: or advcrs~ eI'fects with previolls parly pill lise
\\':13 reponed by th~ :'lIbjecls, as shown in Figure 2. Using 'be
st.anJnnl DS:VI-IV criteria, six ~)r .1,] (18.2'!·;,) subjects showed
P\ydldogical dependence on pint)' pills. Phy:,iologicai d~pcn
Jt'nce, as (h:lennined by the PI\'SC!lCt' of t,.)!craHlx or witi1dnt\.val symptoms, \v;l~' pn:sem in six of ~S (17 I':';)). ~)ost
subjects reported using party pills ,villl alcohol :)\):ne. mo~t or
all of the limc. About one in four subjecis llild JkoJwl dept'lldl'ncy by DSM .. \V criteria.
Results !i'om b,lsdinc ltrinl.' drug scr\'i.ming on the t('Sl day
cP\i(inned Ill:ll J~ or tht' 35 subject;:; tested negalive 1(\1' lhe prt'sence or rec:r(,;ltiollal JJllg~, with three subjects positive for Glflnabis. The :;\llcly \vas umkrtaken between July anu O<.:lober 2006.

Blood concentraf:ions of SIP, TFMPP and alcohol
The blood lewis or HZI', TFrvfPP anu akoho\ are :>hown ill
Figure EJ E2 <Inti £3 (Appendix J). The blood levels of
BZP and Tf,'MPP re.lked al (1.5 h with mC,1I1 value:" of 585 and
41 ng/ml.., resp\;:ctivdy, Blood ;Ikohol levels dropped ::;Iwrply
~{fler reaching their peak mean vallli:: ofJ6 mgllOO ml. at 3.5 h.
I

Study adverse events
i\n ad-hllc in!~ril11 s(llety analy~is. as d::scrit-x'd in the 11l~th(}ds
lllld~l'takl!n aller 35 subjccls hnJ completed thi:!
illvesligative modules, IWl';ltIse of concern): ab()lll the fi'C:-

:,cclion. was

quency. nature and sev('riIY or the acute (test day) ,md ddnycd
(()ne \veek) side effects l.hat were reported. A summary descriptiOll d' these C\'l~I1H which included agitatioll, anxiety, hallllcinafions, in$umnia ;md migraine me provided in T<lble 2. Thl'l'C
W~I\~ rour \)l" 10 HO'/,,) ;lJ)d thrl?c I'll' ::evcll (.:IY/,) .,cvt,.'re ad\'C'rse
evenb repllrled in lhe BZP!TFMPP and HZprrF\\ Pi> pillS
alcohol groups, respectively; no st>\ere events W":.'l'C reported in
.h.: pb,:cbo or ;dcohol-only gruup.'), fhe rale ur :,;e\'~rt: adverse
('vents in the BZP/TF\.tPP grl)Up W:lS S':\,('11 (')1' 17: 41.2'~'1J \95';<,
C·, I ::5.467, I). or those who h,ld severe evellts. the n1l'<lll ISf),1
6.5 h blood level of flZP and TFMPP \V,IS )70 (J 17) and 43
i} I) ng:/mL re<;pt'(·liveJy. c(lmpilr~d \-"ilh 593 (134) <11)(1 40 ( I!»)
ng/lll L: fesp<:'clively. in the :,uh;ect-; ct:u:iving HZI' and TF1'vlPP
\.vho Iwd mild (\1' nu <Id\'ersc event:;.

Outcome variables
Primary outcome variable

AI. 65 h, the SD/P

\\a~; d.;;cren~cd

B7.P!TF1\·lPP: '--1.2 <:m (9~'~/" C) -6,8 II) ""1,6). :llld
illlr~a-;ed for ;ilcohol: 2.3l·11) i95":~; CI"'(;3 lO 41)). althOi.lgh
the LIller \. . J<; (.If weak Sl:lli~:li('~t1 sipni!icalKe !p _. i),OX)
(Llhh.:; .1).
j',)j
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Secondary outcome variable

differt:nc(' for
tTable :~).

the

remaining Jridng

Dukonh'

v<[ciabJ('s

Dliving

At 3.5 h, (ite SDLP sho'r\\'d a more pronoullced dTect in the
sanw dir<:'Clioo as thaI round at 6.5 h. with a significantly b.... ,tcr
p~;"'orln(lncc with Bl,PiTFM PP ;11)\.1 a ~ignilicantly \vOlse p~r~
fonnancc ~\.'ilh alcohol Thc:re \v;,s no ~t~\liSlic"lly sigililicilnt

PhYSIological measures
Th~rc w~re

sldtislictlly

~ignifjcant

increases in pulse nl1c,

~ys ..

lolic bl(~od pressure alld diastolic blood pr('ssure with HZP/
TFMPP (Jabk Jj. Th~ jt)l'r('a~e ill :i):SLolic blood presSLIre at
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Table 1
.....•.....

i\!1~

in

The chMact;::listics of the subjects (n '" Yl)

_--_._-.---------------------

YP.,HS,

~'a;e g~n(h:r,

Occupation,

median (r,'rlge)

24 (20-38)
22. (02.9)

n (%)
/I

o (11.1)

Paid employrnellt
I3MI in kq/rw, mean (SD)
Ufr.lim0 palty pill use, n'" 34' ("to)
J .. 5 tilrt('s
5-10 times
10···50 times

29 (82.9)
26.4 (4.2)

11. {3?4}
1.2 (35.3)

Number ()f party piUs used on a typical. occasion,
median (r2nge)i)
I Mgi.'st nllmbel of piUs taken on one occasiun,
illbiiilri (r;,;nge)!'
DS;"lIV Ciite(i;~
Paity pill psychological dependence, Il '" 33' (%)
Palty piil physiological cit':pendefl(e (i.e. tolerance 01
\vithdmw(11 fjle<;ent) (,;1,,)
F!equrncy party pills and ;1lu)hul are romhi: ('d, Ii (%)
Always
No:;t of the time

Some of th.:: time
Nevei

DSM-JV criteria
I\lcohol psychological depen{h,-nci>., n'" 33'- ("i.,)

i\lcol1Oi phY',io(o(Jical depend~nce (Le. tolerance or
withrirJW(ll PI~$€llt) ("Ie)

1 (2.9)
2 (15)

Strengths and weaknesses
~I

(? to 14)

Ii p8.2i
6 (17.1)

'1.7 (48.6)
3 (8,6)
13 (3J.1)
? (5.7)
8 (2 /1.2)

13 (37.1)

·'[lata on this paraliieter Wi.\$ l11is"ing for one subjf.'ct.
;)Of the seven Illost popular party pill varieties c!)n~llrned bV trial :,libjects,
ilVer;lge doses of B7.P rind lH4PP j)l'rdl were 93 r.Jnr:! li, 1119, lesIH:'ctively.
'D,lta on this p;nil!11l:!ter ','Iere missing for two sdbjec:t~.

(', h \V;IS ITI,nkt'dly al1enuilted by akuhol. Alcohol l'c-sulteti in ;111
iill;r(ased puls~ !'~lte anJ dCl'f"cit.)cd di,l"iOill: blooJ prcssm.:.
TIh'I'~ W.IS no :>fati<:tj~any !>it.!.nilicant diikrencG in ()Tc inl..:rval.
Although ULP/TFi\·1PP increas.:d Ihe h,~l(j'y 'emper,t\ure ;11 () h
;\Ild ,,!coh'J\ de\:r~;lseJ body tClllperatufL' ;tt () 11, bplh d'Cec!:;
\\'~iC \WOik ,lI1d not st,)lislically signific:lIH (1' = 0.09 and
re~peclive Iy).

Psye/)I){oqical measures
BZPiTF:V1PP ,va::; a:,;so(iafcd \\ith

in POMS lCIl::;ion sc('re at (\ 11. vignUl :;L'me al 1 !J
Conners' omi!'siull lTr,)I'S 'It 3 h .. \k'<)huJ W;lS
;1':<:oc·!;t!cd witil incrc<I,;cd POMS ,it'.our S(IIl\' <\1 .~ h."Krl..';t~cd

~ie€p

hand

l'c,',Ci,io!1 ll1Y1('

at :\ h.

rrtea5ure5

BZPfTFMPP. Iht.:'l\:,n~ inLI\'a~cd difficulty gdl in}? 10
sh. . l:.,p and (klT~a~ed ql:alilY
~ker on night one:, Thn-(~ were'
nO ~1"li~ti(<illy :;ignifiulll! diiTt'lenct's ill sleep su'rt.;s (.II clk'oho i
fin night Illle. Thcr~ Wl'!·C nu impurLlnl diffcrCI1C(:'; hl't\\ccn
!(,lUPS !>; :111\:
the Il'C~L'iU'·CjlJent'; on the ~n:"nd .'lilt! third
nighl>; i d~!l:l not \!to"'n).
r'OI'

or

ur

F()r c;umpie, Ol!r subjects IOl)k lip to lin! pill~ on ,1 typical
(lcclsion nnd tip to 14 pjll~ <IS a maximum, Simibrly, a
community· based survey in New Zcalantl repol ted lhat 42r~'~1
Ill' HS('l'S had taken rOllr or more pills "In a ~ingk oCCaSiI..1J1.

The requirement to sirlp the study ,d'ter only 35 or (h('
planned (,4 suhjecls h:.u participated nwrkedly reduced the slalistic~d power or the :;(udy. rh~ wid.;' range of' meastlr-:~ of driv··
in.::~ perfollll:1J1Ce, pilysioiogit,;al and pSydlO/\)1;ic;)1 flln~:tion ,lml
'ill'>:p was umkrtaken iil <In allempt t~) ()blain <In extensive dinical prolile of drugs Ihal have nol previollsly been investigated
in dddil. This led Itl mulLipk' slatislic~d tesling, which meant
lhal SOllil? (Ii' the ~;t<lLi::;(ically ~ignilj('a])t di(r'ercnct?s may 11;1\<:
OCClllI\:d by chanG~ a lone
As ouLlill\:.'d in lhe ll1dhod~, lhc safety aSs~s51l1~nl WtlS p')Sl
(we ;IS severe :;I<te effeCts ",veil;; ,wI cxper.:led, with all ~llbjel;ls
ilaving prt?\:ious!y (;lken pally pills lccreati,)nally. Imporl:lIlI)y,
il1<.: reponing and dOCUlih!n!alio(1 of' the ::;idc cfkcts was tinder·
iaKcn blincl, by b(llh th0 slIhj.c'L'l and imc;';jig,,(nr.

"Lltislic;t!IY'!gnjl·i\:~illt

lb.Tt:'~\;)\:d

(lllli5Sion e!TUlS ill .\

rhere :Ire <i number df mctlH)dological issut's lekvm11 t,) the
ililerpfdatioli \.If jhe findings. The ('ullwlatjvc dose or Iht: dih,vdrocl11oride forms (if BZP and TFMPP was 300 and 74 mg,
icspcctivdy. taken over ,1 .2 h period, The:-=;c doses were based
Oil Iht! recr,mnl.:ndd d()s~'s of HZP and TFMPP ~(alcd on the
labels of lhe contmerl'ially availabk producLS or bdWC't'1l IUO
and J60 mg ;ll1d 20 ,llld J(1) mg, l't·~redively. The <lost' udmilli;;lclCd was ;11so wdJ within the rnnge of dose::; nOI'llwlly taken.

Findings in relation to other studies
<l

!JlCfC<l"t'

C(,nncrs'

The study has ::;howl1 ihm BlP/TI;MPP comhinHti,)1) pnrty
pills. taken either <l1()I1e ,)1' with alcohol, result ill a higil nll~
01 severe adverse ~vellIS.rhe nalure. frt:quency and ::;cverity
the ;I(]verse events cllll:' to BZP/Tr;\tlPP wer.,;' sulri';:(I;'IH !.()
req\'ire (he rrelll,,(urt~ cess;l1i\)f\ of the stuuy. 'I ht:: adv.:rse
eVents nCtllln:d with d~)sc" nf BZPtTFMPP lw()mmen(kd by
m<lIHlI~\ctun.'r~ and c()mrnon!y taken in the ~nrnlllllJ\ily,

or

10 (29.1.,)

r,10!I:': than 50 tirnes

,Inti

Principal findings

(Of.)

Student

p ::" (\ (16,

Discussion

The <,dverse elft:'ClS It'purt.cd by O!/r subjens ;is

I!;l\'i ng pre~'i.·

l'U::;ly ol'currc:d with party pill use and t:10:;e obs('rvcd in our
~tlldy w,'re ~,irnililr tn rh'Jse des\.'! ibed ill the reet'ilt c.'merg~tlcy
,kp.rrlment else S':l ics, which~lI~':gCSi('d lllHt P,ll'ty pills have it
nil!'row :-><lktv mar.l!in in ;;0111(' uscrs (Ci~c, ,'! (:/.. 20(5). In Iha[
)l~ri(>-; d' XO prc':'iCliUliol1S :lsso~'i;}leJ with P;lriy pill usc, adwrse
Il~allon~ mclulied inStltnllia, ;tm:iClY, palpil.rtlOIlS. dy~t\1'li;L
l!rinJrY rctcnlicn Jnd ";Ci:t.UfCS. wil h SOIlll: "yniptom" p<':l"sisl ing
lIl' to 2,·~ h ufter ili;!cSli.)n rile findings ar~ also c<)mpkl11cnleJ
hy 11'1.:: Natillt)ilJ Pl)j':;'·'I1:; CLntre \.'lIt~C :)l.::li(-:s or 73 !"I:POrLS
,lj' pipel ;viJle··h<lst'd p<lrly drug p"isoning from t'lllefJ:'t'm:y
J(,P~lltlli(:r\lS (Hdrnelt. 2u(7) The 1110st ,:()I1)lllOn sympt(ll1lS
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Proportion of subjects reporti!1g specific acute advt'rse effects with previOlfs oarty piil use.

repol"led were tachycardia. hyp~rrel1si()n. h)tnlimg. pillpita1Iun:>, agitation, anxiety and s('izure:>. Of the 11 patients . ."ilh
seizurt~,

,III had taken less than five tablets. ,ind eight had no

prior history or :;cizure, The investigators concluded that (ox-it>
ity folllw"ing piptrazine-based parly drug poisnning was unpredictable nnu tlwt :;eriotls c!Tecb may occur at ro?comrnclided
th)f'c;I:, The recent C<Ft reporled frolll the United Kingdom
al:-;o pn:;o;I.'nted with agitation, sinus tachycaldia and hypcrien-

'Table 2

SLlIllHlilry

Subject

Age

03
07

;I.()

10

"52

18
19
35
4l]

50%

nf severe adverse fveilt" rf.'pO/ted

Sex

Delayed

Acute

Anxiety. irun()(
Headache

Filnque

i'-1

Vomiting

i'di9u~

:::S

F

Vornitiny

111;;Of!l'lia

32

t-l1

t·'\igraine
Anxiety. panic attack

i.nSl1f1Flia

26

27
21.

Anxi~ty.

visual

[;alluci [1Jti OPS

In:;Onlrl~J; fdUOU~;

sinD, rol!owing a sci7ure (Wood, t:f 01.. ~O(7). F'rorIl thc:;c sludies it is ('vidcnt lhat lhe ltdversc elTccts resulting from B7PI
TfMPP lise pose a significant potential risk to users,
The OCCllIn::nct:- of seVere adverse events in the sllIdy \\:l\S n01
antieipalCtL as ODc ur the indusi()11 nileria wns th~il subjects
had not I.'xperictlceJ serious adverse r~aclions with previolls
HZI' use. This inclll'.ion crikrion was not (;l)n~islenl with their
subst?quent I.!xpcrienl't' in the smJy or their reporting: in the
bibcline qll~sliol1nair(' qf a wide varidy of acute adverse drecl:,
with previous party pill lISc, ~1S prescnkd in Figure 2. Tilj" sugge::;b llwl :)ubject~; may not recognise N tw com:crned by lhe
severity ,,( their leat.,tions to party pills Whl:?D laken recrealion~dly, in situations (e,g, iime (,/" day. location, company ;lIld
other t~lc:(ors) markedly different from the stri('lly wntrPlkd

or fhe sludy.
survey also shmved eVitkllCt' of tokrancc
or \vithdl;l\val "ymploms with pndy pills \1st: in about one firth
of subjects. BZP\ non-addictiwness has also bt;t:n called inrl)

clinic t::!lvironment

Our

qu~stii)nl1aire

qllt::>;tioli by a .ICCCnL :'illidy. \vhich sliow~d chal I3ZP lidS an

abuse liability similar hI HmpheUlmilles :lIlJ t.:tJcaim' Iii rhc-;jl1s
monkeys d'ankgros.\l. ('f ai" 200:'), 11 is po::;~ibk that HLP
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Table 3 The effect of party

pil1~

and alcohol on the outcome mNsures

Variable

Time

P<lIty pill effect (95% 0)

Alrohol effect (95°fo CI)

3.5
0.5
3.5
6.5

--11.2 (-20.6 to -1.9)
-<.. 2 (-6.8 to -'1.6)
0.03 (-0.03 to O.09}

10.1
2.3
0.02
·-0.02
0.10

Driving performance

SOLP (eill)

Coherence (correlation)
Delay (s)

Physiclogiciil function
Heart filte (bpill)
Sy:;to[ic blood pressure (mrnHg)
Dic1~;tolic

3.5
6.5

-0.03 (-0.11 to 0.05)
-0.10 (-1.1 to a.s)
0.07 (-1.4 to 1.6)

4.0
6.0

13.2 (5.2 to 21.1)
7.4 (0.1 to 1£..8)

'.16.6 (8.7 to 24.'.)

4.0
6.0

21.3 (9.9 to 32.6)
1 iJ) p.O to 16.2)

blood pressme (rnmHg)

OTc (ms)

T0.rnperature ("C)
Psychological function
OSST (11, 0-1/,0)

6.0
3.5
6.5
4.0
5.0

8.7 (3.4 to 14.~1)
3.3 (-6.7 to 13.4)
0.4 (-10.4 to 11.1)
0.07 (-(J.2 to 0.4)

3.0
0.0

0.2
-1.4
-1.9
3.3
3.3

0.3 H}.Ol tu 0.6)

3.0

POMS tot.al (n. 0-200)

5.0
3.0
6.0

POMS depression (n, 0(0)
6.0

(-5.? to ILl]

2.8 (0.4 to 5.2)

(1-9 (-1.5 to 3.3)
0.6 (-0.7 to 1.9)
0.2 (-3.1 to 3.4)

1.2 (-..0.5 to 2.9)
0.7 (-0.9 to 2.2)

3.0
6.0

··2~9 (-

3.0
6.0
3.0
5.0

.1.1 (-5.0 to 2.7)

Conners' f.ornrnis~ion errors (n)

Cor.ners· hit reaction time (rns)

"Rat io

~lf ill~',lI1 vdlU'~~

c.)uld
rele~l:;~

6.4 to 0.5)

G.t. (-3.7 to 4.4)
-} 'l.CJ (- 3 3. S to 11. 6)

-26.8 (-57.0 to 3.4)

Sief.'p
Stanford Sleepine~$ SC;jle i ' (n , i -.!)
Getting to steep (.1, 0-1(0)
Quality of sleep (n. u- iDO)
i\wdkening follnwinq sleep {n, 0 ·lOn}
Bt'h;wioU! fo[(owing Ivakirq (n, 0-100)

(-9.5 to 9.8)
(- J 5.0 to 5.7)
(-0.3 to 0.4)
(,,0.6 to 0.04)

-1.0 (-2.3 to 0.3)
0.4 (-2.8 to 3.6)

CDnners' orri5':.ion errOfS (n}

rOMS fatigue (n. 0 .. 28)

0.2
-t!.7
0.04
-0.3

4.2 (,,"·9.6 to HLO)
-0.8 (-5.1 to 3.l!)

3.0
6.0

3.0
6.0
3.0
6.0

(4.9 to 20.9)
to 11. 8)
(-10.3 to 5.8)
(-4.0 to l8.0)
(--9.5 to -0.2)
C11.6 to -0.8)
(- 2.9

(-10_2 to 16.7)
(-1.0 to 7.6)

POr1S confusion (n, 0-28)

POMS vigour (n. O-J2.)

12.9
t\.4
-2.2
7.G
-4.9
··6.2

(.-11.8 to 8.0)

-0.6
-0.4
/;.3
1.'1
0:1

6.0

0.60 (-0.9 to 2.3)

1.0 (-3.0 to 5.0)
:1.9 (-1.7 to 5.5)
-·2.3 (-12.5 to 7.9)

(-t+.9 to 2.1)

(-2.3 to 1.0)
(-1.9 to 1.1)
(0.3 to S.2)
(-2.0 to 5.7)
(-3.9 to 4.0)
.La (-2.6 to -4.5)
13 (-1.9 to [.. 4)
1.3 (-1.5 to 4.2)
-2.7 (-5.3 to -0.(8)

.3.0

POMS anger (II, 0··48)

(0.'1 to 19.6)
(-0.3 to 4_9)
(-0.04 to 0.08)
(-0.10 to 0.Q6)
(-0.8 to 1.1)

1.3
-19.0
-32.4
. 2.4
11.5

(0.8

to 2.0)
to 1.0)

(-36.9
(-'.9.0
(- 14. Y
( .. 25.0

to

-15~a)

ttj 10.1)

to (.il

1.. 6
0.5
1.7
3.5

-0.2
1.1
2.6

1.5
-0.4
0.1.
26.0
13.7

(0.5 to 8.8)
(-3.5 to 4.5)
(-·2.3 to 5.B)
(-0.1 to '7.2)
(-3 . .3 t() 3.0)
(-1.8 to 4.1)
(0.04 to 5.c:)
(·Z.O to 5.0)
(-4.3 to 3.5)
(-{i.O to 4.3)
(2.6 to 49.5)
(- 17.8 to 4').2)

Og (0.6 to '1.4)

--c.}

(-20.4 to 15.7)
-2.5 (-19.2 to 14.1)
4.6 (-7.9 to 17.1)
5.3 (-.. o.<i to 19.0)

by Poisc,on regression.
t:.'n(h~gen(lll!,;

B7PfTFl\1 PP \,',lUscd a marked ill\.'rea~.: in blood pn':S!'I.lI':

l'!' dup<lIl1ine :\lJd!ur seruhinin (B(lull1,ll)I1, ct aI., 20(5).

\\,111,'11 c\)uIJ increa:,;e cardio\';lsnilar risk m predisposed indj"j.
dU:lh. Fol1uwlng BZPJTFlvlPP, lhe mean blood pre:;slIt·c' at t> h
lnuea.;cd to It.l2!S51mnHg when ,,'prnpared with l~ln() mll1Hg

l'Xi:.'rl

ali "ddicl ivc d'il-cl hy

inl'l<:J\II1~

1he

or

I he illCciwnisll1 .'lCell with other :-illnibr drugs
llli:;use
(:uclil1<:'. ;1111pliet;llnin(.· dnd ]'vllY\:fA (NULl. iY9()I.

~lIch ,I~
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----------_._--_..._._._--~lnel pl:lccbl). The likely mechanism by which HLP .ll1d
Tfl\:IPP C1USC Illl II)t.:r('ase ill blood pr('ssurc, ;lnd Il' a k:-;s<:r
l'X{~nt he .. r! rale. is via noradlcfl<llinc r-.:kasl" which produc(!s
sympalbl.ll11illlelic dTt:ds (Bye. (., o/., 1913: CnnpbeJl. er u/.,
197~; l\bgyar. e! al .. 1986; Teh·s. ('1 ill,. I ()~7), Other ilmpbe
tamines. t(}f l:xCimpk mdh,tlllphetililline ;Hid ?vlJ)MA, lwvi!
b..-:en sho\vn to hav!! ;-;imilar dfects (ivJcndelsoJl. d (//., 1995;
V"ilt.::nwtiJer. cf iiI .. 2(J02l. Gee, et a/., uno)) found ~videi1cc
or iI prolunged QTc ill :12';';. (.Jf pati~nts prc~enting tu lht' emergency dcpilrlmenl willi party pill-b'l:>cd lo~",lcily. wher(',ls in our
::;tudy the d(lSeS of BZP;TFj'vlPP givCll did not GlUse a proh1ngHIion of QTc. In the former 31udy, h[gh~l' d():.;~'S Ill' HZP/
TFM PP had been (:(ll1:>lllHCd prior to presenlation. suggesting
(~l<\l QTc pro)ong:tii,')J1 may occur at d(lseS in ~.\ce"s •..lr tho\c
recum mended.
The liSt: of BZPfTFJvlPP improved Ih:: driving p.:rfolmam:e
and measure:' 01 0I1knlion ~nd vigil;ll)c\; Lhrouglhl111 lhe acute
settillg. Tlws(: findings arc (;on:;iskJ)1' Wilh previous w()rk on
amphcLtmin~. which cnn improve psychomotor skills. ev~n in

combination with alcohol (perc/-Reyes. i.'t (//., 19')2; (;u~fav
sen. er (fl .. 20(6).
Despile giving 11k' dnst' C~lrly in lhe morning:. we found 01<.11

party pills caust:d greater ditlicullY in g('Hing to sleep, as shown
by 'i significant del:rc;)se in {I1\.' GTS ~corc. Hnd proi(Wlld
imomnia in some subjel.:ls. Tht!se dtlavt:d erCed~ <In: commnnly

referred L() a:; (l 'bml IwngoveL' which call~e$ man.v pcopl~ to
limillhci,. HSl! or p<lrty rills (Vince, 10(6), Thi:; prolonged i;lTccl
is like(y to refkct th(' pharmacokindic prorcrti~s fJf I3ZP and
Tl:1\1PP following oul ing~s1.i()n. as s!lO\Vl1 by lhe blooJ con·
\.·crt1.ral.i,.llls measured in ihis study. It IS known Ihal
amphClilillinc-like :;timubnl:; inCl'eas(' wakefulness by blocking
dopnlllin..: il:!up!ake, by stimubting ,h)rall1ine release or by
hOlh m..:dunLSm::i. lind :,imilar ~fkcts klVC been ,,11I'\\'n \-vin,
BlPrrFM PP (Bollll'el dud KliOb, .2004: Baun1,llln, d (lr,
20(5), FilligllC ,!lid slet'pin::::;s ha\·e been llSsoci;lted wilh driving
impairnlcnt (\Vilkll1lson dod f;'('ycr. 2000; Philip, d <Ii.. lOU)):
(11..::

in:->orllllia

obsC'lvcJ

may

hav~

reslIlh::d 1I) Ck!dycd
Ill.:: "lillowing ddY

i IIlp;li rm~ni ill driving perfnnn;lflce

OJ)

!luwever. lhis

.~t\ldy.

\\.IS

nilt ;lssC':o;sed in the

sis ~)[ drug blood kYr:ls. Hv(cl) providt'd dil\~c\j~)t1 !'or tile !'~yclll)(f\g.iL'<d
\l,~tillg,

,;\i.'I',dl

MW undertook 111.:: stHtistical analysis GR and R B look
r()r th.:: ::<Illdy.
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Table £2

3asclin<\ meaSJrem(!l1ts of out.r;ollles

Vdriahle

Mean (SD)

Driving

SOlP (en!)
CohNence (correlCltior1)

29.9 (8.1)
0.9 (O.Oti)

Delay (s)

1.6

Physiological
Heart rate (bprn)
5y~tolic blood pn~$Sllre (JllrtlHg)
Jia:;tntk blood pressure {mmHg)

arc (ms)
Temperature ("C)
P';y(hoiogiCJI
OS51' (n, u- HO)
POr'15 Total (n, 0-2(0)
POMS T (I', 0··36)
POt-iiS \.) (n. 0-60)
rOMS A (n, 0.48)
POMS V (n. 0-32)
POf-lS r \(1. 0-28)
POMS C (Ii. 0-28)
r. onn;;ofs' omission errors (n)
Cannel s' (ornm ission errors (0.)
Conners' hit r~action time (ms)

Tabt~

E3

U· 1)

63.0
125.0
76.7
367.3
36.5

(10.4)
(13.7)
(9.5)
(17.8)
(0.3)

55.8
'19.7
7.8
6.3
8.2

(11.4)
(26.0)
(1+.6)
(7.9)
(5.9)

16.2 (5.9)
8.2 (b.O)

t.a

(ItA)

1.2 (1.6)
12.4 (7.2)
%3.7 (1.1.3)

8aselinl:' measurps by factorial treatments
Mean (SO)

V<lriilbh~

.............•............................

Placebo N - 6
...•......

Driving
SOl P (em)
C.ohelenu' (correiation)

Delay (s)
Physiological
Me<Jlt IJte (born)
Systolic blood pre.ssure (mmHg}
Di.btoiic blood pressure (mmHg)
Qle (ms)
lernper.ltuf€ (0C)
Fsychnlng\cal

__

... _.. _-. __............................•

3 LO (11.9)
G.g (0,06)
2.0 (1.3)

66.7
122.8
75.5
359.8
36.7

(11.8)
(lU)
(6.9)
(14.5)
(0.4.)

0551' (n, 0-1,,0)

60.3 (10.9)

PU"lS iotal (Ii, 0-20D)

28.8 (10.5)

rOMS Tension (ii, 0-36)
rOt<1S Dt'pres~ion (fl. 0·· (0)
POW) An9~I (n. O-/d3)
r'O~<\S Vigour (n. 0-:,2)
!)Or.~S Fatiqu\;' (n, 0-?8)
POi>lS Cof"ifI1;,jO/i (Ii, 028)
CO!lrw:s' owi::;sion errors (ill

8.8
5.7
9.7
12.0
l().C

Conners" coml11i~~ion i7rror:; (Il}

CornPfs' hit re"ction tiT'" l.IlS)

8.3
1.3
10.0
400.1

(2.8)
(2.3)
(5.6)
(3.7)
(5.0)

(:U)
(1.4)
(5.5)

(39.9)

BlP/H'MPF only N.., 10

.•••••••...•........•.....•

30.9 (9.4)
0.9 (0.06)
1.8 (0.9)
63.? (S.?.)
122.1 (1;>.8)
IS':} (8J.)
376.2 (113.6)

30.6 (0.3)

Alcohol only N ",,"J2 Alcohol and BZP jTH"PP N '" 7

30.0 (5.5)

o.g

((J,O,)

1.3 (1.1)
".i9.5 (1L9)

27,1 (5.1)

0.9 (O.08j
1.4 (1.3)

65.5 (9.2)

:125.7 (11.'1)

J 29.1 (20.2)

75.8 (SIOj
36-4.0 {lid)
36.1. (0.3)

358.2 (20.3)

81.1 (14.3)
36.3 (0.2)

:;'8.9 (1:3."3)
?3.1 (40.0)
7.7 (5.8)
8.9 (i2.f)

54.~

(9.5)
15.3 (19.2)
6.3 (3.3)
S.9 (7.S)

5<\.6 i~L23)
13.9 (2 J.8)
9.7 (5.8)
3.7 (2,3)

1.8
15.5
8.9
5.9

6.9 (3.7)
17.2 (5.1)

9.9 i6.9i
:9.3 (e.7)

7.8 (6.3)
5.7 (3.S)
'1.8 ('1.5)
15,3 (i'.4)

6.6 (4.0)
4.7 ('3. S)
13 (2,6)
lUP,')
362,g (rd.3)

(7.B)
(4.5)
(7.6)
(o.?)
OJ, [0.5)

11.J (7.7)
361.1 (38.9)

348.1 (37.2)
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Descriptive 5tati\t.ic!'. for (lutCDrne variables

Tablll E4 (w!1Unucd)

. (50)
Driy;n~

SOLP (em)
Placebo

3.5 Hours
3{U (12.3)

A[cohcl[ only

M•. 4 (20.1)

BZP/TFMPP
Alcohol ;lf1d BlPj: FMPP
Coherenc3 (corrdatiur1)
Placebo
Alcohol
3ZP/TFt,1P?
Alcohol iind 8ZP/IFMPP
uelay (5)
Placebo

24.3 (4.4)
26.9 (5,6)

BIP/m"P?
Alcohol and ElZP Im."pp

0.8 (0.04)
0.9 (0.07)

0.9 (0,05)
0.9 (0,06)

(J,8 (0.06)

0.8 (0.20)

Alohol

BIP/1FMPP
Alcohol and 8ZP/TFt-iPP

2.7 (2.7)
1.9 (1.&)

2.6 (2.5)

Alcohol

U (2.0)

;>.1 (1.3)

1.5 (1.3)
2.7 (3.1)

BZPjlFl<lPP
Alcohol and ilZP jTFf'.1P?

2.1 (1.5)

3

HOlJr~.

69.0
76.6
80.6
94.1

(12.4)
(17.0)
(15,4)
(13.0)

12:1.2
125.3
141.6
1'.1.1.

(13.9)
(lO.9)
(14.5)
(22.8)

6 Hours

73.0 (10.9)

73.8 (14.7)
80.3 (14.8)
84.1 (13.2)

120.8
129.8
141.6
135.6

(14.9)
(11.7)
(11.7)
(19.5)

Placebu

72,]
69.4
85.8
83.9

(5.5)
p.3}
(9.9)
(13.4)

361i.3 (17.2)
367.2 (9.2)
374.7 (:17.'.)

376.4

(J5~7)

36.9 (0.4)
)0.5 (0.3)

BZP/THWP

36.7 (().5)

Alcohol and B1PjTFMPP

36.7 (0.7)

P<:vc!;ologicl\
DSST (r)
Placebo
Alcohol
aZP !ff'f.l?P
Alcohol and BZP/TFMPP

3

HOUfS

64.3
56.7
00.0
59.6

(11.3}
(9.3)
(13.8)
(Hi.l)

75.7
70.0
8f•. 8
81.7

(II.3)
{7.9)
(7.4)
(13.2)

369,:5 (13.2)
367.5 (13.3)
373.3 (13.0)
3ti9J~ (18.2)
36.3
36.S
37.1
36.8

(0.3)
(0 ..3)
(OA}
(0.6)

6 H\)ur~

67.2 (&.8)

60.1 (9.6)
bO.7 (14.1)
1)1..9 (i4.2)

POMS Totdl (n)
Placebo

Alcohol
BIP/IFMPP
Alciho\ and BlP/1H>lP P

1.3 (1.8)
2..3 (3.3)
1.3 (2.2)
0.6 (1.5)

0.2
1./
2.6
0.4

(0.4)
(2.7)
(8.2)
(O.S)

2'; (3.3)
(::'.5)
0,8 (1.5)
2.7 (3.3)

0.80·0)

c.:;

l.l (?9)
0.7 (1.9)

1.1 (L5)

rOMS Vigour (n)

Placnbo
Alcohol
B1P/TFMPP
Alcohol and HlP/1Ff"'PP
POt·l.';; FatigUe (n)
Placebo
Alcohol
8ZP/TFMPP

Alcohol and BZp!m~rp
POMS Confusion (r)
P1aeeho

Diastolic blood pressU!\> (mmHg)

Al.coh(ll
BZP/TrMPP
Alcohol and alP /TFMPP
GTe (1115)
Placebo
Alcohol
BZP/lfMPP
Alcohol and BZP/TFMPP
I~01 oeratuH: ("e)
Placebo
f\lcoho[

1.S ("1.4)
3.3 (3.5)
5.6 (3.9)
fj.6 (3.8)

POtvlS Anger (n]
P!.acebo

BZP/FI"PP
!\lcohol and UZP/JFNPP
Systolic blood pressure (rnrnHg)
Placebo
Alcohol

0.8 (0.2C)
0.9 (c.oa)

(2.2)

5.5 (5.1)
10.4 (8.5)
7.1 (5.3)

f.

AlcohOl
3lP;1 FMPP
McohoL and aZP/TFMpP
rOMS Depression (n)
~'lacebo

Alcohol

BlP/TfMPP
Alto/lo\ ,mu azp jTFMPP
Physiological
Heart rate (bpin)
Placebo
Alcollf)! onlY

6.5 Hours
28.9 {9.t)
30.8 (4.1!)
24.9 (5,1)
24.8 (6.4)

por..'iS TC'n~joll
Placebo

Meohol
BlP/TFMPP

Alcohol and 8ZP/TH·;PP

8.8 (3.5)

i6.7 (1i.2)
':5.6 (3.3)
21.1 (9.2)

5 {5. ft}
6.7 (5.6)
5.6 (5.2)

5.3 U.5)
4.8
6.9
8.7
4.7

10.7
11.3
11.7
:! 6.1

(4.1)
(5.9)
(1•• 6)
(7,9)

4.8
8.7
6.8
7.7

(3.7)
(6.7)
(6.4)
(4.9)

(1.7)
(S.3)

3.8 (2.2)
7,0 (5.5)

(5.4)
(1.9)

7.5 (3.8)
5.0 (3.1)

Conners Omission Errors (0)

Placebo

OJ (0.8)

2 (1.9)

Alcohol

5.6 (5.5)
01 (o.Y)

5.1 (7.4)
0.6 (1.0)
0.7 (1.1)

BZP/TFMPP
Alcohol ilnd SIP /THtlPP

0.9 '.1..5)

Conners' Commission Errors (\1)

Placebo
Alcohol
BZP/TF1>~PP

Alcohol and BIP/fFMPP
C()nn£:rs~ hit reaction hrne (nl$)
r:.ac~bo

/,:cohol
BZP/TP·\PP
.i\!cchol and HiP/TFMPP

11<.2
20.7
15.7
lid

(2.9j
(11.0)
(8.8)
(9.2)

382,2 (43.0)
363.5 (75.0)

12.8 (3.9)
18.0 (lO.6)
1/.. 0 (9.2)

14.6 (8.4)
3Y5.5 (44.4)

)f;3.l (!d.~,)

363.2 (91.8)
339.3 (1.7.0)

·3S4.9 (477)

338.0 (41.8)

Sleen

Stanford (n)
8.5 (:il.!)
7.2 (is.?)
11.2 (JR.O)
-0.7 (15.5)

0.5 (10.8)

f'lilf:ebo

:; (? to 4)

.10.9 (19.9)
13.7 (26.9)
3.1 (15.3)

AI.cohol

2 (1 to 2.5)
3 (1 10 4)
3 (2 t[) .~)

8ZP/TFMP?

Meohd and

BZPjTP~PP
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Table E4 (conUnued)

50 . --

••• , •••• ,

••••

.....••.

-~-.-• • •-~.-••

45

GTS (n)
fliacebo
Alcohol
BlPjTFMPP

71.1 (16.1)
52.0 (18.2)

310.1 (28.8)
48,2 (28.7)

Akohol and SIY/IFl>lPP

005 (n)
Placebo
Alcohol

57.8
63.0
33.9
23.6

B7.P/TFtv\PP
!\!cohol ilnd BZP/! fNPP
AF-S (n)

(27.8)
(14.6)
(30.3)
(20.3)

-' 35

.E

0)

c:

0..
0..

13ZPjrFMPP
Alc.)hol and BlP/m,WP
BFW (0)
Pltlc200
Alcohol
BUj1FMPP
dna BtPjiFMPP

~,q,8

00.1)

41.0
56.7
41.1
34.8

(1'i.8)
(12.3)
(16.6)
(28.9)

_-_•.._--_.-

T

40

..

"..

I
··..···..·······-············.. ······1·

-------_..._----------.-._.-..

30

25

::i: 20
LI-

I-

15

/
."

10

5
0

52.6 (7.8)
49,8 (8,8)
42.0 (l7'!;)

Placebo
Alcohol

Meonol

0 ' .•••, _ . _•• _ "

Baseline

35 Hours

6.5 Hours

10 Hours

Time
Figur~ £2
Mean (±SU1) blood cDncentration of In·1FP: a total of 74 inS!
TFI>\PP was administered 'fIith 37 rng taken dt til1le 0 and 2 hours.

BZP

Alcohol

700

40

T

35
500 -

-'

30

400

...

25

S

...J

.g

0

Q

0)

a.. 300

Si

,' - . - -

........

..

........ "\ -

....

..---.-.~--.• -----~

C)

c

:::7o

-~~ ~- ------~~-

-

E 20 .
'0
..c: 15
0

I

5

I

I
6.5 Hours

Baseline

<.)

;( 10

10 Hours

0
Baseline

10 Hours

Time

Time
Figure E1 :'~tan (±SG'l) blo()d::on(Qf1tr~t.i(Jn of ElZP: d toti.ll of 100 111{j
eZF was administered with 150 mf] taken at time 0 and at 2 hilliS.

6.5 Hours

35 Hours

figure E3
of ;iicoiiOl

1>1.::.:;n (tSU4) blood concentntion
'.VJ',

Ldken

O\it;!

'3

or alcohl.il: a totaL or 6 units

hCH'f<;.
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Page(s)

002540 to\a 002542

Is(are) under consultation

Page(s)

002543 to\a 002545

Is(are) under consultation

Page(s)

002546 to\a 002547

Is(are) under consultation

Page(s)

002548 to\a 002549

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

For Your Approval:
Tara

to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-12-21 10:43 AM

Elizabeth Dussault
Tara Phillips

For Your Approval:

Hi Jocelyn,

Thank you,
Tara

002550

Page(s)

002551 to\a 002552

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1)(b)

For Your Approval: BZP & TFMPP Docs
Tara

Jocelyn Kula

2011-12-21 01 :58 PM

Elizabeth Dussault
Jocelyn Kula

Fw:

Tara Phillips

Hi Jocelyn, New versions attached.

Tara Phillips

HI Jocelyn, As requested by Andria below, here Is text for an email:

Hi Jocelyn,
New versions attached.

In addition, I would appreciate further guidance on email below. It would seem
If that is the case, please just confirm and I will so do asap.
Thank you,
Tara

am about to give letter and

Jocelyn Kula
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2011-12-2111:58:49AM

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-21 11 :58 AM

Fw:

am about to give letter and
grief) and we can send up a whole package this aft
JK

can you generate email below (I know, good

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique n§glementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances contr61ees

002553

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
----- Forwarded by Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-12-21 11 :58 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GCICA
Mark Kozlowski/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
CSTD-OCS-DO
2011-12-21 10:34 AM
Fw:

Hi all,

In an e-mail is fine,
Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
"tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-12-21 10:30 AM ----From:
To:
Date:

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GCICA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GCICA@HWC
2011-12-2001 :28 PM
Re:

Table type (as similar to the Regulatory Policy Division Workplan one circulated by Johanne prior to her
vacation).

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale d~ la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Jocelyn Kula
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Just to be clear; you want a workplan in the exc ...

2011-12-20 11 :32:57 AM

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-2011:32 AM
Re:

Just to be clear; you want a workplan in the excel diagram format or a table type doc like we used to do
(which has more detail in it)?
JK

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Andria Sherstone
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Hi all, CattlY is requesting

2011-12-19 05:32:45 PM

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Mark KozlowskilHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
CSTD-OCS-DO
2011-12-1905:32 PM

Hi all,
Cathy is requesting
~~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~

Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances contr61ees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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Page(s)

002556 to\a 002559

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b)

of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

DRAFT

5.19(1)

December 21, 2011

Drug Abuse Committee
Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police
300 Terry Fox Drive
Kanata ON K2K OE3
Dear

Subject:

Proposed scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act

As you may be aware, the Department of Health is proposing to add benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP) to Schedule III to the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and to the Schedule to Part J of the Food and Drug
Regulations (FDR-Part J).
BZP and TFMPP have no known legitimate use in Canada, and are used recreationally
for their hallucinogenic and stimulant effects. In particular, pills containing BZP and
TFMPP have been marketed as a safe and legal alternative to 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine, commonly known as ecstasy, and BZP has also been found as an
ingredient in products marketed for weight loss, despite the fact that such sale is
prohibited.
As such, proceeding to schedule BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA would decrease the
potential risks to the health and safety of Canadians by enabling law enforcement
agencies to take action against suspected illegal activities involving these substances.
Inclusion in the Schedule to the FDR-Part J would provide a means by which research
involving these substances could be carried out in Canada, as required.
In this regard, Health Canada is seeking the support of the Canadian Association of
Chiefs of Police and would appreciate a written response to this effect. Should you
require any further information on this regulatory proposal, please contact Johanne
Beaulieu, Director, Office of Controlled Substances, Address Locator, 3503D, 123 Slater
St., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, KIA OK9, by phone at (613) 952-2177, by fax at (613)
946-4224 or by email at OCS_regulatorypolicy-BSC~olitiquereglementaire@hc
sc.gc.ca

Cathy Sabiston
Director General
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
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For Your Review: Email on Approvals Process for BZP & TFMPP

Ql
Tara Phillips to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-12-21 03:40 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault

Jocelyn Kula

Fw: BZP Workplan

Tara Phillips

Hi Jocelyn! New versions attached

Tara Phillips

Hi Jocelyn As requested by Andria below, here is text for an email:

Hi Jocelyn,
As requested by Andria below, here is text for an email:

Thanks,
Tara (and Elizabeth)

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlE~es
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6521
FaxJTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
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Re: Fw: BZP Workplan

QI

Jocelyn Kula to: Andria Sherstone
Cc: Elizabeth Dussault, Tara Phillips, Mark Kozlowski
Jocelyn Kula

2011-12-21 04:58 PM

Hi Andria, Workp/an, draft NO/ and draft letter to the GAGP are going t

Hi Andria,
are going to Mark for approval this afternoon. Should get
to you tomorrow.

Please let me know if you need further information.

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division! Gestionnaire, Division de la politique n§glementaire
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Fw:
Jocelyn Kula to: Louise Bertrand, Andria Sherstone

2011-12-2301 :56 PM

Cc: Johanne Beaulieu, CSTD-OCS-DO, Tara Phillips, Elizabeth Dussault
Jocelyn Kula

Fw:

Hi Louise and Andria
Tara is acting for me next week should you need
anything further from OCS.
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division! Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances contr6h§es
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction gemerale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
----- Forwarded by Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-12-23 01 :55 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:

Date:
Subject:

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Diane Labelle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Hilary
Geller/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Paul Glover/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Cathy A
Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Irit
Weiser/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-2301:49 PM

Hi Jocelyn,
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If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Norma Won
Legal Counsell Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1 A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
co.ntenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez reCfu cette communication par erreur, veuillez
mien aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel reCfu. Merci.
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Re:1
Jocelyn Kula to: Sarah Geh

2012-01-0306:11 PM

" barbara.ursel, Elizabeth Dussault, Lesley Cooke, Norma Won, Tara
C
c. Phillips

Fw:

Jocelyn Kula
Sarah Geh

Jocelyn,

Jocelyn Kula

Many thanks,

Many thanks,
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction gemerale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Sarah Geh
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jocelyn,

2012-01-03 05:41 :02 PM

Sarah Geh/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Lesley Cooke/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth
DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, barbara.ursel@hc-sc.gc.ca
2012-01-03 05:41 PM
Re: ~

Jocelyn,

Sarah
Jocelyn Kula
From:

2012-01-03 04:23 PM EST
Jocelyn Kula
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To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Sarah Geh
Lesley Cooke; Tara Phillips; Elizabeth Dussault
2012-01-0304:23 PM EST

Fw:

Thanks in advance
Jocelyn
*********************************
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Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
----- Forwarded by Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-03 03:53 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA
Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, CSTD-OCS-OO, Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0302:39 PM

Fw:

Hi Johanne,

Thanks,
Louise Bertrand
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Health Canada I Sante Canada
(613) 957-2867
----- Forwarded by Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-0302:33 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-03 02:28 PM
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Fw:
Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault

p

Tara Phillips

2012-01-0409:56 AM

Fw:

Ii

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques n§glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-04 09:56 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, CSTD-OCS-DO, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC,
Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Sarah Geh/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0306:25 PM

Hi Johanne,
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Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances contr61ees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Louise Bertrand

Hi Johanne,

2012-01-0302:39:17 PM
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From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Cathy A Sabiston
Hilary Geller
Ian Hobler; Andria Sherstone
2012-01-0507:56 AM EST
Re: Heads-up: Scheduling BZP and TFMPP Under the CDSA

I believe you would like us to answer steve's'questions first?

Hil 9rygeller
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Paul: will send email below to Leah today_ Will...

2012-01-0507:36 AM E;ST

Hilary Geller
"Paul Glover" <PauLGlover@hc-sc.gc.ca>
"Cathy Sabiston" <cathy_a_sabiston@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2012-01-05 07:36 AM EST
Fw: Heads-up: Scheduling BZP and TFMPP Under the CDSA

Paul: will send email below to Leah today. Will CODY you. Let me know if you'd like any changes to it. If you
feel free. Also. If we do go brief let me know if you'd
want
like Diana to come
H
Steven Schwendt
----- Original Message ----From: Steven Schwendt
Sent: 2012-01-04 07:34 PM EST
To: Ian Hobler
Cc: Hilary Geller; Linsey Hollett; Barbara Moran; Jill Watson
Subject: Re: Heads-up: Scheduling BZP and TFMPP Under the CDSA
Hi,
Happy new year to all.
No doubt you have the answers, but tWo questions that come to mind are:

Linkages to new classes proposal (if any) and implementation of 1-for-1 rule would also appear relevant.
Steve
Hi Steve. Happy new year.

Ian Hobler
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2012-01-0406:15 PM EST

Ian Hobler
Steven Schwendt
Hilary Geller; Linsey Hollett
2012-01-0406:15 PM EST
Heads-up: Scheduling BZP and TFMPP Under the CDSA

Hi Steve.
Happy new year.
I just wanted to give you a heads-up that Hilary intends to send the message below to Leah and Graham
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Fw:
Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault
Tara Phillips

2012-01-05 10:01 AM

Fw:

'----_._----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-05 10:01 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Cathy A Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Johanne
Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0509:21 AM
Re: Fw:

Hi Cathy
Here are answers to Steve's questions:
1. Why has the process to regulate taken so long (and does the time lag explain the need for another noi
now)
-per answer to other questions from Ian last night, other priorities dictated the reallocation of resources for
a portion of the time between 2008 and now; the remaining time has been spent on completing our formal
scheduling assessment
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3. Linkages to new classes proposal (if any)
Nil
4. Implementation of 1-for-1 rule
-all regulatory items that make it into CG I or CG II before April 1, 2012 do not have to consider the 1-for-1
rule
-as for items moving forward after that date, it has not yet been clarified by TBS exactly how regulatory
departments are to manage implementation, i.e, on a portfolio level, on a branch or office level etc.
-conversations with departments re implementation are planned for later this month and it is likely only
then, that we will have a better sense of what to expect vis a vis implementation of thi~ rule
Let me know if you need anything else.
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
CathyA Sabiston
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Heads up. !

----- Original Messa ...

2012-01-05 08:52:25 ~M

Cathy A Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0508:52 AM

Fw:

Cathy A Sabiston
----- Original Message ----From: Cathy A Sabiston
Sent: 2012-01-05 08:10 AM EST
To: Andria Sherstone; Johanne Beaulieu
Cc: Louise Bertrand
Subject: Fw:
Does the note already answer these questions. If not can johanne do a quick paragraph?
Hilary Geller
----- Original Message ----From: Hilary Geller
Sent: 2012-01-05 08:00 AM EST
To: Cathy A Sabiston
Cc: Ian Hobler; Andria Sherstone
Subject: Re:
Ideally yes .. But can't squeeze MINO for time
Cathy A Sabiston

I believe you would like us to answer steve's'q ...

2012-01-0507:56 AM EST
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tomorrow. Please let me know if you have any concerns.
Thanks in advance.
Ian.

Summary:

Details:
The Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) in HECSB has drafted an NOI to be published in Canada
Gazette, Part I on 21 January 2012. The deadline to submit this notice for publication is noon January 13,
2012.
Publication of the NOI would provide interested stakeholders with a 30-day opportunity to provide
comments on a Health Canada regulatory proposal to add benzylpiperazine (BZP) and
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP) to Schedule III of the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act
(CDSA) and to the Schedule to Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (FDR-Part J). BZP and TFMPP
are used recreationally in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant effects. Pills containing BZP and
TFMPP are being marketed as a safe and legal alternative to 3,4-methylenedioxy-methamphetamine
(MDMA), commonly known as ecstasy. Adding these substances to Schedule III of the CDSA would
subject them to the same controls as MDMA. Inclusion in the Schedule to the FDR-Part J would provide a
means by which scientific research involving these substances could be carried out as required.

2. Safety of HC Staff - In December 2009, Health Canada issued a warning to consumers advising them
not to use "RevolutionDS Weight Loss", an unauthorized health product, because it contained BZP and
may pose serious health risks. This product was distributed by, amongst others, a retail outlet in Ottawa
called Caribbean Exposure. Health Canada inspectors had undertaken regulatory inspections and
seizures at this location and other locations associated with this retail establishment and its principals. In
October 2011, one of the principals, a convicted drug trafficker, was murdered at Caribbean Exposure in
what has been described in the media as a gang-style execution. The scheduling of BZP and TFMPP as
set out in this regulatory proposal would mean that investigations related to BZP and TFMPP would be
carried out by law enforcement officials who are better suited to dealing with organized crime.
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Fw: Heads-Up - NOlan Scheduling of BZP
Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault
Tara Phillips

2012-01-05 10:01 AM

Fw: Heads-Up - NOI on Scheduling of BZP

----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-05 10:01 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara
Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0508:33 AM
Re: Fw: Heads-Up - NOI on Scheduling of BZP

1. What work was done on BZP and TFMPP between the 2008 NOI and now? (Cathy and Hilary can
discuss at bilat tomorrow).
To be clear, there were periods when no work on this file was being done, largely because resources were
dedicated to higher priority files. A certain proportion of the time between 2008 and now was however
spent on completing our detailed scheduling assessment (in the form of an issue analysis summary) and
finalizing our recommended option in terms of how best to regulate these substances, i,e., the most
appropriate Schedule to the CDSA and if/how best to make them available for research purposes.
2. The draft NOI references the 2008 NOI as a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties. The actual 2008 NOI
in CGI is entitled "Notice to Interested Parties." Can we make the change for consistency sake in the
draft?
Both titles are used interchangeably. I personally prefer Notice of Intent to Interested Parties because we
are signalling our commitment to regulate. An easy fix for sure though.
3. Is the authority for Cathy to send NOls for CGI "designated" or "delegated?"
There is no specific authority for the issuance of NOls, i.e., it is not a power accorded to the Minister under
the Act or any of the regs and so is not included in the designation framework for the CDSA and its
regulations. NOls are administrative tools aimed at enhancing government transparency and openness
and so technically anyone with financial authority to sign off on the printing costs can submit. Within HC,
it is my experience both from within HECSB and from HPFB that they are typically Signed off at the DG
level and published with the responsible DG's name. That can always be pushed up higher of course.
Jocelyn
Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de Ja politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canadal Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
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Louise Bertrand
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi, Could you provide the responses to admo's ...

2012-01-0406:24:09 PM

Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Andria
Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0406:24 PM
Fw: Heads-Up - NOI on Scheduling of BZP

Hi,
Could you provide the responses to admo's questions below by 11 AM tomorrow morning (Jan 5)?
Thanks in advance!
Louise Bertrand
DGO Advisor I Conseilh3re
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Health Canada I Sante Canada
(613) 957-2867
----- Forwarded by Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-04 06:20 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA
Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0406:12 PM
Re: Heads-Up - NOI on Scheduling of BZP

Hi guys.
I have a couple more questions on this:
1. What work was done on BZP and TFMPP between the 2008 NOI and now? (Cathy and Hilary can
discuss at bilat tomorrow).
2. The draft NOI references the 2008 NOI as a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties. The actual 2008 NOt
in CGI is entitled "Notice to Interested Parties." Can we make the change for consistency sake in the
draft?

3. Is the authority for ,Cathy to send NOls for CGI"designated" or "delegated?"
Thanks.
Ian
Louise Bertrand
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi lan, Here's our feedback on the revised version.

2012-01-0409:50:12 AM

Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA
Ian HobJer/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0409:50 AM
Re: Heads-Up - NOI on Scheduling of BZP

Hi lan,
Here's our feedback on the revised version.
Thanks!
Louise Bertrand
*****************
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The Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) in HECSB has drafted a Notice to Interested Parties (the
Notice) to be published in Canada Gazette, Part I on 21 January 2012. The deadline to submit this notice
for publication is noon January 13, 2012.
Publication of the Notice would provide interested stakeholders with a 30-day opportunity to provide
comments on a Health Canada regulatory proposal to add benzylpiperazine (BZP) and
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP) to Schedule III of the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act
(CDSA) and to the Schedule to Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (FOR-Part J). BZP and TFMPP
are used recreationally in Canada for their halluCinogenic and stimulant effects. Pills containing BZP and
TFMPP have been marketed as a safe and legal alternative to 3,4-methylenedioxy-methamphetamine
(MDMA), commonly known as ecstasy. Adding these substances to Schedule'" of the CDSA and Part J
would subject them to the same controls as MDMA. Inclusion in the Schedule to the FOR-Part J would
provide a means by which scientific research involving these substances could be carried out as required.

Exemption from the requirement to pre-publish this regulatory proposal in CGJ provides an opportunity for
Health Canada to have BZP and TFMPP added to Schedule III and FOR-Part J via publication in Canada
Gazette, Part /I (CGII) by mid-April 2012. This would address the general health and public safety risk
posed to Canadians by the ready availability of these two substances, and would also address two other
wbskHaty issues:

2. Safety of HC Staff - In December 2009, Health Canada issued a warning to consumers advising them
not to use "RevolutionDS Weight Loss", an unauthorized health product, because it contained BZP (aAGTFMPP?) and may pose serious health risks. This product was distributed by, amongst others, a retail
outlet in Ottawa called Caribbean Exposure. Health Canada inspectors had undertaken regulatory
inspections and seizures at this location and other locations associated with this retail establishment and
its principals. In October 2011, one of the principals, a convicted drug trafficker, was murdered at
Caribbean Exposure in what has been described in the media as a gang-style execution. The scheduling
of BZP and TFMPP as set out in this regulatory proposal would mean that investigations related to BZP
and TFMPP would be carried out by law enforcement officials who are better suited to dealing with
organized crime.
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*****************

Ian Hobler
From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

Andria/Louise. I have had to rewrite the heads-...

2012-01-0302:28:10 PM

Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0302:28 PM
Heads-Up - NOI on Scheduling of BZP

Andria/Louise.
I have had to rewrite the heads-up email to make it appropriate for DMO/MO (i.e. I'm assuming they have
no knowledge of the issue, it needed a more logical progression, etc.)
To get this up quickly, could I ask you to fact check the text in bold and have a read of the entire thing to
make sure it makes sense. Once I get the ok from you guys, I'll put it in front of Hilary.
Please note the statement in italics at the bottom. I am recommending that we offer up draft docs and
early briefings on this if we're speeding it through. It will make the decision makers more comfortable with
the proposal and the timeline.
Thanks.
Ian

The Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) in HECSB has drafted a Notice to Interested Parties (the
Notice) to be published in Canada Gazette, Part I on 21 January 2012. The deadline to submit this notice
for publication is noon January 13, 2012.
Publication of the Notice would provide interested stakeholders with a 30-day opportunity to provide
comments on a Health Canada regulatory proposal to add benzyl piperazine (BZP) and
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP) to Schedule III to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act
(CDSA) and to the Schedule to Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (FDR-Part J). BZP and TFMPP
are used recreationally in Canada for their hallucinogenic and stimulant effects. Pills containing BZP and
TFMPP have been marketed as a safe and legal alternative to 3,4-methylenedioxy-methamphetamine
(MDMA), commonly known as ecstasy. Adding these substances to Schedule III and Part J would
subject them to the same controls as MDMA.
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2. Safety of HC Staff - In December 2009, Health Canada issued a warning to consumers advising them
not to use "RevolutionDS Weight Loss", an unauthorized health product, because it contained BZP (and
TFMPP?) and may pose serious health risks. This product was distributed by, amongst others, a retail
outlet in Ottawa called Caribbean Exposure. Health Canada inspectors had undertaken regulatory
inspections and seizures at this location and other locations associated with this retail establishment and
its principals. In October 2011, one of the principals, a convicted drug trafficker, was murdered at
Caribbean Exposure in what has been described in the media as a gang-style execution. The scheduling
of BZP as set out in this regulatory proposal would mean that investigations related to BZP and TFMPP
would be carried out by law enforcement officials who are better suited to dealing with organized crime.
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Fw: BZP and TFMPP
Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault
Tara Phillips

2012-01-0501 :11 PM

Fw: BZP and TFMPP

Here's our deck with'two rounds of revisions (first Jocelyn, then very minor from Cathy).
Thanks!

T

----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-05 01 :11 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0501 :03 PM
BZP and TFMPP

Hi Andria,
Revised deck is attached and we're making copies to send with JK.

Thank you,
Tara

946-6521
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Danielle Beauchemin to: Angela Doyle
History:

2012-01-0903:55 PM

This message has been replied to.

Thank you so much for keeping us updated.
Have a great evening and ... Happy New Year!
James and Danielle
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Dear James and Danielle

2012-01-09 13:00:12

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Danielle Beauchemin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, James MacDonald/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-09 13:00

Dear James and Danielle

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
Angela Doyle
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi James:

2012-01-0911:05:46 AM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
James MacDonald/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Danielle Beauchemin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
?01 ?-01-0!=l 11·0S AM

Hi James:

Thank you.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-09 i-I :02 AM -----
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From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
James MacDonald/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Danielle Beauchemin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara
Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-05 10:16 AM
Re:

Good morning James,
My apologies.

Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
James MacDonald
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hello Angela,

2011-12-0509:32:31 AM

James MacDonald/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Danielle Beauchemin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara
Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-0509:32 AM
Re

Hello Angela,

Thank you,
James.
James MacDonald
Legislative Counsell Conseiller legislatif
Section de la reglementation de Sante Canada (SRSC) I Health Canada Regulations Section (HCRS)
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Indice d'adresse 4602B I Postal Locator 4602B
400 Cooper St. 1400, Rue Cooper
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A OK9
james.macdonald@hc-sc.gc.ca
Telephone I Telephone 613-952-9670
Facsimile I Telecopier 613-954-4627
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada

a

Ce message contient des renseignements qui pourraient etre confidentiels, soustraits la
communication, proteges par Ie privilege relatif au litige ou proteges par Ie secret professionnel de
I'avocat ou, au Quebec, du notaire. S'il ne vous est pas destine, vous etes prie de ne pas Ie lire, I'utiliser,
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Ie conserver ou Ie diffuser. Veuillez sans tarder Ie supprimer ou Ie detruire, de meme que toute copie de
celui-ci, et communiquer avec I'expediteur au 613-952-9670 ou james.macdonald@hc-sc.gc.ca. Merci
de votre collaboration.

a

This communication contains information that may be confidential, exempt from disclosure, subject to
litigation privilege, to solicitor-client privilege or, in Quebec, to professional secrecy of notaries. If you are
not the intended recipient, you should not read, rely on, retain, or distribute it. Please delete or otherwise
destroy this communication and all copies of it immediately, and contact the sender at 613-952-9670 or by
email atjames.macdonald@hc-sc.gc.ca. Thank you.

Angela D()yle
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Dear Danielle and James:

2011-12-0203:02:14 PM

Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA
Danielle Beauchemin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, James MacDonald/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-0203:02 PM

Dear Danielle and James:

Thank you and please advise should you have any questions.
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-12-02 02:57 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Angela DoyJe/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara E Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Melanie
Seguin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-0812:19 PM

Hi Johanne
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Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division! Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances contr6lee.s
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
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Norma Won to: I ara Phillips

2012-01-16 10:53 AM

Cc: Barbara Ursel
History:

This message has been replied to.

Thanks Tara.

Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
mien aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.
Tara Phillips
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Norma,

2012-01-1610:29:22AM

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-1610:29 AM

Hi Norma,

Thanks,
Tara
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Jonas Langille to: Norma Won

2012-01-1602:06 PM

Cc: Tara Phillips, Elizabeth Dussault
History:

This message has been forwarded.

Good afternoon Norma,

Please let me know if you require anything else.
Best regards,
Jonas Langille
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel: (613) 946-6435 Fax: (613) 946-4224
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Norma Won to: Tara Phillips

2012-01-17 02:37 PM

Hi Tara,

Thanks.
Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
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Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
mIen aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.
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DRAFT

January 18,2012

Dear Sir/Madam:
The purpose of this email is to advise you that a Notice to Interested Parties (Notice) regarding
the following substances was published in the Canada Gazette, Part I (CGI) on January 21,
2012:
• Benzylpiperzine [BZP] [1-benzylpiperzine]
• Trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine [TFMPP] [1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine]
This Notice communicates Health Canada's intent to include BZP and TFMPP in Schedule III to
the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and to the schedule to Part J of the Food and
Drug Regulations. This notice is further to the Notice ofIntent to Interested Parties (NO I)
published on November 22, 2008 (http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/pl/2008/2008-1122lhtmllnotice-avis-eng.html#dl05) on Health Canada's proposal to include a wider range of
piperazine derivatives in one of the Schedules to the CDSA. Information received in response
to the 2008 Notice informed Health Canada's decision to focus on BZP and TFMPP.

Commtant [e1]: Will be
updated once published in eGI.
If you are interested in this process or wish to provide us with information for our consideration
please do so by February 20, 2012. You may send your comments to Elizabeth Dussault,
Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled Substances, Address Locator: 3503D, 123
Slater St., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA OK9, by fax at (613) 946-4224 or by email to:
OCS_regulatorypolicy-BSC~olitiquereglementaire@hc-sc.gc.ca.
PLEASE FORWARD THIS EMAIL TO OTHERS WHO MAY BE INTERESTED.
Should this notification have reached you in error, it would be appreciated if you could please
forward it to the appropriate person in your organization and ask that person to inform us of the
new contact information bye-mail to OCS_regulatorypolicy-BSC~olitiquereglementaire@hc
sc.gc.ca.
Thank you,
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
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DRAFT

January 18, 2012

Monsieur, Madame,
Le present courriel vise a vous informer qu'un Avis aux partis interesses (avis) en ce qui
concerne les substances enumerees ci-dessous a ete publie dans la Partie I de la Gazette du
Canada Ie 21 janvier 2012:
•
•

benzylpiperazine [BZP] [1-benzylpiperazine]
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine [TFMPP] [1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyle )piperazine]

Cet avis communique les intentions de Sante Canada d' ajouter la BZP et la TFMPP aI' annexe
III de la Loi n§glementant certaines drogues et autres substances (LRCDAS) et it l'annexe de la
partie J du Reglement sur les aliments et drogues. Cet avis fait suite it I' avis aux parties
interessees publie Ie 22 novembre 2008 (http://www.gazette.gc.ca!rp-pr/p1l2008/2008-1122/htmVnotice-avis-fra.html) sur la proposition de Sante Canada d'ajouter une serie de derives
de piperazine aux annexes de la Loi. L'information re9ue en reponse it l'avis de 2008 a confirme
la decision de Sante Canada de se concentrer sur Ie BZP et Ie TFMPP.

Comment [el]: Will be
updated once published in CGI.

Si vous etes interesse par ce processus ou si vous avez de I'information suppIementaire pour
notre consideration vous pouvez nous les faire parvenir avant Ie 20 fevrier 2012. Veuillez diriger
vos commentaires vers Elizabeth Dussault, Division des politiques et de la reglementation,
Bureau des substances controlees, indice de l'adresse : 3503D, 123, rue Slater, Ottawa (Ontario),
Canada KIA OK9, par teIecopieur au 613-946-4224 ou par courriel it
OCS_regulatorypolicy-BSC--'politiquereglementaire@hc-sc.gc.ca.
S'IL VOUS PLAIT ENVOYER CE COURRIEL A TOUTES PERSONNES QUI
POURRAIENT ETRE INTERESSEES
Si cet avis vous arrive par erreur, auriez-vous l'obligeance de Ie faire parvenir it la personne
appropriee dans votre organisation et demander it cet personne de nous informer de leur nouveau
information par courriel it OCS_regulatorypolicy-BSC--'politiquereglementaire@hc-sc.gc.ca.
Merci,
Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Bureau des substances controlees
Direction des substances controiees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Direction generale de la sante environnementale et de la securite des consommateurs
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FINAL

January 23,2012

Dear Sir/Madam:
The purpose of this email is to advise you that a Notice to Interested Parties (Notice) regarding
the following substances was published in the Canada Gazette, Part I (CGI) on January 21,
2012:
• Benzylpiperzine [BZP] [l-benzylpiperzine]
• Trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine [TFMPP] [1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine]
This Notice communicates Health Canada's intent to include BZP and TFMPP in Schedule III to
the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and to the schedule to Part J of the Food and
Drug Regulations. This notice is further to the Notice ofIntent to interested Parties (NOI)
published on November 22, 2008 (http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1/2008/2008-1122lhtmllnotice-avis-eng.html#d 105) on Health Canada's proposal to include a wider range of
piperazine derivatives in one of the Schedules to the CDSA. Information received in response
to the 2008 Notice informed Health Canada's decision to focus on BZP and TFMPP.
The electronic version of the Notice is available at the following website:
http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1l2012/2012-01-21lhtmllindex-eng.html (pages 11-12 in PDF
format, pages 67 -68 in CGI).
If you are interested in this process or wish to provide us with information for our consideration
please do so by February 20,2012. You may send your comments to Elizabeth Dussault,
Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled Substances, Address Locator: 3503D, 123
Slater St., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA OK9, by fax at (613) 946-4224 or by email to:
OCS _regulatorypolicy-BSC-'politiquereglementaire@hc-sc.gc.ca.
PLEASE FORWARD THIS EMAIL TO OTHERS WHO MAY BE INTERESTED.
Should this notification have reached you in error, it would be appreciated if you could please
forward it to the appropriate person in your organization and ask that person to infonn us of the
new contact information bye-mail to OCS _regulatorypolicy-BSC-'politiquereglementaire@hcsc.gc.ca.
Thank you,
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
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January 23,2012

Monsieur, Madame,
Le present courriel vise avous informer qu'un Avis aux partis interesses (avis) en ce qui
conceme les substances enumerees ci-dessous a ete publie dans la Partie I de la Gazette du
Canada Ie 21 janvier 2012:
•
•

benzylpiperazine [BZP] [l-benzylpiperazine]
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine [TFMPP] [1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyle)piperazine]

Cet avis communique les intentions de Sante Canada d'ajouter la BZP et la TFMPP a l'annexe
III de Ia Loi reglementant certaines drogues et autres substances (LRCDAS) et aI' annexe de Ia
partie J du Reglement sur les aliments et drogues. Cet avis fait suite a I' avis aux parties
interessees publie Ie 22 novembre 2008 (http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1l2008/2008-1122lhtmI/notice-avis-fra.html) sur Ia proposition de Sante Canada d'ajouter une serie de derives
de piperazine aux annexes de la Loi. L'infonnation reyue en reponse al'avis de 2008 a continue
Ia decision de Sante Canada de se concentrer sur Ie BZP et Ie TFMPP.
Vous pouvez obtenir une copie electronique de I' avis a I' adresse suivante de Ia Gazette du
Canada:
http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1l2012/2012-01-211htmllindex-fra.htmI(pages 11-12 en format
PDF, pages 67-68 dans Ia Partie I de Ia Gazette du Canada).
Si vous etes interesse par ce processus ou si vous avez de l'information supplementaire pour
notre consideration vous pouvez nous les faire parvenir avant Ie 20 fevrier 2012. Veuillez diriger
vos commentaires vers Elizabeth Dussault, Division des politiques et de la reglementation,
Bureau des substances contr6lees, indice de l' adresse : 3503 D, 123, rue Slater, Ottawa (Ontario),
Canada KIA OK9, par telecopieur au 613-946-4224 ou par courriel a
OCS _regulatorypolicy-B SC~olitiquereglementaire@hc-sc.gc.ca.
S'IL VOUS PLAIT ENVOYER CE COURRIEL A TOUTES PERSONNES QUI
POURRAIENT ETRE INTERESSEES
Si cet avis vous arrive par erreur, auriez-vous l'obligeance de Ie faire parvenir a la personne
appropriee dans votre organisation et demander a cette personne de nous informer de leur
nouvelle information par courriel a OCS _regulatorypolicy-BSC~olitiquereglementaire@hc
sc.gc.ca.
Merci,
Division des politiques et de la reglementation
Bureau des substances contr61ees
Direction des substances contr61ees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Direction generale de la sante environnementale et de la securite des consommateurs
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Notice to Interested Parties - BZPITFMPP - Canada Gazette Part 1 ->
Ottawa (2012-01-21 )

Subject:

Notice to Interested Parties - BZPITFMPP - Canada Gazette Part 1 ->
Ottawa (2012-01-21)1 Notice to Interested Parties - BZP/TFMPP Gazette du Canada, Partie 1 -> Ottawa (2012-01-21)

(Le fram;ais suit)

Dear Sir/Madam:
The purpose of this email is to advise you that a Notice to Interested Parties (Notice) regarding
the following substances was published in the Canada Gazette, Part I (CGI) on January 21,2012:
• Benzylpiperzine [BZP] [l-benzylpiperzine]
• Trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine [TFMPP] [1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine]
This Notice communicates Health Canada's intent to include BZP and TFMPP in Schedule III to
the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and to the schedule to Part J of the Food and
Drug Regulations. This notice is further to the Notice ofIntent to Interested Parties (NOI)
published on November 22, 2008 (
http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p 1/2008/2008-11-22Ihtmllnotice-avis-eng.html#dl OS) on Health
Canada's proposal to include a wider range of piperazine derivatives in one of the Schedules to
the CDSA. Information received in response to the 2008 Notice informed Health Canada's
decision to focus on BZP and TFMPP.
The electronic version of the Notice is available at the following website:
http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1/2012/2012-01-21Ihtmllindex-eng.html (pages 11-12 in PDF
format, pages 67-68 in CGI).
If you are interested in this process or wish to provide us with information for our consideration
please do so by February 20, 2012. You may send your comments to Elizabeth Dussault,
Regulatory Policy Division, Office of Controlled Substances, Address Locator: 3503D, 123
Slater St., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA OK9, by fax at (613) 946-4224 or by email to:
OCS Jegulatorypolicy-BSC ~o1itiquereglementaire@hc-sc.gc.ca.
PLEASE FORWARD THIS EMAIL TO OTHERS WHO MAY BE INTERESTED.
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Should this notification have reached you in error, it would be appreciated if you could please
forward it to the appropriate person in your organization and ask that person to infonn us of the
new contact infonnation bye-mail to
OCS _regulatorypolicy-BSC~olitiquereglementaire@hc-sc.gc.ca.
Thank you,
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch

Monsieur, Madame,
Le present courriel vise a vous infonner qu'un Avis aux partis interesses (avis) en ce qui
conceme les substances enumerees ci-dessous a ete publie dans la Partie I de la Gazette du
Canada Ie 21 janvier 2012:
benzyl piperazine [BZP] [l-benzylpiperazine]
•
•
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine [TFMPP] [1-(3 -trifluoromethylphenyle)piperazine]
Cet avis communique les intentions de Sante Canada d'ajouter la BZP et la TFMPP a l'annexe III
de la Loi reglementant certaines drogues et autres substances (LRCDAS) et a l'annexe de la
partie J du Reglement sur les aliments et drogues . Cet avis fait suite aI' avis aux parties
interessees publie Ie 22 novembre 2008
(http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p 1I2008/2008-11-22lhtmllnotice-avis-fra.html) sur la proposition
de Sante Canada d'ajouter une serie de derives de piperazine aux annexes de la Loi .
L'infonnation reyue en reponse a l'avis de 2008 a confinne la decision de Sante Canada de se
concentrer sur Ie BZP et Ie TFMPP.
Vous pouvez obtenir une copie electronique de l'avis a l'adresse suivante de la Gazette du
Canada :
http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1/2012/2012-01-21/html/index-fra.html (pages 11-12 en fonnat
PDF, pages 67-68 dans la Partie I de la Gazette du Canada ).
Si vous etes interesse par ce processus ou si vous avez de l'infonnation supplementaire pour
notre consideration vous pouvez nous les faire parvenir avant Ie 20 fevrier 2012. Veuillez diriger
vos commentaires vers Elizabeth Dussault, Division des politiques et de la reglementation,
Bureau des substances contr6lees, indice de l'adresse : 3503D, 123, rue Slater, Ottawa (Ontario),
Canada KIA OK9, par telecopieur au 613-946-4224 ou par courriel a
OCS _regulatorypolicy-BSC ~olitiquereglementaire@hc-sc.gc.ca.
S'IL VOUS PLAIT ENVOYER CE COURRIEL A TOUTES PERSONNES QUI
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POURRAIENT ETRE INTERESSEES
Si cet avis vous arrive par erreUf, auriez-vous l'obligeance de Ie faire parvenir ala personne
appropriee dans votre organisation et demander acette personne de nous informer de leur
nouvelle information par courriel a
OCS _regulatorypolicy-BSC~olitiquereglementaire@hc-sc.gc.ca.
Merci,
Division des politiques et de Ia n~glelnentation
Bureau des substances controlees
Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au tabagisme
Direction generale de Ia sante environnementale et de la securite des consommateurs
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5.19(1)
5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

status report request - TFMPP - and other question
Angela Doyle to: Elizabeth Dussault, Tara Phillips

2012-01-2508:34 AM

Here is the status request Evelyn had received for the file and for your info. I am not sure what to tell her
about the target date for

Sincerely,
Angela
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-25 08:30 AM -----

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
Sent by:

Status/HC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-2402:57 PM
Fw: Require a status report
Evelyn Soo

Hi Angela
Please see below thread of emails.
Do you know if TFMPP also requires a DIN?

Cheers
Evelyn

----- Forwarded by Evelyn Soo/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-24 02:55 PM -----

RE: Require a status report
to: status

2012-01-2401 :15 PM

Hi there Evelyn
Thank you for getting back to me I appreciate it
Could you please forward me your contact information
So I can forward along this email to the necesssary parties
Also where does the Tfmpp stand I understand the BZP description you provided but would like
to know if there is further information you can provide about the Tfmpp in regards to Health Canada
Thank you in advance

From: status@hc-sc.gc.ca
Subject: Re: Require a status report
002628

5.19(1)
To: ,
Date: Tue, 24 Jan 2012 12:06:53 -0500
Hi
According to the current information available at the Office of Controlled Substances,
1-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine, BZP, CAS 2759-28-6 and 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine, TFMPP,
CAS 15532-75-9 are NOT CONTROLLED under the CDSA. However, BZP is regulated under the Food
and Drugs Regulations as it does meet the definition of a drug as defined under the FDR and therefore it
would require a Drug Identification Number (DIN) to be sold or marketed in Canada.
Regards
Evelyn

--2012-01-23 02:29: 15 PM---Hi there I have two cas numbers and would like the status
report to go with them Would like to know

Require a status report
to:

status

2012-01-2302:29 PM

From:

To:

<status@hc-sc.gc.ca>

Hi there
I have two cas numbers and would like the status report to go with them
Would like to know if there is ANY regulations on these products for import into Canada
Thank you In Advance
Cas Number: 15532-75-9
Cas Number: 2759-28-6
Thank you

pic16413.gif
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5.23

Tara Phillips to: Norma Won

2012-01-3005:38 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault

Hi Norma,

Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
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of the Access to Information Act
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5.23

Norma Won to: Elizabeth Dussault
Cc: Tara Phillips

2012-01-31 12:05 PM

Thanks Elizabeth.
Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.
Elizabeth Dussault
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Norma,

2012~01-3Jt1 :ot:37 AM

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GCICA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GCICA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GCICA@HWC
2012-01-3111:01 AM

Hi Norma,

Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst I Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6523
Fax/T elecopieu r : 613-946-4224
Email /Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
Norma Won
From:

To:

Thanks Tara. Elizabeth,

2012-01-31 09:34:09 AM

Norma Won/HC-SC/GCICA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GCICA@HWC
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Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-31 09:34 AM

Thanks Tara.
Elizabeth,

-------------------

Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.

a

Tara Phillips

Hi Norma,

2012..;01-30 05:38:06 PM

002635

Re: BZP - Chiefs of Police Letter
Arafo Talane to: Andria Sherstone

2012-01-31 03:04 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault, CSTD-OCS-DO
History:

This message has been replied to.

Bonjour Andria,
Please find attached the final version of the letter that was sent by Express [ourrier Dynamex
Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police regarding BZP. Arafo.

to the

~

12-100668-270 - Finalsent.pdf
...............................................................................

Andria Sherstone
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Hi Elizabeth, Thanks for letting me know. Could ...

2012~Ol-3112:18:18

PM

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
CSTD-OCS-DO
2012-01-31 12:18 PM
Re: BZP - Chiefs of Police Letter

Hi Elizabeth,
Thanks for letting me know. Could you please send a final version of the letter that was sent out to DGO
for our records.
Thanks!
-A
Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada

Tel: (613) 948-8951

Elizabeth Dussault
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Andria, Apparently it was sent out on January ...

2012-01-3112:11:36 PM

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-3112:11 PM
Re: BZP - Chiefs of Police Letter

Hi Andria,
Apparently it was sent out on January 11 tho It was signed by Cathy so I assumed your office sent it out.
Thanks,

002636

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst / Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
Andria Sherstone
From:
To:
Date:

Hi Elizabeth, We have not received any respons ...

2012.;01-31 10:17:14 AM

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-31 10:17 AM
Re: BZP - Chiefs of Police Letter

Hi Elizabeth,
We have not received any response. Could you please confirm when you sent the letter out. DGO did not
receive confirmation from OCS that it was sent.
Thanks!
-A
Elizabeth Dussault
From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Andria, Tara is away till Thursday andsh~J.. ~

2012~Ot-3003:55

PM EST

Elizabeth Dussault
Andria Sherstone
Tara Phillips
2012-01-3003:55 PM EST
BZP - Chiefs of Police Letter

Hi Andria,
Tara is away till Thursday and she requested that I follow up with you about the letter that was sent to the
Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police regarding BZP. We were wondering if we've received any
response yet?
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst / Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieu r : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
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5.19(1)

1+1

Health
Canada

Sante
Canada

Healthy Environments
and Consumer Safety
Oranch

Direction genera/e.
Sante environnementale et
s9curite des consommateurs

JAN 10 7:12

Your file

Votre ref6rence

Our file

Notre rilf~

12-1000668-270

Drug Abuse Committee
Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police
300 Terry Fox Drive
Kanata ON K2K OE3
Dear I

Subject:

Proposed scheduling of BZP and TFMPP under the Controlled Drugs
and Substances Act

As you may be aware, the Department of Health is proposing to add benzylpiperazine
(BZP) and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (fFMPP) to Schedule m to the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and to the Schedule to Part J of the Food and Drug
Regulations (FOR-Part 1).
BZP and TFMPP have no known legitimate use in Canada, and are used recreationally
for their hallucinogenic and stimulant effects. In particular, pills containing BZP and
TFMPP have been marketed as a safe and legal alternative to 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine, commonly known as ecstasy, and BZP has also been found as an
ingredient in products marketed for weight loss, despite the fact that such sale is
prohibited.
As such, proceeding to schedule BZP and TFMPP under the CDSA would decrease the
potential risks to the health and safety of Canadians by enabling law enforCement
agencies to take action against suspected illegal activities involving these substances.
Inclusion in the Schedule to the FOR-Part J would provide a means by which research
involving these substances could be carried out in Canada, as required.

. . .12

Canada

002638

-2In this regard, Health Canada is seeking the support of the Canadian Association of

Chiefs of Police and would appreciate a written response to this effect. Should you
require any further information on this regulatory proposal, please contact Johanne
Beaulieu, Director, Office of Controlled Substances, Address Locator, 35030, 123 Slater
St., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, KIA OK9, by phone at (613) 952-2177, by fax at (613)
. 946-4224 or by email at-OCS_ regulatorypolicy-B SC-politiquereglementaire@hcsc.gc.ca

Cathy Sabiston
Director General
Office of Controlled Substances .
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
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Tara Phillips to: Norma Won

2012-02-03 10:01 AM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault

Hi Norma,

Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxlTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca

002640

Fw: 2011 journal article on BZP
Angela Doyle to: Laura PeUs

2012-02-0304:23 PM

Cc: Judy Snider, Elizabeth Dussault, Tara Phillips

Hi Laura:
Would it be yourself or Hanan that we should forward the article below to? We are just wondering if there
is anything in it that we need to make note of re BZP. To be honest, I have not had a chance to review it
yet myself.
Sincerely,
Angela
Office of Controlled Substances
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch
Tel.: 613-954-6792
----- Forwarded by Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-0304:18 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-03 02:26 PM
Fw: 2011 journal article on BZP

Ang,
Here's the actual article.
Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst / Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxIT elecopieu r : 613-946-4224
Email /Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-03 02:24 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-03 01 :44 PM
Fw: 2011 journal article on BZP

--------------~------------------------------------------------------------------

Hi Tara,
FYI, if you haven't seen it already ...

~

Cohen - BZP-party pi"s-A review of research.pdf
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Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received
this transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete
the original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle
peut contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi
applicable a I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou
re-transmission non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<fu cette communication
par erreur, veuillez m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u.
Merci.
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Review

BZP-party pills: A review of research on benzylpiperazine as a recreational drug
Bruce M.Z. Cohen a,*, Rachael Butler b
a
b

Department of Sociology, University of Auckland, Human Sciences Building, Room 920, 10 Symonds Street, Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142, New Zealand
School of Pharmacy, University of Auckland, New Zealand

ARTICLE

INFO

ABSTRACT

Article history:

Background: BZP-party pills are yet another 'designer drug' which mimics the stimulant qualities of

Received 26 July 2010
Received in revised form 20 October 2010
Accepted 1 December 2010

amphetamines and MDMAjEcstasy. As legal markets for the substance have developed in the last decade
(especially amongst young people) so has public and governmental concern.
Methods: This article provides a summary of the available international research on benzyl piperazine
(BZP) and its popular use in the compound form known as 'party pills'. Through performing an analysis
of the available medical and social scientific literature, the review outlines current knowledge on the
compound, the prevalence of usage of BZP-party pills, as well as the associated harms, risks and rationales
for use of the drug.
Results: Despite moves towards legislative control of BZP-party pills, the evidence presented suggests
limited social and health harms associated with the drug, although research on long term effects is
a significant gap in the literature. It also remains inconclusive as to whether BZP-party pills act as a
'gateway' to illegal drugs or, conversely, playa role in harm reduction with illegal drug users turning to
legal alternatives; there is some evidence for both positions.
Conclusion: With increasing controls of BZP-party pills, and with the increasing numbers of 'legal highs'
and new designer drugs on the market, we conclude that new legal alternatives will continue to surface
to replace the drug in the future. Considering a harm reduction approach to drug taking, it is suggested
that policy makers consider the creation of a legal holding category which restricts and regulates the
market in legal highs whilst the social and health harms associated with each drug can be thoroughly
investigated.
© 2011 Elsevier B.v. All rights reserved.

Keywords:
BZP
Party pills
Designer drugs
Legal highs
Herbals

Introduction
As part of the recent growth in 'legal highs', benzylpiperazine
(BZP) was first used as a recreational substance in Europe in 1999
(European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction, 2009;
Wikstrom, Holmgren, & Ahlner, 2004); markets have since developed in a number of countries including Bulgaria, the US, Australia,
Sweden,Japan and South Africa. Between 2000 and 2008, however,
New Zealand was the only country to develop a significant legal
market for what has become known as 'BZP-party pills' (Bellamy,
2007; Social Tonics Association of New Zealand, 2005; Wilkins &
Sweetsur, 2010). During this period, the country also produced a
number of pieces of research on the drug which, together, make
up a body of knowledge unmatched elsewhere in the world. This
was recently acknowledged in a risk assessment on BZP carried out
by the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction
(EMCDDA) (2009, p. 39) which stated, 'without doubt, BZP has
been most prevalent in New Zealand ... It is for this reason that

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +649373 7599x89497; fax: +649373 7439.
E-mail address:b.cohen@auckland.ac.nz (B.M.Z. Cohen).

much of the epidemiological and pharmacotoxicological data on
BZP originate in that country'. A summation of the research from
New Zealand as wen as from other countries is outlined in this article. The legal trade in BZP-party pills was halted in New Zealand in
2008 fonowing the introduction of new government legislation, reclassifying this group of drugs as Class C1 and, consequently, making it illegal to manufacture, import, export, supply, sell or consume
BZP-party pills and related substances. By this point the BZP-party
pill industry in New Zealand was worth an estimated NZ$50 million
(approximately 22 million CBP) per year (Vince, 2006).

Method
Our goals for performing a literature search on BZP-party pills
were twofold. Firstly, there was a need to review and catalogue the
studies previously undertaken on the psychoactive properties of
the drug (that is, studies that profiled the drug's effect on humans
rather than articles related to BZP's pharmacological and technical
qualities alone). Secondly, there was a need to retrieve scientific
and grey literature which offered secondary analysis and further
commentary ofthe available medical and social scientific literature
on the drug.

0955-3959/$ - see front matter © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi: 10.1 016/j.drugpo.201 0.12.002
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Literature searches were performed using the databases JSTOR,
CINAHL, Sociological Abstracts, PsycINFO, IBSS (International Bibliography of the Social Sciences), Proquest, Project MUSE, Te Puna,
Informit Database Collection, CSA IIIumina, Expanded Academic,
EBSCOHost and MEDLINE for the period up to June 2010. In addition, a search for peer reviewed and grey literature was undertaken
via Google Scholar and through accessing relevant websites (for
example, government health agencies or drug-related sites). Keywords utilised in this initial search were 'bzp', 'benzylpiperazine',
and 'party pill(s)'. Due to the low level of sociological literature
accessed, the search terms 'herbal high(s)', 'designer drug(s)', and
'legal high(s)' were added later. Following each search, titles and
abstracts were screened by the reviewer (RB), and a decision was
made as to which studies met the inclusion criteria. Following this,
full copies of the publications were accessed and reviewed. A total
of 82 scientific articles and grey literature reports were found of
direct relevance to BZP-party pills. Of this total, just nine original
medical or social research studies on the psychoactive effects of
the drug on humans were found. Three of the studies were c1inicalbased trails, and all but one of the investigations (Sheridan & Butler,
2007) were quantitative-based. Six of the nine studies had been
peer-reviewed, whilst only two of the studies were based outside
of New Zealand. These research studies on BZP-party pills are summarised in Table 1. It should be noted that a randomised control
trial of BZP-party pills has never been successfully completed with
humans. Likewise, there has never been a representative population study on BZP-party pills.
Whilst the information was selected and reviewed in an objective manner, this is a narrative rather than a systematic review.
The very limited literature available - as evidenced by some of the
more sociologically orientated databases returning no results at all
- means that the authors were more reliant on grey literature. There
is still room, therefore, in a future review on BZP-party pills to perform a more systematic analysis of the published scientific material.
It should be noted that much of the published research retrieved
is concerned with BZP-party pills rather than BZP per se (that is,
reproductions of the drug in pill form, rather than the compound
itself). This is reflected in the findings, with terminology adopted
that reflects the original data source.

Results

The substance
It has been mistakenly reported in the scientific literature
and popular media that BZP was previously investigated as a
potential antihelmic (Campbell, Cline, Evans, Lloyd, & Peck, 1973;
Russell, 2006; Vince, 2006). It is likely that the confusion arises
due to the product's similarity to 'piperazine', which is used as a
worming agent (European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug
Addiction, 2008). Another notable erroneous association with BZP
is its 'herbal' origins or 'natural' composition, despite the substance
being entirely synthetic (Gee, Richardson, Woltersdorf, & Moore,
2005; Johnstone et aI., 2007). Whilst it has no recognised medicinal use (European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction,
2007), its potential as an antidepressant drug was explored in the
1970s (Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs, 2008; Campbell
et aI., 1973). However, it was rejected for this purpose due to its
reported similarity to amphetamine, and for its abuse potential
(Campbell et aI., 1973; European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and
Drug Addiction, 2007).
BZP is predominantly consumed in capsule or tablet form
(Wilkins, Girling, Sweetsur, Huckle, & Huakau, 2006), as products
more commonly known as 'party pills', 'herbal highs', 'P.E.P. pills',
'A2' and 'social tonics' (European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and

Drug Addiction, 2007, 2009). Levels of BZP per pill can vary, with
a typical dose per unit ranging between 50 and 200 mgs (personal
communication, cited in European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and
Drug Addiction, 2009). An analysis of levels of BZP in a range of
'party pill' products identified differing BZP content of between
28 and 133 mgs (with an average level of 65 mgs of BZP per pill)
(Kenyon, Button, Ramsey, & Holt, 2007), although there have been
reports of increasing levels of BZP per pill (Dawkins, 2008) as well
as evidence of pills containing up to 1000 mgs of BZP (Gee et aI.,
2005) this is not believed to be commonplace. Following ingestion,
it takes around two hours for the substance to take effect (Bye,
Munro-Faure, Peck, & Young, 1973; Gee & Richardson, 2005). In
undertaking this literature review, only two peer reviewed clinical
trials of the effects of BZP on humans were identified (Bye et aI.,
1973; Campbell et aI., 1973); the results of both studies indicate
that BZP causes the same subjective and physiological effects as
dexamphetamine (although much weaker, with BZP at around one
tenth of the potency of dexamphetamine). The literature contains
varying reports on the duration of the substance, which has been
estimated to be anywhere between four and eight hours (Expert
Advisory Committee on Drugs, 2004; Nikolova & Danchev, 2008;
Wikstrom et aI:, 2004), and recent research suggests that BZP could
be detected in the blood up to 30 h after ingestion (Antia, Lee, Kydd,
Tingle, & Russell, 2009).
Whilst BZP forms the focus of this review, it should be noted
that 'party pills' are often made up of a blend of BZP and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP); when this is the case, the
ratio of BZP to TFMPP in such pills can range from 2:1 to 10:1
(Thompson et aI., 2006, p. 5). Both substances have been described
as 'amphetamine-like compounds' (Russell, 2006, p. 46), with
TFMPP, like BZP, being legal to sell and consume in New Zealand
until the change in legislation in 2008. The effects of using BZP
and TFMPP (alone or in combination) are still under investigation
(Antia, Tingle, & Russell, 2009), with Russell (2006, p. 47) noting that
the effects on humans of taking TFMPP alone have never been scientifically investigated. The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs
and Drug Addiction (2009, p. 59) have recently commented on this
BZP /TFMPP knowledge gap, stating that 'it is not clear which factors
are solely due to BZP, which are solely due to TFMPP and which are
due to the mixture'. However, Antia (2009, p. 56; see also Russell,
2006; Thompson et aI., 2006) has supported the view that BZP has
'amphetamine-like effects ... while TFMPP is said to reproduce the
psychedelic effects ofMDMA and other empathogenic drugs'. There
is an important implication here for the present review of BZPparty pills in that the effects of the two different compounds may
be confused, both by party pill users who may not know or remember how much (if any) TFMPP was in the pills they took, and by the
researchers who have not, or are unable to, clearly differentiate the
effects of the two compounds in their studies.

Size of market
In 2008, it was reported that there were over 120 party pill
brands in New Zealand (Gee et aI., 2008). The Social Tonics
Association of New Zealand (2005) - an industry body representing major manufacturers, retailers, distributors and marketers of
'social tonics' including BZP products - claimed that eight million
servings (meaning 'the number of pills or tablets used at one time';
for example, if the recommended dose is two pills, this is equivalent
to one serving, Social Tonics Association of New Zealand, 2005, p. 6)
ofBZP-party pills and related products were sold between 2000 and
2005. The size or value of other international BZP-party pill markets is currently unknown (Wilkins, Girling, & Sweetsur, 2007), In a
risk assessment report on BZP, The European Monitoring Centre for
Drugs and Drug Addiction (2009) note that whilst there has been
sporadic seizures of BZP-party pills across the European Union in
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Table 1
Summary of included studies.

Author (year) (country)

Design Sample size and details Study description

Bye et al. (1973) (England)

NRCT

Campbell et al. (1973) (England)

NRCT

Gee et al. (2005) (New Zealand)

EDA

Gee et al. (2008) (New Zealand)

EDA

Nicholson (2006) (New Zealand)

QQ

Sheridan and Butler (2007) (New QI
Zealand)" (Butler & Sheridan,
2007; Sheridan & Butler, 2010)

Theron et al. (2007) (New
Zealand)

EDA

Thompson et al. (2006) (New
Zealand)·

RCT

n = 24 volunteers (from Comparison of the effects of 1-7.5 mg
staff of research
laboratory); two
groups of 12, the first
aged 21-46 years (25%
female), the second
aged 21-47 years (42%
female).
n = 18 drug users; split
into multiple drugs
users aged 16-29 years
(n= 10, 20% female)
and amphetamine
users only aged 34-50
years (n=8, 100%
female).
n = 61 patients (80
presentations)
associated with 'party
pill' use over a
5-month period; aged
15-36 years (male to
female ratio of 1 : 1.3).

dexamphetamine, 20-100 mg BZP and a dummy
drug on performance tests and cardiovascular
responses. Both groups received all three
substances under double-blind clinical conditions.
The first group was tested on higher doses of both
compounds.
Comparison of the effects of 10 mg
dexamphetamine, 100 mg BZP and a lactose
dummy on performance tests and cardiovascular
responses. Both groups received all three
substances under double-blind clinical conditions.

Main findings
Both drugs improved auditory vigilance
(p < 0.05), and produced significant increases
in heart rate and systolic blood pressure (4 h
after taking at least 2.5 mg dexamphetamine
or 50 mg BZP the increase in heart rate was
significant at p < 0.01 ).

Both dexamphetamine and BZP increased
user pulse rates (F= 18.17; P < 0.001) and
their systolic and diastolic blood pressure
(F= 3.82; P < 0.05). Unlike dexamphetamine,
BZP produced dilation of the pupils
(F= 10.85; P < 0.001).

An average of 4.5 pills had been ingested by
the subjects. 15 toxic seizures were
identified, though majority of the sample
had co-ingested other drugs. No differences
found in the number of tablets consumed
between patients who had seizures and
those who did not (an average of 4.3 versus
4.55 pills in non-seizing patients), though
these results were not significant at the 0.5%
level (prO.75). Seizures occurred in two
cases where BZP-party pills alone were
consumed.
An average of 3.9 pills had been ingested by
Follow-up investigation ofthe toxic effects of
n = 156 patients (178
BZP-party pills for presenting cases at a hospital
the subjects. Nearly one in five (33)
presentations) with
emergency department in Christchurch. Self report presentations experienced seizures. A
'possible BZP toxicity'
relationship was found between increased
forms were retrospectively analysed to identify
identified over a
27-month period; aged appropriate cases.
BZP levels and a higher frequency of seizures
(CI 1.08-1.72), whilst the co-ingestion of
15-42 years (53%
alcohol was associated with a reduction in
female).
the incidence of seizures (CI 0.23-0.94).
125 (12%) people had 'ever taken a herbal
Anonymous survey at a hospital emergency
n = 1043 (all patients
party pill' (aged 16-43 years, 55% female).
department in Waikato to investigate the
and relatives
There was a tendency for this group not to
prevalence, epidemiology and toxicity of 'herbal
presenting over a
read the instructions before ingestion (32%;
party pills'.
2-month period).
CI 24.5-40.6%), to take more pills than
recommended (32.8%; CI 25.2-41.5%) and to
co-ingest alcohol (43.2%; CI 34.9-52%). Six
people had sought medical attention due to
party pill use, one reported experiencing a
seizure.
On a single occasion subjects were taking up
Exploration of young people's use of, and
n = 58 young people
to six party pills, many were taking more
experiences with legal party pills.
(16-24 years, 48%
than the 'recommended' dose, and were
female) using 'legal
often used in combination with alcohol. The
party pills' in the
drugs were mainly used for their stimulant
preceding 12 months.
and social effects. Others took them for their
Interviews were
mind/mood altering effects, to enhance the
conducted in Auckland
way they felt, or to experience specific
(n = 43), Christchurch
feelings of intoxication. Less frequently
(n=9) and Nelson
noted was the potential of party pills to act
(n=6).
as an appetite suppressant and aid to weight
loss, as well as an aid to wakefulness for
completing periods of study.
Party pill-related presentations increased
n = 26 presentations as Retrospective 'overdose database' analysis at an
significantly from 1 in 2002 to 21 in 2004
emergency department in Auckland to determine
a result of party pill
(p < 0.001 ). Overall, they had a minimal
the impact of party pills on overdose figures.
ingestion, for a 3-year
impact on the department, with party pill
period.
presentations in 2004 comprising just 1.5% of
the total overdose database. Of the 21 cases
presenting in 2004, none required medical
admission.
Double blind clinical trial to investigate the health Study was abandoned due to concerns
11 = 64 volunteers (aged
regarding health effects on the 35 subjects
20 years or older) who effects of BZP/TFMPP alone and with alcohol.
initially tested. Severe health effects were
Subjects were randomly allocated to one of four
had previously used
experienced by 4 of the 10 subjects (40%) in
groups: placebo group; alcohol group (taking six
BZP and/or TFMPP on
320 ml drinks - containing 30 ml of vodka on each the party pill group and 3 of the 7 (43%) in
three or more
occasion - given over a 3 h period); party pill group the combined party pill and alcohol group. In
occasions without
contrast, the placebo and alcohol groups
(taking 300 mg BZP/74 mg TFMPP over a 2 h
serious adverse
experienced no serious adverse health
period); combined party pill and alcohol group
reactions.
effects.
(taking both the BZP/TFMPP and vodka doses).
Investigation of the toxic effects of BZP-party pills
for presenting cases at a hospital emergency
department in Christchurch. Self report forms
were retrospectively analysed to identify
appropriate cases.
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Table 1 (Continued)
Author (year) (country)

Design Sample size and details Study description

Main findings

Wilkins et al. (2006a) (New
Zealand)a (Wilkins et aI., 2007;
Wilkins & Sweetsur, 2010)

QQ

One in five of the sample (20.3%; (I
18.4-22.3%) had ever used legal party pills,
one in seven (293 respondents) had used
them in the previous 12 months (15.3%; CI
13.6-17.1 %). This finding indicated that
BZP-party pills were the fourth most
commonly used recreational substance
(behind alcohol, tobacco and cannabis). One
in three (32.8%, CI 26.9-39.4%) drank 'more'
alcohol and nine out of 10 (86.4%, (I
81.6-90.1 %) used other substances with legal
party pills. 'Last year' party pill users
identified health issues such as 'poor
appetite' (41%), 'hot/cold flushes' (30%),
'heavy sweating' (23%) and 'stomach
pains/nausea' (22%) after taking the drug.
Around 1% had accessed health services in
the past 12 months due to their party pill use.

n=201O(aged 13-45
years).

A random household telephone survey to provide
national population statistics on the prevalence,
patterns, and harms related to legal party pill use.

CI, 95% confidence intervals; EDA, emergency department audit; NRCT, non-randomised clinical trial; QI. qualitative interviews; QQ. quantitative questionnaires; RCT,
randomised control trial; confidence intervals and levels of significance are given where recorded; studies in brackets are meta-analyses from the original data.
a Non-peer reviewed studies.

the past ten years it is difficult to assess whether this suggests an
increase in the market for the drug or the utilisation of BZP in the
production of MDMA/Ecstasy pills.
The 2006 household survey on the prevalence oflegal party pills
in New Zealand identified that levels of 'lifetime' use of 'party pills'
(defined as having 'ever tried' the products) was highest amongst
those aged 18-29 years, with nearly half of 20-24 year olds having ever used 'party pills'. In nearly all age groups, males were
more likely than females to have used them (Wilkins, Girling, et ai.,
2006; Wilkins et ai., 2007). Beyond this, BZP-party pill users are
not a homogeneous group (European Monitoring Centre for Drugs
and Drug Addiction, 2009). They include both illicit drug users and
those who choose not to use illegal drugs (European Monitoring
Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction, 2009; Sheridan & Butler,
2007; Wilkins, Girling, et ai., 2006), and come from a range of
socio-economic backgrounds (Wilkins et ai., 2007). There have been
reports of shift workers and truck drivers using the substances
(Johnstone et ai., 2007), as well as students utilising them as a study
aid (Butler & Sheridan, 2007; Sheridan & Butler, 2007).

Patterns of usage
BZP is most commonly swallowed in tablet or capsule form
(Butler & Sheridan, 2007; Wilkins, Girling, et aI., 2006); there is also
some evidence of intravenous use of the substance (Gee et ai., 2005,
2008) as well as the powder from BZP-party pills being snorted or
mixed in drinks (Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs, 2008;
Sheridan & Butler, 2007; Wilkins, Girling, et ai., 2006). Users typically consume around two to three pills on one occasion (Butler
& Sheridan, 2007; Wilkins, Girling, et ai., 2006), although there
have been reports of people ingesting eight or more pills (Wilkins,
Girling, et aI., 2006); hospital data reveals a higher numbers of pills
being consumed (Gee et a\., 2008), however this is to be expected
given that this data includes people who accessed support due to
their BZP-party pill use. Nevertheless, evidence exists that many
users exceed the 'recommended' dose (packaging may state for
example 'normal dose 1-2 tablets. Wait 2 hours between doses';
however, no recommended dose actually exists as these are not
medicinal products) (Butler & Sheridan, 2007; Gee et a\., 2005;
Russell, 2006; Wilkins & Sweetsur, 2010). This may be due to initial
doses failing to produce the level of'high' sought (Butler & Sheridan,
2007; Gee et a\., 2005; Russell, 2006). The legal status of BZP-party
pills in New Zealand prior to 2008 and erroneous 'herbal' associations, may also mean that users underestimated the strength of the

products and took higher dosages (Sheridan & Butler, 2010). On
average, females generally consume fewer pills than males (Gee
et ai., 2008; Wilkins, Girling, et a\., 2006).
The New Zealand household survey in 2006 reported that 'public places' - defined as 'music concerts, on the street, at the beach or
park, pub, bar or at a dance party' - were generally the most common settings to use 'party pills' (Wilkins, Girling, et a\., 2006). Given
the substance's stimulant and 'Ecstasy-like' effects (when combined with TFMPP), it is not surprising that users report using them
at dance parties or 'raves' (Butler & Sheridan, 2007; Johnstone et a\.,
2007; Wilkins et ai., 2007). Researchers have also highlighted the
similarities between use of this drug and MDMA/Ecstasy; notably,
extended periods of dancing in heated conditions and the use of
other drugs to manage the 'comedown' period (Butler & Sheridan,
2007; Sheridan & Butler, 2007).

Motivations and rationalisations for usage
It was claimed by the New Zealand 'party pill' industry that BZP
products provided a safe alternative to substances such as methamphetamine, and thus played a harm minimisation role (Social Tonics
Association of New Zealand, 2005). However, the New Zealand
National Drug Intelligence Bureau and Customs Service reported in
2006 that they had no evidence of a decline or levelling off of use of
methamphetamine (Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs, 2006b);
hospital data did not support this argument either (Theron, Jansen,
& Miles, 2007). Whilst subsequent research has indicated that
use of methamphetamine has plateaued in New Zealand (Wilkins,
Sweetsur, & Casswell, 2006), it is not possible to know what role
BZP-based products played in this. It is interesting to note that 44%
of'lifetime' 'party pill' users interviewed as part of the New Zealand
household survey in 2006 indicated that they 'were using illicit
drugs but now mostly use legal party pills'. Yet Wilkins, Girling, et a\.
(2006) also found that one in seven reported that they had 'started
out using legal party pills but now mostly use illegal drugs'. This
suggests that, at least for some, BZP-party pills may act as a 'gateway' drug. Nevertheless, we should show caution here, for recent
research on the 'gateway thesis' in cross-national comparison suggests that risk factors (such as age of onset of drug taking) may be
more significant in predicting the move from 'soft' to 'hard' drugs
for young people than their use of any particular drug (Degenhardt
et ai., 2010).
With regards to BZP-party pills, it has been reported that avoidance of criminal prosecution has been a motivating factor for users
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of the substances (Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs, 2004;
Sheridan & Butler, 2010; Wikstrom et aI., 2004; Wilkins et aI., 2007).
Around one in five users interviewed as part of the 2006 national
household survey stated that the legal status ofthe substances was
one of things they most liked about 'party pills' (Wilkins, Girling, et
aI., 2006). Users have also reported liking the low cost of, and easy
access to, BZP products (Wilkins, Girling, et aI., 2006). Other positive associations with BZP-party pills, as identified by users, include
its stimulant properties, and feelings of increased confidence and
enhanced socialisation (Butler & Sheridan, 2007; Sheridan & Butler,
2007; Wilkins, Girling, et aI., 2006). 'Party pills' containing BZP have
also been shown to improve driving performance several hours
after dosing (Thompson et aI., 2006).

2007, p. 6). These health concerns appeared to be confirmed when
Thompson et al. (2006, p. 29) were forced to abandon their random control trial on BZP/TFMPP due to the 'significant potential
risk' to participants. However, this study was subsequently criticised for the high levels of BZP/TFMPP given to subjects and the
fact that the substances were ingested on an 'empty stomach'. The
degree of the seriousness of side effects experienced by subjects
has also been queried (Allen And Clarke Policy And Regulatory
Specialists Limited, 2007). The relatively short period that BZP has
been used as a recreational substance means that the long term
health consequences of use are also unknown (Butler & Sheridan,
2007; Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs, 2006a;Johnstone et aI.,
2007; Sheridan & Butler, 2007).

Healtl1l1arms

Sociall1arms

Data from Wilkins, Girling, et al. (2006) suggested health concerns for nearly half of 'last year' party pill users. Around one in
five had suffered from 'headaches', 'tremors/shakes' and 'poor concentration', whilst less than one percent reported 'fits/seizures'.
'Psychological problems' included 'trouble sleeping' (50%), 'loss of
energy' (18%), 'strange thoughts' (16%) and 'mood swings' (15%).
Very few respondents (around 1%) had accessed health services in
the last 12 months due to their 'party pill' use (Wilkins, Girling,
et aI., 2006; Wilkins et aI., 2007).
This information can be supplemented from three emergency
department audits carried out in New Zealand (Gee et aI., 2005,
2008; Theron et aI., 2007). Gee et al. (2005) identified 15 toxic
seizures from 80 presentations associated with party pill use, with
many patients experiencing milder symptoms such as 'palpitations', 'vomiting', 'agitation', 'anxiety' and 'confusion'. An extension
to this research noted that some patients appeared to exhibit sensitivity to seemingly small doses ofBZP (Gee et aI., 2008). In contrast,
Theron et al. (2007) found that presentations due to party pill use
had had a minimal impact on their emergency department's overdose database. The difference between the latter results and the
more serious outcomes identified in the Christchurch studies (Gee
et aI., 2005, 2008) has been attributed to regional differences in the
drug taking culture (Gee & Fountain, 2007), and the higher dosage
levels of BZP products sold in Christchurch (Theron et aI., 2007).
Wilkins and Sweetsur (201 0) analysed North and South Island BZPparty pill users (239 and 54 respondents, respectively) and found
differences in harm (including 'financial problems'); specifically,
they identified a student lifestyle - with associated higher levels
of other drug use - as a possible reason for this trend (Wilkins &
Sweetsur, 2010).
There have been very few BZP-related deaths worldwide
(European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction, 2009).
These include six fatal cases reported in the literature (Balmelli,
Kupferschmidt, Rentsch, & Schneemann, 2001; Elliott & Smith,
2008; Wikstrom et aI., 2004), with two of these deaths being due to
road accidents, and one the result of a fall (Elliott & Smith, 2008). In
all instances, other drugs such as MDMA/Ecstasy and alcohol had
also been ingested (Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs, 2008;
European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction, 2009);
therefore, the role of BZP in these deaths is unknown.
There is limited data on the potential for dependence with
regard to BZP (Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs, 2008;
European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction, 2009).
Whilst Wilkins et al. (2007) found little evidence of dependence,
Campbell et al. (1973) concluded that the substance was liable to
abuse. Further, the Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) who provide expert advice to the New Zealand Minister of Health
regarding drug classification issues - noted that there was some
evidence that 'BZP has the ability to create dependence in a very
small proportion of users' (Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs,

An assessment of the health and social risks of BZP undertaken
by The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) identified a dearth of information on the negative
social consequences of BZP-party pill use (European Monitoring
Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction, 2009). They reported no
evidence of use of the substance being linked to violence or antisocial behaviour. Aside from some seizures of BZP-party pills in
a number of European countries they found no other evidence
of organised crime (European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and
Drug Addiction, 2009). A subsequent review has reported similar findings (see Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs, 2008).
Whilst the EMCDDA assessment highlighted no serious social harm
related to taking BZP-party pills, they cautioned that 'the lack of evidence makes drawing any strong conclusions difficult' (European
Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction, 2009, p. 31 ).
In other research, BZP-party pill users have reported 'energy and
vitality', 'health' and 'financial position' as the areas of life most
commonly harmed by their use of the substance (Wilkins et aI.,
2007). Findings from the 2006 household survey in New Zealand
also indicated that only 1% of the sample believed that their legal
BZP-party pill use had harmed their 'children's health or well-being'
(Wilkins et aI., 2007). Further, there have been reports of BZP-party
pill users withdrawing from social interactions or work and study
commitments due to the negative after-effects of the substance
(Sheridan & Butler, 2010).
BZP legislation

Internationally, BZP has been controlled or regulated to varying
degrees. The US was one of the first countries to ban the substance
(in 2002), followed by Australia (2006) and Japan (2006). Subsequently, BZP has been controlled under drug control or equivalent
legislation in Ireland, Denmark, Sweden, Belgium, Estonia, Greece,
Italy, Lithuania and Malta, whilst Spain and the Netherlands have
regulated BZP under their medicine-related legislation (European
Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction, 2008). At the time
of writing, BZP is not a controlled substance in Canada. In New
Zealand, BZP was uncontrolled until 2005 when it was reclassified
as the first 'restricted substance' under a new regulatory regime
introduced by the Misuse of Drugs Amendment Act 2005 (MOM).
The MDM made it illegal to sell or supply the drug to anyone
less than 18 years of age. A ban on print and television advertising, and the distribution of free samples, was also introduced at
this time. This decision was based on recommendations from the
Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs (EACD) which concluded that
there was insufficient evidence to control the drug under current
legislation (Dawkins, 2008). The new Act also included provisions
for controlling the places from which restricted substances could
be sold or supplied, as well as the labelling and packaging of the
products. These latter provisions were never enacted. with Dawkins
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(2008) suggesting that the cost involved in doing so was a key reason for this not happening. On 1 April 2008, following a review
of the available evidence (the government commissioned three
research studies as part of this review process: Sheridan and Butler,
2007; Thompson et aI., 2006; Wilkins, Girling, et aI., 2006), BZP and
related phenylpiperazines (including TFMPP) were re-classified
under Schedule 3, Part 1 (Class C1) of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975,
thus making it illegal to manufacture, import, export, supply, sell
or consume BZP-party pills and related substances. Although the
'restricted substance' category created by the MOM remains, there
are no substances currently classified under this section of the Act.
Some other nations where BZP remains unregulated have
recently reviewed the status of BZP, and appear to be following
New Zealand's model. The recent risk assessment of BZP undertaken by the EMCDDA resulted in the EU council requesting EU
countries to submit BZP to 'control measures proportionate to the
risks of the substance and criminal penalties in line with their
national laws' within one year (European Monitoring Centre for
Drugs and Drug Addiction, 2008, p. 1). Following a review of BZP
by the Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs (2008), the UK government enacted legalisation on 23 December 2009 making BZP
and 'substituted piperazines' a Class C drug (the lowest level for
a controlled substance in the UI<; fines and/or prison sentences
can be incurred for possession of or dealing in a Class C controlled
substance), placing them in the same Class as CHB, Ketamine and
tranquilizers.

illegal drug users taking party pills instead. Whilst 'legal' does not
necessarily mean 'safe', a broader range of responses to 'legal highs'
by policy makers are necessary. Following New Zealand's example of the 'restricted substance' category in the Misuse of Drugs
Amendment Act 2005, the former Chair of the UK's Expert Advisory Committee on Drugs, Nutt (2010), suggests that the creation
of a 'holding category' of drugs (a 'Class 0 model') would be a useful
start. Appropriate regulation of each substance by the government
would be an intermediate step whilst thorough monitoring, testing and research on each substance was undertaken. The resulting
information would allow the government to take an appropriate, informed decision on each new drug. Similarly, Winstocl< and
Ramsey (2010, p. 1686) call for the collection of international
data on 'legal highs' through 'longitudinal integrated monitoring
systems' (for example, collecting data from toxicology and treatment services) to assess the impact of legislation on drug-related
harm.
Given the limited nature of the available research on BZPparty pills outlined, more research on the drug and its separate
compounds are necessary, both in terms of understanding the epidemiology of the drug through representative population surveys,
as well as conducting cohort studies which focus on the long-term
health and social effects of BZP-party pill ingestion. These current
omissions will partly be rectified by an on-going cohort study being
carried by one of the authors (BC) on BZP-party pill users in New
Zealand.

Discussion

Conclusion

It may well be the case that, without its legal status, BZP-party
pills loses its main advantage in the party drugs market as young
people turn instead to other designer drugs such as MDMA/Ecstasy.
Certainly there is evidence from New Zealand that the use of
MDMA/Ecstasy has continued to grow over the last 10 years or so,
though the impact of the criminalisation of BZP-party pills on this
trend is as yet unclear (Wilkins, Griffiths, & Sweetsur, 2010). There
is also a concern from such users that there has been a decline in the
purity of MDMA/Ecstasy due to the stock pile of illegal BZP-party
pills being either fraudulently sold as low potency MDMA/Ecstasy
or used in the man ufacture of the drug (for further discussion on the
use of piperazines in MDMA/Ecstasy pills see Winstock & Ramsey,
2010). BZP-party pills may well be confined to history and forgotten, as the next 'legal high' appears on the market; 'BZP-free party
pills' have already begun to emerge to fill this gap in the market
in some countries (Winstocl< & Ramsey, 2010). The significance of
this literature review, then, has been not only to outline the evolution of BZP-party pills as an interesting case study of mass designer
drug taking, but to also highlight the burgeoning market for legal
alternatives to illegal designer drugs more generally. Regardless of
the health risks, as one drug is criminalised another will emerge to
replace it (Vince, 2006).
Due to the recent development of global web-based marketing and distribution networks, Winstock and Ramsey (2010, p.
1685) note that there has been a sizeable increase in the range,
potency, profile and availability of 'legal highs'. For policy makers,
this is a challenge to traditional supply reduction strategies and
suggests a need to re-think the impact and consequences of legalisation. The current review has surveyed both the rationale and
motivations for mass BZP-party pill consumption as well as the
potential health risks involved, highlighting the inconclusive and
sometimes contradictory nature of available research on the substance. For example, the research tells us that BZP-party pills have
both the potential for abuse and may act as a 'gateway' to more
illicit substances, yet it also informs us that the legality and perceived safety of the product may playa harm reduction role with

In undertaking this literature review, it is apparent that much
of the published research on BZP-party pills has been undertaken
in New Zealand (European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug
Addiction, 2009). This is not surprising given the size of the legal
market which developed in this county prior to the substance being
banned (Wilkins & Sweetsur, 2010). However, evidence of increasing international interest in the substance is noticeable in the body
of literature emerging from other nations (Advisory Council on the
Misuse of Drugs, 2008; European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and
Drug Addiction, 2009; King & Van-Der Meer, 2001; Nikolova &
Danchev, 2008; Wikstrom et aI., 2004). Despite this, much of the
data is focussed on the health harms of the drug; there have been
few sociological studies undertaken. The relative infancy of the drug
means that longer term harms are not yet able to be observed.
Whilst initially unregulated in many countries, there has been a
trend towards prohibition of the substance. The impact of this is
not yet clear, although it has been hypothesised that it will lead to
the criminalisation of users and a potential increase in use of other
substances (Sheridan & Butler, 2010). Regardless of the outcome
of controls on BZP-party pills, given the increasing trend towards
consuming 'legal highs' and new 'designer drugs', it is possible that
other substances may replace it in the future. The socio-political
factors surrounding the criminalisation of BZP-party pills in New
Zealand and the meanings of drug taking for users themselves will
be explored further in our ongoing research and future publications.
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23

Fw: BZP Timelines
Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault

2012-02-06 12:10 PM

Sorry, I forgot to 'cc' you!
T

----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-06 12: 10 PM ----From:
To:
Date:

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-06 12:09 PM
Fw: BZP Timelines

Hi Jocelyn,

Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel/Tel: 613-946-6521
Fax/Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
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Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-06 12:00 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
CSTD-OCS-DO
2012-02-06 12:00 PM
BZP Timelines

Hi JocelynlTara:
Could you please send me the most up to date timelines for getting BZP to CGII. I have a workplan,
however I understand that, given the latest comment from TB, the dates may have to change.
If you could please get the revised workplan/dates to me asap that would be great as Cathy needs them
for her Bilat with the ADM at 1 :00,
Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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5.23

lara t-'nllllpS 10: Norma vvon

2012-02-06 02:21 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault

Hi Norma,

Thank you,
Tara

Ta ra PhiJlips
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Norma,

2012-02-0602:09:09 PM

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-0602:09 PM

Hi Norma,

Happy to discuss anytime,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieu r : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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5.23

Tara Phillips to: Jocelyn Kula

2012-02-06 02:25 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault

Hi Jocelyn,

Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-06 02:24 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Diane Labelle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-06 02:22 PM

Hi Elizabeth,
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If you have any questions or wish to discuss further, please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Norma Won
Legal Counsell Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive 170 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocaUProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged or confidential and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Unauthorized disclosure, copying,
modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail
copy, then delete the original message. Thank you.

a

a

Cette communication est exclusivement destinee I'individu ou I'entite qui elle
est addressee. Elle peut contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne
pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable I'espece. Toute divulgation
non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette
communication par erreur, veuillez m'en aviser immediatement par retour de
courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.

a

Elizabeth Dussault
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Norma"

2012-02-02 02:31 :07 PM

Elizabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-02 02:31 PM

Hi Norma,
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Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst / Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
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5.23

Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault

2012-02-0605:15 PM

Hi Elizabeth,
And I forgot to 'cc' you again ... my brain is sort of stalled today.

T

----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-06 05:15 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca
2012-02-0605:15 PM

Hi Kyle,

Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-06 05:11 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Diane Labelle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-06 02:22 PM

Hi Elizabeth,
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If you have any questions or wish to discuss further, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Norma Won
Legal Counsell Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 0902D I Edifice Brooke Claxton 0902D
70 Colombine Drive 170 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocaUProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
CeUe communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou /'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privi/egiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette communication par erreur,
veuillez m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.
Elizabeth Dussault
From:
To:
Cc:

Hi Norma,

j

2012-02-0202:31 :07 PM

Elizabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
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Date:
Subject:

2012-02-02 02:31 PM

Hi Norma,

Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst / Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques rE3glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T elITel: 613-946-6523
FaxlTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
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5.23

Fw: For Your Review: BZP/TFMPP Supp Note for CGII Package
Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault

2012-02-0608:31 PM

Cc: Jocelyn Kula
History:

This message has been replied to.

Hi Elizabeth,

Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email /Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-06 08:28 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-0604:19 PM
Re:

Hi Tara,

Please feel free to call if you wish to discuss further.
Norma Won
Legal Counsell Avocate
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Health Canada, Legal Services 1 Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada 1 Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 1 Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive 170 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1 A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile 1 Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.

a

a

Cette communication est exclusivement destinee I'individu ou I'entite qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.

a
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5.16(2)(c)
5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

RE: Administrative Question for you re: BZP/TFMPP:
Bums, Kyle
to:
Dussault, Elizabeth: HC.SC
2012-02-08 01 :11 PM
Cc:
"Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC", 'Tara Phillips', "Won, Norma: HC.SC"
Show Details
Thank you Elizabeth, talk to you then.
Kyle

From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]

Sent: February 8, 2012 1 :09 PM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC; 'Tara Phillips'; Won, Norma: HC.SC

Subject: RE: Administrative Question for you re: BZP/TFMPP
Hi Kyle,
We're good to go for a conference call this afternoon from 1 :30-2:30. Here's the telecon information.
Dial-in number:
Conference ID:

1-877-413-4 788

Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst / Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6523
FaxfTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca

From:

"Burns, Kyle" <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>

To:

Tara Phillips' <tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca>

Cc:

"Dussault, Elizabeth: HC.SC" <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Kula, Jocelyn: HC.SC" <jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca>

Date:
Subject:

2012-02-0810:26 AM
RE: Administrative Question for you re: BZPITFMPP

Hi Tara,
Yes, please continue to use the track changes (leaving comment boxes) as described
below.
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5.21 (1 )(b)
5:21 (1 )(e)

I would be available to discuss the destruction/disposal issue after 1:30 pm today.
Best,
Kyle
995-2846
From: Tara Phillips [mailto:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: February 6, 2012 8:22 PM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Dussault, Elizabeth: HC.SC
Subject: Administrative Question for you re: BZP/TFMPP
Hi Kyle,
As you would expect, we are preparing a

Would you still like us to follow the process of accepting your changes in
and then using "Track Changes" to alter the document? Also, would you like your
comment boxes left in to facilitate your review?
At what point in the approvals process would you like to review a
specifically, after what level of approval here in our approvals chain?
Thank you,
tara
Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel/Tel: 613-946-6521
Fax/Telecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email / Courriel : tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

"Burns, Kyle" <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
'Tara Phillips' <tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca>
"Dussault, Elizabeth: HC.SC" <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2011-12-07 05:12 PM
RE: FW: For Your Review: BZP & TFMPP Draft

Hi Tara,
As per our discussion, I have added some edits, comments, and questions in the
attached for your consideration.
Please let me know how your internal discussion went.
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5.21 (1 )(b)
5.21 (1 )(e)

Of course, HC would
also need to be prepared to issue clear guidance regarding the disposal of inventory
& products.
I do apologize for this hastily prepared note, but am a bit pressed for time.
Should you have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to be in touch.
Cheers,
Kyle
995-2846

From: Elizabeth Dussault [mailto:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: November 25, 2011 10:03 AM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: 'Tara Phillips'
Subject: Re: FW: For Your Review: BZP & TFMPP
Hi Kyle,
Here's the word version of the

Same password.

Let me know if there's any problems with it.
Thanks,
Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst / Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel/Tel: 613-946-6523
Fax/Telecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email / Courriel : elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

"Burns, Kyle" <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
"Dussault, Elizabeth: HC.SC" <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
'Tara Phillips' <tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2011-11-25 09:46 AM
FW: For Your Review: BZP & TFMPP

Hi Elizabeth,
It is not a
question of a password, but rather the document itself; that is to say that I'm not
even able to open it to the point where I am able to enter the password.
I will
002667

s.21(1)(a)
s.21(1)(b)
also forward the password hint to you and would be grateful if you are able to help.
Cheers,
Kyle
995-2846
PS - I'm not sure if it displays the same way on your computer, but the icons for
the two attachments appear to be different on my screen - that might be a key to
formatting the docs.

From: Tara Phillips [mailto:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: November 25, 2011 1:27 AM
To: Burns, Kyle
Subject: For Your Review: BZP & TFMPP Draft
Hi Kyle,
Please find attached, for your review,
(precise timeline and target dates yet to be determined) .
Password will follow by email.

The

is also attached, for your review.

I will be away from the office today (Fri), Monday and Tuesday and inaccessible by
email. If you need to make contact with someone in our group before my return on
Wednesday, November 30th, please contact either Jocelyn or my colleague, Elizabeth
Dussault.
Thank you,
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5.23

Tara Phillips to: Norma Won

2012-02-0804:42 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault

Hi Norma,
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Thank you!
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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5.23

Qfl

Norma Won to: Tara Phillips

2012-02-09 12:39 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault

Thanks Tara.
1111111111111111111111111

Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.

a

a

Cette communication est exclusivement destinee I'individu ou I'entite qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
mien aviser immediatement par retour de courrie/. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel reGu. Merci.
2012-02-0910:46:09 AM

Tara Phillips
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

a

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussauIUHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-09 10:46 AM

Hi Norma,

Always available to discuss!
Thank you,
Tara
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Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada I Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

RE: For Your Review: Revised Consultation Section of BZP/TFMPP
Bums, Kyle
to:
'Tara Phillips'
2012-02-13 05:17 PM
Cc:
"Dussault, Elizabeth: HC.SC"
Show Details

History: This message has been replied to and forwarded.
Hi Tara,
Thank you for your note below and for the reminder

I will keep an eye out for the
Kind regards,
Kyle
995-2846

From: Tara Phillips [mailto:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: February 13, 2012 2:59 PM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Dussault, Elizabeth: HC.SC
Subject: RE: For Your Review: Revised Consultation Section of BZP/TFMPP

Kyle,
Thank you. We will include a reference to the CACP support in the Consultation section.

Please advise if there is anything further you require from us. As I mentioned,
It is presently with Jocelyn for review.

is forthcoming.

Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T elITel: 613-946-6521
FaxlTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

From:

"Burns, Kyle" <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>

To:

'Tara Phillips' <tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca>

Cc:

"Dussault, Elizabeth: HC.SC" <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>

Date:

2012-02-1312:01 PM

Subject:

RE: For Your Review: Revised Consultation Section of BZPfTFMPP

Hi Tara,
I think that what you have suggested below makes good sense.

Kind regards,
Kyle

From: Tara Phillips [mailto:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca]
Sent: February 13, 2012 10:38 AM

To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Dussault, Elizabeth: HC.SC

Subject: RE: For Your

Revi~w:

Revised Consultation Section of BZP/TFMPP

Hi Kyle,
Thank you for your email. '

-----------------------------------------------------------Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques rE3glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxlTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca

From:

"Burns, Kyle" <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>

To:

'Tara Phillips' <tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca>

Cc:

"Dussault, Elizabeth: HC.SC" <elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca>
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5.23
5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(t»'te:
Subject:

2012-02-1310:26 AM
RE: For Your Review: Revised Consultation Section of BZPITFMPP f

Hi Tara,
Thank you for this, I have no concerns regarding the proposed text. Could you also confirm that you will indicate
the support of the Chiefs of Police?
Many thanks,
Kyle

From: Tara Phillips [mailto:tara.phillips@hc-sc.qc.ca]
Sent: February 12, 2012 1:43 PM
To: Burns, Kyle
Cc: Dussault, Elizabeth: HC.SC
Subject: For Your Review: Revised Consultation Section of BZP/TFMPP
Hi Kyle,
Further to our teleconference of last Wednesday, February 8th, please find attached, for your review, a revised
"Consultation" section of the draft BZPITFMPP

The full revised draft of the
13th).

will be sent to you for review sometime this coming week (week of February

Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6521
FaxlTelecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Norma Won to: Tara Phil/ips

2012-02-1405:10 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault, Barbara Ursel

Hi Tara,
If you would like to discuss further, you can call me
tomorrow anytime after 10:00.

Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services / Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 / Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive /70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone / Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.

a

a

Cette communication est exclusivement destinee I'individu ou I'entite qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courrie!. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.
Tara Phillips
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Norma, -

a

2012-02-14 01 :40:44 PM

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-1401:40 PM

Hi Norma,

002680

5.23

Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division! Division des politiques rE§glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances!
Bureau des substances controh~es
Health Canada! Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxfTelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email!Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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5.23

Norma Won to: Tara Phillips

2012-02-16 10:18 AM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault, Barbara Ursel
History:

This message has been replied to.

Hi Tara,

Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.

a

Tara Phillips

Hi Norma, Thank you very much to you and Bar. ..

2012-02-15 10:35:29 PM
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5.23

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-15 10:35 PM

Hi Norma,
Thank you very much to you and Barb

Thanks again for your timely reviews of this and the other documents in our BZPITFMPP package.
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
002694
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TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
Norma Won
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Tara,

2012;.02-1405:10:55 PM

Norma Won/HC-SC/GCICA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GCICA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GCICA@HWC, Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-1405:10 PM

Hi Tara,
. If you would like to discuss further, you can call
me tomorrow anytime after 10:00.

Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may
contain information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable
law. Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have
received this transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy,
then delete the original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee.
Elle peut contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi
applicable a I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou
re-transmission non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette
communication par erreur, veuillez m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis,
supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.
Tara Phillips
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Norma,

2012-02-1401 :40:44 PM

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GCICA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GCICA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GCICA@HWC
2012-02-1401:40 PM

Hi Norma,

002695
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Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Norma Won to: elizabeth Uussault

2012-02-1604:23 PM

Cc: Tara Phillips, Barbara Ursel

Hi Elizabeth,

Norma Won
Legal Counsel ,Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services, Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada' Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 , Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive' 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone' Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile, Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez rec;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel rec;u. Merci.
Elizabeth Dussault
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Hi Norma,

2012-02-1610:49:45 AM

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-16 10:49 AM

Hi Norma,
Johanne was fine with the RIAS and Supp
note but asked us to send you the Memo to the Minister for review as well.

Thanks,
002710
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Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst / Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques n§glementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlE§es
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
Norma Won
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Tara,

2012-02-16 10:18:12 AM

Norma Won/HC-SCIGCICA
Tara Phillips/HC-SCIGCICA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SCIGCICA@HWC, Barbara Ursel/HC-SCIGCICA@HWC
2012-02-1610:18 AM

Hi Tara,

Norma Won
Legal Counsel 1Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services 1Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada 1Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 1Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive 170 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone 1Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile 1Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault

2012-02-20 12:25 PM

fyi
----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-20 12:25 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Johanne 8eaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-1704:21 PM

Sent to ADMO.
P.S. Jonas was the man for knowing the pw off the top of his head!

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances contr61E~es et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-17 04:20 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Michele Musgrove/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Linsey HoliettlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Cathy A
Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-1704:15 PM

Hi Michele,

1) Memo to Minister

002735

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks!
-A
Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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Fw: For Your Review: Revised BZP/TFMPP
Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault

2012-02-20 12:57 PM

fyi

----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-20 12:57 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Burns, Kyle" <Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca>
'Tara Phillips' <tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2012-02-1701:01 PM
RE: For Your Review: Revised BZPITFMPP

Hi Tara,
I offer only the following extremely minor editorial
suggestions:

ii) the conventional way to indicate 'i.e.' or 'e.g.' is the way in which you have done it under the
(Incidentally, you know you are in
good shape when my comments are at this level of granularity!); and finally
- your call.
If any of the above is unclear please do not hesitate to be in touch with me. This version of the
approved - I will only need to see it again if substantive changes are made, but WOUld, of course,
appreciate you sending me the most up-to-date version as this goes up the approval chain.

is

Kind regards,
Kyle
995-2846

From: Tara Phillips [mailto:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca]

Sent: February 15, 2012 9:36 AM
To: Burns, Kyle
Subject: For Your Review: Revised BZPjTFMPP
Hi Kyle,
' There are two versions, one that was done in
I am attaching for your review,
track changes as per your request and the second that is a clean copy. The password for both is the same
and will be sent to you in a separate email.

This draft

is currently with Johanne Beaulieu, Director, Office of Controlled Substances, for review,

002742

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23
having been already reviewed byJocelyn Kula and our

As always, I am happy to discuss. However, I will be out of the office from a few minutes from now until
tomorrow at an all-staff retreat for the Office of Controlled Substances. I'll be back at my desk first thing
Thursday morning.
Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca

002743
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Tara Phillips to: Norma Won

2012-02-21 11 :14 AM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault

Hi Norma,

Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GCICA on 2012-02-21 11: 13 AM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GCICA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-21 09:18 AM

Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst I Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-21 09: 17 AM -----
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5.23

Tara Phillips to: Elizabeth Dussault
History:

2012-02-2209:47 AM

This message has been replied to.

No. A copy is but we keep the actuals in our office.
Thanks,
Tara
Elizabeth Dussault
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

are the

~iththe

are the

package?Elizab ...

2012-02-22 09:45 AM EST

Elizabeth Dussault
Tara Phillips
2012-02-22 09:45 AM EST

with the package?

Elizabeth Dussault
Policy Analyst / Analyste des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances / Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6523
FaxITelecopieu r : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:elizabeth.dussault@hc-sc.gc.ca
..............

Tara Phillips
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

............... _...

.

.......... .

Thankyou yetagainf Tara

2012,.02-2209:40:00 AM

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-22 09:40 AM

Thank you yet again!
Tara
Norma Won
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Tara,

2012-02-22 09:38 AM EST

Norma Won
Tara Phillips
Elizabeth Dussault; Barbara Ursel
2012-02-22 09:38 AM EST

Hi Tara,

002749
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Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatiProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.
Tara Phillips
From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Norma,

2012-02-21 05:22:55 PM

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-21 05:22 PM

Norma,

Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Control/ed Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6521
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Fax/Telecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
Norma Won
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Tara,

2012-02-21 04:49:55 PM

Norma Won/HC-SC/GCICA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GCICA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GCICA@HWC, Barbara Ursel/HC-SC/GCICA@HWC
2012-02-21 04:49 PM

.............

_-_

......

_---------------------------

Hi Tara,

Norma Won
Legal Counsell Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.
Tara Phillips
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Norma,

2012-02-21 02:21 :53 PM

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GCICA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GCICA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GCICA@HWC
2012-02-21 02:21 PM

Hi Norma,

002751
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Thank you,
Tara

946-6521
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fara Phillips to: Norma Won

2012-02-2305:47 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault, Barbara Ursel

Thank you. '

Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division I Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
Norma Won
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

HiTara,

2012~02-23

~

Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Barbara UrseIlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-23 05:40 PM

Hi Tara,

Norma Won
Legal Counsel I Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocal/Protege .
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged or confidential and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Unauthorized disclosure, copying,
modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail
copy, then delete the original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee

a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle
002753
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est addressee. Elle peut contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne
pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable a I'espece. Toute divulgation
non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette
communication par erreur, veuillez m'en aviserimmediatement par retour de
courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.
Tara Phillips
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Hi Norma,

2012-02-23 05:31 :26 PM

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-2305:31 PM

Hi Norma,

Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division! Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances!
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada! Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email!Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Page(s)

002755 to\a 002756

Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)
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of the Access to Information Act
de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information

1+1

Health Canada
Sante Canada

For Signature of
Pour la signature du

MECS/SGCHD
12-102171-336

Approval Slip / Bordereau d'approbation

Minister

For Departmental Secretariat use only /

A l'usage du Secretariat du ministere

pt~~

.

",
<lltt f,rJf\
Ministerial Briefing Unit --"m~"",",,~~:=:;,,;:,,----11------____.:...-f-~_U--_.--L......::::;..!IooG-~f-L-::;..&-..=::.-_~_ _~ Unite d'information ministeri'elle
Prepared by / Prepare par Elizabeth Dussault
Telephone/Tel~qlJla1 .

_<

Verified by / Verifie par
Telephone/Te lephone

Director

Director General
Telephone/Telephone

Director Ge6.~af~~~977

Senior Advisor
ConseiIler(ere) principal(e)

CathyASa~~

Consultation

t)

Signature (as required / au besoin)

Health portfolio (Including: Branches, Regions, Agencies, Legal)
Portefeuille de sante (Compri : Directions generales, regions, agences,
Services juridiques)

acronymlacronyme

name printed and signature / nom imprime et signature

acronym/acronyme

name printed and signature / nom imp rime et signature

acronym/acronyme

name printed and signature / nom imp rime et signature

acronym/acronyme

name printed and signature / nom imprime et signature

acronym/acronyme

name printed and signature / nom imp rime et signature

Other Government Departments
Exigence d'autres ministE~res

name printed and signature / nom imp rime et signature

Branch!Agency
ACTon e de la DG/A ence

Remarks - Remarques:
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Page(s)

002758 tola 002761

is(are) not reviewed
nlest (ne sont) pas revisee(s)

Page(s)

002762 to\a 002763

Is(are) under consultation

Page(s)

002764 tola 002785

is(are) not reviewed
nlest (ne sont) pas revisee(s)

Page(s)

002786 to\a 002795

Is(are) under consultation

Page(s)

002796 tola 002801

is(are) not reviewed
nlest (ne sont) pas revisee(s)

Page(s)

002802 to\a 002805

Is(are) under consultation
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Government
of Canada

Gouvernement
du Canada

REQUEST FOR INSERTION FORM
FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES
FORMULAIRE DE DEMANDE D'INSERTION
MINISTERES ET ORGANISMES FEOERAUX
Sections 1, 2 and 3 are mandatory. Missing information might delay the publication of your notice.
Les renseignements des sections 1, 2 et 3 sont obligatoires. Un formula ire incomplet pourrait retarder la publication de votre avis.

To

Canada Gazette Directorate
Public Works and Government Services Canada
350 Albert Street, 5th Floor
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OSS
Telephone: 1-866-429-3885
Web Site: www azette. c.ca

D

Destinataire

Part I
Partie I

f71
l!.J

Direction de la Gazette du Canada
Travaux publics et Services gouvernementaux Canada
350, rue Albert, Se etage
Ottawa (Ontario) K1A OSS
Telephone; 1-866-429-3885
Site web: www.gazette.ca

Part II
Partie II

Requesting Organization's Name - Nom de I'organisme demandeur

Address - Adresse

Health Canada - Office of Controlled Substances

123 Slater Street, A.L. 35030, Ottawa ON K1A 189

Contact Name - Nom de la personne-ressource

Telephone No. - N° de telephone

Jocelyn Kula

613-946-0125

Consignee Code
Code de destinataire

IS Organization Code
Code d'organisme

Department Number
Numero du ministere

H4139

Email - Courriel

jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca
IS Reference Code
Code de reference

9000-861420

0220

Title of Document Submitted - Titre du document presente

Regulatio Amending Schedule III of the COSA and the Schedule to Part J of the FOR to include BZP and TFMPP
Published under the authority of (section of Act, Regulations, etc.) - Publie sous Ie regime de (article de la Loi, du Reglement, etc.)

Subsection 60, Controlled Drugs and Substances Act
If you wish hot links to appear in the electronic versions of your notice, please give us specific instructions.
Si vous desirez des liaisons interactives dans les versions electroniques de votre avis, veuillez nous f6urnir des indications precises.
Extracts
Extraits

~

D

f71
l!.J

Part I
Partie I

Date of Publication Expected
Date de publication anticipee

Text Provided - Texte joint
Englis.h
Anglals

2012-04-11
Note
Nota

Number of Copies (Minimum of 100)
Nombre d'exemplaires (Minimum de 100)

Part II
Partie II

D

~

Original

f71

L:!.J

Copy
Copie

French.

Fran~als

~

D

Original

f71

Copy

I.!:.J Copie

If you have not received a call from us confirming receipt of your notice and its publication date by Monday, 12 p.m. (Eastern
standard time) of the week of the expected publication date, please contact us.
Veuillez communiquer avec no us si vous n'avez pas re!ru d'appel de notre part pour confirmer la reception et la date de publication
de votre avis au
s tard midi
normale de I'
Ie lundi de la semaine de la
Iication
de votre avis.

a

The invoice will be sent to the contact and email address indicated below.
La facture sera envoyee la personne-ressource et I'adresse courriel inscrites ci-dessous.

a

a

Organization's Name - Nom de I'organisme

Address - Adresse

Health Canada - Office of Controlled Substances
Contact Name - Nom de la personne-ressource

Jocelyn Kula

613-946-0125

Are you submitting a CD-ROM or a diskette with your text?
Soumettez-vous un cederom ou une disquette avec votre texte?
Note
Nota

123 Slater Street, A.L. 35030, Ottawa ON K1A 189

Telephone No. - N° de telephone

f71

Ye~

l..!.J OUi

Email - Courriel

jocelyn.kula@hc-sc.gc.ca

D

No
Non

Estimated Cost - CoOt estimatif

$5,000.00

If you publish a notice in the Canada Gazette, Part I, a free copy will be sent to the address indicated in section 3.
Si vous publiez un avis dans la Partie I de la Gazette du Canada, un exemplaire gratuit sera envoye I'adresse inscrite is la section 3.

a

If required - Pursuant to section 32 of the Financial Administration Act, funds are available.
Si requis - Con
"article 32 de fa Loi sur la
des finances pub/iques, des fonds sont disponibles.
Signature

SIGMA Invoice Number - Numero de facture SIGMA

Date

Cost - CoOt

----------------------------------------~--------------------.Ju2806
PWGSC-TPSGC 489 (04/2010)
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G£l
Norma Won to: Tara Phillips

2012-03-09 04:05 PM

Cc: Elizabeth Dussault

Thanks Tara.

Norma Won
Legal Counsell Avocate
Health Canada, Legal Services I Sante Canada, services juridiques
Department of Justice Canada I Ministere de la Justice Canada
Brooke Claxton Building 09020 I Edifice Brooke Claxton 09020
70 Colombine Drive I 70 promenade Colombine
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
Telephone I Telephone (613) 946-0114
Facsimile I Telecopieur (613) 954-9485
Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected -- Secret professionel de l'avocatlProtege
This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
. information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
Unauthorized disclosure, copying, modification or re-transmission is prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify me immediately by sending a return e-mail copy, then delete the
original message. Thank you.
Cette communication est exclusivement destinee a I'individu ou I'entite a qui elle est addressee. Elle peut
contenir de I'information privilegiee, confidentielle et ne pouvant etre divulguee selon la loi applicable
I'espece. Toute divulgation non-autorisee est defendue. Toute copie non-autorisee ou re-transmission
non-autorisee de ce message sont defendues. Si vous avez re<;u cette communication par erreur, veuillez
m'en aviser immediatement par retour de courriel. Puis, supprimez Ie courriel re<;u. Merci.

a

Tara Phillips
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Norma,

2012-03;.09 03:41 :04 PM

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Norma Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-03-09 03:41 PM

Hi Norma,

Tara

Tara Phillips

002807

Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Telffel : 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca

002808

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re: BZP/TFMPP approved ~
Johanne Beaulieu to: Burns, Kyle, Tara Phillips

2012-03-3009:29 AM

Cc: Denis Arsenault, Elizabeth Dussault, Jocelyn Kula

Many thanks for this Kyle.
We really appreciate working with you.
Your sound advice is always welcome.
Have a great day.
Johanne

From: "Bums, Kyle" [Kyle.Bums@tbs-sct.gc.ca]
Sent: 2012-03-3009:17 AM AST
To: Tara Phillips
Cc: Denis Arsenault; Elizabeth Dussault; Jocelyn Kula; Johanne Beaulieu
Subject: BZP ITFMPP approved
Good morning Tara,
This is just a quick note to let you know that the
- congratulations!
I also wanted to thank you for all of the hard work that you and the whole team put into this proposal.
Have a great weekend,
Kyle

Kyle Burns
Senior Analyst / Analyste principal
Cabinet Committee Operations I Operations du Comite du Cabinet
Regulatory Affairs Sector / Secteur des Affaires Reglementaires
Treasury Board Secretariat / Secretariat du Conseil du Tresor
155 rue Queen Street, Suite 1100
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OR5
(613) 995-2846
Kyle.Burns@tbs-sct.gc.ca

002809
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Fw: Status/Next Steps re: BZP/TFMPP Regulatory Package
Andria Sherstone to: Mrs. Cathy A Sabiston

2012-02-2207:03 AM

FYI
Tara Phillips
----- Original Message ----From: Tara Phillips
Sent: 2012-02-21 10:55 PM EST
To: Andria Sherstone
Cc: Jocelyn Kula; Johanne Beaulieu; Elizabeth Dussault
Subject: Status/Next Steps re: BZP/TFMPP Regulatory Package
Hi Andria,
In light of the submission we received late yesterday (in response to our January 21, 2012 Notice in CGI),
two changes have been made to the BZPfTFMPP regulatory package, one in the Memo and one in the
RIAS.

The current versions of all the documents are attached to this email.
With respect to the docket (12-102171-336) containing the full reg package, Johanne Beaulieu Signed it
late today after reviewing and approving the changed content in the RIAS and Memo.
Since I understand Cathy has allocated time tomorrow morning, I will deliver the docket to DGO by
8:00am. I have flagged the two changes with sticky notes.
While Jocelyn and I will be out of the office tomorrow for an all-day event, Elizabeth will be available to
address any issues that come up such as comments from the ADM and Johanne has indicated she is also
available. I will be checking email regularly and happy to zip back to the office to help out, if required.
I am very much indebted to Kyle Burns at TBS and both Norma and Barb at Legal Services. They have
been consistently willing to review documents within extremely tight timelines. As an illustration, I sent the
revised RIAS text to TBS at 5: 11 pm today and had Kyle's proposed changes incorporated and sent back
by 5:22pm!
Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division! Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances!
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada! Sante Canada
T elfTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email!Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca

002810

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

002811

5.21 (1 )(b)

Fw: Current drafts of documents in BZP and TFMPP Reg Package
Andria Sherstone to· Michele Musgrove, Linsey Hollett, Ian
. Hobler

2012-02-21 03:53 PM

Hi all,
Could you please advise if HG had any questions/comments on the BZP package? We are in the process
of finalising it and hope to incorporate any changes from ADMO today.
Of note, we received one submission from the 30 day comment period. This submission does include one
comments that require some changes to the RIAS and M2M. Specifically, the submissions requests that
we address civil liberties as it relates to the scheduling of BZP.
Happy to discuss.
Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-21 03:03 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Michele Musgrove/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Linsey
HolleWHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-1704:16 PM
Fw: Current drafts of documents in BZP and TFMPP Reg Package

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-17 04:15 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Michele Musgrove/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Linsey HolleWHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Cathy A

002812

BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Mrs. Cathy A Sabiston

2012-02-17 03:28 PM

Bootleg package good to go to ADMO. Do you want to see the revised Memo again, or can I just send it?

002813

BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Michele Musgrove

2012-02-1703:12 PM

Hi Michele,
We had committed to sharing a draft regulatory package with HG for BZP in advance of the close of CGII.
This is so that HG can begin to brief up on this as the timelines for scheduling are quite tight.
I will be emailing this pkg to you by COB. Just a heads up.
Thanks!
-A

002814
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Re: a few things ...
Andria Sherstone to: Tara Phillips

2012-02-17 01 :48 PM

You know what, anything that is cabinet confidence, let's leave out. I will flag with ADMO that these are
part of the pkg, but not included in the bootleg version.
Tara Phillips
From:
To:

IHmmm ... sorry. Turns out we are not allowed t. ..

2012-02-17 01 :45 PM §ST

Tara Phillips
Andria Sherstone

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2012-02-17 01 :45 PM EST
Re: a few things ...

Hmmm ... sorry. Turns out we are not allowed to scan (Cabinet confidence). We could run photocopies to
ADMO this afternoon, if you would like.
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division! Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances!
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada! Sante Canada
TelITel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email!Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
Andria Sherstone
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

IParfait! Thanksl

2012-02-1701:36:49

PM

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-17 01 :36 PM
Re: a few things ...

Parfait! Thanks!
Tara Phillips
From:
To:

INo problem. We don't have electronicversion ...

2012-02.. 1701:34 PM ijST

Tara Phillips
Andria Sherstone

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2012-02-17 01 :34 PM EST
Re: a few things ...

No problem. We don't have electronic versions of the
but we can just scan them and then we will have something to send.

T

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division! Division des politiques reglementaires

002815

5.23

Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
TellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca

Andria Sherstone
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

IHi Tara, That all sounds good, For ADMO, I thin...

2012..02-1701:31:58 PM

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-02-1701:31 PM
Re: a few things ...

Hi Tara,
That all sounds good. For ADMO, I think we should send up the package in its entirety. Not the blue
stamps, but the electronic versions for sure. Is that possible?
Thanks!
-A
Tara Phillips
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

IHi Andria, You will note I sent Cathy the Mem ...

2012-02~ 1701 :26 PM eST

Tara Phillips
Andria Sherstone
2012-02-17 01 :26 PM EST
a few things ...

Hi Andria,
You will note I sent Cathy the Memo for BZP and TFMPP so that she can forward to Diana Dowthwaite,
her counterpart at the Inspectorate. Prior to dOing so, I had a quick chat with my counterpart there and he
requested a change to the "Resource Implications" section, which you will see in the version I sent.
Other minor changes to the Memo were made following Cathy's review to incorporate her comments
as I mentioned this morning. I did not
make any changes to the final bullet in the summary box only because official word came down from DMO
that all reg package Memos were to have that bullet and we have just copied the wording.
Also related to BZP and TFMPP, I have just received the comments and approval from Kyle Burns, our
TBS analyst. They are very minor and I will be able to incorpoate relatively quickly. For the purpose of you
sending the docs over to ADMO later today, is there anything you would like other than the Memo, RIAS
and Supp Note? Those are the biggies from my perspective and then of course the official package with
everything will move up first thing Tuesday morning (we will hold onto it until then, I assume).
Thank you,
Tara

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada

002816

TellTel: 613-946-6521
Faxffelecopieur : 613-946-4224
Email/Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca

002817

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23

Fw: BZP Timelines
Andria Sherstone to: Ian Hobler

2012-02-07 04:32 PM

As requested.

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-02-07 04:31 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
CSTD-OCS-DO, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, CSTD-DGO
2012-02-06 12:59 PM
Re: BZP Timelines

Hi Andria,
So here are the timelines that we are working to vis a vis the final package for BZP:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

We will keep you posted as the day progresses.

002818

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division! Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Andria Sherstone
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2012·02..06 12:00;11

IHi JocelynlTara: Could you please send me the ...

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
CSTD-OCS-OO
2012-02-06 12:00 PM
BZP Timelines

Hi JocelynlTara:

If you could please get
for her Bilat with the ADM at 1:00,

to me asap that would be great as Cathy needs them

Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor! Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate! Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

002819

PM

BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Jocelyn Kula

2012-02-03 12:25 PM

Cc: CSTO-OCS-OO

Hi Jocelyn,
As per our conversation Wednesday with Johanne on the BZP package, could you please provide me with
the new timelines for getting the draft package to DGO and ADMO for review in advance of the comment
period closing. Cathy would like to raise this issue with the DM at her Bilat on Monday.
Thanks!

-A
Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

002820

BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Johanne Beaulieu

2012-01-31 07:06 AM

HiJo,
I understand that the draft BZP package is set to come to DGD tomorrow. Would it be possible for Cathy
to get it today? Her day tomorrow is booked solid and she wants to ensure she has time to review it within
the tight timelines.
Happy to discuss.
Thanks!
-A

002821

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Fw: Communications Material for BZP NOI
Andria Sherstone to: Johanne Beaulieu, Jocelyn Kula

2012-01-1209:59 AM

Cc: "Senior Communications Advisor Christine Roush"

Wasn't this the info provided by HPFB on seizures from inspectors?
If yes, I think it should go through HPFB for confirmation.
ran Hobrer
----- Original Message ----From: Ian Hobler
Sent: 2012-01-12 09:46 AM EST
To: Andria Sherstonei Christine Roush
Subject: Communications Material for BZP NOI
Hi guys.
When MO was briefed on BZP, CSTO mentioned a statistic on the number of samples of BZP that were
being provided to OAS labs has increased over the past few years. I believe it was around a ten-fold
increase.

Thanks.
Ian
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Fw: Fw: Prep for BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Ian Hobler

2012-01-16 12:03 PM

Et voila!
Tara Phillips
----- Original Message ----From: Tara Phillips
Sent: 2012-01-16 11:49 AM EST
To: Andria Sherstone
Cc: CSTD-OCS-DO
Subject: Re: Fw: Prep for BZP

Tara Phillips
Regulatory Policy Division / Division des politiques reglementaires
Office of Controlled Substances /
Bureau des substances controlees
Health Canada / Sante Canada
T ellTel: 613-946-6521
FaxITelecopieur: 613-946-4224
Email /Courriel:tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca
Andria Sherstone
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

ICan you pis track down this deck asap. MO nee...

2012-01-16 11:47:50 f\M

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
CSTD-OCS-DO, "Tara Phillips" <tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2012-01-1611:47 AM
Fw: Prep for BZP

Can you pis track down this deck asap. MO needs it by noon.
Andria Sherstone
----- Original Message ----From: Andria Sherstone
Sent: 2012-01-16 11:41 AM EST
To: Johanne Beaulieu; Jocelyn Kula
Subject: Fw: Prep for BZP
Did we table drop the deck at the MO briefing, or did CAS jus walk through it? Minister's office looking for
deck by noon.
Ian Hobler
----- Original Message ----From: Ian Hobler
Sent: 2012-01-16 10:08 AM EST
To: Andria Sherstone
Subject: Fw: Prep for BZP
Were there any docs table dropped for this meeting?
MO is asking for them this morning.
Thanks.
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----- Forwarded by Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-1610:08 AM -----

Prep for BZP
2012-01-05 Thu 1:45 PM - 2:15

PM
Attendance is for Ian Hobler
Chair:
Sent By:
Location:

Required:

Hilary Gelier/HC-SC/GC/CA
Megan McMaster/HC-SC/GC/CA
Brooke Claxton, Room 400A

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Cathy A Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Diana
Dowthwaite/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Sarah
Geh/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

Descripticm,
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Is(Are) exempted pursuant to section(s)
est(sont) exemptee(s) en vertu de(s)(I')article(s)

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b), 23

of the Access to Information Act
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Re: Steps to Scheduling BZP and TFMPP
Andria Sherstone to: Ian Hobler

2012-01-10 12:40 PM

First week. We are aiming to have the drafts to you by Feb. 03.
Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controh~es et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

Ian Hobler

IJust to double check, are we talking about the fir ...

2012-01-10 12:09:45

PM

From:
To:
Date:

Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-1012:09 PM
~»~_~je~~ __,umm,_w_~!3e: ~teps to Scheduling BZP and TFMPP

Just to double check, are we talking about the first week of Feb. or the first FULL week of Feb?
I would much prefer the former over the later. Considering there could be preps for Supps C in Feb. and
there may be last minute Budget preps etc. competing for people's time. The earlier we can get everyone
briefed, the better.
Thanks.
Ian
Andria Sherstone
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
__
. __."'_'w_u,

·»,»'"'~_,

IHi lan, ADMO will receive a draft version of the ...

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-09 05:30 PM
Re: Steps to Scheduling BZP and TFMPP
___

~

2012-01-0905:30:18

PM

_________________

Hi lan,
ADMO will receive a draft version of the BZP package the first week of February.
Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
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~_~

Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante envirannementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

Ian Hobler

IHi Andria. As discussed, could you please pravi...

2012-01-0603:29:02

From:
To:
Date:

Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0603:29 PM
~;!.~~~~____*= Steps to Scheduling BZP and T!MPP

Hi Andria.
As discussed, could you please provide ADMO a timeline for when draft materials for the CGII regulatory
package would be available for ADMO/ADM review and subsequent DM and MO briefings?
Given the accelerated timelines, HECSB will be briefing MO on the CGII package prior to the closure of
the NOI comment period.
Thanks.
Ian
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PM

BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Jocelyn Kula, Johanne Beaulieu

2012-01-06 06:38 PM

Ladies,
For discussion Monday - ADMO is looking for timeline/dates on when draft materials for the GCII process
would be available for ADMO review. HG would like to be able to brief up on the package prior to the
closure of the 30 day comment period.

I think that we can sit down and hammer out some dates when we meet so that we can ensure appropriate
review and sign off by CAS.
Sound good?
Have a great weekend.
-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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Meeting Summary - BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Ian Hobler

2012-01-0605:29 PM

Cc: CSTD-DGO

Hi lan,
Below please find the meeting summary from the Jan. 05 BZP briefing with MO. Please note it has been
approved by Cathy.
Thanks!
-A
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
In Attendance:
Hilary Geller, HECSB
Cathy Sabiston, CSTD, HECSB
Jocelyn Kula, CSTD, HECSB
Sarah Geh, Legal Services
Nancy Othmer, Legal Services
Diana Dowthwaite, Inspector, HPFB
Leah Canning, MO
Steven Schwendt, DMO
Dianelle Dubois, DMO
Bryan Takeda, DMO
Sylvie D Boucher, MO
-A summary of BZP and TFMPP and the health and safety risks posed by their ready availability in
Canada was presented along with the current status and next steps associated with a regulatory package.
HC is proposing to include them in Schedule III to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Actand in the
Schedule to Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations
-Inclusion under Schedule III aims to mitigate the risks associated with HC inpspectors carrying out
investigations or seizures in situations where organized crime is involved, as law enforcement would now
be responsible for responding to incidences of suspected illegal activity
-A copy of the Notice to Interested Parties which has been prepared on BZP and TFMPP was shared with
MO.
-It was agreed that CSTD should proceed to get Comms approval of the NOI, make sure media lines are
updated, and proceed to publish the NOI in the stated timelines

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction genera Ie de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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Re: BZP and TFMPP Notice to Interested Parties
Andria Sherstone to: Tara Phillips

2012-01-0505:26 PM

Hi Tara,
I will be meeting with Cathy to discuss first thing tomorrow morning. It was my understanding from
Jocelyn's debrief that we will have to involve Comms. Please hold off on sending to CG until I can discuss
further with Cathy/ADMO.
Thanks!

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

Tara Phillips

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

IHi Andria, Now that we are going ahead with the ...

2012-01-0504:13:25

Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0504:13 PM
BZP and TFMPP Notice to Interested Parties

Hi Andria,
Now that we are going ahead with the Notice, I am looking for the file folder (docket - I am not sure I get
these terms right) so that we can take it to Canada Gazette Directorate. I recall that Cathy had approved
with one small change.
Thank you!
Tara
946-6521
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

MO Briefing - BZPITFMPP
Andria Sherstone to: Diana Dowthwaite, Sarah Geh

2012-01-0511:19AM

Cc: Cathy A Sabiston, Jocelyn Kula, Johanne Beaulieu

Hi all,
As you are likely aware, MO has requested a briefing on BZPITFMPP. This briefing is to occur at 2:30
today and it is anticipated that you both will be requested to participate.
CSTD will be preparing a few high level slides on the scheduling.

A prep meeting will be scheduled for 1:45-2:15 in Brooke Claxton. I have ensured that you are both on the
invite list.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
-A
Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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Fw: BZP/TFMPP -- Scheduling
Andria Sherstone to: Johanne Beaulieu, Jocelyn Kula

2012-01-0510:11 AM

Heads up - MO briefing coming up. Will keep you in the loop on dates, etc.

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2012-01-0510:11 AM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Mrs. Cathy A Sabiston" <cathy.a.sabiston@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Andria Sherstone"
<andria .sherstone@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2012-01-05 10:00 AM
Fw: BZprrFMPp -- Scheduling

Heads-up.
Leah Canning
----- Original Message ----From: Leah Canning
Sent: 2012-01-05 09:58 AM EST
To: Hilary Geller
Cc: Graham Howell; Ian Hobler; Paul_Glover@hc-sc.gc.ca; Steven Schwendt;
Bryan Takeda
Subject: Re: BZP/TFMPP -- Scheduling
Thank you Hilary. I will ask Bryan to coordinate a briefing for our office asap.
Regards,
Leah

Hilary Geller
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

ISummary: BZP and TFMPP are ecstasy-like ree ...

2012-01-05 09:43:44 ~M

Hilary Gelier/HC-SC/GC/CA
leah.canning@hc-sc.gc.ca, Graham Howell
PauLGlover@hc-sc.gc.ca, Steven.Schwendt@hc-sc.gc.ca, Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2012-01-0509:43 AM
BZprrFMPp -- Scheduling

Summary:
BZP and TFMPP are ecstasy-like recreational drugs that have not yet been scheduled under the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23

Treasury Board Secretariat has agreed to allow HC to move
straight from a Notice to Interested Parties (NO I) to Canada Gazeffe II. The Director General of the
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate in HECSB has the designated authority to send the NOI
for publication. Before doing so, HECSB would like to offer a briefing on this issue.
Details:
The Office of Controlled Substances (OCS) in HECSB has drafted an NOI to be published in Canada
Gazette, Part I on 21 January 2012. The deadline to submit this notice for publication is noon January 13,
2012.
Publication of the NOI would provide interested stakeholders with a 30-day opportunity to provide
comments on a Health Canada regulatory proposal to add benzylpiperazine (BlP) and
trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP) to Schedule III of the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act
(CDSA) and to the Schedule to Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (FDR-Part J). BlP and TFMPP
are used recreationally for their hallucinogenic and stimulant effects. Pills containing BlP and TFMPP are
being marketed as a safe and legal alternative to 3,4-methylenedioxy-methamphetamine (MDMA),
commonly known as ecstasy. Adding these substances to Schedule III of the CDSA would subject them to
the same controls as MDMA. Inclusion in the Schedule to the FDR-Part J would provide a means by which
scientific research involving these substances could be carried out as required.
Exemption from the requirement to pre-publish this regulatory proposal in CGI provides an opportunity for
Health Canada to have BlP and TFMPP added to Schedule III and FDR-Part J via publication in Canada
Gazette, Part II (CGII) by mid-April 2012. This would address the general health and public safety risk
posed to Canadians by the ready availability of these two substances, and would also address two other
issues:

2. Safety of HC Staff - In December 2009, Health Canada issued a warning to consumers advising them
not to use "RevolutionDS Weight Loss", an unauthorized health product, because it contained BZP and
may pose serious health risks. This product was distributed by, amongst others, a retail outlet in Ottawa
called Caribbean Exposure. Health Canada inspectors had undertaken regulatory inspections and
seizures at this location and other locations associated with this retail establishment and its principals. In
October 2011, one of the principals, a convicted drug trafficker, was murdered at Caribbean Exposure in
what has been described in the media as a gang-style execution. The scheduling of BlP and TFMPP as
set out in this regulatory proposal would mean that investigations related to BlP and TFMPP would be
carried out by law enforcement officials who are better suited to dealing with organized crime.
The following timeline to add BlP and TFMPP to Schedule III of the CDSA and FDR Part-J is proposed.
Given this accelerated timeline, please let me know if you'd like a briefing.
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Hilary Geller
Assistant Deputy Minister I Sous-ministre adjointe
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch (HECSB)
Direction generale de la sante environnementale et de la securite des consommateurs
(DGSESC)
Phone I Tel.: (613) 946-6701
Fax I Telecopieur: (613) 946-6666
EA I AE: Megan McMaster (613) 946-6700
megan.mcmaster@hc-sc.gc.ca
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Re: Fw: Heads-up: Scheduling BZP and TFMPP Under the CDSA
Andria Sherstone to: Ian Hobler

2012-01-0509:40 AM

Cc: Cathy A Sabiston, Louise Bertrand

Hi lan,
Just getting back into the swing of things, so apologies for the mish mash of e-mails. Below please find the
information requested by both DMO and you on the scheduling of BZP and TFMPP. Give me a should if
you have any questions.
Thanks!

-A

Steve's Questions:
1. What's happened since 2008 I know you're working on.

Since 2008, CSTD has dedicated resources to higher priority files. However, in this time a detailed
(in the form of an issue analysis summary) and recommended option were
scheduling
developed. assessment
__________________________________________________________
___

3. I suspect there is no link to NCPR. Please confirm.

No. BZP and TFMPP not substances approved in Canada for sale or use.
4. My understanding is that 1-for-1 does not apply to the scheduling of controlled substances. Please
confirm.

All regulatory items that make it into CG I or CG II before April 1, 2012 do not have to consider the 1-for-1
rule. For items moving forward after that date, it has not yet been clarified by TBS how regulatory
departments are to manage implementation. Conversations with departments re implementation are
planned for later this month.
Your questions from last night:
1. What work was done on BZP and TFMPP between the 2008 NOI and now? (Cathy and Hilary can
discuss at bilat tomorrow).

See above.
2. The draft NOI references the 2008 NOI as a Notice of Intent to Interested Parties. The actual 2008 NOI
in CGI is entitled ''Notice to Interested Parties. " Can we make the change for consistency sake in the
draft?
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
We can make that change. Both titles are used interchangeably.
3. Is the authority for Cathy to send NOls for CGI ''designated'' or ''delegated?''
There is no specific authority for the issuance of NOls, (Le., it is not a power accorded to the Minister
under the Act or any of the regs and so is not included in the designation framework for the CDSA and its
regulations). NOls are administrative tools aimed at enhancing government transparency and openness
and so technically anyone with financial authority to sign off on the printing costs can submit.
Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

Ian Hobler
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

IHi guys. Looping in Louise here ...

2012-01-0508:10:50 }txM

Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Louise Bertrand" <Iouise.bertrand@hc-sc.gc.ca>, "Andria Sherstone"
<and ria .sherstone@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2012-01-0508:10 AM
Fw: Heads-up: Scheduling BZP and TFMPP Under the CDSA
----------------------------------------~--

Hi guys.
Looping in Louise here ...
DMO had some questions on the heads-up email. Please see the emails below.
1. What's happened since 2008 I know you're working on.

3. I suspect there is no link to NCPR. Please confirm.
4. My understanding is that 1-for-1 does not apply to the scheduling of controlled substances. Please
confirm.
I'll let you know if we hear from HPFB at all.
The sooner I can get answers, the sooner we can move this along.
Thanks.
Ian
Hilary Geller
----- Original Message ----From: Hilary Geller
Sent: 2012-01-05 08:00 AM EST
To: Cathy A Sabiston
Cc: Ian Hobler; Andria Sherstone
Subject: Re: Heads-up: Scheduling BZP and TFMPP Under the CDSA
Ideally yes .. But can't squeeze MINO for time
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2012-01-0507:56 AM ST
2012-01-05 07:36 AM ST

----- Original Message ----From: Steven Schwendt
Sent: 2012-01-04 07:34 PM EST
To: Ian Hobler
Cc: Hilary Geller; Linsey Hollett; Barbara Moran; Jill Watson
Subject: Re: Heads-up: Scheduling BZP and TFMPP Under the CDSA
Hi,
Happy new year to all.
No doubt you have the answers, but two questions that come to mind are: why has the process to regulate
taken so lona (and does the time laa explain the need for another noi now);

Linkages to new classes proposal (if any) and implementation of 1-for-1 rule would also appear relevant.
Steve
Ian Hobler

[Hi Steve. Happy new year.

2012-01-0406:15 PM §ST
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Fw: BZP Documents (mecs 11-124491-118)
Andria Sherstone to: Paula Robert

2011-12-30 10:34 AM

Hi Paula,
Here are the docs that I sent to linsey. These can ao in MECS.

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-12-30 10:33 AM ----Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SCfGCfCA@HWC
Jeannine RitchotlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Paula
Cc:
RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Date:
2011-12-2905:24 PM
S~bje~~~__~BZ!.' Documents (mecs 11-124249-987 a_n_d_1_1_-1"""'2_4_49_1_-_18"""8,...)_ _........_ _""'"'""'_______= _ _......... _ _'"""""'"
From:

To:

Hi Andria,
I received the BZP documents below around 4 PM, so J onJy had the time to review them but not discuss
proposed changes with Johanne.
I have left the two BZP MECS folders (11-124249-987 and 11-124491-188) on your chair along with my
proposed changes to the email text. Note that admo requested this email text to use in their signal check
with DMO. Please review my suggested changes and, if you agree, please coordinate the update of the
proposed email text with Johanne.
The Workplan document reflects admo's feedback, as well, Cathy had previously approved the NOI text
and the text for the Chiefs of Police Letter. You will need to confirm with admo whether or not they also
want dmo to see the Chiefs of Police Letter which we must send as per TB direction.
Once you have had the chance to review these documents, give me a shout at home and we can discuss
to ensure we are all on the same page given the flurry of activity on this file on December 23rd.

Note that admo asked for the revised BZP documents before the end of this week (and Linsey is
covering for Ian this week)
Thanks
Louise Bertrand
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
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Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controh~es et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Health Canada I Sante Canada
(613) 957-2867
----- Forwarded by Louise 8ertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-12-29 04:47 PM -----

From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

Melanie Seguin/HC-SC/GC/CA
Louise 8ertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-29 03:56 PM

[attachment "The Office of Controlled Substances has drafted a Notice to Interested Parties.docx" deleted
by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA]
[attachment "DRAFT BZPandTFMPP WorkPlan Dec 29, 2011.doc" deleted by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA]

Melanie Seguin
Executive Assistant to the Director IAdjointe executive ala directrice
Office of Controlled Substances IBureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate IDirection des substances controlees et de la lutte
au tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch IDirection generale de la sante
environnementale et de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada ISante Canada
123 Slater Street, Office D-388 I 123 rue Slater, Piece D-388
Ottawa, Ontario KJA 01<9
(f) 613 952-2131
(F) 613 946-4224
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23
The Office of Controlled Substances has drafted a Notice to Interested Parties (Notice) to be
published in Canada Gazette, Part I. Publication of the Notice would provide interested
stakeholders with a 3D-day opportunity to provide comments on Health Canada's regulatory
proposal to add benzylpiperazine (BZP) and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP) to
Schedule III to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA) and to the Schedule to Part J
of the Food and Drug Regulations (FDR-Part J).

Exemption from the requirement to pre-publish this regulatory proposal in CGI provides an
opportunity for Health Canada to achieve publication in Canada Gazette, Part II (CGII)
it will be
challenging to meet this objective as the following timeline would be required:

Attached please find a detailed timeline as well as the proposed Notice.

*********************************************
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5.23
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5.23

BZP & TFMPP
Andria Sherstone to: Linsey Hollett

2011-12-30 10:32 AM

Cc: Ian Hobler, Louise Bertrand, Paula Robert

Hi Linsey,
As requested, please find a draft e-mail to signal check with DMO on BZPfTFMPP, along with the
proposed timelines and draft Notice. I am also attaching the draft e-mail to the Chiefs of Police (DGO
approved) as an FYI. This letter is a requirement as per TB direction on the file. Please let me know if
you feel DMO should see this letter as part of the signal check.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks!
-A
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++
The Office of Controlled Substances has drafted a Notice to Interested Parties (Notice) to be published in
Canada Gazette, Part I. Publication of the Notice would provide interested stakeholders with a 3D-day
opportunity to provide comments on Health Canada's regulatory proposal to add benzylpiperazine (BZP)
and trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine (TFMPP) to Schedule III to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act
(CDSA) and to the Schedule to Part J of the Food and Drug Regulations (FDR-Part J).

Notwithstanding the significantly compressed timeline
achieved by exemption from pre-publication in CGI, it will be challenging to meet this objective as the
following timeline would be required:

Attached please find a detailed timeline as well as the proposed Notice.
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23
*********************************************

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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Re: NOI BZP and TFMPP
Andria Sherstone to: Louise Bertrand

2011-12-2312:26 PM

Thanks for taking care of this Louise!
Merry Christmas!

-A
Louise Bertrand
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Ias discussed revised workplan with Dec 28 N...

2011-12-2310;44 AM gST

Louise Bertrand
Ian Hobler
Andria Sherstone
2011-12-2310:44 AM EST
Re: NOI BZP and TFMPP

as discussed revised workplan with Dec 28 NOI deadline
[attachment "DRAFT BZPandTFMPP_WorkPlan_Dec 23,2011 v3.doc" deleted by Andria
Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA]
Louise Bertrand
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Health Canada I Sante Canada
(613) 957-2867

Louise Bertrand
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

IHi lan, As discussed over, the phone, ideally we ...

201 f·12-23 10:22:28 f\M

Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA
Ian Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-2310:22 AM
NOI BZP and TFMPP

Hi lan,
As discussed over, the phone, ideally we would get the ok from admo today regarding proceeding with the
NOI (which only requires DG approval) since we must submit to CG before noon on Wednesday
December 28, 2011 or the NOI cannot make the CG January 7th date given the revised CG deadlines. If
we miss the December 28th prior to noon submission, we must submit by noon January 5,2012 to make
the CG publication January 14, 2012 date which would then require us to seek "urgent consideration" from
TB for CG Part II to make the proposed timelines.
As well, ideally the Letter to the Chiefs of Police over the holidays.
Note that the NOI and CGII dates are very aggressive and only allow for 2 two weeks to obtain
ADMO/DM/MO approvals of the CGII package.
Proposed Notice of Intent
[attachment "DRAFT NOI BZP & TFMPP 2011-12-21 v3.doc" deleted by Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA]

Draft Workplan
[attachment "DRAFT BZPandTFMPP_WorkPlan_Dec 20,2011 v2.doc" deleted by Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA]
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Proposed Letter to Chiefs of Police
[attachment "DRAFT Letter to Chiefs of Police 2011-12-21 v.2.doc" deleted by Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA]

Thanks,
Louise Bertrand
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controh~es et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Health Canada I Sante Canada
(613) 957-2867
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5.19(1)
5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)
5.23

Fw: Potential "Hot" Files for Next Week
Andria Sherstone to: Johanne Beaulieu

2011-12-2201 :32 PM

Cc: CSTD-OCS-DO

Hi Johanne,
Below please find the list of potential hot files that was flagged for Jeannine as she is acting for Cathy next
week. You'll note that there are quite a few OCS files on there.
For BZP, Mental Retardation, NCPR and Daime Tea, note that Cathy is out of the office the last 2 weeks
of January, so any approvals (ie. BZP reg pkg) will need to be tailored to ensure she is able to
review/approve them.
Merry Christmas! See you on the 30th!
Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controh~es et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-12-22 01 :29 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:

Date:
Subject:

Louise Bertrand/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jeannine RitchotlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Charlotte Burton/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Cathy A Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Andria
Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Paula RobertlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Stephane
Lessard/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-2201 :07 PM
Potential "Hot" Files for Next Week

Hi Jeanine,
While we expect that it will be quiet while you are acting DG next week, below is a list of potential "hot"
files.
Note that Paula will be in next week, I will be in on Thursday (dec 29) and Andria on Friday (dec 30).

~!!~!!!!~I!~!!!~~ not hesitate to call me at home (

should you
me since I will not be checking my email). Ian Hobler will not be
and Linsey Hollet will be covering his files.

h

1 - Mernagh patient letters

•
•
•

The letters were sent on Dec. 21,2011.
It is possible that there will be some media attention, however, medial lines have been prepared
and approved.

2 - BZP
•
Cathy (and ADMO) have requested a workplan along with timelines for moving the regulations
through the TB approval process.

•
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5.19(1)
5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

•

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

t-rom me I:SLP process, UGS has prepared
It was sent to them on Dec. 14. It is possible HG will have some questions on this
document and how it could apply to BZP.

3 - Loss and Thefts
•
Stemming from a media request
, OCS was required to amalgamate all loss and
theft data from 2005 to present.
•
Data from 2005-2010 has been collected, and OCS is currently doing a final verification of the
data, and analyzing it for trends prior to it being shared with ADMO (and then with
•
Data from March 2010 to present was not immediately accessible due to an IMSD problem with
the database. This problem has been addressed, and OCS is working on inputting the 2010/2011
data into the database. Once complete, this will be shared with
•
We had committed to getting some of the information back to
in Dec.lJanuary.
anticipate ADMO will begin to ask where the data and analysis is very shortly.
4 - Mental Retardation
•
DMO has requested the Memo (11-121402) on the replacement/deletion of the term mental
retardation be updated to provide only 2 options: 1 - deletion of the term via the Misc.
Amendments and 2- Deletion via the NCPR. This is required to strengthen the case to the DM
that the NCPR route is in fact, the preferred path forward.
•
Revised BN due in ADMO Dec. 22.
•
I anticipate follow-up questions/revisions on mental retardation from ADM and higher. OCS
(Johanne/Jocelyn) should be able to stick handle this.
5 - CCSA paper of medical marihuana
•
CCSA has drafted a paper in collaboration with H. Kalant on the medicinal use of cannabis.
•
This article, although very poorly written, should not impact Dr. Kalant's ability to chair the EAC.
•
CCSA will be making some revisions as per HC's comments. Cathy has requested I send the
revised version to ADMO after Christmas.
6 - Trademark Memo (11-116454)
•
The trademark memo will be sent to admo today and may have some questions (which I can take
care of on Dec 29).
7 - Written Question 383 - FTCS
•
It was originally due in admo on Wednesday December 21 st, however, admo is seeking a
extension for us with PRO since BSFO required more time to collect the financial data required.
•
BSFO is supposed to provide this data December 30 and we have tentatively scheduled a
meeting with Hilary on January 5th to discuss our concerns with the response to this written
question.
8 - Small Guys Tobacco Group Docket (11-123957-710)
•
This docket is due in DGO on December 29th and I will be in to review it; however it is due in
admo only on January 3rd (and Cathy will want to review it).
Thanks,
Louise.
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Re:BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-12-1202:59 PM

Oh, totally agree!

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

Jocelyn Kula
From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

[I think we would just want to be on the safe side ...

2011-12-1202:57:11

PM

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-1202:57 PM

Re:BZP

I think we would just want to be on the safe side if you will, i.e., not get the package signed off only to find,
some really icky issue rears its head when the NOI goes out.. ...
JK

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Andria Sherstone
From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

[Hi Jocelyn, Thanks for the clarification. I had th ...

2011-12-1202:50:53

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-1202:50 PM

Re:BZP

Hi Jocelyn,
Thanks for the clarification. I had thought that the package could go up without the new NOI. I will let
Cathy know.
Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
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PM

5.23

DGO Advisor! Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate! Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

Jocelyn Kula
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

IHi Andria When we met last week, we were still...

2011-12-12 12:58:59

PM

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Carol Langlois/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-12 12:58 PM
Re: BZP

Hi Andria
When we met last week,

I Wei::; IIUl eiWeil t::: lIli::Il lilt::: IJldl'

was to send up the NOI for approval with the regulatory pacKage, so am not sure how you had the idea
that we would have a revised package for you this week. The comment period for the NOI will be 30 days
and to me, it only makes sense to send up the regs package for approval once we have a clear sense that
no new major issues have been raised through the NOI process.
Happy to discuss however.
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division! Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Andria Sherstone
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

tHi Carol, Could you let me know when the final...

2011-12-12 12:35:25

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Carol Langlois/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-12 12:35 PM
BZP

Hi Carol,
Could you let me know when the final BZP package will be coming to DGO. I understood that it was being
finalised and would be sent up for final sign off by Cathy last week.

Thanks!

002856

PM

-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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5.23

Re: BZP Package ~
Andria Sherstone to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-12-0210:40 AM

Gotcha! Thanks.
tIara can engage you if she needs to on your Ii...

Jocelyn Kula
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2011-12-0210:26 AM eST

Jocelyn Kula
Andria Sherstone
Tara Phillips; Elizabeth Dussault
2011-12-02 10:26 AM EST
Re: BZP Package

Tara can engage you if she needs to on your list below but re the regs package, what we sent up was
merely an accumulation of draft docs. Things need to be on letterhead, we need input from TB on some
docs, and we have special aqua dockets we use for reg packages.
Happy friday!
JK
JK
Sent by blackberry

Andria Sherstone
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

IHi Jocelyn, I thought that the package that wa ...

2011-12-0210:01AM §ST

Andria Sherstone
Jocelyn Kula
Tara Phillips; Elizabeth Dussault
2011-12-0210:01 AM EST
Re: BZP Package

Hi Jocelyn,
I thought that the package that was sent up was the formal one. Cathy reviewed the documents and only
had a few minor revisions. Once these revisions have been completed, she will sign off on and it will be
routed up to ADMO.

I spoke with Denis yesterday

Under the portfolio considerations, we
need to state that this would impact HPFB. Denis and I agreed that the language could be fairly high level
and reference the Supps Note, which would then be added as an appendix to the package.

unfortunately, I do not have the Supps Note in front
ot me, nor is it in Mt:CS, so I am not sure ot the current wording.

Happy to discuss.
Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
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5.23

DGO Advisor! Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate! Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

Jocelyn Kula
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

IAndria I am not here tomorrow and would like to ...

2011-12-01 07:17:29

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-12-01 07:17 PM
BZP Package

Andria
I am not here tomorrow and would like to be very clear as to next steps with the BZP package.
If I understand correctly, DGO now wants to see a formal regulatory package in an aqua folder and with a
new routing slip etc.
-this can wait to go up until we have comments on RIAS and Supp Note back from TB (Tara is following up
on this tomorrow) AND we have blue stamps and the Ministerial Recommendation from the drafting
service
-for the Supp Note, are we to assume that the whole issue of possibly seeking an exemption from
pre-publication is dead, and therefore we can remove the last section of the draft note? It is certainly my
impression that we have no room to move there but would appreciate confirmation of that
-in your note on the inside of the docket that came back,
.... am I correct that you are suggesting that this
should be in the Memo to MInister {as clearly me t;upp Note already references the ongoing? just want to
be clear
-reo the supp note, yes, it is supposed to be part of the package and thus is an appendix to the MTM for
the purposes of the departmental approval process

Hopefully my thoughts are clear, please feel free to call Tara directly if I have got things wrong.
thx
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division! Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
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PM

Fw: For DG approval: BZP/TFMPP Comms Plan
Andria Sherstone to: Cathy A Sabiston

2011-11-3009:31 AM

I have the BZP reg package with me now for review. You should have it to begin your review first thing
tomorrow am.

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controh~es et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-30 09:30 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Nicole Prentice/HC-SC/GC/CA
Cathy A Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, CSTD-DGO, Christine Roush/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-3009:17 AM
For DG approval: BZPITFMPP Comms Plan

Hi Cathy,
Attached below is the draft BZP & TFMPP comms plan for your approval please. After you approve, I will
be routing this through all the comms approvals and will buddy the comms plan with the reg package with
Ian in ADMO for Hilary's approval. Johanne has approved.
[attachment "HECS_RegCommPlan_BZP_TFMPP _Nov29_0CS change_clean.doc" deleted by Andria
Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA]
Many thanks,
Nicole
----- Forwarded by Nicole Prentice/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-30 09:11 AM ----From:
To:
Cc:

Date:
Subject:

Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA
Nicole Prentice/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara
Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Christine
Roush/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-2905:16 PM
Re: Comments on Draft BZP Comms Plan

Approved.
Johanne

Johanne Beaulieu
Director I Directrice
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
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Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
123 Slater Street, Room D-387 I 123 rue Slater, Piece D-387
Ottawa, Ontario KiA OK9
(T) 613 952-2177
(F) 613 946-4224
Nicole Prentice
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

ISounds good. I have made the changes in the d ...

2011-11-2903:28:42 PM

Nicole Prentice/HC-SC/GC/CA
Elizabeth DussaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Christine Roush/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Johanne
Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-2903:28 PM
Re: Comments on Draft BZP Comms Plan

Sounds good. I have made the changes in the document below.
Johanne for your approval please.
Please note that after Cathy approves, I will be routing this through all the comms approvals and will
buddy the comms plan with the reg package with Ian in ADMO for Hilary's approval.
Thanks.
Nicole
[attachment "HECS_RegCommPlan_BZP_TFMPP_Nov29_0CS change_c1ean.doc" deleted by Nicole
Prentice/HC-SC/GC/CA]

Elizabeth Dussault
Nicole Prentice
Elizabeth Dussault
Nicole Prentice
Elizabeth Dussault
Tara E Phillips

IHi Nicole, Jocelyn's on training today and Johan ...
[hanks Elizabeth. Jocelyn - Is this good to go 0 ...
pust one small change but good to go. Elizabeth ...
IHello, As discussed, HPFB has reviewed the dr.. .
/Hi Nicole, Further to the below, we received a fe .. .
IHi Nicole, Thank you for the draft Comms plan t ..

2011-11-2903:24:07 PM
2011-11-2903:00:19 PM
2011-11-2902:57:19 PM
2011-11-29 02:43:37 PM
2011-11-2110:01:41 }t\M
2011-11-1402:52:00 PM
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Re: Fw: EC and MO weekly update on TB regulatory submissions - for
December 2, 2011
Andria Sherstone to: Denis Arsenault

2011-11-2910:40 AM

Cc: Johanne Beaulieu, Jocelyn Kula, Tara Phillips, Elizabeth Dussault

Hi Denis,
I think that, given the BZP package is coming up to DGO for approval tomorrow, and that it is now on the
ADM's radar, we should include it in the regulatory table. As for the dates that we are targeting TB, etc.,
that we can simply by TBC (which we have done for NCPR).
From last week's meeting with the ADM on BZP last week. it is likely that she will begin to flag it up as
well. To cover our bases, it should be included in the table.
Happy to disucss.
Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

Denis Arsenault
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

IHi Andria, We are of the view that we should hoI...

2011-11-29 09:06:28 f\M

Denis ArsenauIVHC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Elizabeth
DussauIVHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Tara Phillips/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-29 09:06 AM
Fw: EC and MO weekly update on TB regulatory submissions - for December 2, 2011

Hi Andria,
We are of the view that we should hold off on including an entry for the BZP reg package until we have
firmed up the TB meeting date that we are targeting.
Denis

Denis Arsenault,
Section Head - Policy I Chef - Section des politiques
Regulatory Policy Division I
Division des politiques reglementaires,
Office of Controlled Substances I
Bureau des substances controlees,
Health Canada I Sante Canada
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TelfTel: (613) 957-6828
Fax I Telecopieur : (613) 946-4224
E-Mail/Courriel:denis.arsenault@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-29 09:03 AM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-2905:54 AM
Fw: EC and MO weekly update on TB regulatory submissions - for December 2, 2011

Please answer to Andria.
Johanne

Johanne Beaulieu
Director I Directrice
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
123 Slater Street, Room D-387 I 123 rue Slater, Piece D-387
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9
(T) 613 952-2177
(F) 613 946-4224
----- Forwarded by Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-29 05:53 AM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-2805:52 PM
Fw: EC and MO weekly update on TB regulatory submissions - for December 2, 2011

HiJo,
Do you think that we should add BZP to this table?

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-28 05:51 PM ----From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Waleed lliyan/HC-SC/GC/CA
HECS_BRAC_Members
HECS_BRAC_Alternates, CSTD-DGO, Brandon Ferguson/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-2803:10 PM
Fw: EC and MO weekly update on TB regulatory submissions - for December 2, 2011

Hi BRAC members,
Please find attached this week's regulatory table for your review. Please provide any updates to me by
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cob Wednesday.
Thanks,
Waleed lIiyan
Policy Analyst /I Analyste des politiques
Office of Strategic Policy and Integration /I Bureau de la politique strategique et de I'integration
Policy, Planning and Integration Directorate /I Direction des politiques, de la planification et de
I'integration
HECSB /I DGSESC
Health Canada /I Sante Canada
T: (613) 941-1491// F: (613) 957 6354
waleed_i1iyan@hc-sc.gc.ca
----- Forwarded by Waleed lliyan/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-28 03:06 PM ----From:
To:

Cc:

Date:
Subject:

Dorothy Forrester/HC-SC/GC/CA
Stephanie Small/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Waleed lliyan/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Rob
Ward/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Kirsten AlmquistlHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Kerry
Reinhard/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC .
Susan Phinney/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Wesley Kennedy/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Dyann
Goyette/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Eric Charlebois/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Roxanne
Lewis/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jennifer Mackenzie/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Claude
Lesage/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Amy-Anne Touzin/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Corinne
Wicki/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-11-2803:03 PM
EC and MO weekly update on TB regulatory submissions - for December 2, 2011

Good Afternoon:
Please find attached a draft of the weekly TB Regulatory Submissions report for your update and
validation. This report will be submitted for the coming week.
[attachment "Weekly TB Status Report for December 22011 clean.wpd" deleted by Denis
ArsenaultlHC-SC/GC/CA]

Your input would be appreciated by cob Friday, December 2, 2011. As usual, no response will be
considered as agreement on the information in the report.
Thank you.
Dorothy
*******************

Dorothy Forrester
Legislative and Regulatory Affairs Division /
Division des affaires legislatives et reglementaires
Legislative and Regulatory Policy Directorate /
Direction des politiques legislatives et reglementaires
Strategic Policy Branch /
Direction generale de la politique strategique
Tel: 613-946-7560
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

NOI for BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Ian Hobler

2011-11-2401:54 PM

Hey,
So, here is the NOI for BZP that was published in Canada Gazette in 2008.
The NOI contains BZP and TMFPP, along with seven other piperazine derivatives.

1fY~'
!/~

Official Version of CG Part I 200B-11-22.pdf

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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GOVERNMENT HOUSE

RESIDENCE DU GOUVERNEUR GENERAL

THE ORDER OF MILITARY MERIT

L'ORDRE DU MERITE MILITAlRE

The Governor General, the Right Honourable Michaelle Jean,
Chancellor and Commander of the Order of Military Merit, in
accordance with the Constitution of the Order of Military Merit,
has appointed the following:

La gouverneure generale, la tres honorable Michaelle Jean,
Chanceliere et commandeur de l'Ordre du merite militaire, en
conformite avec les statuts de l'Ordre merite militaire, a nomme :

Commanders of the Order of Military Merit

Commandeurs de I 'Ordre du merite militaire

Major-General S. A. Beare, C.M.M., M.S.M., C.D.
tMajor-General D. J. R. S. Benjamin, C.M.M., C.D.
Major-General J. M. Duval, C.M.M., C.D
tMajor-General J. P. Y. D. Gosselin, C.M.M., C.D.
Rear-Admiral P. D. McFadden, C.M.M., C.D.
Rear-Admiral B. M. Weadon, C.M.M., C.D

Le major-general S. A. Beare, C.M.M., M.S.M., C.D.
tLe major-general D. J. R. S. Benjamin, C.M.M., C.D.
Le major-general J. M. Duval, C.M.M., C.D.
tLe major-general J. P. Y. D. Gosselin, C.M.M., C.D.
Le contre-amiral P. D. McFadden, C.M.M., C.D.
Le contre-amiral B. M. Weadon, C.M.M., C.D.

Officiers de I 'Ordre du merite militaire

Officers of the Order of Military Merit
Lieutenant-Colonel S. F. Beharriell, O.M.M., C.D.
Captain (N) S. C. Bertrand, O.M.M, C.D.
Colonel D. C. Burt, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel S. M. Carey, O.M.M., C.D.
Colonel G. J. A. Champagne, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel B. A. J. Ciarroni, O.M.M., C.D.
Commander D. J. M. Daigneault, O.M.M., C.D.
Colonel J. R. Ferron, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel M. J. P. Fortin, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. F. C. Garbutt, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. H. Garrick, O.M.M., C.D.
Colonel L. G. Gillis, O.M.M., C.D.
Commander M. J. M. Halle, O.M.M., C.D
Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Hammond, O.M.M., C.D.
Major D. L. Harper, O.M.M., C.D.
Captain (N) H. T. Harsch, O.M.M., C.D.
Captain (N) G. H. A. Hatton, O.M.M., C.D.
Captain (N) N. H. Jolin, O.M.M., C.D.
Commander R. W. Jones, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. E. Kearney, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel T. W. Kopan, O.M.M., M.O.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. N. Lalonde, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. S. Martinell, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Mason, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. L. Miller, O.M.M., C.D.
Colonel D. G. Neasmith, O.M.M., C.D.
Colonel A. C. Patch, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. J. Powell, O.M.M., C.D.
Colonel J. B. Roeterink, O.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Rundle, O.M.M., C.D.
Colonel J. G. G. Simard, O.M.M., C.D.
Captain (N) W. S. Truelove, O.M.M., C. D.

t

This is a promotion within the Order.

Le lieutenant-colonel S. F. Beharriell, O.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine de vaisseau S. C. Bertrand, O.M.M., C.D.
Le colonel D. C. Burt, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel S. M. Carey, O.M.M., C.D.
Le colonel G. J. A. Champagne, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel B. A. J. Ciarroni, O.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine de fregate D. J. M. Daigneault, O.M.M., C.D.
Le colonel J. R. Ferron, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel M. J. P. Fortin, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel P. F. C. Garbutt, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel W. H. Garrick, O.M.M., C.D.
Le colonel L. G. Gillis, O.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine de fregate M. J. M. Halle, O.M.M., C.D
Le lieutenant-colonel J. W. Hammond, O.M.M., C.D.
Le major D. L. Harper, O.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine de vaisseau H. T. Harsch, O.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine de vaisseau G. H. A. Hatton, O.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine de vaisseau N. H. Jolin, O.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine de fregate R. W. Jones, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel P. E. Kearney, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel T. W. Kopan, O.M.M., M.O.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel J. N. Lalonde, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel R. S. Martinell, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel D. A. Mason, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel D. L. Miller, O.M.M., C.D.
Le colonel D. G. Neasmith, O.M.M., C.D.
Le colonel A. C. Patch, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel R. J. Powell, O.M.M., C.D.
Le colonel J. B. Roeterink, O.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant-colonel D. A. Rundle, O.M.M., C.D.
Le colonel J. G. G. Simard, O.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine de vaisseau W. S. Truelove, O.M.M., C.D.

t

II s'agit d'une promotion au sein de I'Ordre.
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Lieutenant W. J. Anderson, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer M. L. Baisley, M.M.M., C.D
Chief Warrant Officer C. J. Barth, M.M.M., C.D
Chief Warrant Officer J. R. S. Beaudoin, M.M.M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer B. R. J. Beek, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer A. J. W. Begg, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer J. M. A. Brideau, M.M.M., C.D.
Captain T. D. Brodie, M. M. M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer J. J. R. Butler, M.M.M., M.S.M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer M. Cantin, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer J. Y. P. Cassavant, M.M.M., C.D.
Warrant Officer R. C. Cosens, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer J. G. P. Cote, M.M.M., C.D.
Warrant Officer M. N. M. Cowperthwaite, M.M.M., C.D.
Warrant Officer R. R. G. Cranford, M.M.M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer A. M. Cromwell, M.M.M., C.D.
Warrant Officer M. C. D. L. Deshaies, M.M.M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer J. M. Doppler, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Petty Officer 1st Class H. W. Fancy, M.M.M., C.D.
Sergeant T. A. Flath, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer G. K. Gagawchuk, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer J. A. Guimond, M.M.M., C.D.
Petty Officer 2nd Class J. P. Haas, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Petty Officer 1st Class P. M. Hagan, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Petty Officer 2nd Class T. E. Harwood-Jones, M.M.M.,
C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer J. K. Hohmann, M.M.M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer T. A. Innes, M.M.M., C.D.
Private O. Ittinuar, M. M. M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer G. J. R. P. Janssens, M.M.M., C.D.
Petty Officer 1st Class S. W. Jeffery, M.M.M., C.D.
Lieutenant (N) P. M. A. Jessup, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer K. P. Jones, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer K. R. Junor, M.M.M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer L. T. King, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer C. J. E. Kitching, M.M.M., C.D.
Warrant Officer J. G. Lamarre, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Petty Officer 1st Class J. A. C. Laurendeau, M.M.M., C.D.
Petty Officer 1st Class J. A. Llewellen, M.M.M., C.D.
Captain B. E. Maddin, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Petty Officer 1st Class D. A. Markin, M.M.M., C.D.
Warrant Officer D. G. Marshall, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer J. J. G. Martin, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer D. J. Mazerolle, M.M.M., C.D.
Sergeant C. A. McLean, M.M.M., C.D.
Sergeant R. H. Mitchell, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Petty Officer 1st Class M. E. Moger, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer G. W. F. MO,rrison, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Petty Officer 2nd Class J. F. Murphy, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer J. E. O. Myers, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer B. G. Paradis, M.M.M., C.D.
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Membres de /'Ordre du merite militaire
Le lieutenant W. J. Anderson, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefM. L. Baisley, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefC. J. Barth, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chef J. R. S. Beaudoin, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre B. R. J. Beek, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chef A. J. W. Begg, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chef J. M. A. Brideau, M.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine T. D. Brodie, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre J. J. R. Butler, M.M.M., M.S.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre M. Cantin, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chef J. Y. P. Cassavant, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant R. C. Cosens, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chef J. G. P. Cote, M.M.M., C.D
L'adjudant M. N. M. Cowperthwaite, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant R. R. G. Cranford, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre A. M. Cromwell, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant M. C. D. L. Deshaies, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre J. M. Doppler, M.M.M., C.D.
Le premier maitre de Ire classe H. W. Fancy, M.M.M., C.D.
Le sergent T. A. Flath, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefG. K. Gagawchuk, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chef J. A. Guimond, M.M.M., C.D.
Le maitre de 2e classe J. P. Haas, M.M.M., C.D.
Le premier maitre de Fe classe P. M. Hagan, M.M.M., C.D.
Le premier maitre de 2e classe T. E. Harwood-Jones, M.M.M.,
C.D.
L'adjudant-chef J. K. Hohmann, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre T. A. Innes, M.M.M., C.D.
Le soldat O. Ittinuar, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefG. J. R. P. Janssens, M.M.M., C.D.
Le maitre de 1re classe S. W. Jeffery, M.M.M., C.D.
Le lieutenant de vaisseau P. M. A. Jessup, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefK. P. Jones, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefK. R. Junor, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre L. T. King, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefC. J. E. Kitching, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant J. G. Lamarre, M.M.M., C.D.
Le premier maitre de 1re classe J. A. C. Laurendeau, M.M.M.,
C.D.
Le maitre de Fe classe J. A. Llewellen, M.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine B. E. Maddin, M.M.M., C.D.
Le premier maitre de Fe classe D. A. Markin, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant D. G. Marshall, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chef J. J. G. Martin, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefD. J. Mazerolle, M.M.M., C.D.
Le sergent C. A. McLean, M.M.M., C.D.
Le sergent R. H. Mitchell, M.M.M., C.D.
Le premier maitre de Ire classe M. E. Moger, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefG. W. F. Morrison, M.M.M., C.D.
Le premier maitre de 2e classe J. F. Murphy, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chef J. E. O. Myers, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefB. G. Paradis, M.M.M., C.D.
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Membres de l'Ordre du merite militaire (suite)

Chief Warrant Officer 1. B. J. P. Pepin, M.M.M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer 1. W. Peterson, M.M.M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer 1. H. Pineault, M.M.M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer A. Renaud, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer J. E. R. Riopel, M.M.M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer T. G. Roberts, M.M.M., C.D.
Captain R. 1. A. Robillard, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Petty Officer 2nd Class A. B. Robinson, M.M.M., C.D.
Captain T. 1. E. Robinson, M.M.M., C.D
Chief Warrant Officer J. M. Y. Rochon, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer 1. L. Scheidl, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Petty Officer 2nd Class M. P. Simonsen, M.M.M., C.D.
Master Warrant Officer G. 1. M. Tanney, M.M.M., C.D.
Major G. W. A. Thorne, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer D. V. Tibbel, M.M.M., C.D.
Captain R. Van den Berg, M.M.M., C.D
Master Warrant Officer M. P. Webb, M.M.M., C.D.
Chief Warrant Officer C. A. White, M.M.M., C.D.

L'adjudant-chef 1. B. J. P. Pepin, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre J. W. Peterson, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre 1. H. Pineault, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre A. Renaud, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chef 1. E. R. Riopel, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre T. G. Roberts, M.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine R. J. A. Robillard, M.M.M., C.D.
Le premier maitre de 2e classe A. B. Robinson, M.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine T. 1. E. Robinson, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chef 1. M. Y. Rochon, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chef 1. L. Scheidl, M.M.M., C.D.
Le premier maitre de 2 e classe M. P. Simonsen, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre G. 1. M. Tanney, M.M.M., C.D.
Le major G. W. A. Thome, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefD. V. Tibbel, M.M.M., C.D.
Le capitaine R. Van den Berg, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-maitre M. P. Webb, M.M.M., C.D.
L'adjudant-chefC. A. White, M.M.M., C.D.
Temoin Ie Sceau de l'Ordre du merite
militaire ce deuxieme jour d'octobre
de l' an deux mille sept

Witness the Seal of the Order of
Military Merit this second day
of October of the year
two thousand and seven

Le secreta ire general
de I'Ordre du merite militaire
SHEILA-MARIE COOK

SHEILA-MARIE COOK
Secretary General
of the Order of Military Merit

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

THE ORDER OF MERIT OF THE POLICE FORCES

L'ORDRE DU ME RITE DES CORPS POLICIERS

The Governor General, the Right Honourable Michaelle Jean,
Chancellor and Commander of the Order of Merit of the Police
Forces, in accordance with the Constitution of the Order of Merit
of the Police Forces, has appointed the following:

La gouverneure generale, la tres honorable Michaelle Jean,
chanceliere et commandeur de l'Ordre du merite des corps policiers, en conformite avec les statuts de l'Ordre du merite des
corps policiers, a nomme :

Commanders of the Order of Merit of the Police Forces

Commandeurs de l'Ordre du merite des corps policiers

Chief Jack Ewatski, C.O.M.
tChiefEdgar A. MacLeod, C.O.M.

t

This is a promotion within the Order.

Chef Jack Ewatski, C.O.M.
tChefEdgar A. MacLeod, C.O.M.

t

II s'agit d'une promotion au sein de l'Ordre.
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Officers of the Order of Merit of the Police Forces
Senior Director Eldon Amoroso, O.O.M.
Chief Jack H. Beaton, O.O.M.
Deputy Chief Kim Walter Derry, O.O.M.
Chief Constable Derek C. Egan, O.O.M., C.D.
Assistant Director General Regis Falardeau, O.O.M.
ChiefWm. Murray Faulkner, O.O.M.
Assistant Commissioner Peter M. German, O.O.M.
Assistant Commissioner Darrell John LaFosse, O.O.M., L.V.O.
Superintendent Gordon Blake Schumacher, O.O.M.
Assistant Commissioner Joseph Donat Michel Seguin, O.O.M.
Assistant Commissioner Raf Souccar, O.O.M.

Members of the Order of Merit of the Police Forces
Corporal Stewart Richard Angus, M.O.M.
Corporal Terrence Barter, M.O.M.
Sergeant James Raymond Baskin, M.O.M.
Chief Superintendent Ross A. Bingley, M.O.M.
Sergeant Major Randall Kent Burt, M.O.M.
Superintendent Kenneth Cenzura, M.O.M.
Superintendent Robert James Chapman, M.M.M., M.O.M., C.D.
Director Serge Daoust, M.O.M.
Chief Bruce 1. Davis, M.O.M.
Deputy Chief Jane Elizabeth Dick, M.O.M.
Deputy Chief Bradley S. Duncan, M.O.M.
Assistant Director General Denis Fiset, M.O.M.
Deputy Chief Keith Livingstone Forde, M.O.M.
Constable Robert Gagnon, M.O.M.
Inspector John E. G. Grant, M.O.M.
Chief Superintendent William B. Grodzinski, M.O.M.
Sergeant Bradley Thomas Hampson, M.O.M.
Chief Superintendent Barry Harvie, M.O.M.
Inspector Shawn W. Hayes, M.O.M.
Staff Sergeant Kenneth 1. Hykawy, M.O.M.
Chief Richard Laperriere, M.O.M.
Staff Sergeant Gary John Le Gresley, M.O.M.
Deputy Chief Constable Douglas A. LePard, M.O.M.
Chief Glenn M. Lickers, M.O.M.
Sergeant Douglas James Lockhart, M.O.M.
Sergeant Gordon Bruce Magee, M.O.M.
Chief Superintendent Norman Georges Mazerolle, M.O.M.
Chief Gerald William McEwin, M.O.M.
Chief Dale R. McFee, M.O.M.
Staff Sergeant David Frederick McIntyre, M.O.M.
Deputy Chief Charles David Mercier, M.O.M.
Sergeant Sharon Meredith, M.O.M.
Inspector Gervais Ouellet, M.O.M.
Chief Superintendent Randall Ross Parks, M.O.M.
Deputy Chief Constable Clayton 1. D. Pecknold, M.O.M.
Deputy Chief Constable Robert A. Rich, M.O.M.
Superintendent Wayne Eric Rideout, M.O.M.
Sergeant Robert A. Ruiters, M.O.M.
Chief Constable Paul 1. Shrive, M.O.M.
Staff Sergeant Francis Ronald Stevenson, M.O.M.
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Officiers de I'Ordre du merite des corps policiers
Directeur principal Eldon Amoroso, O.O.M.
Chef Jack H. Beaton, O.O.M.
Chef adjoint Kim Walter Derry, O.O.M.
Agent-en-chefDerek C. Egan, O.O.M., C.D.
Directeur general adjoint Regis Falardeau, O.O.M.
ChefWm. Murray Faulkner, O.O.M.
Commissaire adjoint Peter M. German, O.O.M.
Commissaire adjoint Darrell John LaFosse, O.O.M., L.V.O.
Surintendant Gordon Blake Schumacher, O.O.M.
Commissaire adjoint Joseph Donat Michel Seguin, O.O.M.
Commissaire adjoint Raf Souccar, O.O.M.

Membres de I 'Ordre du merite des corps policiers
Caporal Stewart Richard Angus, M.O.M.
Caporal Terrence Barter, M.O.M.
Sergent James Raymond Baskin, M.O.M.
Surintendant principal Ross A. Bingley, M.O.M.
Sergeant Major Randall Kent Burt, M.O.M.
Surintendant Kenneth Cenzura, M.O.M.
Surintendant Robert James Chapman, M.M.M., M.O.M., C.D.
Directeur Serge Daoust, M.O.M.
Chef Bruce J. Davis, M.O.M.
Chef adjoint Jane Elizabeth Dick, M.O.M.
Chef adjoint Bradley S. Duncan, M.O.M.
Directeur general adjoint Denis Fiset, M.O.M.
Chef adjoint Keith Livingstone Forde, M.O.M.
Agent Robert Gagnon, M.O.M.
Inspecteur John E. G. Grant, M.O.M.
Surintendant principal William B. Grodzinski, M.O.M.
Sergent Bradley Thomas Hampson, M.O.M.
Surintendant principal Barry Harvie, M.O.M.
Inspecteur Shawn W. Hayes, M.O.M.
Sergent d'etat-major Kenneth 1. Hykawy, M.O.M.
Chef Richard Laperriere, M.O.M.
Sergeant d'etat-major Gary John Le Gresley, M.O.M.
Chef adjoint Douglas A. LePard, M.O.M.
Chef Glenn M. Lickers, M.O.M.
Sergent Douglas James Lockhart, M.O.M.
Sergent Gordon Bruce Magee, M.O.M.
Surintendant principal Norman Georges Mazerolle, M.O.M.
Chef Gerald William McEwin, M.O.M.
Chef Dale R. McFee, M.O.M.
Sergent d'etat-major David Frederick McIntyre, M.O.M.
Chef adjoint Charles David Mercier, M.O.M.
Sergent Sharon Meredith, M.O.M.
Inspecteur Gervais Ouellet, M.O.M.
Surintendant principal Randall Ross Parks, M.O.M.
Chef adjoint Clayton 1. D. Pecknold, M.O.M.
Chef adjoint Robert A. Rich, M.O.M.
Surintendant Wayne Eric Rideout, M.O.M.
Sergent Robert A. Ruiters, M.O.M.
Agent-en-chefPaul1. Shrive, M.O.M.
Sergent d'etat-major Francis Ronald Stevenson, M.O.M.
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Members of the Order of Merit of the Police Forces - Continued

Constable Pierre Thebault, M.O.M.
Georges D. Theriault, M.O.M.
Chief Paul Russell Trivett, M.O.M.
Associate Chief David D. Wilson, M.O.M.

Membres de I 'Ordre du merite des corps policiers (suite)

Agent Pierre Thebault, M.O.M.
Georges D. Theriault, M.O.M.
Chef Paul Russell Trivett, M.O.M.
Sous-chef de police David D. Wilson, M.O.M.

Witness the Seal of the Order of
Merit of the Police Forces
this ninth day of January
of the year two thousand
and eight

Temoin Ie Sceau de l'Ordre du
merite des corps policiers en ce
neuvieme jour de janvier
de I' an deux mille huit

SHEILA-MARIE COOK
Secretary General
of the Order of Merit of
the Police Forces

Le secretaire general
de 1'Ordre du merite des
corps policiers
SHEILA-MARIE COOK
[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

THE CANADIAN HERALDIC AUTHORITY - GRANTS,
REGISTRATIONS AND CONFIRMATIONS

L' AUTORITE HERALDIQUE DU CANADACONCESSIONS, ENREGISTREMENTS ET
CONFIRMATIONS

The Governor General, Her Excellency the Right Honourable
Michaelle Jean, is pleased to advise that the following grants,
registrations and confirmations of Armorial Bearings have been
made, as entered in the Public Register of Arms, Flags and
Badges of Canada (Volume, page):
Grant of Anns, Flag and Badge to Jason Bouzanis, Ottawa, Ontario, September 20,2007 (Vol. V, p. 173).

La gouverneure generale, Son Excellence la tres honorable
Michaelle Jean, est heureuse d'annoncer les concessions, les enregistrements et les confirmations d'emblemes heraldiques suivants, tels qu'ils sont consignes dans Ie Registre public des armoiries, drapeaux et insignes du Canada (volume, page) :
Concession d'armoiries, d'un drapeau et d'un insigne it Jason
Bouzanis, Ottawa (Ontario), Ie 20 septembre 2007 (vol. V,
p. 173).
Concession d'un drapeau et d'un insigne d'office au Commissaire du Yukon, Whitehorse (Yukon), Ie 10 decembre 2007
(vol. V, p. 189).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports et d'un drapeau au Village
of Lions Bay, Lions Bay (Colombie-Britannique), Ie 10 decembre 2007 (vol. V, p. 190).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports, d'un drapeau et d'insignes it la Cour federale, Ottawa (Ontario), Ie 10 decembre 2007
(vol. V, p. 191).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports et d'un drapeau it The
Town of St. Walburg, St. Walburg (Saskatchewan), Ie 10 decembre 2007 (vol. V, p. 192).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports et d'un drapeau it la Municipalite rurale de West St. Paul, West St. Paul (Manitoba), Ie
10 decembre 2007 (vol. V, p. 193).
Enregistrement des armoiries, des supports et du drapeau de la
Province de l'Alberta, Edmonton (Alberta), Ie 15 janvier 2008
(vol. V, p. 194).
Concession d'armoiries, de drapeaux et d'un insigne it Andrew
Jerry Hrycajkiw, Aurora (Ontario), Ie 15 janvier 2008 (vol. V,
p. 196).

Grant of a Flag and a Badge of Office to the Commissioner of
Yukon, Whitehorse, Yukon, December 10, 2007 (Vol. V,
p. 189).
Grant of Arms, Supporters and Flag to the Village of Lions
Bay, Lions Bay, British Columbia, December 10, 2007
(Vol. V,p. 190).
Grant of Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badges to the Federal
Court, Ottawa, Ontario, December 10, 2007 (Vol. V, p. 191).
Grant of Arms, Supporters and Flag to The Town of St. Walburg, St. Walburg, Saskatchewan, December 10,2007 (Vol. V,
p.192).
Grant of Arms, Supporters and Flag to the Rural Municipality
of West St. Paul, West St. Paul, Manitoba, December 10,2007
(Vol. V, p. 193).
Registration of the Arms, Supporters and Flag of the Province
of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, January 15, 2008 (Vol. V,
p. 194).
Grant of Anns, Flags and Badge to Andrew Jerry Hrycajkiw,
Aurora, Ontario, January 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 196).
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Grant of Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badge to the Academy of
European Medieval Martial Arts, Toronto, Ontario, January 15,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 197).
Grant of Arms to the Most Reverend Murray David Chatlain,
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, January 15,2008 (Vol. V,
p. 198).
Grant of Arms to the Most Reverend John Corriveau, O.F.M.
Cap., Nelson, British Columbia, January 30, 2008 (Vol. V,
p. 199).
Grant of Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badge to The Corporation
of the Municipality of Brighton, Brighton, Ontario, February 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 200).
Grant of Arms and Flag to St. Margaret's School, Victoria,
British Columbia, February 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 232).
Grant of Arms to Atholl Sutherland Brown, D.F.C., with differences to Brian Sutherland Brown, Michael Ashby Sutherland Brown and Jacqueline Michelle Claire Sutherland Brown,
Victoria, British Columbia, February 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 234).
Confirmation of the right of the House of Commons of Canada
to use as a badge the shield of Arms of Her Majesty The Queen
in Right of Canada surmounting the Mace of the House of
Commons, Ottawa, Ontario, February 15, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.235).
Grant of Arms and Supporters to the Honourable Mayann
Elizabeth Francis, O.N.S., Halifax, Nova Scotia, March 20,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 236).
Grant of Arms and Supporters to His Excellency Jean-Daniel
Lafond~ C.c., with differences to Estelle Lafond, Elise Lafond,
Marie-Eden Lafond, Eleonore Vinais and Justine Vinais, Ottawa, Ontario, March 20,2008 (Vol. V, p. 264).
Grant of Arms to the Societe genealogique canadiennefranyaise, Montreal, Quebec, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 265).
Grant of Arms to L' Association des Tremblay d' Amerique, Loretteville, Quebec, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 266).
Grant of Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badge to Canada's National History Society, Winnipeg, Manitoba, March 20, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 267).
Grant of Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badge to Grant MacEwan
College, Edmonton, Alberta, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 268).
Registration of the Arms and Flag of Danielle Brochet, a Canadian citizen residing in Shrewsbury, England, April 15, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 274).
Confirmation of the right of the Senate of Canada to use as a
badge the shield of Arms of Her Majesty The Queen in Right
of Canada surmounting the Mace of the Senate, Ottawa, Ontario, April 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 275).
Confirmation of the right of the Parliament of Canada to use as
a badge the shield of Arms of Her Majesty The Queen in Right
of Canada surmounting the Maces of the Senate and the House
of Commons, Ottawa, Ontario, April 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 276).
Grant of Arms and Flag to Lionel Jose Goffart, Toronto, Ontario, April 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 278).
Registration of the Arms of the Royal Military College of Canada, Kingston, Ontario, April 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 279).
Confirmation of the Arms and Flag of the Royal Military College Saint-Jean, Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Quebec, May 15,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 280).
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Concession d'armoiries, de supports, d'un drape au et d'un insigne a I' Academy of European Medieval Martial Arts, Toronto (Ontario), Ie 15 janvier 2008 (vol. V, p. 197).
Concession d'armoiries a monseigneur Murray David Chatlain,
Yellowknife (Territoires du Nord-Ouest), Ie 15 janvier 2008
(vol. V, p. 198).
Concession d'armoiries a monseigneur John Corriveau, O.F.M.
Cap., Nelson (Colombie-Britannique), Ie 30 janvier 2008
(vol. V, p. 199).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports, d'un drapeau et d'un insigne a The Corporation of the Municipality of Brighton,
Brighton (Ontario), Ie 15 fevrier 2008 (vol. V, p. 200).
Concession d'armoiries et d'un drapeau a la St. Margaret's
School, Victoria (Colombie-Britannique), Ie 15 fevrier 2008
(vol. V, p. 232).
Concession d'armoiries a Atholl Sutherland Brown, D.F.C.,
avec brisures a Brian Sutherland Brown, a Michael Ashby
Sutherland Brown et a Jacqueline Michelle Claire Sutherland
Brown, Victoria (Colombie-Britannique), Ie 15 fevrier 2008,
(vol. V, p. 234).
Confirmation du droit de la Chambre des communes du Canada
d'utiliser comme insigne l'ecu des armes de Sa Majeste la reine
du chef du Canada brochant sur la masse de la Chambre des
communes, Ottawa (Ontario), Ie 15 fevrier 2008 (vol. V,
p.235).
Concession d'armoiries et de supports a l'honorable Mayann
Elizabeth Francis, O.N.S., Halifax (Nouvelle-Ecosse), Ie
20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 236).
Concession d'armoiries et de supports a Son Excellence JeanDaniel Lafond, C.C., avec brisures a Estelle Lafond, a Elise
Lafond, a Marie-Eden Lafond, a Eleonore Vinais et a Justine
Vinais, Ottawa (Ontario), Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 264).
Concession d' armoiries a la Societe genealogique canadiennefranyaise, Montreal (Quebec), Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 265).
Concession d'armoiries a L'Association des Tremblay d'Amerique, Loretteville (Quebec), Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 266).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports, d'un drapeau et d'un insigne a la Societe d'histoire nationale du Canada, Winnipeg
(Manitoba), Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 267).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports, d'un drapeau et d'un insigne au Grant MacEwan College, Edmonton (Alberta), Ie
20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 268).
Enregistrement des armoiries et du drapeau de Danielle
Brochet, citoyenne canadienne residant a Shrewsbury (Angleterre), Ie 15 avril 2008 (vol. V, p. 274).
Confirmation du droit du Senat du Canada d'utiliser comme insigne I' ecu des armes de Sa Maj este la reine du chef du Canada
brochant sur la masse du Senat, Ottawa (Ontario), Ie 15 avril
2008 (vol. V, p. 275).
Confirmation du droit du Parlement du Canada d'utiliser
comme insigne l'ecu des armes de Sa Majeste la reine du chef
du Canada brochant sur la masse du Senat et la masse de la
Chambre des communes, Ottawa (Ontario), Ie 15 avril 2008
(vol. V, p. 276).
Concession d'armoiries et d'un drapeau a Lionel Jose Goffart,
Toronto (Ontario), Ie 15 avril 2008 (vol. V, p. 278).
Enregistrement des armoiries du College militaire royal du Canada, Kingston (Ontario), Ie 15 avril 2008 (vol. V, p. 279).
Confirmation des armoiries et du drapeau du College militaire
royal de Saint-Jean, Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu (Quebec), Ie
15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 280).
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Grant of Arms, Flag and Badge to Jean-Paul VaIeran Gauthier,
a Canadian citizen residing in Washington, D.C., United States
of America, with differences to Tristan Kyosh Osei-Akoto
Gauthier, May 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 283).
Grant of Arms, Flags and Badge to Stevan Bradley Graeme
Ralph, with differences to Kharis Josephina Ralph, Toronto,
Ontario, May 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 284).
Grant of Arms to Karl Heinrich Kopke, Laval, Quebec,
May 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 291).
Grant of Arms, Supporters and Flag to the town of Quispamsis,
Quispamsis, New Brunswick, May 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 292).
Grant of Arms, Supporters and Flag to the Cooperative des
techniciens ambulanciers du Quebec, Quebec, Quebec,
May 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 293).
Grant of a Flag and Badge to the Cooperative des techniciens
ambulanciers du Quebec, Quebec, Quebec, May 15, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 294).
Confirmation of the right of J6zef Stanislaw Lucki to bear the
Arms generally known in the Polish armorial tradition as Sas,
Toronto, Ontario, May 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 295).
Grant of Arms and Badge to the Central Saanich Police Service, Saanichton, British Columbia, May 15, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.296).
Grant of Arms and Flag to the Federation quebecoise des societes de genealogie, Quebec, Quebec, May 15, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.297).
Grant of Arms and Supporters to the Honourable Barbara Anne
Hagerman, O.P.E.I., Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,
May 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 298).
Grant of Arms and Supporters to the Honourable Gordon
Barnhart, S.O.M., Regina, Saskatchewan, May 15, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 299).
Grant of Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badges to The Federation
of Medical Regulatory Authorities of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario,
May 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 300).
Confirmation of the Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badge of the
Municipalite de Stanbridge East, Stanbridge East, Quebec,
June 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 301).
Grant of Arms to Dennice Mary Leahey, C.M., Pugwash, Nova
Scotia, June 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 302).
Grant of Arms and Supporters to the Ville de Richmond,
Richmond, Quebec, June 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 303).
Grant of Arms to Constance Brummel Crook, Peterborough,
Ontario, June 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 304).
Confirmation of the Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badge of the
City of Pitt Meadows, Pitt Meadows, British Columbia,
June 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 305).
Grant of Arms to Christopher Michael Dorosz, a Canadian citizen residing in San Francisco, California, United States of
America, June 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 306).
Grant of Arms to John Charles Gillies, with differences to
Cynthia Merren Gillies Hall, Jory Elizabeth Gillies and Ian
Andrew Gillies, Collingwood, Ontario, June 20, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.307).
Grant of Arms and Flag to Joseph Louis Pierre Plourde, with
differences to Jeanne Boyer Plourde and Florence Boyer
Plourde, Longueuil, Quebec, June 20,2008 (Vol. V, p. 308).
Grant of Arms, Supporters, Flags and Badge to the Town of
Creston, Creston, British Columbia, July 15, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.314).

November 22, 2008
Concession d'armoiries, d'un drapeau et d'un insigne a JeanPaul V8;leran Gauthier, citoyen canadien residant a Washington
(D.C., Etats-Unis d'Amerique), avec brisures a Tristan Kyosh
Osei-Akoto Gauthier, Ie 15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 283).
Concession d'armoiries, de drapeaux et d'un insigne a Stevan
Bradley Graeme Ralph, avec brisures a Kharis Josephina
Ralph, Toronto (Ontario), Ie 15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 284).
Concession d'armoiries a Karl Heinrich Kopke, Laval (Quebec), Ie 15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 291).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports et d'un drapeau a la ville
de Quispamsis, Quispamsis (Nouveau-Brunswick), Ie 15 mai
2008 (vol. V, p. 292).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports et d'un drapeau a la Cooperative des techniciens ambulanciers du Quebec, Quebec
(Quebec), Ie 15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 293).
Concession d 'un drapeau et d 'un insigne a la Cooperative des
techniciens ambulanciers du Quebec, Quebec (Quebec), Ie
15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 294).
Confirmation du droit de J6zef Stanislaw Lucki de porter les
armoiries generalement designees dans la tradition heraldique
polonaise par Ie nom de Sas, Toronto (Ontario), Ie 15 mai 2008
(vol. V, p. 295).
Concession d'armoiries et d'un insigne au Central Saanich Police Service, Saanichton (Colombie-Britannique), Ie 15 mai
2008 (vol. V, p. 296).
Concession d'armoiries et d'un drapeau a la Federation quebecoise des societes de genealogie, Quebec (Quebec), Ie 15 mai
2008 (vol. V, p. 297).
Concession d'armoiries et de supports a l'honorable Barbara
Anne Hagerman, O.P.E.!., Charlottetown (Ile-du-PrinceEdouard), Ie 15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 298).
Concession d'armoiries et de supports a l'honorable Gordon
Barnhart, S.O.M., Regina (Saskatchewan), Ie 15 mai 2008
(vol. V, p. 299).
Concessions d'armoiries, de supports, d'un drapeau et d'insignes a La Federation des ordres des medecins du Canada, Ottawa (Ontario), Ie 15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 300).
Confirmation des armoiries, des supports, du drapeau et de l'insigne de la Municipalite de Stanbridge East, Stanbridge East
(Quebec), Ie 20 juin 2008 (vol. V, p. 301).
Concession d'armoiries a Dennice Mary Leahey, C.M., Pugwash (Nouvelle-Ecosse), Ie 20 juin 2008 (vol. V, p. 302).
Concession d'armoiries et de supports a la Ville de Richmond,
Richmond (Quebec), Ie 20 juin 2008 (vol. V, p. 303).
Concession d'armoiries a Constance Brummel Crook, Peterborough (Ontario), Ie 20 juin 2008 (vol. V, p. 304).
Confirmation des armoiries, des supports, du drapeau et de
l'insigne de la City of Pitt Meadows, Pitt Meadows (ColombieBritannique), Ie 20 juin 2008 (vol. V, p. 305).
Concession d'armoiries a Christopher Michael Dorosz, citoyen
canadien residant a San Francisco (Californie, Etats-Unis
d' Amerique), Ie 20 juin 2008 (vol. V, p. 306).
Concession d'armoiries a John Charles Gillies, avec brisures a
Cynthia Merren Gillies Hall, a Jory Elizabeth Gillies et a Ian
Andrew Gillies, Collingwood (Ontario), Ie 20 juin 2008
(vol. V, p. 307).
Concession d'armoiries et d'un drapeau a Joseph Louis Pierre
Plourde, avec brisures a Jeanne Boyer Plourde et a Florence
Boyer Plourde, Longueuil (Quebec), Ie 20 juin 2008 (vol. V,
p.308).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports, de drapeaux et d'un insigne au Town of Creston, Creston (Colombie-Britannique), Ie
15 juillet 2008 (vol. V, p. 314).
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Grant of Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badge to Paul's Restaurants Ltd., Victoria, British Columbia, July 15, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.315).
Grant of Arms, Flag and Badge to James William Clarke, with
differences to Michelle Jennifer Clarke, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
July 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 316).
Grant of Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badge to the Canadian
Nurses Association, Ottawa, Ontario, July 15, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.317).
Grant of Arms, Flags and Badge to Sean Francis Forrester, a
Canadian citizen residing in Toledo, Ohio, United States of
America, with differences to Kyle Austin Forrester and Laura
Leigh Forrester, July 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 321).
Grant of Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badge to the Town of
Lake Cowichan, Lake Cowichan, British Columbia, August 15,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 327).
Grant of Arms and Flag to Ronald Bernard Sorobey, Ottawa,
Ontario, August 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 328).
Grant of Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badge to SBR International Inc., Toronto, Ontario, August 15, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.329).
Grant of Arms to the Right Reverend Michael Allan Bird,
Hamilton, Ontario, August 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 330).
Grant of Arms to the Very Reverend Peter Allan Wall, Hamilton, Ontario, August 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 331).
Confirmation of the Arms, Supporters, Flag and Badge of the
Emily Carr University of Art and Design, Vancouver, British
Columbia, August 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 332).
Grant of Arms and Badge to Jason Jay St. John Kennedy
Crummey, St. John's, Newfoundland and Labrador, September 15, 2008 (Vol. V. p. 340).
SHEILA-MARIE COOK
Herald Chancellor

Concession d'armoiries, de supports, d'un drapeau et d'un
insigne a Paul's Restaurants Ltd., Victoria (ColombieBritannique), Ie 15 juillet 2008 (vol. V, p. 315).
Concession d'armoiries, d'un drapeau et d'un insigne a James
William Clarke, avec brisures a Michelle Jennifer Clarke,
Winnipeg (Manitoba), Ie 15 juillet 2008 (vol. V, p. 316).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports, d'un drapeau et d'un insigne ai' Association des infirmieres et infirmiers du Canada,
Ottawa (Ontario), Ie 15 juillet 2008 (vol. V, p. 317).
Concession d' armoiries, de drapeaux et d 'un insigne a Sean
Francis Forrester, citoyen canadien residant a Toledo (Ohio,
Etats-Unis d'Amerique), avec difference a Kyle Austin Forrester
et aLaura Leigh Forrester, Ie 15 juillet 2008 (vol. V, p. 321).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports, d'un drapeau et d'un insigne au Town of Lake Cowichan, Lake Cowichan (ColombieBritannique), Ie 15 aout 2008 (vol. V, p. 327).
Concession d'armoiries et d'un drapeau a Ronald Bernard
Sorobey, Ottawa (Ontario), Ie 15 aout 2008 (vol. V, p. 328).
Concession d'armoiries, de supports, d'un drapeau et d'un insigne a SBR International Inc., Toronto (Ontario), Ie 15 aout
2008 (vol. V, p. 329).
Concession d'armoiries au tres reverend Michael Allan Bird,
Hamilton (Ontario), Ie 15 aout 2008 (vol. V, p. 330).
Concession d'armoiries au tres reverend Peter Allan Wall, Hamilton (Ontario), Ie 15 aout 2008 (vol. V, p. 331).
Confirmation des armoiries, des supports, du drapeau et de l'insigne du Emily Carr University of Art and Design, Vancouver
(Colombie-Britannique), Ie 15 aout 2008 (vol. V, p. 332).
Concession d'armoiries et d'un insigne a Jason Jay St. John
Kennedy Crummey, St. John's, (Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador), Ie
15 septembre 2008 (vol. V, p. 340).
Le chancelier d'armes
SHEILA-MARIE COOK

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

THE CANADIAN HERALDIC AUTHORITY CONFIRMATIONS OF BLAZONS

L' AUTORITE HERALDIQUE DU CANADACONFIRMATIONS DE BLASONS

The Governor General, Her Excellency the Right Honourable
Michaelle Jean, is pleased to advise that the blazons (technical
descriptions) of the following historical flags have been confirmed, as entered in the Public Register of Arms, Flags and
Badges of Canada (Volume, page):
St. George / England, February 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 217).
St. Andrew / Scotland, February 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 218).
Royal Union, 1707, February 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 219).

La gouverneure generale, Son Excellence la tres honorable
Michaelle Jean, est heureuse d'annoncer les confirmations de
blasons (descriptions techniques) des drapeaux historiques suivants, tels qu'ils sont consignes dans Ie Registre public des armoiries, drapeaux et insignes du Canada (volume, page):
Saint-Georges / Angleterre, Ie 15 fevrier 2008 (vol. V, p. 217).
Saint-Andre / Ecosse, Ie 15 fevrier 2008 (vol. V, p. 218).
Drapeau royal de l'Union, 1707, Ie 15 fevrier 2008 (vol. V,
p.219).
Expedition de Frobisher 1577 / Angleterre, Ie 15 fevrier 2008
(vol. V, p. 220).
1er Regiment de fantassins (The Royal Scots), Ie 15 fevrier
2008 (vol. V, p. 221).
27 e Regiment de fantassins (Inniskilling), Ie 15 fevrier 2008
(vol. V, p. 222).
47 e Regiment de fantassins (Lancashire), Ie 15 fevrier 2008
(vol. V, p. 223).
SSe Regiment de fantassins (Westmoreland), Ie 15 fevrier 2008
(vol. V, p. 224).
8e Regiment de fantassins (The King's Regiment), Ie 15 fevrier
2008 (vol. V, p. 225).

Frobisher's Expedition, 1577 / England, February 15, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 220).
1st Regiment of Foot (The Royal Scots), February 15, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 221).
27th Regiment of Foot (Inniskilling), February 15,2008 (Vol. V,
p.222).
47th Regiment of Foot (Lancashire), February 15, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 223).
55th Regiment of Foot (Westmoreland), February 15, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 224).
8th Regiment of Foot (The King's Regiment), February 15,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 225).
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58th Regiment of Foot (Rutlandshire), February 15, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 226).
Royal Canadian Navy White Ensign, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.237).
Canadian Blue Ensign, March 20,2008 (Vol. V, p. 238).
Canadian Army Battle Flag, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 239).
Royal Canadian Air Force, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 240).
Canadian Forces, March 20,2008 (Vol. V, p. 241).
Canadian Naval Jack and Maritime Command Flag, March 20,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 242).
Canadian Forces Auxiliary Vessels Jack, March 20, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 243).
Mobile Command, March 20,2008 (Vol. V, p. 244).
Land Force Command, March 20,2008 (Vol. V, p. 245).
Air Command, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 246).
Canadian Rangers, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 247).
Chief of the General Staff, March 20,2008 (Vol. V, p. 248).
Proposed Flag for Canada by Sir Sandford Fleming, 1895,
March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 249).
Proposed Flag for Canada by Anatole Vanier, 1927, March 20,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 250).
Proposed Flag for Canada by Gerard Gallienne, 1931, March 20,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 251).
Proposed Flag for Canada by Ephrem Cote, 1939, March 20,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 252).
Proposed Flag for Canada by the Ligue du drapeau national,
c. 1943, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 253).
Proposed Flag for Canada by the Parliamentary Committee,
1946, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 254).
Proposed Flag for Canada selected by the Canadian Art /
Weekend Magazine, 1963, March 20,2008 (Vol. V, p. 255).
Proposed Flag for Canada by Fortescue Duguid and John
Matheson, 1945-1964, March 20,2008 (Vol. V, p. 256).
Proposed Flag for Canada by A. Y. Jackson, August 1964,
March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 257).
Proposed Flag for Canada by Reid Scott (NDP), May 1964,
March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 258).
Proposed Flag for Canada from 1963, March 20,2008 (Vol. V,
p.259).
Proposed Flag for Canada from 1964, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.260).
Proposed Flag for Canada: George Stanley, March 1964,
March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 261).
Proposed Flag for Canada by Alan Beddoe and Lester Pearson,
Parliamentary Committee (Group A Finalist), October 1964,
March 20, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 262).
Proposed Flag for Canada by the Parliamentary Committee
(Group C Finalist), October 1964, March 20, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.263).

58 e Regiment de fantassins (Rutlandshire), Ie 15 fevrier 2008
(vol. V, p. 226).
Pavillon blanc de la marine royale du Canada, Ie 20 mars 2008
(vol. V, p. 237).
Blue Ensign Canadien, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 238).
Drapeau de combat de I' armee canadienne, Ie 20 mars 2008
(vol. V, p. 239).
Corps d'aviation royal canadien, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V,
p.240).
Forces canadiennes, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 241).
Pavillon de Beaupre de la marine canadienne et drapeau du
commandement maritime, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 242).
Pavillon de Beaupre des navires auxiliaires des forces canadiennes, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 243).
Force mobile, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 244).
Commandement de la force terrestre, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V,
p.245).
Commandement aerien, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 246).
Canadian Rangers, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 247).
Chef d'etat-major general, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 248).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par Sir Sandford Fleming,
1895, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 249).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par Anatole Vanier, 1927, Ie
20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 250).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par Gerard Gallienne, 1931, Ie
20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 251).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par Ephrem Cote, 1939, Ie
20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 252).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par la Ligue du drapeau national, v. 1943, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 253).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par Ie Comite parlementaire,
1946, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 254).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada selectionne par Ie Canadian
Art / Weekend Magazine, 1963, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 255).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par Fortescue Duguid et John
Matheson, 1945-1964, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 256).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par A. Y. Jackson, aoilt 1964,
Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 257).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par Reid Scott (NPD),
mai 1964, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 258).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada de 1963, Ie 20 mars 2008
(vol. V, p. 259).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada de 1964, Ie 20 mars 2008
(vol. V, p. 260).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par George Stanley, mars 1964,
Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 261).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par Alan Beddoe et Lester
Pearson, Comite parlementaire (Finaliste, Groupe A), octobre
1964, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V, p. 262).
Drapeau propose pour Ie Canada par Ie Comite parlementaire
(Finaliste, Groupe C), octobre 1964, Ie 20 mars 2008 (vol. V,
p.263).

SHEILA-MARIE COOK

Le chancelier d'armes

Herald Chancellor

SHEILA-MARIE COOK

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]
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THE CANADIAN HERALDIC AUTHORITYAPPROVALS

L' AUTORITE HERALDIQUE DU CANADAAPPROBATIONS

The Governor General, Her Excellency the Right Honourable
Michaelle Jean, is pleased to advise, as Commander-in-Chief of
Canada, that the following flags and badges have been approved,
as entered in the Public Register of Arms, Flags and Badges of
Canada (Volume, page):
Badge for a Port Inspector Diver, Ottawa, Ontario, August 15,
2007 (Vol. V, p. 164).
Badge of the Canadian Expeditionary Force Command, Ottawa,
Ontario, April 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 277).
Queen's Colour of the Royal Military College Saint-Jean,
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Quebec, May 15, 2008 (Vol. V,
p.281).
College Colour of the Royal Military College Saint-Jean, SaintJean-sur-Richelieu, Quebec, May 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 282).
Badge of the Canadian Special Operations Forces Command,
Ottawa, Ontario, May 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 285).
Badge of the 1 Area Support Group, Edmonton, Alberta, July 15,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 318).
Badge of the 2 Area Support Group, Toronto, Ontario, July 15,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 319).
Badge of the 5 Area Support Group, Montreal, Quebec, July 15,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 320).
Badge of the 3 Area Support Group, Oromocto, New Brunswick,
July 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 322).

La gouverneure generale, Son Excellence, la tres honorable
Michaelle Jean, est heureuse d'annoncer, en tant que commandante en chef du Canada, les approbations des drapeaux et insignes suivants, tels qu'ils sont cons ignes dans Ie Registre public
des armoiries, drapeaux et insignes du Canada (volume, page) :
Insigne de Plongeur d'inspection portuaire, Ottawa (Ontario),
Ie 15 aout 2007 (vol. V, p. 164).
Insigne du Commandement de la force expeditionnaire du
Canada, Ottawa (Ontario), Ie 15 avril 2008 (vol. V, p. 277).
Drapeau royal pour Ie College militaire royal de Saint-Jean,
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu (Quebec), Ie 15 mai 2008 (vol. V,
p.281).
Drapeau du College pour Ie College militaire royal de SaintJean, Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu (Quebec), Ie 15 mai 2008 (vol. V,
p.282).
Insigne du Commandement - forces d' operations speciales du
Canada, Ottawa (Ontario), Ie 15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 285).
Insigne du 1er Groupe de soutien de secteur, Edmonton (Alberta),
Ie 15 juillet 2008 (vol. V, p. 318).
Insigne du 2e Groupe de soutien de secteur, Toronto (Ontario),
Ie 15 juillet 2008 (vol. V, p. 319).
Insigne du 5eGroupe de soutien de secteur, Montreal (Quebec),
Ie 15 juillet 2008 (vol. V, p. 320).
Insigne du 3e Groupe de soutien de secteur, Oromocto
(Nouveau-Brunswick), Ie 15 juillet 2008 (vol. V, p. 322).

SHEILA-MARIE COOK
Herald Chancellor

Le chancelier d'armes
SHEILA-MARIE COOK

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

THE CANADIAN HERALDIC AUTHORITY CONFIRMATIONS OF BLAZONS

L' AUTORITE HERALDIQUE DU CANADA CONFIRMATIONS DE BLASONS

The Governor General, Her Excellency the Right Honourable
Michaelle Jean, is pleased to advise, as Commander-in-Chief of
Canada, that the blazons (technical descriptions) of the badges of
the following units have been con finned, as entered in the Public
Register ofArms, Flags and Badges of Canada (Volume, page):

La gouverneure generale, Son Excellence la tres honorable Michaelle Jean, est heureuse d'annoncer, en tant que commandante
en chef du Canada, les continuations de blasons (descriptions
techniques) des ins ignes suivants, tels qu'ils sont consignes dans
Ie Registre public des armoiries, drapeaux et ins ignes du Canada
(volume, page) :
The Cameron Highlanders of Ottawa, Ottawa (Ontario), Ie
15 fevrier 2008 (vol. V, p. 227).
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, Edmonton (Alberta), Ie 15 fevrier 2008 (vol. V, p. 228).
The Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders of Canada, Winnipeg
(Manitoba), Ie 15 fevrier 2008 (vol. V, p. 229).
The Rocky Mountain Rangers, Kamloops (ColombieBritannique), Ie 15 fevrier 2008 (vol. V, p. 230).
The Princess Louise Fusiliers, Halifax (Nouvelle-Ecosse), Ie
15 fevrier 2008 (vol. V, p. 231).
Royal22e Regiment, Quebec (Quebec), Ie 15 fevrier 2008 (vol.
V, p. 233).
The Algonquin Regiment, North Bay (Ontario), Ie 15 avril
2008 (vol. V, p. 269).
Le Regiment du Saguenay, Saguenay (Quebec), Ie 15 avril
2008 (vol. V, p. 270).
The Royal Newfoundland Regiment, St. John's (Terre-Neuveet-Labrador), Ie 15 avril 2008 (vol. V, p. 271).
The Royal Montreal Regiment, Montreal (Quebec), Ie 15 avril
2008 (vol. V, p. 272).

The Cameron Highlanders of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, February 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 227).
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, Edmonton, Alberta, February 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 228).
The Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders of Canada, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, February 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 229).
The Rocky Mountain Rangers, Kamloops, British Columbia,
February 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 230).
The Princess Louise Fusiliers, Halifax, Nova Scotia,
February 15,2008 (Vol. V, p. 231).
Royal 22 e Regiment, Quebec, Quebec, February 15, 2008 (Vol.
V, p. 233).
The Algonquin Regiment, North Bay, Ontario, April 15, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 269).
Le Regiment du Saguenay, Saguenay, Quebec, April 15,2008
(Vol. V, p. 270).
The Royal Newfoundland Regiment, St. John's, Newfoundland
and Labrador, April 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 271).
The Royal Montreal Regiment, Montreal, Quebec, April 15,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 272).
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Les Fusiliers du St-Laurent, Rimouski, Quebec, April 15, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 273).
Les Fusiliers Mont-Royal, Montreal, Quebec, May 15, 2008
(Vol. V, p. 286).
The Black Watch (Royal Highland Regiment) of Canada,
Montreal, Quebec, May 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 287).
The Lake Superior Scottish Regiment, Thunder Bay, Ontario,
May 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 288).
The Princess of Wales' Own Regiment, Kingston, Ontario,
May 15, 2008 (Vol. V, p. 289).
The Royal Winnipeg Rifles, Winnipeg, Manitoba, May 15,
2008 (Vol. V, p. 290).

Les Fusiliers du St-Laurent, Rimouski (Quebec), Ie 15 avril
2008 (vol. V, p. 273).
Les Fusiliers Mont-Royal, Montreal (Quebec), Ie 15 mai 2008
(vol. V, p. 286).
The Black Watch (Royal Highland Regiment) of Canada,
Montreal (Quebec), Ie 15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 287).
The Lake Superior Scottish Regiment, Thunder Bay (Ontario),
Ie 15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 288).
The Princess of Wales' Own Regiment, Kingston (Ontario), Ie
15 mai 2008 (vol. V, p. 289).
The Royal Winnipeg Rifles, Winnipeg (Manitoba), Ie 15 mai
2008 (vol. V, p. 290).

SHEILA-MARIE COOK
Herald Chancellor

Le chancelier d'armes
SHEILA-MARIE COOK

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]
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GOVERNMENT NOTICES

AVIS DU GOUVERNEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT

MINISTERE DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT

CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT, 1999

LOI CANADIENNE SUR LA PROTECTION DE
L'ENVIRONNEMENT (1999)

Significant New Activity Notice No. 15278

Avis de nouvelle activite n° 15278

2989

Significant New Activity Notice

Avis de nouvelle activite

(Section 85 of the Canadian Environmental
Protection Act, 1999)

(Article 85 de la Loi canadienne sur la protection
de I'environnement (1999)

Whereas the Minister of the Environment and the Minister of
Health have assessed information in respect of the substance
Alkanes, C l 4-16, Chemical Abstracts Service Registry No. 9062246-1;

Attendu que Ie ministre de I'Environnement et Ie ministre de la
Sante ont evalue les renseignements dont ils disposent concernant
la substance Alcanes en C l 4-16, numero de registre 90622-46-1 du
Chemical Abstracts Service;

Whereas the substance is not on the Domestic Substances List;

Attendu que la substance n' est pas inscrite sur la Liste interieure;

And whereas the Ministers suspect that a significant new activity in relation to the substance may result in the substance becoming toxic under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act,
1999,

Attendu que les ministres soup~onnent qu'une nouvelle activite
relative a la substance peut rendre celle-ci toxique en vertu de la
Loi canadienne sur la protection de I'environnement (1999),

Therefore, the Minister of the Environment indicates, pursuant
to section 85 of that Act, that subsection 81 (4) of the same Act
applies with respect to the substance in accordance with the Annex.

Pour ces motifs, Ie ministre de l'Environnement assujettit, en
vertu de l'article 85 de cette loi, la substance au paragraphe 81(4)
de la meme loi, conformement a I'annexe ci-apres.

JOHN BAIRD
Minister of the Environment

Le ministre de I 'Environnement
JOHN BAIRD

ANNEX

ANNEXE

Information Requirements

Exigences en matiere de renseignements

(Section 85 of the Canadian Environmental
Protection Act, 1999)

(Article 85 de la Loi canadienne sur la protection
de I'environnement (1999)

1. In relation to the substance Alkanes, C 14- 16, a significant new
activity is the use of the substance in Canada, in any quantity, as a
component of personal care products.

1. A l'egard de la substance Alcanes en C 14- 16, une nouvelle
activite est son utilisation au Canada, peu importe la quantite en
cause, comme composante d'un produit de soins personnels.

2. A person who proposes a significant new activity set out in
this Notice for this substance shall provide to the Minister of the
Environment, at least 90 days prior to the commencement of the
proposed significant new activity, the following information:
(a) a description of the proposed significant new activity in relation to the substance;
(b) the information specified in Schedule 4 of the New Substances Notification Regulations (Chemicals and Polymers);
(c) the information specified in item 8 of Schedule 5 to those
Regulations;
(d) the information specified in item 11 of Schedule 6 to those
Regulations; and
(e) data from a test investigating skin tumour promotion (e.g.
mouse skin tumour assay) in respect of the substance.

2. Une personne ayant I'intention d'utiliser cette substance
pour une nouvelle activite prevue par Ie present avis do it foumir
au ministre de I, Environnement, au moins 90 jours avant Ie debut
de la nouvelle activite proposee, les renseignements suivants :
a) la description de la nouvelle activite proposee a I'egard de la
substance;
b) les renseignements prevus Ii I' annexe 4 du Reglement sur les
renseignements concernant les substances nouvelles (substances
chimiques et polymeres);
c) les renseignements prevus a I' article 8 de I' annexe 5 de ce
reglement;
d) les renseignements prevus Ii I' article 11 de I' annexe 6 de ce
rt!glement;
e) des donnees obtenues a partir d'un essai sur Ie developpement de tumeur cutanee (par exemple un essai sur Ie developpement de tumeurs cutanees chez la souris) a l' egard de la
substance.

3. The above information will be assessed within 90 days after
the day on which it is received by the Minister of the Environment.

3. Les renseignements ci-dessus seront evalues dans les 90 jours
suivant leur reception par Ie ministre de l'Environnement.

EXPLANATORY NOTE

NOTE EXPLICATIVE

(This explanatory note is not part of the
Significant New Activity Notice.)

(La presente note explicative ne fait pas partie
de I' avis de nouvelle activite.)

A Significant New Activity Notice is a legal instrument issued
by the Minister of the Environment pursuant to section 85 of the

Un avis de nouvelle activite est un document juridique publi6
par Ie ministre de l'Environnement en vertu de l'article 85 de la
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Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999. The Significant
New Activity Notice sets out the appropriate infonnation that
must be provided to the Minister for assessment prior to the
commencement of a new activity as described in the Notice.

Loi canadienne sur la protection de l'environnement (1999).
L'avis de nouvelle activite indique les renseignements qui doivent, avant Ie debut de la nouvelle activite decrite dans l'avis,
parvenir au ministre pour qu'illes evalue.

Substances that are not listed on the Domestic Substances List
can be manufactured or imported only by the person who has met
the requirements set out in section 81 of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999. Under section 86 of the Canadian
Environmental Protection Act, 1999, in circumstances where a
Significant New Activity Notice is issued for a new substance, it
is the responsibility of every person who transfers the physical
possession or control of the substance to notify all persons to
whom the possession or control is transferred of the obligation to
comply with the Significant New Activity Notice and of the obligation to notify the Minister of the Environment of any new activity and all other infonnation as described in the Notice. It is the
responsibility of the users of the substance to be aware of and
comply with the Significant New Activity Notice and to submit a
Significant New Activity notification to the Minister prior to the
commencement of a significant new activity associated with the
substance. However, as mentioned in subsection 81(6) of the
Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999, a Significant New
Activity notification is not required when the proposed new activity is regulated under an Act or regulations listed on Schedule 2
of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999.

Les substances qui ne sont pas inscrites sur la Liste interieure
ne peuvent etre fabriquees ou importees que par la personne qui
satisfait aux exigences de l'article 81 de la Loi canadienne sur la
protection de l'environnement (1999). Lorsqu'un avis de nouvelle
activite est publie pour une substance nouvelle, la personne qui
transfere la possession materielle ou Ie controle de la substance
doit aviser tous ceux a qui elle en transfere la possession ou Ie
controle de l'obligation qu'ils ont aux termes de l'article 86 de la
Loi canadienne sur la protection de l'environnement (1999) de se
confonner a l'avis de nouvelle activite et de declarer au ministre
de I'Environnement toute nouvelle activite et toute autre infonnation decrite dans l'avis. II incombe egalement aux utilisateurs de
la substance de prendre connaissance de l'avis de nouvelle activite et de s'y confonner, ainsi que d'envoyer une declaration de
nouvelle activite au ministre avant Ie debut d 'une nouvelle activite associee a la substance. 11 est a noter que Ie paragraphe 81 (6)
de la Loi canadienne sur la protection de l'environnement (1999)
precise qu'une declaration de nouvelle activite n'est pas requise
lorsque la nouvelle activite proposee est reglementee par une loi
ou un reglement inscrit a l' annexe 2 de la Loi canadienne sur la
protection de l'environnement (1999).

A Significant New Activity Notice does not constitute an endorsement from Environment Canada of the substance to which it
relates, or an exemption from any other laws or regulations that
are in force in Canada and that may apply to this substance or
activities involving the substance.

Un avis de nouvelle activite ne constitue ni une approbation
d 'Environnement Canada a l' egard de la substance a laquelle il
est associe, ni une exemption de l' application de toute autre loi ou
de tout autre reglement en vigueur au Canada pouvant egalement
s'appliquer a la substance ou a des activites connexes qui la
concement.

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

MINISTERE DE LA SANTE

CONTROLLED DRUGS AND SUBSTANCES ACT

LO! REGLEMENTANT CERTAINES DROGUES ET AUTRES
SUBSTANCES

Notice to interested parties - Proposal regarding the addition of
substances to the schedules to the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act

Avis aux parties interessees - Proposition concernant I 'ajout de
substances aux annexes de la Loi reglementant certaines drogues
et autres substances

This notice provides interested stakeholders with the opportunity to provide preliminary comments on Health Canada's proposal
to add a series of benzyl/phenyl piperazine derivatives to the
schedules to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA),
and to identify themselves for inclusion in any future consultation.
The substances under consideration are
1-(Phenylmethyl)piperazine (BZP) and its salts
I-Methyl-4-(phenylmethyl)piperazine (MBZP) and its salts
1,4-Bis(phenylmethyl)piperazine (DBZP) and its salts
1-(1,3-Benzodioxol-5-methyl)piperazine (MDBZP) and its salts
1-(3-Trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) and its salts
1-(4-Fluorophenyl)piperazine (pFPP) and its salts
1-(4-Methoxyphenyl)piperazine (MeOPP) and its salts
1-(3-Chlorophenyl)piperazine (mCPP) and its salts

Le present avis permettra aux intervenants interesses de presenter des commentaires preliminaires sur la proposition de Sante
Canada visant a ajouter une serie de derives benzyle-phenyle de
piperazine aux annexes de la Loi reglementant certaines drogues
et autres substances (LRCDAS) et de s'identifier aux fins d'inclusion Ii toute consultation future.
Les substances considerees sont les suivantes :
• 1-(phenylmethyl)piperazine (BZP) et ses sels
• I-methyl-4-(phenylmethyl)piperazine (MBZP) et ses sels
• 1,4-bis(phenylmethyl)piperazine (DBZP) et ses sels
• 1-(1 ,3-benzodioxol-5-methyl)piperazine (MDBZP) et ses sels
• 1-(3-trifluoromethylphenyl)piperazine (TFMPP) et ses sels
• 1-(4-fluorophenyl)piperazine (PFPP) et ses sels
• 1-(4-methoxyphenyl)piperazine (MeOPP) et ses sels
• 1-(3-chlorophenyl)piperazine (mCPP) et ses sels

Piperazines are a class of compounds with many industrial and
pharmaceutical uses. The substances listed above are piperazine
derivatives that are characterized by the presence of a benzyl
group or phenyl group on the piperazine molecule. None of these
substances are currently included in any of the schedules to the
CDSA, nor have any been approved as drugs under the Food and

Les piperazines sont une categorie de composes qui entrent en
jeu dans de nombreux procedes industriels et phannaceutiques.
Les substances enumerees ci-dessus sont des derives de piperazines caracterises par la presence soit d'un groupe benzyle ou d'un
groupe phenyle sur la molecule de piperazine. Aucune de ces
substances n'est actuellement inscrite Ii rune des annexes de la

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Drugs Act. Health Canada is not aware that any of these substances are used commercially in the production of any industrial
or pharmaceutical products in Canada.

LRCDAS et aucune n'a ete homologuee comme drogue en vertu
de la Loi sur les aliments et drogues. Sante Canada n'est pas au
courant si ces substances sont utili sees commercialement pour la
production d'un quelconque produit industriel ou pharmaceutique
au Canada.

Health Canada has become aware that these substances are increasingly being used recreationally for their stimulant and hallucinogenic properties. Pills containing these substances have increasingly been seen on the Canadian rave and party scene and
are often advertised as "natural" or "legal" alternatives to MDMA
(ecstasy). These types of pills are readily available for sale in
specialty retail outlets (head shops, sex shops, etc.) and on the
Internet. Health Canada has also noted a steady increase in the
number of shipments of large quantities of some of these substances coming into Canada in both pill and bulk powder form.

Sante Canada a ete informe que ces substances sont de plus en
plus utilisees it titre recreatif en raison de leurs proprietes stimulantes et hallucinogenes. Le monde des fetes techno (raves) et des
fetes au Canada est de plus en plus inonde de pilules qui contiennent ces substances qui sont souvent commercialisees comme des
« produits naturels » ou des « solutions legales» de remplacement
au MDMA (ecstasy). Ces types de pilules sont facilement disponibles dans des points de vente au detail specialises (head shops
[boutiques qui vendent l'attiraillie it la drogue], boutiques erotiques, etc.) et sur Internet. Sante Canada a egalement cons tate une
augmentation soutenue du nombre d'envois de grandes quantites
de certaines de ces substances au Canada sous forme de pilule et
de poudre en vrac.
Ces substances produisent des effets similaires it ceux des amphetamines et du MDMA et ces effets peuvent s'aggraver lorsque
les substances sont consommees avec de l'alcool et d'autres drogues. La documentation scientifique incluse dans les rapports
temoigne particulierement de la toxicite associee it 1'usage de ces
pilules dans d'autres pays. Par exemple, une etude effectuee sur
une periode de cinq mois dans un hopital de la Nouvelle-Zelande
a permis de cons tater que 61 personnes se sont presentees it
l'urgence en raison d'effets indesirables associes it la consommation de pilules it base de BZP. Bien que ces reactions varient de
faibles it moderees, deux personnes ont presente une toxicite pouvant causer la mort. La documentation rapporte egalement deux
deces lies it la consommation de BZP en combinaison avec
d'autres substances. Sante Canada est par consequent inquiet que
ces substances representent un risque pour la sante et la securite
des Canadiens et songe it les reglementer en tant que substances
controlees.
Meme si ces substances ne sont pas actuellement incluses dans
les conventions de lutte contre les stupefiants des Nations Unies,
un certain nombre de pays ont opte pour la reglementation de
certaines de ces substances it titre de substances controlees. Par
exemple, les Etats-Unis, la Nouvelle-Zelande, l'Australie, la Belgique et Ie Danemark ont tous decide de reglementer Ie BZP en
tant que substance controlee, tandis qu'en Nouvelle-Zelande, Ie
TFMPP, Ie pFPP, Ie MeOPP, Ie mCPP et Ie MBZP sont egalement reglementes comme substances controlees en vertu de la
Misuse of Drugs Act.
L'ajout de ces substances aux annexes de la LRCDAS pourrait
empecher les activites suivantes, sauf dans les cas autorises aux
termes des n!glements : possession, trafic, possession aux fins de
trafic, importation, exportation, possession aux fins d' exportation
et production.
La presente mesure n' etant pas destinee it nuire it I'utilisation et
it la disponibilite legitimes des composes ou des derives piperazines it des fins medicales et industrielles legitimes, Sante Canada
cherche it obtenir de l'information des intervenants dans Ie but
d'etablir s'il y a des utilisations medicales et industrielles legitimes pour les substances susmentionnees au Canada. Les renseignements recueillis it la suite du present avis seront determinants
quant a l'inscription adequate des substances a une annexe de la
LRCDAS.

These substances produce similar effects to those of amphetamines and MDMA and their effects on the human body may be
compounded when taken with alcohol and other drugs. In particular, the scientific literature includes reports indicating the toxicity
associated with the use of these pills in other countries. For example, a study conducted in a New Zealand hospital over a fivemonth period indicated that 61 patients presented themselves to
emergency rooms because of adverse reactions associated with
the use of BZP-based pills. While these reactions ranged from
mild to moderate, two patients experienced life-threatening toxicity. There have also been two deaths reported in the literature,
involving the combination use of BZP and other substances.
Health Canada is thus concerned that these substances pose a risk
to the health and safety of Canadians and is therefore considering
regulating them as controlled substances.

Although these substances are not currently included in any of
the United Nations drug control conventions, a number of countries have chosen to regulate some of them as controlled substances. For example, the United States, New Zealand, Australia,
Belgium, and Denmark have all made the decision to regulate
BZP as a controlled substance, while in New Zealand, TFMPP,
pFPP, MeOPP, mCPP and MBZP are also regulated as controlled
substances under the Misuse ofDrugs Act.

Placing these substances within the scope of the CDSA may
prohibit any or all of the following activities with these substances unless authorized by regulation: possession, trafficking,
possession for the purpose of trafficking, importation, exportation, possession for the purpose of exportation, and production.
As this action is not intended to interfere with the legitimate
use and availability of any piperazine compounds or derivatives
with any legitimate medical or industrial purpose, Health Canada
is seeking information from stakeholders on whether there are any
legitimate industrial or medical uses for these aforementioned
substances in Canada. Information received in response to this
notice will be instrumental in determining appropriate scheduling
under the CDSA.
The publication of this notice begins a 30-day comment period.
There will be additional opportunities to provide comments following prepublication of a proposed regulatory amendment in the
Canada Gazette, Part I. This is expected to take place in 2009.

La publication du present avis marque Ie debut d'une periode
de consultation de 30 jours. Les intervenants interesses pourront
egalement faire part de leurs observations Ii la suite de la publication prealable du projet de modification reglementaire dans la
Partie I de la Gazette du Canada, qui devrait se faire au cours de
l' annee 2009.
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If you are interested in this process or have comments on this
proposal, please contact Elizabeth Dussault, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Division, Office of Controlled Substances, Address
Locator 3503D, 123 Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA
IB9, by fax at 613-946-4224 or by email at OCS_Policy_and_
Regulatory_Affairs@hc-sc.gc.ca.

Si ce processus vous interesse ou si vous avez des commentaires concernant la presente proposition, veuillez communiquer
avec Elizabeth Dussault, Division des politiques et de la reglementation, Bureau des substances controlees, Indice de l'adresse
3503D, 123, rue Slater, Ottawa (Ontario) Canada KIA 1B9, ou
par telecopieur au 613-946-4224 ou par courriel a l'adresse OCS_
Policy_and_Regulatory_ Affairs@hc-sc.gc.ca.

November 14, 2008

Le 14 novembre 2008
RAY EDWARDS
Acting Director General
Drug Strategy and Controlled
Substances Directorate

Le directeur general interimaire
Direction de la strategie antidrogue et
des substances contro!ees
RAY EDWARDS

[47-1-0)

[47-1-0)

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES AND SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT

MINISTERE DES RESSOURCES HUMAINES ET DU
DEVELOPPEMENT DES COMPETENCES

EMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ACT

LOI SUR L'ASSURANCE-EMPLOI

Resolution

Resolution

The Canada Employment Insurance Commission, pursuant to
section 66 a of the Employment Insurance Act, S.C. 1996, c. 23,
hereby sets the employment insurance premium rate for the year
2009 at 1.73 percent (1.73 %).

En vertu de l' article 66 a de la Loi sur l'assurance-emploi,
L.C. 1996, ch. 23, la Commission de l'assurance-emploi du Canada
fixe par les presentes Ie taux de cotisation a I'assurance-emploi
pour l'annee 2009 a 1,73 p. 100 (1,73 %).
Le 12 novembre 2008

November 12, 2008
JANICE CHARETTE
Chairperson
Canada Employment Insurance Commission
PATRICIA BLACKSTAFFE
Commissioner (Workers)
Canada Employment Insurance Commission

La presidente
Commission de l'assurance-emploi du Canada
JANICE CHARETTE

ANDRE PICHE
Commissioner (Employers)
Canada Employment Insurance Commission

Le commissaire (patronal)
Commission de l'assurance-emploi du Canada
ANDRE PICHE

[47-1-0)

[47-1-0)

La commissaire (ouvriers et ouvrieres)
Commission de l'assurance-emploi du Canada
PATRICIA BLACKS TAFFE

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY

MINISTERE DE L'INDUSTRIE

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR GENERAL

BUREAU DU REGISTRAIRE GENERAL

Appointments

Nominations

Name and position/Nom et poste

Instrument of Advice dated October 30, 2008IInstrument d'avis en date du 30 octobre 2008
Ablonczy, The Hon.lL'hon. Diane, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of State to assist the Minister of Industry to be styled Minister of State Small Business and TourismlMinistre d'Etat deleguee aupres du ministre de
I'Industrie devant porter Ie titre de ministre d'Etat - Petite Entreprise et
Tourisme
Aglukkaq, Leona, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of HeaIthiMinistre de Ia Sante
Ambrose, The Hon./L'hon. Rona, P.C./c.p.
Minister of Labour/Ministre du Travail

• S.C. 2005, c. 30, s. 126

a

L.C. 2005, ch. 30, art. 126
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Name and position/Nom et poste
Ashfield, Keith, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of State to assist the Minister for the purposes of the Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency Act to be styled Minister of State - Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency/Ministre d'Etat delegue aupres du ministre charge de
l'application de la Loi sur l'Agence de prOmof!on economique du Canada
atlantique devant porter Ie titre de ministre d'Etat - Agence de promotion du
Canada atlantique
Baird, The Hon.!L'hon. John, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Transport to be styled Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and
CommunitieslMinistre des Transports devant porter Ie titre de ministre des
Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites
Blackburn, The Hon.lL'hon. Jean-Pierre, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of National Revenue and Minister of State to assist the Minister of
Agriculture and Agri-food to be styled Minister of National Revenue and Minister
of State - AgriculturelMinistre du Revenu national et ministre d'Etat delegue
aupres du ministre de l' Agriculture et de l' Agroalimentaire devant porter Ie titre
de ministre du Revenu national et ministre d'Etat - Agriculture
Cannon, The Hon.lL'hon. Lawrence, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Minister of State to assist the Minister of
Transport - National Capital Commission to be styled Minister of Foreign
Affairs/Ministre des Affaires etrangeres et ministre d'Etat delegue aupres du
ministre des Transports - Commission de la Capitale nationale devant porter Ie
titre de ministre des Affaires etrangeres
Clement, The Hon.lL'hon. Tony, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Industry/Ministre de l'Industrie
Day, The Hon.lL'hon. Stockwell, P.C.lc.p.
Minister for International Trade and Minister of State to assist the Minister of
Transport to be styled Minister of International Trade and Minister for th~
Asia-Pacific Gateway/Ministre du Commerce international et ministre d'Etat
delegue aupres du ministre des Transports devant porter Ie titre de ministre du
Commerce international et ministre de la porte d'entree de l' Asie-Pacifique
Finley, The Hon.lL'hon. Diane, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Human Resources and Skills DevelopmentlMinistre des Ressources
humaines et du Developpement des competences
Flaherty, The Hon.lL'hon. James Michael, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Finance/Ministre des Finances
Fletcher, Steven John, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of State to assist the Prime Minister to be styled Minister of State Democratic ReformlMinistre d'Etat delegue aupres du premier ministre devant
porter Ie titre de ministre d'Etat - Reforrne democratique
Goodyear, Gary, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of State to assist the Minister of Industry to be styled Minister of State Science and Technology/Ministre d'Etat deh~gue aupres du ministre de l'Industrie
devant porter Ie titre de ministre d'Etat - Sciences et Technologie
Guergis, The Hon.lL'hon. Helena, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of State to assist the Minister of Canadian Heritage to be styled Minister
of State - Status ofWomeniMinistre d'Etat deleguee aupres du ministre du
Patrimoine canadien devant porter Ie titre de ministre d'Etat - Condition
feminine
Hill, The Hon.lL'hon. Jay D., P.C.lc.p.
Leader of the Government in the House of Commons/Leader du gouvernement it
la Chambre des communes
Kenney, The Hon.lL'hon. Jason, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Citizenship and Immigration to be styled Minister of Citizenship,
Immigration and MulticulturalismlMinistre de la Citoyennete et de l'Immigration
devant porter Ie titre de ministre de la Citoyennete, de l'Immigration et du
Multiculturalisme
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Name and position/Nom et poste

Kent, Peter, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of State to assist the Minister of Foreign Affairs to be styled Minister of
State of Foreign Affairs - AmericaslMinistre d 'Etat dele~e aupres du ministre
des Affaires etrangeres devant porter Ie titre de ministre d'Etat des Affaires
etrangeres - Ameriques
Lebel, Denis, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of State to assist the Minister of the Economic Development Agency of
Canada for the Regions of Quebec to be styled Minister of State - Economic
Development Agency of Canada for the Regions of Quebec/Ministre d'Etat
deh~gue aupres du ministre de I' Agence de developpement eco~omique du Canada
pour les regions du Quebec devant porter Ie titre de ministre d'Etat - Agence de
developpement economique du Canada pour les regions du Quebec
LeBreton, The Hon.lL'hon. Marjory, P.C.lc.p.
Leader of the Government in the Senate and Minister of State to assist the
Minister of Human Resources and Skills Development to be styled Leader of the
Government in the Senate and Minister of State - SeniorslLeader du
gouvernement au Senat et ministre d'Etat deleguee aupres du ministre des
Ressources humaines et du Developpement des corppetences devant porter Ie titre
de leader du gouvernement au Senat et ministre d'Etat - Aines
Lunn, The Hon.lL'hon. Gary, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of State to assist the ,Minister of Canadian Heritage to be styled Minister
of State - SportiMinistre d'Etat delegue aupres du ministre du Patrimoine
canadien devant porter Ie titre de ministre d'Etat- Sports
MacKay, The Hon.lL'hon. Peter Gordon, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of National Defence, Minister for the purposes of the Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency Act and Minister of State to assist the Minister of Transport
to be styled Minister of National Defence and Minister of the Altantic
Gateway/Ministre de la Defense nationale, ministre charge de l'application de la
Lo! sur I 'Agence de promotion economique du Canada atlantique et ministre
d'Etat delegue aupres du ministre des Transports devant porter Ie titre de ministre
de la Defense nationale et ministre de la porte d' entree de I' Atlantique
Merrifield, Rob, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of State to assist the Minister of Transport - Transport Crown
Corporations to be styled Minister of State - Tr~nsportlMinistre d'Etat deIegue
aupres du ministre des Transports - Societes d'Etat relatives aux transports
devant porter Ie titre de ministre d'Etat - Transports
Moore, The Hon.lL'hon. James, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Canadian Heritage to be styled Minister of Canadian Heritage and
Official Languages/Ministre du Patrimoine canadien devant porter Ie titre de
ministre du Patrimoine canadien et des Langues officielles
Nicholson, The Hon.IL'hon. Robert Douglas, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Justice and Attorney General of CanadaiMinistre de la Justice et
procureur general du Canada
O'Connor, The Hon.lL'hon. Gordon, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of State to assist the Prime Minister to be styled Minister of State and
Chief Government WhiplMinistre d'Etat delegue aupn!s du premier ministre
devant porter Ie titre de ministre d'Etat et whip en chef du gouvernement
Oda, The Hon.lL'hon. Beverley J., P.C.lc.p.
Minister for International Cooperation to be styled Minister of International
Cooperation/Ministre de Ia Cooperation internationale
Paradis, The Hon.lL'hon. Christian, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Public Works and Government Services and Minister of the Economic
Development Agency of Canada for the Regions of Quebec to be styled Minister
of Public Works and Government ServiceslMinistre des Travaux publics et des
Services gouvernementaux et ministre de I' Agence de developpement economique
du Canada pour les regions du Quebec devant porter Ie titre de ministre des
Travaux publics et des Services gouvernementaux
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Name and position/Nom et poste
Prentice, The Hon./L'hon. Jim, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of the Environment and Minister of Western Economic Diversification to
be styled Minister of the EnvironmentlMinistre de 1'Environnement et ministre de
la Diversification de l' economie de l' Ouest canadien devant porter Ie titre de
ministre de 1'Environnement
Raitt, Lisa, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Natural ResourceslMinistre des Ressources naturelles
Ritz, The Hon./L'hon. Gerry, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food to be styled Minister of Agriculture and
Agri-Food and Minister for the Canadian Wheat BoardiMinistre de l' Agriculture
et de l' Agroalimentaire devant porter Ie titre de ministre de l' Agriculture et de
l' Agroalimentaire et ministre de la Commission canadienne du ble
Shea, Gail, P.C./c.p.
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans/Ministre des Peches et des Oceans
Strahl, The Hon.lL'hon. Chuck, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development to be styled Minister of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development and Federal Interlocutor for Metis and
Non-Status Indians/Ministre des Affaires indiennes et du Nord canadien devant
porter Ie titre de ministre des Affaires indiennes et du Nord canadien et
interlocuteur federal aupres des Metis et des Indiens non inscrits
Thompson, The Hon.lL'hon. Gregory Francis, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Veterans AffairslMinistre des Anciens Combattants
Toews, The Hon./L'hon. Vic, P.C.lc.p.
President of the Treasury BoardlPresident du Conseil du Tresor
Van Loan, The Hon.lL'hon. Peter, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness to be styled Minister of
Public Safety/Ministre de la Securite publique et de la Protection civile devant
porter Ie titre de ministre de la Securite publique
Verner, The Hon.lL'hon. Josee, P.C.lc.p.
President of the Queen's Privy Council for Canada and Minister of State to assist
the Minister of Foreign Affairs to be styled Minister ofIntergovemmental Affairs,
President of the Queen's Privy Council for Canada and Minister for La
Fr~ncophonie/Presidente du Conseil prive de la Reine pour Ie Canada et ministre
d'Etat deleguee aupres du ministre des Affaires etrangeres devant porter Ie titre de
ministre des Affaires intergouvernementales, presidente du Conseil prive de la
Reine pour Ie Canada et ministre de la Francophonie
Yelich, Lynne, P.C.lc.p.
Minister of State to assist the Minister of Western Economic Diversification to be
styled Minister of State - Western Economic DiversificationiMinistre d'Etat
deleguee aupres du ministre de la DiversificaFion de l'economie de l'Ouest
canadien devant porter Ie titre de ministre d'Etat - Diversification de l'economie
de l'Ouest
November 7,2008

Le 7 novembre 2008
JACQUELINE GRA VELLE

La gestionnaire

Manager

JACQUELINE GRA YELLE

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY

MINISTERE DE L'INDUSTRIE

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR GENERAL

BUREAU DU REGISTRAIRE GENERAL

Appointments

Nominations

Name and position/Nom et poste
Cameron, The Hon.lL 'hon. Margaret
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador/Gouvernement de
Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador
Administrator/Administrateur
November 2 to 8, 2008/Du 2 au 8 novembre 2008

Order in Council/Decret en conseil
2008-1700
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Order in Council/Decret en conseil

Name and position/Nom et poste

Government of Ontario/Gouvernement de I'Ontario
AdministratorslAdministrateurs
Forster Smith, The Hon.lL'hon. Heather
November 13 to 15, 2008IDu 13 au 15 novembre 2008
Moldaver, The Hon.lL'hon. Michael
November 10 to 12, 2008/Du 10 au 12 novembre 2008
O'Connor, The Hon.lL'hon. Dennis
November 26 and 27, 2008ILes 26 et 27 novembre 2008
Weiler, The Hon.1L 'hon. Karen
November 2 to 7, 2008IDu 2 au 7 novembre 2008

2008-1697

Knubley, John
Privy Council OfficelBureau du Conseil prive
Deputy Minister - Intergovernmental Affairs/Sous-ministre intergouvernementales

2008-1703
Affaires

Levesque, Louis
Associate Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs/Sous-ministre delegue aux Affaires
etrangeres
Deputy Minister for International Trade/Sous-ministre du Commerce international

2008-1702

Monnin, The Hon.lL'hon. Marc M.
Government of ManitobaiGouvernement du Manitoba
AdministratorlAdministrateur
October 27 and November 3 to 5, 2008/Le 27 octobre et du 3 au 5 novembre
2008

2008-1696

Morin, Marie-Lucie
Associate Secretary to the CabinetiSecretaire associe du Cabinet
National Security Advisor to the Prime Minister/Conseiller en matiere de securite
nationale aupres du premier ministre

2008-1704

2008-1698 andlet 2008-1701

Roscoe, The Hon.1L 'hon. Elizabeth A.
Government of Nova ScotiaiGouvernement de la Nouvelle-Ecosse
AdministratorlAdministrateur
November 3 and 5, 2008ILes 3 et 5 novembre 2008
Le 7 novembre 2008

November 7, 2008
JACQUELINE GRAVELLE
Manager

La gestionnaire
JACQUELINE GRAVELLE

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]
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BANK OF CANADA
Balance sheet as at October 31, 2008
(Millions of dollars)

Unaudited

ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
101.8

Cash and foreign deposits ..................... ..
Loans and receivables
Advances to members of the
Canadian Payments Association ........ .
Advances to Governments ................. .
Securities purchased under resale
agreements ........................................ .
Other loans and receivables ............... .

1.8

51,107.7

15,055.2
501.4
740.0

25,031.9
_ _ _3_.4

16,296.6
25,037.1

Investments
Treasury bills of Canada .................... .
Other securities issued or
guaranteed by Canada:
maturing within three years ............. .
maturing in over three years but
not over five years ......................... ..
maturing in over five years but
not over ten years ............................ .
maturing in over ten years ............... .
Other investments .............................. .

Bank notes in circulation ....................... .
Deposits
Government of Canada ..................... .
Memb.e~ of the Canadian Payments
Association ....................................... .
Other ................................................ .

Liabilities in foreign currencies
Government of Canada ..................... .
Other ................................................ .

12,285.1
Other Liabilities
Securities sold under
repurchase agreements ...................... .
All other liabilities ............................ .

12,724.3
4,806.8

436.3

5,707.5
7,103.0
38.0

436.3
67,840.6
42,664.7

Bank premises ....................................... .

136.2

Other assets ........................................... .

69.3

Capital
Share capital ..................................... .
Statutory reserve ............................... .
Special reserve .................................. .
Accumulated other comprehensive
income .............................................. .

5.0
25.0
100.0
38.5
168.5

68,009.1

68,009.1

I declare that the foregoing return is correct according to the books of the Bank.

I declare that the foregoing return is to the best of my knowledge and belief correct, and
shows truly and clearly the financial position of the Bank, as required by section 29 of
the Bank of Canada Act.

Ottawa, November 7,2008

Ottawa, November 7, 2008

H. A. WOERMKE
Acting ChiefAccountant

W. P. JENKINS
Senior Deputy Governor
[47-1-0]
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BANQUE DU CANADA
Bilan au 31 octobre 2008
(En millions de dollars)

Non verifie

ACTIF

PASSIF ET CAPITAL

Encaisse et depOts en devises ................. .
Prets et creances
Avances aux membres de
I' Association canadienne des
paiements .......................................... .
Avances aux gouvemements ............. .
Titres achetes dans Ie cadre de
conventions de revente ...................... .
Autres prets et creances ..................... .

10 1,8

51 107,7

Depots
Gouvemement du Canada ................. .
Membres de I' Association
canadienne des paiements ................ ..
Autres .............................................. ..

1,8

15055,2
501,4
740,0
16296,6

25031,9

---1.d
25037,1

Placements
Bons du Tresor du Canada ................. .
Autres valeurs mobilieres emises ou
garanties par Ie Canada :
echeant dans les trois ans ................ .
echeant dans plus de trois ans
rnais dans au plus cinq ans .............. .
ecbeant dans plus de cinq ans
rnais dans au plus dix ans ................ .
echeant dans plus de dix ans ........... .
Autres placements ............................. .

Billets de banque en circulation ............ .

Passif en devises etrangeres
Gouvemement du Canada ................ ..
Autres ............................................... .

12285,1
Autres elements du passif
Titres vendus dans Ie cadre
de conventions de rachat.. ................ ..
Tous 1es autres elements
dupassif ........................................... .

12724,3
4806,8

436,3

5707,5
7103,0
38,0

436,3
67840,6
42664,7

Immeubles de la Banque ........................ .

136,2

Autres elements de l'actif.. .................... .

69,3

Capital
Capital-actions ................................. ..
Reserve legale ................................... .
Reserve speciale .............................. ..
Cumul des autres elements du
resultat etendu .................................. ..

5,0
25,0
100,0
38,5
168,5

68009,1

68009,1

Je declare que I'etat ci-dessus est exact, au vu des livres de la Banque.

Je declare que I'etat ci-dessus est exact, Ii rna connaissance, et qu'il montre fidelement et
c1airement la situation financiere de la Banque, en application de I'article 29 de 1aLa; sur

Ottawa, Ie 7 novembre 2008

Ottawa, Ie 7 novembre 2008

Le camptable en chef suppleant
H. A. WOERMKE

Le premier saus-gauverneur

la Banque du Canada.

W. P. JENKINS
[47-1-0]
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PARLIAMENT

PARLEMENT

HOUSE OF COMMONS

CHAMBRE DES COMMUNES

First Session, Fortieth Parliament

Premiere session, quarantieme legislature

PRIVATE BILLS

PROJETS DE LOI D'INTERET PRIvE

Standing Order 130 respecting notices of intended applications
for private bills was published in the Canada Gazette, Part I, on
November 15, 2008.

L'article 130 du Reglement relatif aux avis de demande de projets de loi d'interet prive a ete publie dans la Partie I de la Gazette
du Canada du 15 novembre 2008.

For further information, contact the Private Members' Business
Office, House of Commons, Centre Block, Room 134-C, Ottawa,
Ontario KIA OA6, 613-992-6443.

Pour obtenir d'autres renseignements, priere de communiquer
avec Ie Bureau des affaires emanant des deputes, Chambre des
communes, Edifice du Centre, Piece 134-C, Ottawa (Ontario)
KIA OA6, 613-992-6443.

AUDREY O'BRIEN
Clerk of the House of Commons

La greffiere de la Chambre des communes
AUDREY O'BRIEN
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COMMISSIONS

COMMISSIONS

CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL TRADE TRIBUNAL

TRIBUNAL CANADIEN DU COMMERCE EXTERIEUR

EXPIRY REVIEW OF FINDINGS

REEXAMEN RELATIF A L'EXPIRATION DES
CONCLUSIONS

Stainless steel wire

Fils en acier inoxydable

The Canadian International Trade Tribunal (the Tribunal)
hereby gives notice that it will, pursuant to subsection 76.03(3) of
the Special Import Measures Act (SIMA), initiate an expiry review (Expiry Review No. RR-2008-004) of its findings made on
July 30, 2004, in Inquiry No. NQ-2004-001, concerning the
dumping of cold drawn and annealed stainless steel round wire,
up to and including 0.300 inches (7.62 mm) in maximum solid
cross-sectional dimension, originating in or exported from the
Republic of Korea, Switzerland and the United States of America,
excluding the products described in the appendix to this notice,
and the subsidizing of such product originating in or exported
from India, excluding the products described in the appendix to
this notice.

Le Tribunal canadien du commerce exterieur (Ie Tribunal)
donne avis par la presente qu'il procedera, conformement au
paragraphe 76.03(3) de la Loi sur les mesures speciales d'importation (LMSI), au reexamen relatif a l'expiration de ses conclusions (reexamen relatif a l'expiration nO RR-2008-004) rendues Ie
30 juillet 2004, dans Ie cadre de I' enquete nO NQ-2004-00 1,
concernant Ie dumping de fils ronds en acier inoxydable etires a
froid et recuits, d'une coupe transversale maximale de 0,300 po
(7,62 mm), origi!laires ou exportes de la Republique de Coree, de
la Suisse et des Etats-Unis d' Amerique, a 1'exclusion des produits
decrits a l'appendice du present avis, et Ie subventionnement de
tels produits originaires ou exportes de I' Inde, aI' exclusion des
produits decrits a l'appendice du present avis.

Notice of Expiry No. LE-2008-002, issued on September 23,
2008, informed interested persons and governments of the impending expiry of the findings. On the basis of available information, including representations requesting or opposing the initiation of an expiry review and responses to these representations
received by the Tribunal in reply to the notice of expiry, the Tribunal is of the opinion that an expiry review of the findings is warranted. The Tribunal has notified the Canada Border Services
Agency (CBSA), as well as other interested persons and governments, of its decision.

L'avis d'expiration nO LE-2008-002, publie Ie 23 septembre
2008, avisait les personnes et les gouvemements interesses de
I' expiration imminente des conclusions. En se fondant sur les
renseignements disponibles, y compris les observations demandant un reexamen relatif a l'expiration, ou s'y opposant, et les
reponses a ces observations re~ues par Ie Tribunal en reponse a
l'avis d'expiration, Ie Tribunal est d'avis qu'un reexamen relatif a
I' expiration des conclusions est justifie. Le Tribunal a avise
I' Agence des services frontaliers du Canada (ASFC), de meme
que d'autres personnes et gouvernements interesses, de sa decision.
Le Tribunal a publie une Ebauche de ligne directrice sur les
reexamens relatifs a l'expiration qui se trouve sur Ie site Web du
Tribunal a l'adresse www.tcce-citt.gc.ca. Lors du present reexamen relatif a I' expiration, l' ASFC doit determiner si l' expiration
des conclusions concernant les fils en acier inoxydable causera
vraisemblablement la poursuite ou la reprise du dumping et du
subventionnement des marchandises.

The Tribunal has issued a Draft Guideline on Expiry Reviews
that can be found on the Tribunal's Web site at www.citt-tcce.
gc.ca. In this expiry review, the CBSA must determine whether
the expiry of the findings in respect of stainless steel wire is likely
to result in the continuation or resumption of dumping and subsidizing of the goods.
If the CBSA determines that the expiry of the findings in respect of any goods is likely to result in the continuation or resumption of dumping and subsidizing, the CBSA will provide the
Tribunal with the information that is required under the Canadian
International Trade Tribunal Rules. The Tribunal will then conduct an inquiry to detennine if the continued or resumed dumping
and subsidizing is likely to result in injury or retardation. The
Tribunal will issue its order and its statement of reasons no later
than July 29, 2009.
If the CBSA detennines that the expiry of the findings in respect of any goods is unlikely to result in the continuation or resumption of dumping and subsidizing, the Tribunal will not consider those goods in its subsequent determination of the likelihood
of injury or retardation and will issue an order rescinding the findings with respect to those goods.
The CBSA must provide notice of its determination within
120 days after receiving notice of the Tribunal's decision to initiate an expiry review, that is, no later than March 12, 2009. The
CBSA will also notify all persons or governments that were notified by the Tribunal of the commencement of an expiry review, as
well as any others that participated in the CBSA's investigation.
Letters have been sent to parties with a known interest in the
expiry review providing them with the schedule respecting both
the CBSA's investigation and the Tribunal's inquiry, should the

Si l' ASFC determine que l' expiration des conclusions concernant toute marchandise causera vraisemblablement la poursuite
ou la reprise du dumping et du subventionnement, elle foumira au
Tribunalles renseignements necessaires aux termes des Regles du
Tribunal canadien du commerce exterieur. Le Tribunal effectuera
alors une enquete pour determiner si la poursuite ou Ia reprise du
dumping et du subventionnement causera vraisemblablement un
dommage ou un retard. Le Tribunal publiera son ordonnance et
l'expose des motifs au plus tard Ie 29 juillet 2009.
Si l' ASFC determine que l'expiration des conclusions concernant toute marchandise ne causera vraisemblablement pas la
poursuite ou la reprise du dumping et du subventionnement, Ie
Tribunal ne tiendra pas compte de ces marchandises dans sa determination subsequente de la probabilite de dommage ou de retard et il publiera une ordonnance annulant les conclusions concernant ces marchandises.
L' ASFC doit rendre sa decision dans les 120 jours apres avoir
l' avis de la decision du Tribunal de proceder a un reexamen
relatif a l'expiration, soit au plus tard Ie 12 mars 2009. L'ASFC
fera egalement part de cette decision aux personnes ou gouvernements qui ont ete avises par Ie Tribunal de l'ouverture d'un
reexamen relatif a l'expiration, de meme qu'a toutes les autres
parties a l' enquete de l' ASFC.

re~u

Des lettres ont ete envoyees aux parties ayant un interet connu
au reexamen relatif aI' expiration, lesqueUes renferment Ie calendrier concernant I' enquete de l' ASFC et celIe du Tribunal, si
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CBSA determine that the expiry of the findings in respect of any
goods is likely to result in a continuation or resumption of dumping and subsidizing.

l' ASFC determine que l' expiration des conclusions concernant
toute marchandise causera vraisemblablement la poursuite ou la
reprise du dumping et du subventionnement.

CBSA's investigation

Enquete de l' ASFC

The CBSA will conduct its investigation pursuant to the provisions of SIMA and the administrative guidelines set forth in the
Trade Programs Directorate's publication entitled Guidelines on
the Conduct of Expiry Review Investigations under the Special
Import Measures Act. Any information submitted to the CBSA by
interested persons concerning this investigation is deemed to be
public information unless clearly designated as confidential. Where
the submission is confidential, a non-confidential edited version
or summary of the submission must also be provided which will
be disclosed to interested parties upon request.

L' ASFC effectuera son enquete aux termes des dispositions de
la LMSI et des lignes directrices administratives etablies dans Ie
document de la Direction des programmes commerciaux intitule
Lignes directrices sur la tenue d'enquetes visant les reexamens
relatifs a ['expiration en vertu de la Loi sur les mesures speciales
d'importation. Tout renseignement soumis a l'ASFC par les personnes interessees concernant cette enquete sera juge de nature
publique, a moins qu'il ne soit clairement indique qu'il s'agit
d'un document confidentiel. Lorsque c'est Ie cas, une version revisee non confidentielle ou un resume des observations doit egalement etre fourni pour etre transmis aux parties interessees, a leur
demande.

With respect to the CBSA's investigation, the schedule specifies, among other things, the date for the filing of replies to the
expiry review questionnaires, the date on which the CBSA exhibits will be available to parties to the proceeding, the date on which
the administrative record will be closed and the dates for the filing of submissions by parties in the proceeding. Further information regarding the CBSA's investigation can be obtained by contacting the CBSA officer as mentioned below.

En ce qui concerne l' enquete de l' ASFC, Ie calendrier indique,
entre autres, la date pour Ie depot des reponses aux questionnaires
de reexamen relatif a I' expiration, la date a laquelle les pieces de
I' ASFC seront mises a la disposition des parties a la procedure, la
date a laquelle Ie dossier administratif sera ferme et les dates pour
Ie depot des observations par les parties a la procedure. Les demandes de renseignements concernant l' enquete de l' ASFC peuvent etre obtenues en communiquant avec l'agent de l'ASFC
comme il est indique ci-dessous.

Tribunal's inquiry

Enquete du Tribunal

Should the CBSA determine that the expiry of the findings in
respect of any goods is likely to result in a continuation or resumption of dumping and subsidizing, the Tribunal will conduct
its inquiry, pursuant to the provisions of SIMA and its Draft
Guideline on Expiry Reviews, to determine if there is a likelihood
of injury or retardation. The schedule for the Tribunal's inquiry
specifies, among other things, the date for the filing of replies by
domestic producers to Part E of the expiry review questionnaire,
the date for the filing of updated information from domestic producers, importers and exporters to the expiry review questionnaire
replies, the date on which information on the record will be made
available by the Tribunal to interested parties and counsel that
have filed notices of participation and the dates for the filing of
submissions by interested parties.

Si l' ASFC determine que l'expiration des conclusions concernant toute marchandise causera vraisemblablement la poursuite
ou la reprise du dumping et du subventionnement, Ie Tribunal
effectuera son enquete, aux termes des dispositions de la LMSI et
de son Ebauche de ligne directrice sur les reexamens relatifs a
I'expiration, afm de determiner s'il existe une probabilite de dommage ou de retard. Le calendrier de I' enquete du Tribunal indique,
entre autres, la date du depot des reponses par les producteurs
nationaux a la Partie E du questionnaire de reexamen relatif a
l'expiration, la date du depot des mises a jour des reponses aux
questionnaires de reexamen relatif ai' expiration provenant des
producteurs nationaux, des importateurs et des exportateurs, la
date a laquelle Ie Tribunal mettra les renseignements au dossier a
la disposition des parties interessees et des conseillers qui ont
depose un avis de participation ainsi que les dates pour Ie depot
des observations des parties interessees.
Le Guide relatif aux demandes d'exclusions de produits du
Tribunal, qui se trouve sur Ie site Web du Tribunal, decrit la marche a suivre pour deposer des demandes d'exclusions de certains
produits. Le Guide comprend une formule de demande d'exclusion d'un produit et une formule de reponse a la demande d'exclusion d'un produit a l'intention des parties qui s'opposent a de
telles demandes. Cela n' empeche pas les parties de presenter un
expose sous une autre forme si elles Ie desirent, a condition que
tous les renseignements et documents a I' appui demandes dans les
formules soient inclus. Toute demande d'exclusion de marchandises des conclusions doit etre deposee par la partie interessee au
plus tard Ie 7 mai 2009, a midi. Les parties qui s'opposent ou qui
consentent ou qui ne s'opposent pas a la demande d'exclusion
doivent deposer une reponse par ecrit au plus tard Ie 19 mai 2009,
a midi. S'il y a opposition ala demande d'exclusion d'un certain
produit et si la partie interessee souhaite repondre aI' opposition,
eIle doit Ie faire au plus tard Ie 25 mai 2009, a midi.

The Tribunal's Guide to Making Requests for Product Exclusions, which can be found on the Tribunal's Web site, describes
the procedure for filing requests for specific product exclusions.
The Guide includes a form for filing requests for product exclusions and a form for any party that opposes a request to respond
to such requests. This does not preclude parties from making
submissions in a different format if they so wish, provided all of
the information and supporting documentation requested in the
forms are included. Requests to exclude goods from the findings
shall be filed by interested parties no later than noon, on May 7,
2009. Parties opposed or consenting or not opposed to the request
for exclusion shall file written reply submissions no later than
noon, on May 19, 2009. Should the request for a specific product
exclusion be opposed, and if the interested party wishes to reply,
it must do so no later than noon, on May 25,2009.

Under section 46 of the Canadian International Trade Tribunal
Act, a person who provides information to the Tribunal and who
wishes some or all of the information to be kept confidential must
submit to the Tribunal, at the time the information is provided, a

Aux termes de l'article 46 de la Loi sur Ie Tribunal canadien
du commerce exterieur, une personne qui fournit des renseignements au Tribunal et qui desire qu'une partie ou la totalite de ces
renseignements soient des ignes confidentiels doit presenter au
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statement designating the infonnation as confidential, together
with an explanation as to why the infonnation is designated
as confidential. Furthennore, the person must submit a nonconfidential edited version or non-confidential summary of the
infonnation designated as confidential or a statement indicating
why such an edited version or summary cannot be made.

Tribunal, au moment ou elle foumit ces renseignements, un enonce
it cet egard, ainsi qu 'une explication justifiant une telle designation. En outre, la personne doit presenter une version revisee non
confidentielle ou un resume non confidentiel de l'infonnation
consideree comme confidentielle ou un enonce indiquant pourquoi
une telle version revisee ou un tel resume ne peut etre remis.

Public hearing

Audience publique

The Tribunal will hold a public hearing relating to this expiry
review in the Tribunal Hearing Room, 18th Floor, Standard Life
Centre, 333 Laurier Avenue W, Ottawa, Ontario, commencing on
June 9, 2009, at 9:30 a.m., to hear evidence and representations
by interested parties.

Une audience publique sera tenue dans Ie cadre du present reexamen relatif it I'expiration dans la salle d'audience du Tribunal,
au 18 e etage du Standard Life Centre, 333, avenue Laurier Ouest,
Ottawa (Ontario), it compter du 9 juin 2009, it 9 h 30, pour l'audition des temoignages et des observations des parties interessees.
Chaque personne ou gouvernement interesse qui souhaite participer it I'audience it titre de partie do it deposer aupres du secretaire un avis de participation au plus tard Ie 20 mars 2009. Chaque
conseiller qui desire representer une partie it l'audience doit deposer aupres du secretaire un avis de representation ainsi qu'un acte
de declaration et d'engagement au plus tard Ie 20 mars 2009.

Each interested person or government wishing to participate at
the hearing as a party must file a notice of participation with the
Secretary on or before March 20,2009. Each counsel who intends
to represent a party at the hearing must file a notice of representation, as well as a declaration and undertaking, with the Secretary
on or before March 20, 2009.
To allow the Tribunal to detennine whether simultaneous interpretation will be required for the hearing, each interested person or government filing a notice of participation and each counsel filing a notice of representation must advise the Secretary, at
the same time that they file the notice, whether they and their
witnesses will be using English or French or both languages at the
hearing.

Pour pennettre au Tribunal de detenniner ses besoins en interpretation simultanee lors de I'audience, les personnes ou les gouvernements interesses et les conseillers qui deposent un avis de
participation ou de representation doivent, au meme moment,
infonner Ie secretaire si eux-memes ou leurs temoins utiliseront Ie
franyais OU l' anglais ou les deux langues pendant l' audience.

The Canadian International Trade Tribunal Rules govern these
proceedings.

Les Regles du Tribunal canadien du commerce exterieur s'appliquent it la presente procedure.

In order to observe and understand production processes, the
Tribunal, accompanied by its staff, may conduct plant visits.

Afin d' observer et de comprendre les processus de production,
il se peut que Ie Tribunal, accompagne de son personnel, effectue
des visites d'usines.

Communication

Communication

Requests for infonnation, written submissions and correspondence regarding the CBSA's investigation should be addressed to
Mr. Pat Mulligan, Canada Border Services Agency, Antidumping and Countervailing Program, Urbandale Building,
lith Floor, 100 Metcalfe Street, Ottawa, Ontario KIA OL8, 613952-6720 (telephone), 613-948-4844 (fax), Pat.Mulligan@cbsaasfc.gc.ca (email).
A copy of the CBSA's investigation schedule and the expiry
review investigation guidelines are available on the CBSA's Web
site at www.cbsa-asfc.gc.calsima-lmsiler-rre/menu-eng.html.

Les demandes de renseignements, les exposes ecrits et la correspondance concernant l' enquete de l' ASFC doivent etre envoyes it I' adresse suivante : M. Pat Mulligan, Agence des services
frontaliers du ~anada, Programme des droits antidumping et
compensateurs, Edifice Urbandale, lIe etage, 100, rue Metcalfe,
Ottawa (Ontario) KIA OL8, 613-952-6720 (telephone), 613-9484844 (telecopieur), Pat.Mulligan@asfc-cbsa.gc.ca (courriel).
Le calendrier de l' enquete de l' ASFC et les lignes directrices
sur Ie reexamen relatif it l' expiration sont disponibles sur Ie site
Web de l' ASFC it l'adresse www.asfc-cbsa.gc.calsima-lmsi/errre/menu-fra.html.

Written submissions, correspondence and requests for infonnation regarding the Tribunal's inquiry should be addressed to the
Secretary, Canadian International Trade Tribunal, Standard Life
Centre, 15th Floor, 333 Laurier Avenue W, Ottawa, Ontario KIA
OG7, 613-993-3595 (telephone), 613-990-2439 (fax), secretary@
citt-tcce.gc.ca (email).
Parties and the public may file documents electronically with
the Tribunal through its Secure E-filing Service. The service utilizes the Government of Canada's epass system, which allows the
secure transmission of confidential business infonnation. The
infonnation is fully encrypted from the sender to the Tribunal.

Les exposes ecrits, la correspondance et les demandes de renseignements concernant l' enquete du Tribunal doivent etre envoyes au Secretaire, Tribunal canadien du commerce exterieur,
Standard Life Centre, 15 e etage, 333, avenue Laurier Ouest, Ottawa (Ontario) KIA OG7, 613-993-3595 (telephone), 613-9902439 (telecopieur), secretaire@tcce-citt.gc.ca (courriel).
Les parties et Ie public peuvent deposer des documents electroniquement aupres du Tribunal au moyen de son Service de depot
electronique securise. Le depot se fait au moyen du systeme epass
du gouvernement du Canada, lequel pennet la transmission securisee de renseignements commerciaux de nature confidentielle.
Les renseignements sont entierement chiffres depuis l' expediteur
jusqu'au Tribunal.

However, parties must still file paper copies in the required
number as instructed. Where a party is required to file hard copies, the electronic version and the hard-copy version must be
identical. In case of discrepancies, the hard-copy version will be
considered the original.

Cependant, les parties doivent continuer de deposer Ie nombre
de copies papier requises, selon les directives. La version electronique et la version papier doivent etre identiques. S'il y a divergence, la version papier sera consideree comme la version
originale.
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Written and oral communication with the CBSA and the Tribunal may be in English or in French.

La communication ecrite et orale avec I' ASFC et Ie Tribunal
peut se faire en franyais ou en anglais.

Ottawa, November 12, 2008

Ottawa, Ie 12 novembre 2008
HELENE NADEAU
Secretary

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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Le secreta ire
HELENE NADEAU

APPENDIX

APPENDICE

EXCLUDED PRODUCTS

PRODUITS EXCLUS

Nickel-coated stainless steel wire.
Copper-coated stainless steel wire.
Stainless steel wire for use in the manufacture of springs, per
ASTM A313, matte finish, lubricant coated (all types), in all
grades and in all diameters.
Stainless steel wire in diameters of 0.032 inches (0.813 mm)
and smaller.
Stainless steel lashing wire.
Type 27-7MO (trade name) stainless steel wire, also identified
as UNS S31277, or equivalent.
Types 302 and 430 stainless steel cold-heading wire for use in
the manufacture of semi-tubular solid rivets.
Types 308LHS, 309LHS, 387, 409CB and 430LCB stainless
steel welding wire packaged in fibre-drum bulk packs, drum
packs or barrel packs, known as "Tech Paks" or equivalent, in
sizes of 250 lbs. (113.4 kg) or greater, for use in long-run
welding applications.
Type 439 titanium stabilized, solid stainless steel welding
wire packaged in 500-lb. (226.8-kg) drums.
Type A-286 stainless steel cold-heading wire, also identified
as AISI No. 660, UNS K66286 DIN-1.4980, with the following composition: 0.08 % max. carbon, 2.00 % max. manganese,
1.00% max. silicon, 0.025 % max. phosphorous, 0.025 % max.
sulfur, 13.50/16.00% chromium, 24.00/27.00% nickel,
1.0011.50 % molybdenum, 0.50 % max. copper, 1.00 % max.
cobalt, 0.35 % max. aluminum, 1.90/2.35 % max. titanium,
0.10/0.50% vanadium and 0.003/0.010% boron.
Type A2861A286SF stainless steel cold-heading wire.
Type XM-19 stainless steel wire, also identified as UNS
S2091O.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Fils en acier inoxydable enduits de nickel.
Fils en acier inoxydable enduits de cuivre.
Fils en acier inoxydable destines a la fabrication de ressorts,
selon la norme ASTM A313, fmi mat, enduits d'un lubrifiant
(to us types), de toutes teneurs et de tous diametres.
Fils en acier inoxydable de diametres d'au plus 0,032 po
(0,813 mm).
Fils de saisissage en acier inoxydable.
Fils en acier inoxydable de type 27-7MO (marque de commerce) aussi identifie comme UNS S31277, ou produits
equivalents.
Fils a matricer a froid en acier inoxydable des types 302 et
430 destines a la fabrication de rivets pleins semi-tubulaires.
Fils a souder en acier inoxydable des types 308LHS, 309LHS,
387, 409CB et 430LCB emballes dans des ruts en fibre en
vrac, des ruts ou des barils, connus sous Ie nom de « Tech
Paks », ou produits equivalents, de tailles d'au moins 250 lb
(113,4 kg), destines aux applications a souder a long terme.
Fils a souder massifs en acier inoxydable de type 439, stabilises au titane, emballes dans des ruts de 500 lb (226,8 kg).
Fils a matricer a froid en acier inoxydable de type A-286 aussi
identifie comme AISI nO 660, UNS K66286 DIN-1.4980,
composes de : 0,08% max. carbone, 2,00% max. manganese,
1,00 % max. silicium, 0,025 % max. phosphore, 0,025 % max.
soufre, 13,50/16,00% chrome, 24,00/27,00% nickel,
1,00/1,50 % molybdene, 0,50 % max. cuivre, 1,00 % max. cobalt, 0,35 % max. aluminium, 1,9012,35 % max. titane,
0,10/0,50% vanadium et 0,003/0,010% bore.
Fils a matricer a froid en acier inoxydable de type A2861
A286SF.
Fils en acier inoxydable de type XM-19 aussi identifie comme
UNS S2091O.

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL TRADE TRIBUNAL

TRIBUNAL CANADIEN DU COMMERCE EXTERIEUR

EXPIRY REVIEW OF FINDINGS

REEXAMEN RELA TIF A L 'EXPIRATION DES
CONCLUSIONS

Wood slats

Lamelles en bois

The Canadian International Trade Tribunal (the Tribunal) hereby
gives notice that it will, pursuant to subsection 76.03(3) of the
Special Import Measures Act (SIMA), initiate an expiry review
(Expiry Review No. RR-2008-003) of its findings made on
June 18, 2004, in Inquiry No. NQ-2003-003, concerning wood
slats originating in or exported from Mexico and the People's
Republic of China.

Le Tribunal canadien du commerce exterieur (Ie Tribunal)
donne avis par la presente qu'il procedera, conformement au paragraphe 76.03(3) de la Loi sur /es mesures speciales d'importation
(LMSI), au reexamen relatif a l'expiration de ses conclusions
(reexamen relatif a l'expiration nO RR-2008-003) rendues Ie
18 juin 2004, dans Ie cadre de l'enquete nO NQ-2003-003, concernant les lamelles en bois originaires ou exportees du Mexique et
de la Republique populaire de Chine.
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Notice of Expiry No. LE-2008-001, issued on August 12,2008,
informed interested persons and governments of the impending
expiry of the findings. On the basis of available information, including representations requesting or opposing the initiation of an
expiry review and responses to these representations received by
the Tribunal in reply to the notice of expiry, the Tribunal is of the
opinion that an expiry review of the findings is warranted. The
Tribunal has notified the Canada Border Services Agency
(CBSA), as well as other interested persons and governments, of
its decision.

L'avis d'expiration n° LE-2008-001, publie Ie 12 aout 2008,
avisait les personnes et les gouvernements interesses de I' expiration imminente des conclusions. En se fondant sur les renseignements disponibles, y compris les observations demandant un
reexamen relatif Ii l'expiration, ou s'y opposant, et les reponses Ii
ces observations re9ues par Ie Tribunal en reponse Ii l'avis d'expiration, Ie Tribunal est d'avis qu'un reexamen relatif Ii I'expiration
des conclusions est justifie. Le Tribunal a avise I' Agence des
services frontaliers du Canada (ASFC), de meme que d'autres
personnes et gouvernements interesses, de sa decision.

The Tribunal has issued a Draft Guideline on Expiry Reviews
that can be found on the Tribunal's Web site at www.citttcce.gc.ca. In this expiry review, the CBSA must determine
whether the expiry of the findings in respect of wood slats is
likely to result in the continuation or resumption of dumping of
the goods.

Le Tribunal a pub lie une Ebauche de ligne directrice sur les
reexamens relatifs a I'expiration qui se trouve sur Ie site Web du
Tribunal Ii l'adresse www.tcce-citt.gc.ca. Lors du present reexamen relatif Ii I' expiration, I' ASFC doit determiner si I' expiration
des conclusions concernant les lamelles en bois causera vraisemblablement la poursuite ou la reprise du dumping des marchandises.

If the CBSA determines that the expiry of the findings in respect of any goods is likely to result in the continuation or resumption of dumping, the CBSA will provide the Tribunal with
the information that is required under the Canadian International
Trade Tribunal Rules. The Tribunal will then conduct an inquiry
to determine if the continued or resumed dumping is likely to
result in injury or retardation. The Tribunal will issue its order
and statement of reasons no later than July 15, 2009.

Si I' ASFC determine que I'expiration des conclusions concernant toute marchandise causera vraisemblablement la poursuite
ou la reprise du dumping, elle foumira au Tribunalles renseignements necessaires aux termes des Regles du Tribunal canadien du
commerce exterieur. Le Tribunal effectuera alors une enquete
pour determiner si la poursuite ou la reprise du dumping causera
vraisemblablement un dommage ou un retard. Le Tribunal pub liera son ordonnance et I' expose des motifs au plus tard Ie 15 juillet
2009.

If the CBSA determines that the expiry of the findings in respect of any goods is unlikely to result in the continuation or resumption of dumping, the Tribunal will not consider those goods
in its subsequent determination of the likelihood of injury or retardation and will issue an order rescinding the findings with respect to those goods.

Si l'ASFC determine que l'expiration des conclusions concernant toute marchandise ne causera vraisemblablement pas la
poursuite ou la reprise du dumping, Ie Tribunal ne tiendra pas
compte de ces marchandises dans sa determination subsequente
de la probabilite de dommage ou de retard et il publiera une ordonnance annulant les conclusions concernant ces marchandises.

The CBSA must provide notice of its determination within
120 days after receiving notice of the Tribunal's decision to initiate an expiry review, that is, no later than March 6, 2009. The
CBSA will also notify all persons or governments that were notified by the Tribunal of the commencement of an expiry review, as
well as any others that participated in the CBSA's investigation.

L' ASFC doit rendre sa decision dans les 120 jours apres avoir
re9u l'avis de la decision du Tribunal de proceder Ii un reexamen
relatif Ii l'expiration, soit au plus tard Ie 6 mars 2009. L' ASFC
fera egalement part de cette decision aux personnes ou gouvernements qui ont ete avises par Ie Tribunal de l'ouverture d'un
reexamen relatif Ii l' expiration, de meme qu' Ii toutes les autres
parties Ii l'enquete de l' ASFC.

Letters have been sent to parties with a known interest in the
expiry review providing them with the schedule respecting both
the CBSA's investigation and the Tribunal's inquiry, should
the CBSA determine that the expiry of the findings in respect of
any goods is likely to result in a continuation or resumption of
dumping.

Des lettres ont ete envoyees aux parties ayant un interet connu
au reexamen relatif Ii l'expiration, lesquelles renferment Ie calendrier concernant I' enquete de l' ASFC et celle du Tribunal, si
I' ASFC determine que I' expiration des conclusions concernant
toute marchandise causera vraisemblablement la poursuite ou la
reprise du dumping.

CBSA's investigation

Enquete de I' ASFC

The CBSA will conduct its investigation pursuant to the provisions of SIMA and the administrative guidelines set forth in the
Trade Programs Directorate's publication entitled Guidelines on
the Conduct of Expiry Review Investigations under the Special
Import Measures Act. Any information submitted to the CBSA by
interested persons concerning this investigation is deemed to be
public information unless clearly designated as confidential.
Where the submission is confidential, a non-confidential edited
version or summary of the submission must also be provided
which will be disclosed to interested parties upon request.

L' ASFC effectuera son enquete aux termes des dispositions de
la LMSI et des lignes directrices administratives etablies dans Ie
document de la Direction des programmes commerciaux intitule
Lignes directrices sur la tenue d'enquetes visant les reexamens
relatifs a I' expiration en vertu de la Loi sur les mesures speciales
d'importation. Tout renseignement soumis Ii l'ASFC par les personnes interessees concernant cette enquete sera juge de nature
publique, Ii moins qu'il ne soit clairement indique qu'il s'agit
d'un document confidentiel. Lorsque c'est Ie cas, une version
revisee non confidentielle ou un resume des observations do it
egalement etre fourni pour etre transmis aux parties interessees, Ii
leur demande.

With respect to the CBSA's investigation, the schedule specifies, among other things, the date for the filing of replies to the
expiry review questionnaires, the date on which the CBSA exhibits will be available to parties to the proceeding, the date on which
the administrative record will be closed and the dates for the

En ce qui concerne l' enquete de I' ASFC, Ie calendrier indique,
entre autres, la date pour Ie depot des reponses aux questionnaires
de reexamen relatif Ii l' expiration, la date Ii laquelle les pieces de
I' ASFC seront mises Ii la disposition des parties Ii la procedure, la
date Ii laquelle Ie dossier administratif sera ferme et les dates pour
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filing of submissions by parties in the proceeding. Further information regarding the CBSA's investigation can be obtained by
contacting the CBSA officer as mentioned below.

Ie depot des observations par les parties a la procedure. Les demandes de renseignements concernant l'enquete de l'ASFC peuvent etre obtenues en communiquant avec l' agent de I' ASFC
comme il est indique ci-dessous.

Tribunal's inquiry

Enquete du Tribunal

Should the CBSA determine that the expiry of the findings in
respect of any goods is likely to result in a continuation or resumption of dumping, the Tribunal will conduct its inquiry, pursuant to the provisions of SIMA and its Draft Guideline on Expiry
Reviews, to determine if there is a likelihood of injury or retardation. The schedule for the Tribunal's inquiry specifies, among
other things, the date for the filing of replies by domestic producers to Part E of the expiry review questionnaire, the date for the
filing of updated information from domestic producers, importers
and exporters to the expiry review questionnaire replies, the date
on which information on the record will be made available by the
Tribunal to interested parties and counsel that have filed notices
of participation and the dates for the filing of submissions by
interested parties.

Si l' ASFC determine que l'expiration des conclusions concernant toute marchandise causera vraisemblablement la poursuite
ou la reprise du dumping, Ie Tribunal effectuera son enquete, aux
termes des dispositions de la LMSI et de son Ebauche de ligne
directrice sur les reexamens relatifs a l'expiration, afin de determiner s'il existe une probabilite de dommage ou de retard. Le
calendrier de l' enquete du Tribunal indique, entre autres, la date
du depot des reponses par les producteurs nationaux a la Partie E
du questionnaire de reexamen relatif aI' expiration, la date du
depot des mises a jour des reponses aux questionnaires de reexamen relatif aI' expiration proven ant des producteurs nationaux,
des importateurs et des exportateurs, la date a laquelle Ie Tribunal
mettra les renseignements au dossier a la disposition des parties
interessees et des conseillers qui ont depose un avis de participation ainsi que les dates pour Ie depot des observations des parties
interessees.

The Tribunal's Guide to Making Requests for Product Exclusions, which can be found on the Tribunal's Web site, describes
the procedure for filing requests for specific product exclusions.
The Guide includes a form for filing requests for product exclusions and a form for any party that opposes a request to respond
to such requests. This does not preclude parties from making
submissions in a different format if they so wish, provided all of
the information and supporting documentation requested in the
forms are included. Requests to exclude goods from the findings
shall be filed by interested parties no later than noon, on April 23,
2009. Parties opposed or consenting or not opposed to the request
for exclusion shall file written reply submissions no later than
noon, on May 1, 2009. Should the request for a specific product
exclusion be opposed, and if the interested party wishes to reply,
it must do so no later than noon, on May 11, 2009.

Le Guide relatif aux demandes d'exclusions de produits du
Tribunal, qui se trouve sur Ie site Web du Tribunal, decrit la marche a suivre pour deposer des demandes d'exclusions de certains
produits. Le Guide comprend une formule de demande d'exclusion d'un produit et une formule de reponse a la demande
d'exclusion d'un produit a l'intention des parties qui s'opposent a
de telles demandes. Cela n'empeche pas les parties de presenter
un expose sous une autre forme si elles Ie desirent, a condition
que tous les renseignements et documents aI' appui demandes
dans les formules soient inclus. Toute demande d'exclusion de
marchandises des conclusions do it etre deposee par la partie interes see au plus tard Ie 23 avril 2009, a midi. Les parties qui
s'opposent ou qui consentent ou qui ne s'opposent pas a la demande d'exclusion doivent deposer une reponse par ecrit au plus
tard Ie 1er mai 2009, a midi. S'il Y a opposition a la demande
d'exclusion d'un certain produit et si la partie interessee souhaite
repondre aI' opposition, elle do it Ie faire au plus tard Ie 11 mai
2009, a midi.

Under section 46 of the Canadian International Trade Tribunal
Act, a person who provides information to the Tribunal and who
wishes some or all of the information to be kept confidential must
submit to the Tribunal, at the time the information is provided, a
statement designating the information as confidential, together
with an explanation as to why the information is designated
as confidential. Furthermore, the person must submit a nonconfidential edited version or non-confidential summary of the
information designated as confidential or a statement indicating
why such an edited version or summary cannot be made.

Aux termes de l'article 46 de la Loi sur Ie Tribunal canadien
du commerce exterieur, une personne qui fournit des renseignements au Tribunal et qui desire qu'une partie ou la totalite de ces
renseignements soient designes confidentiels do it presenter au
Tribunal, au moment oil eUe fournit ces renseignements, un enonce a cet egard, ainsi qu'une explication justifiant une teUe designation. En outre, la personne do it presenter une version revisee
non confidentielle ou un resume non confidentiel de l'information
consideree comme confidentielle ou un enonce indiquant pourquoi une telle version revisee ou un tel resume ne peut etre remis.

Public hearing

Audience publique

The Tribunal will hold a public hearing relating to this expiry
review in the Tribunal Hearing Room, 18th Floor, Standard Life
Centre, 333 Laurier Avenue W, Ottawa, Ontario, commencing on
May 26, 2009, at 9:30 a.m., to hear evidence and representations
by interested parties.

Une audience publique sera tenue dans Ie cadre du present reexamen relatif a l'expiration dans la salle d'audience du Tribunal,
au I8 e etage du Standard Life Centre, 333, avenue Laurier Ouest,
Ottawa (Ontario), a compter du 26 mai 2009, a 9 h 30, pour l'audition des temoignages et des observations des parties interessees.

Each interested person or government wishing to participate in
the hearing as a party must file a notice of participation with the
Secretary on or before March 16,2009. Each counsel who intends
to represent a party at the hearing must file a notice of representation, as well as a declaration and undertaking, with the Secretary
on or before March 16,2009.

Chaque personne ou gouvernement interesse qui souhaite participer aI' audience a titre de partie doit deposer aupres du secretaire un avis de participation au plus tard Ie 16 mars 2009. Chaque
conseiller qui desire representer une partie aI' audience doit deposer aupres du secretaire un avis de representation ainsi qu'un acte
de declaration et d'engagement au plus tard Ie 16 mars 2009.
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To allow the Tribunal to determine whether simultaneous interpretation will be required for the hearing, each interested person or government filing a notice of participation and each counsel filing a notice of representation must advise the Secretary, at
the same time that they file the notice, whether they and their
witnesses will be using English or French or both languages at the
hearing.

Pour permettre au Tribunal de determiner ses besoins en interpretation simultanee lors de l'audience, les personnes ou les gouvernements interesses et les conseillers qui deposent un avis de
participation ou de representation doivent, au meme moment,
informer Ie secretaire si eux-memes ou leurs temoins utiliseront Ie
franryais ou I' anglais ou les deux langues pendant I' audience.

The Canadian International Trade Tribunal Rules govern these
proceedings.

Les Regles du Tribunal canadien du commerce exterieur
s'appliquent a la presente procedure.

In order to observe and understand production processes, the
Tribunal, accompanied by its staff, may conduct plant visits.

Afin d' observer et de comprendre les processus de production,
il se peut que Ie Tribunal, accompagne de son personnel, effectue
des visites d'usines.

Communication

Communication

Requests for information, written submissions and correspondence regarding the CBSA's investigation should be addressed
to Mr. Michel Desmarais, Anti-dumping and Countervailing
Program, Canada Border Services Agency, Urbandale Building,
lith Floor, 100 Metcalfe Street, Ottawa, Ontario KIA OL8, 613954-7188 (telephone), 613-954-2510 (fax), MichelD.Desmarais@
cbsa-asfc.gc.ca (email).

Les demandes de renseignements, les exposes ecrits et la correspondance concernant l' enquete de l' ASFC doivent etre envoyes a I' adresse suivante: Monsieur Michel Desmarais, Programme des droits antidumping et compensateurs, Agence des
services frontaliers du Canada, Edifice Urbandale, 11 e etage,
100, rue Metcalfe, Ottawa (Ontario) KIA OL8, 613-954-7188
(telephone), 613-954-2510 (telecopieur), MichelD.Desmarais@
asfc-cbsa.gc.ca (courriel).

A copy of the CBSA's investigation schedule and the expiry
review investigation guidelines are available on the CBSA's Web
site at www.cbsa-asfc.gc.caisima-Imsi/er-rre/menu-eng.html.

Le calendrier de l' enquete de l' ASFC et les lignes directrices
sur Ie reexamen relatif ai' expiration sont disponibles sur Ie site
Web de l' ASFC a l'adresse www.asfc-cbsa.gc.caisima-Imsi/errrc/menu-fra.html.

Written submissions, correspondence and requests for information regarding the Tribunal's inquiry should be addressed to the
Secretary, Canadian International Trade Tribunal, Standard Life
Centre, 15th Floor, 333 Laurier Avenue W, Ottawa, Ontario KIA
OG7, 613-993-3595 (telephone), 613-990-2439 (fax), secretary@citt-tcce.gc.ca (email).

Les exposes ecrits, la correspondance et les demandes de renseignements concernant I' enquete du Tribunal doivent etre envoyes au Secretaire, Tribunal canadien du commerce exterieur,
Standard Life Centre, 15 e etage, 333, avenue Laurier Ouest, Ottawa (Ontario) KIA OG7, 613-993-3595 (telephone), 613-9902439 (telecopieur), secretaire@tcce-citt.gc.ca (courriel).

Parties and the public may file documents electronically with
the Tribunal through its Secure E-filing Service. The service utilizes the Government of Canada's epass system, which allows the
secure transmission of confidential business information. The
information is fully encrypted from the sender to the Tribunal.

Les parties et Ie public peuvent deposer des documents electroniquement aupres du Tribunal au moyen de son Service de depot
electronique securise. Le depot se fait au moyen du systeme epass
du gouvernement du Canada, lequel permet la transmission securisee de renseignements commerciaux de nature confidentielle.
Les renseignements sont entierement chiffres depuis l' expediteur
jusqu'au Tribunal.

However, parties must still file paper copies in the required
number as instructed. Where a party is required to file hard copies, the electronic version and the hard-copy version must be
identical. In case of discrepancies, the hard-copy version will be
considered the original.
Written and oral communication with the CBSA and the Tribunal may be in English or in French.

Cependant, les parties doivent continuer de deposer Ie nombre
de copies papier requises, selon les directives. La version electronique et la version papier doivent etre identiques. S'il y a divergence, la version papier sera consideree comme la version
originale.
La communication ecrite et orale avec l' ASFC et Ie Tribunal
peut se faire en franryais ou en anglais.
Ottawa, Ie 7 novembre 2008

Ottawa, November 7,2008
HELENE NADEAU
Secretary

Le secreta ire
HELENE NADEAU

[47-1-0)

[47-1-0)

CANADIAN RADIO-TELEVISION AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

CONSEIL DE LA RADIODIFFUSION ET DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CANADIENNES

NOTICE TO INTERESTED PARTIES

AVIS AUX INTERESSES

The following notices are abridged versions of the Commission's
original notices bearing the same number. The original notices
contain a more detailed outline of the applications, including additional locations and addresses where the complete files may be
examined. The relevant material, including the notices and

Les avis qui suivent sont des versions abregees des avis originaux
du Conseil portant Ie meme numero. Les avis originaux contiennent
une description plus detaillee de chacune des demandes, y compris
les lieux et adresses ou l' on peut consulter les dossiers complets.
Tous les documents afferents, y compris les avis et les demandes,
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applications, is available for viewing during normal business
hours at the following offices of the Commission:
- Central Building, Les Terrasses de la Chaudiere, Room 206,
1 Promenade du Portage, Gatineau, Quebec KIA ON2, 819997-2429 (telephone), 994-0423 (TDD), 819-994-0218 (fax);
- Metropolitan Place, Suite 1410, 99 Wyse Road, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia B3A 4S5, 902-426-7997 (telephone), 426-6997
(TDD), 902-426-2721 (fax);
- Kensington Building, Suite 1810, 275 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 2B3, 204-983-6306 (telephone),
983-8274 (TDD), 204-983-6317 (fax);
- 530--580 Hornby Street, Vancouver, British Columbia V6C
3B6, 604-666-2111 (telephone), 666-0778 (TDD), 604666-8322 (fax);
- CRTC Documentation Centre, 205 Viger Avenue W,
Suite 504, Montreal, Quebec H2Z IG2, 514-283-6607 (telephone), 283-8316 (TDD), 514-283-3689 (fax);
- CRTC Documentation Centre, 55 St. Clair Avenue E,
Suite 624, Toronto, Ontario M4T 1M2, 416-952-9096 (telephone), 416-954-6343 (fax);
- CRTC Documentation Centre, Cornwall Professional Building, Room 103, 2125 11 th Avenue, Regina, Saskatchewan
S4P 3X3, 306-780-3422 (telephone), 306-780-3319 (fax);
- CRTC Documentation Centre, 10405 J asper Avenue,
Suite 520, Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3N4, 780-495-3224 (telephone), 780-495-3214 (fax).

sont disponibles pour examen durant les heures normales d' ouverture aux bureaux suivants du Conseil :
- Edifice central, Les Terrasses de la Chaudiere, Piece 206,
1, promenade du Portage, Gatineau (Quebec) KIA ON2,
819-997-2429 (telephone), 994-0423 (ATS), 819-994-0218
(telecopieur);
- Place Metropolitan, Bureau 1410, 99, chemin Wyse, Dartmouth (Nouvelle-Ecosse) B3A 4S5, 902-426-7997 (telephone), 426-6997 (ATS), 902-426-2721 (telecopieur);
- Edifice Kensington, Piece 1810, 275, avenue Portage, Winnipeg (Manitoba) R3B 2B3, 204-983-6306 (telephone),
983-8274 (ATS), 204-983-6317 (telecopieur);
- 580, rue Hornby, Bureau 530, Vancouver (ColombieBritannique) V6C 3B6, 604-666-2111 (telephone), 666-0778
(ATS), 604-666-8322 (telecopieur);
- Centre de documentation du CRTC, 205, avenue Viger Ouest,
Bureau 504, Montreal (Quebec) H2Z IG2, 514-283-6607
(telephone), 283-8316 (ATS), 514-283-3689 (telecopieur);
- Centre de documentation du CRTC, 55, avenue St. Clair Est,
Bureau 624, Toronto (Ontario) M4T 1M2, 416-952-9096
(telephone), 416-954-6343 (telecopieur);
- Centre de documentation du CRTC, Edifice Cornwall Professional, Piece 103, 2125, lle Avenue, Regina (Saskatchewan) S4P 3X3, 306-780-3422 (telephone), 306-780-3319
(telecopieur);
- Centre de documentation du CRTC, 10405, avenue Jasper,
Bureau 520, Edmonton (Alberta) T5J 3N4, 780-495-3224
(telephone), 780-495-3214 (telecopieur).

Interventions must be filed with the Secretary General, Canadian
Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission, Ottawa,
Ontario KIA ON2, together with proof that a true copy of the
intervention has been served upon the applicant, on or before the
deadline given in the notice.
Secretary General

Les interventions doivent parvenir au Secretaire general, Conseil de la radiodiffusion et des telecommunications canadiennes,
Ottawa (Ontario) KIA ON2, avec preuve qu'une copie conforme
a ete envoyee a la requerante, avant la date limite d'intervention
mentionnee dans I' avis.
Secreta ire general

CANADIAN RADIO-TELEVISION AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

CONSEIL DE LA RADIODIFFUSION ET DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CANADIENNES

DECISIONS

DECISIONS

The complete texts of the decisions summarized below are
available from the offices of the CRTC.

On peut se procurer Ie texte complet des decisions resumees
ci-apres en s'adressant au CRTC.

2008-165-1

November 7, 2008

Encore Avenue Ltd.
British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nunavut,
Yukon Territory and the Northwest Territories
Correction - French-language version of Broadcasting Decision 2008-165, August 8,2008, by replacing the second condition
of licence in paragraph 20 as set out in the decision.

2008-238-1

November 7, 2008

Saskatchewan Telecommunications
Regina, Pilot Butte, White City, Saskatoon, Moose Jaw,
Prince Albert, Yorkton, Estevan, Weyburn, Swift Current,
North Battleford and Battleford, Saskatchewan
Correction - Broadcasting Decision 2008-238, August 28,2008,
by replacing condition of licence 6 of the French-language text as
indicated in the decision.

2008-165-1

Le 7 novembre 2008

Encore Avenue Ltd.
Colombie-Britannique, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba,
Nunavut, Territoire du Yukon et Territoires du Nord-Ouest
Correction - La version franyaise de la decision de radiodiffusion 2008-165,8 aout 2008, en remplayant la deuxieme condition
de licence enoncee au paragraphe 20 tel qu'il est indique dans la
decision.
Le 7 novembre 2008

2008-238-1

Saskatchewan Telecommunications
Regina, Pilot Butte, White City, Saskatoon, Moose Jaw,
Prince Albert, Yorkton, Estevan, Weyburn, Swift Current,
North Battleford et Battleford (Saskatchewan)
Correction - La version franyaise de la decision de radiodiffusion 2008-238, 28 aout 2008, en remplayant la condition de licence 6 tel qu'il est indique dans la decision.
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2008-305

November 22,2008
November 7, 2008

CTVglobemedia Inc., on behalf of its subsidiary 4358350
Canada Inc.
Across Canada

2008-305

Le 7 novembre 2008

CTVglobemedia Inc., au nom de sa filiale 4358350
Canada Inc.
L'ensemble du Canada

Approved - Amendments to the broadcasting licence for the
English-language specialty television service known as MuchMusic by adding to the list of program categories from which it
may draw programming and by amending the condition of licence
relating to Canadian content obligations.

Approuve - Modifications de la licence de radiodiffusion du
service de television specialise de langue anglaise MuchMusic en
ajoutant des categories a la liste des categories d'emissions desquelles ce service est autorise a tirer sa programmation et en rempla9ant la condition de licence relative aux obligations au titre du
contenu canadien.

2008-306

2008-306

November 13, 2008

Movie Central Ltd.
British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nunavut,
Yukon Territory and the Northwest Territories

Le 13 novembre 2008

Movie Central Ltd.
Colombie-Britannique, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba,
Nunavut, Territoire du Yukon et Territoires du Nord-Ouest

Approved - Amendments to the broadcasting licence for the
English-language pay television service known as Movie Central.

Approuve - Modifications de la licence de radiodiffusion de
I' entreprise de programmation de television payante de langue
anglaise appelee Movie Central.

2008-307

2008-307

November 13, 2008

Encore Avenue Ltd.
British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nunavut,
Yukon Territory and the Northwest Territories
Approved - Amendments to the broadcasting licence for the
English-language pay television programming undertaking known
as Encore Avenue.

November 14, 2008

2008-308
Fairchild Radio (Vancouver FM) Ltd.
Vancouver, British Columbia

Le 13 novembre 2008

Encore Avenue Ltd.
Colombie-Britannique, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba,
Nunavut, Territoire du Yukon et Territoires du Nord-Ouest
Approuve - Modifications de la licence de radiodiffusion de
I' entreprise de programmation de television payante de langue
anglaise appelee Encore Avenue.

2008-308

Le 14 novembre 2008

Fairchild Radio (Vancouver FM) Ltd.
Vancouver (Colombie-Britannique)

Renewal of the broadcasting licence for CHKG-FM

Approuve - Renouvellement de la licence de radiodiffusion de
CHKG-FM Vancouver.

Denied - Amendment to the conditions of licence to permit the
broadcasting of programming in Mandarin.

Refuse - Modification des conditions de licence afin de pouvoir
diffuser une programmation en mandarin.

Approved Vancouver.

2008-309

November 14, 2008

Approved - Renewal of the broadcasting licence for the Englishlanguage commercial FM radio programming undertaking
CHNO-FM Sudbury.

November 14,2008

Newcap Inc.
Camrose, Alberta
Approved - Amendment to the broadcasting licence for the
English-language AM radio programming undertaking CFCW
Camrose.

2008-311

Le 14 novembre 2008

Newcap Inc.
Sudbury (Ontario)

Newcap Inc.
Sudbury, Ontario

2008-310

2008-309

November 14,2008

Approuve - Renouvellement de la licence de radiodiffusion de
I' entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue anglaise CHNO-FM Sudbury.

2008-310

Le 14 novembre 2008

Newcap Inc.
Camrose (Alberta)
Approuve - Modification de la licence de radiodiffusion de
I' entreprise de programmation de radio AM de langue anglaise,
CFCW Camrose.

Le 14 novembre 2008

2008-311

CTVglobemedia Inc., au nom de sa filiale 4358350
Canada Inc.
L'ensemble du Canada

CTV globemedia Inc., on behalf of its subsidiary 4358350
Canada Inc.
Across Canada
Complaints regarding the broadcast prior to the watershed hour
by MuchMusic of Spring Break '08, a promotional spot for that
program and an interview aired on Much on Demand.

Plaintes concernant la diffusion avant I'heure critique par
MuchMusic de l'emission Spring Break '08, d'un message
promotionnel pour cette emission et d'une entrevue diffusee a
Much on Demand.
[47-1-0)

[47-1-0)
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CANADIAN RADIO-TELEVISION AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

CONSEIL DE LA RADIODIFFUSION ET DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CANADIENNES

PUBLIC HEARING 2008-12-1

AUDIENCE PUBLIQUE 2008-12-1

Notice of consultation and hearing - Review of English- and
French-language broadcasting services in English and French
linguistic minority communities in Canada - Additional
documents placed on the public record oj the proceeding

Avis de consultation et d'audience - Examen des services de
radiodiffusion de langues anglaise etJram;aise dans les
communautes Jrancophones et anglophones minoritaires du
Canada - Autres documents verses au dossier de l'instance

Further to the publication of Broadcasting Notice of Public
Hearing 2008-12, dated October 16, 2008, relating to a public
hearing that will be held commencing on January 13, 2009, at
9 a.m., at the Conference Centre, Phase IV, 140 Promenade du
Portage, Gatineau, Quebec, the Commission announces that additional documents have been placed on the public record of the
proceeding.
Deadline for submission of comments: November 20, 2008

A la suite de la publication de l'avis d'audience publique de
radiodiffusion 2008-12 du 16 octobre 2008 relativement Ii l'audience publique prevue pour Ie 13 janvier 2009, Ii 9 h, au Centre
de conferences, Phase IV, 140, promenade du Portage, Gatineau
(Quebec), Ie Conseil annonce qu'il a verse des documents additionnels au dossier public de l'instance.

November 7, 2008

Date limite pour Ie depot des observations : Ie 20 novembre
2008
Le 7 novembre 2008
[47-1-0)

[47-1-0)

CANADIAN RADIO-TELEVISION AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

CONSEIL DE LA RADIODIFFUSION ET DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CANADIENNES

PUBLIC HEARING 2008-14

AUDIENCE PUBLIQUE 2008-14

Notice oj consultation and hearing

Avis de consultation et d'audience

January 26,2009
Orillia, Ontario
Deadline for submission of interventions/comments:
December 18, 2008
The Commission will hold a public hearing commencing on
January 26, 2009, at 8:30 a.m., at the Best Western Mariposa Inn
and Conference Centre, 400 Memorial A venue, Orillia, Ontario,
to consider the following applications:
Given the number of appearing items to be considered, the
Commission would like to advise that it may have to sit on
Saturday, January 31, 2009, to complete its consideration of
these items.
Preamble
Items 1 to 16
On April 10, 2008, the Commission issued Broadcasting Public
Notice CRTC 2008-30, calling for applications for a broadcasting licence to provide a commercial radio service to serve
Orillia, Ontario.
On May 13, 2008, the Commission issued Broadcasting Public
Notice CRTC 2008-42, calling for applications for a broadcasting licence to provide a commercial radio service to serve
Bracebridge and Gravenhurst, Ontario.
In response to these calls, the Commission has received a number of applications for licences to serve these markets.
Some of these applications are technically mutually exclusive.
These applications are
For Orillia
Items 1 to 7 are technically mutually exclusive proposing the
use of the frequency 89.1 MHz.
These applications, along with item 8, will be treated as
competitive radio applications for Orillia, Ontario.
For Bracebridge and Gravenhurst
Items 9 to 11 are technically mutually exclusive proposing
the use of the frequencies 101.7 MHz and 101.9 MHz.
Items 13 to 15 are technically mutually exclusive proposing
the use of the frequency 102.3 MHz.

Le 26 janvier 2009
Orillia (Ontario)
Date limite pour Ie depot des interventions ou des observations:
Ie 18 decembre 2008
Le Conseil tiendra une audience publique Ii partir du 26 janvier
2009, Ii 8 h 30, au Best Western Mariposa Inn and Conference
Centre, 400, avenue Memorial, OriIlia (Ontario), afin d'etudier
les demandes suivantes :
Etant donne Ie nombre d' articles comparants Ii etre consideres,
Ie Conseil aimerait preciser qu'il se pourrait qu'il siege Ie samedi 31 janvier 2009 afin de completer l'examen de ces articles.
Preambule
Articles 1 Ii 16
Le 10 avril 2008, Ie Conseil a publie l'avis de radiodiffusion CRTC 2008-30, invitant la soumission de demandes de licence de radiodiffusion visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de
programmation de radio commerciale pour desservir Orillia
(Ontario).
Le 13 mai 2008, Ie Conseil a publie l'avis de radiodiffusion
CRTC 2008-42, invitant la soumission de demandes de licence
de radiodiffusion visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio commerciale pour desservir Bracebridge
et Gravenhurst (Ontario).
A la suite de ces appels de demandes, Ie Conseil a reryu plusieurs demandes de licences pour desservir ces marches.
Un nombre de ces demandes sont en concurrence sur Ie plan
technique. Ces demandes sont :
Pour OriIlia
Les articles 1 Ii 7 sont concurrents sur Ie plan technique pour
l'utilisation de la frequence 89,1 MHz.
Ces demandes, de meme que l'article 8, seront traitees
comme des demandes de radio competitives pour Orillia
(Ontario).
Pour Bracebridge et Gravenhurst
Les articles 9 Ii 11 sont concurrents sur Ie plan technique
pour l'utilisation des frequences 101,7 MHz et 101,9 MHz.
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These applications, along with items 12 and 16, will be treated as competitive radio applications for Bracebridge and
Gravenhurst, Ontario.

Item 17
This involves the licence renewal application of the Englishlanguage commercial radio undertaking CJBQ Belleville, Ontario, whereby the station has been found to be operating in apparent non-compliance with the Radio Regulations, 1986.
Item 18
This involves the English-language commercial radio programming undertaking CHSC St. Catharines, Ontario, whereby
the station has been found to be operating in apparent noncompliance with the Radio Regulations, 1986.
The Commission has also received complaints concerning allegations that CHSC has re-oriented a significant portion of its
programming to serve the Italian community of Toronto.
Items 19 to 39
The Commission intends to consider, subject to interventions,
items 19 to 39 during the non-appearance phase of the public
hearing.
1. Nick Montague, on behalf of a corporation to be incorporated
OriIlia, Ontario
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in OriIlia.
2. Larche Communications Inc.
OriIlia, Ontario
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in OriIlia.
3. Bayshore Broadcasting Corporation
OriIlia, Ontario
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Orillia.
4. Newcap Inc.
Orillia, Ontario

November 22, 2008

Les articles 13 Ii 15 sont concurrents sur Ie plan technique
pour l'utilisation de la frequence 102,3 MHz.
Ces demandes, de meme que les articles 12 et 16, seront traitees comme des demandes de radio competitives pour Bracebridge et Gravenhurst (Ontario).
Article 17
II s'agit de la demande de renouvellement de licence de l'entreprise de programmation de radio commerciale de langue anglaise
CJBQ Belleville (Ontario), exploitee en situation de nonconformite presumee avec Ie Reglement de 1986 sur la radio.
Article 18
II s'agit de l'entreprise de programmation de radio commerciale de langue anglaise CHSC St. Catharines (Ontario), exploitee en situation de non-conformite presumee avec Ie Reglement de 1986 sur la radio.
Le Conseil a egalement re~u des plaintes au sujet d'allegations
selon lesquelles CHSC aurait reoriente une partie importante de
sa programmation pour pouvoir desservir la communaute italienne de Toronto.
Articles 19 Ii 39
Le Conseil se propose d'etudier, sous reserve d'interventions,
les articles 19 Ii 39 lors de la phase non comparante de l'audience publique.
1. Nick Montague, au nom d'une societe devant etre constituee
OriIlia (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise Ii OriIlia.
2. Larche Communications Inc.
OriIlia (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise Ii OriIlia.
3. Bayshore Broadcasting Corporation
OriIlia (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise Ii OriIlia.
4. Newcap Inc.
OriIlia (Ontario)

For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Orillia.

En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise Ii OriIlia.

5. Debra McLaughlin, on behalf of a corporation to be
incorporated
Orillia, Ontario
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in OriIlia.

5. Debra McLaughlin, au nom d'une societe devant etre constituee
OriIlia (Ontario)

6. Frank Torres, on behalf of a corporation to be incorporated
OriIlia, Ontario

6. Frank Torres, au nom d'une societe devant etre constituee
OriIlia (Ontario)

For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in OriIlia.
7. Rock 95 Broadcasting Ltd.
Orillia, Ontario
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Orillia.

En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise Ii OriIlia.

En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise Ii OriIlia.
7. Rock 95 Broadcasting Ltd.
OriIlia (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise Ii OriIlia.
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8. Instant Infonnation Services Incorporated
Orillia, Ontario
For a licence to operate a low power English-language tourist
infonnation FM radio programming undertaking in Orillia.

8. Instant Infonnation Services Incorporated
Orillia (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio d'infonnation touristique
FM de langue anglaise de faible puissance a Orillia.

9. JOCO Communications Inc.
Gravenhurst, Ontario
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Gravenhurst.

9. JOCO Communications Inc.
Gravenhurst (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise a Gravenhurst.

10. JOCO Communications Inc.
Gravenhurst, Ontario
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Gravenhurst.
11. Instant Infonnation Services Incorporated
Gravenhurst, Ontario
For a licence to operate a low power English-language tourist
infonnation FM radio station in Gravenhurst.
12. Muskoka-Parry Sound Broadcasting Limited
Huntsville, Ontario
Relating to the licence of the English-language commercial
radio station CFBK-FM Huntsville.
13. Larche Communications Inc.
Bracebridge/Gravenhurst, Ontario
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Bracebridge, Ontario.

10. JOCO Communications Inc.
Gravenhurst (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise aGravenhurst.
11. Instant Infonnation Services Incorporated
Gravenhurst (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio d'infonnation touristique
FM de langue anglaise de faible puissance a Gravenhurst.
12. Muskoka-Parry Sound Broadcasting Limited
Huntsville (Ontario)
Relativement a la licence de l'entreprise de programmation de
radio commerciale de langue anglaise CFBK-FM Huntsville.
13. Larche Communications Inc.
Bracebridge/Gravenhurst (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence vis ant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise a Bracebridge (Ontario).

14. Bill (William) Wrightsell, on behalf of a corporation to be
incorporated
Gravenhurst, Ontario
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Gravenhurst.

14. Bill (William) Wrightsell, au nom d'une societe devant etre
constituee
Gravenhurst (Ontario)

15. Bayshore Broadcasting Corporation
Gravenhurst, Ontario

15. Bayshore Broadcasting Corporation
Gravenhurst (Ontario)

For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Gravenhurst.
16. Evanov Communications Inc., on behalf of a corporation to
be incorporated
Gravenhurst, Ontario
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Gravenhurst.
17. Quinte Broadcasting Company Limited
Belleville, Ontario
To renew the licence of the English-language commercial
radio programming undertaking CJBQ Belleville, expiring
August 31, 2009.
18. Pellpropco Inc.
St. Catharines, Ontario
The Commission has received complaints regarding Pellpropco Inc., licensee of the English-language commercial
radio programming undertaking CHSC st. Catharines, concerning allegations that CHSC has re-oriented a significant
portion of its programming to serve the Italian community of
Toronto.

En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise a Gravenhurst.

En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue
anglaise a Gravenhurst.
16. Evanov Communications Inc., au nom d'une societe devant
etre constituee
Gravenhurst (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence vis ant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue anglaise a Gravenhurst.
17. Quinte Broadcasting Company Limited
Belleville (Ontario)
En vue de renouveler la licence de I' entreprise de programmati on de radio commerciale de langue anglaise CJBQ Belleville, qui expire Ie 31 aout 2009.
18. Pellpropco Inc.
St. Catharines (Ontario)
Le Conseil a re~u des plaintes concernant Pellpropco Inc.,
titulaire de l'entreprise de programmation de radio commerciale de langue anglaise CHSC St. Catharines, au sujet d'allegations selon lesquelles CHSC aurait reoriente une partie
importante de sa programmation pour pouvoir desservir la
communaute italienne de Toronto.
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19. The Family Channel Inc.
Across Canada
For a licence to operate a national English-language Category 2 specialty television programming undertaking to be
known as Family Extreme.
20. Fairchild Television Ltd.
Across Canada
For a licence to operate a national general interest, thirdlanguage ethnic Category 2 specialty television programming
undertaking to be known as Fairchild Television II.

21. Fairchild Television Ltd.
Across Canada
For a licence to operate a national general interest, thirdlanguage ethnic Category 2 specialty television programming
undertaking to be known as Talentvision II.
22. Surjit S. Gill, on behalf of a corporation to be incorporated
Across Canada
For a licence to operate a national niche third-language ethnic
Category 2 specialty programming undertaking to be known
as Music India 2 Television.
23. Acadia Broadcasting Limited
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Bridgewater.

November 22,2008
19. The Family Channel Inc.
L'ensemble du Canada
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise nationale de programmation d'emissions de television specialisees de categorie 2 de langue anglaise, qui sera
appelee Family Extreme.
20. Fairchild Television Ltd.
L'ensemble du Canada
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise nationale de prograrnmation d'emissions de television specialisees d'interet general de categorie 2 de langue
tierce et a caractere ethnique, qui sera appelee Fairchild Television II.
21. Fairchild Television Ltd.
L'ensemble du Canada
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise nationale de programmation d'emissions de television specialisees d'interet general de categorie 2 de langue
tierce et acaractere ethnique, qui sera appelee Talentvision II.
22. Surjit S. Gill, au nom d'une societe devant etre constituee
L'ensemble du Canada
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise nationale de programmation d'emissions specialisees
de creneau de categorie 2 en langue tierce et a caractere
ethnique, qui sera appelee Music India 2 Television.
23. Societe acadienne de radiotelevision, limitee
Bridgewater (Nouvelle-Ecosse)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue anglaise aBridgewater.

24. Newcap Inc.
Elliot Lake, Timmins, Parry Sound, Bracebridge,
Kapuskasing, Hearst, Iroquois Falls, Bancroft, Cochrane,
North Bay, Haliburton and Huntsville, Ontario
For authority to acquire from The Haliburton Broadcasting
Group Inc. (Haliburton) the assets of several commercial
radio programming undertakings.

24. Newcap Inc.
Elliot Lake, Timmins, Parry Sound, Bracebridge,
Kapuskasing, Hearst, Iroquois Falls, Bancroft, Cochrane,
North Bay, Haliburton et Huntsville (Ontario)
Afin d'obtenir l'autorisation d'acquerir de The Haliburton
Broadcasting Group Inc. (Haliburton) les actifs de plusieurs
entreprises de programmation de radio commerciales.

25. Subanasiri Vaithilingam, on behalf of a corporation to be
incorporated
Scarborough, Ontario
For a licence to operate an AM commercial ethnic radio programming undertaking in Scarborough.

25. Subanasiri Vaithilingam, au nom d'une societe devant etre
constituee
Scarborough (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio AM commerciale ethnique a Scarborough.

26. Five Amigos Broadcasting Inc.
Wallaceburg, Ontario
For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Wallaceburg.

26. Five Amigos Broadcasting Inc.
Wallaceburg (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue anglaise a Wallaceburg.

27. Kumar Nadarajah, on behalf of a corporation to be incorporated
Markham, Ontario
For a licence to operate an AM commercial ethnic radio programming undertaking in Markham.

27. Kumar Nadarajah, au nom d'une societe devant etre constituee
Markham (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio AM commerciale ethnique a Markham.

28. Momington Communications Co-operative Limited
Milverton, Ontario
For a licence to operate a regional video-on-demand programming undertaking to serve the villages and surrounding
rural areas of Milverton, Gadshill, Newton, Millbank, Hesson, and portions of Listowel.

28. Momington Communications Co-operative Limited
Milverton (Ontario)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise regionale de programmation de video sur demande
pour desservir les villages de ,Milverton, Gadshill, Newton,
Millbank, Hesson, une portion de Listowel et les zones rurales environnantes.
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29. Hay Communications Co-operative Limited
Zurich (Ontario)

For a licence to operate a regional video-on-demand programming undertaking to serve the villages and surrounding
rural areas of Zurich, Grand Bend and Dashwood.
30. My Broadcasting Corporation
Brighton, Ontario

En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise regionale de programmation de video sur demande
pour desservir les villages de Zurich, Grand Bend, Dashwood
et les zones rurales environnantes.
30. My Broadcasting Corporation
Brighton (Ontario)

For a licence to operate an English-language FM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Brighton.

En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM commerciale de langue anglaise a Brighton.
31. Societe Radio-Canada
Windsor et Leamington (Ontario)

31. Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
Windsor and Leamington, Ontario
To convert radio station CBE Windsor from the AM band to
the FMband.
32. Touch Canada Broadcasting (2006) Inc. (the general partner),
and 1188011 Alberta Ltd. and Touch Canada Broadcasting
Inc. (the limited partners), carrying on business as Touch
Canada Broadcasting Limited Partnership
Calgary, Alberta
For a licence to operate an English-language AM commercial
radio programming undertaking in Calgary.

Afin de convertir la station de radio CBE Windsor de la
bande AM it la bande FM.
32. Touch Canada Broadcasting (2006) Inc. (l'associe
commandite), et 1188011 Alberta Ltd. et Touch Canada
Broadcasting Inc. (les associes commanditaires), faisant
affaires sous Ie nom de Touch Canada Broadcasting
Limited Partnership
Calgary (Alberta)
En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio AM commerciale de langue anglaise it Calgary.
33. 3937844 Canada Inc.
St. Paul (Alberta)

33. 3937844 Canada Inc.
St. Paul, Alberta
To convert radio station CHLW St. Paul from the AM band
to the FM band.

Afin de convertir la station de radio CHLW St. Paul de la
bande AM it la bande FM.
34. 3937844 Canada Inc.
High Prairie (Alberta)

34. 3937844 Canada Inc.
High Prairie, Alberta
To convert radio station CKVH High Prairie from the AM
band to the FM band.

Afin de convertir la station de radio CKVH High Prairie de la
bande AM it la bande FM.

35. Merritt Broadcasting Ltd.
Merritt, British Columbia
To convert the English-language commercial radio station
CJNL Merritt from the AM band to the FM band.

35. Merritt Broadcasting Ltd.
Merritt (Colombie-Britannique)

36. N L Broadcasting Ltd.
Merritt, British Columbia
To amend the licence of the English-language AM commercial radio programming undertaking CHNL Kamloops, British Columbia.
37. Cowichan Valley Community Radio Society
Lake Cowichan, British Columbia
For a licence to operate an English-language FM developmental community radio programming undertaking in Lake
Cowichan.
38. Sun Country Radio Ltd.
Kelowna, British Columbia
To acquire the assets of the radio programming undertaking
CKKO-FM Kelowna from Sun Country Cablevision Ltd.

36. N L Broadcasting Ltd.
Merritt (Colombie-Britannique)
En vue de modifier la licence de I' entreprise de programmation de radio AM commerciale de langue anglaise CHNL
Kamloops (Colombie-Britannique).
37. Cowichan Valley Community Radio Society
Lake Cowichan (Colombie-Britannique)

39. Northern Lights Entertainment Inc.
Iqaluit, Nunavut

39. Northern Lights Entertainment Inc.
Iqaluit (Nunavut)

For authority to acquire from Nunavut Nalautinga Ltd. (Nalautinga) the assets of the English-language commercial radio
programming undertaking CKIQ-FM Iqaluit.

Afin de convertir la station de radio commerciale de langue
anglaise CJNL Merritt de la bande AM it la bande FM.

En vue d'obtenir une licence visant l'exploitation d'une entreprise de programmation de radio FM communautaire en
developpement de langue anglaise it Lake Cowichan.
38. Sun Country Radio Ltd.
Kelowna (Colombie-Britannique)
Afin d'acquerir l'actif de l'entreprise de programmation de
radio CKKO-FM Kelowna de Sun Country Cablevision Ltd.

Afin d'obtenir l'autorisation d'acquerir l'actif de I'entreprise
de programmation de radio commerciale de langue anglaise
CKIQ-FM Iqaluit de Nunavut Nalautinga Ltd. (Nalautinga).
Le 13 novembre 2008

November 13,2008

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]
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CANADIAN RADIO-TELEVISION AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

CONSEIL DE LA RADIODIFFUSION ET DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CANADIENNES

PUBLIC NOTICE 2008-106

AVIS PUBLIC 2008-106

Notice of consultation

Avis de consultation

Applications received
Various locations
Deadline for submission of interventions and/or comments:
December 12, 2008

Demandes re~ues
Plusieurs collectivites
Date limite pour Ie depot des interventions ou des observations:
Ie 12 decembre 2008

The Commission has received the following applications:

Le Conseil a ete saisi des demandes suivantes :

1. Astral Broadcasting Group Inc.
Across Canada
To amend the licence of the nat!onal French-language pay
television service known as Super Ecran.

1. Le Groupe de radiodiffusion Astral inc.

2. Astral Broadcasting Group Inc.

2. Le Groupe de radiodiffusion Astral inc.

Eastern Canada
To amend the licence of the regional English-language pay
television service known as The Movie Network.
November 7,2008

L'ensemble du Canada
En vue de modifier la licence de l'entreprise nationale de programmation de television payante de langue fran~aise appelee
Super Beran.
L'Est du Canada
En vue de modifier la licence de I' entreprise regionale de programmation de television payante de langue anglaise appelee
The Movie Network.
Le 7 novembre 2008

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

CANADIAN RADIO-TELEVISION AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

CONSEIL DE LA RADIODIFFUSION ET DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CANADIENNES

PUBLIC NOTICE 2008-107

AVIS PUBLIC 2008-107

Notice of consultation

Avis de consultation

Applications received
Various locations
Deadline for submission of interventions and/or comments:
December 18, 2008

Demandes re~ues
Plusieurs collectivites
Date limite pour Ie depot des interventions ou des observations:
Ie 18 decembre 2008
Le Conseil a ete saisi des demandes suivantes :

The Commission has received the following applications:
1. N ewcap Inc.
Elmira, Prince Edward Island
To amend the licence of the English-language commercial
radio station CKQK-FM Charlottetown.

1. Newcap Inc.

2. Newcap Inc.
Elmira, Prince Edward Island
To amend the licence of the English-language commercial
radio station CHTN-FM Charlottetown.

2. Newcap Inc.
Elmira (Ile-du-Prince-Edouard)
En vue de modifier la licence de la station de radio commerciale de langue anglaise CHTN-FM Charlottetown.

3. N ewcap Inc.
St. Edward, Prince Edward Island
To amend the licence of the English-language commercial
radio station CKQK-FM Charlottetown.

3. Newcap Inc.
St. Edward (Ile-du-Prince-Edouard)
En vue de modifier la licence de la station de radio commerciale de langue anglaise CKQK-FM Charlottetown.

4. Newcap Inc.
St. Edward, Prince Edward Island
To amend the licence of the English-language commercial
radio station CHTN-FM Charlottetown.

4. Newcap Inc.~
,
St. Edward (Ile-du-Prince-Edouard)
En vue de modifier la licence de la station de radio commerciale de langue anglaise CHTN-FM Charlottetown.

5. Bruce Telecom
Tiverton, Paisley, Port Elgin, Kincardine and Southampton,
Ontario
To amend the licence of the regional video-on-demand programming undertaking to serve Tiverton, Paisley, Port Elgin,
Kincardine and Southampton, Ontario.

5. Bruce Telecom
Tiverton, Paisley, Port Elgin, Kincardine et Southampton
(Ontario)
En vue de modifier la licence de l'entreprise de programmation regionale de video sur demande pour desservir Tiverton,
Paisley, Port Elgin, Kincardine et Southampton (Ontario).

November 13, 2008

Le 13 novembre 2008

Elmira (Ile-du-Prince-Bdouard)
En vue de modifier la licence de la station de radio commerciale de langue anglaise CKQK-FM Charlottetown.

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES

AVIS DIVERS

BANK WEST

BAN QUE OUEST

C.A. BANCORP FINANCIAL CORP.

C.A. BANCORP FINANCIAL CORP.

AGRIFINANCIAL CANADA CORP.

AGRIFINANCIAL CANADA CORP.

AGRIFINANCIAL LEASING INC.

AGRIFINANCIAL LEASING INC.

LETTERS PATENT OF AMALGAMA nON

LETTRES PATENTES DE FUSION

Notice is hereby given of the intention to make a joint application to the Minister of Finance (Canada), in accordance with section 228 of the Bank Act (Canada), for the issuance of letters
patent of amalgamation under that Act amalgamating Bank West
with c.A. Bancorp Financial Corp., AgriFinancial Canada Corp.
and AgriFinancial Leasing Inc. The proposed amalgamation is
subj ect to the acquisition of C.A. Bancorp Financial Corp. by Bank
West. The amalgamated bank shall continue under the name Bank
West. The head office will be located in High River, Alberta.

A vis est par les presentes donne que les parties susmentionnees
ont l'intention de demander conjointement au ministre des Finances (Canada), conformement a l'article 228 de la Loi sur les banques (Canada), des lettres patentes de fusion fusionnant, en vertu
de ladite loi, Banque Ouest avec C.A. Bancorp Financial Corp.,
AgriFinancial Canada Corp. et AgriFinancial Leasing Inc. La
fusion proposee est assujettie a l'acquisition de C.A. Bancorp
Financial Corp. par Banque Ouest. La banque issue de la fusion
sera prorogee sous la denomination Banque Ouest et aura son
siege social a High River, en Alberta.

Toronto, November 14, 2008

Toronto, Ie 14 novembre 2008

FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN, LLP
Barristers and Solicitors

Les avocats
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN S.E.N.C.R.L., s.r.l.

[46-4-0]

[46-4-0]

BAY AREA ARTS AND HERITAGE STABILIZATION
PROGRAM

BAY AREA ARTS AND HERITAGE STABILIZATION
PROGRAM

SURRENDER OF CHARTER

ABANDON DE CHARTE

Notice is hereby given that Bay Area Arts and Heritage Stabilization Program intends to apply to the Minister of Industry for
leave to surrender its charter pursuant to the Canada Corporations Act.

Avis est par les presentes donne que Bay Area Arts and Heritage Stabilization Program demandera au ministre de l'lndustrie la
permission d'abandonner sa charte en vertu de la Loi sur les corporations canadiennes.
Le 12 novembre 2008

November 12,2008
GERRY CRAGG
Director

Le directeur
GERRY CRAGG

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

BRIDGE OF HOPE CHARITABLE FOUND A TION 2005

BRIDGE OF HOPE CHARITABLE FOUNDATION 2005

SURRENDER OF CHARTER

ABANDON DE CHARTE

Notice is hereby given that BRIDGE OF HOPE CHARITABLE
FOUNDA nON 2005 intends to apply to the Minister of Industry
for leave to surrender its charter pursuant to the Canada Corporations Act.
November 22,2008
NICOLE C. TODOSICHUK
Solicitor

Avis est par les pn!sentes donne que BRIDGE OF HOPE
CHARITABLE FOUNDAnON 2005 demandera au ministre de
l'lndustrie 1a permission d'abandonner sa charte en vertu de la Loi
sur les corporations canadiennes.

[47-1-0]

[47-1]

Le 22 novembre 2008
L'avocate
NICOLE C. TODOSICHUK

THE CANADIAN ALLIANCE FOR CHILDREN'S
HEALTHCARE

THE CANADIAN ALLIANCE FOR CHILDREN'S
HEALTHCARE

SURRENDER OF CHARTER

ABANDON DE CHARTE

Notice is hereby given that THE CANADIAN ALLIANCE
FOR CHILDREN'S HEALTH CARE intends to apply to the

Avis est par les pn!sentes donne que THE CANADIAN ALLIANCE FOR CHILDREN'S HEALTHCARE demandera au
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Minister of Industry for leave to surrender its charter pursuant to
the Canada Corporations Act.
August 20, 2008

ministre de l'Industrie la permission d'abandonner sa charte en
vertu de la Loi sur les corporations canadiennes.
Le 20 aout 2008

DR. JEAN WITTENBERG
President

Le president
Dr JEAN WITTENBERG

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

CARMAN AND JUDY MURPHY

CARMAN ET JUDY MURPHY

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

Carman and Judy Murphy hereby give notice that an application has been made to the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure
and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for
approval of the plans and site of the work described herein. Under
section 9 of the said Act, Carman and Judy Murphy have deposited with the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of the District Registrar of the Land Registry District of Queens County, at the Jones Building, 11 Kent
Street, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, under deposit
No. 33798, a description of the site and plans of the existing marine aquaculture site No. BOT-7548-L in the Bideford River,
Prince County, Prince Edward Island.

Carman et Judy Murphy donnent avis, par les pnSsentes, qu'une
demande a ete deposee aupres du ministre des Transports, de
l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi sur la protection des eaux navigables, pour l'approbation des plans et de
l'emplacement de l'ouvrage decrit ci-apres. Carman et Judy Murphy ont, en vertu de l' article 9 de ladite loi, depose aupres du
ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites et
au bureau de la publicite des droits du district d' enregistrement du
comte de Queens, situe Ii l'edifice Jones Building, 11, rue Kent,
Charlottetown (Ile-du-Prince-Edouard), sous Ie numero de depot 33798, une description de l'emplacement et les plans du site
aquacole marin actuel nO BOT-7548-L dans la riviere Bideford,
comte de Prince, Ii 1'lIe-du-Prince-Edouard.

Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation may be directed to the Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, P.O. Box 1013, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia B2Y 4K2. However, comments will be considered
only if they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Although all comments
conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.

Les commentaires relatifs Ii l'effet de l'ouvrage sur la navigation maritime peuvent etre adresses au Gestionnaire, Programme
de protection des eaux navigable~, Transports Canada, Case postale 1013, Dartmouth (Nouvelle-Ecosse) B2Y 4K2. Veuillez noter
que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit et reyus au plus tard
30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis seront cons ideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant Ii ces exigences
seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.

Charlottetown, November 12, 2008

Charlottetown, Ie 12 novembre 2008

CARMAN AND JUDY MURPHY

CARMAN ET JUDY MURPHY

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

CHAPELTIME MINISTRIES OF CANADA,
INCORPORATED

CHAPEL TIME MINISTRIES OF CANADA,
INCORPORATED

RELOCATION OF HEAD OFFICE

CHANGEMENT DE LIEU DU SIEGE SOCIAL

Notice is hereby given that CHAPELTIME MINISTRIES OF
CANADA, INCORPORATED has changed the location of its
head office to the city of Burlington, province of Ontario.

Avis est par les presentes donne que CHAPELTIME MINISTRIES OF CANADA, INCORPORATED a change Ie lieu de son
siege social qui est maintenant situe Ii Burlington, province
d'Ontario.
Le 10 novembre 2008

November 10, 2008
JAMES COOKSON
Secretary

Le secreta ire
JAMES COOKSON

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

THE CORPORATION OF THE COUNTY OF ELGIN

THE CORPORATION OF THE COUNTY OF ELGIN

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

The Corporation of the County of Elgin hereby gives notice
that an application has been made to the Minister of Transport,
Infrastructure and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of the plans and site of the work described herein. Under section 9 of the said Act, The Corporation
of the County of Elgin has deposited with the Minister of Transport,

The Corporation of the County of Elgin donne avis, par les presentes, qu 'une demande a ete deposee aupres du ministre des
Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la
Loi sur la protection des eaux navigables, pour l'approbation des
plans et de l'emplacement de l'ouvrage decrit ci-apres. The Corporation of the County of Elgin a, en vertu de l'article 9 de ladite
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Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of the District
Registrar of the Land Registry District of Elgin County, at
St. Thomas, Ontario, under deposit No. E460706, a description of
the site and plans for the Black Bridge over Little Otter Creek, at
Plank Road (County Road 19),90 m north of Black Bridge Line.

loi, depose aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure
et des Collectivites et au bureau de la publicite des droits du district d'enregistrement du comte d'Elgin, Ii St. Thomas (Ontario),
sous Ie numero de depot E460706, une description de I' emplacement et les plans du pont Black au-dessus du ruisseau Little Otter,
au chemin Plank (chemin de comte 19), 90 m au nord du chemin
Black Bridge Line.

Comments may be directed to the Superintendent, Navigable
Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, 100 Front Street S,
Sarnia, Ontario N7T 2M4. However, comments will be considered only if they are in writing, are received not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of this notice and are related to the
effects of this work on marine navigation. Although all comments
conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.

Les commentaires eventuels doivent etre adresses au Surintendant, Programme de protection des eaux navigables, Transports
Canada, 100, rue Front Sud, Sarnia (Ontario) N7T 2M4. Veuillez
noter que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit, re~us au plus tard
30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis et relatifs Ii
l'effet de I'ouvrage sur la navigation maritime seront consideres.
Meme si tous les commentaires repondant Ii ces exigences seront
consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.
London, Ie 5 novembre 2008

London, November 5,2008
SPRIET ASSOCIATES LONDON LIMITED
Agent for the County of Elgin

Le mandataire pour Ie County of Elgin
SPRIET ASSOCIATES LONDON LIMITED

[47-1-0]

[47-1]

DAVID HENDERSON, TODD JEFFERY, DARCY FOLEY,
CRAIG OLIVER, BONNIE DORAN, JASON HANDRAHAN
AND 100201 PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND INC.

DAVID HENDERSON, TODD JEFFERY, DARCY FOLEY,
CRAIG OLIVER, BONNIE DORAN, JASON HANDRAHAN
ET 100201 PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND INC.

PLANS DEPOSITED

nEPOT DE PLANS

David Henderson, Todd Jeffery, Darcy Foley, Craig Oliver,
Bonnie Doran, Jason Handrahan and 100201 Prince Edward Island
Inc. hereby give notice that an application has been made to the
Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities under the
Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of the plans and
site of the works described herein. Under section 9 of the said
Act, David Henderson, Todd Jeffery, Darcy Foley, Craig Oliver,
Bonnie Doran, Jason Handrahan and 100201 Prince Edward Island
Inc. have deposited with the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure
and Communities and in the office of the District Registrar of the
Land Registry District of Queens County, at the Jones Building,
11 Kent Street, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, under deposit Nos. 33780,33781,33795,33779,33791,33796 and 33790,
a description of the site and plans of the following existing marine
aquaculture sites: BOT-7639-L in the Kildare River, BOT-7637-L
in the Kildare River, BOT-7631-L in the Dock River, BOT-7638L in the Kildare River, BOT-7081-L in the Foxley River, BOT7578-L in the Kildare River and BOT-7198-L in the Foxley
River, Prince County, Prince Edward Island.

David Henderson, Todd Jeffery, Darcy Foley, Craig Oliver,
Bonnie Doran, Jason Handrahan et la societe 100201 Prince Edward
Island Inc. donnent avis, par les presentes, qu 'une demande a ete
deposee aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'lnfrastructure et
des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi sur la protection des eaux
navigables, pour I'approbation des plans et de I'emplacement des
ouvrages decrits ci-apres. David Henderson, Todd Jeffery, Darcy
Foley, Craig Oliver, Bonnie Doran, Jason Handrahan et la 100201
Prince Edward Island Inc. ont, en vertu de I' article 9 de ladite loi,
depose aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et
des Collectivites et au bureau de la publicite des droits du district
d' enregistrement du comte de Queens, ~itue Ii I' edifipe Jones
Building, 11, rue Kent, Charlottetown (Ile-du-Prince-Edouard),
sous les numeros de depot 33780, 33781, 33795, 33779, 33791,
33796 et 33790, une description de I'emplacement et les plans des
sites aquacoles marins actuels suivants: BOT-7639-L dans la
riviere Kildare, BOT-7637-L dans la riviere Kildare, BOT-7631L dans la riviere Dock, BOT-7638-L dans la riviere Kildare,
BOT-7081-L dans la riviere Foxley, BOT-7578-L dans la riviere
Kildare et BOT-7198-L dans la riviere Foxley, dans Ie comte
Prince, Ii l'lle-du-Prince-Edouard.
Les commentaires relatifs Ii I' effet de I' ouvrage sur la navigation maritime peuvent etre adresses au Gestionnaire, Programme
de protection des eaux navigables, Transports Canada, Case postale 1013, Dartmouth (Nouvelle-Ecosse) B2Y 4K2. Veuillez noter
que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit et re~us au plus tard
30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis seront cons ideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant Ii ces exigences
seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.
Charlottetown, Ie 12 novembre 2008

Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation may be directed to the Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, P.O. Box 1013, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia B2Y 4K2. However, comments will be considered
only if they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Although all comments
conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.
Charlottetown, November 12, 2008
JASON HANDRAHAN

JASON HANDRAHAN

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0)
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(Erratum)

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND OCEANS

MINISTERE DES PECHES ET DES OCEANS

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans hereby gives notice
that an application has been made to the Minister of Transport,
Infrastructure and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of the plans and site of the work described herein. Under section 9 of the said Act, the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans has deposited with the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of the District Registrar of the Land Registry District of the Halifax
Regional Municipality, at Halifax, Nova Scotia, under deposit
No. 91713533, a description of the site and plans of the existing
marine terminal, wharf, fill, dock (commercial) and sheet steel
piling in Halifax Harbour, at the Dartmouth Canadian Coast
Guard Base, at the foot of Parker Street.
Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation may be directed to the Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, P.O. Box 1013, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia B2Y 4K2. However, comments will be considered
only if they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Although all comments
conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.
Dartmouth, September 11, 2008
VERA ALLEN

Le ministere des Peches et des Oceans donne avis, par les presentes, qu 'une demande a ete deposee aupres du ministre des
Transports, de I'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la
Loi sur la protection des eaux navigables, pour l'approbation des
plans et de l'emplacement de 1'0uvrage decrit ci-apres. Le ministere des Peches et des Oceans a, en vertu de I' article 9 de ladite
loi, depose aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure
et des Collectivites et au bureau de la publicite des droits du district d' enregistremept de la municipalite regionale de Halifax, a
Halifax (Nouvelle-Ecosse), sous Ie numero de depot 91713533,
une description de l' emplacement et les plans du terminal portuaire, du quai, du remblai, du quai commercial et des palplanches
en acier actuels dans Ie port de Halifax, a la base de la Garde cotiere canadienne a Dartmouth, a I' extremite de la rue Parker.
Les commentaires relatifs a l'effet de 1'0uvrage sur la navigation maritime peuvent etre adresses au Gestionnaire, Programme
de protection des eaux navigables, Transports Canada, Case postale 1013, Dartmouth (Nouvelle-Ecosse) B2Y 4K2. Veuillez noter
que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit et reyus au plus tard
30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis seront consideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant aces exigences
seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.
Dartmouth, Ie 11 septembre 2008
VERA ALLEN

[47-1-0)

[47-1)

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE RENEWAL OF NOV A SCOTIA

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE RENEWAL OF NOV A SCOTIA

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

The Department of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal
of Nova Scotia hereby gives notice that an application has been
made to the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of
the plans and site of the work described herein. Under section 9 of
the said Act, the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure
Renewal of Nova Scotia has deposited with the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of the
District Registrar of the Land Registry District of Guysborough
County, in the town of Guysborough, Nova Scotia, under deposit
No. 91633926, a description of the site and plans for the replacement of the Spanks Bridge over the Salmon River, in West Cooks
Cove, Guysborough County, Nova Scotia, in front of lots bearing
PIDs 35043462 and 35051382.

Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation may be directed to the Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, P.O. Box 1013, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia B2Y 4K2. However, comments will be considered
only if they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Although all comments
conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.
Halifax, November 14,2008
MARKPERTUS
Structural Engineer

Le Department of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal of
Nova Scotia (Ie ministere des transports et du renouvellement de
l'infrastructure de la Nouvelle-Ecosse) donne avis, par les presentes, qu'une demande a ete deposee aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi
sur la protection des eaux navigables, pour l'approbation des plans
et de l'emplacement de l'ouvrage decrit ci-apres. Le Department
of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal of Nova Scotia a, en
vertu de l'article 9 de ladite loi, depose aupres du ministre des
Transports, de 1'Infrastructure et des Collectivites et au bureau de
la publicite des droits du district d'enregistrement du cqmte de
Guysborough, dans la ville de Guysborough (Nouvelle-Ecosse),
sous Ie numero de depot 91633926, une description de l'emplacement et les plans du remplacement du pont Spanks au-des sus de
la riviere Salmon, a West Cooks Cove, comte de Guysborough
(Nouvelle-Ecosse), en face des lots qui portent les NIP 35043462
et 35051382.
Les commentaires relatifs a I' effet de l' ouvrage sur la navigation maritime peuvent etre adresses au Gestionnaire, Programme
de protection des eaux navigables, Transports Canada, Case postale 1013, Dartmouth (Nouvelle-Ecosse) B2Y 4K2. Veuillez noter
que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit et reyus au plus tard
30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis seront consideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant aces exigences
seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.
Halifax, Ie 14 novembre 2008
L 'ingenieur de structures
MARKPERTUS

[47-1-0)

[47-1-0)
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DUSTIN GAUTHIER

DUSTIN GAUTHIER

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

Dustin Gauthier hereby gives notice that an application have
been made to the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval
of the plans and site of the work described herein. Under section 9
of the said Act, Dustin Gauthier has deposited with the Minister
of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of
the District Registrar of the Land Registry District of Queens
County, at the Jones Building, 11 Kent Street, Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island, under deposit No. 33783, a description
of the site and plans of the existing marine aquaculture site
No. BOT-6793-L in the Hunter River, Queens County, Prince
Edward Island.
Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation may be directed to the Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, P.O. Box 1013, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia B2Y 4K2. However, comments will be considered
only if they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Although all comments
conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.
North Rustico, November 22, 2008
DUSTIN GAUTHIER

Dustin Gauthier donne avis, par les presentes, qu'une demande
a ete deposee aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi sur la protection des
eaux navigables, pour l'approbation des plans et de l'emplacement de I' ouvrage decrit ci-apres. Dustin Gauthier a, en vertu de
I' article 9 de ladite loi, depose aupres du ministre des Transports,
de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites et au bureau de la publicite
des droits du district d'enregistrement du comte de Queens, situe
a l'edif1ce Jones Building, 11, rue Kent, Charlottetown (IIe-duPrince-Edouard), sous Ie numero de depot 33783, une description
de I' emplacement et les plans du site aquacole marin actuel
nO BOT-6793-L dans la riviere Hunter, comte de Queens, a l'Iledu-Prince-Edouard.
Les commentaires relatifs a I' effet de l' ouvrage sur la navigation maritime peuvent etre adresses au Gestionnaire, Programme
de protection des eaux navigable~, Transports Canada, Case postale 1013, Dartmouth (Nouvelle-Ecosse) B2Y 4K2. Veuillez noter
que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit et reyus au plus tard
30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis seront cons ideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant aces exigences
seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.
North Rustico, Ie 22 novembre 2008
DUSTIN GAUTHIER

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

ELMER COMPTON AND TRUDY BRIDGES

ELMER COMPTON ET TRUDY BRIDGES

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

Elmer Compton and Trudy Bridges hereby give notice that an
application has been made to the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of the plans and site of the work described
herein. Under section 9 of the said Act, Elmer Compton and
Trudy Bridges have deposited with the Minister of Transport,
Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of the District
Registrar of the Land Registry District of Queens County, at the
Jones Building, 11 Kent Street, Charlottetown, Prince Edward
Island, under deposit No. 33797, a description of the site and
plans of the existing marine aquaculture site No. BOT-7402-L in
the Bideford River, Prince County, Prince Edward Island.
Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation may be directed to the Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, P.O. Box 1013, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia B2Y 4K2. However, comments will be considered
only if they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Although all comments
conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.
Portage, November 22,2008
ELMER COMPTON AND TRUDY BRIDGES

Elmer Compton et Trudy Bridges donnent avis, par les pres entes, qu'une demande a ete deposee aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi
sur la protection des eaux navigables, pour l'approbation des
plans et de l'emplacement de l'ouvrage decrit ci-apres. Elmer
Compton et Trudy Bridges ont, en vertu de I' article 9 de ladite
loi, depose aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure
et des Collectivites et au bureau de la publicite des droits du district d'enregistrement du comre de Queen~, situe a l'edifj.ce Jones
Building, 11, rue Kent, Charlottetown (Ile-du-Prince-Edouard),
sous Ie numero de depot 33797, une description de l'emplacement
et les plans du site aquacole marin ac,tuel nO BOT-7~02-L dans la
riviere Bideford, comte de Prince, a l'Ile-du-Prince-Edouard.
Les commentaires relatifs a l'effet de l'ouvrage sur la navigation maritime peuvent etre adresses au Gestionnaire, Programme
de protection des eaux navigables, Transports Canada, Case postale 1013, Dartmouth (Nouvelle-Ecosse) B2Y 4K2. Veuillez noter
que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit et reyus au plus tard
30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis seront cons ideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant aces exigences
seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.
Portage, Ie 22 novembre 2008
ELMER COMPTON ET TRUDY BRIDGES

(47-I-oJ

[47-I-oJ

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BC

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BC

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

Emergency Management BC hereby gives notice that an application has been made to the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure
and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act

L' organisme Emergency Management BC donne avis, par les
presentes, qu'une demande a ete deposee aupres du ministre des
Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la
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for approval of the plans and site of the work described herein.
Under section 9 of the said Act, Emergency Management BC has
deposited with the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of the District Registrar of the Land
Registry District of New Westminster, at 45467 Yale Road W,
Chilliwack, British Columbia V2R 328, under deposit No. 1000055,
a description of the site and plans for the construction of a temporary bridge structure to Tranmer Bar in the Fraser River, near
Chilliwack, British Columbia.

Loi sur fa protection des eaux navigabfes, pour l'approbation des
plans et de l' emplacement de I' ouvrage decrit ci-apres. Le Emergency Management BC a, en vertu de l'article 9 de ladite loi,
depose aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et
des Collectivites et au bureau de la publicite des droits du district
d'enregistrement de New Westminster, au 45467, chemin Yale
Ouest, a Chilliwack (Colombie-Britannique) V2R 3Z8, sous Ie
numero de depot 1000055, une description de l'emplacement et
les plans de la construction d'une structure de pont temporaire
jusqu'a la barre Tranmer dans la riviere Fraser, pres de Chilliwack, en Colombie-Britannique.

Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation may be directed to the Superintendent, Navigable Waters
Protection Program, Transport Canada, 800 Burrard Street,
Suite 620, Vancouver, British Columbia V6Z 2J8. However, comments will be considered only if they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days after the date of publication of this
notice. Although all comments conforming to the above will be
considered, no individual response will be sent.

Les commentaires relatifs a l'effet de l'ouvrage sur la navigation maritime peuvent etre adresses au Surintendant, Programme
de protection des eaux navigables, Transports Canada, 800, rue
Burrard, Bureau 620, Vancouver (Colombie-Britannique) V6Z
2J8. Veuillez noter que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit et
reyus au plus tard 30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet
avis seront consideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant
aces exigences seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne
sera envoyee.

Victoria, November 22, 2008
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BC

Victoria, Ie 22 novembre 2008
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BC

[47-1-0]

[47-1]

FRIENDS OF CANADIAN INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
RESEARCH, INC.

AMIS DES INSTITUTS DE RECHERCHE EN SANTE DU
CANADA, INC.

RELOCA TION OF HEAD OFFICE

CHANGEMENT DE LIEU DU SIEGE SOCIAL

Notice is hereby given that Friends of Canadian Institutes of
Health Research, Inc. has changed the location of its head office
to the city of Toronto, province of Ontario.
November 13,2008
AUBlE ANGEL
President

Avis est par les presentes donne que Amis des instituts de recherche en sante du Canada, Inc. a change Ie lieu de son siege
social qui est maintenant situe Ii Toronto, province d'Ontario.
Le 13 novembre 2008

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

Le president
AUBlE ANGEL

GEORGE AND MARLENE DOWDLE

GEORGE ET MARLENE DOWDLE

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

George and Marlene Dowdle hereby give notice that an application has been made to the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure
and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act
for approval of the plans and site of the works described herein.
Under section 9 of the said Act, George and Marlene Dowdle
have deposited with the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and
Communities and in the office of the District Registrar of the
Land Registry District of Queens County, at the Jones Building,
II Kent Street, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, under deposit Nos. 33792, 33793 and 33794, a description of the site and
plans of the following existing marine aquaculture sites: BOT7433-L in the Southwest River, BOT-5238-L in the Southwest
River and BOT-7434-L in the Southwest River, Queens County,
Prince Edward Island.

George et Marlene Dowdle donnent avis, par les presentes,
qu'une demande a ete deposee aupres du ministre des Transports,
de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi sur fa
protection des eaux navigabfes, pour l'approbation des plans et de
I' emplacement des ouvrages decrits ci-apres. George et Marlene
Dowdle ont, en vertu de I' article 9 de Iadite Ioi, depose aupres du
ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites et
au bureau de la publicite des droits du district d' enregistrement du
comre de Queens, situe a l' edifice Jones Building, 11, rue Kent,
Charlottetown (lle-du-Prince-Edouard), sous les numeros de depot 33792, 33793 et 33794, une description de I'emplacement et
Ies plans des sites aquacoles marins actuels suivants : BOT-7433L dans la riviere Southwest, BOT-5238-L dans la riviere Southwest et BOT-7434-L dans la riviere Southwest, dans Ie comte de
Queens, a 1'IIe-du-Prince-Edouard.

Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation may be directed to the Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, P.O. Box 1013, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia B2Y 4K2. However, comments will be considered
only if they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days

Les commentaires relatifs Ii I' effet de I' ouvrage sur la navigation maritime peuvent etre adresses au Gestionnaire, Programme
de protection des eaux navigables, Transports Canada, Case postale 1013, Dartmouth (Nouvelle-Ecosse) B2Y 4K2. Veuillez noter
que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit et reyus au plus tard
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30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis seront cons ideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant it ces exigences
seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.
Charlottetown, Ie 12 novembre 2008

GEORGE AND MARLENE DOWDLE

GEORGE ET MARLENE DOWDLE

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

GLOBAL BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC ROUNDTABLE
ON ADDICTION AND MENTAL HEALTH

GLOBAL BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC ROUNDTABLE
ON ADDICTION AND MENTAL HEALTH

SURRENDER OF CHARTER

ABANDON DE CHARTE

Notice is hereby given that Global Business and Economic
Roundtable on Addiction and Mental Health intends to apply to
the Minister of Industry for leave to surrender its charter pursuant
to the Canada Corporations Act.

Avis est par les presentes donne que Global Business and Economic Roundtable on Addiction and Mental Health demandera au
ministre de l'Industrie la permission d'abandonner sa charte en
vertu de la Loi sur les corporations canadiennes.
Le 7 novembre 2008

November 7, 2008
BILL WILKERSON
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Le president et directeur general
BILL WILKERSON

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

GREATER EMMANUEL INTERNATIONAL TEAM
MINISTRY

GREATER EMMANUEL INTERNATIONAL TEAM
MINISTRY

SURRENDER OF CHARTER

ABANDON DE CHARTE

Notice is hereby given that Greater Emmanuel International
Team Ministry intends to apply to the Minister of Industry for
leave to surrender its charter pursuant to the Canada Corporations Act.

A vis est par les presentes donne que Greater Emmanuel International Team Ministry demandera au ministre de l'Industrie la
permission d'abandonner sa charte en vertu de la Loi sur les corporations canadiennes.
Le 7 novembre 2008

November 7,2008
KENNETHGREATOREX
President

Le president
KENNETHGREATOREX

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

THE GUARANTEE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA

LA GARANTIE, COMPAGNIE D' ASSURANCE DE
L' AMERIQUE DU NORD

4082117 CANADA INC.

4082117 CANADA INC.

4414667 CANADA INC.

4414667 CANADA INC.

LETTERS PATENT OF AMALGAMATION

LETTRES PATENTES DE FUSION

Notice is hereby given that The Guarantee Company of North
America, 4082117 Canada Inc. and 4414667 Canada Inc. intend
to apply to the Minister of Finance, pursuant to subsections 245(2)
and 250(1) of the Insurance Companies Act, for the issuance of
letters patent of amalgamation under the name The Guarantee
Company of North America, and, in French, La Garantie, Compagnie d' Assurance de l' Amerique du Nord.

Avis est donne par les presentes que La Garantie, Compagnie
d' Assurance de I' Amerique du Nord, 4082117 Canada Inc. et
4414667 Canada Inc. entendent demander au ministre des Finances, conformement aux paragraphes 245(2) et 250(1) de la Loi sur
les societes d'assurances, de delivrer des lettres patentes de fusion sous Ie nom La Garantie, Compagnie d' Assurance de I' Amerique du Nord, et, en anglais, The Guarantee Company of North
America.

Toronto, November 22, 2008
THE GUARANTEE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA
4082117 CANADA INC.

Toronto, Ie 22 novembre 2008
LA GARANTIE, COMPAGNIE D' ASSURANCE DE
L' AMERIQUE DU NORD

4414667 CANADA INC.

4082117 CANADA INC.
4414667 CANADA INC.
[47-4-0]

[47-4-0]
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INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF
HANNOVER LIMITED

INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF
HANNOVER LIMITED

APPLICA nON FOR AN ORDER

DEMANDE D' AGREMENT

Notice is hereby given that International Insurance Company of
Hannover Limited intends to make an application under section 574 of the Insurance Companies Act (Canada) for an order
approving the insuring in Canada of risks, under the name international Insurance Company of Hannover Limited, within the
following classes of insurance: property, liability, boiler and machinery, accident and sickness, aircraft and fidelity. The head
office of the company is located in Berkshire, United Kingdom,
and its Canadian chief agency will be located in Toronto, Ontario.

Avis est donne par les presentes que International Insurance
Company of Hannover Limited a l'intention de faire une demande
en vertu de l'article 574 de la Loi sur les societes d'assurances
(Canada) pour un agrement l'autorisant Ii garantir des risques au
Canada, et ce, sous Ie nom de International Insurance Company
of Hannover Limited dans les branches d'assurance de biens, de
responsabilite, de chaudieres et de panne de machines, d'accidents et de maladie, d' assurance-aviation et de detournements. Le
siege social de la societe est situe Ii Berkshire, au Royaume-Uni,
et l'agence principale au Canada sera situee Ii Toronto, en Ontario.

Toronto, November 15,2008

Toronto, Ie 15 novembre 2008

INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF
HANNOVER LIMITED
By its Solicitors
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP

INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF
HANNOVER LIMITED
Par I 'entremise de ses procureurs
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL s.r.l.

[46-4-0)

[46-4-0)

JOHN HANCOCK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

JOHN HANCOCK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

RELEASE OF ASSETS

LIBERATION D' ACTIF

Pursuant to section 651 of the Insurance Companies Act (Canada) [the "Act"], notice is hereby given that John Hancock Life
Insurance Company intends to apply to the Superintendent of
Financial Institutions on December 15, 2008, for the release of
the assets that it maintains in Canada in accordance with the Act.

Avis est par les presentes donne que, conformement Ii l' article 651 de la Loi sur les societes d'assurances (Canada) [la
«Loi »], John Hancock Life Insurance Company a l'intention de
soumettre une demande au Bureau du surintendant des institutions fmancieres, Ie 15 decembre 2008, en vue de la liberation de
ses actifs au Canada conformement Ii la Loi.

Any policyholder in Canada of John Hancock Life Insurance
Company who opposes that release must file notice of such opposition with the Office of the Superintendent of Financial institutions, Legislation and Approvals Division, 255 Albert Street,
Ottawa, Ontario KIA OH2, on or before December 15,2008.

Tout titulaire d'un contrat de John Hancock Life Insurance
Company au Canada qui s'oppose Ii cette liberation d'actifs doit
deposer un avis d' opposition au plus tard Ie 15 decembre 2008
aupres du Bureau du surintendant des institutions fmancieres,
Division de la legislation et des approbations, 255, rue Albert,
Ottawa (Ontario) KIA OH2.
Le 1er novembre 2008

November 1, 2008
EMANUEL ALVES
Corporate Secretary

Le secreta ire general
EMANUEL ALVES

[44-4-0)

[44-4-0)

LESLIE HARDY

LESLIE HARDY

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

Leslie Hardy hereby gives notice that an application has been
made to the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of
the plans and site of the work described herein. Under section 9 of
the said Act, Leslie Hardy has deposited with the Minister of
Transport, Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of the
District Registrar of the Land Registry District of Queens County,
at the Jones Building, 11 Kent Street, Charlottetown, Prince
Edward Island, under deposit No. 33784, a description of the site
and plans of the existing marine aquaculture site No. BOT3816-L in Lennox Channel, Prince County, Prince Edward Island.

Leslie Hardy donne avis, par les presentes, qu 'une demande a
ete deposee aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure
et des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi sur la protection des eaux
navigables, pour l'approbation des plans et de l'emplacement de
l'ouvrage decrit ci-apres. Leslie Hardy a, en vertu de l'article 9 de
ladite loi, depose aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'lnfrastructure et des Collectivites et au bureau de la publicite des droits
du district d'enregistrement du comte de Queens, situe Ii l'edifice Jones Building, 11, rue Kent, Charlottetown (Ile-du-PrinceEdouard), sous Ie numero de depot 33784, une description de
l'emplacement et les plans du site aquacole marin actuel nO"BOT3816-L situe dans Ie chenal Lennox, comte de Prince, it l'Ile-duPrince-Edouard.

Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation may be directed to the Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, P.O. Box 1013, Dartmouth,

Les commentaires relatifs a l'effet de l'ouvrage sur la navigation maritime peuvent etre adresses au Gestionnaire, Programme
de protection des eaux navigables, Transports Canada, Case
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Nova Scotia B2Y 4K2. However, comments will be considered
only if they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Although all comments
conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.
Charlottetown, November 12,2008
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postale 1013, Dartmouth (Nouvelle-Ecosse) B2Y 4K2. Veuillez
noter que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit et re~us au plus
tard 30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis seront
consideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant aces exigences seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera
envoyee.
Charlottetown, Ie 12 novembre 2008

LESLIE HARDY

LESLIE HARDY

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

MBNA CANADA BANK

BAN QUE MBNA CANADA

CUETS FINANCIAL LTD.

CUETS FINANCIAL LTD.

LETTERS PATENT OF AMALOAMATION

LETTRES PATENTES DE FUSION

Notice is hereby given that MBNA Canada Bank, having its
registered office in Ottawa, Ontario, and incorporated pursuant to
the Bank Act (Canada), and CUETS Financial Ltd., having its
registered office in Ottawa, Ontario, and incorporated pursuant to
the Canada Business Corporations Act, intend to apply to the
Minister of Finance, pursuant to section 228 of the Bank Act
(Canada), for the issuance of letters patent of amalgamation. The
amalgamated bank shall continue under the name MBNA Canada
Bank, in English, and Banque MBNA Canada, in French, and the
registered office will be located in Ottawa, Ontario.

Avis est par les presentes donne que la Banque MBNA Canada,
constituee aux termes de la Loi sur les banques (Canada) et ayant
son siege a Ottawa (Ontario), et CUETS Financial Ltd., constitue
aux termes de la Loi canadienne sur les societes par actions et
ayant son siege a Ottawa (Ontario), ont l'intention de presenter au
ministre des Finances, en vertu de I'article 228 de la Loi sur les
banques (Canada), une demande de lettres patentes de fusion.
La banque issue de la fusion, dont Ie siege sera situe a Ottawa
(Ontario), sera prorogee sous la denomination de MBNA Canada
Bank (en anglais) et de Banque MBNA Canada (en franyais).
Le 15 novembre 2008

November 15, 2008
BLAKE, CASSELS & ORAYDON LLP
Barristers and Solicitors

Les avocats
BLAKE, CASSELS & ORAYDON S.E.N.C.R.L./s.r.l.

(46-4-0]

[46-4-0]

MUNICIPALITY OF CHATHAM-KENT

MUNICIPALITY OF CHATHAM-KENT

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

The Municipality of Chatham-Kent hereby gives notice that an
application has been made to the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of the plans and site of the work described
herein. Under section 9 of the said Act, the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent has deposited with the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of the District
Registrar of the Land Registry District of Chatham-Kent (No. 24),
at 40 William Street N, Chatham, Ontario, under deposit
No. 0662893, a description of the site and plans for the rehabilitation of the bridge over Jeannettes Creek on Chatham-Kent
Road 36, Lot 13, Concession 2, in the former township of Tilbury
East, municipality of Chatham-Kent, province of Ontario.

La Municipality of Chatham-Kent donne avis, par les presentes, qu'une demande a eM deposee aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi
sur la protection des eaux navigables, pour l'approbation des
plans et de l'emplacement de I'ouvrage decrit ci-apres. La Municipality of Chatham-Kent a, en vertu de l'article 9 de ladite loi,
depose aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et
des Collectivites et au bureau de la publicite des droits du district
d'enregistrement de Chatham-Kent (n° 24), situe au 40, rue William Nord, Chatham (Ontario), sous Ie numero de depot 0662893,
une description de I' emplacement et les plans de la refection du
pont au-dessus du ruisseau Jeannettes sur Ie chemin ChathamKent 36, lot 13, concession 2, dans l'ancien canton de Tilbury
East, municipalite de Chatham-Kent, province d'Ontario.
Les commentaires eventuels doivent etre adresses au Surintendant, Programme de protection des eaux navigables, Transports
Canada, 100, rue Front Sud, Samia (Ontario) N7T 2M4. Veuillez
noter que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit, re~us au plus tard
30 jours suivant Ia date de publication de cet avis et relatifs a
l' effet de l' ouvrage sur la navigation maritime seront consideres.
Meme si tous les commentaires repondant aces exigences seront
consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.

Comments may be directed to the Superintendent, Navigable
Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, 100 Front Street S,
Samia, Ontario N7T 2M4. However, comments will be considered only if they are in writing, are received not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of this notice and are related to the
effects of this work on marine navigation. Although all comments
conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.

Chatham-Kent, Ie 12 novembre 2008

Chatham-Kent, November 12,2008
STEPHEN JAHNS, P.Eng.
Manager, Infrastructure and Transportation

Le directeur de l'infrastructure et des transports
STEPHEN JAHNS, ing.

[47-1-0]

[47-1]
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PENNSYLV ANI A LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

PENNSYLVANIA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

RELEASE OF ASSETS

LIBERATION D' ACTIF

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with sections 651 and
652 of the Insurance Companies Act (Canada), that Pennsylvania
Life Insurance Company, having ceased to carry on an insurance
business in Canada effective January 1, 2002, intends to make an
application to the Superintendent of Financial Institutions on or
after December 20, 2008, for the release of its assets in Canada.

Avis est par les pn5sentes donne, aux termes des articles 651 et
652 de la Loi sur les societes d'assurances (Canada), que Pennsylvania Life Insurance Company, ayant cesse ses activites d'assurance au Canada depuis Ie 1er janvier 2002, entend soumettre
une demande au surintendant des institutions fmancieres, Ie 20 decembre 2008 ou apres cette date, relativement a la liberation de
son actif au Canada.
Toute personne qui s'oppose a la liberation de l'actif doit deposer son opposition aupres du Surintendant des institutions financieres, 255, rue Albert, Ottawa (Ontario) KIA OH2, au plus tard
Ie 20 decembre 2008.

Anyone opposed to the release may file their opposition with
the Superintendent of Financial Institutions, 255 Albert Street,
Ottawa, Ontario KIA OH2, on or before December 20, 2008.
Mississauga, November 8,2008

Mississauga, Ie 8 novembre 2008

PENNSYLVANIA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

PENNSYLVANIA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

[45-4-0]

[45-4-0]

SCOTT MACLEOD

SCOTT MACLEOD

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

Scott MacLeod hereby gives notice that an application has been
made to the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of
the plans and site of the work described herein. Under section 9
of the said Act, Scott MacLeod has deposited with the Minister of
Transport, Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of the
District Registrar of the Land Registry District of Queens County,
at the Jones Building, 11 Kent Street, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, under deposit No. 33782, a description of the site
and plans of the existing marine aquaculture site No. BOT -6958-L
in Pownal Bay, Queens County, Prince Edward Island.

Scott MacLeod donne avis, par les presentes, qu 'une demande
a ete deposee aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi sur la protection
des eaux navigables, pour l'approbation des plans et de l'emplacement de l'ouvrage decrit ci-apres. Scott MacLeod a, en vertu de
I' article 9 de ladite loi, depose aupres du ministre des Transports,
de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites et au bureau de la publicite
des droits du district d'enregistrement du comte de Queens, situe
a l'edifice Jones Building, 11, rue Kent, Charlottetown (Ile-duPrince-Edouard), sous Ie numero de depot 33782, une description
de I' emplacement et les plans du site aquacole marin actuel
nO BOT-6958-L dans la baie Pownal, comte de Queens, a 1'Ile-duPrince-Edouard.

Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation may be directed to the Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, P.O. Box 1013, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia B2Y 4K2. However, comments will be considered
only if they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Although all comments
conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.
Charlottetown, November 22, 2008
SCOTT MACLEOD

Les commentaires relatifs aI' effet de I' ouvrage sur la navigation maritime peuvent etre adresses au Gestionnaire, Programme
de protection des eaux navigable~, Transports Canada, Case postale 1013, Dartmouth (Nouvelle-Ecosse) B2Y 4K2. Veuillez noter
que seuls les commentaires faits par ecrit et reyus au plus tard
30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis seront consideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant aces exigences
seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.
Charlottetown, Ie 22 novembre 2008
SCOTT MACLEOD

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

STEVE KNECHTEL

STEVE KNECHTEL

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

Steve Knechtel hereby gives notice that an application has been
made to the Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of
the plans and site of the work described herein. Under section 9 of
the said Act, Steve Knechtel has deposited with the Minister of
Transport, Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of the
District Registrar of the Land Registry District of Queens County,
at the Jones Building, 11 Kent Street, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, under deposit No. 33800, a description of the site
and plans of existing marine aquaculture site No. BOT-684I-L in
the Murray River, Kings County, Prince Edward Island.

Steve Knechtel donne avis, par les presentes, qu'une demande
a ete deposee aupres du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi sur la protection des
eaux navigables, pour l'approbation des plans et de l'emplacement de I' ouvrage decrit ci-apres. Steve Knechtel a, en vertu de
I' article 9 de ladite loi, depose aupres du ministre des Transports,
de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites et au bureau de la publicite
des droits du district d' enregistrement du comte de Queens, situe
a l'edifice Jones Building, 11, rue Kent, Charlottetown (Ile-duPrince-Edouard), sous Ie numero de depot 33800, une description
de l'emplacement et les plans du site aquacole marin actuel
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nO BOT-684I-L dans la riviere Murray, comte de Kings, a 1'lledu-Prince·Edouard.
Comments regarding the effect of this work on marine navigation may be directed to the Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, P.O. Box 1013, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia B2Y 4K2. However, comments will be considered
only if they are in writing and are received not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Although all comments
conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.
Charlottetown, November 12, 2008

Les commentaires relatifs aI' effet de l' ouvrage sur la navigation maritime peuvent etre adresses au Gestionnaire, Programme
de protection des eaux navigables, Transports Canada, Case postale 1013, Dartmouth (Nouvelle-Eeosse) B2Y 4K2. Veuillez noter
que seuls les eommentaires faits par eerit et re~us au plus tard
30 jours suivant la date de publication de eet avis seront consideres. Meme si tous les eommentaires repondant aces exigenees
seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.
Charlottetown, Ie 12 novembre 2008

STEVE KNECHTEL

STEVE KNECHTEL

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

SWISS REINSURANCE COMPANY CANADA

COMPAGNIE SUISSE DE REASSURANCE CANADA

CERTIFICATE OF CONTINUANCE

CERTIFICAT DE PROROGATION

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 39(3) of
the Insurance Companies Act (Canada), that Swiss Reinsurance
Company Canada intends to apply to the Minister of Finance on
or after December 8, 2008, for approval to apply under the Canada Business Corporations Act for a certificate of continuance as
a corporation under that Act.

Avis est par la presente donne que, en vertu du paragraphe 39(3) de la Loi sur les societes d'assurances (Canada), que la
Compagnie Suisse de Reassurance Canada a l'intention de demander au ministre des Finances, Ie 8 decembre 2008 ou apres
cette date, l'approbation pour presenter une demande de delivrance de certificat de prorogation en tant que societe en vertu de
la Loi canadienne sur les societes par actions.
Toronto, Ie 8 novembre 2008

Toronto, November 8, 2008
JEAN-JACQUES HENCHOZ
President and Chief Executive Officer

Le president et directeur general
JEAN-JACQUES HENCHOZ

[45-4-0]

[45-4-0]

TALISMAN ENERGY INC.

TALISMAN ENERGY INC.

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

Allnorth Consultants Limited, on behalf of Talisman Energy
Inc., hereby gives notice that an application has been made to the
Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities under the
Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of the plans and
site of the work described herein. Under section 9 of the said Act,
Allnorth Consultants Limited has deposited with the Minister of
Transport, Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of
Aiberta Registries, at Edmonton, under plan No. 082 8746, a description of the site and plans of a bridge over Mahon Creek, at
LSD 5-4-56-5-W6M.

La societe Allnorth Consultants Limited, au nom de la societe
Talisman Energy Inc., donne avis, par les presentes, qu'une demande a ete deposee aupres du ministre des Transports, de
l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi sur la protection des eaux navigables, pour l'approbation des plans et de
l' emplacement de l' ouvrage decrit ci-apres. La Allnorth Consultants Limited a, en vertu de l'article 9 de ladite loi, depose aupres
du ministre des Transports, de I'Infrastructure et des Collectivites
et au bureau d'enregistrement des titres de l' Alberta, a Edmonton,
sous Ie numero de plan 082 8746, une description de l'emplacement et les plans d'un pont au-des sus du ruisseau Mahon, dans la
subdivision officielle 5, section 4, canton 56, rang 5, a l'ouest du
sixieme meridien.
Les commentaires eventuels doivent etre adresses au Gestionnaire regional, Programme de protection des eaux navigables,
Transports Canada, 9700, avenue Jasper, Bureau 1100, Edmonton
(Alberta) T5J 4E6. Veuillez noter que seuls les commentaires
faits par ecrit, re~us au plus tard 30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis et relatifs a l'effet de l'ouvrage sur la navigation
maritime seront consideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant aces exigences seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.

Comments may be directed to the Regional Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, 9700 Jasper
Avenue, Suite 1100, Edmonton, Alberta T5J 4E6. However, comments will be considered only if they are in writing, are received
not later than 30 days after the date of publication of this notice
and are related to the effects of this work on marine navigation.
Although all comments conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.
Grande Prairie, November 12, 2008
ALLNORTH CONSULTANTS LIMITED
CRAIG SMITH, P.Eng.

Grande Prairie, Ie 12 novembre 2008
ALLNORTH CONSULTANTS LIMITED
CRAIG SMITH, ing.

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]
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TALISMAN ENERGY INC.

TALISMAN ENERGY INC.

PLANS DEPOSITED

DEPOT DE PLANS

Allnorth Consultants Limited, on behalf of Talisman Energy
Inc., hereby gives notice that an application has been made to the
Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities under the
Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval of the plans and
site of the work described herein. Under section 9 of the said Act,
Allnorth Consultants Limited has deposited with the Minister of
Transport, Infrastructure and Communities and in the office of
Alberta Registries, at Edmonton, under plan No. 082 9018, a description of the site and plans of a bridge over Mahon Creek, at
LSD 03-09-56-05-W6M.

Grande Prairie, November 12,2008
ALLNORTH CONSULTANTS LIMITED
CRAIG SMITH, P.Eng.

La societe Allnorth Consultants Limited, au nom de la societe
Talisman Energy Inc., donne avis, par les presentes, qU'une demande a ete deposee aupres du ministre des Transports, de
l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites, en vertu de la Loi sur la protection des eaux navigables, pour l'approbation des plans et de
l'emplacement de l'ouvrage decrit ci-apres. La Allnorth Consultants Limited a, en vertu de l'article 9 de ladite loi, depose aupres
du ministre des Transports, de l'Infrastructure et des Collectivites
et au bureau d'enregistrement des titres de l' Alberta, a Edmonton,
sous Ie numero de plan 082 9018, une description de l'emplacement et les plans d 'un pont au-dessus du ruisseau Mahon, dans la
subdivision officielle 03, section 09, canton 56, rang 05, a l'ouest
du sixieme meridien.
Les commentaires eventuels doivent etre adresses au Gestionnaire regional, Programme de protection des eaux navigables,
Transports Canada, 9700, avenue Jasper, Bureau 1100, Edmonton
(Alberta) T5J 4E6. Veuillez noter que seuls les commentaires
faits par ecrit, re9us au plus tard 30 jours suivant la date de publication de cet avis et relatifs a l'effet de l'ouvrage sur la navigation
maritime seront consideres. Meme si tous les commentaires repondant aces exigences seront consideres, aucune reponse individuelle ne sera envoyee.
Grande Prairie, Ie 12 novembre 2008
ALLNORTH CONSULTANTS LIMITED
CRAIG SMITH, ing.

[47-1-0]

[47-1-0]

Comments may be directed to the Regional Manager, Navigable Waters Protection Program, Transport Canada, 9700 Jasper
Avenue, Suite 1100, Edmonton, Alberta T5J 4E6. However, comments will be considered only if they are in writing, are received
not later than 30 days after the date of publication of this notice
and are related to the effects of this work on marine navigation.
Although all comments conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response will be sent.
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Re: BZP Meeting
Andria Sherstone to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-11-2304:21 PM

I am hoping to talk to her about that after the ADM mtg on MM. I'll let you know shortly.
Jocelyn Kula
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

IDoes Cathy need us to prepare anything speci...

2011-11-2304:18 PM aST

Jocelyn Kula
Andria Sherstone
Tara Phillips
2011-11-2304:18 PM EST
Fw: BZP Meeting

Does Cathy need us to prepare anything specific for this meeting?
Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique rt3glementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controh3es
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction glmerale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
----- Forwarded by Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-11-23 04:18 PM -----

BZP Meeting
2011-11·24 Thu 4:00 PM - 5:00
PM
Attendance is for Jocelyn Kula
Chair:
Sent By:
Location:

Required:

Hilary Gelier/HC·SC/GC/CA
Megan McMaster/HC-SC/GC/CA
ADM Boardroom

Cathy A Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Diana Dowthwaite/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Ian
Hobler/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Irit Weiser/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Jocelyn
Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Norma
Won/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC

Descriptioni
Andria - please provide the names of anyone else from HPFBI CSTDI Legal that will be attending. Thank you.
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Re: BZP briefing
Andria Sherstone to: Jocelyn Kula

2011-11-21 10:02 AM

Cc: "Tara Phillips"

Hi Jocelyn,
Cathy has requested that this meeting be cancelled. She feels that the update you provided verbally on
Friday was sufficient. The briefing with the ADM has not yet been scheduled, but I will let you known
when.
Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

jPer discussion with Cathy on Friday, I would rea ...

Jocelyn Kula
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

2011-11-20 10:12:57

Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Andria Sherstone" <andria.sherstone@hc-sc.gc.ca>
"Tara Phillips" <tara.phillips@hc-sc.gc.ca>
2011-11-2010:12 PM
BZP briefing

Per discussion with Cathy on Friday, I would really appreciate it if you could arrange for the BZP briefing
to be moved to Tuesday. If it can't be changed, Tara Phillips and Elizabeth Dussault can definitely sit in
with Johanne, and I will do my best to join in my phone.
Tara- pis ask Jonas for the mtg info. Purpose is just to bring Cathy up to speed re where things are at with
the file and also to discuss the whole exemption from prepub issue ....
Thanks
Jocelyn
Sent by blackberry
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PM

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

Re: Fw: Regulatory package docs for BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Johanne Beaulieu

2011-11-21 09:58 AM

Hi Johanne,

I flagged this with Cathy and she would prefer to see the package after you have reviewed and approved
it.
Thanks!

-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controh3es et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction gemerale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

Johanne Beaulieu

IGood Morning Andria! I received these docume...

2011-11-21 08:39:43 ~M

Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA
"Sherstone, Andria" <andria.sherstone@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Date:
2011-11-21 08:39 AM
~.':?je~~_/'=M_=_~~~egulatory package docs for BZP
From:
To:

Good Morning Andria!

I received these documents this morning. I have therefore not read them yet.
Do you think Cathy would like to read them in advance of the official copy including my comments? Or do
you want to wait and give her the next version?
Let me know.
Johanne
Jocelyn Kula
----- Original Message ----From: Jocelyn Kula
Sent: 2011-11-21 02:37 AM EST
To: Johanne Beaulieu
Cc: Tara Phillips; Elizabeth Dussault
Subject: Regulatory package docs for BZP
Hi Johanne
As discussed the week before last, please find attached, our latest drafts of the
for BZP:
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Jocelyn

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division/ Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
Office of Controlled Substances/ Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch/ Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada/ Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
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BZP briefing
Andria Sherstone to: Gisele Osta

2011-11-1705:48 PM

Hi Gisele,
Cathy would like to set up a BZP briefing for next week. Johanne and Jocelyn will need to attend.
I think about an hour should do.
Thanks!
-A
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Fw: forward plan - to send to DGO?
Andria Sherstone to: Johanne Beaulieu

2011-09-2704:49 PM

FYI

Andria Sherstone
DGD Advisor I Conseilh3re
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-09-27 04:48 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

_ _ _

Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA
Roxanne Lewis/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-09-2703:49 PM
Fw: forward plan - to send to DGO?

..wM»W..wH~~~_~

-.

Hi Roxanne,
As discussed on the phone, please find the revised input to the BlP entry. We had just received word
from the regulatory drafters that BlP would be moved from a priority 2 to a priority 1 to expedite the
scheduling of BlP as a controlled substance. The input has been updated to reflect this.

Thanks!

=A

Andria Sherstone
DGD Advisor I Conseilh3re
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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FORWARD PLAN
PLAN REGLEMENTAlRE
Health Canada

September 2011 to December 2011 - Regulations and Orders-in-Council
Septemb re 2011"a d'ecem b re 2011 - R"eglIements et D'ecrets
Scheduling of HZP and
TFMPP under th~ CDSA and
its regulations.
The objective of this regulatory
proposal is to add BZP and
TFMPP to Schedule III to the
CDSA and to Part J of the Food
and Drug Regulations in order to
address the health and safety
risks associated with their use.
BZP and TFMPP are central
nervous system (CNS) stimulant
and have hallucinogenic
properties similar to those of
amphetamine and/or ecstasy.
Pills containing both chemicals
have become popular in the rave
and club scene across Canada.
Health Canada has also been
advised that increasing numbers
of shipments of large quantities
of BZP and TFMPP (in pill and
bulk powder form) have been
detected at the Canadian border.

N

MED

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

PLEASE POPULATE TEMPLATE FOR SUBMISSIONS INTENDED TO BE SUBMITTED TO TB BY MONTH, AND BY TRIAGE IMPACT (COpy AND PASTE TABLE AS NE002928

5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Cathy A Sabiston

2011-09-2310:21 AM

Cathy,
As requested, please find the BZP e-mail to go from Hilary to Paul Glover. I spoke with Johanne and she
recommended pushing back the CGI date.
Thanks!

-A
Paul,
With respect to scheduling BZP, I can tell you that we are meeting with Treasury Board next week to
discuss speeding up the process to schedule BZP as a controlled substance. We are hopeful that, as with
our other scheduling processes, we will be able to work cooperatively with Treasury Board in the
development of the
to ensure that it can move forward more quickly.

Should we receive the change in prioritisation from the drafters, and if our cooperative efforts with
Treasury Board go smoothly, we are hopeful that BZP could be at CGI by February/March 2012.
.

-

.

-

-

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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5.21 (1 )(a)
5.21 (1 )(b)

BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Ian Hobler

2011-09-2203:42 PM

Cc: Cathy A Sabiston, Johanne Beaulieu

Hi Ian,
With respect to BZP, please find an update on scheduling:
-There is a meeting next week to TB to discuss speeding up the process to schedule. Specifically, the
to ensure that we can
meeting will focus on discussing how we can cooperatively developing the
move forward more quickly. A CBA has already been developed in cooperation with TBS.
-OCS will be speaking with the regulatory drafters group this afternoon to determine if BZP can be moved
up their list of priorities.
-Should OCS receive the go ahead that drafters can prioritize and once we receive approval in principle
from TBS, OCS will move the package up for approvals. This will have to be sped up on our end to
ensure that the package is sent to TB by the 3rd week in November (as required to make it t on the
agenda for the December TBS meeting). As such, the package should be ready for the 3rd week of
October for DGO approval. We will ensure that it goes up to ADMO quickly.
Let me know if you have any additional questions.
Thanks!
-A
Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951
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Andria Sherstone to: Cathy A Sabiston

2011-09-2209:01 AM

FYI

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor! Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate! Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

----- Forwarded by Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2011-09-21 05:49 PM ----Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA
Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC, Denis ArsenauIVHC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-09-21 05:47 PM

From:

To:
Cc:
Date:

~~~je~!:"~'_~'_'____

M

JK

Jocelyn Kula
Manager, Regulatory Policy Division! Gestionnaire, Division de la politique reglementaire
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Office of Controlled Substances! Bureau des substances controlees
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch! Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada! Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 946-0125 Fax: (613) 946-4224
Johanne Beaulieu
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

IMerci. Johanne

2011-09-21 04:18:32 PM

Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA
Jocelyn Kula/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Angela Doyle/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-09-21 04:18 PM

Merci.
Johanne

Johanne Beaulieu

Director I Directrice
Office of Controlled Substances I Bureau des substances controlees
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
123 Slater Street, Room 0-387 I 123 rue Slater, Piece 0-387
Ottawa, Ontario K1 A OK9
(T) 613 952-2177
(F) 613 946-4224

L

Jocelyn Kula
Johanne Beaulieu

IHi Johanne So here is what we have managed 1. ..
IGood Day! Would you please phone me at 613-...

2011-09-21 04:05:24 PM
2011-09-21 01 :26:05 PM
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Andria Sherstone to: Cathy A Sabiston

2011-09-21 05:26 PM

Just sent you the info. I have the workplans for your info/review as well.

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor / Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate / Direction des substances controlees et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch / Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada / Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

Cathy A Sabiston

ISorry! Are you in this loop? We need to provide ...

2011-09-21 05:13:59

PM

Cathy A Sabiston/HC-SC/GC/CA
Andria Sherstone/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
Johanne Beaulieu/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
2011-09-21 05:13 PM

From:

To:
Cc:
Date:

Sorry! Are you in this loop? We need to provide answer to admo first thing manana.
Cathy A Sabiston
----- Original Message ----From: Cathy A Sabiston
Sent: 2011-09-21 01:03 PM EDT
To: Hilary Geller; "Cathy Sabiston" <cathy_a_sabiston@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Cc: Ian Hobler; Johanne Beaulieu
Subject: Re: Fw:
Johanne and jocelyn are looking into it. Will advise as soon as possible.
Hilary Geller

!Cathy?

---.- Original Message -.---

2011-09-2112:33 PM gOT

Hilary Geller
"Cathy Sabiston" <cathy_a_sabiston@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Ian Hobler
2011-09-21 12:33 PM EDT

From:

To:
Cc:
Date:
~~bject: ~#

~

___

__

Cathy?
Paul Glover
----- Original Message ----From: Paul Glover
Sent: 2011-09-21 11:08 AM EDT
To: Nancy Othmer
Cc: Catherine MacLeod; Barbara J Sabourin; Supriya Sharma;
hilary_geller@hc-sc.gc.ca; Cathy A Sabiston; Sarah Wiles
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Subject:

Thanks
Paul
Nancy Othmer

IHello, I

2011-09-2005:18:39

Nancy Othmer to: Catherine Macleod, Paul Glover

2011-09-2005:18 PM

Hello,

Thanks in advance,
Nancy.
----- Forwarded by Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA on 2010912011 05:12 PM ----Barbara UrseI/HC-SC/GC/CA

20109/2011 09:52 AM

PM

To Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA@HWC
cc
Subject

002934
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Barb

Solicitor-Client Privilege/Protected

Nancy Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA
Nancy
Othmer/HC-SC/GC/CA

To Barbara_Ursel@hc-sc.gc.ca

2010912011 08:33 AM

cc
Subject

002935

BZP
Andria Sherstone to: Johanne Beaulieu

2011-09-21 12:48 PM

Hi Johanne,
Could you please let me know the timelines for scheduling BZP. Is there a workplan that I could see on
this?
Thanks!
-A

Andria Sherstone
DGO Advisor I Conseillere
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate I Direction des substances controh~es et de la lutte au
tabagisme
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch I Direction generale de la sante environnementale et
de la securite des consommateurs
Health Canada I Sante Canada
Tel: (613) 948-8951

002936

